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Special Trade
Announcement
T^ITZGIBBON Ltd. are now in a
A position to fill your every want in

DRY GOODS SPECIALTIES.

COMPLETE STOCKS insure immediate
deliveries and excellent values.

Our GENERAL FALL COLLECTION will

meet your every requirement in the dry
goods trade and will net you immediate
returns on your outlay.

EXCLUSIVE LINES in WOOLLENS and
DRESS GOODS. MEN'S FURNISHING
SPECIALTIES from the principal European
Markets.

Make no selections until you have seen our

complete samples. You will be amply repaid.

Travellers now on their routes. If they fail

to call on you, become acquainted with our

mail order department. Prompt Deliveries

and SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

Fitzgibbon Limited
31-33 Victoria Square, Montreal, Que.
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Pleast mention The Review tc Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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FALL BUSINESS

1 01 111/11

Each day sees an improvement in

business prospects all over Canada.

Crop conditions are bright, manufac-

turers are running full time and every-

thing points to a big Fall business.

All our departments are well supplied

for Fall trade.

It pays you to take advantage of

our stocks.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
Montreal

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Established 1832 Cable Code: Law-Bradford

Fall 1911

REGISTERED

Exclusive Designs

& & &

Showerproof Goods
Mohair and Alpaca Linings

Buyers visiting England can see a full

collection in Bradford and London.

& j& &

Law, Russell & Co., Limited
Converters of Bradford Fabrics

BRADFORD AND LONDON, ENG.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Exclusive Designs for

Street and Dress \Vear in Silks,

Dress Goods, Etc.

Silks, Dress Goods, Velvets,

Laces, Trimmings, Ribbons,

Evening Dress Materials

Fashion to-day demands the employment of the richest

materials. Our collection fully represents this

feeling. We shall be pleased to

submit samples from either

Montreal or Toronto.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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WHEN IT COMES TO

STRETCHING AND

BENDING

Success
Overalls
are the ones which stand

the severe strain of hard
work.

The Overalls are cut on
such big lines that there

is ample room for the wear-
er to move fully in every

direction.

When an absolute strain

comes on the overalls them-

selves—they hold fast.

They are made of best de-

nim, and every seam is

double stitched, ensuring

great strength.

Ask your Wholesaler—
the range is complete : three

weights, three colors.

Look for the Success Label.

€^%madian?%nwM%&M:
*ffl(rnVic<i£

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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The New Idea

THE EPPO PETTICOAT
Here is a skirt which adjusts itself to any waist measure from 20 to 28 inches.

There are no strings, no buttons, no alterations, the skirt always fits smoothly and gracefully

—

just close the snaps and the skirt adjusts itself to the figure, the fullness is evenly distributed by

the Eppo patent band.

Notice the side opening, the endless stay—won't tear and cannot rip.

We make the Eppo in Egyptian Taffetas and Blackeye Silk Moires, in sateens and silk.

Your wholesaler can supply you—make a point of being the first in your section to show the

latest patent, the Eppo.

We have sole rights for Canada to make this new underskirt

The Canadian Converters Co., Limited
MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Awarded the highast prize, "The Grand Prix," at the Brussels Exhibition, 1910.

Established

1791
The Test of

Time

HORROCKSES

'

Longcloths, NainsooKs, Cambrics, India Longcloths, etc.
See Horrockset' Name on Selvedge

Sheetings, Ready-Made Sheets (Plain and Hemstitched)
See Horrockses' Name on Each Sheet

Flannelettes of the Highest Quality
Sea Horrockses' Nam* on Selvedge

Horrockses
Manchester and London

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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CALDWELL'S UJH-V
WOOLENS £$^£*
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Canada'sBest
We invite the closest and most

careful inspection. We would not

do so unless we were perfectly satis-

fied that the result would be in

every way most favorable. Our
confidence springs from knowledge

—knowledge that in material, work-

manship and price, we have nothing

to fear from outside competitors.

BLANKETS
AND

STEAMER RUGS
of Caldwell make give absolute satisfaction and sell

rapidly. Like all our other products, they are stamped
with our trade-mark, guaranteeing 100% Pure Wool.

BOYD CALDWELL & CO., LIMITED
LANARK, ONTARIO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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THIS light cloth fabric, from which EVERY
KIND OF SUMMER DRESS AND SUM-
MER SKIRT MAY BE MADE, combines

the MAXIMUM OF WEAR with the MINIMUM
OF WEIGHT, and brings comfort to thousands

during the heat of June, July and August.

THE WIDE RANGE OF TASTEFUL PAT-
TERNS is new, and SPECIALLY DESIGNED
for the Canadian market, in which William

Anderson Zephyr has held the first place for

so many years.

Don't let the Mid-Summer trade get ahead of

you. Order now, so as to give yourself time

for reorders.

Wm. Anderson & Co., Ltd.
PACIFIC MILLS

GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Gault's

Embroidery Stock Specials
from

One of Our Leading Departments

Lot 53—27-inch Swiss Embroidery Flouncing, in assorted designs, for sale price 49c yard

i •• 54 27 " " " " " " " " 89c "

" 55 — 45 " " " " " " " " 99c "

"366—Assorted Edgings, Insertions, Flouncings, (Seconds), for sale price 10c to 29c yard

»367— « « " « " " " 10c to 39c "

Write for sample box of any of above on approval, costing $25 to $35 box.

| ANOTHER LEADING LINE. OUR

Coat Sweaters and Golfers for Fall

19 STYLES
CHILDREN'S MISSES' LADIES'

Over 100 cases will be opened up June 1st. Already we are booked ahead
of last year but can take care of your order now

and

Guarantee Prompt Delivery.

New styles, all colors and sizes, biggest values at lowest prices.

THE GAULT BROTHERS CO., Ltd.
1 Smallwares MONTREAL Department

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Merchant Dyers

We Make Unsalable Goods
Salable

How? By means of the most modern machinery, the
employment of skilled workpeople, and our own long experi-

ence in the business—nearly thirty-five years.

We re-dye and finish those fabrics on your shelves,

that to-day will not sell because off-color, or soiled or faded

—

giving them a place among your best selling lines.

Milliners are good customers of these works, because
we've demonstrated most completely that we can clean, re-dye
and curl in most perfect manner the finest plumes and feathers.

R. PARKER & CO.,
Dyers and Finishers

TORONTO CANADA

AREHA TS,ANDHA 73,
but only one goodHatpin.

|mo^Lls BAYONET POINT
I HAT PIN

Itpenetrates easi/f/.gives afirm hoid,

andwhen Mi/idrawn teaves no unsigtifti/ botes

MANUFACTURED BYAB£L AfOi?ftALL LT? REDDITCH. ENC

LO/YDO/Y 20. G/?£S/tAM Sr/?££T
/

' MANCHESTER /7. P/ccad/ll y

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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SPOOL SILK

Means Better Ribbon Values

CORTICELLI is associated only with the best values and most dependable

goods. It has gained a widespread reputation for integrity and quality.

SPOOL SILK SPOOL SILK

By stocking and selling CORTICELLI lines, comes not only increased busi-

ness but more satisfactory business. Put to a test at counters of leading

stores, CORTICELLI RIBBONS have proven a selling success.

Specify " CORTICELLI " in your next RIBBON ORDER and the full bene-

fit of entire satisfaction will be received by you and your trade.

Corticelli Silk Company
LIMITED

HEAD OFFICE :

St. Johns, P.Q.

ADDRESS NEAREST OFFICE:

SALESROOMS—4 St. Helen Street, Montreal. 56 Albert Street, Winnipeg.

24 and 26 Wellington Street W., Toronto. 91a York Street, Sydney, N.S.W.
318 Homer Street, Vancouver.

SPOOI, SILK

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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What "The Review" is Doing
Secures Much Special Information for its Readers — Merchants Making
Practical Application of News in its Columns — Absolute Confidence in

Paper's Staff Indicated by Requests to Act for Retailers in the Market
— Helping to Solve Many Problems.

TIIK practical value of a news-

paper of any kind may best be

judged by the extent to which
not only its columns, but also those

responsible for the information con-

tained therein, may be of direct as-

sistance to its readers.

Nil publication can ever hope to

anticipate or exhaust the procession

of queries which might emanate
from people who are constantly on
the firing line of business, confront-

ing new propositions in buying, sell-

ing and management every day, and
who must lie able to deal with de-

mands of widening responsibilities.

Using The Review's Buyer.

Within the past three weeks The
Review has received no less than
thirty-two letters of enquiry, from
Vancouver to Prince Edward Island.

asking for special information, or

assistance. Some of these have ac-

tually required the services of The
Review's experienced buyer in the

market, for goods have had to be
bought, or orders placed.

For example a few weeks ago, a
general merchant in a very small
town, wrote in stating that he had a
proposition on his hands in which
lie had to beat out the city mail
order house. A customer had called

with a clipping from a catalogue il-

lustrating two suits. She stated that

if the merchant coui . supply them,
she would give him first chance;
otherwise the . rder would go to a
Toronto retail mail order house.

It was a case where the merchant
had to deliver the goods, because it

involved an excellent advertising op-

portunity.

Helped Merchant to Hold Customer.

He assured the customer that he
could obtain the suits, and according-

ly took the necessary measurements
and information as to cloth required.

These he sent to his wholesaler who
replied he would produce the suits

at the price, and sent along sample
of cloth. Shortly afterwards the

wholesaler again wrote that, as pat-

terns had been destroyed, they would
have to disappoint the customer. His
workrooms could not handle the or-

der.

Here was a dilemma. The custo-

mer was willing to pay more for the

suits than she would have paid had
she ordered from the mail order
house but she was one of those rare

souls willing to give the local mer-
chant half a chance.
The merchant was anxious to

make good. He wrote The Review
explaining the circumstances, send-

ing measurements, samples and all

information. Within one hour of

the receipt of the letter, The Review
had the order placed, and in three

days the merchant had his suits. A
little later the manufacturer phoned
that he had received cheque in full

for amount and The Review received

the following letter from the mer-
chant. "Re two ladies' suits pro-

cured by you. Those suits came to

hand promptlv and were entirely sat-

isfactory in every way—material,

"We again thank you for the assistance that you have
been to us in this matter and assure you we shall not hesi-

tate to use you when in a like dilemma.
'

'—Extract from a

merchant's letter to The Review.

\>
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The Choice of American Women Everywhere

McCALL PATTERNS
For their Style, Fit and Simplicity.

McCALL'S MAGAZINE
for its Advance and Authoritative Fashions.

Progressive merchants know that what the women want they must have. That is why
12,000 of them sell the celebrated McCall Patterns and Fashion Publications.

The McCall Canadian Office and Factory in Toronto, the largest and best equipped
pattern plant in the Dominion, enables us to offer you McCall Patterns and Fashion Publi-
cations on the same terms, conditions, etc., as are enjoyed by United States dealers.

Write for the "McCall Proposition." It will

interest you. There is no obligation '

THE McCALL COMPANY
THE LEADING PAPER PATTERN HOUSE OF AMERICA.

236 to 246 West Thirty-Seventh Street, New York City.

CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO TORONTO, CAN
NOT IN THE TRUST. NO CONNECTION WITH ANY OTHER HOUSE

ll>
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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linings, trimmings and workman-

ship being all that could be desired

at the price. We again thank you

for your assistance in this matter and

assure you we shall not hesitate to

use you in a like dilemma.

This is a striking example of what

The Review is doing for the readers

for the asking. Further information,

and if necessary the names of mer-

chants, will be supplied those who

may wish to enquire about the ser-

vice The Review is giving.

Wide Range of Questions.

Here is a list of enquiries taken

from letters now on file.

Where may we obtain scout suits

and scout masters' hats.

From whom may we obtain boys'

wash suits. Are these lines made in

Canada?
Are there any Canadian firms car-

rying children's white silk hosiery.

We wish to obtain a quantity for a

special customer?
Please send us names of English

clothing manufacturers?

Do you know where we may ob-

tain a competent window trimmer,

card writer and ad. man?
Where may we obtain bright ad-

vertising cuts?

Please send us names of firms car-

rying these specials described in The
Review? Several enquiries of this

kind were received following publi-

cation of an article in which 50

specials then on the market for mid-

summer retailing were described.

The Review is the first paper on this

continent to give exact information

of this kind coupled with regular and

special prices and the figures at

which they couM be profitably mer-

chandised. The prices suggested

were based on the exact knowledge

which Review editors have of mod-

ern merchandising, and were in

every particular thoroughly reliable.

Lists of these prices will be publish-

ed from time to time as the seasons

^^llut

warrant. In these days of closest

competition, this is the kind of in-

formation, reasonably considered,

that the merchant requires.

Market Information Useful.

Not only is The Review giving
much special information, but there

are letters which prove that its col-

umns are beina; carefully read and
practical benefit derived therefrom.

Here is a letter received from a
merchant in Victoria, B.C., which
demonstrates the practical value of

market and style information giv-

en:
—"The Review has been most

useful to us and has helped us time
and time again when doubtful be-

tween two styles for a coming season.

We pass it around to our employees
and believe that it benefits them as

well as us to do so."

For Merchant and Staff.

The columns of The Review are to

an increasing extent prepared alike

for the guidance and instruction of

the merchant and his staff in all mat-

ters pertainine; to the market, but
also with regard to modern methods
or the most approved way of doing
things to obtain most satisfactory re-

sults. Letters similar to the above

prove that this information is ap-

preciated by readers of the paper in

village, town and city.

Where an enquiry is suggestive of

a subject which might be of general

interest to the trade, it is dealt with

in a special article in which the dif-

ferent phases ure discussed, and its

news value fullv investigated and ex-

ploited. In several cases a wide
range of opinion has been secured

from the trade on various topics and
this has been condensed in bright

form and given to the readers of

The Review through its columns.
There is much evidence to the effect

this has been helpful to merchants in

buying and in solving various prob-

lems.

"The Review has been most useful to us and has

helped us time and again when doubtful between two

styles for a coming season."—Robinson & Andrews,

Victoria, B.C.

i
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TO THE MERCHANTS OF THE
MARITIME PROVINCES

Your orders for immediate or Fall delivery will receive

our prompt and careful attention. Send to us for your
requirements in Hosiery, Gloves, Smallwares, Ladies'

Wear, Men's Furnishings, Dress Goods, Linens, Cottons,

Staples, Woollens, Tailors' Trimmings, Oilcloths and
Carpets.

We sell satisfaction with every order of Dry Goods.

Vassie Cb% Company, Limited

Wholesale Dry Goods and Woollen Merchants

ST. JOHN, N.B.

JN

r Bwik£

White Duck Khaki
Specials Specials
Waiters' Coats Norfolk Coats
Cooks' Coats Outing Trousers
Barbers' Coats Riding Breeches
Butchers' Frocks Outing Shirts

Porters' Coats Miners' Shirts

Bar Vests Working Shirts

Surgeons' Gowns Auto Coats
Dentists' Coats Boy Scout Suits
Outing Trousers Boys' Bloomers
Boys' Bloomers Overalls
Aprons

BOYS' KNICKERS, Double Front and Seat
TROUSERS OVERALLS

Robert C. Wilkins Co., Ltd.
Mobitreal

LIDDELL'S

LINENS m
\fa,ARE STANDARD ,M

DURING THREE - QUARTERS
OF A CENTURY
THE POPULARITY OF

Liddell's Linens
has decidedly increased. They have maintained a

uniformly high standard of quality and to-day their

high quality remains unchanged and Liddell's Linens
are first for beauty, for originality in design, for dur-

ability and for appearance after long wear.
See our samples for Xmas trade in table cloths,

napkins, sheets, pillow cases, tray cloths, sideboard
scarfs, tea cloths, serviettes, doilies, etc.

Write for Illustrated Price List

R. H. Cosbie,
Wellington St

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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THE VELVET VOGUE
So marked a feature of present day fashion has
in the main called for the employment of the best

class of Cotton Velvets, which have been given,

even by many of the most exclusive costumiers,

the preference over silk velvets.

It is to the perfection to which the dyeing and
finishing of Cotton Velvets have been brought that

this demand for High Class Costume purposes is

due.

Specially helpful was the discovery, after years of

experimenting, of

WORRALL'S
FAST DYES

THE IMPORTANT POINT IS THAT THE BUY-
ERS OF COTTON VELVETS FOR ALL COS-
TUME PURPOSES SHOULD SEE THAT THEY
ARE GETTING THE ADVANTAGE OF THIS
DISCOVERY. THE ONLY SAFE RULE IS TO
ASK FOR A GUARANTEE THAT THE VEL-
VETS ARE IN WORRALL'S FAST DYES,
WHICH ARE OBTAINABLE IN ALL SHADES.

AT THE

FR^NCO-BKITIStl

EXHiBITIOri

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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BATTING
NORTH STAR, CRESCENT and PEARL

These brands represent the batting that your cus-
tomers want.

They're made from long staple cotton, white as
snow, lofty, soft and elastic.

They come in big batts that open out into strong
sheets of even thickness.

It pays you to sell these brands.

Order of your Wholesaler.

ROBERT HENDERSON & COMPANY
Dry Goods Commission Merchant

181-183 McGill Street,

James Stanbury & Co., Toronto
MONTREAL

British American Dyeing* Co.
GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS

JOSEPH ALLEN, Manage

The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS
In the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

Dress Goods, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons

and Velveteens, Hosiery Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP

Also

Feathers, Silks, Velvets, Ribbons, Lace, Etc.

A
"
W
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Montreal Toronto Ottawa Quebec

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Confidence in Year's Success.

THE Summer season may now be said to have

found its proper pace. Uncertain weather has

been responsible for a very slow movement in sea-

sonable lines, and the merchant has had to work

hard for his business, but during the past couple of

weeks the turn has come. The near approach of

the outing season has brought a fair demand for

goods that will be wanted. The garment manufac-

turer has a gratifying volume of orders ahead of

him for the coming season, and there is every reason

to anticipate a liberal Summer sorting business.

Buyingj however, has been free of any speculative

tendency, and it is likely that August will see stocks

in excellent condition for the advent of the new sea-

son. The west is an increasingly important market,

and another year of good crops will undoubtedly

see a very material growth, not only in volume, but

also towards style and price standards. Western buy-

ers are taking smart lines, and are giving the manu-

facturer every encouragement to show well in ad-

vance, goods bearing the stamp of originality, and

embodying the last word as to fashion trend.

in the fabric market conditions are not as fav-

orable as the trade would have them. True, the cut-

ting-up trade is taking a much wider range of ma-

terials than ever before, but the retail dress goods

buyer is proceeding very cautiously. The vogue of

the narrow skirt has enforced new merchandising

methods, and in many quarters the -canity of com-

petent dressmakers and the development of ready-

to-wear have been somewhat discouraging. Where

the dressmaking department is well equipped, how-

ever, the head of the dress goods department feels

that he has a force behind him that will prove a

strong factor in the success of his work.

Manufacturers of knitted goods look forward to an

excellent season, not only in underwear, but also in

< oats, caps and scarfs. The knitted coat has had a

wonderful run, due largely to the extent to which

producers have associated it with style, and at the

same time given it excellent place as a utility gar-

ment. Improved lines of domestic hosiery have

made their appearance, and are of a quality calcul-

ated to give the manufacturer a still firmer claim

upon the appreciation of his trade.

From one end of the trade to the other there

seems to be a firm confidence in the year's success,

despite some unfavorable features of the beginning.

All industries are well employed and money fairly

plentiful.
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More Vigorous Inspection Needed.

THE laxity of customs inspection at border towns

has a more far-reaching effect than many mer-
chants imagine. It appears that the common use

of the auto has added another method to the many
already in vogue by which the unscrupulous may Hit

from side to side of the border carrying goods upon
which duty is never paid. Not only merchants in

border towns and cities, but also those living many
miles from the line, have reason to complain of the

case with which ''personally conducted" goods may
be carried across.

Merchants have even been asked to exchange
goods which they knew absolutely had not been
bought on the Canadian side, and customers have
not hesitated to inform them as to the comparative
merits of goods purchased on either side.

It is well known that merchants in border cities

of the United States offer special inducements to

Canadian customers, yet one never hears of any great

seizures being made, either individually, collectively

or in bulk. This very condition was one of the things

that suggested recently to the merchants in a city

some distance from the border, the holding of a

"merchants' week," for the purpose of demonstrat-
ing the advantages of local shopping, and. at that,

special transportation inducements were offered.

It certainly seems extraordinary that an excur-
sion to a "foreign" city should be known to have as

one of its side attractions, special discounts from the

merchants of that city, and yet be met by no strenu-

ous official action calculated to protect the home mer-
chant.

The mail order house is a vigorous competitor, but
when, especially during the Summer months, people
find it an easy matter to "shop on the other side"

and get across with their purchases, somebody is

falling down at his post. It is human nature to shop
wberever the attraction is greatest, but human na-

ture should not be allowed to indulge itself along
illegitimate channels. Vigorous protests to their

members of Parliament, and persistent united act inn

on the part of the merchants should work some
remedy.

The excuse that there has always been giving
and taking between towns on eitber side of the border
is often advanced by those who are indifferent in the
matter, but if they will look about them they may
have reason for surprise in the system by which their

districts are being drained, for business upon which
they could give their customers far better satisfaction

and service.

Men, Methods and Events.

fN these days when people demand proof for al-

-*- most every proposition that conies across, a mere
name docs not carry far, but when it comes to dry
goods, the name Robinson seems entitled to a high
place. Probably men by any other name would have
done as well, but the success of the six stores de-

scribed elsewhere would suggest that Robinson is

synonymous with what is best in merchandising
principles.

* * *

The merchant or salesman who does not allow
himself a little freedom from the grindstone during
the Summer months will soon begin to think that
his is the most monotonous occupation on earth.

Nothing like a holiday to fit a good man for a fresh
hold.

* * *

Now that the coronation season is over, it seems
fitting to say that, judging from the enthusiasm and
the loyalty, and the many evidences of unity of Em-
pire, it should be a particularly pleasing task for
George and Mary to glance over the stock sheets.

No Undue Haste in Getting Together.

AT a recent convention of printers and publish-

ers a considerable part of one session was de-

voted to a discussion of different advertising prob-

lems, and, of course, misrepresentations and extrava-

gance of statement in copy received considerable at-

tention.

The convention seemed pretty well agreed that

the time had arrived for the press to take a stand in

this matter, which could not be mistaken by all peo-

ple using the columns of the papers for purposes of

publicity, that where any doubt existed as to the

veracity of a statement the publisher or his repre-

sentative should leave no stone unturned to satisfy

himself that nothing but the absolute truth was go-

ing to his readers.

It cannot be imagined, from a perusal of adver-

tisements in the daily and weekly press, that the dry
goods merchants would be likely to trouble the pub-
lishers to any great extent in this regard, but from
comment made at the meeting referred to it would
seem that publishers are fully alive to the elasticity

of description which sometimes creeps into the lan-

guage of even their most conservative advertisers.

Valuable space has also been used for some of the

most commonplace statements that had no more sell-

ing power than a comment upon yesterday's weather.

Publishers state that plain, well-expressed facts would
have more selling effect with their readers than the

fictitious talks upon which advertisers in all lines

have sometimes hinged a merchandising event.

It is pleasing to see the publishers taking a more
direct interest in this matter, for it indicates that

they and the merchant may, in the long run, come
together on matters in which there should be the

heartiest co-operation.

The publisher has in the past been too indiffer-

ent about assuming any care in the matter beyond
the collection of copy, no matter how written, and
its insertion, without editing or suggestion to the

merchant as to what might have been a more effec-

tive arrangement or way of saying things.

The Review has made the statement before that

had the merchant and publisher been working to-

gether as they should, there would now be much
less heard of the inroads of the mail order house
upon local trade. The merchant would have felt

the value of the practical news instinct of the pub-
lisher and the question of better prices for advertis-

ing space might not now have called for such pro-

tracted discussion among the printers.

If the publishers and merchants are now to be-

come more interested in each other's work, with the

object of attaining to higher standards in advertis-

ing, they are not doing so before the time is good
and ripe, particularly in those centres where the ad-
vertising end is not looked after by a specialist or

where the merchant has made no marked study of
the science of advertising.



What the Robinson Companies are Doing
A Name That Stands High in Canadian Dry Goods Retailing — Six Pro-

gressive Separate Stores Conducted by Different Firms — Practical Methods
That Have Contributed to Their Success.

WHAT'S IN A NAME? When the history

of the Canadian dry goods trade has been

written, it will be found that results would

lead one to expeet a somewhat tangible

answer to this question.

There will be few pages that do not contain the

record of some exceptional success and inseparably

associated with it a name and personality which will

in great measure explain the achievement.

This does not mean that there are positive rules

by which one may confidently cl se one man to

do better than another merely because of the name

he bears, or that, as a matter of course, a Brown will

make a greater success than a Jones. The merchant

who adopted such a system in the selection of his

salespeople, for instance, would he sure to meet with

some very interesting experiences. In every case,

it depends upon the man and the use he has made

of his opportunities, although it cannot be denied

that, to succeeding generations, the memory of a

good name is a source of much inspiration.

Robinson a Prominent Name.

Having arrived at the point where an example

might not be out of place, it seems fitting to observe

that, in the history of the Canadian retail dry goods

trade, the name of Robinson will be repeated with

considerable frequency and some emphasis.

Take six flourishing stores in as many thriving

centres of population. It need not be suggested to

any manufacturer or wholesaler that, although the

different parts are in no way associated with each

other, here is a buying power commanding attention,

that here is an exceptionally good showing of mer-

chandising ability, a fine example of the practical

application of brains to the possibilities of business

development—all entered under the name of Rob-

inson.

Six Flourishing Stores.

Here is the list—The Robinson Co., Ltd., Napa-
nee; The G. W. Robinson Co., Ltd., Hamilton; Rob-
inson & Co., Ltd., Winnipeg; Robinson & Co., Cal-

gary, Alta. ; T. W. Robinson Co., Ltd., Moose Jaw.

Sas. ; and Robinson & Andrews, Victoria, B. C.

One is thus tempted to remark that the name
of Robinson might well be included in that glow-

What the Robinson Co. Have Found to Pay.

THE ROBINSON CO., NAPANEE:—
Window trimmer co-operates with advertiser. Cash prizes to

salespeople tor first, second and third greatest percentage of in-

crease in sales per month. Displays in neighboring towns of
goods thai people would be likely to buy from city mail order.

Weekly newspaper advertising supplemented by dodgers, circu-

lars, personal letters. Arrangement with manufacturers to make
special displays of sample lines in store. Calendar week before
Christmas. .Mailing list of those who ask for calendars. System
of registration in garment department. Agency for publications
used to help departments.

<;. \\. ROBINSON CO., HAMILTON:—
Distribution of profits among staff at end of year. Monthly

list of sales showing standing of each member of staff. Heads of

departments supplied with lists of purchases for previous years
as guide to present buying, and changes in market conditions.

Cash system applied.

T. W. ROBINSON CO., MOOSE JAW:

—

Persistency in face of discouraging pioneer conditions. Main-
tains the co-operation of his young men by giving them personal

interest in business. Issues price list every six weeks that the

store might have continuous representation in the store. Adheres
strictly to the cash principle.

KOBINisON & CO., (ALOABY:-
Make it as easy as possible for people to do business with

them satisfactorily. Goods and service to fit in with this policy.

Good wages to employees to hold their interest. Three and one-

half per cent, spent in advertising yearly. Head of store goes

abroad once a year on buying trip, and also visits New York,

Toronto, Montreal and other eastern centres twice a year for

goods ami ideas. .Half holiday Wednesdays from May to October.

ROBINSON & CO., WINNIPEG:—
Head of store gives personal attention to all departments.

Responsibility of selling placed largely with person who places

the stocks. Practically every article stocked is on display. Win-
dow trimmer previously discusses trims with heads of depart-

ments. Daily newspaper advertising always worked in conjunc-

tion with window trims.

ROBINSON & ANDREWS, VICTORIA, B.C.:—

Place all children's wear lines in a separate department with

excellent results. Applies the matter "one price and that a cash

price to all." Same attention to small unpromising customers as

to the largest order.

ing tribute which a speaker once wrenched from his

inspired soul when a banquet was tendered to the

head of a great railway system for having performed
"that auspicious feat by which the hand-clasp be-

tween East and West became a glorious eventuality."

Further than the name and sentiment, however, the

clasp does not here apply, for there is no co-relation

whatever between the six mercantile concerns refer-

red to.
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FIVE
PROTECTIVE

POINTS
of the National Cash Register

Department Store System

A Tal\ to Department

Store Managers
You Needn't Change Your System

—Just Improve It!

If you already have a Carrier System, have your sales people put their Counter

Checks through this Register before sending them to the Cashier—

and your Protection is Absolute !

IWe indelibly print three parts of the sales-slip.

The part that goes to the customer, the part

that you audit and the stub which is cut off and

locked up in the register.

2 When you audit the original printed slip, you
know without any additional sorting or audit-

ing, that the other parts of the slip are .iust

the same as the one you are checking up. With
your system you could not get this information un-

less you checked all parts of the sales-slip. You
could not check all parts of the sales-slip if you

wished to, because you have given one part to the

customer. This may be entirely different from the

records in the store.

3 In checking up your cash with our system you
check from two sets of figures on the sales-slip:

1. Those written by the clerk.

2. Those printed by the cashier.

With your present system you check from nothing

but the clerk's figures. Yours is single-entry. Ours
is double-entry.

4 By reading and adding wheels on our registers

and placing the result on a Control Sheet, you
know in advance how much money each station

should turn in. This puts you in the position of

a business man where you can demand the proper
returns from any station in the house. At the pres-

ent time you take what each station gives you and
you are contented. This Control Sheet prevents
the possibility of collusion between the head cashier

and Auditing Department. The Control Sheet pro-

tects you when the head cashier and auditor are

on a vacation.

It will pay you to investigate

5 You would like to have another Auditing De-
partment to cheek up your present one, if you
could get it at no expense. One Auditing De-

partment would check the clerk's vouchers and the
other Auditing Department would check the cashier's
vouchers. The printed and written figures on the
sales-slip and the adding wheels on our register
give you a second Auditing Department in practical
results.

Your system is no doubt good as far as it

goes. If you depend upon the sales-slip for

protection, we want to tell you that we
strengthen the sales-slip. We make it un-
changeable. We give you absolute protection.

Write for full information to

National Gash Register Co.

F. E. MUTTON, Manager for Canada

285 YONGE ST. TORONTO
National Cash Register for Department Store

Please mention The I! I ft! It to Advertisers <nnl Their Traveler*.
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Methods That Won Success.

In describing the development of these six suc-

cessful stores, The Review finds its motive quite as

much in a desire to give to its readers some informa-
tion with regard to the methods by which success

has been achieved in each case, as to an opportunity

to recite some very interesting history relating to

their growth.

The Robinson Co., Napanee.

The Robinson Co., Napanee came into being in

1887 when they bought out the Downey Company.
by whom the business had been established. The
partners were then J. S. Robinson, J. W. Robinson
and W. J. Gurren. This partnership continued
until 1891, when W. J. Gurren went out. In 1893,
J. S. Robinson withdrew and from 1895 until 190(3,

the business was conducted by J. W. Robinson under
the name The Robinson Co. In 1906, a joint slock

company was formed under the same name, with

J. W. Robinson as president and manager, W. J.

Campbell, vice-president, and J. E. Robinson, a-

secretary. The business has always been confined

from the commencement to dry goods, millinery.

ordered and ready-to-wear clothing, furs, men's fur-

nishings, carpets and house furnishings.

As the volume of business has increased, these

lines have been enlarged and amplified, making
larger assortments and more complete sto< ks.

Good Location Well Departmentized.

The store, located on a prominent corner, has a

frontage of 66 feet, with display windows 60 feet

long and 6 feet wide. There are three Hats and a

basement, the latter being used for receiving room,
storeroom, heating, etc., first and second Hats for

retailing and the third flat for stock rooms and
dressmaking. There is a telephone service on each

flat.

The floor space is departmentized as follows:

—

Ready-to-wear garments for women and children,

including corsets, 113 x 23 feet; carpets, rugs, drap-
eries, 80 x 26 ft.; linoleums, oilcloths, brass goods
and window shades, 47 x 14 ft.; men's clothing, 80
x 14 ft,; staples and men's wear, 80 x 26 ft.; milli-
nery, 33 x 23 ft, ; dress goods, silks, gloves, hosiery,
etc.. 80 x 23 ft.

Store of the Robinson Co., Napanee, stands on a prominent
corner, and has 60 feet of display windows.

The staff at present numbers 57, and of this

number 8 have been with the firm more than 10
years, and 12 more than 5 years.

Effective Window Displays.

The store has an exceptionally line window space,

of dimensions that are most generally found in the

Larger cities, and they are always used to best ad-
vantage. The trimmer co-operates with the adver-
tiser, and from time to time the displays have car-

ried off notable prizes. Last year, for example, in

competition with all America these windows were
awarded first prize in a pattern competition. This
is the first time this prize bus ever come to Canada.

THE ROBINSON COMPANY, NAPANEE

W. J. CAMPBELL

Vice-president

J. W. ROBINSON

President

J. E. ROBINSON

Secretary
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VACUUM CLEANERS

BOTH HAND AND ELECTRIC, ARE
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It is easy to arouse the desire for a vacuum
cleaner in the mind of anyone of your custom-

ers. With a King Edward you can satisfy that

desire at a minimum expense.

SO EASY TO OPERATE

SOME SELLING POINTS
OF THE HAND MACHINE

Easily carried about.

Easily worked.

Won't go wrong.

A Rapid Seller.

SEND FOR OUR BOOKLET GIVING
FULL PARTICULARS j

SO EASY TO CARRY
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An aisle on ground floor.

Robinson Co., Napanee. It

would be hard to beat this

arrangement for display

purposes.

The store closes at 5.30 every evening except

Saturday, opens at 8 o'clock in winter and 7.45 in

summer. Two weeks" holidays are allowed every

member of the statl'. after a year's service.

Stimulates Sales.

To stimulate sales interest among the staff, the

company are offering cash prizes for the first, second
and third greatest percentage of increase of sales per

month, compared with corresponding months of the

previous year.

Meeting Mail Order Competition.

To head off mail order business going outside

the district, the company from time to time make
displays in the neighboring small towns and villages.

Notices are sent out in advance that their traveler

will be at the hotel sample rooms on named dates

to display samples of certain lines of goods and that

an opportunity will be given to place an order if

people wish. The notices usually read that "it is

not the desire of the company to interfere with the

business of local stores but rather to take orders for

goods that people in small towns would have to send
away for anyway."

Newspapers, Circulars, Personal Letters.

The newspaper advertising of the Robinson Co.

is confined to a weekly edition, but this paper has a
circulation of nearly 4,000 and covers the field pretty

thoroughly. In lieu of the daily paper, the company
adopt other means to keep the store news and name
before the public. Copies of the newspaper adver-

tisement are distributed to each department with
instructions to have them placed in outgoing parcels.

Copies are also used for dodgers on market days.

Floor plan. Robinson Co.'s store,

Napanee. showing arrangement
of departments and windows-
Frontage 66 feet.
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Q Sartorial art can accomplish m ;ch, but the skill

of the best cutter is often frustrated by an in-

effective interlining.

Q Hymo insures smoothness and elegance, as it

obviates the tendency of a coat to furrow or cockle

and hence every member of the tailoring profession

who has experience of its merits bears testimony

to the value of this discovery.

Q Hymo has established the reputation of many a

tailoring firm, it i * unshrinkable and has no stiffening;

when it is used its wearers come again and recom-
mend their friends to visit the establishments which
turn out garments that always retain their smart

appearance.

GUARANTEED NOT TO CURL

Obtainable from all High-Class Wholesale Houses.

Look for the Trade Mark stamped every five yards
on "Hymo" Cloths. None genuine without.

Agents for Canada

GREEFF-BREDT & CO.
60-62 FRONT STREET TORONTO

Sole Manufacturer

James Hymans
(Wholesale Only)

8 and 10 Crescent Minories, London, England

SAMPLES ON REQUEST

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Ample space for display and

demonstration in carpet de-

partment. Robinson Com-

pany. Napanee-

Cards announcing special store event- arc placed on

the firm's delivery wagons and changed frequently.

On certain occasions, each department head
keeps in touch with customers on the mailing list-

by sending out circular letters. This may be done
at the opening of the dress goods or men's clothing

sekson or on the introduction or demonstration of a

corset. Lists of prospective customers arc classified.

Special Display.

Arrangements are frequently made with manu-
facturers tn make a display of their samples in the

store, by appointment. Personal letters arc sent out

to the interested ones on list and opportunity given
to place special orders. Satisfactory business, in this

way. is clinched for such lines as women's costumes,
furs, table and bed linens, men's clothing, etc.

Every year, before Christmas, the company have
a calendar week, when they distribute several thou-

sand calendars—not the kind to be thrown away

—

lait large enough and of such quality that hundreds
of customers, have them framed. All wrapping paper
lias the imprint of the company's name in the form
of a seal, which thereby converts the sheet into an

advertisement.

An excellent mailing list is secured by taking
the addresses of all those who ask for calendars.

Managers of departments keep in touch with

merchandising methods by frequent trips to market
and centres like Toronto. Montreal and New York.

Registration of Garments-

In connection with their men's and women's
garment department a system of registration has

been adopted which makes a great deal of useful

information available. This system is fully de-

scribed in the men's wear department of this paper,

but, briefly, it is applied thus:—Each class of gar-
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ment when placed in stock is registered and number-
ed in a stock book, each kind by itself. They are
divided as follows:—Women's and girls' cloth skirts
women's and misses' coats, children's coats, women's
raincoats, women's washable suits, silk petticoats,
women's wash skirts, women's and misses' dresses.
When sold the stock number is placed on the sales

check, and from this source also information is se-

secured to render complete a systematic tabulation
showing full address of the purchaser, number of
salesperson, amount sold for, date sold, makers'
stock number and name, selling price, invoice cost

number, description, size and stock number.

This gives a mine of information for reference
and service, an excellent mailing list, guide to buy-
ing, follow-up and record of selling qualities, check
on stock, missing garments, etc. The same system
is also used for furs and men's wear.

Plan that Helps Dress Goods.

As district agents for the Curtis Publishing Co.,
Philadelphia, the great bulk of their publications
sold in the 1 district pass through the company's
hands. The firm name is attached to each copy
with a rubber stamp, and as publication sales are ac-

tively pushed by boy agents in each locality, this is

used as a feeder for the pattern department and also

for the dress goods department with accessories.

The heads of departments are:—Carpets—Can-
field Shorey; women's readv-to-wear—Miss Edna
French; Millinery—Miss Minnie Smith; Dress
goods—Miss E. J. Smith; Dressmaking—Miss Mary
Campbell; Gloves and hosiery—Miss Edith Smith;
Smallwares, Neckwear, etc.—Miss Allie Craig;
Staples — James Pringle; Men's furnishings and
card writer—B. M. Black ; Window dresser—C. D.
Black; Men's clothing—Matthew Taylor.

The officers of the company—President, J. W.
Robinson; Vice-president—W. J. Campbell; Secre-

tary—J. E. Robinson.

G. W. Robinson Co., Hamilton.

Occupying an acre of ground in one of the most
central locations in Hamilton with four floors, forty
departments and sales staff ranging from 200 to 400,
the G. W. Robinson Co. are well equipped to make
the most of the advantages which they claim for
their city as a thiving manufacturing centre, with
its electric car lines serving the surrounding country
and its local market, probably the largest in Canada.

The G. W. Robinson Co. were organized in 1899.
The officers are:—President.—G. W. Robinson: vice-

president—R, L. Smith; secretary—M. Anderson.
There has been a steady expansion in all depart-

ments, one of the most striking evidences of growth
being a recent addition of two stores each 80 feet by
230 feet.

Steady Expansion.

Indicative of the present dimensions of this busi-

ness is the statement that stock is carried to the value

of $150,000 and that stock is turned five times year-

ly. The cash principle is adhered to.

With the object of inspiring still greater enthusi-

asm on the part of the staff, and as an encourage-
ment to good salesmanship, this company has adopt-

ed a profit-sharing plan. As a further means of

maintaining interest in the progress of the business,

a monthly list of sales is issued showing the stand-

ing of each salesperson.

As a precaution against overloading, heads of

departments are supplied with lists of purchases for

previous years. This affords them a means of com-
parison between old and new lines, enables them to

estimate the importance of recent style changes and
gives them an immediate insight into past and pres-

ent conditions of the market.
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Robinson & Co., Winnipeg.

As a rule, every business in Western Canada

either medium or of large dimensions had a very

small beginning. This is particularly true of the

store of Robinson & Co., in Winnipeg. In 1881. the

present head of the firm, Jerry Robinson, opened a

G. W. ROBINSON

President. G. W. Robinson Co . Hamilton.

small shop :'><» feet by 70 feet. In this store a small

stock covering a wide range of dry goods was car-

ried.

It was .hie to the foresight of Mr. Robinson that

the store was located in the most promising centre

of the city to be. There are very few merchants in

Winnipeg to-day who have not moved from the site

first chosen in order to gel the best results. This i-

not true of Robinson's store, however, as they have
occupied the same site since the earliest beginning.

Too few merchants use discretion in choosing the

site in which to do business. In many towns, how-
ever, in the West, it is impossible to know exactly

where the town will grow, but in such cases the

merchant should choose a favorable site and endeav-
or to make himself the centre and serve the public

in such a manner as to build the town around him.

Enlarged Eight Times.

The store of Robinson & Co. has been enlarged

by actual count exactly eight times. As a result the

floor diagram of the store is somewhat irregular, but
considering everything, the store is spacious, airy,

and well lighted.

Personal Supervision.

If one should inquire what the secret of the

growth in this business has been, it would be found
that the personal supervision of Mr. Robinson is the

answer.

Mr. Robinson never believed in the method of

building a secluded private office for himself where
he shut himself in, and where he had to be ap-

proached by clerks, and heads of departments in

order to rectify matters.

On the contrary, he has no office in the store in

which he himself stays; he is everywhere, and there

is no department in the store over which during
some part of the day he has not exercised some sup-
ervision.

He himself is a thorough-going merchant. He
knows the science of salesmanship, the art of dis-

play, and the secret of forceful advertising. These
three business principles are pushed strongly in the
entire business, and Mr. Robinson is always on
hand to make sure that the best possible service is

rendered the customer.

Distinct Departments.

Each department is divided distinctly, and this

is one of the first things a customer will notice in

passing through the store. In each department the

Interior view, G. W. Rob-

inson Co. store, Hamilton,

showing effective display

methods employed.
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range of goods is very wide, and it is the policy of

the management of each department to limit the
stocks, and at the same time to cover the widest pos-
sible range, and to be careful of quality. The man-
agement of each department is carried out rather
uniquely.

In the majority of cases, v here the strength of

the department will warrant it, the buyer is the de-

partment manager.

salesmanship. This looks like a splendid method,
and has worked with success in the Robinson & Co.
store.

Stock Well Displayed.

A feature of the interior of the store is the silent
salesmanship methods. Although there is quite a
heavy stock carried throughout the entire store,

practically every article in stock is on display. There

An extensive whitewear de-

partment. Robinson & Co.,

Winnipeg. Goods are so dis-

played as to invite and aid

inspection by customers.

Restaurant, Robinson & Co..

Winnipeg. This is a pro-

fitable department where
space is available and size

of city warrants it.
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Placing Responsibility.

The buyer takes a trip abroad once a year, and
of course during his absence a competent chief clerk

is left in charge. When the buyer returns, he takes

charge of his own department, pushing off the goods
he sees necessary, in order to make room for the

new stocks. In this way the responsibility of selling

is placed largely with the party who is responsible

for placing the stocks, and naturally that party will

take the greatest pains to adopt the best methods of

is no piling of goods behind or under counters, or

on low dark shelves ; they are spread out where they
can be seen, and handled, if necessary. _Jn the dress
goods, pieces are spread out on high frames, and
most of the goods are piled on tables alonsgide the
passages.

Co-operation in Advertising.

In the window, display, there is one man to carry
out all ideas in window decoration. Before putting
in a window, he discusses the display idea with the
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manager of the department whose lines he is dis-

playing, and the goods are featured according to the

wishes of the department manager. This has work-

ed to advantage in the Robinson & Co. store. The
windows are always well decorated, and are splendid

salesmen for all goods featured in them.

The daily newspaper advertising has always

worked in conjunction with the window display, and

a card appears in the window with this inscription,

"As Advertised To-day." This gives the greatest

Robinson &. Co.'s store. Winnipeg, has been enlarged several

times to meet requirements of growth.

possible force to the newspaper advertising, and al

the same time strengthens the window attraction.

These are some of the features of the Robinson

& Co. -tore, and it is believed the working out of

these methods has made the business a success.

T. W. Robinson Co., Moose Jaw.

T. W. Robinson, founder of the T. W. Robinson
Co., Moose Jaw, knows much about the trials and tri-

bulations of the Western pioneer merchant. He has
been there himself, and has had a range of experi-
ence best represented in the development of his busi-
nes from shack size to that of a large, modern, de-
partmentized store.

.Mr. Robinson was born in Newmarket. He went
to Winnipeg in 1874. and was employed by Stobart,
Sons & Co., general merchants, for six years, and in
the Robinson & Co. store for one year. In the Spring
of L883 he went to Moose Jaw, and there, in a build-
in." one storey and a half high, and 20 ft. by 30 ft.,

went into business with W. H. Rumsey, also of
Newmarket, as a partner. They lived in the upper
part of the building.

A Railway -Construction Camp.

In those days, Moose Jaw was only what the
('. P. R. construction camp made it. The railway
passenger service only extended as far as Regina,
but the railway force had moved forward to Moose
•law. In the suronnding country there were only
twenty or thirty settlers. The railway employes,
numbering about 300, were good customers, and
while they remained, there was a fair amount of

business in dry goods and groceries for Robinson
A: Rumsey. and also for their opposition, a man nain-
e 1 Wellington.

The railway camp remained until 1885, in which
year also Robinson & Rumsey sold out and returned
to Winnipeg. Mr. Robinson was there a week when
he heard that Wellington had failed. He immedi-
ately turned around, took over the Wellington stock

from the creditors and sold it out. Settlers were then
beginning to come into the country, and he deter-

mined to remain in Moose Jaw.

THE T. W. ROBINSON COMPANY. MOOSE JAW

T. W. ROBINSON

President and Founder

ARTHUR A. R. LOWE
Director

W. F. McBEAN

Vice-president and Manager
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Rebellion Helped Business.

Shortly after he returned, in 1885, the Red River
rebellion broke out, and for the next two years the
troops, the government, and the people who were
freighting for the government, were profitable cus-

tomers. Following the rebellion, however, times were
very hard.

prairie in earlier days must have been enormous, and
the wanton slaughter terrible.

Doi'bled Size of Store.

"Settlers were steadily pouring in, however, and
conditions gradually improved. In 1889 we doubl-
ed the capacity of our store, making it 60 feet in-

Dry goods department T. W.
Pobinson Co . Moose Jaw. A
i arlicularlv strong interior

display

Section ladies' ready-to-wear

department T. W . Robinson

Co.. Moose Jaw, showing
neat and effective disposi-

tion of stock.

Money in Buffalo Bones.

"Things looked so bad." Mr. Robinson states,

'that we went as far west as Donald, B. C, looking

for a better location, but did not find one. For a

year or two, the country made a living by gathering

buffalo bones from the prairie, and shipping them
down t<> St. Paul, there to be converted into fertilizer.

Thousands of carloads were shipped from Moose
•law. The herds of buffalo that had roamed the

stead of 30 feet. In 1893, we bought the next lot

south and built a store of solid brick, 27 by 80 ft.,

with two stores and a basement."

Took Salesman as Partner.

In 1897 the firm name became Robinson it

Hamilton, the new member being J. C. Hamilton,
who went West from Almonte, Ont., in 1891, and
was employed by Mr. Robinson as a salesman. Mr
Hamilton died in 1903, and in August of that year
the present firm was formed, with T. W. Robinson
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as president; W. F. Mi-Bean, formerly of Forest,

Ont., as secretary-treasurer and manager; and Ar-

thur Lowe and D. H. Thompson as directors. Mr.

Thompson has since retired. These three men had
all been with Mr. Robinson from six to nine years

previous.

Doubled Again.

Still business continued to grow, and in 1906
there was another enlargement. This time the orig-

inal store, which had been rented in the meantime,
was torn down, and the newer building double. 1 in

size, making it 54 feet by 80 feet, with arches be-

tween. In 1907, the firm built a furniture store on

High street, 27 ft. by 110 ft,, with two store- and a

basement. In 1909, there was a further expansion,

when the general store was extended back 45 feet,

giving it a depth of 125 feet. At the time the ex-

tension was made the central partitions were remov-

ed, and the two sections united in one. improving

the appearance and the merchandising facilities con-

siderably.

Encourages Young Men.

He believes in encouraging the young men
whom he gathers about him. This is evident by the

partnership opportunities which he extended to those

who had given him faithful service, and of which
they immediately took advantage. In the rapid de-

velopment of the West, the ambitious young man is

eager for business in which he has personal interest.

Mi'. Robinson immediately recognized this fact, and
a loyal, enthusiastic, efficient organization is the re-

sult.

Issues Price List.

Not only does this firm use the Moose Jaw papers

for advertising purposes, but a price list is thorough-

ly distributed over the field every six months. Thus

the Robinson Co. are as constantly represented in the

homes of the people as are the distant mail order

Groceiy department T. W. Robinson Co., Moose Jaw. A view tnat suggests business like meihod-.

The departments of the store are: General dry
goods, groceries, boots and shoes, men's clothing,
bats and caps, ladies' ready-to-wear, and housefur-
nishings of all kinds. The furniture store was sold

last year.

Thus, since 1885, it is easy to trace the develop-

ment of this progressive store from a very small be-

ginning, along through four very important en-

largements, in every one of which the growth of the

surrounding country was reasonably anticipated.

The floor space of the original store was 600 square
feet, that of the present store is more than 20,000
square feet, representing an expansion which is fair-

ly suggestive of that vigor so characteristic of busy
Western centres.

From One Boy to Staff of Fifty.

When Mr. Robinson first started in business his

staff consisted of himself and one boy; it now num-
bers about fifty.

houses, and tbe plan lias done much to educate and

bold tbe local and district trade. The store's adver-

tising is assigned to a special man. Since tbe new

firm was formed, the cash principle has been strictly

adhered to, and Mr. Robinson states that it has un-

questionably demonstrated its many advantages, not

only from the merchant's, but also from the cus-

tomer's viewpoint.

How Property Values Increase.

An interesting instance of the increase in pro-

perty values in Moose Jaw is here supplied. Mr.

Robinson paid $600 for the lot and building which

he originally occupied. These he had rented for

two years at $40 a month. Then he purchased the

lot south for $1,200. To-day the lots without the

buildings are worth $20,000 each.
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The New
Electric Bleach

For 1912

TO THE TRADE
We pride ourselves on our ability to introduce to you our
range of Spring Samples for 191 2, with the New Electric

Bleach among the latest improvements for the manufacture of

In our up-to-the-minute factories, the acquisition of the ELECTROLYZER is

worthy of particular mention.

This electrical bleaching process produces a pure, fast, snow-white garment,
much whiter than anything ever shewn in underwear before, leaving the fabric in its

soft, elastic and natural form ; that is, without weakening or hardening the fibres, an
imminent result almost unavoidable when bleached by the old system, which although
operated scientifically, does not produce uniform bleach, and through this irregularity

has a tendency to burn or over-bleach the goods, which naturally deteriorates the

wearing qualities. Think what it means ;

A Snow White, Permanent Bleach that will not turn yellowish when
carried in stock Is not this fact alone worth y of your consideration ?

WHAT THE RECORDS SHOW—That we make delivery of all reasonable demands strictly on time.

We aim to give you Better Goods, Better Service, Better Everything for your money.
You'll own up to it eventually. Why not now ? We'll appreciate your order.

Eagle Knitting Company
LIMITED

Controlled by J. R. Moodie & Sons, Limited

HAMILTON CANADA

,1111111 Mill..

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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English Mohairs

are gaining
ground. No long-

er is their sale

limited to a brief

spring season

—

but stretches the

full span of the

year.

B. D. A. weaving
and dyeing re-

sourcefulness are

without parallel

in fabric produc-

tion—and keep a

constant stream

of new patterns

and color com-
binations coming
into the market.

That's the rea-

son-why of their

STYLE success.

A dress or coat

of English Mo-
Jhair retains the

sparkling fresh-

ness of a new
garment through
all kinds of
weather — ever

lustrous, non-

crushable, dust-

repelling-. That's
the PRACTICAL
side.

n\v%iirs

b

Beautiful, Durable and, above all,

Practical is the reason why B.D.A.

Mohairs are so strongly entrenched

in popular appreciation.

Show B.D.A. Mohairs from January

to December. Their staple selling

value keeps them in strong demand

throughout the year.

See the Latest

Styles at your

Jobbers

Bradford Dyers' Association
of

Bradford, England

Please mention The Review *<> Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Robinson & Co., Calgary.

The Robinson store in Calgary, Alberta, is not
affiliated with any other Robinson store in Canada.
nor has G. C. Robinson, sole owner of the Calgary
business, any relations of that name in business in
Canada. He came from England in 1888. an
eighteen-year-old youth, to seek his fortune in the
new land.

In 1899, with a capital of $400, he bought a
two-thirds interest in the business of Allan & Co.,

put in, with a pure white metal ceiling, large globe
electric lights, and a stairway seven feet wide lead-
ing to it from the main floor.

The white paint and the lights are an instance
of the policy of the store, which contains glass parti-
tions wherever possible, in order to justify the
title of "Robinson's, the Daylight Store."'

The size of the store is 130 x 32 feet, with a base-
ment, main floor, gallery and second floor.
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Interior Robinson's " Day-

light Store." Calgary. Note

the series of display cases,

inviting inspection of goods.

Another view Robinson's

"Daylight Store." Calgary,

showing ledge trim idea for

holiday season-

and the following year he bought the remaining
third. In 1901, Mr. Robinson bought the block
in which his store is now situated for $7,200. Its

present value is $125,000.

Enlarged Four Times.

In the last ten years the store has been enlarged
four times, and this Spring a full-sized basement was

Corsets in Charge of Expert Fitter.

In the basement are kept notions, whitewear,

underwear, corsets and special bargains. The corset

department is in charge of an expert fitter, whose
success in this work has contributed to the sale of

a better class of corsets than is usual, even in Calgary

shops.
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THE KING OF ALL

SHOWCASES

THE CRYSTAL GEM (All Glass)

ONE of 20 STYLES, made with Patent

Corners, shown in our large Illustrated

Catalogue, a copy of which will be sent

you for the asking. ::::::::

JONES BROS. & CO., Limited

TORONTO, - CANADA.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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On the main floor are all kinds of dry goods and
staples, together with gloves, hosiery, ribbons, neck-
wear and fancy notions.

On the gallery are the offices and the rest room,
which is comfortably furnished with mission chairs,

writing desks, etc.

The second floor is the home of the millinery,
ready-to-wear, fur and dressmaking departments.

The policy of the store is to constantly improve
facilities, to make customers welcome to look around,

as well as to buy, to give good wages to employes,
that they may be interested in the store and its pro-

gress, and to keep goods of such a quality that the

customer is always satisfied. If there is a complaint,

the money is refunded first and investigation into

the cause of complaint made later.

Half Holiday Wednesdays.

Robinson's store is the first, and so far, the only
store in Calgary to give the Wednesday half-holiday
to its clerks and this year, from May to October, the
Robinson store will be closed every Wednesday.

The store is run on a practically cash system,
about 2 per cent, credit being given to old custom-
ers. 3yo per cent, yearly is spent in advertising,
under an advertising manager. This is all invested
in newspaper display. No circulars or catalogues
are sent out. Only absolute truth is stated in adver-
tising, and no fakes of any sort are allowed. A
capable window trimmer is employed.

A cable system is used for carrying cash and
change, so that no annoying delays are experienced
by the customer, and a speedy delivery ensures your
receiving your parrels in plenty of time for immedi-
ate use.

Visits Large Centres.

Mr. Robinson buys about 75 per cent, of his
merchandise in Canada, but goes abroad once a
year for continental styles, and goes East twice a
year to visit the New York market.

Every year since Mr. Robinson has occupied his
store it has shown an increase of from 15 to 20 per
cent, over the business of the previous year. This
is perhaps best shown by the fact that in 1899 Mr.
Robinson employed just six clerks, while in 1911
thirty-two clerks are needed to handle the business.

Robinson & Andrews, Victoria.

This firm was established seven years ago by the
late G. W. Robinson, who came to the coast after

selling his business, "The Manitou Farmers' Store,"
in Manitoba.

Five years ago he transferred the business from
Douglas street to its present site on Yates street,

which has become one of the best business streets

of the city. The success of the business has been due
to a great extent by the selection of location and
policy outlined by Mr. Robinson.
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Robinson & Andrews' store, Victoria, B. C, an attractively arranged front. Note the public mirror in centre.
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See This THREE -IN -ONE Garment

Pen-Angle
TRIP1EXS^1^R
"Pen-Angle" Sweater Coats with our

new "TRIPLEX" Collar, knit to fit the

figure on the finest of machinery-
made from the purest wools—tailored
finish.

One merchant said of it

—

"A Year Ahead oi Its Time"

Take advantage of this fact and protect

your SALES—ORDER NOW.

All popular color combinations and in a

variety of Plain and Fancy stitches, for

Men, Women and Children.

Particularly adapted for Automobil-

ing and Sporting Wear in all kinds of

games.

' Knit

PENMANS LIMITED
MAKERS OF

"Pen-Angle' Hosiery, Under-

wear and Sweaters.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Cash Principle Won Out.

The store on Yates street was small, being only
20 ft. by 50 ft., and everybody expressed the opinion
that it was impossible to do a cash busines in Vic-

toria. This cash basis has been adhered to, and a

successful business has been built up on those lines.

Mr. Andrews, who has recently become a part-

ner in the firm, has been managing the business for

the last four years, joining the firm one year previ-

ous to Mr. Robinson's decease.

Lady Supervises Sales Force.

Mr. Robinson ( sun ) and Miss Robin-

son are both actively connected with the

business, Mr. Robinson taking charge of

office and financial work of the business,

while Miss Robinson has charge of the

ready-to-wear departments and general supervision

of the sales force.

Last February the firm purchased the millinery

and children's wear business of Mrs. M. A. Vigor,

The motto of the store has been "one price, and
that a cash price, to all;" the taking of all cash dis-

counts in purchases; large turnover on a small mar-
gin; clearing all lines up at end of season, regardless

of price; to give the same attention to a .-mall cus-

tomer as to the largest order we receive.

Red Mark Sale Caused Curiosity.

Many bright ideas are sprung upon an unsus-

pecting public in these days by the wide-awake re-

tailer to attract attention to special sales or excep-

tional offerings. A scheme adopted by a dry goods
dealer in St. John, N.B., might be followed to some
extent by dealers in other places, to their advantage.

This merchant played upon the curiosity of the

people for two days before he sprung his sale. Small
squares of paper, with a black circle and a red cross

in the centre, were pasted on the sidewalks at street

cornels all over the city, the work being done at

night so that the residents on going out in the morn-
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An interior section. Robinson &. Andrews. Victoria. A bright arrangement of goods and prices for cash selling.

next door to them, and have made extensive altera-

tions to the exterior and interior arrangements of

the stores, now having two stores, connected by open-

ings. Size of stores, 20 ft, by 50 ft., and 20 ft. by
100 ft., ground floor, also same amount upstairs.

Separate Children's Department.

An experiment recently made which is working
well up to date is the separating of the children's

goods from the ladies', not only as is usually done,

the whitewear, dresses, etc., but hosiery, gloves, un-

derwear, etc., etc., in fact everything that a child

wears, is kepi at one side of the store, while opposite

is the same line in ladies' wear. In the smaller store

are the men's wear and housefurnishings depart-

ments.

In the larger store, ladies' wear, neckwear, hosi-

ery, whitewear, ribbons, laces, millinery, etc., and
children's wear are kept, while upstairs are the ready-

to-wear suits, reserve stock rooms and offices.

ing were confronted by these mysterious signs. There

was much conjecture as to what could be the mean-
in- of it. and even some of the newspapers were baf-

fled and made references to the mysterious markings.

It was suggested by some that the signs referred

to an approaching "Tag Day" in aid of the free

kindergarten, others contended that the boy scouts

had some kind of an entertainment on foot, but no

one ap] teared to know definitely just what it was all

about.

Finally on the evening of the second day the ex-

planation came in the form of half-page advertise-

ments in the local newspapers. The people were in-

formed that these signs were designed to draw at-

tention to a most extraordinary sale of dry goods. It

was a "Red Mark Sale," everything in the store

being priced in odd figures, the price tags bearing

the same signs as were used on the streets, and simi-

lar signs and tags being attached to the goods in the

windows.
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RAPHAEL TUCK & SONS COMPANY, "LTD."

ANNOUNCE THEIR

HOLIDAY LINES
[r

m ^df

>

FOR

1911-1912

Christmas and
New Year Cards,

Holly Cards
and Seals,

Juvenile Books,

Painting Books,

Christmas-tree

Novelties,

Doll Sheets

Christmas and New
Year Post Cards,

Autograph Stationery,

Toy Books,

Papier-mache Toys,

Paper Dressing

Dolls,

a! Picture Panoramas

Picture Making

CALENDARS

THE TUCK HOLIDAY LINES ARE UNUSUALLY ATTRACTIVE

AND MUST BE SEEN TO BE APPRECIATED.

Take early advantage of the full assortments and do not

wait until the lines are broken.

Raphael Tuck & Sons Company, "Ltd."
9-17 ST. ANTOINE STREET, MONTREAL

LONDON PARIS BERLIN CAPETOWN NEW YORK

Please mention The Review t<> Advertisers mnl Their Travelers.



An Ideal Store Planned With Purpose
Many Practical Ideas Worked Out in the Departments of the Handsome
Smallman-Ingram Store, London— Most Complete Organization — Descrip-

tion of Arrangement and Methods Employed — Facilities for Welfare Work

A BUILDING planned from basement to roof

as an ideal home for dry goods and associat-

ed lines is the Smallman & Ingram store,

London. In it are embodied a mine of

ideas, some entirely original, others adopted from
practical observation in large mercantile centres,

and all here applied to wise merchandising purpose.

The store is built in the form of an L, and the

main front extends along Dundas street 200 feet.

Included in this is the entrance, over which is a

broad prism and metallic canopy, and four large dis-

play windows. There is also an entrance from Rich-

mond street, flanked by display windows.

Many Excellent Ideas.

Merchants planning Fall improvements are con-

sidering trips in search of ideas which could be used

in connection with their stores. Many visit larger

that equals Smallman & Ingram's as a home for

dry goods, and those departments directly associated

with these lines.

An Ideal Emporium.

In planning the building every contingency was
met, and an ideal emporium is the result. It is a
fad that improvements other than those noted here
could probably be decided upon, for personal ideas
and locality will always influence merchants in
adopting any improvements to benefit their own
business. This fact is evident, however, that in be-

ing designed to meet the requirements of this firm

for a city like London, these ideas which have been
so satisfactorily applied, will be found suitable to

many other stores. There is also the knowledge
that these improvements are practical, coming as

lliev do from a store which stands for all that most

Ready-to-wear department, showing method of display by use of circular racks forms and cabinets.

centres, but to find a modern dry goods building,

planned upon experience and foresight, a trip to

the Smallman & Ingram store will be well repaid.

For modern methods and ideas easily applied

in any store, this establishment is a hive of informa-
tion. Many problems in retailing have been solved

in order to make an up-to-date institution.

Simplified Practical Methods.

True, every merchant cannot afford to install all

of these improvements, and have not as yet the

buildings to make it possible. However, some of

the ideas could be adopted with success.

Outside of large departmental stores in the great-

er cities, there is no distributing centre in Canada

merchants would hope for

their own establishments.

and plan to attain in

Two Dressmaking Departments.

Two safety elevators run to the fifth floor and
serve all departments. On the top floor are located

two large, airy dressmaking departments. These

are under a skilled modiste, with two practical dress-

makers at the head of each department. Two men
tailors are employed in this department, in addition

to a large staff of dressmakers. Entirely across the

..well-lighted front are waiting-rooms and spacious

fitting-rooms. These are furnished with reed tables,

chairs, rockers and settees on bordered squares. All
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is carried out in a soft green shade. Writing re-

quisites and light literature, magazines and periodic-

als arc provided.

Stock Stored Systematically.

To the rear of the dressmaking workrooms is a

stock room in which reserve stock is stored with

kept, and on orders being filled for stock a slip is

necessary, and the buying office informed at all times
of stock conditions. All departments must have
stock forward by 9.45 a.m.

Serving this floor is a freight elevator, and all

cases are lifted to the checking room, which faces

Richmond street. Here all goods are laid out and

Whitewear department.
S ma 1 1 m a n - Ingram store,

showing unique display

methods, using small tables,

cases and stock fixtures.

Fitting and waiting rooms

in connection with dress-

making department.

as much system as in other departments. In one arranged, so that marking will be quickly done
coiner, the cardwriter's desk is placed, and during under supervision of the management and Imyers

spare time he gives his attention to reserve stocks, of departments. Goods are then distributed to dif-

A quantity list, with all other information, is always ferent departments and to the reserve room.
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The Restaurant.

On the fourth floor is the restaurant, which oc-

cupies half of this section. This dining room has
proved very popular, and is fitted up in keeping with
the establishment. All the windows are suitably

draped with rich madrasses and panel curtains of

heavy Arabian lace. A soft green carpet covers the
111 M.r. and arranged throughout are square tables

with dining chairs to match. These tables are gen-

overcoming odors, a special steam service, dish heat-

ers, carving tables and serving tables are included
in this modern kitchen.

For the Smokers.

In a secluded corner is a smokers' room. Some
merchants may question this innovation as unneces-
sary, but this convenience is certainly appreciated

by patrons of the restaurant. This alcove is fitted

View of dressmaking work-

rooms, showing equipment.

There are two departments

dmilar to this in which men

tailors are employed, together

v\,th a large staff of skilled

dressmakers.

Restaurant, which accommo-

dates 200 people for mid-i ay

meal. Afternoon tea is served-

Room is finished in mah< g

any.
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erally fitted with beautiful whits linen (over; and
cut glass, with seasonable flower-. A daily dinner
menu is provided during the noon boms and. after

2.30 o'clock, afternoon lea and refreshments are

served.

At one side is the kitchen, which is Pitted with

all improvements for cooking, serving and culinary

requirements Two large ranges, with device- for

up in den style, with wicker furniture and madras
hangings. A wash room and lavatory is also pro-

vided.

An Employes' Hospital.

The remainder of this floor is devoted to fur-

niture, except the Richmond street side, which is

fitted up as an employes' hospital, in charge of a
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trained nurse. Couches are provided for cases of

emergency, and indisposed salespeople are looked
after at once. In cases of accident or sickness, doc-

tors are within easy call. All the requisites of an
hospital are at his disposal at all times.

Furnished Room Suggestions.

On the third floor the housefurnishing and drap-
ery departments are equally as interesting. Wall
papers are also carried in this section. Different

colored room decorations are always suggested in

small three-sided rooms. Curtains and curtain ma-
terials are shown over heavy brass rods or in connec-
tion with these color schemes. Rugs and carpets are

shown on a highly polished floor, and also in con-

junction with period schemes.
In the furnished home, a colonial hall, handsome

drawing room, rich dining room and cosy library

are much admired. These suggestions are changed
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Section of delivers system sheet, which is duplicated and
given to drivers. Four checks are made out and all informa-
tion regarding parcels is seen at once, each load is also

totalled and signed for.

every season, and everything is carried out within
these departments. Many helpful and artistic drap-

eries, window treatments and wall schemes are plan-

ned, which result in direct sales. Furniture is

changed every month.

Special Upholstering.

As a chance for increasing business two depart-

ments on this floor are important to most merchants.
One is the special upholstering department which
keeps a staff of men busy the year round. Estimates
are given in co-operation with other departments for

complete out-fitting of any home. Many artistic

drapes are always displayed, and suitable materials

and colors to match any period or individual taste.

A Banner Department.

Many stores handle flags and pennants, but in

this store one department is devoted to making em-
blematic designs of all kinds for clubs, societies and
fraternities. This department has become import-
ant enough to require the time of one young man.
Several original designs are made, and contract

prices given for larger orders. There is no doubt
of the success of this department, judging from the

enthusiasm and number of orders. On this floor

also, ample room is provided for the ad.-writing

department.

The Ready-to-wear and Millinery Sections.

On reaching the second floor a large stock of

ready-to-wear garments, whitewear, corsets and
children's wear is well arranged. This is shown on
tables, in wardrobes and in cases. Ample fitting

rooms are conveniently situated, and it was noticed
that every possible display space was used to ad-

vantage. With all the facilities in this department,
it was remarked that still greater improvements are

planned. These will make it equal to any exclusive

salon in Canada.

Easily reached by elevators and stairways is the
millinery department, which is also on the second
floor. Wall cases and display tables in this section

are of solid mahogany. As in the other sections of

the store, attention has been devoted to appropriate

settings, curtains and hangings. Several private

fitting rooms are here available. These recesses are

neatly furnished, and being well lighted are very
frequently used as a means of impressing customers
or holding their attention on high-class millinery.

Manicuring Parlors-

Almost as a part of these private fitting rooms are

manicuring parlors, which have also become popu-
lar, and enjoy a large clientele. Each one is in

charge of an expert. These rooms are curtained

with rich velour hangings, artifically lighted, and
beautifully furnished in boudoir style. This loca-

tion appeals as most suitable for this extra innova-

tion in dry goods merchandising.

The Main Floor.

Before reaching the main floor, a general view

is possible from a mezzanine balcony. Many people

spend enjoyable moments here, viewing the busy
main floor or waiting for friends. In nearly every

direction some practical time and labor-saving stock-

keeping or display method is noted. There are also

many suggestions in the comprehensiveness of these

departments. Every case or counter on this floor

is of highly polished and paneled mahogany. Im-
proved gloves cases, lace cases and stock tables stand

out prominently at suitable locations.

Each department makes its own ledge displays

and simple drapes are the rule.

Across the rear of this floor are the business and

private offices. Cash desks are also located here for

the pneumatic 20-tube cash system from the differ-

ent floors.

The Men's Wear Section.

Next to this, with a Richmond street entrance, is

the men's clothing and furnishing department. This

is fitted with centre wardrobes, tables, side cases and

shelving. Two large display windows with panel

backs display these lines all the time.

Steel Lockers.

I'nderneath this section in basement are the

dressing and cloak room. Each person in the store

is provided with a steel locker and toilet and wash

rooms are also fitted up in this part of the basement.

At the foot of the basement stairs a bulletin board is

used to officially inform salespeople of events or in-

structions pertaining to the store. This has been

found to be a most satisfactory method.

(Concluded on page 47.)



A Veteran Merchant Sounds Warning
Misrepresentation in Statements Will Result in Detriment to Both News-
paper and Advertiser — Are Merchants to Blame ? — Co-operation Will

Overcome Several Problems

WHEN a merchant of over a half century ex-

perience in dry goods sounds a warning in

regard to misrepresentation in advertising,

he is apt to have reasons for his assertions.

At any rate he has the changes and problems of that

experience as a basis on which to form an opinion

and anticipate further changes likely to occur.

Business success extending over such a long peri-

od is founded on fair dealing and good reputation

and competition successfully met. Coming from
such a source comment regarding the newspaper
copy prepared by advertisers to-day should carry

some force.

Customers Lose Faith.

It is pointed out that customers will lose faith in

newspaper advertising by their local merchants un-

less publishers protect their own interests and pro-

vide a censorship on copy offered.

To maintain their value as advertising mediums,
and in order to have a value fitting with the rates

asked for, the newspapers must insist that truth be
adhered to in every statement, no matter who the

advertiser.

This will mean that comparison of values will

not be accepted unless the actual value is embodied
in the comparison.

It should become necessary, states the merchant,
for the newspapers to be reasonably sure

that advertised lines are actually in stock

in sufficint quantities to meet the require-

ments of the offerings, that every offering

in the announcement is fully lived up to, in order

that their advertising columns maintain their draw-
ing and publicity merits.

Aim at High Standards.

Newspapers adopting this rule are enabled to

point to high standards of efficiency. Higher prices

for advertising will be paid to the periodicals which
can show results, and merchants who have adhered
to truthfulness will derive much benefit.

Losing Influence.

In their efforts to go their competitors one bet-

ter, advertisers have overlooked this condition, and
newspapers have accepted their copy in good faith,

to the detriment of both the advertiser and the pub-
lication. Customers are influenced by the offerings,

and in case of disappointment bound to pay less at-

tention to future announcements, or of advertise-

ments carried for other concerns.

Several advertisers are to-day recognizing this

tendency, and in some localities, where all kinds of

offerings have been made, it is asserted that simple
statements are best. Quality, quantity, description

and selling prices of the goods are more effective

than references contrasting previous prices or sell-

ing prices, unless such conditions are actually pre-

sent.

These advertisers have depended on reputation
and time to effect a result that other merchants have
ignored in their eagerness for business. At the same
time they have built upon this reputation and help-

ed to make their advertising spaces more valuable.

They actually have made it plain that the rates

could be increasel in their cases, although through
accepting less scrupulous announcements, the news-
papers are unable to charge more or convince prob-
able advertisers that the space is worth even as much
as before.

Merchants in several instances to-day are adopt-
ing other schemes of publicity rather than pay the
differences asked and their decisions are traced to the

conditions mentioned.

Descriptions Not Truthful

An example that will be tangible to any mer-
chant wlio appreciates quality and standard is the
fact that linoleums advertised as such to-day are, in

many advertisements, linoleums in name only. That
there is no relation as far as standard and wearing
qualities are concerned has been lost in efforts to

make sales appear of exceptional merit.

Another instance cited deals with the buying of
an inferior grade, and the expectations of the cus-

tomer not being met. In the results, shown in use,

the customer forgets to consider the price paid, and
immediately compares the purchase with another
grade which is quoted at "4ie value given as a com-
parison in the advertisement.

This case fits like instances in every department,
and although the goods are as stable as the price paid
would warrant, in case of dissatisfaction customers
immediately forget to advise the merchant.

Customer Seems to Make Comparisons.

However, in replacing the articles, another firm

is allowed to make capital of comparisons, which in-

variably is with a higher priced commodity. Mer-
chants are seldom allowed to rectify the matter,

which rests both to the detriment of the advertise-

ments, advertisers and paper. It can readily be seen

thai this would not have happened had it been made
plain that value was given at prices paid, and in-

flated ideas not been inferred.

Expect Reductions on Everytning.

Salesmen to-day in the stores complain that cus-

tomers cannot be satisfied, and that their ideas of

values are out of all proportion with what is possible.

No matter what unusual offering is made, there is

always expectations or demands for still greater re-

ductions. All these offerings are also taken as a
matter of course, and customers have been educated
to expect reductions on everything, without regard

to value or quality.

On the other hand, they have become impossible

in their demands, with their knowledge of values

and abnormal comparisons. They have been catered
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to, and one after another inducement given to absorb
their trade, thaH merchants now find themselves
powerless, and at a loss to know just what to do to

maintain their standing as reliable firms.

Demand for Samples.

There is also another abuse in which merchants
have found themselves at the mercy of the custom-
ers, and this is the demand for samples. Every
store receives numberless letters asking for patterns

of goods, without reference to color, use or any hint
giving an idea of what is required. It is argued
that if such customers had any intention of purchas-
ing, they would add definite instructions regarding
such samples. Such inquiries are best thrown in the

waste paper basket; still they are the direct result

of misrepresentation or inflated interpretation of the

offerings made in advertising. Merchants are allow-

ing such inquiries to be filled, whereas more infor-

mation could avoid an amount of expense and un-
necessary worry.

The Approbation Evil.

Still another example traced to the same source

is the approbation evil. Merchants have stood so

long for this imposition that it has become an ex-

cuse for shopping; so much so, that in nearly every

store parcels returned are as likely as not to consist

of garments belonging to other stores. Outside of

actual detriment to stock which is no longer return-

ed as carefully as heretofore, customers are easily

offended when refusals are made. Owing to this

advantage, more customers are lost by disputed ac-

counts than are retained through the privilege grant-

ed by merchants.

Taught to Expect Too Much.

As if this were not enough, merchants admit that

though in former years they were considered with

respect, this is not accorded in the same light to-day.

Customers are prone to consider them as servants

rather than employers of labor or capitalists. This

then is the result of influential business methods
which have been forgotten by customers, who have
been taught to expect too much through advertising

unnecessary offerings. While misguided advertis-

ing has not been actually to blame, merchants in

their endeavors have brought about results they are

now inclined to saddle on newspapers.

Co-operation Might Solve It.

How then is this problem to be overcome? A
warning seems timely and through co-operation mer-

chants can again assume the dignity their business

success warrants. In regard to newspaper advertis-

ing, merchants, publishers and ad.-writers, as well

;is salesmen, agree that in stores where simple,

straightforward descriptions are made, accompanied
with prices, that customers are easier to sell, and bet-

ter results are apparent.

Whatever methods are used to overcome the

other problems will be found in time and as buying
sentiment is changed through improvements in ad-

vertising tactics. Newspapers in censoring adver-

tisements will also have to depend on authorities

with merchants. Misrepresentation or extreme will

he avoided and straight offerings will elevate the

standing of merchants and increase the value of

newspaper space. It would seem that more co-

operation both between merchants themselves and
merchants and newspapers would tend to mutual
advantages. This, however, will not be possible un-
til merchants decide to co-operate themselves and
take a stand against the abuses mentioned.

A strong move in that direction will follow ex-

plicit statements and checking of any misrepresenta-
tions likely to create future impossible expectations
by comparisons.

An Ideal Store Planned With Purpose.

(Concluded from page 45.)

Efficient Delivery System.

As an improvement that any store could adopt,

the parcel system is cited. All parcels are collected

from the store in box trucks and taken to a central

office in the basement. Here they are entered in

route books, and divided in bins coresponding with
different sections of the city. In the accompanying
illustration is shown a parcel sheet for a route and
a duplicate is given to drivers. It is possible, at

other than business hours, to state explicitly

whether a parcel has been delivered or not. This
is a service available to customers after hours that

is not generally given in most stores, and one apt

to impress customers of the attention given in this

department to avoid disappointments.

No stated use is made of the remainder of the

basement. Eventually it is proposed to use this

space.

No Space Restrictions.

Plenty of room is the strong feature of this mag-
nificent store. Combined with this and broad stocks

is the system and co-operation of departments. All
these facilities under one roof and in a store planned
with a purpose, make this business particularly in-

teresting as a mode of comparison or guide toward
improvements.

A Benefit Association.

Another instance of this store's broad-minded or-

ganization is their benefit association, which has the

support of the firm.

Those who have been with the firm for a certain

number of years are also allowed to take stock, and
the fact that many have availed themselves of this

opportunity is one of the best evidences of that loyal-

ty and enthusiasm so strikingly apparent in all de-

partments.

At the annual meeting of the Watson, Foster Co.,

Ltd., Montreal, recently, reports for the year were
adopted and the following directors elected: Hugh
Watson, S. S. Boxer, W. A. Sutherland, W. B. Fos-
ter, J. H. Gallagher, W. I. Gear and R. H. Gillean.

The officers appointed were: Hugh Watson, presi-

dent; S. S. Boxer, vice-president and general manger;
W. A. Sutherland, secretary-treasurer; R. H. Gillean,

assistant manager; Creak, Cushing & Hodgson, C.A.,
auditors.



Wanted: Salespeople Who Can Manage
Distinct Call for Those Who can Assume Responsibility — Important
That Employees Should Have Confidence in Advancement — Lessening

Opportunities for All Round Training.

ASK any merchant in any town or city about his

difficulties and nine out of ten will refer first to

the impossibility of securing help, who are will-

ing to take any measure of responsibility.

Occasionally a few bright energetic workers are found,

anticipating the opportunities before them in dry goods

at present. These pass up to greater usefulness in higher

positions.

There is hardly any growing dry goods business to-

day in which merchants can properly assume or look after

all sections, and realizing this they have been forced to

cast about them for leaders, who will take charge of win-

dow trimming, advertising or some part of the buying.

Most business men are dividing their responsibil-

ities and one of the most important openings to-day

is for merchandising men.
Merchants everywhere are trying to provide for

this emergency but state that it is impossible to re-

tain men who have patience, appreciation or readi-

ness to assume enough responsibility usually en-

trusted in positions of this kind.

Merchants explain that the tendency of the

times seems to be displayed in a roving disposition

with salesmen and being behind the counter is only

a bridge of time between school 'lays and marriage
for salesladies.

Afraid of Initiative.

There are salesmen who could take the initiative

if they cared or were not -afraid to step ahead of their

fellows, and assert themselves on suggestions from
the management. Sometimes, simply lack of assur-

ance is the trouble.

On the other band, when employers single out a

man for promotion instead of waiting for gradual

advancement, as worth to the business warrants it, a

sorry exhibit of impatience is the result.

To secure an ordinary parcel boy ten years ago

the salary was $1.50 a week, of early and late hours.

To-day. and merchants do not complain at that,

$3.00 to $4.00 a week is only satisfactory for the

winter months. Immediately with Spring, a job in

a brick yard or driver for a delivery rig seems pre-

ferred and to those higher up or second in depart-

ment, perhaps the whole interest is baseball, boy
scouts, motoring or camping.

Too Rapid for the Work.

One merchant cites an instance where a boy
after being in the store six months was given a de-

partment and $4.00 a week. He became so enthused
with his importance that it was impossible to work
at that salary. By the end of the week he left, just

when his opening came to make good.

Another little girl, just from school, approached
her employer at the end of the first week and re-

quested an advance on $3.00 a week which she had
just received. When asked for her reasons, she

calmly stated that she knew the business pretty well

now. This young lady has since made good and

realizes that dry goods develops something every day
and even the oldest are not through learning. She
also understands why her employer laughed and
told her he would consider it.

Then another merchant questions his clerks,
when asked for larger wages, whether they are worth
it and states that the money is there, when it is
demonstrated to his satisfaction that results warrant
it. A slight hint is given that perhaps the depart-
ment could be better managed. If the idea is acted
upon, increased salary is the immediate result.

The So-much Per.

But even with this incentive, merchants com-
plain of a lack of appreciation of their efforts for the
staff. Salespeople are guided in their energy by so
much per week and seem to see nothing further in
sight or in other cases do not care for future ad-
vancement. There is a tendency to fall in with
others and so long as Saturday night comes round
e\ erything is serene.

Of course, as long as there are employers and em-
ployees, there will be abuses on both sides. Mer-
chants, who have statistics to go by and are con-
scientious, treat each sales-clerk according to cus-
tom and educate their staff to understand the con-
ditions of advancement.

The greatest cry is for men who can do more
than manage a department or make a sale.

Many Openings Available.

Numerous openings are available to clerks who
make themselves useful by deportment within the
More, ability to grasp stocks as a whole, and adapt
his or herself to trade conditions within the locality
and from outside sources.

In nearly every store will be found a merchant
who willingly would shift part of the load to younger
shoulders if they could place their confidence in any
person they were sure would have patience enough
to win out and make themselves part of the busi-
ness.

There are plenty of merchants who state they do
not want it all and would appreciate the evidence
of thankfulness from a bright salesman, who dis-
plays enough confidence in the business, or his abil-
ities to wait until the important moment.

The Merchandizing Man.

With the growth of large stores and where clerks
are considered part of the machine, it is different,
perhaps, than in smaller stores.

Salesmen must recognize that all-round dry
goods men are not conversant with just ready-to-
wear, carpets, dress goods or kindred sections of
store merchandising as in the large stores. It will
also be foreseen that although a salesman must sooner
or later specialize on some line on account of the
growth of the dry goods business that to be a mer-
chandise man the opening occurs in smaller towns
and cities.
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The Beauty and Purity of Linen

A Hundred Years Ago.

was obtained by using the finest selected pure flax

yarns and by bleaching them in the sun, out in the

green fields. That was what gave them their

dainty freshness and fragrance, natural lustre and

strength of fibre. Exactly the same methods are

followed in the making of

cinens
and exactly the same results follow. "Old

Bleach" linens are guaranteed sun-bleached

without the use of destructive chemicals or

the addition of artificial dressing or sticky

material. Their loveliness is nature's own.

BOOKLET SENT ON REQUEST

R. H. COSBIE IRISH LINEN
AGENCY TORONTO

Please mention .The Review l<> A<i rerlixers and Their Travelers.
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Merchants want men who can co-operate with

and manage departments. It must be admitted that

the opportunity is plainly in reach of clerks who
educate themselves and understands that confidence

must be inspired in their ability and trustworthiness

before firms can make it plain to the rest of the staff

that as merchandise managers they represent the

business interests and are remunerated accordingly.

Day of Specializing.

It should be incentive enough for salesmen to

want to master the dry goods trade in all its depart-

ments. The time is not far distant when it will only

be possible to learn individual sections, which fol-

lows the passing of the old school dry goods man.
These men are getting fewer as it is and salesmen
who have the privilege of being associated with one
of these thorough men should have every reason to

develop or become able to undertake some of the

responsibilities when required owing to added de-

partments and larger stores of to-day.

On the salesman's side there is every assurance
of upright business dealing of years by their em-
ployer as a basis for confidence. Actual treatment
is what counts and clerks will find that merchants
generally have a statistical reference based on sales,

which is applied to the general staff. However, pres-

ent methods make it necessary for them to overlook
past conditions in their effort to find the right men
for positions of trust.

Of course, clerks will have to decide for them-
selves where cases of abuse are found, but satisfac-

tion follows when other merchants are quick to ob-

tain their services at an increased salary.

Problem of Location.

Location is another element. After conscientious

attention to business, no advancement is possible,

most merchants willingly admit their helplessness

to retain salesmen after a fair salary is reached.

It is only in isolated cases where salesmen do not

obtain recognition and proper remuneration after

patiently laboring behind the counter or becoming
thoroughly conversant with all branches of the busi-

ness. If it does not come with their present employ-
ers, some other firm requires assistance and is willing

to pay for it.

Salesmen have the lever that they are always
worth exactly what other firms are willing to offer

for their services and recognized ability. This only

follows where knowledge of all departments or con-

nection in some prominent and growing end of the

business is achieved.

Salesmen should seriously consider whether it

would not be the wiser course to remain where they

are, confident in a square deal from their employers

and throw themselves enthusiastically into the de-

velopment of the business and assume responsibil-

ities as they are assured of that confidence. On the

other hand, merchants have little to gain by an

attitude, which gives their staff a feeling of uncer-

tainty as to the future and practically encourages

them in their restlessness or desire to do better else-

where.

Our New Idea of

HANDKERCHIEFS
in Packages
Is a Complete Success

It pleases customers—and it saves both re-

tallers Mini wholesalers many losses, because

it prevents handkerchiefs being soiled while

in store and warehouse.

"HIGENA" Handkerchiefs come in sealed packages—one, two or

three in an envelope, according to price. With each box of

"HIGENA" packages there is a loose handkerchief to show quality and design.

This is the handkerchief that customers handle. When they buy, they receive

"HIGENA" Handkerchiefs in the packages.

Ladies, especially, appreciate th idea cf getting their handkerchiefs spotlessly clean, unwrinkled

and hygienic.

"HIGENA" Hand-kerchiefs are made by the famous Irish house of Douglas & Green, of Belfast, and

come in Egyptian Lawn and pure Irish Linen.

We are helping the idea along by our newspaper advertising, which also helps both retailer and

wholesale/. Here is the way "HIGENA" Handkerchiefs retail:

No. 1—Ladies', 3 for 15c.

" 2— " 4 for 25c.
3— " 3 for 25e.

2 for 25c.
3 for 50c.

No. 6—Gents', 2 for 15c.

" 7— " 3 for 25c.
" 8— " 2 for 25c-.

" 9— " 1 for 25c.
•• io— " 3 for 50c.

Write us for wholesale prices and compare them with what you are paying. You will see why it pays, in actual

profits, to handle "HIGENA" Handkerchiefs. We'll send you samples, too.

TORONTO
502 Empire Building

WALLACE CEL WALLACE
Agents for Douglas & Green, Limited, Belfast, Ireland

MONTREAL
504 Coristine Building
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E.H.WALSH & CO.
SOLE SELLING AGENTS

TORONTO.MONTREAL
AND WINNIPEG.
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Preparations For Fall

Surplus Stocks Reduced to Minimum by Windows
and Prices— More Enthusiasm as New Stocks

Arrive — Anticipating Exhibition Time and Plans

for Greater Business.

AUGUST brings window trimmers to the

climax of the clean-up season, and displays

are generally laid out with regard to goods

which necessarily must be disposed of. This,

in conjunction with Wednesday half-day sales or

hour sales conducted for ten days, possibly from
August 2nd to August 12th, will take up the first

half of the month.

Necessary to Make Business.

These windows comprise clearance quantities, at

prices, of Summer dresses, coats, waists, hosiery, em-
broideries, wash goods, sunshades, verandah furni-

ture, mats and matting. Every attraction is given

to customers to interest them and prolong business.

Naturally August is a quiet time of the year and
some incentive is necessary to make business. There-

fore, the window trimmer's effort must be to create

enough interest in displays to gain this result.

Every section must be rid of surplus stocks during

these fifteen days, and windows and price will have

to be run incessantly. Each week, on Monday and
Tuesday, windows prepared for half-holiday sales

make it easy to pound out quantities of goods if

Send in your Fall Back-
ground Suggestions

Competition Closes July 15th, 1911

prices are made the lever each week until the bal-

ance is gone. Tickets and comparisons of prices

are used to clean up culls from every department.

Get After the Remnants.

A last "razzle-dazzle" is given remnants, and
many stores make it a great sale by clearing all short

lengths at half-price. This does not always seem
necessary and if sufficient interest is aroused in half-

day events a remnant sale will be found successful

for that"reason alone, and remnants which are mussed
or soiled are displayed in the windows as a leader to

draw crowds. These, of course, are quoted half-price,

and if customers are unable to select what suits out
of this lot they generally dissect regular remnants
that show usual reductions.

First prize window for Calgary Horse Show, trimmed by C. H. G. McKerns for Pryce-Jones (Canada) Limited.
An effective club color combination with horse shoe and floral arches.
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Opening Windows, Goodwin's Limited, Montreal, Containing Practical

Suggestions for Fall Backgrounds.

Showing silks, ready-to-wear gowns, etc. Similar general scheme of decoration is carried out in both

windows. A background of lattice work, entwined with green foliage and apple blossoms or roses. Mas-

sive square marble effects were used, relieved by white urns. Designed by H. Gagnon, window trimmer.
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A Bent Ray A Real Ray

WUH DAYLIGHT

LUXFER PRISMS
Will Bring The Daylight Into
The Dark Parts of Your Store

Light is as easily handled as a bar of iron if you use the

proper instrument—Luxfer Prisms.

It can be led around corners into dark rooms or spread out
where it falls too directly.

Nothing-

will do more to render a store attractive both
for customers and clerks than Luxfer Prisms and direct its light-

ing-. Artificial light can
often be dispensed with in

the back of your store. The
goods will show to better

advantage and the sales

force will be happier for the

change.

Write us for particulars

and advise as to your

special requirements. Your
architect will tell you.

LUXFER PRISM COMPANY, Ltd.
TORONTO MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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It is claimed that remnants ought to be reduced
to a minimum, and if other results are not success-

ful, why clean up the balance at half price. Room
is worth more than loss involved. Windows like

this are not very hard to dress or left in very long.

Some trimmers think that remnant circles should be
sufficient display, but for a rousing remnant sale in

August everything under ten yards should be cut

into best selling lengths and windows filled with
remnants will have to be put in if clearance is the

object. As pointed out, these are usually for half-

day or Saturday's business, but about four different

window displays are necessary to make a final sweep
of the many remnants from all departments.

Semi-Annual Silk Sale.

Starting at the dress goods section, there is the

semi-annual silk sale, which is generally held on
Saturday before Civic holiday. This cleaning up of

short lengths and odd shades preparatory to Fall

stocks, will need another window space. To further

clean up dress goods, all light-weight materials or

slow sellers must be moved before the middle of the

Clean-up shows of neckwear, wash collars, belts

and accessories usually find a 19c price most prom-
inent, and trimmers making the most of clean-up
assortments. Hosiery in colors and qualities, which
are unnecessary for later selling, are thrown out and
reduced to a clearing price. This window covers all

sizes and colors, and often includes qualities that

otherwise would not be sold at such prices if it were
not for the fact that but two or three pairs are left.

At this time, parasols are displayed at final prices

for the season and efforts made to have the smallest

quantity possible to send to reserve. This window
will feature such prices as 89c, $1.29, $1.98, and
prices are allowed to work out the balance.

Clearing Out Summery Lines.

In the ready-to-wear department prices are apt
to be much different from earlier quotations, and
all Summery lines are slated to go. Trimmers will

have to arrange final windows of dresses and will

perhaps have a leader at $2.98 to help sell more
elaborate left-overs at from $4.98 to $20.

June bride window arranged for Smallman-Ingram, Limited. London, by J. A. Atcheson. A semi negligee effect and
boudoir contrasted with satins and accessories. This background was designed and planned in co-operation with

the upholstering department.

month. Window displays and price do it.

In the wash goods section all lines not likely to

be good another season are cleared at prices ranging
from 914c, llM^c, 14y2 c or \&y±c. These four win-
dows may include some lines at less than cost, and
here again it will be found necessary to decide just

what lines are going to prove popular for evening-

wear, concerts or parties.

On wash goods counters there are numbers of

lines that if they have not been sold by this time of

the year they are not going to sell without reductions
and there is no use keeping them. Wash goods de-

partments should be fairly clean by August 15th, if

windows mirror bargains at about four popular
prices. As a last resort all odd slow sellers, which
have remained until this time can be cleaned up in

a windows at 7V2C, or, if necessary, a final display at

5c yard.

From the embroidery sections will come a num-
ber of flouncings or embroideries in short lengths,

which will make a good selling window.

By this time it will be necessary to give blouses

a final showing, and heads of this department will

no doubt have divided those lines which in some cases

will be sold regardless of cost, into four lots. The
prices will be 69c, 98c, $1.39 and $1.98. These win-

dows will be stocky, no doubt, but bring desired re-

sults, and leave stock to clean up itself, except for

the last Wednesday half-holiday's and Saturday's

business, when these odd lots could again be shown.

All cloth suits left, coats, skirts and everything

in wash suits, white linen, duck or rep skirts, will

be included in a window, and supreme efforts made
to see the last of them. Price and windows and sell-

ing directly out of the window, if necessary, are re-

sorted to in order to effect a riddance. Tickets de-

noting final prices are usual throughout.

Feature the Rugs and Curtains.

Final clearance rules, too, in home furnishings

sections. No very great amount of business can be

done yet in carpets, but occasionally cheap rugs are
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A PERFECT MODEL
FOR A PERFECT FIT
It's a delusion to think that a new style garment can be

properly fitted on an ancient model. If you want to do the

best class of

CLOAK AND SUIT BUSINESS
the best model there is is not too good for you.

We want you to inquire into the merits of the models
we are now selling at prices that cannot be equalled by any
other makers in the Dominion.

Our Canadian factory duplicates our latest New York
models and turns out patterns to suit the particular require-

ments of each individual manufacturer and merchant. We
can suit you, too. Send for our new catalog "G," showing
1911 models.

Lines— Shirt Waist Models, Drapery Models, Coat and
Vest Models.

The Hall Borchert Dress Form Company

CHILDREN'S MODELS
4 years, Canvas $4.10 Jersey Cloth, §3.00

S4.25
S4.50
S4.75
S5.0J

83.25
S3.5'i

S3. 75
S4.00

of Canada, Limited

70-76 PEARL STREET, TORONTO

Canvas-covered, leather shoul-
ders, with metal arm-pieces
and reinforced skirt $10.00

Black Jersey Cloth with metal
armpieces (re-inforced skirt) 6.50

Jersey . loth, plain armpieces
and skirt 5 25y~

FIXTURES
FOR ATTRACTIVE

DISPLAY

Counter Stand No. 42 Waist Form No. 225

To make the best display of your goods USE THE BEST FIXTURES. Those we
sell are artistic in design, well and strongly made and beautifully finished. In fact

they themselves form no insignificant attraction in a window or counter show. Let

us send you our catalog—a complete and practical text-book on the Art of Display.

The Toronto Brass Manufacturing Co., Limited
17-21 TEMPERANCE STREET, TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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made feature enough to warrant a window. At this

time odd lace curtains, silkolines, scrims and win-

dow shades can be introduced, especially on cheaper
lines to help sales and make as good a showing as

possible in a window representing this section.

Another quick trim includes metal beds, camp
beds, mattresses, pillows, white curtain poles and
cheap bedroom curtains. In this window it will be

found practical to show table covers, odd tapestry

covers or couch covers or, if thought advisable, clean

up Japanese squares, hammocks, screens and cushion

covers at reduced prices would provide a good set-

ting.

New Stands Necessary.

During this month, in preparation for this, any
new stands required for Fall are made or procured
and an overhauling given to window properties

wherever necessary. Window interiors are best re-

painted and lighting fixtures cleaned and repaired.

A little attention to fixtures generally will save an
amount of wear and tear, as well as time during the

busy Fall season to come. If windows are carpeted

it is a good time to have all stray pins removed and,

if necessary, floor coverings should be taken up and
clcanod. All changes promoted for Fall should be

Corner window, Eaton's Coronation Display. Duchesse robe and setting with painting of King George and Queen Mary.
Rich crimson velour with heavy gold moulding and supports in the background. Arranged by A. E. Apted.

Contrast prices and economies possible in buying
at such prices. Saving is a big inducement when
combined with clean-up values, and every purchase
means a saving. It is an effort to clean up stocks

where merchants "lose to win" and Summer stocks

are resolved into money to be used for Fall mer-
chandising. Satisfaction comes with ability to pro-

ceed to Fall business and give attention to new line-

arriving from day to day. All the staff are glad

to know that Summery merchandising is over and
eager to start introducing Fall merchandise.

The Fall Campaign.

About the 15th of August is none too soon to

begin Fall campaign and be first to show new arrivals.

No doubt trimmers will be just as anxious to feature
these new lines and appreciate opportunities to plan
and show more interesting Fall lines.

done now so that much of the season's work will

be lessened and more time available to plan back-

grounds and trims.

Anticipate Early Demand.

Especially in ready-to-wear, first showings of

Autumn suits, coats and skirts will be necessary to

anticipate exhibition demands. Dress goods stock

will he fairly represented by this time. A window
of these, showing assortment, ticketed with an an-

nouncement of the re-opening of the dressmaking

parlors will be particularly interesting, if bands and
tapes are left on. Customers are impressed with

quantity also.

Trimmers can for this reason allot a window
front to a. week's display of carpets, rugs and cur-

tains, which will also be partially received and mark-

ed ready to show.
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'/TS-f

To Manufacturers

of SUITS, COATS

and SKIRTS

We are an authority

in Canvas Garment

Models, of the latest

New York Style.

We can give you

the correct form

needed.

Workmanship is

guaranteed and finish

is perfect.

Call at our Sample

Room or write to-

day for new Cata-

logue for Manufac-

turers.

Delfosse & Co
Craig and Hermine Sts.

No. 810

Hobble long hips, canvas

model with leather

shoulders and arm plate. MONTRKAL

KS&t CARRIERS
SAVE TIME & MONEY

OUR GUARANTEE
We will i natal a System of Gir.e Carriers
in yuur store; you use them TEN
DAY'S, and if you do not find that
they give you BETTERand QUICK EB
SERVICE than any other WIRE
CARRIER, PNEUMATIC TUBES,
CABLE CARRIERS or CASH REG-
ISTERS, we will remove them at our

CATALOG FREE
THE GIPE CARRIER COMPANY
99 ONTARIO STREET TORONTO. ONT

EUROPEAN OFFICE: lit HOLBORH. LONDON t.C. INC.

A small ticket, and possibly an example of work
from the upholstering department, calling attention

to the necessity for having this work done before

returning from Summer resorts and efficiency of the

department in doing it is very timely when included

in this setting.

August Linoleum Sale-

Almost on top of this comes the August linoleum

sale, which is made a bigger feature by window trim-

mers, when a fair representation of patterns are

shown.' Every year a larger showing is made on this

event, and although it is hard to arrange a window,
squares cut two yards by two yards and rolled with

pattern out, show patterns just as well as full pieces

do. This selling is usually followed by enough work

to keep linoleum departments busy for some time.

Just at this time, too, provision is made for flan-

nelette blanket windows, which are made leaders in

order to fill requirements for cooler evenings or

campers, who find extra blankets necessary. Win-
dows like these are skirmishing for business and take

care of early orders preparatory to the first Fall an-

nouncement of full readiness.

Enough demands for windows to keep trimmers

hustling during the first fifteen days of August and

no opportunity to relax will be found, if plans are

laid for Fall now.

Should be Record Season.

There is every reason to expect a record Autumn
and Fall business. At this time Summer stocks will

take a rear position to make room for new mer-

chandise, and decorators will be getting in touch

with these new goods, as shipments are received. This

experience will be a help in intelligently showing

new lines at most appropriate times.

These plans will include new Fall settings for

September openings and application of ideas seen

when on holiday trips or improved from some elabor-

ate trim, suitable for Fall publicity. If there are

reasons to expect increased Fall business, trimmers

can be sure of obtaining their share by planning

larger than ever. Some improvement is possible no

matter how efficient the window policy may seem.

Soda Fountain a Business Bringer.

Goodwin's, Limited, Montreal, have changed the

location of their soda fountain in order to make it

more convenient for their customers and to attract

more business. The fountain was formerly located

in the basement of the store, where many people did

not have occasion to go, unless they wanted some of

the lines shown- there. The fountain has now been

installed at the side of the main floor, to the right of

the entrance and since the change was made there

has been a great increase in the sales of that depart-

ment.

A soda fountain is one thing that the average

person does not look for particularly in a depart-

mental store, and unless it is situated in a prominent
place it is unlikely to prove a money-getter. The
fountain in Goodwin's occupies 52 feet of space and

a corps of young lady attendants is kept constantly

busy.
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Eaton's Coronation Display

Beautiful Windows by A. E. Apted for This

Firm — British Possessions Represented by

Symbolic Paintings — A Genuine Coronation

Gown— Color Scheme Royal Crimson and Blue

The Eaton Co., Toronto, marked the Coronation

season by beautiful windows, which made most ap-

propriate settings, admitting at the same time of dis-

plays for seasonable lines. Emblematic paintings,

suggestive of broad dominions, formed artistic pan-

els for the very rich background. And in its con-

ception and the way in which it was carried out, A.

E. Apted scored a distinct success.

All of the windows in the new section north of

the upper Yonge street doors, including the Albert

to court dress regulations for the occasion. Two
period chairs and an inlaid table, as well as two
handsome hats, completed this arrangement. A neat
ticket, describing the origin of the court gown, was
used.

Flanking this display two windows were done in
royal crimson. Painted emblematic panels, raised

on platforms, were introduced as centrepieces in

these four windows. In serial order, starting at the
Albert street front, these paintings were representa-

tive of New Zealand, South Africa, Canada and Aus-
tralia. The figure symbolizing "Canada" carried a

sheaf of wheat, and "South Africa," in beautiful
colors, was given a setting of kopjes and sunny skies.

In the three windows of blue, a projecting centre-

piece was made of double pillars, surmounted by a
large British coat-of-arms. Here, on either side, at

the centre of the other two windows, "India" had
place, while Britannia was represented in the other
picture

Australia panel 'and background of heavy gold moulding and! rich velours. Display of high class waists and
accessories for Coronation week by A. E. Apted for the T. Eaton Co., Toronto.

street side, were devoted to the display. Around the

entire back, a deep gold art moulding was used, the

extent of each window being marked by ornate
square pillars, with capitals upon which rested the
moulding. Within this elaborate framework were
hung luxurious velour curtains, five windows being
in royal crimson, and three in Coronation blue
hangings. The large corner window was made the

centrepiece. Diagonally across the back, a large

painting of King George and Queen Mary in state

robes, was richly draped.
This picture was set in a heavy gold frame, and

raised on a double dais, while the sweeping lines of

the curtain drape, surmounted with a gold crown,
finished with gold fringe and heavy ball cord and
tassels, added to a truly regal effect.

Directly in front of this, on a coroneted figure,

deftly posed, was displayed the Duchess Coronation
gown, and in this, of course, interest was paramount.
The gown was perfect in every detail, and according

On blue or white felt, different merchandise was

cleverly arranged—beautiful gowns, blouses and fine

linens, coupled with cut glass. Glace satins in con-

trasting shades were draped on half form and chop

bowl stands and finished with bandings and acces-

sories to match.
In other windows were groupings of rich em-

broidered gowns, ostrich and marabout stoles, gloves,

neckwear, handkerchiefs and handsome millinery,

fit to grace any occasion. Throughout, everything

was in keeping with kingly or queenly magnificence,

and no detail was lacking to a patriotic display, ne-

cessitated by such an impressive happening as a

Coronation.
All the tickets used were neat and inconspicu-

ously lettered on panel cards of pebbled board. Each
was finished with a gold coat of arms. One only

was used in each window, and a reference made to

the merits of the merchandise displayed on occa-

sions for which they were most suitable.
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5 Elegance of Display Requires
Adequate Fixtu

Your store is often judged by its

windows. Something more than
dainty fabrics and stylish designs
are needed to get advertising value
in display. Store fixtures of an-
tiquated pattern will kill an other-

wise-attractive scheme. On the other hand

Clatworthy Fixtures
Make a Neat and Catchy Display Certain

Our revolving garment racks are the best

that can be made.

Write us re your clothing hanger needs,
we have something good that will

interest you.

Complete catalogue mailed upon request.

CLATWORTHY & SON
Limited

"The Actual Manufacturers"

# 159-161 King St. West, TORONTO, ONTARIO

res
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fl

WINDOW DRESSING IDEAS

No. 264 D
Write for Catalogue.

J. R. Palmenberg's Sons
Established 1852

710 Broadway, New York
Factory : 87. 89 and 91 West 3d Street. New York

36 Kingston Street I nncTnu
110 Bedford Street J

BOS l ON 10 and 12 Hopkins Place
BALTIMORE

You Owe It to Yourself

TO follow closely the series

of Twenty Practical Les-

sons in Card - writing,

the first of which appears

in this number. This is

the Edwards Short Cut

Course.

See Men's Wear Section

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Made -in-Hamilton Week Drew Crowds
Merchants and Local Producers Co-operated in Bringing Unique Event to a

Successful Issue — Thirty-three Manufacturers Represented in One Window
— How the Idea Originated — Fine Showing of Hamilton-Made Goods

THE week beginning Monday, June 12th, saw

a merchandise display unique in the history

of Hamilton, sometimes called the "Bir-

mingham of Canada." Tn some of its feat-

ures, the event was even unique in the history of the

country.

The fact that, from year to year, leading Hamil-

ton merchants have generously lent their stores for

exhibition purposes on public occasions, inspired

the Hamilton Board of Trade, headed by II. L.

Frost, to a larger plan.

Hamilton has long been known throughout the

Ooininion as a manufacturing city. But only those

in possession of the most recent statistics realize to

what an extent this has developed during the last

few years.

Industries Have Flourished.

A decade has changed many a small industry

into an exporting one, and has seen tall chimneys

springing up with increasing rapidity. A- a result

"Made in Hamilton" is becoming a familiar phrase,

applied to widely differing lines of merchandise.

The great range of these articles, from hardware

through textiles to groceries, preserves and patent

foods, would make an ordinary exhibition under

one roof a matter of some expense and difficulty.

Accordingly, a sort of co-operative plan was arrang-

ed, by which a "Made-in-Hamilton" week was to be

held, the leading merchants and manufacturers

agreeing upon a definite program.

Special Rates on Radial Lines.

Made-in-Hamilton goods were to be featured in

all stores. Window displays of great elaboration

were planned. These were frequently changed,

many from day to day. In addition, a special ex-

cursion rate was procured by the Board of Trade

from the radial lines of Dundas, Brantford, Grims-
\>\

. and Beamsville, Thus equipped, it only remain-

ed for the public to support the scheme. The news-

papers loyally took the matter up, the weather prov-

ed fine, and from end to end of the week, crowds

thronged the streets and stores, making the affair

a grand success.

Newspapers Co-operated.

The newspaper- gave generous space to detailed

accounts of the exhibits. This was not easy, as each

store was tilled to overflowing with Hamilton-made
products, and in some cases these were bound to over-

lap. This was met by giving each store a separate

description with introductory comments. This was

given excellent position on the front page, left hand

side, under full headline and sub-heads, with l-ead-

ing matter continued further on. In this way the

whole lield was covered during the week.

"Canada panel."—This background was of Royal crimson velour, and each window divided by square columns to

match gold moulding. A display of handsome gowns, by A. E. Apted, for the T, Eaton Co., Limited, Toronto.
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Decorations of Windowi and Interiors.

Remarkable variety was shown in window dis-

play. Though in many cases merchants were stock-

ed with the same wares, no two windows were alike.

The (i. W. Robinson Co. had one window containing

the products of no less than thirty-three manufac-
turers, and ranging from boilers for clothes through
groceries to underwear. It would be impossible to

enumerate all the products here. As near as might
be, each was marked with the sign, "Made-in-Hamil-
ton," in bold lettering, and the name of the manu-
facturer. This window was regarded as unique in

the history of the city. Crowds of citizens came
downtown to see it, and visitors to the city thronged
the pavement in front of the store all through shop-

ping hours.

Stanley Mills & Co. made a special window dis-

play in the hardware line. All kinds of domestic

and agr
i. ultural implements were shown. This win-

j

^^^|G.W.^M»oi^|sr3-71
E*qiaM

[HHSaj£
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Mli* TW Lest p«y of tin Crw Si» Diy FuTrunm Sale

Strong display of values for Merchants' Week
by G. W. Robinson Co.

dow was, naturally, particularly attractive to out-of-

town shoppers.

Made-in-Hamilton hardware included stoves,

wringers, washers, mangles, incubators, harness,

hooks, screws, emery wheels and smoothing irons.

These are only a few of the lines to be found in this

display.

Large signs and decorations of flags and bunting
were used to embellish the interior. The first bore

the familiar legends of "Stand Up for Hamilton,"
"Hamilton Goods are Best," "Patronize Home Indus-

tries," "Build Up Hamilton."

A particularly attractive window display was that

of "The Right House." It is well known that Ham-
ilton houses have turned out a fine type of Oriental

carpet. An expert carpet maker and mender in

Turkish costume sat at a loom in the window, throw-

ing his shuttles, and actually producing the carpet

under the public eye. The display was allowed to

continue several days, because of the crowds that

thronged in front of the window. "The Right

STANLEY

3^
Summer Merchandise at Every Kind tar Comfort at Home or Camp

The Stanley Mills Store is Headquarters for Campers' Supplies

=ITO|HI

An attractive advt. by Stanley Mills &, Co.. in which
most effective use is made of cuts.

House" further added to its popularity by making
several attractive interior displays.

On the third floor, photographers' views of from
40 to 60 years ago were shown. These included the

All This Week is Merchants' Week

Notable Sale of New Foulard.

si"

DRV GOODS
cwrautjjmaonB'

85c Scotch Inlaid Linoleum 69c

10 Eoflth. Toil* *Ma tor

Tomorrow H29 Uci,

SprcirJ Purduuwoff l.n.o

-£lrl" _i-
'- :----"i2'N:

THOMAS C WATKINS

Onfe Sl.69

THOMAS C WATKJK5

Another very striking advt. by the Right House, in

which a unique feature was one of their advts. of
over 50 years ago.

old City Hall, old stores, academies, and a fire of

1879. On the fourth floor was a Japanese Summer
house. In the basement, candy kisses were made by
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Sixty-Two Years o
Every Grade of Merchan

The essential youthfulness of this

company is shown in the splendid service

we are now
giving.

The founders

ofthe business

were wise in

their day and
have provided a solid foundation of good
feeling, each year adding to the steadily

growing business and at the same time

providing the organization which to-day

puts us in touch with every corner of the

Dominion.

PRINTS, STAPLES,
RIBBONS. MUSLINS, LACES,

EMBROIDERIES, LINENS,

COTTONS, SILKS.

CARPETS AND HOUSE
FURNISHINGS.

KNITTED GOODS,
DRESS GOODS,

John MacdonaL
TORONTO,

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Traveler
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honorable Dealing
,e at a Proper Price.

During our period of existence this

company has stood for the best in every-

thing it has undertaken.

The best of goods at whatever price

the trade

warran-
ted your
ordering,

the best ^lif' :

:

:Mfe<: :

of de-

liveries,

the best

of foreign connections, and, best of all, we
have won and held the respect of the dry
goods trade in Canada.

UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY,

GLOVES,
MEN'S FURNISHINGS,

HABERDASHERY.

LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S
READY-TO-WEAR.

WOOLLENS AND
TAILORS' TRIMMINGS.

&> Co., Limited
CANADA

Please -mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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the automatic candy puller. Even more interesting

than these, was a ground floor exhibit of lace mak-
ing. The operator was an old lady inhabitant of

the city, who turned out the exquisite product of her

shuttles as nimbly as any girl of seventeen.

Merchants' Week in Hamilton, Next Monday to Saturday

T*6 Bi#>t Scw*s«

has pleaaure in taking ll • eitra i »," to draw >ow attention to the (act thai

neat week haj been designated by the Board o( Trade u Merchant*

Week m Hamilton.

Every efhat haa been put torth by Tlie Rjjjhl Hiuiae and ihe olhar atoia* of

the city lo make next week one ol the •> -i notable evenla in the mercankle

history oi Hamilton The J-nr. t J the >*erk i* to bring about a «roiiget.

heaJthiex. co-operation between the tailors which make up the vilal com-
meictaJ trvuitjle ol tha conununrv:

The Hamilton Producer The Hamilton Consumer The Hamilton Distributor

Acivt. in which the Right House. Hamilton, announced
Merchants' Week. It was full of newsy matter, well

arranged and told in a bright, interesting way.

R. MacKay & Co. had a specially pleasing win-

dow exhibit of Hamilton-made brass goods. Jar-

dinieres, fern pots, kettles and a full range of other

articles for tea service were included. There were
basket-woven brass waste baskets in satin and polish-

ed finish. The gleaming articles in their graceful

shapes were artistically arranged against a dark back-

ground of Oriental fabrics, making a most attractive

"ensemble."

Displays of Hamilton Knit Goods.

In addition to the above, all the firms mentioned
had other windows, .showing the products of Hamil-
ton knitting mills. Men's and ladies' underwear
and hosiery were prominent among these. Child-

ren's hosiery was particularly well represented by
practical number-, calculated t<, stand summer wear.

Several windows bad the raw cotton on display,

with the finished product alongside.

Some Results of the Week.

Not only was a vast amount of interest drawn to

the city by this combined effort of merchants and
manufacturers, but several concrete results were
achieved. First, much shopping was done. Despite

lowered rates, the railways reaped a fine profit. Ho-
tels were so full that guests arriving late could not

obtain accommodation. The placing before the pub-
lic of articles, in many cases patented, from well-

known firms, did much to establish a permanent
confidence in these lines.

An instance of the way in which the fame of

an establishment may spread was seen in a letter

published not long since in one firm's advertisement,

coming from a farmer in the far West. It enclosed

the price of an advertised stove, the article to be for-

warded to his mother in Scotland. Such orders as

this marks an epoch in merchandising.

How the Scheme Originated.

To the Stanley Mills Co. belongs a great deal of

the credit for having started the impulse which cul-

minated in the Made-in-Hamilton week. Five years

ago that firm gave its departments up to an indus-

trial exposition, lasting for a week. The chief exhi-

bit was of machinery, which occupied the whole of

l he third floor.

The idea of securing co-operation of the radial

line- was also originated by this house. Naturally,

as they worked alone, they were obliged to see to

their own interests. Return tickets were free to all

outlying towns, the public paying only the single

fare in to Hamilton. But all were obliged to obtain

the return ticket at this store. No one was asked to

buy live cents' worth of merchandise unless he wish-

ed. However, this scheme brought thousands into

the store. It was finally abandoned because, while

one linn bore all cost, the others reaped much of the

benefit.

Kettle of War of 1812.

In one window display of hardware and sundries

a gipsy pot or kettle, black with age, occupied the

central position. An electric fire blazed beneath it,

ami it was supported by the time-honored tripod.

Both kettle and tripod had seen service in the War
of 1812, and are among the treasured relics of a

patriotic city.

Hamilton Made Pottery.

It is not, perhaps, generally known that Hamil-
ton has its own exponents of the craft of Josiah

Wedgewood and his followers. Artistic as well as

useful clay industry flourishes there.

( )ne of the most interesting sights of last week's

exhibition in the city was the display in the base-
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MERCHANTS' WEEK OFFERS TIMELY INDUCEMENTS

VERY MODERATELY PRICED GOODS

Made in

Hamilton

TO TBI iaJJ Or KaX>t Of RAJCILTOH

WATCH OS PAGE \\ MONDAY \h.HI -. PAPER

An appropi-ate announcement by K. McKay & Co..
in which Merchants' Week was heralded in neat

and effective form.

ment of a large store of the process of pottery from
the wet clay upward through the various stages to

the furnace-baked article, ready for use.

Some handsome specimens of graniteware were

shown. To the general public it proved a great at-

traction to see the moulds actually in use, and the

plastic contents in different stages of hardness. Some
artistic forms of high merit, including original de-

signs of vases and teapots were seen.



Monarchs Have Made Fashions and Helped Industries

Unique Laws of the Past which Show that Style Eccentricities Have Not
Been Confined to the Present Day—How British Sovereigns Have Assisted

Industries—Some Ludicrous Fashions were Patronized in the Early Times

QUEEN Mary broke no new ground in patron-

izing British industries, and in lending her

influence to the suppression of the more
outre vagaries of Paris fashions. For Bri-

tish monarchs, both by their influence and. before

the days of ministerial omnipotence, by their laws

and edicts, have consistently favored British indus-

tries. The greater number have also set their face

against undue extravagance in dress, or have en-

deavored to guide it into channels that would help

the home producer.

Many people consider the rapid changes of fa-

shion to be one of the peculiar evils of our own day.

but a very slight acquaintance with the past dispels

this conclusion.

The ancient equivalents to the "hobble" and the

"harem" created quite as much stir in the past as

now, their devotees were just as persistent, and their

opponents just as disparaging. And. as it is in the

present day, it was the gay and frivolous who first

followed fashion extremes, while the grave and rev-

erend did the disapproving, until the fashion became

general; then it was the latter class that loathed to

give it up.

In the days when class distinctions were rigidly

marked and the merchant and trader, however rich,

was looked upon as an inferior, it was considered

right and proper that only princes and nobles should

be allowed to wear rich stuffs. But from the earliest

time there was always a class upon the border land,

who set at naught the sumptuary laws made from

time to time to regulate the dress of the common
people.

Regulated Dress of Common People.

It was not till the Norman came that laws of this

kind were needed. Our Saxon ancestors were more

interested in good eating, and. it must be confessed,

deep drinking, but the gay Norman loved line

clothes. When the country settled down, after the

Conquest, they began to indulge in the natural bias

of their race, and edicts and laws regulating the dress

of the people appear on the statute hooks. Also we
begin to hear about the sinfulness of prevailing fa-

shions.

One more than suspects that the church was at

the back of many earlier edict-, for the clergy cer-

tainly took a most active part in their suppression.

In the early twelfth century, when men offended by

the wearing of effeminate locks and pointed and

forked beards, one militant prelate, seeing that words

did no good, tried action, descending from the pul-

pit and producing .-hears proceeded to deeds, and not

even the King escaped.

Temptation to Extremes.

When velvet and satin were first made in the

fourteenth century, and cloth of gold and silver first

woven, not only was there a temptation to extreme
styles to -how oil' the new fabric, but their use dis-

placed the English made cloths.

If was not altogether the fact that the practice

of escalloping the edges of various garments was
carried to such an extreme that the dandy of the

period looked like the dragons, wyverns and other

curious beasts pictured on hi.- coat-of-arms, but it

was the loss England faced by the displacement of

wool fabrics.

Nor was this all, for the classes who could not

buy satin or velvet compromised on the fine cloths

imported from Flanders or Florence, and would
have none of the coarse woolens that formed the
home product.

Wealth in English Wools.

In the middle ages much of England's wealth
came from wool, and English wools had in the then
known world much the same reputation those of

her colony Australia enjoys to-day. As early as

Henry ll's time, the crown made attempts to es-

tablish the weaving of cloth in the country, and some
little progress was made.

Until the days of Edward III, the greater portion
of English wool went to feed the looms of Flanders.

Edward was something of a wool merchant him-
self, and well knew the benefit to his subjects that

would result from working up the wool at home.
His queen, Phillipa, was from Hainault, and she
had <('v\\ the wealth her father's subjects gained from
the production of fine clothes. She formed an able
second to her husband, and looked after the carrying
out of his projects when she was left to administer
the kingdom while her lord was fighting in France.

The West Riding's Debt.

To no monarch does the West Riding of York-
shire owe so much, and it is strange that no leading-

town in the woolen district has yet acknowledged
this debt. There is a statue to Edward and Phillipa's
son. the Black Prince, in Leeds, but neither Edward
nor his Queen, who did so much for the district, are
commemorated. There are, however, very-clear trace-

of Flemish settlements in Yorkshire, and documents
extant show the promises and special privileges made
to induce them to come over and teach their art.

Edward III and succeeding monarchs took a

deep interest in what was regarded as the chief na-
tional industry, and down to Charles II there are
many laws on the statute hooks relating hi the wear-
ing of wool.

Regulated the Prices.

Early sumptuary laws regulated the price to be
paid for cloth. In Richard IPs day no laborer was
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allowed to wear broadcloth costing over two shillings

a yard, or his wife a kirtle over 12d per plight, that

is, a yard and a quarter. It must be remembered

that fine cloths at this time were all imported.

In Edward IV's time, cloth of gold and silk .of

purple were reserved for the use of the Royal family.

Lords were allowed velvet, and knights satin, and

none but noblemen were allowed to wear cloth made

out of England.

Living and Dead Had to Wear English Wool.

By a statute of Elizabeth, all persons over seven

had to wear a cap of wool, knit, thicked and dressed

in England. The last of the sumptuary laws passed

in Charles II's reign were decidedly the most curi-

ous as it relates not to the clothing of the living,

but to the last dress of the dead. To quote from the

statute: "For the encouragement of woolen manu-

facturers, and the prevention of the exportation of

money for the importation of linen, no corpse of any

person shall be buried in shirt, shift, sheet or shroud,

or anything whatever made or mingled with flax,

hemp, silk, gold or silver, or any stuff or thing

other than what is made of sheep's wool only, on

pain of £5."

The clergy were required to see to the enforcing

of the law, and there was a special form of affidavit

provided for the friends or relatives of the dead to

fill out. Old parish registers contain many curious

entries relating to the operation of this statute.

Some Curious Styles.

"Cracows," the long, peaked shoes that had to

be chained up to the knee to permit their wearers

to walk was a man's fashion in Richard II's reign,

and there were the usual laws passed against them. To
this period also belongs the "henneu," truly the mosl

remarkable piece of headgear woman has ever worn.

"Cracows" soon passed, but the "henneu" survived

until Tudor times, though it often changed its form.

Sometimes it was like a huge sugar-loaf, with a wisp

of a veil dangling from the point. At other times

it protruded like huge horns on each side, and there

are records of doors being made both higher and

wider because the ladies of the day could not pass

through them. Laws were made against their wear.

and as usual the preachers took a hand, and rated

their hearers severely. A new force also was develop-

ed, for printing had just been invented, and though

the cub reporter was not, there were plenty of wits

and writers who found the fashion served their pur-

pose well.

The farthingale and the immense ruff, the pease-

cod doublet, came when a female sovereign occu-

pied the throne. Masculine as Elizabeth was in

many of her attributes, she was a keen follower of

every whisper and whim of fashion.

Arrival of English Lace.

With Elizabeth begins the history of English
laces, and several gowns mentioned in her ward-

robe inventory were trimmed with English bone or

bobbin lace. As this lace lacked the beauty of the

Venise and Flanders laces, it is evident the Queen
wore them to encourage English workers.

Anne of Denmark also bought English lace for

the same reason, though she also wore Flanders and
Italian laces. Lace was used to an extravaagnt de-

gree by Charles II, though he sheltered his buying
of foreign laces behind the excuse of furnishing pat-

terns and ideas to British workers.

A Kings Lace Bills.

Where lace was concerned, Charles was complete-

ly outdone by his niece, Mary II and her husband,

William of Orange. William had a special weakness

for rich lace. The very year he crossed the Boyne
his lace bills were over £1,600. This is an immense
sum when the relative value of money in those days

is considered, but five years after, in 1695, William

paid over $2,500 for lace cravats and sleeve ruffles.

Devonshire Laces.

Queen Adelaide, Queen Victoria, and Queen

Mary's mother, the Duchess of Teck, were all deeply

interested in Devonshire laces, and the lace makers

of this part of England can almost claim the

right of furnishing the lace for the Coronation

robe and for the marriage gowns of the English

princesses. It was only a few years ago that the last

worker on Queen Victoria's wedding gown died, and

it is nearly a year ago now since the lace the Queen

wore at the Coronation was begun. Queen Mary is

also a liberal patron of the Irish laces, and possesses

some exquisite Irish point.

The name of the Prince Consort, the grandfather

of the present king, will always be linked with that

of the Crystal Palace, where the festival of the Em-
pire is most appropriately being held. The great

exhibition of 1851 was mainly his idea, and he was

one of its most enthusiastic supporters.

Effect of Queen's Patronage.

It was Queen Victoria who brought the then new

mohair or alpaca fabrics into prominence. The

vogue for this fabric was a lasting one, as it was

well suited to early Victorian fashions, and the mak-

ing of the material was a big factor in building up

both the town and the trade of Bradford.

Huguenot refugees from France introduced silk

weaving into England, and there are descendants of

the old settlers still in the business. Spitalfields and

Coventry were the old centres, but much silk is now

made in the North. Queen Mary has undertaken

to champion the cause of British-made silks, and the

rich brocades and brooches she is wearing! were

woven on British looms.

By the wearing of these silks she is directing the

attention of the fashionable world to their excellence,

and is doing a vast service to the industry.



None Better in

None Like it in Fit

None So Well Finished
AT ALL PRICES

IT IS IN A SEPARATE CLASS

Many of Canada's best stores are making1 a
specialty of our underwear, because it meets
the utmost requirements of their trade.

<3'
S

UNDERWEAR
is a profitable stock. It is strictly best in
every particular, it is comfortable, it wears
well, and our prices are such that it is a
very profitable line to handle.

PEERLESS is made for men, women and
children, in all weights and many styles.

Our full lines are now ready and are handled
by our representatives as given below.

WE SOLICIT YOUR PATRONAGE

ONTARIO—C & A. O. CLARKE. Empire BulUUaf,
Wellington St. Weat, Toronto.

BRITISH COLUMBIA—GBO. A. CAMPBELL d» CO.,
Mercantile Block, Vancouver. B.C.

QUEBEC—ERNEST HAMEL. 115 St. Joaeph Street,

Quebec, Que.

MARITIME PROVINCES—Q. A. WOODILL. 20 uia\

21 Roy Building, Halifax, N.S.

Peerless Underwear Co.
Hamilton, Canada
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Cordeliere Bags for Fall

Envelope and School-boy Styles are High

Novelties — Frames Smaller and Shapes

Square and Flat

THE type of bag which is now being brought

to the front by the trade differs materially

from any other recent mode. It is designed

for ornament, as well as use. Frequently it

adds the only touch of diversity to a perfectly plain

tailored suit. To this end, straps have practically

disappeared from the high-priced lines, and tasselled

cordelieres are substituted.

used, but the first-nientianed material is the most
practical. Clear, bright color tones will prevail. Em-
broideries are done in Oriental design. The Chinese
dragon and some of the Japanese designs were seen

among very high-class numbers.

While the large, flat school-boy bag is the strik-

ing feature, modifications are chiefly used here. A
very acceptable selling number was the envelope bag.

This is made on a six or seven-inch frame. The bag
is perfectly flat and has a flap fastened by a dome
clasp. Produced in cream calf, with cordeliere to

match, it was one of the most charming imaginable
accessories for an afternoon costume, and as such
had excellent sales.

Cordeliere bags for fall selling, shown by the Julian Sale Leather
Goods Co , Toronto.

Whereas, oven in New York last Spring, the

wearing of the very long cord over one shoulder, with
bag hanging on the opposite side, was considered

extreme, this effect is now seen on the streets of

Canadian large cities, and is used by best dressers.

The readiness of the public to receive these novel-

ties should encourage the retailer to stock and push
some of the new lines, which are both striking and
practical.

Tapestry is the favorite material for the fabric

bag. Embroidered silk and satin fabrics are also

Some Practical Numbers.

Manufacturers, who are busy now on Fall goods,

arc offering some exceedingly practical and beauti-

ful lines. Many of these are adapted to the Cana-

dian trade from foreign models. It must be borne in

mind that extreme novelties are sometimes a drug

on the market with this trade. Many are asked for,

but few are sold. It, therefore, behooves the mer-

chant to interlard his stock with just enough that

is new and striking to give it tone without losing

money.
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Bags are now offered for Fall trade by manufac-

turers. Here are lines which cannot possibly fail

of general acceptance. They are up-to-date along

conservative lines. Frames are six or seven inches,

handles consist of plain strap or long, braided corde-

liere and tassels to match the leather tint. On the

whole, the bags arc square and flat, and there is a

tendency to allow very little metal to appear. Either

a flap or a leather-covered frame is used.

Colors Which Will Sell.

A full range of shades is shown, mostly in the

darker tones. Tan, both Paris and New York tints,

will be the leading seller for Fall. Black follows.

with blue, grey, green and brown in order named.

It is expected that a somewhat brighter blue may be

Shown by The Western Leather Goods Company.
Toronto.

brought out in case the present indications of a

"blue" Autumn in dress goods prove true.

The tans are very moderate, running to soft

fawns or golden browns, rather than to the reddish

shades.

Repeats on Popular Lines.

While the fad can scarcely be expected to endure

very long now, the Madame Sherry bags have been

great sellers. Especially during the last few weeks

have fabric and suede numbers been taken well at

retail. Black and black striped with white in satin,

and even checked effects, have sold. Repeat orders

on this line have been many.

Another very popular line has been the cordeliere

bag of linen in medium size. Tan crash was the

favored material, and embroideries in Bulgarian and

jeweled patterns prevailed. Beaded numbers also

proved successful. It is very probable that next

Summer will see these bags return in new variety

and even increased popularity .

Little Change in Hair Goods
Bandeaux Selling Briskly in Large

Centres — Barrettes the Leading
Ornament Everywhere

While bandeaux have sold exceptionally well in

large (-(litres, there has been a certain slowness else-

wbere. Where this is felt, it should serve to inspire

Top cut is that of a crescent shaped puff, by Hibbert & Jaslow,
Montreal. Below on the left is a new adjustable turban cap.
by J. Abeles. Montreal. On the right is a psyche knot, by J.

Palmer & Sons, Montreal.

the merchant with the determination not to be de-

feated on a line which yields ready profit and is a

splendid display asset.

Madame Sherry braid, new style shell pins and butterfly

barrette. Shown by Wrinch, McLaren & Co.. Toronto.

Frequently the trouble will lie found to lie that

the customer has not seen the article in use, does not

understand its adjustment, or considers it too showy.

These difficulties were obviated by one merchant.

Saleswomen wTere instructed as to the adjusting of
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WHENEVER YOUR WANTS ARE

HAIR NETS or

HUMAN HAIR
ASK FOR THE ' PLEASALL" BRAND

(Regd.

It means getting the very best obtainable in these lines.

Have you seen the new "PLEASALL" patented bookbinders?
(Regd.)

The increasing call for "PLEASALL" Fringe Nets is the best
(Regd.)

evidence they are the net every dealer should handle.

The new patented envelope and binders do away with any
untidiness in keeping your stock.

Askyourjobberand insist on getting only the "PLEASALL" Brand.
(Regd )

It means profit and increased trade by stocking the "PLEASALL"
Hair Nets.

Sole Agents for Canada (Wholesale Only)

:

(Regd.)

Harold F Watson, Weldon & Company
MONTREAL, P.Q.208 CORISTINE BLDG.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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the bandeaux on different styles of coiffure. Judys
were used on the counter to illustrate the modes, and
a special line of attractive, beaded black velvets was
carried. The latter proved excellent sellers where the

customer was averse to a more showy article, and they
also served to introduce other lines.

Some retailers arc using the beaded bandeaux
fad to clear out lines of narrow, crystal or colored

bead trimmings by the yard.

Selling Hues have been the bandeaux in open-

work of gilt and silver braid, with dome clasp, rosette

and beaded with apaque, Oriental beads.

Barrettes have remained strong all Summer, and
nothing else appears so necessary to the coiffure or so

well established in favor everywhere. Strand effects

got the majority of calls, but buckles and jig-sawed

fancies had their share. The military barrette was
a well-received novelty. A butterfly barrette in skel-

eton design is the newest style departure.

Shell fancies included the new oblique-top pins,

I 'raid, called the "Madame Sherry." This is placed
on the unpadded coiffure, across the back of the
head, with finish of puffs, ringlets or plain bands at

either side.

Turquoise to Follow Coral.

Pearls in all grades have received many repeat
orders this Summer. This has been the more re-

markable because it was supposed that the ultra-

popular coral would command all the attention. The
latter has been good, but not to the exclusion of other
lines. Coral lines are still being repeated and the
jewelry and fancy goods trade have both felt the
demand.

Turquoise necklaces are now coming in as a Fall
selling line. There is little doubt in the general
preference shown blues in all lines, that a big field is

open for turquoise, both in bead form, as a setting
for popular jewelry, and in tiny beads for embroid-
ered trimmings.

Aeroplane novelty pin-holder. Shown by the Julian
Sale Leather Goods Co . Toronto.

and rhinestone set bandeaux. These are also pro-
duced in gray and amber.

The progress made with grey lines deserves men-
tion. These are now to be had in every up-to-date
mode that may present itself simultaneously with
the shell or amber. The demand for fancy lines in
grey has immensely increased during the last few
M-;l<onS.

Black and white effects have taken very well, and
iu some styles received repeat orders.

* * *

Curls and puffs continue to sell well, and the tur-

ban pad has also been an excellent, practical number.
The novelty in extra hair is the very wide, short

Novel Toys Appear
Remarkable Variety is Shown, With Several

Inventions and Improvements New
to the Trade

Next Christmas should see a brisk trade in toys,

as present indications point. Importers are. more
than usually up to time with their offerings, and the
retailer who buys early will have particularly fine

selection to choose from, as some of the import lines

show remarkable values.

Among the new dolls was noted one with natural

baby face and cry-baby voice. This doll could also

lie made to laugh quite naturally by manipulation
in another way. It was a handsome, large specimen,
and had a jointed body. It is being introduced in

several styles and sizes as "The Beauty Princess."

.V feature of the new dolls is the addition of real

hair eyebrows. The hair wigs are also much im-
proved, the style of dressing being up-to-date and the

hair itself beautifully soft and curly. Baby dolls

have close, silky hair, exactly resembling that of an
infant's head.

The sleeping baby doll is another innovation

which children will appreciate. Complete wardrobes
of the most up-to-date infants' clothing accompany

gaw^— - - —

;

Every net is

individually in-

spected three
times before
completion, and
all imperfect

nets thrown out.

THE COIFFURA
TIDY-WEAR

BEO

_taT£

REAL HUMAN HAIR
NOTE THE TIGHT HAIR

Ft 20, $ 9.60 tfross

R22, $14.40 '

R 23, $16.00 *

R24, $18.00 '

R26, $34.00

Each net in

envelope.

R0SENWALD
BROS.

Sole Maoutacfnrers

and Patentees

LONDON
PARIS and VIENNA

Sole Agents for Canada,: DIEOKEBHOFF, EAFFLOER & CO., Limited, Cor. Simcoe and Wellington Sts., Toronto, and 5J5 St. Paul St., Montreal.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers ami Their Travelers.
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"DUCHESS" HOOPS
The Felt Cushion protects the
fabric and embroidered work
from injury and holds either
light or heavy fabrics tightly
stretched. Sold for 10 years in
over 18,000 retail stores.

Made in the round and oval shapes.
"DUCHESS" (round)—Sizes 4, 5, 6. 7, 8.10.12. inch diameters.
"DUCHESS" (oval)—Three sizes, 3xG, 4y2 x!) and 6xl2inehes

THE
"DUCHESS-
OVAL"

accommodates a full

design for embroid-
ering as in a large
round hoop, but
has the convenience
in use of a small
hoop.

"RflYAI flVAl " A lower priced, smoothly finishedMUl/tlj-U 1 t\Li .uul carefull.v fitted, plain oval
Hoop (without the Felt Cushion or Bow Spring.)

Made in Three Sizes

6x12 inches, for drawn work, pillow covers, etc.
4%x!) inches, a popular size for all kinds of work.
3x0 inches, for working designs on hosiery, etc.

"PRINCESS"
Has a nickel-plated
bow-spring which ad-
justs itself to thick or
thin fabrics, holding
the material firmly and
without injury.
Made in the round and

oval shapes.
"Princess" (round).

—

Sizes: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10,
12-inch diameters.
" Princess " (oval) three
sizes: 3x6, 4y2 x9, and
0x12 inches.

THE
"PRINCESS-
OVAL"

accommodates a full

design for embroid-
ering as in a large
round hoop, but has
the convenience in

use of a small hoop.

"SPECIAL-SELECT" A lower priced, smoothly fin-

ished and carefully fitted,

plain round Hoop, (without the Felt Cushion or Bow spring.)

Made in Sizes: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12-iuch diameters.

Order To-day. Your Jobber can supply you. THE GIBBS MFG. CO., CANTON, OHIO, U.S.A.

Very busy with Advance Orders for my
NEW EFFECTS IN

SILK AND ELASTIC BELTS
FOR THIS FALL

Join the procession. Call or write for samples.

LOUIS SCHLOSS
621 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN

BUTTONS
and are prepared with promptness to fill

orders for

IVORIES—for Men's and Ladies' Wear.
PEARLS—Fancy and Staples.

COVERED—Crochet, etc.

METALS—In all designs.

Specialists in Fancy Buttons.

Merchants Button Company
WATERLOO, ONTARIO

Our Special exolusive patterns in Ivory and Pearl have
holes well rmed and are done up in our famous DOUBLE
BOXES. We invite your enquiry.

Samples on application.

Please mention. The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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some of these dolls. Other character dolls are the

more familiar types, Dutch child, Quehan, Esquimo,
etc.

The "Society Lady" and the "Merry Widow" are

two types featured this season for the first time.

Scotch lads and lassies in kilts are, as usual, favorite

numbers.

White enamel bedroom and boudoir furniture,

with special wardrobes for the Layette, hat-boxes and
miniature hangers is now shown. This furniture is

well made and closely jointed, and in every way a

great improvement on the old style.

®

New Animal Toys.

Good business should be done in animal toys this

year. Teddy Bear muffs are specially featured in

new and less cumbersome designs, the body being
flattened and the legs having little thickness.

"Caesar" has also been done into a muff this year.

The climbing and tumbling monkey, made in

same style as the Teddy Bear but fully jointed,, with
string attachments and modern perch is a complete
novelty. These retail around $5.00, and are consider-

ed the highest class animal toy of the year.

The muzzled Boston bull pup is a most natural

looking dog, done in brown, wooly velours. A white
cat, short hair, in the same style, lias a natural, mew-
ing voice. This also is a new number this season.

Aeroplanes and the Microscope.

Among the mechanical toys some striking new
ideas have been introduced. There is the aeroplane
in every conceivable form ; monoplane, biplane and
ship. Among them are several models which are

run by a connection attaching them to the electric

'light. The same source of power will run the new
ferris wheels and other small models of Coney Island
sports. These include the "chute the chutes," and a

new Caroussel Roundabout. Paints used are brilliant

and durable, making these lines attractive as well as

instructive and interesting.

A model train-car system had electric battery of

its own, as also had a complete railway with up and
down grades, switches, bridges, semaphores and sta-

tion.

A Mirroscope which will cast any photo or post

card upon a screen in colors the same as original is

run by its own acetylene gas. This would retail at

about $15, or upwards.

Mention should be made of the new range of

touring cars, runabouts and other types of automo-
bile toys. A motor bus is the newest thing, and a
tally-ho comes next. A beautiful white car had
padded brocade linings, and a coupe was complete
even to the flowers in a glass.

Flosses, Wools and Chenilles
Materials for Construction of New Knitted

Lines — Increased Sales of

Mercerized Flosses

The aviation cap is expected to return with re-

doubled force as soon as cold weather begins again.

Merchants who keep in close touch with public taste

in determining centres declare that sales will be big-

ger than as yet deemed possible. Accordingly, a new
departure has been made, and a complete set of muff,
throw-scarf and cap will be offered. These sets are
made from very heavy wool, if crocheted by hand,
as many of them will be. Trimmings of bands of
crocheted chenille in contrasting shade make a
beautiful effect. Pale blue or red with white was par-

ticularly good. A fringe of the chenille or wool com-
pletes the scarf, while tassels finish the cap.

Merchants may purchase wool of a correct weight
and also chenille, both specially designed for crochet-

ing the aviation cap, from their wholesale dealers.

As the scarf is perfectly plain and of any desired

length and width, no instructions are needed for its

construction. The muff is a pillow model, and is also

made very simply, requiring only a little shaping at

each side, and a lining of silk, satin or sateen.

Wools for knitting the same type of set are con-

siderably liner and of a different quality. These also,

with instructions, are offered by wholesale houses.

A cap, similar in shape to the aviation, but made
in very delicate, lacy mesh of light-weight wools, has
been well taken at Summer resorts. This offers a

hint for the fancy goods dealer who wishes to attract'

the Summer visitors' trade.

Sales of mercerized flosses have been particularly

good this Summer. A higher class line now sells

best as the public are waking to the fact that effects

produced with cotton may easily be as fine as silk,

while less showy and more durable.

Beads for Fancy Work
Retailers and Fancy Goods Dealers Will Find

the New Lines of Imported Beads Interesting —

-

Wooden and Rubber, and Dull Finish Orientals

Beads to be sold by the hundred, or by the lung

string, are now offered in the same style as seen in

the finest imported beaded embroideries.

No retailer can afford to ignore the immense ad-

vance in demand for materials for the popular bead-

ed work which this season has seen. Experts are of

the opinion that Autumn sales will see an increased

demand rather than a slackening. Beaded fancy
work is now universal.

Owing to the non-washable qualities of so.rie

lines, Summer trade has tended more strongTy to-

ward French knot effects for waists. It is doubtful

if white porcelain will return in the Fall with any
enthusiasm, but colored effects and band trimmings
are certain.

Coral has been much featured in trim beads, but

darker shades will replace it when the Autumn sea-

son opens. The new, import sample cards have gilt

finished beads in a full range of shades, saxe blue,

old gold, dull purple, bright terra cotta and bronze-

green being notable colors.

Wooden beads are also seen, ranging from the

very tiny ones to larger sizes in wide range of shapes,

oblique, oval, long, flat, etc. These will be u-cd to

produce the solid, rich color effects of the new trim-

mings. 1 lands, motifs, etc. The beads readily lend

themselves to the Oriental and to the Bulgarian pat-

terns. Other lines which are good and new consist

of crystals in various sizes and forms, tiny pearls,
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LEATHER

GOODS
FOR THE

Fall and Christmas Trade
Travellers start July 1st with the largest sets of samples ever shown in Canada.

BILL BOOKS

BILL FOLDS,

LETTEE CASES,

TRAY PURSES,

PORT-SEA PURSES,

PASS CASES,

CARD CASES,

LADIES' PURSES,

MONEY BELTS,

CIGAR CASES,

BRASS ASH TRAYS,

MAGNIFYING MIRRORS,

EBONY MIRRORS,

EBONY BRUSHES,

MILITARY BRUSH SETS,

FLAT BRUSH SETS,

CIGAR CASES,

CIGARETTE CASES,

TOBACCO POUCHES,

CHILDREN'S PURSES.

SHAVING BRUSHES,

TOILET BOTTLES,

DRESSING BAGS,

Large Sample Room

in our

Main Building

on King Street

With Our New Goods

Ready Now.

PHOTO FRAMES,

TRUMP MARKERS.

BRIDGE SCORE PADS.

JEWEL CASES,

JEWEL POCKETS,

DRESSING CASES,

TOILET ROLLS,

MANICURE SETS,

STICK PIN CASES,

CLASP PURSES,

HAND BAGS,

MUSIC HOLDERS,

WRITING CASES,

DESK BLOTTERS,

TELEPHONE ROLLS,

TIE HOLDERS,

TIE CASES,

GLOVE CASES,

COLLAR BAGS,

CUFF CASES,

SHIRT CASES,

PLAYING CARDS IN CASES,

DRINKING CUPS,

The JULIAN SALE

Leather Goods Co.
LIMITED

105 KING ST. WEST, TORONTO

Please mention The Review t> Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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colored brilliants and glass and gilt effects. On the

whole, the opaqne beads are the unquestioned leaders.

Belts Return to Favor
Great Interest is Evinced in the Fall Lines
Now Preparing — Revival of Patents in New

Style Creations

It was not generally expected until a few weeks
ago that belts would waken to life for Fall trade.

Contradictory reports regarding the sales of wash
belts helped to confuse the market. On investigation,

it appeared that they sold in certain localities and at

moderate prices, but it could not be called a wash
belt season anywhere.

On the other band, the exploitation of the new
outing waist, in style between a middy and a Norfolk
jacket, and demanding the use of a belt, has revived

interest in patents for Summer wear. To their sur-

prise, orders began to drift in to the wholesale houses.

Gradually the trade is waking up to the possibilities

ahead, and it looks as if Autumn offerings would lie

varied and unusually artistic.

Among patent lines which have been favorably
received during the last few weeks, are those with
plain black ground and trimmings of black and
white check or stripe. These belts are typically

Norfolk in suggestion. Black patents are cut and
beaded with strips of the figured leather. Buckles
are trimmed to match. There is no mistaking the

distinctively new note in these offerings, and their

difference from the old, played-out linos.

Fancy Fabric Belts.

A belt of fancy tinsel elastic in very bright shades
will be offered as a Fall line. The weave resemble-
that of the Brussels loop, and patterns are carried out
in the daintiest of Dresden shadings, though some-
what brighter than formerly. Designs are chiefly

floral, and buckles are decorated to match, carrying
out the floral motif in enamel of the same shades.

Belts to be embroidered either with floss or beads,
sold well over the counter this Summer, heavy designs
proving most popular. Elastics of all sorts are her-

alded as leaders for the coming season. By the end
of the next month more absolute information regard-
ing the status of belts in general will be forthcoming.

!* Making Fancy Goods Pay
Departments That Will Add Materially to

Profits if Properly Handled — Methods
Adopted by One Store

IT
is a fact, and a deplorable one, that many retail-

ers fail to realize what a well-conducted depart-

ment in thi' fancy goods and notions lines would
mean to their store. As a consequence of this,

the wholesale trade, to a certain extent, reflects this

all too general attitude of the stores of medium size

throughout the country, and importers do not feel

justified in stocking heavily lines which arc new to

the public or very high class. Now, this is a result

of mistaken conceptions from beginning to end.
Careful investigation has proved three facts

which bear on the question. First, even the smallest

towns and villages contain a fancy goods store, almost
always in a flourishing condition. Second, if notion^
and fancy goods be grouped it will be found that this

department is one of the greatest money makers in

LADIES' HAND BAGS
all popular styles

Tourists' Accessories

Always
Established

1850
TRADE

Incorporated
MARK 1904

Reliable
Headquarters for

Sanitary Collapsing Cups

Toilet Cases, Ladies' and Gents'

C. F. Rumpp & Sons
FINE LEATHER GOODS

PHILADELPHIA
New York Salesrooms—683 and 685 Broadway

Send for catalogue
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the store, and is never affected by hard times. Last,

if handled properly, there need not be one penny of

that dreaded loss which is a bugbear to the merchant
every time he is urged to stock novelties.

How Publicity Has Helped-

It is a fact that, far from going out of fashion,

needlework has steadily increased in popularity dur-

ing the last five years. The creation of so many new
forms of artistic articles for the decoration of the

home has opened up avenues undreamed of to the

wide awake retailer. Where formerly cushion tops

were obtainable in a small range of floral designs

only, and silk flosses alone were stocked, the mer-
chant now shows ranges of Oriental designs, of jewel-

led work, beaded or Egyptian, or art nouveau, and
far from hurting his profit, the change helps. He is

now selling as much of each line as he formerly did

of all.

Especially should clerks be encouraged to read up-
to-date publications. It is largely to the activity of

the latter that the trade has owed the profits made of

recent years from punched brass, burnt wood, sten-

cilling and similar novelties.

The Use of Ledge Diiplay.

Speaking of his well-known department in a store

of high standing, the manager said that the secret of

success had been the stocking of novelties and keep-
ing them constantly in sight.

To the latter end, the department was located on
the main floor, directly opposite the entrance. It

had, in addition, a ledge specially designed for

display purposes. It was in agreeable contrast to

some of the ledges seen in stores where managers
complain of poor sales. This ledge was of such
height that when a cushion or fancy cover was on
display, the article was directly opposite the eye of

the customer.

It is a singular fact that this simple principle, so

well understood by decorators and artists, should so

often be completely ignored by heads of departments,
who then wonder why the public does not stop to gaze

at a display which loses itself eeilingward, or is block-

ed by the heads and shoulders of the saleswomen as

they pass to and fro. In the instance cited the use of

correct proportions made the department most at-

tractive to the eye. This attractiveness was increas-

ed by the display on racks of an unobstrusive sort of

very beautiful finished pieces of embroidery.

Where Outlay Tells.

It is. without doubt, the sight of the finished

article which sells the raw materials. As the experi-

enced head clerk of the department remarked, it is

on the raw materials that profit is made. At the

same time, she added, the firm never failed to

sell its show pieces, even those which ran as high as

twenty dollars for a scarf or cover. Nor were prices

unreasonably cut on these to get rid of them. They
yielded a very fair share of profit. But profit or no,

she declared that it was absolutely essential that the

firm should show a good number of high class pieces

perfectly worked. It was here that outlay must be
1

1

i.hIc to insure the right resultsS.

Retailers who cannot stock very many high-
priced numbers should use all the more care in the

selection of those which they do show. As in all

others, these lines will tend to grow cheaper and
cheaper if allowed to do so. Why not allow them

UNSEEN—NAIAD PROTECTS

"NAIAD"
The Last and Best Word in

DRESS SHIELDS
A Shield that has won out on its superior merits.

It's the popular selling shield of the best trade

everywhere because it's the one particular shield

that gives completest satisfaction to customers.

The Shield that pleases

customers is the Shield

that sells.

Naiad is liked because of its undoubted hygienic

properties—its lightness of weight— its odorless

quality—contains no injurious chemicals— it's per-

fect fitting.

Can be easily and quickly

sterilized by immersing in

boiling water for a few

seconds only.

Write for samples and learn more of this de-

servedly ready-selling article—in large demand

these summer months.

Wrinch, McLaren & Co.
SOLE CANADIAN MANUFACTURERS

77 Wellington St. W., Toronto, Can.
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to, if there is profit in cheap lines? Because a good

line attracts good customers, gives the store a good

name, and helps make other sales of a respectable size

in other departments. There are too many "one

price" stores which feature cheap lines as a specialty

for these to be either profitable or a credit to a depart-

ment or general store of good standing.

Discarding Old Stock.

Next important to the showing of up-to-date goods

prominently, was regarded the throwing out of old

lines and constant weeding of stock. Even in the

allied lines of notions and toilet goods few persons

outside the trade realize how rapidly new "wrinkles"

creep in. It is a fact that these lines rarely have to

be sacrificed, but that is only because in making very

small purchases the public is not so particular, and
does not recognize changes so quickly as where larger

sums are concerned. On the other hand, the intro-

duction of new lines, patents and inventions means
increased profits, and the shrewd retailer sees this.

Above all, he cannot afford to let his competitors out-

do him in up-to-dateness. As a result, even when
not absolutely obliged to do so, he constantly discards

lines which have been carried for some time, and re-

places them with novelties or improvements.
To this end, a constant watch must be kept on

the stock. At least twice a year stock is taken. Janu-

ary and August are the best times, as the former date

sees the holiday trade finished, while the latter is a

time when preparations are being made for the big-

gest selling of the year.

The Look-out for Novelties.

Of especial importance is the plain little order

sheet in pad form, which every clerk is obliged to

use. Goods inquired for, but not in stock, are regis-

tered on this form, and at the end of the week the

head of the department looks the forms over. If

there seems to be a universal demand for any one

thing, or if a request suggests a new idea to follow

up, he looks into the matter and perhaps stocks the

goods. This keeps the firm in close touch with its

patrons, many of whom deal with it from one end of

the year to another.

Besides this, the head of the department and head
clerk make frequent trips to great centres. Once a

year a trip abroad is taken, and few weeks are allowed

to pass by without a visit to the neighboring city. One
finds the most notable of the trade magazines on this

firm's counters. Travellers are encouraged to bring

the best and newest goods they can find for inspec-

tion and sale. By all these means the pulse of the

market is felt.

Some Special Methods.

This firm has a few special methods on which it

lays peculiar stress. There is a change of show-
case display at least once a week, and often very fre-

quently. The show-case usually contains unworked
as well as finished goods, or else the former only.

The department is represented in the store's adver-

tisement almost every day. As stock runs out, it is

repeated or replaced at once. A line such as flosses

or silks is never allowed to become depleted, as noth-

ing so quickly sends a customer to some other store.

Window display has been a potent aid, especially as

holiday seasons approach. Very special buying is

done for the Christmas trade. The clerks are en-

couraged to study their clientele personally. Fre-

quently knowledge gained in this way aids them to

work in a new line which once taken up will prove

very popular. It is an understood thing that when
new stock is introduced there shall be a concerted

effort to push it, if necessary, all along the line. It

is by these means that the department is able to dis-

card more old and stock more new goods than any
other in the store.

®
Expositions to Emphasize Comparisons.

Berlin, Out., Julv 3.—It is estimated that between
$100,000 and $150,000 is annually sent out of Ber-

lin in the way of mail orders for goods such as stock-

ed in the Berlin stores and there are cases almost in-

numerable to prove that, as a general rule, the value

received is no better than that given by the local

merchants. In many cases, people have paid exces-

sive prices and it is beyond question that if all the

facts could be placed before the people the amount
of mail order purchase would be greatly decreased.

In this connection, H. A. Harrington, of the Re-
tail Merchants' Association, Dominion Staff, points

out that the Association is prepared to bear the ex-

pense of an exposition to take place in Berlin dry
goods store in order to prove by comparison that

people gain nothing by patronizing mail order houses

but actually lose, on account of deceptive appearances,

such as goods of a like pattern having fewer threads

to the inch, being made to order especially for the

mail order trade.

The local merchants have been discussing these

questions, and although as yet no action has been
taken, it is the feeling that a campaign should be

launched for the purpose of enlightening the public

to conditions as they actually exist thereby bringing
about a change in sentiment that would be highly
beneficial to local merchants.

Everything in Girdles, Cords, Tassels, Trimmings

Ladies' Dress Girdles (to match any color or material), Dress and Neck Cords, Chenille or Velvet

Cords, Cushion Girdles, Bathrobe and Costume Girdles, Curtain Loops and Drapery Cords and

Tassels, Window Shade Pulls and Tassels, Pom Poms and Parasol Cords, etc.

Special orders and designs made for Furnishing Trimmings to match any fabric or color scheme.

Bag Handles and Cords used by all leather goods manufacturers.

Silk and Cotton buttonhole gimps for use of tailors and garment makers.

Note: Cords for programmes and Booklets, etc., made and shipped immediately
on receipt of orders.

The Canada Cord and Weaving Company, Limited
ROYCE & EDWIN STS. 'Late Canadian Cord & Tassel Co.) Established 1900 TORONTO
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Dress Shield
Every pair guaranteed. Has the largest sale in the world. Sold by all leading* jobbers.

I. B. Kleinert Rubber Company, Toronto

IKLEINERT

2£A

Foreword on Autumn Fashions in Bags

ABOUT JULY FIFTEENTH the new Lambert bags FOR AUTUMN will be in

readiness. It can be stated positively that they will command recognition as

the standards of Fashion in their line, just as the goods of this house have done

during the season now closing.

NEW STYLES
NEW MATERIALS

NEW SHAPES
NEW SIZES

As the lines embrace many important Novelties, it will be necessary for you to

see these innovations in order to keep up with the march of events. They are

inspired by close and direct communication with the primary sources of

Fashion—free from speculation, invested with authority.

P. W. LAMBERT C& CO.
64-66 LISPENARD STREET NEW YORK, N.Y.

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE LEATHER NOVELTIES
CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE: MR. S. ABRAHAMS. 16 McGILL COLLEGE AVENUE, MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Leaders for Fall

PILE FABRICS — Velveteens, Velvets, Seal Plush, Velours.

SILKS— Soft-finished Satins, Voiles, Marquisettes, Striped Taffeta Blouse Silks.

WOOLLENS — Serges, Cheviots, Tweeds, Scotch Mixtures, Broadcloths.

NOVELTIES— Camelhair Cloths, Whitney Finishes, Chinchilla, Ratine, Mouse Skin.

FANCIES — Reversibles, Stripes, Bordered Fabrics, Boucle Effects.

Bright Colors Corning Sales
But Dark Shades Will Evidently Lead for the

Early Fall Season — Navy, King's Blue, Saxe, Tan,
Wine, Hunter's Green, and Brown with Black

are the Leaders

THE colors indicated for the early Fall season
are confined almost entirely to staple shades.

The blue series leads, and while navy is the

popular seller, indications point strongly to

the featuring of king's blue later. The red shades

are not at the present time selling as well as brown
and green, but it will surprise nobody to see them
spring into prominence later. In all probability red

will take the second place when the season opens.

The colors that will open the season are navy,
king's blue, saxe, tan, wine, hunter's green and
brown, with black a strong seller in the better trade.

The feeling is for dark subdued colors as the sea-

son advances, the impression is that they will give

way to a more extended color list and to lighter

color effects. The class of colors coming are indi-

cated by the names—king's blue, coronation red,

Hanover green, royal purple.

In tweeds and mixtures, tans and browns are

gaining upon the now popular greys. Pheasant
brown mixtures, with a hint of black and with flecks

of high color, are the leading feature.

Goods of double construction and of dual color

are much in evidence. Expensive satins are shown
with one face black and the reverse in a high con-

trasting color. The reverse may be of solid color or

in striped or check effect.

The leading velvet colors are ruby, wine, tur-

quoise, sapphire, reseda and linden green, and also

white and cream.

Fabrics for Fall 1912.

Manufacturers are preparing their lists of cloths

for Fall, 1912. Those shown are most interesting,

showing as they do what are the lines along which
present buying is progressing. For the successful

novelties of one season always become the staple

fabrics of the one in succession.

According to the new cloths shown, rough soft

woolens are to be retained, and camel's hair effects

and Whitney finishes are to be strong enough to

last over until another season. The same applies

to reversibles, with the back of solid color. Eough
tweeds and homespuns are also in the list.

The color scheme is decidedly in a higher key,

with tan and golden brown decidely in evidence,

and where a grey effect is seen cream has taken the'

place of dead white.

Plain-piece Dyed Fabrics.

For the country trade and for certain sections of

the cutting-up trade, plain piece-dyed fabrics are in

a good position, and there is a staple business doing
on such cloths as serges, cheviots, panamas, san-

toys, poplins, henriettas and kindred cloths. For this

class of trade, while the rough-surfaced tweeds are

shown, most of the business promises to be done on
the smoother-finished tweeds and worsted suiting

effects. Materials of this class will be used both for

suits and for general service costumes.
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Nisbet & Auld, Limited

AUTUMN 1911

Every Nerve Has Been Strained

Every Market Searched

Every Manufacturer Interviewed

The result is that our effort has been peculiarly rewarded and

merchants throughout the whole of Canada will be able to place

on sale an assortment of High Class Goods equal in Quality,

Designs and Color Effects to that shown in any country in the world.

EVERY DEPARTMENT SHOWS THE

RESULT OF OUR DETERMINATION

DEPARTMENTS

Men's Fine Woollens Ladies' Costume Cloths

Tailors' Trimmings Silk Linings

Household Linens Handkerchiefs

MONTREAL TORONTO QUEBEC
207 ST. JAMES ST. 34 WELLINGTON ST. W. 5 BLOC PARENT

Please 'mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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.Small check effect in black
and pheasant shades in fancy
and semi-rough Scotch tweed
— Shown by Nisbet & Auld,

Toronto.

Reversible tweed in stone
and drab shades — Shown
by John Macdonald & Co.,

Toronto.

Paris Favoring Taffetas

Trade statistics in the silk manufacturing centres

show that, in the corresponding months of last year,

the trade was considerably further ahead. In the

Lyons market alone the falling off amounts to al-

most ten million tram--.

The narrow skirts now fashionable and the

consequent Lessened Length of material goes far to

account for the difference, but the fact remains that

the trade has as yel made no definite decision otlier

than for staple silks.

Orders placed so far are for soft-finished satins

suitable for foundations and I'm- trimming purposes.

The clinging satin gown veiled with a transparent

fabric is still high style for formal wear, and satins?

suitable tor this purpose are selling, and the demand
also includes silk voiles, chiffons, ninons and crepes.

Me—alines, satin de chine- and other sofl makes have

been extensively ordered by the cutting-up trade for

fashioning into dresses, blouses and underskirts,

Blouse makers and manufacturers are also taking

lightweight taffetas in stripes and small checks in

black and white, and also in subdued effects in Unman
stripes.

Paris is attempting to revive taffetas, and many
fashionable women are appearing in taffeta gowns
ami suits. The taffeta used is the bright-finished

Light-weight chiffon variety, both in plain and
•hangeable effects.

The coronation is bringing brocades to the fore,

and the feeling for Hindu patterns and fabrics is

Hough Scotch tweed in

stone, bronze and white,
flecked with orange and
Copenhagen — Shown by
Nisbet & Auld, Toronto.

Diagonal check and pick-
and-pick striped semi-
rcugh mannish suiting
Shown by Nisbet & Auld,

Toronto.

bringing gold-embroidered crepes to the fore. Moire
i- also indicated for trimming purposes.

Shortage in Velveteens
This is Now Predicted and Late Filling in of

Wanted Colors Would Seem to be Impossible—
Great Favor for Pile Fabrics

One part of the fabric sect inn about which the

trade is in no doubt is that devoted to pile fabrics.

Velvets will he wanted extensively for millinery and
trimming purposes. Chiffons will sell for evening

and formal dress wear, and velveteens are strongly

indicated in plain and in fancy effects, botli for

suits, separate skirts and costumes, and both cord

and plain will he wanted.

In spite of advances, buyers for the jobbing

houses have placed large orders for velveteens, but

in spite of this fact a shortage in popular-priced

lines is predicted, as it is impossible to place further

orders and have them executed in time for the Fall

season's trade. The retail trade is advised to place

orders early, as it will be impossible to fill in wanted

colors and qualities when the selling season com-

mences. Not a yard of cheap quality velveteen will

be in stock, it is said, by the beginning of October,

so -real is the demand and so limited is the supply.

Seal plush is selling to the city trade; and as the

Soft satin woven stripes
and jacquard pattern in
white and black —Shown
by Ladies' Wear Limited,

Toronto.

Soft satin fancy woven
stripes in black and
white- Shown by Ladies'
Wear Limited, Toronto

Line checked taffeta in
black aid white- Shown
by Ladies' Wear Limit-

ed, Toronto.

Worsted suiting— Shown
by John Macdonald &

Co., Toronto.
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PACIFIC
MARK

The Standard for Half a Century
The Pacific Mills trade mark on every piece is our guarantee of superior worth—the

consumer's protection—the retailer's assurance against unfair competition. Every retailer con-

sults his own best interests when he buys Pacific Mills' advertised fabrics, Pacific Percales

—

Lerma Flannel—Serpentine Crepe—Robe-Land Fleece, each a leader in its field.

&&#S*Q&*
On or before July 1

st, complete deliveries of all the new fall styles of Serpentine Crepe
will be made to all jobbers. Sample books showing swatches of the twelve new styles and
eighteen of the best styles to be continued for the present season—thirty styles in all—will be
mailed about June 20th to every retailer on our mailing list.

Retailers who have had some difficulty in the past securing the exact patterns and color-

ings of Serpentine Crepe wanted will be pleased to learn that through our largely increased

production and an arrangement with jobbers immediate deliveries of any style or coloring can
be made.

Under this arrangement all individual orders for thirty or more pieces will be forwarded
to Lawrence & Co., our selling agents, should the jobber be unable to completely fill order at

once from floor stock. These individual orders will be packed separately from any other goods
going to the jobber, and marked for indentification, with your initials or any other mark
given us, and shipped as instructed by the jobber, from whom we receive the order and who
will bill the goods to you.

Robe-Land Fleece
This latest achievement in high grade flannels has the German Felted Finish with the

soft feel and even nap. The designs as well as the fabric are a long step in advance, quite

original and surely artistic.

Robe-Land Fleece is very much in demand by those who appreciate a fabric that is differ-

ent both in texture and in design. For bath robes, lounging wraps, heavy kimonos, and for

warm, snappy fall and winter dresses for children and misses, and throw-ons, it holds first

place.

Dealers who display it find a ready advance sale for it, while our extensive fall advertising

campaign will certainly move it from your shelves rapidly.

Robe-Land Fleece bears the Pacific Mills trade mark, which means that its patterns and
its quality, like all Pacific Fabrics, are unexcelled. Ask your jobber to show you this latest

product of the largest printed cotton goods makers of the world. If not found in all styles

write us for free samples.

PACIFIC MILLS, BOSTON, MASS.
Please 'mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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mills making this fabric arc oversold, this fabric

promises to be in short supply.

Country sections will take caracul, and a. good
business is expected.

Velveteens are being stocked in 40-in. widths,

and in connection with one patented make, is seen

an excellent stock-keeping help that might with

advantage be extended to fabrics that are silken or

crushable. The velveteen is on wooden rollers and
is suspended in the box on wooden brackets. All

creasing at the folds is eliminated and the velvet

shows up to the customer smooth, uncrushed and
beautiful.

When the sale is made, the fabric is rolled up,

the lid of the box replaced, and thus it is easily kept

in the pink of condition for the next customer. This

plan is so good that it might with advantage be ap-

plied to other silken fabrics.

Linens and Staples

Unpromising Crop Outlook
Prospect of Better Prices on Cotton Materials

Hinges Upon the Year's Yield — Holding Out
For Price on Spot Commodity.

There has been no change in the situation with

regard to cotton goods, and it is expected that present

prices, which are holding firm, will not be changed
until definite word is received about the new cotton

crop.

There has been a strong feeling of unrest over

the crop outlook on account of the drought in the

cotton states. There has been some rain lately, how-
ever, in Texas and Oklahoma, and the growers there

are still hopeful and report that there is a fair out-

look for the crop.

Oklahoma, Arkansas and Texas have been suf-

fering greatly from the drought, but the rest of the

cotton belt is doing very well.

July and August are trying months. If they are

hot and dry the outlook will be bad, but if conditions

are favorable and they get some rain there will

probably be a fair crop. It is stated that these states

have been unusually dry for the past two years,

and that there hasn't been a normal rainfall in

that period.

As to market conditions, there has been a slight

reduction in July futures, but it has been held up
speculatively. The manufacturers don't look for

much change in spot cotton, as the holders will not

let it go unless they get their price.

Practically all the authorities agree that no

change is likely until the new crop is heard from,

and that all depends now on the rain.

Advices received recently by the representatives

of a large manufacturer in the old country are to the

effect that they are anticipating an increase in prices.

The writer from the other side says that if the people

in Canada are depending on a drop in prices they

will be sadly mistaken, as the condition of the cotton

market at the present time is such as to indicate

that there will be an advance in the near future. He
advises buying at the ruling prices rather than to

delay in the hope of lower quotations.

It's Up To

BUTTONS
With Us

It is impos-
sible for us
to describe

in this small

space the
variety, the quantity and the quality

we carry in fancy glass, metals, ivory,

crochets and pearls.

Our travellers have all started out for

fall trade; they will be pleased to show
you the large range we offer.

All letter orders are filled the same
day they reach us.

THE ONTARIO BUTTON COMPANY
BERLIN, ONTARIO

KING'S
atablUhed 177»

FAMOUS
Sold by loading Jobbers.

SCOTCH
vary pieoe perfect.

HOLLANDS

Scotcn Iioiiaiios ror ncar.v a
century and a quarter, have
been recognised by the Trade
of the world as the moit reli-

able and saleable shading made.
in

for Its non-shrinking qualities

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on
every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son
are handled by all the leading

houses. Made In all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading
for the money in the market,
and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

Canadian Representatives:

CAMPBELL SMIBERT & CO.,

210 St. James Street - - Montreal
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Printed Art Tickings

mean increased business and better profits.

Moderate prices and bright dainty patterns make Printed

Art Tickings quick selling stock.

For many places in the home they have no equal and the

particular woman knows the full value of these goods and is quick

to appreciate them.

For Coverings, Draperies and Curtains they are superior to

other lines. For many odd articles around the home they make

splendid coverings and give excellent service.

These lines are salable ana are good examples of

ART TICKING

ART DRAPERIES, 30 - 31 inch. 255 TICKING, 32 - 24 inch.

288 SATEEN, 30 inch.

Display these goods now. Ask your wholesaler.

DOMINION

saia
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers,
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Look for the vvabasso or ^XfJiite Rahbit

Trademark on

Longcloths

Cambrics
j

///////////

!

Madapolams
Nainsooks

Lawns

The Wabasso is a Guarantee

of Purity, Quality and Finish in the goods

themselves, and long experience has

shown it to be a guarantee of good pro-

fits for the dealer and satisfaction for the

customer. Wabasso Cotton fabrics are

ideal in every particular.

:: GET IN TOUCH AT ONCE

The Wabasso Cotton Co

Three Rivers,

11

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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CORSETS C.P. La Sirene

PARIS

C.P.

insures

comfort

to

wearers

BAYADERE

This fashionable corset is

made of a new woven fabric

which is perfect fitting and
absolutely unstretchable. It

will be found comfortable in

wear, allowing the greatest
freedom of movement to the
body.

FELYNE and CAVATINE

Highly fashionable, extra

long corsets, created for

the actual mode, fitting

well into the figure, and

at the same time giving

the utmost comfort in wear.

MIARKA
This model has been

specially created for Long-
waisted Stout Figures. It

is very strongly boned and
will give that elegant
appearance so desired for

the present fashions.

.

IT MEANS SATISFACTION FOR YOU TO BECOME ACQUAINTED WITH OUR LINES.

J. H. GAGNON, £££ Birks Bldg., MONTREAL
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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CANADIAN
LINOLEUMS

AND

OIL CLOTHS
LINOLEUMS FLOOR OIL CLOTHS
TABLE OIL CLOTHS, STAIR OIL CLOTHS

ENAMELLED OIL CLOTHS

Designs, Quality and Prices

Our goods are
made to suit the

requirements o f

the Canadian cli-

mate and trade,

and their ever in-

creasing popular-

ity is proof that

they give sat-
isfaction.

are

Right

SEE
OUR

SAMPLES

Samples

of our Goods
are in the
hands of all

Wholesale
Dry Goods
Jobbers

Manufactured by

The Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Ltd

Montreal

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers,
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Use the Modern
Method

OF SEALING PACKAGES
Q Your store is judged by the up-to-

dateness of its equipment.

Q This newer method is one that adver-

tises you wherever your goods are

carried or delivered.

CRYSTAL SEALING MACHINE
saves enormously in time, labor and string, and puts

your printed advertisement on every package.

THE MACHINE COSTS $5.00

Tape, plain (800 feet)

printed (800 feet)

4,800 advertisements on each roll

.45 per roll

.80

Ask for quantity quotations

CRYSTAL SEALING CO.
204 Stair Building TORONTO

Australian Trade
Are You Interested?

If so, The Draper of jJustralasia (published

monthly) can provide you with much valuable

trade information. It is the organ of the drapery

and kindred trades of the Antipodes, and is

subscribed for by all the leading firms in Australia

and New Zealand.

Subscription $2.50 Mailed Free

Specimen Copy will be supplied on application.

Advertising rates may be obtained and space

secured by communicating with our New York

Office, 29 Broadway.

Publishing Offices :

Melbourne, Fink's Buildings

Sydney, Post Office Chambers
London, 71 Queen St., E.C.

New York, 29 Broadway

ESTABLISHED 1849

BRADSTREETS
Offices Throughout the Civilized World

OFFICES IN CANADA:
Calgary, Alta. Ottawa, Ont. Montreal, Que.
Edmonton, Alta. St.John.N.B. Quebec, Que.
Halifax, N.S. Vancouver, B.C. Toronto, Ont.

London, Ont Hamilton, Ont. Winnipeg, Man.

Reputation gained by long years of vigorous,
conscientious and successful work.

THOMAS C. IRVING, w^^SSE
TORONTO. CANADA

wESTERN Incorporated

1851

ASSURANCE
COMPANY

FIRE

AND

MARINE

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT.

Assets over - - - - $3,570,000

Income for 1906, over 3,609,000

HON. GEO. A. COX, President

W. R. BROCK, Vice-President

W. B. MEIKLE, General Manager

C. C FOSTER, S.ci.t.ry

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Brocaded silk and wool fancy. Striped and brocaded marquisette. Veiled effect in fancy printed delaine.

Shown by John Macdonald & Co., Toronto.

Towels by the Yard
An Innovation in Selling — The Linen

Market — Belfast Manufacturers

Curtailing

Reports from Belfast indicate a quiet market, due

in a great measure to the fact that Belfast's best cus-

tomer, the United States, is not buying with the

usual freedom. There is no possibility of a break in

prices, owing to the scarcity of flax and the conse-

quent high prices of yarns.

To meet the situation, manufacturers have agreed

to a curtailment of production from June 1st to pre-

vent any accumulation of stocks at present high

prices. This curtailment will cover all fabrics but

damasks and cambrics, for which there are large or^

ders on hand. It is very probable that the spinners

will follow the example of the weavers in the matter

of organized curtailment.

Last Summer and the early Spring saw consider-

able reduced selling of dress linens, not only in Can-
ada, but in the States. Over on the other side the

last six weeks has seen a considerable enquiry for

dress linens from garment makers for suits and one-

piece dresses. This is due not so much to the fact

that linens are displacing the fashionable sheer

fabrics, as to the fact that women find there are

many occasions to which the latter are not suited.

The colors selling are tans, old gold, Copenhagen,
and coronation purple. There is also some enquiry

for white for retail selling.

Canada still continues to place, when the popula-
tion of the Dominion is considered, large orders
with the Belfast manufacturers. What is still more
indicative of the growing wealth of the country is

the increasingly high proportion of high-grade and
expensive linens ordered.

Nowadays many women embroider and finish ex-

pensive towels with their own handiwork. This has
led to innovations in the way of selling towels. All

the choicest patterns, besides being put up in the old

way, can be. had by the piece and by the yard. Towels
by the piece come in a continuous roll, and each
towel is cut off to be scalloped or hemstitched at

home by the customer. Toweling can be had with
a continuous border, and any length desired can be

cut off. Sold in this manner it can be put to many
uses.

In these two latter forms towels are carried in the

art needle-work, as well as in the linen department.

Towels with patterned centres are big sellers, and
some handsome striped and checked patterns are

showing for Fall.

Towels, art linens and table linens are immensely
popular for gift purposes, and deservedly so, for they

form both a handsome and a sensible gift that is al-

ways acceptable. Towels and table linen are always

wanted for bridal gifts, and the wise buyer will have
them put up in attractive form and will not neglect

to show and advertise that he has them.

Manufacturers are showing table linens hand-
somely boxed for the Christmas trade. These goods

come in a convenient form and are all ready for

selling, and are in various qualities and prices.

HHfll^H^Si

Trimming velveteens,
Hindu designs andcolor.
ings - Shown by Gordon,
Mackay & Co., Toronto.

Fancy plaid taffeta and
waist silk in bronze,
brown, ruby and navy
shades — Shown by
Ladies' Wear Limited,

Toronto.

Roman striped taffeta
waisting silks — Shown
by Ladies' Wear Limited,

Toronto.

Roman striped taffeta
waisting silks — Shown
by Ladies' Wear Limited,

Toronto.
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Plan Helps Increase Dress Goods Sales
Stores Making up Dresses for Customers — Choosing the Fabric, Trimmings
and Pattern in the Department — Measuring and Cutting Done by Competent

People — Plans Perfecting for the Adoption of the Idea Hem

DUE to the inroads made in the sale of dress

fabrics by the superior facilities afforded in

the ready-to-wear section, the dress goods de-

partment has of recent years grown of less

and less importance.

Many efforts have been made to offset the change,

but none tried have as yet come near to answering

expectations. Constant planning is, however, pro-

ducing results, and a new plan is being tried out in

some of the large New York and Chicago stores that

promises to give results, and that may be the be-

ginning of a materia] change in the present trend of

dress goods distribution.

Where it Benefits the Customer.

The new plan gives the customer the benefit of

the merits of both departments. She gets the easy

solution of the dressmaking problem that is the big

benefit conferred by the ready-to-wear section, com-
bined with the individuality of fabric and trimmings

that goes with a purchase of materials in the dress

goods section. And so thoroughly do the buying
public appreciate this fact that in one store alone over

6,000 dresses were sold in three weeks.

So far, wash fabrics and the cheaper grades of

Summer silks have been the onlv fabrics sold in this

manner, but the complete success attained will doubt-

less mean that the idea will receive further applica-

tion.

Choose Everything from Fabric to Design.

The customer can go into a store where the new
method of selling is in force and can purchase a
dress, choose the style and trimmings, can be meas-
ured for it and have it delivered for a certain set

price.

The fabric is priced within certain restricted

limits, and the same applies to the trimmings. In
one store the price limit of the material was from
lOV^c to 15c, and the price of the completed dress

was $3.95. The choice was given of over 100 pat-

terns and fabrics. After the material is chosen the

customer is shown a number of designs in which
the fabric can be made up. There are about twelve

of these, and new ones are being constantly added
and others are being discarded.

Fit is Guaranteed.

Measuring booths are set up in the department
and some competent person in charge takes the cus-

tomer's measure, and the measure, the material and
trimmings and the chosen design are all sent on to

the cutters. When completed, the dress is delivered,

the fit being guaranteed.

Copyright.

\^ B /W\ B
PATENTED

&*

An Exact Reproduction of

Hand Made Lace
possessing the same exceptional qualities for

appearance and durability—~ Jpigh <linm>sm; wooi.

BIRKIN & CO. .:. NOTTINGHAM, ENG.
Manufacturers of B. B. Torchons, Finest Quality Valenciennes and Novelty Laces

Represented in Canada by A. B. FISHER, 4 Manchester Bldg., 33 Melinda St., Toronto

Please 'mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Modern Business
OUR BUSINESS RESTS

LAST YEAR
The many customers who ordered GARLAND
GOODS were pleased. They showed their

pleasure by placing re-orders with us, and we
are making every arrangement necessary to

give them absolutely flawless satisfaction by

seeing to it that they always get

THE GOODS THEY WANT

AT THE RIGHT PRICE.

Our Business Creed:

Latest Goods

Large and Well

Assorted Stocks

Prices Right

Prompt Delivery

BEST

GOODS John M. Garland, Son & Co.
OTTAWA CANADA

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Demands Service

3N PROMPT SERVICE

THIS YEAR
While keeping all these contented buyers of

GARLAND GOODS, we want to add you to

the number, and we have made sure that every

new order received gets the same attention

as one from an old customer. To you and
to him we offer

LATEST GOODS,
LARGE AND VARIED STOCK,

PROMPT DELIVERY.

PREPARE NOW FOR XMAS TRADE
As usual, our new assortment of Holiday

Novelties is full of novelties and presents a

very pleasing range for selection.

Place your orders now and make sure of

deliveries as you want them.

Krumm's Celebrated Leather Goods
WE ARE SOLE AGENTS IN CANADA

John M. Garland, Son & Co.
OTTAWA CANADA

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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The customer knows the quality of the material

put into the dress she buys, and has no alterations

to wait for, and as the merchant for his own sake

must select a good cutter and see that the work
turned out is up to the mark, the finish and style

will be fully up to the mark of that turned out by
the better grade of garment makers.

Prices also must be reasonable or the offer would
not attract.

Profit on Fabric and Garment.

The department not only adds immensely to its

business and gets the profit on the goods it sells, but
it gets a profit also on each finished garment. It makes
arrangements with a cutter, and he finds himself
busily employed at a time when his factory is usually

slack and has little work on hand. Moreover, he has
no material to stock, as the store supplies the cloth

at net cost, and pays him all the way from $1.25 to

$1.75 for making the dress, and the difference be-

tween the cost of materials and the cutters' charges

makes the store's margin of profit.

Buyer Has No Easy Task
Wants to Show Increased Returns But Has Serious

Problems to Face — Cutting-up Trade Important

Factor in Distribution — Taking Novelty Fabrics

THE present prices for wool fabrics are firmly

maintained, and though there is no sign of

any shortage, the raw material as it comes
forward goes rapidly into consumption.

While manufacturers are experiencing no difficulty

in securing wool, values are so firm that no change
from present value is possible. The present condi-

tions of the wool market do not warrant price cut-

ting, nor is there any sign that lowered prices would
force out any further business.

The development of the ready-to-wear business in

late years has become so great that the wants and
needs of the cutting-up trade has become a most

important factor in the distribution of dress materi-

als. Each year now more cloths are sold in this

quarter, and it is becoming a fact that much of the

immense output of staple cloths is marketed through
the cutting-up trade. Later developments, notably

the way in which simple one-piece dresses are selling,

has brought the cutting-up trade into the market for

a more extended series of novelty fabrics.

These developments have all been to the detri-

ment of the dress goods section, and the buyers in

the retail stores have been, and are, faced with a most

difficult situation.

In spite of strenuous efforts, it is impossible to

keep un the volume of sales, and in consequence

profits have fallen off materially. It is unfortu-

nate, too, for the dress goods buyer, that at such a

crisis fashion has favored a gowning that calls for a

very short length of material—from two to three

yards less of cloth being required at the present time

than was the case a couple of years ago, and this is

also adding to the impossibility of keeping up tak-

ings in the dress goods department.

Most buyers are faced with the necessity of re-

ducing stocks, and, therefore are buying in smaller

quantities for the coming Fall. They intend to see

more clearly what their requirements will be, and
will further reduce stocks or will rely upon later or-

ders and the assorting season.

An Instant Success.

The almost instant success of this new method
of selling dress fabrics has attracted wide attention,

not, only in the States, but in the Dominion, and

there is every possibility of its early adoption by the

Canadian trade. That it will be amplified, modified,

and so perfected as to apply to a much larger variety

of fabrics in the near future is an assured fact.

Just how the suggested changes to be worked

out can hardly be predicted, but it is certain that a

start has been made that opens out a wide field of

activity for the dress goods department.

Serges Selling Well.

In piece-dyed goods the bulk of the business is

being done in serges. All kinds of serges are selling,

lion i soft foulards and French serges to the heavy

rough cheviot and diagonal effects.

After serges come tweeds and mixtures, and in

these fabrics the tendency is strongly in favor of

stone, tan and brown mixtures, flecked and illumin-

ated with nubs of bright or contrasting color, such

as pumpkin, Kings' blue, Copenhagen, Empire
green, purple and mauve.

Woolen fabrics are outclassing worsteds, and the

novelties brought out for the assorting season are

made up of woolen cloths.

Whitney finishes, chincillas and satines arc fea-

tured in the new cloths. Novelties of the zibeline

order, in imitation of soft skin effects, are shown.

Homespuns, in a variety of handsome mixtures, and

striped effects are shown. Fancies of this class are

in high favor, and the manufacturers who are work-

ing on their Fall. 1912, collections are proceeding

iiniiii similar lines.

Cord velvet tweed effect — Shown by
Gordon Mackay & Co., Toronto.

Reversible serge, navy face, reverse
black and white — Shown by W. R.

Brock Co., Toronto.

Line checked taffeta, deep Royal and
Empire green — Shown by Ladies' Wear

Limited, Toronto.



Features of Fall Lines
Indications are that very high, narrow brim hats

will have a prominent position in early Fall displays.

Elongated sidelines are a characteristic feature of

the new hats.

Many French shapes seen have either been of

velour or velvet.

It will be a strong ribbon season, and many varie-

ties are being shown.

Fall Styles in New York
Early Models Now Being Shown—Fruit Likely to

Be Favored — Pansies a Popular Flower — The
Leading Colors.

(Staff Correspondence)

Office of The Dry Goods Review,

160 Broadway, New York, June 28.

THE millinery trade in New York at present

is quiet of course, and most of the heads of

houses are in Europe or on the water. The
last of a very unsatisfactory Summer season

lias not been seen yet, of course, orders come strag-

gling in, but these do little toward bringing the sea-

son's sales up where they belong, and now all are pin-

ning their faith and hopes on what the Fall will

bring forth.

The flower and feather trade have not been

pleased with the summer, of course, for flowers have
had but a half-hearted sale, the fashion for scantily

trimmed hats having grown. The tailored hat con-

cerns and those making untrimmed shapes have had
a splendid season.

Banded sailors are the summer choice of a great

many women for ordinary wear and, of course, while

this benefits the manufacturer of these hats, their

popularity is really quite a detriment to the trade

as a whole.

The Fools Cap.

The helmet had a very popular run,

and the latest freak shape is the Pier-

rot! or fool's cap. This is a winter shape, al-

though a few mid-summer hats have recently ap-

peared built along these extreme lines.

The efforts brought to bear to bring about the

vogue of the small hat did not bear much fruit this

season, but now these efforts are beginning to show
results. It is the opinion of almost everyone that

large hats will be voted passe for Fall and that the

very high narrow brim hats will have first place. Tt

looks that way at present at all events, for among the

many shapes, both imported and domestic, that the

writer has seen, large hats have been decidedly in

the minority.

High Crowns of Many Shapes.

It is, of course, to be expected that there will he

modifications of the extreme shapes now being
shown. Such extremely high crowns are apt to be

very trying, of course, but high crowns they all

have, although of many shapes.

The fool's cap, or dunce crown, the Mother
Goose, stove pipe, sugar loaf and Mexican are all

names and shapes to be conjured with. There is also

the Student's cap, in direct opposition, but this hat

will be characterized by a Tarn crown, is far from
being low since it is raised on a deep diadem or coro-

net, the Ta'm being set at a very rakish angle. There
are, as has been stated, many variations of the high
crown. Some are straight up while others tip over.

backward or shoot out at an angle of forty-five de-

grees. The silhouette of many hats this season is

rather grotesque. Elongated side lines are a char-

acteristic feature. There are almost no really low
shapes being shown.

Caplike Shapes and Empire Pokes.

The nearest approach is the close-fitting cap-like

shapes, and the Empire pokes. There are as a mat-
ter of fact a goodly number of close-fitting pokes.

With the exception of these which sometimes come
to a decided point in the front, brims are innocent

of sharp turns and twists. To be sure, they roll up
in some places and down in others, usually up at

the back or front, but they are always unbroken in

their outline, and decidedly narrow. There are a

few high crowns mounted on rather straight, al-

though very narrow, brims, but most of them roll up
and some are much higher at the back than at any
other point. This is true of the trimmed hat as well.

Trimming will be used on and over the crown,

rather than on the brim and en masse at the back.

This would argue for the fact that hats will be worn
more over the face than has recently been the

fashion.

Crown and Brim of Different Colors.

A number of the new shapes have the crown and
brim of different colors and sometimes materials as

well. The majority of French shapes seen so fur

have been either of velour or velvet. Few fur bear-
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Early Fall model of satin, lace,

velvet and gold cord. Moder-

ately large shapes, with high

pointed crowns, are strongly

indicated.

Set of cap and bag to match, of

rich brocade, with braid em-

broidery. The brim of the cap

is of velvet, and the military

plume is of clipped ostrich.
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ei's are being shown. There are some satin and vel-

vet combinations, some of moire and velvet, and
others of all moire or other fancy silk, but velvets

look like the "best bet" with velours a close second.
The fancy feather houses have a goodly show-

ing of domestic novelties and staples on hand but
there are not many notable Parisian novelties in the

field at the time of writing.

July 5th is the day set for the first openings in

several instances, but many houses will not exhibit

hats until much later.

Skeleton Shapes for Demonstration.

An innovation in imported hats was seen last

week by the writer. One of the largest manufac-
turers of shapes in the market imported a great

many hats, and with them a half dozen buckram
and rice net shapes, trimmed with ribbon to show
how the new shapes trim up to the best advantage.
It may be of interest to hear that these skeleton

models cost twenty dollars each.
«

High Pointed Effects.

All up-standing effects in trimming will be good.
High pointed effects in wings, arranged in a hedge
around the crown, are expected to be good. Bands
of fancy feathers, sometimes made of small wings,
are applied over the crowns. Marabout and ostrich

bands are also good for this purpose. Practically all

trimmings that may be applied flat on the crown,
entirely covering it but in no way interfering with
its outline, would appear to be good. Brims are not
trimmed to any extent and it is rumored that fewer
facings will be used than formerly.

Aigrette Being Imitated.

Neumadic, an imitation of aigrette, is expected
to be a good number, the sale of heron aigrettes be-

ing prohibited in New York state. There are many
clever designs in neumadic as well as in coque, and
much by the way is expected of this product of the
barnyard. Paradise is also coming again into

greater prominence and there is expected a big de-

mand for ostrich, both curled and uncurled, in colors

and black. There is more demand for tips than
long plumes, of course, since practically all trim-
ming effects are high. A cluster of twelve medium
or small size tips is often used to trim the back of a
hat, or a wreath or edge of tips may encircle the
crown. Many colored hats are trimmed with ostrich

matching the body of the hat. This is true of all

trimmings. There seems to be a fad for monotone
at present, or if not exactly that, sharp color con-
trasts are eschewed, and dark rather than vivid color-

ings prevail.

One hears a great deal of the Kingfisher shades,

of faison and of the new coronation blue, blue mist
and purples.

Favor for Pansies.

The only flower that is being banked on for

early Fall is the pansy. Pansies have really saved
the flower situation during the past couple of

months, as they have been very much to the fore

this Summer.
As they are made of velvet, it would appear that

they might be good for Fall trade, particularly as

their colorings are so much in favor. Pansy crowns
are a feature of many hats, the brims being of vel-

vet in black or a harmonizing shade of blue, purple
or brown.

Fruit Looks Good for Fall.

Mention was made last month of fruit. It was
introduced some time ago and despite the fact that
being velvet, and consequently rather heavy looking,
it steadily gained in favor and is now considered a
very good Fall commodity. Peaches, apples and cher-
ries seem to be the fruits used, although it must be
admitted that those grown in the millinery gardens
do not closely resemble nature's products, either in
texture, coloring or contour. Little silk tomatoes,
green, red and other colors, are also being shown.
Most of the fruit shown is made of velvet.

Big Demand for Ribbons.

A big demand for ribbons is confidently expected,
for nothing is more appropriate for high trimming
than bows. There are, of course, endless varieties

of ribbons being shown. Many two-face effects, a
number with picot edges and some in plaids being
used, the latter in velvet. Colored velvet ribbons are

well thought of and dull silk ribbons promise bigger
sales than satins. There is considerable moire not
only in ribbons but piece goods in the market.

An early season is anticipated. In the next letter

a report of the first openings will be given. At
present it is difficult to write with authority for

after all who can tell at this early date what will or

will not be good.

High Dome Crowns Lead
This Seems to be a Decided Feature of the
Autumn Millinery — Demand for Fancy Straight

Feather Mounts ---Good Many Flowers Shown
(Staff Correspondence)

Montreal, July 3.—Milliners are getting quite in-

to line for the Autumn trade, and Fall samples and
models already received from abroad seem a fair in-

dication of what may be expected during the early

months of the season.

Hats as already shown are large, medium and
small. The large models follow the graceful lines of

the Summer models, with soft sweeping curves, wide
from side to side, and raised well off the face at front

or side. In the medium and small effects, the high
dome crown is a leading feature although none of the

hats shown as yet have exaggerated crowns. They,
too, have the brims turned well off the face.

Beaver in Demand.

Orders already placed show beaver taking a good
position again this season. Strange to say, although

velour is the fad of the moment in Paris and New
York, it does not appear to be "taking" to any great

extent here. Velvet hats are doing well, and for the

cheaper trade, felts, many of them with inch-wide

velvet bindings. There have also been stocked a few

corded silk hats with velvet facings, but the milliners

are not looking for a big trade in those.

Good Selection of Colorings-

There is a continued demand for the fancy

straight feather mounts in marabout, coque and her-

on, and ospreys are also extensively shown. Black
and white, separately and in combination are favor-

ed, but there is also a good selection of colorings to

match the tones in other Fall materials.



Considerable variety shown in the new wall papers— Influence

of Coronation seen in displays of blue in carpet departments— Prices

firm in linoleums and oilcloths.

Wall Papers for 1911-12

Manufacturers Are Now Ready With the New
Lines for Next Season's Selling — High-class

Canadian-made Designs — New Leather Effects

FOR the first time in the history of Canadian
wallpaper making there have been produced

lines for which it is claimed that they are fit

to compete with the highest class of the im-

ported article.

Not only are the designs original and unique, but

they arc specially adapted to the peculiar demands
of the trade here. English ideals have been follow-

ed to a great extent, but not slavishly. By use of im-

proved mechanical devices, the finish and surface of

the paper has been perfected to a degree which places

it in the highest rank. Among these is the roller

which "lifts" the newly-laid-on color and leaves a

1 1 a it tied or faintly patterned background, giving the

effect of the handsome embossed paper, while prac-

ticable for extensive surfaces.

Many imitations of leather are being shown, both

lor a plain filling where bands and applique panels,

borders, etc., are used, and for a dado. The former

effects predominate for the coming year.

Strapping and Cut-out Design.

Whereas last seasoD saw much use of a panel

effect formed by cut-out designs, usually in floral

pattern, with irregular edges, the new papers have
strappings or band trimmings in fancy floral or con-

ventional designs, to be pasted on in any desired

form. Sometimes these strappings are combined with
a cut-out motif in any fancy shape, or with a drop
effect in a fancy floral frieze. Newer than the panel-

ing idea is the use of strappings to outline the border
and the windows and doors only.

The above style is much used with the engraved
leathers. The latter show7 a fine range of colors, tan,

mouse, elephant, Paris tan, French grey, champagne,
brown and green included. The colorings are rich

and durable.

Several Distinctive Patterns.

Considerable variety in design is shown, but in

the main the patterns fall under a few heads, roughly

speaking. There is the art nouveau style, the floral,

running to the conventional designs of the Louis,

and the natural-looking, modem art. including flow-

ers, fruit and verdure.

Beautiful Color Schemes.

Besides the unique ground effects above described,

next season's lines are remarkable for the handsome
ami rich color schemes.

Brown is to be shown quite prominently for

dining-rooms, halls and dens. Rich pumpkin shades

are seen, forming a good background for the soft

reds and greens of the applique design of flowers or

fruit.

Green, as usual, is a leading color, especially in

the medium-priced lines. The delicate shades of

pale blue, green, pink and mauve are featured for

drawing-rooms and bedroom use. Tn these papers

one frequently sees a plain, self-colored wall with the

sole ornament consisting of the drop frieze of cut-out

type. On the other band, though the paper is self-

colored, its finish is frequently a work of art. Tt may
have the embossed effect, a changeable stripe, or a

fabric finish, silk, satin or chamhray. A great many
crowns are being used this season.

Some Interesting Novelties.

A substitute for stained glass is now offered to

the Canadian trade. This line is imported by
a leading firm from English factories. It is a trans-

parent, or rather, a translucent paper, 18 inches

wide, and retails at from 30 cents up. It comes both

in classic and in art nouveau designs. Colors are

especially bright and clear. The finish is smooth,

and the whole effect exactly like that of stained glass.

The material does not roll or curl up: it is quite

easy to wash, requires no special treatment. It is

durable and does not warp away from the edges. It

is soaked for thirty minute-, and then applied to

the window.
* * * *

An embossed silk paper gives a very close imita-

tion of the expensive Japanese Tekko papers. The
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effect is indescribably rich and soft, and is specially

suited for dados and wainscot.

A new wainscot paper consists of an excellent

reproduction of a rough grain wood. The paper is

used for wainscoted and beamed rooms. It is em-
bossed to give the grain, and is finished with a-dull

varnish effect.
* * * *

A very perfect type of sanitary tile wallpaper,

quite different from the old, varnished sort, is now
offered by Canadian manufacturers. This paper

comes in charming English engraved designs, floral

effects included.
* * * *

A pretty contrast is seen in some of the new floral

friezes. Instead of the ground being the same as that

of the filler beneath, the ground contrasts, while the

design itself carries out the shades of the wallpaper.

This contrasting frieze effect was particularly attrac-

tive in delicate shades for bedroom use. with side

wall in a solid color, embossed, watered or satin

striped.

A High-Class Frieze.

A basket of flowers in natural modern art design

supplies the motif for one of the most artistic friezes

ever presented here. It is a "Made in Canada" num-
ber, and has fourteen colors, the previous limit readi-

ed here being twelve.

It is to be noted as a significant fact pointing to

changed conditions in the trade, that the friezes asked
for are now the more expensive lines, where formerly
the great demand was for cheapness. A plainer paper
is used, and the onus of decoration rests upon the

frieze alone, so that it must be handsome and good-

looking. Moreover, people are being educated past

the stage when they were willing to sit in a thirty-

dollar chair on a three hundred-dollar rug, gazing
at a three-dollar picture on a three-cent wallpaper.

Merchants find that the demand for simple designs

in high-class lines is constantly on the increase.

Five years has seen a practical revolution in wall-

paper lines.

New Ground Effects.

Embossed and damask effects resembling table

linen are now among the novelty lines for ceiling

use. Some embossed damask wall fillers are also

used.

A Tiffany blend ground, though not so new, con-
tinues to be a favorite effect in many quarters. It

is admirably adapted to a room of many-colored
lights and rich hangings.

The aereograph, or shadow-stripe, is among the
newest offerings, coming in self-colored paper with
fancy frieze to match. Strappings and fancy ceiling

are also offered in this style. The effect is that of a
striped moire with shadows occurring regularly and
in straight lines. It has an elusive quality which
gives great softness and suggestiveness to a back-
ground.

Upholsteries and Hangings
Present Indications Point to Verdure
Tapestries — Curtain Nets Very Soit,

and Finer Meshes Used

Both in the United States and here, great favor

is being shown to verdure tapestries for upholstery
purposes. Some period styles are also seen, with
decoration used quite sparingly. There is a greater

feeling for warmth of color than formerly, even in

drawing-room designs.

Scrims have had a great run. As a curtain ma-
terial, bordered scrims are excellent. For next sea-

son, at the same prices as before, much better quality

and handsomer designs will be available. Colored
scrims have the great advantage of washing perfectly,

and their sheer hanging qualities make them artistic

in appearance.

Madras lines of medium price have inevitably

felt the effect of the competition of the very cheap-
selling lines. This has made them somewhat less

desirable than scrims of corresponding prices, though
the latter also are imitated. Housekeepers readily

find that the cheap lines do not wash well, and the

retailer will do well to bring out in his advertise-

ments, or instruct his clerks to point out that the

better quality will stand washing and wear.

Window nets are now appearing in somewhat
softer textures, and very dainty, fine patterns. These
are most highly spoken of for next season's trade,

though the older Arab nets in large patterns still sell

excellently. Merchants should remember that these

new fine nets, chiefly shown in ivory, do not require

a large window to make a handsome effect.

Flousekeepers in small homes will find them the

very thing for staircase, hall or dining-room win-
dows. They wash admirably, retaining their creamy
tint and fine texture. The color range is white,

cream and ecru.

Cream Madras has had an active season, and will

be stocked in full range of patterns for 1911-12. It

is a line constantly growing in favor, and quite

eclipses the colored numbers.

Where the English merchant, sells chintzes

(glazed), and linens, the Canadian tradesman is ask-

ed for cretonne. Accordingly, no one can afford to

ignore this steady-selling line. Floral designs are,

as usual, the favorites. New bordered and strapped

effects are shown, as these are popular in all lines.

Designs are all fairly large and colors bright.

Portieres, couch-throws and table covers are want-

ed, chiefly in self-colored effects in greens, reds and
browns, in the order named.

The Market in Linoleums.

Retailers who hold back orders this Fall in hope
of a decrease in prices of linoleums and oilcloths

will make a great mistake. Should such a decrease

occur, it can affect the price of raw materials only,

and will not be announced till October, as till then

crop statistics will not be available. Thus it will be

seen that the prices of this year's stock cannot pos-

sibly be reduced in any case. Stock made at the new
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schedule, should a change occur, will not be ready

for nearly a year. It is, moreover, very highly im-

probable that a reduction will be declared. Demand
is on the increase and is considerably in advance of

production. Thus any failure of the supply sources

is felt at (nice and must affect the market price in-

e\ i I ably.

On the other hand, improved designs and clever

inventions have combined to make the new lino-

leums a line which will attract the public and give

thoroug] i satisfaction

.

Improved Their Department
Hamilton Firm Gets Better Results From

Re-organizing its Furnishings in More
Accessible Manner

The fact that scattering never pays, and that a

well-arranged department is half the battle in retail

ing goods is proved by the experience of one of Ham-
ilton's stores.

The store's dimensions are 80 feet frontage by
260 feet depth. An elevator is placed in the exact

middle of store. Small staircases toward the back
and front, respectively, supplement this elevator, but

they are seldom used. The second floor is devoted

to millinery, ready-to-wear, and housefumishings.

Millinery occupies the front space next the windows;

ready-to-wear the space between millinery and the

elevator, with the exception of a small space at one

side devoted to curtains and yard goods. This ar-

rangements is still continued, but all to the rear of

the elevator has been altered.

Formerly this space was divided lengthwise, one

half being given to linoleums, oilcloths, rugs and
carpets, the other to furniture. This made it neces-

sary to stack the heavy and unwieldy pieces in

much too small a space, and the whole effect was as

if they were crowded carelessly against the wall.

Access was rendered difficult, and the beauty of the

goods impossible for the clerk to demonstrate. More-
over, many times customers could not get at the ar-

ticle wanted from every side.

The new plan shows how this has been obviated

by the exercise of judgment and taste. People step-

ping off the elevator and turning to the rear find

the curtains on their right, and the carpets, rugs

and linoleums all about them. Further on, in a

space practically square, the handsome display of

furniture is ranged in rows across the store, many
aisle spaces being left between, and every article

easily accessible from all sides. It will be noted that

the shape of the store made the difficulty in the first

place, and that the lengthwise arrangement em-
phasized it. Sales were greatly increased after the

change.

The store in question is that of the G. W. Robin-
son Co., Hamilton. To Mr. Kelly, head of the de-

partment, The Dry Goods Review is indebted for

the plans.

(Housefumishings Depart m en I

Continued on Page 204.)
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business. Formerly the department was divided so thatgoods could not be properly demonstrated. See article.
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Everything that is New
IN

Leather Goods
Makers of Ladies' Belts

Ladies' Hand Bags

AND

Gentlemen's and Ladies' Purses

Card Gases, in all Popular Styles

No. 856 shows Hand Bag. made in genuine suede calf leather and real

seal in all shades, lined with best quality silk, with

pocketbook style of purse inside.

Western Leather Goods Co., Limited
W. E. D. TIGHE TORONTO GEO. B. TOYE

We Want The One Man In A
Thousand

A man with vim in his blood- a fighter from the ground up.

A man who is strong enough to withstand the first skirmish.

To that man we are going to make a most interesting proposition.

His earnings and opportunities will be circumscribed only by his

ability to produce and to grow.

That man is now employed- for good men always are.

We can make that man a proposition which will enable him to

continue at his regular work and to earn from $5.00 to $20,00 a week
during his spare hours.

We want about forty of these men.

Are you one of them ? Write for particulars to

The MacLean Publishing Company
143-149 University Avenue Toronto, Ontario

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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From Cotton Bale to Fabric Counter
How Textiles are Produced — Dirt Removed From Raw Material in Early

Stages Amounts to About 17 Per Cent, of the Original Weight — Devel-

opment of the Fluffy Mass Into Sliver and Thence to the Yarn or

Threads Ready for the Loom — How Weights and Qualitv Differ.

HOW much does the average merchant in Can-
ada know about the quality and texture of

the fabrics he buys? Can he tell by feeling

and seeing a piece of goods, whether or not

it is of the value that the salesman claims for it?

What does he know of the processes through
which the material passes before it becomes the fin-

ished product for his counters? Does he know that

in cotton goods there is a range in texture of from
20 threads to the square inch up to about 120 threads

for the same area, or that the weight varies from
about one and a half yards to the pound to about

fifteen yards to the pound?

In order to give the readers of The Dry Goods
Review some idea of the processes through which
cotton has to pass before it reaches the stage when
it can be turned over to the retailer, a member of

the staff recently paid a visit to a couple of the mills

operated by the Dominion Textile Co. Ltd., and
through the courtesy of the management was enabl-

ed to follow the progress of the cotton from the bale

in which it leaves the cotton fields to the time when
it is turned out into neatly wrapped bundles of sheet-

ing, towelling, quilting, etc.

Removes Dirt from Cotton.

When first taken from the bale, the cotton is

put into a "feeder," which loosens it up into a fluffy

mass, so that it can be handled easily in the machines
through which it must pass later on. All the coarser

particles of dirt are also removed at the same time.

It is next blown through a long pipe, by the aid

of revolving fans, the most powerful one running

7,000 revolutions to the minute, and then it passes

through other "feeders," all the time being loosened

up still more, until it finally is blown up through
large pipes to the top of the building. Arrived at

the top it is started on a series of processes that even-

tually land it again on the ground floor. All this

preliminary tearing apart and opening up has re-

sulted in removing dirt, which it is estimated forms
about 1 7 per cent, of the original weight.

To Secure Uniformity of Weight.

The loose cotton is then placed in a "breaker

lapper," a machine which cleans it still more and
turns it out in huge rolls, like cotton batting. It

is next put through an intermediate "lapper," four

rolls from the first machine being fed into this one,

the cotton coming out more even and drawn out than
in the first process.

Great care must be exercised with this machine,
as each roll on being taken off, and containing a cer-

tain number of yards, must be within an ounce or

two of a certain weight, according to the class of

work desired, or it is placed back in the machine
and run through again. This is to secure uniformity

of weight, so that in future processes there will be
no variation in the size of threads.

Straightening the Fibre.

These big rolls are taken to the carding engines
and there converted into "sliver." This is a very
interesting part of the work, as it is reckoned that

every yard of the cotton from the big roll makes
100 yards of sliver, which is in appearance like a
soft, fluffy white rope, about three-quarters of an inch
in diameter. This is automatically coiled into large

canisters, and from there goes to the "drawing" ma-
chines.

The drawing machines straighten the fibre and
draw it out, six ends from the carding machine be-

ing run into one, through a series of rollers, the re-

= tiMittUu
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Spooling and reeling the cotton. Merchant's Mill, Dominion

Textile Co., Montreal.

suit being where six strands of the rope-sized cotton

goes into the machine, one strand of very much
smaller size comes out. This is placed on other ma-
chines and given a second and third drawing, all the

time making it more even, so that by the time it has

passed this far it can be weighed on a delicate grain

scale and no variation in weight would be found. The
whole idea of this process of evening and drawing is

to have it as near perfect as possible in order that the

finished fabric may be smooth and even.

The Winding Process.

By this time the fibre is all laying lengthwise,

the cross fibres having been straightened out. The
cotton then goes to the "slubber," a machine that

draws it out into fine threads and winds it on bob-

bins. It is next put through what are known as

"speeders," where two ends are made into one and
by a doubling process the fibres are drawn out still

finer and more even. Thread for finer goods, such as

lawns, dimities, etc., is put through other machines
to make it still finer.
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The Warp and Weft.

The ring spinning frame and the "mule" are the
next Stages to which the cotton has to pass. The
warp yarn, which runs lengthwise of the goods, is

twisted into strong, fine threads on the ring spin-

ning frame and the weft, or cross threads, are spun
on mules. These machines are not much alike in

appearance, but they do very much the same kind
of work.

The bobbins, containing the warp, are then
placed in machines and re-wound on large spools, so

as to get continuous length, which is necessary for

working on the loom. The spools go on the "warp-
er," where the thread is wound on wide beams, about
10,500 yards being put on a beam. The beams are

next conveyed to a starching machine, and the
threads are run through starch and thoroughly dried
after which they are ready to go to the loom.

nap off, and are then passed through a series of
washings, boilings in caustic soda and imersions in
chlorine and sulphuric acid until they come out pure
white. Then after a thorough washing to remove
all traces of acid they are starched, dried, stretched
and ironed out smooth, after which they are neatly
folded and wrapped up and are ready for the
counters.

Filling and Polishing.

With some of the cheaper lines more or less fill-

ing is used, which makes the goods more attractive
for the consumer before they are washed. With the
first washing this filling of starch, tallow and other
ingredients disappears and' the actual texture of the
cloth may be readily seen.

Some lines also are polished on one side before
being sent out, as this adds to their attractiveness.

Mule spinning machines preparing the weft or spinning cotton.
Merchant's Mill. Dominion Textile Co.. Montreal.

Weaving the Fabric.

First, however, the threads have to be gathered
into what is known as the "harness," which is a

frame that is attached to the loom. Then the actual

weaving of the fabric commences, different looms
being fitted for turning on different classes of goods.
There would be perhaps five or six qualities of sheet-

ing or duck, which to the casual observer would look

very much alike, though to the man who knew would
be very different. There would be a much larger

number of threads in some of the fabrics than in

others, and therefor those with more threads would
be the stronger.

Variation in Weights and Qualities.

In the mills they can tell you the quality and
make-up of a piece of cloth almost at a glance, and
the merchant, with a microscope, could count very
quickly how many threads there were in a square
inch. For instance, cheese and butter cloths run
as low as 32 by 28 threads to the inch, and about

14 V2 yards to the pound, whereas heavy shoe drill,

which is fairly coarse, would be less than two yards
in a pound. The usual counter lines would carry

about 40 to 72 cross threads to the inch.

Pure White Fruit of the Loom.

Fabrics which have to go through a bleaching
process, such as sheetings, duck, linings, towelling,

etc., are put through machines to take the rough

Attractive Use of Show Cards.

An attractive series of windows was shown recent-
ly by Goodwins, Montreal. Four windows were used
and the same general decorating scheme was applied
to_ all, making a very harmonious showing. Each
window featured a particular shade, the background
being arranged witli neat drapes, and the foreground
containing a dressed figure, while hats, gloves, shoes
and trimmings to match the dress goods were shown.
The card in each window was so written that atten-
tion was drawn to the others also. Taken in order,
the cards read as follows

:

"What are you going away in? This or
—

"

"This or—"
"The Shade in Favor."
"Blues for Summer."
The shades shown were: fawns, greys, browns

and blues, and the arrangement was especially good.

Business Good in England.

Walter Williams, of Walter Williams & Co.,

manufacturers' agents, Montreal, returned early in

June from a business trip to England and reports
everything booming on the other side. Business in
all lines has been good and consequently everybody
is satisfied. Orders have been so heavy -that it is-

stated that deliveries of cotton goods cannot be made
for two or three months and delivery of woolen
piece goods is not promised until about November.
Mr. Williams said that so far as he could eee there
was little likelihood of tariff reform ever making any
headway, as even the manufacturing districts appear-
ed to be strongly against it. Sentiment, he stated,

was very strong for a continuance of free trade con-
ditions.

The annual i iOeting of the Montreal branch of

the Canadian Manufacturers' Association was held
June 21, the business session being preceded by an
informal dinner at which 125 persons were present.

J. H. Sherrard, president of the Alaska Feather and
Down Co., was elected chairman, by acclamation, and
the vice chairmanship went to Lieut.-Colonel C. A.
Smart, president of the Smart Bag Co., who was also

unopposed.
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Neckwear Shows Changes
Bright Color Touches — Continuance of

Low Collars — Side-Pleated

Jabots Good

WHILE it is as yet too early to predict with

accuracy what the exact 'trend of style in

neckwear for Fall will be, certain features

are pretty well settled.

More color
Ahan formerly will undoubtedly be

seen. Smart little jabots of made ribbon flowers or

shield. These latter are now produced in dark-color-
ed styles, and will prove an excellent blouse accessory
when school days begin again.

Sailor collar in filet lace and insertion — Shown
by R. D. Fairbairn Co., Toronto.

other devices of ribbon will show dashes of the sea-

son's most brilliant shades. Many collars and jabots

will have the made flowers, very tiny and forming

an inconspicuous but dainty touch.

Concerning the carrying over of fichus there has

been considerable doubt. Many firms declare that

they will continue as an adjunct for afternoon cos-

tumes, while others are developing styles which
make a good appearance when worn over a sailor

coat-collar. Here let us put in a word of warning.

Adapted fichu effects may be worn with dignity and
propriety on a coat collar, but the original fichus

were never so intended, and the sale of them is only

hurt by the sight of the monstrosities which some-

times appear on the street, worn on coat collars.

The prospects are very good for the continuance

in popularity of the Lord Byron and Tennis types

of low collar. Young women and misses are wearing

these almost exclusively when a collar is worn at

all. The same thing applies, to a less extent, per-

haps, to the Middy which may be worn with a

Washable side jabot — Shown

by A. T. Reid Co., Toronto.

Washable stock collars with jabots attached are

now appearing for Fall trade. Collars are of

medium height, and round, natural outline. The
soft, stand-up, turn-down collar has been so well re-

ceived that manufacturers are turning it out in in-

creased numbers for Fall selling. A very pretty

specimen was of champagne vesting with Paddy
green satin tie.

Novelty Dutch Collar.

A new style in Dutch collars for Fall wear has

recently been imported from abroad. This consists

of a heavy linen in plain round outline, to lie quite

flat, embroidered in colored flosses, recalling the Bul-

garian designs and shadings, though more accurate-

ly representing the style of embroidery of the

Roumanian peasants. The bright floss presents a

pretty contrast with the heavy, creamy linen. This

collar is a popular number, retailing wonderfully

cheaply for its quality.

Side Jabots Strong.

An increasing tide of demand for side jabots has

set in. These are now produced in two distinct

styles, the washable and the fancy. The former are

devised to give a dainty, fluffy appearance and at
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the same time meet the requirements of a trade that

insists on practicality. The fancy lines are very at-

tractive, and will sell freely as the season opens.

They consist chiefly of nets and laces.

Side jabots to run from the shoulder of the

blouse to the belt at the opposite side are among the

Shetland and other soft veilings are now having
a considerable run in large cities and at fashionable
resorts. The Shetland mesh has a soft and clinging

Figured net fichu collar and Dutch collar. Shown by
the F. C. Daniel Co.

novelties. These begin very wide and taper towards
the belt. Side-pleated effects worn with coats may be
faced up inside the open space, or folded back to

hang in lapel fashion over the collar. Manx-
shoulder to waist effects are seen in these also, to be
worn over collars with long lapels.

Veilings and Scarfs
Shadow Meshes and Chenille Dots — Chantillys

Have Been Big — Many Firms Sold

Out of Them

Shadow veilings of fine mesh are ranked as the

best selling line for the coming Fall. New styles

are constantly appearing in these veilings. Very
large motifs are still well-taken, and some of them
are among the newest importations, but the smaller

patterns are more of a novelty.

Chenille spotted veilings are constantly growing
in favor, and will be extensively shown for Fall.

This is a good . staple line which has only recently

been wakened to anything like its one-time activity.

Very beautiful and original effects are seen, mostly
with a delicate, shadow mesh as a groundwork. These
veilings will appeal to many people because they are

stylish and yet conservative.

Novel Dutch collar of colored embroidery. Shown for

Fall trade by Ladies' Wear, Limited, Toronto

appearance which makes it an ideal outing acces-

sory. It possesses one great advantage over other

veils. It does not wilt in the rain or fog, and does

up nicely, while at the same time it is very silky in

texture.

Position of Chantilly Veils.

Manufacturers and wholesalers have found them-
selves unable to meet the universal demand for

Fancy sailor collar. Shown by A. and T. Hall, Toronto.

Chantilly lace veils in black and in white (ivory).

Many large houses are completely sold out and cabl-

ing for more, as the demand continues. It is ex-
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Anything That Adds Quality to Your Goods is Worth

While Specifying.

BARRY RIBBONS

are leaders in the^Ribbon Trade and

assure your success in this depart-

ment.

In any grade of ribbons, the quality

being equal, style is the feature that

sells one faster than the other.

"The Ribbon House of Canada" has

that distinctive style which attracts

customers.

Be the quality store in your section

for Ribbons. You can accomplish

this by becoming acquainted with our

Mail Order department. Being a

"Specialty" House, we can supply your

every want without delay.

WALTER H. BARRY & [COMPANY
'The Ribbon House of Canada'

Montreal, P.Q.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Traveler)
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pected that these veils will remain in vogue till late

Fall, if not into the Winter, and that they will re-

turn with earliest Spring.

Fine point d'esprit net jabot, edged
with fine Valenciennes and a dainty
applique, finished at the top with
coral satin rose, with real flower
centre and stem, and loops of green
satin. This is a new French novelty
and one that will be very popular
this coming season. Shown by A.
E. Rea & Co.. Toronto.

In view of the fact that other lines practical for
bad weather have appeared, it would seem unwise
to push the Chantillys during a season to which they

Net scarf with metal em-
broidery design, comes in
gold, grey, and black
grounds, with gold or steel

embroidery. Shown by Lad-
ies' Wear Limited, Toronto.

are not suited, lest the public weary of them. This
would endanger a good prospect of profit in Spring
and Summer 1912. On the other hand, supply
must follow demand, and if asked for they are bound
to be brought forward.

FANCY
PARASOLS

CLEARING LINES AT

6.50, 7.50, 10.50,

15.00, 24.00, net.

The Irving Umbrella Go.
LIMITED

79-83 Wellington Street West

TORONTO

J, Y. SHANTZ
< "%y:

D. B. SHANTZ

MANUFACTURERS OF

FINE LINES OF BUTTONS
IVORY, HORN, PEARL, PEARLETTE

All leading Wholesale Houses handle
our goods in Canada, and leading button
houses in the United States who recognize
our goods as of the best manufactured
on the continent.

The JACOB Y. SHANTZ & SON CO., limited.

BERLIN - ONTARIO

Factories: Berlin, Ont.; Buffalo, N.Y.

Warehouse: Chicago, 111.
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R. D. Fairbairn Co., Limited, 107 Simcoe Street, Toronto

President, R. D. Fairbairn. Vice-Presidents, F. J. Knight, W. C. Cliff

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Novelties in Motor Hoods.

A very wide motor scarf of crystalline or the

more expensive ninon is now being shirred in the

middle and run with satin ribbon to form a motor
or traveling hood. The ends, usually 45 inches in

Motor hood with extra wide ends — Shown by
the F. C. Daniel Co.

width, are used a> ties or crossed and thrown over

the shoulder. In made-up form this hood is a

novelty to the trade, but has previously been ex-

serviceable and practical motor bonnet. Thus it is

not unfamiliar to the public.

Dew-spotted scarfs are expected to have another
very successful season. New styles are shown. One
of these consisted of a coral pink spotted with a
deeper shade of coral. A white scarf spotted with
turquoise or coral and bordered to match is a high-
class and promising number.

Stencilled effects in borders have taken a strong
hold. Painted floral designs are also very good.
Crepe ninons with border of thin crepe satin stripes

were considered among the "classiest" of the season's

output.

®

New Touch in Handkerchiefs.

Montreal. July 3.—Some of the season's new
handkerchiefs are exceptionally dainty. All are of

the sheerest, filmiest of linen and linen muslin, with
ornamental designs of delicate tracery quite in keep-
ing with the material. Some have the finely hem-
stitched finish, either plain, or with a simple em-
broidered design following the outline of the hem.
A very few show a simple embroidered edge, others

are finished with a lace border apparently woven
into the edge of the material, generally a guipure or

Irish de.-ign of fine pattern.

The distinctly new touch is the unvarying use of

a dainty embroidered or lace motif, or medallion, in

one corner. The embroidery is done either in very
tine eyelet, or in the delicate French laid embroidery.
The lace corner decoration matches the border.

These new handkerchiefs are in all-white, al-

though many of the wholesalers still hold in stock a

Hold Tight—

Shadow veiling. Shown by the Canada Veiling
Co., Toronto.

ploited by women's periodicals as a method
of making up yard ninon or crystalline into a

"HOLD TIGHT" No. 43
SELF ADJUSTABLE, REQUIRES NO PINS
The only Net which deserves the name or to be

called " Self Adjustable."

Made of Real Human Hair in all shades, shapes
and sizes.

" HOLD TIGHT " No. 25, 31 and 37 require only two
pins to keep them in place. Made in cape shape-

Let u* send you samples and quote prices.

LEOPOLD PFEIFFER, Vienna VIII
The Greatest Austrian Hair Net Manufacturer

Sole Representative for U.S.A , ADOLF KLAR
595 Broadway, New York

Sole Representative for Canada, ERNEST EKSTEIN
43 St. Sacrament St., Montreal
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Back

Graceful Neckwear With

Striding

Front

There have been important developments

in the neckwear situation during the spring and

early summer.

In the new lines which we are now pro*

ducing are beautiful modifications of the low'

neck effect demanded by the modes of the season.

The Fischu, lately restored to favor after

a decade or more, has assumed new loveliness.

On this page is shown one of our many creations.

Side pleated jabots for wear with high

necked waists show a popularity that is beyond

a doubt and the demand is already heavy.

Our "Dreadnought" Collar has met a warm

welcome from the public, because of the infinite

variety of form and texture which allows of their

use with waists of all materials for all occasions.

Wear,
F. P. EVANS,

President

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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dany New And

'eatures

The season's newest fancy seems 10 have

fixed upon beaded effects. We will illustrate

one handsome beaded neck band to be worn

with either high or low collar, that has the color

and pattern charm of rare old jewelry and

yet is moderate in price and exceedingly

effective

This beaded effect is also carried into

the Dutch Collar, simple brooch pieces, etc.

It is a line you should not fail to see,

for it will be strong during the present season.

Our travelers with full lines of samples

are always at your call.

united, Toronto

W. F. COFORTH,
Vic«-Pre*ident

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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number of the colored border handkerchiefs which
continue to have a certain vogue in Paris.

A very large trade is, as always, being done in the

various lines of play handkerchiefs for children,

animal pictures being about in equal demand with

the many fairy tale scenes depicted.

Flouncings of 27 inch and 45 inch will be the

main feature of the lines shown in the Spring of

1912. There is universal agreement among manu-
facturers, wholesalers and retailers that these lines

have only started what will prove a long period of

successful selling. Many sheer fabrics such as batiste

and very fine lawn will be seen next season.

Laces and Embroideries
Successful Season Drawing to a Close

— Prospects for Fall Lines

The season which is passing has been a remark-

ably successful one in the white embroidery lines.

It has brought forth decided novelties which may
be heard from again, and has firmly established

English veiling . fine mesh. Shown by Sanderson"s Limited.

some former novelties as staple lines. In the first-

class are the embroideries on voile and marquisette,

in the second the 45 inch flouncings and double

width all-overs.

Shadow veiling. Shown by the Canada Veiling
Co . Toronto.

Washable stock, with new style side jabot.

Shown by A. and T. Hall. Toronto.

It is a feature of this year's trade that expensive

lines have sold as never before. Rich lace and em-
broidery combinations, and deep, well-covered

flouncings, bands and galoons have been received

as well as were the cheaper lines last season.

With business in white embroideries practically

over, the trade is looking towards the all-over laces

and embroidered nets for Fall selling.

There is every prospect of a good trade in white
and cream Orientals for yokes. Cluny laces will con-

tinue good, both in silk and linen. Guipure lines

have been a little slow, but are expected to show more
life as the season opens. Irish crochet is very good,

wherever practicable as an edging or all-over.

It is noticeable that at present the expectation is

rather in the direction of washable than colored

lines. Black is, of course, a staple, always more or

less wanted.

Venise is much heralded by American trade

authorities, but it is doubtful whether it will be
wanted here outside of the high-class costume busi-

ness and the large department stores. There seems
to be a general reluctance on the part of wholesalers

to risk stocking it in quantity.

Among the lace edgings and insertions, Maltese

has been one of the best sellers.
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Sao*
rt OUR REPUTATION ««

FOR
Exceptional Quality

in our neckwear is building up rapidly by
giving customers exactly what they want
in style of goods, quality of material and

promptness of service.

WE WILL ALWAYS HAVE SOMETHING
NEW FOR BUYERS OF

LADIES' NECKWEAR
fm

This business is not an experiment, but

built on years of study and experience

along the lines of Neckwear for women.
Give us a trial order and you will soon be

convinced of our ability to turn out

fashionable Neckwear that catches the

ladies' fancy.

A. & T. HALL, LTD. m
MAKERS AND IMPORTERS OF FINE NECKWEAR FOR LADIES

472-474 BATHURST STREET

TORONTO - - CANADA
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Novelty in Fall Ribbons

Striped Effects Predominate — Many Combinations

of Silk and Velvet — Long-haired Satins

and Picot Edges

No more novel line of ribbon has been seen for

years than that which was represented by samples

lately shown as an import line.

Striped effects seem, on the whole, to predomi-

nate. These run from the narrowest pin stripes to

inch-wide sorts. Satin is a favorite material, but

the very soft velvets of close cut pile, both plain and

panned, are very much a feature of the season's out-

put.

The color card contains some novel shades. Mus-

tard tans and cerise running to wine are seen. In

older of popularity, one well-known buyer ranked

the colors as follows:—Paddy green running to dark-

er shades, Royal (King's) blue to marine (very

dark), the various shades of tan to brown, cerise to

wine, and purple. In addition to these, there was s,

shade of old gold known as the Tiger color. Old

rose also was spoken of as excellent for Fall milli-

nery.

The Paddy green shade will be used in combina-

tion with black for millinery purposes.

Ottoman cords with fancy face and self-colored

backs are among the most beautiful of the season's

many novelties. Some of these are arranged in wide

stripe effects of plain color alternating with a new
type of Persian. Paisley effects are seen, but usually

have a broken stripe, gold or plain satin intervening.

A very pretty striped ribbon consisted of the

tiger shade alternating with Oriental. A stripe of

velvet in Paisley pattern had a gold border and was

used on a ground of plain taffeta.

Many uses of the half gilt or gilt, striped with
silk or satin were seen. The gold tissue threw up
the other shade into a very pretty contrast. Tim-

gold stripes are also used to tone up dull Persian

effects.

Dresdens, wherever seen, come in brighter colors

than last season. A beautiful millinery ribbon con-

sisted of close-cut, Dresden velvet, the flower out-

lines being very clear, with picot edge. This edge is

now being used on many ribbons to differentiate

them from the bows of yard silk, which are some-
times used to replace them.

The long-haired satins are worthy of mention by
themselves. They are among the most artistic and
enticing of the season's output. In combination
with soft, dull-finished silk, or with taffeta in stripes

or spots, they have a richness unequalled by any of

the other lines.

Three samples from a large ranee of ribbon novelties now
being shown by Harold F. 'Watson. Weildon Co., Montrea"

Black and white striped effects are booked for a

considerable extension of demand this Autumn. At
first it was not expected that they would survive the

Summer, but this has proved too conservative an
estimate of the hold which they have on the public.

All the leading houses are stocking them, particu-

larly for Fall millinery purposes, in new styles, show-
ing arrangements and touches of color not seen be-

fore.

Three of the new ribbons, stripes in full range of shades and bright-toned Oriental.
Shown by W. R. Brock Co.. Toronto.
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The Best Of The Styles

At The Earliest Moment

To Get The Profit From

YOUR NECKWEAR SECTION

you must be ready with the newest patterns

when the demand arrives. You can an-

ticipate the demand by keeping in touch

with us. In order that we may keep you

posted, have your name placed on our lists

at once. Let us know your needs in these

lines

:

TROUVILLE COLLARS, SAILOR
COLLARS, FICHU COLLARS,
& JABOTS of all kinds. VEILINGS,

LACES, DRESS TRIMMINGS.

SANDERSON'S LIMITED
Wellington St. W. 9 ->|Toronto

;/c*.^»- *

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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THE ACME Of CORSET QUALITY

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY,

THE TEST OF WELL ORGANIZED
PRODUCTION, IS ONE OF THE MANY
POINTS THAT RECOMMEND THE

PARISIAN CORSETS
TO MERCHANTS WHO DESIRE
BOTH PLEASED CUSTOMERS
AND A SUBSTANTIAL PROFIT

YOUR ORDERS WILLlBE
SHIPPED WITHOUT
DELAY OF ANY SORT

PARISIAN CORSETS SHOW THE
LATEST STYLES AND MOULD THE FIGURE INTO
LINES OF PERFECT SYMMETRY. No Better Made

WRITE FOR A TRIAL STOCK WITHOUT DELAY

Parisian Corset Manfg. Co.
QUEBEC CITY Limited QUEBEIC

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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The Label That
Guarantees

Hosiery Quality

In the best shops and the most ex-

clusive men's furnishing stores you
will find Radium Hosiery featured.

And yet Radium is not an expensive
hosiery. More value for the money, more
wear, more satisfaction---that is the cus
tomer's side of the deal.

The merchant benefits by a good profit, easy
sales and entire lack of complaints of any kind.

RADIUM MEANS BUSINESS.

Perrin Freres & Cie.
28 Victoria Square Montreal

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Special Feature Umbrella

That Brings Big Returns

Unusual stocks and generous prices

are two of the most needful items in

selling compaigns.

The "BROPHEY"
SUIT CASE UMBRELLA

(BEEHLER PATENT)

Made in Both Ladies' and Gentlemen's Styles

Is not only unusual in design and most
handy in use, but it is a good, serviceable
umbrella that will wear as long as the
clumsy, ordinary kind. Moreover, the
"BROPHEY"

Retails for $1.50 each
and upwards,

Hence, is as cheap as the ordinary

kind, and yet is extremely handy

for travellers.

Our representatives are on the

road and will demonstrate the
"BROPHEY " for you. It is a great

trade builder.
Folded ready for suit case

THE BROPHEY UMBRELLA COMPANY, Limited
MAKERS OF UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND SUSPENDERS

11 DUNCAN ST., TORONTO, ONT.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Dress Trimming Novelties

Ball Fringe in Great Demand — Cordeliere

Girdles — Beaded Bandings

Ball fringe is one of the lines of small trimmings
now universally wanted. The making-up trade has

taken quantities of it, and it is good everywhere.

This fringe was first used because of its resemblance

to the porcelain beaded fringe, while at the same
time it is quite washable.

Cordeliere girdles are now shown in styles in-

tended for evening dress wear. < rold and silver cords

Bead and braid yarnitures. Shown by A. Weyerstall
& Co., Toronto.

and tassels and those of white and colored silk have
replaced the mercerized cords used on Summer
dresses.

Fancy girdles of all sorts will be extensively
shown during the coming season. Many sashes have
little beaded motifs as trimming, stencilled ends, or

knots of tiny made flowers.

Beaded trimmings are again expected to be
strong. Crystal bandings of widths ranging from
narrow to very wide have been widely featured for

Summer bridal wear. All-overs to correspond are

also shown. Not only will these lines continue good,

but a large trade will be seen in the colored sorts.

Turquoise is expected to be a leading line. Darker

Beaded bands and fringes for dress trimmings. Shown
by A. Weyerstall & Co.. Toronto.

shades of the Oriental type, consisting chiefly of tiny

wooden or rubber beads in rich, deep colorings, are

also booked for a good run. Braids used in these

bandings are of dull gilt or silver rather than the

brighter shades.

Two new styles of scarf: on the
left, ninon with painted border: on
the right, metallic tissue, stencilled
border. Shown by W. R. Brock
Co., Toronto.
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Beaded fringes to correspond with the above will

be excellent sellers. They are now offered in an as-

sortment of surprising variety at reasonable prices.

®

Lattice-Work Dress Trimming.

A novelty in dress trimmings this season has been
the lattice work of thin or thick cord, dyed to match

Buttons for Fall trade. Shown by A. Weyerstall
& Co.. Toronto.

the material of the garment which it was used to

decorate. Its growing popularity has resulted in the

introduction of ribbon lattice work, which has al-

ready appeared on a few advance gowns in variously
sized and shaped medallions or squares made with
narrow ribbon, either taffeta or satin, about a quar-
ter of an inch wide.

®
Parasols and Umbrellas.

Parasols in Paddy green, of plain taffeta, have
been the best sellers during the last few weeks.
Manufacturers were sold out of these lines before
any others.

Excellent reports come in of the clean sweep
which has been made of staples and novelties alike.

Some complaints were heard early in the season, but
apparently the good weather and interest excited by
new lines removed all cause for grumbling.

A record sale of plain silk parasols in a single

solid color, and of silk umbrellas in dark shades has
taken place this summer. Fancy lines have had to

yield to these in popularity.

The large houses are now busy on their Fall lines,

and no definite news regarding these will be forth-

coming for another week or two.

Return Goods on no Reasonable Excuse
In Many Cases Buyer Does Not Change His Mind Until Goods Have Been
Received, Then Generally Ships Back at Wholesaler's Expense — An
Aggravated Nuisance in Millinery, Fancy Goods and Kindred Lines

"H
Montreal, June 27, 1911.

OW can we stop the practice of retailers

returning goods which they have order-

ed, without giving any reasonable excuse

for so doing?"
This is a question that has been uppermost in

the minds of most wholesale merchants and especial-

ly those in the dry goods, fancy wares and stationery

business for years. It is a matter that has been given

a good deal of serious thought but apparently no
satisfactory way to combat the evil has yet been dis-

covered.

It does not seem to make any difference that the

retailer is given a copy of the order obtained from
him, at the time the order is taken, or within a few
days of the time, for this is the practice of most
wholesale houses; the cancellations come in just the

same.
The wholesaler contends, and reasonably so it

would appear, that the proper time to cancel an order

would be when the copy of the order had been given,

as there would then be no direct loss to the seller.

The usual practice seems to be, however, to wail

until the goods have been received and then on
some pretext or other ship them back to the mer-
chant, and generally at the latter's expense.

One Wholesaler's Experience.

"Why, only to-day we received two parcels, re-

turned at our expense, without any apparent reason

other than that the merchant who bought the goods,

had changed his mind since he gave the order,"

said a Montreal wholesale dealer in discussing the

matter. "And this is not an unusual case," he
continued, "for hardly a day goes by that we do not

receive one or more packages. Some days I have
seen as many as six or seven packages coming back

and in almost every case we have had to pay ex-

pressage both ways.
"Not only do we lose the sale, but we are out the

expressage as well. If we started in to find fault with
the man who ordered the goods, the chances are all

tli.it we would lose his trade, as we can only put up
a mild protest and grin and bear it.

What is the Remedy ?

Much the same story was told by all the whole-
salers who were consulted about the matter, but none
could apparently suggest any remedy, other than to

exercise as much care as possible in taking orders

Sailor collar and tie. rajah silk, taffeta silk lining
on collar and bow — Shown by R. D.

Fairbairn Co.. Toronto.

and in sending copies of the order to the customer,

at the same time asking that the order be confirmed,

or if for any reason too much had been ordered to

notify the house at once.

The custom with most of the houses is to have
the salesman leave a copy of the goods ordered with

the customer, either at the time of the sale or within
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VOSS - STUFFMANN
NEW STYLE NAME OF LIMITED

KONIG & STUFFMANN
We have everything in DRESS ACCESSORIES which will boom
your fall sales.

Our stocks always represent the widest assortment and choicest

selections in

Laces, Embroideries,

Trimmings, Neckwear,
Veilings, Etc.

Tne DRESS ACCESSORIES HOUSE offers you greater oppor-

tunities to impress your community with unexcelled values.

The profit side of your business can be easily and quickly in-

creased if you insist on closer buying and on dealing with a spec-

ialty house.

Our long and favorably known connection with the retail trade

has proven our goods are right, and nowhere but here can you
expect to find such telling values—such a complete range of quick

turn over stock.

We can quote you surprisingly low prices, made possible only

through our large buying power.

Become acquainted with our mail order department for your
immediate wants.

Visiting buyers will find our new location convenient of access.

VOSS and StuKmaiUl, Limited

12 St. Helen St., MONTREAL, P.Q.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
I
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We Guarantee All

HOW WE PACK

Sample Box of Working Gloves

THE RETAILER

does not gauge the cost of gloves merely by

what he pays for them. Some gloves can be

bought for next to nothing, and they are often

the most expensive. That is not the kind

which brings a retailer satisfied customers

who reorder and bring other buyers.

THE ROBERT RYAN COMPANY
THREE RIVERS, QUE. Branch Offices : Montreal,

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Our Gloves Absolutely

OUR GLOVES

Sample Box of Street Gloves

THE CUSTOMER'S

test of a glove is its wearing qualities.

Offer him a glove made of good material,

well finished and well stitched, and he
will say: 'That is a glove." Then point

to the Ryan Brand and he will add:
" That is the glove."

E. H. WALSH & CO., Selling Agents

Winnipeg, Vancouver. TORONTO, ONT.
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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a couple of days. In some cases copies of the order
are also sent to the customer from the head office.

If for any reason the customer feels that he has
ordered too much, that is the time to notify the
house, and not when the goods have been shipped
and charges paid thereon. The wholesaler has ac-

cepted the order in good faith and naturally expects
the customer to keep the goods ordered.

Had Only Changed His Mind.

Cases were cited where the customer refused to

accept the goods from the transportation company,
though admitting that they had been ordered. The
only excuse given was that he had changed his
mind. Other cases were told of where the customer
had received the goods, sent at the wholesaler's ex-
pense, had picked them over, breaking packages
and mussing up the shipment generally and then
shipping back the bulk of the order saying that they
had ordered too much. Another excuse often met
is that the goods are not up to the sample, and this

despite the fact that the sample was seen about eight
or nine months before and was not at the time the
goods were received, in the possession of the buyer.

The principal offenders, the wholesalers say, are
the small storekeepers. The larger stores usually
send a confirmation of their order and then stand by
it. If any mistakes have been made or the buyer
feels that too much has been ordered, he notifies the
wholesaler at once of the change.

Buyer Should Know What He Wants.

The retailer should order only what he thinks he
will require and not as much as the salesman wants
to sell him. Naturally the salesman is anxious to sell

as much as possible and often times a buyer will
order goods because the salesman is personally a
good fellow and he does not want to turn him down.
Later when he thinks over it, he feels that he has
ordered too much and he cancels the order or a part
of it. If he acts within a few days of placing the
order no great harm has been done, but if he waits
until the goods have been shipped and then sends
them back to the house, it hardly seems a fair pro-
position.

There are, of course, cases where the retailer is

justified in sending goods back, if mistakes have
been made, but these cases are not so frequent as
the ones where the goods are returned without anv

apparent good reason. Cancellations, either in whole
or in part, should be placed with the dealer within
ten days of the order, no matter when the goods are
to be shipped. This gives an opportunity for im-
mediately straightening out the case and sending a
copy of the cancellation to the salesman who took
the order.

One wholesaler remarked that he could not ex-
pect much better from the retailer, when their cus-

Hair ornament, neck finish, two beaded jabots and velvet
elastic belt. Shown by Ladies' Wear, Ltd.. Toronto.

tomers were educated through the mail order cata-

logues to return goods on the slightest pretext. One
mail order bouse has on the front page of its cata-

logue, this invitation "If for any reason the goods
received are not satisfactory, ship them back at our
expense."

ALL ELASTIC-
WASHABLE—
POROUS Sanitary Belt FOR

WOMEN

Every woman wants one. Cleanly, antiseptic, washable and comfortable. Made
of soft surgical web especially woven for us.

HAS NO EQUAL IN PRICE OR QUALITY
Can be worn next flesh or under corset. Gives with every movement of the
body. Indispensable with Union Suits. Packed in assorted sizes; large, medium
and small. Sample free on request.

You have only to show these goods to sell them, price $3.00

per dozen in assorted small, medium and large sizes.

C. H. Westwood Mfg. Co., Ltd.
MANUFACTURERS

84-86 Wellington Street W.
"As good a seller as the C.M.C. Hose Supporters."

TORONTO
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Two Onward Products
of Self-Evident Worth

Automatic Triumph

'

ELECTRIC VACUUM CLEANER
The lightest and most powerful ^lectiic Vacuum Cleaner made

It carries a positive rotary pump, insuring an even suction. Tliis

pump is the most powerful ever put into a Vacuum Cleaner at any-
where near this price, which means that the air displacement, and
therefore the suction, is much greater.

The dirt is caught in two metal separating tanks, so no dust can
reach and destroy the motor, as it will do where bags are used.

It is operated with an one-eighth horse power motor, which is

safely attached to your regular light wire, making it comply absolutely
with the insurance regulations.

Write for our free circulars and discounts

gSBwyg

Weighs only 35 lbs. Retail Price, $1 10.00

The Onward" Rotary Wall Paper Display Rack

.Made entirely of metal,

saves half the time of a

salesman, and enables
several customers to see

the stock at the same time

or one customer to com-
pare two or more papers

side by side. The racks

are easily removed from
the centre discs to allow

of closer examination of

the paper, and no pasting

of samples is necessary.

The rack holds one
hundred (100) samples at

one time and these are

easily put on and easily

taken off.

Jin ornament to anu store.

Jill trimmings nickel-plated

Write for our full

descriptive circular

Price, $45.00

F.O.B. Berlin

Onward Manufacturing Company
Berlin Ontario

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Features of This Department
Opinions from ready-to-wear buyers on important

problems affecting the ready-to-wear department—
Plan to help the ready-to-wear department in small

places to hold local business — Handling the special

order business — Style and market news.

Two-piece Suit Leads
It Will be a Feature in Fall Selling — Great

Variety of Effects Introduced in the Collar

— Tweeds Much in Evidence.

THE new models sent over from Paris are still

made with the tight skirt. The tendency
here is towards a skirt that is wide enough
for grace and comfort, but with no
fullness. Following Paris, however,

buyers are now asking for skirts

are 2 yards wide and under and
it looks as though the novelty suil would be made
with the skirt about this width. Many suits will be

worn, however, that will have skirts about 2 14 or

2% yards wide.

extra

many
that

The straight line effect is the noticeable feature

of the new skirts and fewer pleats are used on the

later models. Panel and tunic effects and skirts cut

so as to wrap over in diagonal finish are the leaders.

Panels with some portion of the panel hanging free

are used both back and front, and as a decoration

to the coat also.

The newer coats are from 28 to 30 inches long,

though there are special models made with coats

both longer and shorter. The majority of models
show a slight curving of the under arm seam, but

this is the only deviation from the strictly straight

line effect. Fancy models are joined at the waist

line but, as a rule, some fanciful cutting or trim-

ming effect gives the simulation of the high waist

on the majority.

Suits almost unvariably have the regulation coat

sleeve as being the only one really suited to the

Attractive " ready-to-wear" display cards by Mr. DesCotes for the Hamilton Company. Montreal. A unique feature of these

cards is that the background is of mahogany finish applied to the card. This gives a very rich effect, particularly so
when the framework of windows or interior fixtures are in mahogany. Other features of these cards are the

applied illustrations and the dainty lettering and ornamentation.
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FALL BUSINESS
START IT EARLY

^nr^HE early Fall business will be

^ yours if you carry a complete

line of our Fall Styles of Dresses,

Skirts and Waists.

Women of discernment have no

hesitation in buying early when shown

HELENA GARMENTS
Our style judgment in past sea-

sons have proved invariably correct.

Order Now, start selling early.

Helena Garments will show large

profits, and are trade winners.

Our salesmen are now on the road

with a full line for Fall trade. Make
it a point to see their samples.

Helena Costume Company, Limited

London, Ont., Canada

•••.••.••.••.••.••.••.••.••.•.••.••.••.••.••.••.••.••.••.••.••.••.-.••.••.••.••.••.•.••.••.••.••.••.••.••.•••••.••.•••••.••.••••••.••.••.••.••.••.••.••.••.••.••.••.••.•.••.».•••••.••.••.••..•••

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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What 15O Stores
Have Done

Almost any store can show an, increase of
10%, 15/4, or 25%. in. pattern/ Business -its the
normal growth. Bat -to get 100% increases, youve

Increased- Sales <sver Old lidierns

Two Stores Showed - - 400% - Increase
One Stores Snowed - - 350%-
Two Stotes Showed - -300%-
One Store Showed - -250%-
Two Stores Shoved - -Z2>5%~
Two Stores Showed - -150%-
105 Stores Showed - -100%-

You Can Read
in their own. words, what 150 Merchants Rave to say about

the'ir change to the right pattern". We have fhenv all Print-

ed in one "booklet we'd be glad to send you,. Just mail -u.^?

a postal bearing your name and. -the 'words —

•

vOn to Prosperity"
and- £lne £>ook/le-b -will come in, the next mail.

The Horrue Pattern- Coirvpaxvy-
615 West 43rd Street N ewYo r k

I

"the

tdr db dh dp dr dp db dp db db db dr db db dfc
^^ ^

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Popular Prices

Surpassing Excellence

EVERY NEEDED

MODEL
EVERY USUAL

SIZE

No. 1233, Velvet Dress Fringe Trimmings.
Kimona Sleeves

THE QUALITIES THAT SELL GOODS
ARE ALL PRESENT IN OUR

SILK,CLOTHE VELVET DRESSES
NOW READY FOR FALL

The ideal lines for your ready-to-wear departments are these beautifully designed,
finely finished dresses.

Your buyer will find good opportunities in all these lines and in the selling of them
you will find an immense stimulus for your garment section.

They look fine and sell fast.

THE LADIES' NOVELTY MFG. CO., Limited
124 WELLINGTON STREET W.

W. E Robinson. President.

TORONTO
H. D Somerville, Managing Director.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Children's "Star

There is no uncertainty in the start

we are making toward the supplying of

the demand for Children's Wear.

We have provided such a brilliant array

of patterns and materials that they have

an almost universal appeal to the buying

public.

Our Children's Wear Department

is under the direct supervision of ex-

perts, who devote their whole time to

producing the very best in this line.

Our enormous buying facilities en-

able us to offer you the very best at

surprisingly low prices.

Star Whitewea
BERLIN

I'lease mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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>rand Dresses
You can boom your Children's Wear

Section by selecting from the new lines.

Qualities and styles are offered for every

use, from a dainty party frock to dresses

in which to tumble about in the dirt.

SEE OUR TRAVELERS SURE.

ORDER EARLY
for you will find it

necessary to order
often.

We promise
prompt deliveries
and goods that will

satisfy.

Ifg. Company
ONTARIO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Canadian winter, the kimona and other fanciful ef-

fects being discarded by both designers and buyers.

Collars are important and great variety of effect

is given many ways of cutting and treating the

collar. As a rule the collar is of velvet and the lapels

are of the cloth. Pointed sailor effects, hoodlike

models, and rounded collars are all combined in this

manner. Other trimmings used are wide braids,

pipings and imitation button-holes of satin cord

combined with lines of buttons.

Tweeds are very much in evidence, the smoother

finishes made into the popular priced suit, and the

expensive suit developed in the rougher cloths.

Other cloths are cheviots, diagonals, and also broad-

cloths, and velvet models will appear later.

Another line that has done well is that of misses'

and children's coats. As with their elders, reversi-

bles are the leading feature. For smaller children,

Popular Juvenile Lines
Orders Booked for Fall Show a Large Advance

Over Previous Seasons— Particular Attention to

Suits and Coats.

Travelers who have now finished their initial

rounds with children's dresses for fall are more than

pleased with the reception accorded this line. Orders

booked show a large advance over previous seasons

and go to show that children's and misses' goods are

now solid with garment buyers. Also that mothers

are beginning to appreciate the advantages of prop-

erly-made ready-to-wear garments.

One point a buyer can make when showing Can-

adian made goods is that they are invariably made
under the most favorable sanitary conditions. The
factories are modern in every respect, and every gar-

ment is fit to wear in every sense when it leaves the

manufacturer.

Smart coat for small girl. This coat is developed
in Saxe blue serge, with collar, cuffs and

frog effects in black velvet.

many smart models are of heavy serges and blanket

cloths.

Heavy diagonal serges come in navy, King's

blue, Saxe and in scarlet cherry and deep red. Many

Contrasted club color and floral arrangement showing a cleverly grouped display of high-class juvenile dresses and

coats. Shown by Pryce-Jones Ltd., Calgary. Decorator, C. H. G. McKerns.
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Correct Dress for Women

GARMENTS THAT FIT
ALL FIGURES

Our Size System Saves Alterations and Maizes Customers

200

Handsome Models

of

Costumes

and Coats

Now Ready

It pays to have your
Ready - to - Wear Depart-

ment up-to-date, and with

our size system and models
you can double your sales

on less stock.

All our garments are

made in three sizes, to fit

Slight Figures, Normal Fig-

ures and Stout Figures.

Stylish Costumes

Satin-lined—$12 to $25

Nobby Coats

Newest designs—$10 to $25

We are Manufacturers of Exclusive Garments

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, SHOWING FIFTY MODELS, SENT ON REQUEST

NOVI-MODI COSTUME CO., Limited
302-4-6 CHURCH STREET, TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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of these models are velvet trimmed, having large

collars, cuffs and frog effects of velvet.

Particular attention is being given this season to

misses' models in both suits and coats. The lines

Girl's 2-piece sailor dress made of all wool storm
serge thoroughly shrunk. Trimmed with silk

braid; yoke piped with scarlet. Made in ages
6 to 14 years. Courtesy of The W. R. Brock Co..

Toronto.

and fabric- used are identical with those used for

women's wear, but the shaping and grading is

specially modelled to suit the lines of a slender

youthful figure.

Specially designed to this age is a % length top-

per coat. The coat is built of reversible fabric in

blanket finished cloths and in heavy tweeds. It is

cut and tailored exactly like a man's top coat and
makes a smart and practical garment for misses'

w ear,

Call For Chiffon Waists
Will be a Favored Fall Line — Strictly Tailored

Models of Satin — Pipings of Bright Colors.

The feature of the new models for outing wear

is the deep-pointed sailor collar. These are attached

to tailored models of sheer lawn or blouses made on
middy lines. The collars are of colored lawn and
so are the cuffs and ties. The sleeves show consid-

erable flare and have very deep cuffs. If color is

1

1

mi introduced by means of the collar and cuffs some
other means must be used. One pretty model of

very sheer lawn was pin tucked in groups of three

all-over, the tucking being done with pale pink

cotton.

Outing waists made of fine crepe are a distinct

success as they solve so effectually the laundry prob-
lem—just a wash out and a shake being enough—

-

no ironing or pressing being required.

In spite of its long continuance, the chiffon waist

promises to be the big seller again for the coming
Fall. The material and the cut is the same but by
clever manipulation and the combining of colors

and trimmings the effect is a new one.

Net waists are also highly favored and some
beautifully soft effects are gained by using two thick-

nesses of chiffon under the lace or net.

Strictly-tailored models are of satin and the white
satin waist promises to be a feature. Velvet is used
alone and in combination with satin. Fancy taffet-

tas in black and white striped, in line check and in

small jacquered patterns are selling. Blue and green
effects and Roman stripes are selling in tailored

waists.

Though the kimona sleeve is still in the lead

designers are all using "put-in" and gusset models.

The put-in sleeve is specially suited to the tailored

models and is usually inserted with a piping of the

trimming color.

Pipings of high illuminating color such as cerise,

pumpkin, Paddy green, King's blue and turquoise

are used on all kinds of waists, the smart dressy

models and the plain tailored waists sharing in this

feature. Buttons in the illuminating colors are also

used.

Touches of hand work, beaded effects and beaded
trimmings in the new Hindu colorings are good and

Waist of fine quality imported cotton voile, with the
latest hand embroidery in King's blue in combi-

nation, with black and white. Shown by
Emeness Mfg. Co.. Toronto.

there are braidings and cord embroideries used
#
on

popular priced models.

Yokes with the round neck and with the high

fitted collar are equally fashionable and often there

is a puff added at the elbow of the same net.
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HCR LADYSHIP

UNDKR THIS THADE MARK WE MANUFACTURE
AND SELI,

Ladies' Suits Ladies' Coats

Ladies' and Children's Dresses

THAT ARE UNEXCELLED IN STYLE, FIT, FINISH
AND WORKMANSHIP

THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY
(limited)

TORONTO, CANADA

Please mention The Revieiv t> Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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No. |389

—

Coat in Mannish r\vi:i:i> Mixtures,

Velvet Collar. Well tailored garmknt.

Please mention The Review tc Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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NO. 173-TAILORED SUIT IN SELF STRIPED OR

Plain Sekiuc, in all Shades.

^>

Please mention The Review tu Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Dresses of Many Fabrics

First Cool Days Will Introduce Vogue of Vel-

vet — Many Garments oi Messaline and Satin

de Chine — Sleeve an Undecided Feature.

Manufacturers of dresses and costumes are pre-

paring for a big season. The scope of this depart-

ment is extensive and the manufacturer is preparing

to make the most of this fact. Models for Fall sell-

ing will include the useful one-piece dress of serge or

soft finished panama, as well as dressy models of

satin and velvet, and party gowns and lingeries will

also be included. Even now velvet dresses are being

worn in New York and the first cool days will cer-

certainly see them worn in the big Canadian cities.

These dresses will be made both of plain velveteen

and hollow cut cords and the bodice will be largely

of chiffon, or crepe silk, or dyed lace. Velvet is to

be a scarce fabric this Fall and for this cause it is

probable that various fabrics with velvet trimmings
will be much worn. Satin is by no means out of the

running and many models are of messaline and satin

de chine in both plain and striped patterns. Silk

crepes and crepe de chine and marquisette will be

combined with satin for party gowns.

Wool satins, satin finished Venetians, chiffon pop-
lins, henriettas and like fabrics will be used trimmed
with braid or cord embroideries and combined with
either velvet or satin.

Foundations of Jap silk with straight flounces of

satin and tunic overdresses of marquisette, or em-
broidered Plauen nets are to be used.

Sheer draperies are now in vogue and the chif-

fons and other fabrics come with patterns worked
out in pearl, crystal and colored beads, among which
may be mentioned the wooden beads in Hindu
colors. Velvet striped and velvet embossed fabrics

are new and are being used by high-class manufac-
turers. Fringe, both silk to match the color of the

dress and in tinsel effects, are to be used to edge
tunics, sleeves and sashes.

Slim Figured Effect Rules.

There is so far very little change in the style in

which the new models are made. Straight line

effects as plain and as simple as possible rule now in

New York. It is the slim figure effect that still rules

and skirts are of the narrow variety. The models
buyers are asking for measure about 2 yds around
the hem and the majority of the models now selling

are about this width. The kimona waist is univer-

sally worn and promises to be the prevailing mode
for some time as it is right in line with the newest
style features Paris is putting out.

One Undecided Feature.

The most undecided feature is the sleeve and
attempts are being made to vary the kimona sleeve

without losing sight of its attractive features. At
present, the % sleeve dominates but doubtless later

cloth dresses will show the longer sleeve. A new
sleeve that gives the kimona outline is put in gen-
erally with a piping and without any fullness what-
ever. Some models that have this sleeve are cut with
a very long shoulder and with this shoulder some of

the sleeves used are full length. Some new sleeves

have a puff attached to the lining and covering the

elbow.

Panel effects and panel sashes are seen on many
models. Some are sewn down to the dress, save for

a few inches at the end while others are attached to

just below the waist and then are free. Lines of

buttons and simulated buttonholes are much used
trimmings. On some dresses they run from neck to

hem. They are used on the sides of panels on the
edges of pleats and in other places.

For Evening Wear.

Handsome models of a semi-lingerie nature are

included in advance Fall lines as it is found that
dresses of this kind are asked for as soon as the en-

tertaining season sets in.

Fancy nets and cotton voile are the favored fab-

rics with net so far the best seller. Marquisette is

not as favored as it was in the early Spring as it has
been found to shrink so* badly in the washing. This
fault has led to the canceling of orders on the part
of some manufacturers, but the fabric is so pretty

that it is still selling.

It should be distinctly understood that most cot-

ton marquisettes are a risky proposition for the wash
tub and this should be distinctly told to the pros-

pective customer, and she should also be reminded
that there is the alternative of the cleaner. A clean-

ed gown is equal almost to a new one and will stay

clean for the same period.

Straight Lines in Whitewear
Width Curtailed and all Trimming Schemes on
Flatter Lines — Change most Noticeable in Skirts

— Corset Covers in Tailored Effect

Fashion changes have affected the new whitewear
models more this season than is at all usual. As a
rule, the changes are confined to the trimming effects

and the laces and embroideries used, leaving the cut

of the garment almost practically the same. This
year the new garments are built upon changed
models, made to fit in with the straighter lines so

generally accepted and adopted. Wherever possible,

width has been curtailed, and all the trimming
schemes are carried out on flatter lines. This does

not mean that lacy, dainty effects are not shown;
they are just as prominent. It is fullness and fluffi-

ness that is eliminated.

Panel Effects form Shaped Flounces.

The change is most noticeable in skirts. The new
skirts are cut about two yards wide and the flounce

is about one yard wide. Flounces are still knee high,

but gathers are gone and panel effect forming shap-
ed flounces, and pinch and larger tucks continue
the lines of the skirt into the flounce and to the

feet. Narrow dust frills are used, as it is found that

they give the proper set to the skirt, as well as pro-

tect the handsome over-flounce.

Princess slips and combinations will be better

than ever and will be shown in a multitude of styles

and in a wide range of prices. Owing to the wide
vogue of semi-transparent dress fabrics, fashion is

favoring slips with trimming lines of lace or fine
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A WHOLE PLANT DEVOTED
TO THE MAKING OF &

CHILDREN'S ^
DRESSES

Yes, and not only the plant, but the brains

of an entire business are engaged in planning the

details of our many beautiful Children's Dresses.

This specialization has given the makers of

Princess Garments
the unique position they hold in the public favor.

The name "Princess" is known in drygoods circles

as signifying the best that can be got in material, cut and finish.

Write for Prices and Styles.

Princess Garment Co.
76 Richmond Street East Toronto, Canada

GET THE CREDIT
FOR YOUR GOOD WORKMANSP P. USE A LABEL

Only by advertising can you hope to gain business by your excellent

product.

While the maker is unknown, the dealer, as well as the customer,

considers it a matter of good luck if he gets a satisfactory garment. After-

wards—lacking a label— it is only by chance that you get a re-order.

An Artistic Silk-Woven Label
sewn upon every garment you make will bring you more re-orders than

any other form of advertising.

If you are proud of your product have confidence enough to make it

work for you

We will design you a label to suit your particular requirements We
make labels for every kind of garment

Colonial Weaving Co., Limited,
PETERBOROUGH, : : ONTARIO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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~^

Egyptine Underskirts

are Guaranteed.

We make Egyptines of a material which

we import specially for underskirts.

Every yard is guaranteed to us by the

makers. We, in turn, guarantee every

skirt to you.

You can sell Egyptines with the distinct

understanding that the skirts will neither

split nor cut—nor crack.

The material is the best silk mixture

that can be produced. The material is

Egyptian cotton. This cotton itself

works up like silk.

Egyptines have the appearance, the

weight and the peculiar rustle of fine

taffeta silk. They retail at less than

half and last much longer.

The quality makes many sales, and there

is a handsome margin of profit to the

retailer. Ask your wholesaler for prices

and samples.

NOTE—The genuine Egyptine is

guaranteed all down the line

with this guarantee label on
the skirt band.

Make sure of the label.

£gv$-x\^

€^(

^amdianp%niMM%:^ukd,
IflvntleaC

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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embroidery put on in vertical lines, in addition to
the elaborately trimmed flounce, as for dressy occa-
sions this trimming shows through the fabric of the
lingerie or all-over embroidered gown.

Messaline Waist in soft,
rich quality messaline, of
wistaria shade ; kimona
style, yoke of fine quality
tucked mauve chiffon and
wide cream lace, hand em-
broidered medallion, worked
in mauve, and green silk
threads and gold touches
giving rich appearance at
yoke, and the green and
gold buttons at side of
yoke work in with the me-
dallion to perfection.
Sleeves are finished with
cuff of mauve chiffon and
wide cream lace. Waist can
be had in any shade.—Cour-
tesy of A. E. Rea & Co.,
Toronto.

Securing a Better Fit.

The corset cover and drawers are the best selling

model, and all improvements are directed to the
securing of a more perfect fit. One new model is

cut on princess lines, shaping the garment to the
figure. The upper part forms a V both back and
front, the drawer part being cut in a half-circle, giv-

ing a perfect fit. This garment is made only in

closed models, as it is wide enough to pull aside.

Many of the new corset covers are in tailored

I'llVi'i. and models of this kind are growing in favor.

The goring and shaping is carefully attended to, as

many women are wearing tailored covers in place

of a brassiere around the house and with certain

styles of dress.

There is little change in gowns. Kimona and
Empire models are the favored ones, and in spite of

the Parisian fad for longer sleeves, the Canadian
woman prefers hers short. A short flowing sleeve

is i lie most comfortable one for the average well-

heated house.

The New Fall Suits
Coats Cut on Loose, Almost Straight Lines —
Skirts are Wider — Buttons a Trimming

Feature — Good Trade in Velvet Suits

Montreal, July 3.—in the new Fall suits being
placed on the market, the coats are short, although
slightly longer than those for summer wear, meas-
uring in most cases twenty-eight and thirty inches.
They are cut on loose, almost straight lines, with
tight-fitting coat sleeves innocent of any fulness
whatever. In the plain tailored designs there are
pockets, in some cases two, in others three, the third
one placed well up on the left side. The more fanci-
ful suits more or less elaborately ornamented with
plain or fancy braid, and made chiefly in the twen-
ty-six inch length, have no pockets.

Skirts are wider, with wider panels back and
front, and hidden pleats which give ample freedom
about the feet. Very few skirts show the inverted
pleat at the back. There are finished to match the
coats, either with braid trimmings or without. But-
tons are a feature of the Fall suit trimmings, the
round ball buttons, or buttons covered in silk or
braid.

Manufacturers are looking for a good trade in
velvet suits which are being turned out in both plain
and fancy designs. Velvet is also apparent in the
development of the one-piece gowns of cloth or
serge, made with high girdle effect and short peas-
ant sleeves.

«>

Soft, Clinging Underskirts
Many of the Smarter Models Shown in

Rich Liberty Satins — The Fashionable

Fringes

The continued vogue of the narrow skirt assures

a demand for underskirts and petticoats cut on nar-
row lines and of soft clinging materials. Among
the advance Fall models many of the smarter models
are shown in rich soft Liberty satin, the upper por-

tion closely gored and fitted, and the flounce also

falling in soft, clinging lines.

In one petticoat of black Liberty satin, the close

lines of the upper portion were continued into the
flounce by means of several rows of shirring placed

at intervals to within six inches or so of the foot,

Do You Believe in the Quality of the Goods You Sell ?
*

You do. Then why not advertise your confidence and so gain the confidence of the consumer ?

|Your Label Woven in Silk|
sewn into every garment is a constant reminder to your customer of where he got the goods. With-
out thinking much about it he sees your name and your trade mark every day and when he wants
a new garment your name comes into his mind. If the old garment pleased, the woven label brings
a re-order. We make woven labels in every style and at all prices for clothing, whitewear, under-
wear, footwear, millinery, etc., and can guarantee you an artistic and attractive piece of work.

WRITE US FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES

m Canada Label and Webbing Co., Limited
9 MORROW AVENUE, TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Canada Cloak Co.
LIMITED

63-71 West Wellington St.

TORONTO .:. CANADA

MANUFACTURERS OF

WOMEN'S, MISSES' AND
CHILDREN'S COATS

FUR-COLLARED COATS

WOMEN'S AND MISSES' SUITS

WOMEN'S SKIRTS

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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which was finished with a narrow double-ruffle of

folded satin.

The fashionable fringe was conspicuous on some
of the more elaborate models, in which alternating

short panels had a deep point of the fringe falling-

over the inversely-pleated under-portion.

Soft silks were also in evidence, some of the more
elaborate much trimmed with fine Chantilly lace and
fine tucking.

Smart Fall Coat Styles
Makers Show Their Faith in Reversibles, Tweed
Effects, Diagonals, etc. — Straight Coat Sleeve Con-
sidered as Safer Proposition — Collars are Large

As the season advances the coat-makers' faith in
double-faced cloth in tweed effects, diagonals, and
Whitney finishes continues to increase, and many of
the leading manufacturers are turning out large
numbers of coats and cloaks of these materials.

For popular selling they are being made chiefly
in two styles with variation in trimmings to give the
required touch of originality. One is the military
coat; the other a loose model cut on straight lines

and finished with large round collars.

In the military style the collar is either a straight
high band or a double collar fitting closely about the
throat, the coat itself fastening from the shoulder
down the left side. The sleeves are the straight coat
sleeve, put in without a suggestion of gather or full-

ness .it the arm. The trimmings consist principally
of braids, of the wide variety, velvet, and large but-
tons in fancy designs, and also in the large ball

braid buttons.

A Typical Example.

A very smart coat turned out recently in the loose
style was cut in lines only sufficiently curved to
suggest body outline, and in high waisted design,
the waist line being indicated by a belt effect about
two inches and a half wide with three inch tabs on
either side back seam, each finished with a large
fancy button. The garment was developed in heavy
diagonal double-faced suiting, the outer surface in a

dull autumn brown tint. It was made double-
breasted with very deep round collar, finishing in
front in square sailor ends, and was of the reverse
face of the cloth, a very large tartan pattern in dull
brown, blue and green tones. Just around the outer
edge of the collar was an inch wide facing of the
plain face surface. The cuff effect was stitched in
with the sleeve. It also was of the plaid surface,
headed by a three inch strap of the plain, finished at

the point with a large button. The front fastening
was effected at the belt with one button.

In addition to these double-faced cloths, heavy
tweeds and broadcloths are apparently the only
materials being used in the long coats, which meas-
ure from fifty to fifty-four inches in length.

Orders placed so far show that buyers consider
the straight coat sleeve as the safer proposition.
There is quite a varietyof sleeves shown. Some
models show the true kimona cut with the sleeve and
body in one. Raglan models are also shown, while
other sleeves are kimona cut at the top only, and are
sewed in under the arm. Large arm hole effects are
new but buyers look upon them as too extreme.
Large turn back cuffs matching in design the collar

and trimmings are the accepted sleeve finish.

Collars are large, and fichu or pointed hood-like
collars are almost universal, and these are usually
carried round to the front in the form of wide revers.
The hood-like effect is further accentuated by the
irregular shaping of the bands of plain surface fab-
ric used for inlaying purposes.

As a rule the bright plaid or high color of the
reverse side with the handsome matching buttons
form the trimming required.

Plain cloths have inlaid collars and cuffs of vel-

vet and are trimmed with military braids and bright
colored Oriental embroideries.

Feature Their Own Design
Goodwin's Limited, Montreal, Adopt a New
Departure for a Retail House — Girl Scout

Dress is a Recent Model

The "girl scout'' dress is the designation given to

a new model offered by Goodwin's, of Montreal. The
idea of originating a new style of garment is an en-
tirely new departure for this firm and they have
found it such a success that they are seriously con-
sidering the designing of other garments for misses
and ladies.

The new garment was designed and made up
by the ready-to-wear department of the firm, and
within a few days eight or ten dozen were disposed
of. The dress is very neat and plain, being modelled
on military lines, with Dutch shawl collar, military
revers and belt and buttoned all the way down the
front, coat style. It is made of khaki drill, with tie,

cuffs and collar in fast shades of red or blue. The
sizes are for misses from 6 to 14 years, and it is

priced at $1.98- retail.

The dress, being buttoned clear down the front,

is easily washed and ironed, as it can be ironed flat

when opened out.

Big Demand for House Dresses.

Salesmen for many lines of ready-to-wear gar-

ments are starting out this month to take their or-

ders from jobbers for next Spring. The manufac-
turers report that the present season has been very
successful and that more house dresses, kimonas and
cotton street dresses have been sold this year than
ever before.

It is predicted that there will be a big demand
for house dresses next season, and preparations are

being made for turning out a much larger number.
Percales and ginghams have been very popular, par-

ticularly in nurses' stripe of navy, pink and blue,

navy being the most sought after. Crepe kimonas
have been strong selling lines, and are likely to

continue in favor.

IS DUMPING CLAUSE BEING DISREGARDED?
Among manufacturers of ready-to-wear garments who

sell largely to buyers, complaint is made that low-priced

American made garments have been sold in Canada to

such an extent that the assorting season has been spoiled.

This applies particularly to Summer garments, and

instances are cited where garments are sold at prices that

preclude any possible profit for the manufacturer. The
Canadian manufacturers are perfectly willing to face

legitimate competition from the United States, but the

conditions this year are peculiar and the dumping clause

seems to have failed to prove effectual.
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Fall coat in grey diagonal reversible

tweed. Collar in hood effect, inset

front and back, with reverse side of

fabric blue. The same idea is carried

out in pockets and cuffs. New back

with deep side slashes. Trimmed
with bone buttons. Made in different

"warmth without weight " fabrics,

reversible in plain colors or plaids.

Mutual

Style 654

Advantage

GARMENTS
that are the

Work of Genius
The Perfect Cloak Designer is born, not-

made. We are fortunate in having designers
and cutters whose every product is a triumph
of skill, and who possess the instinct for style
and beauty of line without which any amount
of effort would fail.

Independent cloaks, suits, coats, etc., have
a distinctive quality of their own.

Good garments don't just happen—they are
a brain product. There are plenty of makers,
but only a few masters—a good coat will sell

in any good store at a good profit, a poor one
needs a push for profit.

We give the style a new expression in every
coat or suit. Not a bunch of garments with
one idea.

Our customers inform us that our garments
bear a bigger profit and are easier sold than
most lines. The reason of this is that we pro-

duce the newest possible styles in the most
up-to-date materials on the same basis as we
would produce a staple garment. Unlike other
houses we do not ask you a big price simply
because it is new.

It will be to Mutual Advantage if you
will inspect our range of Fall garments. You
cannot fail to notice the big saving in prices.

The coat shown is only a sample of an ex-

traordinary line of Fall and Winter models
that will make selling a pleasure and your
profits enormous. See our salesmen and get

the benefit of our superb output. Write us to-

day.

The Independent Cloak Company
551-553 Queen Street West TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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One-piece satin-cloth

dress, kimona sleeve,

trimmings of satin mes-

saline and girdle. Lace

yoke and buttons to

match. Made in all

shades.

Courtesy of Ladies Novelty Mfg.

Co., Limited, Toronto
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between you, Mr. Merchant, and ourselves with Royal

Garments as the medium, for the very good reason that

you need our goods in order to supply your customers

with garments that have a fit, cut, style, hang and finish,

and because we need your money in order to keep our

factory of some two hundred hands on the go all the time.

am

m
mi

Garments

Will provoke a trade if you have not already one established, in

fall and evening dresses ; they will foster and increase your sales

if you have, so get busy, see our line, and we know that our

prices will do the rest.

PANAMAS at $5.50 DELAINES at $5.50 SERGES at $5.50

also

POPLINS, SATINS, VOILES, NETS.

MARQUISETTES and SILKS

An interested look at any or all of these lines will

induce you also, we feel quite confident, to
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Fall suit of blue serge

in new weave. Collar

in black and white stripe

velvet, edged with
black satin. Coat, 28

inches long, cut with

short waist effect.

Skirt to match with

loose panel effect.

Courtesy of Novi^Modi Costume
Co., Ltd., Toronto.
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CHILDREN'S
High Class Garments

SIZES TWO TO FOURTEEN YEARS

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGNS

PERFECT
FITTING

BEST OF
WORKMAN-

SHIP

MODERATE
PRICES

Our Line

Will Interest the

Merchant

Looking for

Garments of a

Better Type

Than Heretofore

Made

in Canada

STYLE 614—$18.00 Doz.

Shepherd Plaid, Red or Navy Trimmings

Fall Samples now in our Travelers' hands

MANUFACTURED BY

Flett, Lowndes & Co., Limited
GARMENT DEPARTMENT

142-144 Front Street West, TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Practical Plan to Hold the Local Trade
Proposition to Assist Merchants in Small Towns and Villages to Meet Mail

Order Competition in This Line — Enables Him to Place Garments in

Stock When Mail Order People are Holding Fall Openings

Progress seems to be built upon the disproving

of old ways and ideas. An expriment is tried, it suc-

ceeds, and is followed, and results in new and im-

proved methods of doing business. Hitherto, it has

been held that it was useless to attempt to do a pro-

fitable garment business without a large and well-

selected stock, because the loss occasioned by the

clearing up of the garments left over ate up all the

profits made on the stock sold earlier in the season.

Therefore, the small country merchant has always

been considered as debarred from any great share

in the profitable business of garmenl retailing.

Last Spring a plan was tried out and perfected

whereby garment retailing becomes a perfectly work-
able proposition with the small merchant. At the

present time the larger proportion of the garment
business in the small towns and villages goes to the

big city mail order house, largely because the mail

order house get- after ibis business in a practical and
attractive manner, and pursues a broad and liberal

policy in the treatment of its customers.

The mail order house has the confidence of its

customers and this confidence enables them to sell

garments from pictures and descriptions. Therefore,

the mail order house has, to a certain extent, paved
the way for the small retailer to sell garments in the

manner now planned, as the mail order bouses have
shown that garments can be bought satisfactorily

without the actual good- being on (lie spot when the

sale was made.

Shows Actual Garment.

The woman buying a coat, suit or other garment
from the mail order house has only a picture and a

detailed description to guide her in making her

selection. But by the plan outlined the small mer-
chant can be put in a much better position as, with

a small outlay, he can have the garments on hand
to show his customers, and the customer can see for

herself the cloth, color, cut, line, style and finish of

the garment she is buying. In this respect the mer-
chant will have an overwhelming advantage over his

absent competitor.

This proposition is not an untried one. Many
small merchants tried it out last Fall and found it

worked successfully, and that by following the lines

laid down they did a fair amount of profitable busi-

ness. Therefore, the plan has already proved that it

is workable when rightly carried out, and that by
following up the essential details it becomes possible

for the small merchant to handle coats, suits and
skirts, and to work up a profitable business large

enough to prevent the mail order houses from con-

trolling the ready-to-wear trade in the smaller towns.

Staple and Popular-priced Lines.

The business, it must be understood, is solely

confined to staple and popular-priced garments. No
effort is made or can be made to reach Madame de
Style. It is the woman in want of a sensible,

popular-priced article who is catered for. Women

of this class have been used to purchasing garments
from a catalogue and will appreciate the added ad-
vantages of personal choice this new plan of selling
will give to her.

To do business under this new plan the merchant
has to purchase a small assortment of popular-priced
garments, but the outlay for this purpose need not
total $50.

Suppose, for example, the following set of sample
garments are purchased:

One coat at $ 6.00

One coat at 9.50

One suit at 10.50
One suit at 12.00

( me skirt at .... 2.50

One skirt at .... 4.50

to sell at . . . .$ 10.50
to sell at . . . . 14.00

to sell at . . . . 16.00
to sell at . . . . 18.50
to sell at . 4.00

to sell at . 6.00

$45.00 $(59.00

The merchant buys this assortment right out on
regular terms; that is, dating as October 1st. There-
fore, he can have the garments in stock when the mail
order house is holding Fall openings, and can have
over two months' business out of them before any
money has to be paid. By this time, many times

over the amount put into this assortment should
have been turned over.

Equipped for Orders.

With the assortment comes a catalogue, measure-
ment forms and swatches of cloth, and the buyer can
choose any style of garment or any style that she
requires. Thus the merchant buying an assortment
is placed in a much better position for doing busi-

ness than the mail order house, for he has quite an
assortment to show his customers. First he has the

made-up garments, and any combination of style

and fabric within the limits of the catalogue and
swatdies can be ordered.

Right here, the merchant has a powerful argu-

ment in his favor, for the combinations are so num-
erous that there is little duplication, and the annoy-
ing fact that several neighbors have purchased ex-

actly the same cloth and style of garment is elimin-

ated.

The merchant w-ho, to avail himself of this op-

portunity, should study how best to bring before

customers the fact that they are so well prepared to

do a garment business. They should study the

methods of the mail order houses and be prepared

to follow upon the liberal lines they lay down. Be-

cause of the profit made on selling ready-to-wear gar-

ments this can be done, and also because of these

profits merchants can afford to push the sale in a

liberal manner.

Personal Letter as Introduction.

As an introduction, a type-written personal let-

ter, to every possible woman customer, setting forth

the advantages of buying garments where a certain

amount of personal selection is made possible, should
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The Retailer Tells His

Clerks Concerning

Blackeye" Underskirts

"This is the best silk mixture under-

skirt on the market.

" Show the customers the guarantee

label—the skirts are guaranteed neither

to cut nor split.

"You have all the fashionable colors,

and a fine rich black.

'

' These skirts are big sellers every-

where—let the customers see them

—

hey sell on sight
"

Orderfrom your wholesaler ana

be sure of the label yourself.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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New Modes are

Waists for

The New Lines now

being shown are rich

in variety of pattern

and material. All of

them bear the unmistakable

mark of Ladies' Wear products

in their flawless style and

modeling.

LADIES' WEAR,
F. P. EVANS,

President

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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[irrored in Our Beautiful

Fall Selling

In the past we have been

rticularly successful in bring-

I
out exactly the right style

• the Canadian market.

This is not the result of

ance, but of a vigorous policy

which we keep in touch with

rle tendencies and home tastes.

We make our offerings for

II with perfect confidence.

See our travellers.

IMITED, Toronto
W. F. GOFORTH,

Vice-President

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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be sent out. An invitation to visit the store to in-

spect the sample garments, cloths and styles would

also be in order.

Nor should the display end be neglected, but spe-

cial provison should be made for showing the gar-

ments to the best possible advantage. A rug or a

square of carpet should be used, on which to make

the display, or if the space can be afforded a plat-

form about a foot high and covered with felt should

be used.

Two stands should be purchased. If you have

old ones in stock, do not use them, for as like as not

they will not be patterned upon the up-to-date figure,

and would destroy the line and set of the garments

shown. This is important, as the woman of to-day

is not dependent upon the merchant for style in-

formation. Indeed, she is quite as well posted as

he is in such matters.

If the merchant is inclined to balk at these out-

lays, he should consider the table of figures given

above and should take time to think and to figure

out how long he would be in taking in the same
amount of money in groceries or staple items.

Review Gives Him Ideas.

With this sample assortment the merchant would
have ample material on hand for a garment window.
He will find adaptable ideas in plenty in the pages

of The Review. He should also remember that in

selling garments in this manner he has behind him
the whole organization of the manufacturer, and his

stock consists of all the catalogued styles, and the

fabrics that the manufacturer co-opemiinn with him
puts out. Therefore, he is in a position to command
as many different models and styles as the largesl

of the mail order organizations. This fact should
give him the requisite amount of confidence in this

method of selling garments to properly impress his

customers and to produce the best results.

The method is new. but it has worked well as far

as tried out, and if both the merchant and the manu-
facturer set to work strenuously to achieve results

and to work out the scheme to a proper conclusion

a lot of added and profitable busine— should result

to the mutual benefit of both the small merchant and
the manufacturer.

This method of garment retailing is. of course,

only adapted to the selling of staple garments in

the smaller stores. It is to cover the wants of the

practical woman who needs a practical garment for

useful wear.

If the merchant has a smart woman clerk he
should put the working out of this business in her
hands and should allow her to sell the garment, take

all measurements, and do the ordering. He should,

in short, make her responsible for the conduct of the

business. The clerk will soon learn all the points

and will keep the department in proper order.

By selling in this way the merchant will have
literally no stock to carry, and after making a good
profit on each garment he sells will have no loss from
left-over garments to face at the end of the selling-

season.

Separate Coats
SELL

NATIONAL LINES

FOR PROFIT AND SATISFACTION

In stocking NATIONAL goods you will

see materials and styles that are ready
sellers.

They are the kind that warrant a re-

peat order almost immediately.

The quality makes quick sales and al-

lows a handsome profit to the retailer.

National Rubber Co. of Canada
"Specialty Coat House"

MONTREAL
CATALOGUES AND SAMPLES ON REQUEST
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Youthful

in Cut,

Perfect

in Finish

TVe make
Dresses and
Coats in styles

that are suitable

forfemininity of

every age.

WUMIUjA The Finest Fabric of the Year

In Wintex we have secured exclusive control of the sale of one of the season's best and

most handsome materials by ordering 10,000 yards, and this we are making up into Fall and

Winter coats of exclusive design to sell at from $10.00 to $18. 00. Don't delay seeing it and

ordering your needs. Make sure of your supply now.

J. H. WINTERS & COMPANY
KING AND SPADINA TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Traveler
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From Coast

East and West

EXCLUSIVENESS OF ATTIRE

"Princess"
No talk about the merits of "PRINCESS"

COATS and SUITS could be so convincing as the

fact itself of their success. From Halifax to Van-
couver we receive re-orders, again and again from
the same firms, every one enthusiastic in praise of

"PRINCESS" COATS and SUITS.

Our contention is just this—"PRINCESS"
COATS and SUITS have held first place in the

esteem of buyers as only goods of first quality can
do. If you are skeptical we can easily convince
you—a trial order will do it.

The 1911 show of "PRINCESS" COATS and
SUITS is a worthy successor of many notable

seasons, we anticipate for it even greater success.

Please 'mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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To Coast

Combine on

EXCLUSIVENESS OF ATTIRE

Coats and Suits
In design and material we are offering you

something you cannot get elsewhere, and in the

making of this year's garments we have exercised

unusual care and attention, and you will benefit by
the results of our long experience.

The widespread nature of our business has

evolved our splendid SERVICE SYSTEM. We
now have it so finely adjusted that we can offer

you perfect service anywhere within the Dominion.

The Princess Mfg. Co., Ltd.

10-12 Front St. West Toronto, Canada

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Novelty 54-inch coat in

straight hair line stripe

reversible cloth, colors

grey and brown. Velvet

tiimmings and pipings,

finished with buttons to

match.
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i
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W^
Courtesy of Wilson, Walduian
Costume Co., Toronto.
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Low Bust In Corsets
Extreme Models Have Only About Two Inches

Above Waist — Straight Hip Lines — Material

Flexible as Possible.

The newest feature in the Fall corsets shown
here is the very low bust, those of the more extreme

cut being only about two inches above the waist.

These, however, are too extreme to be worn by any
but the ultra-fashionable world, and dealers here

are rather shy about stocking them at all. The four

and five-inch cuts are quite smart as well as com-

fortable, and are pretty sure to meet with favor. In

all the varieties, the skirt portion continues long

and close fitting, so as to preserve the narrow svelts

lines of the figure.

Although white is, as always, the predominating
color for these garments, some of the more ex-

pensive lines are shown in pale colors in finely woven
stockinette and Italian silk, and also in dainty Dres-

den patterns and colorings in silk brocade.

Many of the better grade corsets in fine coutil

and batiste have a deep binding of white satin rib-

Ion on the bust. Others are trimmed with lace, or

with lace and ribbon.

These models have straight hip lines, and the

honing is as flexible as possible. The fabric used

is very light weight, and the corset is specially de-

signed to give the natural figure effect. The low

cut upper part gives the figure above the waist per-

fect freedom, and the slender lines below compresses

the hips and renders a small drawn in waist im-
possible.

The woman wearing this kind of model can walk,

sit, stand or bend with perfect ease and grace.

There is no doubt that the present style of corseting

is developing gracefulness to a surprising degree.

Also the modern corset has the merits of being both

healthful and comfortable.

With the low cut corset the wearing of a bras-

siere is indispensable. The brassiere when first in-

troduced was only intended to control the over full

lines of the stout figure. At the present time bras-

sieres are almost universally worn, as they are found
to improve the lines of almost every type of figure,

for they not only control the superabundance of the

fleshy figure, but they round the lines of the too-

slim.

Their universal use has led to the designing of

brassieres that serve as corset covers also. The styles

are most varied, some close in front, some have side

sections, some open at the front and lace up the back,

some are plain utility affairs, and some are dainty
affairs trimmed with embroidery and lace, and
either lightly or heavily boned.

Manufacturers of popular priced models are fol-

lowing the more extreme fashions in a discriminat-

ing degree, and are producing models that, while
based on the same general principles, are modified
to suit the trade they are catering for, and the price

that can be paid. When due consideration is given
to the demands made upon them for long skirted

models that cut into a lot of cloth, and the extra

boning required, and the matter of suspenders,
the low priced models really are excellent for the

money.

This fact should not be allowed to prevent the

department from vigorous campaigning for the sale

of better goods. Besides the greater turnover there

is the more important advantages to the garment
department when customers wear high-grade corsets.

Made-to-Measure Dresses
Customer Can Make Selection, Designate Style,

Have it Fitted and Made Up — Plan Helps the

Wash Goods Department

The success thai has attended the selling of the

made-to-measure dress in some of the large New
York, Chicago and Buffalo stores has suggested simi-

lar plans for Canada. One of the manufacturers of

ladies" dresses in Montreal is contemplating the pro-

duction of made-to-measure dresses.

Through a garment manufacturer, the retailer

is furnished with a quantity of materials of different

patterns and colorings, mainly fancy printed organ-

dies, and about half a dozen dresses made up as style

models.

With the materials to choose from, a customer
can make her selection, designate the style she

wishes it made up in, and come back in seven days
and have the garment fitted. Then seven days more
are allowed in which to complete the dress, so that

in two weeks a dress is provided at a cost about the

same as the average ready-made garment, but made
to the measure of the buyer.

It is claimed that this system is a great help to

the wash goods department in a store, as the adver-

tising of dresses "made to your measure," at a price

no larger than the ordinary ready-made dress, helps

materially in selling the goods. The customer simply
has to select the goods, name the style, be measured,
and the dress is turned out in two weeks, with trim-

mings found and complete in every particular.

It is stated that one store in New York which
introduced this plan, sold 6,000 dresses in the first

three weeks. It would appear that such a scheme
would work out all right in Canada.

The manufacturer who supplies the materials

makes up a lot of garments in semi-ready form, cut-

ting them large to allow for alterations, and when
the measurement is received they are partly made
up, and only have to have alterations made to make
them conform to the figure of the buyer. The time

of two weeks affords ample opportunity for doing
this.

Girls' Dresses
Let us mail you a

sample of our girls'

winter dress at $4.50 a
dozen. We make up
dresses from 2 to 14

years.

IS. SOUTHCOTT & COMPANY
London, Canada
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Evening dress trimmed
with wide val. lace and
silk messaline. Waist de-
signed in peasant style,
tucked in clusters of fine
pin tucking, with yoke of
solid tucked net, knife
pleated net edged with
wide Valenciennes lace,
giving dainty effect at
yoke, strip of wide Val-
enciennes insertion down
front and over shoulder,
and wide fold of black
messaline. Low neck
with turned down collar
of the Valenciennes, fold
of coral messaline, French
knotted in black silk
gives a stunning appear-
ance to waist. Sleeves
are short with fold of
black messaline and deep
knife pleated frill of net
edged with lace.

Skirt of deep allover
net, embroidery tucked in
fine pin tucks to fit into
waist with deep fold of
black messaline at bot-
tom of skirt attached to
dress slip of white silk.
The dressy finish is given
to this dress with folded
belt of coral messaline
with a large eabachon
rose at back.

Courtesy of A. E. Rae &
Co., Toronto.



Return to Fuller Skirts Predicted in Paris
Redfern & Beer Show New Models that are Fuller Around the Feet and

Have Short Trains — Navy, Black and White the Most Worn Colors —
Camel's Hair Beginning to Rival Serge — Taffeta Revived in Plain Effects

Staf! Correspondence.

Paris, France, June 27.

PARISIANS seem to be wearing nothing but

navy and white and black and white. Soft

serge is the leading fabric for suits and tail-

ored dresses, but camel's hair is beginning

to divide favor with this fabric. The new trimming
consists of row upon row of colored machine stitch-

ing in arrowhead designs.

The hats worn with these suits are either of white

straw with navy trimmings or of navy straw trim-

med with white. The effect certainly is a trifle mon-
otonous, but after all, navy and white is becoming
to the majority of women, dark or fair, old or young.

Stripes Fashionable.

Black and white, and navy and white, in the

form of stripes are enormously fashionable, and
these effects are seen in all fabrics—in satin, silk,

cloth, voile, ninon, chiffon. Striped gowns and suits

in these colors are successfully brightened by smart

touches of bright color, such as cerise, turquoise bine,

and emerald green.

It is more than whispered now that Parisians are

tired of the tight, straight skirts, and are turning to

fuller skirts. Fuller of skirts of finely striped silk

are beginning to be worn with habit coats, in plain

dark shades or upon occasion, in such brilliant colors

as emerald green or deep royal blue. These coats are

Directoire in effect, and are short, like a bolero, in

front, and have long, flat coat-tails that hang from
the back, headed by large covered buttons.

Boleros are also used to complete what are really

three-piece suits, and are of the same striped fabric

as the skirt. They have square motifs of white lace,

let in as trimmings, and orange, green, cerise, royal

blue or turquoise is discreetly introduced at the back
and at the closing in delightful touches.

Satin-faced Cloths.

The soft satin-faced cloths so much worn in

black, are making their appearance in colors. A
suit shown at one of the model houses was in an
odd, coppery shade of brown. The hip length coat

was cut on kimona lines, with the sleeves and body
all in one. It was very tight at the hips, but loose

above. There was no fastening, the fronts hanging
open, and perfectly straight, and a narrow band of

black satin formed the only finish to the neck, and
the loose hanging sleeves. The little coat was heavy
with embroidery, done in fine and coarse silk cords,

in a yellowish green shade. There was a large motif
on the back, and in front the pattern rounded off,

giving a bolero effect. The embroidery was wholly
confined to the coat, the skirt having only a line of

covered buttons running from waist to hem, directly

in front, and masking the closing.

These buttons were large and flat, and were
covered with the material and decorated with touches
of the embroidery. The skirt, like almost all the
newer ones, was somewhat fuller, and was slightly

gathered into a round belt.

Many of the leading model houses are showing
fuller skirts. One has been showing evening gowns
with circular cut skirts. Any access of fullness is

confined to around the feet and to the tiny train.

A very characteristic gown was of pale yellow satin,

the skirt closing in front, with one side lapping far

over the other, and showing a triangular section of

the petticoat at the side. The wide lapped edge has

Costume of fine white serge, waist in bolero
effect of navy ninon with large white silk

dots over white net over white satin.

a band of gold beaded mousseline, and the bodice is

all of the same. The bodice is in the new fichu

shape. Starting at the belt line in front, it passes

over the shoulders to the belt line at the back, where
it falls in a long pointed end. As the material falls

over the shoulders in fichu fashion, it serves for

sleeves, and low Vs formed back and front are fill-

ed in with soft folds of white tulle.

A Redfern dress that shows the new fullness at

the feet was of turquoise blue crepe de chene. The
lines of this gown were very simple, the effect being

gained by the use of jeweled embroidery in pearls,

crystal and turquoise. The skirt was gathered onto
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What you Naturally Expec

BEST MATERIALS ani

Laurentian Lawn Waists

have long held pride of place in the esteem

of buyers, and this year they will again

take the lead.

The following facts are profit producers :

Best Materials - giving splendid wear.

Finest Workmanship - finish is perfect.

Correct Patterns - - always stylish.

Exceptional Value - at every price.

Let the Laurentian Man Show Yoi

The DIAMOND WHITEWEAR
Montreal and Eastern Ontario Quebec Province

Z. P. Benoit J. V Morin, 130 Joseph Street, Ouebec
Mark Fisher Building

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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rom The Laurentian Man^
PERFECT FINISH,

ROMPT DELIVERIES

Laurentian Whitewear

has a reputation built on the satisfaction of

the people who have used it, and this season's

range will more than maintain its prestige.

The following facts are profit producers

:

Materials - - - - - - the best.

Workmanship ----- perfect.

Fit - insures comfort.

Price - - best value in the market.

Lines Before You Place Your Order.

•O., Limited, Three Rivers, Que
Maritime Provinces Toronto Manitoba. B.C., Sask.. Alta.

Alex. Burr. St John. N.B. W. H. Piton. Empire Building Geo. Strachan
E. L. Burden

Please vtention The Review to Advertisers and Their Traveler
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a round, but not high waist line, and was given a
double skirt effect by a three-inch tuck placed knee
high, with the edge outlined with a fringe of alter-

nating loops of pearl and crystal and large turquoise
beads. A line of this trimming formed the belt, ami
suggested double sleeves by edging a tuck that was
placed half high. Jeweled trimming covered the
corsage and was centred by a large turquoise plaque.

May Revive Taffeta.

There is a determined attempt to revive taffeta

as a fashionable fabric, and some delightful gowns
have been designed. The skirts are fuller, and are
slmrt for walking and slightly trained for more
formal wear. The taffeta used is light in weight and
very soft in finish, and is both plain and changeable.
Pale blue and green is a favored combination, and
champagne blue and pink is also favored.

Fashions of 1 830.

Some of the model houses are reviving L830
fashions ami are using printed muslins and narrow
striped silks for the fashioning of quaint and pretty

dresses.

White lace dresses over muslin foundations are
being worn with Mack velvet ribbon waist hands, and
with sash end.- of black tulle. < hie long width of the
tulle finished with a wide hem is used. This end
begins at the waist and finishes al the hem of the
short skirt, and is very bee ing. as it takes from
the width of the figure

effects, panel sashes, tunic and one-sided effects are

all in evidence.

Skirt in tunic eff«ct, made of crisp
voile, richly embroidered, and
duchess satin, finished with girdle.
This cut is reproduced from a
photograph of this stylish model.
Shown by Gardiner, Foley &Co.,
Limited, Toronto.

Skirts on Straight Lines
They Also Show Fewer Pleats — Many Models do
Not Exceed Two Yards at Bottom — Tweeds in

Good Position.

Manufacturers who are organized to make separ-

ate skin- are exceedingly well satisfied with the
business done in the first half of the year and also

with the outlook for the Fall season.

In spite of the big sale of dresses, orders for separ-
ate skirts have been larger than ever, and more skirts

than ever have been made and sold. The separate
skirt is the utility garment, and one or more is n

necessity in every well-regulated wardrobe. The
business woman and the woman of limited income
wear the separate skirt with a waist because it i- the
neatest, cheapest and mosf useful outfif she can buy.
Therefore the separate skirf has always a staple and.

a steady sale.

The later model- are cut on perfectly straight

lines and show fewer pleats. Buyers, too, are asking
for narrower skirts, and many models do not exceed
two \ ards around the bottom.

Twe.d- are about the best sellers, and though
the rough finishes are selling, buyers are giving
more preference to the smoother cloths. Panama-
are a leading skirf fabric, and the cloth selling is

the new Saxony or soft finish. While voile skirts
are selling, they are not in the same demand as they
were._ as it is more the useful than the dressy skill

that is selling at present. Following the -iron- indi-

cations of a vogue for two-fabric effects, and voile
and messaline combined give a new and attractive
effect. The voile, heavily embroidered, forms a tunic
effect over a straight flounce of messaline, Panel

Covered buttons, button and loop trimmings,

pipings, braid, cord and machine embroideries are

the most used trimmings.
A new skirl model comes in two gores, and one

breadth crosses over the other both front and back.

Models of this class button down the side of the front

and one or two buttons are left unfastened, giving

the new slashed effect at the feet. Paris is showing

quite a number of these slashed skirts and many of

the new skirts are so narrow that some arrangement
of this kind is necessary. .Many separate skirts have

the drop belt, or are finished with a. stitched belt of

the fabric. New voile models have a cord sewn at the

top which knots and finishes with handsome tassels.

New Frilling for Fall.

Montreal. .Inly :!.— Wholesale men are showing a

large variety of neck trillings for the Fall trade, and

expect to do a good business in them, advance orders

of some volume having already been placed.

The narrow, double and triple folds in one or

two-toned effects continue to sell well, those with one

fold of soft satin and one or two of chiffon being es-

pecially good. The lightly fulled double ruffle is

favored by many who like something more fluffy

than the folds, and another ruffle selling well is one

with a fold of satin, a soft silk cord and at the lower

outer edge a full narrow ruche of chiffon. The plain

cords are reported as selling well, although not the

fad they were a few seasons ago.

The high embroidered linen collars are expected

to l»e a good feature for Fall selling, the new touch

being in the design, rather than shape, as both round

and square corners are appearing in the new display.

Dutch collars promise to be good for some months to

come.
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Some Skirt Types for Fall

Each season sees modifications in the cut material
of skirts that are often missed by careless designers.

Our skirts have been brought to perfection by a
constant vigilance on the part of our designers and will

gain for you the class of trade that exacts the utmost in

style and finish.

Our skirts fit perfectly because of the method used in

their designing. They are made to wear as well as to sell

No. 627

See Our

Travelers

No. 611

Our quick delivery system

will give you an advantage over

competition. We can supply par-

ticular sizes promp ly.

Let us Know Your Needs.

SKIRTS
Ca n n o

t

Sag At
The Back

No. 604

Gardiner, Foley & Co.
LIMITED

24 Ryerson Ave. Toronto
No. 610

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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SPECIAL OPPORTUNITIES
Exquisite Materials

Charming Styles

Be Ready for Business

Half the secret of a
successful business lies in
having the right stock, the
best styles, the right prices.

"Emeness" goods are all

of these.

The other half consists
in being ready to meet the
demand when it has been
aroused.

{(i

No. 5058-Satin de Chene Street or Evening Dress made
in latest high belt. Colors of black and all sbades

witb combination pipings.

'Emeness" goods will
bring you business by their

THE EMENESS
DARLING BUILDING 100

Please mention Th6 Review to Advertisers and Their Travele rs.
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•OR FALL BUSINESS
Flawless Execution

Deliveries as Wanted

exceptional merit. It is up
to you to get in touch and
have the goods on your
shelves when the wave of

reorders and orders from
the friends of first pur-

chasers strike your store.

It'sawriting proposition
,

for our travelers may not

reach you in time. Let us

give you the current in-

formation and help you

organize for the trade that

should be yours.

Write Us To-day

OMPANY, LTD.
'ADINA AVE., TORONTO

No 4030—Fine Crisp Black Voile Skirt. Satin de Chene
Flounce, with elaborate cording, most suitable for

street or evening wear.

Please 'mention, The Review to Advertisers anil Their Travelers.



Ready-to-wearBuyersExchange Opinions
Helpful Suggestions Given to Answers on Important Questions Submitted

by the "Dry Goods Review" — Special Orders — Alteration Suggestions —
Likelihood of Higher Profits — The Suit Department — Changes in Sorting

Styles — An Interesting Symposium

DO you disparage or encourage special orders?

How do you handle this business? Where
do you draw the line between specials and

the dressmaking department ?

I hive you any original alteration schemes or sug-

gestions?

What changes in later ready-to-wear novelties as

compared with placing lines would appeal?

What opportunity or likelihood is there of get-

ling higher profits on ready-to-wear lines?

Can the suit department be made to pay?

To obtain a consensus of opinion, The Dry
Goods Review recently sent out to buyers the

above important questions on problems

confronting every ready-to-wear department

to-day. The result has been a pretty fair exchange

of opinion. In every answer there is some applicable

suggestion having in view some improvement in

conditions.

In dealing with the first of these, different ideas

are expressed, bul most, buyers are inclined to use

special orders only as a last resort and then for stout

ladies or to encourage an exclusive trade on higher

class garments. It will be noticed where this is done,

careful measurement is conducive to success and stock

sizes are ordered whenever possible. As a general

conclusion, salespeople arc inclined to use their own

judgment in this respect. The shape of customers

and their ability to buy better garments has an im-

portant healing on distinction between ready-to-wear

specials and dressmaking orders.

Regarding alteration schemes there are several

ideas but most practical buyers are inclined to add

extra sizes and make alterations that will satisfy.

One buyer hits it well" in stating that more altera-

tions are made than necessary and much can be done

to make customers think it a kindness when shown
how to do it themselves.

In hinting at changes likely to appear in later or

novelty lines introduced for sorting, some buyers are

inclined to wait until later in the season and have

their customers' demands combined with style points

brought out by manufacturers in their second show-

ings to help decision. Travelers returning from their

placing trips state that there is a marked feeling for

shorter coats, belted designs, and in some cloths,

loose back coats. Inquiries for more novelty in

cloths, reversibles and tweeds as well as for fancy col-

lars and a decided favor for velvets for trimming
are found. These changes are likely, therefore, to

be introduced in later selling numbers. Most buy-

ers have thus indirectly indicated that as the season

advances more marked changes than were offered

will have to be shown and that there is not enough
difference between this season's coats and last year's.

It is stated that for this reason a larger suit business
than usually found in Fall months will be experi-

enced. These points influence manufacturers in
bringing out their later lines and are doubtless tlie

selling garments.

As for larger profits, there is also a diversity of

opinion, due mostly to locality and appreciation on
the part of dressmakers as to the possibility of in-

creasing their prices at the present time. If mer-
chants, who have efficient dressmaking departments
would increase their prices consistently, ready-to-

wear departments could also afford to ask larger pro-
fits and get them. The merchant who is getting a
fair profit out of his dressmaking department will

see the opportunity for right prices in ready-to-wear.

Locality and proper handling in the suit depart-
ment are the most important problems in making
this department pay. To-day, suit designers have
improved wonderfully in their garments, fit, work-
manship and advance of style to meet Canadian re-

quirements. There is every reason why profits should
be sufficient on suits, and enough suits sold to over-

come reductions at the season's end. This depart-

ment, therefore, should to-day be on a paying basis

in any locality where buyers exercise proper care.

In obtaining this exchange of opinion, care was
taken to select buyers who are confronting similar

trade conditions, and to eliminate those of the very
large cities who have house factories at their back
and thus able to adjust production to demand more
readily than those who buy garments in the open
market.

An Eastern Buyer's Opinion

From a Sussex, N.B., Buyer.

"No, we never encourage special orders, we have
never found them satisfactory unless a person is the

right proportion for the ready-to-wear garments. If

a customer is not in the right proportions and requires

special measurements, we have the dressmaker make
her the garment.

"We have no original alteration scheme or sug-
gestion. We have been buying a line of garments
this Spring in half sizes. .">r>i .., 37%, etc., which does

away with quite a lot of alterations.

"We do not think that there is any likelihood of

getting any higher profits on the cost of ready-to-

wear lines at present; only a.s the business grows and
we have less loss on cutting prices and altering.

"Yes, we think the suit department can be made
to pay."
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THE

"MAID 55

"MATRON"
AND

"IDRI"
"Never mind, Dearie, it will wash.

ARE THE TIP-TOP FABRICS FOR

TUB GOWNS and WASH SUITS
The colors are guaranteed Wash-Proof, and the

cloth is unequalled for wear. Absolutely the best

of wash dress fabrics. Each cloth in a big range.

'MAID" "MATRON"
28-in. 40-in.

"IDRI"
40-in. wide

The \ Note

MAID ) the

Tickets

Every /&lS*\
Five

Yards

Trade Mark Trade Mark

The manufacturers of the above are makers also

of High-Class Shirt and Wash-Waist Zephyrs.

CANADIAN AGENTS:

A. H. PARKES, 77 York St., Toronto

JOHN KINGAN, 1 3 St. John St., Montreal

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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NECKWEAR AND

DRESSES OF DISTINCTION

M. 14. $2 25 a dozen

Fancy CoUar of Coral Satin and Val.
Insertion, made on net form fold at top of

collar and revers of double Chiffon, Lace
trimmed tabs This can be made in any
color desired and is very special value. T. 3. $4.00 a dozen

A side frill of tucked net with heavy Val,
Lace Edge, Knife Pleated. This is one of

the new novelties for fall wear.

M.94. $4.50 a dozen

Collar of two tone Satin folds and White
Net, lower edge of collar finished with

dainty applique edge, and pearl beads.

Jabot of net with rever of Satin and
edged with fine Val. Lace.

Children's Dresses Show Strong

Individuality

F. 500. $5.00 each

Finest quality Navy Serge, revers of Cardina

Serge, finished with wide black Silk Military

Braid, cuffs and collar of Cardinal Serge, trimmed
with Military Braid. Belt of wide braid, finished

with small and large buttons. Sizes, 1 4 to 1 8 years.

$27.00
Navy Blue Serge trimmed with Red Serge-

Black Soutache Braid and Gold Star. Colors,

Cardinal. Navy and Black. Sizes, 6 to 14 years.

Sample orders prepaid to

any part of Canada.

F. 502. $27. 00 a dozen

Navy Blue Serge, revers of Navy Serge, trimme"
with Red Silk Braid, Red Silk Emblem on

Shield. Colors. Cardinal, Navy, Black. Sizes,

6 to 14 years.

A. E.REA&CO., LTD.

CORNER KING
AND SPADINA

Please mention The Review t^ Advertisers mid Their Travelers.
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A. 303. $27.00 a dozen

White Chiffon with printed design in all shades lined

with silk, fancy tie of green Messaline.

A. 300. $J8.00 a dozen

Fine White Marquisette, yoke, collar and cuffs of fine

Valenciennes Lace, braided in colored silk, soutache
braid around yoke and cuffs.

A. E.REA&CO., LTD.

TORONTO

A GROUP
OF FALL
DESIGNS

A. 402. $12.00 each

Messaline, trimmed with Copenhagen, with Ceriie

Satin, yoke, collar and cuffs of fine silk braided net.

Hand-made medallion to match gown. Vest of Cerise

trimmed with black crochet buttons. Straight skirt

with high waist line, piped with fold of Cerise, and
side of skirt inserted with the same, finished with

crochet buttons.

Sample orders pre-

paid to any part

of Canada.

A. 301. $24.00 a dozen
Navy Blue and Green Shot Taffeta Silk, stricdy

tailored, turned back cuff and turned back collar.

Colors, Green & Red, Green & Tan, Green & Pink.

D. 400. $7.75 each

Dress of Fine Navy Blue Panama with characteristic

kimona sleeve all in one, the front of waist, cuffs and
collar are beautifully embroidered in Navy Silk, a
silk piping at cuffs and collar gives a good finish.

Straight skirt, inverted pleat at back, high waist line

with silk fold as finish Colors, Cardinal, Blue
and Black.

Please mention The Rtivtew ft, Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Views of Ontario Buyers From a Branlford Buy«.

A Napanee Buyer's Views.

For one or two days each season we arrange to

have a suit manufacturer show his samples in our
Ready-to-Wear Department. By careful enquiry for

some weeks previous we are able to have a fair-sized

list of prospective buyers for suits. We notify them
by personal letter of the date and encourage them to

place a special order. If they wear stock size so much
the better. If not, extra charge is quoted for special.

"If customer can not be landed in ready-to-wear

we try to have them place order with our own dress-

making department. The two departments are under
different leaders and there is a friendly rivalry but
never antagonistic to the knowledge of customer. We
keep an alteration book showing the record of "Iter-

ation and time spent on it. Young dressmakers with

experience in ready-to-wear alterations deponent
make capable saleswomen.

"What changes in later ready-to-wear novelties

as compared with placing lines, would appeal? Dis-

tinctly new developments of style is what is needed
to sprinkle and spice up the mid-season trad ?.

"What opportunity or likelihood is there of get-

ting higher profits on ready-to-wear lines? Exclusive

district control may give a chance to make better

profits, but, generally speaking, think there is not

much likelihood of better profits.

"Can the suit department be made to pay'.'' Yes."

®

From a Peterborough Buyer.

"We disparage special orders. Frequently special

orders are left on our hands through misfits on not

being just what the customer expected.

"There should be a splendid opportunity for

higher profits. Good dressmakers are scarce and
their charges are increasing continually.

"The suit department certainly can be made to

pay. Care in selecting popular selling garments and
in cleaning up slow sellers before the end of the sea-

son are the most important factors."

®

From a Hamilton Buyer.

"We avoid special orders as far as possible, only
use it as a last resort. Take orders only for sizes not
in stock. As far as possible, order stock sizes.

"We have no original alteration schemes. If all

alterations were paid for there would be less of it.

Customers like something for nothing. Much alter-

ation can be avoided by good salesmanship, showing
only (where poasible) correct size.

"What changes in later ready-to-wear novelties

as compared with placing lines, wTould appeal? Ad-
vance ideas for the next season only. Manufacturers
should be a unit on the general style points, other-

wise placing orders will be very small. Any radical

change during season is harmful.
"What opportunity or likelihood is there of get-

ting higher profits? By manufacturers confining
styles, otherwise competition too keen.

"Can the suit department be made to pay? Yes.
But it requires careful watching. Listing, often I

find a great help."

We sell out of stock whenever it is possible, but
if we have a customer it is impossible to fit and think
she would be hard to fit even by sending measures,
we try to get the customer to have the garment made
in any one of our five dressmaking departments.

"What changes in later ready-to-wear novelties as
compared with placing lines, would appeal? Skirts
of dresses made wider and fuller, sleeves a little long-
er, reaching below the elbow.

"What opportunity or likelihood is there of get-
ting higher profits on ready-to-wear lines? The very
best people are buying ready-to-wear garments to-day
and will pay the price if they see something to suit
them in an exclusive style and good fit.

"Can the suit department be made to pay? Yes,
but it has to be handled very carefully."

From a St. Mary's, Ont., Buyer.

"I favor special orders, because I must oblige cus-
tomers, so as to hold and gain trade. In sending for
a garment I just take a correct measurement, and in
most every case it is satisfactory. The only time I
give an order to the dressmaker is when I get a very
unshapely figure, that I think the manufacturer will
turn down.

"I think the buyer should understand if the
garments are not right, and buy a proper cut gar-
ment, it certainly saves a lot of alterations. I always
give it the full amount of work it requires, so as to
keep the skirt true. Sometimes we could make the
labor less and yet fit, but the garment would not have
I he same appearance.

"I always think it pays to turn out first-class
goods. Before I came to the store, I had nine years
experience in cutting, fitting, etc., so that it makes it

quite ea.-y to handle the work. I think a training
along this line is a good thing before going into a
ready-to-wear department, it also teaches you the
quality of goods, which helps when buying.

•What opportunity or likelihood is there of get-
ting higher profits on ready-to-wear lines? None in
St. .Mary's. We have too many good dressmakers
sewing at reasonable prices so that it keeps the ready-
to-wear hustling to get a living.

"Can the suit department be made to pay? I
would say yes, hut not in town, at the present' time,
as I have told you, we have good dressmakers. We
have not the people who buy ready-to-wear. We
haven't any factories to employ girls, therefore our
girls go elsewhere to find employment, and do their
buying."

®

From a St. Thomas Buyer.

"Regarding special orders—Some four or five
years ago I found it quite necessary to encourage
special order business, our stock being limited. Now
that the public is educated to wear ready-made cloth-
ing I try to buy in such a way that every class of cus-
tomer can be fitted, or nearly'so. Special orders keep
your customer waiting eight or ten days which is not
always convenient, The better plan* is to try and
have the desired article on hand when asked for by
purchaser.

"I find that people of irregular proportions are
the most anxious to purchase ready-made clothing.
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Smart one-piece tailored dress

of best quality panama The
waist is in kimona effect, show-
ing the new shantung yoke,
with 6ide closing, and is finish-

ed with large collar of shantung
with lines of braid. Sleeve
finish is of similar silk.

V

Courtesy of Helena
Costume Co., London, Ont.
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The buyer who stocks out-size sizes, and junior

sizes is going to capture that class of trade. They
must have clothes, therefore, a careful study of such
sizes and placing of same in stock is sure to prove
successful. I take special orders only in cases ol

aecessity.

"There are some figures, which it is almost im-
possible to fit in a ready-made garment. Those I re-

fer to the dressmaking department. The customer
can be better suited. I find an ill-fitting garment a

very poor ad. for ready-made clothing. Salespeople

must use their own judgment and tact in cases of

that kind.

®

Changes in Placing Lines Needed.

"I think the greater need of changes is with the

placing lines. We find no difficulty in disposing of

novelties. These are usually the first to sell. But in

staple lines there exists too much sameness of style

and material. A wider range of materials and style-

would give a distinct style to each garment and yei

be a staple as to selling qualities. In selling ready-
mades, we must compete with the dress goods depart-

ment. A customer may see there, perhaps, twenty or

thirty more pieces of material before making a choice.

The same tastes are to be satisfied in the ready-made
department and we very often must perform the trick

with only two or three styles or materials. The peo-
ple are now educated to wear ready-made clothing by
the efforts of the retailers. It is now up to the manu-
facturer to make garments which will appeal to the

public. There is a ready-made look about a great
many garments. This should be avoided. The class

of garment which pleased the consumer some five or
six years ago will not fill the bill now. I find that

the taste of the public has improved more rapidly
than that of the makers-up.

"People want ready-made clothing it is up to the

manufacturer to supply them with their needs.

A higher price may be obtained for ieady-mades
if the garments kept in stock can be brought up to

the standard of garments made by first-class dress-

makers. There is not a woman living who would not

rather buy ready-made garments in preference to the

ordeal of spending hours in the dressmaking shops."

AWindsor Buyer Writes.

"We have no dressmaking department, conse-
quently no confliction. We do some specials, if the

requirement is somewhere near the original garment
and out sizes when ordinary stock sizes will not do.

"Can the suit department be made to pay? Con-
ditions are so difficult here, being so near Detroit, that
this is a very broad question to answer."

From a North Bay Buyer.

"I do not encourage special orders, but always try

to impress the customer with the idea that we have
or can procure them an exclusive article. We handle
these specials through cloak and suit houses who will

make up anything we wish. We often find that we
have to meet the catalogue houses and to do so we
submit to our manufacturers, cuttings of styles want-
ed, who will turn out a garment, which will suit our
customers, at, perhaps, $1.00 to $1.50 less than the

ALL KINDS

BUTTONS
are included in our extensive

stock

We confidently recom-

mend our samples to

your notice when order-

ing, for we know from

experience and compari-

son that we make the

kind of buttons that are

wanted, and the best.

These are some of our

regular lines:---

IVORY PEARL

ANCHOR CROCHET
BRASS FANCY METAL
HORNOID FURRIERS'

We also have a choice selection

of import trimmings, laces, braids,

etc. It will pay you to investigate

these two lines. Write us to-day

for prices and particulars.

A. WEYERSTALL & CO.
BUTTON MANUFACTURERS

145 Wellington Street West, : TORONTO, ONT.
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.Apply » yo^ jfa »G reta
" Patent Blouse & Bodice FastenerWholesalers I

which is

A Real Boon to Ladies and Supplies a Long-felt Want.

Directions for Use.

Press the upper Spring Clips home /

first, pull the small triangle through the ,

larger one, pass the straps round the '

waist, tighten and buckle them in front. /

Press the lower Spring Clips home last. •

Stocked by all the leading

London and Paris Drapers.

Advantages of the Greta.

The Greta Fastener enables you to do
\ up your blouses and bodices without any

assistance.

SIMPLE, NEAT, COMFORTABLE.
Ensures perfect fit to blouses and saves

endless time and trouble.

AN IDEAL FASTENER.
ONCE USED, ALWAYS USED.

No more Wrestling with Troublesome Hooks and Eyes.

No more Unsightly, Naif-Open Dresses.

Manufacturers. THE "GRETA" BLOUSE FASTENER CO.,

12 Argyll Place. Regent Street, London, W., England.

Ornaments for the Hair, Etc.,

Most Salable of Smallwares.
NEW FALL

STYLES

One of our popular andjfast'selling lines k.

'a£r -*L2fe*v

We manufacture all kinds of hair specialties

and waterproof collars. Special attention given to mail and phone orders.

TRADE

The Smith-D'Entremont Co.,Limited S
1475 Queen Street West, Toronto

MARK. WAtfrf^o
REGISTERED

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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catalogue bouse. We always endeavor to stick as

closely to stock lines as possible but will make any
reasonable change in style or design.

'•Have you any original alteration schemes or

suggestions? I find in the smaller cities and towns,

it is impossible to do without making alterations free

of charge. Of course, this applies only to regular

lines and not to sale goods.

"I find that 75 per cent of the garments sold, have
to have some alteration, sometimes small, often quite

a large amount of changes and why says the lady who
needs a garment partly re-built, should she pay for

alterations, when her friend does not?
"The quicker service you give in making alter-

ations the better results you get from the department.
While maintaining a good alteration department is

a big drain on the ready-to-wear section, still I think

that the results warrant this and feel that it is neces-

sary for the success of the ready-made trade.

"What changes in later ready-to-wear novelties as

compared with placing lines, would appeal? I think

that novelties for later delivery having modifications

of the extreme styles which have shown popularity,

and built somewhat on the lines of the best selling

staple styles shown early would meet with approval

and not prove risky.

"What opportunity or likelihood is there of get-

ting higher profits on ready-to-wear lines? I do nut

think that the bulk of staple lines can stand much
more profit than is put on them at present. Novelties

thai are exclusive and well bought will pay a good
profit providing that they appeal to your trade. Buy
often and carefully and always have something new
for to -how your customers. Get the reputation of

having the best and newest styles for good dresses.

"Can the suit department be made to pay? 1 find

it takes my careful management to get returns from
the suit department, but by buying very carefully

and placing only a very -mall amount of our require-

ment-. Leaving ourselves open tor to handle job lines

at popular price- and by judicious marking down.

move the sticker- with as -mall a loss as possible. This

lea\ i- our -lock in g 1 shape at the end of the -eason

and very good results from the business done. Above
all. buy often. Buy carefully, and always have some-

thing new to show your customers."

®

Views of Western Buyers
A Brandon Buyer's Opinion.

"We encourage special orders only as a last re-

sort.

"What changes in later ready-to-wear novelties as

compared with placing lines would appeal? Radical

changes in ready-to-wear after giving placing orders,

should be discouraged.

"What opportunity or likelihood is there of get-

ting higher profits on ready-to-wear lines? No oppor-

tunity so lone as manufacturers give the large mail

order houses special quotation-.

"Can the suit department be made to pay? Prop-

erly managed we think it can in large centres. In

small places, near Large centres, it's a question."

®
From a Regina Buyer.

"We encourage special orders with responsible

and fair-minded customers and disparage taking spe-

cial orders from customers who are unreasonable,

changeable, hard to satisfy in the general run of

business transactions.

"We are very precise in taking measurements; we
explain fully every detail to the customer; point out
the possibility of there being a misfit; showing how
difficult it is for a maker to turn out a garment to fit

a figure he has not fitted or seen ; explain to her that
our alteration department will make a charge neces-

sary: how that manufacturers are justified in making
additional charges for special measure garments, etc.

"The business of a dressmaking department is to

make up garments from goods purchased and select-

ed: ready-to-wear department should not carry

swatches of material to be made up to special measure
a- models carried in stock.

"Our alteration department pays its own expense.

Our alteration rates are figured low. Sufficient only
charged for making alterations to defray the running
expenses of that department. We are the only house
in the city that makes a charge for altering garments
purchased and our customers seldom object as they
fully realize that this expense must be met and is

estimated either directly or indirectly in the cost of

the garment.
"'Idle ready-to-wear business is one of the growing

departments of the retail trade. I do not believe in

holding out for exorbitant profits, rather small

profits and quick returns, large turnovers and less

margins.

"The suit department can be made to pay; a buyer
should study his trade, know their requirements and
buy judiciously the best values and most stylish lines

offered, buy liberally in staples and sparingly of fad-

dish line-, clean up the balance each season, do not

carry over, when you make a reduction in price, make
it one worth while, one that will clear the balance.

®
From a Moose Jaw Buyer.

"In regard to special orders—We always, in every

case, try to sell from the stock of ready-to-wear that

we carry, hut. even if we can effect a sale and yet feel

iliat the customer is in any way dissatisfied with

fabric, style or tit. we encourage her to leave a special

order.

"In handling the special order business we are

supplied with samples and styles by the wholesalers

and we take accurate measurements. The chief dis-

couragements are owing to the fact that the wholesale

companies do not really cater for a special order busi-

ne— . I will not take any responsibility; the result

1 icing that they do not pay sufficient attention to

accuracy.

"We find very few alterations necessary as we
handle two sizes in misses and three sizes in ladies.

They occasionally require to be shortened in length.

"Higher profits can be made on ready-to-wear

line- if the makers turned out better qualities and
made them more stylish, also a lot could be accom-

plished if the makers would pay more attention to

obtaining better fitting garments.

"Yes, the suit department can undoubtedly be

made to pay. although in the West we experience

considerable difficulty owing to the fact that we have
only two seasons, i.e., Winter and Summer. A mis-

take that buyers frequently make is, when they are

offered a large quantity at a low figure they buy them,

expecting to work off what are left at the end of the

season at a special reduction in price. This system

does not pay."
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An Annual Fur Opening
Plan Adopted With Success by Many Retailers

— Similar to the Millinery and Ready-to-Wear

Openings — How the Manufacturer Helps

HOW many retail dealers in furs are accus-

tomed to holding an annual opening for

display of new styles in garments and pieces?

This question has been asked by a dealer

who has held a fur opening for several years, gen-

erally in the latter part of the month of August, and
who has found is a pronounced success. It affords

an opportunity to exhibit all that is new in fur goods

and when orders have been secured for future de-

livery, the dealer has ample time to make any altera-

tions that may be required.

Spring and Fall millinery openings, and special

openings in ladies' ready-to-wear garments and other

lines at suitable times, have become fixtures of mod-
ern merchandising methods, and announcements con-

cerning these openings always attract eager crowds

to see Fashion's latest decrees.

Have Found the Plan a Success.

From enquiries made, it has been learned that

there are a number of dealers in the smaller cities

and towns who have adopted the plan, though it is

by no means general. Those who have gone in for it

report that they have found it a great success.

The dealer who raised the question with The
Review carries an extensive line of men's and chil-

dren's hats and caps, as well as furs. In a four-

storey building, he utilizes the two upper floors for

manufacturing purposes and stock rooms. The
ground floor is devoted to general sales purposes and
the first floor is fitted as a special showroom for furs.

A couple of year- a,<j,o he decided, after noting
the success of millinery openings, that new styles in

furs should be equally interesting to the fair sex,

and arrangements were made to hold a special open-
ing display of new lines about the latter part of

August.

Advertising the Display.

Announcement was made to the public through
the medium of the daily papers, and circular letters

were sent around to the firm's customers inviting

them to attend. The response to the imitation was
hearty, and the showroom, which was specially fitted

up for the occasion with attractive models and dis-

play fixtures, was visited by a constant stream of

ladies.

No one was made to feel that she was under any
obligation to buy, but all were given to understand
that it was the desire of the proprietor that they

should look around at their leisure, and all ques-

tions concerning the goods were answered by mem-
bers of the staff in charge. Whenever possible, if

sufficient interest was exhibited in the goods, the visi-

tor was impressed with the advisability of making an

early selection in order to secure the best skins and
also to afford ample time for making changes or

alterations.

In this way many sales were made for future de-

livery, and the dealer was enabled to ascertain how
the new styles appealed to the people and to note

the trend of popular favor, thus putting him in a

position to decide intelligently as to what would like-

ly be leading lines.

Where Manufacturer Helps Retailer.

In several of the smaller cities and towns of the

Dominion this idea of a fur opening has been car-

ried out successfully. In some cases where the re-

tailers cannot afford to carry a heavy stock, especially

of the higher-priced goods, the manufacturer from
whom they have purchased the bulk of their stock,

will send a consignment of high-class garments for

show purposes. The dealer can thus show a wide

range of goods and can announce that at the opening
he will have special lines that will not be carried in

his regular stock. This induces many who want a

high-class garment and would probably go to the

larger centres of trade to make their selection, to

visit the local dealer and there find garments equal

to any that the larger cities could offer. These special

garments and pieces are sold on a commission basis,

the manufacturer taking all the risk, and after the

time of the opening they are shipped hack to the

factory.

Helps to Sell the Furs.

The manufacturers state that they have found

this system to work out very satisfactorily. It en-

ables them to show the high-class line- thai the

average retailer in the small town cannol afford to
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Get

Wise and buy
the Best

Goods
for the least

Money

Our Celebrated Black Galloway Coats and Robes are

unequalled for Quality.

We make Gloves, Mittens and Gauntlets, in Buck,

Horse, Calf, Hog and other Leathers, in all the Latest Styles.

Wait for our Travellers and make Money.

The Sovereen Mitt, Glove and Robe Co., Limited,

DELHI, - - ONTARIO

"BISHOP"
FUR ROBES an° COATS

Look for the name "BISHOP" on

your Fur Goods. It is there for

your protection, it signifies quality.

For workmanship and wear our

COST'S and ROBES are unequalled.

DON'T BUY BEFORE SEEING OUR LINE.

The J. H. Bishop Company
SANDWICH, ONTARIO.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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carry regularly in stock, and as the goods are gen-

erally well taken care of there is no loss attached

to the transaction, but usually a number of sales

made that would not otherwise be secured.

In some cases the manufacturer assists the re-

tailer to a still greater degree by sending with the

shipment of special goods for the opening, one of

their salesmen, who will spend a few days with the

retailer in arranging the goods attractively and in

telling his customers about their good points, etc.

New Styles Well Received
Large Sorting Season Likely to Develop with

Prosperous General Conditions— Favor for the

Closer-Fitting Coats — Astrachans Improving

OUR prices are very firm, and manufacturers

report that there will be no change so far

as the market is concerned until the next

January sales. The prices of furs are prac-

tically decided by the two big sales of the year,

January and March, the June sales having very lit-

tle bearing on the question It is asserted moreover

that the skins sold in June are not as good quality

as those sold earlier, as they have been taken late in

the season, and are by no means equal to the winter-

caught skins.

Depends on the Crops.

Trade has been only fair, with all the whole-

sale houses, but they are expecting a large sorting

season, which, however, depends to a great extent

on the crops in the different sections.

The retailers have been very free in accepting

the new styles, and manufacturers are consequently

well pleased on that score.

The high price of mink and Persian lamb has

resulted in a falling off in sales to a considerable

extent, though these furs will be as popular as ever

with people who can afford to pay the price.

Sales are reported good in the smaller jackets

in Persian lamb, which at the present price of the

fur appear to be about as high as the average buyer

wants to go. There is a lot of medium and low-

priced Persian on the market, but there seems to

be little demand for it.

The demand for Alaska sable has dropped off

on account of the high prices. Natural raccoon has
sold very well, though it also is rather high. It is

predicted that raccoon will be one of the leading

lines in both stoles and muffs. Jackets of the same
fur would be good also if it were not for the price

and weight.

Australian oppossum, imitating chincilla, being

a freak fur, the public have been chary of accepting

it, and generally its success has been backward.

Favor for Long Semi-fitting Styles.

The tendency is all for the long jacket, ranging

from 50 to 54 inches, and the shorter lengths are

not viewed very kindly. In Hudson seal the length

ranges from three-quarter to 50 inches.

IF
you want the best

trade,OURS are the

best

FURS
to stock.

Full of style and

originality, with a

guarantee of quality

and satisfaction.

Already we've had

enough encourage-

ment to know we
are on the right side

of every comparison.

Ask for our travellers to call

Swift, Copland & Co.
LIMITED

517-525 St. Paul Street

MONTREAL, QUE.
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All the new jackets will be worn slightly fitted,

not full back, but just conforming in a small degree

to the figure of the wearer. The designer in one of

Montreal's largest fur houses reported that they had
not sold, altogther, half a dozen loose-fitting coats,

whereas they had taken orders for hundreds of the

semi-fitting stjde.

Following the preference for long jackets, long
Empire scarfs are spoken of as being the most sought
after pieces—some being perfectly straight, and
others fitting in at the neck. Motor scarfs, which
have sold very well, are being made plain and in

combinations, with a feeling in favor of the plain,

particularly in Persian lamb and sable. These, how-
ever, are not expected to be strong.

Gauntlets and Muffs.

There has been little demand as yet for fur

gauntlets. So far as ladies are concerned, they are

not looked upon as a promising line.

Large plain muffs will be the proper thing, with

the "melon" or large round muff as the leader.

Some rug muffs will be worn, but these will probably
be only in fox or lynx.

A change has been noted in the country trade,

the manufacture]- reporting that the country people

are going hack to the astrachan jacket, which is

looked upon as a most serviceable jacket, in lengths

ranging from 30 to 50 inches.

Good Way to Offend a Customer.

A young married woman made a number of pur-

chases at a dry guilds store. in the course of her
huying she asked fur some fanner's satin.

The clerk brought down a rather shoddy sample
of the goods asked for. The woman before her mar-
riage had been a tailoress, and in her trade bad \\-ri\

farmer's satin quite extensively.

'"This is not quite as good as I would like." she

remarked.

She proceeded to explain in detail the quality
of goods she wanted, and the purpose for which the
stuff was desired. The clerk brought down another
grade of goods.

"I've just the thing you want here," he declared

confidently.

The woman examined it.

"No," she declared positively, "this isn't what
I want."

She went on to explain again.

"I don't believe you know what you do want."
declared the clerk bluntly.

"I certainly do*know, and I certainly don't want
anything here," retorted the customer angrily, and
walked out without waiting for her purchases.

In her final actions the woman was unreason-
able ; but even if she had kept her temper, the clerk's

remark was singularly injudicious. Though custom-
ers are often "pernickety" when purchasing, they
are not under any obligation to take goods with
which they are not entirely satisfied. The salesman

or saleswoman is there to satisfy the customer that
the goods offered will meet his or her particular

requirements.

Automobile Delivery at Chatham.

The C. Austin Company, Limited, of Chatham,
a few weeks ago instituted a system of delivery by
automobile, in place of the old style horse and rig.

A specially designed delivery motor car was pur-
chased, and has now been in service since early in

June. _
Mr. Austin states that it is still too early to give

an opinion upon the success of the enterprise. There
is no doubt, however, that it has done the work
well so far. The only question is the relative ex-

pense of the two systems, and this can hardly be
accurately determined till the motor car delivery

has undergone the stress of bad weather in Spring
and Fall, when, presumably, the expense of operat-

ing will be higher.

The use of a motor car for delivery purposes
is, to a certain extent, an advertisement for the com-
pany, this being the only dry goods firm in Chatham
to employ the motor car for deliveries, though the

Stephens A: Douglas hardware firm has a car for

its road man in canvassing the country districts, and
a number of cars are used by linns in other lines of

business.

J. Burnstein, furrier, of Montreal, has assigned

to H. YVe-trick. furrier, Montreal. The liabilities are

about *10,000, divided among some forty-five cred-

itors.

What the Fur Trade

Has been Looking for

"Ideal S.&B.Mfg.Co.
56 E. 8th St., New York City

Have opened a Canadian factory at 530 St. Paul

Street, Montreal, for the manufacture

of their lines of

Muff Beds, Silk Shirrings,

Marabout and Ostrich Specialties

in Muffs and Capes

Prompt Deliveries. Exceptional Values.

Latest Styles.

Samples Ready This Month

Sole Canadian Selling Agents

ASCHER BROS.
30 St. Francois Xavier St. MONTREAL
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" The firm that advertises a trade-

mark to the public must sell an

article of uniform quality; they

must watch the quality of their

merchandise as jealously as they

watch their money— yes, even

more jealously— for varying qual-

ity in an advertised article means

loss of reputation. An advertised

trade-mark is practically a guar-

antee of quality. That little trade-

mark is as good as a sign-post—
it stands there with its finger

pointed at the advertiser saying,

' There's the man who sold me.'

There's no chance of side-stepping

a thing like that."

•1i * '' -^"^

WE STAND BEHIND OUR BRANDS

The W. R. BROCK COMPANY (Limited)

MONTREAL
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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We will not put our Sovereign Brand ticket on a piece

of dress goods until we are sure that it is absolutely the

best value that can be had at the price. This means a

select range, one that we know will satisfy your customers.

The W. R. BROCK COMPANY (Limited)

MONTREAL
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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When you buy

"Lion" Brand men's

furnishings and hos-

iery you are buying

perfection of fit and

excellence of material

—goods that are stan-

dard in every way.

You can sell them to

any one with a guar-

antee of satisfaction.

^$xm&%x>
BFLAND

You do not buy

experiment when you

buy " Her Ladyship"

garments, but the

product of up-to-date

designers and work-

men—garments with

the individuality

sought after by fas-

tidious women.

The W.R. BROCK COMPANY (Limited)

MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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*ICM CBADE. UNION MADE

"Grizzley" Overalls

are custom-made in a

union factory and time

after time have been

proven superior to

supposedly compet-

ing lines—not only in

material and fit, but in

the many little essen-

tials, such as firmly

attached buttons,

well-worked button-

holes, re-in forced

seams, etc. You have

a market for "Grizz-

ley." Let's send a

sample.

The W. R. BROCK COMPANY (Limited)

MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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HER LADYSHIP

BRAND

"Her Ladyship" ladies' dress ac-

cessories and ribbons are care-

fully selected by our buyers in

the home and foreign markets.

The lines are ot the very latest

at all times and the values of

the best.

If you buy " Her Ladyship" dress

accessories you buy " sellers."

The W. R. BROCK COMPANY (Limited)

MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied by sellers, but
for which the editors of the " Review" do
not necessarily hold themselves responsible

EPOCH-MARKING CATALOGUE
1

1
is a beautifully-finished brochure,

bound in artists' brown paped, richly

embossed. It contains fifteen large

illustrations, in true coLors, of wall-

papers, a range and a standard of art

one of I lie linest ever offered to the

Canadian buyer. Over and above this

it lias a feature which makes it an
epoch-marking publication. Every
design and every paper is of Cana-
dian make. This is the catalogue of
I lie Keg. N. Boxer Co., Toronto.

Several wears ago such a collection

would have been an absolute impossi-

bility. Such wallpapers were not

made in Canada; they were not

wanted
; they are now offered

in such quality at such a rea-

sonable price that no merchant can
afford to neglect them. Buyers will

do well to examine this catalogue be-

fore deciding on Fall purchases. It

contains representations of the newest
style features in cut-out designs,

strappings, Friezes and leather effects.

MONEY IN VACUUM CLEANERS.
Two vacuum cleaner machines are

manufactured by the Onward Manu-
facturing Co., Berlin. These ma-
chines have become established in

many households, either hand or elec-

tric power being used. This firm also

make several "Onward" automatic

adjustable cleaning tools and include

brushes, rubber and felt face and spe-

cial shaped shoes for furniture, car-

pets, polished floors, clothing and

books.

These two cleaners and appliances

meet growing demand for popular

priced automatic hand power and a

HOUSEFURN1SHINGS

Rugs and Carpets
Coronation Blues Seen in Many Shops — Color

Scheme for 1911-12 Shows Green Ahead, Followed

by Fawn, Brown and Blue- -Oriental Designs Strong

Apparently the coronation idea has had consider-

able effect upon the department of housefurnishings.

A clear, bright blue was featured in a recent window
display under this name, and other stores instantly

followed suit, showing that the new shade of blue is

widely carried. Draperies and wallpapers to corres-

pond were shown at the same time, and some very
soft and lovely shadings were seen. Blue is steadily

gaining favor as a. color for interior decoration.

An oxen more striking novelty consists of a very
.-oft purple wistaria shade. A wallpaper with the new
cut-out panels and fancy flower motifs was shown
in (his color with ground of French grey. A self-

colored curtain with pricked-out design around the

edge again showed the dainty combination of colors,

ii id a purple Axminster rug to match completed the

arrangement. Sheraton furniture with French grey
finish would be used with a room decorated as above.

For practical lines, green will again be the lead-

ing color. Fawn comes next, and brown follows.

There is considerable tendency to revive red in some
quarters.
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The 10 million readers of the Saturday Evening

Post will see this illustration in the fall.

Twice as thick-

Two pounds lighter
The great difference between the Maish and ordinary comforts that sells the

Maish immediately on sight.

Last fall a large Eastern Department Store had a sale of

Maish comforts. They displayed the Maish in all its newest
patterns, placarded its wonderful "warmth without weight'

'

and in 4 days sold 25 dozen comforts.

The instant people saw the Maish they recognized that here,

at last, was what they had always wanted—a comfort that

would keep them warm withouti weighing down on them.
Our bitf announcements in the Saturday Evening Post, Ladies' Home Journal,

etc . will carry this "warmth without weight" news to practically every man
and woman in the United States.

Investigate to-day the saleability of the Maisb.

Maish Laminated Cotton Down Comforts are made in all sizes. They retail

at from S2.00 in Maisaline. Bassinette sizes, to S18.00 in full size Maisilk.

The range of designs in each grade is almost unlimited.

Maisk^r^Comfort
do not depend entirely upon "warmth without weight"
to sell them- There are other strong points, the selling

power of which every merchant will appreciate.

Add it cntl Saleable Features

120 N«w Desiuns— Kxquisite patterns in fancy
shales and colorings For instance— Chrysanthemum
or Tiger Lily in Maisaline and Maisilk; New Moss
Rose, Sweet Pea and Rose Wreath designs.

Special Mitred Border Effects— In Maisaline.
Beautiful, exclusive comforts within reach of every class

of your trade

New Embroidered Ed»e-Makes fraying and un-
ravelling impossible. Appeals instantly to every woman
Silk Ribbon Instead of Yarn- For knotting silk
and silk bordered comforts.

Send roupon •o-day for new catalog— Contain-
ing photographic reproductions of the best sellers in the
new complete line: illustrated details of the latest inno-

iii workmanship and design: pricesand complete
information about the

(

'warmth without weight.'" that
has revolutionized comfort buying. Send the coupon or
write to-day.

The Chas. A. Maish Company
Factory and General Offices :

BANK STREET, - - CINCINNATI, O.

New^York Office r

41 Union Square.

Canadian Branch :

43 St. Sacrament St., Montreal.

By the Maish Process the
tilling" is woven into

one continuous, soft,

downy piece, the
exact size and
thickness of
the finished / Please send me your new catalog and cros

comfort. s section of the Maish

.

The Chat A Maish Co ,

Cincinnati, O.

Name Street.

City.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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HINTS TO BUYERS—Continued.

medium price electric machines which

can be easily handled and guaranteed

to prove satisfactory in every respect

combining durability and efficiency.

The "Onward Triumph Electric" is

fitted with a high grade motor which

operates the pump 050 revolutions a

minute. All that is necessary is to

attach to an ordinary electric light

socket.

Dry goods merchants are fast re-

cognizing the opportunity and place

of vacuum cleaners in the house-fur-

nishing department. Besides sales

there is the added opportunity of

renting an "Onward" and demon-
strating the merits of these improv-

ed machines. There is a revenue from

this source as well as the possibility

of making the sale when customers

appreciate the practical points of

guaranteed automatic vacuum clean-

ers. For use in those departments of

the store when there are carpets and

draperies to keep clean, a vacuum
cleaner would prove a good invest-

ment.

Another store improvement is the

"Onward" rotary wall paper display

rack, which is fast superseding wall

paper books. Salesmen appreciate

this method of suggesting wall treat-

ments and placing combinations of

border and wall in view of customers

who are passing through the store.

There are other advantages, as it is

possible to show a hundred samples

and several customers can be waited

on at once without interference.

These stands are simply miniature

walls in book system, which makes it

easy to interest customers and close

sales not only for one room but for

a number of rooms, as customers are

enabled to see just how different pa-

pers harmonize when walls dre lined

up side by side.

The rug has come to stay. Designs tend to great-

er refinement of color and design year by year. This

has developed the two types of the self-colored, with

faint shadow patterns in a matching or very softly

contrasting shade, and the Oriental. Imitations of

the latter preserve some of the best features in color

and design of the originals, though the hand-made

texture cannot well be reproduced.

Rag rugs have been given prominent place for

Summer selling in the windows of all the large

stores. They are very pretty and absolutely un-

rivalled for the Summer home.

Scotch wool rugs present rare possibilities for ar-

tistic bedroom furnishing at very moderate price.

Feature Linen Showers
Plan That May be Adopted to Bring Profit to the

Department — The Possibility of Wedding and

Holiday Seasons.

The buyer who is alert to increase business must

go after it in many ways, and must encourage the

procession of buyers to march to his store by many
routes. If the method used has the merit of being

a new one, so much the better, provided that it is

really practical, as a totally new plan is always most

striking.

The Fall is the best part of the year for selling

linens, therefore the department has always the

largest and best selected stock on hand for this
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Profit forYou in Stocking Davison Bros/ Smallwares

We are in a position to supply your immediate wants in any of the following lines

:

FRILLINGS, JEWELLERY, ELASTICS
TALCUMS, JABOTS, LADIES' BELTS

AND ALL LINES OF SMALLWARES

DEALING EXCLUSIVELY IN S M A L LWA R E S, we have

special facilities for giving prompt attention to your requirements

TRIAL ORDER SOLICITED and SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

TRAVELLERS NOW ON THEIR ROUTES. IF THEY DO
NOT REACH YOU, BECOME ACQUAINTED WITH OUR

MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT

DAVISON BROTHERS, Montreal
I llllll—T«i

WARNING
BURNET & TEMPLE, LTD.

will proceed against any agents

stating to the trade that they or

their principals are suppliers of

HAIR-NETS to BURNET& TEMPLE, Ltd.

Not only do we

MANUFACTURE ALL OUR NETS
but we prepare and dye the human hair used

in the manufacture of same.

COPYRIGHT

*m:-nxmw
!«5S^*8S§^SSK&S

'

All goods guaranteed hygienic and perfect.

Send for our illustrated catalog of Hair Nets,

Hair Creations, Bandeaux and Novelties.

BURNET & TEMPLE, Ltd
3 and 4 FITCHETTS COURT, LONDON, E.C., ENG.

Cables " HAIRNETS," London.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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The REG. N. BOXER CO., Ltd., Toronto

HINTS TO BUYERS—Continued.

Several merchants already use these,

display tucks, which are made )f me-
tal throughout and an ornament to

any store. The Onward Manufactur-

ing Co., of Berlin also manufacture

these racks.

CLOTHS OF HIGH QUALITY.

Cloths of exceptional merit where
specially good washing and wearing
qualities are called for are the

'Maid" and "Maltron" which are now
being featured under those names on

the Canadian market. These ma-
terials are standard cloths in the

market and are highly recommended
for ladies' and children's gowns and
frocks, for little boys' suits, for nur-

ses' wear and other purposes demand-
ing satisfactory service. The clothes

are made from the most carefully

(•• yarn, sum from specially se-

lected high grade cotton, and at every

stage of their manufacture the great-

est care is taken to achieve perfec-

tion. The colors are guaranteed ab-

solutely East, so that the cloths

wear and wash wonderfully well.

Each cloth is obtainable in a great

range of plains, checks and designs.

The "Maid" is 28 in. wide, the "Ma-
tron" 111 inches wide, and the "Idri"

which is a cloth of reliability is also

Hi inches wide, and is done at a

somewhal lower price than the "Ma-
I ron."

OFF TO EUROPE.

H G. A. Ryan, M. D. Buchanan

and A. W. Glover, Toronto have

gone to Europe in the interests of

Millinery Commissioners, Limited.

This company since organization,

about one year ago, have been ex-

ceptionally successful as distributors

of high-class millinery in Canada.

The completion of purchases for

the coming Fall season is the object

of their present trip to European

fashion centres.

season. Every linen buyer has well formulated and
tried out plans for selling Thanksgiving and Christ-

mas linens, I. lit it is doubtful if the majority of

buyers arc alive to (lie possibilities dial lie in the

selling of linens for wedding and oilier gift pur-

poses.

Besides the large and handsome pieces of house-

hold linen chosen for individual gifts, nearly every

bride nowadays lias a. "shower" arranged for her

by her intimate girl friends.

Often this shower is made up wholly of linen

articles, but where other articles are admitted, by

far the larger number given will be of linen. The
articles chosen are not expensive—as a rule they

are of the decidedly useful type. It is in the quan-

3 &

«JP- T . 11

MJ '1-

'i"
J

Fancy Huck — Shown by
R. W. Cosbie, Toronto.

Toweling'by the yard — Shown
by R. W. Cosbie. Toronto.
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Success Hosiery
There is no department in your store that offers the opportunity to you to

win your way to the hearts of your customers like your Hosiery Department.

Satisfied Hosiery Customers are generally pretty hard for the other fellow

to steal from you.

We are putting" every ounce of value we can into Success Brand Hosiery.

We are offering the largest range of Hosiery in the trade for you to

select from.

Samples for Spring 19 12 will be ready early in August.

THE HANLEY, MacKAY, CHISHOLM CO., Limited
WINNIPEG, t MANITOBA

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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1. Frank A. Wray ]0. K. A. Smeed
2. Robt. Ellis 11. R. J. Boxer
3. G. H. Fairfield 12. P. E. Brown
4. H. H. Burrows 13. T. M. Patillo
5. John P. Ramsay 14. H. Marcil
7. A. P. Thomas Mgr. Bindery
6. D. J. Hunter

'

8. T. A. Griffin
9. H. B. Bagot

15. I'. W. Trebilcock
10. G. R. Mareotte
17. G. C. Burrows
18. J. S. Henderson
in L. P. Burrows
20. Chas. J. Thomas

See Index Page 204

21. Geo. W. Wood
22. U. Piueault
23. Allan Lang
24. W. H. Meredith
25. Jno. D. McDonald
20. P. C. Baird
27. W. A. Clement

HINTS TO BUYERS—Continued.

A NEW AID TO STOCK-KEEPING.

The trade is demanding wide widths
in all fabrics now, as these widths
make for economy in cutting. W. R.

Brock & Co. are putting out a line

of 40 in. velveteen which are guaran-

teed permanent as to finish and dye,

and fast as to pile. Because of a

patent roller which fits within the

box these velveteens open up and

show extremely well. As the fabric

is rolled, Ithere are no crease, and the

uncrushed fabric as it drapes over the

box is most attractive, and, besides,

results in a great saving of trouble in

handling. This rolling of fabrics that

are easily ruined by crushing is a

step in the right direction and one

that should be applied to silks,

satins, and like fabrics.

GREAT RANGE OF CHILDREN'S
DRESSES

A range of children's and misses'

ready-to-wear garments, which in

every respect are calculated to meet

the requirements of the Canadian

trade, is being- manufactured by the

W. R. Brock Co., Toronto. That this

range is a most comprehensive one is

best evident from the fact that it in-

cludes infants' dresses for ages 2, 3,

4, 5 and 6, children's dresses from 6

to 14; junior misses' dresses from 11

to 17 and misses' dresses running in

sizes from 12 to 18 years of age.

There are from 60 to 75 styles fea-

tured in these lines, all representative

of most approved styles and in

materials which are not only best

adapted to children's wear but em-

body a choice selection of fabric

colors and patterns. The range of

sizes described above enables the

children's department to assure per-

fection in fit, a point that is absolute-

ly essential to successful garment re-

tailing.

tity sold rather than in the high price of the goods
taken that the profit of the linen department lies.

Individual towels, towels cut from the piece and
finished by the giver, runners made in the same
manner, tray cloths, center-pieces, small mats and
doylies, guest towels, kitchen towels, grass cloths,

kitchen table cloths, and all the cheaper and more
useful articles of household linen are the class and
kind bought for a shower. And the fact that a
dance or some other enjoyable and informal enter-

tainment winds up the affair adds greatly to its

popularity.

June is always considered the month of brides,

but of late years June has had a big rival in the
business in September. Weddings, however, are by
no means confined to these two months, and are

held at all seasons of the year.

It would be well for the buyer to go through
his stock and make out a list of articles suitable for

shower purposes. This could be typewritten and
kept for consultation in case he intends making a

feature of showers.

Special ways of getting the business would vary.

Advertising space would have to be used, and the

co-operation of the window trimmer enlisted, liie

fact that he has such an aid is well known, and re-

cognized as an excellent sales winner for the depart-

ment.

To secure suitable articles for these showers, the

buyer can secure further ideas from firms making
a strong feature of linens, and who are in a position

to cater for such occasions.
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The fabric that is known and wanted by the greatest

number of people is the best fabric for manufacturer to use

and the dealer to handle.

SOIESETTE is undoubtedly the most widely-known and largest selling

trade-marked fabric in the world. It is also recognized by the trade at

large as the only successful substitute for silk of its kind.

But the thing that makes SOIESETTE such a profitable staple for the

manufacturer and dealer alike is its popularity. SOIESETTE has made

good with the consumer year in and year out. Its uses have multipled.

Its reputation has grown without a halt.

Combin ng the softness and sheen and beauty and comfort of silk with

exceptional wearing and laundering qualities and moderate cost, it is not

surprising that merit alone has put this splendid fabric in the forefront.

We know and you know that

the demand for SOIESETT E will

continue to grow. We need not

ask you to be ready to supply it.

Vour own business acumen

is sufficient.

HI 4M

<<^0/

jflBl

vj

m

ggj j^-//

flM ""***>

W

4w&r

¥

Clarence Whitman
& Company-

New York Philadelphia

TMAOE MARK

Boston

Jlfcfc

112 Coristine Bldg.

Montreal
Chicago St. Louis
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WALL PAPER SEASON

OPENS

JULY THIRD

1911

See Index Page 204

HINTS TO BUYERS—Continued.

FITZGIBBON, LIMITED, RE-
ORGANIZED.

Fitzgibbon, Limited, of Montreal,

have recently reorganized with a

capital of $250,000 and will carry

in an aggressive advertising and sel-

ling campaign, with the object of

securing a larger share of the busi-

ness in woolens, tailor's trimmings
and men's furnishings specialties,

etc. The officers of the corporation
are: Michael Fitzgibbon, president;

C E. Deakin, vice-president; H. Fitz-

gibbon, and H. O'Connor, directors.

The company is offering their stock
at very attractive prices in order 1o
clear it out and make room for new
lines. Several buyers for this house
are at present visiting the principal
markets of Europe and parV.i-'ilorly

attractive lines will be offered ior

Spring selling.

THOMPSON KNITTING CO.
READY.

The Thompson Knitting Co. have
installed a complete factory in Lon-
don and are manufacturing a range
of ladies', misses' and children's ho-
siery, which is suitable for Canadian
trade. Samples of these new qualities

are being shown at the present time
to wholesalers and jobbers. Imme-
diate filling of orders is assured and
it is stated everything is ready for

satisfactory handling Spring require-

ments, on these new lines.

In due time sample numbers will be
seen by retail buyers, who are advised

of the importance of this new ho-

siery.

TORONTO WADDING CO.'S NEW
FACTORY.

The Toronto Wadding Co., Limited,

are preparing plans for a new fac-

tory to be erected in West Toronto.

A site has been secured on the corner

of Campbell Ave. and Sarnia St., and

A Quick Selling Line
There has during the past few years been a mosl

remarkable growth in the demand for brass bed-

steads. This line is a quick selling one and offers

chances of a god profit without tbe drawback of

possible loss through forced reductions or deteriora-

tion in value.

The merchant who carries a stock of housefur-

nishings, or even of carpets and draperies, will find

this line one of the best money-makers in the store.

Of the lines which are now selling, there are

three popular finishes in the brass bedsteads. These

are, the satin or dull finish, the bright polished finish

and the Polette. The last named consists of a mixed
effect, usually with satin horizontals and polished

posts and knobs.

Some very handsome new designs of a type sim-

ilar to the mission furniture in general outlines are

shown. These mission bedsteads come both in en-

ameled iron and in ln-ass. They have posts and bars

in square instead of tubular shape. Tin's is made
by a process more costly than the tubular and sells

higher. The most expensive bedsteads carried in a

large stock were of this type.

Besides the mission bedstead, the bungalow stead

is a new number rapidly increasing in popularity.

The signal feature of this is the lowness both as to

the top and foot of metal, and as to the body of the

bed itself. The ordinary top is about five feet to

five feet five inches; while the bungalow bedstead is

only a few feet in height and very simply construct-

ed.
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What We Have We Don't Hold

•7=3

X
5.S:

v> 5r

Dept. B.TIanneleffesItc. Dept. I. Smallwares

—s o

Our business is selling Dry Goods, in quantities, and selling them

quick. We carry a complete line in each of our 8 departments.

ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION
Whether we see you, through our travelers,

Whether you see us at our warehouse, or
Whether by letter order, when we see each other, not at all.

BECAUSE
Our knowledge assures intelligent service.

Our system affords quick delivery.

Our experience guarantees liberal treatment.

Send us an order from your want-list to-day.

WRITE LETTER ORDER DEPARTMENT

ALPHONSE RACINE & CO.
The Staple Dry Goods House of Canada

QUEBEC, 68 Church Ave.

OTTAWA, 1 1 1 Sparks St.

340 St. Paul Street

MONTREAL
1 1 Albert Sq., MANCHESTER, Eng.

HALIFAX, Canada.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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PAGE SIX

See Index Page 204

HINTS TO BUYERS—Continued.

building operations will commence
shortly.

The factory up to the present has

been located in Streetsville, Ont., but

being unable to make satisfactory ar-

rangements regarding the extension

of the lease of the premises have

found it necessary to suspend manu-
facturing operations for a short time

pending the completion of a much
larger and better equipped factory in

Toronto.

HAVE SECURED SEVERAL
VALUABLE AGENCIES.

An energetic young firm that has

rapidly forged to the front in the

commercial life of Canada, is the

Harold F. Watson, Weldon Co., of

Montreal, commission agents for dry

goods and accessories. The firm was
founded about four and a half years

ago, when they carried two or three

lines that have been in strong de-

mand. Mr. Watson recently returned

from a trip to Europe, bringing

with him several valuable agencies in

addition to those already controlled

by his firm, formost among them be-

ing Trudinger & Conge, of Basle,

Switzerland, manufacturers of fancy
ribhons. Other new agencies secured

are: Hall & Earle, Leicester, Eng.;

manufactured knitted fabrics and
making a specialty of fleece divided

underskirts; Towle, Killingly &
Hiam, Sileby, Eng., makers of the
well-known brand of Lana Pura hose;
Wilkie & Kennedy, Glasgow, manu-
facturers of shirts and shirtings; and
Robert Ramlot & Co., Termonde,
Belgium, manufacturers of cotton
blankets.

Owing to rapid increase in business
Mr. Ubukata of the Silks Co., Toron-
to, has gone to Europe to make spe-
cial arrangements with manufactur-
ers for production of new lines.

Stimulate

Your Business

By Ordering from our
Extensive Range

of barrettes, side and back combs, hat pins, that go to make up a complete and attractive
smallware display.

A large and varied assortment of hat pins and fancy brooches at right prices, and all the
latest designs. Your orders will receive our prompt attention.

E. H. CODE, 223-225 Queen Street, Ottawa, Ontario
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Later Sorting Novelties

Manufacturers of Sweater Coats Return From

Search for Style With Few Ideas — Feeling for

Shaker Knit — Early Shipments and New Collars

First shipments of sweater coats have been sent

out and early deliveries fairly well met. Merchants

are pleased with values and arc planning l<> be ready

fur the balance of their orders early in August or Lsl

September.

.Induing from quantities, if second shipments are

equal to first lots, a record sweater coat business is

going l" be done. As predicted, orders have been

placed with a view to the staple standing of knitted

coats and opportunity for increasing business in this

department is well founded. Early sales in July

and August for motor wear, boating and utility are

comprising an amount of novelty, both as l<> length

and color.

There is every reason to assume that sorting will

he dune un shorter coats and it is stated that 28-inch

Hi' average lengths will include most of the later

orders taken. Some 30 and 32-inch coats will be

asked fur, but except fur warnilb or driving, 36-inch

or longer lengths are not expected to have as much
demand later. There are other reasons for this and
fall outer coats, being long again, is one. Another

strong point found every season in merchandising
is that later business is usually on cheaper lines,

which necessarily means shorter lengths.

Some Favor for Shaker Knits.

Some designers have just returned from abroad
alter looking fur novelties to offer sorting and Christ-

mas buyers. There is nothing newer or any great

improvements at present that can he cited as likely

iu effect lines as they were for placing. Some manu-
facturers draw attention to the tendency fur shaker-

knit make- and anticipate a, similar style trend here.

Thi~. however, has already been offered fur athletic

wear in higher-priced garments with success, but it is

Fancy stitch ladies' sweater coat
with contrasting collar and cuffs
— Monarch Knitting Company.

Dunnville.

Showing collar Hat: fancy stitch

sweater coat, in all colors ; two-
tone combinations, etc — Monarch

Knitting Company. Dunnville.

Adjustable collar; novelty sweater
coat in all shades and combina-
tions — Shown by Monarch Knit-

ting Company. Dunnville.
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TURNBULL'S UNDERWEAR
BEST AT ANY
PRICE
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Investigation of

these two brands

will bring con-

viction and

PROFIT

Fall lines are now

ready.

SEE THEM
AT ONCE.

The G. Turnbull Co. of Gait,

Limited
GALT - - ONT.

TRADE MARK. TRADS MARK
ASK FOR

BURNLEY'S WOOLS.
REGISTERED REGISTERED

Scotch

Fingerings,

Vanguard,

15's, 12's

Fine.

Hosiery

Yarns,

&c, &c.

i

IL

1
*

Soft

Knittings,

,1 B. Imperia

' '/Sk: Soft Spun

Vanguard

Fine.

a^^ Sfeife
0* and 00

:
'

Worsteds,

&c, &c

ESTABLISHED 1752

THOMAS BURNLEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF SCOTCH FINGERING & KNITTING WOOLS.

GOMERSAL MILLS, nr. LEEDS, ENGLAND.
AGENT:—DAVID M. CHORLTON : 149 NOTRE DAME STREET WEST, MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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questionable whether style will make it important

enough to warrant new machines on cheaper lines.

It is asserted, however, that any demand in this

direction will be met as it arrives, but on the other

hand, with such a range of novelty and staple coats

which is presented for selection, there is small excuse

for more styles or samples at least for this season's

selling. This is particularly pointed out in regard

Two-piece fancy knit outing cos-
tume made in contrasting colors
by Monarch Knitting Company.
Dunnville

to collars and these have been improved this year to

meet every Canadian want. In the different methods
to evolve satisfactory adjustable collars, manufactur-
ers have met with signal success and ladies', child-

ren's and men's coats all show these in later samples.

Style has become a factor, and shawl two ways and
three ways adjustable collars are inspired by ready-

to-wear novelties lately designed, as well as climatic

conditions.

Have Covered the Ground Well.

Considering the numbers of samples of up-to-date

styles carried by manufacturers, increased orders

received which will keep the mills busy turning out

shipments, and novelty introduced in color combina-
tions, collar improvements and styles, following

ready-to-wear designs, there seems to be no necessity

for further samples. Combined with satisfactory

business, lack of novelty at watering places and sea-

side resorts, manufacturers consider that they have
covered the ground better than formerly. With this

in view, very few extra novelties, if any, will be
ready for sorting.

Five New Hosiery Numbers
Children's and Ladies' Sizes in l/l Rib — Plain

Cotton in Two Grades — High-class Gauze and
Gauzy Mercerised Lisles in Fine Finished Yarns

to Retail at Popular Prices

Five new qualities of ladies' and children's hosi-

ery suitable for Canadians are offered to the trade

and buyers will have to consider these in placing for

Spring, 1912. These new lines are ready for im-
mediate delivery to wholesalers.

Most important of these lines is a 1|1 high-grade
stocking made in a 6 to 10 inch size range. Samples
show this number as well finished and liberally sized

It is seamless, stainless and made of an extra fine

count of cotton. It is stated that this line will still

be improved, which will make it a more important
factor in seasonable merchandising.

Two lines of seamless cotton are also shown in

plain qualities, one finer than the other, to meet
popular quantity retailing prices. Sizes 8% to 10
inches are made in these grades. Both qualities are
guaranteed stainless and promise well as exceptional-
ly well-finished hosiery at medium quotations.

Recognizing Canadian tendencies, two better

qualities are included. First of these is a plain cot-

ton gauze manufactured from extra fine Egyptian
yarn. A firm quality with reinforced heel and toe

and extra wide garter top is the result. This stock-

ing is also made in larger sizes only and can be
sold with a good margin of profit at a popular price.

The second line is a mercerized lisle in plain

gauze weave, made seamless from the finest quality

pure Egyptian yarns. This line is Canadian dyed
and guaranteed absolutely stainless. It is uniform
in quality with extra thread heel and toe and elastic

garter top. This stocking is bound to interest the
trade but at present it has not been decided what
retail price this line will meet in comparison with
lines already stocked and standards of this quality.

Merchants like a uniform box both in size and
appearance, and realizing this important matter these

five new lines well be boxed in dozens in a white box
with gold trimmings suitably labelled for the retail

trade. Individual boxes can be had if desired.

REBI9TEBED

7\GER BRAMD.

"TIGER BRAND"
UNDERWEAR

"Tiger Brand" Underwear is going to be the

leader for Fall in the Underwear Mart. It has
the three most important requisites of "good"
underwear — Superior Finish — Durability

—

Style.

If you have tried other brands and found
them wanting in "customers"—if you find

your underwear department slack when your
competitors about you are doing good busi-

ness—there's a hitch somewhere.
Ask yourself—have I a stock of the finest

Underwear obtainable?

No—not if you haven't Tiger Brand. It's

the one big customer-getter and a huge asset

to your shop. Send in your order now—see

the result for yourself.

II

Gait Knitting Co., Limited
Gait,- - Ontario
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Undisturbed Supremacy in

KNIT GOODS
Ours by Right or Quality
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MONARCH
KNIT GOODS

LADIES' SWEATER, 99

Beauty of line and excellence

of material are found in all

our Ladies' Sweaters. No.
99 has features of its own,
well illustrated by the cut.

LADIES' 99

FOUR BIG
FACTORIES

The Monarch Knitting Company, Limited

ST. THOMAS
Head Office, DUNNVILLE
ST. CATHARINES. ONTARIO BUFFALO. N.Y.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Knit Goods of Quality

Look
For
Our
Label

BRADLEY FULL

FASHIONED MUFFLER
The best known Muffler on the market and, with reason, the

most in demand.

BRADLEY MUEFLERS fit well and are cosily warm
where protection is most needed.

The long "V" shape runs well down the back and the
chest is well covered.

Ask for a Bradley and see what a handsome piece of
neckwear it is.

Various sizes and prices to suit every preference.

Monarch Knitting Co.

St. Thomas

Limited

DUNNVILLE : Head Office

St. Catharines Buffalo

Two Sample

Our Wide-

Consumer

We Give Much Attention to the
Are you ready to meet the rush of business
that is coming your way in response to our
splendid campaign of consumer advertising?

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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ages From

Dread

ampaign

Sweater Coats in New Styles

For Men, Women and Children

Our name on the box
is a guarantee of the

quality of materials

and workmanship.

You run no risk of any kind

if you buy Monarch goods,

and the prices will please

you.

All First-Class Dealers Sell

"Monarch"
Knit Goods

The materials used in ' Monarch"
products are the very finest selected

yarns, and the methods of manufacture

are most modern. Our factories are

models of neatness and sanitation.

Monarch Knitting Co., Limited

DUNNVILLE, ONT„ Head Office

St. Catharines St. Thomas Buffalo, N.Y

Emulating of the Demand
It reaches every corner of Canada effect-

ively. WE BACK OUR ADVERTISING
with absolutely flawless goods.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Monarch-Knit Sweaters
Misses 9 and Children's

Styles in Many Sizes

Three "Best Sellers"
Our Knit Goods are a stock for

quick turnover. Accordingly the

profits are correspondingly frequent.

BEGIN THIS SEASON

The Test Will

Be Profitable

"CO-ED" 4

" DAISY " 4

The Youngster's Sweater has come to stay.

You will find them splendid lines for special

sales and for building up a steady custom.

<

cJ/i£ c/'toiia/idi cftmu.
DUNNVILLE.
STTHOMAS &
STCATHARINES. BUFFALO.
CANADA. NEW YORK.

'•BUSTER " 4

The Monarch Knitting Company, Ltd.
DUNNVILLE - - - CANADA

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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*
KNOWN FOR CHARACTER

WATERHOUSE
"MAPLE LEAF" BRAND UNDERWEARBtOD

When you get in your next stock of underwear order

a known brand, one with which your customers are familiar,

one they hear talked about and see advertised. Do better

still, order the best known brand. There is no underwear
better known throughout the dry goods trade than " Maple
Leaf," which has long had a reputation second to none for

quality, cut, finish and durability.

You have another reason to be satisfied when you feature

"Maple Leaf"; it not only pleases your customer but it also

brings you a good profit.

THOS. WATERHOUSE & CO., Limited

INGERSOLL, ONTARIO.

Ladies' Polo and Automobile Coats
Camel's Hair, Tweeds, etc., in QJO(H| C\C\
great variety of styles, from \p^f\J »\J\J

JAEGER PURE WOOL
For the Holiday Season

Sweater Coats
For Men, Ladies and Children

We carry a full stock of all sizes, assorted in white
and plain colors, also bordered effects

No. 203 for Men's or Ladies' Wear, selling at $5.00,

is unequalled for fit and wear.

Jaeger quality is what your customers like.

DR. JAEGER'S %£%%, SYSTEM
Wholesale Warehouse: 52 VICTORIA SQUARE, MONTREAL

COMPANY
LIMITED

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Hand Crochet or Machine Knit Goods
In What Department Will Aviation Caps Prove Most Profitable

Novelties for Sorting — Record Christmas Trade Expected
Some

WHAT departments are going to prove most

profitable in selling aviation caps next Fall?

This is a live question, following the re-

sults of placing orders and the merits of

hand crochet or machine knit novelties. In buying,

four different views have been expressed in orders

received, and as many departments have been given

preference. Buyers have, in different localities, plan-

Latest novelty matched hand-crocnet set. aviation cap. muffj
and reversible throw. Suitable in all shades, but especially rfiffl

strong in soft tans and white for Fall.

ned to sell their purchases with the greatest possible

percentage and state their reasons for decisions re-

garding departments.

Some merchants are only allowing the millin-

ery department to handle crochet-knil line-, and
claim that section to be a natural one. It is decided

that, in order to obtain the besl profits, there is only

one conclusion, and while novelty lines are offered,

millinery departments will be most successful.

Other buyers are confining their orders to fancy

goods departments and combining eiderdown wools

with hand-crochet designs. These are to be made as

ordered by sales ladies in charge in spare moments.
Slid others are buying machine-knit only and

infer that popular prices will make demands for

these goods of first importance, as the season ad-

vance-.

Style and Demand.

A strong argument is given that the people who
will want, aviation caps next Fall will comprise young
people, who desire to follow style to an extent and
are unwilling to pay higher than popular prices, per-

haps up to $1 each. This, of course, is claimed to

depend greatly on the class of trade catered to, but,

on the other hand, it is suggested there is enough
novelty in machine-knit caps to justify confining

orders to these grades. It is also stated that next
season will be one of a straight selling basis without

the element of style.

Other merchants are buying some numbers of

both lines, which seems a good idea,

These will be limited to knit goods departments
as their right place, and merchandised accordingly.

This is all right, but cheaper machine-knit lines are

bound to lose by comparison with higher priced

hand crochet novelties, and sales lost from this source

alone, when they are shown together.

Therefore, there is a field in all four departments,

which makes it possible to derive all the profits

accruing from these popular novelties. No doubt
is expressed and a large turn-over will be made on
both kinds, if conclusions are drawn from inquiries

and orders already placed. An exceptional run is

predicted for Winter wear on account of their suita-

bility for everyday use, skating, tobogganing and
usual Winter amusements.

Beautiful Fancy Crochet Styles.

Manufacturers who have visited United States

centres in search of novelties to prepare for the sort-

THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262,005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST in the Field and STILL LEADIN6.

Made on the GRADUATED PRtNCI-
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends.

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN
FOOTWEAR

To be had from any of the Leading

Wholesale Dry Goods Houses
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THE UNDERWEAR WITH TALKING POINTS

It's easy to sell goods that have distinctive merit, and easily

sold goods must have serviceable qualities as well to build

up a steady trade.

Ellis Spring Needle Ribbed Underwear
has the first— points that cannot be matched elsewhere. The
distinctive knit with the elastic ribbing and soft texture

appeals at once to people who know.

Spring Needle Underwear fits perfectly. Years of careful

observation have resulted in just the right fullness and the

right reinforcing to insure comfort and wear.

SELLING AGENTS :—J. A. Murray, Sussex, N.B.; E. O. Barrette Co., Montreal; The Edward Burns
Co., Toronto ; Bryce & Co., Winnipeg

; J. J. Thompson, Vancouver.

THE ELLIS UNDERWEAR GO.
HAMILTON, CANADA

Please mention the Review to TTavertistsets and Their Travelers.
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ing season have practically found nothing that is any

newer than those already shown. Regarding fancy

crochet styles, they are certainly offering now beauti-

ful combinations of colors and well-made articles.

These are acceptable from style alone, and if manu-

facturers are able to fill all orders received it seems

that for style reasons a larger profit will be a factor.

This is a gnod point in favor of asking millinery ad-

vances and making this department foremost on

better-class lines.

Will be Demand for Yarns.

Where manufacturers make hand-crochet styles

they have an advantage over fancy goods depart-

ments, as far as making is concerned, in cheaper

yams, science and finishing. That, however, does

not off-set the demand for yams, where customers

prefer to make their own aviation caps.

It is strange that, so far, no knitting machines

have been improved to knit hand-crochet stitches.

At present this is being experimented and there is

no reason but that shortly almost identical styles

will be shown, which will place machine-knit goods

in the lead, both for popularity and novelty.

Three-piece Sets.

Some newer styles will be shown, trimmed with

chenille, which proves very effective in contrasting

colors. This, of course, is only suitable on hand-

crochet makes. To match these new samples, three-

piece sets are being prepared, including pillow muffs

with soft silk linings and cord and circular knit

scarf with heavy tassel ends.

All approved color combinations will lie seen,

and tan with white and two shades of tan promises

to lead, judging from increasing demands for this

shade in later orders for sweater coals. This novelty

will sell in ready-to-wear departments or with furs,

which but adds more reasons why. through display

alone, a large turn-over should follow.

At popular prices, quantities of different weaves,

shapes, color combinations and trimmings are offer-

ed in machine-knit, and a- is natural, their effect

on toques has been felt to a considerable extent.

Honeycomb hockey toques, with tassel-, have sold

both for boys and girls.

Two-color combinations are good in plain knit

cap-', and a novelty introducing an extra stripe in

white is shown in all colors, white, yellow, sky. royal,

navy, grey, green, brown, cardinal and black. Last

season's popularity in cities is bound to be general

on this line for Winter's selling.

Novel Trimming Effects.

Among machine-knit caps for girls preference is

given fifty-cent retail lines, and dozens of fancy
stitches are taken, having either ribbon, pom-pon
or round tassel trimmings. These lines should be

more popular than stocking toques, and price alone

should merit prolonged selling, which means quan-
tity turn-over. Several sightly double caps can be

had to meet popular colors and price-.

A good field, while the novelty lasts, can be -made
through attention in several departments, and the

added publicity these sections can give by salesman-
ship and display will result in record business.

jfllltl|

4*wv*a

GET THIS FREE BOOK OF

STOCKING SELLING HELPS

T-JERE is an encyclopedia of hosiery
ideas that we want to place in the

hands of every hosiery buyer and seller.

Write for your copy now.

It contains window trimming suggestions,
sales plans, ads. for every day—and,
besides, some pretty convincing evidence
that "Hermsdorf" is the name that
sells the stocking. For a quarter of a
century this signature has stood as the
world's witness of dye perfection for

black hosiery.

Works : Chemnitz, Saxony

Ameiican Bureau :

235 West 39th Street, New York

c«v«*- *
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We Emphasize Only

TWO OF THE POINTS
OF

FOR WOMEN AND
CHILDREN,

FIT - and - WEAR
But These Two Sell The Goods

FIRST—The celebrated 'Jersey" Fitting of Princess Underwear

is the nearest to perfection that has yet been attained.

SECOND— Princess Garments wear well because they are

finished well. Every garment is placed together with the best

obtainable material, the most up-to-date machinery, and by

skilled and experienced operators.

Our Spring Lines Are Now Ready

Feature the Best—PRINCESS

PRINCESS UNDERWEAR, ltd
HAMILTON, ONTARIO

Duncan Bell, sole agent. Offices, Montreal, Toronto and Winnipeg.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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WOOLUNSHRINKABLE \V ~ ~v*>-

Nderwea
LADIES'

Combinations fitted with
the Patent "S" WRAP,
affording complete protec-

tion where this is most
necessary.

No button is needed, and
the garment does not drag

when the wearer is sitting.

GENTLEMEN'S
'STAR" Seated Pants

and Drawers. No seams

at fork, up back, or down
inside of leg to chafe, or

give way. All wearing

parts are strengthened and
extra spliced.

These .Specialities are made of Unshrinkable Wool and can
also be obtained in Merino, and Silk and Merino.

ANY GARMENT SHRUNK IN WASHING WILL BE REPLACED
Please note the above TRADE MARK

should be upon every genuine JAY FINISH Garment.

Wholesale only
Messrs. I. & R. MORLEY and Geo. BRETTLE & Co., Lon., ENG.

THE LEADING ENGLISH UNDERWE

All Wool

Hand and Machine Knitted

GOLF COATS
LATEST

STYLES,

COLOURS,

FINISH.

PERFECT FIT,

LADIES' and

GIRLS'

SIZES.

LOWEST MANUFACTURERS' PRICES

All Orders will be executed through
your London Houses.

A. T. SINGER 6& CO.
77 FORE STREET

LONDON, E.C., - ENGLAND

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Sweater Coats
Of DESIGN and QUALITY that will

please particular customers.

What are your sales of Athletic Goods?

We are makers of every kind of sweater, sweater

coat and jersey for all sports, and can put you in

the way of large profits.

All our suits are strongly made and colored with

fast dyes, and our very varied stock includes all

the well-known club colors.

Write for Information and Prices.

Scott Knitting Co,
24 RYERSON AVENUE TORONTO.

S. LENNARD & SONS
DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of:

Wish to advise you that their range of production for

AUTUMN 1911
is now completed and in the hands of their selling agents, who will call upon

you, and we solicit a continuance of your esteemed orders

No Retailer's Stock

is complete without

these well-known

brands. Sfer'SS**'*
SOLE SELLING AGENTS

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Sale Merits of Canadian-made Lines
Standards To-day Follow Knowledge of Requirements — Makers Adhering
to Qualities in Face of Advanced Prices— Co-operation Necessary to In-
spire Greatest Degree of Confidence — Where Price-Cutting Seems Unnecessary

Itf
stocking Fall knit goods and in planning to

merchandise as great a quantity as possible, mer-
chants are prone to forget the merits behind the

goods handled. Both wholesalers and retailers

cut prices on well-known lines and use advertised

qualities as mediums to boost business.

Different merchants will be found advertising-

standard qualities which other retailers find no trou-

ble whatever in selling. It cannot be claimed that

overstock is the motive, and as clearing prices are

hardly necessary with many lines even at the end
of the season, some criticism of the methods em-
ployed is apt to be expressed by opposition retailers,

as well as manufacturers.

Result of Miidirected Competition.

No very great amount of salesmanship is requir-

ed to retail standard-priced garments at reductions
from 12% to 20 per cent, even for special days.

While this is an approved way in some departments
and bound to draw business on those lines adver-

tised in knit goods departments, it is possible to

adopt other methods with equal success.

Manufacturers state that it is not their loss and
is -imply a result of misdirected competition. There
is no doubt much opposition to Canadian makes
originated in opinions formed when garments were
not what they are to-day. Other interests have also

had an influence.

Some years ago several manufacturers tried to

establish a standard price list and undertook, through
agreements with wholesalers, to maintain a uniform
retail price on lines manufactured. However, this

venture proved ineffective because it was impossible

to obtain concerted action. Wholesalers did not
adhere to list prices in every instance and dissatis-

faction resulted. It also ended in manufacturers
having to make their individual lines foremost on
the knit gbfxEs market. Tbis has been accomplished.
It is generally conceded that in knit goods manu-
facture. Canadian mills have reached an enviable

position from many standpoints.

Have Studied Conditions.

Climatic conditions in Canada are such that first-

band knowledge is essential and it will be found
that in varied lines manufactured for Canadian
trade that this information has developed a range
of garments in all departments of knit goods that

fully meet these requirements.

There is no section of this trade which cannot
be satisfactorily met. Perfectly-finished goods, with

merit as to size, price and uniform quality, have
become features of the various lines, and with con-

sistent adherence to standards every phase of Cana-
dian requirements are considered, both from manu-
facturers', retailers' and customers' advantage.

In the face of advancing prices it is evident many
opportunities are open whereby similar appearing
garments could be offered to buyers with equal re-

sults. Many lines could be represented or sub-

stituted with success, if it were not for the standards

recognized by manufacturers. When buyers are

protected in this way the injustice of lowering values
in opinions of customers at once becomes apparent.

The Skeptical Customer.

Customers are always skeptical on these matters
and where garments representing a recognized num-
ber are offered at reduced prices a similar idea of

Two live numbers for Fall — Contrasting tri-colored
hockey toque for boys; tasseled aviation cap for girls,
in all shades. Shown by Scott Knitting Co., Toronto.

value is impressed upon customers' minds. They
immediately question whether actual values are be-

ing offered.

Features that Appeal.

Another feature of Canadian lines, making them
appeal to buyers generally—and this is more in evi-

dence, as comparisons are made—is the liberality

of Canadian mills in regard to sizes. Merchants
are now appreciating the fact that the mills give bet-

ter proportions. This is founded on knowledge of

Canadian needs, and just as impossible to meet as

has been demonstrated in other lines, which found
this trouble owing to entirely different demands in

other fields.

It is noteworthy that in comparison between

adopted size charts for some lines there is a differ-

ence of fully four inches, which is to the benefit of

domestic goods. Fit, therefore, has enabled knitters

to obtain in a measure successes enjoyed to-day.
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WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN

MEN'S UNDERWEAR

and the whole of our time, thought and energy

are devoted to producing the best garments in

this line.

This policy brings us the support of men who

are particular about underwear—a large and

ever-increasing number. In style, quality and

finish our goods always meet the requirements

of the^most discriminating buyers.

Would not a similar policy of concentration suit

you ? Instead of stocking a variety of brands,

for which you have to create a demand, why

not feature the brand for which a demand ex-

ists ? It is made in all weights and sizes.
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Recognition of Style.

Style combined with liberality has also become
most important in meeting Canadian requirements.

Not so many years ago this feature had very little

bearing. In allowing better lines and new qualities

to be offered with rapid success, distribution and out-

put of these better grades increased the field and
popularity of Canadian goods.

Standards Recognized.

Gradually these lines improved and became
recognized standards, which is admitted by larger

houses as a leading factor.

Sentiment is changing in favor of market con-
ditions. Many striking instances could be cited

where domestic lines were not considered until barely

two years ago for sentimental reasons alone. Since
that time several large departments have completely
adjusted their buying and display in favor of Cana-
dian mills.

In this way, therefore, manufacturers have creat-

ed a market for high-grade goods on the reasonable
basis of variety, quality and adaptation to climatic

conditions. Buyers are recognizing this, increasing
their sales and enlarging their clientele in propor-
tion. These conditions have been brought about by
meritorious goods always up to a standard and suit-

able for Canadian people.

Better Profits Possible.

Less cutting of prices will follow and better pro-

fits accrue when more co-operation is gained. Manu-

facturers are making their lines standard, as shown,
and jobbers must get together and protect them-
selves. It would seem that merchants could secure
many jobs, over-makes, or even clearing stocks to

enable them to offer bargains, without using stan-

dard lines. They could depend on these other lines

as leaders and just as successfully meet competition.

Proper Merchandising Necessary.

It cannot be expected that returns will be satis-

factory on lines generally carried, when practically

standard lines are offered at reduced prices, which
would otherwise actually sell themselves. Some
other qualities are bound to suffer by comparison.
As Canadian lines have practically to be considered
staple, proper merchandising would rather favor

prices consistent with the qualities of the goods.

Cutting prices does not seem to be necessary when
attempting to increase knit goods business. Sales

should be in proportion to intlligent advertising and
merchandising and greater quantities sold as people

are fully informed. There need be no neeessity for

cut prices on practically staple underwear.

Such methods are not warranted and seem in

direct opposition with the merit behind the goods.

This recognized standing in the trade to-day is

bound to grow with the development of business

consistent with growth in population. Merchants
are entitled to knit goods profits in keeping with

style novelties introduced, merits of manufactured
lines and the ability to pay of people who demand
Canadian-knit goods.

ALWAYS! EVERYWHERE!

THERE IS READY SALE FOR

"DOMINION" BRAND KNIT GOODS
The splendid combination of method and

materials that goes into the making of these

goods could have but one result:—A line that

almost sell themselves.

OUR SWEATERS give us satisfaction in

the selling, as to your customers in the wear-
ing. It is a pleasure to handle their endlessly

varied shapes, stitches and colors. The quality

is always the highest.

MOTHERS LIKE OUR HOSIERY
because the special toe and heel weight is a splendid pro-

tection against the wear and tear of school play. The yarns
are specially selected and dyed a fast color, and the work is

well done.

Every pair of Hosiery bears our guarantee tag.

A. BURRITT & CO., DOMINION MILLS,

MITCHELL, - ONTARIO.
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THE BEAVER BRAND

Knitted Coats
Have and Give

An Air of Distinction.

NEW MODELS
FOR 1911-12

NOW READY

The high-grade
materials, fine

workmanship and
exclusive cut of

our coats give them
the individuality every well-dressed

woman insists upon. They are
pleasing to the eye, very comfortable

and wear splendidly. They make
business.

LET US SEND YOU SAMPLES.

R. M. Ballantyne, Limited

STRATFORD, ONTARIO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



How Customers are Lost and How Won
Salesmen Give Some Striking Incidents From Their Daily Experiences —
Importance of Knowing Stocks — Showing New Goods to the Dressmaker
- Unhappy Remark Loses Customers — Cases Where Tact Was Required

SALESPEOPLE have, in the following short

articles, given instances which illustrate in

most interesting way, good and bad points

in salesmanship. These incidents are from
every-day experiences in the dry goods store or de-

partments, and the practical value that attaches to

their description consists in the helpful exchange of

ideas thus brought about.

Articles of this kind are always acceptable, and
The Review will pay from $1 to $3 each for those

sent in that are of sufficient interest to publish.

Let the Salespeople Know About It.

Here is an instance which goes to show that it

is always advisable for salespeople to have certain

inside knowledge about customers whom they may
not understand.

"One of my salesmen recently came to me,"

states a merchant, "and somewhat indignantly com-

plained about a lady customer who, he said, never

seemed to take away anything but samples She hard-

ly ever entered the store that she did not ask for a

sample of something or other, and as this salesman

waited on her frequently, he was becoming dis-

couraged.
"I was perfectly familiar with the peculiarities

of this customer, and knew that she was a fairly good

purchaser. I immediately saw what was the matter,

and a few days later I sent around to the staff a

memo showing the exact standing of the customer.

For the year her purchases had amounted to over

$200. They were well scattered, it is true, but her

patronage was certainly worth holding, and I gave

I told the head that this woman never seemed to take
anything but samples. He showed me a list of her sales,

however, and it surprised me.

the staff instructions to give her all the samples she

wanted, unless she became absolutely obnoxious.

But I bad no more complaints about that customer."

Didn't Use Character Analysis.

"Here is an experience I had when in charge

of our dress goods dept.," writes a salesman. "A

lady passed into our dept. and paused at a line of

dress goods displayed on the counter. I approached
her and began showing the range, giving a line of

selling talk at the same time. Finally she said 'she

hadn't thought of buying to-day, but just wished to

see what we were showing.'

"I brought up the point that a much better

selection could be secured by early choosing, how
that these were the best and newest goods in the

trade, etc.

"I saw that she appeared to be interested in the

goods, and finally she said she thought she would

I lost the sale. Why? Simply because I did not cut the length
when she first decided. I failed to make use of the character

analysis I had.

purchase. Then began the making of a selection.

First one line would suit, then another and then

another, then she would hesitate and reconsider.

"Finally she made a selection, saying 'I'll take

a dress length from this piece.' I thanked her, and
while I was cleaning the counter in order to make
a little space to measure off her dress length she re-

marked. 'I think I would like a silk waist end to

match this Have you something?'

She Changed Her Mind.

"I assured her that we had, and stepped across

to the silk counter for the required silk. When I

returned she had changed her mind, and I received

this salute. •I'm sorry to trouble you. but I think I

really won't bother with the dress end to-day after

all, perhaps I'll drop in again.'

"And I failed to again get her interested. I

lost the sale. Why? Simply because I did not cut

the length when she first decided. I knew full well

how unstable she was, how very changeable she had
been, and how she lacked power of concentration.

"I failed to make use of the character analysis

I had. A good salesman should be able to 'size

up' each and every customer, and know how best

to approach that customer in order to make the sale."
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are there in Canada who are not wearing Zimmerknit
Underwear?

The answer is a simple one, " very few indeed."

judging from the immense orders filled by our mills

during the past six months.

"What Wonderful Relief"
was offered to man, woman and child, when they threw off the garments that had been the

cause of so much discomfort and ill-health and donned the cool, healthy, well-made

ZIMMERKNIT
GOODS.

Is there a single merchant in Canada to-day who is not handling the Zimmerknit lines?

We do not think there is one and there is certainly a reason why.

Zimmerknit Lines 1. Long Sleeves and Ankle.

may be had in

Zimmerknit

Lines :

Accept no garment without

2. Short Sleeves and Knee.

3. Combinations.

4. Short and Stout.

SOLD BY THE WHOLESALE TRADE

Porous Knit
Mesh
Lisle
Silkelte

Bathing Suits

Outing Jerseys
Interlock Velvet -Rib

AGENTS • E. H. Walsh & Co., Montreal, Winnipeg and St. John ; W. R. Begg,
Toronto; A. R. McFarlane, Vancouver, B.C.

THE ZIMMERMAN MANUFACTURING CO., Limited
HAMILTON, ONTARIO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their TraveLets

.
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Didn't Know Corset Stock—Lost Sale.

"It is very annoying to a customer if he or she

has to wait for a salesperson to fumble here and there

for something which the customer wishes to pur-

chase," states a salesman.

"As little delay as possible should be made when
serving customers. Delays or uncertain action on

the part of the salesperson causes the customer to

change his or her mind, or causes a feeling of uncer-

tainty on the part of those who wish to buy.

"Many sales are lost daily on account of lack of

knowledge concerning articles of merchandise kept

in stock. Any person who wishes to be a successful

salesperson should make a thorough study of the

stock. Not only where everything is kept; but know
the qualities and distinctive values of different lines.

"A lady came into our store and inquired of

me if we kept D— - Corsets. She wished a long

hip model in a good quality corset.

"I replied that we did not keep D corsets;

but we could sell her H— - corsets.

"She replied that she had been used to a long-

easy fitting D— - corset, and would try and get a

pair elsewhere.

"This happened months ago, when I was new at

the business. Now if I bad known my business as

I do to-day, in all probability I would have made a

sale in this instance.

"Since this happened I have had cases similar to

this; but in a majority of these cases have been

successful in making a sale.

"Now, if I have such cases, I explain the simi-

larity of the different makes of corsets, and as I am
familiar with every line carried in stock, in most

cases am able to produce the model wanted. By
explaining that the models are the same, and that

the only difference is in the name, the customer is

satisfied to give our corsets a trial."

Paid to Show New Goods to Dressmaker.

A little extra attention and making a person feel

that her judgment is worth something, often goes

a long way in winning a customer. A salesman

sends the following instance:

—

"Mrs. A. is a good customer, also one of the

principal dressmakers of the place. We always make
it a point to show her all the new staple and fancy

goods as soon as they arrive, and find it one of die

best ways to advertise our goods to her customers,

as you will see by the following incidents.

"Miss M. came in the store the other day and

asked to see the fancy collars for coats.

"She said Mrs. A. was doing some work for her

and had told her one of these collars was just what

she needed for her coat. The collars were sold.

"Shortly afterwards Mrs. W. asked to see the

new cotton goods we had been showing Mrs. A. a few

days before. Mrs. A. was going to make some
house-dresses for her and had told her where she

would find some suitable English prints. We sold

her 24 yds. of print and a number of other little

things besides.

"It is the same way with dress goods, trimmings

and other goods. Goods cheerfully shown, even if

the one thev are shown to does not buy, is not a

waste of time. If they are pleased, they will tell

someone else, and they may come back for the

goods"

Little Personal Talks Won this Customer.

How a very desirable customer was won by one
store and lost by another is told by a salesman, as

follows:

—

"I would like to give an experience that occurred
when I clerked in a country store. I was working
in my father's store at the time and, therefore, took

a great interest in it. There was one lady especially

I wanted to win. She dealt mostly with the other
man doing business in the same village, but occasi-

onally came into our store. I decided to make a
friend of her if possible. I made arrangements with
the other clerk, so I would be free to wait on her.

"She didn't very often want much, but I always
had a friendly chat with her. I think there is no-

thing more satisfactory in winning customers than
personal talks.

"The lady of whom I am writing could talk best

on style. Well, when I'd see anything new in The
Review, I always showed it to her, and she began to

take quite an interest in showing me anything she

saw new. It wasn't very long before the other clerks

noticed her visits were more frequent to the store.

Each time she came in I tried to have something
new in the store to show her, and always explained

to her the quality and style of the goods. When-
ever I met her out of the store 1 was always the same
to her, friendly, ready to have a little chat with
her.

"It wasn't long before we had her for a pretty

regular customer, but I can give a little incident

how customers are lost.

"The other storekeeper was coming into our
store just when she was going out, and he was vexed
to see her going out of our store with so many par-

cels. He never let on he saw her, and she noticed

the slight, and she just turned to me and said he'd

never sec her in his store again."

An Invidious Comparison Lost It.

A word or manner in which a few words are

said will often be the cause of the loss of a good
sale, if it gives the impression that your circum-
.-1 a i ices are better than theirs. The following in-

cident, given by a salesman, serves to illustrate:

—

"Mr. and Mrs. A., bride and groom, very re-

spectable people, though in moderate circumstances,

entered the carpet department some little time ago
to select a carpet for their best room. After much
careful consideration they had just decided to take

their carpet from a certain piece when the head of

that department (a friend of both parties) came
over to where they were and offered his advice.

"He said: 'That is a fine carpet. You will find

dial it will uive good satisfaction. We have one
just like it in our dining room.'

"This was said in such a manner as to make
them feel what was good enough for his dining room
would be all right for their parlor.

"They said they would not decide just then, went
out. and bought their carpet at another store near-

by."
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SPRING 1912 M
OXFORD UNDERWEAR

Ladies' finest summer goods, vests,

drawers, corset covers and combinations.

"Ilet" or Bird's Eye Vests. Coolest
garment ever made.

"Interlock" Velvet Knit. Smooth as

velvet to the skin. Patented Feb. 16, '09.

New style combinations.

MEN'S GOODS

Fine Balbriggan shirt and draw-

ers specialties. Elastic Spring Needle

Ribbed and Men's "Gauzine"

Underwear. Finest ever made in

Canada.

THE

Oxford Knitting Co,
LIMITED

Woodstock, Ontario No. 784, "Interlock" Velvet Knit

Patented February 16th. 1909

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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How to Reduce Stock

and Make More Money
HAS BEEN PROVEN that a

General Store or Dry Goods
Merchant cannot make money
out of a tailoring department.

A clothing stock climbs up into

money, and the turn-over does not always

justify the investment.

Our Sample Stock of Semi-ready, backed

up by our Special Order delivery of gar-

ments in four days, solves both these

problems.

With a $1,200 stock of Semi-ready one
merchant did $18,000 in Semi-ready Tailor-

ing in one year.

Be a free subscriber to our weekly paper,

"The Semi-ready Special," and learn all

about our system at first hand, and in your
own good time.

Semi-ready Clothes have prestige with

the public.

Address all letters to

SEMI-READY, LIMITED, MONTREAL CANADA

Please mention The Revieiu to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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(Established! a***** ^*

1

% 111890
Our Trade Mark |t«i ^g;

^

HEADQUARTERS
FOR

WOLSEY
UNDERWEAR AND HOSIERY

27 Bm 15

LINES VjB[r LINES
of r^|JL, OF

UNDERWEAR ^k F HOSIERY

GARMENTS THAT BEAR THIS LABEL
INSURE SATISFACTION TO YOUR
CUSTOMER—SALES TO YOU. WE
ARE DOING THE LARGEST EXCLUS-
IVE MEN'S FURNISHING BUSINESS
IN CANADA TO-DAY.

SEE OUR SAMPLES

Matthews , Towers & Company
MONTREAL, CANADA.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Next Spring's Style Trend
The English Art Will be Featured, but Modified

for Canadian Demands— Manufacturers Watching
Conditions Closely

THERE is not expected to be any great changes
in clothing styles for Spring, 1912. In fact,

it is stated by authorities that styles will

not vary to any material extent. Tendencies
hint that no greater changes will be noted than have
taken place during the last couple of seasons in

ready-made clothing, and many of these improve-
ments have been rather in perfection of manufac-
ture than in changes of style.

As foreseen "some months ago, clothiers in United
States cities are featuring English-cut garments, and
some have already shown non-padded shoulders.

This style feature will be shown here for Fall, al-

though conservative clothiers estimate that Spring
will be soon enough to bring forward decided changes
on English cut lines as extreme as this. Salesmen,
however, are already asking for these, and state

that some stylish dressers are inquiring for novelty

suits similar to those worn by tourists and visitors

from cities in the United States. Quick to note
any innovation, salesmen are just as quick to de-

mand style points like this to add novelty and talk-

ing features to their showings.

Trade has to be Educated.

An important point, however, is discussed with
regard to the tailoring required to properly build
a padded shoulder and maintain satisfactory gar-

ments for customers. Manufacturers state that in
adopting new styles they do not always add as much
novelty as they would sometimes like, and that
trade has to be educated to safely warrant pronounc-
ed changes. Very often styles that would appeal
in larger centres are too marked for outside buy-
ers, and designers are thus handicapped in antici-

pating styles.

Closely allied with this is the information that,

if Canadians are adopting English lines of closer fit-

ting garments, some English manufacturers are

copying styles shown in Canada to-day.

Instances of this are frequent, and in criticising

our manufactured clothing, they say workmanship
is more of an incentive than style changes. As a
case in point, high cut vests would be impossible
for English manufactured trade to a great extent,

whereas tendencies here are in that direction. As

for Canadians, cloths made on English lines would
be just as impossible on account of the cut and gen-
eral outline required for local trade. Some manufac-
turers have adopted these cloths in overcoats, follow-
ing United States models with marked success.

Buying for Spring.

Several buyers are now in English mills select-

ing cloths for Spring, but in some cases it is evi-

dent that, outside of staple lines, a forecast of cloths,

likely to be demanded as novelties, is hard to form.
Buyers have not that information from the tailoring

trade which is possible to manufacturers. This is

getting more evident each year, as tailors are un-
willing to stock fabrics until later each season. A
great deal has to depend on samples introduced at

the mills and personal judgment.

Manufacturers, therefore, in buying larger quan-
tities, and in being informed of style trends through
sales conditions, have this basis to direct them and
help judge newer selections offered.

This is another evidence of the strides taking
place in ready-made clothing to-day, and if manu-
facturers have this important information, there is

every reason that designers should anticipate to a
greater extent each season.

Salesmen and ready-to-wear merchants are closer

in touch with everyday demands, and it is claimed
that quicker adptation to style changes as a method
of educating customers a season in advance in order
to reap greater benefits the following season is com-
ing.

Style is Insistent-

Style is becoming more paramount each suc-

ceeding season, and garments have to feature style

earlier each year. There is no reason to criticize

garments to-day with regard to workmanship or
finish in most cases, but it is claimed that designers

have to give more attention to the finer points of
style in advance.

No decisions for Spring styles are made final

until August 15th, and travelers do not start with
samples until a month later. Manufacturers claim
that locality demands and want of confi-

dence! are two conditions which hamper
them in showing markedly advanced styles.

There is as much diversity in demands
as there is in localities, and if buyers insist

on extremes to add novelty, they will have plenty
of the latest models to select from in samples shown
for Fall.
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It is well understod that style radiates, and that

there is exactly a season difference in some cases.

Confidence between stores and customers is an im-
portant thing, and high class or advance novelties

are generally found where this confidence exists.

Style decisions will be made directly, and if manu-
facturers were sure of similar confidence between
themselves and buyers, styles could be advanced a

season in a great many instances.

Where a merchant develops a well-dressed com-
munity, which depends entirely on his authority,

style demands of a high class nature result. Manu-
facturers find that some incentive is given in sug-

gesting finer style points in clothing, when these are

appreciated. They state that enough scope will be

given buyers of Spring lines and designers will be

greatly influenced by styles as found in larger

centres, and that their decisions will be ready inside

of a month.

Merchants will have to be directed by their local

trade conditions and ability to create high class

demand within their own communities. From the

manufacturers' point of view, merchants requesting

acceptable novelty styles will be able to secure them
for Spring, 1912. These styles will, of course, be
on English lines adapted to meet Canadian require-

ments and hardly as close-fitting as the typical Eng-
lish garments. Changes in tailoring or further

changes will be a matter of locality. Manufacturers
will meet these conditions as they arise.

Suitings for Spring, 1912
Forecasts by European Buyers — Favorite Cloths

in Neat Designs, Checks and Pencil Stripes —
Lighter Shades in Grays, Browns, and Softer

Tans to Lead

A forecast by a prominent buyer, as to what

would appeal to him for Spring, 1912, and who has

just left for England, would indicate that tweed mix-

tures, plain twills, pick-and-pick and twill worsteds

and worsteds in tweed effect, will be good again.

Bannockburn and tweed mixtures make a high-

class suit, but there does not seem to be the feeling

through the trade that as many will be forwarded

as Last year.

Regarding colors, greys, browns, green or heather

mixtures are to be taken, and the later demand for

tans in soft shades experienced this year will increase

with next season's selling. Judging from the last

two years' business, Oxfords in twill worsteds, and
these comprise six different shades, will take the

lead. Brown will be strong. In blues, medium fine

twill worsteds, light indigoes will be more than

staple in demand, and pencil stripes in blue and
white and black and white promise to be again ex-

ceedingly popular for young men's wear. As in other

years, it is always possible to find novelties, and, of

course, it is too early at present to state exactly what
will be shown by the manufacturers.

Good Season Expected.

Early buyers, who have returned from their

European trips, are particularly pleased with novel-

ties offered, and look forward to a successful season

for Spring, 1912, if color and design are considered.

Sufficient diversity in these effects are noticed to

warrant these expectations. In high-class men's
clothing, there has been a steady increase in busi-

ness each season, and exclusive men's tailors are buy-
ing better lines. Larger quantities each trip is the

result found by most wholesale buyers. This shows
in yearly turnover and there is every reason to ex-

pect a continued growth among high-class tailors, as

novelty in style, design and color is made a draw-
ing factor.

One thing is certain, shipments of wholesale
woolens are larger to-day than ever before, and buy-
ers are given a greater opportunity of selection in the

matter of introducing novelty suitings and trouser-

ings than formerly. There is every reason to expect

a satisfactory increase for next Spring.
From samples brought out, there is marked indi-

cations of a further revival of the cheviot-tweed trade
in neat effects. Bannockburns are still to remain

Unit display of men's clothing and accessories
by Reg- Brown, Cressman Co., Peterboro.

popular with high-class makers. There will also be

a good demand for fancy worsted suitings in styles

and colorings very similar to tweed. Herringbones

and diagonals will be shown, but no decided stripes

are seen. Exclusive cutters show a disposition to

get away from heavier stripes, newer goods being

principally on the neat order and leaning to pencil

stripes, of which manufacturers are all showing large

ranges. Saxony tweeds are called to show a better

season than for some time, and any stripes to be

offered are on the small order. Many neat, incon-

spicuous check patterns are noted. For business

men's wear, heather and mixture effects in tweeds

are to be good the entire season.

The Leading Colors.

Color is to play an important part in next sea-

son's sales, and the tendency for lighter shades in all

classes of men's woolens will develop more than it

did this season. Soft drabs stand out as a marked
shade, and, in high-class patterns, greys in two-and-

two effects rather favoring black and white in ap-

pearance are of first importance.
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A Winning Game
Extract from a letter received from a new cus-

tomer secured through the medium ot The Dry
Goods Review :

—

" I sent a telegram asking you to send me some wash collars and ties.

I guess you will have received it by this time.

"By the way. I want to get some more of those narrow derbys with

fancy black and white ends. Assort me out a nice line of plain shades.

"It is certainly a winning game to be able to show SWORD NECK-
WEAR. I have put in several window trims and cleaned out every time.

" I have already established the name of having the classiest neokwear
in the city, easy. I advertise my neckwear as "Sword Make." It will not be

my fault if I do not increase my business very materially on this line

" The last shipment of Derbys opened up splendidly.

Yours respectfully,

"WELL PLEASED."

BEST BY TEST
This proves beyond a doubt that if you have

never handled SWORD NECKWEAR you are

making a grievous mistake.

While all neckwear may look alike to some,
there's a marked difference in "SWORD MAKE"
of neckwear.

Originality of design, colorings, style and fin-

ish—all go to make up a perfect article in neckwear.

GIVE US A TRIAL ORDER.

The Sword Neckwear Co., Limited
TORONTO, ONT.

Please viention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Early buyers will take browns, and grey, as a
staple seller, will be a leading color as it has been
in the past. Soft colorings will be very popular
with good trade and this. includes greys, drabs and
soft fawn shades, somewhat softer than this season's

tans.

In colorings, combining browns and heather mix-
ture effects, several natty blendings will be taken
throughout the season. Fairly light shades with
silk stripes, which appear to be quite in demand
in continental and English trade centres, will gain
favor with the opening of the season and later wear.

Blues, in dressy fabrics, will be bought in lighter

shades, earlier, and with some buyers it is hoped
that darker shades will be wanted, as trade is then
easier to cater to. However, it is pointed out that

young men will select drabs and browns first in pre-

ference to darker tones of blue, on account of smart-

ness in design and shades. During the next month
shipments of buyers' selections will be received and
samples prepared for early choice. Merchants and
tailors will find many opportunities to brighten up
their stocks with lighter colorings, new designs and
high-class cloths covering a full range of prices for

their requirements for Spring, 1912.

plovers are being taken by wholesalers and hatters
in different quantities, color being the important is-

sue, as there is much similarity in shapes. In the
fine felt fedoras the range of shades runs feon, sage,
tabas, beaver, Cambridge smoke and four greens,
plover, light and dark moss and fisher. These hats,

of course, are quoted at popular prices and meet
Canadian trade requirements.

At the same time, orders are being taken for
Spring derbies and most wholesale hatters have al-

ready placed their styles, which comprises a range

Hats for Spring 1912
English hat manufacturers are showing samples

for Fall sorting orders and placing for Spring, 1912.

A diversity of shapes in felt and wool nap fedoras is

being shown for Fall which includes several grades

of cloths in twenty-five shades in each quality. These
shades include seven shades of greens, fisher, moss,

hunter mix, sage mix, maple, oak, grass mix, leaf

mix, heather mix, two shades of grey, Cambridge
mix and dark grey mix and three shades of browns,
Montrose mix, bronze and athol.

In the wool nap, finer qualities serpent green, bo-

hemia green, slate, drab, elephant mordore, three

shades of sage and other greens russe, moss and three

Summer hat window, showing different stages of construction
in making of Panamas. Figure of workman seated in

centre, with painting of tropical scene for background.
By J. A. McNabb, for L. J. Applegath & Son.

Toronto.

of over twenty shapes which appear more extreme,
when compared with present models. These shapes
are manufactured under brand instructions and are

practically set styles for next Spring selling.

Canadian manufacturers are preparing samples
of hats for Spring, 1912, but are not ready to place

next season's styles before buyers until Fall selling

and sorting are further advanced. Several popular
styles for Fall are already assured and small flat set

soft hats and telescopes will be good in grays, browns
and blacks. A feeling for browns on account of

the number of brown suits to be worn is growing.
Canadian derbies are similar to those shown on

the United States market and are mostly wide leaf

styles the less extreme measurements being 4% x 2 x

Courtesy of Nisbet & Auld, Toronto

Fall Overcoatings.—The two outside cuts are reversible patterns; the stripe design in each case being the reverse. The top cut is a
diagonal in soft tones of brown and black and the fourth pattern is a two-tone diagonal in dark Oxford.
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Every Season is Proper Season
For the Sale of

MONARCH KN IT GOODS
FOR MF.N

Men's Sweater 72. Varsity No. 3.

We Make Sweaters That Men Like

It takes years of experience to find just

the proper cut, weight and colors for a
sweater line that will sell. We have the

perfect line now and will be glad to show
you its special features.

The Monarch Knitting Company
LIMITED

Head Office: DUNNVILLE, ONT.

St. Thomas, Ont. St. Catharines, Ont. Buffalo, N.Y.

Please mention The Review t> Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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l 3
/4 and 4% x 1% x 1% inches. Regarding Spring

styles it too early to secure any Canadian forecast

Manufacturers have to allow merchants to start the

present season's selling before approaching them on
next season's business.

Middy Suits for Boys
Buyers Anticipate Spring Samples in Boys' Wear
for all Ages — Some Orders Already Placed for

Import — Growth of Canadian Manufacture

For boys up to <> years Buster, Russian, Eton and

scout suits all promise to be good for Spring, 1912.

These are to be shown again in leading colors white

with contrasting shades and light colors, blue pre-

dominating, and a number of tans. Scout suits have

been particularly good this season and as there is a

growing demand for these styles for boys up to 16

years, manufacturers are preparing extra numbers

of these as novelties.

For boys 6 to 10 years sailor blouse suits in

galateas, drills in tans, blue and white are always

selling and for Spring retailers are counting on still

greater popularity. These are best in sizes 24-32.
This style looks well made of small brown checks in
lighter tones as well.

For larger boys double-breasted suits with small-
er sizes only, having belts are ready in neat checks,
small stripe designs and younger patterns ; navy
I iluc and pencil stripe blues are always good. While
browns are fashionable from a style point, retailers

always find that grays can always be sold. They are
therefore assorting their orders with this in view.
Buyers are also asking for better garments, clothing
made on the same lines as men's and more novelty
lines are being introduced as a safe speculation
especially for next Spring.

Several buyers are increasing their department
by stocking stout sizes for fat boys 10 to 16 years of
age. Average boys are of athletic build with smaller
waists and buyers are reporting satisfactory business
where attention is devoted to stouter boys as is done
in men's sizes for stout men.

Buyers are planning for extraordinary business
next Spring in boys' middy suits. Several orders
have already been imported from English and Bel-

fast manufacturers and repeats made this season
would warrant an unusual popularity next season.

Men's and boys" clothing sec-

tion, ihowing wide ranee of

stock and methods of display,

Robinson Co., Napanee.

good. In these sizes the vogue for tans promises to

be a feature next season. Khaki drills in regulation

army cloths retailing at a popular price are being

taken in larger quantities.

Buyers are providing for the demand for Nor-
folk 2-piece suits with bloomers in heavier crashes.

These are made mostly plain and without contrast-

ing trimmings of any kind. Scout suits in military

serge in all wool khaki and army buttons are now

Those garments which took best this season were

made of fine drills with detachable collar and cuffs

and epaulette, anchor and cross bars. They are worn
with or without collar and cuffs and easily launder-

ed.

Some Canadian manufacturers are already show-

ing these garments for exclusive trade and for Spring
designers are now working on patterns which proved

satisfactory this season. Retailers will be shown
these samples in August and September.
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DOMINION SUSPMDERCO.
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MAKERJt OP

^UiPENDERiCMRANTCEO _ -_

NIAGARA NECKWEAR C° Limited
*%£ HIAQAKA F^ LLi

M/IKERJ OP

^[MERIC^NJTYLEJ
OFNECKWE^R,

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Fall suit model, showing
tendency to slightly clos-

er lines. Coats are a tri-

fle shorter, ranging from
29 to 31 inches according

to height, and lapels have

also been reduced a trifle

for the more conservative

garments, although long-

er lapels are adhered to

for the two-button sack.

Trousers are of moderate
width. All fancy touches

have been eliminated. The
suit illustrated here is of

dark Oxford grey Cheviot.

Courtesy of Fashion Craft Mfrs.
Ltd., Montreal and Toronto
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'hallenge
WATERPROOF
all- linen
COLLAR

YES, IT'S PERFECTLY CLEAN ONCE MORE
Just a quick rub with a wet sponge- That's all it needs.

It looks like new. Well, that's not surprising. It's a

"CHALLENGE" COLLAR
and a "Challenge" collar is a linen collar WATER-
PROOFED. It is as white and dressy as a linen collar

and as easily washed as a celluloid collar- But it has none
of the bad points of either the ordinary linen or the cell-

uloid. It won't wilt, crack, get yellow or frayed, and does
not give off an unpleasant odor.

Your customers will like it for holiday wear.
Stock now to meet the Summer demand.

The Arlington Co. of Canada, Limited
54-64 FRASER AVENUE. - - TORONTO

Stock carried by the following agents : Ontario— J. A. Chantler & Co., Toronto.
Eastern—Duncan Bell. Montreal ; Western—R. J. Quigley. 212 Hammond Block. Winnipeg.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Tapestry Patterns for Ties
This is One of the Features of Neckwear Lines

Being Prepared for Ties — Bias Stripe of the

Pattern on Plain Ground — Getting Ready for

Christmas Trade

MANUFACTURERS are now preparing their

Fall neckwear, and are also considering
some of the novelties intended for the
Christmas trade. Neat bias stripes are

again to be a strong feature of the new lines. Not
only will plain colors have a prominent position but

the stripes will also include Paisley and tapestry pat-

terns. Thus a plain ground of bine has bias stripe

in these designs. This is a decided change from last

year when the all-over Paisley and Oriental patterns

Two fall neckwear styles. On the left is a bias stripe in new
tapestry pattern on plain ground The other is an

accordeon knit in black and cold with crossbars.
Shown by A. T. Reid Co., Toronto.

were prominent. The new styles thus combine two
features of a former season, and some very acceptable
lines are shown.

The continued favor for the bias stripe tie is

explained, to a certain extent, by the fact that manu-
facturers arc now lining their goods in such a way
as to prevent that strain upon the silk which former-
ly made bias cut neckwear undesirable.

While in some quarters, the lack of decided origi-

nality in neckwear designs of the past season or two
has been commented upon, it is a fact that there has
never been a wider range of very desirable patterns

to choose from. At the same time general approval
has distributed itself over a much larger range than
ever before. The retailer, moreover, by wise display
and skilful handling, has developed his opportunity

to such an extent that nowadays, as a general rule,

he is buying more ties and better ones. This, in itself,

is also a tribute to the originality, workmanship,
quality and style, reflecting high standards attained
by tbe manufacturer.

Knitted ties have by no means passed out. For
the better class trade, the accordeon-pleated tie com-
bining crossbar effects is taking very well. These
coming in a wide range of color combinations, such
as gold and black, grey and black or any of the other
fashionable shades. These ties belong' to the $1.00
and $1.50 class and are likely to have a good run in
present and Autumn business. Gold by the way is

looked upon as one of the leaders for the next
season, and tans arc also well thought of.

For the Fall trade, ties are becoming wider and
a corresponding change will be noticed in folding
collar styles for winter.

Roman stripes are another very promising fea-

ture of the new lines, and it is altogether likely

that the influence of the Coronation will be seen in
the prominence given to brighter colors.

Summer business has been marked by a great
demand for lounge collars and wash ties. The new
lounge collar has had a remarkable run, and some
makers found themselves short, necessitating some
hurry-up calls on supplies of materials. It is pro-
phesied that these collars will have still greater call

An interior window display in the Picard & Picard's store. Montreal.
These spaces, which are backed by mirrors, enable the

merchant to show his goods to particular advantage.

next year. Some houses who never touched collars

before have specialized in this line this season and
report that it has certainly been worth while.

Manufacturers are preparing for the Christmas
trade, but will go no farther than to say that some
decidedly good tbings may be expected.
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B
BARGAIN NECKTIES

TO BE SOLD
OUT AT Si/*'" ON THE DOLLAR

GOING ! GOING ! GOING I

—Will Soon Be Gone !

But While They Last you can buy Fifty cent
value to retail at 25c. This is not merely a sale of a few patterns,

but it comprises a large collection in all the season's colors. Every
pattern is taken from our $4.50 range, and has the Fifty Cent 'ear

marks" written all over it.

We will be out with this range on July 3rd, so as to enable you to

take advantage of the sale, not only to make a selection for your
Mid-Summer Sale, but also for your requirements in 25c. Neckties
for Fall. On a previous occasion we had a similar sale—on a
smaller scale - but it was later on in the season, and you remember
you were unable to avail yourself of the great value we then
offered, to the same extent that you wished, because you had orders
already placed with some of the 25c. Neckwear Houses, knowing
that in the ordinary way we do not make neckties to retail at this

price So this year the sale starts on July 3rd, and we offer you the
best value ever put into 25c. ties, and if

" Novel -Ties "—AH Silk—50c. Value
are not represented in your 25c. line this Fall you are not doing
justice to your Neckwear Department.

ORDER NOW FOR YOUR FALL SALES. Our Travellers are making
a special July trip. Or, write for a sample gross. State which style
your trade demands: Model 384—Imperial, with 7%-in. end; Model
385—Four-in-hand, 45x1^8 in.; Model 372—Self-tied Hook-on Knot.

PRICE, $2.25 PER DOZEN
To be sold in lots of 2, 4, 6, 8 10 or more gross, to suit the purchaser.

HOW MANY FOR YOU ? WRITE TO-DAY, WHILE THE RANGE
IS COMPLETE, TO

NOVEL-TI, Limited
MAKERS OF HIGHEST GRADE NECKTIES

PETERBOROUGH, CANADA

IB
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



How Sales Have Been Made and Marred
Salesmen Describe Some of the Problems Met "With Every Day — Good
and Bad Points Illustrated by Actual Instances — Far-reaching Effects of

Courteous Attention — Cases in Which Display of Temper Didn't Pay

THE following short stories dealing with un-

usual incidents in salesmanship were obtain-

ed from men's wear merchants and sales-

men. They describe some of the problems

met with in everyday business and tell how they

were handled. Good and bad points in salesman-

ship are illustrated—instances in which better re-

sults might have been secured through a little tact,

and cases in which unpromising circumstances were

converted to decided advantage.

Articles of this kind are always acceptable. For
those that may be of sufficient interest to publish

The Review will pay from $1 to $3 each. The meat
of the story, in the salesman's own words, is all that

is required.

®

One Customer Pleased—Told Others.

Here is an incident, described by a salesman,

which shows the importance of courteous attention:

*T well remember the afternoon of a Summer
day when I was making' up a repeat order in the

underwear department, a gentleman of about 6 ft.

1 in. and well built, walked up to the counter and
enquired where he would find the suspender de-

partment. Sizing up my man I noticed in particu-

lar his jovial manner. I asked if he required small

boys' suspenders or big boys'? whereupon he said

that, as far as he knew, all were alike.

"My man was a new customer, and at that point

1 made a good start to let him realize the interest

I would take in his purchase of perhaps a 50-eent

article. I thereupon pulled out my tape measure
and asking him if he had any trouble about the

length or width of his braces, I put my tape over

his -boulders and placed before him a line of extra

long English braces, 46 and 48 inches long.

" 'Now,' he exclaimed, 'for the first time in about
15 years I shall have pleasure in wearing suspenders.'

"They were priced at $1.25 per pair. He bought
three pairs, and shaking hands with me. thanked
me for my kindness and attention and said he hoped
to see me again.

"I gave him one of my business cards, and here

comes the fruit of my attention to an extra large

man.

"It was one year after this incident, and again
in the Summer, when in came three gentlemen.
They were Americans. One of them produced one
of our business cards and asked for no less person
than myself. Upon my approach, enquiring what
I could have the pleasure of doing for them, they
j 1 1-1 sat on the counter and said: 'Give us some of.

your patience and attention for a while and we may
do some trade.'

" 'First of all, show us some suspenders, extra

long.' Then, of course, i recalled my visitor of

the past. I sold those men underwear and gloves

to the value of $70, and they told me they had been
advised while in Mexico to call upon me during
their visit to Halifax.

\&
I put my tape over his shoulder and placed before him a line

of extra long English braces. He bought three pair. One year
later I sold a tourist friend of his, goods to the value of $70.

A little attention paid well.

"They were tourists, but I often think perhaps
the attention to the first man may still be bearing
fruit in selling goods.

®

Interest in Stranger Worth While.

The following experience is related by a sales-

man :

"A stranger walked into the store and asked me
for samples of men's suitings, but said he wouldn't
buy to-day. 1 willingly cut samples, and by having
a little talk I found his home was a long distance

from the store and near a city. I also found he was
to be married soon. I asked him to come with me
and have a look through the store. I showed him
floor rugs, curtains, etc. I told him I would give

him 10 per cent, discount off suit and housefurnish-

ings for cash. After a little more talk I got him to

leave his order for a suit of clothes. We furnished

the suit, with the best trimmings and workmanship.

"A few weeks later he returned and told us he
was well pleased with the suit and was prepared to

buy his furnishings if I was prepared to treat him
as fairly and squarely with it as T did with the suit.

T told him it is our policy to do the right thing. He
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IT'S TIME

to Think of Your

OUTING SHIRTS

I or Fall Delivery

Scotch Flannels

exclusive designs, plaids and

stripes, in dark greens and tans

and other fancy patterns.

PRICES

:

$12.50, $15.00,

$18.00, $24.00,

$27.00, $30.00.

SEND FOR SAMPLES

THE

DEACON SHIRT GO.

Belleville, Ontario

K" "K
There is One Perfect

Linen-Coated Collar!

When you show your customer the

special features of the

I/ant^racI^

CO LLAR
he will see at once that it is the only

collar that will absolutely satisfy him.

It has a patent flexible lip that re-

lieves the strain on the front fold.

Patented Feb. 20. 1916
M-y 5, 19 j8

Oct. 27, 19 >8

Oct. 27, 1908

Beware

of

Infringements.

Ithas a patented slit in the back which

prevents the annoying pressure on

the neck from the back button.

It is extremely pliable, conforming

perfectly to every movement of the

neck.

You don't have to persuade a man
to buy the KantKrack. Show it,

and he won't buy anything else.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE

Parsons & Parsons
CANADIAN CO.

r* Hamilton Ontario

K
Please mention The Review t:> Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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bought his furnishings, and when we were through
his bill amounted to $175, which he paid spot cash,

and we were both well pleased.

"This man was a stranger when he first came
to the store and a friend when he left it, and would
be one of our regular customers, but we couldn't

expect that on account of the distance. However, it

pays to be on the watch for business, even with

strangers."

®

Abused One—Lost Four.

The following will show how easy it is for one

to drive a customer away by not guarding your tem-

per at all times:

"I had a dispute with a young man, who was a

good customer of ours, over a trifling thing," states a

salesman. "This was on the street after hours, and,

of course, I thought at the time I was coming out on

top by calling him names, etc., and in my temper

count, but somehow he had a small account charged
against him, which was left for two years.

"We didn't like to ask him for it, and I know
he didn't know he owed it, so one day I took courage
and told him about it. He told me in a nice way
he didn't like that way of doing business and said

he should have been told about it before, as he didn't

know he owed it, and had his doubts about it.

" 'I'll pay it/ he said, 'but you will not have a

chance to have any more against me.'
'

®

Lost His Temper, but not the Customer.

"I had an experience with a customer lately in

which, I am sorry to say, I lost my head." This
confession is made by a men's wear merchant.

"T had a young schoolboy who was somewhat
of a dude and didn't seem to know exactly where

In my temper I told him his fellow employees were no
better than he wa». He to'd the others what I said, and the
store lost four customers.

I said his fellow employes were no better than he

was.

"Naturally, this young man told the others what

I had said, and the store lost four good customers

through my carelessness. This has taught me a les-

son I will never forget. It is a valuable asset to

any man to be able to control his temper, whether

in in- mil of business hours."

®

Carlessness Lost This.

A salesman points out thai careless hookkeeping,

or not handing standing accounts to customers at

least once a year is dangerous.

"I know of one man who was a splendid cus-

tomer. He didn't make it a practice to run an ac-

He was a saucy boy. and I told him he was to soft that

some one would run away with him. But after he left I was
sorry I lost my temper.

lie was at. He had the habit of returning collars,

especially. I had quite a time finding a certain col-

lar he asked for. but accidentally I found the exact

shape.

'"He seemed rattled at my finding it. However.
he took the collars and next morning came in and

said in a saucy way that the collar was too big. I

replied, 'All right, I'll exchange it.' Almost in the

same breath he replied, T don't like it, anyway.'

"1 had spent quite a time in trying to please

him and after giving him his money back I told

him what I thought of him. He said I made him
take it. 1 told him he was so soft that some one

would run away with him.

"After he left, I felt sorry for losing my temper,

and I made up my mind to try and get him back.

So, when 1 met him afterwards, I never let on about

the differences we had, but talked about things I

knew he was interested in, and he came hack and

I sold him a nice little bill.

"If I had not handled him with care the chances

are that I would have lost the custom of his family,

as he is considered the authority on dress and a

model hoy by his parents."
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It's a GOOD List
Every name on this list represents a CLOTHING MANUFACTURER

who uses and endorses the

BARTELL PATENT POCKET
(The pocket with the inner pleat)

They wouldn't use it and they wouldn't endorse it unless they knew it

was a first-class improvement over what they formerly used :

—

DUNDAS.
Grafton & Company, Limited.

HAMILTON.
Sanford Mfg. Co., W. E., Ltd.
Coppley, Noyes & Randal], Ltd.
Thornton & Douglas, Ltd.

LONDON.
Greene, Swift, Limited.

MONTREAL.
Semi-Ready, Limited.
Levinson, Son & Co., S.
Murray & Michaud.
Kellert & Sons, H.
Fashion-Craft Mfrs., Ltd.
E. A. Small Company, Limited.
Wener Bros. & Hart.
Vineberg, Singer Co.

The T. Eaton Co., Ltd.
Peek & Co., John W., Limited.
Union Clothing Mfg. Co.
Samuel Wener & Co.
The Freedman Company.
Canada Clothing Co.
B. Gardner & Co., Ltd.
Standard Clothing Mfg. Co., The.
H. Vineberg & Co.
Hamilton & Blout, Limited.
Scottish Rubber Co.
The T. Eaton Co., Ltd.

QUEBEC.
Quebec Clothing Co.
Paquet Company, The, Ltd.

SHERBROOKE.
Walter Blue & Co., Ltd.

TORONTO.
Lowndes Co., The, Ltd.
Hackborm & Co., E. G.
Johnson & Co., W. R., Limited.
Crown Tailoring Co., Ltd.
Bond & Co., H. E., Ltd.
Broderick & Co., Frank.
Taylor, Henry A.
Lailey-Trimble, Limited.
Victoria Mfg. Co.
Randall & Johnson Bros., Ltd.
The T. Eaton Co., Ltd.
Art Tailoring Co.
Evans Tailoring Co.

VICTORIAVILLE.
Victoriaville Clothing Co., The

WARWICK.
Warwick Clothing Mfg. Co.

The only pocket in the world that will not sag under heavy weight is the Bartell Patent Pocket. Its peculiar
patented construction prevents this defect and keeps the pocket straight and trim from the day you start to
wear the coat until the day you stop wearing it. If your manufacturer's name is not on this list, he must give
you the old style pocket.

Don't Run the Risk of Losing Sales Next Fall

If your Spring order did not specify Bartell Patent Pockets, and wish it had, write to us immediately and we
will take up the matter with the manufacturer, if you will give us his name. WRITE TO-DAY.

Ask u> to send you our "DEMONSTRATION CARD." IT'S FREE.

THE BARTELL PATENT POCKET CO.
13 ASTOR PLACE, NEW YORK

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Traveler*.
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Courtesy of Semi-Beady Limited, Montreal, Canada.

Two ulster models shown for the coming winter. One is a double-breasted belted model, with

deep convertible collar, and the other is a p.'ain fly-front coat, with adjustable collar. These coats are

made in diagonal, herringbone, or two-and-two frieze cloths, plain or reversible patterns, in which soft

browns and dark Oxford greys in two-tone effects are strongly featured.
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GOOD COAT LININGS
ARE ESSENTIAL

IF YOU WISH TO PLEASE YOUR CUSTOMERS

m
(Copyright)

Showcards or Booklets if de ire'l may be had by
applying through Wholesale Importing Houses.

PA TTERNS SHO WING EITHER
FINISH can be had on application to

THE BRADFORD DYERS'
ASSOCIATION, Ltd.

39, Well Street n BRADFORD

Note Carefully

This Price

IT'S A NEW DEPARTURE

FOR SUMMER RUSINESS

During July and August, to

keep our men busy, we will

take contracts for the making
up of suits and overcoats for

the men's ready-to-wear traJe

at the surprising price of

$6.50 per

Suit or Overcoat

Practically the same work-
manship and finish that you
would pay us $10.00 for in

the regular way.

The Advantage to You

lies in the opportunity to have
"dead" cloth stock put in

salable shape at an extremely

moderate price.

Our reputation as Creators

and Makers of Fine Custom
Garments is behind the offer.

Don't Fail to Consider it.

We cut, trim and make to measure to

the Tailoring Trade exclusively.

Prices $10 and $12.

THE

Frances-Godfrey Co.

115 King St. E., Toronto

PHONE MAIN 2466

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Features of New Season
What Montreal Manufacturers are Showing in

Men's Wear Lines — Novelties in Shirts.

Montreal, July 4.—At the present time shirts

with the lounge collar to match are proving big sell-

ers, but how long they will continue to hold their

popularity is difficult to forecast. The manufacturers
express the opinion that for proper Fall wear they
will be out, but that next Spring they will have a
strong revival and will go stronger than ever. It

seems to be the consensus of opinion that the lounge
collar is a distinctly summer line, and that it will

continue in popularity as such for some time to

come, as it possesses so many points to commend it

for tbe warm weather.

Short Bosom Pleated Styles.

From all appearances the regular short bosom
starched cuff style of shirt will be the leader for Fall
trade. Orders in this line have been particularly
heavy. There has also been a fair demand for the
plaited front with short 13-inch bosom.

It is contended that when a man wears a vest

in the Fall, he can wear the shorter bosom and be
more comfortable than with a longer bosom, while
for summer, when he frequently goes without a coat.

the longer bosom is required.
Fall orders show that the colored grounds are

not as greatly favored, and the call is all for white
grounds, with the smallest amount of marking. As
far as designs go, clean, neat stripes are the favor-
ites, mostly black and white, and a few small figures
have been sold. The stripes will, however, remain
the big sellers for some time to come.

Plain Colorings for Spring.

The soft collars, with tie to match, in both plain
and fancy stripes, continue to be popular, and it is

expected that next year will sec a good run on these
lines also. The indications are that the plain color-
ings will be more popular for next Spring styles
than the fancy lines. The soft collar with the
square corners has been one of the best selling lines,

and manufacturer- say that they have been unable
to make enough to supply the demand.

All the soft collars shown now fasten with links,
the pin-fastened style having passed out.

Fine French pique collars, both stiff and soft,

are proving strong selling lines. They are offered
in round and square corners. The close-fitting col-
lars are reported stronger to-day than ever before,
and there seems every reason to believe that they
will continue in popular favor.

* * *

Brighter Colors for Neckwear.

Fall neckwear samples are out now. and it is

expected there will be a great revival of the green
shades, as there seems to be a decided tendency to

have these back again. Reds will also continue good.
There seems no doubt that narrow derbys are

still going to serve for October delivery, but that
wider ties will be used later on. With the narrower
tie, it is expected, will go the plain colors and small
effects. As the season goes on the demand will

in bordered ends, Roman crossbar stripes and solid
as possible, in cross bar stripes, will be strongly fea-

tured.

One of the newest lines is a two-in-one tie, the
patterns on the two sides being different, so that in
reality they make two distinct ties. These are shown
in bordered ends, Roman crossbar sripes and solid

color weaves, and retail at 50 cents.

Stock Record for Clothing
Robinson Co., Napanee, Have Adopted a Sim-

ple, but Satisfactory, Plan — Every Garment
Registered in a Stock Book.

The Robinson Co., Napanee, adopt in their men's
clothing department a plan which gives a valuable
record of stocks, sales and buying statistics more
useful for purposes of reference.

Each class of garment, when placed in stock, is

registered and numbered in a stock book in such a
way as to keep all qualities and kinds separate.

When sold the stock number is put on the sales

check, and this is the key to further valuable infor-

mation for record purposes. Thus, the stock book
will show tbe full address of the purchaser, number
of sales person, amount sold for, date sold, maker's

]
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This cut shows the ruling of the registration book in which the
Robinson Co., Napanee keep a record of valuable informa-

tion concerning men's clothing stocks.

stock number and name, selling price, invoice cost

number, description, size and stock number.
From this information so tabulated, an excellent

waiting list is made available; it is a guide to the
buyer in making future purchases, enables the man-
ager to post himself with reference to the saleability

of different lines, gives him a check on stock and
gives him information with regard to missing gar-

ments, etc., as well as being a means whereby he may
know what the different salespeople are doing.

The system is a very simple one and is just what
the dealer in men's cloth inn, requires as a check on
every detail of distribution.
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ABOUT BOYS' CLOTHING

The Jackson Manufacturing Company, Clinton,

consider the phenomenal growth of their business

due to the moderate prices asked for well made and

perfectly satisfactory clothing.

"LION BRAND" is known from Coast to Coast, but there are many Cloth-

ing Merchants yet to get aquainted with. If we cannot reach you by our travellers,

we can by our catalogue. Write us for one.

WE OPERATE THREE FACTORIES:

CLINTON
Lion Brand

Suits.

GODERICH
Lion Brand

Boys' Knickers and

Bloomers.

EXETER
Unbranded

Knickers and Overalls

The Jackson Manufacturing Co.,
CLINTON, ONTARIO.

THERE'S NOTHING
BETTER THAN

You must

have

"Cravenette"

Shower -proofs

for wet

weather

;

they are

waterproof

and hygienic

because

porous.

Rec ? Trade Mark

proofed by

Facsimile of stamp on back
of Genuine Uoods.

You can wear

them for

fine weather,

because

they are

smart and

fashionable.

Dust-proof

as well as

shower-proof.

TO BE OBTAINED FROM ALL LEADING DRAPERS
IN CASK OF ANY DIFFICULTY, PLEASE WRITE TO

The CRAVENETTECO., LTD., BRADFORD, YORKSHIRE
ShowcardB or Booklets if desired may be had by applying through the Wholesale Importing Houses.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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The Black Prince

Shirt for value

The quality of the Black Prince is found

in no other shirt.

The material is a fleece back black serge,

made especially for this shirt, and the

material is confined to us.

The cut of the Black Prince is very

generous—plenty of length—large roomy

arm-holes and good long sleeves.

This shirt sells on its VALUE, it is not

a bargain counter article.

Write to your wholesaler for sample

and prices.

€^%madianp^mMM%L
'/tlentleug

Please mention The Revieiv to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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2^^52^i2iS^

Here is one of the new shapes in the Success range.

This is a [.very smart collar—very comfortable for summer
wear—a neat, low cut, lock fro nt model.

Already in stock—ready for prompt delivery. Sells at

2 for 25 retail.

^^Z_

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Haberdashery De Luxe and Its System
Picard & Picard, Montreal, Now Have a Very Handsome Store — Finished

in Circassian Walnut — Book-keeping System Which Gives Exact Record

of Every Detail of the Business

THE new Haberdashery de Luxe, which Picard

& Picard have established in Freeman's

hotel building, St. James Street, Montreal,

was recently opened to the public, and has

been attracting considerable attention on account of

its unique front and interior.

Messrs. Picard stated that they desired to give

Montreal one of the finest retail men's furnishings

stores to be found in the Dominion, and they have

spared no expense in fitting it with the most modern
and attractive fixtures that could be secured.

The first view of the interior gives the impres-

sion of elegance and and dignity throughout. The
entire fittings, consisting of wall cases, floor show
casts and tables, and even the supporting columns,

are finished, complete, in Circassian walnut.

In contrast to the dark brown wood, the walls

and lighting fixtures are in an antique shade of

dark green.

Handsome Fixtures.

In addition to handsome electroliers in the ceil-

ing, there are combination light fixtures and tie

lacks on each floor case. These arc about two feet

in height, with two electric lamps hanging from bent

arms, and beneath the lights are two arms from

which ties are hung.
Large oval mirrors are placed on three sides of

the large columns in the centre of the store, and

-lass knobs are used on the drawers of various sizes

with which the wall cases are fitted. The floor cases

are of very neat design, standing on carved legs,

about eighteen inches from the floor.

Various lines of men's wear are displayed advan-
tageously in these cases. There are also a series of

interior window trims along the top of the wall cases.

The upper section of these cases is divided into

glass-fronted compartments, each lighted by incan-

descent bulbs, and an opportunity is afforded for

some very pretty window trims.

The entrance is at the left of the store, with one
huge plate glass window, suitable for trimming as

a whole or in sections. Over the door and across the

tops of the windows are cream-colored curtains, with

the firm's monogram at intervals, surrounded by
lace and insertion, the effect being very rich.

A feature of the store is that there is an entrance

through art glass doors at the rear, from the lobby

of Freeman's Hotel, so guests in the hotel can have

free access without leaving the building.

Useful Book keeping Syitem.

Messrs. Picard have originated an unique system
of bookkeeping which is working out splendidly. By
the method adopted they are able to tell each night

what each clerk has sold, whether it is cash or credit,

and what amount of each. Cash and credit sales

are added separately and then totaled to make them
correspond with the grand total of the day's opera-

tions.

The sales are marked down on counter check

books, duplicated with carbon paper and a check

Interior view of Picard & Picard's haberdashery de luxe, Montreal, showing excellent display facilities.

Note the novel idea introduced to admit of ledge trims in the wall fixtures.
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given to each customer, while the duplicate is filed column at the right of the page and totaled. The
by the cashier. These checks are then entered in a cash and credit sales are also totaled separately and

loose-leaf sales record book under the number of checked to see that they correspond.

Sectional ledge trim in new Pieard & Pieard store, Montreal. This haberdashery de luxe is finished
in Circassian Walnut andthis view also shows the arrangement of stock drawers.

each clerk. At the close of the day the credit sales Then the sales are sub-divided, so that the quan-
are entered in separate columns, with the number tity of each class of goods is listed, as well as the

of the clerk and the sales number. Each clerk's value. These are also totaled to see that they corres-

total sales are added separately and set down in a pond with the original figures.

!
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WEAR

and be -Clothed with Air."

No other line of shirts and

underwear gives the satisfac-

tion to be obtained fron "Aer-

tex " Cellular

S he rt Sleeve Undervests and Ti units

from $6.50.

Combinations, long ar.d shorf, from

$13 50.

Day Shirts, $9.00 and $12 50.

Tennis Shirts, $9.00.

"Aertex"
fits well.

It is durable.

It bears fair profit.

It can be shipped at

once from

Wreyford&Co.
Dominion Agents,

TORONTO

We are Dominion Agents for Eng-
lish Manufacturers

Young G& Rochester
Shirts, Neckwear, Dressing Gowns, etc.

Tress 6§k Co.
High-Class Hats, Caps and Straws

T. H. Downing 6& Co.
LEICESTER

Hosiery, Underwear, Knitted Coats, etc.

Specialties—" Alpha," " Superla "

" Sparkenhoe "

Cohen <& Wilks
"Aquatite" Yarnproof and Rubberproof

Garments for Ladies and Men

If our travellers have not called on you,
write us

WREYFORD & GO.
TORONTO
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There is also at the foot of the page a small col-

umn for striking a balance each evening of the cash

business. This is taken from the cash register. The
credit sales are then entered in a ledger in the usual

Hobble Knit Cravat
The 'Hobble Knit" u the Up-to-lhe-Minule Tie in Peril end New

York. We heve been fortunete to secure e moil ettrective line of ex-
clusive and most artistic designs, the FIRST IN MONTREAL. We
offer these at S3.00. The? ere pure silk, head knit

TROPICAL I MIEKVH \fi

"Athletic" Knit Underwear ia

just right for now. Sleeveleaa;

seemleis, very light—esk to see

MAIVBATTAN SHIRTS.

New patterni, correct cut and
Btyle — the thirt for the season.

WHITE TROUSERS
American made white duck and
inel trounrj. They fit at

ugh made to order.

BATH ROBES

A few specially fine feather-

weight garment* at low prices

considering the quality.

If you have not yet seen our itore we will bs glad to show you
around. Visitors are welcome.

PICARD & PICARD, Freeman's Hotel Block, St. James St.

An advertisement by Picird & Picard, Montreal, showing
use of distinctive heading. This advertisement introduces
in a striking way a new cravat, called "The Hobble Knit"

manner, under each customer's name. Accounts
are rendered in thirty days and prompt payment
will be expected and urged.

At the back of the loosedeaf sales book is a page
devoted to a recapitulation of the month's business,

showing the total sales from each department, each

day, the total credit sales, and cash sales.

A record of the purchases made by the firm is

kept in the same manner as the sales. In this book

^ -1

iH..v.,:i.'.k:-,.

S£3*s2!

This cut shows the ruling of a page from Picard & Picard's
stock hook in which record is kept of daily sales, and of the
amount sold by each clerk. In the same book is a recapitulation
of all statistics relating to stocks and sales, which keeps the
buyers in touch with every detail.

is recorded the name of the firm from whom the

goods were purchased, the amount of the invoice

and the time when payment is due,

KINGEDWARD"
SUSPENDERS
Retail 50 ?Tlce

Easily the best value in suspenders. The comfort-

promoting construction and excellent finish of " King

Edward '' Suspenders make them very rapid sellers.

Berlin Suspender Co., Ltd.

BERLIN ONTARIO

Austrian Collars

KERR LAKE, IV 2, 2'
4 , 2%.

20 Years Sold in Canada and Never Equalled.

Send for Samples or Catalogue.

They Average Four Times Longer Wear than CANADIAN,

ENGLISH or AMERICAN GOODS.

MEN'S WHITE AND COLORED SHIRTS
BOYS' CLOTH AND WASH SUITS

LADIES' AND MENS HOSE AND SWEATERS
MENS LUSTRE CLOTHING AND UMBRELLAS

MEN'S FANCY VESTS

The Canadian Underwear Company
309 NOTRE DAME ST WEST, MONTREAL

PIease me ntion The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Soon Outgrew Their Day of Small Things
Dunfield & Co., Toronto, are Opening Their Third Men's Wear Store —
Something About the Policy and Methods of This Successful Firm —

Encourages Staff to Recognize and Assume Responsibility

FIRST day's business, $3.85; first week's busi-

ness, $63.15; first year, less than $6,000.

Looks like a very modest beginning for a

men's wear store, yet these figures represent

the initial chapter in the history of Dunfield &
Co., Toronto, who, after twenty-five years in busi-

ness are about to open a third store. It will be locat-

ed at 466 Yonge street, and in it the same mer-
chandising policy that applies to their store at 102
and 104 Yonge street, will be adopted.

The other store, 22 King street west, is in Tor-

onto's high class men's wear district, and has the

patronage of a more exclusive trade than that which,

as a rule, characterizes business in Yonge street.

This does not mean that the demand in this street

invariably strikes a lower level, but that the trade

is distributed over a wider range of qualities and
prices. This fact is explained on the one hand by
the tendency of trade and traffic to concentrate on
one particular thoroughfare and, on the other, by
the desire to specialize along a certain direction,

favoring a diversion to some more advantageous
quarter.

Started Twenty-two Years Ago.

But to return to Dunfield & Co. The senior

member of the firm, H. Dunfield, started business

under the firm name of Dunfield & Co., on the 10th
of August, 1889, in a building on the east side of

Yonge street, a short distance north of Queen street,

since removed to make room for a bank building.

The results of the first year's business are briefly

told in the opening paragraph of this article. In
about two years the firm moved to the Tremont
hotel block, opposite the Simpson Co.'s building.

Took in Sons as Partners.

After six years they moved to 94 Yonge street.

Five years ago Mr. Dunfield took his son Gordon
in as a partner. The business developed steadily,

and larger premises were again required. They
purchased their present property at 102 Yonge street

and have occupied it since Sept. 1st last. In Feb-
ruary last, Radford Dunfield, the second son, was
admitted to partnership.

Mr. Dunfield attributes his success to his close

personal attention to business, and careful study of

the trade's requirement, with a view to giving the
best value possible. His son, Gordon Dunfield, is

the buyer for the firm, and as manager, identifies

himself actively with the details of the business.

Their Advertising.

"We advertise regularly in the daily papers, and
issue a men's furnishings catalogue twice
a year to a special list of our regular
customers," said he to The Review, in
describing some features of the firm's policy
and methods. This booklet is issued Spring and
Fall, and is used largely for the introduction of new
soods.

Special sales are held twice a year—10 days in

the latter part of August, and early in February, for

the purpose of cleaning out all stock that they do
not wish to carry over.

Maintaining Price Standards.

These are the only occasions upon which prices

are made an outstanding feature of the newspaper
advertising. No purchases whatever are made for

these sales, and no staple articles, regarded as being
good salable property, are included in the list. In
this way price standards on all regular lines are

maintained. The effect of such a policy, therefore, is

to avoid those dangerous precedents which sometimes
demoralize the demand to the injury of best mer-
chandising lines.

About two per cent, of turnover is spent in ad-
vertising

Six Departments.

The Dunfield store is divided into six depart-
ments:—Shirts, underwear and hosiery, gloves, col-

lars, neckwear, all lines outside of these five. The
hat department is distinct in every particular, bear-

ing its own charges for advertising and other ex-

penses.

Each of these departments has a manager with
assistant, who are responsible for stock condition.

Reports are sent regularly to the buyer's office, show-
ing the standing of different lines, and advising as

to purchases. When a stock becomes low, consul-

tation follows betweeen the buyer and the head of

the department, when the salability of the line is

discussed and other matters necessary to the guid-
ance of the buyer is thoroughly considered.

In the collar department, which is a particular-

ly strong one, lists are taken every Monday showing
the condition of the special line. A record of the
others is taken on the day following.

All stock-taking, filling up and other work es-

sential to the completion of the departments is done
before 11 o'clock each morning.

Special Man for Knitted Goods.

The hosiery and underwear department has been
very successfully developed. This is largely attribut-

ed to the fact that it is in charge of a practical man
who knows values thoroughly, and who has sole

charge of sales. No other member of the staff enters

this department to sell unless it is at the request of a
customer. It is recognized that with the great vari-

ety of makes, sizes, weights and qualities in knitted
goods, unless carefully managed, a great
deal of money may be tied up, the department load-

ed up in sizes, and other undesirable conditions de-
velop. To avoid this, a man who knows every de-

tail of the business is in charge, and the value of
this policy is seen in an increasingly popular de-

partment.
There is in this store, every encouragement given

the members of the staff to measure up to responsi-

bility. Frequent consultation and appreciation of
opinion and suggestion helps in this direction.
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Insist on Satisfaction

An enquiry a* to the firm's policy with reference

to gloves, brought the information that when a man
returns a new pair of gloves that show defect of any

kind, he is immediately given a new pair whether

the manufacturer's guarantee covers the case or not.

Money is refunded upon any aritcle that is not ab-

solutely satisfactory. If a shirt fades, for example,

or if laundering brings out other fault, the pur-

or if laundering brings out any other fault, the pur-

department, and has gone far to create that confi-

dence which has contributed so largely to the success

of the store.

"We insist upon our service being satisfactory,"

said Mr. Dunfield.

How Record is Kept.

The sales recording system has been simplified

by the use of an electrically operated machine which
records the letter indicating the salesman, the de-

partment and the amount of each sale. At any time
of the day the slips bearing this information will

show the amount sold by each man and the total

sales. This information is entered up daily by the
book-keeper and forms a valuable record. Each cus-

tomer is given a check showing the amount of pur-
chase.

The store is open in the evenings but no member
of the staff is required to work more than two nights
a week and each man has a half holiday even- week.

Favors Percentage Basis.

Asked if he believed in the bonus system, as an
encouragement to employes, Mr. Dunfield stated that

he believed in paying a good salesman well, but that

he did not think bonuses were satisfactory. He was
inclined to favor the plan adopted with success by
many New York stores of paying salesman 4% per
cent, on sales. This basis, it had been found,
brought out the best that was in a man, and gave
him an opportunity to make his salary what he
thought it should be.

Equipment that Saves Time and Sells Goods.

The equipment of the three Dunfield stores in-

cludes the most modern fixtures. For the shirt de-

partment, three large wall-cases divided into shirt-

wide sections are used. Each section will contain a
large number of shirts of the same size and different

patterns. The fixture has a glass front easily raised

and lowered. When a customer asks for a certain

size the salesman removes an assortment from the

proper section and immediately displays a fair assort-

ment to the customer. Where stock is kept in boxes,

it would take the salesmen several minutes to show
the same range. These cases, therefore, are not only
a time saver, but they assist very materially in rapid

stock-taking, and have been known to sell goods
time and again, owing to the facility afforded the

customer in choosing a desirable pattern.

All lines in the Dunfield store are very effective-

ly displayed. The windows are changed twice week-
ly.

PEERLESS
OVERALLS
We are out for a bigger bus-
iness and are in a position to

supply your immediate wants.

Our values make possible for

you good profits and assure
you of satisfied customers.

In insisting on PEERLESS
OVERALLS you are securing
a line which will build up a
better business.

FOR H EAL OVERALL QUALITY
STOCK PEERLESS

Peerless Overall Co.
ROCK ISLAND, P.Q.

Men's Duster Goats
Suitable for Driving and Motoring, Etc.

Heavy Cotton Cheviot, Side Opening.

Three Pockets. Cut Good Length.

Sptcial at $12.00

Some of our lines are

:

WAITERS' COATS,
COOKS' COATS,

BARBERS' COATS,
PORTERS' COATS,

BUTCHERS' FROCKS,
BAR VESTS,

SURGEONS' GOWNS,
DENTISTS' COATS.

DUCK TROUSERS,
BOYS' BLOOMERS,

APRONS,
OUTING SHIRTS,

MINERS' SHIRTS,
WORKING SHIRTS,

DUSTERS,
BOYS' SCOUT SUITS.

Try us on Mail Orders. Particulars

on Request.

DEFIANCE MFG. CO., Limited

College and Bathurst Sts., Toronto
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Three Heights

No. 1 2 inch

No, 2 2\
"

No. 3 2J •'

CC T1 *

Field Club"

$1.10 PER DOZEN

TRADE

The new type close-fitting

collar.

It stays " close up."

This hand-made collar com-
bines style, finish and quality to

the highest degree and is abso-
lutely the best collar ever produced
in Troy. Shown in your window
with our handsome display cards,

which we furnish with each order,

will attract the best collar trade

in your town to your store.

fend for our rew stylo book.

CORLISS, COON & CO.
MAKERS

New Ycrk Chicago St. Louis Boston

Baltimore. Factory: Troy and Cohoes, N.Y.

Staff Conferences.

Believing that consultation contributes materi-
ally to the creation of enthusiasm and co-operation,
Mr. Dunfield expresses his intention to hold a series

of staff conferences during the coming season with
the object of talking over problems as they arise.

Chas. Sargent of the Yonge St. staff will have
charge of the new store to be opened shortly.

Fine Values in Underwear.

With regard to underwear, although the market
rules firm for cottons, the different Canadian manu-
facturers realize the importance of putting out a
good article to retail at popular prices. In bal-
briggan, for the Spring of 1912, the jobbers will

be able to supply a genuine two-thread Egyptian
yarn instead of the American stained cotton, which
both the retailer and the jobber were forced this

season to substitute. The Egyptian yarn is of much
better quality.

In mesh underwear and fancy mercerised lines

there will be some splendid values offered. Combin-
ation or union suits, both knee length and full

length styles are becoming very popular, and the
retailer should buy very liberally when the traveling
salesmen submit samples, as repeat orders in this
articles are difficult to get, as manufacturers' machin-
ery that will turn out combinations is limited.

Muslin underwear is taking a prominent place
and certainly for the very hot weather is one of the
best lines yet produced. Combinations in this ma-

British America Assurance Company
A.D. 1833

FIRE A MARINE
Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Hoi. Geo A. Cox, President W. R. Brock, Vlee-Preeldent

Robert Blokerdlke. M.P., W. B. Melkle, E. W Co.. Geo. A. Morrow
D. B. Hinne, Augustus Myers, John Hoekin, K.C., LL.D.

Frederle Nlcholle. Alex. Lelrd, Jemee Kerr Osborne, Z. A. Leeh, K.C.

Sir Henry M. Pellett, E. R. Wood.

W. B. Mmlklo, Omnmral Manager/ P. H. SImm, toormtary

CAPITAL $1,400.00000
ASSETS 2.162,753.85

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION 20.833.820.96

terial are particularly good, and as they have a
piece of knitted fabric around the waist it makes
them pliable, and avoids binding when the wearer
stoops.

In bathing suits, the skirt effect style seems to be

gaining in favor, and will be shown next sea-son at

popular prices. In British Columbia the authorities

will permit no other style of bathing suit to be worn.

Some of the jobbers are showing a. novelty in

a miniature collar button show case. It is semi-

circular, made of plate glass, and either oak or

mahogany, and contains either 3 or 6 gross of collar

buttons to retail at 5 or 10 cents each. A touch

on a spring at the back brings the buttons out, so

that the customer can make a choice.



Lesson 1-Complete Course in Cardwriting
First of Series of Twenty Articles to be Accompanied by Descriptive Plates

and Full Information — The Edwards Short Cut Course — Plate No. 1,

Describing Single Brush Stroke Block Capitals — Best Brushes and Outfit to Use

(By J. C Edwards).—Copyright applied for.

TO introduce this series in as few words as

possible, The Review wishes to say that it

has, as its object in publishing this complete
course, the desire to assist those who,

whether connected with stores in the small town or

the large city, wish to acquire a thorough working
knowledge of this most progressive and direct auxi-

liary to their window and newspaper advertising.

The necessary equipment.—See article.

Show card writing is to-day almost indispensable

in any store. It brings goods and prices into pro-

minence in a way no other advertising can. and re-

sults in more direct sales.

The great trouble has been, in the past, in small-

er places, to get an inexpensive course on show card

writing—writing which every lad can grasp in a

moment and without the unnecessary score or more
pages of unnecessary matter, which is not only con-

fusing, but discouraging to beginners.

The Edwards show card system is the most con-

cise and practical yet published for the beginners

—

every short-cut method is employed and taught
throughout the twenty lessons.

A Warning to the Beginner.

The natural tendency for every person beginning
to learn show card writing is to try to do fancy
stunts, thinking that the fancier the card the better.

This is a very misguiding and serious error.

DO NOT ATTEMPT ANY FANCY TOUCHES
UNTIL THE LETTERING HAS BEEN THOR-
OUGHLY MASTERED.

Nothing shows up the amateur more than a

poorly lettered card, with a deal of color and attempt-
ed illumination.

Practise every letter and every stroke of every
letter; practise them a hundred times, then begin
again, for it is practice that counts. Master the
strokes, then the letters, then the words, then begin
to space out the cards.

ALWAYS REMEMBER THAT THE WORD-
ING LOOKS BETTER IN THE CENTRE OF
THE CARD—equal space on both sides, also top
and bottom, and each letter spaced uniformly.

®

Plate No. I—Single Brush Stroke, Block Capitals.

This style of lettering is about the most used
and most readable of any used by present day card
writers. It is especially good where a word or words
need to be emphasized, such as: "PRACTISE
EVERY LETTLU." in the accompanying card.

This card shows the black capitals used in both the

large inscription and the reader below, which is

done with a pen.

Note the position of the brush — held in the

hand, between the thumb and the forefinger, in

P&ACTICE

Every

|ettep
And Every
Stroke OfEach

Lette

In tliis cut. lettering illustrated on instruction plate is used.

—

See article.

much the same way you would hold a pen, letting

the hand rest lightly on the small finger, which is

slightly curved.

The beginner will, with practice, find this very
easy, and will soon get a free and easy motion. Do
not work the fingers, but allow the hand to have a
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Piste N?l 'Single Brush Stroke Block
^ Capitals^

mm u i

KK IL II IMM IIINm p rr

iviu

Copyright applied for.
Every detail of these block letters is illustrated in this plate, arrows indicating direction of brush stroke. Photo

in upper corner shows correct giip of brush.
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Condensed Advertisements

AGENTS WANTED.

AGENT WANTED by first class Saxony lace

firm. Must be well connected. Apply to

"L.P., 6414," care Rudolf Mosse, Plauen,
7V, Germany.

AGENT WANTED to tell all wool blankets
and tweedi, on commission, in Newfound
land, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.

Skeldon Mills, Ayrshire, Scotland.

AGENT— First class Calais lace firm want
Agent in Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg and
Quebec. Live connection and highest refer-

ences required. Commission only. Reply Box
54, DRY GOODS REVIEW, 88 Fleet Street,

London, England.

AGENT WANTED FOR CAN ADA on commis-
sion by an English firm ; actual manufactur-
ers of Hair Nets, Hair Switches, and all hair

goods; also preparers of all kinds of Hair for

high-class hairdressers. Applicants must have
established connection with first-class wholesale
houses, and references must bear the strictest

Investigation. Wr te full particulars in first in-

stance to DRY GOODS REVIEW, Box 679, 92
Market St., Manchester.

AGENT WANTED FOR CANADA on liberal

commission, by a London lirm of Foreign
Fancy Goods (Ladies' Belts, Bags, Hatpins,

Neckwear, Haberdashery, Smallwares, etc.); one
partly engaged with another firm, must have
first class connection amongst Drapery and Fancy
Houses in Montreal, Toronto and Quebec. Reply
Box 65, DRY GOODS REVIEW, 88 Fleet St.,

London, England.

LONDON MANUFACTURER wishes to get in

communication with Agent calling on leading

Retailers in Canada to s = 11 following lines:

Ladies' and Children's White Cotton Under-
clothing, White Underskirts, Flannel, Nuns'
Veiling and Flannelette Night Dresses, Baby
Linen and Infsnts' Frocks. Good and medium
class only. Liberal commission. Write giving
London references. Box 63, DRY GOODS
REVIBW, 88 Fleet St., London, England.

AZAMET WOOL—Agent wanted selling on
commission in Canada. Write B. J. Rives
& Co., Mazamet, France.

M
PEARL BUTTONS (Japanese). — First-class

London firm require a smart Agent well in

with big buyers. Must be able to do a large

trade. Write fullest particulars and references

to Box 404 a' Horncastle, 61 Cheapside, London,
England.

REQUIRED young energetic agents residing
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver,
to sell Blankets, Gloves and Rugs for well-

known English firm, doing largely with Canadian
Wholesalers for nearly 20 years. Applicants
must have thorough knowledge of this trade and
active business connections with buyers of such
goods. State full particulars, references and terms
in strictest confidence to " Universt," c/o Streets,

30 Cornhill, London, England.

AGENCIES WANTED.

AGENCIES for British Columbia wanted Com-
municate Canadian Importing and Jobbing
Co., Carter-Cott n Block, Vancouver.

AN experienced, wide-awake firm of Nottingham
Agents is op.-n to undertake the exclusive
buying of laces, embroidery, hosiery, Man-

chester and all dry goods for a firs:-class Cana-
dian concern. Address Box 1511, NEYROUD
& SONS, Advertising Offices, 14 18 Queen Vic-

toria Street, London, E.C., England.

FIRM OF AGENTS in England are open to

act as Buyers for Cotton, Worsted and
Woollen Piece Goods. 8063, Williams's

Advertisement Offices, Bradford, England.

SITUATIONS WANTED. ~

YOUNG M4N (27) thorjughly experienced,
desires position of trust, hosiery and under-
wear manu'acturer, factor or a<ent. Apply

Box 71, DRY GOODS REVIEW, 88 Fleet St.,

London, Eng.

YOUNG MAN, desirous of going west, would
like to arrange with a large substantial
business house. Hive 25 years' general

store experience, 17 years as manager, buyer,
etc. Thoroughly experienced on best markets
ability to hindle salespeople. Capable of working
out best store systems. Experienced in banking,
office work, single or double entry, long ex-
perience on finance- Very ctreful in all trans-
actions, very attentive, never touch drink, been
in present po,i ion the past 6 years as general
manager, buyer, financier, advertiser, super-
vising office accounts etc. Position permanent
here, present earnings up in the four figures.
Reasons satis'actory re change. Box 16, DRY
GOODS REVIEW, Toronto.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY.
pOR SALE— Dry Goods and Men's Furnishings
* business in a thriving industrial town in

British Columbia. Turnover more than
$40 000. Profits between $7,000 and $8,000.
Doing practically all cash trade. This can be con-
siderably increased. Owners retiring and will
sell at cost price, about $25,000. About $12,000
cash is required, balance can be arranged. This
is a good, sound business and will stand the
strictest investigation. Box 101, DRY GOODS
REVIEW, 347 Pender St , Vancouver, B C. (I.t)

pOR SALE— Cheap, dry goods business in best
1 town in Canada; millions of dolljrs being

spent in plant, buildings and labor; popula-
tion 1 5,000 ; stook $20,000, csn be reduced to 1

or 12 thousand; annual turnover $40,000; first-
class location ; owner wishes to retire or would
g ve competent msn with $5,000 partnership and
good salary as manager. Apply Box 17, DRY
GOODS REVIEW, Toronto.

TO RENT—A brick store in the centre of the
business section of the town of St. Mary's,
Ont. Well equipped and fitted throughout.

Very suitable for retail dry goods or boots and
shoes. For full particulars address R. T. GILPIN,
St. Mary's, Ontario.

'TO RENT—A handsome new building in Brant-
* ford's business centre; two large modern

stores, well lighted, high ceilings, easy terms.
Apply UNION REALTY CO., Brantford. (3ch)

ADVERTISING CUTS.

LIVEN UP YOUR ADVERTISING by using
our millinery, ready-to-wear and general dry
goods cuts. We have prepared a great many

attractive and timely Illustrations which will lend
character and distinctiveness to your advertising.
Send to-day for proof sheet and prices. Adver-
tisers' Stock Cut Agency, Mail Building, Toronto,
Canada. (4-1 I)

WANTED.
WANTED— Experienced dry goods man In all

its departments. One whs has a.knowledge
of ad writing preferred. Good position for

the right man. Box 80, DRY GOODS REVIEW,
Montreal.

DRY GOODS SALESMAN for country trade,
with five or six thousand dollars to invest, to

acquire interest in w.ll established business,
doing the best trade of the district and showing
good returns every year on investment. None but
experienced, capable man, thoroughly conversant
with country trade, dealt with. Box 7, DRY
GOODS REVIEW, Toronto.

Representatives in French Market

ONE OF THE OLDEST ESTABLISHED COM-
MISSION HOUSES of Paris would like to

act as Purchasing Agents on the French
market for all classes of merchandise Imported
into Canada. Address — G. W., I HE DRY
GOODS REVIEW, Toronto.

MISCELLANEOUS.
~

A CCURATE cost keeping easy with a Dey Cost
fV Keeper. Automatically and exactly records

time spent on each job. Several jobs record-
ed on one card. For small firms Dey combines
employees' register and cost keeper. A machine
for every business. Write for catalogue. Inter-
national Time Recording Company of Canada,
Ltd., 29 Alice Street, Toronto.

BUSINESS-GETTING typewritten letters and
real printing can be quickly and easily turn-
ed out by the Multigraph in your own office

—actual typewriting for letter forms, real printing
for stationery and advertising.. 6aving 25 p.c. to

75 p.c. of average annual printing cost AMERI-
CAN MULTIGRAPH SALES CO., Limited, 129
Bay Street, Toronto.

COUNTER CHECK BOOKS— Especially made
for the dry goods trade. Not made bv a trust.

Send us samples of what you are using—we'll

send you right prices. Our holder with patent
carbon attachment has no equal on the market-
Supplies for binders and monthly account sys-

t.ms. Business Systems, Limited, Manufacturing
Stationers, Toronto^

COUNTER CHECK BOOKS—Write us to-day
for samples. We are manufacturers of the
famous SURETY NON-SMUT duplicating

& Triplicating Counter Check Books, and Single
Carbon Pads in all varieties. Dominion Regis-
ter Co., Ltd., Toronto.

DOUBLE your floor space. An Otis-Fensom
hand-power elevator will double your floor

space, enable you to use that upper floor either as
stock room or as extra selling space, at the same
time increasing space on your ground floor. Costs
only $70. Write for catalogue "B." The Otis-
Fensom Elevator Co., Traders Bank Building,
Toronto. (tf)

COPELAND-CHATTERSONSYSTEMS-Short,
simple. Adapted to all classes of business.
Copeland-Chatterson-Co., Limited, Toronto

and Ottawa. (tf)

EGRY BUSINESS SYSTEMS are devised to
suit every department of every business.
They are labor and time savers. Produce re-

sults up to the requirements of merchants and
manufacturers. Inquire from our nearest office.
Egry Register Co., Dayton, Ohio; 123 Bay St.,
Toronto; 258'A Portage Ave., Winnipeg; 308
Richards St., Vancouver. (tf)

ELLIOTT-FISHER Standard Writing-Adding
Machines make toil easier. Elliott-Fisher
Limited, 513 No. 83 Craig St. W., Montreal,

and Room 314 Stair Building, Toronto.

FIRE BUCKET TANKS AND OILY WASTE
CANS cost little and soon pay for their cost
in reduced insurance rates. Large reduc-

tions result from the installation of Fireproof
Windows, Doors and Skylights. We are special-
ists in these lines and can quote you a close price
consistent with really fireproof goods. A. B.
ORMSBY, Ltd., Toronto and Winnipeg.

FIRE INSURANCE. INSURE IN THE HART-
FORD. Agencies everywhere in Canada.

HUNDREDS OF TYPEWRITERS of every
make and condition are being traded in as
part payment on the famous MONARCH.

Price and quality are the levers we use to prevent
overstock. We believe we can give the best bar-
gains in rebuilt typewriters in Canada. A postal
will bring our catalogue and full information. The
Monarch Typewriter Co., Ltd., 46 Adelaide St.
West, Toronto.

KAY'S FURNITURE CATALOGUE No. 306
contains 160 pages of fine half-tone engrav-
ings of newest designs In carpets, rugs, fur-

niture, draperies, wall papers and pottery, with
cash prices. Write for a copy— it's free. John
Kay Co., Limited, 36 King St. West, Toronto.

MODERN FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTION.
Our system of reinforced concrete work, as
successfully used in many of Canada's larg-

est buildings, give better results at lower cost.
"Astrong statement," you will say. Write us and
let us prove our claims. That's fsir. Leach Con-
crete Co., Ltd., 100 King St. West, Toronto. (tf)

MOORE'S Non-Leakable Fountain Pens. If

you have Fountain Pen troubles of your
own, the best remedy is to go to your

stationer and purchase from him a Moore's Non-
Non Leakable Foun ain Pen. Thls'is the one pen
that gives universal satisfaction and it costs no
more than you pay for one not as good. Price
$2.50 and upwards. W.J.Gage & Co. Limited,
Toronto, Sole Agents for Canada.

THE "KALAMAZOO" LOOSE LEAF BINDER
Is the only binder that will hold lust as many
sheets as you actually require and no more.

The back is flexible, writing surface flat, align-
ment perfect. No exposed metal parts or compli-
cated mechanism. Write for booklet. Warwick
Bros. & Rutter, Ltd., King and Spadina, Toronto.

AREHOUSE AND FACTORY HEATING
Systems. Taylor-Forbes Company, Ltd.
Supplied by the trade throughout Canada.

"yOU DON'T buy a National Cash Register— It

* pays for itself. Saves money. Prevents mis-
takes. We can prove it. National Cash

Register Co., 285 Yonge Street, Toronto.

FOR SALE.

CASH REGISTER, stylish nickel-plated detail
adder. Registers one cent to twenty dollars.
5 year guarantee. For quick sale, $50. Par-

ticulars, R. O. Smith Company, Ori II is. Ontario.
(2)

FOR SALE— Department store in good Alberta
town. Stock $25,000 ; yearly turnover $100,-
000. Address, Box 1226, Calgary.

WAREHOUSE TO RENT

AT REGINA, SASK., a first class distributing
point. New wholesale warehouse flat, 40 x
100 feet, electric lighted, steam heated, elec-

tric elevator. Dry goods or gents' furnishings
preferred. Write Westmen's Agency Regina.

SALESMAN WANTED.

SALESMEN AND SALESWOMEN WANTED—
Thousands of good positions now open, pay-
ing from $1000 to $5000 a year and expenses.

No former experience needed to get one of them.
We will teach you to be an expert salesman or
saleswoman by mail in eight weeks and assist you
to secure a good position, and you cm pay for your
tuition out of your earnings. Write to-day for full

particulars and testimonials from hundreds of men
and women we have placed in good positions, pay-
ing from $100 to $500 a month and expenses.
Address nearest office. Dept. 265, NATIONAL
SALESMEN TRAINING ASSOCIATION, Chl-
cag ', New York, Minneapolis, Atlanta, Kansas
City, San Francisco.

w
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HANSON'S

WOOLLEN SOCKS

G. E. Hanson - Hull, Que

This space will cost you only

$25.00 a year, and your ad. will go

to 5,000 merchants each month.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
Artificial Flowers, Plants and Vines, Window
Decorations. Japanese and Chinese Decora-
tions, Papier Mache Novelties, Electric Lighted
Flower Bushes. Write for our 104 page Cata-
logue. It's free for the asking.

The Botanical Decorating Company
(Incorporated.)

310 Fifth Avenue. Chicago, 111.

This space will cost you onlj

$25.00 a year, and your ad. will go

to 5,000 merchants each month.

Counter Check Books

F. N. BURT COMPANY, Limited

Toronto and Montreal
Write for samples.

This space will cost you only

$25.00 a year, and your ad. will gn

to 5,000 merchants each month.

Ideas That Are Worth
While

Some merchants flud that in their endeavors
to provide an up-to-date shopping emporium
many suggestions are possible by putting
themselves in a customer's position in regard
to the store. A different view is given from
this standpoint, and it has been found that
it is not always a case of light store, clear
aisles and attractive windows that win cus-
tomers or lose them.

Merchants have found it advisable to pro-
vide want books, wherein all inquiries for
goods asked for, but not in stock, are im-
mediately jotted down by salespeople. In
perusing this list from time to time it is

often possible to detect a style or society
trend, as well as stock lines for which repeat-
ed calls are found.

Some merchants extend their hospitality
during busy days when lunch is provided for
salespeople. Influential customers shopping
in the store or met on the market are invited
to have dinner in the lunch room. No great
amount of extra preparation is necessary and
with a class of people this kind of advertis-
ing can be made to bind customers through
personality alone.

Exterior panel signs between upstair win-
dows are used to good account by many mer-
chants. These bulletin boards, announcing
important sales, are repainted to suit events
and leaders. Sometimes different departments
and stocks carried are listed. Often, colors
used are always similar combinations asso-
eiated with the store, such as blue, gold and
black. The bankrupt or fire sale sign is some-
times seen in these spaces, though these do
not add dignity to merchandising unless the
occasion absolutely applies.

Merchants have taken advantage of adver-
tising given by large department stores to
their deposit account system by making a bid
for customer's patronage. In the same man-
ner as depositors are allowed a percentage
on daily balances, customers are given 2 per
cent, on yearly purchase totals by the local
merchant. Payments of these amounts are
made by cheque at New Year's and at the
same time letters are sent asking for further
favors in next year's buying.

Merchants try to relieve the perplexity in

young men's minds in regard to proper
clothes for coming nuptial events. Itemized
lists are published with corresponding style
information. Everything is included that is

necessary for a complete wardrobe. Some
advertisers also list the prices and estimate
the entire cost. Sometimes all requisites for
traveling are suggested as well as popular
resorts and wedding trips likely to prove
attractive.

L. BAUMaN & CO.
The largest Importers and Manufacturers ol
Artificial Flowers, Vines. Sprays, Palms.
Bouquets, and Window and Interior Decora-
tions.

359 W. Chicago Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

This space will cost you only

$25.00 a year, and your ad. will go

to 5,000 merchants each month.

Do You Want Agencies
for any line ? If you do,

write to The Dry Goods
Review, Toronto :: ::

This space will cost you only

$25.00 a year, and your ad. will go

to 5,000 merchants each month.

ADVERTISING CUTS
For Dry Goods. Department and General Stores.
For Newspaper, Catalogue or Circular Adver-
tising. Send for our big catalog. It's free.

Cuts 20 cents each.

Syndicate Cut Company
38 Park Row - NEW YORK

Write for Information,

about any line of goods you do not

see advertised in The Review. We
will gladly procure the information

and supply it free.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW.

!0CKf?JATERSON
LIMITED

The Wholesale Millinery and Fincy Dry Goods

House of the Maritime Provinces.

MAIL ORDERS OUR E8PECIAL HOBBV

I WILL BUY FOR YOU
With headquarters in Paris, I am prepared to act as

buying agent for Canadian firms. I am particularly well
situated to buy all kinds of millinery, hat forms, ostrich

feathers, flowers, trimmings, ribbons, etc. Can furniBh
best of references. Inquiry solicited.

ERNEST VEIT
1 9 Passage dea Petit** Ecuries, - Paris, Franc*
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free movement from the muscles of the forearm
with the small finger to steady it. Study the differ-

ent strokes of each letter, and the left hand shading
of each. Then practise.

Best Brushes and Outfit to Use.

In the lower left hand corner photo you will

note that the required outfit is very limited—a red
sable square point brush in albata, a T square, a

How to draw a straight line with brush and ruler.—See article.

bottle of block letterine and a piece of cardboard
to use as a pallette to rub the inked brush out on

—

a procedure which is necessary to bring the point

of the brush to a flat edge.

The picture in the right hand corner shows the

proper way to hold a brush when ruling a line.

The three finger tips are held easily to the edge of

the square, and the corner of the brush is allowed

to rest on the card, making a line the required

thickness as the hand is drawn from top to bottom
(always toward yourself.) The flat edge of tbe

brush can be used when a thick line is required, or

in making large letters.

You will also notice in the picture in the upper
left hand corner of the accompanying plate, the
proper position of the brush in the hand when mak-
ing the first stroke of the letter "S." This position
is retained throughout all the lettering, except when
such strokes as No. 3 in letter A, No. 2 and 3 in let-

ter B, etc., when the position is changed to the one
shown in the photo of the outfit.

Next issue will contain the lower case of this

same alphabet.

Note.—Any further or special information will

be given regarding brushes, etc., upon receipt of
request by The Dry Goods Review, or J. C. Edwards,
care of MacLean Pub. Co., 143 University Ave., Tor-
onto.

Unit Trim of Clothing and Shoes, showing introduction of furni-
ture with fixtures. By Reg. Brown, with Cressman

Co., Peterboro'.
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Every man who buys in your
store will come back for

another pair of

273

CHESTER
SUSPENDERS
AFTER HE HAS WORN THE FIRST
PAIR. You don't have to show the "Chester"

but once—they sell themselves.

Men like the exclusive "Chester" features

—

the "stretch" in the back—the patented fab-

ric ends—chemically toughened wear points,

and solidly woven inserted back button holes.

You will find that "Chester" Suspenders are

steady money-makers for you

Send for a sample dozen. $4.25 for the semi-

elastic model—$4.50 for the all-elastic.

Order from our Factory or
tho Winnipeg Warehouse

CHESTER LINE

JiALLTS

GUARANTEED

HALLS, LIMITED
Manufacturers

BROCKVILLE, ONT.

FULLSTOCK CARRIED AT OUR WINNIPEG WAREHOUSE, 148 PRINCESS SI

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Traveler*.
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TOOKE SHIRTS
(Like Tooke Collars)

Are Just Right
The new shirt model shown here illus-

trates three of the features that have made

Tooke Shirts the first choice of careful,

discriminating dressers.

The first feature is its fresh novelty.

The graduated pattern pleats are decided-

ly out of the ordinary.

The second feature is its perfect taste.

Tooke novelties are never freakish, bizarre,

or out of harmony with good form.

The third feature, and a most impor-

tant one it is, is the precision with which

the shirt is made. A shirt of this style

demands superior workmanship, for any

defects would be glaring.

You'll notice this precision in all

Tooke products.

The button-holes in the collars are always just right, so that your customer never

brings back a collar in which the upper corners do not come even. The "spring" is

figured to a nicety, too, so that the tie slips easily, yet the collar does not gape in front.

In our working shirts you will find that the cutting and stitching is beyond criti-

cism.

The net result of these Tooke features is that you can most thoroughly satisfy your

best customers by selling them Tooke shirts, collars and furnishings. Incidentally, it is

money in your pocket to do so.

TOOKE BROS. Limited, Montreal
Manufacturers of Shirts, Collars, Cuffs and Neckwear, and

Importers of Men's Furnishings.

Please mention The Revieiv to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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CAMPBELLS
LINEN
THREADS

WHETHER for household or for

manufacturing purposes
CAMPBELL'S LINEN THREADS are

the most satisfactory to handle; our

steadily increasing sales are witnesses of

their popularity. They are uniform, strong

and smooth and are made solely from the

finest quality flax.

You will be pleased with the prompt

delivery.

ALL LEADING WHOLESALERS
STOCK CAMPBELL'S THREADS.

Agents for Canada

John Gordon & Son
Toronto Montreal Winnipeg
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USE THESE CATCHY CUTS
IN YOUR ADVERTISING OF

PRIESTLEYS'
DRESS GOODS

FOR THIS COMING FALL

Wool Veletta Sandown

:}

Concord

Nice little Cuts these—illustrating some of

the most attractive styles in Coats and Suits.

They would certainly help to attract attention

to your advertising. We supply them free

upon request.

At the present time we are making large ship-

ments of Priestleys' Fall Dress Goods.

SANDOWN SUITING
WOOL VELETTA
CONCORD SUITING
SILK & WOOL AMBROSE

Merchants everywhere are becoming more and

more convinced of the unapproachable super-

iority of Priestleys' Fabrics.

Get in your requests for Cuts now.

GREENSHIELDS Limited
MONTREAL

Sole Agents for Priestleys' Dress Goods

Sandown

Concord

Silk and Wool
Ambrose
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W

Audust 1st Issue

Special Knit

Goods Number

;nitted goods in

all its depart-
ments will be speci-

ally featured in this

issue. arrange for
G OJiO D STRONG AN-
NOUNCEMENT NOW. : :

VIEWS OF PROMINENT MERCHANTS ON IM-

PORTANT KNIT GOODS QUESTIONS WILL EE

ONE OF THE INTERESTING FEATURES.
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No Time for Vain Imaginings

THE man who sees in every inauspicious circum-

stance some element which threatens disaster,

not only to his own future, but also to that of the

country as a whole, is in the same class as the man
who, so the fable goes, put out his own eyes because

they would see naught but that which gave him
much anguish. Darkness and misery were preferable

to daylight and all that it should have typified to

him.

The man whose mind is always considerate of
xhe better side of things does not leave himself open
to that discouragement which is sure to come with
every untoward happening. He does not handicap
himself by forebodings,. The cheerful mind always
radiates enthusiasm. It has that happy faculty of
analysis which enables it to see the best in every
prospect, foresees difficulties and is forearmed, or
is enabled to take a wise course of action should
they catch up with him.

Such a mind is a help to others. One enthusi-.

astic, cheerful person in an organization, otherwise
inclined to be pessimistic, will go a long way towards
the preventon of disintegration.

The merchant who is continually viewing the
horizon through blue glasses is sure to miss some of

the brighter spots that glorify the scene. To him
life is one dull monotone, and he is likely to dis-

courage his staff. Things seem to be continually
going wrong while he is about. The wholesaler or

manufacturer who throws up his hands at every un-
favorable breeze that ruffles the sea of commerce
would find himself panic-stricken in a stiff gale. He
develops a bad habit and is likely to impart it to

others. The effect would be deplorable : it would
obscure the destiny, the undoubted right to success

that belongs to every retailer, wholesaler and manu-
facturer in this country.

There can be no excuse for such an outlook in

Canada—no time to be wasted in fearsome imagin-
ings. The country has demonstrated that it is en-

titled to all of the optimism that the careful, hard-

working, enthusiastic man can summon. It is the

day of broad outlook, not of narrow vision. A man's
-uccess will be measured largely by the scope of his

ambition. It should not content him with small

things on a self-centered one-phase plan, but should
rather make him one of those bright, satisfied

souls, who see in every effort an incentive to some-
thing better, an opportunity which, as like as not,

proves to be the creature of his own enthusiasm.

"You ought to arrest all pessimists. There is

no room for them in this country," was the obser-

vation made recently by Wm. Anderson, of William
Anderson & Co., Glasgow, Scotland, to an interviewer

during a discussion of conditions in the United
States. This comment is hardly without some ap-

plication to Canada, in the light of the fact that

there are those whose faith in the future is all too
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easily overshadowed by doubt. True, there is danger
in developing too fast a pace, but the country's

broadening opportunities are such as to inspire sta-

bility in confidence. —•

What are Other Admen Doing ?

TLJOW many admen have ever taken the trouble
** to look through the pile of exchanges received

at the local newspaper office with the object of as-

certaining what the admen in other towns and cities

are doing?
This is a source of information and ideas which

is pretty generally disregarded. It is safe to say
that the editors or publishers of the local papers
would be only too pleased to have the admen from
the home stores drop in once or twice a month, or

even more frequently, not only to discuss the local

business situation, but also to get the benefit of such
inspiration as may be found in the papers from
other places.

There is not a newspaper office in Canada that

does not receive, at the very least, twenty exchanges
weekly, and by the man who is endeavoring to im-
prove his style or solve some problem in the em-
ployment of his space, these papers will often be
found most useful.

This same idea was put to somewhat novel use

by one merchant. He visited the newspaper office

regularly, selected the papers published throughout
the district of which his town was the centre, and
thus kept himself in touch with happenings in the

different places. AVhen people drove to town for

goods that they could not obtain at the local store,

they were often surprised at this man's familiarity

with their home occurrences. He also adopted the

plan of writing appropriate personal letters to people

on occasions of special import, and in that way held

their interest. In time he developed the best coun-
try trade in his town.

What the news columns did for this merchant,
the advertising columns can do for the young man
who is responsible for the advertising appropriation

—it will keep him in touch with his business. He
will not only broaden his views as to the economics
of advertising, but he will inform himself of other

men's merchandising ideas, and this means of com-
parison will prove useful.

This is one avenue of co-operation between local

newspapers and advertisers that is always open.

Opportunity in the Fall Fairs

MERCHANTS and responsible members of their

staffs are now planning for their Fall cam-
paign, and probably the event that applies the first

test is the local fall fair. It attracts many people

from the surrounding country, and at that season

of the year the farmer is in a mood that reflects the

bounty of his harvest.

The opportunity is well set for the merchant.
There will be special windows to trim, and every
section of the store must suggest the spirit of the

occasion. Aggressive advertising is called for. It

must emphasize every possible advantage that goes

with the selection and purchase of goods from the

local store.

There will be fall fairs in adjoining towns and
cities, and there are the great exhibitions of the

metropolitan centres. These all draw their crowds,
and many of the local merchants' customers will be
tempted to wait for this opportunity to visit the
cities, where they will make purchases more or less

extensive. It is a fact that there are families who
visit the large cities on no other occasion during the

year, and who then select as much as possible of

their Fall and Winter wardrobes in the big depart-

mental stores.

The local merchant must, therefore, put forth

every effort in a direction best calculated to counter-

act these outside influences. Sometimes he may find

it to his distinct advantage to put on display in con-
nection with the exhibition, and in a striking way
describe in regular and special advertising the op-

portunities presented by shopping at home. For a

display of goods it will be often found that manu-
facturers of certain lines are willing to co-operate.

A men's wear dealer tells The Review that in con-

nection with their Fall fair they sold one hundred
and seventy-five suits as the result of an exhibit in

the hall at the fair-grounds, and that their advertis-

ing on that occasion attracted much business to the

store. He adds: "I think i^ certainly pays to ad-

vertise when there is anything going on in your
town that brings a crowd from other towns. We
more than doubled our sales over any previous

fair time."

Any event that calls for a general holiday

throughout the surounding district is creative of

distinct merchandising opportunities, and the re-

tailer who makes the most of them will certainly

meet with profitable response.

#

Men, Methods and Events

Crop reports from the Northwest would indicate

that the confidence and enthusiasm with which the

year's commercial record has been considered is not

going to be misplaced.

* * *

"Where may we secure a man who will give us

something original in our window trimming, take

charge of our advertising and show cards, do some
of the buying, take charge of fancy goods and
in; ike himself useful in other departments during

his spare moments? For the right man we will

start with $12 a week." This explains a merchant's

requirements in a much-wanted young man. Con-

fidentially he points out that he is a prominent
church worker, and that he would much prefer a

person who could take charge of a church choir and
Sunday School orchestra, Here is an opportunity

for some youth to sacrifice himself on the altar of

ambition and at the same time insure himself

against chances of becoming unrighteously rich.

* * *

Many young men and women employed in dry

goods stores are taking up The Review's short-cut

course in card-writing. The first lesson of a series

of twenty appeared in the July number. This is the

most practical, easily mastered course that has ever

been given to salespeople with ambition to master

helpful details of their business. The best feature

of the system is that it is prepared by a practical

dry goods man who has tested every detail and
knows what he is talking about.



Lesson 2--Short CutCourse inCardwriting
Instruction in Letter Formation and Shading — How to Hold the Brush
in Order to Get Best Results in Gradual Development — Constant Practice

Essential to Success — Watch the Arrow
(By J. C Edwards. Copyright applied for.)

THE previous lesson (No. 1) dealt with "Single

Brush Stroke Block Capitals." The capitals

or upper cases, as printers know them, are

used either as a whole word or line of words
or as the beginning of a word or series of words.

In show card writing the custom is to begin
every line with a capital and in many cases every
word. However, the privileges that a show card

writer enjoys are greater than that of a printer so

long as he uses good judgment.
The capital letter is not as speedy a letter as the

lower case or small letters, and is, therefore, used
mainly for emphasizing or strengthening certain

Showing position of brush in hand while drawing straight lines.

portions of the card, while the rest of the lettering

may be done in either lower case or capitals and
lower case.

One illustration on this page shows the proper

position for holding the brush while lettering, an-

other cut shows the mode of lining a card and the in-

set in the upper left hand corner of the large plate

si lows the outfit necessary for the beginner, also an-

other position of the brush while lettering.

Shading the Letter.

It will be noticed in the plate on the opposite

page that each completed miniature letter has been
shaded on the left side and bottom. This is the

simplest form and quickest accomplished shade in

uimeral use in card writing. The main point to

observe is that the shading on each letter is at the

-.line angle. Say that the light falls on the letter at

about 45 degrees it will cast a shadow about as

shown in the accompanying card and plate. Shade
with a mixture of zinc white and lamp black if a

Liicv is desired. Do not get the shade too dark
and always leave a narrow space between the shade
and letter in relief shading. This shade is particu-

lary advisable as the wet shading ink is liable to

cause the block letter to run and smear the lighter

shade.

Spacing Rules.

A great deal of practice is required to properly
space a card, but if a person follows the simple rule
that an even amount of space should be left around
the lettering, there will be little or no trouble.

For instance, the space between the line and the
letter "P" should be the same as that between the
little "e" and the line in the word "practice."

The same rule applies in the other lines and also

at the top and bottom of the lettering. Of course,

where a light shading on the letter is used, there
need be little notice taken of the spacing of the
shade, as the letter stands out prominently and the
shade is merely a relief on the supposed shadow of
the letter itself, as will be noticed in the various
shaded words in this lesson.

No Stroke is too Easy to Practise
Watch the Arrows.

Often—

cated by the arrows and numbers in the plate. Turn
the brush slightly in the hand in the .first stroke at

each curve; the other two strokes are simply done
with a single movement, being careful to over-lap

them at the curve. The letter "b" shows the
straight line ending with the curve at the bottom to

the left and the reverse curve indicated by arrows
2 and 3.

"c" introduces another set of strokes which will

appear in a great many of the letters in this and
other alphabets and have already been shown in the

Showing position of brush in hand while lettering.

capitals, "g" shows the "o" strokes with the segma
—the figure at the top of th'e "g," which is an im-
portant one and should be practised much, as it ap-
pears often in many of the later lessons.
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The straight lines come in the h, i, k, 1, and
many others in combination with the "o" or "c"
formations and follow the various movements in the

formation of each and every letter. Note the arrows
and the small marks indicating where curves are

overlapped and you will soon learn the strokes ac-

EvgruPay
^i/}dyou'//'-m?OZtSure

Card showing applic tion of Ihe single brush strjke block
in bold face and condensed form.

curately and with practice will be able to handle the

brush with precision and speed.

Note.—Use a red sable flat brush in albata,

about No. 6 to No. 8, a T square and a good lettering

ink in black.

A stamped envelope to The Dry Goods Review
or to the author of this course in care of the Mac-
Lean Pub. Co., Toronto, will bring any informa-
tion desired.

Making Use of Waste Space

Some time ago a new proprietor took charge of

a Western Ontario dry goods store. The career of

his predecessor had ended in financial disaster. The
newcomer was dissatisfied with the store arrange-

ments, which, he felt, did not give the goods a fair

chance to sell themselves. '

At the rear of the ground floor was a little room,
placed live steps below the ground floor level—a sort

of half-way house between the store and the base-

ment. It had always been considered too small to

be pui to any practical use. and had served for many
years as a storehouse for odds and ends, adding no-

thing to the appearance of the store.

The new proprietor called to him the head clerk,

a man who had spent many years in the service

of his predecessor.

"Jinks," he remarked, "I'm going to clean this

place up and use it for our linen department."
Jinks stood aghast.

"It will just kill our linen trade," he declared

with conviction. "The place is too small for one
thing, and the people will never go down all those

steps to get to it. I wouldn't do it if I were you, sir,"

he added earnestly. "Mr. Jones would have done it,

sir, while he was here, if it could have been done."
"We'll try it, anyway," concluded the merchant.
He immediately had the storehouse cleaned out,

re-papered and renovated at trifling expense. A few
prisms were put in to give better and better dif-

fused light by day, and electric lights for the even-
ing. The linen department was shifted from crowd-
ed quarters in the front of the store, and run for the
first time as a separate department.

The result was the speedy doubling of the mer-
chant's linen trade, through his ability to display

the linen goorls by themselves, thus showing them

to the best advantage. A certain depreciation in
appearance and salability, inevitable where linens
and colored goods are kept together, was avoided.
Furthermore, the merchant found room in an in-

conspicuous corner of the little downstairs section
for his private desk. The lessened pressure on the
main store, resulting from the transfer of the linens
to a separate department, also had a beneficial effect

on other lines of trade.

As for the difficulty that the customers would
not go down the necessary five steps—the merchant
scarcely ever had occasion to remember it. The nov-
elty of a downstairs linen department attracted more
than it repelled, and the merchant boldly made it

a feature in his advertising talks on linens.

Yet the previous proprietor had been satisfied

for many years to use the little room as a store-

house—an expensive storehouse, since, as the results

showed, its use for that purpose prevented him from
boosting his linen trade above what was probably an
irreducible minimum.

Chatham Inaugurates Five O'clock Closing

Beginning on July 12, the C. Austin Company,
Ltd., inaugurated 5 o'clock closing for the summer
months in all the departments of their dry goods and
housefurnishing store.

During the months of July and August, the store

will close at 5 o'clock on every afternoon except

Saturdays.

This step is being taken in preference to the

weekly half-holiday which is adopted in some places

for the summer months, the mangement feeling

that there are strong and valid objections to the

weekly half holiday which do not apply to 5 o'clock

closing. The half holiday is found to be a source

of inconvenience to customers, particularly to those

from the country, who are apt to forget the day of

the week on which a store closes at noon. Similarly,

travelers are very frequently inconvenienced for the

-line cause. With the store closing an hour earlier

on every one of five days in the week, such incon-

venience to customers and travelers is practically

eliminated.

Experience has also indicated, the management
consider, that closing an hour earlier every day is

better for the salespeople than the weekly half holi-

day. With the latter the salespeople are apt to

spend the half holiday and a good share of the early

hours of the next day in a way that leaves them
more tired than they were before. The early closing

gives opportunity to prepare for quiet, restful recre-

ation during the evening. As a means of recruiting

the nerve force of the salesman or saleswoman, the

extra hour every day is better, and better distri-

buted than the afternoon in mid-week.

The 5 o'clock closing idea is something of an

experiment in the smaller towns. The Austin Com-
pany regard it in this light; but if the experiment

proves a success it will undoubtedly be made a per-

manent feature for the summer months. Though
it is as yet rather early to pronounce upon its success,

thus far there have been no disquieting symptoms.
There has been no falling off in the proportion of

sales, and on the whole the experiment looks pro-

mising.
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Buyers for Next Season
Underwear Samples for Next Spring — Personal

Choice of Yoke Patterns — Combinations and O S.

Sizes — Anticipating a Good Season.

DURING the past few days wholesale buyers

have been selecting their underwear for

Spring selling, and express themselves as well

satisfied with samples seen so far. Most plac-

ing will be in quantity, and buyers state that this is

done in order to protect their customers. Previous

experience would warrant taking no chances on re-

peat-, and in order to anticipate later orders, greater

quantities are being placed with the mills.

Regarding prices, an advance in most lines of

ladies' underwear of from 5 per cent, to

7% per cent, on lower lines and possibly 2% per

cent, on better grades has to be considered. About
the only matter of decision besides this quantity

and range of sizes is the choice of fancy yokes and
personal selection of preferred designs. One buyer

states that he added increased orders on combinations

of fully 50 per cent, over last year's quantities, and
that this was not done at the expense of regular lines.

The remarkable tendency for yoke effects in

Swiss styles has been well met by manufacturers,

and in the better lines the dainty yoke patterns of

insertions and bandings have broadened the scope

of the selling end. Buyers are recognizing this, as

well as the extra demands for eyelet or porous knit

goods.

Diversity of Style a Factor.

face of the demand by retailers for both novelty in

style and better grades.

This is a direct result of style in underwear found

in all sections of retailing, and the ability of cus-

tomers to buy qualities. Retail buyers are not asking

for styles they cannot sell, and while much could

be done to eliminate some numbers, with the advance

of turnover in this department, there is small likeli-

hood that manufacturers are carrying any too many
styles to-day.

Take More Lines Than Usual.

Most mills ayree that they have reached the limit

of wea\es and styles, and that trimmings are used

only as a means of adding novelty. This would jus-

Some comments are heard regarding the divers-

ity of styles and the numbers of different styles or

samples shown by mills and jobbers. Although the

staple buyers try to confine their orders to fewer

numbers, and thereby ensure larger quantities on

these lines, they find it hard to pass up the fancy

trimmed and new eyelet knit samples.

While wholesalers would like to confine to fewer

styles, there is no disposition on the part of the re-

tailer to stay with regular samples, and underwear
departments are adding both novelty and numbers
of lines at each price every season.

It is pointed out that staple numbers could be

adhered to and better deliveries result if retailers

would place larger quantities on fewer lines.

Wholesale buyers are of the opinion that while

mills carry so many novelties and such a broad range

they are helpless to confine to fewer numbers in the

Men's sweater coat, witn adjustable collar buttoned

up. Made in leading color combinations. Monarch
Knitting Co., Dunnville.

tify buyers in making the most of the ranges pre-

sented, "and it is fairly well decided that more lines

than usual will have to be taken 1. anticipating

next year's orders, and give a fair representation.

This taking of novelties, too, is commended by bet-

ter retail prices, and merchants will find 2 for 25c

lines their starting number this year, while 25c and

50c qualities will comprise sales in most departments

as thev have done this vear.
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Stocks in Good Condition.

Buyers are not considering carried-over stocks to

any great extent, as the exceptional hot weather this

year is believed to have cleaned up stocks finer than
usual. Coupled with this, repeats on some grades

were impossible to get late this year, and placing

orders will show better on these lines in travelers'

orders.

Most buyers consider 0. S. sizes separately, and
increased orders are being given. This is extra busi-

ness, and not at the expense of smaller sizes, but
rather to piece goods selling. An increase of 25 per

cent, is placed, as an estimate of this extra placing.

Canadian people are buying garments in underwear
which give comfort, and this is also evident in other

knit goods sections. Size is as important as light-

weight, and in regard to larger sizes retailers will

be met in 0. S. sizes, if they carefully anticipate

their needs. Theer will be less cause for disappoint-

ment in repeats on large sizes unless this increase in

orders is insufficient to meet next year's demands.

Mills give the usual promise of deliveries on
time, and buyers seem content to place their orders,

expecting as good deliveries as they received this

year.

Children's underwear is placed in the same quan-
tities and styles as last year, and buyers are not giv-

ing this department, for Spring lines, any unusual
attention. As selling is largely a matter of price on
a limited number of styles.

Altogether, buyers are satisfied that next year's

business in underwear should reveal a satisfactory

increase. Inquiry at the mills shows that manufac-
turers are changing their machines from Fall and
Winter to Spring early orders, which are now com-
ing in. Reports from Western buyers indicate that

stocks are fairly light, and that there is every reason

to expect an increase for Spring in underwear busi-

ness.

Combinations in Montreal.

Reports from Montreal show that one of the fea-

tures of the underwear business this season has been
the strong demand for combinations. The increase

in sales of this line has been most marked. Manufac-
turers, jobbers and retailers all report a very satis-

factory trade and a growing popularity for the gar-

ments.

One jobber, whose stock was about depleted, said

he believed that within three or four years about
half the trade in men's and women's underwear
would be in combinations.

Both sexes have been showing their preference

for this style of garment, and there seems no reason

to believe thajb they will go back on their choice.

At present the facilities for making the combination
suits are limited, but judging from Spring samples
and early buying, orders have been increased at the

mills, anticipating a fair increase for next season.

It is claimed for the combinations that they are

neater and better fitting than the two-piece shirts

and drawers, the double effect at the hips being done
away with. Customers have become educated from
comfort reasons also of the merits of combinations,

which have steadily advanced in public favor during
the last few seasons, and next season's business should

show still more satisfactory turnover.

Knitted Novelties for Fall
Brush Weave, Camel's Hair and Novelty Tar-

tan Rug and Blanket Coats Shown — Muff-

Scarfs and Aviation Caps Selling — Infants'

and Children's Lines.

Montreal, July 15th, 1911

KNITTED goods of all kinds seem to be in

stronger demand in Canada to-day than they

have ever been. All through the summer,

despite the extremely hot weather, jerseys and

sweater coats have been good selling lines. They fill

the demand better than anything else for use at

the seashore, motoring, driving, etc. Judging from

the orders received by the manufacturers and job-

bers for Fall delivery there will be a big increase

in the business in the Fall and Winter months and

in sorting orders.

A representative of one of the knitted goods
houses, who returned last month from a visit to the

Old Country, states that there is a falling off in

the demand for sweater coats and kindred lines over

there, and the manufacturers therefor are not devel-

oping many new ideas. It is contended that condi-

tions are altogether different in England from Can-
ada and that there has never been the same popular-

ity for these goods that there has been on this side,

as weather conditions are entirely different.

The Canadian manufacturers are, however, im-
proving their lines wherever possible, and new ideas

are being offered from time to time. All indications

point to a strong demand here for some time to

come, particularly for ladies' wear. Jackets, in short

to medium lengths, will be the most popular this

Fall, the long coats having had their run. Jobbers

say that there is now very little call for the longer

styles.

The plain knitted models appear to be the favor-

ites and fancy knits are taken in most orders. In
Montreal, during the summer months, the retailers

have had some difficulty in getting enough of the

three-quarter length coats to supply the demand.
Ladies are asking for coats shaped a little at the

waist, and are apparently discarding the men's
styles, which they have been effecting to a very large

degree. Slightly fitted models are likely to be as

popular this season as they were last.

In colorings, white and grey appear to be the

best sellers, with blues, reds, browns and greens used

to some extent.

A novelty in camel's hair polo coats, especially

suitable for motoring and traveling, is shown. The
camel's hair fleece takes a prominent place, but the

coats are also made in a great variety of blanket

cloths and reversible tweeds. There are also some
styles made from tartan rugs with the fringe used

as trimming. White is a favorite, but camel's hair

coats are made in all colors and styles. Tan will

be good. The raglan shoulder leads and the belted

coats are also very popular. The retail price ranges

from $20 upwards.

Brushed knitted goods are very popular with

both men and women. Sweater coats with brushed

collars, and hoods, caps and motor scarfs with the

brushed finish, either in whole or in part, are meet-

ing with marked approval.
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Aviation Caps Selling.

Berlin wool aviation caps are having a big sale

this Fall, and they are likely to be more popular

than last season. During the summer they were

sold largely for steamer use and as a general utility

headdress they should have a very good run this

season.

Knitted motor scarfs are going well this season.

White appears to be the best, with greys and heather

mixtures also selling. A novelty in this line, shown

for the first time in Canada is a "muff-scarf," or a

muff and scarf in one, and is offered in white. The

long wide motor scarf has a muff, fairly well padded

and with a pocket at the top, at one end of the scarf,

so that when it is thrown about the neck the muff

is conveniently placed for the wearer.

Several novelty lines were received from England

and Scotland late in June, and while they appeared

to be viewed favorably by merchants to whom they

were shown, they were not largely bought, owing to

the fact that everyone was pretty well stocked up.

Included in the samples shown were several styles

of ladies' woolen caps, Napoleon shape, in heather

mixtures and plain colors, coarse and fine yarns.

Another shape shown was a round hat in heather

mixture, brushed finish, with knitted band. There

is a fairly wide brim on the hat which permits it

to be turned up in various forms.

Some new designs are also being shown in woolen

vests and coats for men. They are in the brushed

finish in heather mixtures, stripes and plain. A
feature of the vests is the long back, extending below

the front, which ensures added warmth to the wearer

in the cold weather.

Children's Fall Lines.

There , has been an enormous development in

children's lines in knit goods in the last twelve

months, and a great increase in the variety of colors

and styles are shown. The makers are now giving

the public the goods they want, and as the prices

are reasonable, the business is showing a big im-

provement. Children's sweater coats, jerseys and

knitted suits are going well, and knitted jerseys,

pants and cap to match are very popular.

Sweater coats come in a variety of plain colors,

as well as combinations, with belts and without. The
best selling line seems to be the one which buttons

close to the neck, with turnover collar. For boys, the

dark colors are naturally preferred, as they are more

serviceable, but for girls white and grey are the

leaders.

Knitted suits for boys and girls are shown in

many different styles and weights. The boys' suits

have jerseys with V neck, buttoned on the side or

close-fitting collar. Pants are fitted with fly front

and side pockets or closed and finished with elastic

round the top. The caps are made long, with tassel

on the top, and can readily be converted into a

"bun" shape. For the girls there are knitted coats

and skirts to match, and they make very serviceable

garments. Orders for these lines have been steadily

increasing and they are likely to become more
popular each season. The combination suit, con-

sisting of toque, sweater and leggings, is likely to

be as popular this season as it has been in

the past two winters.

"CEETEE"
UN SHRI NK ABLE
UNDERWEAR

SELLS
WITH CERTAINTY

"CEETEE" is sold under a

positive guarantee. We replace,

without question, any garment that

shrinks or is in any way imperfect.

The lack of complaint assures us of the

satisfaction that always is given by
these elegant garments. "Ceetee"is

moderate in price and we do all in

our power to make it the best value

for the money on the market-

See our Fall and Winter

Offerings.

The C. TURNBULL CO. of Gait, Ltd.
GALT, ont.

THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262.005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST in the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI-
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends.

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARDWEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN
FOOTWEAR

To be had from any of the Leading

Wholesale Dry Goods Houses



Envelope Bags in all Shades
Cordelieres are Used on all Bags Alike— Great

Variety of Shapes.

THE season which is now passing has seen a
complete revolution in the matter of bags.

The plain-looking leather bag, which was
considered suitable for dressy wear as well as

with the suit is now no longer used for anything
but the tailored costume.

Even with the latter, the fancy bag is widely
popular. Materials are principally silks, satins and
tapestries. The last named proves very useful and
durable.

Shapes are various. The Madame Sherry is still

good in popular numbers. A bag of the same size,

with horizontal instead of curved top, is often seen
as a frame for the satin fabrics. Oxidized silver and
dull gilt are preferred for the mount.

The high novelty, however, consists of the enve-
lope shape, in all its forms. These range from the
soft, crushable-looking schoolboy bag of ample size to

the small, flat envelope of the type recently exploited
as the Coronation bag.

Cordelieres are this season's distinguishing fea-

ture, and are used on all shapes. They are more
or less long, handsome and elaborately knotted and
tasseled, according to the price asked. Generally
.speaking, the ampler the better.

Among a particularly fascinating display of bags
were small envelopes with slender cords in satin, in

all the favored shades, tapestries, plain and trimmed
with leather, embroidered and braided styles, both
silk and linen, and handsome, smooth finished
leathers in all the dark shades.

A pretty and novel bag was of Kelly green and

black stripes on a square frame of about seven inches,

oxidized mount, and having a cordeliere of black
with tassels.

Wooden Beads Now Shown
Necklaces and Chains Have the New Modern
Beads — Turquoise Selling Well — Pearls

Widely in Demand.

Many merchants have run out of pearls in the
medium lines because of the great demand this

Summer. Jewelers have felt the same scarcity, in

spite of importing larger than usual.

The coming season is expected to see a brisk trade

in turquoises. It is not supposed that there will be
such a vogue as recently for coral, but good business

will be done. Coral holds firm up to the time of writ-

ing.

The latest fad is for necklaces of the new modern
beads, enameled, gilded or plain. The prettiest are

of a kind of gilt in all colors which has a dull, rich

appearance.

Some revival in dog-collars was recently noted by
orders received from the trade in Montreal and Que-
bec.

Spike hat-pins are at present regarded as the most
stylish numbers. Brilliants and pearls have been the

favored settings, but color is shown in those import-

ed for Autumn and Winter trade.

Dainty New Aprons
An instance of how ingenuity converts losses in-

to gains recently came under observation. A partic-

ularly fetching line of aprons was shown by a whole-

sale firm. They were made in their own workrooms.

COIFFURETTXV
DOUBLE KNOTTED MESH
SHAPED SILKHAIR NETS

$4'.80 per gross

TORONTO DEPOT:

Dieckerhoff, Raffloer & Co,, Ltd.

Corner Simcoe and Wellington Sts.

ROSENWALD BROS.

LONDON
Sole Manufacturers

PARIS VIENNA

Each net in envelope
MONTREAL DEPOT:

Dieckerhoff, Raffloer & Co., Ltd.

525 St. Paul Street.

MAKERS OF EVERY KIND OF

Hair Nets, Frames, Rolls, &c, &c.
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and consisted of silk organdies trimmed with lace

and satin ribbon. Their prettiest feature was a

medium deep floral border in delicate colors running
round the edge of the apron and also edging the bib.

The touch of color gave the desirable difference from
the maid's apron. Between the dainty shades and
the lace, they looked as if no woman customer would
long resist.

These aprons were made from ends of silk organ-

dy in bordered designs which had been bought
through an oversight and were of no conceivable use

to a firm dealing entirely in accessories. The retailer

mav well do the same should occasion arise.

Egyptian Designs Featured
Oriental Ideas Dominate Recent Productions

— Bulgarian Waist Lengths Continue Good

Egyptian designs are at present a leading feature

of decorative work. This applies to embroideries or

cushions and covers and also to stenciling and allied

arts.

The Iris is a particularly good design as it pre-

sents no difficulties to the inexpert, but the most
popular of these patterns is the fan of peacock
feathers.

Hindu designs are creeping in, especially the

lotus and leaf. There are also mathematical designs
of great beauty now being used for carpets and short-

ly, it is said, to appear in embroideries.

At present, Bulgarian embroideries and designs

are the best selling article on the market. These
have had a phenomenal run in the form of

the popular voile waist length, stamped for embroid-
ery.

It is commonly asserted that Autumn will bring-

no appreciable falling off in sales, and that the waist

of voile or marquisette will continue as a waist all

Winter.
Bulgarian designs are also being used 'on ninon

waist lengths.

A new style waist length sold among the fancy
goods is printed in a sort of stencilled effect. It is

to be made up peasant fashion, and the pattern edges
the cuffs and throat. It is usually Oriental in design
or strongly suggestive of the Bulgarian. These
waists are made of veiling materials.

Display of porch cushions continue to be a fea-

ture of the Summer merchandising campaign of
large stores. Two desirable qualities should be kept
in mind by the merchant purchasing for or plan-
ning such display. The articles should be as nearly
as possible unfading, and they should be arranged
to remove easily for the purpose of washing. It is

found that crash embroidered with mercerized flosses

gives the best satisfaction and brings the customer
back again.

Embroidered Linens.
The guest towel or traveler's towel of diminuitive

size with scallops made by hand and monogram em-
broidered in the corner has been found an excellent
seller, both finished and unfinished. Some of the
towels have a stamped design either conventional or
floral.

Napkin sets are also very popular both for pres-

entation to the bride and for the replenishing during
long summer days of household .-tuck.

UNSEEN—NAIAD PROTECTS

The "NAIAD JJ

DRESS SHIELD
grows in favor with the trade in all parts

of Canada. It wins on its merits, first

capturing the interests of the consumer.

Women Who Care

prefer the "NAIAD" to any other for

many reasons :

1. The Naiad is free from

any offensive odor

2. It does not deteriorate

with age and fall to

powder in the dress.

It wears.

3. The Naiad is easily

kept clean — can be

sterilized by immers-

ing in boiling water

for a few seconds

only.

4. It is a shield built on

the best hygienic
principles

Every pair is guaranteed,

books and prices on application.

Sample

Wrinch, McLaren & Co.
SOLE CANADIAN MANUFACTURERS

77 Wellington St. W., Toronto, Can.

J
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Retailers will find this a time when excellent re-

turns can be obtained from sales of table linen. Odds
and ends may readily be cleared out before stock-

taking. Wherever Summer residents from the Unit-
ed States flock, there are excellent opportunities in

this line, as many Americans greatly prefer Cana-
dian linens, imported direct from Ireland, and they
make a practice of buying when here.

Fancy Woolen Lines.

The retailer who has not done so already should
lose no time in stocking a full line of the heavy
wools by the skein which are used to make the new
cap, muff and scarf sets.

Wholesalers have prepared for a big season by
stocking both the finished articles and the materials.

There is no doubt but that these knitted and crochet-
ed articles are to be popular to an extent beyond what
would have been thought possible a year ago.

Pure white is the favorite effect, but white with
blue trimmings and white with scarlet are extremely
effective. The scarf may be up to two yards in
length, and proportionately wide. One seen was at

least twelve inches. Instead of being a bungle, it

adjusts itself to the shoulders. It is worn as a throw-
over, and is perfectly straight and unshapened, witb
deep-fringed ends.

The aviation cap has been described so often as
to need no comment. The muff is a plain, pillow
shape lined with satin and having a down bed of
no great thickness.

The dealer in fancy goods or the retailer with an
effective work-room staff may easily have these goods
made up on the premises for purposes of demonstra-
tion in order to sell the wools. A very pretty and
showy effect is produced by combining chenille with
wool. The former is used in stripes at the scarf ends,
at each side of the muff and round the up-turned
brim of the cap.

Wickerwork Novelties
They Draw Attention to the Notions Depart-

ment During the "Dog-davs."

Merchants are making displays of attractive lun-
cheon baskets and other wicker novelties on counters
well to the front of the store. This is the picnic
season and the handy hamper has only to be thrust
into public view to remind the housewife of an ever
recurring need.

A pretty Indian basket is simply shaped like a
folder with handles at either side. This may be lined
with silk and made into a very pretty work-basket,
or it may be used as a muffin basket or a catch-alt
when holidaying.

Equally attractive to a large crowd of women was
the display of slippers made of wickerwork to sell at

a very moderate price. These curious open-work
slippers have the advantage of being cool, very
cheap, and picturesque. They may be lined or worn
plain as taste dictates.

Basket accessories for the tea-table are much used
on verandahs. The little basket-covered tea-pot can-
not harm the surface of an enameled taboret. Bas-
ket mats save breakages. The tea-basket itself is a
sort of tray which may be easily carried by its own
handles. It forms a splendid display asset for win-

dow groupings, and should be pushed as a line of
special interest to the householders who are flitting

to summer cottages. Socially, it is considered the
correct article.

Building a Mailing List

A merchant with an extensive ready-to-wear
clothing department built up a valuable mailing list

by a novel appeal to the school patriotism of the
boys and girls in his vicinity.

His town possessed five schools—three common
schools and two higher educational institutions. In
all of these the vast majority of the pupils were
under 17 years of age.

An ample time before the commencement of

the school term in September, the merchant inter-

view the principal of each school and had him
choose a set of school colors, the colors for each
institution being arranged differently. Buttons and
pins bearing these colors were then secured, and were
given away by the merchant free of charge to bona
fide pupils of these schools. The sole condition was
that each pupil furnish certain information, this

including his or her birthdate, the name of the
school and the names and addresses of his or her
parents.

The demand for buttons far exceeded the supply.
At the end of his campaign the merchant found
himself with a mailing list of very substantial value.

In addition the incidental advertising involved by
the free distribution of the buttons and pins proved
valuable, attracting considerable business which the

mailing list will help him to hold in future.

Merchants
Visiting

Toronto
should make a point of

seeing our large new

SAMPLE ROOM
on the first floor of the

"Julian Sale Building."

Our new line of samples

for the Christmas trade

are now on view.

The Julian Sale

Leather Goods Co.,
Limited

105 King St. W., Toronto



Unique Features Promised
Likely that Parisian Styles Will Show Oriental

Influence — Changes in Details of Fall Garments
Predicted from New York — The New Suits

*

Dresses and Skirts.

Office of Dry Goods Review,
- 160 Broadway,
New York, July 10.

SAID a fashion designer just back from Paris:

"The style outlook is unusually complex for

the coming Fall and, therefore, I expect to

have to touch up my Fall range of samples
very extensively later. Paris is tremendously in-

terested in the Coronation of George V., and the
imaginative Parisian is also fired by the King's in-

tended visit to the Indian Empire.
"As is well known, the theatre is always a great

source of inspiration to the Parisian costumer, and
at present most of the popular attractions deal with
the East. The opera of Lalla Rookh has been re-

vived, and the Russian dancers are presenting a bal-

let the scene of which is laid in Hindustan. Another
attraction is a spectacle entitled "A Night in Persia,"

and many of the leading dancers are giving dances
which have an Oriental setting. So that it would
seem that the popular bias is in favor of Oriental
ideas and effects, and New York manufacturers are

expecting that the Fall models that are sent over

by the leading dressmakers will show these influences

in a marked manner."

Change in Details.

Should this forecast prove accurate, many of the

present lines will be retained, and the novelty will

(•nine mainly through a change in details and effects.

Swathing draperies, transparent fabrics, fringed bor-

der-, pendant sashes and embroidered, printed and
headed fabrics in rich, softly blended colors will be

wanted.
There are some hints that 1830 and 1800 fa-

-hinns will be drawn upon. Of course, no crinoline

effect is possible, but the narrow skirt will be trim-

med in the style of that period, and designers are

also considering sleeve, bodice and short jacket ef-

fects that are reminiscent of these two periods.

Coat Length Not as Arbitrary.

Suits are to be decidedly favored for the coming
Fall, and though the two-piece suit is well-thought
of, quite a number of three-piece suits are also shown.
For the American trade, manufacturers believe that

the proper length of the suit coat for Fall will be
about 28 to 30 in. The perfectly plain-tailored suit

often has a longer coat, and when the model is a

fancy style, the coat is often shorter. Length,
though always important, seems to be hardly as

arbitrary as usual for Fall.

It is the cut that matters, and coats of all lengths

must show the straight line effect, though the waist-

line is, as a rule, defined by the odd cutting of the

seams. Only the very plain-tailored models have
the unbroken line, the more fanciful models all hav-

ing some kind of basque or skirt effect that is joined

on to give a slighgtly raised waistline effect. Some few
models are in cutaway effects, and there is a ten-

dency also towards the English double-breasted style.

Sleeve Features.

Sleeves are another troublesome factor. Dressier

suits show the % sleeve of the kimona type, though
this is, as a rule, set in at the armhole and not of

the cut in one variety, the reason being that this

type of sleeve is both easier to fit and gives greater

freedom of movement than the true kimona sleeve.

The regulation tailored sleeve has the straight

full length coat sleeve set in without any fullness

at the shoulder. There is a tendency for this sleeve

to develop into the modified bell shape at the bottom.
Are Modifying Skirts.

Foreign models are showing very narrow skirts,

but the best American manufacturers are modifying
this feature, and about 2 yds. is the narrowest width
favored by the home market. The experience manu-
facturers and buyers had with the "hobble" is still

fresh in their minds.

The slashed skirt is featured in most lines, but
as a rule it is caught with straps or buttons which
can be buttoned over, if so desired. A few models
are slashed about 10 in. up, and show the petticoat

and ankles of the wearer. Many Parisian suits have
skirts so narrow that the slash is a necessity. This

does not apply to American made garments, and it

looks as though some trimming effect that simulates

the slash would be form in which this fashion will

be accepted here.

Nearly every skirt, both separate and suit, is

mounted with a slightly heightened waist band or

has an attached or detached hell of (lie fabric.
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Coats and Wraps
The French and the American fashion designers

are in unison in the continuance of the present

graceful, slender, straight line effect, and all the new
coat models are cut with this object in view.

First place in fabrics must be given to reversible

fabrics. These come in many weaves, and have the

surface in one weave, and the reverse in a contrast-

ing effect and color. There is a wonderful number
of changes rung by the cloth manufacturers. Some-
times the cloth is in solid color with the back in

high contrast, or the face may be of one weave and
the reverse of another. Rough and smooth surfaces

are combined, and plain or mixture cloths have

striped and plaid effects on the reverse side.

Using Ratine Novelties.

High class garment manufacturers are making
use of the new ratine cloths. Ratine, of course,

comes in the new reversible effects, either in two

contrasting plain colors, or in plain colors with strip-

ed or plaid back. These are shown in manv beautiful

combinations. Diagonal and boucle weaves are also

shown in ratine novelties, as these fabrics are the

exponents of the "warmth without weight" idea, they

are deservedly popular.

Scotch mixtures, tweeds, diagonals and herring-

bone effects are included in the fabrics favored.

Travelers are sending in large orders for seal

plush coats. Velvets and velveteens are also selling

freely when made into street and wrap coats.

Manufacturers are putting out attractive lines

of wraps and coats made of velours, and some very

good numbers are shown, made up in broadcloth.

Nearly all the Fall models are made with the

very large collar and round, pointed and sailor ef-

fects are all good. As a rule, these collars extend

around to the front and form revers, but at times the

revers are of the same face as the body of the coat,

and the collare effect extends only to the shoulder.

Belt and Hood Effects.

Hood effects are making their appearance on

the newer models, and adjustable collars are used

on coats intended for traveling and auto wear. Wide
belt effects are a part of some models, and many
of the new coats fasten to one side, though few or

none are double-breasted. Buttons are important

but not intrusive, as it is the rule that they must
tone in with the cloth the coat is made from.

Much attention is given to sleeves, and sleeve

fashions are decidedly varied. Evening wraps and
coats of dressy cut still follow the kimona effect, and
have the sleeves in one with the coat, but the new
long shoulder effect with the straight cut sleeve at-

tached is increasingly in favor. Some sleeves have

the kimona top,, and others are cut with a large arm-
hole. A new sleeve that buyers are taking kindly

to is sewn in the revrse in the usual way—that is

with the sleeve on top instead of underneath. This

sleeve flares in the bell fashion at the wrist. Raglan
models are also good, with the sleeve tapering up
right into the collar. The regulation coat sleeve is

the one for the regulation tailored garment.

Dresses and Costumes.
Manufacturers are preparing an extensive and

varied range of dresses for the coming fall, and the

line of models includes plain-tailored street dresses

as well as most elaborate gowns for reception and
party wear.

Buyers are evincing an early interest in velvet
dresses and the opinion is that the first cool day of

early Fall, will find customers in the department ask-

ing for velvet dresses. Both cord and plain velve-

teens are being used and the more dressy models have
the bodice developed in chiffon, crepe-de-chine and
dyed lace or fine allover embroidery. Very often a
short coat will be used to complete the costume.

Dresses Trimmed with Velvet.

Buyers are also looking with a favorable eye on
little dresses developed in serge, broadcloth, or crepe

and extensively trimmed with velvet in the form of

collars, cuffs, girdles, panel sashes and skirt bands.
French serge is combined with fancy effects in

wool, satin, and broadcloth is much more used than
for some time. Other favored materials are prunel-
las, crepe-de-chine, cashmere de soie, satin duchesse,

charmeuse, chiffon and marquisette.

Party dresses are very elaborate and, following
the . Coronation fashions, are of very handsome
materials and of rich coloring.

Transparent over-drapery is again a feature but
the tunic, while by no means discarded, is giving
away to panel and drapery effects.

Both heavy and light laces are used, as well as

chiffons and other sheer fabrics embroidered over

with patterns in pearl and crystal, beads and bugles,

and with the new wooden beads in Hindu colorings

and designs.

Profit in Bathing Sundries
Retailers Find it Pays to Stock Caps, Bags and

Shoes for the Outing Season.

August is essentially the bathers' month, and
as more women learn to swim every year, demand for

rubber-lined caps and other accessories is on the in-

crease.

To sell well, caps should be capacious enough to

contain the still extensive coiffure worn by the aver-

age woman. Blues, grays and reds are favored

colors. Bags to match are offered. These also are

rubber lined and provided with a long cord. They
may be used for the toilet articles such as soap and
tooth-brush.

A larger and much more ornate type of bag is

now being shown. In general style it is the counter-

part of the fashionable bag of the moment, and is

finished with a cordeliere. It's envelope flap con-

ceals the rubber inner bag which is drawn tight with

a string so as to protect the contents from wetting,

so that the whole may if desired be taken into the

water, the outside material is a water-proof silk or

satin. The .bag contains a vanity box, soap leaves,

brushes, folding comb and even a tiny towel.

Popular and useful are the canvas bathing shoes

which each year sees in greater variety. A good
white canvas with red or blue anchor, ankle lacings

and cork soles appears to be the favorite.

It is found to pay in the case of all the above to

display at the notion or toilet counter rather than in

their respective departments; as they are most often

purchased in passing by.
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SMART FALL MODEL

This coat is developed
in heavy striped tweed,
and the striking wide belt

and fashionable hood-like
collar show a clever trim-

ming effect gained by the

clever manipulation of

the striped cloth.
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Strictly Tailored Models
Early Fall Waist Orders Show Demand for Striped

and Small Checked Taffetas — Satin Waists
Taken Freely.

THIS is between seasons in the waist field.

The retail trade is busy cleaning up stocks

of Summer waists and is searching more
eagerly for job lines and price concessions

than for new models. Nevertheless there are novel-

ties in outing waists which the discriminating buyer
will not fail to stock. For present selling there are

smart little waists made of Japanese crepe. These
are extremely practical for outing wear and for trav-

eling, for when it comes to laundering they may be

washed in the basin and require little or no ironing.

If the waist is all of crepe just a good shake is all

that is needed, but if the collar and cliffs are of em-'
broidery or lace a little pressing will be needed.

These blouses should be featured for the tourist

trade, as they are both practical and cool.

For early Fall selling, strictly tailored models
are showing, in striped and small checked taffetas,

chiefly in black and white. Satin waists in strictly

tailored effects are being ordered freely. The major-
ity of these waists are cut in the kimona fashion, but
many of them have the long shoulder line and the

set-in sleeve. Practically the cut is the same, but
the fact that the sleeve is cut separately admits of

a shaping that gives more play to the arm and adds
to the life of the waist.

The shaping of the Fall waist is practically the

same; the novelty lies in the materials used and the

new trimming effects. Pipings of bright colors and
small covered buttons to match, as well as touches

of high color introduced in a big variety of ways
and the use of embroidery and bead effects are the

latest ideas in trimming schemes.
While the veiled waist of chiffon or a similar

transparent fabric is just as good as ever, and is

shown in a host of new effects. There is more inter

est than for some seasons developing in the white
waist. Tailored waists of white satin are indicated,

and there is a decided revival of nets. High grade

lingeries also are expected to be in a much better

position in the coming Fall.

Various more or less successful efforts are being
made to find something newer than the pretty and
popular kimona waist and sleeve model. All the

varieties of yoke and long shoulder effect are shown
but the only decided novelty is the puff above the

elbow, and a few very advanced designers are using
canes to hold out the sleeve at this point. There is

little chance of this fashion becoming general, but a

puff from just above the elbow to lain; 1 the sleeve

to about three-quarter length is likely to take.

All but the plain tailored dresses have the three-

quarter sleeve.

Some of the tailored models show the slashed

hem effect but as a rule this is a simulation and few
dresses are really slashed.

Revived Demand for Dressy Waists.

A more extended vogue is anticipated for the
separate waist than for some seasons past.

Not only is there a favorable outlook for tail-

ored blouses and lingeries, but buyers are anticipat-

ing a revived demand for the handsome evening-

waist. Dressy afternoon models are also freelv shown

as well as the waist of chiffon used as the third piece
with a tailored suit.

The real novelty is the waist with the outside
finish. Some of the newer models have what may be
described as a basque, while others have a narrow-
frill finishing a wide crushed girdle. The feature,
however, is that the blouse finish comes over the top
of the skirt rather than underneath.

A very large proportion of the high grade
models are of chiffon or some such fabric, and often
the beautiful jcolor effect is gained by the use of two
or three colors placed one over the other. Three
shades of a color used in this manner is a new idea,

and the idea is beautifully worked out in shades of
blue,violet, green, rose, and yellow with touches of

gold and silver and yoke and cuffs of lace.

All fabrics for developing the fall waist must be
of soft texture and among the newer fabrics will be
found soft finished taffetas, satins, messaline, crepe-

de-chine chiffon, and in the cheaper waists challies

and soft finished worsteds.

Strictly tailored models have the full length
sleeve, but the kimona cut is the one most suitable

for the development of such fabrics as chiffons and
crepe de chine. Soft silks and satins have the deep
shoulder with the straight cut sleeve set in with a
piping. When this cut of sleeve has the long sleeve

it is finished with a regulation short cuff.

Round square and pointed large collars are again
to the fore. Many waists show the surplice effect,

and side frills and jabots are also featured.

Soft Woolen Fabrics First
Serge Weaves Still Among the Best Sellers

— Satine Suitings Leading Novelty Effect.

Now that there is a widely marked disposition on
the part of the majority of women to favor a skirt

that is reasonably wide, underskirt manufacturers are

easier in their minds, as it means that the season's

business will develop along the usual lines. Of
course the underskirt has to conform to fashion's

requirements, and the shaping and trimming has to

give the smart slender straight line effect. The vogue
of the clinging skirt is bringing about the increased

use of very soft fabrics for the making of under-
skirts.

Soft satins and messalines are used for the use-

ful skirt, while crepe de chine, chiffon and soft fin-

ished fancy fabrics are used to develop the fancv
skirt.

The top section is gored to eliminate fullness at

the top and the flounces and trimming effects are of

scant proportions. While the trimming used on the
flounce consists of hand embroidery and flat lines of

insertions.

For Fall and Winter, soft finished taffeta is

again shown, and for expensive garments China silk

and net are used, trimmed with lace insertions, laced

braid fringe and heavy silk fringe.

Excellent models in Jersey top petticoats are

shown finished with flounces of silk, or the many
good silk finished cotton fabrics that make up the

bulk of popular priced lines. Very smart petticoats

arc developed in stripes, the trimming being effected

by the striking arrangement of the same.
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Our Costumes
welcome comparison with the best on the Ready-to-wear

market. There is a variety of materials and a beauty

of designs only found in the products of first grade

houses. We take our place among the best.

m

Our Designs

have been selected with unusual care and have amply
rewarded our rather exacting demands by producing the

elegant garments we are now showing—an excellent

promise for future performance.

Our Workrooms
are equipped to turn out a steady stream of costumes and
ready-to-wear goods that have the snap and finish of the

best custom made goods and are as strictly sanitary in

every respect as if made in your customer's own home.

Our Salesforce
*

consists of men whose knowledge of your needs and in-

telligent co-operation will prove of immense benefit both

to you and to us in keeping you supplied with exactly

what you need for the building up of your business.

Our Service

you will find prompt and thorough. We have arranged
every detail of our manufacturing, selling and shipping

fc

S(

)r you
irvice

r convenience and can promise the maximum of

with the minimum of friction and delay.

The Proof Lies in the Service Itself

Wilson Waldman Costume Co.
161 SPADINA AVE. TORONTO, CAN,

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Double-Breasted Styles

This Suit Cut Goes Well With Tweeds and Mix-

tures — An English Idea — Still Some Enquiry

for Narrow Skirts.

Though some of the suits shown by the Canadian

manufacturers are fairly elaborate and show trim-

mings of braid and lines of buttons very few are

made with the % sleeve and in kimona effect.

Models of this class are only intended as show suits

for opening day and the big business is being done

on plain and semi-tailored suits with the straight

coat sleeve set in perfectly plain and without any

fullness.

Now that selling has commenced, manufactur-

ers are finding that buyers are asking for narrower

skirts, and many models are made that are only two

yards wide. Where skirts are wider it is because of

the kick pleats^ or of the pleats let in with the slot

seams at the sides.

Apron and panel sash effects are very much in

evidence and some models have this effect applied

to the back of the coat.

Some very smart later models show the English

double-breasted coat. This cut goes well with the

tweeds and mixtures which are essentially British

fabrics and never out of date in the British Isles.

Because of the Coronation great interest is taken in

English ideas and as double-breasted effects give

warmth they are practical for the coming season.

Early orders for separate skirts are exceptionally

large and manufacturers are looking forward to a

good season.

Though the majority of separate skirts are in

staple styles, some modes show the new winding

draperies that do not interfere with the straight lines

of the skirt. A few slashed models are shown and
also others that simulate the slashed effect.

Large Range of Dresses
Smart, Simple Tailored Styles in Chiffon, Panama,

Serge, Voiles, etc. — Velveteen Models Being

Prepared.

Manufacturers are well satisfied with the orders
received so far for dresses and costumes. The range
is a large one and covers a wide variety of models
suitable for many occasions. Smart, simple tailored
dresses are developed in chiffon, panama, serge voile,

satin-finished Venetians and like fabrics. These
dresses are in simple straight line effects. The waist
is cut in kimona fashion and save in the plainest
tailored dresses the sleeves are % length. Some of
the later models in the more dressy numbers have
the sleeve proper to just above the eibow and a scant
puff of net or lace matching the yoke covers the
elbow and brings the sleeve down to % length.

Manufacturers are now preparing velveteen
models as they expect an early call for them. Both
plain and cord velvets are made up in simple tailor-

ed styles with trimming touches of satin or braid,

but in the more dressy models the bodice is of crepe
de chine, chiffon or dyed lace net to match the color

of the velvet, and touches' of velvet are used on the

bodice to bring into unison with the skirt.

The use of sheer materials is still an important
feat ure. Tunic effects of embroidered net, chiffon,

silk marquisette and voile are largely used, though
some models are now arranged with panel sections at

the front and back or graceful draperies. Some of

the new sheer fabrics have velvet stripes or embossed
patterns on them.

Trimmings most used are fringes, beads, braided

trimmings and braid and hand embroideries.

This cut gives striking idea

of the extent of the ready-to-

wear dept. in Goodwins

Limited. Montreal. On this

spacious floor the goods are

disposed in such a way as to

admit of fullest inspection by

the people.
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SEPARATE SKIRT OF VEL-
VET, WORN WITH AN

. ALLOVER LACE
WAIST

Evening waist of Venise lace

over soft satin, veiled with two
layers of chiffon. The velvet
separate skirt shows the raised
waist-line, finished with a

double cording of satin, and
has a square train.



The Handling of Special Order Business
Misfits Avoided Where Merchants are Equipped to Draft Proper Patterns

— Accepting Responsibility on Special Orders — Success Likely to Follow

Business in Special Measurements in This Way — One Merchant's Views

AN exclusive ready-to-wear merchant says

that the solution of the special measurement
problem is clearly a matter of practical ex-

perience at the retailer's end. In actual

business his method has met with no trouble at any
time, and, he claims, if the retailer faithfully does

his part there is no doubt but that he is perfectly

within his rights in demanding such service from
manufacturers.

Must Discriminate Wisely.

It is essential that merchants should know and
discern between customers who are likely to change
their minds, or find some excuse, after an adverse

criticism, in which no consideration is given the

authority from which it emanates. This side of

the -question is the greatest trouble, and when any
doubt is felt or previous trouble being found, and a

decided policy necessarily set down, a deposit is

generally insisted upon, which gives more official

advantage in the transaction.

Merchants themselves can discern, and do know
their different customers, and it is suggested that,

if any doubt is expressed, the order is better not

taken at all.

An Agreement Advisable.

It is suggested that when placing an order, and
this apparently is the time manufacturers are open

for discussion on a basis with each order or mer-

chant, some agreement should be made. Consul-

tation regarding the different styles, their adapta-

bility to special orders and the range of sizes, with-

in which manufacturer and merchant agree to con-

fine their acceptances or demands in special orders,

should be made.
To agree on a limit of garments, a limit of styles

and an outside size measurement is desirable, and
both the merchant and manufacturer are given a

basis for working out their individual troubles on

those lines decided upon.

Some preparations, therefore, to overcome draft-

ing new patterns each time a special measurement
is sent in, will be made to reduce the extra cost of

manufacture. Manufacturers, too, can place a limit

of garments before their entire clientele, and confine

their special measurements to those lines.

Fitter an Expert.

Still, to further overcome the trouble, and here

is where the practical end is met, it is necessary

to employ a special fitter or expert in each store, who
can take a measurement, draft a pattern and give

the manufacturers similar instructions to those

used in cutting out their stock-size garments.

This makes it possible to draft a pattern in the

store and make it fit custsomers precisely. It also

impresses them that the garment as they receive it

is cut to their special order. There is no room for

excuse if finished garments are to actual pattern,

cloth and measurements.
If merchants are left with an unordinary size

on account of some mistake or fancied wrong, they

certainly should not expect the manufacturer to

accept it on return and assume responsibility.

As is pointed out, merchants are in a position

to take the responsibility. If necessary, a paper or

cambric pattern may be fitted to the figure and sub-

mitted to designers for their guidance. If fitters are

competent they will have no misfits, and it is on
this particular practical experience that merchants
will have to base their special measurement orders.

Should not be Unfair.

Merchants will agree that the matter is purely
one of fairness to both sides. If no unfair ad-

vantages are taken, and practical measurements and
patterns sent to manufacturers, there is no reason

why merchants should not build up their ready-to-

wear special orders if they take the responsibility

in case the measurements are correct.

Manufacturers, however, have no reason to re-

fuse to accept returned garments in case measure-
ments are not according to patterns submitted, and
practical fitters will be justified, and continue- to

refuse acceptance.

Luckily, conditions of this kind will be rare, and
in actual business this merchant has not had enough
misfits to make a problem important enough to be
a detriment, although a large special measurement
order business is done.

Regarding losses to manufacturers, it is recalled

that in beginning, orders were accepted at 10 per
cent, extra for special orders, and manufacturers set

prices themselves, which merchants were askel to

pay for this privilege. If this has been found un-

profitable, and special orders now constitute a loss,

there is no one to blame but themselves, as at that

time buyers were willing to pay whatever advance
was asked.

Reduce Specials to Minimum.
Growth in ready-to-wear selling, and more ex-

clusive stores being opened, will make it possible

for merchants to employ expert fitters, and through
practical methods become independent to some ex-

tent, of manufacturers. Thus indirectly, the factor

that is tending to make manufacturers less anxious

for special measurements is helping merchants to

reduce their special orders to a minimum.
Another phase of this question is that to-day

merchants are successfully accepting orders from
style books of garments they are really unable to

procure ready made. Under these conditions, orders

of this kind are therefore likely to grow instead of

diminish. Somebody is going to cater to this busi-

ness, and merchants are certainly not willing that

their business should not develop along these, as

well as any other lines which show an opportunity.

Will Adjust Itself.

It is purely a matter of time until this matter

will adjust itself to suit all parties. Practical methods

will go a long way to overcome the difficulty at the

retailer's end. It rests with manufacturers to make
their decisions to eliminate these practical orders

or allow specialty manufacturing firms to make a

successful bid for business, which is as sure "to be as

successfullv handled.
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FALL DRESS OF BLACK
AND WHITE FANCY

VELVETEEN
One-piece dress in semi-

princesse e ff e c t. Yoke and
trimmings of Coronation red
satin, with frog fastenings of
black cord. The seams are
piped with black and white
striped silk, and the yoke is of
fine net, with the neck finish
of a band of satin, piped with
black and white. Hat of vel-
vet and moire, with shaded
black and red plumes.

N



Alterations Versus Money-Making
Prominent Buyer Discusses This Very Important Subject — Thinks all

Firms Should Get Together On It, and Live Up to a Schedule or

Standard as a Means of Protection

FOLLOWING the articles and expressions of

opinion which The Review has recently pub-
lished with reference to the handling of al-

terations in the ready-to-wear department, an
article reproduced from Nugent's Bulletin, and writ-

ten by F. D. Moffitt, a buyer for one of the large

Pittsburg stores, should be of considerable interest

to the Canadian retailer, since it reflects conditions

on the other side of the border and suggests possible

remedies that are not unapplieable

:

The real nightmare of the profit-making propo-

sition of the cloak and suit business—the burning-

question to-day—is "What to do, how to do it and
where to start to overcome the mountainous and
vexatious troubles caused by the alteration depart-

ment."

It is the all-absorbing question and no cloak

and suit department is exempt from these trials and
tribulations. The past stands out boldly and ghost-

like from the wrecks left stranded, bare and forlorn

on the bleak shores of failures in the past.

The inviting business of retailing women's ready-

to-wear garments has grown from nothing, in 25
years, to one of the greatest industries in the uni-

verse and right here let me state that the business

is only in its infancy. As long as girl babies are

born the business will reach out and expand. The
average American woman, miss and girl are dressing

better and better each year. They buy finer fabrics,

more elaborate styles and richer conceptions of the

tailors' and modistes' handicraft. In years gone by,

one suit or one coat in a season was the usual thing,

but in this day of advancement and fast pace, it's a
new suit and sometimes two or three, not losing

sight of those entrancing bits of lace embroidery and
beading and combinations of delicate hand-made
fabrics shown in that seemingly endless variety of

exquisite gowns and waists of European and Ameri-
can make which entice and tempt feminine weakness
at every turn. Of these the American woman buys
one or many each month of the year. It is some-
thing new for the street, something new for the

reception, something new for the afternoon event
and calling and again she must have a new frock

for the "at home" affair, formal and informal. Here
and there an outer garment or wrap for the opera, or

the street, or for touring is found necessary, not

forgetting the showy and expensive creations for

the Country club, seashore and theatre wear. The
buying end of the garment business is not the hard-
est, or by any me.ans the most unpleasant, task to

face.

The real work includes the real handling of

your merchandise, the legitimate profits to be pro-

duced from your ready-to-wear article and the

answers to the questions, "Can a garment be produc-
ed in any manner with any assurance that it can
be handed over to your customer with less cost to

you in its handling," and "What is the correct

business method?"

Alterations Free, or Charged?
Some concerns have figured alterations without

charge to be an advantage and have used "Free
Alterations" as a headliner in their advertisements.
No doubt it attracted many people to inspect their

stock. The trick was used as a means of influencing
a few sales, but it also invited endless trouble.

Fall model of soft

Whitney finished wool

cloak fabric, showing

the new wide arm-hole

and modified bell sleeve

First, it necessitated adding an extra 5 per cent,

to 10 per cent, to the retail price asked the cus-

tomer—a bad feature to start out with. It makes it

hard to mark your merchandise attractively.

Second, it means that the customer not needing
an alteration must pay the advanced price—not a

square deal from any standpoint. And, again, offer-

ing something free makes the average customer want
the earth. She makes a serious study of an even
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Suit with English Double-breasted Coat

and Slashed Skirt. The material is Re-

versible Ratine, tan on one side and

blue on the other.

Plain-tailored Suit of Black and White

Rough Tweed. The coat is in English

Double-breasted Style, with collar fac-

ings and cuff trimmings of black velvet,

piped with Saxe Blue Satin.
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hundred details that to her mind call for fitting,

from the hem of the skirt to the collar of the coat.

What she cannot suggest her friend, "the knocker,"
helps her out on and she grabs a handful here and
there and demands that the fitter go the limit and
then, in a female chorus, they demand a basted fit-

ting and then a final "try-on" and this calls for more
taking in—a little more free work, just for luck, "as

it were." To refuse the slightest wish or a simple
demand of a customer is to start a war—I ask you
not to forget Sherman's definition of war.

••.Bear in mind that free alterations surely cheapen
your establishment. Can you name a single high-

class store, or specialty shop that does not charge for

alterations? No ! If you alter free of charge, you
cannot turn out the best possible work. You must
keep down your help and furnished findings and
overtime expense, necessitating cheap help and short

force. In doing so ydur poor results increase your
return alterations by at least 50 per cent., meaning
many viciously dissatisfied customers and unrelent-

ing and merciless "knockers" to boost your trouble

ledger and not your business. A woman never for-

gives a misfit, a poor finish, or a dozen
broken promises. If you can mark your
merchandise with a fair profit and fight it

out on the basis of having the correct article

in style and quality of the most propitious time and
offer it to your trade attractively priced, you are then
in a position to say to one and all, "if you do not

need an alteration it's yours at the marked price. If

you think it needs a slight alteration it will cost you
$1.50 to $2.50 for the skirt and $2 to $3.50 for 'the

coat," as per your schedule decided upon and then

you do it at or below cost on the average and lo

!

your customer stops and thinks and looks herself

over in all seriousness. She decides that, after all,

it does not fit so badly and besides it can be sent

right home. It may occur to her that she can alter

the skirt herself and save that extra on a pair of

shoes or a new hat. Maybe a little padding alone is

needed in the coat and that calls for but a dollar and
lets her off easily.

Responsibility for Altered Garments.

And as for the "man behind the gun"—well, he
has luck, for it's out of his department in a hurry

!

A slight amount of change or work calls for but a

shade of responsibility. Do you ever stop to think

what an endless responsibility goes with every gar-

ment which must be altered that you sell to your
trade? It stands ready to stare you in the face for

months, yes, for years. After you have kissed it

good-bye, it will come back to you some day as a

ghost of the past, or possibly in the form of good
will, a living advertisement of what was a good,

honest value—your customer's money's worth.

It's hard to convince your customer that you are

going to do anything for her free of charge. She's

suspicious of you at the start. She watches you and,

this being the case, you are at all times a suspect

and always on trial at every turn and you are usually

convicted with only half a hearing and your accus-

ing customer is the jury.

The store that charges for alterations produces

the plausible argument that its competitor giving

free alterations charges more for the garment and
turns out poor work by employing cheap and incom-
petent help and cramped space for doing such work.

The same competing firms go so far as to suggest

that a big percentage of free alterations planned
have the pins, markings and bastings removed to

save time, labor and expense—a circumstance I have
heard of, but do not believe to be true, unless in a
case where a two-price business exists backed up only
by "fakisms."

Get Together on a Schedule.
All firms in town or city should get together on

the subject of alterations and literally "live-up" to

a schedule, or standard. It's a protection to your-
self and to your customer. You can always be sure
of your ground and bank on your business.

Count your garments sent out with no alterations

and you know where you stand. The alteration

room soon owes you so much cash return, and it

goes to the profit side of the ledger.

It is a fact that 95 per cent, of the suits sold in

this country have to be altered. Does not this sound
unreasonable? Does it not call for serious thought?
Is there no remedy? There must be. The first

feature to offer you a little light on the subject is

that all sample and model garments are made over
perfect figures with every line and curve exact to the

thirty-second of an inch. Then it dawns upon you
that about 5 per cent, of the women in the universe

possess figures that line up to such a standard, con-

sequently there are these alteration and fitting

troubles galore.

Odd Sizes as an Aid.

This fact calls for some serious thinking on the

part of the buyers and the manufacturers and event-

ually must bring them closer together in order to

produce results satisfactory to the trade in general.

It is a well known fact that odd sizes to a great ex-

tent alleviate and reduce alterations to a marked de-

gree. This being the case, why is it that we do not

follow more closely this plan of carrying more odd
sizes in stock?

The misses' proportions adhered to in cutting-

run to the same idea with the short waisted lines

and we all know the argument used by many is

that fewer alterations are the result. My experience

has shown that the 33, 35, 37, 39, 41 up to 55 bust

garments have come nearer to fitting the average

woman, especially where one meets the middle and
poorer classes who wear the popular priced and cheap

corset, an article that is liable to lose its shape and
permit the wearer to run to shapeless bust and hips

and drooping shoulders.

Shoes and Corsets as Factors.

Another feature, not generally suspected of mak-
ing trouble, is the fact that many women are fitted

in one pair of corsets and then have the second fit-

ting, or final and finished "try-on" over another,

or a new pair of corsets; or the corsets have been

taken in or let out an inch, causing a misfit and the

consequent "kick."

Them again, there are the high and the low-

heeled shoe, throwing the skirt too short or too long,

an apparent justification of the demand of the cus-

tomer for her money back. Perhaps the shopping

woman has changed her mind and wants something

different, or more than likely, wants nothing and
uses this trick to a finish and then laughs at her de-

ception and glories in her own dishonesty, yes, and
enlightens her friends to the act with much pride.

Believe me, it makes a most enjoyable endless chain

of trouble for the cloak and suit retailer.
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The Problem of the Eitter.

The fitter problem is another study when you
analyze the individual work and "results, good or

bad" of each fitter out of your fifteen or twenty.

I have found certain fitters who fit and finish 80
per cent, of their work on a single pinned fitting

and produce good results. Then, on the other hand,
you will find the fitter who is the old-time habitual

labor producing device. She must give her custo-

mers two or three special fittings, sometimes for

effect, aiming to impress her "boss" and her cus-

tomer as well. She is, a sure expense-maker, for

each and every fitting costs the department from
15 to 35 cents and causes a much delayed finish.

I can state also that it is a known and proved fact

that the returns for alterations of the latter are as

great as the former and often they range higher.

The idea I wish to convey is that we should by all

means get together and, without a doubt charge for

alterations and arrange a schedule that would cover

at least the actual cost of the necessary labor. It is

the only means of assuring the desired and looked
for results.

Once you establish the free alteration system
it's hard to turn back. It's worse than attempting
to mend a broken limb, or climb the proverbial

greased pole.

I believe it is impossible to produce or name a

single department in the entire country that meets
anything like its expense of maintenance even where
it has a top-notch price for alteration charges. My
experience as buyer and assistant in several of the

largest department stores in the United States has
brought me in direct contact with one or two hun-
dred alteration room hands, tailors in each estab-

lishment, and I know whereof I speak when I say

that 90 per cent, of the remaining troubles met with

in the ready-to-wear garment business can be traced

to the fitting rooms and alteration department.
A department with free alterations must have a

minimum retail price below which it cannot possibly

alter free of charge and it must necessarily be figured

at about $15 to $16.50 for a suit, about $7.50 for a

skirt and about $10 for a coat, not overlooking the

many special sales that take place almost daily,

backed up without any of the ordinary value in-

ducements which call for even increased alteration

charges in some extreme cases, especially in the 1
/4,

1-3 or V^-off sales.

This only shows that it is necessary to charge

for at least 50 per cent, of the merchandise sold in a

department offering such free-of-charge inducements
and causes many arguments and takes away the

strength of this supposedly strong card.

The subject is such that a monthly debate and
exchange of views can only enlighten and produce
better results and bring about cheaper business prin-

ciples universally. At least it furnishes food for

thought and that means much where the appetite

is almost beyond satisfying, as in this case.

chases. The cents make the dollars."

Convenience Not Everything

His wife had asked him to bring home a few
yards of china silk—such and such a shade. He
worked on Main Street, in a business place. Finish-

ing early in the afternoon, he struck right across

street to the nearest dry goods store. There he
failed to match his sample.

Further down street were two stores, one almost
opposite the other. The man went down a block or

more, and then crossed to the further store of the
two.

Failing to secure what he wanted there, instead

of recrossing the street to the store he had previ-

ously passed, he went further down, passing two
other dry goods stores, and finding at a third the

article he wanted.

"Rather a peculiar proceeding, isn't that?"

laughed a friend who happened to notice that Mr.
Buyer on a dry goods tour had traveled the full

length of the street. "When you couldn't get that

stuff at Smith's or Jones' why didn't you try Robin-
son's, right across the road, instead of heading right

away for Macfarlane's, at the other end of the

street? And wouldn't it have been more convenient

to have tried Robinson's first and then crossed the

street to Jones'? And why did you skip Palmer's

and Hocken's, and go right on to the last store of

all?"

"It does look funny," returned the man shopper,

a trifle awkwardly, "but whenever my wife asks me
to bring home anything in dry goods that's the exact

course I take every time. First Simth's, then

Jones', then Macfarlane's. And I don't go to any
of the other places unless I absolutely have to."

"And why? Well, just because I've gone to them
all at times. I go to Smith's because it's on my way
home—right across the road—and it's a good store

with a fairly good service. I like Jones' because

the people there don't seem to mind what trouble

they go to in order to show you things. And, finally,

I jump to Macfarlane's, because their salespeople are

obliging, and they're always quick putting up par-

cels and making change."

"And why do you skip the other places?"

"Oh, that's another story. I went into Robin-

son's twice. It's a fine, big, modern store; but the

people who waited on me just seemed to bark at

me, as though they resented my intrusion, and glar-

ed when I asked to see something else besides the

goods first shown me. I tried Palmer's but once.

It's another big place, and I stood waiting at a

counter for about fifteen minutes while a couple of

clerks a little distance away were talking about a

party they'd been to, and another fellow was flirting

with the cash girl. I'd be there yet if I hadn't

marched dowu to the nearest of them and broken

violently in upon the pleasant chat, and landed the

most withering glance that ever fell to the lot of

anyone. As for Hocken's, they're polite enougb

—

but whether they're making change of wrapping a

parcel or showing goods, they're all as slow as molas-

ses in January.

"At least, that's the way they struck me with

one or two trials each. Maybe a woman doesn't

mind that sort of thing, but I suppose a man shopper-

is different. Anyway, when I buy in a dry goods

store I reckon that a store service that makes me
feel at home is worth more than a few extra steps."
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MILLINERY houses are not as yet prepared

to state definitely what the specific styles

for Fall and Winter wear will be, but in

many instances there is an unmistakable

general trend of fashion. Certain lines which are

always imported early in the season are now practi-

cally settled. These include ribbons and a good per-

centage of shapes. New lines of bandeau and fancy

feather mounts are also showing now.

The Mother Goose Crown.

Nearly all the hats so far seen exploit the high,

conical crown brought out this Spring as the Mexi-

can or coolie shape. These are even higher than

formerly and are used on both large and small hats.

The former show wide brims with an upward sweep

at side or side front, while the latter consist of the

crown itself with or without a small up-turned brim.

In many cases this brim is merely a crescent-shaped

piece which turns up in front, while the side and
rear are brimless.

The helmet shape survives both in the familiar

style of this Summer and with variations. Some
shapes have a crescent-shaped brim, in front only,

which lies back against the crown in Napoleon effect.

Other styles are not unlike a bonnet, with their nar-

row, drooping brims peaked in front sharply, or else

at either side.

Tam-o-shanter crowns appear on the newest

models, but how far this is a mere feeler in the direc-

tion of a change, and how far it is authoritative, it

is as yet impossible to say.

A variation of the picture shape shows a droop-

ing brim with an edge turned up sharply perpen-

dicular. This edge is usually quite narrow, being
under two inches. Another variation of the wide
hat consists of a hat as above, but with brim rolled

up rather than sharply turned up. The hat is faced

wdth one material and another and contrasting one
is drawn tightly from the base of the crown to the

upturned edge of the brim. In this way the line of

the brim above is not the same as the curve of the
anderbrim. Not only does the effect give a pleasant

touch of diversity but the thick brim which it pro-

duces is very becoming to certain types of faces.

Velours, Soft Felts and Beavers.

Especially in small shapes, the new hats are very
soft and crushable in appearance. Long-haired
beavers, clipped beavers and velours are alike in their

pliability.

The ding-a-ling may be dead in the form to

which it first appeared but it has left a crop of small
hats of practically the same type behind it. Many
of these will require only quills or cord trimmings
as a finish, and head sizes indicate that they will be
worn low. Crowns are high conical, low conical and
a few sugar loaf. Brims are absent, or consist of a
small upward, turning soft edge. Very pretty effects

are obtained with these when they have fur facings

and a fur band around the crown.

Cut beavers were particularly effective with a
small brim which could be worn either up or down
The velours hat is expected to be one of the biggest

sellers of the season. It is by no means confined to

small shapes as some of the larger styles are also

made of this effective and fashionable material.

A high novelty is the long-haired silk, exactly

like a man's silk hat as to fabric. It is extremely
soft and attractive looking and should make a dressy

hat. White felt by the yard is widely to be used for

covering brims of made hats, and similar purposes.

Velvet will be a leading fabric both for trimming
and making hats. All pile fabrics are exceptionally

strong and will undoubtedly remain so throughout
the season. Uncut velvet is one of the features of

the pressed hat models, but it is early to talk of

pressed felts and hatter's plush as only a few of

these have arrived. There is no doubt but that

when they do appear the uncut velvets will be most
extensively represented.
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Lingerie Hats of Chantilly
Summer Lines Include a Distinctly New, Though

Late, Arrival — The Crash Outing Hat.

Firms which carry a stock of laces and do not
care to retain anything old past stock-taking have
found a good way of disposing of their remaining
Chantilly laces of medium width. They are sent to

the workroom and made up into lingerie hats, which
are then put out to sell at reasonable prices.

These hats usually have trimming of flowers or

ribbon, though some show huge butterfies of the lace

itself. They are faced with chiffon or mull, and
are altogether the daintiest and most attractive of

the season's lingeries.

The crash hat for outing wear, blocked in sailor

or cowboy shape is the newest of the outing hats for

women. It is made of the same material as the

Turkish towel, and may be washed. It will be ac-

cepted by the smart dressers, as it is a high-class arti-

cle and it's rough appearance is very swagger.

Feathers Promise Well
The Conical Wing Effect — The Fringed Plume
and Flat Ostrich Plume — Continuance of Willows

After several seasons in which they have been
somewhat in abeyance, wings are destined, according
to the best authorities, to return to their own this

season.

They are employed in a great variety of ways.

Hats with the extremely high conical crown have
wings placed in such way as to completely surround
and coyer it on all sides, while at the top the tips

of the wings form an apex, the effect being pyramid-
al. When the small rolled up brim is faced in some
brilliant contrasting shade such as the new cerise or

blue, a white winged hat of this description is sug-

gestive of Lonchamps or the Champs d'Elysee.

Wings are also used at the sides of the new hats.

A favorite way is to spread them across the back of

the hat, either in straight or tilted outline

.

A very pretty novelty of the season consists of

the fringed or frayed plume. The central part con-
sists of a plain or thickly feathered quill. The edge
is several inches deep, and is made of soft taffeta,

frayed to give a deep, crinkly fringe. The result is

a tailored quill which has all the softness of a wil-

low and is eminently suited to the large hat.

The flat ostrich plume with very long, handsome
flues is now firmly established as a high-class trim-

ming. It is expensive because it has practically to

be perfect, without a single flue, after all the process

of dyeing and fluffing. Some of these plumes are

so large and handsome as to excite wonder when it is

remembered that they are just as they came from the

bird without addition or patching.
Uncurled effects of greater thickness are also ill

vogue. These are frequently massed in the same
way as the curled tips about the crown of the hat.

Willow plumes will retain much of their popular-

ity. While the uncurled ostrich is now more and more
affected by fashion leaders, the willow has been
found to be an indispensable asset to the wardrobe.

It always looks graceful and may be worn on many
different types of hat.

The Color Scheme for Fall

Tan is a Prominent Shade — Black and White
Combinations Will be Strong — Brilliant

Blues and Cerise.

Present indications are all in favor of the con-

tinuance of the black and white vogue. This is one
of the marked features of advance Fall models. In
spite of the fact that this combination has been uni-

versally used this summer, the best authorities both
abroad and here insist upon its being excellent for

Fall trade.

Combinations of black and white in feather

mounts have made way steadily from their first in-

troduction.

Very many novel ways of producing the desired

combination are to be seen. These include a crown
of one color with brim of the other. A particularly

effective advance Fall model was of white felt, faced

with black satin, in large crownless shape, with a

slight coronet to indicate the head size, and finished

with a fringed plume in black.

Tan, especially the soft, new shade, is booked for

a premier place among Fall colors. Some buyers
speak of the shade as "mustard" tan. Others call it

golden brown. It is much softer than the glaring

tans of other seasons and runs from a light pumpkin
brown to a russet. The medium shade is a natural

leather tan softened by a dash of ochre, and well

merits the appelation of "mustard." As a lightening

color on black, nothing could be better. It also goes

admirably with the deep, marine blue which is the

darkest shade in the range which includes King's
blue.

Cerise and a newer shade of brilliant red, called

sometimes "flame," are again to be used as finishing

touches when color is needed. How far this will

apply to the later season it cannot now be ascertain-

ed. All that is sure is that a certain percentage of

early models show this shade and many expert milli-

ners are "banking" on its remaining in style.

Magenta is strongly featured in the new Oriental

hat bandeau and in all varieties of trimmings and
trimming fabrics.

A bronze-green shade called tobacco was noted.

It is different from the tobacco browns of other sea-

sons, being much greener in tone.

Position of Paddy Green.

A line of attractive new style feather mounts
showed some beautiful combinations of Paddy green

with black. These feathers are high-class quality,

but on the whole a line calculated to sell at average

price and intended for walking hats.

Paddy green has been a subject of considerable

debate among buyers, many not feeling sure of its

position as a Fall shade. Briefly, the situation is

this. It has already had a phenomenal run in the

United States and a very fair sale here, with heavy
demand on certain lines only. It is chiefly used both

in millinery and clothing as a color touch on black

or black and white. With black and white stripes or

checks it is admirable.



How to Make and Trim New Millinery
Four Fall Examples Taken as the Basis of Instruction in Frame and

Trimming Detail — Distinctive Features of New Styles Dealt With
For Illustrations of Hats here described see also pages 30 and 32.

N. 1. Small rolled sailor, with feather ban-

deau brim, high crown and white Terry velvet trim-

ming.

This model is made up on a pressed willow, rolled

sailor brim, having a high dome crown, being about
nine inches high, the base of the crown fitting well

down into the roll of the brim. The top of the

crown is almost flat.

The upper brim is covered with a bias strip of

green velvet stretched over the edge, tacked with in-

visible stitches into the roll, the finish being under
the crown. For this cut two strips of velvet meas-
uring one-quarter of a yard each and join together

to fit the brim. Cut two more widths for the facing,

each one-quarter of a yard. This is fitted two inches

below the edge of the brim, joined in a circle sewn
firmly round the brim and pleated in to fit the

head size. Round the edge of the brim is placed the

feather bandeau in green and white joining it at

the left side front.

The top of the crown is covered plain with vel-

vet, a plain side crown being cut to fit. stretched on
smoothly, turned in at the top, and finished neatly

at the base. The crown should be sewn on firmly

before the velvet facing is finished.

The trimming consists of three bows of white

Terrv velvet, made from one yard of the velvet on

the bias, cut into three pieces, joined into one length
and hemmed, ribbon wire being run in each side.

The bows are about nine inches long, one end being
brought over the edge of the brim, and one end used
as a cross-over, catching the brim in at the left side

front.

It will take two yards of velvet to cover the hat,

one yard of white Terry velvet for trimming, and
the feather bandeau.

No. 2. Smart high crowned turban in tan and
brown shades, with feather mount.

Frame measurements:—Head size, twenty
inches; brim wires, five and one-half inches; outside

wire, thirty-six inches ; height of coronet at left side,

four inches; right side, two inches; front, three

inches; back, three and one-half inches; outside

wire, forty-one inches; base of crown, thirty-five

inches; height, seven inches; diameter of the top,

six inches.

This frame is of willow, the bell-shaped crown
requires to be blocked, to cover nicely. The frame
is covered plain with brown and tan Terry velvet in

two-toned effect. Cut three bias strips from one-half

yard of velvet to face and cover the coronet, stretch

the inside piece on first, bringing the velvet over the

edge just a little, having the joins at the left side.

The facing is covered next with a plain piece of

No. 2— Smart High-crowned Turban in Tan
and Brown Shades, with Feather Mount.

No. 3 -Black and White Tailored Model
with Mercury Wing Mount.
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the velvet, fitted with the join at the back, this is

also brought up over the coronet a very little. Then
the outside piece is fitted around the coronet, finish-

ed by slip-stitching at both edges, having the joins

required at the back.

The top of the crown is covered plain. The side

crown is in two pieces, the top part cut from a bias

running the same as that used on the coronet,

stretched to fit neatly and slip-stitched at the top.

The lower piece is cut the opposite bias and is higher

at the left side .than at the right, is finished at each

edge over a wire. The crown is then sewn firmly to

the brim. The only trimming being the marabou
and ostrich mount at the left side front of the crown.

It will require one yard and three-quarters of

velvet to cover this model.

No. 3. Black and white tailored model, with
mercury wing mount.

This model is made over a pressed willow frame
of one piece, and is covered plain with velvet. The
top brim is covered with black velvet, finished over

the edge, round which is sewn a bias piping of black

velvet over a cord or heavy silk wire. For the crown
cut a pattern which fits exactly, it will be almost a
circle, instead of cutting it out at the top crown.

Join it over, running the seam straight up the front

and across the top. This wiil make the top wedge
shape, when seamed fit back on the crown and sew
to Drim. Face plain with white velvet, slip-stitch-

ing to the piping at the edge. A black and white

mercury wing finished at the front and a silver cord

and tassel round the base of the crown tied in a
knot at the left side back.

It will require one yard and one-half of black
velvet with three-quarters of a yard of white velvet
for the covering of this shape.

No. 4. Dark grey beaver turban with ribbon
trimming and bird mount.

Frame measurements:—Head size, twenty-two
inches; brim wires, three and three-quarter inches;
outside wire, twenty-nine inches; height of coronet
in front, four inches, back, six inches. The coronet
is divided at the back, the right side of which runs
under the left side and is same height as the front.

Base of crown, twenty-two inches; dome wires, six-

teen inches. This is also a blocked willow frame,
but can be made in buckram and wire quite success-
fully. The facing is put in plain and is of dark
grey velvet, the crown and coronet are covered plain
with dark grey beaver cloth, the edge of the brim is

turned over the coronet, the lower edge of the beaver
is turned in and slip-stitched to the velvet, at the
upper edge the beaver is turned over about one inch.
Sew the crowji to the brim, and round the crown as

a trimming, grey ribbon of a lighter shade than the
beaver is folded and looped plain all round the
crownj the loops standing higher than the crown.

A white and grey fancy bird mount is finished

at the back and forms a high trimming, being-

caught a little under the high side of the coronet.

It will require one strip of beaver cloth, with
one-half yard of velvet to cover the frame and three
vards of ribbon five inches wide for trimmine.

Everything New in

BUCKRAM SHAPES
at $2.25 per doz.

ROUND PRESSED BUCKRAM CROWNS
at $1.25 per doz.

Write for an assortment of samples in quarter dozen lots and
we will select the best selling shapes for you.

We invite buyers for large stores to inspect our lines and prices.

Buy direct from the manufacturer, and save 25 to 100 per cent.

We are manufacturers of leading Ladies' Straw and Felt

Hats, also Pressed, Hand-made, and Ready-to-wear Hats in

all Materials.

See Our Lines Before Ordering Elsewhere
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Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Late Models Have High Crowns
Oriental Draped Toques, Bonnets and Caps Featured in Paris and London
— Medium and Large Picture Shapes — Many Feather Novelties — Taffeta

Covered Shapes the High Novelty — Blue and White, Black and White,
(Staff Correspondence)

Office of Dry Goods Review,

88 Fleet St., London, E.G. July 5

IT
is more a matter at present of what the big

Parisian milliners are showing than of any de-

finite new fashion as yet. Indications, however,

j
>< > i lit very strongly to the prevalence of high-

crowned models. Georgette has made a tremendous

success with eccentric high-crowned models lavishly

trimmed with big plumes, and her models have been

much copied. Consequently it is certain that models

along these lines will be considered by the. millinery

buyers.

Small Bonnets and Cap Effects.

Carrier is showing Oriental-looking, softly folded

and draped toques, trimmed with huge aigrettes

that are immensely becoming. As this type of hat

fits in perfectly with the new Hindu fashion, models

of this kind will pass into prominence in the com-

ing season. Carlier is also making a specialty of

small bonnets and cap effects. Women are being-

familiarized with this type of millinery through the

medium of automobile headgear, and as the new
types are practical and becoming, and particularly

well suited to winter wear, many models of this class

will be seen when the season opens.

Lewis has always favored the large picture model,

but it is a significant fact that this firm is now show-

ing a number of small and medium shapes in addi-

tion.

Massed With Aigrettes.

The vogue of feathers still keeps up, and in spite
of all the efforts to create an interest in flowers and
floral novelties, ostrich aigrettes, coque and wing ef-
fects still lead. Many of the most striking hats are
massed with aigrettes and in many cases the crown
is entirely hidden by soft clustered masses of these
expensive feathers

Aigrettes are now barred by law in the United
States, and in consequence a number of substitutes
for aigrettes are being placed on the market. Those
made of spun glass seem to be most satisfactory,
but the best are made of stripped ostrich arranged in
a sort of fringe effect. At present these imitation
osprey mounts are only considered in white, black
and colors having not as yet been successfully pro-
duced.

Uncurled ostrich is again prominent, and an
infinitely varied range of effects is shown. Long
ostrich feathers are mounted in many styles. Three,
or even four, plumes are formed into towering or-
naments, and whole crown coverings in many styles
are used. Even small models are trimmed with three
and four plumes, and when the hat is large, the
feather mountings used increase in size and number.
Flat quill effects in uncurled ostrich are also very
much used.

For the trade that finds ostrich too expensive,
beautiful new effects in soft coque is shown. Of
course it is too early to predict with authority, but
these same effects certainly look good to the millin-
ery buyer.

Millinery Department, Small-

man & Ingram. London—Dis-

play by use of tables and
cases. There is a special

fitting room and also mani-
curing rooms in connection.
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A new feature that promises to have an import-

ant bearing on the Fall season is the great use that

is being made of wings. At present, white wings
are used almost exclusively, but for Fall an extens-

ive line in all the new colorings is being shown.
These come in mounts for crown coverings, and be-

sides the mounts, successions of wings will be used

for this purpose, arranged in pyramid form. Large
spreading wings are also shown that are used spread

flat out to trim flat broad brims. Much more strik-

ing is the use made of small wings and often a dozen

or more pairs will be used to cover a single crown,

while a most bizarre effect is given by the use of

one diminutive pair of wings upon a large flat sailor

shape. This gives practically the effect of no trim-

ming on the hat.

The Favored Shapes and Colors.

Manufacturers are preparing an attractive show-

ing of pressed felt shapes for Fall. Velvet shapes

are in high favor, and there is some interest in the

satin covered hat, and taffeta is again to the fore

as a covering fabric. Whether taffeta will get be-

yond the early Fall is somewhat of a problem, as it

is not usually counted as a winter fabric. The fact

that it is now highly regarded from a fashion stand-

point seems to promise it some vogue in high class

millinery.

Uncut velvet is very popular in Paris at present

and promises to be one of the leading novelty ma-
terials in the coming Fall.

At present, navy blue and white are the leading

color combination, but for mid-season wear the all

white hat is becoming immensely popular. All

white trimmings are also good, especially ostrich,

aigrette, white flowers and foliage, white ribbon,

wings and white taffeta.

White is also combined with tea shade, as cham-
pagne is now called. Other colors used are black

and white, which is just as fashionable as ever, and
deep, rich, striking colors, such as Coronation red,

royal purple, royal blue, Hanover green.

RUCHINGS AND PlEATINGS.

A new idea that will doubtless be further develop-

ed is the use of full taffeta, ruchings and pleatings for

hat crowns and trimmings. Other trimming novel-

ties are the Wedgewood plaques, and crewel wTools

in crude colors and designs.

The Montreal Market
Favor for Soft Felts Predicted — Strong

Favor for Black Velours — Corded

Materials Good

Montreal, July 15.—Present indications are that

the early Fall openings will be held on Monday,
August 28, though some of the dealers would like

to see the time extended into September.

Thus far the wholesalers here have received very

little of their Fall goods, and there appears to be

no very clear idea as yet as to what will take the

popular fancy in the coming season. In most of

the houses they are awaiting reports from buyers

in Europe and New York.
It is probable that soft felts will be popular,

marabout and soft fancy effects of all kinds. There
seems little doubt that velvet, both in colors and

black, will be very strong for the coming season.
Ostrich feathers and ospreys are highly spoken of,

especially in black, though colors are also expected
to be popular. Willow plumes are expected to be
good again for Fall, principally in all black or white.

The hat question appears to be a hard one to

solve just now. Felts will be worn, as they will

most likely fill the bill for those wanting a cheap
hat. Beavers are also favored, and there is a very
strong feeling for velours, blacks particularly, but
they are likely to be too expensive for the general
trade. Long high crown effects and straight effects

and all kinds of trimmings are much in evidence.
Some of the early Fall hats are showing touches

of fancy ornaments, in steel, jet and gold, but these
ornaments are not placed too conspicuously.

Small Hats Featured at Present.

Latest advices from Paris state that large hats
with lower crowns and small hats with high crowns
will rule for Fall. Small hats are at present being
shown more than the large, such as toques with
mushroom brims and also slightly turned up all

round and the bonnet style.

For foundations, couche and erect pile velvet,

plush, beaver strips and manchons, satin-finished

felts, mostly in the soft makes, corded silks, satin

and peau de soies and Terry velvet in shot effects, are

being used. Corded materials are expected to be very
good for the coming season. Corded silks are mostly
shown for the tops of the hats and velvet for the
under brims.

Ostrich feathers, marabout mounts, goura, os-

preys, uncurled ostrich, coque feathers, feather

bandeaux with wings and pompons are used for

trin iming. Practically no flowers are shown at all.

There is quite a lot of ribbon shown in the making
up if the toques, such as satins in the wide makes,
heavy corded and taffetas.

The colors most in favor are: Prune, Empire
green, marine blue, mustard, pheasant, black and
white, taupe, peacock green and champagne.

How Laces are Used
Effective Use of Laces on Brims for Draping Pur-

poses and as Bandeaux — Macramie Lace on Hats

Several very pretty models showing the effective

use of lace on the new hats are to be noted. One
type of these has lace flouncing shirred on the brim
of the hat to closely follow its outlines. Another is

faced with lace. In both these cases Venise was
used.

Even newer was a bandeau of Macramie, the new
lace whose arrival is creating a stir among importers

and connoisseurs. This lace is of very open, coarse

mesh and has large motifs in distinctly Egyptian

design. In wdiite on a black hat it had a peculiarly

Parisian "chic." It was placed across the back of

the crown, from one side of the brim to the other,

and terminated in two large Oriental enamel but-

tons.

The Veiling Situation.

Veilings are in distinctly better position than for

many months past. Not only did the universal use

of the floating veil with Summer sailors and walk-

ing models result in good profits, but similar lines

are opening with equal strength for Fall trade.
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Black and white chanille veils continue to sell,

and it is believed will last well into the Fall. A
round mesh with narrow, Chantilly border has been
excellent, as also have shadow veilings in the same
finish.

The style feature of the trade, however, is the
Shetland veil. In black and in white these veils

are in wide demand. They are beautiful, soft, and
quite surprisingly durable. Merchants declare that

they could sell many more if they could secure them
to sell, but they will be readily available by the time
Fall trade is under way.

Specially woven, with fancy border, in design
reminiscent of the chantilly patterns, are the new,
pliable shadow veilings. These have many points of

resemblance to the Shetlands, but are not the same.
Familiar shadow patterns are seen, but the mesh is

of the greatest softness. The border, several inches

deep, elaborates the general pattern. These veils are

worn hanging low on the shoulders, as they are very
deep. They are also used to drape the entire hat.

Of regular lines of veilings by the yard, shadow
veilings promise best. Beautiful new designs are

seen, in every way an improvement on last seasons.

Black and white and a few blues, browns, greens and
wines comprise the color scheme, with the first two
much the best sellers.

Chenille dots have been doing good business

among the utility numbers. Even here the tendency
is to get away from stiff meshes and to use the

shadow patterns.

Long Haired Satins.

A revival of a style familiar to the public long-

ago is seen this season. Among the best and newest
of the Fall lines come the long-haired satins. These
are particularly effective when used in striped pat-

terns, satin alternating with taffeta of a contrasting

shade.

Very pretty Oriental designs are seen in style as

above described. There is much use of gold and
silver tissue stripes, and grounds both in combina-
tion with plain and with Oriental design.

Brighter, richer colors are prominent, and these

include a very rich looking new purple which is

highly spoken of.

Picot edged ribbons are again being featured by
manufacturers.

The New Bandeau.

The new bandeaux are beginning to arrive now
and merit more than passing notice.

As in other embroideries and ornaments, rich

bright colors and Egyptian or at the least, Oriental

designs are most prominent. These bandeaux con-

sist mainly of beads, put on in masses from the

tiniest to the large, ornamental modern beads.

Embroideries of ribbon and also of chenille help
to give the dash of bright color so essential to present

style. Persian patterns still persist, but the Bul-
garians are much stronger. Braided effects in Ori-

ental patterns are also seen.

Cords and tassels for tailored hats consist of

beaded and imitation beaded numbers. There are

also the tinsel effects woven in loose Brussels loop,

very light weight, but exceedingly striking.

Association Aims at Co-operation
A protective association, which, it is claimed,

will help wholesaler and retailer alike, has been
formed in Montreal under the name of the Canadian
Eastern Millinery Association.

The association, which embraces the principal
wholesale millinery houses in Montreal, as well as
Toronto houses represented there, aims to regulate
the jobbing of goods and protect the retail milliner
and to deal with matters that would naturally come
within the scope of such an organization.

So far as the working of the association has been
tested this year it has proved a success. May 24
was fixed as the jobbing date for Spring lines this
year and the weather conditions afforded a good op-
portunity to try out the scheme. The fixing of a
jobbing date gives the wholesaler confidence as he
can figure on waiting until that date before other
people start cutting and the retailer knows that he
or she will not have to compete against a big job
sale before that date, and so can act accordingly.

The members of the association will work to-

gether in fixing the opening dates and will co-

operate in other ways that are likely to be mutually
helpful. Recently a uniform discount agreement
was reached, as well as a ruling on the handling of
express parcels.

The agreement, which has been printed and is

being distributed by the firms interested, reads as

follows

:

"Owing to the unsatisfactory way in which the
discount question has been handled in the past,

the undersigned wholesale millinery houses doing
business in Montreal have agreed to adopt the com-
mon rate of discount from the first of July, 1911,
viz : Strictly 6 per cent. 10 days, 5 per cent. 30 days,
3 per cent. 60 days or four months' note. Spring
dating as April 1st, Fall dating as Oct. 1st.

"Owing to the change in express rates which are
very much higher on uncrated parcels, all millinery
firms will in future crate parcels when necessary, and
make a charge for the same—according to size. This
will insure better delivery and cost less to the pur-
chaser."

In Favor of Shippers.

With the approach of a busy shipping season in

the millinery trade the ruling of the Board of Rail-

way Commissioners giving an interpretation of Rule
16 of the new express classification upholding the
shippers' views will certainly be appreciated by the
millinery people and others using strawboard or

paper boxes for light, bulky goods.

Since the classification came into effect, the ex-

press companies have been applying what was re-

garded as a somewhat arbitrary interpretation of

this rule. They claimed that shippers were not en-

titled to combine the weights of shipments made in

strawboard or paper boxes (not corrugated) when
tied together, but that each must be regarded as a
separate shipment. The shippers, on the other hand,
claimed that they were entitled to combine weights,

so long as regulations laid down by the Commis-
sion in respect to tying together were complied with.

The ruling will have the effect of reducing express

charges on parcels accepted only by the companies
as separate, and which may now be combined as

bulked shipments and measured as such.



FEATURES OF THIS DEPARTMENT
Indications in New York market

strongly favor plain silks. Veiling fab

rics have been well considered.

Serges have been selling freely. Large

orders placed for Fall Season.

Tweeds have been brought to the front

through influence of the Coronation.

Satin and satin-finished materials con-

tinue in strong vogue.

Special article. Plan cleaner turnover

for the dress goods department.

Season of Plain Silks

Orders Placed in New York Market Indicate This

for Next Fall — Borders Favored in Fancies — Vel-

vet Brocades on Sheer Silk Grounds.

Staff Correspondence

Office of Dry Goods Review,

160 Broadway,
New York, July 10.

PLAIN silks are in a strong position for the

coming season. Orders placed so far strongly

indicate this. Satins, satin duchesse, mes-

saline, satin liberties, crepe meteors and other

satin-finished fabrics are leading. Satins in tailor-

ing weights and double-faced satins are also ordered.

Silk serges have also been included in ultra lines.

This fabric is also shown in double-faced effect, one

side having hairline stripes, and the other being of

plain color.

Veiling fabrics, such as mousseline de soie, chif-

fons, voiles and marquisettes have been ordered both

by the cutting-up trade and the department buyers

in fair quantities.

Though the season will largely be a plain one,

fancies will have a certain amount of representation,

and borders are exceptionally favored. Satin bands

are easily first on the list, and silk warp poplin with

borders in self-color, either in band or in jacquard

patterns, promise to be a popular novelty. These

goods are of the chiffon variety and drape effectively

and, while having the required silk effect, do not re-

quire the additional expense of a silk foundation

fabric.

Dark warp prints are shown among novelty lines

and some printed effects on veiling fabrics are shown.

High class novelties include velvet brocades on sheer

silk grounds, and rich satin brocades having metal

threads interwoven. These goods are very expensive

and their use will be strictly confined to the very

high class trade.

Even the heat of the present summer cannot com-
pletely stop the wearing of velvet dresses, so insis-

tent is fashion in this respect. Velvets and velveteens

are selling freely, and as soon as the first touch of

Autumn comes, the anticipation is that these fabrics

will be strongly featured for street wear.

Very heavy orders are placed for velvets, and
manufacturers of velveteens, both here and abroad,

have long since sold all the material they can make
for the coming Fall and Winter.

Dress Materials for Fall Selling

The tendency of the demand is shown by the

state of trade in various markets. While the German
and French manufacturers are complaining of dull

times, the heavy woolen district of Yorkshire and

the Scotch tweed mills are employed up to their

producing capacity. This also applies to mills in

this country.

Serges are the best selling fabric at the present

time, and from the orders received will continue to

be the big popular seller for Fall. Next to serges

come the Scotch effects and semi-rough and rough

tweeds.

For the novelty end of the business buyers are

taking a big variety of soft, rough, woolen fabrics,

such as ratine, wool velours and Whitney finished

fabrics and such cloths as peau de souris and deer

skin, while in cheaper materials plain and fancy

cheviots have been taken up.

Reversibles form the high novelty and are being

offered in nearly all the leading fabrics.
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Soft Woolen Fabrics

With the opening of the Fall retail season of

1911-12 within a measurable distance, it is interest-

ing the gain that soft woolen materials are making.

Fabrics of this class stand first in fashion's favor,

and have been taken up by both the high class and

the popular trades, as well as by the cutting-up

houses.

Serge weaves still remain the big sellers, and are

popular both in fine twills and in the heavy, rough

effects. In line with the increasing use of heavier

cloths as the winter advances, the rough heavy serge

effects of a cheviot nature will be increasingly used.

Novelties in serges are chevron and woven stripes

and checks.

Because of the Coronation, fashion is interested

in all English effects. This brings tweeds to the

front. Fancy tweed mixtures in neutral tones are

always worn in England, no matter what fabrics

are popular, and there promises to be a big vogue
of simple tailored suits made from mixture tweeds

in brown, grey and green, and often illuminated

with knicker effects in bright colors. All heather

mixtures will be immensely popular.

Ratine suitings are again out as the leading nov-

elty effect. The ratines shown this year are firmer

in finish and lighter in weight and will tailor much
better than the heavy cloths brought out for the

Fall of 1910. Also, the finish is closer and more
like the chinchilla effect that used to be so popular

for overcoatings. Other novelties are Whitney fin-

ishes, diagonals, boucles and cotele weaves.

Broadcloths are being brought out with a soft

velvet finish, and it is expected that the new finish

will make for an increased sale of this fabric.

Great Demand for Pile Fabrics

The outlet for velveteens and velvets for the com-
ing Fall will only be limited by the ability to obtain

the goods. Fabrics of this class are heavily booked
and jobbers are beginning to be anxious about de-

liveries. Prices are advancing, but this is not a

matter of moment, as it is absolutely impossible to

place orders for delivery in time for this season's

trade.

Though there is some interest in fancies, and
doubtless they would find a ready sale if they could

be stocked, so great is the demand that manufactur-
ers are concentrating upon the plain fabric, because

it is easier of production. Hollow cut cords are sell-

ing freely, and promise to be very much worn.
The call for wide widths is becoming general,

and all but the cheaper grades come in the wider
cloths.

Velvets are selling in quantity for millinery pur-
poses, and will be one of the leading fabrics of the
coming season. It is the old-fashioned straight pile

ve'vet that is wanted, not the panne effect that has
been so fashionable of late years.

Seal plushes have sold well, and the cutters-up

report great success with mantles of this fabric.

Caraculs also are wanted for the country trade. Al-
together the outlook is bright for all pile fabrics.

Novelties for Fall

Satin and satin-finished silks, from every indica-

tion, will continue in strong vogue during the com-

ing Fall. Satins are to be used for foundations and

linings and also for tailored suits as well as handsome
gowns. Many of the dresses made for the Corona-

tion festivities were o 1' satin combined with lace or

veiled with gold embroidered tulle.

The most interesting feature from the viewpoint

of the popular trade is the attempted revival of taf-

fetas. It is perfectly certain that taffeta is extensively

worn in Paris at present. This fabric is made up
by the leading dressmakers into tailored suits, after-

noon dresses and smart wraps. The taffeta used is

very soft and bright in finish.

Navy and black are the colors used for tailored

suits and wraps, and other colors worn are Corona-

tion red, royal purple, Hanover green, tan, lemon,

copper and deep blue purple.

•Silk serges or surahs are also favored in Paris,

and the lighter weights in hair line stripes and in

bordered effects on solid grounds are very much
worn. Heavier weights have in a measure replaced

cloth-backed satin for suits and wraps.

Other revivals are grosgrains, ottomans and uncut

velvets. Brocades are the high novelty, as expensive

brocades were the leading fabric at the Coronation

ceremonies.

KING'S
IstablUhed 1771

FAMOUS
Sold by leading Jobbers.

SCOTCH
Every pleoe perfect.

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands tor neari" a
century and a quarter, have
been recognized by the Trade
of the world aa the most reli-

able and saleable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on
every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son
are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they
are the most effective shading
for the money in the market,
and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

Canadian Representatives:

CAMPBELL SMIBERT & CO.,

210 St. James Street - - Montreal



Plan Cleaner Turnover for Greater Profits
Reduce Surplus Dress Goods Stocks and Stand for Clearance Prices a

Season — Conditions are Admitted in Many Quarters and it is Agreed That
Money Tied Up Could be Used to Better Advantage— How to go About it

COMPARISONS between the dress goods stocks
in different cities and towns would seem to
warrant the conclusion that the larger the
turnover the smaller the stock in proportion.

Another question of timely import is, whether mer-
chants in some quarters to-day are not carrying too
much stock in these departments to allow of a turn-
over twice .1 year and consequent successful mer-
chandising?

Are Stocks too Heavy
It cannot be claimed that the heads of depart-

ments do not realize that more stock than is neces-
sary is carried and it does not follow that they buy
too much. Their problem seems rather to consist
in an attempt to maintain former sales records and
the unwillingness of the management to consent to

clearance prices or sufficient reduction and conse-
quent lessening of profits for a time.

Some Discards Still Carried.

If buyers will compare their own stocks with those
shown them for Fall by either domestic or import
houses they will find that patterns and qualities have
long since been discarded which are yet included in
their stocks.

Another factor in the clearing of dress goods is

that patterns, which some merchants considered
passe six seasons ago, are still shown at odd or re-

duced quotations, that vary as much as fifty cents
a yard between the odd prices and actual clearance
prices which were accepted with the best grace pos-
sible as a medium to better business in later seasons.

Wipe out the Handicaps.

That each season brings its own wanted cloths,

fashionable colors and favorite finishes is admitted.
It does not take very long, as the season advances, to

find which cloths are the sellers. It is hard enough
to effect a clearance on lines where a buyer's fore-

sight did not prove entirely correct. In every sea-
son's business some of these lines are bound to be
included to an extent if any chances whatever are
taken in the buying. If dress goods departments
are to be allowed this opportunity of making a clean
percentage, season after season, handicaps of former
season's stocks would tend to make it impossible.

Varying opinions of different merchants are
hard to use in citing instances of comparison be-

tween what are considered clean-selling stocks to-day
in different localities. But in comparing these stocks
from actual selling experiences and from likelihood
of any future demands in many cases it would ap-
pear that enough clearance lines are carried to off-set

a year's profits in case permission were granted for
an outright clean-up.

Capital and Ability.

One of the most important factors in this matter
is the capital involved or ability to carry this stock
and pay for it. Merchants who have had limited

resources have naturally had to turn over the stock"

and be satisfied with profit accruing in one season
or in one year. On the other hand, where capital

involved in dress goods alone would enable these
other merchants to conduct a live business, the ten-
dency rather has been averse to cleaning up stocks
with the same finesse, resulting in the conditions
noted.

Problems in Selling.

Three other important features have developed
in the past five years, which have also made dress

goods selling a greater problem in most localities.

The amount of materials used and the style demands
of short jackets and closer fitting skirts have reduced
the yardage required about one-third. This alone is

sufficient to warrant lesser quantities in buying.
Ready-to-wear style has also had its important

influences which have added to the tasks of the dress

goods buyer, and necessitated closer merchandising.
While the manufacturer has sold greater quantities

of dress fabrics than ever, it has been in quantities

to ready-to-wear manufacturers and not to the selling

end or counter trade.

This same condition has made it possible for

dress goods buyers to anticipate closer to popular de-

mands and keep their departments more "to the

minute" in selling fabrics. Why, then, should they
be handicapped with unnecessary and practically

dead stock?

The Influence of Style Knowledge.

The third important development is that in

former years the salesman's ability and style inform-
ation was ' dominant, whereas to-day customers de-

mand certain fabrics, colors and designs which fol-

low style designated from outside sources.

That each season finds a run on a particular

shade or cloth is another argument in favor of lesser

stocks. If people want these distinctive attributes, in

the department seems the right place to get them and
better in a section which can give them all they want.

If this is impossible, the other merchant is going to

sell it anyway and the aim of exclusiveness hits wide
of the mark.

In cases like these where a run is noted, as has

been the experience of the past five years, the advisa-

bility of keeping the slow sellers in the hopes of a

further demand is a waste of capital.

Joke Does Not Apply.

A well-known dry goods man's joke that if you
"keep it for seven years it will again be fashionable"

and the sarcasm, "What is the use of selling it when
some more would only have to be procured?" does

no apply to the surplus stock, which any and every

department would not buy again under any circum-

stances.

Therefore, the question directly to be considered

is how to reduce these unnecessary or dead stocks.

Rules to clean up everything that would not be
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stocked again are the only ones to follow. Before
that can be accomplished, merchants have to decide

to accept a reduction of profit for a year or two at

least. In case this is decided, a good way to find out

the extent of the necessity for clearance is to instruct

the salesmen to throw out everything that is question-

able.

Actual profits of former seasons are only determ-
ined by what price can be procured for these odd
lines and the merchant who has had to clean up
semi-annually is actually farther ahead in the end.

Whereas, stocks carried may be considered compar-
atively clean, it will be surprising the quantities that

will be discarded in the attempt to put the stock on a

better paying basis at the expiration of a couple of

seasons.

It is clearly a decision between average profits

with loss at a future date, or actual profits on ap-

proved percentage done within the year clear and
clean.

Sooner or later this condition has to be met and
merchants will have to accept even a greater loss as

the decision is put aside. If salesmen willingly

throw out fabrics that are slow or unneeded they
actually admit that business could be conducted with
just that much less stock. There is, therefore, no
necessity for carrying a dollar's worth more and even
then the tendency will be to actually make a still

finer culling of the fabrics before stock-taking.

Conservatism and Neglect.

As stated before, this condition has not been un-
known to salesmen in charge of departments, but
confronting them has been a conservative stand taken

by many merchants, or perhaps undue neglect by the

merchant, owing to unlimited capital. Mistakes are

sometimes made and some fabrics prove better sellers

when marked at a higher price ; all these things have
their influence.

Just here is another point of interest and it is an
easy matter to discuss selling or advising clean-up
prices and loss of profits in underwriting another
man's stock. There is hardly a buyer at the head of

a dress goods department but who could make more
money for the department than he is to-day if given
the money tied up in unsalable stock. The same
amount of capital could be made to finance the entire

department or used in numerous ways to show a
greater percentage of profit in departments which
warrant it.

Could Make More Money.

There is, then, an opportunity to make more
money with a less stock and less capital showing a

greater percentage of profits. A discussion of this

matter with the heads of departments or buyers will

quickly be answered that they can do this if they
were not handicapped with surplus stocks.

As a contrary argument it might be claimed that

some salesmen in their anxiety to overbuy will soon
find themselves in a like predicament. This does

not follow and at any rate the balance of capital, or

decision as to quantities rests with the management.
One experience in the matter is likely to be sufficient

and there is no reason to anticipate that any buyer
will repeat what he has been fortunate enough to

overcome. Trade conditions do not warrant that re-

sult.

With close buying of novelty lines, having the

right qualities at popular prices at the right time and

buying oftener, there is no reason to foresee but that

just as much business as ever will be done.

More Novelty and Greater Profit.

As dress goods selling has become more and more
a novelty department, these same novelties allow of

a greater percentage of profit. When combined in

accordance with the best values obtainable in staple

qualities and colors every individual bolt in the en-

tire stock can be kept a live selling number.
Profits shown at the end of the business year are

a fair basis of actual profit and can be considered

such if sufficient latitude has been also granted in

allowing the season's clearance prices. Each season

is entirely responsible for its own selling.

How to Accomplish it.

In view of agreement in favor of reduction of

dress goods stocks, which is the best methods to

accomplish it? Some salesmen maintain that

"stiffs" will effectively move slow sellers. In this

case, the tendency is to sell'goods on which the profit

percentage is admittedly small. At the same time,

the opportunity is lost to sell both a seasonable and
paying fabric. It is also admitted that if salesmen

devote their time to selling short profit lines the

department cannot possibly show a satisfactory profit

percentage consistent with the amount of money in-

vested.

Contrasted with this, novelty lines are asked for,

sell themselves and invite introduction by intelligent

salesmen. Enthusiasm is also closely associated with

selling lines and sales are carried through this en-

thusiasm alone.

Power of Prices.

Price seem to be the only method of successfully

cleaning up the slow sellers and once the buyer in

charge is satisfied that, after consultation with his

staff as to the relative selling merits of each line or

color, the culled pile has to go, it has been found that

price and display away from the department entirely,

proves the best plan. Main dress goods stocks are then

free to go aheaiand some excuse is given the admon-

ition to keep stock within certain bounds and up to

date at all future times.

Automatic Price* Arrangement.

In underselling these odd lots of dress goods the

prices are decided automatically with the amount of

success following the response for the first announce-

ment. While the first loss is bound to be a big con-

sideration there is every reason to expect that the use

of the money will, within one year's time more than

repay the sum involved.

Added percentage gained in the dress goods sec-

tion on a proper basis will surely offset the condition

in a short time.

There is one phase of the matter which can be met

in a philosophic mood and the reputation gained for

the dress goods department prove, in the end, a last-

ing benefit.

A Striking Instance.

A large western firm, who had reduced their dress

goods stock to within a space of four shelves twenty

feet long were thus prepared for shipments coming.

This firm does an immense dress goods trade and the

(Concluded on page 49.)



BEFORE school starts for the Fall session, at-

tention that is given several departments in-

terested in outfitting and necessary clothing

for school wear will mean several window
trims.

Fall hosiery and cheaper lines of dress goods,

plaids or small checks, serges and remnants of fabrics

fit in well with the August clean up sales.

Children's dresses also need a showing, and are

usually combined with school hats.

Open the Fall Campaign.

Thus, during the last week of August, the clean-

up season is merged into showings for Labor Day.
During this week, while windows show final clearing

lines in ready-to-wear, a week of bargains, cut-price

and remnants of all descriptions must be given, as

a good-bye effort, and last showings made to reduce

Summery stocks. After this month windows are too

valuable to be used for clearing lines and, beginning
with the week following this holiday, the Fall cam-

paign can be opened in real earnest, unhampered
by odds and ends of stock, which are now left to sell

themselves.

By September 4th, all departments will be fully
ready, and trimmers ambitious to start the season.

No doubt, through purchases and preparations, plans
have been better laid, owing to previous experiences,

and merchants are ready for a record Fall season.

All new goods and placing orders will be received
and passed into stock, and as purchases are no doubt
larger, decorators will have to plan on a broader
scale than for any previous season.

Departments Bristle With Suggestion.

In the general stock, all sections will be overflow-

ing, and as departments have been changed, in readi-

ness for Fall, dress goods, silks, trimmings, gloves,

hosiery and accessories, linens and staples will be
calling for display space. Housefurnishings, ready-
to-wear and furs, in fact, every department is ready
with the new things, and plans must be laid, so a3

Dress Goods Department, showing opening trim for Merchants' Limited, Brandon—foliage entwined pillars; baskets of flowers

suspended by ribbons, and natural palms were used in this display. Arthur H. Rowley, trimmer.
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A FALL BACKGROUND SUGGESTION.

This window is decorated throughout in Renaissance style—?urved work in gilt and dead white—curtains were Nile green
velvet, and the floor was covered with white felt and a single width of velvet running diagonally across it. Small frosted electric

lamps were arranged along the border and between the rows of lamps were small bows of gilt tinsel. The two side sections of the
backgrounds had mirrors set in them, and on small shelves in front hollyhocks were placed in natural wood jardinieres. By
A. H. Garon, with Z. Paquet, Quebec.

Simple Fall background with curtain hanging. Cream or champagne, outlined with green velvet, fell oT stencil are suggested.
Old Knglish letters done in gold or cut-out velvet on a 24-lnch circle are used at intervals and at each end. White felt would
also be suitable or colors to suit goods displayed, at the discretion of the trimmer. Fall foliage or Autumn flowers could be
added to give a more seasonable effect.
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to give each a timely representation during the first

week in September.

Following the system that ready-to-wear acces-

sories, holiday novelties and children's wear will be
shown before Labor Day, the plan to give each de-

partment ;i show ing by devoting an entire front space

for a short period to each section is timely. New
merchandise with an invitation to begin Fall shop-
ping, is the aim of window trimmers in interesting

customers in new Fall fabrics and styles.

Feature Dress Goods Early.

First windows will, therefore, feature dress goods,

and in laying out this set of windows, trimmers
have different methods. Color makes a good public-

ity scheme, and usually for Fall a color series displav

is effective in starting satisfactory selling. For this

year a grouping of novelty cloths, one window devot-

ed to each, would show the superior tones of navy.

These drapes are ticketed with price by the yard,

on the one hand, and for complete costumes or

suits, on the other, combined with the notice that

dressmakers will fill orders in rotation and are ready
for Fall business.

In the different displays of dress goods, trimmers
will have recourse to the mummy drapes, half forms,

cylinder bolt and T stands, on which to display

goods.

In the navy blue window all the prominent
weaves, which have a tendency to direct style inquir-

ies, are arranged and wide braids, buttons and touch-

es of velvet used to suggest trimmings. Similar
treatment is given the other colors and where a fur

department is available, ermine or foxaline small
furs are highly striking, when fixed on drapes of

rich wine tones. In order to give millinery an early

start, several ready-to-wear hats will be used at inter-

vals throughout.

Suggested bolt drape suitable

for any fabric. This stand is

36 inches high, with a 22-inch

face, about 6 inches thick. Papier

rnache or carpet felt tacked on

oval boards are used to make it.

Trimmers find this stand effec-

tive, when used upright or placed

on its side on a table. Any num-
ber of extra drapes are easily

carried out.

greens, browns and wines. Exclusive patterns in

suit lengths, in which color predominates, would fill

another space. A window could be devoted to silks,

voiles and bordered marquisettes and evening fabrics

with equal success.

It is just here where trimmers can again dem-
onstrate tfieir ability in drapes and matching of

colors. One of the most effective ways of arranging
these windows is to take a novelty costume or dress

from the ready-to-wear department and place it in

the window on a form, so as to suggest a method
of making fabrics on view.

Suggestive Displays.

Another happy idea which is growing in favor

with trimmers is to feature their first dress goods
displays in a suggestive way. This is done by show-
ing weaves and colors, as a choice selection for people

who make their own clothes, and materials suitable

for tailoring for customers who have their garments
made in the dressmaking department.

Setting for Mourning Goods.

To further show the facilities of dressmaking

departments, September 1st is none too early to

direct attention to mourning orders and in view of

black and white materials still holding their place,

this display can be given a pleasing setting by com-

bining pencil stripes in worsteds and all black fabrics

with line-stripe exclusive silk waist lengths, suitable

laces and trimmings and novelty buttons to match.

Many mourning customers require orders filled

without delay and when attention is called to the

satisfaction possible through competent help, cus-

tomers, who must wear black are not likely to for-

get during the season. In fact, many of the earlier

orders are booked through this display.

Use Trimmings and Accessories.

First shipments of trimmings will be ready to

show and are used as a means of brightening up
color displays. Many trimmers find most sugges-

tive uses for handbags, parasols, new braids and
bandings in carrying out their respective drapes,
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which, of course, are made to depict completed gar-

ments, as nearly as possible.

Early Price Windows.

Still another plan merits results, and, although
early showings are not always considered with favor,

price windows are sometimes an effective means of

dress goods department. One window each is allott-

ed to 50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.25, and fabrics, weaves and
color combinations appeal to customers, as a matter
of personal choice, while prices are shown to meet
everyone's requirements.

Just as forcible an appeal can be made when par-

ticular cloth.-, promise to be popular, such as cheviots,

Good setting' for national holiday—Semi-perman-

ent background and floor of coronation blue, with

panels bordered with gold moulding. Ceiling and
side white, with alternate red and blue ribbons

—

pictures of the King and Queen on easels, with

gilt crown on each, and draped with red silk—bas-

ket of red flowers tied with velvet ribbon to match

in centre, and gilt monograms corners and centre

—

pillars finished with bouquets of flowers, each light-

ed, and centre hung with brass chandelier with

gold shades. By F. J. Thompson, with W. E. Max-
well. St. Thomas.

introducing new dress goods. Usually, general front

effects are not so good but, where merchants insist on
windows which bring in sales, price displays are al-

ways successful.

This, also, is a good method of showing the buy-
ing power and it has a tendency to make a popular

worsteds, hopsacks, serges, tweeds or broadcloths, in

which the department has become renowned in sell-

ing. In windows like this, each drape is ticketed

with the technical name of each fabric displayed.

Trimmings are used just as is done in color displays.

Where merchants adopt an aggressive plan of mer-

We Want The One Man In A
Thousand

A man with vim in his blood — a fighter from the ground up.

A man who is strong enough to withstand the first skirmish.

To that man we are going to make a most interesting proposition.

His earnings and opportunities will be circumscribed only by his
ability to produce and to grow.

That man is now employed - for good men always are.

We can make that man a proposition which will enable him to

continue at his regular work and to earn from $5.00 to $20.00 a week
during his spare hours.

We want about forty of these men.

Are you one of them ? Write for particulars to

The MacLean Publishing Company
143-149 University Avenue Toronto, Ontario
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Double concave drape for first

Fall dress goods display. Velvet

ribbon and buttons with parasol

are used. An effective unit,

showing1 long sweeping lines,

easily made on combined 3 and 4

or 5 and 6-ft. stands with 6—

8

face. Rosette is made of simi-

lar cloth to drape or silk to

match or contrast with goods
displayed. Other drapes are also

immediately suggested to any
window trimmer.

chandising and there are growing reasons for this,

trimmers safely adopt price windows right from the

beginning of the season. Windows to sell goods are

more necessary than ever, and notwithstanding other

arguments, merchants are apt to insist on price and
assortment to start the season, especially for Fall.

Selling Power of Accessories.

Some experiments have proved that occasion

can be made a selling card in presenting dress goods,

and for first showings trimmers display worsted suit-

ings, cheviots and kindred cloths especially adapted
for Fall and Winter coat suite. Broadcloths for styl-

ish costumes and pastelle shades for evening cloaks.

Lighter weight and dressier materials are combined
suitably for street and afternoon occasions, while
voiles, bordered fabrics and novelties are arranged
with a view to evening wear. Silks are handled in

the same way and each display is enhanced with
latest trimmings, as cloths and colors would suggest

to a trimmer with artistic taste or who makes a study
of color and tones.

It is possible to show allover laces, bandings,
braids, buttons, neckwear, belts, accessories and mil-

linery in these preliminary showings of the newest
in Fall dress goods selections. Dress goods buyers
will be anxious to show their unique and novelty
cloths and the range of assortments, which makes
their departments a bright spot in the store.

Trimmers are successful if this is done no matter
what method is used in obtaining such results. It is

expected that windows reflect a comprehensive view
of the new dress goods in stock and when dress goods
departments and dressmakers start the season in con-

junction, orders are immediately booked and the

season starts with accustomed enthusiasm.

Window of Pile Fabrics.

In these early windows, especially this year, a
display will feature velvets, velveteens and novelty
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Display of dress goods, silks, trimmings and furs, with mil linery and accessories—a Fall setting

ground finished with Autumn foliage. By Warren Andrews, for Anderson & Co., St.

panel and curtain back-
Thomas.
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pile fabrics. Color and quality are both good mo-
tives in deciding how to show these goods and trim-

mers will be able to combine these rich fabrics with

soft silks, fringes, allovers, buckles and crochet or

fancy buttons in a beautiful display. Early group-

ings of pile fabrics seem to invite orders from high-

are always helpful in planning Fall opening win-
dows and with every department in readiness, staff

The Annual Blanket Sale.

September is also the month of the annual blan-
ket sale and although cities make this a large feature

WINDOWS IN WHICH DISPLAYS FEATURED CURRENT EVENTS.

No. 1—Background—old gold satin; border—maple and oak leaves painted on canvas, and artificial roses; in the centre

—

satin drape of coronation blue, festooned with roses, surmounted with gold crown, finished with millinery jewels. The King's
picture, with draped flags, coats of arms, monograms and a picture of Westminster Abbey completed the display. In this pic-
ture all the windows were cut in outline and a stained glass effect given through opaline silk by means of electric lamps.

No. 2—Race week window—Background of men's tweeds and furnishings—a golden horseshoe and racing pictures of notable
events were used with streamers. Decorator, E. O. Whiteside, with Youell & Wrong, Aylmer.

class dressers, who are able to choose their gowns
early.

Although some trimmers do not allow the use of

fashion plates in their trims others find that in open-
ing a season's business, an amount of style education
is imparted to customers and salespeople, who are

thus given a basis for discussion in considering Fall

styles and prospective purchases.

A window of deep pile dress-velvets should be par-

ticularly attractive this Fall season and trimmers
will no doubt find color showings their most effect ivc

way of publicity.

Fashion plates are suggested and always prove
their worth when a feasible style is illustrated. Trim-
mers sometimes use their own initiative as to style

or select one which the dressmaker can carry out suc-

cessfully.

There is no doubt but that a favorable and last-

ing impression is given by starting Fall dress goods
merchandising right from the beginning of the
season.

Visit Larger Centres.

Directly after these windows are arranged, trim-
mers often find it to their advantage to visit a larger
centre and, where possible, attend the millinery open-
ings for a day or two. This is generally a help from
style alone, and it is usually possible to derive some
ideas from backgrounds; arrangements of drapes or
trimmings, as well as combinations of colors. These
all returned to their duties and ideas gained on this

Fall trip, some exceptional windows should result
on returning home.

A Business Asset
The ability to speak English correctly

and fluently is a business asset of no mean
importance.

Yet how rare it is

!

YOU, Mr. Dry Goods Clerk, or Mr.
Salesman, may need this ability, and it

can be easily acquired. There is a fascin-

ating way to polish up your English by
acting as

CIRCULATION REPRESENTATIVE
of the MacLean Publishing Company.
We have an attractive offer to make

you, one which will qualify you for better
positions, and, if you hustle, will mean
a weekly salary of $15, year in and year
out.

The work will not require all

time.
your

Write at once for particulars.

MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY
143-149 University Avenue - - TORONTO
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it has not been adopted generally outside. Some
trimmers conduct. September bedding sales as a

means to offset exhibition customers, who are prone

to buy in larger sales. This is another opportunity

to start Fall business with a nourish and trimmers
often find a week's window display, devoted to these

lines, will comprise a window of soft woolen blankets

arranged so that quality is of first importance.

In another window, best quality flannelette

blankets at a special price or a leader line purchased
to sell at a price in order to sell better grades will be

well received. Bed spreads make a good window in

this connection. Beds, mattresses, springs and pil-

lows are displayed in settings suggesting bedroom
hangings, lambrequins, boxes, spreads and wall cov-

erings and are best done in soft shades, blue and rose,

green and pink, or two-tone blues. Delft blue is al-

ways admired and can be made into pleasing back-
grounds without cutting. Shams and runners,

cushion tops, dresser and stand covers, are shown
over colored linings and guest towels in towel rings

or fancy bedroom racks. Laundry bags also and
embroidered pillow slips help to brighten this dis-

play.

The Ready-to-Wear Opening.

During the second wTeek of September the Ready-
to-Wear Opening is held. For the first showings of

women's suits, coats, skirts, and ready-to-wear gar-

ments, it is usual to allot a full front window dis-

play.

Background Suggestion.

A simple background is sometimes used and add-
ed importance given in this way. A suitable effect

for this year's windows could be easily made by us-

ing velvet or felt-covered panels and a shirred cur-

tain of cream madras or rep. Champagne is also

a good shade and contrasts well with an outlining
border of Irish green velvet or design of Cut-out or

stencilled felt. In the centre intervals of each win-

dow a circle about 24 inches in diameter is also cov-

ered with velvet and on the face of this, done in gold,

the store monogram is painted in old English letter-

ing. Some trimmers might prefer to use an initial

letter standing for the surname of their firm. Elec-

tric globes or Fall foliage could be added if more
elaborate design or effect is desired.

Once this is in place, trimmers have to arrange

their window space to the best advantage. Suits will

require one space and coats another. Novelty dress-

es, coats and fur or fur-lined garments and in this

showing, velvet gowns, or wraps will be prominent
and could be arranged to show style points in each.

A showing of skirts including $5.00 styles, as a

leader, or voiles and serges in better qualities, needs

another space. In order to pass children's and
misses' coats before prospective customers, a window
of typical Canadian styles always proves interesting.

Bearskin and knitted babies' coats are also shown.

In these trims, furs to match different garments
are arranged in characteristic positions and through-
out the displays, parasols, touches of color, buckles,

neckwear and ready-to-wear millinery, all help to

designate the preliminary opening. A highly credi-

table and successful week's business should result

if tickets are snappy and give spicy style news.

Lines That Must Have Place.

Other windows are closely allied with ready-to-

wear opening week and for the outing woman, driv-

ing, motoring, or for the cool evenings, knitted outer

garments are required. Full shipments of these

should now be in and a creditable window be made
at this time. Style, color or price are equally effect-

ive in this display.

Winter-weight underwear will also be brought
forward before this time and during opening week
a window of lighter weights is made. This trim is

easily set and usually features one maker's lines or

a popular price in boxes just as they come from the

mills. This Fall season, trimmers are likely to have
extra reasons for making important underwear trims

and some manufacturers are providing lithographs

and cuts to help brighten up displays.

In some towns, during ready-to-wear week, decor-

ators arrange to have a display of opera cloaks before

the opening of the theatrical season. Where it is

impossible to stock a number of these, some manu-
facturers are willing to loan enough to make an im-
posing window. Sales are often made which would
otherwise go to city stores, and showings of this kind
are bound to raise the tone of the store, as well as

give a reputation for higher class goods.

This same idea is satisfactorily used in order to

start the fur season with a smart showing. When
these can be combined in increasing the stock for

ready-to-wear opening week, window trimmers have
then, plenty of novelties to create enthusiasm and
no excuse for anything but a series of displays bound
to bring sales.

Changes in Window Staffs.

J. A. McNabb, formerly with the Robert Simp-
son Co., and L. J. Applegath & Sons, Toronto, has
taken a position with Richard Hall & Sons, Peter-

boro, as window trimmer. Jas. McNicholl, formerly
with Richard Hall & Son, has secured J. C. Edwards'
position as trimmer, advertiser and card writer for

the Cressman Co., Limited. Mr. Edwards is assum-
ing a position in the ad.-writing department of the

MacLean Publishing Co., Toronto.

WINNERS IN WINDOW COMPETITION.

Awards in The Review's Window Competition

for March, April and May are announced below.

The delay in this matter is due to the fact that

window trimmers have been slow to forward the

photos in the months and seasons to which they

belong. From henceforth, results will be

announced monthly.

March.—1. G. W. Moir, with G. W. Robinson

Co., Hamilton. 2. A. Fraser Little, Regina.

April.—1. R. C. Pickard, with Bartell, Mc-

Donald & Gaw, Windsor. 2. Mr. Kickley, with

D. E. Macdonald & Bro., Guelph.

May.—1, J. A. Acheson, with Smallman &
Ingram, London. 2. W. Andrews, Anderson Co.,

St. Thomas.
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Distinct Neckwear Features Macramie Lace a Feature
Side-Pleated Jabots in Evidence — Some Fichu

Effects Will Survive Summer — Brilliant

Colorings.

SEVERAL distinct features are making their

appearance in neckwear and are destined to

be leading characteristics of the coming sea-

son. The first and most important of these

is the side jabot. This is now made in very large

styles, deep at the top, long and tapering to the end.

It may be worn in a variety of ways. A broad lapel

at one side only is a feature of the newest blouses.

The side jabot may be folded back on this lapel as an

additional touch, reaching from shoulder to waist in

surplice outline. Or it may be used in the same way
on the opposite side of the blouse to balance the lapel.

Again, it may be allowed to fall in the opposite way,

filling in the front of the blouse, and often helping

out a low chemisette or the complete absence of one.

On coats, the side jabot is worn in either the first

or last way as above described.

Another feature of the new neckwear is the use

of the plain net or chiffon collar or collar and yoke

of the greatest transparency. This is a feature of

many Parisian dresses.

Bright colors are displayed freely on jabots and
stocks of net and lace. These include Paddy green,

bright cerise and King's blue. Purple is also much
in evidence.

A white tulle collar had semi-circular jabot, also

of white tulle, about twelve inches in width. Fine
net and crepe are among the materials to be used for

the coming season.

A dainty neck-band is made of satin with pansies

of silk and having jeweled centres.

Flower jabots of all kinds are taking well, especi-

ally the sweet pea and violet jabots.

Repeat Okders on Middies.

Middy collars received the majority of recent re-

peat orders in neckwear lines.

It is expected that the low type of collar will

again be used by young women and girls. Especi-

ally is this true of the Byron style which shows no
sign of dropping off as Summer passes.

Soft stocks have increased in demand as time
went on, and are expected to do very well this Fall.

Dutch collars will, of coursee be retained, as the
hold they have on public fancy is not likely to

weaken for some time.

Egyptian Designs are Prominent in New Lines
— Very Brilliant Colorings — Oriental

All-overs and Bandings

The laces which have just arrived for Fall and
Winter selling show decidedly novel features. The
subdued Oriental tones are still seen, and Oriental
patterns are strong, but the new colorings are remark-
able for their vivid tones. This applies chiefly to

bandings and laces. Allovers in Paris, ecru and
ivory in Oriental patterns, are the leading line for

yokes and such.

Net collar, silk embroidered — Imported by Ladies'
Wear Limited. Toronto.

On the other hand, the bandings show brilliant

shades of cerise, magenta, empire green and Royal
blue. Where metallic effects are used, old gold and
steel are the up-to-date numbers.

Two types of embroidery are prominent, the
Egyptian and the Bulgarian. Bulgarians are shown
in classical design, but the Egyptian patterns have
distinguishing features of their own. The Bulgar-
ians lean toward jeweled effects. The Egyptians
show the fan, the Iris and the sharp angle.

These bandings range from two inches in width
to eighteen. Venetian points are shown in all the
newest designs, to be used as trimming in conjunc-
tion with the bands and laces. Medallions, galoons
and variously-shaped separate motifs are also shown.

Black silk embroidered allovers are a selling line
which is absolutely reliable for Fall and Winter. The
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preference is shown to Oriental and classical designs
in these as in other types of embroidery.

Guipure laces are in good position, bands and all-

overs being especially sound.

Filet laces are again offered, but in newer and
more beautiful designs. This is a type of lace which
scarcely receives, from the Canadian trade, the at-

tention which it deserves. For the deep bandings
which decorate the skirts of the new evening dresses,

it is unsurpassed. It is especially adapted for wear
on gowns made in the classical style with raised
waistline, cord girdle and peasant waist. Filet all-

overs combine to perfection with square meshed
draping fabrics, such as marquisette or with striped

fabrics. .

I
In metallic nets, the best shades will be old gold

and steel. Silver allover nets touched with Persian
coloring are excellent.

A Gorgeous Banding.

A gorgeous banding which aptly illustrated the
coming mode was seen a few days ago at a wholesale
house noted for its high-class importations. This

Ball fringes and bead fringes will be an import-
ant selling line. Bead fringes of all kinds are shown,
not omitting those of wooden beads in deep colors.

Crystal bandings for evening dresses are to be
particularly good as also are allovers and pearl and
crystal and pearl bandings, laces and fringes.

The Macramie Laces.

The most striking novelty of the season in white
and cream laces is the Macramie lace.

Patterns are of Egyptian design or conventional
Oriental. The lace is very coarse and open in effect,

appearing almost like a cord or crochet design. It

is heavy and has an effectiveness which no other
line comes up to. No more beautiful trimming for
afternoon dresses could well be imagined.

Coat collars of Macramie with cuffs to match,
will prove an especially desirable adjunct to the vel-

vet suit which is expected to be so popular.

Macramie is available in bandings, laces, sailor

and coat collars and allovers.

English imported fine mesh veiling. Shown by
Sanderson's Limited. Toronto.

banding, it may be added, was one of a collection of

laces and embroideries comparable to any which have

ever come into America. They suggested to the

mind the rifled hoard of some Eastern Rajah or

Egyptian princess, rather than anything occidental.

The banding was a little over a foot wide. The
ground was of sheerest black net. It had an inter-

mittent border of double rows of steel beads enclosing

an Egyptian Iris design in two dull, soft purple

shades. This border turned up into the band at

right angles, making a series of broken squares. In

the central portion were large old gold colored roses

with sage green leaves and shadow leaves of silver

touched with Persian. The steel beads were further

used to embellish the pattern. This banding would
lend itself to a veiled effect owing to the brilliancy

of its colors and the clearness of the outlines.

Chenille Embroidery.

Touches of chenille are seen in many of the best

bandings and laces. Wherever a heavy, rich effect

is desired it is prominent. It suits admirably the

conventional outlines when worked in solid, and is

further enhanced with touches of silver, gold and
steel.

New Meshes in Veilings
Shetlands and Shadow Effects are in Good De-

mand — Great Improvement in the Situation.

Soft mesh veilings are now in excellent position

for the coming season. It looks as though the recent

dullness in these lines would be made up for by a
boom. Merchants could sell more Shetlands than
they are now doing, were they obtainable, and it is

expected that they soon will be.

Soft mesh shadow veilings with fancy borders of

self, and round meshes edged with Chantilly laces

have been well received. Shadow veilings by the

yard have shown more life than for some time.

Chantilly veils have been a big feature all Sum-
mer, and many houses predict their continuance

this Fall, but they do not look so suitable for Fall

trade as do the newer soft meshes. It would be a

great pity to push them now if their future prospects

wore thereby endangered, for next Spring is likely

to bring them back as things now stand.

Scarfs for motor wear are chiefly notable in the

form of the new hoods. These call for a very wide

scarf, at least forty inches. When made up and
shown at the counter, they are a great help in selling

the better class of scarf. They are now being recom-

mended for boating as well as motor wear. They
will be featured for evening wear later on.

Fringes are Fashionable

Fringes of all depths, including some very deep

novelty styles, and in all the new shades will be

much worn on Fall and Winter costumes.

The fringed tunic is now a leading feature of the

accessory lines. It may be constructed of chiffon, of

silk serge or of velvet—all are equally fashionable.

Particularly good is the velvet tunic with deep fringe

worn over a satin underdress.

Frogs of braid are shown for wear on the new
coats. Many of these have buttons set on with a frog

in square design.
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Braids, including the very wide styles, are again

to be prominent. Some of the smartest suits have
contrasting braid effects with pipings or narrow
cordings in a third shade. The wide, flat braids in

black are the leading feature.

Cord girdles are now seen everywhere and will

be a leading accessory for dressy toilettes so long as

the raised waistline continues. They come in bril-

liant silk, steel, old gold and oxydized silver as well

as the brighter metal shades. They are appreciably

thicker than the Summer girdles of cord, and tassels

are very full and handsome looking.

Girdles with beaded effects and those constructed

entirely of beads, have made their appearance. These
are best when worn with silk or satin dresses. Charm-
ing effects are seen in two shades for wear with the
shot taffetas now coming in with a rush.

New Effects in Ribbons
Stripes and Checks in Taffetas — Spots Woven to

Face — The Panel Girdle — Sales Improving.

Montreal, July 15.—-Among the new ribbon sam-
ples being shown are some in striped effects, mostly
taffeta ribbon of grey and white stripe with satin

stripe in color; some plain-colored taffeta with black

satin borders, and vice versa; plain and striped taffe-

tas with medium and large satin spots, the spots be-

ing woven on to the face of the ribbon; black and
white checked and striped taffetas with satin borders

;

satin ribbons with black centre and colored spots and
another color on the border, and, in fact, combin-
ations of taffeta and satin in all manner of stripes

and spots.

Sash ribbons are being used a lot now and it is

confidently expected that they will be strong selling

lines this Fall. It is also predicted that millinery

will make larger demands on ribbons than for some
time past.

A Montreal buyer who returned a few days ago
from a European trip said that so far as colors are'

concerned they were talking cerise very strongly in

Paris for hats, neckwear and trimmings of all kinds.

The demand there has been very strong and cerise

is quite the rage.

The Panel Girdle.

Ribbons and yard silks and satins are now being-

made up into a chic accessory which has appeared
on the most exclusive costumes.

This is the panel girdle: A black and white
specimen consisted of folded silk in striped effect

with panel back hanging loosely. Panel fronts are

also seen in some of the numbers, and frequently a

lining or facing of contrasting shade is employed.
Notched ends, plain and slanting, were noted. Usu-
ally, the ends are weighted with some small orna-
ment of beads, wreath of made flowers, etc.

Ribbon Vogue Much Stronger.

A ribbon novelty of the month is the wire-edged
ribbon which ingenious designers have produced for

the convenience of milliners, an invention which will

undoubtedly prolong the fashion for ribbon for mil-

linery purposes. Ribbon bows have a knack of get-
ting out of place and losing their attractive freshness
and style, even when fashioned and wired by the
most expert milliners, and not every woman can give
the few deft touches necessary to restore what has
been lost.

The new ribbon is shown in both taffeta and
satin varieties and, of course, in the wide widths.
The wire is very fine and pliable, and woven in at
each edge so as to be quite unnoticeable. Apparent-
ly, it is an ordinary ribbon, which may be rolled or
folded, or tied in knots or bows, and straightened
out again as any other ribbon would be. Neverthe-
less, the wire is there, and the bow once made and
placed in position is easily kept there.

Another purpose for which they will doubtless
find considerable favor will be the large hair bows
worn by young girls, which usually after one or two
wearings lose their crisp, fluffy appearance and de-
tract from the smartness of the hair dressing.

Plan Cleaner Turnover
(Concluded from page 39.)

distance from the market had unknowingly been a

boon to them. It is also noteworthy, they did just as

much business as if they were carrying five times the
stock.

Increased Buying Ultimately.

While for a time buying must necessarily be less

to allow leeway for cleaning up stocks, the ultimate
result will be increased buying, as a natural result of

quicker, cleaner turnover and more opportunities to

take chances on attractively-priced lines.

Another point is that the demand for the right
patterns, weaves or colors is not lessened any by get-

ting rid of slow selling lines in stock but that busi-

ness has been stagnant on account of this neglect to

get rid of slow sellers. Hope of getting prices a little

higher than must necessarily be taken in a quick
one-season clearance has been the rule.

Again in favor of the contention, buyers could
take more chances, which is demonstrated by those
buyers who clean up their stock to staple lines each
season and are to-day the largest buyers in the mark-
et. It is amply proved they are using to advantage
the money in each instance that in other cases is but
adding to the cost of doing business.

Able to Take Chances.

Reputation for dress goods merchandising fol-

lows, therefore, from both sources, cleaning up stock

and being in a position to take some chances in the

season's buying as regards quantity. This does not
mean twenty pieces of a pattern or ten colors to a

cloth but a bulk order of well assorted novelties

sprinkled with the staple selling numbers.
It is claimed that any buyer at the head of a

dress goods department in Canada to-day has the

ability and would have the opportunity to do the

same if he were allowed to relieve his stock of the

barnacles. There would also be less cause for com-
plaint regarding the buying conditions that are

sometimes heard.



Merchants Would Regulate Donations
Replies to the "Review's" Cartoon Indicate Fair Consideration of Worthy

Objects — Fair Range of Opinions From Western and Eastern Merchants —
Problem Calls for a Policy That Cannot be Misunderstood

MERCHANTS have given The Review a fair

range of opinion upon the problem pre-

sented by the cartoon published in the

number of June 15. This depicted -three

prominent citizens calling upon a merchant with a

request that he make a slight contribution to an

event of more or less public interest such as a fair

or bazaar.

There seems to be no question but that it is re-

garded as good policy to set aside a fund every year

for purposes that are actually deserving.

How to discriminate, is the big problem, for it

can truly be said that the merchant has just reason

to safeguard himself and his fund against imposi-

tions. Each one must be dealt with as it arises and

some of them require infinite tact, for the merchant

cannot always foresee the full result of his action.

In every case the merchant must be as frank as

possible in his statement and avoid a partiality that

may be interpreted to his disadvantage. It is safe

to say that with a good many merchants the prob-

lem is not so much a question of generosity or ability

to give as it is the desirability of placing their con-

tributions in a way that will be most satisfactory to

all concerned.

The prize winners this month are selected from

the Western group. What was considered the best

statement of general policy on the matter was that

received from John Sutherland, Ladysmith, B.C.,

with E. J. Carter, of Merchants Limited, Brandon,

Man., second, and Leonard Buck, of Eburne, B.C.,

third. Although it was distinctly asked for, none

of the correspondents gave the actual statement with

which they would receive such a request. All have

mi it lined general policy.

Mr. Sutherland's reply is as follows:—"The fact

that a man is a prominent, thriving merchant, or

that he is a merchant in a small way, is no reason

why he should be imposed upon; neither is it any

reason why he should shirk his duty as a good citi-

zen. It is only reasonable to expect to give accord-

ing to the measure of prosperity he has attained.

"Because other merchants contribute is no reason

why I should do so, as the object might not appeal

to me as it did to my friends and in those cases I

would use the same business instinct in discriminat-

ing as pursued in my daily calling. I would also

inform my collecting friends that each year a cer-

tain amount of my income was laid aside for chari-

table and other deserving purposes and each call was

allotted what 1 considered right according to its

claims.

"No hesitation should be shown in refusing calls

you consider outside your sphere of influence or sur-

roundings, unless it was some exceptional needy

claim, when you might have to reduce some other

call not so needy. Honest, good value to your cus-

tomers will do a great deal more for you than your

most generous contribution. Of course, use the

natural business tact and courtesy in refusing so that

your refusal may not be misunderstood or miscon-

strued."

Advertising Value of Donations.

E. J. Carter, with Merchants Limited, Brandon,
Man., has this to say:

—

"It would seem to be somewhat difficult to dis-

cern between the deserving and the undeserving in

this case, the question involving as it does such a
variety of organizations which might be soliciting

one's assistance.

"I think that for advertising purposes nothing
helps more than a merchant's name on a subscrip-

tion list to a hospital or church fund, as in the

majority of cases the inclination of the people will

be toward those that are directly helping the cause
in which they are interested, and advertising ob-

tained in this manner is generally far more reach-

ing than that obtained through the usual mediums;
but in some other cases financial assistance is in my
opinion not always advisable.

"Some time ago I was working in a store upon
which an application was made for assistance to an
out-of-town bazaar. Now, to have given these people

a cash donation would, so far as the firm's interest

was concerned, have been an absolute waste of

money, but rather than let these people go away with
a poor opinion of our store we made them an offer

of 10 per cent, discount on any goods they might
require for making up anything to be used at their

bazaar. This the people readily took advantage of

and we not only obtained their good opinion but
also a considerable quantity of business.

"There are, of course, some cases that must in-

evitably be turned down, but I think that by using

a little diplomacy the majority may be fairly met
and you will as a result reap a golden harvest of

business."

Give Without Hesitation.

Leonard Buck, Eburne, B.C., writes as follows:—

-

"I was approached by two of the leading members of

the municpal agricultural society (the next one to

the one our town is in). I have made it a practice

of always doing a little for almost any of these insti-

tutions, as they Without doubt create a little extra

business at the time of the fairs. I was hailed into

a competitor's store, and the list was presented to me
in a very good-natured way . I was asked if I would

care to give a donation for a special or regular prize,

and as the list was not ready, I put down my name
for $10 in merchandise, to be placed wherever they

wished. I did this without any hesitation, and in

fact was pleased to do so.

"I look upon these things as more or less adver-

tising, and charge them up to that account. I con-

sider it as well, when placing contracts, to allow for

these things, and not have all your advt. allowance

spent in advance on papers, etc. Sometimes there is
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As a Sales Clerk, What Would You Say?

qpHESE are days
A of close merchan-

dising, but the retailer

still meets the de-

mand for discounts

in many cases. The
minister, the dress-

maker, church and
fraternal societies,

friends of the staff,

and other stores all

expect their usual

discount.

The cartoon de-

scribes a typical case,

but one also upon
which the merchant
must draw a certain

conclusion. The
dressmaker asks for a discount on goods that are evidently for Mrs. Smith
who was looking at them the day previous.

Although the dressmaker does not inform the merchant to that effect it

is easily inferred.

Merchants there are who hold that a dressmaker is entitled to discounts,

but here she is using her connection to secure the difference.

What answer would you give to her request?

Are these discounts to outside dressmakers a ten per cent, advantage

over your own dressmaking department?

For the three best answers, the following prizes will be paid.

Customer (a dressmaker)— I suppose I am entitled to

the usual discount ?

FIRST

$3 and Review for One Year

SECOND

$2 and Review for One Year

THIRD

$1 and Review for One Yoar

All contributions to be published in one issue of The Review.

This competition is not confined to salespeople in departments. It is an
opportunity for any member of the staff. This contest will be a monthly

feature of The Review.

Address all answers to The Editor of The Dry Goods Review, 143-149 University Avenue, Toronto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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a good chance to get an ad. in on occasions like these,

and the way a person does a thing sometimes helps.

especially when it is done before actual customers.

"I say if you are going to give anything in the

way of a donation wherever you think you should,

it is as well to either give it before you are asked, or

just as soon as the proposition is put before you, and
do it in a friendly manner. Given in this way, $3
or $4 are usually more appreciated than a larger

amount, when the solicitors have to beg for it."

Collectors Not Always Good Customers.

Discussing this problem, Angus McNaughton,
Huntingdon, Que., writes:

—"This cartoon, as The
Review puts it, is familiar to every merchant. Yes,

unfortunately, too familiar, I presume, to most mer-

chants. It is a great pleasure to give, when able, and
when the object commends itself, but all merchants

are not able to give even to objects and purposes of

which they approve. Again, so-called influential

men who are appointed or self-acting, are only seen

in their town stores on such an occasion or business

represented by this cartoon.

"We make it a rule to treat every person who
enters our place of business with Parisian courtesy.

often, it may be, were the true feelings shown, it

would not be pleasant for the callers. Business is

not all fun and sunshine.

"We make it a rule to give to mosl worthy ob-

jects, arranging our giving in proportion to our ap-

preciation of the object and our hank account.

"We would prefer that the influential citizen

sometimes call for goods and not only have the

pleasure of a call when money is wanted. Most

merchants have orders ahead for money and do not

require influential citizens' advice."

Goodwill Better than Illwill.

Fred. A. Carter, with A. N. Whitman it Son,

Ltd.. Canso, N.S., sizes up the matter in the follow-

ing reply.

"As the merchant is probably never approached
in just the same manner, or for a given amount, I

will state in a general way the policy it seems he.-t

to pursue.

"The old Bible quotation, "Casl your bread up-

on the waters." hold- good to-day in business, and
the merchant who gives is the merchant who suc-

c< ' ds. Unless you are positive a case is undeserving,

do not turn it down. Give to every worthy object,

and regulate the size of your contribution by the

knowledge you possess of the merits of the case.

Better to be stung by contributing to an unworthy
object, occasionally, than to withhold from all for

fear of being imposed on. The goodwill of unde-
serving people is better than their illwill.

I n every town there is one merchant at least who
gives as litth as possible to public needs, and he is

not the largest business man in that town. Some
may say: "How much shall I give'.'' I cannot afford

to give to every call, and give what they ask for."

I '.nt the experience of most men who have the giving

habit, is that citizens are not unreasonable. They
realize the many calls on business people and are

willing to travel miles to see as many as possible and
spread the burden on as lightly as they can.

Give something to all, and it will come back in

increased business, and in the satisfaction of having
done what vou could.

Civic and Weekly Holiday Dates

The Review has recently received from many
towns and cities in Ontario, information as to days

upon which the weekly half holiday and Civic holi-

days are observed locally. From this a list which

will be of some use to traveling salesmen for pur-

poses of reference has been compiled. It has been a

frequent complaint that these holidays are so ir-

regular that travelers have been put to serious in-

convenience in their calls. In some cases, where

previous appointments have been made with mer-

chants, when the traveler has arrived in town he

has found that one of these recreative lapses has

caused the matter to be overlooked and he has found

ii necessary to entirely re-arrange his itinerary. The
li>t received to date, follows. The letters "C. H."
and "W. II." at the top of the column stand for

•'Civic holiday" and •'weekly half-holiday":—

C. H.

Barrie Vug. 14

Brant ford

Belleville -Inly :!1

Brockville Aug. 7

( !obourg (?) Aug. 1<>

( lollingw 1 Aug 14

Chatham (?)Aug. 14

Gait

< ruelph A\ig. 7

Hamilton Aug. 7

Kingston July 31

Lindsay •. Aug. 14

Neath Bay ( ?) 2nd or 3rd Wed. Aug.
< >shawa Aug. 7

Peterboro , Aug. 7

Orillia

Owen Sound Aug. 7

PortArthur Aug.
Port Hope Aug. 1

Sault Ste. Marie

St. Mary's Aug. 7

St. Thomas Aug. 7

St. Catharines Aug. 7

Trenton Aug. 7

Whitby Aug. 7

Windsor Aug. 7

Woodstock Aug. 7

W. H.

Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
AVednesdav

Thursday
Thursday

Close at 5

Close at 5

Wednesday
Thursday
Thursday

Wednesday

Wednesday
Thursday

Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
AVednesday

Thursdav

Blanks indicate, in the case of Civic Holiday,

that the date is uncertain. In Cobourg, the holiday

will likely fall on one of the afternoons during horse

show, Aug. 16th, but in the morning the stores will

open. In Chatham the grocers hold a half holiday

during 1st week of August, In North Bay, the

holiday is usually held on the second or third AVed-

nesday of August. Orillia will observe the holiday

on the day of the Firemen's Tournament at Hunts-

ville, the date of which has not been definitely fixed.

Blanks in the case of the weekly half holiday indi-

cate that none is observed. In St. Mary's, St. Cath-

arines, AArindsor, Barrie, Gait, the half holiday is

not universal.



How Customers Have Been Lost and Won
Merchants and Salespeople Tell How They Have Handled Some Hard
Propositions — A Case in Which Diplomacy was Wanted — How an In-

teruption was Diverted to Advantage and a Mail Order Customer Converted

MERCHANTS and salespeople have, in the

following short articles, given instances

which illustrate in most interesting way,
good and had points in salesmanship.

These incidents are from every-* lay experiences in

the dry goods store or departments, and the practical

value that attaches to their description consists in

the helpful exchange of ideas thus brought about.

Articles of this kind are always acceptable, and
The Review will pay from $1 to $3 each for those

sent in that are of sufficient interest to publish.

It's Easy to Lose Them.

"Merchants should always keep in mind that

their customers are their best friends," writes a dry
goods merchant. "They pay his debts, clothe and
feed himself and family, and in order to keep them
should show appreciation by acts of friendship,

mingled with business, such as, a letter of sympathy
and belp to a customer in time of trouble, or a letter

of congratulation in time of joy. A good feeling

makes a sale and customer, while bad feeling often

spoils a sale and customer.

The lady had occasion to wear black and the merchant
would not exchange the piece ol green-colored dress goods
that she had bought from him. She crossed the street, looked
at black goods and exchanged the green. She has been our
customer ever since.

"We lost one of our best customers by refusing to

cut a remnant. At the most the loss would not

amount to $1.00 by cutting it. By not doing so we
lust directly a trade of hundreds of dollars, and caus-

ed ill feeling. It becomes merchants to 'beware the
fury of a patient customer.'

Won by Very Trifling Matters.

"Some of our best customers were won by some
mtv trifling matter. For example, a lady bought a
dress pattern of good good-, color green. Before she

had it made she had occasion to wear black. The
merchant would not exchange it. She crossed the
street, looked at black goods, and exchanged the

green. That was a year ago. She is still our custom-
er and friend.

"What applies to the retail trade also applies

to the wholesale. Many a hard-working, faithful

traveler finds his hard work knocked into a cocked
hat by some crank in the firm or by the bookkeeper

"I have been in business some 30 years, and
looking back I find the merchants, wholesale and
retail, who succeed best are the ones who run their

own business on friendly terms, never putting cus-

tomers to costs."

A Little Diplomacy Was Wanted Here

A salesman gives the following case as being il-

lustrative of the importance of tact and diplomacy
in salesmanship:

—

"Mis. B. purchased a piece of white cotton goods,

vyhich the dressmaker found to be soiled on the in-

side, after having cut into the fabric somewhat, Mrs.
B. returned the goods to the saleslady who served
her. saying it was soiled when she bought it, and
thought she should have another piece.

"The saleslady asked the manager, saying that

the goods were clean when sold, and should not be
taken hack. The manager refused to do anything
in the matter. The lady left the store in anger.

saying she would never buy another cent's worth
at the store."

"The value of the goods was not more than 75c,

and had the lady been properly handled by the sales-

lady, or the manager used a little diplomacy, the

matter might have been amicably settled.

"Mrs. B. was not only a good regular customer,
possessed of a goodly share of this world's goods,

but shopped for a large family. The store lost her
trade, and her friends were influenced by her.

Winning the Customer Back.

"Six or eight months passed before she again
visited the store. She came with a friend to my
dept., who wanted something she could not get else-

where. T welcomed them and did my best to make
thing's pleasant.

"I found what the lady wanted, and then had
a chat with Mrs. B. over commonplace things. I

then asked the ladies if I might have the pleasure

of showing them some new goods, which we had
just received.

"Knowing Mrs. B.'s taste I took care to show
a good assortment that appealed to her. She liked

one of the pieces very much, and said she would buy
a dress length, but that she bad vowed never to spend
another cent in the store.

"Knowing the circumstances. I explained mat-
ters, asking Mrs. B. to let by-gones be by-gone-.

telling her that if she again traded with us that 1

would be pleased to serve her personally.
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"After some reasoning in the matter, I sold her
the dress, the ice was broken, and Mrs. B. has been
a customer since."

Side-tracked the Interruption.
Another salesman tells the following:—
"Not long ago I was showing a lady a suit; she

had dropped in 'just to have a look around.' I

had shown her through the department, when we
approached the suit section. She remarked 'that she
would have to buy a suit soon.' I then began to in-

terest her, showing her line after line, telling how
exclusive were the garments, how superior in quality
and style, and finally she decided to try a few of
them on.

"While I was on the point of getting a decision
to purchase a suit, in rushed a lady friend of hers
and exclaimed 'Mrs. So and So, do come right out
for a walk, it's an elegant day out now.' I lost the
attention of my customer, her mind was taken away
from the question in hand to think how beautiful
it was outside.

When I was on the point of gaining a decision a lady friend
rushed in and interrupted. Gradually I regained attention and
made a sale.

"I hastened to take up the matter, and remarked
'Yes, isn't it getting quite mild these days: it makes
one think of doffing their heavy winter weight ap-
parel and look around for summer garments. I was
just showing your friend a few suits.'

Interrupter Became Interested.

"Gradually I regained the attention of the cus-

tomer, again secured her interest and desire for the
hi it. and finally she decided to purchase. I sold the

suit, and also interested the friend (who might have
spoiled the sale had not her untimely interruption
been properly handled, and a few days later she also

purchased a suit.

"Salesmanship is a great study, an interesting

study. The more you learn the more there is to

learn. New environments, new difficulties arise, and
the best means must be devised and used in order to

surmount them. After all, every sale is made in

the same way, viz., secure attention, next step get
interest, bring him higher and secure desire. Fol-
low up with your best arguments and get action, am!
decision

, and the sale is made."

This Titter Cost One Customer.
No one likes to feel that she is the subject of an

unkind or sarcastic remark, and one should guard

against all appearance of such. A merchant gives
The Review the following instance:—

"A lady of my acquaintance entered a store in
this town a short time ago, and as she went in she
noticed two of the clerks, who had evidently been
enjoying a joke, look at each other and smile in such
a way as to make her feel they were laughing at
her.

"She made a small purchase, and as she went
out again heard a suppressed titter.

"On going home she resolved never again to

enter that store while those clerks were there. In
this way a good customer was lost."

Didn't Understand Color Contrasts.
"The other day," states a merchant, "one of our

lady clerks came to me and said she could find no-
thing to suit a customer who wanted navy dress
goods. I was surprised, as we had many navy blues,

hut the objection was that they were all too light in

shade.

"On looking into the ease, I found that all the
navy goods had been shown, but that there were
several real dark cloths shown alongside the medium
shades that would have done, but that in contrast
with the dark looked too light.

"By just a little changing of display, showing a
suitable weave in contrast with a lighter shade, at

the same time carefully concealing my intent, I was
able very easily to suit the customer.

"Idie same piece of goods shown with darker-

colors would not do at all.

"The lady was perfectly satisfied, and will un-
doubtedly trade with us again."

Converted a " Mail Order " Customer.
In the following story, a saleslady tells how she

converted a "mail order" customer:

—

"A lady came into the store with a pair of kid

gloves. She wanted me to change them for a size

smaller. She wasn't a very regular customer. She
dealt mostly with mail order houses. She had
bought her gloves at a mail order house, and they
had sent her a size too small. She said she gave
sixty-nine cents for them.

"I changed the gloves for her, and gave her a

pair of seventy-five cent ones. I took great pains

in showing her how she had paid more for her
gloves than she would have if she had bought them
direct from her home store.

No Advantage in this Purchase.

"She had paid sixty-nine cents for them in the

first place, five cents was the very least for postage,

two cents to send her letter to the house, three cents

for her money order, thus making her gloves

seventy-nine, and they weren't as good a quality

of kid as our seventy-five cent ones.

"AVhen I changed them for her, I told her I

would not be able to sell them with our seventy-five

cent ones, because they weren't as good, and I

couldn't sell them for sixty-nine, because a person

would think they wrere damaged seventy-five cent

ones reduced, so I would have to put them at sixty-

five to look like a regular price. But I would do it to

oblige her.

"A little thing like that often wins customers,

and it won a good one that time."
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Display Drew Business

How the Right House, Hamilton, Applied an

Occasion to Particular Advantage — Empha-
sized Housefurnishings.

Merchants' week in Hamilton brought out some
excellent display ideas in the housefurnishing de-

partments. The regular (Spring sales being over, the

opportunity was used to call attention to special lines

designed for use in Summer homes.

The Right House erected upon its fourth floor a

very attractive model of the outdoor living-room type.

The structure was of open-work, and floral decora-

tions were freely used to give a trellis effect. Inside

this artistic little enclosure were placed swinging
verandah seats of the latest model, tabourets with
embroideries, tables laden with tea things, and com-
fortable wicker easy chairs. Cushions thrown care-

lessly about increased the home-like air pervading
the model room.

The opportunity was utilized for the display of

various types of living-room and verandah portieres.

The Japanese grass and reed types were shown, as

well as more substantial fabric hangings.

Many visitors to the city during the gala week
availed themselves of the chance to examine the most
up-to-date ideas in Summer furniture displayed in

this concrete form. The "Summer House" was free-

ly advertised in the "Merchants' Week" circular is-

sued by The Right House, and the concrete results

in effecting sales were excellent.

Another housefurnishing feature of this firm's

displays during the Made-in-Hamilton week was the

ticketing of furniture and fabrics of home production,
supplemented by a particularly interesting window.
It has long been known that Oriental carpets of a
high order of merit are produced in Hamilton. They
are also mended or re-made in that city. An expert

worker, attired in Oriental costume, was to be seen

all day long at work at his trade in the firm's most
conspicuous window. The rug in question was
stretched upright on a frame, and was well on to-

ward completion. It was a very handsome specimen
of its kind, quite up to the choicest importations in

appearance.

It is no exaggeration to say that this window in

a few hours attracted more comment than weeks of

ordinary advertising would achieve. Not only were
the products of the city advertised, but the quality

of the offerings of the store itself were brought before

the public.

The Dominion Corset Company, whose factory

at Quebec was destroyed by fire in May last, will

rebuild on the same site. It has been rumored that

the factory might be removed to the Montreal manu-
facturing district, but G. E. Amyot, the proprietor,

has announced that he will accept the tax exemp-
tions offered by the city council and rebuild in
Quebec city. Work will be commenced at once.
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HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied by sellers, but
for which the editors of the " Review" do
not necessarily hold themselves responsible

NEW FIRM OF MANUFACTUR-
ERS' AGENTS.

Seward Bros., a new firm of manu-
facturers' agents, have recently open-

ed an office and sample rooms at 251

St. James Street, Montreal, and arc

showing' an extensive line of Scotch

and English knitted goods. One of

the partners spent last Spring inter-

viewing manufacturers on the other

side with the result that they are re-

presenting a number of the largest

houses for the Canadian market,

among others being: J. L. Gibson &
Co., Dumfries, Scotch woolen goods:

Robert Hamilton, Dumfries, knitted

silk ties and scarfs; John Currie,

Son & Co., Stewarton, woolen caps,

scarfs, etc.; Kilgour & Walker, Aber-

deen, hosiery and heavy Scotch un-

derwear; William Lockie & Co., Haw-
ick, knitted woolen waistcoats, silk

and woolen underwear, etc.; H. W.
Plant & Co., Leicester, fancy hosiery;

Bastick & Seedsman, London, blouses

and robes; Foster, Sons & Co., Somer-

set, ladies' shirt blouses and collars

and men's shirts, collars, etc. Al-

though their samples have only re-

cently reached this side, the excellence

of their lines has already secured

some good orders, particularly in

fancy articles.

DOUBLED FACTORY'S CAPACITY
The National Rubber Co., of Can-

ada, which recently removed from

Craig Street, Montreal, to the Blu-

menthal Building, St. Catherine St.,

have a very modern and up-to-date

plant. They have doubled the capa-

city of their factory by adding more
machinery and taking on new hands.

With their larger premises they are al-

so- in a position to carry a much wider

range of raw materials. They manu-
facture all kinds of men's and ladies'

coats, being in fact a specialty coat

house. The only garments carried in

stock ready-made are men's water-

proof coats. All ladies' garments are

made to order, as well as all men's

cloth coats and they are in a position

to fill orders with the utmost des-

patch. Their designers are iow busy

on Fall samples and some very at-

tractive models will be shown to the

trade in August.

"WINTEX" FABRIC FOR FALL
COATS.

The fabric reproduced in the cover

plate of the special July number of

The Dry Goods Review, was a sam-

ple of "Wintex," selected through the

courtesy of J. H. Winters & Co.,

manufacturers of ready to wear gar-

ments, Toronto. This fabric is of

heavy diagonal weave, with reverse in

green, as is shown by the overlapped

corner of the cover. It comes in dif-

ferent shades, among the most favor-

ed being the tans and soft browns.

"Wintex" embodies the "warmth
without weight" quality which is the

highly approved feature of this
i

class

of goods for winter coats, and which

will undoubtedly gain for it a strong

place in the favor of the trade. In

the cover of the Review the sample

was a faithful reproduction, and close

examination of the plate will reveal

the rare beauty of texture in this

fabric.

and felt hats, have had to enlarge

their factory on Notre Dame Street,

Montreal. They have annexed the

second lloor of the building and have

had it thoroughly renovated and re-

modelled, and it will be utilized for

a sample and stock room, giving them
the entire third floor for manufac-

turing purposes. The company now
employs a large staff of workers and

they are prepared to turn out orders

for hats, shapes and frames in all the

newest designs at short notice. One
of the members of the firm spent a

portion of July in New York, study-

ing the new styles and they will show

a wide range for the Fall trade.

Condensed or "Want" Ads

BUSINESSES FOR SALE.

ACTIVE dry goods business for sale, in a live

western city of fifteen thousand population
(15,0u0). Clean, up to-date stock of about
twenty-three tnousand dollars ($23,000). Offers
received up to July 29th, 1911. Terms, quarter
cash (S). Balance can be arranged. Present
premises can be retained at reasonable cost.
Prospects for an abundant crop were never
better. For particulars address 247 Chambers
of Commerce, Winnipeg.

pOR SALE Cheap, dry joods business In best
1 town in Canada; millions of dollars being

spent in plant, buildings and labor; popula-
tion 15,000 ; stoek $20,000, can be reduced to 10
or 12 thousand ; annual turnover $40,000 ; first-
class location ; owner wishes to retire or would
gve competent man with $5,000 partnership and
good salary as manager. Apply Box 17, DRY
GOODS REVIEW, Toronto.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
SALESLADY WANTED for a general dry «;oods

store in town of 3000. State length of
experience and salary required, and give

ref.rences. S. G. MORSE, Leamington, Ont.

r>LERK WANTED for dry goods store In Sas-
Kj kato. n, Sask. Must be good salesman and

window dresser. Apply by letter, giving full
copy of reierences, stating »ee, experience and
silary required. Box 123, DRY GOODS
REVIEW, Toronto.

SITUATION WANTED.

ENLARGED THEIR FACTORY.
Owing to the rapid increase in their

business, the Montreal Hat & Frame
Co., manufacturers of ladies' straw

AN HONEST YOUNG MAN who for overa year
ha§ been a hard student of advertising, window trim-
ming and show-card writing, wishes to get with a
progressive firm. Seven years' experience in dry goods
and furnishings. Good salesman. If you need an
assistant of sterling value. Address Box 8, Dry Goods

Review, Toronto.
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Do You Want to Buy Something

That You do Not Know

Where to Get?

EVERY month The Review receives letters

from subscribers stating that they are
in the market for certain goods, but that

they do notknow where they can be procured.

They ask us if we can tell them from what
source they can procure the wanted articles.

This is a service we render cheerfully.

When you become a subscriber to The
Review this service is part of what you buy.

We have facilities foi procuring informa-
tion about new goods, novelty lines, articles

not usually sold in dry good stores but occa-
sionally asked for, etc., and these facilities

are at the service of our readers.

We are glad to get these requests for

information and no service could be more
cheerfully rendered.

CUT OUT THE COUPON BELOW,
and use it when you would like us to give
you information.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 University Avenue, Toronto

1
THE DRY GOODS REVIEW

143 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

TORONTO

For Subscribers

INFORMATION WANTED
DATE 191

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN BUY

NAME
ADDRESS
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To the Trade D C A PVV August 1911

For a Record Fall Business

In Every Department.

Seasonable selections and fully prepared stocks

of imported and domestic manufacture.

All the smart Autumn styles and fabrics in Ladies'

and Children's ready-to-wear garments, dress

goods and silks. Linens.

Underwear, hosiery, gloves and fancy knitted

goods, sweater coats and dress accessories. Men's

woollens and furnishings. Rugs, carpets and

draperies

For Your Later Fall Placing or Early

Sorting.

Every section is ready and anticipating your fall

requirements. Ready to start business with a

range of materials and garments representing the

choice of foreign and Canadian manufacturers' fall

lines of merchandise.

Ready to serve you as in previous years and

confident of increased activity this fall season with

an assortment of high quality merchandise, which

should prove profitable to you.

John Macdonald & Co.,
LIMITED

TORONTO
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SORTING
/^YOU will appreciate this Fall the

advantage of our complete stocks

in all departments of our immense

warehouse. Favorable business con-

ditions render it imperative for you

to maintain well assorted stocks.

See our Travellers or send us a list of

your wants.

Call At Our Permanent Sample Rooms

Carlaw Building, 28 Wellington Street W., Toronto

During Toronto Exhibition and Fall Millinery Opening

Greenshields Limited
MONTREAL
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ft

ft

ft^ft^ft^ft^ft^ft^ft^x^x^x^^M^
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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USE THESE CATCHY CUTS
IN YOUR ADVERTISING OF

PRIESTLEYS'
DRESS GOODS

FOR THIS COMING FALL
Wool Veletta Sandown

Concord

If

Nice little Cuts these—illustrating some of the

most attractive styles in Coats and Suits. They

would certainly help to attract attention to your

advertising. We supply them free upon request.

At the present time we are making large ship-

ments of Priestleys' Fall Dress Goods

—

WOOL VELETTA
CONCORD SUITING
SANDOWN SUITING
SILK and WOOL AMBROSE

Merchants everywhere are becoming more and

more convinced of the unapproachable supe-

riority of Priestleys' Fabrics.

Get in your requests for Cuts now.

GREENSHIELDS Limited
MONTREAL

Sole Agents for Priestleys' Dress Goods

Sandown

Concord
Silk and Wool

Ambrose

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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MARK IT DOWN

GAULTS
FOR

KNITTED WOOLLEN GOODS
COMPLETE STOCKS

of Golf Coat Sweaters now on sale and a

big range of styles are offered for your

selection in all sizes for Infants, Children ,

Misses and Ladies.

Our styles are right. Our prices are right.

Our colors are right. Our assortments are right.

Knitted Aviation and Motor Caps, Toques,

Mitts, Bootees, Bradley Mufflers, ail in stock.

GAULT'S
Knitted Fleece Lined Underskirts

A good range in greys and a few all white.

As these are scarce goods in the trade we advise your early

placing of orders to secure delivery in September or October.

Our travellers nave complete line of samples

The Gault Brothers Company, Limited

Smallwares MONTREAL Departmen v

Please mention The Review t~> Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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WHEN IT COMES TO
STRETCHING AND
BENDING ABOUT

Success

Overalls
are the ones which stand the

severe strain of hard work.

The overalls are cut on such

big lines that there is ample

room for the wearer to move

easily in every direction.

When an absolute strain comes

on the overalls themselves

—

they hold fast. They are made

of best denim, and every seam

is double stitched, ensuring

great strength.

A>k your Wholesaler-the range

is complete ; three weights,

three colors.

Look for the Success Label.

V WAm
lrtlmUea£

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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The Black Prince Shirt

Gives Full Satisfaction

From every standpoint the Black Prince Shirt is a thorough success.

The material is a very high-grade black, fleece-back-serge—the dyeing is guaran-

teed fast black.

The making is the very best. The shirts are cut very full with good long sleeves,

and every seam is double stitched.

Every Black Prince you sell makes a thoroughly satisfied customer. It will fit and
wcai' just as the wearer would have it.

Ask your wholesaler for sample and price or write to us direct. This is a high-

grade shirt which you can retail at a profit.

cfll(mfoea&

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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FLANNELETTE.
If purchasers of this useful material for

underwear all the year round would

buy the best English make they would

avoid the risks they undoubtedly run

with the inferior qualities of Flannelette.

HORROCKSES,

Flannelettes
(made by the manufacturers of the celebrated

Longcloths, Twills, and Sheetings)

are the best.

npn ii I!f\nO f\f*V Q 17 C ** Stamped on the selvedge

DLL. rlvylxIXvJV^^DIliO every 5 yards.

Horrockses'
Manchester and London.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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A22 and P62
These are both lines of Men's Underwear

that will help you in your efforts to

realize a profitable Fall trade.

A22—A good 2 and 1 Ribbed Underwear

that retails at 75c. the garment, and

cannot be beaten for satisfaction to

your customers and profit for yourself.

P62—A finer garment of the same descrip-

tion, that meets with the same general

approval. Retails at $1 the garment.

Your orders, whether placed with our

representative, sent in by letter, or pur-

chased in the house, receive the same

careful and prompt attention.

BffiL

John M. Garland, Son & Co.

Ottawa, Can.

Wholesale Dry Goods, Staples, Fancy Goods, Etc.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Established 1832 Cable Code : Law-Bradford

Fall 1911

REGISTERED

Exclusive Designs

& & &

Showerproof Goods
Mohair and Alpaca Linings

Buyers visiting England can see a full

collection in Bradford and London.

j& j& j&

Law, Russell & Co., Limited

Converters of Bradford Fabrics

BRADFORD AND LONDON, ENG.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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It is an easy matter for a competent cutter to fit most
figures; but no tailor, however eminent he may be in his

profession, can guarantee the appearance of a coat after it

has been worn.

Some customers are careful of their clothes, others are

quite the reverse and spoil the effect of a really well-fitting

garment by filling out their pockets with papers and other

bulky objects, the result being that creases which should be

non-existent soon appear, and, of course, the tailor gets blamed-

Had Hymo been utilized for an interlining all cause for

complaint would have been obviated, as its effects are un-

deniable.

Have you used Hymo? It takes the place of haircloth

and of course does not require binding, stitching, or shrinking

and carries the makers' guarantee that it will NOT CURL.

It has no stiffening, it is unshrinkable, and it retains its

spring, while above all things it is inexpensive.

Obtainable from all High-Class Wholesale Houses.

Look for the Trade Mark stamped every five yards
on " Hymo" Cloths. None genuine without.

Agents for Canada

GREEFF-BREDT G& CO.
60-62 FRONT STREET PHONE MAIN 3347

TORONTO and at MONTREAL

Sole Manufacturer

James Hymans
(Wholesale Only)

8 and 10 Crescent Minories, London, England

SAMPLES ON REQUEST

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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New Assortment of the

Means an Opportunity to Increase

Your Sales in this Well-Known Line

/F you make summer dresses or summer shirts use the cloth whose
lightness, wear and price make it the most popular in

Canada

—

the cloth that has more than half a century's reputation

behind it.

The makers of Wm. Anderson Zephyr re-inforce the ex-

perience of years with a knowledge of to-day's conditions in the

dry goods trade. They feel the pulse of that great organism
and understand the meaning of every throb. That is why they

sell more goods than their competitors. That is why they

can sell you goods that you can sell.

Wm, Anderson & Co., Ltd.
Pacific Mills

Glasgow, Scotland.

Please mention The Review U- Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Debenhams for Novelties

AUTUMN, 1911

IN OUR TORONTO WAREHOUSE
we are showing- an excellent range of Fancy Dress Materials

for the Autumn and Winter seasons, a collection that we feel

sure will be of interest to the keenest buyer. Our assortment

of Novelty Evening- Wear materials include the most extreme

Parisienne effects which are so prominent in the style of to-day.

Also the more popular priced goods in Ninons, etc., which

promise to play an important part in the costumes for the

coming" season. Our customers will find our stock complete

in the departments of which we make a specialty.

Silks, Ribbons, Velvets, Velveteens, Trimmings, Ninons,

Veilings, Nets, etc., etc.

IN THE MONTREAL WAREHOUSE
We carry a full line of Millinery.

OUR FALL OPENING WILL TAKE PLACE

Monday, August 28th

when we will show the most exclusive collection of Paris and

London Pattern Hats, strictly imported. In addition we carry

a full line of Millinery Novelties, Hats, Feathers, Fancy

Mounts, in Goura, Heron, etc., etc. We will be ready for

early buyers on the 15th of August.

DEBENHAMS <canADA > LIMITED
18-20 ST. HELEN STREET BAY AND WELLINGTON STS.

MONTREAL TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Safeguard Your Interests

—

WHEN BUYING COTTON VELVETS

-FOR ALL COSTUME PURPOSES—

BY ASKING FOR A GUARANTEE
THAT THE GOODS ARE IN

WORRALL'S
FAST DYES
It is the perfection of these dyes—their fast-

ness, richness, lustre -that has brought

COTTON VELVET to the very front rank

of Dress Goods. To-day COTTON VELVET is

given the preference over silk velvet by many
engaged in the trade.

SOLE DYERS

J. & J. M. WORRALL, Ltd.

The World's Premier Velveteen Dyers

MANCHESTER
ESTABLISHED IN 1768. THE FIRM HAVE BEEN DYEING AND FINISH-
ING COTTON VELVETS SINCE THE EARLY YEARS OF GEORGE III.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Their Season Never Ceases

B. D.A. Dye and Finish—and the continuous production of new

and beautiful patterns and fadeless colorings -keep B. D.A. Mohair

ever in the forefront of demand.

Women of style are wearing more B. D.A. Mohair Summer Suits

right now than ever before.

In the Men's Clothing field—well, your own observation will have

proved the tremendous vogue of Mohair for men's suitings.

The return of the separate skirt supplies still another factor that

makes for big Mohair sales.

B. D.A. Mohairs are everlastingly in style everywhere. You can

sell Mohairs from January to December, and it will pay you to

keep them prominently before your trade.

Write Your Wholesaler for Sample Swatches

» ...

-

feBBBS ^

r*

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Tells How and When to Do Things
Merchants have immediate recourse to the "Review" on matters in which they
require further information—Great range of questions asked and answered—Young

men say it has helped them very materially—What merchants say about it.

IN
addition to eighteen letters ask-

ing for information about equip-

ment necessary to take up the

course in show card writing,

which is being featured in its col-

umns, The Review has received dur-

ing the past week many others de-

siring enlightenment upon various
subjects relating to the dry goods
trade.

There is no reason why a mer-
chant, wishing to secure goods that
he does not know where to buy or to

apply some approved change to any
of his departments, should not im-
mediately avail himself of the ser-

vices of his trade newspaper, which
is constantly in touch with the mar-
ket, and is repeatedly coming in con-
tact with the brightest and most prac-

tical ideas.

Some of the largest stores in Can-
ada have availed themselves of The
Review's readiness to secure wanted
information of a legitimate charac-
ter. Not only have these questions
referred to goods that were not
familiar to buyers, hut they have
covered everything from office system
to special merchandising.

As to the work which this paper is

doing in its editorial columns, the
following extracts from letters re-

cently received, speak for themselves:

A Nkcessary Publication.

From E. P. Smith, Sidney, Sask.—
"1 think that The Dry Goods Review
is a necessary publication for the
merchants of the West, as they are
enabled to find out the styles of Lon-
don mid Paris, as well as being help-
ed by the sound business advice con-
tained in this publication."

Paper for the Young Man.

W. L. Distin, Peterborough, Out.
-"I have heen an interested reader

\^k>i>'

of your valuable paper, for which
this firm subscribes, and it certainly

is the paper for a young man to read,

if he wants to become a successful

business man."

A HEAD OP THE NATION.

L. R. Tobey, of Trudell & Tobey,
Hamilton.—"This is the first time

I ever took the trouble to congratu-

late a trade paper on its number,
but T could not get by your issue of

July 1st. It is a magnificent num-
ber and slightly ahead of a nation of

seven million, equal to any book of

the kind that I ever got hold of from
the other side. It is certainly a

peach ; keep it up."

.Mark A. Gilchrist, Vancouver, B.

C—"I find The Dry Goods Review
very helpful in my business."

Not a Dry Story.

A firm whose methods of mer-
chandising were recently described

in a special article in The Review,

writes: "We must congratulate you
on being able to make a fairly inter-

esting story out of a rather dry sub-

ject. We have, in consequence, al-

ready received several very compli-

mentary letters from our friends in

the trade."

In these letters it is a notable fact

that many are from salesmen or

young men in business, acknowledg-
ing the help they receive from The
Review. "It tells us how and when
to do things," said a merchant re-

cently, and he thus summed up in

seven words the constant aim of this

paper in its style and market infor-

mation and its news with reference

to the different aspects of good mer-
chandising.

T ,» > ' *

This is the first time I ever took the trouble to con-
gratulate a trade paper on its number, but I could not
get by your issue of July 1st.—Trudell & Tobey, Hamilton.

1 1 ii i i * --«-^1 i iiit i "tiiir 'i *m
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This is BAD Advertising!
YET thousands of merchants are doing this very thing every day. Not by

sticking signs in the window— but by their methods, by their neglect to

adopt modern store system. Actions speak louder than words, remember. You don't
have to tell people how you do business. You are showing them every day.

Is this the kind of advertising YOUR store is getting" ? This is a very serious question

that every merchant should carefully consider. If unsatisfactory conditions exist in

your store lose no time in remedying them. Prevent mistakes, avoid disputes, stop all

losses and insure absolute accuracy . in all money dealings—as a million other

successful merchants have done—by getting a National Cash Register. Then "put
a receipt in every parcel."

You cannot succeed without a good system—and the better your system the better

you will succeed. No store system ever invented has done so much for so many
merchants, at so little cost, as the National Cash Register.

Customers like to deal in stores that have a National Cash Register. They know
it guarantees absolute accuracy, promotes efficiency and stands for up-to-date methods
and good management. And they realize that good management means better values.

There's a National Cash Register built for you, and the money it will save you
will pay for it.

Write for further information to

NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO.
Head Office and Factory, for Canada, at Toronto.

F. E. MUTTON, Manager for Canada.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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(United) ^^mmS

Handkerchief Department.

SILK, LINEN, CAMBRIC, MERCERIZED .

IMMENSE STOCK—UNEQUALLED VALUES
ASSORTMENTS GALORE.

SNAP 1. 1000 dozen Ladies' Hemstitched, a clearing line—bought below cost,
selling from 37|c. to 65c.

SNAP 2. 600 dozen White Fancies, put up in 10 dozen bundles assorted Hemstitched,
Plain and Corded edges.

Plum, $3.75 per bundle. Peach, $4.50 per bundle

SNAP 3. Blue and White Duplex Handkerchief at 45c. per dozen. The Marvel
of the Age.

SNAP 4. A Royal Red Handkerchief at 45c. per dozen.

PICTURE HANDKERCHIEFS FOR THE KIDDIES

From 16Ac. to 37ic. per dozen. Most Amusing Comiques (Great Hits). The best
designs yet printed.

BOX HANDKERCHIEFS
Put up in quarter and half dozens for Men, Women and Children, from 10c. to $2.00

per box. The Choicest Fancy Boxes ever seen. The values are unequalled.

SWISS EMBROIDERED HANDKERCHIEFS
Eight lines of unbeatable values. Best selling patterns ever produced. All new

designs.

Leader $ 90 Eye Opener $1.80 Beauty $4.25

Cracker 1 25 Quarter 2.10 Select 4.50

Otline 1.40 Katcher 2.25

Did you ever see such a Bill-of-Fare to pick from, Hemstitched and Scalloped Borders.

NOVELTIES (Chick stuff for the 400 and Upper 10.)

Our French Novelties, Madeira Fabric with Fine Embroidered Corners and other
effects. Our ST 17 and ST 18 at $2.10 will sweeten up your assortment.

MOURNING HANDKERCHIEFS
We have to provide these and can assure the trade that our selection of Plain and

Fancy Mourning Handkerchiefs from 45c. to $4.50 per dozen contains all that could be
looked for.

GUARANTEED KID GLOVES
Our "Hilda" at $9.00 and "Olive" at $12.00 lead the trade. Every Pair Guaranteed.

THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY, LIMITED,

TORONTO
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Much Work to be Done at Home

AX occasional protest from merchants in smaller
towns and cities, denouncing mail order houses

and their methods of doing business, suggests
that there is certainly no lessening of the grip that

these concerns are securing upon local trade, and
also thai in many quarters Little else is being done to

eombal the problem, apart, from these protests.

In another part of this paper is a letter from a

merchant in a town of aboul 6,000 people. lie ex-

presses the opinion thai any outside concern cater-

ing for local retail trade should he assessed by the

municipalities in which they do business. This
seems to be fair proposition, although it does not
close the gate. It does, however, remove one cause
for protest.

Organization and co-operation will, as the mer-
ehanl points out, do a great deal and, in many cases,

this begins at home. How many merchants have a
staff organization by which they can be positive that

when occasion requires, members of their staffs will

emphasize the justice of their employers' first claim
upon local trade?

How many employees' organizations are there
which go a little further than the promotion of their

own interests, and demonstrate their loyalty to their

respective houses, by doing a certain amount of edu-
cative work when occasion suggests that it would do
much good.

One merchant tells how one of his staff on going
to his hoarding house one night, found that the

people there had just received a consignment of

goods amounting to over $30, by mail, mostly made
up of purchases on which money could have been
saved had they been bought at home. Just what the

young man said or did in this case is not known but
here was certainly an opportunity for missionary
work. For such occasions as this the salesman should
have mail order prices at his tongue's end.

Of course, for the merchant to insist upon an
intrusive kind of co-operation, outside of business

hours, on the pari of his force would he as distaseful

to the latter as to the people they came in contact

with, hut the fact remains that opportunities occur

unlooked for when a word or two from a member of

the stall' of a local store will help some.

Now well this spirit is appreciated by one of the

largest mail order houses in this country is evident

by their enthusiastic support of athletic and other

organizations in connection with the store. This is

done in such a way as to arouse the interest of the

most insignificant member of the staff, and the result

of the first two years has been the growth of a most
loyal organization.

The letter referred to suggests conferences between

merchants and other business men and members of

parliament, This is a good idea. There is not

enough of that sort of thing. Too often is it the

case l h:il representatives of the people go to parlia-

ment with only a hazy idea of their district's require-

ment-. They should be conversanl with mercantile

conditions in the places they represent, and if con-
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ferences are to be held let the members of municipal
t-ouncils be there too. Have the different problems
threshed out, so that if any one of them becomes an
issue, representatives will know what to do about it.

Merchants who have succeeded through special

efforts in holding their own against mail order com-
petition have also found that it pays to take custo-

mers into their confidence with the object of learn-

ing the defects in local merchandizing. They have
thus been able to bring about a readjustment which
has helped them against strong odds.

Yes, it seems only reasonable that mail order

houses should pay taxes in municipalities where they

do business, but this start must be supplemented by
vigorous local organization and concerted action.

Parcel Post Again

AGAIN the subject of parcels post is about to be

revived in parliamentary circles. Certain

newspapers are clamoring for reduction in ex-

press rates and point out that little can be done un-
til the mail service is brought into more serious com-
petition with these carriers.

With an early election in prospect, it seems that

the time is opportune for local merchants to express

themselves on this matter to the extent that candi-

dates may have full understanding as to the effect

that more liberal parcels post would likely have, not
only on their business but upon the well-being of

the communities in which they live. By means of

more advantageous mailing privileges, the large mail
order houses would certainly find it easier to operate
against the smaller merchants.

When a similar movement was recently in pro-

gress in the United States so vigorously was it oppos-

ed by retail merchants, that representatives were
compelled to give second thought to their action, and
it became a live-wire issue. Canadian merchants can
assert their position in this matter quite as effectively.

To the Board of Railway Commissioners belongs the

duty of regulating the express rates. Any readjust-

ment necessary should not be applied to the serious

disadvantage of a very large section of the business

community.

Time for Perfect Control

ITII the increasing complexity of buying con-

ditions, it is not to be wondered at that whole-
salers and manufacturers report a more discrimin-

ating demand than ever before.

In the general growth of riches and prevalence
of every element that makes for prosperity and con-

tentment, retailers have not been slow to see the im-
portance of the opportunity to handle better goods in

many departments—not only better in quality, but
those that are more in keeping with merchandising
possibilities. There is a more persistent tendency
to step aside from old standards and create newer
and higher ones. This is evident, for example, in

dress goods, where novelty is now the strong feature

;

in millinery and ready-to-wear garments, where
original styles have had more spontaneous adoption

;

in knitted goods, in which manufacturers have pro-

duced a succession of bright ideas, all acceptable and

profitable to the retailer—in fact, in every line there
is evident not only a finer discrimination, but a
readiness of decision which suggests remarkably
close touch with all offerings of the market.

At the present time, when important develop-
ments are in prospect, this high standard of intelli-

gence in buying and in merchandising cannot but
produce clear-headed interpretation of signs and
conditions. Probably the thing likely to cause the
most vigorous spirit of inquiry is the imminent re-

ductions in cottons and wools, but on second glance
these should suggest no departures from usual pro-
cedure, in view of the fact that, during the past two
years of high cotton, prices on manufactured pro-
ducts have not advanced very materially to the trade.

Two years of very close margins to the manufacturers
have passed, and it is not likely that immediate
reductions in raw material will make much differ-

ence to the retailer in the next season.

Even if there were some decided prospect of re-

ductions on Spring lines, it is no time for the mer-
chant to relinquish any advantages recently gained
through the opportunity to feature better lines. It

is his duty to continue that process of education
which interests the consumer in values that he is

well able to pay for.

Stability should not be endangered, therefore,

by speculation or undue anticipation. From the

viewpoint of the present, the Spring season, 1912,
is full of rich promise for the merchant who consid-

ers his requirements fairly, and who is not carried

away by passing circumstances. From the buyer, it

will require the most careful study, and from the
merchant it will demand thorough organization and
perfect control.

Men, Methods and Events

The series of rules adopted by Smallman &
[ngram, London, Ont., and published in another
section of this paper, would seem to fill every essen-

tial of system. There is that about them which sug-

gests that employes are personally responsible for

the success of the business, and that all effort in that

direction will be warmly appreciated. A perusal of

these regulations may help some merchants to place

their hand upon the weak spot in their own or-

ganizations. In this London store the confidence

existing between salesforce and management un-
doubtedly makes for that natural or unconscious

observance of rules which represents that highest de-

gree of co-operation.

The Review has again prepared, for the informa-

tion of its readers, a list of leaders suitable for early

Fall merchandising. Merely as a matter of news,

as indicating some of the special features in the

market are these items published. Wideawake mer-

chants are now looking for leaders of this kind as

a means of brightening their merchandising after

the regular lines have acquired the proper swing.

The list is full of suggestion and may be depended
upon absolutely. Enquiry will prove not only this,

but also serve to demonstrate the fact that The Re-

view is fully conversant with market conditions, buy-

ing and merchandising principles. No other paper

reflects this phase of the market so thoroughly.
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YOUR BLOUSES MUST BE RIGHT

Styles must be up-to-date — material must

be good, and — most Important points of all-

fit and workmanship must be perfect.

"HER LADYSHIP"

blouses and whitewear embody the latest

fashion tendencies— are made of the best ma-

terial procurable, by highly skilled labour.

You can sell them KNOWING that in fit and

finish they cannot be surpassed.

Write

—

tell us when to send our traveller.

Our Range for Spring 1912 is complete.

The W. R. BROCK COMPANY, (Limited)

MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Good Advertising from Western Houses
Excellent Examples from R. H. Williams & Sons, Regina, Burley-Currier,

Portage La Prairie; W. E. Lord Co., Red Deer, Alta. — Admen Have Good
Idea of Effective Typographical Arrangement — A Strong Northway Advt.

INE ads., covering dates from March 3rd to d

NJune 16th, have been submitted for criticism

by R. H. Williams & Sons, The Glasgow
House, Regina, Sask. Three, only, are

shown, which give an idea of the advertising (lone by

this firm.

This advertiser has a definite plan of following

the important and seasonable demands of each de-

partment, and a list of Saturday items to boost busi-

ness for that day.

Page sheet showing layout and argument used in featuring
a wash goods sale, by R. H. Williams, the Glasgow House,
Regina.

In fact, every detail of the business day is cover-

ed by some selling feature, which makes it interest-

ing for customers to see the goods at least. Salesman-

ship will do the rest.

Only one comment about these ads. is possible.

They are good from every standpoint, typographical,

arrangement, description and general news from day

to day. They represent well-applied business energy.

Information of first interest to customer is told in

language that in many instances could be used in

addressing a prospective purchaser in the store.

This firm has so developed their business to the

extent that plans are laid for these events, and when a

bargain is quoted it is a "leader." Anyone reading

the quotations will see that they are as meritorious as

anywhere, and this idea is expressed without leaving

an impression of cheapness associated with the store.

as far as merchandising or policy is concerned.

In the Saturday savings, some bargains are noted

in which prices are perilously near cost. This pre-

sumably is for the time stated, and is considered a

drawing card to start business humming. By some
merchants, it is questioned if this is good advertising,

and whether or not a competitive idea of values is

not thereby formed in customers' minds to the disad-

vantage of staple values. Business is business, and
i'cw merchants are inclined, under present conditions.

to sell any quantity for pleasure. Cost price or less

generally suggests clearance necessity and merchan-
dise men are loath to -ell any goods without some
profit. The only result is to lessen percentage show-
ings at the finish of the year's business and it is then

undecided whether the sales were justified or not by
the fact that customers were "kept coming." The
confidence in the ad. should do that.

Two offerings are shown which have been ably

handled from both the merchants' and printers' view.

They both know the value of set up and effect. Re-
sults, no doubt, were immediate. Although contrast

Another good lay-out, with store information told in an in-

teresting ma r and in which advanced policies, compared with
eastern merchandising, are used. K. U. Williams & Suns. Re-
gina.

between first prices and selling price is strikingly

marked in several instances, such as 85c— $2.25 dress

goods. 49c." This does not matter provided values

are evident. There is a tendency, though, to suggest

that more than 49c could, perhaps, have been re-

ceived in some cases and that, therefore, the depart-

ment lost money.

In the dress goods sale, three reservations are

made, namely : "no samples cut," "no 'phone orders,"

and "goods not charged." These all show thai R. H.
Williams & Sons conduct (heir own business. Again,

in the decision to "take coppers" in order to be able to
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Special Trade
Announcement
"CMTZGIBBON LIMITED are now in a
A position to fill your every want in

DRY GOODS SPECIALTIES.

COMPLETE STOCKS insure immediate
deliveries and excellent values.

Our GENERAL FALL COLLECTION will

meet your every requirement in the dry
goods trade and will net you immediate
returns on your outlay.

EXCLUSIVE LINES in WOOLLENS and
DRESS GOODS. MEN'S FURNISHING
SPECIALTIES from the principal European
Markets.

Make no selections until you have seen our

complete samples. You will be amply repaid.

Travellers now on their routes. If they fail

to call on you, become acquainted with our

mail order department. Prompt Deliveries

and SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

Fitzgibbon Limited
31-33 Victoria Square, Montreal, Que.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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quote consistent odd prices, this firm, through their

advertiser, assure their customers that prices and val-

ues are right and that, wherever possible, even closer

quotations can thereby be given by means of coppers

or exact change.

Although these advertisements are criticised at

"long range" without actual knowledge of competi-

tive conditions, it is evident that R. II. Williams &
Sons, through their reputation for consistent adver-

Saturday Savings?!The Glasgow House

fUivtin/w^ ™S*UFtl£r~
,

|o..ny

,

tUv « bme IK Fo Hm «.i-d tmt onj* Do Ml I

ppouited J you canm* g*t ih«-m nhn-w»id hn «w tc turn* «rly w «r* a*r " yu ™n
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R.H.Williams4S«is,Ltd The Glasgow House

"Saturday Savings -

' at the Glasgow House, and
general store news. Price leaders are quoted for that
day alone.—R. H. Williams, Regina.

tising have won the confidence of their people and
this fact makes it seem unnecessary to feature so

prominently these striking price contrasts. On the

other hand, if these reductions are charged to adver-

tising, the cost of the latter would naturally seem
disproportionate. Then, again, it may have been a

question of buying.

@
Many Good Points in This Ad.

Burley-Currier, Limited, Portage La Prairie,

Man., combined their Coronation publicity and annu-
al July clearing sale in an unusual event. This was
announced in dodgers, 15x22 inches and a well-

arranged sheet with a six-column headliner, informed
the public of values in the different departments oi

the store.

This advertisement was sent in for criticism with

the comment that results were highly gratifying.

There is no doubt but that they were, but for a

live sale ad., several improvements seem to be pos-

sible. AVhile there is no set rule, it will be found
that most merchants allow one-quarter space for

introductory. In this sheet, almost half is used. In

the upper corners, specials would have been better

quoted and, in opening, the information is practically

duplicated. The first sentence was unnecessary, and

in the second "sale" is repeated four times. All the

pointed statements needed are made when the word
"held" is reached as the opening and closing dates are

stated in black type above.

Value is prominent in this announcement and
every item shows a grasp of the right principle of

quoting leaders at special prices for sale drawing
cards. It is interesting to note here that in several

instances prices quoted on some lines are less than in

the East.

If there is any advantage in keeping departments
together, panel reading matter could have been trans-

posed. In the notion sale advertising a strange im-
pression is given. An idea that the advertiser was
enthused with his snaps but fails to describe them as

broadly as his intention suggests, follows the reading
of the opening paragraph. This calls attention to

dressmakers and home sewers being able to benefit,

hut on perusal of the lists, five items only are men-
tioned which they use. Dress shields are also classed

as notions in most stores. Advertisers find that better

results follow when prices are listed in notion sales.

Proof reading is responsible for a number of mis-

spelt words, both in black type and descriptive.

Whether it is a matter of fancy or not, the term
"Mantle Department" rather suggests a time when

BURLEY CURRIER
UMITT-r> \ an Everr'never equalled"

~ l
'.

<L

um,™
rr1er

M
I Grand Coronation Sale !

*
-J 54. S,..,. J

I^f BURLEY-CURRIER LTD
]"""

"".""J

This ad. is good publicity. Some merchants question giving
so much space to introductory, but this advertiser shows appre-
ciation of stock and values. A few improvements are suggested.

Burley-Currier, Ltd., Rat Portage, Man.

mantles were worn. "Garment" or "ready to wear"

are more approved words.

It is possible, too, to tell of many good points in

this sheet, as well, but for improvement, the smaller

and detail mistakes, when rectified would make a

splendid announcement.
This ad. is consistent and gives an impression of

truthfulness in which items quoted are seasonable.

Each department is also allotted a representative

space considering the amount at the disposal of the

writer.
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During This Year Only

500 Handsome 2 Drawer

Satin-WalnutNeedle Cabinets

To Be Presented FREE
with 20 m. ABEL MORRALL'S

Celebrated Needles (Sharps)

r ^

Customer's own name and ad-

dress printed on each packet

FREE OF CHARGE

V J

IP w
Tear off coupon at bottom of this page, fill in

particulars of sizes required, and send to any
GOOD JOBBER, who will procure for you.

—THIS SPECIAL OFFER HOLDS GOOD UP TO DEC. 31st, 1911

—

Order from Messrs. ABEL MORRALL LTD., for »• 20 m.

Needles (Sharps) with ™ y
r
own name and address on each

packet. To include the Needle Cabinet FREE.

Name and Address.
Sizes Needles Required.

Nos.

THIS COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY TH". ORDER

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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As an every-day, all-round sheet, there are many
advertisers in larger place- than Portage La Prairie

who are not doing any better than the impression this

sheet, from Burley-Currier conveys of their ad. -writ-

ing department.

Clean Cut But Might Be More Aggressive

The W. E. Lord Co., Limited, of Red Deer, Alia.,

send in four full-page sheets for criticism.

For Red Deer, or in fact, for any place much

larger, these ads. are creditable. Two are reproduced.

There is one criticism. On perusal of these ads.,

readers cannot but be impressed by their set appear-

ance, ll is questionable, however, if that makes any

great difference from the local standpoint.

Buy Your Carpets and Linoleum Now

Nairn's Linoleum

Seagrau Chair*

Going Travelling

Cool Summer Mat*

Tapestry and Brussek Square*

Carpets& Rug* of Every Kind

New Styles m Tailored Suits

New Patterns

Oilcloths

Nottingham Curtains

•Wtta Oiflitaiot

*. V1STT TMf

Crockery Dept

Charming Styles

The W. £. LORD COMPANY Limited ?

A well illustrated advertisement, with exclusive beading type.

It is lacking in personality and snappy everyday talk aboul the

store. The arrangement and use of cuts suggests thai the adman
knows enough about his business to remedy this fault. \V. E.

Lord & Co., Red Deer, Alberta.

For a town of three thousand inhabitants, the

announcements are good. Few (owns of that size

have type sufficient to handle an advertisement of

this size to as fine effect.

But from purely a critic's viewpoint, are these ads.

snappy enough? 'Do they contain sufficient ginger

for a store conducted on a cash basis. Most of all, is

there any personality conveyed as to the every-day

methods of W. E. Lord Co., Limited, or of the men
behind that firm?

It seems primarily to be the object in building or

maintaining a business that the reputation of the

men and their principles be brought into direct touch

with customers through the ads. True, goods and

salesmanship combined with advertising sell the

goods and it is not personality that is for sale, but

in all advertising, indirectly, in the public mind, a

basis is formed, whereby a fair idea is formed of the

personal business ability of the house advertising.

Merchandising is the first object of any store's

advertising and in many instances it is possible to

get closer to the goods themselves than is done here.

One instance is the panel devoted to tapestry and
Brussel squares. To obtain better results, these ads.

could be made more aggressive by means of different

type in some eases, less descriptive matter in others

and the use of black price quotations in larger size

at the end of each item, where price is given. As

,-., The WE. LORD Co.The W. L LORD Co. I

"""

This ad. seems somewhat stiff and is nut sufficiently aggres-
sive, although general appearance is good.—W. E. Lord & Co.,

Red I leer, Allierta.

they are more aggressive, they certainly convey a

merchant's personality, so far as it applies to his

ability to bid for business. A .-tamp is placed on the

-heel which represents the firm as ready for business

and as a factor in the mercantile centre of Red Deer.

1 1 i< not claimed that these sheets do not convey

this information to an extent, but it is asserted that

a more aggressive sheet would seem necessary from a

competitive standpoint. As most firms tire confront-

ed by this condition in their own towns or surround-

ing places, some of this spirit might easily be in-

stilled and a store's policy designated in each and

every announcement by snappy information given

in a clear, practical narrative of facts, without un-

necessary or labored descriptive.

Typographically, these ads. are well laid out,

panelled and illustrated, In the introductory, a

single set type confined to the firm serves in all ads.

and most of the sheets open with a seven-column

headliner cut. Good, clear cut display and descrip-

tive type is used, but probably the two might be more

satisfactorily combined by careful manipulation of

the machine type.

"Cash is King" and "Biggest Values Always," in-

dicate policies which go hand in hand in Lord's

store and in order to make the advertising more in-

teresting it would seem a good idea to go after the

one and in the other case to quote a few startling
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values, just as they are in the store, that will stamp
the advertising at once as representing an aggressive

institution.

Their advertising stamps E. Lord & Co. as an
aggressive firm. A page a week of seasonable mer-
chandise covers a wide scope.

Advertising a Harvest Sale

The Northway Company, Limited, Ridgetown,

Out., submit for criticism one of the largest ads. seen

this season in any retail publicity campaign. Judg-

ing from general appearances, the opinion is formed

that this firm adheres to periodical, possibly semi-an-

nual events, and believe in doing it right. Naturally,

this advertising resolves itself into a clearance, and
under the caption of "Northway's Great Harvest

Sale" shows the result of previous preparations in

order to derive the best returns.

from a value standpoint, show that Northway's are
cdii versant, with market conditions and sell staples

at staple prices with a fair margin. These two pages
are completed with a full width firm name.

In completing page 8, the sheet is divided in

three and at the top is given six reasons why custom-
ers should profit by the system. Organization, buy-
ing store and reputation of this branch of Northway's.
Tn the next panel seven important things worth
knowing help to swell the argument and advantages
of this establishment.. At the bottom, space is left

for the mailing address and a snappy cut with the
firm name completes an ad. which in every respect
should prove a business bringer.

Criticism must necessarily deal with improve-
ments. First, eight pages are likely to be more than
the average customer will peruse carefully. Then,
the same items could have been carried in less space
if necessary. Second, more distinct departmental
representation would improve this circular and give

greater importance to the broadness of selection in

Front and back sheet of folder advertisement issued by
Northway Co., Ridgetown. This is an attractive-looking layout
and effective use is made of cuts.

The ad. proper comprises 8 pages, size 12x18

inches, of seasonable offerings from all departments.

Commencing on July 28th, a sale is announced to

run one month and values are interspersed with sta-

ple lines in an effective way, which is bound to inter-

est customers. The ad.-man shows that he ha* an

idea of the relative Value of cuts and illustrations as

a means of drawing business.

On the first page, a harvest scene and banner
cut in which "Northway's" is prominent is followed

by a short introductory which takes one-third of the

page. This is seconded by leaders from the dress

goods, silks, hosiery and underwear departments and
four cuts. Page 2 is "devoted to the "clothing depart-

ment with a neat lay-out and fine cute. In the centre,

a balf-tone, 4x6 V2 inches, illustrates the actual pat-

terns of men's handkerchiefs at a quantity purchase

price. Items and descriptive on this sheet deal with

clothing furnishings and a well-handled shirt sale.

Page 3 announces a sale of dresses and is followed

by several underlined headlines and items which,

these departments. It would also overcome the dang-

er of including items in sections where customers are

not likely to find them in the store. For instance,

notions are distributed throughout several pages and
motor coats are next to new collars and neckwear. In
the third place, arguments must be consistent. On
page five, for example, reductions announced in a

long, black paragraph are not reflected in succeeding

items on that page.

Some of these changes, if made, would not sell

a dollar's worth more, but they are suggested as im-

provements which could be easily worked out to the

personal satisfaction of the ad.-man and elevate, the

dignity of his advertising policy.

Undoubtedly, the ad.-man is handicapped, also,

by the typographical limitations of the local print-

er. Therefore, one or two minor improvements,
such as prices in larger and blacker type have not
been touched upon. He, no doubt, is conversant with

this phase of the matter.

His eight-page spread should bring results.
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Prepare for Cooler Weather
COAT COLLARS

will prove an excellent line for Fall selling, particularly in view of

the exceptional strength of the Jacket Suit this year. Our offer-

ings, of which that illustrated is a good sample, include many designs

in pique or sheer materials, trimmed with good quality laces.

SEE SALESMEN, OR WRITE

LADIES' WEAR, LIMITED,
F. P. EVANS,

President

TORONTO W. F. GOFORTH,
Vice-President

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



AND NECKW^t?

Changes in Neckwear
The Capuchin Collar is Newer Than the Sailor

— Stocks with Side Jabots Attached—Side Lapel

A GOOD season in neckwear this Summer is

to be followed by excellent sales on Fall and

Winter lines. This stock has proved a great

help to the retailer during recent years. It

necessitates constant watching, but repays by good

profits. The merchant who secures the up-to-date

style features will reap the richest harvest, for the

cream of this trade is in the novelties.

While some of the style features of last season

will be carried over into the next, great differences

Marquisette net jabot, trimmed with Irish lace.

Ladies' Wear, Limited, Toronto.
Shown by

are observable. Sailor and fichu effects are still seen,

but the square effect at the back is largely replaced

by a pointed, Capuchin hood, often finished with

a tassel. This stvle is seen as a coat collar, with cull-

to match, in such materials as Macramie lace, Irish
and filet lace. The same shape is also used in silk

and satin, with contrasting border, as an accessory
for the "Co-ed" sailor and other types of waist, as
well as for the more dressy waists.

Braid and bead neck finish for kimona waist: also lover's
knot jabot of same. Color tones are Oriental, and wooden
beads are used. Shown by R. D. Fairbairn Co., Toronto.

While such style features as the above will be
continued in low collars, the bulk of trade will be
done in stock collars and regulation neckwear.
Stocks of net with side jabot attached, and also of

finest Swiss embroidery in the same style, are both
practical and pretty.

Washable side jabots, with or without stock col-

lars, are very wisely being featured by the trade

here. It is a known fact that while our people will

readily buy expensive goods, there is a general ten-

dency to ask, "is it durable?" The retailer who
shows the handsome, washable side-jabots, made of

lace and mull or lawn, cannot fail of excellent profits,

and will find them a help in selling the other lines

which are not washable. Many persons prefer the

accordion-pleated nets, and really intend to buy
them from the first, but begin by asking for some-
thing washable. Thus the retailer who has both

cannot lose.

Side jabots stand out at present as the most pro-

minent feature of the new neckwear. Thev are used

for blouses and coats, and in all sizo^ and styles.

Newer even than the side jabot is the side lapel.

This is distinctly of Parisian origin, and consists of
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a dainty embroidered, or lace trimmed, wide and

deep lapel, in shape like those seen in the Direcctoire

coats. It is worn in conjunction with the side jabot

or alone, and may be used on a coat or a waist.

Bead Jabots.

Lovers' knots of tinsel braid or ribbon beaded

with the new wooden heads in Oriental colorings, and

Side-pleated frill of nel and One lace. Shown by Ladies' Wear,
Limited, Toronto.

finished with dependent tassels or clusters of beads,

are one of the newesl touches of color in neckwear.
These knots and tiny jabots are used to give bright-

ness to a stock of net, or to finish the low neck of

a peasant waist. Sonic have a narrow neckband at-

tached for this purpose.

Shetland Veilings Lead
Shadow Meshes and Cobwebs are Favored
Patterns — Some Very Long Veils now Worn

Shetland veilings have stepped into the front

rank during the la.st few weeks. Their beauty and
softness cause them to make a strong appeal where-
ever shown, and they seem equally suited to widely
di tiering styles of hats.

A chic effect is seen where the Shetland veil is

worn on a comparatively close-fitting turban, and

falls low in the shoulders. With the sailor hat it

is at its best, and may be thrown hack, or allowed

to fall full width.

Black and white are the universal favorites, sell-

ing about equally well. Shetlands are offered, both

by the yard and as separate veils. Shadow meshes
are the rule, and seem on the whole much smaller

in design than formerly. They are not in the least

disfiguring, and prove almost universally becoming.

Cobweb effects continue to be good in regular

lines of veiling. These also show the shadow effects,

and everywhere the influence of the Shetland veil is

seen in the softness and delicacy of the textures.

Staple lines which will sell well have shadow or

plain diagonal patterns, with chenille dots. Nearly
all are light weight and of fragile appearance,

though really very durable and satisfactory.

-^-

Macramie Lace the Novelty
Featured Strongly by New York and Paris De-

signers — Oriental Bands in Rich Shades, and

Cream, Paris and Ecru Allovers Good.

Decidedly the most striking feature of the laces

offered for Fall trade is the introduction of the

macramie handings. This lace is the heaviest, and
coarsesl patterned of all the laces seen in recent

offerings. It is a wonderfully effective trimming, as
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Venetian points and two

bandings of macramie lace

— Shown by The Flett.

Lowndes Co.. Toronto.

its very heaviness adds an appearance of great rich-

ness to the costume. It is ideally suited for use as

a skirt band, being durable and harmonizing with

heavy materials.

One of the handsomest gowns shown as patterns

by a famous French house included a dress of velvet
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GIRDLES ALL COLORS AND STYLES

LATEST TRIMMING NOVELTIES EVERY QUALITY AND STYLE IN LACES

Flett-Lowndes & Co.,
142 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO

M

Limited

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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and heavy satin, with very deep Macramie banding.

Paris and ecru shades will be found well suited to

Fall and Winter colors. The bandings come in all

widths, ranging from three inches to fifteen, or even

more. Bodices are cleverly designed to show the

lace by the use of a square piece, partly veiled by
over-drapery in front and back. Under ninon or

gauze, the lace is at its best.

New York and Paris designers are featuring this

new lace strongly, and there is little doubt of its

success here, as it attracts wherever seen. Retailers

who pride themselves on up-to-date stock will show
it in many forms, including the coat-collar and
sailor, the former with cuffs.

I 'dint de Venise, though now no longer new, con-

tinues to be a notable lace on dressy toilettes. Wide
hands are much used, as also are all-overs. The new
dresses show a free use of this lace, especially as a

skirt trimming.

Cluny laces have been splendid sellers all sum-
mer, and still continue good at the time of writing.

New Oriental bandings

•nd Venetian points. Mid-

dle banding of emerald

and king's blue. Shown

by The Flett, Lowndes

Company. Toronto.

They are much used at present on high class ling-

erie, as well as on washable dresses and waists. All-

linen thread Clunys have been very popular, and
the real lace has received more attention than usual

in comparison with the machine product.

Some tendency has been observed towards the

using of Chantilly lace flounces and bandings on

skirts, and especially on tunic over-dresses. This

lace combines well with tulle, at present a very fav-

orite material for evening dresses.

Generally speaking, Oriental bandings in bril-

liant colors, and cream and ecru Oriental all-overs,

are the laces which will receive the bulk of orders for

Fall trade. The former show all the new colors of

King's blue, Queen's purple, cerise and emerald

green. The tiger shade and the new tans are also

seen. Colors are always used in contrasting com-
bination effects, and, speaking roughly, the stronger
the better.

Chemisettes and Sleeves.

The demand for undersleeves and chemisettes,

which the kimona and low-neck waists have created,

has helped the sale of all-overs. While Oriental pat-

terns strongly lead, nets and washable laces are good.

Guipure lace is considered an excellent line, es-

pecially where narrow edgings are in use. Filet

mesh bandings with colored Oriental embroideries
and filet mesh laces are among the most effective

of the season's output. Oriental filets are specially

adapted for use with silk or cotton marquisette.

Chemisettes and sleeves are now featured ready-

made at many dress accessory departments. Lead-
ing neckwear houses are making a specialty of them
as a regular line for Fall and Winter sales.

Ribbons to be Strong
Tide of Re-action in Their Favor has Set In

— Widely in Demand for Millinery, Girdles

and Sashes.

At this season, interest naturally centres round
those ribbons which are likely to be used for millin-

ery purposes. At first retailers had little confidence
in these lines. The introduction this summer of new
shades, like coral and Helen pink, has failed to

make the stir anticipated. But with the arrival of

news from Paris, from Auteiul and from London,
prospects began to brighten, and when the buyers
got home it became evident that all expected a fine

season for ribbons.

New lines in plenty are showing now. Milliners

are going to use the very wide ribbons again for

bows, especially for fiat effects at the back of the

crown on large hats. Piece goods will not be con-

sidered in the same class with the new ribbons. Very
wide effects are shown, and all sorts of fancies are

considered very favorably.

Long-haired satin stripes, inch stripes of contrast-

ing color, stripes or blocks of Oriental pattern on a
self-colored ground are all good. Black and white

effects continue to be popular. Paddy green with

black is combined in the form of checks, of pin

stripes, and also with the face of one and back of the

other. Taffeta striped with satin, and velvet and
satin, and taffeta and velvet mixed effects are seen.

Wide stripes seem to prevail, but gilt and silver tis-

sues and very bright colors are introduced in pin
stripes. Velours and uncut velvets are among the

highly prized novelties.

Colors include brilliant shades of King's blue,

Queen's purple, magnet and cerise, tan, emerald
green. The way in which contrasting colors and
textures are combined in the same ribbon is remark-
able. This is frequently achieved by having the

back quite fancy, while the face is self-colored, and
the textures differ. A very pretty effect is produced

with these ribbons on hats by allowing the reverse

side to appear in brief glimpses.

Of the above type are the ribbons which suggest

the new reversible cloths. A sort of modified plaid

on the under side has its chief color tone the same
as the self-colored face, or in distinct contrast with

it.
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CHARMING VEILING EFFECTS
OFFERED FOR FALL AND SPRIN6

If you want lines that are exclusive, don't fail to see our
samples. Always up-to-the-minute. Years of experience in

this line, backed up by proper facilities, enables us to offer you
goods a little better than the best.

Laces,
Veilings, Scarves,
Allovcs, Embroideries,

Dress Trimmings, Chiffons,
Tulles and Velvet Ribbons.

SEE OUR TRAVELLERS.

CANADA VEILING CO.
TORONTO, 84 Wellington Street West CANADA

Dress Shield
Every pair guaranteed. Has the largest sale in the world. Sold by all leading jobbers.

I. B. Kleinert Rubber Company, Toronto

/KLEINERT

&1

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Made ribbon girdles with panel effect are now
a very fashionable accessory. They call for the use

of very wide ribbons and beads, tassels or fringe as a

finish. The retailer who features these new sashes

at his counter will find it easy to sell the wide rib-

bons.

Silk Gloves In Demand
Long White Silks Have Been Scarce and Much
Wanted — Next Season's Orders Should be

Placed at Once.

There has been considerable scarcity in long silk

gloves, both in black and white, particularly the

latter, this season. Because there was doubt at first

regarding the continuance of the short sleeve vogue,

retailers were not sufficiently prepared for the wide

demand which the hot weather has brought. Tor-

onto buyers are now in New York looking for more.

It is expected that a more than usually large

number of long kids will be used this Fall. Some of

the smartest model suits in heavy materials, such

as velvet or tweeds, show three-quarter sleeves. All

these tendencies point in one direction, namely, the

necessity of stocking long gloves for next summer.
A retailer who sacrificed his stock early in the Spring
because he thought it wouldn't sell, was out of white

silks by the third week in June. The same thing

will happen next year if merchants do not plan

ahead.

As fashions now point, there is not the least doubt

but that the short sleeve for wear in warm weather

has come to stay for many seasons. It will be remem-
bered how the attempt to introduce long sleeves

again a couple of years ago ended in the even

shorter styles of the peasant waist. Even if the peas-

ant waist goes, it is unlikely that long sleeves will

return in any force.

Retailers who have not placed orders for next

summer's gloves should do so at once, as it is rumored
that prices will be higher later on, and that many
manufacturers are already closed to further requests.

Fancy Buttons and Fringes
Influence of East Indian Style of Swathed Drap-

eries — Tassels, Braids and Frogged Effects

Fringes will be most extensively used on Fall

and Winter costumes. They are employed as an
edging for tunic draperies, and also on sleeves and
on bodices. French designers are showing the East

Indian style of swathed draperies, with fringe finish-

ing all edges. The effect is peculiarly artistic.

It is said that this mode will go as far as the use
of fringe -.on hats, and frayed ami fringed quill ef-

fects have already been offered as the latest depar-

ture in "plumes.''

The cord and tassel girdle is now firmly estab-

lished, and will be one of the season's favored dress

accessories.

Tassels are used wherever pointed effects seem to

sugggest them as a finishing touch, either on bodice
or skirt. Both in this and the above lines, the beaded
numbers will be excellent sellers. Headed fringe of
wooden beads in Oriental colorings is not new, hut-

will, nevertheless, prove one of the season's best trim-
mings.

A tendency has been noted in retailers to get the
highest possible price for the above lines, especially
fringes, because they are novel, and the public wants
them. While the merchant is justified in expecting
high profits from novelties and style features, two
hundred per cent, seems exorbitant. In view of the
competition of mail order houses, whose prices are
more reasonable, surely a profit of smaller propor-
tions would result in greater sales.

Many of the new coats, especially the much-talk-
ed-of velveteens, show trimming lines of wide braid.

Panel and girdle effects of braid adorn coats and
skirts. Braids of artificial silk will again be seen
this year, as will also the basket weaves with plain
edge.

Frogs in military effect are used on not a few
of the new coats, and sometimes even on the skirts

or the bodices of princess dresses.

Buttons show great variety, from the large fabric-
covered sorts, plain or trimmed, to the dome effects

and acorn shapes of the tinted gallolith buttons,
with metal trimmings. The latter come in designs
and shapes specially suited to wear on the full length
tweed and cheviot coals, which are so strongly fea-

tured this year. All sorts of mottled fabrics are
cleverly imitated in these buttons. Some are arrang-
ed so that the fabric of the suit may he inserted
under a transparent protection. These sorts are in-

destructible and very handsome.

Another attractive style was designed to go with
the reversihlc tweed coat, and had checks in shadow
outline in full range of shades.

Ball edging, sometimes called ball fringe, is

much used on the new waists and dresses. The mak-
ing-up trade is taking it in large quantities.

Record Year in Swisses

The season which is now almost over has been
the greatest on record in sales of Swiss flouncings,
galloons and hands, and in all lines of white em-
broideries.

Import orders now placed indicate great success

next season for wide flouncings, galloons and all-

overs. There has been a ureal improvement in the
quality of the flouncings for next season. These
include the 17 in., 26 in. and 45 in. widths. The
popular sale price for the latter will he $1.00 or
$ 1

..",().

There is talk of the introduction of 56 in. flounc-

ings for princesse dresses, though no one is as yet

prepared to state definitely what can be done with
this line.

Patterns are, for the most part, of the English
embroidery type, many having a lace and embroid-
ery combination effect. The latter include many of

the higher priced numbers. A Swiss lawn of

medium weight, and sheer without being fragile, is

the favorite ground fabric, though embroidered
mulls are also seen.
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A SAMPLE
of the exquisite effects we evolve from dainty

lawns, nets and laces is shown in the cut.

How would you like to have a stock com-

posed of just such " class " goods in your

LADIES' NECKWEAR
department? Goods that will always be up to

the minute, always saleable and always pleasing

to your customers.

Our salesmen will tell you how, and demon-

strate with a splendid line of samples.

You are always welcome at our Toronto

warerooms.

Importers Laces and Embroidery. Special attention to Mail Orders.

A. & T. HALL, LTD.
MAKERS AND IMPORTERS OF FINE NECKWEAR FOR LADIES

472-474 BATHURST STREETTORONTO CANADA

PEWNY'S

KID GLOVES

Will Help

Your

Glove

Department

Good Assortments

Greenshields Limited
MONTREAL

FANCY
PARASOLS

CLEARING LINES AT

6.50, 7.50, 10.50,

15.00, 24.00, net.

The Irving Umbrella Co.
LIMITED

79-83 Wellington Street West

TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Do You Want to Buy Somethi,^

That You do Not Know

Where to Get?

EVERY month The Review receives letters

from subscribers stating that they are
in the market for certain goods, but that

they do notknow where they can be procured.

They ask us if we can tell them from what
source they can procure the wanted articles.

This is a service we render cheerfully.

When you become a subscriber to The
Review this service is part of what you buy.

We have facilities for procuring informa-
tion about new goods, novelty lines, articles

not usually sold in dry good stores but occa-
sionally asked for, etc., and these facilities

are at the service of our readers.

We are glad to get these requests for

information and no service could be more
cheerfully rendered.

CUT OUT THE COUPON BELOW,
and use it when you would like us to give
you information.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 University Avenue, Toronto

I
THE DRY GOODS REVIEW

143 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

TORONTO

For Subscribers

INFORMATION WANTED
DATE 191

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN BUY

NAME
ADDRESS

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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We Guarantee
37

MATERIAL,
CUT, FIT

AND

WORKMANSHIP

ALL RYAN GLOVES
are guaranteed absolutely against any fault that can in any way be

ours. It is a broad recommendation that we have very little call to

replace any of our goods.

Ryan Gloves Are Saleable Stock
Aside from the splendid quality and finish that make them desirable

at sight, we take the greatest care in packing Ryan Gloves for the

market. They always arrive in good shape and are very handsome
for display purposes.

Make Ryan Gloves Your Choice

Your Business Will Benefit

Ask your Wholesaler

The Robert Ryan Company
THREE RIVERS, P.Q.

E. H. Walsh & Co., Selling Agents, Toronto, Ontario

BRANCH OFFICES : MONTREAL, WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER
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THE BUYER'S VIEWPOINT
Woolen suitings are in strong position for

Fall, with emphasis on tweeds.

Buyers have placed large orders in velvets for

the coming season.

Satins will be required for trimmings, dresses

and also for foundation purposes.

Rep weaves and soft-finished piques in wash
lines are being freely ordered for another season.

Likelihood of some reductions in cottons and

manufacturers may attempt to recoup.

Strong Vogue for Woolens
Cheviots and Scotch Mixtures are the Fashion-

able Fabrics for Fall — Decline in Wool Prices

RETAIL buying for the dress goods depart-

ment lias for the coming Fall Been conduct-

ed on a pretty conservative basis. The trade

has been decidedly cautious about the fu-

ture, as in the face of the present conditions in the

dress trade it is only natural that merchants should

restrict purchases.

It is very evident from the purchases already

made that woolens for the time being are in the lead,

and the worsted fabrics that have enjoyed such a

long run of prosperity are, for the time being, under
an eclipse. From the standpoint of the woolen

manufacturer this record is most satisfactory.

A very large proportion of the business done so

far has been on cloakings. The enveloping full-

length coat is the popular one for Fall and the de-

cided attractiveness and novelty of the double faced

cloths put out for the coming season has found de-

cided favor both with buyers and the cutting-up

trade.

Woolen suitings are also establishing the fact

that they are in strong vogue for Fall and the big

part of the business promises to be done on tweeds

and Scotch mixtures and cheviots, both plain and
fancy. Home-spuns are also being strongly taken up

in medium-priced lines. Other lines selling are

rough worsteds and there is an increasing interest

taken in broadcloths.

The class of cloths now fashionable are well with-

in the scope of the activities of the Canadian manu-
facturers. Those mills that have a modern equip-

ment have made big strides in recent years. The
finish of the cloths have been greatly improved, and

a wonderful stride has been made in the produc-

tion of colors. Canadian manufacturers have pre-

pared a splendid line of cloths for the coming season

in all the latest colorings and newest designs.

Lowek "VYool Prices.

Though no real weakness has developed, buying
at the last series of wool sales was not so keen. This

was largely due it is explained to the absence of the

American interests and also to the effects of a strike

of wool-combers in Bradford. Merinos are firm, but

crossbred wools ruled easier. Reports from the vari-

ous selling centres show that prices for the British

clip are ruling from V^d to Id below the prices of

last vear.

What Returning Buyers Predict

Montreal, Aug. 1.—According to buyers who
have just returned from a visit to the fashion centres

of Europe, the absolutely correct things in dress

goods this Fall will be plain effects in broadcloths.

Venetians and serges. For evening wear, Salome
and satin directoire are very strong in London and
Paris. A lot of silk ottomans are being shown and
hair line striped suitings in navy and black are con-

sidered very good. Poplins are looked upon with

favor for medium class wear and large quantities of

voiles are being sold for making evening overdresses.

Black and white checks and grey worsted effects

seem to he staple lines for dresses.

As stated in previous numbers of The Review,

velvets are in great demand and there is a scarcity

of this material. Buyers report that practically all

the velvet has been sold and it is next to impossible

to order any. In the majority of cases orders would

not be accepted for any quantity, however small.

Many of the buyers, after noting to what extent vel-

vets were being used for trimming, were desirious of
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VELVET i i ROBES
£PLTI£

IN NEW PATTERNS AND
EXCLUSIVE COLORINGS

Dominion lines will increase and hold your trade.

Build up a better and more profitable department

by stocking our lines

Your

WRAPPERETTE SALES
will receive full benefit and your customer best

possible satisfaction.

YOUR WHOLESALER HAS STOCK

'There's more profit in Canadian printed Goods."

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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increasing the orders given earlier in the season, but
they found they were too late.

Many of the dress models shown on the other

side, are trimmed with velvet from the bottom of

the skirt up to the knee. A lot of black astrachan
and plush has also been sold for trimming. Caraculs
appear to be going very slow and the sale is dropping
off.

In silks, foulards are going strong, being used
largely for afternoon wear. Other silks are about as

usual. Velvet cords are being shown on the other

side, 40 inches wide and selling for as high as $2 to

$3 per yard.

In colorings, bright tan seems to be the leader,

with King's blue, (Junker's grey and Forester's green,

coming next in popularity. The usual reds, seal

brown and navies, etc. are also being shown.

Sheer Cottons Selling Well
These Fabrics are Finishing up the Season Well

— Immense Business Done in House Dresses

Montreal, August 1.—Though the indications

seem to point to slightly lower prices on cotton goods,

nothing really definite can be known until the last

of the month at least. There has been a slight fall-

ing off in the price of raw cotton and the outlook at

present is for a good crop, some estimates going as

high as ninety per cent., but August is generally

conceded to be a trying month and much m
pen to change the present aspect.

Should a good crop be gathered there see

doubt that prices will be lowered, though I

extent is problematical. Most authorities agi
there is likely to be very little change.

Immediate orders for staples are fairly s;

tory and while many look for lower prices on a(

of the rosy reports of the crop they do not se<

consider that nearly all the mills have been selling
at a lower price than the raw material justified, and
it is therefor possible that they will attempt to recoup
to some extent, in case the price drops off. Whole-
salers also have not increased their prices to the
trade as conditions warranted and it is questionable
if they could replace goods for next Spring at figures

that would be justified by present prices.

A great many houses have bought imported cot-

ton for Spring and have paid higher prices than they
did last season, so that if retailers are offered goods
at last year's prices they are fairly safe in covering
their reasonable requirements.

Shortage of Finished Article.

Owing to the feeling of uncertainty which pre-
vailed among the retailers as to whether there would
be lower prices or not, they have in most instances
reduced their stocks. The mills, likewise in view of

the high prices, have not been manufacturing for
stock any more than they could help, so that buyers
will probably have to consider a decided shortage of
the finished article, and if the general business con-

ii =s

V YOU MUST GET f

LAMBA
if you wish to be handling the

World's Best Fabric

for Shirts, Blouses, Pyjamas and all under-

clothing. Its pleasing wooly softness, charming

designs, fast colors and perfect washing and

wearing qualities, all combine to make it the

admiration of countless thousands all over

the world. Testimonials from all parts.

Equal to Ceylon Flannel at Flannelette Price

The genuine Lamba is stamped Lamba
on the selvedge. No imitations can
give you half the satisfaction in selling

or your customer in wearing, therefore

GET A STOCK IN NOW—NEW DESIGNS
And be sure it is the genuine article.

T A \A W \ ' s re
l£'
s 'ered >n Canada and will be

I J i\ IVI D/l advertised in the Canadian Press

Samples will also be posted direct to the public.

Stocked by

Mclntyre, Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Canada
J. & N. Philips & Co., Manchester, England
I. & R. Morley, London, England

H- =®

KING'S
letabllehed 1771

FAMOUS
old by leading Jobbere.

SCOTCH
vary plaoa perfect.

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands for neanv a

century and a quarter, hare
been recognized by the Trade
of the world at the most reli-

able and saleable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on
every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son
are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

Canadian Representatives:

CAMPBELL SMIBERT & CO.,

210 St. James Street - - Montreal

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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tinues in a satisfactory condition, it will rather be a

question of getting suitable goods than what prices

are paid for them. It is the exception, rather than

the rule, to-day, that a wholesaler can get even his

small requirements attended to by the manufacturer

without waiting a sufficient time for the goods to be

produced.

There is a tendency for lower prices on cotton

for future delivery starting in November. The man-
ufacturers cannot use the new raw cotton until about
October for November delivery of good-.

Increases on Repeat Business.

Repeats have been coming in well for Fall and
every week has shown an increase over the previous
week last year.

There has been a surprising demand for prints

considering the season of the year. This has no
doubt been owing to the fact that the very warm
weather prevailing ivlie\ ed the retailer of stock more
rapidly than usual.

Dress ginghams appear in lie very popular for

nexl season and the manufacturers look for a large

season in this material. Denim- and Saxonys have
been going very well also.

Montreal retailers report thai business has been
very good in cottons of all kinds, especially the light

weight flimsy materials, and in raw silks. These
have also been largely sold in ready-to-wear dresses.

There has been practically no linen sold at all.

Advices from England lately have stated that

linens are to be much higher. Flax is now selling

for 15 shillings a stone, which it is stated is the 1

est quotation in 40 years.

The Dominion Textile Co. will have their s

men on the road early this month with new £

samples and prices and the Canadian Colored C<

Co. will also have their new samples and prices re;

this month.

Business Houses Defrauded

Several Montreal business concerns have recently

been defrauded by one or two persons professing to

he bona fide merchants in the West indies and South
America who have written to companies ordering
goods and u i \ i

i

i
o a- reference the name of a reput-

able house in Europe. The amounts have not been
large, varying from $200 to $1,000, and in one or

two instances the bona fides of the orders have been
accepted and the goods despatched without prelimi-

nary reference to the referee, as the orders were not

of a very big kind.

hater inquiries have shown that the European
referee does not know the AY est Indian or South
American merchants in question, and it is also learn-

ed that the same kind of fraud has been practiced in

double fashion, a- orders had been placed with Brit-

ish firms, well known business houses in Canada be-

ing given as references. A number of Toronto firms

have also been defrauded in the same way.
The matter is now being investigated by the

Canadian Manufacturers' Association and will prob-

ably also receive attention by the police.

Cofr-fright.

An Exact Reproduction of

Hand Made Lace
possessing the same exceptional qualities for

appearance and durability

torrrt

Jvisf) Zinen, ***T0/-

BIRKIN & CO. .:. NOTTINGHAM, ENG.
Manufacturers of B. B. Torchons, Finest Quality Valenciennes and Novelty Laces

Represented in Canada by A. B. FISHER, 4 Manchester Bldjj., 33 Melinda St., Toronto

Please mention The Revieu in Advertisers and Their Traveler*.
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The fabric that is known and wanted by the greatest

number of people is the best fabric for manufacturer to use

and the dealer to handle.

SOIESETTE is undoubtedly the most widely-known and largest selling

trade-marked fabric in the world. It is also recognized by the trade at

large as the only successful substitute for silk of its kind.

But the thing that makes SOIESETTE such a profitable staple for the

manufacturer and dealer alike is its popularity. SOIESETTE has made

good with the consumer year in and year out. Its uses have multipled.

Its reputation has grown without a halt.

Combin ng the softness and sheen and beauty and comfort of silk with

exceptional wearing and laundering qualities and moderate cost, it is not

surprising that merit alone has put this splendid fabric in the forefront.

We know and you know that

the demand for SOIESETTE will

continue to grow. We need not

ask you to be ready to supply it.

Your own business acumen

is sufficient.

w/

/f^v^

">•»•**'

Clarence Whitman
& Company

map////
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MARK

:

New York Philadelphia Boston
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H
Ilk,

112 Coristine Bldg.
Montreal

Chicago St. Louis



New_Toy Importations
Not Too Early to Order Christmas Lines— Free

Decorations, Cards, Dolls, Magic Flowers
— Importance ol Window Displays.

A TOY which will not fail to interest children,

and which may be retailed at the trifling

sum of five cents, is called "The Magic
Flower." It comes from Japan. When

folded it has the shape of a palm-leaf fan of di-

minutive size, but with two sticks instead of one.

These are drawn apart, pulling out pleated tissue

paper in many colors. By holding the sticks in

various positions, (lower effects are produced.

The value of a window of dolls at Christmas
time cannot be over-estimated. Even where funis

do not ordinarily carry toys, a special Christmas dis-

play is in order. It is found to pay by reason of

the custom it draws to a store, even if not one doll

were sold. In view of this fact, wholesalers offer

collections of fifteen or twenty different numbers,
one of each.

This applies to dolls "'par excellence." Ranging
all the way from one dollar to ten cents apiece, a

collection may be shown which i- sufficiently diver-

sified without including either of the extremes of

the very cheap or very dear. Large, jointed dolls

are extremely useful for the display of infants' un-

derwear in the white goods department. Both in

the jointed and in the kid styles are shown specimens
with real hair eyebrows as well as lashes.

Merchants should not omit to call attention to

the real eyebrow as a characteristic of this season's

goods, and a decided improvement.

Teddy bears are, as usual, in great demand.
(dim hin»' and tumbling monkeys are a newer output
of the game company. Tumbling bears are also

shown, somewhat more natural looking than the
Teddy bear.

Cook and Peary are featured in the Esquimo doll

line. Mechanical toys are >ioen in greater variety
than before, and at every price.

Where want of room precludes the stocking of

mechanical toys, cards and games may well be
featured. Christinas cards and tree decorations offer

at least 100 per cent, of profit.

Aeroplanes of all sizes are among the most fascin-

ating of the new toys, and no department will be
complete without them. Monoplanes, bi-planes and
every type of "heavier-than-air" are reproduced.

Variety in Bandeaux
Barrettes Continue to Lead Sales — Combs to

be Brisker this Fall and Winter.

A beautiful line of bandeaux from an English
linn was recently shown here. These have just ar-

rived from the old land, and are the last word in

style, as regards hair goods.

Juliet nets of gold thread and pearls in lattice

effect are crescent-shaped and finished with tassels

designed to hang behind the ears. The pearls are

shown in delicate tints to match evening costume.
A black velvet bandeau is decorated with a

trail of sweet peas made of silk and tacked lightly

in place. Other bandeaux are of satin, covered with
fancy metallic nets, and finished with a rosette.

Those which do not go completely round the bead

-uirW5

Bandeaux and hair net of pearls and gold mesh; shown by R. Cowie. manufacturers' agent. Barrette to left by Smith
D'Entremont Co. Barrette to right by Gordon. Mackay Company. Toronto.
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STOCK "PLEASALL" HAIR NETS
(REGD.)

The high standing of " PLEASALL"
(REGD )

fringe nets is due to their unvarying

excellence.

The new patented binders and envel-

opes are not only the best method for

keeping the stock clean and neat, but

enable your sales clerks to ^how the

goods in an attractive and time-saving

manner.

Sole Agents for Canada (Wholesale Only)-

Harold F. Watson, Weldon & Company
MONTREAL, P.Q.208 CORISTINE BLDG.

DO YOU USE BUTTONS?

For the hundred and one buttons of every
style and use we are the Canadian head-
quarters. Our sample lines include so
many styles, sizes and grades that you will

be certain to find just what you want.

Advise us what style of buttons you use
and let us quote you.

MANUFACTURERS OF

COVERED BUTTONS OF ALL KINDS.

OUR SPECIALTIES :

IVORY ANCHOR BRASS
HORNOID PEARL CROCHET

FANCY METAL
FURRIERS' BUTTONS

—ALSO

IMPORT TRIMMINGS,
LACES, BRAIDS, ETC.

A. WEYERSTALL & CO.
BUTTON MANUFACTURERS

145 Wellington Street West, : TORONTO, ONT.

are an attractive display in any
dry goods store, as they bring

custom that will enlarge the sale

of every other line in stock.

For prices and quality our Fancy
Pins, Brooches, etc., are absolutely

right.

Our Handkerchiefs and Hair Nets

are a special feature, being of the

best quality at lowest prices, the

former being imported direct from

Belfast, Ireland, from first-class

manufacturers.

E. H. CODE, 223-225 Queen Street

Ottawa, Ontario

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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have tassels at either end as a finish. Many jeweled

bandeaux are seen, and some of the prettiest combine
the use of jewels with embroidery.

Bulgarian embroidery decorated one rich-looking
classic bandeau, which was further embellished
with the tiny wooden beads of all colors so popular
just now. Tassels of these beads completed the ef-

fect.

Old gold and steel are the shades of metallic or-

nament now preferred. Touches of Paddy green
and brilliant blue are seen on bandeaux, as else-

where.

Ornaments in style, as above described, may be

bought to retail at from $1.50 up. Cheaper and less

elaborate lines begin at the popular Madame Sherry
at 25c, and run up to about 50c. Beyond this, the
bandeau is usually one designed for evening wear.

The matinee cap will be revived for wear tins

Autumn and Winter. It is shown in a variety of

pleasing styles, the metallic nets and laces with little

garnitures of made flowers being especially good.
Shell barrettes are at present the best selling line

in regular hair goods. Strand and buckle, as well
as plain bar effets, have sold. Newer than these

are the cobweb and the military barrette. The form-
er is very pretty and seems to take well with the
public, while the latter has a neat appearance.

There is considerable speculation as to the fate

of combs for the coming year, but on the whole,
prospects are much brighter. The feminine world
is returning to the parted coiffure, worn low. This
means combs. Rhinestone will sell at Christmas,
and jewelers are showing colored stones also. These
include the semi-precious stones.

The Mousquetaire Bag
Tapestry Bags with Cordelieres in Dull Gold
— Effects Especially Designed for Costume

With Which They are Worn.

The mousquetaire bag is now being shown by all

the leading firms who specialize in accessory lines.

This is made of tapestry in square, flat shape with
flap closing. It is usually braided with dull gold,

and finished with cordeliere of the same.
Beautiful effects, specially designed for the cos-

tume with which they are worn, are seen. Others
give the note of contrast to a plain tailored suit.

These bags are durable and handsome and should
sell well as soon as the public becomes accustomed
to the novelty. They are usually lined with satin,

and have both an inside and outside pocket. Being
the largest bags among the new offerings, they appeal
as practical for the shopper.

Noveltv velvet luig. Shown by Flett-Lowndes & Co., Limited,
142 Front Street West.

Bags of six or seven-inch frame in leather con-

tinue to lead in that line. Alligator, calf and seal

are excellent leathers. Long, braided cordeliere

with tassels give the desirable touch of chic. En-
velope closing bags are newest, but very pretty

mounts set with mother-o-pearl are also featured.

Black will be a favorite shade, but tan is also

very good.

New Veiling Designs

Summer business has been done chiefly on Shet-

land and soft-finished meshes, and the demand has

Keen so good that the desired meshes were hard to

obtain. A new style of Russian net is in vogue, hav-

ing double threads in the place of the one single one.

Buyers hack from Europe say that black or white

lace veils in scroll designs are very much worn there,

and predict that the fashion is so strong that it is

BRITISH AMERICAN DYEING CO.
The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS
In the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS
JOSEPH ALLEN, Manager

Dress Goods, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons and Velveteens, Hosiery

Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP

Also

FEATHERS, SILKS, VELVETS. RIBBONS. LACE. ETC

*" ^^ugaulle^nteed MONTREAL TORONTO OTTAWA QUEBEC

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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BILL FOLDS
BILL BOOKS
LETTER CASES
CARD CASES
PIGSKIN PURSES
TOBACCO POUCHES
CIGAR CASES
COLLAR BAGS
CUFF CASES

.lian

Sale

FANCY GOODS, NOTIONS AND TOYS

CHRISTMAS
LEATHER GOODS

FOR MEN
Your stock should be complete in men's goods

for the holiday trade because of the demand by
ladies for gifts to men in Leather Goods. .

47

Our travellers are now out with

the largest line of Leather Goods
ever shown in Canada.

WHEN IN TORONTO
Visit Our Handsome

SAMPLE ROOMS
First Floor of the "Julian Sale" Building

The Julian Sale

Leather Goods Co
LIMITED

105 King St. West, Toronto

MILITARY BRUSH SETS

FLAT BRUSH SETS

DRESSING CASES
TOILET ROLLS
NECKTiE HOLDERS
WHISK HOLDERS
FLASKS
STICK PIN CASES
BRASS ASH TRAYS

WAKE UP!
ARE YOU BUYING HONE'S GARMENT SHIELDS ?

IF NOT, WHY NOT ?

Every Shield is Perfect

Before It Leaves
Our Factory.

WWk

Made in

40 Different

Styles and

Qualities.

Britain an

Easy First

For These

Goods.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE
C. J. BEACHAM

DANIEL HONE, i chisweii street, London, England

Flease mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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bound to reach America by Fall. But Paris is not

confining her favor to lace veils entirely, for veilings

are worn in unusual variety. Medium-sized meshes
have large dots, and shadow and chenille dotted

novelties are noted, and besides there are many novel-

ties in Russian nets.

Holiday Handkerchief Lines
Macramie Lace Border One of the Most Novel
Effects — Embroidered, Sheer Irish Linen, and

Linen with Guipure Edge.

A handkerchief with narrow edge of Macramie
lace on sheer linen, was the newest thing seen for

some time in this line. This was distinctly a high-
class article, such as the merchant would stock for

Christmas selling.

Guipure edged handkerchiefs are another line

which is considered particular "classy." This lace

combines to admiration with the very fine linen and
linen lawn.

A popular line of handkerchiefs of Swiss lawn
are in texture indistinguishable from finest linen.

These are edged with lace, and may be retailed from
twenty-five cents up. They have all the appearance
of a much more expensive article.

Irish linens of sheerest material, with one corner
embroidered in fancy design, with or without initial,

are, as usual, an article in continual demand. Num-
bers which retail at two for a quarter and at twenty
or twenty-five cents each are universally wanted.
Pretty little gifts consist of two of these handker-
chiefs nicely boxed. Assorted initials and floral

embroidery, all hand work of the Irish peasants, are

offered.

Pretty French Jewelry
Imported Necklaces Show Unusual Grace of

Design — Dewdrop Pendants and Lattice Effects

A very pretty line of French necklaces was re-

cently seen. It was sampled in the popular coral,

but the jeweler who was importing it favored the tur-

quoise for Fall selling. A bead and chain effect,

with tiny links of silver, and deep front pendant,
combining a lattice and drop effect, was the pattern.

This would retail at from three dollars up, depending
on elaboration of workmanship and quality.

Pendants with tiny silver chains are strong in

all the semi-precious stones. Rhinestones and color-

ed brilliants are also seen. The general tendency is

to favor the better class of setting and workman-
ship. Sterling silver is the favorite setting, and may
be plain or gold washed.

More ear-rings have sold than was at first expect-

ed. The trade here is slowly but constantly increas-

ing in this line.

Necklaces of wooden beads in the dull gilt and
Oriental colorings are featured as a high novelty.

Enameled buckles and blouse sets bring in good
profits, and are a line sure to sell. Very pretty Ori-

ental, especially Egyptian, designs are shown. Col-

ors are rich and, on the whole, quite bright.

Bar pins are still selling well, both in enameled
and jeweled effects. Coral bar-pins have been very
strong. Veil pins sell in increasing numbers, owing
to the renewed popularity of veils.

Beauty ! Quality

!

Cleanliness

!

are supreme in the

"NAIAD"
DRESS SHIELD

UNSEEN—NAIAD PROTECTS

Here is a Shield that can be

sterilized and washed and ironed — is

absolutely free from rubber, sulphur, and

poisonous cement,

<J Does not deteriorate with age, nor fall

to powder in the dress.

<J Quickly sterilized by immersing in

boiling waterfor a few seconds only.

tj Invisible, because lost to sight in

the lingerie.

The "NAIAD" is a DRESS

SHIELD that Makes Cus-

tomers and Keeps Them.

Samples and all particulars on application.

Wrinch, McLaren & Co.
SOLE CANADIAN MANUFACTURERS

77 Wellington St. W., Toronto, Can.
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The Best «nd Most Popular Hoops on the Marftet

"DUCHESS"
Seven Sizes,

4. 5.6, 7,8, 10, 12

inches.

"DUCHESS OVAL"
Three Sizes,

3x6, 4K*9 and 6x12
inches.

"PRINCESS OVAL"
Three Sizes,

3x6, 4^x9, and 6x12
inches.

Seven Sizes,

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12
inches

It Pays to always carry a full assortment

of sizes in both the round and oval shapes,

to meet the calls of your customers.

LOOK UPYOUR STOCK ?;
d
r5;y

Your jobber can supply you.

THE GIBBS MFG. CO., Canton, Ohio, U.S.A.

The Early and Late Fall Lines Both
Complete

COMMERCIAL IMPORTANCE OF BEING PREPARED
IF YOU are ready, we are. And there is nothing to be gained by

delay. We advise buying early this season for obvious reasons.

Remember the proverb about the " Early Bird "—and be one.

THB EARLY FALL LINE COMPRISES

Small Leather Bags in Long and Narrow Shapes,

embodying the season's Most Fashionable Leather, namely : Cross Grain and Fine
Long Grain Goat. For strictly high-class trade, however, the same styles are made
also in

Polished as well as Dull Pin Seal

in Powder Grain, Fine Long Grain and Cross Grain. These goods in the leathers
indicated are emphatically de rigeur for the early Fall, and should have your attention

NOW— at the psychological moment. For Late Fall and Holidays

A Large Assortment of Velvet and Tapestry Bags
in CORDELIERE and CORONATION Styles. This season, as in past seasons, the

styles emanating from this house may be regarded as authoritative. They are
accepted in fashion centers as absolutely correct.

TAKE TIME BY THE FORELOCK

P. W. LAMBERT £& CO.
Manufacturers of Fine Leather Novelties

64-66 LISPENARD STREET NEW YORK

SCHLOSS
LADIES' BELTS!

NOW GOOD SELLERS ALL THE TIME

ELASTIC, SILK, VELVET, ETC.

Join the Procession. Call or Write for Samples.

LOUIS SCHLOSS
621 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Blouse sets are good at the present time, Imt not
so much in demand as the beauty pins by the card

of half-dozen or dozen.

A Novelty Pin.

Manufacturers have evolved an attractive little

pin novelty made in the shape of a feather and set

with a stone, having brilliant colors in stripes to

imitate a cross section of rock. This is the lucky
stone. The pin comes in dull gold, and in oxidized

silver, and may be used either as a bar or veil pin.

For the Notion Counter
Infants' Dressing Sets, Traveling Cases, Fancy
Mirrors and Jewel Boxes for Holiday Trade

One (if last season's best money-makers in fancy
lines was the infants' dressing set, including puff,

brush and ciniib and all the small accessories. It

will pay tin' retailer to stock these in lines at prices

ranging from the cheapest up.

Adult dressing cases are another line which sells

well, especially around Christmas time. Military

comb and brush sets for men sell best in ebony, plain

or trimmed. Ladies' ebony brush and comb sets

are also good.

Mirrors have been found a good selling line in

all grades, and at widely differing prices. From the

pocket mirror to the British beveled band-glass will

yield excellent profit.

The merchant who keeps a counter or part of

one for perfumes and toilet sundries, will find a pro-

lilic money-maker in the bulk perfumes. These are

always attractive to the woman customer, and there

is no loss in carrying them.

Jewel-boxes to retail at from 25c up to $5.00,
have been found excellent sellers during the holiday

season. They should be shown prominently, and in

a place accessible to the casual man shopper who
strays into the ladies' section, as many men buy
them as presents for women. Glove and handker-
chief boxes are old reliable friends of the merchant,
and come this year in great variety.

Beauty pins, enamel and plain, if fairly cheap in

price, may well be shown at the notion counter.

They are frequently bought by the woman who is

looking for hairpins or other notions, Imt who would
not take the extra trouble to go to the jewelry counter
for them.

Fall Lines of Umbrellas
Fabric-covered Stick is Featured — Directoires in

Mission Wood — Opera Handles for Men.

Ladies' umbrellas for Fall and Winter will show
handles up to 15 inches long. The Directoire stick

is the style preferred, but a good many mushroom
and a few table tops on a small scale are seen. The
handles from 12 in. to 15 in. will be the high style
feature. These are made up in goods at all prices!

Mission and pimento are the woods most favored.
These are shown plain and trimmed, with bright or
oxidized sterling or gold.

The novelty of the season is the fabric-covered
stick. This comes in styles as above, but completely
covered over with velvet or morie. In the case of
umbrellas in dark colors, the handle matches the
shade of the top. The effect is very elegant. Tassels
are used to give the finishing touch.

Men's umbrellas universally show the opera
handle. Better class numbers are made up in buck-
horn, and scorched ivory trimmed with sterling or
gold. Pimentos are sterling inlaid. Many mission
wood handles are seen, plain and trimmed. Iron
wood is also good, and etched sterling trims are used.

Tinsel Effects in Belts
This is the Novel Feature — Great Improve-

ment in Sales of Belts — Outlook is Much
More Promising.

Prospects in the belt department are now bright-
ening considerably. Not long ago the sales of leather

belts dwindled to such an extent as to leave manufac-
turers more dependent on men's and children's wear
for profits than they would wish to be. However,
Fall sales promise to create a stir in lines long dor-
mant. Many new ideas have been introduced, and
this always presages a good season.

Tinsel effects in elastics are the novel feature of

that line, and are both useful and attractive looking.

Elastics are combined with leather in many pretty
and novel ways. Steel studdin<;s are used in com-
bination with Moral patterns, both on the elastic and
the elastic and leather combination styles. Some
of the new belts are provided with a number of

buckles in effect recalling the Polaire.

Leather belts have returned in great variety, in-

cluding plain and patent.

Everything in Girdles, Cords, Tassels, Trimmings

Ladies' Dress Girdles (to match any color or material), Dress and Neck Cords, Chenille or Velvet

Cords, Cushion Girdles, Bathrobe and Costume Girdles, Curtain Loops and Drapery Cords and

Tassels, Window Shade Pulls and Tassels, Pom Poms and Parasol Cords, etc.

Special orders and designs made for Furnishing Trimmings to match any fabric or color scheme.

Bag Handles and Cords used by all leather goods manufacturers.

Silk and Cotton buttonhole gimps for use of tailors and garment makers.

Note: Cords for programmes and Booklets, etc., made and shipped immediately

on receipt of orders.

The Canada Cord and Weaving Company, Limited
ROYCE & EDWIN STS. Late Canadian Cord &. Tassel Co.) Established 1900 TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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£1 (guarantee
vQ.

of Perfection

J2eto Jtlobels—Jfall jBtneteen Cletoen—fcraoellers en route

A. T. REID CO., Limited
TORONTO





Now For the Openings
Plans for Displays of Millinery in Windows and

Interiors — The Trimmer's Schedule for Sep-

tember — Fall Fair Arrangements

BY September 15th preliminary openings will

be over and window trimmers confronted with

the Autumn millinery openings, and prob-

ably the Fall fair display or exhibition busi-

ness. Most important of all the Fall merchandising
is to be fully ready at this time of all times. In-

terior displays, ledges, eases, arch hangings and all

departments must radiate this spirit, and convey

to customers a Fall feeling, or anticipate Winter
by combining the sense of comfort and cosiness in

all environments of the store.

Decorators will no doubt hold evening displays

or perhaps promenade settings are being planned.

In this event it will be necessary to start early Mon-
day morning of opening week to arrange the win-

dows and quickly place the new background.

The Millinery Opening.

When everything is clean and ready, the trim-

mer's time will be available so that every attention

may be given to millinery opening and its success.

It is necessary to gain the interest of customers
through fitting and creditable windows, aided bjr

the response usually shown in these semi-annual
events. That the effort to show whatever is fashion-

able and exploit the best and most authentic styles

and ideas as revealed in the millinery salon, it is

found best to pass as many new creations as pos-

sible before customers during this time to receive

the most returns.

The Trimmer's Schedule.

A trimmer's schedule will be somewhat like this

:

Monday, place part of new background, possibly

about half of the store front, and devote this section

to showings of ready-to-wear and dress goods. In
the dress goods display those exclusive materials

suitable for suits will be foremost. This will prob-

ably show a range of colors—greys, browns, tans,

wines, new greens ami purples—of one of the lead-

ing cloths just in, or will comprise a window of one
color, in which worsteds and tweeds will be in evi-

dence.

New drapes which are ready will be a feature

of this display, and trimmers will use both cylinder

half-form and semi-circular stands with approved
Fall combinations of silks or exclusive waist lengths.

New trimmings, bandings, buttons and accessories,

Window trimmed by H. Gagnon, for Goodwin's, Limited, Montreal, Showing "f 191] Fall styles rind colorings. This exhibit
appeared on July 24. an unusually early date for such a showing. The colors shown were browns, purple, blues and grey and
there were also shown sonic of the new Fall models in millinery, together with gloves, hags, etc.
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with possibly one or two matched sets of fur, will be
combined with a couple of unique hats to match.
Handbags, collars, laces in full pieces and parasols

will be used to brighten up each drape, and a ticket

announcing the drass goods for Fall will be con-

veniently placed.

Strong Display for Ready-to-wear.

Ready-to-wear garments are devoted a large win-
dow space and show exclusive lines also, or, no
doubt, extreme styles, which have been imported to

accentuate style trends as found in this department
in other garments. Most merchants buy some of

these high-class creations to tone up the opening dis-

plays, and where this is not always possible it is a

good plan to have garments on consignment, which
can also be arranged in the Fall exhibition showing.

Experience shows that this is usually successful

in elevating the tone of the displays or store, and
sales, otherwise impossible, are made to people who
would buy these garments in larger stores or cities.

In the garment window, and before the new Fall
background, suits, Winter coats, skirts, blouses and
golf coats are assembled, which are the choice of the

department showing. These are arranged on lady
forms, pedestals and stands, according to the wishes
of each trimmer.

Most displays this year will have a centre-piece,

possibly a velvet garment or evening wrap, and the
setting completed with millinery, furs, in mink,
sable or fox in any of the latest sets. These will be
used to fill in between forms, and one ticket only used
to announce the important event for the opening-

week, such as, "Our ready-to-wear department is re-

splendent with beautiful models for the openings."
On Tuesday the millinery windows proper will

be arfanged, and trimmers show to the best of their

ability what their milliners have produced and con-

ceived from the work of the cleverest designers, as

well as Paris models, which have been imported for

this showing. In all the opening windows, every
care must be exercised to have each pose correct and
color combinations of first importance. It is always
a good scheme to consult the head milliner, and when
all the setting for the window is ready, to secure her
approval before the blinds are drawn. In this way
it is always possible to bring those style points which
have directed her work most prominently before cus-

tomers, and that the study and efforts of her plan-

ning show to best advantage.

Trimmers must remember that this is the pren
bid for a favorable verdict from the store's clietih

and that it rests with them to bring an enthusiastic

An entire front, draped by W. C, Greenhill, for Ogilvie,
Lochead & Co., Brautford. This shows the scope of a window
trimmer's work. Each shield was made of ordinary cardboard,
painted red, white and blue, and a coat of varnish. At the top of
each shield was one large and two small flags. Sunburst circles
were made from barrel hoop with alternated red, white and
blue cheese cloth and large gold crowns placed on each. In the
centre was a large five-pointed star and between each window
the regular sign boards were pleated with three colors and a gold
G.-R. with shields used to complete each design. Window boxes
finished willi Hags were set in all the windows.

response. Every hat, pose, figure and drape in this

window must be correct from a style standpoint-
Some trimmers find it necessary to use evening

fabrics to help fill their windows and this way match
trimmings, millinery and material in color. One
of the approved methods for a double display is to

WHERE IT PAYS TO BE PROGRESSIVE
In some of your store equipment modern appliances benefit you in

ways that are not seen by the public. With the Crystal Sealing

Machine the improvement becomes at once a matter of advertising.

The extreme neatness of each tape-bound package, the crisp-printed

"ad." on each and the quickness of operation will all be noticed at

once by your customers. The machine costs $5.00 and the tape

45c. to 80c. per 800 foot roll : 4,800 advertisements on each roll.

We will gladly quote on your requirements.

CRYSTAL SEALING CO.
204 Stair Building TORONTO
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THE KING OF ALL

SHOWCASES

THE CRYSTAL GEM (All Glass)

ONE of 20 STYLES, made with Patent

Corners, shown in our large Illustrated

Catalogue, a copy of which will be sent

you for the asking. :::::::::

JONES BROS. & CO., Limited

TORONTO, CANADA.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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"Taylor-Made"

Interchangeable Window Fixtures
Can be used for Shoes, Hats and Furnishings.

NOTE THE SLOTTED CARD HOLDER

1
ouiriT

A I k
JLvaaM Ti

'.'• '

*A<
23 Guaranteed Fixtures for $15

Here's where the Shrewd Buyer has a chance to secure a set of Window Display Fixtures that would cost

nearly twice as much if marketed in the usual way. This 500 lot, manufactured "between seasons," is going

direct to the consumer.

Don't overlook the IMPORTANCE of window displays. Show your goods to advantage and create the desire

to own a pair of shoes "like those."

A Guaranteed investment for $15. We stand back of this Outfit just the same as if it were one of our more

expensive ones, because it is made in the same way, of the same material, and the same superior construction

and finish which characterize all the "THE BETTER WAY" Fixtures.

Read the Description

:

Order

To-day

Handsome, substantial, properly

proportioned CLUSTER STAND,
37 inches high, 38 inches wide. Cross

arms may be used above or below.

Ten individual stands (different

heights.) Twelve two-position heel

rest. Twenty-three Fixtures in all.

Will display 29 single shoes or 58 shoes

in pairs. Right for any store; priced

for every store.

Made from selected genuine Oak,

finished Natural, Golden, Weathered,

Bog (green) and Dark Green Mission

with Silver Filled Green. Also

Birch finished Natural or Mahogany.

Shoe Rests of Oxidized Metal, adjusted

by solid brass bolt and knurled thumb

nut. Superior workmanship
throughout. Nothing better made
on the market.

"The

Better

Way"

We will ship on approval. If not satisfactory return at our expense

The Taylor Manufacturing Co.
82 QUEEN STREET NORTH. phone 3550 HAMILTON ONTARIO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Taylor-Made, Double Bar
Clothing and Cloak Racks

MADE IN CANADA

Ladies' Cloak and Suit Rack, and
Overcoats, 6 feet high.

No. 92, Combination Hanger for Ladies'

Suits with wire attachment for

skirt - - $6.00 per 100

No.31,Wood Coat Hanger,$3.50 per 100

No. 90,Wire Skirt Hanger, $4.00 per 100

All Racks on Ball Socket Rollers shipped K.D. Crated. No tools or skill required to set them up

Men's Suit Racks, 5 feet high
Made of Polished Steel Tubing.

No paint. No rust.

6 feet long, 4 post, - $9.00
6 " " 6 " - - $10.50
8 " " 6 " - $11.50
10 " " 6 " - - $12.50

Made of Oxidized Steel Tubing.

6 feet long, 6 post,

8 " "6 "
10 " " 6 "

$13 00
$14.00
$15.00

No. 64 Combination Suit Hanger
with wire attachment to pre-

vent trousers from slipping

off, - $9.00 per 100

No. 33 I. B. Suit Hanger, without wire
attachment, - $7.50 per 100

No. 33 B. Same for Boys' Suits,

15 inches wide - $7.50 per 100

No. 39 B. Same for Overcoats, 20 in.

wide - - $8.50 per 100

No. 39. Same for Overcoats, without
trouser bar - $7.50 per 100

Sample Hanger by mail on request.

Write for our complete
Catalogue, No. lo

PROMPT SHIPMENT

The Taylor Manufacturing Co.
82 Queen St. North. HAMILTON, ONT. Phone 3550.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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plan and carry out a setting of style or creations suit-

able for the Autumn maid or matron.
When the entire front is in readiness, and the

millinery window complete with a simple announce-
ment of the opening dates, the blinds are drawn
across the entire front and as the curtains are lifted

the style secrets are out and a revelation of the sea-

son's most approved fashions given with some eclat.

This, in conjunction with the advertised invitations

to "come," will secure an immediate response.

Customers Wait for this Event.

While some stores are averse to elaborate open-
ings, it is yet found that customers are educated to

wait until openings to buy their better millinery, and
trimmers can use this lever to start business in the

millinery salon with the greatest amount of success.

Bach year will likely see millinery displayed earlier

than in previous years, and people will always look
for a successful opening of the season's bewitching
styles.

The Evening Display.

In case an interior evening display is held, Wed-
nesday will be devoted to display in the millinery
section, and plans to lay the doorway showing in the

shortest possible time. This, of course, is unneces-
sary if the store is open on one night, but as a

method of advertising and overcoming the handling
by unexperienced people or those who make a frivol-

ous excuse of attending the usual evening display, a
floor setting has been found good advertising.

These trims, of course, are different each year and
combine rich showings from every department laid

out so that customers, glancing through the door-

way, can secure a view of the entire store space and
the beautiful trims of every department. These musrf

be in place by 7.30 in the evening and removed
time for business the next morning.

Trimmers this year have every advantage to add
to their laurels and place their establishments in the

forefront as far as Avindows and interior displays are

concerned.

Housefurnishings Display.

When the millinery openings are successfully

over, housefurnishings are ready for an entire front

display, and the trimmers will not be called upon to

direct their energies to this department. Although,
during the initial period of the Fall season, this sec-

tion is given a fair representation, attention is now
necessary to appeal and business here is important, as

September is one of the best months of the year and
the only one sure for Fall housecleaning.

This is not always the object, as department sales

are usually fine, but carpets and housefurnishings
come next in line for the Fall window campaign.
Windows are high-class displays, and trimmers have
many opportunities to plan their settings with period

or color combinations entirely new to the public. By
showing the Fall importations which have arrived

people are induced to furnish their homes in antici-

pation of Winter, with new carpets, rugs, curtains,

draperies, etc., while the stock is complete and a full

range ready for selection.

First in importance is the showing of attractive

colorings in new rugs, Oriental and domestic designs

in the best qualities. As in previous years, color,

room or period windows are best, and trimmers can
work out tbeir schemes with any of thase in view.

In this window, screens, in colonial effects, parlor cur-

tains in the new Arab shades, portiere or silk arch

hangings, draperies and new trimmed shades are ar-

ranged to the best possible advantage.

A panel background and display of dress goods, millinery and accessories. In the centre figure a drape suggesting an after-

noon or evening wrap is made without cutting the material. Note the corset figure drape. A practical window which sold goods
and directed business to departments represented. Arranged by Geo. Sharp for Finch Bros., Hamilton.
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No. 180—"Monarch" Garment Wall Case.

l'hii superior wall cage is six feet six inches high, two
feat eight inches wide. Width inside, two feet four inohes.
The doors elide horizontally on ball-bearing and metal
track. The glass is Double Diamond. A. one-inch gal-

vanized iron pipe extends from end to end, supported on
brackets from the top, providing a strong support for the
display of. a larpe stock of garments in a limited space.
Made either knock-down or set-up. Made to order in Oak,
Birch or Mahogany.

There's No Selling Argument
Like Attractively Displayed Goods

DOMINION OFFICE AND
STORE FITTING CO. limited

LONDON, ONTARIO
BRANCHES—300 St James St W.. Montreal; 51 Richmond St, E., Toronto:

Ashdown Block, Winnipeg.

DAYLIGHT FOR COLORS
LUXFER PRISMS

FOR DAYLIGHT
High prices for store space demand that every available inch be used,

and to be used must be lighted properly. Daylight, the natural light of

the sun, is as free as the air we breathe, so why not use it all we can,

especially when colored fabrics are shown in their true shades in day-

light only? Artificial (Yellow) light kills color and misrepresents it to

your customers.

Luxfer Prisms will overcome the daylighting proposition and will

place the light from the sun's rays just where it is required. It will

minimize your lighting expenses beside ensuring you against disappointed

customers. Keep a Daylight Store.

Write for particulars—Different prisms to suit the various conditions.

Luxfer Prism Company, Limited
Montreal :: :: :: Toronto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Coronation Windows Which, With an Exterior Trii*

Were Awarded First Prizes by the City of Brantford

TWO PATRIOTIC WINDOW DISPLAYS.

Lattice and emblematic effect showing raw silks trimmed witli different shades and combined with holiday novelties. Pedestals
and vases of natural flowers were interspersed with neat drapes. This proved a good selling window.

The lower display has a dark background with red, white and blue ribbon and festooned at the top of each arch were shields
and flags. The centre-pieces were pictures of the King and Queen with hammered brass frames and between them a shield and
emblem of flags. Near the front a picture of Westminster Abbey was lighted. Rich materials were simply draped and finished
with gilded crowns, initials and Hags. Prize winner, W. C. Greenhill, with Ogilvie, Lochead & Co.

How Brantford encouraged local window trimmers to make the best of a national event and thereby assist to enhance the
appearance of the city. These trims suggest what can be done in special events by window men. It is good advertising and
redounds to the credit of the firm.
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Next in order comes a window display of any one

quality of piece carpets, showing the range of de-

signs, or in some cases, only one design of either

Wilton, Axminstcr or Brussels placed in the win-

dow to illustrate the effect of border and body when

household requirements take their place for Fall

selling by being made a question of opportunity and
worth-while investment.

During exhibition time in local towns it is a good
plan to feature a mei'chandising event for ten days,

A convex form is used for lliis

drape which trimmers will find

of use in connection with Fall

fabric displays. The shape of

the stand is indicated by the

inset at the top. It is very

easily made by using cardboard
or carpet felt over wooden
frame. The fabric is drawn over

face, draped from rear and fin-

ished with flare of fabric at top.

Contrasting material may be in-

troduced at side, as indicated,

and finished with buttons and
trimming.

complete. Care must also be taken to have correct

light on this window and that the pile is away from
the customer in order to avoid showing the back. To
complete a window like this, home furnishing acces-

sories are used, and inadrasses, brass goods and car-

pet sweepers, with possibly a vacuum cleaner in

operation, made as an attraction.

Oilcloth and linoleums, lace curtains and drap-

eries, window shades and cheaper grades of carpet

each require a window space if it is available. Qual-
ity and assortment is the argument and price does
not figure except to show customers that their selec-

tions can be made cheaper than they anticipated.

At. this time of the year also home furnishing
chilis tire formed, and in this manner carpets and

CASHi^
PARCEL CARRIERS

SAVE TIME & MONEY
OUR GUARANTEE

We will instalaSystemof Gipe Carriers
in your store; you use them TEN
DAYS, and if you do not hud that
they (five you liETTEK and QUICK KR
SERVICE than any other WIRE
CARRIER. PNEUMATIC TUBES
CABLE CARRIERS or CASH REG-
ISTERS, we will remove them at our
expense.

CATALOG FREE
THE GIPE CARRIER COMPANY
99 ONTARIO STREET TORONTO. ONT.

is not the difficult problem you imagine. If

you are a salesman and you can present all the

good points of an article to a customer over the

counter in a way to overcome objection, and
create a decision to buy, why can't you write

these selling points for the advertisement in the

newspaper or circular or booklet?

All you need is a fair knowledge of English
and good common sense to command success

in this, added to a knowledge of paper stocks,

cuts and advertising space.

In the Koester course you are taught how
to handle the advertising in a retail store. How
to write copy for sales to get the best results.

You are given actual retail advertising work
to do. It is all practical instruction, no theory.

Write to-day for an i .foresting prospectus, which tells ell about

it. How to increase your salary by adding this. Write

THE KOESTER SCHOOL
Window Dressing, Advertising. Show Card Writing

304, 306, 308 JACKSON BOULEVARD, - CHICAGO
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say for the last ten days of September. In this way
all September events will close on Saturday night

and merchants will reap the benefit of their mer-
chandising ability, buying power, exhibition cus-

tomers and the climax of the September bedding and
blanket sale. This year should bring record results

for this month and leave everything clear to start

October with new plans.

These offerings are shown in the windows and
where customers are educated to take advantage of

hour sales, some merchants run two of these a day
during exhibition week. It will be necessary to have
leading offerings in every department and the hour
sale bargains comprise golf coats, underwear, flan-

windows must convey to customers the

sible in the early Fall merchandising sale or special

purchase offerings, and trimmers have to make
quick, snappy windows, remove the goods in time for

the sale, or in some cases sell them from the window,
as an advertisement.

It is always imperative that windows be ready
a day ahead for next day's hour sales, and results

will show that September is one month in the year
when business can be made to show a record increase

if trimmers go the correct way about it. It is cer-

tain the window decorator will have no time to spare

if he is taking advantage of all the September oppor-
tunities to bring about this result.

Bolt drape particularly suit-

able for the new Fall fabrics.

The dimensions followed depend

to a great extent upon the size

of the windows. From five to

six feet is a fair height for the

average window, although in

very large windows, a stand ful-

ly eight feet in height has been

used with diameter in propor-

tion. Average diameter would
range from 10 to 18 inches.

Carpet, felt or very heavy paper

applied to a circular frame may
be used for the stand. The
fabric is drawn tightly over the

bolt and draped gracefully from

rear to side and front, finishing

as indicated at top or introduc-

ing accessories for the purpose.

nclcttes, wrapperettes, ready-to-wear, home furnish-

ings and any line which shows sufficient drawing
power from a price advantage.

Clean Out Left-overs.

Any lines which are left now from Summer sell-

ing are cleared at half-price or put away until next
year. Sometimes these can be put on as leaders but
people want seasonable goods at prices and sales re-

solve themselves into business on those purchases
which have been picked up at the millinery open-
ings or during the Fall sales at the jobbing houses.

Sometimes it is found advisable to make prices,

but tin approved way, and it is always possible to

gel them, is to buy and plan ahead for leaders, which
show a sale profit. This is a matter of personal de-

cision, but most sales could be conducted at a profit

except in cases of unadvised competition, equal to

regular profits if buyers insisted on making a job

show equal advances to regular lines or leave it alone.

Quick, Snappy Windows.

This, of course, is a matter of policy, as explained,

and most buyers adhere to the rule, as there are

usually enough clean-up lines in January. All the

One of the most important advertising duties this

month is to decorate the store front and make a strik-

ing exhibit at the Fall fair. Different plans are used

to make this display show immediate returns and
for a dry goods store a combined exhibit of the sea-

son's latest importations from many departments can

be arranged if sufficient space in the main building

is provided.

A stocky trim with rugs, curtains, draperies and
other home furnishings, as a background for ready-

to-wear, furs and millinery, is effective.

Sometimes, linens can be shown on polished

tables, and a soft glow of light from dome or

cathedral electric lamps carry out the effect of a

room. It is also possible to secure fancy goods and
hand-painted china exhibits and place them where

exhibition visitors cannot examine them without

some attention to the beauty of the firm display in

conjunction with the annual Fall fair.

Associated with this is the Fall merchandising
advertising, ready-to-wear circulars or coupons good
for a percentage on purchases. Exhibition trims are

truly an opportunity for the decorator to make a

display worthy an event which occurs once a year

and to derive the most from an original advertising

policy.
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In Partnership with the Sun
THE MAKERS

"<m Plead) " linens
do their part first, making the warp and woof of

equal strength, so as to prevent them wearing into
" ladders," as many inferior linens do, choosing

beautiful designs that will attract discriminating

buyers.

Then the sun does his part, bleaching them to

an absolutely pure white, but leaving them soft and

silky, without in any way destroying the fibre.

That, in a nutshell, explains the high quality of " <&lb JBleacfj." If you

are interested and would like further particulars, write for booklet.

BOOKLET SENT ON REQUEST

R. H. COSBIE - TgencT - TORONTO

Profitable Spare Time Work

WHAT would you do with some extra money?
If you wish to supplement your salary by

congenial work after hours let us appoint you our
representative for your district.

The work will consist in looking after the renewals of old subscriptions and

the securing of new ones, and as MacLean's Magazine is a very easy seller, you

can by this means increase your earnings very materially.

Men of energy and selling ability can find full scope for their whole time

in this well paid employment.

For further information, address

The MacLean Publishing Company
143-149 University Avenue - - Toronto, Ontario

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Fall Backgrounds by Practical Trimmers
Prize Winners in the "Review's" Competition — Four Suitable Settings for

Effective Display of Autumn Merchandise — Estimated Costs and Full

Details — Many Good Ideas Illustrated

SEVERAL trimmers have submitted back-
grounds suitable for Fall windows. Four of

them are illustrated. In June loth number of

Dry Goods Review $2.50 was offered in com-
petition for each of the six best suggestions, in order
that trimmers might have an exchange of ideas.

Those reproduced are considered best. Any kind of

merchandise could be shown with them, especially

millinery, ready-to-wear, and dress goods likely to

be forward at opening events. These suggestions are

particularly timely and impart a seasonable effect in

advance of the Fall selling.

practical trimmers and suitable for their own Fall
work. They also appeal to decorators as especially

seasonable from color standpoints, and being accom-
panied with a detailed description, convey all the
necessary details of construction.

Contain Good Ideas.

In these original drawings and descriptions are

a host of ideas also which are away from the ordin-
ary and easily adopted. Nome trimmers could use
any one of these ideas and work out a good back-
ground or with these and his own originality could

Fall Background suggestion, by Warren Andrews with Anderson Co., St. Thomas.
For detail! of construction see article

Window trimmers endeavor to add warmth to

their display by the use of suitable colors and often
it is possible to give a rich Autumn glow of nature
which is truly the environment for which the goods
are intended. When decorators have successfully

carried out such a setting they have attained results

which are bound to be reflected in both sales and
credit to the establishment.

Can be Produced at Slight Cost.

These four semi-permanent suggestions are all

practical, and trimmers can reproduce them at very
slight cost, not above the usual appropriation. In
any one of these settings ideas could be derived
which are feasible in smaller displays and adaptable
to the proficiency or originality of the trimmer and
properties at his command.

Another point, which makes these suggestions all

the more interesting, is that they are designed by

improve and modify them. By combining these ideas

he might work out an entirely different setting with
better effect in his own windows. As a means of sug-
gestion or help the descriptions are given in detail.

Suggestion by Warren Andrews

Warren Andrews, of the Anderson Co., St.

Thomas, sends the following background for Fall

display: A lattice is made from strips of lumber
painted black, to represent iron, and supported on a

base 12 inches high and 6 inches wide, painted or

covered to represent stone or marble. This lattice

work is set about 18 inches from the permanent
background and covered with fall foliage. That
part of base which extends along back of window
under the arch of the lattice is placed right against

the permanent background. An intersection is left
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between the end of this part of base and that sup-

porting the lattice, and a gate made of %-inch
square strips placed there to obscure the entrance to

to adapt other scenes, and if the electric display is

carried out, the wiring and globes, combined with

the other properties, could be economically com-

Fall background. By H. Robinson with R. McKay & Co., Hamilton.
For details tee artiole

window, which is behind the heavy part of lattice

and foliage. The lattice also extends toward the

front of window at each end lo form dividers.

The background drawing shown is taken from

a photo of a distant view of Windsor Castle and
could be painted in colors or in gray shades, as near-

ly as possible to a photo. A plain background or

curtain may be used instead of the painting, but in

view of the recent coronation and its effect on the

fall styles it is suggested that a picture of some old

English castle or scene closely connected with the

royal family would be much more appropriate.

This scene could be executed by the trimmer
himself or by an artist at very little expense. An-
other suggestion if a plain background is to be used

would be felt in shades of old gold, old rose, or

light olive with base painted in harmonizing color,

of course, gate and lattice might also be gilded.

The back should be as light as possible without

getting away from that warm, rich color necessary

in Fall displays. Many trims are spoiled in their

effectiveness for daylight shows by reflection from
opposite sides of the streets if backgrounds are too

dark. Electric lights enclosed in shades of Autumn
leaves, fruit or flowers could be used effectively in

the foliage of this trim.

In estimating the cost of this background con-

sideration must be given the expense of reproducing
the painting of the castle scene. For flowers, foliage

and completing the lattice work, any trimmer could

carefully work out a design that would cost about

$25 for a window about 12 feet long. In finishing,

the painting scenes of this nature usually can be had
at an expense of about $15.00, although if the trim-

mer is of an artistic turn, costs of sizing the canvas,

making the frame and materials, such as paints,

glue and brushes, this picture could be done for

$5.00 at the outside.

It is a window which has to be planned in ad-

vance, and the trimmer's spare time devoted to its

completion. As suggested, here is an opportunity

pleted within a $35.00 limit. This is a background
suitable for some time and expenditures should not,

therefore, seem extreme. Trimmers would then be

free to plan for their Christmas backgrounds.

Correct Models
FOR PRESENT MODES

are essential to your business.

Our lines are complete and the

designs are adapted to every

figure demanded by high-class

trade.

Your own needs will be care-

fully studied and everything

done to meet them perfectly.

Models for shirt waists,

drapery, coats, vest, suits, etc.

Canvas-covered, leather shoul-

ders, with metal armpieces

and reinforced skirt $10.00

Black Jersey Cloth with metal

armpieces (reinforced skirt) 6.50

Jersey Cloth, plain armpieces

and skirt 5.25

40-H.B.

The Hall-Borchert Dress Form Co,

of Canada, Limited

70-76 PEARL STREET, TORONTO.
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Fall background suggestion by II. C. Macdonald, with Murr .iy-Kay Co., Toronto.
For details see article

Embodies Good Suggestions

IT. Robinson, decorator for R, McKay & Co.,

Hamilton, forwards a ready-to-wear setting which
.-hows a number of suggestions for a Fall opening
window. In it he allows for the originality of other

trimmers in working out their own design, al-

though in the illustration an effective setting is

given as one method of using these suggestions to

advantage.

The framework is made of light lumber or

compo hoard, and given a coat of white or any
other desirable color of alabastine or good water

paint. Globes at the top of posts may be white or

colored frosted glass with electric lamps inside. The
framework should be set about a foot from the back-

ground. The background proper may be treated

in" a great number of ways. Trees may be made by
using trunks and branches of natural growth and
artificial leaves in Autumn tints, which would be

very effective" if worked up properly. If natural

trunks and branches are used they will have to be
trimmed off on the side next to the back in order
to make them close to the setting.

Another way would be to cut the trees from
white felt, colored with an air-brush or pastel cray-

ons appliqued on a background of sky blue sateen
or any other suitable material.

Cost here is also small and trimmers could work
out this background very easily for amounts with
a limit of $10.

Suggestions of Fall Season

.las. MacMillen, with II. S. Terris, Springhill,

N. S., suggests an original background suggestive

of the early Fall season. It is carried out as follows:

—A framework is made, covered with ivory, white
or painted fabric. In the lower part tan felt is

stretched on smoothly, or to simulate, the effect

could be made with cold water colors. In each side

the lattice work is done in white, and has maple

S'So%
'mm

SKEy

Fall background suggestion. By Jas. MoMillen, with H. S. Terris .V- Co., Springhill, N.S.
S»e artiole—
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grape vines or Autumn foliage entwined,

lights could be placed behind these.

ashes are then cut from green felt and pasted

on, and the tops made from dark brown velvet or

ash. At the top of the background, scenes to re-

present woods or Fall landscapes could be painted

with transparent colors on canvas. A sky effect

in light blue would brighten up the scene and add

distance in perspective. Electric lights behind this

would complete a better effect, Wild ducks are cut

from white felt and colored in natural tones. These

are placed at the discretion of the trimmer.

A background like this is suitable for furnish-

ings or general Fall merchandise, and could be put

in at very small cost. For the necessary material

and woodwork of lattice, flowers and loss through

cutting, a careful trimmer could place the setting-

fur $10. Charging everything used to fixture account

any decorator could guarantee to complete this trim

for $15 at the outside. It is a question of original-

ity in giving the desired effects. There is no doubt

but many complimentary comments would follow

a display of this kind, and a trimmer's ability to

portray nature through observation would be well

repaid.

Introduces Mirror or Panel

II. C. McDonald, with Murray-Kay Co., Ltd.,

Toronto, sent a suggestion which is also one that

could be worked out in different effects, and is an-

other method of using a natural design. This is

preferable for a mirror or panel background and is

made as follows:

Mirrors are outlined with 6-inch boards, and
these can be treated in several ways. In order to

give a massive effect the boards are painted or

stained in any of the well-known colors, such as mis-

sion, oak, walnut or mahogany. As the design il-

lustrates the finish of natural oak, showing the

graining of the wood, is easily the best. This neces-

sitates only a simple stain and varnish finish. Na-
tural oak leaves are fastened at the top or at in-

tervals. To be more seasonable, perhaps, it will be
possible to secure these leaves with their Autumn
tints.

Another idea is immediately suggested, and
trimmers could secure an artistic outline by using
natural birch bark or semi-rounded strips cut from
the sides of birchwood in the required widths, and
bsanches of silver-leaved variety.

As suggested, a framework is made in panel
design and placed slightly to one side, and in this

a landscape scene to suit the trimmer, but naturally
an Autumn one, is introduced. A "brown and
sere" tree, with a farm house or harvest home pic-

ture, would answer the purpose. This is placed on
a dais covered with white felt, and about four
inches high. To balance the setting an evergreen
tree or pedestal is set to one side, and is reflected in
the mirror with hedgelike precision.

In this background the costs are almost nothing
and except for the necessary finish are estimated on
the cost of the lumber or procuring the birch bark
strips. At the most, this setting would not exceed
five dollars for complete installation.

Opposed to Civic Interference

Montreal retail merchants are divided on the

question of early closing. There is a by-law in force

that provides for the stores closing on Wednesday
and Thursday evenings. It is now proposed to add
Tuesday night.

A meeting of the legislation committee was held
recently, when a petition was presented signed by
1,500 proprietors of stores in the city, favoring the

closing of the retail stores three nights each week.
Opponents of the scheme expressed the opinion that

such a small number out of 15,000 storekeepers
should not be permitted to get legislation desired

only by a minority.

The example of Toronto was quoted to the effect

that after a trial they had abandoned the early clos-

ing idea and while custom decreed that they should
close at ten o'clock there was no civic regulation to

that effect. It was further shown that the restriction

of trade in the evenings on the outskirts of the city

had killed trade there, and had driven it into the

hands of a few departmental houses. From this it

was argued that fewer clerks would get employment,
that rents would go begging, and that in the end
Montreal would come back to where Toronto was
now.

Secretary Beaudry, of the Retail Merchant's As-
sociation, presented arguments against closing three

nights in the week, and J. A. Gareau, president of

the Dry Goods section of the association, said that

he could speak for the dry goods merchants and they
were opposed to the third night. He said he failed

to see why the city should interfere with their busi-

ness any more than with the business of street cars

and railways. In spite of the adv's of the big stores

of Montreal, the small stores were holding their

own, as they supplied a public want. It would be
better, he contended, if the clerks in the suburban
stores did nothing to cut down their own chances in

life, for, if trade were driven away from the out-

skirts of the city, the younger element would have no
place to start in business for themselves. There ex-

isted a distinct class of night trade in Montreal,
which the small stores catered to, and he regretted to

see that the city authorities were thinking of doing
anything to lessen it.

A number of others spoke, mostly all being op-

posed to changing the by-law, but the matter of pre-

paring a report to be presented to the city council

was deferred until later in the month.

Morris Claman, proprietor of the Claman Water-
proof Garment Co., St. Lawrence street, Montreal,

died in the Royal Victoria hospital, July 13, after a

brief illness. He was a pioneer manufacturer of

waterproof garments in Canada, coming to this coun-

try from his birthplace in Russia, about twenty
years ago. He leaves a widow and seven children.

See Men's Wear Section for Third

of Series of Twenty Articles on

Show Cards.

The Edwards Short Cut Course.



THE BUYERS VIEWPOINT
Favor for period decoration strongly indicated in

Carpet, Curtain, and Drapery Designs—High Standards

in the New Wall Papers—The Cotton Situation,

Outlook for Wall Paper
Decided change in styles should offer temptation

to re-decorate—Merchants should call attention

to distinctive features of the new goods.

THE coming season should prove a particularly

good one in wallpapers. Never before have

the manufacturers offered such diversity and

uniqueness of designs to the trade here.

There are many effects which stand out as typical

of the modern arts of the household, and will prob-

ably in future be regarded as the best examples of

the modes of the period.

What William Morris did for the art of interior

decoration in general is now being done by clever

adapters of mural design for wallpapers in particu-

lar, and with reference to the modern home and its

needs.

In the past many losses have accrued to the mer-

chant because some designs were impossible of use

except in a high-ceilinged room, or vice versa, and

others demanded space and certain types of exposure.

etc. The up-to-date wallpaper presents few of these

difficulties. Friezes which harmonize are offered in

a great variety of styles and widths.

A dado may or may not be used. The same

wallpaper provides for an alternative of drop ceiling,

frieze, dado, or all or none of these. The greatest

achievement of all is the use of the cut-out designs,

and of strappings, which may be used to form panels,

to outline doors or windows, or to mark the meeting

of ceiling and wall.

This means that the new papers can be adapted

to almost any room, large or small, palatial or hum-
ble. On the other hand, a certain amount of pro-

fessional skill is required to do the best, even with

the simplest numbers, while the widest scope is open

to artistry in the use of the great variety of effects

which these papers make possible.

The important units of the new papers consist

of the ground, the strap, in whatever design is used,

the separate motif, medallion or what not, and the

frieze. Frequently the latter is in an elaborate drop

effect, connecting with strappings, or having de-

pendent medallions, bouquets, trails, etc.

While many of the new patterns consist of small

or large floral effects, both natural and conventional,

there are also many productions of the art nouveau
types. The latter, as well as the former, have excel-

lent examples of the use of the various units de-

scribed.

Fabric effects are the feature of the new wall-

papers. Chambray and linen-finished for bedrooms
and sitting-rooms, watered silk, satin and metallic

fabric effects tor drawing and reception rooms, are

very strong. The main idea is to evolve a paper
which shall harmonize with the rest of the decoration,

just as the tapestries of ancient days did. A great

variety of results has been obtained. Particularly

successful are the imitations of linen, silk, leather

and the satiny Japanese grass fabric.

Imitations of Leather

Imitations of leather deserve a place by them-
selves, because of their ureat popularity, and the vast

improvements which have been made in them. Imi-

tations of Spanish leather have reached such a de-

gree of perfection as to defy detection. While they

are not cheap, they are such a great deal cheaper
than the leather as to put them in the reach of the

average household.

Most of the leather finishes show deep browns,

greens, natural tones, and a few deep reds. There
are also imitations of elephant, calf, parchment, etc.

A few are embossed, but the majority are plain. They
are used in dados, either of the regulation panel

height, or. more recently, reaching as high as the

plate rail to a drop ceiling effect.

Imitation wood effects are also widely featured.

These are interesting achievements of the decora-

tors' art, and of a design and finish so clever as to

practically defy detection. Various natural shades

of wood and "rains are shown.

Upholsteries and Hangings
Tapestry Effects are Strong—Advances made

by English Chintzes and Linens

It is the opinion of most buyers that tapestry

effects in upholstery will be the strong feature for

1911-12. Moire and velours, while excellent for

certain purposes, show no sign of serious competition

with the tapestries. Velours is much used for hang-

ings in the interiors of clubs, hotels and public build-

ings, and in large mansions. Moire is still asked
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for us a covering for drawing-room suites, but bro-

cade is the strong feature. Champagnes, with floral

pattern and pale greens, are the shades most in de-

mand.
The exploitation of the old tapestries, such as the

Elizabethan, the Marie Stuart, and the wonderful

Gobelins, have been instrumental in directing public

taste. All sorts of imitations are offered for both

curtains and coverings. Verdure effects are pre-

ferred, because their simplicity of design suits better

with modern decorative schemes.

Table covers of tapestry have been good through-

out the country as a practical selling line.

English chintzes, linens and cretonnes are con-

stantly gaining in favor with the public. Floral

patterns are universal, usually of a kind easily

matched, with the new wallpapers which imitate

fabric surfaces. Glazed chintz is now imported and
sells well, particularly in those parts of the west

where many English people are located.

Scrims and madrases have been good, and will

continue excellent sellers throughout the coming sea-

son. The cream madras and tlie cream scrim, with

or without a fancy, stencilled border, is featured for

casement windows. Plainly hemmed curtains, with

1%-inch liem, mounted on a brass rod, were con-

sidered the most correct for inner curtains where an

outside curtain falling to the floor was also used.

A very pretty interior was recently shown in the

window of a high-class decorating establishment. The
curtains and chair covers were of brocaded damask,
cream ground, with tirry groups of pink roses, ar-

ranged in t lie form of trails. The bedroom furniture

was of white enamel, with similar bouquets and
trails of roses painted upon it, and connected by lines

of gilt. The whole was completed by a rug of cream
tone with border of large pink roses. This was one
of the justly admired Scotch art squares.

Special Line of Cushions

A very practical line of imported cushions was
recently seen in a wholesale house. These conic

ready-filled, covered with handsomest English cre-

tonne, and having deep frill of same, to retail at a
dollar and a quarter each. This leaves a big margin
of profit. They are most attractive looking cushions,
for the cretonnes are of high quality and the patterns

of the newest floral and art nouveau effects. Oriental
color schemes were blended in the softest effects,

while some others had the startling and brilliant color

effects of the English linens in the parrot pattern.

i

"The same old thing in

the same old way"
is no policy for the wall

paper business

1912

is

NEW, NOVEL, ORIGINAL,

DIFFERENT

THIS is why, already, it is selling

as no line ever sold before in an

equal length of time after going on

the market.

If you miss these papers you miss

the biggest business-getters ever

offered you.

See these wall papers. Study them.

If ever you could select with a

good, comfortable, sure-profit-in-

sight feeling you will say it is now
after seeing these wall papers.

If your traveller hasn't reached you
he will soon. Wait for him.

Special August Sales STAUNTONS Limited
Merchants now Featuring This Department Prom-

inently—Devices Which Attract Custom.

Merchants are about to feature house furnishings
for the second time in the year. August sales arc

being widely advertised, with special inducements
to shop now offered.

This is stock-taking time, and new goods will not

lie in till the end of the month at earliest, ami some
not till much later. Various devices are employed

WALL PAPER
Manufacturers

941 Yonde St., TORONTO
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to get rid of old stock, besides the usual price reduc- The cross-stitch embroidery on scrim has been recom-

tions. mended to harmonize with scrim curtains and Sum-
One of these is to make an attractive display of mer furniture. It is effective, and at the same time

art embroideries in the house furnishings depart- easy to make, and inexpensive.

ment, or close to it. If advertised, this invariably A display of fancy brass goods, pierced and ham-
proves an attraction to women. Among embroideries mered, proves a good drawing feature in the house

w
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Illustrating modern treatment, now being shown in the line of The Watson-
Foster Company, Limited, Montreal.

of this sort recently seen were some intended to har-

monize with a room in mission style. There were

cushions and covers of heavy greyish crash done in

Egyptian patterns of brilliant colorings.

Already the Hindu lotus and jewelled accom-
panying border is being featured as a novelty. Colors

are beautiful, and the display proves attractive to

those who are thinking of refurnishing throughout.

furnishing department during August sales, as many
persons do much fancy work in Summer, and are

thereby led into the department, where they may
see convincing values and so resolve to re-furnish.

Many retailers feature the sale of music, and
the piano playing on the same floor with house furn-

ishings, and this also helps entice the weary shopper
upstairs in the dog days.
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AVAILYOURSELF OF OUR SERVICE

4

11^

No. 2/502, 1st Qua]., Inlaid.

No. 136, 2nd Qual., Inlaid.

No. 337, ('. Quality, Inlaid

AGENTS-

New patterns are constantly com-

ing out and we will keep you in-

formed regarding new importa-

tions.

^v w BAR.RY S

SCOTCH

LINOLEUMS
made in Kirkcaldy, Scotland.

Illustrated are three of our best

sellers in WALTON PATENT
INLAIDS. The strongest Inlaid

Linoleum in the world.

A postal will put you in touch with our in-

formation Bureau.

SCOTT & WEST CO.,
ALEXANDER H. YULE, Manager

510 Coristine Building - MONTREAL
NEW YORK OFFICE: 126 Fifth Avenue

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Some German Rugs

A line of imported German rugs was recently

seen which exemplified some of the new features for

1911-12. These rugs are typical of the German art

of design which uses the two distinct, patterns, art

nouveau and floral. Oriental patterns are also fea-

tured, but the lot in question showed some of its

prettiest color schemes in art nouveau.

A new Shade of blue brought forth by the cor-

onation was one of the prettiest rugs. There were

also some attractive designs in green and scarlet.

Blue is passing into more general use every day, and

promises to be one of the best shades of the future.

Cotton Pile Rugs

Considerable interest has been shown in the ex-

periments recently made by a carpet and rug firm

in the production of cotton pile Brussels and Wilton
rugs and carpets. A mercerized thread of high lus-

tre is used. Colors are rich and bright- reproducing

the Oriental patterns and effects.

At first it was argued that these vugs would have

no durability. It was thought that cotton would re-

sist dirt and wear and tear in a, manner for in-

sistsist dirt and wear and tear in a manner far in-

was predicted. On the other hand, their cheapness
and handsome appearance was in their favor.

Cotton Market Conditions

Reduction in Price of Raw Materials Causes Slow-

ness in Placing Orders—Probabilities for the Future

in Floor Coverings.

Buyers who have just returned from the Old
Country bring with them news which should be of

interest to the trade here. Goods on the other side

tit' the Atlantic arc scarce and hard to get! Manu-
facturers arc putting orders on the file as they come
in, and filling them in turn as best they can. They
are facing a greater demand than they can well sup-

ply, and are not promising anything in the matter

of delivery on late orders.

Another factor in delaying the placing of orders

has been the lowered price of raw cotton. It is doubt-

ful whether this, at best, can have any effect on this

season's goods. It seems probable that it will simply

operate to delay business. While the retailer is

justified in obtaining goods as cheaply as he can, the

manufacturer has a certain amount of reason on his

side when he complains. His side of the case is that

he has recently been forced to produce rugs and car-

pels at, a lowered percentage of profit, even though,

in some cases quality was also lowered. Generally

speaking, while there has been no attempt to deceive

the merchant as to quality, the old price list has

been adhered to. With cotton down, the manufac-
turers wish to take advantage of the fact to secure

for themselves the former rate of profit.

THE BIG 4 CARLOAD POINT
When you order from Victoriaville

you not only get the best possible

service in furniture value, but on ac-

count of having a bedstead factory,

mattress factory and a chair factory,

as well as our own, you save freight

charges. Order in carload lots and

make additional profits for your store.

Our Victoriaville SURFACE OAK FINISH

is the best furniture to buy at a mod-

erate price. Operating our own saw

mills,we can guarantee the best lumber

at rock bottom figures.

The Victoriaville Furniture Co.,
THE BIG 4

Carload Point Victoriaville, P.Q.



FEATURES OF NEW MODELS
Ribbed materials for trimmings such as velour

de luxe, a fabric with corrugated surface.

White is very strong, and some recent models
were adorned with huge white wings.

Same crowns trimmed at back, others at front,

while in others the trimming is massed to enormous
height.

Chenille and worsted decorations are novel

features.

Faison, amber and golden shades promise to be

regarded with exceptional favor.

White Crown is Salient Millinery Fad
Every Display in New York Emphasized It — Hats Heavily Draped with
Velvet^ or Silk — Paradise a Favored Trimming — Bulgarian Effects —
Worsted a Novel Decoration — Elaborate Wings — Feathers in Form of Bows

Staff Correspondence

Office of Dry Goods Review,
1 60 Broadway,

New York, July 29.

ON and after July 5th, the "pattern hats on
exhibition" sign was hung in the windows
of most of the New York flower and feather

houses. The intense heat which prevailed

here at that time made the viewing of them rather

more a task than a pleasure, but buyers did get

around, and the market is now active.

High, Narrow Brims.

Hats are arriving with each steamer, and while

there are the usual contradictions in shapes, the con-

sensus of opinion is that high, narrow brim hats will

prove the winner because of their newness. Large
hats have been in vogue so long that a change seems
timely, and beside small hats are seasonable for Fall

and Winter.

Velvets and Heavy Silks.

The materials affected are also very wintry, vel-

vet is much to the fore, as is also uncut velvet, an
expensive novelty that is going to make itself felt

this season. There are so many draped crowns that

naturally the hats are heavy looking, for velvet is

used for the draping, and such heavy silks as ben-
galine corded silks and silk serge, as one of the twill

silks is called. Ribbed materials are all the range.

In velours there is a corrugated surface velour known
as velour de luxe. Ribbons, of course, follow silks

and consequently there are grosgrains and other rib-

lied effects, some in two tone. Amber and black, and
amber and white are favorite combinations. There
is also some satin used. One very stunning hat re-

cently imported was a Large pressed shape made of

amber satin, having a hair line of black. This
model by Dalong was faced with black velvet and
had a full draped crown of velvet in amber coloring.

Huge white wings were caugh.1 directly in the front

and sprang up and over the crown, the velvet being
pushed back until it is very high and full at the

back. Satin, however, is not nearly as popular as

silk, this applying to ribbon as well as piece goods.
There is some taffeta used, particularly white, this

being utilized for crowns.

Fad for White Crowns.

One of the salient fads of the month is for white
crowns. Every display emphasized this. The crown
was always large and either massed with white
breasts, wings or feathers or else was of draped white
silk, either bengaline or taffeta. The brim might be
anything from black velvet or velour to a light tan
or amber, indeed often was the latter.

White is certainly very strong at present, not
only for mid-Summer wear, for then it always leads,

but for early Fall, and it is believed throughout the
Winter; not entire hats, of course, but dark hats

trimmed with white. This fad of course has caused
a demand for white wings and feathers and for the

many novel crown effects made of feathers that are

now being shown. These are made on a wire skel-

eton frame and can be set over any crown, and on
any brim. Some of the handsomest of these are

made of imitation aigrettes, neumodie for example,
for aigrettes are forbidden by law to be sold in

New York state. This, of course, is a state of affairs

nut relished by the trade who are doing all they can
to fight it.

Trimmings op Paradise.

Paradise has slipped into the vacancy left by the
removal of aigrettes, and some of the handsomest
hats are trimmed with paradise which is banked over
the crown. This remark about the position of the
trimming applies to practically every hat displayed
so far this season. Designers have concentrated
their attention on crowns, brims being left simple
and unadorned. To be sure, there are divers ways
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An early fall model which illustrates one of the season's

distinctive style features— the massing of wings about the

crown of the hat.

HI
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of treating crowns—many are trimmed very high at

the back, others in the front, while still others have

the entire crown banked or massed often to an ex-

aggerated height.

All Ceowns Draped.

Nearly all crowns, whether they are to be trim-

med little or much, are draped, this applying even to

high ones. There are, of course, steeple effects, stove

pipes, dunces' caps and Mother Goose effects in pres-

sed goods, velvets, velours and felts. Every crown
that can be imagined excepting bell and old-fash-

ioned square crowns are being used. These that are

pointed or round are the smartest and these shoot

out backward to rise to a dizzy height, and are made
to look higher by the manner of their trimming.

The poke is also in the foreground, not the old-

fashioned poke of the coal sent tie variety, but the

close-fitting Empire poke, worn without ties and
framing the face rather closely. This side line of

such pokes is an elongated one, as is also the ease

with most of the turbans.

Plain French Felt.

Fashion smiles once again on the plain French
felt. Even very dressy models are made of it. Us-
ually, two tone effects are shown, the crown being
lighter, of course. Velours and felts are to be found
in small and medium size shapes rather than in

large, but velvet hats are frequently extremely large.

It is not expected that any demand will be cre-

ated for beavers. Velours and French felts are sell-

ing well.

Bulgarian Shades Latest.

In colors, the latest are the Bulgarian shades.

These differ very little from the Mexican and Indian
colors used formerly. Bulgarian effects usually
mean a combination of many brilliant shades and
these often find expression in worsted, which is sure-

ly a curious hat decoration. Yet worsted hands, and
buckles and cabochons, worsted mats and braids are

being shown in pure Avhite and in Bulgarian shades.

Worsted for Hat Decoration.

France Marbot sent a black velvet hat, rather

flat, the crown blanketed with a woven mat of white
worsted, the ends of the yarn forming a fringe.

This mat, which was about ten inches square, cover-

ed the crown, the only trimming on the hat being a
parrot wing caught at the right side

Another heavy trimming being favorably con-

sidered is Chenille. There are all sorts of fancy
ornaments, etc., made from it. In the form of fringe
it is the most popular however, and in twists and
braids for encircling crowns.

Enormous Wings.

Apparently it makes no difference whether hats
are large or small, they are heavily trimmed. The
wings that are being shown are perfectly enormous,
as are also the shower effects which are fashioned
from paradise, pilet, coque, neumod'ie and vulture.

Wings stand up like the headdress of an Indian
brave, in a stiff hedge around the crown, or they
shoot out at various angles, an effect which is rather

startling. Some of the newer hats are trimmed high,
directly in the front. For this purpose, large while

owl heads are used at the base of one or two wings
which stand up very tall and straight.

Parrakuts are used this way too. There are not

many birds being shown, the head, wings or tail

being preferred.

As has been intimated, white leads; but there are

many lovely colored elicits, notably in the new
faison, amber and golden shades, and the cornaline

and kingfisher colorings all of which are new and
pleasing. Midnight blue and a deep seal brown,
gunmetal and maroon, all so dark as to be nearly
Mack are also in evidence and are often used in place

lake place. The hats which arrive then are usually

Ostrich feathers in these colors are beautiful and
are used extensively. Ostrich, too, has an upward
line nearly always. When one long plume is used
it is wired so that its end turns up instead of down.
Flat ostrich bands, as well as fringe in ostrich, are

used in many clever ways.

Many Novelties Shown.
There are so many novelties being shown that it

is impossible in such brief spare to touch upon them
all. Some, of course, will fall by the wayside, in-

deed women are showing a preference for big bows
of piece goods than for any other form of trimming,

these bows being used either at the back or over the

centre of the crown.

Bows of Fancy Feathers.

Feather manufacturers, realizing this liking for

hows, are making fancy feathers to suggest this form,

pasted feathers being used. Coque is also arranged

in loop effects, indeed what way is it not arranged

this season.

After the first of August the second openings will

take place. The bats which arrive there are usualy

more authentic, hut in the meantime those that are

being displayed are inspiring many clever American
adaptations and have shown the trend. If is confi-

dently expected that the so-called small hats will be

good,' it being understood that it is small only in

breadth, since its height and the great quantities of

material required to make and trim should place it

under quite a different classification. The general

opinion is that they are, if rather trying, not un-

lovely either in line, material or coloring.

Accessories in New York

Double-faced satin ribbons with each face in a

decided color, form the high novelty for the coming

Fall and such combinations as red and navy, blue

and green, and gold and black, will be seen. Wide
double-faced satin ribbons are to be used for sashes

and girdles as well as for the large bows that decor-

ate many of the new hats. This is a following out of

present Paris fashion which is making large use of

large bows of taffeta ribbon, particularly in white,

beige and navy.

Some beautiful novelties in gros-grain and faille

ribbons are shown for Fall, and a revival for these

weaves is one of the advance millinery predictions.

In high-class lines the new feature is the uncut

velvet novelties following on the increasing vogue

of ribbon weaves in silk ribbons. Satin and velvet

stripe ribbons in solid ami in shaded stripes are im-

mensely attractive.

A very pretty novelty, and by no means an ex-

pensive one, is a gauze ribbon beaded over with crys-

tal drops. This ribbon is used for head ribbons,

sashes, girdles and other uses.



Snappy Leaders for Fall Merchandising
Values that Give Additional Vim to Business Once the Season's Selling has
Been Satisfactorily Opened— List Selected by the "Review" in the Market and
Prepared for the Benefit of its Readers— Opportunities for Quantity Buying

ABILITY to 'handle quantities and merchan-
dise seasonable lines, if the prices are right;

is the stronghold of most merchants. After

the season's selling has been started satis-

factorily, as marking, stocking and displaying the

Fall and Winter stocks, a merchandising event is

usually planned in order to secure a share of the

business likely to be offered. It is clearly a matter of

stock consideration and if the goods are worth it and
the prices low enough, there is not the slightest rea-

son why, from a competitive standpoint, any firm

should be out of the running.

Leader Lines Help.

Buying is the strong point and this year especial-

ly there will be less desire to offer cut price quotations

on staple lines. As placing orders are tilled and stocks

are comparatively heavy, leader lines are required to

help and merchandise these stocks, buyers will lie

open to take lines, which have merit enough to use

as Fall sale advertising items.

Buy for Future Advantage.

Some firms buy these lines from jobbers and
manufacturers at all seasons of the year ami hold
them until a seasonable date, when they will have
the most drawing value, as a help to move Fall im-

portations. These lino necessarily must imply sav-

ings and demonstrate the firm's actual buying abil-

ity. A greatnumber is nol necessary and buyers are

on the lookout for just such leaders during the visit

to the markets and millinery openings on Labor Day
week.

Fewer Specials Than Usual.

Wholesalers and jobbers are not inclined in offer

as many specials as usual this year, as they consider

general trade conditions. It is pointed out in most

quarters that placing orders have been fair and that

presenl slocks are comparatively clean in starting for

the Fall season.

A better sorting season than usual is anticipated,

and it is slated that, in former years, when similar

conditions were experienced, buying activity was es

pecially marked in mid-season.

Others instance- of careful placing and prospecl

of good crops and easier money condition- in the

dry good section of trade have always been forerun-

ners of real business and extra turnover. There is

all the more reason, therefore, why merchants should
be anxious for snaps at this time.

Snaps that will open the Fall campaign and help

to provide a record season will he looked for and
merchants, generally, will be eager to obtain their

share of the Fall turnover, which rightfully belongs
to them.

A List of Seasonable Values.

In the following list it. is not asserted that cut-

price quotation- are given as in the June wholesalers'
stock list, where actual clearing lines were cited

These items are based more upon quantity buying or

proved business-bringing merit.

Buyers visiting the markets will find conditions

and values as listed below. In each case, values

measure up to the standard of merchandising requir-

ed by the suggested retail heading.
Although in many departments it is impossible

to secure later quantities except in repeats of placing

lines, these cover the usual merchandising leaders

required by merchants in Fall offerings. Manufac-
tured lines are necessarily ordered and therefore on
account of manufacturers not making any lines in

advance it is a case of individual buying preference
in choosing suitable garments.

Merchants understand that in preparing their

ball advertising, many lines already in stock have to

be merchandised to suit a leading offering. The fol-

low ing items represent the strong points in wholesale

purchasing as well as the leaders prominently featur-

ed in (he general dry goods wholesale sections for

Fall.

Possible Retailing Prices.

In every case, the headliner price is suggested as

a. possible retailing price. At the end of each item,

the cost is quoted and the value embodied to make
these retail at the quoted price, is fully apparent in

each item. Many of the quoted prices are unusual
and only given in a similar way to merchants them-
selves, who offer a leader in order to direct business

on other lines.

Merchants must not confuse a regular cost quo-
tation as a. regular price, for in each of these leaders,

value is ahead of the standard usually associated with
I he prices and figure prominently in their respective

departments as the result. When a. department man-
ager is asked to quote his leading values he generally

has something to oiler which appeals to the retail

buyer.

This list comprises fifty leaders. In some cases,

orders for these are filled at prices less than placing

orders already taken. Buyers can judge for them-
selves.

In no case is the name of the wholesaler or manu-
facturer given, as the list is merely intended to give
to retailers some idea of the leader values obtainable

in the market at the present time. The list has been
prepared solely as a matter of news to the retailer.

As previously pointed out, the heading on each

item is the comparative prices that can be used by
the retailer in merchandising.

$25.00 VELVET COATS $17.95.

Imported sealette coats in misses' sizes, 14, 16, 18, 20-inch, fine

deep pile, shawl or college collar and extra cuffs, man-tailored
;iih1 lined with besl mercerised lining, finished with heavy metal
buttons, $15.00 value, each $12.50

.$12.50 WOMEN'S KERSEY COATS $9.95.

Women's all-wool kersey coats, made of good quality cloth in

black and navy only, semi-fitting, plain-tailored style with coat
collar, 52-54 inch, all sizes, including small women's and up to 42,

well finished with bound seams, not sold before this season less

than ST. 50. and good value at that price, immediate delivery, each
$e..75.

$5.00 TO $6.00 CHILDREN'S WINTER COATS $4.45.

Children's Winter coats made of heavy cheviot in navy, brown
and green, self lined to waist, fancy cut collar and pockets with
plaid trimming^, large metal buttons, sizes 4 to 14 years, early
value $3.75, each $3.25.
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$8.50 WOMEN'S AND MISSES' COATS, $7.45.

Women's and misses' coats of heavy, all-wool frieze, navy,
brown, green, cardinal and black, semi-fitting panel back, new
collar and turn-back cuffs with plaid to match, well tailored and
a sightly garment, each $5.00.

$1.00 BANNOOKBURN SUITINGS 79c.

Very stylish and effective Bannoekburn tweed suitings in tan,

grey, green, brown and black and white mixtures, 52 inches wide,
sightly and serviceable, regular value to cost 75c yard, a quantity
purchase, a yard, 55c.

$1.00 BOTANY WOOL SERGES 79c.

51 inches wide, all wool French serge in colors, Copenhagen,
light or dark navies, tans, brown, green, wine and black, suitable
for cither suits or dresses, value in the regular way (15c yard, a
special cloth, a yard 55c.

$1.25 LUSTROUS PAILLETTE SILK 89c.

Rich-finished paillette silks in a quality that is recommended
for wear. It comes in 36-inch width and thus cuts to advantage
for dresses for evening wear. All the wanted staple shades and
black. By importing these direct in large quantities, a special
price, showing a good margin of profit, is quoted on request.

35c. TABLING 25c.

54-inch cream damask tabling, unusually good quality and
designs, half-bleached, a leader for the fall sorting and worth
to-day 25 per cent, more, a yard 20c.

50c. DAMASK TABLING 39c.

Fine new designs, mostly floral, of heavy thread, half-bleached
damask tabling, a splendid cloth for everyday, restaurant or
boarding-house use. regular to cost .°.<ie yard, choice of patterns,
a yard 30e.

$1.00 BLEACHED TABLING 79c

Five designs in bleached pure linen tabling, 6G inches wide,
fancy, spot, rose, fleur-de-lis and the new damask stripe effects,

serviceable for general use, fine even weave, extra special value,
a yard 55c, 22-inch napkins to match, $1.75.

$1.75 TABLE NAPKINS, $1.39.

2,000 dozen of one line of napkins bought below the present
market price, size 22x22 inches, in a range of five neat designs,
exceptionally good quality, in ten dozen lots, a dozen $1.

10c. TOWELLING 8c.

Stripe union crash towelling, 18-inch, for rollers, extra
heavy with linen stripe, favorite red border, one of the best,

sellers of the trade, and regular ly.-c value, quoted specially
6V,c.

8c LINEN CRASH, 4 YARDS FOR 25c.

A scarce line of leader linen crash towelling, unbleached, with
red border, good quality and free from lint, usually costs 5%c,
special 5c.

12y3 c. FLANNELETTE 10c.

Special 28-in., new patterns of stripe flannelettes, pinks, blues,
fawns, etc-., firm weave ami good quality, all selected designs.
This is to supply the demand for a cloth with quality rather
than extreme width, for early delivery, a yard 8c.

10e. TO 15c. WRAPPERETTES 8y2 c.

Canadian wrapperettes in hundreds of patterns, and lengths
from 10 to 20 yards, light, medium and dark colorings, greys,
navy, cardinal, brown and combinations suitable for children's
dresses or wrappers, never sold less than 10c yard, choice, a
yard 6%c.

15c. WRAPPERETTES 12%C.

An exceptional range of 36-inch wrapperettes, manufacturers'
stock lots, seconds and over-makes, all neat designs in floral,
check and stripe effects, suitable not only for children's wear
ami wrappers, but for quilting purposes, fast washing colors,
regular ll'.y wholesale, a yard 10c.

30c 35c GERMAN FLANNELS (COTTON) 23c.

A large purchase of German cotton flannels for kimonas,
wrappers and house dresses, dark grounds, in floral and con-
ventional patterns, beautiful colorings of greys, greens, cardinals,
navvs and browns, regular 20c, ready for opening buyers, a yard
17c

35c TO 50c COLONIAL CURTAIN NETS, 29c.

A special quantity lot of Arab curtain nets, 5 different meshes,
large and small conventional patterns of heavy or fish net in
Arab shade only, 25 yards to the piece, 45 inches wide, sightly
goods, to cost in the regular way up to 35c, choice a yard 17%c.

$4.00 WOOL BLANKETS, $3.39.

60x80 double bed size white wool blankets in white with blue
and pink borders. Thoroughly scoured and entirely free from
grease, in separate envelopes, guaranteeing their brightness, soft
clean blankets worth regularly $3.00 pair, in case lots, pair $2.60.

$2.75 JACQUARD RUGS $2.29.

500 only .lacqunrd rugs, helio, pink and blue with contrasted
designs in white, reversible for couch covers, bed spreads and
for making bathrobes or kimonas, assorted patterns in individual
eenvelopes, size 66x7S ins. and regular to cost $2.00 each in any
quantity for sorting, each $1.50.

BATTING
NORTH STAR, CRESCENT

and PEARL
These brands represent the batting

that your customers want.

They're made from long staple cotton,

white as snow, lofty, soft and elastic.

They come in big batts that open out

into strong sheets of even thickness.

It pays you to sell these brands

Order of your Wholesaler

.

ROBERT HENDERSON
£r (~]0 Dry Goods Commission Merchant

181-183 McGill Street, MONTREAL
James Stanbury & Co., Toronto

British America Assurance Company
A.D. 1833

FIRE A MARINE
Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Hod. Cito A. Cox, President W. R. Brock, Vice-President

Robert Blckerdlke, M.P., W. B. Melkle, E. W Cox. Geo. A. Morrow
D. B. Hanoi, Augustus Myers, John Hoekin, K.C., LL.D.

Frederlo Nloholle, Alex. Ltlrd, Jemee Kerr Osborne, Z. A. Lash, K.C.

Sir Henry M. Pellitt, E. R. Wood.

W. B. MelKim, General Manager; P. H. Slmm, Secretary

CAPITAL .... »l, 400. 000. 00

ASSETS 2,182,753.83

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION 29.833,820.96

ESTABLISHED 1849

BRADSTREETS
Office* Throughout the Civilized World

OFFICES IN CANADA:
Calgary, Alta. Ottawa, Ont. Montreal, Que.

Edmonton. Alta. St. John, N.B. Quebec, Que.

Halifax, N.S. Vancouver, B.C. Toronto, Ont.

London, Ont. Hamilton, Ont. Winnipeg, Man.

Reputation gained by long years of vigorous,
conscientious and successful work.

THOMAS C. IRVING, (Jeneral Man"*er
Western Canada

TORONTO. CANADA
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25c. TO 35c. VEILINGS 21c.

Dozens of designs in face veilings, colors black, navy, brown
and myrtle, in fine and medium mesh, nets 18 inclies wide, one

piece to a box., in several new decigns for fall, .-ill one price, 15c.

35c. BYRON EMBROIDERED COLLARS 25c.

200 dozen laundried "Byron" collars, newest Fall patterns, 6

different designs assorted in boxes, sizes 12%, 13, 1
:'>'_

.
fashion-

able lino lor Call selling in a better quality than usual, at a

doz. $2.25.
Tor. ELASTIC BELTS 18c.

150 do/en women's fine elastic Welts, made of extra quality,

plain 2-inch webbing, black only, with all black medallion

:kles, guaranteed solid. Meeting tlie demand tor a stylish

all black belt, regular $6.00 dozen, in any quantity a dozen $4.00.

si 50 CL1 STER HAIR PUFFS $1.39.

50 dozen cluster bair pull's, extra large, containing 11 puffs,

hairdressing novelty, in light, medium ami dark shades, one of

the best values to in- found in the market, each $1.00.

$1.25 WOMEN'S 1IAXLBAGS. 89c.

10-in handbags in black seal grain leather, moreen lined.

with gill and gt etal trimmings, purse anil inside pocket,

stitched leather handle, a well-known staple. $9.00 handbag,
offered only in three dozen lots, a dozen net $7.50; S-inch size

in three-dozen Ii ts, a dozen, net $6.50.

$1.50 LEATHER HANDBAGS $1.15

•_"."> gross good quality seal grain leather ha ml bags, round
bottom style, gilt ami guninetai mountings, covered frame, moire
lining and change purse, a roomy bag. $12 value, bought when
the factory was looking lor tide-over orders, bj the dozen, al

$10.50.

10c PEARL BUTTONS 5c.

A quantity of French -.mi water peart buttons. 2 and 4-hole.
in sizes 16, 18, 2b. 22, clear, flawless quality, boxed in gross lots,

regular prices up to 54c uross. in great gross lots only, and a
new snap for the notion sales, at gr. gmss s.', HI

5c PEARL BUTTONS, 2 CARDS FOB 5c.

1110 card cabinets of pear] buttons, in assorted sizes. 2 and 4-

hole. washable, .'car oo.ni shell pearl, lull cabinets only sizes
18-22, suitable for under gar ills and children's dresses. a
cabinet $1.75.

5c SILKSHEEN, .". FOE 10c.

All shades in silksliocn. eighty-yard s| Is. 12 in a box, a
job lot. including all the regular colors used, for fancj crochel
and kindergarten work, regular 10c a dozen, to clear. 30c.

SPECIAL HANDKERCHIEFS, EACH 5c.

Ladies' line cross bar chock handkerchiefs, in assorted pat-
terns to the dozen, lull size, hemstitched with ', inch hem, linen
finish, in 5 dozen lots or less, a well-made handkerchief in new
designs, a dozen I.V.

AVIATION ZEPHYB WOOLS, 2 FOR 25c.

Aviation zephyr wools, in soft finish, ail the wanted shades
for this season's novelty, cream, while, sky. pink, grey, cardinal,
navy, nelio, green IIM | Mack, lull weight. Hi skeins to the box.
a limited quantity .ml \ . a b..\ SILT,.

STAMPED CORSET COVERS, 25c.

Assorted patterns in stamped corset covers, done on line
French cambric, envelope includes time skeins of pen Lustre,
design printed front, back ami armlets, a Christmas window
leader, a gross $L'7.

STAMPED LINEN CENTRES, L5c.

I8xl8-inch stamped embroiderj linen centres, in 12 designs,
all good patterns, stilletto, -onation ami floral embroidery, on
g I quality material, and printed with the firm name, in gross
quantities, a Christinas leader in the fancy goods department, a
gross $15.

25c i 'I SHION TOPS, 15c.

Ticking cushion tops, in two color floral designs, eight dif-
ferent patterns, violets, poppy, forgel me-not, daisy, maple leaf,
double ruse, chrysanthemum and smoker designs, regular $2-$2.25
effects, in gross lots, $15,

50c CUSHION TOPS, 29c.

On 22-inch cream Bulgarian linen, in assorted designs,
poppy, rose, violets ami conventional patterns, on mode duck, in

floral designs, with honnzed edge and plain green back and
union linen, hand embroidered with self back and 2-inch frill,

ready for cushion, regular values $3 to $4.50 dozen, in gross
lots only $27.

25c 'I'm 35c CHILDREN'S HOSE, 19c.

A purchase id' the seconds ami an enormous quantity of chil-
dren's 1|1 rib tine lamb's wool cashmere hosiery, colors red. tan
and black only, sizes 1 to 7'_.. regular $2 25 to $3, to cost, a
dozen assorted, 11.80.

20c-25c CHILDREN'S DNDERWEAR, 2 FOR 25c.

Children's Winter weight vests, all wool and half wool qual-
ities, long sleeves, closed fronts, with draw tapes, white or
natural, sizes 1. 2, .".. assorted in bundles of 1 dozen, and values
regularly $1.50 to $2.25; a dozen garments 90c.

$3-$3.50 .MEN'S SWEATER COATS, $2.48.

Men's pure worsted knitted sweater coats, in fancy and
mackinaw ribs, colors grey, taii. cardinal, navy, some of the
lines being trimmed with contrasting colors on cuffs, collars and
pockets; adjustable collars, assorted values from $27 to $36 doz.,

in bundles of \'-< dozen, at, a dozen, $15.

$1-$1.25 MEN'S SHIRTS, 69c.

Men's coat shirts, in plain and pleated fronts, for negligee
weir. light stripes in blues, tans, black and white, and a full

assortment of patterns, sizes 11'.. to 17, and $9 to $10.50, regular.
a factory clean-up. in any quantity, a dozen, $5.50.

::.-,.• WORKMEN'S SOCKS, 24c PAIR.

1,000 dozen of first quality heavy all-wool socks, in grey, with
white heel and toe, good liberal sizes, in bundles of 1 dozen,
suitable for w oi kinginen's wear, regular value $2.60, quantity
makes this price, a doz... $2.25.

25C MEN'S SUCKS. .-. PAIRS FOR 57c.

3,600 dozen men's heavy ribbed all wool half-hose, in greys,
browns, blues, light and dark, assorted colors, weight 3% to 4
lbs. to the dozen, in assorted sizes, and one dozen to a bundle,
$2.25 value, in any quantity, a dozen, $1.65.

5c COLLAR BUTTONS, 5 FOR 10c.

280 gross cabinets of collar buttons, different styles of cabinet*;
buttons, all gold, aluminum and celluloid back, V snap or round
heads, good values at $3.50 to $5, gross, regular, for an early
fall special, a gross $2.

35c-50c MEN'S CUFF LINKS, 25c.

25-gross lot of incus one-piece miff links, a manufacturer'*
over product ion; dozens of different designs in pearl, enamel,
engraved, plain gold and inset stones. Roman and bright finish,

regular $2 to $1 a dozen, assorted to suit, a dozen, $1.75.

Short Answer Loses Customer

A l;nly living in a large town, and well-to-do,

went into a store to look at curtains, thinking, as

the dav was unpleasant, she would have more of

a chance to decide. The day was stormy, and she

dressed accordingly. She wanted an expensive cur-

tain, luit did not state that to the clerk, who was a

young man.
lie showed her several kinds, thinking she could

choose from them, hut all inexpensive ones.

When asked to lie shown more, he became angry
and said somewhat shortly that he had shown all

the cheap kinds they had.
She said: "Show me some of your expensive

sets."

After seeing several kinds, she said, in a. very

ladylike manner, "this kind would have done nicely

had you shown them to me sooner. As it is, I shall

not take them to-dav."

wESTERN
'ncorporated

18S1

ASSURANCE
COMPANY

FIRE

AND

MARINE

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT.

Assets over - - - - $3,570,000

Income for 1906, over 3,609,000

60c-75c WOMEN'S UNDERWEAR, 48c.

60 cases women's Fall and Winter weight underwear, seconds,
all wool and wool mixture, iii white, cream or natural, assorted
tn the bundle, vests, button fronts: drawers, open or closed, and
ankle length, range includes values at $4.50, $5.50 and $6.50 doz.,
all at one price, a dozen, $3.00.

HON. GEO. A. COX, President

W. R. BROCK, Vice-President

W. B. MEIKLE, General Manager
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Securing Heartfelt Interest of Employees
System and Co-operation Brought About by Observance of Rules — How
Smallman & Ingram Attain This Object — Reminder Sometimes Needed

After Vacation — Start the Season with an Enthusiastic Force.

ONE object, in starting the Fall season right,

is the co-operation of departments. System
must be installed in every store so that the

salesforce will work together with the least

friction. Therefore, some set rules must be arranged
for the guidance of all. .Most merchants have print-

ed lists, which deal with conditions, as they arise

from time to time.

Attention to printed rules is often neglected and
their observance a matter of course. There is a feel-

ing sometimes evident among salespeople that rules

are so much red tape and not applicable to them.
There are employees who arc guided by their

consciences as to what is right or wrong and others

who are not to be included on account of their im-

portance.

Occasionally lapses and little discrepancies creep

in which are not really intended as violations of

rules, hut rather as a matter of fairness or because of

had examples are set by superiors who are inclined

to ignore rules as unnecessary for them. Then the

question of partiality cranes in.

Many merchants in their endeavors to adhere to

best principles, especially when a, season's business

is just opening up. find it hard to overcome this

non-observance of rules. ^ '^J

Some other method of calling sales clerks' atten-

tion to the matter of dicipline is necessary in order

to serve the best interests of the store and to settle

the staff to business after the holiday season.

Overcoming That Summery Carelessness.

It cannot be claimed that ignorance of rules al-

ready printed is an excuse for laxity but something
has to be done. A summer carelessness is still in the

air and the stall' are inclined to be free and easy as

long as they can.

No hard and fast rules apply to every member of

the stall' and there are many salespeople who have
the welfare of the business at heart. These, in their

enthusiasm, only act on their own initiative and rules

are adhered to as a matter of course.

The motive is to bring the stall' generally to

notice wherein they are breaking the rules of the

house and the fact that rules and their observance

is but one of the necessary adjuncts to system.

Staffs do know better than disregard rules, but
in order to start the Fall season selling right, those

who break rules and those who do not are all the

better for some definition of the system.

This does not mean that each season or year re-

quires the same thing, nor does it suggest that peri-

odical calls are necessary either at the store or in the

envelope on Saturday night.

Mainly, the object is to show the necessity of

co-operation between departments and to demon
strate the possibilities of system, lint in order to

bring about this end, there must be rules to steer by,

and while many store regulations cover the ground
fairly well, each merchant lias bis own set of rules

that meet his own requirements, the difficulty is

to maintain their influence.

A Workable List.

Smallman & Ingram, London, have a comprehen-
sive list of rules, which do not appear cumbersome
nor arbitrary, but yet instill a willingness to serve
the best interests of the bouse. There are no irk-

some rules to which salesmen cannot comply. In a
small booklet entitled, "General rules and instruc-

tions to salespeople," forty-two of these store regu-
lations are listed, which meet every phase of deport-
ment and conduct in the store. The list follows:

—

In .-i large business, system is absolutely necessary, Mini sys-

tem requires rules.

All persons on coming into tin' employment of lliis house are

requested to read these rules attentively, and if they find any-
thing with which they cannot cheerfully comply, to resign the

situation immediately.

[guorance of our rules will not; exonerate any employe who
breaks I hem. as nil are expected to he thoroughly posted.

Co-operation is desired between all departments. This does
not mean mere toleration lo prevent friction, hut a sincere,

heartfelt interest in I he welfare of the business as a whole, ex-
pressed in tl ghtful suggestions, courteous fellowship, con-

certed action and an eagerness to give all departments the benefit

of the best methods attained by any of them. (inly by serving

the best interests Of the whole house can any department serve
its own best interests, and this is equally true of individuals.

BULLETIN' BOARDS—The bulletin boards placed in the cloak-

room and workrooms are the official means of communication
with employes. As all information is posted on these boards,

it is very important that everyone watch these bulletins care-

fully and act immediately according to the instructions.

Inattention to any bulletin means breaking a rule of the

house.

HOURS FOR OPENING, ETC.—The hours for opening and clos-

ing business will lie fixed by the firm, varying at different

seasons of I he year, of which due notice will be given on

the bulletins.

The opening hour means the time when salespeople shall

be in their places, when all covers shall be removed, and put ill

their proper places.

In the morning employes are to register after leaving

clothes in lockers.

At noon, on going out. immediately after leaving counter;

on returning, the same as in the morning.

Time for lunch is one hour and a quarter; Saturday, half

an hour.

The first noon bell will ring at 20 minutes before 12 o'clock

to enable all of the first relay to get back to their counters

before 1 o'clock. The second relay is expected to leave

promptly at 1 o'clock. No employe shall register for another.

WHEN A CUSTOMER APPROACHES—Come forward promptly
and address her pleasantly.

If spoken to by a customer while you are engaged with

another customer, do not disregard her question, or say. •Tin

busy." but call another clerk, if one is available: otherwise, let

the customer know that you will attend to her wants the

moment you are free to do so.

Salespeople are expected to be wide awake, diligent and
ambitious to make sales, hut are not allowed to misrepresent

i; N iii the slightest particular.

Make no promise that you are not sure can be carried out.

and having made a promise, do the whole or even more than
your share towards its fulfillment.

Never push a sale to such a degree that you make a cus-

tomer feel that she is obliged to buy. We want our customers
to feel that they are web- e to examine any goods without
being under any obligation to buy.

Salespeople must not reserve for friends or customers
special goods advertised or shown in windows.

Never encourage a customer to have goods sent on ap-

proval or marked to pay. as very often this gives one an idea

of gettiug credit for a short time.
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GOODS TO BE SENT—When goods are to be sent, make out the

address card properly, with initials of customer, and send

to desk with goods.

Write your address card plainly, and always read back to

customer to see that it is correct.

Write address for regular delivery on a blue card; for

C.O.D. on a red card, and for special time delivery on a

green card.

GREEN LABELS—Green labels may be used when a parcel is

promised for a delivery without fail, or if a parcel is to be

held f<>r a later delivery, in addition to the regular use as

special delivery.

BONDS—When a parcel is to be put in bond, make your cheek

out as usual, marking it bond, and make out a bond label

and receipt at the wrapping desk; give the customer the re-

ceipt and explain to her that her parcel will be in the bond

office in the basement when she is ready to call for it.

When entering the amount received on check, always

draw the customer's attention to the amount of cash re-

ceived, and on giving change, count aloud to the customer,

making sure that you have her attention while doing so.

If this is strictly adhered to, it will prevent the slight-

est chance of any dispute arising afterward.

Write customer's name and address on every parcel

handed to you for enclosure, to be sent.

Salespeople must not deliver goods from the counter,

without first passing them in the regular way through the

examining departments, except at Glove counters, and then

only when gloves are fitted.

Do not stand around the cash tubes or parcel desks wait-

ing for change or parcel, and neglect other customers who
have not been waited on. While waiting at desk, always turn

facing your counter to see that any new customer who arrives

may not be left unattended.

TEA ROOM—Any employe is welcome to use the tea room for

lunch, except on Saturday, provided they are dressed for the

street.

On Saturday morning before 9.30 a waitress from the tea

room will be on the different floors to receive orders from all

desiring to purchase their lunch on the premises.

These lunches properly labeled with name, will be de-

livered to the employes' lunch room before 11.45 a.m.

EARLY CLOSING—As this firm is the pioneer in this city of

the early closing movement, it is hoped that every employe

of this store will make it a point to avoid shopping after

our business hours. In this way you show your apprecia-

tion of our methods, and do not encourage others to keep

open late.

DRESS—Be cleanly and neat in appearance. Saleswomen, cash-

iers and all whose duties call them to sales floors will be

required to always dress in all black, or black skirts and
white waists, or all white.

A VACATION—Of one week will be allowed each summer to

those who have been in the employ of the house for twelve

consecutive months previous to June 1st.

EXCHANGE DESKS—When merchandise is returned by cus-

tomers, salespeople will not accept the same for credit, but

will refer the customer to the nearest exchange office. If a

customer complains or fails to understand, the sales person

will call the floor man, who will accompany the customer to

the desk, and explain carefully the necessity.

Taking back merchandise must be done promptly and
pleasantly, cash being refunded if desired.

It is to be understood that an employe is always at lib-

erty to call the manager's personal attention to his or her

work, to his or her remuneration, to his or her desire and
' ability to perform a higher grade of work and occupy a

higher position, and that any act of this kind shall under
no circumstances be to his or her prejudice.

SUGGESTIONS—There are probably a number of matters con-

nected with this house which are being fairly well done, but
which could be done better. As it is desired that every de-

tail of this business be done by the most approved method
we invite criticisms and suggestions from all employes on

any point in system, method, etc., which in their judgment
can be bettered.

The firm will, until further notice, give to any employe
fifty cents or one dollar, according to its importance, for each

suggestion, made in writing, to the manager, for an improve-
ment in the method of performing any piece of business,

when, in the manager's judgment, the suggestion is prac-

ticable and is adopted.

This is done to assist in causing our people to be more
watchful, studious and interested in the general improvement
of the store.

CORRESPONDENCE—Letter-writing while on duty will not be

allowed. When salespeople desire to correspond with custom-

ers or others, on matters connected with business, they are

to use the correspondence blanks, giving thereon all the in-

formation necessary.

These blanks will then be sent to the main office, where
the letters will be carefully written, and a copy of same
kept.

Kindly discourage having your private mail addressed to

the store; all letters pertaining to the business of the store

should be addressed to the firm, not to individuals.

All mail in care of Smallmau & Ingram, Limited, will be

supposed to refer to business matters aud may be opened

by the office.

Discourage your friends from calling on you during busi-

ness hours. A brief greeting is permissible, but friends must
not be entertained while there are customers to be attended to.

As it is an unnecessary waste of time, ticket selling and
collecting for any reason whatever, excepting only for the

Smallman & Ingram, Limited, Benefit Association, without

permission of the manager, is forbidden.

Employes who lunch on the premises, and do not use the

hour and a quarter, must not loiter around the aisles to put

in time until they are due at their departments.

LOST AND FOUND—Money or jewelry found in the store must
be sent to main office as soon as found.

Parcels found in store will be sent to the parcel office in

basement.

All money, jewelry and parcels (excepting those contain-

ing goods from stock) not claimed in two weeks become the

property of the finder.

In addressing one another while on duty, as far as pos-

sible, use the prefix Mr., Mrs., or Miss.

Never leave your department without informing the head
of the department, as he or she is responsible for your ab-

sence.

(Concluded in August mid-month number.)

v.

Coronation Table Linen
Made in Dunfermline, Scotland, it is Represent-
ative of the United Kingdom and the Colonies —

Interesting Facts About Linen Weaving
(For the Review by E. Dunn, Linen Buyer for The Hamilton

Co.. Montreal).

One of the leading linen manufacturers in Scot-

land wa.s engaged during the last few months in
the production of a special tablecloth and napkins
for use in connection with the coronation festivities

at the Guildhall, London. Not only as regards qual-

ity, but from the point of view of the elaborateness
<if design, the fabric, it is stated, is a striking testi-

mony to the fact that Dunfermline, Scotland, still

holds a high position for skill in weaving craftsman-
si iip. A fine combination of the finest linen warp
and silk weft has produced excellent results, which
show to advantage the intricacies of the design.

Representative of the United Kingdom and the col-

onies, the design is one of endless figures, including
shields, emblems, coats of arms, etc., which have
been faithfully grouped.

Linen Industry in Scotland.

The development of the linen industry in Scot-

land has been a remarkable achievement. Over a
century ago the seat of the Scottish linen industry,

Dunfermline (County of Fife) the famous linen

double damask was originated on the hand-loom.
Nearly every home had their own hand-loom going
from morning until night, and the "rut-tut" of the

weaver's shuttle was a pleasant refrain to the ears

(Continued on page 84.)



Make Mail Order Houses Pay Local Taxes
Merchant Expresses his Views on Serious Problem — Must be Organized

Action — Consult With Representatives of the People — Declares that Small

Retailer is not Being Treated Fairly— Word to Wholesalers and Manufacturers

A MERCHANT in a town of 8,000, writes The
Review the following vigorous letter on the

mail order problem. In it he emphasizes the

importance of organization and a more sym-

pathetic co-operation between the different sections

of the dry goods trade :

—

"The mail order is a problem which all retail

merchants must handle at once, otherwise business

will continue to pass their doors in increasing volume
and towns, cities and villages, all over the Dominion,
will be greatly impoverished.

"There is not a live merchant in Canada to-day

who has not felt seriously the results of the mail

order up on bis business. It is to my mind one of the

greatest questions confronting the property of every

community and business interest outside of those

cities in which these houses have their establishment.

Hold Growls Tighter.

"While these octopuses are growing stronger every

day, the smaller towns and cities cannot get ahead,

for the tighter their hold, the more backward will the

outside municipalities become.
"The reason for this is that these mammoth con-

cerns are continually drawing upon our trade sources

and giving us nothing in return. Is this fair? I

know that any right-thinking mind would answer,

no. Why should any individual company or mail

order house come into a municipality and take away
thousands of dollars' worth of business and in return

give nothing?
"It almost seems to be illegitimate business or

robbing the country right and left, all for the benefit

of a few.

Would Ask Power to Tax.

"What can be done to stop it? is the question that

is always asked. I answer that there is a way and
that is, that influence must be brought to bear upon
our government to give us legislation empowering
each and every municipality in the Dominion of

Canada to place a general tax, equal to that being
paid by the average merchant in said municipality,

upon all outside concerns whether mail order cata-

logue, order-taker or pedlar or anyone soliciting busi-

ness of the consumer.
"Some say, why not ask legislation to prohibit

these mail order houses doing business? This w7ould
be impossible, as merchants must not forget that it is

the voter who is at the back of legislation and at the
present time it would be impossible to get it through
as the members of parliament fear the voter who elec-

ted him, so that he must be careful as to what he
does. No good can come through the application of

force or compulsion to personal liberty.

Combined Action.

"What we should get in the meantime is a start,

and in order to get a start we must not ask too much.
I believe we are asking nothing but what any right-

thinking voter woidd grant us. Now, in order to get

this started, it will require the combined forces of

the retail merchants and business men all over the

Dominion, in every town and city, to strike right out
all at once and the rest is easy.

"How shall we make a start? I would suggest
that all the retail and business interests of each and
every municipality get together and invite the mem-
bers of parliament to their respective districts, to

meet on some special day or evening. Get up a
banquet or something of that kind, then lay before
them what we want done. If it is laid before them
in a proper manner, they dare not refuse the request.

The Voter's Pocket-Book.

"It is an easy matter to figure it out. Take my
own town, for instance. Our average store tax here
is about $100. Now, say that we collected taxes from
only three houses of this kind, that would mean $300
more cash in our treasury, lowering as it naturally
would, the taxes of the town. This would have the
right appeal, as it would be touching the voter's

pocket.

"There is a great opening for organization among
the retail merchants. This should be done in every
municipality in the Dominion, and a much closer

relationship should exist between merchants and
other business men.

Co-Operation Required.

"There is something else that the retail merchants
should do, and that is to go to the manufacturers and
wbolesalers and ask for their co-operation, as the
present mail order systems do and surely will handi-
cap their business as time goes on. Have not these

houses already demonstrated that they are going to

build their own factories, which, in time, will pro-

duce everything they require for the country's de-
mand.

"I am afraid that a great many wholesalers and
manufacturers have been responsible to some extent,

for the successful building up of these mail order
bouses, by giving them much closer prices than to

their small customers in the surrounding towns.

"Some wholesale men have told me that after a
season's selling is over by their travelers and the
goods distributed, they often have left quantities of

goods, which they sell to the mail order houses at

less than cost, stating, as their reason, that they buy
the whole lot and get spot cash and clean up the lot.

Decided Disadvantage.

"Now to my mind this is not fair to the retailer

whom they made their money out of. Supposing
that the line cleared out to the mail order house is

prints. Now one of our customers sends in a mail
order for a certain line and they are out of it. They
are likely to substitute the line that the wholesale
cleared to them at a big reduction passing it on to the
customer saying that they were temporarily out of
the number they ordered, but sending on this line

which we consider better value.

"This customer comes down to our local store next
morning and sees a piece of print on the counter,
priced at say 15 cents. She has got the same piece,
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by mail, at 10 cents. How do you think you could,

afterwards, get any more of thai customer's trade?

"The wholesale houses to-day arc making a big

mistake when they sell to these mail order houses

anything at all, I'm- is it not these purchases they

make that helps them (ill their mail orders satis-

factory?

Will Not Sell to Mail Orders.

"Merchants Should appreciate the -land taken by
eeriain firms in not selling these Large mail order

houses. They stand nut for their customers' rights

and it is a ^reai source of satisfaction In the retailer

in the smaller stores to say to their customers that

these are high-class goods and cannol he purchased

by mail order at any price.

"If all other manufacturers would take the same
stand and assist the dealers in the small cities, towns
and villages in the same way. it would only he a -hurt

time until the growth of these large mail order houses

would cease and a much healthier outlook for the re-

tailer would at once he assured.

Make Their Own < rOODS.

"If they are allowed to go on without opposition

they will have all the manufacturing establishments

of their own. and the manufacturer who is supplying
them to-day will, in a very short space of time, he

told by them that, they have a factory of their own
now and do not require any more of his goods. What
will this manufacturer do then? Naturally, he will

look around for the one- who have no factories and
try to find an output there—but he will find it is too

late and he has no one to blame hut himself.

"Then, again, if the whole-ale houses refused to

sell rush orders to them, they would not be in such
a good [tosition to lill their mail orders. If mail

order houses could not lill some of their orders as

they are able to do now. the dissatisfaction that re-

Milled, would hinder instead of assisting them to

build their business."

Coronation Table Linen

Continued from page 82

of the good housewife, who relied on the production
from the linen hand-loom to bring in her daily-

maintenance.

These day- have changed. No more is heard
the clang of the weaver's shuttle, but- the whole
trade has been transformed into enormous mills, em-
ploying thousands of hands, whu have become cun-
ning artists in linen weaving, and not only supply-
ing royal households, hut nearly every home in the

civilized world.

Whiteness by Sun Baths.

To complete an order about three to four months
arc generally required for the delicate bleaching pro-

cesses, etc., which turn the brownish natural flax

threads into the weave of the driven -now. by sun
baths alone, which is called meadow bleached.

• lust, as the still famous Crimean Hero tablecloth

was regarded in Scotland as a remarkable achieve-

ment in the hand-loom weaving days, the coronation

tablecloth must take rank as a noteworthy accom-
plishment by the modern methods of damask pro-

duction.

A Business Asset
The ability to speak English correctly and

fluently is a business assel of no mean import-

ance.

Yet how rare it is!

VOU, Mr. Dry Goods Clerk, or .Mr. Sales-

man, may need Ibis ability, and it can he easily

acquired. There is a fascinating way to polish

ip your English by acting as

CIRCULATION REPRESENTATIVE
of the MacLean Publishing Company.

We have an attractive offer to make you, one

which will qualify you for better positions, and.

if you hustle, will mean a weekly salary of .$1.").

year in and year out.

The work will not require all your lime.

Write at once for particulars.

MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY
143-149 University Avenue Toronto

A Question of Profits

How Do Your Profits Figure Out ?

1 1 isn't enough to know thai you are

selling a certain quantity el' linen. If

i lie quality of thai linen is poor your

gain may he relatively small. By fea-

turing only

LIDDELL'S

GOLD « MEDAL • LINENS
you secure a high-class trade—a trade

which brings you the highest rate of

profit.

Beauty and variety in design and the

quality of material and workmanship

distinguish Gold Medal Linens, which

are made into table cloths, napkins,

sheets, pillow cases, tray (dot lis, side-

boari scarfs, lea cloths, serviettes,

doilies—in fact, into every kind of linen

wear.

Follow this up with an inquiry—it

will pay you.

m R.H. COSBIE, P
30 Wellington St. W., Toronto

IRISH LINEN AGENCY. LrZ



Organization Does Much for Retailers
Has Solved Many Problems and it Also Brings Them Together on Friendly

Footing for Days' Outing — Stories of Development From Small Beginnings

FORGETTING for a whole day midsummer
bargain sales and everything connected with

business, some two hundred members of the

Montreal branch, dry goods section, of the

Retail Merchants' Association, with their .wives and
families, spent July 13 pleasantly at St. Rose Park,

Que.
The dinner was a feature, and it partook of an

official aspect, with the president, -I. 0. Gareau, at

the head of the table, and other officers and invited

guests at either side. Following the discussion of

the menu, there was a round of toasts and speeches

and the utmost good-fellowship was exhibited. The
majority of the speeches were in French.

Men who are rivals in trade every other day in

the year met on this occasion in a social way, and

Mr. Gareau decided to start in business for him-
self, about sixten years ago, and a partnership was
formed with two fellow clerks. Messrs. Man-hand
and Falardeau, the total capitalization of the firm
at organization being $500. They secured a small,

dingy-looking litttle shop in St. Catherine street

east, and after a few years of rather indifferent suc-

cess the partnership was dissolved, and Mr. Gareau
rented a small store in the north end of the city,

at the corner of Revoir and Rachel streets.

Aimed at Larger Things.

One year in this stand was sutlicien to show him
that a move to the westward was desirable, and a
larger store was secured on Rachel street. He was
very successful in this location, but after eight or

J. O. GAREAU

President Dry Goods Section. Montreal Branch. Retail
Merchants' Association of Canada.

A. ROULEAU

Secretary Dry Goods Section. Montreal Branch.
Merchants' Association ot Canada.

Retail

each tried to outvie the other in making the picnic

enjoyable. One of the most indefatigable workers
in this regard was the president.

Believes ix Organisation.

Mr. Gareau has been elected to the premier office

five times. He was chosen first in L899, again in
L904 and 1905, then after a lapse of live years he
was again the choice in 1910 and also in the present
year. He is an earnest advocate of (he benefits of
organization. He points out that by united action
they have secured better terms with the whole-
saler, solved express and freighl problems, taken an
important pari in ridding Montreal of the green
trading stamp, in killing the co-operative stores

hill, and in many ways they have been spreading
harmony among the dry goods dealers.

ten years he sold out, his stock and organized the

E. T. Corset Co. A few years later he again started

a retail store by buying out a stuck at the corner of

St. Lawrence and Fairmont streets. Subsequently,
the proprietor of a departmental store a U'\v blocks

away, on Mount Royal avenue, having failed, Mr.
Gareau bought the stock, and has since then con-

ducted the business very successfully under the name
of "The Mount Royal Departmental Store."

The location is in (he rear of the new residential

district of Montreal, and Mr. Gareau anticipates that

some daw at the rale (he city is building up, that

he will be in the centre of. the city. He is looking
toward the future, and is already evolving plans for

extensions when the present, capacity of the store

pi'n\ es inadequate.
The -tore has a frontage of 170 feet by 110 feet
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in depth, with Large show windows on two sides.

There are 18,700 square feet of floor space, well

lighted and fitted with up-to-date sales devices.

Private Lighting System.

A feature of the establishment is a private elec-

tric plant in tlif basement, which supplies light, heat

and power for lighting the store, running the ele-

vators, operating the cable cash system and heating
(ho store. There are five other tenants in the build-

ing, and they are furnished with light, heat and
power from the same plant at a moderate rate, with

the result that Mr. Gareau gets these necessities at

about cost. It has been found that there is a great

saving in this way.
The different departments comprise dry goods

of every description, ladies' and men's ready-to-wear,

millinery, men's furnishings, carpets, oilcloths, boots

and shoes, crockery, hardware, trunks, wall paper,

etc. Each department has its separate head, and
Mr. Gareau personally looks after every department
from the office to the delivery system.

In his appreciation of modern methods of mer-
chandising and buying, he does not hesitate to cop)'

any ideas that impress him as being likely to help

him in his business, and whenever possible he im-

proves upon them. He advertises largely in the

daily papers, but depends mainly on window displays

with price tickets prominently placed. Special sales

are arranged for certain days, and at certain hours,

and they are generally effective.

Mr. Gareau's two sons, who have been employed
in the Jordan & Marsh establishment, Boston, have

recently returned home, and will assist their father

in his business, bringing with them many new and
progressive ideas. Mr. Gareau is I be sole owner of

his busines.

Small Capital, But It Grew.

A. Rouleau, secretary of the asociation, told a
representative of The Review that he started in busi-

ness eighteen years ago in a little store 30 by 25
feet, with the capital of $125. He had one clerk,

and their sales the first day amounted to $16.

The business is being carried on to-day in the

same location, corner of Rachel and Berri streets,

in a three-story brick and stone building, 100 by
75 feet and twenty-five clerks are kept busy. The
stock carried is purely dry goods, arranged in dif-

ferent departments.

In its location the store gets a purely local pat-
ronage and advertising in the daily papers is not
carried on to a very large extent, The windows are,
however, made good use of, and are always attractive-
ly trimmed with seasonable displays, priced in plain
figures, and this proves effective advertising. De-
spite the competition of the big departmental stores,
Mr. Rouleau finds his business "steadily increasing.

Cash System a Great Saving.

Probably the oldest member at the picnic, insofar
as business experience is concerned, was O. Lemire,
who has a flourishing business on St. Denis and St.
Catherine streets. Mr. Lemire held the office of
president of the association in 1006 and 1909 and
has always taken a keen interest in its affairs.

He started a dry goods store twenty years ago in
Notre Dame street east, and later moved to St. James
street, where he continued until 1909. At the same
time thai he was running this business he was also
in the employ of John Fisher & Sons. A couple
of years ago he severed his connection with that con-
cern, and decided to devote all his attention to his
own business, lie removed further up town to the
St. Denis street site and occupied a four-storey build-
ing. In May last he enlarged the store by building
a one-storey addition on St. Catherine street, con-
necting at the rear with the St, Denis street build-
ing by a very wide opening. This also gave an extra
entrance from this street, and two more large show
windows were secured. Later, as occasion requires,
extra storeys may be added to this new structure.

Mr. Lemire does a strictly cash business, and
be finds in this way that a great saving is made in
office help, and that the business is carried on much
more easily and more satisfactorily than would be
possible under a credit system.

The St. Denis street store is 40 by 30 feet, and
the adition is 40 by 100 feet. Mr. Lemire has an
office in a balcony at the rear of the ground floor

and can see all that is going on in that portion of
the store. He gives his personal attention to a gen-
eral supervision of all the departments.

T. J. Thompson lately with N. A. Hewer, Tilson-

burg, is now in charge of the window trimming and
decorating department of W. E. Maxwell, St.

Thomas.

Every net is

individually in*

spected three
times before
completion, and
all imperfect

nets thrown out.
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Smart Blouses for Fall

Some Unusual Styles are Being Shown—Lace
Waists Promise to be Feature — Pipings and

Buttons in Relieving Colors.

THE useful blouse waist is seldom under an
eclipse for long. Dresses for a time have cut

somewhat into their sale, and though, doubt-
less, dresses may now be considered as an

assured garment line, they have now their well de-
lined place and that is one that does not infringe on
the particular province of the separate waist. The
end of the season sales finds a big demand for lingerie

waists, and the only trouble up to date that has de-
veloped is that the high-class hand-embroidered waist
lias been imitated too soon, and the high-grade mod-
els are having an untimely echo from the bargain
table.

The idea with which the touch of color was in-

troduced was to bring the waist in harmony with the
skirt, and, therefore, the reason for using color on
the waist remains. The new way in which this is

accomplished is to have the color motif detachable.
For example, a soft silk tie or a ribbon can be run
through tabs. When this is done the ribbon can be
changed and thus the usefulness of the waist is en-
larged as it can be, by this means, worn with several
different skirts.

The list of materials used for the making of
lingerie waists has been much extended this Summer,
and the lingerie is no longer confined to lawn and a
lew cotton fabrics. China washing silks, cotton voiles
and etam'ines and allover embroideries and laces are
all made up lingerie fashion.

Some pretty, and unusual waists are being made
up for Fall, and though the general outline is much
i In' same, designers have made very successful efforts
to get away from the cut-and-dried ideas. There is

no getting away from the veiled waist, and sheer
materials such as chiffon, silk, voile, net, tulle and
lace are made up over linings of silk in self, while
or contrasting colors.

iTQWEAR GMMtM)

BUYERS APPRECIATE THESE FACTS
The Dry Goods Review is the only Canadian dry

goods paper containing a department which deals thor-

oughly with every phase of style, market and merchandis-

ing conditions in ready-to-wear garments.

This departme.it is prepared by writers who have been

in close touch with the ready-to-wear tendencies for

years.

Every statement made in these columns has behind

it a practical knowledge, not only of the requirements

of the Canadian trade, but an experience which immedi-

ately pre-judges the significance of all style and market
developments.

These are important facts. They explain why it is

that this paper is read by more ready-to-wear buyers

—

men who actually pay the money—than all other papers

devoted to the same field, combined.

A smart little waist of this of powder-blue tulle

striped with black, had the bottom entirely of lace,

and the collar and cult's of black velvet. The lace

really is laid on the lining and the striped tulle veils

it and brings it into harmony. The collar is finished

with a fiat bow of black velvet with a piece of fringe

set below it. This fringe does not edge the ends for

there are none, it simvjly goes across both the loops

and centre. Another new waist is a simply cut

kimona waist of allover lace, veiled with a low-neck-
ed, very short-sleeved slip of tucked gun-metal grey
chiffon. The neck is piped with cerise silk and
bands of it finish the lace sleeve and the round neck
is cut down a few inches in front and turned back to

form small revers which are faced with the same silk.

This waist is one of the new ones that finishes under
a scant frill outside the top of the skirt, and is accom-
panised with a belt of the cerise silk with straight,

ends that are worn just a little to the side of the front.

Lace waists promise to be a feature and are show-
ing in heavy Venise allovers as well as in the lace

nets. Waists are made of the light lace net allovers

and of fancy nets are shown in ecru as well as cream
and the same applies to the waist of Brussels net trim-

med with bands of lace.

Many lace and net waists are touched up with
pipings and covered buttons in relieving color. En>
broidered nets in Oriental colorings are made up
over linings of Jap silk or satin de chine. Smart
little tailored waists are cut in kimona fashion. These
waists are shown in a bie,- variety of materials, and
often the upper or lower half is of one fabric and the

remainder of another.

®
Evening Wraps Promise to be Elaborate

Evening wraps promise to be exceptionally elab-

orate and luxurious this season. The smart wrap is

made of satin feutre lined will) satin de chine or 13

of soft sal in with a lining of light-weight broadcloth.
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Paris Model—Costume of

champagne crepede Chine over

satin, showing the new long

tunic edged with a narrow line of

ball fringe. The coat has
bolero fronts and long Direc-

toire tails at the back. The turn-

down collar of embroidered

batiste is edged with a pleated

frill of net with an edge of

navy and white stripe.
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Children's
High Class Garments

SIZES TWO TO FOURTEEN YEARS

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGNS

PERFECT
FITTING

BEST OF
WORKMAN-

SHIP

MODERATE
PRICES

Our Line

Will Interest the

Merchant

Looking for

Garments of a

Better Type

Than Heretofore

Made

in Canada

Spring Samples now in our Travelers' hands

MANUFACTUED BY

Flett, Lowndes & Co., Limited
GARMENT DEPARTMENT

142-144 Front Street West, TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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The new models are very loose and are out in

kimona effect with a set-in sleeve cut almost in V
shape. Very large collars and very large revers are

used and these are often faced with heavy Venise

laee. Some collars are double, the upper one being

of velvet and are finished with velvet tics. Models

are also shown that have large fur collars and hands

of fur finishing the sleeves.

Black is by far and away the most fashionable

color with the lining in strong contrast. Manufac-

turers have brought out a top coat cut along exactly

the same lines as a man's overcoat. This coat is

developed in Whitney finishes, reversibles, tweeds

and fancy cheviots and has been taken up as a sub-

stitute for the almost too popular sweater coats par-

ticularly for wear by misses and the younger women

Dresses for School Opening
Serviceable Lines for Children for Which the

Merchant Should Have Good Demand—Serges

Lead in Wool Fabrics.

In a very few weeks, hundreds of mothers will be

planning the new dresses that will be needed when

the little girls and misses are returning to school

after the holidays. They will need dresses that are

serviceable as well as neat and smart in appearance,

and this need presents an opportunity that every

merchant with a children's and misses' department

should make strenuous preparations to capture.

Washing fabrics are popular with all mothers,

both because they are more sanitary and more use-

ful than any other, as a return to the tub will clean

them thoroughly and they will be fresh and new.

in an increasing number of centres, gingham dresses

sell all the year round. Houses are well heated and

so are the schools. Woolen underwear clothes the

little bodies from neck to ankle and the addition of

a heavy enveloping outer wrap is all that is needed

for out-door wear. There arc also many fabrics on

the market now made of cotton, but with the finish,

feel and appearance of a woolen fabric and these are

coming into increasing favor for winter wear. Manu-

facturers are making these fabrics with neat, smart,

attractive dresses to retail at a moderate cost. They

attract mothers because no harm to them results from

the tubbing process.

In wool fabrics, serge holds the field save for a

few neat tweed effects and unfinished worsted fabrics.

Navy blue is the leading color for useful wear, while

for extra occasions smart little dresses are made of

sky, cadet and white serge.

The dark serge dresses are brightened up in a

variety of ways by pipings, bauds, ties and sashes of

bright plaid silk or silk in plain color, particularly

coronation red and King's blue. Braid and buttons

are also freely used for trimming purposes.

Sailor and middy suits and sailor dresses are even

more popular than usual owing to the crowning this

year of the sailor King.

Natural Figure In Corsets
Acceptance of the Large Waist— Line Must be

Long and Slender — Greater Comfort in

Wear the Object.

The importance of the corset department, when
well conducted, and its beneficial influence upon the

sale of the stock carried in other sections of the gar-

ment department can hardly be over-rated. The
merchant who finds the alteration problem is a live

one in his store would do well to carefully enquire
into the efficiency of his corset department. He will

do well to be assured that it is being run intelligently

and upon up-to-date lines.

When run properly, models that are passe arc

subjected to a process of elimination and newer ones
taking their place. There is also a persistent intro-

duction to customers of the new models, and their

sale is pushed continually. It is not essential that

freaks should be taken up, nor is it wise to do so,

but the improved models that give the new lines

to the figure should be stocked as soon as they are

produced, and their use advocated, and all the new
points should be explained to customers.

Some sort of record should be kept of the size

and style of corset worn by regular customers so that

the saleswoman can produce the exact model the

manufacturer has gotten out to take its place. This
means that the customer will get a model that gives

her figure the newT lines, and will also give the same
comfort as the old one. Customers will vastly ap-

preciate such a policy. They will be flattered by the

interest, taken, and will also appreciate the fact thai

the change from the old model to the one giving the

new figure is made so easily, and without any dis-

comfort.

The fact that a prospective customer is wearing

an up-to-date corset when she comes to buy a new
coat or suit is a most important help in the selling of

that garment. It means that the lines of her figure

as far as the corset can mould it, is practically iden-

tical with those of the garment she tries on. The
garment manufacturer always builds his models over

the latest corset, and therefore, the fitting proposition

should be simplified and the alteration problem

lessened.

It is a very wise plan to show the new corset

models early, ami by advice, and through advertis-

ing to point, out how essential it is, if a. woman wishes

to be well gowned, that, the first article of the outfit

should be a new model corset.

The big feature of the new figure is the accep-

tance of the large waist. This has already been done

by fashionable women, and it is now the problem

that is before the popular trade. It is a pretty diffi-

cult matter to explain to a customer who has always

been used to lacing the waist, in that with the new
models this must no longer be done. Customers

must be warned that, persistence in so lacing will not

only force I he corset out of shape and make its wear-

ing uncomfortable, but many models will split be-

cause they are not made to resist any such strain at

this point.

Fashion books turn the fashionable figure, the

natural one, and so it is, as far as the bust and waist

are concerned, but below the waist the new corsets

arc made to reduce the figure as much as is possible.
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rtOGERs^
GARMENT

Canada Cloak Co.
LIMITED

63-71 West Wellington St.

TORONTO CANADA

OUR FALL LINE IS NOW RE-

PLETE WITH THE NEWER
STYLES AND FABRICS, AND
BUYERS VISITING THE MARKET
ARE INVITED TO MAKE AN
INSPECTION. ; :

WOMEN'S MISSES' AND
CHILDREN'S COATS

FUR-COLLARED COATS
WOMEN'S AND MISSES' SUITS

WOMEN'S SKIRTS

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Ttieir Travelers.
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This Coat is made of genuine Polo Cloth.

Herringbone fair-wide stripe of two toned

effect. Reverse side used for collar and
cuffs. Made with one-piece back. (Note cut)

Courtesy of Ontario Cloak Co., Toronto

& i Wi
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THE

ONTARIO CLOAK CO.,
LIMITED

Designers and Makers of CULTURE GAR-
MENTS. DRESSES, SUITS and COATS.

TORONTO, CANADA

733

This Dress made
of good quality Pan-
ama or serge—Black
or Ecru Lace cuff

and yoke - Embroid-
ered or yoke collar.

Special, in Black,
Navy, Brown, Green

$7.50
each.

When ordering kindly
state whether you
want Standard or Act-
ual Bust Measurement

Watch for our Catalogue

Black Velvet
Dress of extra good
quality, one of the

latest models. High-

class work. Girdle

and high waist line.

Special,

$14.50

Misses' or Wo-
men's Evening Dress

made of French
Ninon over silk,

beautifully trimmed
with finest quality of

Gu ipur e Lac e

.

Shades, Pink, Sky,

Nile, Helio, White,
Crea m, Pur pie,

King's Blue and
Black. The finest

value ever shown in

Canada.

Special,

$16.50

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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The type of figure inclines to the boyish figure. The
back must be straight and flat and the waist of natur-

al proportions. Though the bust may be well de-

veloped below the waist, the lines must be long and
slender. This is the ideal to which corset manufac-
turers have been working for some time, and it must
be confessed that present models are extremely com-
fortable to wear, and also seem to present fewer

points of criticism to the medical profession.

The wider waist is introduced to balance the effect

of the wider skirts for the straight line from the

shoulder to the feet is strongly insisted upon. Prac-

Mellon velour cloth. Imported by the Eclipse Whitewear
Co. for children's kimonas.

tically every woman wears a brassiere, and to this

addition is given, as a rule, the shaping of the figure

above the waist.

If the figure is full and fleshy the brassiere firms

it and moulds it into the proper lines.

On the contrary, when the figure has to be filled

out with ruffles and padding, a natural look is given

by the wearing of a brassiere over all. There are

many makes of brassieres on the market, some de-

signed for special uses, and the keeping of this stock,

and the fitting of this article is assuming almost as

much importance as that of the corset proper.

Tea Aprons for Christmas Selling

No stock around Christmas-time is now complete
unless it includes a smart line of tea aprons. These
ornamental little articles are becoming and coquet-

tish, and they are useful for protecting the front of a

handsome gown while engaged in pouring tea. The
designers try to make the shapes as quaint and as

striking as possible. Aprons are made from fine

lawn or lace and are lined and frilled with fine laces

or embroideries, and decorated with smartly-tied

bows of gay duchess ribbon. They have square or

rounded corners, or come to a point in front, and
are finished with a bib or bretelles, A prominent

feature also is the oddly-shaped pockets. Thus, a

pretty rounded model of fancy dotted Swiss had a

panel front joined to the rounded sides by a line

of fine Valenciennes lace. There was a line of in-

sertion all round the apron which was finished with
a frill of the muslin, edged with a lace edge. Filling

the corners and rounded with them was a shirred

pocket, the top of which was finished with a ribbon
drawn through a slot, with a ruffle of the muslin
above, and ending with a smart chou on the outer

edge.
4-

Negligees and Kimonas
Soft, Clinging Fabrics are Favored for These
Garments --- Jap. Silk, Fine Lawns and Muslins

The new negligees and breakfast jackets are

either finger-point or knee length, and straight-line

garments made of soft, clinging fabrics are favored.

Jap silk, fine lawn, spotted or sprigged muslins, mull
and crepe are the favored fabrics. Effective models
are shown in Jap silk accordeon-pleated and joined
on to a fancy lace-trimmed koke. Some are decor-

ated with fancy bows of duchess ribbon in white or

pale shades, and lines of lace. Others have a lace

and silk collar and are slightly drawn in at the waist

with a silk cord girdle. There are garments that

have the silk cut into straight-hung panels, edged
and poined together with German Valenciennes lace.

This model is also worked out in lawn, the panels

each bearing a bandsome embroidered motif. Deep
sailor collars simulated collars, and yoke effects with

Hal trimmings of insertion and edge of Valenciennes
are used as the neck finish.

Printed crepes have firmly established themselves

as a kimona fabric. The majority of models arc cut

in kimona fashion, but others are cut in the straight-

line jacket effect, ami some models are shirred and
belted in at the waist.

Smart models are developed along the same lines

from melton velour, a flannelette fabric with a finish

like melton cloth. This cloth is most attractively

printed in a number of artistic designs. Kimonas
for the small child are made from this fabric, the
patterns being such as to appeal to the child's fancy.

Buttons for Trimmings

Buttons form one of the big trimming features.

Tailored models' are trimmed almost entirely with
lines of buttons and for trimming dressy gowns and
waists, novelties in crochet and beaded buttons are

shown. The beaded buttons are both round and oval

and are covered with rows of small beads in decided-

ly Oriental colors and designs. Olive-shaped but-

tons are wound with cords in ivory and color, and
also in gold and silver.

Ball buttons are immensely popular, and come
in gold, nickel, and ivory or galalith, as well as in

pearl. Many fancy shapes and designs appear in

pearl buttons not only in white and smoked pearl,

but in tinted and colored effects as well.

Other novelties are very large buttons for even-

ing and auto coats and also a button with a saucer-

like centre of one material and a flat rim of another.

Pearl rims show fancy centres of pyroxyline or bone,

and the reverse.
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to
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.

Our Splendid Showing
FOR 1Q11 OF

INFANTS', CHILDREN'S AND MISSES' COATS
surpass anything that we have yet done and is

by a long way the leading display in Canada.

K 232

We are specialists in this

line and we bring to the

making of every garment

the knowledge and skill

which have made

Fairsex
Garments

famous.

Our work is the fount of

17 years' experience in the

city of New York and is

acknowledged by experts

to lead the trade in style,

fit, finish and low price.

Write us now. Your special re-

quirements will be attended to and

your orders delivered promptly.

THE HUTNER CLOAK
COMPANY

52 SPADINA AVENUE, TORONTO

320

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers,
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Whitewear for January
Soft Finish a Feature of All Lines— Attractive

Goods for the New Year Sales— Beautiful Gar-

ments on French-made, Hand-Embro. Order

By the beginning of the month, travelers will be
on the road taking orders for January whitewear.
While there is no radical change, it is perfectly evi-

dent that designers have taken thought of the
straight effect that so completely characterizes the
new mode. While not unduly emphasizing these

lines in a manner that detracts from the usefulness
and comfort of the garment, they are made to con-
form by the elimination of all possible bulk.

The new garments are on more clinging lines,

and this feature is greatly helped by the sheerness
of the fabrics used. The nainsooks, muslins, mull,
cambrics and the cottons used in the cheapest num-
bers arc all of the sheerest make, and softest finish.

Even in the embroideries when the pattern is a heavy
one this soft finish is preserved. Quantities of filmy
laces are used and dainty light patterns in Maline
and Valenciennes laces are much in evidence.

Much as light laces are in favor, their vogue is

really not so strong as that of Torchons and Cluny,
Borromean lace, a species of Maltese, is the new lace

for trimming whitewear. This lace is light and yet
strong and has the best of washing and wearing qual-
ities to recommend it. This lace in particular is

much used to trim the Canadian made-up hand-em-
bioidered whitewear.

To the buyer of better grade goods, who is look-
ing for an attractive line for lending distinction to

his January sale, Canadian made-up French hand-
embroidered whitewear wall make a sure appeal. All

women are conversant with the expensive charm of

the imported French-made, hand-embroidered gar-
ment, and many who have dainty tastes and shallow
purses have looked upon the dainty garments and
longed to possess them. It is to be feared that many
of these women would have been disappointed if

their wish had been granted, as French sizing differs

greatly from the system used in Canada.

The garments that are now offered are cut, shap-
ed and finished in Canada. Therefore, buyers have
the assurance that they will fit the Canadian woman
as the models are identical with those that he is

accustomed to sell. The material is fine, soft-fin-

ished nainsook, and the embroidery only is done
abroad. The garments have all the simple elegance
of the imported article and the perfection of cut that
characterizes the well-made Canadian garment, and
moreover, the prices are extremely reasonable, even
when the usual profit is marked and quite within
the means of the moderate pocket.

Princess -lips are strongly featured. They have
sold wonderfully well during the past season, and
orders are still coming in. Even though the sale

season is over, so big is the sale that often there is

not time to box the orders before they go out, so

urgent is the demand.

Combinations also share the strong vogue of prin-
cess slips as the favor is given to all garments that
help to give the long, straight line. A novelty in cut
in the corset-cover and drawers combination is the
new effect that only comes in the one shape, and has
only to lie pulled aside. The upper portion is shaped
so as to follow the lines of the figure. This part is

cut to a deep point hack and front, and the drawer
part is shaped like the basque of a coat. Only, of

course, it is joined round.
Embroideries and lace are extensively used as

trimmings, hut particularly on better lines there is

no over elaboration. Fluffy, frillv effects are at a dis-

A portion of the ready-to-wear department in Goodwin's Ltd., Montreal, showing display of blouses, skirts, petticoats, etc.
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ECLIPSE LINES FOR 1912

THERE ARE BIG THINGS
IN STORE FOR YOU

Our New Showing of Whitewear
Our designers have been wording on

an entirely new line of Underclothing,

Dresses and Shirt Waists that will surpass

anything we have yet offered - which

means that no lines on the market will

have a competing chance when you

have seen our

ONE THOUSAND NEW DESIGNS

We Ask Your Patience for One Month

It is to your own interest to see

these lines. Complete announcement

will be made next month. Advise us of

your immediate needs and we will ta\e

care of them at once.

-IT'S THE SOMETHING DIFFERENT THAT DOES IT

The Eclipse Whitewear Company Limited

Toronto, Canada
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New Fall model of Whitney-

finished, reversible cloth. The

rich plaid back is used for the

large collar, which is so cut as

to give a smart one-sided effect.

The cuffs match and the patch

pockets also are finished with a

line of the plaid. Shown by

Princess Manufacturing Co.,

Toronto.
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Offerings of Exclusive Elegance

Coatsi£i Slits
EXCLUSIVENESS OF ATTIRE

Your Customers Look to You
for the newest and most tasteful styles in

suits or coats. If they are well informed

before they come to you they will buy
Princess Coats and Suits if you carry them.

€[[The goods you sell are submitted to a

merciless examination by the friends of your
customers and final judgment is passed on

them and you.

•[[The verdict comes in business or no busi-

ness to your store.

•[[Princess Coat Suits always secure the

favorable verdict and increase the trade of

merchants who handle them.

•[[First in fit, in materials and in finish.

•[[See our lines for 1911-12.

You will need headquarters during the

Exhibition weeks. Our offices, located in the

heart of the city, are at your service. Make
yourselfat home in them.

J

The Princess Mfg. Co., Ltd.
10-12 Front St. West

Toronto, Canada
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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count; flat trimming effects, chiefly in horizontal

rows, form the chief decoration. But laces and em-
broideries are liner and more cosily, and the fabric-;

are softer and more filmy than ever, and for a con-

siderable period now this tendency has made itself

evident.

Practically all of the high-grade nightgowns have

short sleeves, and many of them are made on the set

in kimona model. Home models have no sleeves at

all, the wide arm-hole being finished with a frill of

lawn and lace.

The hand-made idea is strong in the new lines.

Not only are the French hand-embroidered garments

featured, but machine-made gowns are shown that

closely imitate the convent-made garments that are

imported from France. There are the dainty pin-

tucks, so much used on the hand-made garments and
the lines of lace are set in with the same precision.

The hemming and shirring are just as daintily done.

Even the ribbons are threaded through slots of lace

or embroidery. This very French idea is featured

on many garments, and another Frenchified feature

is the veining of the seams.

Skirts are narrower, and some pretty numbers
are shown, but at present the vogue of the princess

slip is causing a considerable falling oil' in the sale

of skirts. So much is that the case that the newer sets

consist of a princess slip, drawers and gown. Sets

are shown in popular-priced numbers as well as

high-grade expensive ones. Beautiful trimming
effects are gained by the use of fine laces, and whole
flounces are built up of row upon row of narrow edge
and insertion in beautiful light lace.

Satins and Velvets Strong
Plain Cord and Fancy Velveteens— Increasing

Demand for Wide Widths — Satin Wanted for

Many Purposes.

The outlook for velvets is excellent, and as usual

when velvets are strong velveteens are in heavy de-

mand. Buyers have bad no hesitation in placing

large orders for this fabric and predictions of a de-

cided scarcity when the selling season opens are free-

ly made. Plain cord, and fancy velveteens are sell-

ing though there are not many of the latter on the

market because the manufacturers are so busy with

the plain cloth that there has been little time to

devote to the production of novelties.

A feature in the production of both velveteens,

velvets and silks is the increasing demand for wide
widths. The trade was slow to take them up but as

the situation is now it is only fancies that are requir-

ed in the narrow widths.

In spite of all rivals, satin is to be the leading

Fall fabric. Satins will be wanted for trimming
dresses and also for foundation purposes. The veiled

effect leads for ceremonious wear, and the veiled

waist is again in high favor. For the veiling fabric

chiffons and silk voiles are strongly indicated.

Velvet figures and stripes on mousseline grounds
are featured for gowns and waists. Too high priced

for the popular trade but wanted to a certain extent
for the high-class trade, are the metallic brocades.

Reversible satins are also included in fancy lines.

Contrasting colors, wide and narrow stripes and bro-
caded patterns ornament the reverse side. Borders
are very fashionable and very handsome and strik-

ing effects are shown.

Not Much Chance for Reduction

Montreal, July 15.—In a recent issue of The
Review reference was made to the fact that an Eng-
lish manufacturer, writing to his agents in Mont-
real, had expressed the opinion that cotton goods
would not be any cheaper than at present, and that

there was a strong likelihood of higher prices.

Later advices received by other agents from the

other side bear out this statement. It is asserted

on good authority thajt for all cotton goods now in

England the manufacturers want from nine to twelve

months for delivery. Sheeting will only be sold

on the understanding that it will be delivered twelve

mouths hence. India and China are reported to be
buying well this season, and the demand all along
the line has been heavy.

Velveteens are very scarce and deliveries for

March are the best the English manufacturers will

do. It is aaserted that there will be no drop in price

and buyers who are expecting lower quotations may
have to pay higher.

Advices received this month are that the total

production of velvet has been sold more than twice

over for this Fall, and any who have not yet placed

their orders will in all probability have to pay fairly

high prices.

Sheer Cottons Selling Well

Though this has been a season when sheer fabrics

have had a decided lead buyers have not had to

sacrifice the heavier goods because of weight. Linen
suitings, cotton suitings and mercerized cotton effects

have had a steady sale particularly in white, natural

and tan. These suitings have been used for separate

coats, and also for two-piece suits, and less frequently

for one-piece dresses. Women found that there were

many occasions for which the dress of sheer fabric

was not suitable and so purchased at least one two-

piece suit or a dress of suiting fabric.

The immense business done in house dresses

made of chambray, gingham or percale has induced

the makers of this class of goods to put out a big

range for the Spring of 1912. Striped patterns lead,

but checks and plaids are also featured and the cut-

ters-up are placing big orders for standard cloths for

making up into house dresses.

Rep weaves and soft-finished piques are big sell-

ers at present and are being freely ordered for an-

other season.

Plain and printed voiles are also shown. White

voile will take the lead another season as many
makes of marquisette will not stand the wash-tub.
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Lines That Assure Growth

Laurentian Whitewear

TRADE

Your customers have learned to

expect extra quality and good
style from the " Laurentian

"

Whitewear. Hence it holds the

business you already have.

Go out after new business this year with our new lines,

fuller and more beautiful than ever.

Laurentian Lawn Waists

Laurentian Waists have a style

that approaches perfection.

New features are shown in every line we produce, and
the materials, cut and finish have all the distinction

that usually attaches to our goods.

If you don't know Laurentian, now is the time to see

THE LAURENTIAN MAN.

^ Diamond Whitewear Co. f Limited

THREE RIVERS, QUEBEC
MANITOBA, B.C., SASK., ALTA.

:

TORONTO

:

MONTREAL and EASTERN ONTARIO
Geo. Strachan W. H. Piton Z. P. Benoit

E. L. Burden Empire Building Mark Fisher Building

QUEBEC PROVINCE: MARITIME PROVINCES:
J. A. Morin, 130 Joseph Street, Quebec Alex. Burr, St. John, N.B.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Elegant Color Combinations in Paris
Black and White, Champagne and White, Navy and Champagne — Dark
Colored Taffeta Coats Worn with White Dresses — Vogue of Fringes —
Skirts Fuller and Longer — Many 1830 and 1866 Gowns Now Worn.

Staff Correspondence,

Paris, Franco, July '2'2

THE big racing events over, the Paris season is

at an end and the exodus to country-house

and the seaside resorts will have begun. Also,

the big dressmakers will have said the last

word as to summer fashions.

Only a few devotees attend the races for the

sake of the sport. To the majority the lovely gowns
worn by the elite of French and foreign society

form the great attraction.

At the Grand Steeple the dresses worn were sim-

ply delightful. No one epoch could be said to pre-

vail, but much that was individual and original was
worn. Many gowns looked as though they had been

specially designed to emphasize the good points of

their wearers.

Styles of 1830 and 1*866.

Fashion is coquetting with 1830 and 1866 styles,

but as yet has not made up her mind clearly as to

what epoch she is deciding to favor. As indicated in

a previous letter, there are hints that Eastern ideas

will he much followed and that rich fabrics, brocades,

embroideries, gold and silver tissues, velvets and real

laces are to be very fashionable. Until the dress-

makers make their combined openings around the

middle of August, definite ideas for Fall cannot be
obtained.

Meanwhile mid-season fashions are interesting,

lor they show what is in the minds of the designers

and also shadow forth the popular styles for another
season.

Lingerie dresses were very much worn at the

three great races. As a rule, they consisted of Mend-
ings of lawn and broiderie Anglaise with a relieving

touch of color in the short silk sash or the trans-

parent jacket of silk muslin.

Plain or striped muslins were very much worn
over soft satin slips in a variety of colorings, but it-

is incontestably true that the combination of black
and white is still regarded as the most elegant.

Short Jack jots.

All white dresses are often relieved by short coats

of flowered muslin or of plain mousseline do soie,

and Empire green is a favored color. For instance,

to illustrate the style, a slip of pink taffeta was worn
under a dress of Valenciennes lace and tulle which
was in turn veiled under an overdress of fine black
net. With this dress was worn a short rounded 1866
jacket of pink mauve muslin.

This dress was distinctly 1866 and consisted of

an overdress and a deep gathered flounce at the back
and sides, and an apron in front which was held
down to the flounces by a cord and fringe ornament.
The large collar to the coat was of white tulle and
lace, and the collar and the coat also fastened to one
side under a similar ornament.

Heavy Fabric over Lighter.

Black worn over white is almost smarter and de-

cidedly newer than white over black. Also, it is a

new idea to pose the heavier fabric over the lighter

one. Thus a black satin overdress was posed over a

long trailing underdress of white silk muslin, the

skirt of which was finished by a dee]) hemstitched

hem. The undersleeves, short and bell-shaped, and
the large square collar were of the silk muslin, and
were finished also with a hemstitched hem and the
collar was knotted together with a, ribbon of vivid
emerald green satin. This gown had a belt of black
velvet ribbon and was worn with high steeple-crown-
ed hat of bright green straw, with the rolling brim

Gown <if broderie Anglaise, with ovpr-dress of black tulle,

edged with silk ball fringe. The hem of the gown and the sash
arc of black satin, the sash finished with <let>i> silk fringe.

faced with black velvet, and a mass of short green
ostrich feathers waving from the back.

Skirts are not only wider but they are longer, and
the long, easily-hung, slightly dragging skirt is ab-

solutely replacing the short, straight, close-hung
skirt, up to now so fashionable for ceremonial
toilettes for both day and evening wear. Skirts of

this kind are extensively worn with separate coats

of silk. Many of these coats have short square fronts

and flaring revers as well as long slender fails at the

hack, and are held in at the waist line by two large
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WILSON,WALDMAN COSTUME CO.
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YY has such a hold on the public that no merch- yy
A ant can afford to have his stock without a A
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line of ready-to-wear garments. There is
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^j more money in ready-to-wear than in any ^j

|^ general dry goods. ^X

]y[ The WILSON,WALDMAN COSTUME CO. JVJ
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„ Coats, Suits and Skirts „c c
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that appeals to the good taste and discern-

ment of practical women.
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The selection of materials is large. The

style cannot be anywhere approached, with

prices to suit every merchant in Canada.

OUR SERVICE THE BEST

T
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C
Write us for samples, or see our repre-

sentatives. C
o o
WILSON,WALDMAN COSTUME CO.

161 Spadtna Avenue

TORONTO - - - CANADA

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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"STAR" BRAND
Graceful Whitewear
FOR WOMEN

Corset Cover, style 1115.

Skirt, style 1407.

See Samples

Now Being

Shown by
Our

Travelers.

We are now featuring our

Christmas lines of

C-r/xRABMNt)
REG jrjK °6

BERLIN ^^ ONTARIO
TRAOt MARK

Whitewear

Included in the big range

are a multitude of snappy-

new patterns that will coin

money for your whitewear

section. No effort has

been spared to make this

the most attractive show-

ing we have ever offered.

Styly 1323—Empire Gown, with

kimono sleeves.

Star
BERLIN

Whitewear

Please mention Tlie Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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PRODUCTIONS
Our Juvenile Garments

ARE MONEY MAKERS
The cuts on this page are taken from a few of the huge col-

lections that our new designer has made available for your

BERLIN r\. ONTARIO
TRADl MARK

Children's Dress De-

partment. Mothers

will find in this group

just the kind of

dainty wear that will

draw their patronage

to this and other

sections. Try them.

Style 68— Girl's gingham
dress, fast colors, with

all-over embroidery, yoke

and kimono sleeves.

Stylish dress of fine

embroidery with

kimono sleeves.

Cotton foulard dress, with
plain trimmings in con-
trasting color. Good
value and style.

Mfg. Company
ONTARIO

Style 71—Child's, made of

fine embroidery, back and
front. A handsome gar-
ment.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Hat buttons set on either side. There is a white lace

jabot, and frills of lace fall over the hands when the

sleeves are long or cover the top of the glove when
the sleeves arc el how length.

Smart little tailored dresses arc made of striped

silk with coats like the above of plain silk in match-
ing color. The skirts drag a little and are just full-

ed into a little round waist that is hidden under a

wide belt finished with long sash ends. A

H&6

Courtesy of Jaeger Co., Montreal.

Smart outing coat of wool velour cloth. The coat is cut on
the fashionable straight lines, with the Raglan shoulder. The
large round collar has notched revers. and the model closes

down the front with four matching buttons. There are in-

serted pockets with the opening hidden under a tab.

new idea is not to tie the ends but just to pass them
under the belt with the shorter end hanging free

oyer the top. Either fringe or tassels decorate the

ends.

( ray little Eton or bolero coats of plain or change-

able taffeta silks top lingerie gowns. A coat of this

kind was worn with a lovely gown of white mar-

quisettes, veiled entirely with a tunic of fine black

net that only seemed like a shadow save where there

was a heavy embroidered pattern worked out in jet,

Features of New Skits.

The new tailored suits are made of plain or

changeable taffeta and are trimmed with ruches of

the same or pleatings of black velvet ribbon and
quantities of narrow fringe. Old-fashioned chine
silks are also made up in combination with plain
silk and little gowns of this kind are expected to be
very much worn during the coming winter.

Etamine is becoming increasingly fashionable.
A very smart gown of this fabric in taupe shade was
lined with vivid green. The lining of the coat was
turned over to form facings which were edged with
a narrow taupe fringe. This fancy for striking color

contrasts is extending and the lining of open weave
fabrics with bright color is one of the most fash-

ionable ways of achieving it.

Champagne is a color that is coming to the front

particularly in millinery. This color is smartly used
now for trimming dead white.

At Chantilly the other day with a champagne
frock a smart woman wore a sugar loaf hat of pearl

white straw. This hat had, as trimming, two im-
mense owl heads with sprouting wings and tails in

a soft pretty champagne shade.

Last Word in Millinery.

Mounts of stiff wings and coque effects of this

color are the last word in millinery. The coque now
worn is not the drooping soft coque tail effect, but
has curling tips, and is disposed in masses that en-

tirely cover the crown, or which are built in a hedge
around about it. Coque is arranged into tall colonel

feathers and military cockades. Coque is most in

demand in liege, champagne and in black and
white.

Willowed plumes are also revived and are laid

flatly around the brim and falling over fringe fash-

ion or wound around the crown and ending in a tall

slender aigrette.

Champagne is very smartly combined with dark
blue, and tailored suits of that shade are often topped
with hats of dark blue straw with feather or wing
trimmings of champagne.

The advent of longer, wider skirts is an advantage
to the underskirt maker, for smart little satin petti-

coats exactly matching the gown are worn. Satin

is the popular wear and quite good enough for any-

body, but the extravagant woman is not content un-

less her petticoat is of charmeuse.

Fringes the Trimming.

Every other parasol at Chantilly was of light or

dark Empire green and was trimmed with either a

bias fold or a band of black velvet, or an edge of

silk fringe. Fringe is the trimming of the moment
and in Paris everything is now appearing with fringe

trimming. Some of the fringes are crimped white,

others are formed of narrow silk bands, and fall

richly, if a trifle heavily, from the edges of over-

skirts, tunics, and even from the hems of jackets.

Many of the silk muslin tunics are edged with tas-

sels or fringes of silken balls.

Tunics are becoming longer and often reach to

the hem of the gown, when transparent cuirasses of

lace and enwrapping hip pieces to match may be

seen underneath.

There is a slight tendency towards fuller skirts,

and tailcred suit< are appearing with a fan pleating

at the back, while the fronts and sides are plain.

Other models have those fans at the sides. When
they appear they are pressed very Hat and only show
when the wearer is walking.
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€xfntntton Announcement

Buving M$f)ibition weeks roe will
sf)ow a number of tf)e vevp newest
creations in Zadies' and &iisses

9

Cloaks and Suits. Visiting bupevs
ate covdiallp invited to inspect
same at ouv sljowvooms.

Snbepenbent Cloak Company
551=553 <©ueen Street TOesrt, Toronto

Tway&lrywity&ttT&ayttlry^

#«k

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES

P.C. CORSETS
Great satisfaction is derived at all times in

buying from an established firm who knows how.

P.C. methods of construction are unique, giving

grace and spontaneity of poise through a scientific

system of design.

Expertness of workmanship further distin-

guishes Corsets of this name.

Immediate deliveries guaranteed. P.C. stock

sells quickly on reputation and intrinsic merit.

Parisian Corset Company
QUEBEC CITY, P.Q.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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TUVL FABRIC
Qlialittj andVdllie

You can build a profitable and permanent business

on the great and fast-growing demand for coats of

plush, velour, caracal and other pile fabrics by Niven

garments.

They safeguard your customers and your reputation.

They are made of pile fabrics of known worth.

We have a standard to sustain—a reputation to uphold

and enhance.

We use Salt's Fabrics almost exclusively.

Their leadership is unquestioned.

Magazine advertising has made for you a waiting

market for

SEALETTE and

SALTEX FUR COATS
Couple such quality with our ability to make coats of

fashion and fit

—

Our carefulness of details, thread, interlinings, etc.

—

Our unmatched economy of manufacture

—

And you have values absolutely unequalled.

The call will, as usual, exceed the supply of reliable

pile fabrics

—

place your order early.

How well we can serve you, the opposite page tells.

We know we can be of service to Canadin

New York to call and inspect the Niven lu

The Niven Company
• _ ._»

"Textile Furriers

SALE I

40 West 32d St,
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GARMENTS
Qtidtrtittj and Seivice

We manufacture and ship with greater facility and

economy than any other garment makers in the

country.

Our factory is in the Bush Terminal—one floor of 21,000

square feet—every inch light and perfectly ventilated

Not a "lost motion" from arrival of new materials to

shipment of finished garment.

Freight and express cars unload and load on the

premises.

We have the latest and best machinery for manufactur-

ing and handling plush, velour, caracal and all other

pile fabric garments.

Our operatives—the most skilled—work under con-

ditions that call forth best efforts.

WE HAVE ATTAINED UNPARALLELED
EFFICIENCY FOR MANUFACTURING
IMMENSE QUANTITIES OF HIGH-
EST QUALITY AT LEAST COST

We own sufficient materials to make every order we
take.

And we promise deliveries so prompt, that you can

have full advantage of the selling season.

Buyeis. We invite you when next visiting

Fabric Garments. : : : :

The Niven Company
"Textile Furriers"

POM

New York City



Simple Record System for Men's Clothing
Forms in Which Purchases May be Regularly Entered and Sales Statistics

Kept — Aid to Buying and Also Keeps the Manager in Touch With His
Customers — Applicable to Store or Department Purposes

T HE merchant who has handled ready-to-wear

garments, successfully or otherwise, appreci-

ates the fact that the greatest care must be
exercised in buying the right styles at right

prices. How do you know what to buy?
The successful ready-to-wear man is the buyer

who supplies his customers with what they ask for.

Occasionally we meet a man who has high ideals of

what people "ought to buy,"' and with this in view
prepares his stock, with the idea of educating the

public to buy what he wants them to buy.
Then again, we find buyers who will frequently

purchase lines which they do not care for personally,

but which their customers demand, and, while not
making a general practice of buying what they (the

buyers} do not like, the uppermost thought is to

please the customer.

Experience is the ready-to-wear man's best asset,

and by studying his local trade, providing what is

in.demand and satisfying his customers, a large and
profitable business in built up.

In purchasing a season's stock, the first essential

is to have perfect fitting garments, so that few altera-

tions are necessary. The manufacturer who can turn
out a garment requiring fewer alterations than any
other garment on the market is deserving of a good
share of your business.

Cloth and color are both important in the selec-

tion of new stock. Good literature on cloths, colors,

etc., is so plentiful to-day that every merchant who
wants information about these points may easily ob-

tain it from the trade papers.

The quantity to order depends largely on what

was sold the previous season. There are, of course, a
great many exceptions to this statement, more es-

pecially in the larger stores in the cities, where trade
may double itself in a year or so, but even then a
record of the previous year's purchases and sales in
certain lines will be very valuable.

While the department will not sell the same
sizes as the previous season, a record of sizes would
also be of immense value in caculating the total

purchases for the next season. If a large increase

in business is confidently expected, the sizes pur-
chased the previous season may be used as a basis.

Some buyers, especially in the larger stores, where
advertising is used to a great extent, may not con-
sider it necessary to keep such a thorough record,

but the average store would be benefited by using
as a guide a complete record of the previous year's

purchases and sales, arranged in some such way, on
loose sheets, as illustrated below. This will show the

total number of garments of each class bought and
sold, the sizes, prices, etc.

Explanation of Cut—Report No.—Every gar-

ment which is put in stock should have a report

number, besides the manufacturers' garment num-
ber. The sales slips should have this report number
marked distinctly, so that the sheets may be correct-

ly posted up from time to time, and without delay

in finding numbers.
B. S. means, of course, "bought" and "sold."

Sample invoice posted.

March 1—426 1050 Blue, 1-34, 1-36, $10.50.
1050 436 Black, 1-32, 1-34, 1-36, $11.

256 1024 Green, 1-36, 1-38, $13.00.
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Ruling for ready-to-wear stock l>ook, designed for record purposes and ns guide to the buyers.
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EGYPTINE

UNDERSKIRTS

FOR VALUE.

Egyptine Underskirts represent

the best value of any skirts on the

market.

The material is guaranteed to us

—

we guarantee every garment to

you with theguarantee label.

The value is in the material, in

the wearing quality of the goods.

Egyptine has all the rich rustle of

pure silk, but wears three times

as long.

Egyptines look well, wear well,

hold their shape and are guaran-

teed satisfactory.

Value for value, Egyptines are

beyond comparison. Be sure of

this label on the band

:

fC^amdia^^
VfleniteaC

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Paris Model—Set of Ermine. The scarf is short

and broad and is of the plain fur with the square

cut ends decorated with two sizes of tails. The

large muff is half of the plain fur and the other

decorated with tails.

Paris Model—Gown of navy blue charmeuse with

tunic of deep blue chiffon, embroidered in white

and various shades of blue. The waist, waist-

band and long panel sash are of navy taffeta. The

waist has a fichu effect and undersleeves of Point

Milan. The side pleated jabot is of batiste and

Valenciennes lace with tiny crochet buttons in navy
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'X-<>. l
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WHAT 1
CHILDREN

'

NEED

We have acquired

the greatest skill in

adapting new styles

to the actual needs

of the 'consumer.

Our

Children's Dresses

Show Many New and
Dainty Models

in a Multitude of

Beautiful Fabrics

Dresses for Play, Dresses for

"Good," Dresses for School,

Dresses for Every Time and

Place, with the little extra

finish, novelty of cut, range of

sizes and colors that go to make

up a ready selling stock for

your children's dress section.

We concentrate on this one line all

our splendid equipment. Get in touch

at once for Fall and Winter.

HOME G&WATTS
LIMITED

Children's Dress Specialists

Duncan and Adelaide Sts.
TORONTO

TRADE MAR K

Catching the Drift

of Fashion
is in many cases much more
difficult a matter than a

novice would suppose.

Those who have used

them will tell you that no
makers have been more
successful in catching this

drift than Hornells.

"Fashion Brand"

Waists
and

Dresses
show a beauty in cut, in make
and material that makes them
instantly noticeable and ad-

mired anywhere.

You will be pleased with the

designs now out for the present

season, including smart tail-

ored and lingerie effects that

are absolutely new.

Write or call and let us out-

line our proposition.

IIS Fashion Waist and f*
Whitewear Co.

':9 H. A. Horoell, Mai. -Director. A. D. Horoell, Sec.-Treis. 1^

Darling Building • Toronto-

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Novelty suit of velvet. The

large collar and the cuffs are

elaborately trimmed with

fancy braid, and the narrow

skirt has panels trimmed with

a handsome silk fringe.

Courtesy of M. Pullan & Sons. Toronto
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Perfect Fit Value Unequalled

Attention to Every Detail

Makes the

"PULLAN"
GARMENT
PRE-EMINENT

COATS
Individual Designs—made in staple

Cheviots, Beavers, Kelseys, Tweeds,

Broadcloths $5.00 to $15.00

Novelty Styles—made in Check

Back Tweeds, fine Reversible Cloths

and Fancy All-wool Tweeds
$10.00 to $17.50

SUITS
PLAIN-TAILORED OR NEW NOVELTIES

Made in Fancy Chevron Tweeds,

Cheviots, Venetians, Serges, Tweeds.

Ranging in price from $10.00 to $27.50

Every Suit has an Individuality all

its own

SKIRTS
" PULLAN " Quality Skirts of Serge,

Venetians, Tweeds, Voiles, Panamas.

Priced from $3.00 to $10.50

Send for Samples of Any of

these Lines

1006
New Fall Suit

Send for Sample Garment

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
Illustrated Catalogue now ready. It will pay

you to have a copy.

Come in and See Us at Fair Time

M. PuIIan & Sons
(Estab. 1902)

Cor. Bay and Wellington Streets

TORONTO - CANADA

1034

New Fall Suit

Send for Sample Garment



Put This Question Up to Yourself
Does the Country Merchant Always Know How to Fight Back?— Manu-

facturers Claim They Take Full Profit Out of Goods Intended to be Used

as Leaders Only — Mail Order Methods.

IF
some merchants would break away from the

complaining habit and free their minds of the

idea that their business problems are included

among the unsolvable ones, if they would cease

to feel that the catalogue house had a mortgage on
their business, and that it was impossible to cope with

the big store in the big city far away, they would
have traveled far on the road towards improving
their position.

It is a very good plan for a merchant, when
things fail to run smoothly, and when customers

pass him up in favor of competitors, when the ex-

pected expansion does not come, and profits do not

materialize, to assume that he himself is the one in

fault. It is a very easy way of letting himself down
in Lay blame on the methods of the mail order house,

or to assert that people like to buy away from home
best anyway.

This may be true of some few persons, but in the

main, people like to save themselves all the trouble

possible, and if the majority buy from the catalogue

house it is because the merchants in their neighbor-

hood have allowed them to become thoroughly con-

vinced that they are not able to cope with them com-
petitively.

It is only the person here and there who is so

constituted as to buy from descriptions, when they

can personally select goods at a fair price at the

store close by.

How tiii: Mail Order House Does It.

The mail order houses very deftly turn the dis-

advantages of the small merchant to account and
are adepts at holding them out for inspection. They
draw attention to the size of their own stocks, as com-
pared with the restricted ones he is able to cany.
Also they make much of the fact that they sell for

cash, while the small merchant gives credit.

This, however, is only half the picture, and the

small merchant, if he were keen enough, could
readily turn the tables by retaliating that the bigger
capital of the catalogue house had to cover a wider
field, ami that, proportionately, the small man had

just as much money invested in his business. The
great expense under which the mail order house does

business would also be a shining mark, and would
offset completely all the remarks about the limited

credit-giving of the small merchant.

Big Man has His Troubles.

The money lost by returns are a big item that the

catalogue man is always silent about, though anyone
who is in a position to know how numerous they are

knows that the loss from this source is a big item. A
little thought along this line ought to put heart into

the small merchant and lead him to realize that the

big man has his full share of difficulties in getting

and holding business.

A little talk with post office and express people

would make him realize what a number of disap-

pointed, disgruntled mail order customers there are

to work upon in every community, and whose pat-

ronage can he easily obtained if only the small mer-

chant will encourage it by the use of modern trad-

ing methods.

To do this there is no need to carry giant stocks,

but it is a case of intelligent selection, and intelli-

gent merchandising.

He Ought to Know.

The man who is living right among his cus-

tomers and who knows them personally ought to be

better able to supply their needs than the man at a

distance. What the small merchant has to do is to

keep his advantages in mind, and set them against

the disadvantages experienced in running a big mail

older business.

The big store may be able to shade the small man
a, little in the price he pays for his goods, but this

advantage must be largely offset by the many heavy
e\pei i -is he is under. When it comes down to fine

tacks it is taste and judgment, and the proper

methods of doing business that are the determining
factors, and this is the real field of struggle between
the small merchant and the mail order houses.

All the world loves a trade-mark
when it stands for something. The day of nameless and brandless goods is

nearly over. Everyone wants to know what make the article is and who made
it. It's a convenience to the merchant to have a label on the box or package,
but a woven label on the garment itself is a constant advertisement while the

garment lasts.

WE ARE MAKERS OF LABELS IN EVERY STYLE AND SIZE

The Canada Label and Webbing Co., Limited
TORONTO, ..... ONTARIO
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WAISTS and DRESSES that EXCEL
IN BEAUTY ANT) FINISH ARE SHOWN IN
OUR UNIQUE OFFERINGS FOR THE SEASON

304---White Marquisette, Kjmona Style, trimmed
with Cluny Insertion and fancy silk colored and gold

trimming at front, fold of colored Messaline at collar

and cuffs to match silk in trimming, high or low neck.

any color trimn ing.

F. 504- --Navy Blue :>ige with new sailor collar

trimmed with Black Silk Military Braid and Red
Soutach- Biaid, finished vith Gilt Buttons and tie of

Black Taffeta Silk

D. I 05---Best quality Navy Blue Serge, trimmed

with Fancy Wide Silk Braid and Large Braided

Buttons.

From children's dresses

to handsome dresses

for women of all ages,

our stocks are complete

and attractive and are

business builders.

Sample orders prepaid

to any part of

Canada.

A. E.REA&CO..LTD.

CORNER
KING AND SPADINA

TORONTO

^m

v-

III

1
^

305-Black Taffeta Silk. Kimona Style. Top part of

waist cut in Black Silk Embroidery joined to lower

part of waist with wide Black Silk Insertion. Silk

Insertion down shoulder to cuff, cuff of Insertion, collar

and cuff finished in Val. Lace, Black only. High or

o w neck.

F- 503- Red S-rge with Rfd Striped Bord»r. trim-

med with Black Silk Soutache Braid and Gilt Buttons.

Colors. Red and Black. Blue and White.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Chooses Leaders Carefully.

Take the matter of leaders—see how carefully

the catalogue house chooses them, how artfully it

uses them, and how boldly it cuts profits to a thread

on a particular line in order that it may capture

trade on the many items that bring good profit. And
it is right here that much business is captured from
the small retailer and bis goods made to seem high-

priced.

The small retailer hates to sacrifice one iota of

the profit he may obtain, for he almost totally fails

to grasp the true significance of the small profits and
quick returns argument.

Business always pursues the even tenor of it-

way with him, and he has not the opportunity to

see the great immediate influence that follows the

judicious lowering of prices on some one popular

line.

One of the most popular lines with the catalogue

house is that of ready-to-wear garments. Any mer-
chant who examine.- a catalogue must be struck with

the very large portion devoted to the advertising and
selling of these lines. For many reasons this line

is one of the weakest the small merchant carries. It

is one thai has only sprung into prominence in recent

years, and the methods of handling are as yet not

well defined. Therefore it is a line requiring con-

siderable special knowledge and aptitude to run it.

Because of the big business done in high-grade lines

the big .-tore can afford specially trained help and
therefore has a great advantage over the man in a

small centre.

.Manufacturer Will Co-operate.

Latterly manufacturers are evincing a dispo.-i-

tion to co-operate with the small merchant and sup-

ply the deficiencies in tins respect, but they are find-

ing a big obstacle in the merchants themselves.

Not only do many merchants lack confidence in

their ability to do a garmenl business, but they have
allowed their customer- to doubt their ability also.

Among possible reasons may be mentioned the

fact that a very large catalogue house practically

makes a leader of the whole of its stock of separate

skirts by a profit of 33 1-2, instead of the profit of

50 per cent, it is customary to mark on the garmenl
stock. Separate skirts, as bought by the country cus-

tomers, who are the natural customers of the small

country merchant, are a standard staple garment, and
are easy to carry, as any alterations to be made are

quite simple.

Meet Competition in Separate Skirts.

The retailing of separate skirts presents very few
difficulties, and there is no reason why even the

smallest stores should not sell them. Manufacturers
recognizing this fact have put out special values in

separate skirts in order to enable the merchants to

meet this special form of competition. To do this

they have searched the market for special fabrics,

and have, as well, sacrificed some of their own profit,

hoping to more than recoup themselves from the in-

creased business resulting. The five-dollar skirt is a

standard article, and this skirt was put out with the

expectation that it would be sold at that price and be

used as a leader, and to draw attention to the good
values the country merchant could give in separate

skirts. The skirt in question is mighty good value
and would easily pass as a six-dollar garment, for the
manufacturer had made special efforts to have the
values right and had figured very closely in produc-
ing it in the hope of using it, as a lever to secure
more business through the medium of the country
merchant.

The result as a whole did not bear out this cal-

culation. Some merchants used it and with good
results, but the majority marked the garment up to

its maximum value, and made the same slow sales

and the extra high profit, not recognizing its value
as a lead and the boosting of business that would re-

sult, nor the help such values would give in fighting

against the catalogue houses.

Content With Smaller Profits.

Now that the Canadian market is growing large

enough to admit of specialization, there are manu-
facturers who specialize on garments to use as spe-

cials. The big mail order houses buy largely from
them and derive all the benefit possible to be gotten
from the big values. They are perfectly content to

take the smaller profits, knowing that in the long
run the increased number sold and the sales made
to the people who come to buy them will more than
recoup them for any loss of profit.

These people, though they specialize only on one
or two lines, and turn the whole strength of their

organization onto the production of the best possible

garments to sell at a particular price, which, of

course, is a popular one. find they have just the same
trouble to contend with.

Instead of using these garments as a lead and
finding added profit from the number sold, and the
advertising given by the selling of extra values, too

many put all the profit possible upon the garment
and reduce the value to normal, while their more
wide-awake and up-to-date competitors are able to

completely undersell them.

It is, as a rule, merchants of this class who are

complaining about the competition of the mail order

houses, never realizing that they themselves are large-

ly responsible, and by their own actions are playing
the game for the retail mail order house.

Great Craze for Fringes
They are Extensively Used for Dress Trimmings
---Paris Adopts Them With Enthusiasm — The

New Dress Models.

The ready-to-wear department or any pretentions

now stocks a most extensive line of dresses, as they

carry them not only for street wear, but also for

evening, for party wear and also for other ceremonial

occasions.

The wide variety of uses to which dresses are put

are indicated by the list of fabrics employed. The
Fall line includes dresses fashioned from velvet, hol-

low cut cord, satin-finished Venetian, poplin, serge,

panama, silk crepe, soft satin, messaline, satin de

chine, voile, marquisette, net and chiffon.

A very large majority of the new models fasten

at one side and they are finished with wide collars
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and deep reveres. One-sided effects are numerous.

Thus, a very smart velveteen model has a large revere

reaching from the shoulder to the waist at one side

held down hy three large buttons and satin loops.

There is a high collar of lace and a frill of the same
fills up the front and takes the place of the revere on

the left side. The waist fits plainly and smoothly

and without any preceptible fullness at the waist line

The revere comes well over to the left side and the

fastening below the waist is accomplished by five

large fancy buttons. The waist line is only a little

raised, and the perfectly plain skirt is piped on to the

Ribbon belt, bow and panel combined, with fringed
end. Courtesy of A. E. Rea Co., Toronto.

waist with striped satin, a strap of which edges the

revere and continuing forms a trimming on tthe left

side that finishes under the pleated lace jabot.

The % sleeves are set in and are finished with a

turn back cuff piped with the silk and finished with

a frill of lace put under the cuff and pointing up-
wards.

Many dresses are made surplice-fashion, and nets,

voiles and chiffons have the fichu waist. A new idea

is to use fringe for the trimming of these surplice and
fichu effects. Paris has gone crazy over fringe, and
narrow silk fringes, fringes made of lucet, braid,

crinkled fringes and ball and tasseled fringes promise
to be a very much used trimming. Beaded effects

and trimmings, braid, cord and other embroideries

are also much used.

Novelty Suit Models Appear
Made of Velvet, Corduroy, Mouse Skin, Wool
Backed Satin, and Broadcloth — Tendency to

Longer Models in Expensive Lines.

Though the heavy sale is always of the useful

plain-tailored model in suit-, more elaborate models
for the novelty season arc making their appearance.

These are made of velvet, corduroy, mouse skin,

wool-backed satin and broadcloth. Combination of

two materials are used ti advantage, or the suit is

turned into a three-piec • one by making the upper
part above the raised waist line of chiffon or dyed
lace lined with satin de chine or Jap silk. The tend-

ency is to trim rather than elaborately braid, fringe
and satin and velvet or cord ornaments arc freely

used.

In expensive suit-, there is some tendency to

longer models and coat- as long as 32 and 36 inches

are seen. This radical departure from the accepted
length is always a feature of the exclusive model.
Lines of buttons also appear as a much-used trim-

ming feature and are often accompanied by simulated
button-holes of satin or satin cord.

Fastenings are very much to one side and the

single revere and the high, round collar that has a

collarless effect is used on high-grade models, while

the sleeves are very wide at the bottom and are fin-

ished with deep cull's All skirt- are longer and some
of the imported models have trained skirts.

Good Feather Season.

Early Fall Models are now making their

appearance and while the novelties are not yet well

denned, a fairly definite idea of the more staple lines

can be outlined. Wings and feather trimmings are

to be good, and entire feather crowns promise to be

a feature. These will be of uncurled ostrich or of

soft coque in new effects. Willowed plumes in spiral

effects will be used for covering entirely the crown
of the hat and aigrette effects in willowed ostrich will

be a feature. Another new feather effect is the large

spiral of skeleton ostrich that is placed on the top of

the crown and allowed to fall in a shower over it.

Vulture features are also used in the same manner.
With soft shower effects so much in use marabout

is safe to be a favorite. It is combined with ostrich

and a new idea is marabout introduced into wings
and quills. Upright feathers set into a feather band
is not a very new idea, but it is one that promises

well for the coming season. Bands and strips of this

kind are usually finished with a large wing or a

feather butterfly. Medium-sized wings are used in

spiral effect around the crown of the hat. Wings are

also inserted in the folds if the draperies that cover

nearly every crown.

A good deal of interest centres at present around
the size of the hat. So far the trade has evinced no
preference and large, small and medium models are

all shown. Every line, however, is very strong in

medium sizes, and the novelty is the witch, steeple

or sugar loaf crown with the narrow straight out brim
or the brim slightly rolling.

As a rule, it is the crown that receives the trim-

ming this season. There are many draped crowns of

taffetas or satin. Big wide bows of ribbon are used

and these bows are perched on the back of the high
crown with the loops extending from a knot either

upwards and downwards or on each side. Taffeta is

also arranged so as to imitate wings and the crown
covered in this manner.

The newest idea so far developed is the use of

fringe. Rows of it are sewn in spiral fashion around
the crowns, and fringe is used to edge the brim in the

same fashion that a lace ruffle was applied a season or

so ago.
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Concentrate on Furs
Success of the Department Depends Upon Amount

of Interest Shown by Person in Charge — A
Striking Illustration.

WITH fur- every year assuming more and
more the position of staple articles, many
merchants in the smaller towns are realiz-

ing the advisability of giving more atten-

tion to this department of their business. There are

still many, however, who are not awake to their op-

portunities as they should be and are allowing their

more energetic competitors in adjacent communities

to take their business away from them.

To successfully handle furs, the merchant should

put in charge of that department a salesman or sales-

woman who will lake enough interest in the work
io icarn something about the goods carried in stock,

so that when a customer comes in they can talk in-

telligently to them.

An illustration showing the importance of this

was given by a fur manufacturer in .Montreal. "One
of our customers," he said, "some few years ago, used

to buy from $4,000 to $5,000 worth of furs from us

every year. He bad a very capable saleslady in

charge of the department, and she took a keen inter-

est in the work. She would get all the information

possible out of our salesman when he was there, and
in this way was able to talk up the good point,- of the

goods to the customers. That, -tore did a big fur

business, for a small town, and it kept the business at

home, simply because the people could get what 1 1

u
\

wanted without going to the larger centres.

"This saleslady got married, however, as many
young women have a fashion of doing, and another
was employed to take her place. Her successor was
considered a \cr\ capable person, but she did not

understand much about furs. She did not study the

wants of the | pie or attempt to learn about the
goods she was handling, and the result was that the

sales of furs in that store fell off very rapidly, its cus-

tomers going elsewhere to be served by people who
understood their business. Now this merchant's fur

business does not run beyond $500 a year. He has
changed clerks several times, but has not been able

to regain hi- lost ground."

Increased Selling Opportunities.

Ten years ago it was the exception for a woman
to wear a fur coat and those who had them were the
envy of all the others. To-day, they are being look-

ed upon almost as necessities in the cold Winter
months and the business is increasing year by year.

Not only the city people, but the farmers' wives, must
have fur coats now, and the latter are not satisfied as

they used to be with astrachan, they want something
better.

If the merchant in the small city or town carries

a fairly good selection of furs, his chances of getting

the local trade are very good, for, as a rule, people
will at least look over the stock of the local dealer

before they decide to buy outside of their own town.
It is usually because they cannot get the proper selec-

tion to choose from at home that they go to the

larger centres.

Should Know I lis Field Thoroughly.

One objection that will be raised against carry-

ing a stock of furs, is the cost, for it cannot be denied
that they run into a lot of money, but the man who
buys judiciously, studying the needs of the commun-
ity in which he lives, and with the advice of a reli-

able salesman from the manufacturer, does not need
to buy very largely. He can get a very good general

assortment for about $1,000 or $1,500. This amount
of money would not give him more than one or two
of each article. He could buy, for instance, a coat

of one fur in a size most likely to be required, and in

other furs at different sizes, so as to show the differ-

ent, styles and furs. When a customer had signified

her liking for a certain style and fur, her measure-

ment could be taken and the garment ordered from
t he manufacturer.

Special Order in Furs.

The manufacturer always ha- a stock on hand.
It is one of the problems of the fur business that the

manufacturer has to carry stock for the retailer.

Orders sent in in this way are, as a rule, promptly
filled by the manufacturer and garments are de-

livered to the customer within two or three days of

their purchase.

The retailer who buys from a salesman on whose
judgment' he can rely and who will be careful of his

interests, and not try to stock him up with more goods
than are required, and who also uses his own best
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Since Coronation His Majesty GEORGE V.

Wears a Monarch's Hat
instead of hit Crown

^ ^

All High-Class Trade should carry

The

"Monarch Hat"
Registered Trade MarK

SOLE AGENTS FOR CANADA

L. Gnaedinger, Son & Company.
MONTREAL

judgment, should have no difficulty in making a

success of the fur department in his business. A
competent clerk should be put in charge of the de-

partment and allowed to get all the information pos-

sible regarding the goods to be sold and the needs of

the customers.

Co-operation of Manufacturers.

Early in the season, about the first of September,
an opening of the fur department should be an-

nounced, when the entire range of goods should be

placed on exhibition, similar to a millinery display.

This would give an opportunity to the dealer with a

small stock, to take orders well in advance and to get

delivery from the manufacturer in good time. Ap-

pointed out in a previous article in the Review, the

manufacturers will co-operaate with the retailers, who
are within reasonable distance, and send to them
some of the more expensive garments for show pur-

poses, allowing a commission on all that are sold.

In many instances, salesmen are sent from the
manufacturer to assist the retailer in exhibiting and
selling the furs during the few days of the "open-
ing." Usually the man who sold the goods to the

retailer goes to his assistance, and in this way the

salesman can get a good idea of the class of goods
that the retailer will want in future, and so is able to

advise him when the time comes around next year.

The salesman can also give valuable help and selling

information to the clerk in charge of the depart-
ment, if he or she is the kind that wants to learn.

The profit from furs seldom goes below 40.or 50
per cent., while for high-class goods or some distinc-

tively new idea the profit may he much more.

Better Advertising.

One good sign of the times, the manufacturers
report, is that more people are sending for cuts of

the new jackets and pieces which shows that they are

going after the business and advertising more than
in the past. Most of the manufacturers supply cuts

free of charge to their clients.

Six Miles of Thread
Used in Manufacture of a Mink Coat — Some
Details that the Trade is Not Familiar With.

How much does the average merchant know
about the furs he is handling every year? There
are no doubt many dealers who handle hats, caps and
furs exclusively, who are probably well versed in the

problems of fur manufacturing, hut it is not at all

likely that the general merchant who handles furs

along with groceries, shoes, dry goods, hardware, etc.,

stops to think how the goods are made or how many
workpeople have had a hand in the development of

the finished garment.

A representative of The Review was recently

given some unusual details of fur manufacture dur-

ing a call upon a prominent manufacturer in Mont-
real.

A very handsome mink coat with stripes run-

nine; lull length of the garment portion was being

exhibited.

"Do you know that there are about 6 miles of

thread in that garment?" asked the manufacturer.
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The garment referred to is a cloak 50 inches
long and is worth in the vicinity of $1,500. It is

made from fine eastern skins, the back stripes run-
ning from top to bottom of the cloak. This class of

work ranks highest in the line of fur manufacture

It required an operator ten and a half days to

sew it, running a power machine capable of about
1 ,000 stitches per minute, and used over 10,000 yards
of thread or nearly six miles. The material passed
through the hands of nine different persons—six

Advance Styles for the Coming Fur Season

Reading from left to right — 1, Hudson Seal, extra long rolling collar and showing

effect of reversed fur in the collar and borders and in the muff. 2, Mink Coat, made
with stripes full length of garment. 3, Persian Lamb.

Shown by L. Gnaedinger Son & Co.. Montreal.

and iii this particular case it required one man ten
day- steadily working al cutting the skins so as to

secure that beautiful dark liar down the centre of

each.

The sewing is a very important factor, as the

seams dare not take up more leather than about the

thickness of a heavy pin.

men and three women—in the operation of making
it up.

In making up a garment from Hudson seal un-
usual effects can be obtained from stitching the fur

with the hair running in opposite directions. This
will be noticed in the illustration which appears

along with the mink coat. The shading in the col-
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lax and borders is effected by strips of fur being so

placed that they lay in a different direction from the

body of the article and is due to the play of light.

Persian lamb, while one of the most expensive

furs, is one of the easiest to make up, as the sameness

fy£ color and curl allows it to be stitched together al-

most at random.

Persian Lamb Selling Well
This Fur Wanted for all Purposes — Prices

Continue Firm — Preparing for Active Season

One outstanding feature of the fur business this

year is the strong demand for Persian lamb. This

fur is wanted for all purposes—jackets, sets, neck

pieces and bolster muffs. Jackets are being asked for

almost altogether in the full length styles, varying

from 36 to 50 or 52 inches long.

The prices of all kinds of furs continue very firm

and there is little likelihood of any change. There
have been no new developments in the fur trade dur-

ing the past month and manufacturers have been
busy making up orders for the approaching season.

Catalogues are now in the hands of the publishing

houses and the new style books will be ready for dis-

tribution about the latter part of August.

Hot Weather Business.

In Montreal the retailers report that there has
been a fair tourist trade, though it seems hard to in-

terest visitors in furs when the mercury is hovering
around 80 and 90 degrees.

Why This Difference?

A retail dealer has raised the question as to why
there should be a difference in prices on marked
styles in Montreal and Toronto. This dealer states

that he bought the same muff last winter in three

places at different prices. In this instance the fur

was imported marmot. It is contended that very

often there is considerable difference in the prices for

the same article.

The manufacturers in speaking of the matter,

stated that all pay a uniform price for imported
goods, and the only explanation they could give of

the matter was that some dealers must be satisfied

with smaller profits than others. For instance, some
dealers last year might have bought fairly heavy of
this line and, finding that they were not likely to be
as popular as at first thought, they probably unload-
ed at prices somewhat below the ordinary. For the
most part, it is claimed, the prices do not vary much.

Hudson Seal Coats
Fiftv and Thirty-six Inch Lengths are Good —

Muskrats Lower, but in Great Demand.

Manufacturers are now busy with their Fall cata-
logues of furs. Some of these are already out, show-
ing the styles which will be in general demand.

Changes in prices were anticipated to perhaps a
greater extent than has eventuated. While musk-

rats have returned to a normal price, the very gen-
eral demand has kept prices fairly high in compari-
son with any season except the last.

Great interest is centered about this line of furs,
as it is now regarded as one of the most successful
sellers. Hudson seal coats will be a strong feature
of the season's selling. These come in 36-in. and
52-in. lengths, and may be retailed from $85 and
$125, respectively, up.

Merchants are warned to accept only the product
of reputable houses. Not any skin of average quality
will stand the test of dyeing and making-up which
produces the handsome Hudson seal coat.

Badly-dyed skins usually mean poor quality to
start with. They rip and tear at the slightest provo-
cation. On the other hand, carefully selected and
made coats have a durability unsurpassed by any coat
anywhere near the price offered in the market to-day.

While the city trade takes Hudson seal, through-
out the country there will be strong demand for the
fur-lined coat. Muskrat linings endure wear better
than other furs and are generally preferred, though
squirrels are extremely attractive and popular.

Shawl Throw-overs
Shawl effects in throw-overs are now considered

the best selling line. These throws come in two
styles, the 90x9-in. and the 80x6. They are allowed
to hang quite low across the back, and crossing over
the chest, may be tucked under the arms, or the
ends may simply be allowed to fall over the arm,
while the muff, held closely to the body, keeps them
in place. A few throws are slightly shaped at the
back to make less fullness at the neck when used in
throw-over fashion. Others are folded in shawl-col-
lar form and meet down the front.

The Flat Muff Again
The flat muff has returned to favor for all gen-

eral purposes. It is the pillow shape, if possible, a
little deeper and flatter in proportion to other dimen-
sions than before. Of course, fox and similar long
hairs are made up in head and tail style with con-
siderably more fullness than the short hairs.

Some pretty effects are produced by combining
tins, such as ermine and mink, Persian lamb and
Hudson seal. This is carried out, both in throw and
muff.

The Favored Furs
Among the long hairs, fox and skunk are very

good. Isabella fox, wolf in black and blue shades,
and coon in imitation of Alaska sable are all good
selling lines.

Sets of shorter hairs consist of flat muff and stole
of muskrat, opossum, Hudson seal, and in more ex-
pensive lines, mink and ermine.

Pretty effects are got in the short hairs by using
the shadow effect and the diagonal cut stripe.

Persian lamb is an excellent utility fur, and baby
lamb and also paw sets will sell as usual.



From the Buyer's Viewpoint

Demand for Midsummer sales should have the effect

of reducing underwear stocks generally carried over in

some wholesale centres.

Even with cheaper cotton it is not likely that manu-

facturers can quote different values for Spring underwear.

Little profit has been made in some lines of under-

wear by manufacturers owing to competitive conditions.

Co-operation between manufacturer, jobber and re-

tailer would make better profits in underwear possible to

all concerned.

Buyers state that fully 50 per cent, of Spring orders

will be for combination garments.

Color is a stronger feature than usual in sweater coats.

White is a favorite, but grey, cardinal and combinations

of these, with contrasting colors, form fully 60 per cent,

of the buying.

Blue and white, cardinal and white, and tans or

browns form the other 40 per cent.

Sales are being made on prices and qualities that

were in previous seasons considered impossible.

The range this year is exceptionally broad, extending

from aviation sets to tourist coats and infants' matched

sets.

Time has arrived when knit goods should be given a

distinctive department status. Style features alone war-

rant this.

Cardigan knits, shaker and camels' hair effects, have

a large representation in the season's styles.

Opportunity for the retailer in catering to society,

club or athletic organization orders, with fixed charges for

monograms.

New bleaching processes add lustre, soft finish and

elasticity to yarns used.

The usual toques, sweaters, overalls, gaiters and

clouds shown for children, but buster and pony swearer

coats, embodying a certain amount of novelty, for little

folk, will undoubtedly have increasing demand.

Style trend having an important influence on hosiery

market. Narrow skirts have created strong vogna for

gauzes, to the detriment of color combinations.

In some quarters good business has been done in colors,

and there will be some demand for approved tones next

season.

White hosiery likely to have good position in Summer
stocks, as high-button white shoes have had an unusual

vogue.

Gauze lisles, with spliced heel and toe, garter top and

fashioned, and beautifully finished, are offered at $2.25.

Quantities of lace boots are being taken, but these are

always safe in blacks and tans.

Thread silk gauze lines will be featured. A $4.25 line

has wide lisle top and foot, and with mercerized gauze

lisles will fill the demand for 50-cent sellers.

Reason for question whether wholesalers are paying

sufficient attention to ability of people to buy better

grades.

Neat patterns on plain grounds include chenille, em-
broidery, ribbon and silk floral designs.

Great Sweater Coat Season
Exceptional Opportunity to Concentrate Upon
Exclusive Department- -Unusually Wide Range

for Profitable Holiday Season.

SWEATER COATS and knitted novelties have
received quite an impetus in the trade during
the last few weeks. Conditions are reported

decidedly better and buying since July 15th
surpassed May and Junei Western orders are now
being placed and buyers, a.-sured of satisfactory crop
returns, are ordering more freely.

Reports from the East and Ontario fields show
that first shipments of early placing orders are filled,

I n n that it is early yet for repeats on eastern grounds

Color a Strong Feature.

It is found in many stores that business is start-

ing early and color is a stronger feature than usual.

White, of course. i> being taken as favorite while
gray, cardinal and combinations on these with con-

trasting color form fully sixty per cent, of the buy-

Tt is pointed out that it is hard to estimate the

proportion of colors taken which are practically sea-

son favorites, but decided preference for blue and
while, cardinal and white and tans or browns with
suitable bandings, collar and cuff trimmings com-
prise the other forty per cent.

Customers are well pleased with the new collars

shown and it is found that better qualities than usu-

al are being bought. A policy of educating custom-
ers to the merits of fitted garments or properly fin-
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Two Excellent Brands That
Sell ^mWmWmm*^ Well

AYi M. * M-M M-uMS underwear has won its

tp place by merit alone. Turnbull's

ilk' Ribbed Underwear has a softness and elasticity

mkj that give perfect comfort and fit. It is made in

mm weights for every season, Fall and Winter
II weights being ready.

"Ribbed" Underwear is a great business

builder, as it never fails to give absolute satisfac-

tion.

IT PAYS
TO FEATURE

TURNBULL
LINES

"CEETEE"

Un&rinkable Underwear is as good as its

nam never giving the slightest trouble even
unde the most careless handling. What it

mean^o have a positively unshrinkable under-
wear at you can guarantee, as we do, only
the de*>r can ten.

I our Fall lines now.

s*
5
rfttOUNW/^

*k^EETEE>^
%?E \M00\-

The C TURN»,ULL Co, of Gait, Ltd.
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ished coats has resulted in sales on prices and qual-

ities that in previous seasons were considered
impossible.

Goon Repeat Season in Prospect.

Manufacturers are anticipating a record repeat

business and sales from now till Christmas rest en-
tirely with merchants and the amount of publicity

given this department.
The excuse of manufacturers last season of being

oversold has not been found so far this year and
from present indications buyers will be able to secure
all the sweater coals they require. This, then, is an

Knitted Aviation Set

-a decided novelty

from the Fall line of

The Reliance Knitting

Co., Toronto. This set

is in grey and white,

bul all approved color-

ings are used.

incentive to merchandise as great a quantity as pos-

sible and reap the benefit of a demand which prom-
ises a record of sales for the Fall season.

A Broad Range.

Another feature this year is the broadness of the

range which has been taken, from aviation sets to

tourist coats, and infantile matched sets. Merchants
in offering their Fall assortment can make use of

this in their displays and give prominence to quan-
tity and color combined in practical unit trims of

women's, misse '. or children's requirements. Occa-

sion will be another strong argument in placing Fall

selections before prospective customers.

Value, too, will prove the merchandising draw-
ing card and as soon as the Fall season is sufficiently

advanced, it will be easy this year to make a record
season's selling of knit goods and kindred novelties.

Buyers are better informed this year regarding
the merits of the different qualities and leading-

stitches owing to previous experience. This basis

Articles Shown on Pape 134

The selections from Fall lines of knitted goods shown on

page 134 represent, to a very fair extent, the range of

novelties featured in the Canadian market.

The group of hats at the top of the cut ixcludes ladies'

knitted caps, Napoleon shape and i close-knitted

woolen hat. Courtesy of Seward Bros.. Montreal.

The model on the left at the top is weariig an eiderdown

lounging robe in mauve, trimmed rith embroidery.

Courtesy of the Gait Knitting Co.

On the right at the top is an imported kutted coat, double-

breasted, braid-trimmed, turned-bac cuffs and fancy

patch pockets, medium-size roll c^lar. Courtesy of

Goodwin's, Limited, Montreal.

Group of three undervests is from thfnew line of Princess

Underwear, Ltd., Hamilton. Midfe vest shows unique

model so designed as to hold shulder straps in posi-

tion. Other models show new de»gns in insertion.

In the centre of the page is a whit throw-over muff scarf,

shown by Jaeger's, Montreal. This scarf is 12 inches

wide, two yards long, made o'very soft wool.

The knitted woolen waistcoa is of brushed finish,

in black and grey. A featie of this garment is the

long back, ensuring warmt1 Shown in an extensive

range of colors. Below it ; a knitted woolen jacket,

brushed finish. Courtesy < Seward Bros., Montreal.

On the right of the scarf shown a boy's jersey knit

suit, with cap. Sweater is fastened along shoulder

with four buttons. Coresy of Dr. Jaeger's Sanitary

Woolen System Co., M^real.

The sweater coat on the'S*1* at the bottom is a men's

shaker knit, made fro'Cashmere wools in plain or con-

trasting shades and all preferred colors. Courtesy

Reliance Knitting Cr

The monograms distri ted throughout the page are those

of athletic clubs, cotner organizations. These mono-

grams are being l£ely used nowadays for distinctive

purposes, and m f
tiants are having them worked into

sweaters on spe 1 orders by arrangement with their

manufacturers, -ourtesy Scott Knitting Co., Toronto.

combined wJ
.

sufficient novelty and aggressive

methods of T
jncity should prove this season beyond

all previoupirnovers m knit goods departments.

hould be Record Season.

This .^on can be &iven a departmental status,

as a secti °^ an up-to-date ready-to-wear floor and,

with val as a selling advantage, business from now
until O st 'mas w^ be exactly what co-operation
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ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER.

L^r<|e5t Hosiery M^jiu^cturers in C^rad^

E.H.WALSH & CO.
SOLE SELLING AGENTS TORONTO.MONTREAL

AND"WINNIPEG.
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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TRADE MARK

UNSHRINKABLE

"O.V." Brand
There is no better line of Under-

wear for the cold Canadian winters

than the Pure Wool Elastic Rib.

There is no better line of Pure Wool Elastic Rib than

the "O.V." Brand (Ottawa Valley)

Try our

Line 130 and 140—Men's Pure Wool (Heavy and Extra
Heavy Weights).

11 710—Extra, Extra Heavy Pure Wool.

" 650—Extra Heavy Pure Worsted.

Manufactured by

Bates & Innes, Limited
CARLETON PLACE :: :: ONTARIO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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SELECTIONS FROM FALL LINES OF KNITTED GOODS. FOR DESCRIPTIONS SEE PAGE 130.
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^WOOLNAP
f UNSHRINKABLE B

^WOOLNAP
A-* * M1—~~ TRAOl MARK

• UNSHRINKABLE *

^WOOLNAP
i-> " * || — TRAOl MARK

UNSHRINKABLE o

^WOOLNAP
*-* mil Z TUDl MARK

<z> UNSHRINKABLE ©

I
^WOOLNAP
£-* nun ~ imm mark

UNSHRINKABLE ©

KWOOLNAP
/-»

|

"" TRAOl MARK

v UNSHRINKABLE *

^WOOLNAP
*-' rrr. tradi mark
a UNSHRINKABLE ©

LINShrinkaBLE
UNDERWEAR FOR MEN

WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN

MEN'S UNDERWEAR

and the whole of our time, thought and energy

are devoted to producing the best garments in

this line.

This policy brings us the support of men who

are particular about underwear — a large and

ever-increasing number. In style, quality and

finish our goods always meet the requirements

of the most discriminating buyers.

Would not a similar policy of concentration suit

you? Instead of stocking a variety of brands,

for which you have to create a demand, why not

feature the brand for which a demand exists?

It is made in all weights and sizes.

HANDLED BY ALL JOBBERS

KWOOLNAP
£—* * urTT-" TRAOl MARK

<z> UNSHRINKABLE ©

KWOOLNAP
4-» W

iiTTTr— TRAOl MARK

© UNSHRINKABLE ©

^WOOLNAP
A—» '^wftrr- TRAOL MARK

© UNSHRINKABLE ©

^WOOLNAP
l-> iuailCl TRADl MARK
<? UNSHRINKABLE ©

^WOOLNAP
/-* » *.J^m"— TRAOl MARK

<?- UNSHRINKABLE
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Jf& hi

CO-ED" 4

Made specially for the wear

of graceful, willowy figures>

for your girls and misses.

MONARCH
Make Their

In selecting knit goods stocks you will find greater
satisfaction in choosing from our stock than else-

where, because of the immense number of excellent

patterns and thoroughly up-to-date models we
are showing.

A particularly handsome
model for a full figure,

trimmed with nicely con-

trasted colors at the edge.

LADIES' 99

Submit every piece of knit goods to severe tests

for durability, elasticity, firmness and finish.

Monarch goods fear no fair test That's why they

sell so well. Try them.

The MonarcK
FOUR LARGE

Head Office-. DUNNVILLE, ONT. Other Factories*
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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SWEATERS
Own Market

Monarch Sweaters and other knit goods are made
from the most carefully selected yarns, dyed by

modern processes, and are woven on machines

that are the most perfect of their kind procurable.

A Sweater that men like.

Heavy enough for general

wear and firm enough in

weave to give excellent

service.

MEN'S SWEATER 28

BUSTER"

4

Our line of Children's Sweat-

ers and Knit Goods is un-

usually large—a big selling

line.

Let us know what are your needs. We have
spent years in developing our factories, our system

of distribution, our now perfect service, and we
are ready to take care of you. Try us.

Knitting Co.
FACTORIES
St. Thomas St. Catharines Ont. Buffalo, N. Y.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and -Their Travelers.
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and departmental representation can make it. That
should certainly be some business, if any criterion is

possible from early shipments and showings for mid-

summer selling. Returns in this department should

establish a record.

Merchants have every right to expect such condi-

tion in their knit good departments and have every

reason to insist on such results from buyers and man-
agers in charge. Manufacturers have done their

share and repeats can be handled with facility by
most mills unless unforeseen conditions apply.

The Preferred Stitches.

As the season's buying is further advanced and
manufacturers can form comparisons, it is seen that

fancy stitches of all kinds have been taken, but that

Convertible collar .coat

showing popular color

contrast for general wear.

Monarch Knitting Co.,

Dunnville.

cardigan jacket stitch is preferred by many buyers.

This may follow through first idea formed of knitted

lines, when cardigan jackets were bought in quanti-

ties and buyers had no idea of the development of

sweater coats and knit good novelties, although it is

claimed to be a distinctive style tendency.

It will be seen that while the garment itself is

practically dead, the satisfactory cardigan, half

cardigan and 1|1 rib, has become of paramount im-

portance in this season's lines.

Shaker knit and camel's hair are good_ in differ-

ent garments and impart a decidedly tourist or out-

ing effect necessary for early Fall wear or instead of

more dressy effects. Utility is the strong feature and

with such a range of accessories, caps, hats and Na-

poleons to match, knitted novelties shown will prove

themselves adaptable garments in point of style and
suitability for outing purposes.

Another opportunity which can be given greater

consideration this year is in catering to society and

club orders. Merchants have a fixed charge for

monograms and suitable lettering for athletic clubs

and quantity prices can be quoted for one dozen or

more sweaters.

Make Monograms a Feature.

Several departments are adding a number of

these monograms for suggestion in helping to sell

sweater coats. Many manufacturers have made this

a feature of their lines and merchants have the same
field to develop in the customer's decision. Some-
times these designs are a decided help in closing a
sale and when assured of prompt delivery and satis-

factory work it opens the way for still further de-

veloping the knit goods department and adding to

Fall sales. This class of attention is particularly

repaid at Christmas time.

New Bleaching Process.

Manufacturers are also experimenting with a
new bleaching process which adds lustre, soft finish

and elasticity to the yarns used. This on completion,
will give merchants another strong talking point
especially when white garments are concerned. To
be able to show a soft, finished sweater coat in white

in which the design is still further accentuated by
the appearance of the yarn and feel of the garment
will be a further advance to successfully merchandis-
ing more sweater coats than previously.

HowT to Wash Sweater Coats.

Much has been said about washing sweaters, also

the assistance merchants can give in the matter
of proper washing instructions. As a salesmen's

argument, information of this kind when tactfully

tendered, can be made an excuse for assisting cus-

tomers in deciding on more novelty in the matter of

color, style or weave. It is used successfully in sell-

ing better garments when customers are assured that

more satisfaction can be had with a better garment
which can be washed without detriment.

Some of the larger stores are saved a great deal of

trouble by educating their customers at the time of

purchase. One of the most satisfactory rules is here

given as a help to merchants, who probably have not

paid this end of the department enough attention.

As is well known the average knit garment stretches

by wearing, and the object in washing is not only to

cleanse but to shrink to the natural condition. To
do this successfully, dissolve about half a cake of

pure white soap in half a tubful of hike warm water.

If garment is much soiled add two tablespoons of

ammonia. Rub the garment between the hands
(never use a washboard) with soap suds, dipping

frequently in the water. Then run through the

wringer and rinse thoroughly with two or three

changes of hike warm water. Pull the garment into

shape of body, sleeves, collar, etc., and lay it down to

dry on a clean, white sheet upon a flat surface. Do
not hang on the clothes line or use pegs as this will

stretch the garment,

For Juvenile Wear.

Added to these important developments, is the

added importance of juvenile department. Although

the usual staple numbers of toques, sweaters, overalls,

gaiters, clouds, are shown and have been placed in

the usual quantities; buster and pony sweater coats

show an increase consistent with the expected run on

adult lines.

Merchants will have little call for complaint

judging from present market conditions of satisfac-

tory garments, sufficient novelty and good deliveries.

Business from now till Christmas will be much
as merchants and their advertisers make it. It

would seem advisable to reach for record sales in

knitted goods departments.
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1

THE SECRET OF COMFORT
lies in our Spring Needle Stitch. The resultant fabric is

so elastic that it fits snugly without any pressure and hence

not only feels good but wears well.

EllisSpring Needle Ribbed Underwear
Particularly adaptable for comfortable and glove-fitting

combination suits, but also greatly advantageous for

gents' shirts and drawers, and all styles of ladies' underwear.

A new full range of samples for Spring 1912 is now in the

hands of our agents.

Special lines in silk and wool for both sexes.

SELLING AGENTS:— J. A. Murray, Sussex, N.B.; E. O. Barrette Co., Montreal; The Edward Burns

Co., Toronto; Bryce & Co., Winnipeg; J. J. Thompson, Vancouver.—— HIM Mil IB——J
ELLIS UNDERWEAR CO.
HAMILTON CANADA

Please mention The Revieiu c< Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Style Factor In Hosiery
Has Caused Strong Demand for Gauze Lines—
Some Colors Being Taken — White Likely to be in

Strong Position Next Summer — Juvenile Hosiery

MOST wholesale houses have completed their

orders from domestic mills for Spring,

1912. It is admitted that wholesale buy-
ers are at a loss to know just what propor-

tions to place and what extent style will become a
factor in next season's selling. Judging from mar-
ket conditions this season, retailers have experienced
an opportunity at the expense of the wholesaler and
jobber and have made the most of merchandising
colored hosiery.

However, for next Spring style trend is likely to

have an entirely different phase and weave, rather
than novelty, will influence buyers in conjunction

Women's lisle hosiery. Shown for Spring 1912 and showing
neat patterns embroidered in chenille and dainty black
and white and green and white figures in silk tape.

with prevailing fashions in case they hold until next
season. This is another result of the wearing of

tight-fitting skirts, and although wholesale buyers
were over-stocked with colors and fancies, it cannot
be claimed that stocks outside had to be jobbed.

Position of Colored Lines.

At the present time, merchants arc cleaning up
colored hosiery as fine as is usually done, and style,

of course, has not been as evident in centres removed
from larger cities. Many merchants have sold dozens
of colored hosiery this Summer for this very reason.

Some exceptional hosiery sales have been held and
with the usual foresight of seasonable selling, mer-
chant will be rady for next seasons vagaries in
hosiery markets.

From present indications it does not seem likely

that next year's hosiery lines will include this novelty

necessity, and buyers in placing their Spring num-
bers will take many more lines than usual, which, on
account of color, are practically staple.

There is every reason to expect a record business
and this is true from a style standpoint as well as

manufacturing conditions.

Buyers must admit that values, qualities and
prices of Canadian makes have reached a good posi-

tion in regard to their suitability for next season's

selling. Results of Spring placing by wholesalers
already justify this conclusion. For next Spring in

women's hose the quantity line is the best value to be
had for the retailer at $1.20 dozen. These have been
placed in all sizes in both black and tans.

Importance of White Hosiery.

Naturally, from satisfaction and popular price

motives, the 25-cent seller will always be foremost
Adhering to the demand for gauzy weaves, mills are

showing mercerized lisles in blacks, tans and colors,

but so far buying has been confined to these staple

shades, and include White.

Very important at this juncture is the promise
of white hosiery for next Summer's selling. In

United States cities this season high button white
shoes have had an unusual vogue, and as a later in-

fluence is usually felt, and hosiery departments will

of necessity require a feature for summery selling, it

i- predicted that buyers will have to prepare for this

vogue. If previous season's experiences amount to

anything this run is bound to occur. By the rules

of buyers of late inquiries and scarce goods, this

situation is most promising for 1912 hosiery selling.

Gauze Lisles a Strong Feature.

In early samples seen, beautifully finished qual-

ities of gauze lisle, with spliced heel and toe, garter

top, and fashioned, are offered at $2.25. Finer gauze

goods to sell wholesale at $1.85 to $1.90, and for

those buyers who insist on a $2 price, qualities are

well represented. The tendency is for this price

rather than holding always to a standard cost price,

except for competitive purposes. There is every rea-

son to suppose that next Spring these will be the

leading selling numbers.
Blacks and tans will be in quantity, and white

will be supplemented in orders placed in anticipation

of unusual selling from the style standpoint, which
will reach its height next Summer.

In the better gauze lisles several new numbers
are added to this season's selection, and buyers must
not forget the importance of gauze makes or demand
for better lines.

Lace boots in black are taken in some orders, but

that is as far as buyers are prepared to go in the

matter of novelty. A quantity of these are always

safe in blacks and tans. For some centres a few

plain colors and some embroidered style? will be ask-

ed for to meet afternoon and evening requirements.

Silks Will Have Good Demand.

Thread silk hosiery is to be a feature of the Cana-
dian market in future importance. This growth has

been hampered by the attitude of wholesale buyers,

and a great many influences have been cited as

averse to stocking higher-price hosiery than is at

present done.

This year's experiences have shown where a great

deal more business could have been done, and in-
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quiries from merchants asking that special orders

be filled have had to be bought retail in departmental

stores.

As an argument against stocking high grades it

is shown that if retailers wanted these qualities they

would take them in importing orders, when a range

from the mills is placed before them. This demand
is growing as a fashion tendency, and buyers pre-

pared for it will sell these high-class qualities next

season. Canadian mills are anticipating it and their

qualities are exceptional. They are confining their

samples to best silk yarns and offering a beautifully-

finished stocking throughout.

One line of hosiery which has been successful this

season is a 50c retail to cost $4.25, with all-silk gauze

and wide lisle top and foot. This quality, with the

usual Canadian mercerized gauze lisles, will fill the

demand for 50c sellers.

Buyers, in placing silk hosiery, will recognize that

the demand is for the best quality, and although

some have been shown this season, it is evident that

there has not been sufficient attention given to com-
peting with advertised lines.

Advertising the Guarantee.

Guaranteed hosiery and other lines are demon-
strating this season the value of advertising. Com-
petitive lines to which no guarantee is attached are

undoubtedly of very high quality, but it is evident

that a popular selling price has been met and the

market created.

Buyers admit this quality argument in some
cases, and in others there seems to be a lack of knowl-
edge regarding values to be had in competition. In-

deed, the inconsistency is such that in direct com-
petition an unusual price has been quoted to no pur-

pose.

It is true, maybe, that Canadian wholesalers do
not stock these guaranteed lines, but in explanation
guaranteed hosiery is sold direct to the retailer, and
is the strongest argument yet of the opening for bet-

ter grades, and especially silk thread hosiery, on the

Canadian field. Domestic mills are establishing a
reputation for their hosiery and the qualities they
represent, but whether sufficient attention is paid by
the wholesale end to the ability of people to buy and
wear these better grades is questioned in viewT of the
conditions this and former seasons. Wholesalers
have been guided by experiences, but it will be ad-

mitted that disregard and inattention have had much
to do with present circumstances. It remains to be

seen to what extent they prevail next year.

Manufacturers also call for a proportionate sale

of spun silk hosiery on those grades which have been
selling in United States mills. Canadian stores are

already -bowing these qualities by direct import, and
in this event gauzy mercerized lisles and spun silk

are in competition.

So far, the Canadian conditions have been such
that fine gauze mercerized lisles have held their own
on account of wearing qualities. Very few people
hold time guarantees to the letter, and here again it

cannot be said that at those leading prices on better

quality gauze numbers, any immediate falling-off in

sales is likelv.

As in other years, buyers are taking the usual

qualities in cashmeres which are staple year after

year, and used for early and late season demands.

Increased Orders on Juvenile Lines.

In juvenile hosiery ribbed cashmeres have been
placed in increased orders, and these blacks, tans,

cardinals and a representative amount of staple colors

have been bought in the usual color assortments.

Boys' ribs, leading lines 1|1 and 2|1, and branded
ribs to retail at 25c, have been ordered in usual

quantities.

The Import Lines.

Regarding imported lines, buyers will rind inter-

esting ([notations and a full range of hosiery of every
quality and design. These samples will also show
the tendency of the style effects, and although buy-
ing this season is later than ever, it is attributed to

the indecision of buyers about styles. More infor-

mation about next Spring's dress is required, and
until buyers have ascertained this they are slow to

place orders.

Sheer Weaves Featured.

Some striking price inducements have been offer-

c \ ami since German mills lost the United States

market on cheaper lines, they have been quoting re-

markably close prices to Canadian buyers. These
have to be taken into consideration and from the

range of selection and prices to meet Canadian re-

quirements buyers will be able to choose those lines

necessary for their clientele.

So far, black, tans and white have been most in

favor, and gauze mercerized weights in demand.
Every quality in sheer weaves is included in the

Spring samples, and jobbers are fully conversant with

the style situation.

They are also discerning the demand for better

qualities, and ranges include several of silk thread
hosiery in pastelle shades, which up till this season

have been successfully carried by one or two depart-

mental stores.

Small, Neat Designs in Fancies.

Color, too, is just as important, and where novelty

is required, buyers make their choice from the im-
ported ranges. It is remarked that except for simple
designs, in all black or small effects in embroidery
orders tire not being placed for any of the qualities

of fancies.

In those smaller patterns seen in black, with
black or colored embroidered chenille, ribbon and
silk floral designs are new7

. When combined with a

sheer mercerized quality to retail at usual prices

these will be stocked by many merchants in limited

quantities. In view of the demand for plain shades,

imported lines comprise many qualities which will

be necessary to complete the range required by Cana-
dian merchants.

In children's socks several new patterns are added
this year, especially check tops, plaids and lace de-

signs in those colorings most preferred by children

for Midsummer wrear.
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"THE COMING SEASON"

is now Spring 1912. We are

already taking- orders for our

splendid new lines for spring

delivery.

OXFORD
UNDERWEAR

needs little recommendation to

the public or the merchant.

Both men's and women's styles

have met with invariable success.

Summer goods, vests, drawers

and corset covers for women in-

clude "Ilet," "Interlock," etc.;

also our new style combination.

NO. 784, "INTERLOCK" VELVET KNIT

Patented February 16th. 1909

MEN'S FINE BALBRIGGAN
shirt? and drawers are specially attrac-

tive goods, having a texture of Elastic

Spring Needle Ribbed and "Gauzine"

Underwear, unequalled in the Dominion.

OXFORD KNITTING CO. Ltd.
WOODSTOCK ONTARIO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Profit-making in Underwear
Competition has Brought About Undesirable

Conditions on Some Lines — Tendency To-

wards High Standards and Better Grades

SAMPLES of underwear for Spring axe prac-

tically completed and have been shown to

wholesale buyers for placing orders. A con-

servative tendency is noted, and it is ques-

tioned if this season's buying is equal to last year.

Manufacturers claim that in some localities stock is

heavier than usual and that buyers are ordering ac-

cordingly.

In view of the favorable selling condition during

the season, there is no reason why stocks should not

be cleaned up and that every latitude be given for

orders equal to last year.

It is claimed that quite an amount of stock is

carried over in some wholesale centres, but, with the

demand for Midsummer sales, it is pointed out that

these quantities will be much reduced. Whether, ulti-

mately, they will be of any importance in next sea-

son's placing orders it is hard to foresee.

In some cases, buyers are ordering sparingly,

anticipating lower prices, but for next season's sell-

ing, even with cheaper cotton, it is not likely that

manufacturers can afford to quote any different

values.

A certain amount of speculation is already evi-

dent in preparing new samples. Conditions attend-

ing cost of production in Canada are in many re-

spects similar to those in United States. Competi-
tion is a great factor also, and these two influences

have brought about undue results in the general ad-

vances made during the last two seasons. In fact,

manufacturers claim that conditions are worse in

Canada, and instances are shown where, from mer-
chandising motives, it is impossible for manufac-
turers to make any profit. It is clearly a case of price

and profit, and it would seem that manufacturers, to

a great extent, have themselves to blame by the con-

ditions which confront them to-day, and in which
they seem to have forgotten primarily that business

is to make money and obtain at least a fair profit.

Where is the Profit?

The first of these instances relates to a well-known
line of fleece-lined men's underwear, which is sold

to the trade at $4.50, less 5 per cent. On this quality

the jobber pays $4.25, less 9 per cent, prepayment.
An opposition line costs the trade $4.25, and the
price to the jobber is $4.05, less 9 per cent, prepay-
ment. These are lines that sell in thousand dozens,

and the cheaper line is often' returned by the men's
furnisher or merchant because he can secure a bet-

ter garment at the other price. The better garment
would easily bring $1.25 a suit, but retailers sell it

at 89c and 98c a suit.

Co-operation Required.

Jobbers rightfully claim an injustice, and, com-
pared with other lines, where a merchant demands a
satisfactory profit, a buyer would pass it up on profit

account alone.

As far as profit is concerned, nobody seems to be
making enough to warrant handling, and as profit

is of first importance, under this year's conditions

it is almost ignored. If the garments were not worth
more to the consumer it would be different, but with

co-operation between manufacturer, jobber and re-

tailer this underwear would retail at $1.25, and the

consumer would have to pay the difference. On a

competitive basis, as pointed out, it makes an absurd

market condition.

Complex Conditions to be Met.

That problems confronting the Canadian manu-
facturer are more complex than those in the United
States is evident from comparative prices of yarns.

No doubt this condition has influenced Canadian
mills in preparing the Spring, 1912, range with the

smallest advance possible, with a difference of from
four to six cents a pound in suitable yarns. United
States samples could he imported and shown to suc-

cessfully compete with Canadian samples.

Another case in point will sihow that, on some
qualities of women's underwear, it is impossible to

show any profit. Taking two pounds of yarn at the

market price for a dozen vests, plus the cost of ma-

Men's soft wool ribbed combination garment Shown
for Fall by Schofield Woolen Co.. Oshawa, Ont.

chinery and operating, with a small percentage for

loss and seconds, it is easily estimated what profit

the manufacturer can show on these qualities.

In the face of this, buyers are hoping for re-

duced prices, but it does not seem plausible that

manufacturers will immediately lower prices, when,
in case cotton yarns are cheaper, they have more
opportunity to secure a better margin of profit. These
are pointed cases.

Significance of Lower Cotton.

Some manufacturers refer to the market quota-

tions in cotton and to a decline of 40 points, and the

outlook for satisfactory crop returns, which they have
every reason to anticipate. This shows the oppor-

tunity of speculation in Spring samples, and al-

though the prices are advanced from 7 to 10 per
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KNIT GOODS WITH CHARACTER
HANDSOME NEW MODELS FOR
THE SEASON OF 1911 AND 1912

INCREASING YOUR OUTPUT
is largely a matter of having the

right goods.

IBeaber 3Branb
knit goods surpass all others in

thoroughness of construction,

beauty of line and durability.

Beaver Goods make business for all

time.

LET US SEND YOU SAMPLES

R. M. Ballantyne, Limited
MANUFACTURERS

STRATFORD, ONTARIO
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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cent, at the mills, profits on several numbers are not

satisfactory to the manufacturer as pointed out.

Organization Would Help.

It is claimed that an underwear manufacturers'

association, with profit as a primary aim, would help

to a great extent to overcome present conditions and

get beyond merchandise motives. As the buying

tendency is toward better qualities, this should help

to eliminate several samples manufactured, and
create a standard to meet price conditions and to

show a manufacturer's profit.

The same motive that directs a buyer to stick to

profitable merchandise would guide manufacturers

in avoiding samples, when, through estimates of

production, it is found impossible to offer them with

profit. This may be a unique position, but when
samples obtain a standard of value it should be pos-

sible through adherence to these qualities to demon-
strate to Canadian buyers and consumers the super-

iority of the better grades.

For Advertising Purposes.

In both United States and Canadian mills it i-

possible to produce garments at a price, when for

advertising purposes, and necessarily a quantity

price, a sightly garment is produced which sells. 1

1

is not unnatural that the manufacturer fills this

order as cheaply as possible and it is no less so thai

customers will secure satisfaction. Where under-

wear reaches a standard, and in this way through
co-operation it would be able to still raise the stan-

dard of price and quality, manufacturers could

maintain their advantage in the face of a lowering

of the costs of manufacture.

This would overcome any conservative buying
i'oivca.-ts and holding off for better prices in regard

to future placing. Buyers would be compelled to

slate their orders and quantities on those lines which

meet their requirements and trade. This would keep

machines busy without unnecessary changes and
overcome the small quantity buying of retailers on

a broad range of samples.

Demand for Combinations.

Other conditions in underwear manufacture be-

sides educating the consumer to demand better quali-

ties is the trend of combinations. In Spring placing

buyers state that fully 50 per cent, of the orders will

be for combination garments. This has been men-
tioned many times before but a well-known Unite'!

States buyer claims that fully 90 per cent., although
this may sound extravagant, will ultimately be done
on one-piece goods.

As manufacturers' estimates show a fair percent-

age of profit on these lines, this general trend may
ultimately help manufacturers to show better profits.

As juvenile lines pay a good manufacturer's margin
under present conditions, there is no cause for con-

sideration.

More Satisfactory Conditions.

No doubt style and comfort features are working
to advantage and manufacturers are ultimately

assured of more satisfactory conditions. If. as ex-

pected, a lowering of yarn costs, following a decline

in cotton, manufacturers have an opportunity to

make a margin of profit, or if no co-operation js

possible between them, individual adherence to price

to which buyers have been educated for next Spring's

selling, will help to larger profits. This advantage

will also be incentive for manufacturers to hold their

gains and not throw them away for competitive

leasons. Present conditions should make manufac-
turers hesitate to lower prices in case of lower prices

of yarns.

Primarily, manufacturers must admit that prices

must include all estimates of production if any profit

is to be made, and, as jobbers and manufacturers
point out. business is to make money and co-oper-

ation should he a first aim to further obtain a better

percentage of profit.

®

Cover Depicts Knit Goods Novelty

This month's cover design shows one of the newest

styles of slip-over sweater coats, with ribbon bow. Manu-
facturers are showing similar samples with middy collars

or "dickey" fronts. The reproduction presents the

shaker knit weave, shawl collar and cuffs to match, trim-

med with velvet in Hindu pattern and colorings. As a

seasonable garment, this photo shows also the athletic

importance of sweater coats.

Designers who have returned from the fashion centres

report that "shaker knit" is one of the novelty changes

to be followed in later samples. Already inquiries are

being made for slip-over sweater coats, and in view of the

style importance of the ready-to-wear influences this

model embodies all the features requisite in an innovation

which is truly depicted by the cover design of The Re-

view's special Fall knit goods number.

Eiderdown lounging robe,

napped by special process,

producing soft velvety effect.

This robe is in red with red

satin trimmings. Courtesy of

o.i it Knitting Co.
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Your Knitted Garment

Sales Commence Now

Last season deliveries were bad

—

this year they will be just as un-

satisfactory—the man who doesn't

take golfers when he can will be

caught.

We have a large stock of new, tresh

"Lion Brand" Knitted Coats—the

newest styles and best selling gar-

ments on the market. We can give

you delivery by RETURN. You can

sell the goods now.

Take the opportunity—and increase

YOUR sales.

THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY, (LIMITED)

MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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New Bleaching Process
Improvements are quickly adopted by manufac-

turers, when it is demonstrated wherein the output

can be improved or the costs of making lessened.

Canadian mills are adding new machinery all the

time. Some of the operations of these machines are

almost human and in the hands of skilled operatives,

the cost of manufacture is reduced much below

manufacturing prices of other years. As an instance

of this, some mills have their loss by seconds reduced

to 2 per cent, of the entire output for the mill and
managers are endeavoring to still further improve
their facilities to lessen the cost of manufacture or

add to the merits of the article manufactured.
One of the latest of these improvements is an

electric process which adds to the finish of bleached

undervests and overcomes the loss through careless-

ness on the part of the workmen, by burning or dis-

coloration from too much lime in solution.

This improvement consists of a large vat filled

with water to which is added ordinary salt. By
means of a motor, positive and negative currents are

applied to this solution, as it passes through two cells

and the result is chlorine water without the attributes

of burning as the result of too large a quantity of

lime. Uniform properties at all time insure a per-

fect, even bleach throughout.

One of the great trouble- of previous bleaching
proces.-es was the inability to always procure similar

results in making a chloride lime solution. AVhile

-nine expert bleachers are a- scientific as years of ex-

perience would warrant, it is claimed as one of the

advantages of this new bleaching process, thai it i-

impossible to burn the yarns. No discoloration fol-

lows with time and all yellow spots are entirely
eliminated.

Infants' Novelties

Some very neat designs are spoken of in hand-
knitted and crocheted capes, sacques, caps, bootees,

etc., for infants. White remains the most popular
color in infants' and children's garments, with grey
also favored. In the larger size reds, browns, blue
and green are shown, though not to such a marked
degree as the first mentioned colors.

Although the colors are somewhat limited for

the knitted coat itself, almost any shade is permiss-
ible for trimming the white garments. Several
shades of blue, pink, coral, lavender and green are

used for collars, cuffs, pocket revers and sometimes
the border of the garment for infants' wear.

Each season sees the retailer carrying a more
extensive line of children's aparel in knitted goods,
and it is predicted that the coming Fall and Winter
will see a larger business than ever before.

See Men's Wear Section
For Third of Series of 20 Articles

on Show Card Writing.

THE EDWARDS SHORT-CUT COURSE.

REGISTERED

TIGER BRAND.

"TIGER BRAND"
UNDERWEAR

"Tiger Brand" Underwear is going to be the
leader for Fall in the Underwear Mart, ft has
the three most important requisites of "good"
underwear — Superior Finish — Durability

—

Style.

If you have tried other brands and found
them wanting in "customers"—if you find

your underwear departmrnt slack when your
competitors about you are doing good busi-
ness—there's a hitch somewhere.
Ask yourself—have I a stock of the Qnest

Underwear obtainable?

No—not if you haven't Tiger Brand. It's

the one big customer-getter and a huge asset
to your shop. Send in your order now—6ee
the result for yourself.

Gait Knitting Co., Limited
Gait,- - Ontario

Registered No. 262,005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST In the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI*
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends.

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN
FOOTWEAR

To be had from any of the Leading

Wholesale Dry Goods Houses
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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BETTER GOODS

BETTER SERVICE

BETTER METHODS

THE BRAND OF PROGRESS
We are never satisfied with " Perfection." In our factories methods

that seem flawless are replaced by others that give economy of time or
effort, or that improve our products even in the slightest degree —always
progress.

You share every benefit in profits, service and quality.

Our new electric bleach is an instance in which we have been able to
improve methods of manufacture. The result is a snowy whiteness that was
formerly secured by much more tedious processes. The garments are white
and soft, the fibres are left as tough and elastic as nature made them.

See our new Fall and Winter lines.

Eagle Knitting Company
LIMITED

Controlled by J. R. Moodie & Sons, Limited

Hamilton, Ontario

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Jaeger Pure Wool
KNITTED
GOODS
Stock in Montreal

THE

Knitted Coat
in its various forms has be-

come a staple article of

trade. You will find in the

" Jaeger " range correct

shapes and styles for Men,
Ladies and Children.

Men's Coats
selling from $4 to $12.50

Ladies' Coats
plain and belted styles, $4 to $17.50

Children's Coats
from $2 to $3.50

Assorted in White. Plain Colors

and Colored Borders.

Men's Fancy
Knitted Waistcoats

from $4 up.

We anticipate a big demand
and recommend early repeat

orders, whilst stock is well

assorted.

SANITARY
WOOLLEN SYSTEM COMPANY

'

Dr. JAEGER'S
Wholesale Warehouse : 52 Victoria Square

MONTREAL

LIMITED

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Gave Their Views on Important Problems
Best Methods of Stock-keeping, Display and Department Arrangement Dis-

cussed by Merchants — Undervests in Coat Styles for Men and Women
Suggested — Few Returns of Guaranteed Lines — Revising Price Lists

What do you consider the best method of keeping

stock, and what the best department location for— (1),

underwear; (2), sweater coats?

Are there any lines which you think Canadian manu-
facturers might add, or any improvements possible to en-

able you to better meet your demands?

Do you have any trouble filling sizes for misses' or

small women's garments? If so, what improvements

would you suggest?

What percentage of guaranteed hosiery and underwear

is returned in your department?

After what period do you disclaim all responsibility

as to returns of guaranteed garments?

Upon what basis have you revised your price, if at

all, to overcome increased cost of underwear?

What is your advertising and merchandising policy

with regard to cut prices and seconds? Where do you

place them in advertising and merchandising underwear?

THE above arc importanl questions to the re-

tailer of knitted goods. Upon them it is

possible to obtain some diversity of opinion,

and in order to facilitate helpful discussion,

The Review is giving herewith the views of several

merchants. What they have to say should also be

of interest to manufacturers as a number of import-

ant suggestions is given.

Keeping Underwear Stock.

There are various methods of keeping the und •-

wear stock. Many merchants carry their women's;
lines in conjunction with hosiery, gloves and corsets.

In -lore.-- where the .-lock runs up to $25,000, this is

the general method. Linen-covered boxes, costing

about 50 cents each, are sometimes adopted though
plain cardboard, or the boxes in which the goods aic

delivered, are often used. Ii has been found that .i

good way to keep underwear is with blouses and
knitted goods in the ready-to-wear department, or

where room is available, an entirely separate s"--ilun

i- advisable. Tables are used for display purposes,

and the goods are shown in packages of one iio/en

each, placed on a heavy cardboard, suitably sized,

and tied with elastic, w,ebbing hand or tape. ' hey
are arranged in sizes and each package priced separ-

ately.

Children's underwear is kept in the same way
on tables according to quality.

When goods are thus given prominent position,

they are easy to handle, can he renewed ra; i l'\. and
customers often make personal selection. Tho pLm
is adopted generally by the larger stores.

Displaying Sweater Coats.

The selling importance of the different seasons
must be considered in keeping the sweater coat stock.

The ready-to-wear department seems to be the logical

position for these goods during the Fall rush, or,

where there is a distinct knit goods department, it

has been found advisable to associate it directly with
the ready-to-wear. The coats may he kept on approv-
ed coat hangers and so arranged in rotation as to

show comparison of prices.

Sweater coats should be strongly featured during
the Christinas season, and should then be brought
forward to some department where business at that
time is inclined to be slack, such as dress goods.
There should be periodical window displays of
sweater coats at regular prices throughout the Fall
season, to he followed later on by a clean-up policy
to make way for Spring stock.

Coat-Shirts in Underwear.

As to the question, Are there any lines which you
think Canadian manufacturers might add? readers
arc referred to the answer given below. Some atten-
tion is being given by manufacturers to the coat-
shirt idea, and it is quite likely that in next samples
some of tijiese garments will be included.

Fitting Misses and Small Women.

There does not appear to be much difficulty at
the present time in filling sizes for misses' or small
women's garments, although one or two years ago
this was a problem. It is evident that from answers
received, buyers are aware that they are now able to

meet- it.

Few Guaranteed Articles Returned.

According to answers received, a very small per-
centage of guaranteed hosiery or underwear is re-

turned. Under present conditions, merchants un-
doubtedly find it possible to adopt a liberal policy in

this regard. Although it is not a vexed problem,
abuses should not he encouraged.

There seems to he no fixed lime limit within
which a merchant should consider returned articles.

Three mouths' lime should, however, relieve him of

responsibility.

Better Prices in Large Sizes.

The knit goods market to-day contains such
great variety, and there are so many manufacturers
in the field that it is seldom a buyer confines bis en-
tire line to one linn. Taking advantage of competi-
tion, he buys the best lines possible to sell at 25c, 50c,
75c and $1.00. Probably the best opportunity for

better prices consists in the handling of large sizes

in the finer goods. For these, there is always a cer-

tain demand and they can always he sold at an ad-
vance.

Seconds and Cut Prices.

Some merchants have replied that they never
touch seconds, but others point out that they can use
them in merchandising. While the term "seconds"
may suggest cheapness, it is always the best policy

to emphasize the fact that they are seconds, and use
them for one-day sales, window displays or leaders in
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Better Than The Kind

That " Mother Used To Make"
Ideas in Knit Goods are as valuable to you as in any

other line of your stock. New and saleable articles

that meet a positive need are always welcome. This
explains the popularity that greets

"RELIANCE"

THE NEW IMPROVED

.

*,'»' -.

WIND CUFF
They retail at 25c. per pair.

Made in both wool and worsted. These cuffs fit closely and protect the

arm from cold and snow, prevent colds and soiled linen.

Colors: -Brown, Black, Navy and Grey.

ORDERS FILLED AT SHORT NOTICE.

The Reliance Knitting Co'y Limited
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Sweaters and Sweater Coats for Men, Women and Children

TORONTO, CANADA

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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advertising, being careful to keep them .away from
regular stock.

Any necessity for cut prices hinges entirely upon
location and competition. To a growing extent,

seconds seem to lie regarded as the excuse for cut

prices and are used to fill the demai id therefor.

This Firm Buys No Seconds
An Owen Sound firm replies to these questions

as follows:

—

1. We keep our underwear in the same depart-

ment with the corsets on the main floor and as we
have the room we find this a good arrangement. The
sweater coats we keep in a special department with

the other woolen goods in the ready-to-wear depart-

ment, adjoining our whitewear and waists, and as our
ready-to-wear department is on the ground floor we
find this a good location.

2. We find by buying from the different mills, we
can get practically everything in demand.

3. We had trouble fitting misses and small women
in underwear until last season when a manufacturer
brought out a range of misses' sizes in the popular-
priced lines. This we find to be a decided advantage.

4 and 5. We very seldom have any hosiery or

underwear returned, but occasionally when one is

returned we replace it at once, as our policy is to

satisfy the customer.

6. We still sell all lines of underwear at the same
prices. We are hoping for easier prices in the near
future.

7. We would not buy a second in hosiery or un-
derwear at any price as we believe the customer for-

gets that she bought the garment a little cheaper be-

cause of it being a second, and she blames the store

if it does not give the same wear as a first quality

garment and. therefore, we never buy a second qual-

ity in anything.

Health Brand

Underwear

We have all sizes of Children's

and Infants' light-weight wool

garments in stock, in Rubens,

Brownies and Buttoned Fronts,

also a good range of ladies'

light-weight wool vests in long

sleeves, short sleeves, and with-

out sleeves.

Greenshields Limited
MONTREAL

All Jackets Marked Small
A Springhill, N.S., merchant states that they

have trouble with garments to tit girls from 10 to 15
years. He replies to the question as follows:

—

We keep an assortment of ladies' golf coats hung
on coat hangers and on a display rack as we do our
ladies' coats; this we find about the most convenient
way to show them. The reserve stock we carry in

the original boxes.

Regarding the location of the underwear depart-

ment, that would depend entirely on the way the

store was laid out and the space at disposal. We do
not think it makes much difference, as it is a very
staple line and a great deal more is sold by adver-

tising than by being shown. With golf jackets it is

different. We think they should be placed where
they will be most liable to be seen. We keep ours

near the dress goods, handy to main entrance.

I think the Canadian manufacturers are keeping-

pace with the time. They seem to be able to sell

more than they can produce. That sounds as if they
were made all right.

We have trouble getting garments to fit a girl

from 10 to 15 years. We find that all jackets are

marked small. In fact, we mark them over, making
a 36, a 34, etc.

We have never had a pair of guaranteed hose re-

THEY COMMAND
...A MARKET

Goods that always
sell are the goods for

you to handle. You
will never have any
trouble in selling

"DOMINION"
BRAND

HOSIERY
AND

KNIT GOODS

Give absolute satisfaction in both durability

and finish. Among our specialties are Boys'

Hosiery and Sweaters for both sexes and all

ages.

SEE OUR SAMPLES OR WRITE US.

A. BURRITT & COMPANY
DOMINION MILLS

MITCHELL, - ONTARIO.
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Success Brand
Hosiery

SPRING, 19 12

>

IS NOW BEING SUBMITTED TO THE TRADE

OUTSTANDING FEATURES

Values that cannot be beaten.

Perfect Dyes.

Beautiful Designs.

Everything in it for Men, Women
and Children.

Let us help you build up your hosiery

department with this brand.

Hanley, Mackay, Chisholm Co., Ltd.

DISTRIBUTORS WINNIPEG, MAN.

LINES FOR

law'

IJNdb

dtftituL

FOR WOMEN AND
CHILDREN

SPRING 1912

MANY POINTS FOR SELLING TALK
make Princess Underwear a very profitable stock.

It fits comfortably, and every place where unusual strain is en-
countered is so designed and reinforced that Princess outlasts other
kinds selling for the prices.

Our new lines are particularly well designed and the finish is

fully up to the highest standard.

Get your orders in early and assure first de-
liveries. Prompt service always guaranteed.

PRINCESS UNDERWEAR, Limited
80 Park Street N., Hamilton

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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turned, and not more than % doz. pieces of under-

wear in the past 5 years.

We think any garment not giving satisfaction

according to the guarantee, should be returned al

least within 3 mos. from date of purchase.

Re tlic increased cost of underwear. We always

buy the best line we can get to retail at a price, 25c,

50c, 75c, and $1. These are our principal sellers.

We cannot get. the best, from any one mill. We find

that one will have the best, line al one price ami per-

haps another mill will excel in another price.

lie seconds. We .-ell quite a lot of them, ami al

ways advertise them "slightly imperfect" goods. We
do not like the word "seconds" in our ad. We never

neglect to describe the true condition of the goods.

Take Their Customers Word for it.

It is pointed nut by a firm in Fort William that

there would be more return- <>[' guaranteed lines if

people held to the letter of the guarantee. They
reply to the questions as follow,-:

1. Underwear should be kept in line- ami sizes

in boxes, toward the rear of the store; reserve stock

in basement. Silent salesmen or display fixtures

should show lines carried. Silent salesmen, are. i

think, the best means of displaying sweaters. In

fact. 1 have found them excellent I'm- selling; keep-

ing lines sized up in them.
2. I think British manufacturers have secured a

hold <m Canadian underwear line trade because they

make a full-fashioned garment which lias no rough
seams and holds its size and shape better Iban the

ril' garment.
3. We do not specialize strongly in misses' or

small women's sizes, but base always found a. great

difficulty in getting sizes between girl-' and \\ en'-.

Recently, most manufacturers have corrected this

fault.

4. A verysmall percentage of guaranteed hosier}

and underwear is returned. Of course, I think the

percentage would be large it' customers held the

manufacturer to the letter of the guarantee. Prac-

tically all woolen underwear .-brinks, but customers
do not return garments if it is anything within

reason.

5. We -el no specified lime For return of goods.

We fake our customers' word ami have never yet

found one unreasonable in returning either under-

wear or hosiery.

6. In staple lines we have bad to retain over

former prices. Of course, mi large sizes in all line

goods, we get a better price.

Suggests Coat Styles.

A merchant of Huntington. Que., suggests that

manufacturers prepare a, line of coat-style under-
wear. To the questions be has this I" say:—

1. All knit goods should be done up in well-

shaped boxes bj the manufacturer, (lie goods folded
to fit the box, which should be of uniform size, -

thing after the style of those used for boots and shoes
and should occupy about, the same location, as knitted
goods are an increasingly important department.

2. Undervests for both men and women in large
and cut sizes made in coat style, well-shaped, are

JJ

Every woman wants fast

black hosiery—and the

vast majority naturally

favor "Hermsdorf Dyed

That's the name they know— the name
they have relied upon for a score of

years or more—the name that guaran-

tees stocking satisfaction in the sin-

cerest sense of the term.

Get our Free Book of

Stocking Selling Helps

We have prepared quite a remarkable

little book of window displays, ads. and

sales suggestions. It's a real ginger jar

of ideas—and we're ready to put a copy

into your hands just for the asking.

Next time and every time you buy black

hosiery—be sure you get Hermsdorf

Dyed Fast Blacks. Look for the truth

on the toe. "Hermsdorf" is

The Name that Sells the Stocking

WORKS :

CHEMNITZ. SAXONY
AMERICAN BUREAU:

235 W. 39th St., NEW YORK
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worthy the manufacturers' attention. We would
suggest that they prepare a set of samples.

3. With a full assortment, we have no trouble in

fitting misses' and small women.
4. Guaranteed hosiery and underwear returned?

Nil.

5. Have no occasion to fix a time limit for re-

turns.

6. Revision of price lists? Our goods go at old

prices. Glad to get it.

7. Cut prices and seconds? Seconds always give

themselves away in our ads. We say nothing about

them.

Views of Montreal Buyers! t

~

"i

in Montreal, the majority of stores, where room
allows ii. keep sweater coats on display all the year

round, as there is an almost constant demand for

them, hi a number of the stores visited recently,

however, there did not appeal- to be a very well defin-

ed plan of making a special exhibit of knitted goods
lines, except as regards underwear and hosiery. Some
of the heads of departments were inclined to think

that perhaps they had been neglecting to some ex-

tent the showing of sweater coats, in mi far as the

windows were concerned, in most cases, lack of

window room was pleaded as an excuse for not mak-
ing these lines more prominent, while in others it

was contended that showing them in their depart-

ment was sufficient.

Displays Invite Lna.mi nation.

Where window trims of sweater coats have been
made, they have been along natural lines, such as

showing some models on forms, or arranging them
on T shaped fixtures, putting the sleeves of the coats

through the arms of the fixtures, and also fastening

the garments to the side and back walls and laying

them out on the floor.

In the department where these goods are carried

in stock, much the same idea is carried out for dis-

play purposes. Usually, different styles are shown
on forms and hung on lines or laid out on tables or

counters where they can be easily examined.

Children's Links Kept Apart.

In the majority of case-, sweater coats are given
a. place in the ready-to-wear department, one section

being devoted to the knitted garments. Where there

is room, the children's lines are generally kept apart

from the women's lines and the men's styles are in-

variably shown in the men's furnishings department.

Several stores have a children's department,
where, in addition to the usual line of dresses, coats,

caps, etc., for the infant, there were juvenile lines of

sweater coats and suits, mitts and in fact almost
everything in knitted clothing for the little one.

Manufacturers are now designing coats for

women closely following the styles in fabrics. Thus,
the long coat came into favor and for a time had a
generous run, but now the tendency is to get back
to the medium or short lengths and the outlook is

that these will he the popular styles for the coming
Fall and Winter.

Few Returns.

From inquiries made among the retail dry goods
dealers in Montreal it would appear that- a, very small

proportion of hosiery and underwear sold under a

guarantee is returned; probably not more than three

or four per cent, of the total sales, at the outside.

It was learned that some dealers take very little

stock in the manufacturers' guarantees, but treat

practically every brand alike so far as having cus-

tomers satisfied is concerned.

When it is the Customer's Fault.

"When hose are brought back within a reason-

able time and it is shown that there is a defect in

manufacture, such as broken threads or a ripped
-cam— probably a fault in manufacture, we change
then

i without question," said one dealer. "But
sometimes they are brought when it is plain to be
^een that the fault has arisen through the careless-

ness of the buyer. In cases of that kind we try to

explain the matter as nicely as we can and either

induce the purchaser to keep the goods at a reduc-

tion in price, or if need be. rather than offend, we
change them, though it is not fair to us and we have
to lose by it, I have seen women bring back under-
wear that were ruined simply through their own
carelessness. They had probably attempted to wash
them in boiling water. Even then we have changed
the r made a reduction rather than have a dis-

satisfied customer."

Never Change Underwear.

In another store, the head of the hosiery and
underwear department said they made it a rule never
io change underwear. These goods were sold entirely

at the buyer's risk. With regard to hosiery, they
only accepted the return of lines which were guaran-
teed by the manufacturers and then they held the
manufacturer to the guarantee. There were few
cases, however, of goods being returned in this way.

Many pairs of gloves were returned, however in

mosl cases being brought back on account of split

seams, oftentimes caused by buyers handling them too

roughly. They used their best judgment in these

cases and generally the goods were changed and the

defective ones sent back to the manufacturer.

In the majority of cases, the dealer or depart-

mental heads said they exercised their best judg-
ment in dealing with all such cases and they had no
hard and fast rule to* go by. Each case was decided
on its own merits, but the customer was always given
the benefit of the doubt.

Prefer Lighter Weights.

One man who has been in the business for many
years and is in close touch with this branch, said that

there seemed to a change in the attitude of women
toward hosiery and underwear. Several years ago.

he said, the majority of women wore heavier under-
clothing, bid. of late years there has been a tendency
to hold to the lighter or medium weights. In some
quarters, women wear cotton garments the whole
year round. The weights are about the same as those

worn in Summer, but in other cases were a little

heavier.

There was a falling off also in the demand for

ankle lengths, he said, and women wore, so far as

underclothes were concerned, almost the same as in

Summer. In consequence they kept cotton goods
on their counters the whole year round and there

was almost as much call for them in Winter, except

the very light weights, as there was in Summer.
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Thoroughly Satisfactory

SWEATER
COATS

knitted from the best yarns and perfectly finished.

WE MAKE SWEATERS THAT FIT

not only when new, but after hard use. They are

designed to fit the figure and are elastic enough to

come back after being stretched out of shape.

Designs for all sports in Jerseys, Sweaters and

Sweater Coats in all the color combinations

demanded by clubs or personal taste.

Write and get our prices.

Scott Knitting Co.
24 RYERSON AVENUE TORONTO
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Advertising Knit Goods From Now Until Christmas
First See that Everything is Ready and that Salespeople are Well Informed —
The Opening Announcement and Effective Auxiliary Methods — Digging Out

News for the Underwear Department — The Gift Importance of Knitted Goods

For the " Review." by James Edmund Ryan. Advertising Manager. The Right House. Hamilton.

FIRST and foremost, Brother Advertising and

Sales Managers, let us come right to the

point and understand what we mean by that

word "advertising."

To me, "advertising" means "selling." 1 cannot

think of one without the other. When you have sold

something and kept it sold to a satisfied customer,

then, in my estimation, you have fulfilled for that

dav the duty of an advertising manager.

'My business creed, jotted down briefly and some-

what hastily, runs something like this:

"Everything that in any way is likely to give a

customer a g 1 or a poor impression of our store is

luii of my business. I do not feel that I am doing

my full duty—or getting a, fair chance to show re-

sults unless .1 know positively that our goods are

right, our prices right, our salespeople quick, cheer-

ful, courteous, clean and careful, our deliveries

prompt and accurate, our printed statements conser-

vative and truthful,, and our store bright, clean, well

aired and busy."

Apply These Tests to Your Knit Goods
Sections.

Take nothing for granted. Even before you

announce your new Eall lines of knit goods see that

you, your stocks, your salespeople and your whole

store service are ready—well coached on the good

points of your stock, well informed as to prices and

printed statements, and eager for the opportunity to

transfer their enthusiasm for your knit goods stocks

to prospective buyers.

Your store, no matter how large or how small,

can almost depend entirely for growth or decadence

mi the reputation of your knit goods. That is a very

broad statement, hut when you think it over it will

he -ecu In be well founded.

In the first place, your knit goods stocks are

about i In only Lines that interest all members of the

family- -men, women and the little tots. Second,

your knit uoods lines are closer (no pun intended) to

your customers than almost any other item of your

merchandise. Somehow, it always seemed _ to me,

men and women expect more of knit goods in wear.

lit and general comfort than of any other part of

their apparel.

Therefore, before you invite any "paying guests"

see that your house is in order—examine and com-

pare your stocks, prices and service with every one

else's in your town.

The Start of the Fall Campaign on Knit Goods.

Within a few hours after receiving The Dry
Goods Review's request for this article, T skimmed
through the newspaper announcements of a number
of Canadian and American stores for last Fall. I

wanted, if possible, to quote a few of the introduc-

tions to the first comprehensive opening announce-

ment, and to state just when each appeared.

It was somewhat surprising to me to note the hap-

hazard ways in which a number of what we generally

term "the leading stores of the continent" started

advertising knit goods for Fall and Winter. Their
ready-to-wear and millinery sections received large,

flattering send-offs, but, with a few sterling excep-

tions, their knit, goods stocks were introduced in a
rather piece-meal, gliding sort of manner that was
more of a gentle transition from cool Summer lines

to warm wool, rather than an announcement that

] i larked the abrupt ending of one selling season and
the start of another.

However, I believe with the most successful sell-

ers of knit goods on this continent that a large, well

written, well arranged, well illustrated announce-
ment devoted exclusively to knit goods is the most
telling manner in which to start a Fall and Winter
campaign.

Your "follow-up," of course, must be strong
and persistent. Just when to open this campaign is a
matter thai depends to a great extent on the weather.

One might say. generally, to start, as soon as cool

weather sets in. One successful firm in Canada holds
an immense August sale of Summer and early Fall

hosiery and underwear and almost before this event

is terminated, announces its readiness with heavier

lines.

Some Advertising Methods That Have Sold
Knit Goods.

The newspapers, of course, will be your chief

method of telling the men, women and children of

your vicinity the story of your knit goods stocks.

As auxiliary forces, some of the most successful

advertisers make it a point to send out to a select

mailing list, a neat, well-printed, pithy little folder

in which they set forth the virtues, scope and prices

of their knil .^oods stocks.

Others back up their newspaper and folder adver-

tising by still another folder which is wrapped up
with the knit goods purchase—a little advice on the

best means of washing the knit goods carried in their

stock, etc.

But the chief and most powerful auxiliary to the

newspaper announcements (something in the ad.

every day after the first advertisement, of course)

are the window and interior displays.

"Give me some cool afternoons and evenings and
a couple of good windows," said a clever buyer to me
one day, "and I don't care much whether you spend
any money advertising my knit goods or not."

He meant every word of it and, as a matter of

fact, fairly good tests of window displays have shown
their pulling power to be enormous.

Price tickets, neat and clear, cannot be too num-
erous in the department. They also lend strength

to window displays.

Keep the Underwear and Hosiery Strongly to
the Front.

The illustrating of underwear in your newspaper
announcements may strike you as being a delicate
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KNOWN FOR CHARACTER
WATERHOUSE

"MAPLE LEAF" BRAND UNDERWEAR

When you get in your next stock of underwear order
a known brand, one with which your customers are familiar,

one they hear talked about and see advertised. Do better
still, order the best known brand. There is no underwear
better known throughout the dry goods trade than "Maple
Leaf," which has long had a reputation second to none for

quality, cut, finish and durability.

You have another reason to be satisfied when you feature
"Maple Leaf"; it not only pleases your customer but it also
brings you a good profit.

THOS. WATERHOUSE & CO., Limited

INGERSOLL, ONTARIO.

S. LENNARD & SONS
DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of

:

Wish to advise you that their range of production for

AUTUMN 1911
is now completed and in the hands of their selling Agents, who will call upon

you, and we solicit a continuance of your esteemed orders

No Retailer's Stock

is complete without

these well-known

brands. <^&^^»CANA»*
SOLE SELLING AGENTS

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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matter. It .-coins a pity that the many manufactur-

ers who supply tree electros have not had their art-

ists exercise just a little more thought and care, es-

pecially in the drawing of women's garments.

The place of the illustration in advertising, how-
ever, is firmly fixed, and it must remain for each in-

dividual advertiser to choose the best that his sup-

plier, artist or stock-cut agency supplies.

It does not seem to me that too much emphasis
can be placed on the text of the underwear adver-

tising matter. One doesn't necessarily need to know
how to raise sheep, card wool, etc., in order to pre-

sent strong arguments on the desirability of any line

of knit goods.

IT WOULD SEEM THAT IF EVERY AD-
VERTISING MANAGER JUST MADE HIMSELF
HIS OWN CITY EDITOR AND ASSIGNED
HIMSELF TO FIND OUT ALL HE COULD
FROM SALESPEOPLE AND FRIENDS ABOUT
THE STRONG AND WEAK POINTS OF THE
UNDERWEAR HE SELLS THAT THE RESULT
WOULD BE BETTER SELLING COPY.

The present method of cleansing and shrinking
wool is a point that dove-tails well with the ever-in-

creasing demand for more sanitary merchandise. Of
course, not every man, woman and child can wear
wool, but as all-wool garments are part of every stock,

emphasize the fact that it absorbs moisture and ex-

udes it without, allowing the cold air to get into

the eager pores.

DEVELOP TALKS ON THE FIT AND FIN-
ISH OF ALL YOUR UNDERWEAR— THE
FLATTENED SEAMS OR THE ABSENCE OF

SEAMS, THE STRONGLY-FINISHED BUTTON
HOLES, THE BUTTONS THAT WILL NOT SAY
FAREWELL TO THE GARMENT IN THE TUB.
ETC., ETC. DON'T STATE THAT YOUR UN-
DERWEAR IS NON-SHRINKABLE UNLESS
YOU ARE POSITIVE OF IT.

None of these details can have too much adver-

tising—provided your merchandise can back them
up.

Don't Neglect the Children—Their Needs are
Important.

Too many of us forget that we were "pretty hard"
on underwear and hosiery when we were young-
sters. In the first newspaper announcement of your
readiness with Eall and Winter knit goods it seems
to me that the underwear and hosiery stocks might
profitably he sub-divided under separate headings,
such as:

RELIABLE FALL AND WINTER UNDERWEAR
AND HOSIERY.

For Men. For Women For Children.

The fact, that your hosiery is reinforced just

where the wear is hardest is something that should
lie brought vividly and continually before the eyes

of the readers of your announcements. Sketches
showing where the splicing and doubling occur may
be had from any manufacturer that produces such
line-'.

If baby's open chain stitch diapers are soft,

porous and elastic, and come sterilized in a sealed

envelope, don't, let your department head or buyer

TRADE MARK. ASK FOR
TRADc. MARK

BURNLEY'S WOOLS.
REGISTERED. REGISTERED
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Fingerings,
., ..—=*^*^»5a^

Vanguard,

15's, 12's

Fine.

Hosiery

Yarns,

&c, &c.
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Knittings,

B. Imperial,

Soft Spun

Vanguard
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Ol and 00

Worsteds,
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ESTABLISHED 1752

THOMAS BURNLEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF SCOTCH FINGERING & KNITTING WOOLS.

GOMERSAL MILLS, nr. LEEDS, ENGLAND.
AGENT:—DAVID M. CHORLTON : 149 NOTRE DAME STREET WEST, MONTREAL
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conceal the fact. Dig out such information and tell

it to your patrons.

If your suppliers have developed the lines of

their underwear and hosiery so that the garment fits

perfectly, incorporate that into the daily talks that

you print about these stocks. And, remember please,

there are heaps of fat people in this world who are

tickled to find a store that can supply them. Their
weight makes them frequent buyers, too.

DON'T EXPECT TOO MUCH IN THE WAY
OF IMMEDIATE RESULTS PROM YOUR
FIRST GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENT. THERE
ARE HOSTS OF MEN AND WOMEN WHO
CAN BUY ONLY ONE SUIT OF UNDERWEAR
OR ONE PAIR OF STOCKINGS AT A TIME.
SUFFICIENT THAT YOU HAVE TOLD THEM
WHAT YOU HAVE—AND KEEP ON TELLING
THEM MORE EVERY DAY. EVENTUALLY,
UNLESS THEY BELONG TO THE "COLD AIR
CROWD," THEY WILL COME YOUR WAY.
Be as Thorough and Persistent With all Knit

Lines.

Most of the foregoing has deliberately been aim-
ed at the underwear and hosiery stocks. Almost
without exception, they form the biggest end of the
knit goods trade.

Sweater coats, sweaters, men's knitted vests,

toques, mufflers, knitted underskirts, gloves, mittens,

capes, aviation caps, wristlets, etc., are lines which,
with some study, can be advertised in even more in-

teresting style than underwear and hosiery. The

window effects that are accomplished with these knit
goods range all the way from elaborate hunting
scenes, with a man and girl in sweater coats, to a
snowball light between youngsters well muffled and
mitted.

Of course, as Christmas begins to loom over the
horizon the gift idea is hammered merrily. In these
days of practical gifts between relatives and ac-

quaintances, the knit goods stocks come in for their
own. The argument that you have been advancing
since August or early September will be sure to have
a cumulative effect on hundreds of gift 'buyers. Un-
consciously, when they make a note of the fact that
Nellie would enjoy a pair of silk hose, or Frankie
a big, high-necked sweater, the pictures that you
have been printing, and the short, convincing talks

that have accompanied them will bring them to your
counters.

Boxed hosiery should be persistently pushed for

Christmas shoppers.

IN CLOSING, LET ME LEAVE THIS
THOUGHT WITH YOU: THE INHABITANTS
OF CANADA ARE THE GREATEST WEARERS
OF KNIT GOODS ON THE CONTINENT. FOR
NEARLY SIX MONTHS OF THE YEAR THEY
ARE IN THE MARKET FOR WINTER COM-
FORTS FOR THEIR HANDS, FEET AND
BODIES. YOU CANNOT SPEND TOO MUCH
TIME AND THOUGHT ON HOW TO GET
THEM TO BUY YOUR LINES—AND TO COME
BACK FOR MORE!

y^HE Large Organization of THE REVIEW

^^^/ makes it possible to give complete and practical

news for every department of the Dry Goods store.

The only paper in Canada featuring all departments

and giving all the news each issue.
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HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied by sellers, but
for which the editors of the " Review" do
not necessarily hold themselves responsible

SOIESETTE.

The "Soiesette" cloth is nothing

new as it has been on the market for

some twenty years, and there is

probably no more widely known or

larger selling trade marked fabric in

the world. The manufacturers and

sole owners of this mark are Clarence

Whitman & Co., of New York, with

offices at 112 Coristine Building,

Montreal.

This cloth has been imitated very

generally, both in the United States

and Great Britain : in fact, one of the

highest tributes we can pay to the

fabric, is the existance of so many
imitations of it. No manufacturer

has ever been able to duplicate it,

and in spite of the numerous imita-

tions the sales of the original Soies-

ette, are increasing yearly.

Thr manufacturers have constantly

refused to lower the quality of Soies-

ette, or benefit by the prestige of the

name applied to a fabric of less mer-

it. This cloth is only made in one

quality, and each yard of same is

marked with its name.

This mark is registered in both the

United States and Canada.

The cloth is very generally recog-

nized as the only successful substitute

for silk, while its wearing and laun-

drying qualities are superior. All

that modern science can devise, in re-

spect to weaving, dyeing and finish-

ing, has been applied in the produc-

tion of "Soiesette."

This material is largely used for

both men's and women's wear : For
Shirts and Pyjamas ; Ladies' Shir!

Waists and Dresses
; for Curtains and

Curtain Linings, and a thousand and
one other personal and house-

hold uses.

AUTO AND TRAVELING RUGS.

Outings require suitable apparel and

Canadians are fully appreciating the

value of steamer rugs for traveling

and any other occasion where com-
fort is required. These serviceable

rugs are an assurance of comfort. W.

R. Brock & Co., Toronto, are show-
ing a broad assortment of automobile

and traveling rugs in tartan plaids

and fancy patterns in a full range of

prices.

This firm are particularly able with
this assortment to meet the require-

ments for buyers who anticipate the

growing demand for early fall and

steamer traveling. A promising field

has also developed to help the sale of

rugs. A great many women are now
making them into outing capes with

the fringe for trimmings, and although

there is nothing really new in the

vogue, wraps of this kind are always

worn. This combined with service

and warmth for auto purposes has de-

veloped an unusual demand for wool
rugs lor protection on cool evenings.

Buyers in the market will find qual-

ities, designs and prices to suit their

department needs. A choice assort-

ment of high-class rugs for all pur-

poses of Fall comfort and Christmas
presentation are here for their appro-

val as the Fall shipments from the

Scotch iiiaHiiiacturers are now in

stock. ,

AWARD FOR CRAVENETTE CO.

The Cravenette Co. Ltd., Bradford,

have been awarded the certificate of

the Incorporated Institute of Hygiene
for their celebrated Shower-proof pro-

cess.

AGENTS FOR STRA-LOK-ETTE.
Apologies are due to the Diecker-

holi, Rallloer Co., of Toronto, for the

insertion in these columns of a draw-

ing of the "Stra-lok-ette" device for

retaining hair, without their name.

The Dieckerhufi, Rarfloer Co. hold the

Canadian agency lor this device,

which is now on the market as a suc-

cessful and useful addition to the coif-

fure.

GOOD VALUE IN TORCHONS.
The attention of buyers is called to

;l particularly guod \alue in Torchon
laces. These are so well made as to

del' j detection when placed beside the

hand-made article. They come in '.'nil

range of styles suitable for the mak-
ing up trade, or for sale by the yard

at the counter. Prices are popular.

They are offered by the well-known

firm of the "B. B. Torchons,"

through their Canadian agent, A. B.

Fisher, Manchester Bldg., Toronto.

FALL LINE OF HAIR GOODS
READY.

The Smith D'Entremont Co., spe-

cialists in the designing and making

of up-to-date hair goods, are now
ready with their Fall line of

barrettes, combs and bandeaux. These

include such novelties as the Spider-

web barrette, the Shadow pattern,

and other jig-sawed designs both in

combs and barrettes. Shell, amber

and grey are shown in all these de-

signs. Rhinestone and jeweled

mounts will be of special interest to

buyers who are now looking into lines

for Christmas selling.

The coronet bandeau, and later, the

coronet barrette, has been brought

out and featured by this firm.

HINTS TO BUYERS.

The new factory being built at St.

.Johns, Que., by Cluett, l'eabody &
Co., of Troy, N.Y., shirt and collar

manufacturers, will be ready for busi-

ness this fall. The main building of the

new factory will have 202 feet front-

age, 75 feet in width and 85 feet in

height. A modern sample room and

offices will be opened in Montreal,

where the head offices of the company
will be located. F. W. Stewart is in

charge of the Canadian blanch. •

F. W. Stewart, formerly sales man-
ager for Tooke Bros., Montreal, has

has been appointed Canadian sales

manager lor Cluett, l'eabody & Co.,

shirt and collar manufacturers, of

Troy, N.Y. This linn is now build-

ing a factory in St. .Johns, Quebec,

for handling their Canadian business.

THESE LINES SELLING WELL.

Perriu Freres & Cie, Montreal, re-

port that there has been an excep-

tionally heavy demand for their

"Radium hosiery." in cotton, silk

and lisle and their stock is now
about depleted. There has also been

a great run on "Kayser" silk gloves

and it has been impossible to fill

orders. The demand for long silk

gloves has been heavier this season

than ever before, and it is anticipat-

ed that they will be equally sought

after next season. Travelers will

leave this month to take orders for

gloves and hosier)' for next season

and they anticipate making big sales.

WILL MANUFACTURE CHILD-
REN'S GARMENTS.

On account of the ever increasing

demand for children's wear, the Star

Whitewear Co., Berlin, have decided

to take up the manufacture of that

class of goods. They have secured

the services of an expert designer

and feel confident that they will put

on the market an article, which for

design and make, will be very sup-

erior. They are now working on the

new samples. In the development of

their children's department, ready-to-

wear dealers should not fail to con-

sider the Star Whitewear Go's line.
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COndenSed Advertisements
RePresen<a"ves " French Market

AGENTS WANTED.

AGENT WANTED by first-class Saxony lace
firm. Must be well connected. Apply to

"L.P., 6414," care Rudolf Mosse, Plauen,
7V, Germany.

AGENT WANTED to sell all wool blankets
and tweeda, on commission, in Newfound-
land, Naw Brunswick and Nova Scotia.

Skeldon Milla, Ayrahire, Scotland.

AGENT— First-class Calais lace firm want
Agent in Toronto. Montreal, Winnipeg and
Quebec. Live connection and highest refer-

ences required. Commission only. Reply Box
54, DRY GOODS REVIEW, 88 Fleet Street,
London, England.

AGENT WANTED FOR CANADA on commis-
sion by an English firm ; actual manufactur-
ers of Hair Nets, Hair Switches, and all hair

goods; also preparers of all kinds of Hair for
high-class bairdresaers. Applicants mu&t have
established connection with first-class wholesale
houses, and references must bear the strictest

Investigation. Write full particulars in first in-

stance to DRY GOODS REVIEW, Box 679, 92
Market St., Manchester.

AGENT WANTED FOR CANADA on liberal

commission, by a London iirm of Foreign
Fancy Goods (Ladles' Belts, Bags, Hatpins,

Neckwear, Haberdashery, Smallwares, etc.); one
partly engaged with another firm, must have
first class connection amongst Drapery and Fancy
Houses in Montreal, Toronto and Quebec. Reply
Box 65, DRT GOODS REVIEW, 88 Fleet St.,

London, England.

LONDON MANUFACTURER wishes to get in

communication with Agent calling on leading
Retailers in Canada to sell following lines:

Ladies' and Children's White Cotton Under-
clothing, White Underskirts, Flannel, Nuns'
Veiling and Flannelette Night Dresses, Baby
Linen and Infants' Frocks. Good and medium
class only. Liberal commission. Write giving
London references. Box 63, DRY GOODS
REVIBW, 88 Fleet St., London, England.

M AZAMET WOOL—Agent wanted selling on
commission In Canada. Write B. J. Rives
& Co., Mazamet, France.

PEARL BUTTONS (Japanese). - First-class

London firm require a smart Agent well in

with big buyers. Must be able to do a large
trade. Write fullest particulars and references
to Box 404 at Horncastle, 61 Cheapside, London,
England.

REQUIRED young energetic agents residing
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver,
to sell Blankets, Gloves and Rugs for weW-

known English firm, doing largely with Canadian
Wholesalers for nearly 20 years. Applicants
must have thorough knowledge of this trade and
active business connections with buyers of such
goods. State full particulars, references and terms
in strictest confidence to " Unlverst," c/o Streets,

30 Cornhill, London, England.

AGENCIES WANTED.

GENCIES for British Columbia wanted Com
L municate Canadian Importing and Jobbing

Co., Carter-Cotton Block, Vancouver.

AN experienced, wide-awake firm of Nottingham
Agents is open to undertake the exclusive
buying of laces, embroidery, hosiery, Man-

chester and all dry goods for a first-class Cana-
dian concern. Address Box 1511, NEYROUD
& SONS, Advertising Offices, 1418 Queen Vic-
toria Street, London, E.C., England.

FIRM OF AGENTS in England are open to

act as Buyers for Cotton, Worsted and
Woollen Piece Goods. 8063, Williams's

Advertisement Offices, Bradford, England.

SALESMAN WANTED.

SALESMEN AND SALESWOMEN WANTED—
Thousands of good positions now open, pay-
ing from $1000 to $5000 ay ea rand expenses.

No former experience needed to get one of them.
We will teach you to be an expert salesman or
saleswoman by mail in eight weeks and assist you
to secure a good position, and you c>n pay for your
tuition out of your earnings. Write to-day for full

particulars and testimonials from hundreds of men
and women we have placed in good positions, pay-
ing from $100 to $500 a month and expenses.
Address nearest office. Dept. 265, NATIONAL
SALESMEN TRAINING ASSOCIATION, Chi-
cago, New York, Minneapolis, Atlanta, Kanaaa
City, San Francisco.

ONE OF THE OLDEST ESTABLISHED COM-
MISSION HOUSES of Paris would like to
act as Purchasing Agents on the French

market for all classes of merchandise Imported
into Canada. Address — G. W., THE DRY
GOODS REVIEW, Toronto.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY.

TJOR SALE— Dry Goods and Men's Furnishings
•*• business in a thriving industrial town in

British Columbia. Turnover more than
$40,000. Profits between $7,000 and $8,000.
Doing practically all cash trade. This can be con-
siderably increased. Owners retiring and will
sell at cost price, about $25,000. About $12,000
cash is required, balance can be arranged. This
is a good, sound business and will stand the
strictest investigation. Box 101, DRY GOODS
REVIEW, 347 Pender St., Vancouver, B.C. (I.t)

TO RENT—A brick store in the centre of the
business section of the town of St. Mary's,
Ont. Well equipped and fitted throughout.

Very suitable for retail dry goods or boots and
shoes. For full particulars address R. T. GILPIN,
St. Mary's, Ontario.

TTO RENT—A handsome new building in Brant-
^ ford's business centre; two large modern

stores, well lighted, high ceilings, easy terms.
Apply UNION REALTY CO.. Brantford. (3ch)

FOR SALE.

CASH REGISTER, stylish nickel-plated detail

adder. Registers one cent to twenty dollars.

5 year guarantee. For quick sale, $50. Par-
ticulars, R. O. Smith Company, Orillia, Ontario.

(2)

FOR SALE— Department store in good Alberta
town. Stock $25,000 ; yearly turnover $100,-
000. Address, Box 1226, Calgary.

SITUATION VACANT.

MANAGER for wholesale house, men's sweater
and underwear department, to take complete
charge of department. Salary, and commis-

sion on profits, state salary required and experi-
ence. Box 26, DRY GOODS kEVItw, Toronto

ADVERTISING CUTS.

LIVEN UP YOUR ADVERTISING by using
our millinery, ready-to-wear and general dry
goods cuts. We have prepared a great many

attractive and timely illustrations which will lend
character and distinctiveness to your advertising^
Send to-day lor proof sheet and prices. Adver-
tisers' Stock Cut Agency, Mall Building, Toronto,
Canada. (4-1 1

)

MISCELLANEOUS.

A CCURATE cost keeping easy with a Dey Cost
f\ Keeper. Automatically and exactly records

time spent on each job. Several jobs record-

ed on one card. For small firms Dey combines
employees' register and cost keeper. A machine
for every business. Write for catalogue. Inter-

national Time Recording Company of Canada,
Ltd., 29 Alice Street, Toronto.

BUSINESS-GETTING typewritten let.ers and
real printing can be quickly and easily turn-
ed out by the Multigraph in your own oflice

—actual typewriting for letter forms, real printing

for stationery and advertising, saving 25 p.c. to

75 p.c. of average annual printing cost. AMbRl-
CAN MULTIGRAPH SALES CO., Limited, 129
Bay Street, Toronto.

COUNTER CHECK BOOKS— Especially made
\j for the dry goods trade. Not made bv a trust.

Send us samples of what you are using— we'll

send you right prices. Our holder with patent
carbon attachment has no equal on the market.
Supplies for binders and monthly account sys-

tems. Business Systems, Limited, Manufacturing
Stationers, Toronto.

POUNTER CHECK BOOKS—Write us to-day

\j for samples. We are manufacturers of the
famous SURETY NON-SMUT duplicating

& Triplicating Counter Check Books, and Single

Carbon Pads in all varieties. Dominion Regis-

ter Co., Ltd., Toronto.

DOUBLE your floor space. An Otis-Fensom
hand-poA-er elevator will double your floor

space, enable you to use that upper floor either as

stock room or as extra selling space, at the same
time increasing space on your ground floor. Costs
only $70. Write for catalogue "B." The Otis- 1

Fensom Elevator Co., Traders Bank Building, I

Toronto, (tf) '

COPELAND-CHATTERSONSYSTEMS-Short,
simple. Adapted to all classes of business.
Copeland-Chatterson-Co., Limited, Toronto

and Ottawa. (tf)

EGRY BUSINESS SYSTEMS are devised to
suit every department of every business.
They are labor and time savers. Produce re-

sults up to the requirements of merchants and
manufacturers. Inquire from our nearest office.
Egry Register Co., Dayton, Ohio; 123 Bay St.,
Toronto; 258^ Portage Ave., Winnipeg; 308
Richards St., Vancouver. (tf)

ELLIOTT-FISHER Standard Writing-Adding
Machines make toil easier. Elliott-Fisher
Limited, 513 No. 83 Craig St. W., Montreal,

and Room 314 Stair Building, Toronto.

FIRE BUCKET TANKS AND OILY WASTE
CANS cost little and soon pay for their cost
in reduced insurance rates. Large reduc-

tions result from the installation of Fireproof
Windows, Doors and Skylignts. We are special-
ists in these lines and can quote you a close price
consistent with really fireproof goods. A. B.
ORMSBY, Ltd., Toronto and Winnipeg.

FIRE INSURANCE. INSURE IN THE HART-
FORD. Agencies everywhere in Canada.

HUNDREDS OF TYPEWRITERS of every
make and condition are being traded in as
part payment on the famous MONARCH.

Price and quality are the levers we use to prevent
overstock. We believe we can give the best bar-
gains in rebuilt typewriters in Canada. A postal
will bring our catalogue and full information. The
Monarch Typewriter Co., Ltd., 46 Adelaide St.
West, Toronto.

KAY'S FURNITURE CATALOGUE No. 306
contains 160 pages of fine half-tone engrav-
ings of newest designs in carpets, rugs, fur-

niture, draperies, wall papers and pottery, with
cash prices. Write for a copy -it's free. John
Kay Co., Limited, 36 King St. West, Toronto.

MODERN FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTION.
Our system of reinforced concrete work, as
successfully used in many of Canada's larg-

est buildings, give better results at lower cost.
" Astrong statement," you will say. Write us and
let us prove our claims. That's fair. Leach Con-
crete Co., Ltd., 100 King St. West, Toronto. (tf)

MOORE'S Non-Leakable Fountain Pens. If

you have Fountain Pen troubles of your
own, the best remedy is to go to your

stationer and purchase from him a Moore's Non-
Non Leakable Fountain Pen. This is the one pen
that gives universal satisfaction and it costs no
more than you pay for one not as good. Price
$2 50 and upwards. W. J. Gage & Co. Limited,
Toronto, Sole Agents for Canada.

THE National Cash Register Co. guarantee to
sell a better register for less money than any
other house on earth. We can prove it.

Make us. National Cash Register Co., 285
Yonge Street, Toronto.

THE"KALAMAZOO" LOOSE LEAF BINDER
is the only binder that will hold iust as many
sheets as you actually require and no more.

The back is flexible, writing surface flat, align-
ment perfect. No exposed metal parts or compli-
cated mechanism. Write for booklet. Warwick
Bros. & Rutter, Ltd., King and Spadina, Toronto.

WAREHOUSE AND FACTORY HEATING" Systems. Taylor-Forbes Company, Ltd.
Supplied by the trade throughout Canada.

WAREHOUSE TO RENT

AT REGINA, SASK., a first class distributing
point. New wholesale warehouse flat, 40 x
100 feet, electric lighted, steam heated, elec-

tric elevator. Dry goods or gents' furnishings
preferred. Write Westman's Agency, Regina.

Keep in mind the domin-
ant fact that mankind from
its first appearance on the
earth has been schooled by
nature to look for signs

;

for invitations to taste; for
suggestions as to what to
wear. Tell your story
briefly, forcibly, truthful-
ly, and address it through
the proper media and you
can successfully apply ad-
vertising as a means to
increased distribution.
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He Cleared $4,200 Profit

On a $2 Investment

©HE SPECIAL ORDER BUSINESS is a

profitable adjunct to any high-class cloth-

ing business.

One of our customers who carries a stock of

$25,000, and who turns it over five times in the

year, made a net profit of $4,200 on 720 orders sent

in to our shops in five months. He averaged
nearly six orders every working day.

We can prove to you that you can keep less stock

and do a larger turn-over with the sole selling

rights for Semi-ready Tailoring. And it's the way
out for the Merchant who surely makes a loss on
the old retail custom tailoring.

Address for full particulars of the "profit and
promotion" in Semi-ready Tailoring.

LIMITED

472 GUY STREET, MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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It's a GOOD List
Every name on this list represents a CLOTHING MANUFACTURER

who uses and endoses the

BARTELL PATENT POCKET
(The pocket with the inner pleat)

They wouldn't use it and they wouldn't endorse it unless they knew it

was a first-class improvement over what they formerly used :

—

DUNDAS.
Grafton & Company, Limited.

HAMILTON.
Sanford Mfg. Co., W. B„ Ltd.
Coppley, Noyes & Randall, Ltd.
Thornton & Douglas, Ltd.

LONDON.
Greene, Swift, Limited.

MONTREAL.
Semi-Ready, Limited.
Levinson, Son & Co., S.
Murray & Micbaud.
Kellert & Sons, H.
Fashion-Craft Mfrs., Ltd.
E. A. Small Company, Limited.
Wener Bros. & Hart.
Vineberg, Singer Co.

The T. Eaton Co., Ltd.
Feck & Co., John W., Limited.
Union Clothing Mfg. Co.
Samuel Wener & Co.
The Freedman Company.
Canada Clothing Co.
B. Gardner & Co., Ltd.
Standard Clothing Mfg. Co., The.
H. Vineberg & Co.
Hamilton & Blout, Limited.
Scottish Rubber Co.
The T. Eaton Co., Ltd.

QUEBEC.
Quebec Clothing Co.
Paquet Company, The, Ltd.

SHERBROOKE.
Walter Blue & Co., Ltd.

TORONTO.
Lowndes Co., The, Ltd.
Hackborn & Co., E. O.
Johnson & Co., W. R., Limited.
Crown Tailoring Co., Ltd.
Bond & Co., H. E., Ltd.
Broderiek & Co., Frank.
Taylor, Henry A.
Lailey-Trimble, Limited.
Victoria Mfg. Co.
Randall & Johnson Bros., Ltd.
The T. Eaton Co., Ltd.
Art Tailoring Co.
Evans Tailoring Co.

VICTORIAVILLE.
Victoriaville Clothing Co., The

WARWICK.
Warwick Clothing Mfg. Co.

The only pocket in the world that will not sag under heavy weight is the Bartell Patent Pocket. Its peculiar
patented construction prevents this defect and keeps the pocket straight and trim from the day you start to

wear the coat until the day you stop wearing it. If your manufacturer's name is not on this list, he must give
you the old style pocket.

Don't Run the Risk of Losing Sales Next Fall

If your Spring order did not specify Bartell Patent Pockets, and wish it had, write to us immediately and we
will take up the matter with the manufacturer, if you will give us his name. WRITE TO-DAY.

Ask us to send you our "DEMONSTRATION CARD." IT'S FREE.

THE BARTELL PATENT POCKET CO.
13 ASTOR PLACE, NEW YORK

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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FURNISHINGS

The Buyer's Viewpoint
Novel Features of the Men's Wear Market on Both

Sides of the Atlantic—A Wail for Lighter Clothing
—The King's Latest Outfit.

King George made his appearance at a race

meeting recently wearing a white top hat, black

frock coat and waistcoat.

In men's fancy handkerchiefs, there is a decided

feeling for colored silks. Blue, purple, green and
red in harmonizing combinations are taking well.

Although fancy vests have not been as fashion-

able during the past racing season in England as

formerly, some very neat effects have been seen in

greys, white serges and piques, cream and fawn
shades in matte weaves.

Cape skin gloves and grey and sage for street

wear are likely to be received with favor for Fall

judging from the Summer tendency. Gloves of real

reindeer in white and yellow, and also chamois are

being bought by smart haberdashers.

At the race meetings which have recently been
held in England and France the vogue of the coat
suit was a notable feature to those observant of men's
attire. These suits were for the most part of grey
worsted, though some very dark blues were noticed.

A London fashion writer, sizing up recently in-

introduced features in men's wear, states that it has
been a season of revivals. The grey top hat, shep-
herd's plaid neckwear, black and white shepherd's
(becks for trousers, all suggest the styles of years not
so far past.

The influence of feminine fashions on men's
wear is now noted in the production of a veiled tie.

There has been a great call for veiled effects in silk

dresses, and this suggests a neckwear vagary embody-
ing that feature. Over a background of vivid hue is

placed a veil of black net with softening effect.

Belts of buck or doeskin in colors to match the

tie have been noticed in fashionable circles in Eng-
land this season. As next Spring is evidently in

show considerable favor for blues, greys, tans and
blacks, the belt manufacturers may have a more ex-

tensive range than ever to consider.

* * *

Sili<: mufflers performing the same purpose as the

belt, have been more frequently seen this year than
formerly. As yet, they have only been taken to any
extent by the high-class trade. Roman stripes seem
to be much preferred, although plain colors such as

tans, blues, greys, some with slightly contrasting

stripe, are also shown. For wear with outing suits

these mufflers seem most suitable.
* * *

For outing purposes a great many double-breast-

ed coats with long roll collar have been noticed on
the Thames, the suits entire being of white flannel.

Three-button single-breasted coats with patch poc-

kets were also much in evidence. Trousers were
short and while in hosiery pure white ribs with
black clocks are conspicuous, half hose in club
colors were much worn.

* * *

Now that style is the predominating element in
men's wear of all kinds, the great point for the deal-

er to remember is the advisability of keeping has-

beens moving. Years ago men considered the wear-
ing qualities of their clothing first, hut now it is

different. The salability of garments is constantly
changing, and he is a wise merchant who takes due
nrecaution against vain regrets in the shape of dead
stock.

* * *

The recent hot spell of weather has brought from
the daily press much wailing about the heat-confin-
ing properties of male attire and the necessity of a
reformation that will give to men a torrid weather
outfit calculated to preserve an equanimity of tem-
er and reasonable level of temperature about his per-
son. A Canadian paper points out that "man has
too long sweltered in double and triple thicknesses of
clothing. For the person who produces an outfit that

will, during these heated spells, keep our bodies
reasonably cool, and at the same time preserve the
approval of our best society, no reward seems too
great. "' Another editor, commenting upon this re-

marks: "This is no time to think of society or any-
thing else. Let ns gel down to the common sense

view on this matter of clothes. In weather such as

this, bathing suits should be approved of for business
wear— but the dog should still be muzzled."
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Neat Neckwear Styles
Next Season Will See Exceptionally Good Demand
for All-over Patterns, Though Bias Stripes Will

Still be a Feature—A new Dress Bow Tie.

In men's neckwear, while bias stripes will un-
doubtedly be a feature of the general run, it is pre-

dicted that next season will see an exceptional busi-

iess in all-over-two-tone figured effects. Browns will

be somewhat stronger, and greens and deep blues are

also being very favorably considered. Mogador
stripes will be a feature of the new lines.

A very effective creation offered at the present

time is a reversible combination of dark blue ground

CrocLel tie of artificial silk in

black and white. A large range

of neat color combinations are

Introduced in this line. Courtesy

of Scotl Knitting Co.. Toronto.

and gold stripes, the Latter being in panel treatment

mi one side and on the other in wide radiating form.

Crossbar effects are meeting with favor, and a very

neat line now being shown i- of satin rave in which
a very narrow (dose stripe give- something of the ac-

cordeon effect which is now being worked out in

knitted lines. Lustrous and very dainty is another

line in Jleiir de soic, which conies in all of the ap-

proved shades. Jasper stripes in black and white

and black and scarlet are taking well.

Now that the close-fitting collar is being slightly

cut away at the corner, one might naturally expect

to see wider ties. It is not likely, however, that they

will exceed 1% or 2 inches at the most. This
however, is the width generally followed for Winter
neckwear.

It is altogether likely that the coming season

will see an increasing number of wing collars worn.

While the wings on all these collars are small, those

for dress wear are rounded- and both are very neat.

Vogue for the wing collar will undoubtedly create a

dm iand for Ascots and batswings. During the past

Summer there has been some enquiry for string ties,

haberdashers say, and they attribute this to favor in

some quarters for the small wing collar. Knitted
ties and real silk and plain colors are still selling

well. Some bright crossbar effects are also being fea-

tured.

A line of crochet ties made of artificial silk in

black and wdiite and in a fair range of other shades
has recently been placed on the market. These look

to be a good holiday line. There are about fifty dif-

ferent designs, ami they are made hi retail at the

usual prices.

This Bow Line Meets Every Point

A dress bow tie recently introduced and patented
solves the many problems which seem to cluster

round the practical use of the dress bow. This tie

is made in one piece. The two collar bands fasten

over the button at the back from each side, and an-

other buttonhole tits over the front collar button
'Idie two lie pieces are so adjusted in making that

they lie neatly and snugly against collar. The great

point about this tie is that if may be removed without

untying by undoing the collar bands at the back.

Thus the tie may he kept in readiness and, as ling-

ering for tying and untying is unnecessary it re-

mains clean and fresh looking. The tie is being sup-

plied to the trade in cartons containing quantities

of the ties made up ready for use and others untied.

The great point about
this dress bow tie, which
has just made its appear-
ance, is that it may be re-
moved without untying.
The neckbands fasten
over the collar button at
the back, while the front
button-hole keeps it in
position there. The bow
ties neatly, and as hand-
ling is entirely unneces-
sary, the bow retains its

freshness and cleanliness.
The tie is being sent to
the trade in cartons con-
taining quantities both of
hand-tied and untied.
Made in collar sizes.

—

Shown by A. T. Reid Co .

Toronto.

There are about live men in every ten who do

not know bow- to tie a bow properly and the de-

mand for this new creation indicates that il meets

every point perfectly.

Position of Coon Coats

Coon coats for men will not be raised in price

this year, though this has meant a sacrifice of profit

on the part of the manufacturer. Last year's prices

showed steady increase, and a rise is bound to come
in time, though likely to be postponed till scarcity

or increased demand forces it on.



This Advt. Sold Seventy-five Men's Suits
Display During Fall Fair was Most Profitable Investment — Boosts That
Brought Business From More Sources Than One — One Merchant Who
Thinks it] Pays to Help Worthy Objects.

By J. J. McNab, Listowel.

J. J McNAB

Listowel

Til E a p -

proach of

the Fall

fair season

is full of sugges-

tion to the Men's
vVear dealer, for

it is one time
when

3
above all

others, he has the

opportunity to em-
phasize the im-
portance of his

goods to particular

advantage. People

from the sur-

rounding country
Hock lo town, and
generally are fin-

ancially lit to con-

sider the appeal

made through at-

tractive advertis-

ing.

How shall we
feature our goods

this year? is the question, and in this connection an
experience narrated by John J. McNab, of Listowel.

will be of particular interest.

Ca.mk Around Collecting.
"A month or so before our last annual Fall fair,"

slates Mr. McNab, "two id' our citizens came around
collecting in support of the undertaking, I discussed

the matter with them for a while, and found out
that they would probably have more space in the

exhibition building than they would really need. In
fact they did not know how they were going to make
use of this space, so 1 asked them after paying my
donation, if they would allow me an attractive sec-

tion in which to display.

Secured ( tooD Space.
"To this suggestion they readily agreed and

thanked me for the suggestion, as they were sure it

would help the appearance of the hall and also make
things look more attractive.

"As soon as our Fall furnishings arrived we care-

fully selected the choicest of them for display at our
fall fair. We also had garments partly made so as

lo -how the people how they were made and exactly
what they were getting.

Wholesaler 1 1 elped.
"Our wholesaler sent us a number of samples to

have made up in case some of our ready-to-wears did
not. suit the people. This also gave them a- better

and larger stock to choose from and gave us a larger

display and more up-to-date.

"When the time came for our fair we selected our
space for display in the centre of the hall, under-
neath the skylight. Tt was decorated with red. white
and blue bunting, flags and maple leaves.

Name Prominently Displayed.

"Then we had the name of the firm around the
four sides at the top in gold letters, and had enough

electric lights bordering the top so that our name
could be seen from any part of the hall at night.

This made it very attractive during the two nights
of promenade concert, also during the daylight, as

we had every advantage of the skylight.

"We also had style books from our different

wholesales with our name on them and advertising

(air furnishings, furs, garments, floor coverings, cur-

tains, and in fact everything we handle.

"We also gave away with these book,-, card cases

with our name embossed in gold letters. These, of

course were made suitable for either men or

women.
"Our idea in advertising in this way was that

we couldn't put all the goods we handle on display,

so placed them before the eyes of the people in

printed form.

"This proved the best advertisement and paying
investment we could get for our money.

The expense of putting up the stand and decora-

tions was very small and we sold seventy-five suits

and took orders for one hundred made to order-,

picked from our samples, making a total of one
hundred and seventy-five suits.

"Then we had our store decorated, also having
all our Fall and Winter goods on display. We hail

many customers come in the store during fair time
and on seeing our display not only bought them-
selves but told others.

"When the men came for their furnishings they
brought their wives along and they, on seeing our
display, also bought.

Interested Baseball Team.

"Then again, fins Spring a baseball team was or-

ganized, and when they came to us for a donation,

we thought of the good results the fair bad brought
us, so cheerfuly helped them along, and at the same
time, gave them some very close price- on baseball

supplies, uniforms, etc. By doing this for them we
got their full order for their supplies and by filling it

to good satisfaction we won the good will of the

baseball boys and also their enthusiasts. They
bought, all their Spring furnishings from us and told

others where they got them, thus bringing us new
customers all the time.

Pays to Boost.

"I think it is the best thing a merchant can do

to boost anything that is going to help his town or

that is going to bring people from other towns to

your town, as any live merchant can benefit by such

a thing, for there is always some expense and the

live merchant is going to get the benefit of if if he

helps it along, but if he doesn't he can't expect it.

"Of course in some towns, there are so many
people going around collecting for things that the

merchant, really doesn't benefit.

"I think it woidd be an excellent idea to have
a merchants' association, and when people come
around of whom they are not sure, they could call a

meeting and all give their opinion on the matter.

Then, after having fully discussed it, give their de-

cision. They would thus protect themselves."
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Spring Hosiery Opportunity
Fine Range of Values Shown Suggest the Im-

portance of Better Grades — Plain Colors in

Lisles and Silks — Black and White Effects

With definite information as to the notable fea-

tures in men's hosiery for Spring, 1912, it seems time-

ly to say that the opportunity is decidedly ripe for

Larger business in better goods. Judging from values

shown, the retailer should now have little difficulty

in going after that higher standard in the demand
whieh will certainly benefit his hosiery department.

I low is this to be done? In the first place much
can be done by demonstration through advertising.

There seems to be too much hesitation about quoting

higher figures and attaching them to better grades.

Too great has been the emphasis upon descriptions

effects, in narrow stripes and checkered patterns, very
small and dainty embroidered designs on plain

grounds. Large quantities of these hose will un-
doubtedly be taken.

Silk and lisle iridescent effects are also shown,
and judging from quality, value and appearance,
there is good ground for the confidence that is placed
in them.

Shot effects will likely have a place among the

favored numbers, and, judging from the increasing
tendency to match hosiery and tie, the variety of

effects produced by hosiery and neckwear people
should suggest a good selling idea to the retailer. For
example, one neckwear house intimates that they
will feature the accordeon knitted tie in black and
gold, black and green and other neat combinations,
and at the same time a hosiery merchant promises

to put out similar effects in hosiery. Undoubtedly
tins is to be a style feature for Fall and Winter and,

Men's hos'ery sampl- s from
lines shown lor Spring 1912.

Neat black and white efiects
will be a feature. The second
tample Irom the left is pure
silk ribbed, black with mauve
dots and foot The sample at
the bottom is a combination of
brown and champagne.

of medium lines and attractive or popular price.-. The
time has come when the men's wear dealer will find

it i" his advantage to go in for a more general use of

"quality talk" and to have goods on band to back it

"I'"

Then, displays in the window- and also in the

stores must follow the same trend—emphasize better

goods. People are able and willing to pay for them.
There are excellent assortments to choose from and
there is little opportunity for mistake in judging the

customer's taste. The style trend is looking after

that part of it and is placing its stamp of approval

upon certain lines in an unmistakable way.
Plain colors will be a dominant feature of the new

season. Blacks, tans, navys, and greys will be favor-

ed in all grades. There are some exceptionally fine

goods shown in lisles. silk lisles. spun and thread

silks, in the usual range of prices, extending from

$ L50 to $6.50. There is a fair showing of novelties,

but these are for the most part of a neat, dignified

design. For example, there are black and white

according to present showings, should run well into

Spring.

There never was a better showing of fine lisles and
silks shown for a Spring season, and the retailer

should see in this fact an opportunity to improve his

merchandising.
With the very strong run that has occurred in

contrasting colors for the past two years, it is hardly

surprising to note the change to plain colors and the

neatest kind of patterns. No doubt there has also

been an influence in the fact that women's hosiery,

for style reasons, have for the most part been in plain

colors, mostly black. Short, narrow skirts have been

responsible for an unprecedented run in black. If

fashion suggests that a woman must show her ankles,

the flashy color effects are immediately discarded.

Color tendencies in men's wear are always decided,

more or less, by the correct thing in the millinery or

dress fabric color card, and also by other fashion

developments which assert their influence in women's
wear.
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Ready for Immediate Delivery
llK BRAND

WINGATT- aK BRAND
CLINT''

[»0

Wingate | Empire Clinton

An ideal collar

for summer
wear.

Stylish-looking

— yet cool and
comfortable

weather.

Made in

Quarter

Sizes

13 to 18

us is a warm
weather collar

made
for fastidious

dressers.

Low-setting,
• . i i • »

which give it

the high effect.

Made in

Sizes

14 to 18

A common-
sense, warm-
weather collar.

Cool and
comfortable—
just the thing

for business or

pleasure.

Made in

Quarter

Sizes

13 to 18

Order from Berlin or the Winnipeg Office

Winnipeg
Warehouse,

Princess &
Cumberland

Streets
MARK

The Williams, Greene & Rome &Sny

Berlin, Ontario
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The Fall Shirt Demand
Pleated Bosom Styles are Being Slated for Good

Season—Some Emphasis Being Placed on Stiff

Bosom Styles— The Appioved Colors.

Although there is a tendency in some quarters to

push the stiff bosom shirt for Fall, it is not likely

that any success in that direction will seriously affect

the vogue of the pleated front. The made-to-order

trade still clings to this style, and this may be taken

as a pretty reliable indication that the ready-to-wear

business will be done largely in pleated fronts. Wider
stripes than usual are much in evidence in the Zeph-

yrs, cambrics, Japanese crepes and other fabrics fea-

tured for Fall, although there is a very great variety

in stripe treatment. There is no great change in

colors, although indications are that tans and helios

will receive considerably more attention in the better

trade than usual.

Some enquiry is noted for flannels with soft cuffs

for Fall wear. These come in very neat patterns and
in appearance resemble the better cotton fabrics.

The drop in the price of cotton will not, at the

present time, be evident in shirt values, and manu-
facturers point out that it will have to be a very con-

siderable drop before it does, as reductions of this

kind are generally more than balanced up by the

other items in cost of production.

Manufacturers report that Fall business represents

a verv fair record.

This Store Has a Special Shirt Room
Bilton Bros., King Street West, Toronto, who

specialize strongly in made-to-order shirts, have re-

cently introduced, in connection with that depart-

ment, a salesroom in which customers may be shown
the range of fabrics to particular advantage. This
apartment is about fifteen feet square, fitted entirely

in mahogany and contains showcases, shelving, mir-

rors and other essential fixtures. The room lends it-

self to privacy, an important point in connection with

a business of this kind, and has in more ways than
one proved of practical value in displaying and sell-

ing goods.

Features of New Hats
Derby Crowns are Low and Round—Few Colors

Selling—Novelty in Soft Styles—The New Caps.

The newest offerings for Fall in men's hats ar

low crown derbies and some novelty lines in soft felts

The derbies, at first sight, appear odd on account o.

their very low crown, but it is predicted that they

will very quickly win a place in the popular favor.

The crowns are more round than the shapes that have
been shown in the last year or two, and the square

effect is passing out. The crowns of the new shapes

are about 4!/2 to 5 ins. high and the brims range from
an inch and seven-eighths to about two and a quarter

A Horse Show shoe window full of suggestion to the men's wear window trimmer looking for ideas for Fall Fair

or Horse Show display. By A. A. Daoust. for Geo. G. Gales & Co.. Montreal.
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inches. There are few colored derbies selling. The
demand is all for blacks, but some dealers regard

stone brown with favor.

A novelty in soft hats now being shown has

stitched brim and corded seams, the latter dividing

the hat into quarters. These are shown in blacks,

greys and browns, but the greys are expected to be the

most popular. Camel's hair rough felt hats are ex-

pected to continue popular, and fedoras and trooper

shapes will no doubt be good again this Fall.

A Business Man's Court.

Alfred Wood, vice-president of the Semi-Ready
Company, Montreal, in commenting on the decision

of the British Columbia court, restraining an in-

fringement of the company's name, said: "We got

quick action. Most people do not. I am going to

work hard for a Business Men's Court, where trans-

gressions against the honor and integrity of the mor-

An effective unit display of men's shirts, neckwear and hosiery, featuring warm weather wear, by

Reg. Brown, for the Cressman Co., Peterborough.

Tweed fedoras which had a run for a time and

then seemed to drop out are expected to come in again

this Fall and a fair quantity has been ordered.

In caps, there is not much change. Large square

peaks, but not too extreme, are considered the correct

thing and are being ordered freely. The cloth used
is mainly in mixed patterns of greens, greys and grey
mixtures. The demand has been very good and caps

will no doubt continue to fill the bill for a knock-
about head piece for some time to come.

al business code will be dealt with by trained business

men, by men of stainless business reputation. Every
profession has such a domestic court, and the indus-

trial or business profession is the highest type of

occupation in any civilized country. Such a court

would be business-like and quick, would be sound in

its views and certain in its directions. It would not

be hampered by hoary rules of practice and proce-

dure, nor delayed by any admiration for the tradi-

tions of the kindergarten age of commerce."



Designers Describe New Spring Suits
Grays, Tans and Browns Favored Colors for the Opening Season of 1912

— English Lines Will be Featured — Two and Three Button Sacks for

Business Wear — Vests Slightly Higher — Novelty in Weaves.

BUYERS for manufacturers have all returned

from their trips abroad in search of clothing

novelties for Spring, 1912. Wholesale buy-

ers are placing their orders and in some cases

early deliveries will be in stock about August 15th.

Many forecasts are heard regarding the proportion

of cloths in regard to color and buyers are not yet

decided.

Favor for Grays, Tans and Browns.

In different orders, some have placed their faith

on grays, while others are forecasting browns and

buying accordingly. It would seem that this deci-

sion is relative, as stated, to wholesale buyers and
manufacturers' buyers. This cannot, however, be

applied in all cases as early Spring cloths shown in

samples of high-class styles would seem to favor tans

and browns.

One reason for this conclusion is that manufac-

turing buyers choose a pattern or quality of one cloth

and buy a color or perhaps two out of the entire

assortment, whereas wholesale buyers select a cloth

and divide the quantity over a range of several col-

ors. Manufacturers' buyers claim thereby, they have

to take a greater chance in their selections and, in a

measure to force the style in the matter of color.

They are called upon to anticipate to a greater ex-

tent than the wholesaler. This, too, may explain

the differences in Spring selections.

Prices remain about the same, if anything slight-

ly higher, but not sufficient to cause any difference

to the manufacturing end much less the retailing.

Linings are higher in many cloths, but Canadian
buyers were fortunate in reaching the English mills

before the usual advances on canvasses, which al-

ways follow the advent of United States clothing-

manufacturers in that market.

Designers are mostly on holidays or in New
York and fashion centres. In some factories the

decisions of designers will be announced very shortly

and samples prepared for travelers by Sept. 15th

inst. These will be full of interest to the retail

buyer.

Careful With Extremes.

A general description of the styles likely to be

shown for Spring aad Summer, 1912, show a grow-

ing favor for "English cut" clothing. Designers are

cautious and while fully anticipating this trend they

are not yet enthusiastic, or, for that matter, seriously

considering extremes of this garment. They hope to

advance along these lines and predict even closer

outlines for a year from now, but just how far they

will go this Spring they are as yet unwilling to give

an explicit statement.

New models will undoubtedly be closer fitting

and will feature non-padded shoulders.

Several designers express their intention of ad-

hering to lines from $17.50 and up, and that better

suits will be made without padding. Asked about

the difference in costs of labor one manufacturer
stated that the tailoring in these shoulders could be
done cheaper than padded shoulders although his

instructions were to give this feature every attention

even if it required more time. Both manufacturer
and designer fully appreciated the importance of this

tailoring and state that buyers, who find a demand
for these styles, will be able to procure a fair assort-

ment from the new Spring samples shown.

Picks Tans to Lead.

Referring again to the matter of colors, tans,

browns, drabs and especially the softer shades of tans

Small boy's Winter overcoat, with novel

effect and storm collar.

double-breasted

in neat effects and pencil or line stripes stand out

strongly from the range of samples. As a forecast,

one buyer stated that he considered tans would lead

by the proportion of 3 to 2.

As well dressed men were becoming more favor-

able to better grades of manufactured clothing and
that manufacturers were now able to meet this de-

mand combined with the confidence that young men
would prefer tans as a change, this forcast is signi-

ficant.
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This cutillustrates the very

neat lines in men's Fall over-

coats. Note the long lapel

and button through front.

This coat is in one of the

grey herringbone weaves

which will undoubtedly be

a strong feature of the Fall

season.
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For business wear two button and three button

sacks with clean-cut lines conforming more to the fig-

ure will be shown. Some of the important fashion fea-

tures is the lack of fancy touches as a compliment to

men who know how to dress and which appeal to

those who avoid extremes as a matter of personal

taste or selection.

English cut lines will be adopted for everyday

garments and as stated the shoulders will be nor-

mal, lapels shorter compared with last season and

the waste and skirt easy fitting but avoiding any

appearance of boyishness.

This last tendency shows just how far designsers

are inclined to go so as not to show garments which

at present would certainly appear extreme.

New Trouser Styles.

Vests will be high, 6-button style and show

slightly above the coat lapels. A number of young

men still wear wide hip trousers, and there will he

a certain amount of these sold for next spring. But

in general outline samples being prepared will not

be extreme, compared with fall clothing, and will

measure about 19 inch knee and 16 inch ankle

which, for proportionate measurements, is about the

same.

Next season is not likely to develop anything

strikingly new. The greatest novelty that can be

expected is in the newer cloths and shades and this

will prove an asset to the retailer.

The style adopted this year and ready shortly

will be directed a great deal by personal preference

and locality. Merchants are assured of satisfactory

garments both in models and fabrics.

Men's cardigan stitch sweater coat, with pockets and adjust-
able collar. This coat is in brown with trimmings of green as
Indicated, bul it is also shown in other favored color combin-
ations. Courtesy of Reliance Knitting Co., Toronto.

Ti Ease
THE NAME ON EVERY TIE AND
EVERY TIE GUARANTEED

YOU LOSE
TIME
MONEY
AND ENERGY

BY TALKING THE OTHER
KINDS OF NECKTIES

FOR TO THE WEARER
Ti Ease MEANS

Ease from all his Tie Troubles

Excellent Style

Easy Adjustment

Ease when Adjusted

And wear—Well, it does not require to

be replaced until soiled—and it is not
easily soiled.

FROM THE MERCHANT
It removes all doubts as to his Tie
Wants, for nothing short of a ship-

ment of Ti Ease will start the Ball
Rolling right for the Autumn season.

THEREFORE DO NOT
Order one dozen of neckwear for Fall

until you see our range of the Exclus-
ive Specialty Ti Ease, which includes
both Self and Penumbra Self Colors,

and the latest novelties in stripes.

AS TO VALUE
We need only tell you that Ti Ease
is "N.T.VELVO'S" younger brother
and that he is a mighty sturdy chap.
Did you ever see better value than
" N.T.VELVO " ? Well, it is a close

contest, between the two brothers for

fit st place, and the larger range of

effects is bound to make Ti Ease
very popular.

BOTH ARE PIN-PROOF AND
NON-CRUSHABLE

Novel-Ti, LIMITED

PETERBOROUGH CANADA



System in Recording Purchases and Sales
How It May be Used as a Guide for Next Season — The Necessity of
Careful Purchasing — Importance of Studying the Customers Rather Than

Personal Preferences — A Suggested Columnar Ruling.

By Howard R. Wellington

IN response to a request from a number of men's
wear dealers, The Review has had prepared a
reliable stock-keeping system for a clothing de-
department ,or exclusive store, by the adoption

of which the merchant may have a complete record
of his sales and purchases for reference and compari-
son. The system is a very simple one and could be
followed by any clothing retailer.

After each lot of goods has been received, check-
ed and properly priced and ticketed, they should be
entered on the stock sheet in the manner illustrated.

Stock Sheet an Aid to Buying.

The value of the stock sheet as an aid to buying
is this. When a traveler comes around showing
samples for the next season's trade, the manager
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Slip showing all particulars inserted in pocket of garment.
Sent to office properly filled out when sale is made.

A separate stock sheet for goods from each maker or
wholesale house. They should also be entered on
cards as shown in illustration, called stock cards or
some other appropriate name. Each card when filled

out should be put in pocket of article of which it

gives description and if possible the same pocket of
each article, thus saving time in finding cards when
sale is made. When a sale is made the salesman
must take card out of pocket, fill in name and address
of purchaser, his own number and date of sale and
file it. At the end of the day's business the cards
are looked oyer by the department manager or some
one detailed for that purpose, and articlessold check-
off the stock sheets from the cards sales totaled, from
prices on cards also, and entered on sales sheet, a
ruled form of which is also shown.
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Buyers' Record Sheet, showing quantities,
dates.

styles, sizes and

of the department can tell from his stock sheets just
how that firm's goods have sold without looking
through his stock. He can also keep tab on his stock
and will not run the risk of overloading himself with

A shipment of President Suspenders consigned from the factories of the Lomlnion Suspender co., Niagara Falls, Ont., to their
offices in Auckland, New Zealand.
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any or all lines as some managers do who rely on

keeping everything in their heads. Sometimes that

head fails in its duties : the stock sheet properly filled

out never fails.

Keep in Touch With Customers.

The stock cards, or whatever name may be ap-

plied to them, are used principally to keep tab on

the department customers. Suppose a customer buys

an article to-day, the card is taken from it and filed

in the usual way. This file is gone over at regular

intervals-every morning would not be too often-and

the merchant would find, say in a month's time, that

his customer who bought to-day had not been back.

He could then send him a letter or circular relative

to something in which you think he would be inter-
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INCR EASE
DECR EASE

GOOD COAT LININGS
ARE ESSENTIAL

IF YOU WISH TO PLEASE YOUR CUSTOMERS

Sheet on which sales records are recorded daily, showing
standing of each salesman.

ested. Keep him reminded that you are still m
business, but use tact in doing so. Don't offend him
by too much urging. Only the card from customers'

latest purchases need be kept forward and the rest

filed away for reference.

Recording Reductions.

If any article is reduced the reduction should be

marked in column ruled for that puropse on stock

sheet, the ticket on article should also, be changed.

The stock sheet will then be kept straight.

From the sales sheet a close tab can be kept on
the business done from day to day, weekly, monthly
or yearly, each day showing the increase or decrease

from the same date of previous year. The form
shown could also be ruled to show the increase or

decrease of each individual salesman if so desired.

Increased sales could be shown in red ink and de-

creased in black.

This system may have to be changed or modified

to meet different conditions in different establish-

ments.

Showeards or BooKlets if de,ired may be had by

applying through Wholesale Importing Houses.

PATTERNS SHOWING EITHER
FINISH can be had on application to

THE BRADFORD DYERS'

ASSOCIATION, Ltd.

39, Well 8treet n BRADFORD



How Sales Have Been Lost and Won
Men's Wear Salesmen and Merchants Narrate Their Experiences in Hand-
ling Difficult Customers — How Neglect of Little Details Often Causes

Trouble — The Value of a Name in Selling Goods.

THE following short stories dealing with un-
usual incidents in salesmanship were obtain-

ed from men's wear merchants and sales-

men. They describe some of the problems

met with in everyday business and tell how they

were handled. Good and bad points in salesman-

ship are illustrated—instances in which better re-

sults might have been secured through a little tact,

and cases in which unpromising circumstances were

converted to decided advantage.

®

Nearly Lost the Employer.

Discussing how customers are lost and won, a

salesman has this to say:

"It always takes two to make a quarrel, and a

little patience and explanation will always bring

matters to the desired termination. For instance, in

the following you will note how a little detail al-

most lost for us one of our very best customers.

"Mr. H came into the store one day and

Mr. H. was sore to think his hired man could buy cheaper
pants than he could, and he made up his mind to quit our
store.

asked to see some leather coats. While examining
these he noticed a pair of trousers marked $2. He
made the salesman an offer of $8 for coat and pants,

which should have brought $8.50, the coat being

$6.50.

"The salesman refused the offer, as we sold for

one price only, and the customer went away dis-

pleased.

"Some few days later Mr. H 's hired boy
came into the store complaining of the poor wear he

had had from our socks, and on being told we would
make it right, he bought a pair of pants the same
as Mr. H had been looking at. The boy was
allowed 25 cents off the price of the pants, and the
clerk, instead of making out the check, Pants $2, by
allowance 25c, total $1.75, just made the check out
$1.75.

"Of course, Mr. H - recognized the pants,
and the boy told him $1.75 was all he paid and
showed the bill without any explanation. Mr.
H was sore to think his hired boy could buy
cheaper than he could himself, and made up his

mind to quit our store.

"However, one day he got talking to the man-
ager and the manager called the clerk and after

everything was explained he was perfectly satisfied,

but had the sale check been made out properly, it

would have explained matters itself and have saved
all this trouble."

Suggestion Makes Extra Sales

Here is an incident observed recently in a men's
wear store that illustrates how a little suggestion
made in the right way will have the effect of making
extra sales. It also shows that "friends" are a good
asset to the man in business.

Two young men entered the store of a firm that

had recently started in business and after one had
greeted the partner who came forward to wait upon
them, the other asked to see some light underwear
and named a much advertised brand as the kind he
thought he would like. "Have you that kind?" he
asked.

"Sure we have, right here," replied the salesman.

"Do you want the combination or two-piece suit?"

"I think I would like the combination," replied

the customer.

"I like them best," said the salesman, "they feel

so comfortable and you don't feel all the time as

if your shirt was working up around your neck."
Wbile he was talking, he had been laying out a suit,

after glancing at the young man to appraise his size.

"I'm leaving for a trip to England to-night,"

said the customer, "and was going to a store down the

street, when my friend said, 'Come on up to 's,

they have a nice store and you can get what you wrant

there."

"That's the talk," said the salesman, smiling.

"That's the way we like our friends to work for us."

He sold the customer two suits of underclothes,

instead of the one suit he had intended buying. He
then suggested collars and sold four, all the time
keeping up a conversation about the good time the

customer would have on his trip. A new line of ties

was shown, as well as garters and socks and before

the customer was through he had bought $8 or $10
worth of goods, whereas he had only intended buying
one suit of underwear. The sales were effected simp-

ly by mixing in selling talk with a topic of conversa-
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THERE'S NOTHING
BETTER THAN

You must

have

"Cravenette"

Shower -proofs

for wet

weather;

they are

waterproof

and hygienic

because

porous.

Rec ? Trade Ma:.k

'irtimette,
PROOFED BY

^WET
or

FINE

Facsimile of stamp on biuk
of Genuine oods.

You can wear

them for

fine weather,

because

they are

smart and

fashionable.

Dust-proof

as well as

shower-proof.

TO BE OBTAINED FROM ALL LEADING DRAPERS
IN CASE OF ANY DIFFICULTY, PLEASE WRITE TO

The CRAVENETTECO., LTD., BRADFORD, YORKSHIRE
Showcards or Booklets if desired may be had by applying through the Wholesale Importing Houses.

/ RAIN
SHINE
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KINGEDWARD"
SUSPENDERS
Retail QQPrice

Are so Easy
triable

Com!
'

Easily the best value in suspenders. The comfort-

promoting construction and excellent finish of " King

Edward '' Suspenders make them very rapid sellers.

Berlin Suspender Co., Ltd.

BERLIN ONTARIO

WREYFORD & CO.
TORONTO

Wholesale Men's Furnishers

SELLING AGENTS
FOR "AERTEX"

Cellular Underwear and Shirts

Young £& Rochester
Shirts, Neckwear, Dressing Gowns, etc.

Tress £§* Co.
High-Class Hats, Caps and Straws

T. H. Downing <& Co.
LEICESTER

Hosiery, Underwear, Knitted Coats, etc.

Specialties—"Alpha," "Superla"
"Sparkenhoe."

Cohen <& Wilks
"Aquatite" Yarnproof and Rubberproof

Garments for Ladies and Men

If our travellers have not called on you, write us.

Please mention The Review *o Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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tion suggested by the customer in his reference to his

impending trip.

Windows Work all the Time.

Right on the heels of these two, came an elderly

gentleman who asked to see some ties that were

shown in the window at 35 cents each. An assort-

ment was laid out for his selection and it was ex-

plained that they were selling three for a dollar. The
customer decided to take three, and just as the sales-

man was about to wrap them up he called attention

to another line of ties on a stand near by, remarking

that they were a new line that had just been received

and were excellent value at a half dollar each. The
customer decided to take a couple of these also and

«s-

"If salespeople would put more stress upon the

trade mark which a garment carries, or name the

manufacturers, they would in a large degree find

it much easier to sell to customers. A well-known

trade mark of the reputation of a certain brand of

goods does more to satisfy a customer than many
words of argument."

Grasp the Small Opportunities

A men's wear salesman writes the following :

—

There are great opportunities in the dry goods

business for the salesman to use his ability to ad-

vantage.

90 PEBT a.
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Floor plain, new store of Alf. Prendergast, Montreal, showing particularly good display equipment.

said to the salesman as he handed over the money

—

"I had no intention of buying ties this morning, but

those in your window looked so nice that I couldn't

pass them."
This goes to show how windows are working for

a firm all the time and no pains should be spared to

keep them looking attractive.

Mention of Maker's Name Won Sale.

"One day not long ago, a gentleman walked up
to me and inquired if we had a good heavy pair of

trousers that would fit him," states a salesman.

"I replied that we had an excellent line made
from heavy all-wool cloth, and I was sure they would
suit him.

"He was a large man and wanted the trousers

plenty large. I succeeded in finding the required

size. The color and weight suited all right, but the

price was a little high, and the cloth might be
shoddy. He said he would give me so much for the

trousers, as that was all they were worth. He seem-

ed doubtful about the cloth, although I tried to con-

vince him of the excellent quality.

"Just as it seemed doubtful about making the

sale, I happened to mention the name of the manu-
facturer and the reputation they had for making
clothing that always gave satisfaction.

"That had the required effect. He said, 'If these

trousers were made by that firm they are all right.

The last pair I had were made by these people, and
they wore well and did not shrink. You may do

this pair up for me.'

Many salesmen are always looking for a chance

to do something large while a number of small op-

portunities are at hand, which is attended to would
amount to more than the larger one.

It is all right to have ambition along higher

lines ; but we should always remember it is the little

things that count. These little opportunities may
seem rather small and unimportant at first ; but with

portunities are at hand, which if attended to would
suppose.

It is very easy to lose a customer by improper

management. But there are many times that it is

just as easy to gain one.

The following incident which I experienced a few

days ago, goes to show one case in which a customer

was won by being alert and having an eye to busi-

ness.

One evening a few days ago, as I was sitting in

front of my boarding place, a young man who was a

stranger to me, stopped as he was passing by and

inquired if there were any clothing stores open that

evening.
I replied that it was closing night and upon

inquiring what he wished to purchase I learned he

had come to town that day and wished to buy a pair

of pants. He was going to work early in the morn-

ing before the stores opened.

I told him I worked in a clothing store, and

would take him down to the store with me and fit

him out. So that is how one more customer was

added to our list.

It is not the first sale that counts in. these in-

stances. It is the sales that come afterwards. But it

is the first sales that are sometimes the hardest to

make.
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LAUNDRY-FREE

"Challenge"
BRAND

Water -Proof- Collars
IT IS ALL LINEN.

When soiled it is as easy to clean as it it were made of

celluloid and yet avoids all the things that make celluloid

collars objectionable.

IT HAS NO ODOR.
The waterproofing is done with a chemical process and

cannot be detected either in appearance or odor

The styles are correct and saleable, will net you profits,

and satisfy your customer.

Write urn at once.

The Arlington Co. of Canada, Limited
54-64 FRASER AVENUE .... TORONTO

Stock carried by the following aeents: Ontario— J. A. Chantler & Co., Toronto.

Eastern-Duncan Bell. Montreal. Western-R. J. Quieley. 212 Hammond Block. Winnipeg.

_BOY COMFORT_
When you find boys' clothing that pleases the boy

by cut and fit and his parents by length of wear and
price, you have a sure money-maker. Our "LION"

Brand bloomer pants

have proved their

worth to a large and
growing custom.

BOYS
1
BIG

BLOOMER
PANTS
Prices from

$6.00

$18^00
per dozen.

All correct patterns

Prices from

$2.25
to

$6.00
per dozen

for Khaki, Galatea and
"The JdXkSOTI Bl00Tner,, White Duck Boys'

LION BRAND Blue
r

a

a
ndKnaki

Bla

Special arrangements for prompt mail order service.

The JACKSON MFG. CO., Clinton
FACTORIES AT CLINTON, GODERICH .nd EXETER

Men's Duster Goats
Suitable for Driving and Motoring, Etc.

Heavy Cotton Cheviot. Side Opening.

Three Pockets, Cut Good Length.

Special at $12.00

Some of our lines are

:

WAITERS' COATS,
COOKS' COATS,

BARBERS' COATS,
PORTERS' COATS,

BUTCHERS* FROCKS,
BAR VESTS,

SURGEONS' GOWNS,
DENTISTS' COATS.

DUCK TROUSERS,
BOYS' BLOOMERS,

APRONS,
OUTING SHIRTS,

MINERS' SHIRTS,
WORKING SHIRTS,

DUSTERS,
BOYS* SCOUT SUITS.

Try us on Mail Orders. Particulars

on Request.

DEFIANCE MFG. CO., Limited

College and Bathurst Sts., Toronto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
II
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The Furnishings Section,

Fashion Craft Store, Mont-

real. Note the alcoves at in-

tervals for unit displays and

use made of glass cases.

The new retail store of Fashion-Craft, Montreal,
is fitted throughout in mahogany and presents a very
rich and inviting appearance. It has all-glass show-
cases, up-to-date tie racks and display fixtures for
both counters and windows, and alcoves midway
along each side of the store with mirror backs, where
attractive unit displays may be made.

The store is well lighted. In addition to windows
at the front and back, there is a large light well over
the rear portion of the store, where the clothing is

handled, so that customers can thoroughly examine

i he garments in every way. At night a battery of

electric lamps shine from handsome brushed brass

electroliers.

The store breathes quality and good taste from
the windows to the extreme rear. The office is con-

veniently located midway of the store on the right

and opposite is a fitting room in corresponding size

and design.

This store is conducted by J. IT. & E. Dube, succ-

essors to Alt'. Prendergast.

Front of the new Fashion

Craft Store (J. H. & E. Dube)

Montreal, showing good ar-

rangement of windows. Note

shelf in rear for supplemen-

tary trim.



Have Small Store But Large Outlook
Simpson & Tessier, Montreal, have a Floor Space of 400 Square Feet,

but Their Cash Receipts Indicate Good Business — Effective Use of

\ Windows — Foundation of Good Fellowship and Square Dealing.

IN
a little store on St. Catherine Street, Montreal,

in the heart of the business section of the city,

there was opened recently a men's furnishing

business that, judging from its auspicious start,

bids fair to land the proprietors in the ranks of the

notable merchants of Montreal before many years.

Simpson & Tessier is the firm name, and the

young men comprising the partnership have seen,

considering their yef.rs, a lot of service in catering

to the wants of the public. Both have spent some
years in the employ of large men's furnishing houses

in Montreal and they are, therefore, qualified to know
something about the pulse beat of the men's wear
business.

How Small Quarters Were Utilized.

They felt that if they could sell goods for other

people they should be able to sell for themselves and
having some capital between them they pooled their

interests, bought a stock of goods, getting credit on a

portion of it, and started) in a store with 14 feet front-

age and a depth of 30 feet. This may seem pretty

small quarters, but so cleverly have the proprietors

utilized practically every inch of the space that it is

most complete in every way.
They figured that, in the stand they had taken,

they would catch a good deal of the theatre trade,

being close to several of the amusement houses, and

it has developed that they were right in their assump-
tion. The first day that they opened they took in

$74. That was the Friday before Dominion Day.
On Saturday their sales amounted to $116. Since

then they have not been quite so heavy but they
have been sufficient to meet all expenses and leave a

tidy profit.

Cash Business—Less Expense.

The cash receipts since the store opened have
averaged about $275 to $350 per week. In order to

meet all expenses, salaries, rent, etc., they have to

take in $150 per week and they have been getting

well over that amount. " They do a strictly cash busi-

ness and therefore have no expenses for bookkeeping.
As in most cases they buy for cash, they are able to

take all cash discounts, also.

Mr. Tessier is an accomplished window trimmer
as well as a salesman, having looked after this part

of the work in one of Montreal's large men's furnish-

ings stores for a number of years, and considering

the limited space he has to work upon in the new
store, he has put in some very attractive displays.

Display Novelty Every Week.
"We aim to do our advertising through our win-

dow," he said, "and we are going to show novelty of

some kind every week. Our window is cleaned out

(Continued on page 192.)

Flannel Shirts for Fall Delivery

Plain, Dark and Light Grey Flannel Shirts

Prices, $9.00, $10 50, $12.00, $12.50, $15.00 per dozen.

Military Flannel Shirts

Prices, $13.50 and $15.00 per dozen.

Navy Blue Flannel Shirts - guaranteed fast color

Prices, $12.00, $13.50, $15.00, $18.00 per dozen.

Navy Blue Serge Shirts

Prices, $9.00, $10.50, $12.00 per dozen.

SEND FOR SAMPLES

Belleville, |»
Ontario f|c
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See also plate on inside back cover for single brush stroke block lettering



Lesson 3--CompleteCourse in Cardwriting
The Third of a Series of Twenty Complete Lessons Constituting the

Edwards Short-Cut Course — Plate Three Shows the Single and Double

Stroke Block Capitals - One of the Best Alphabets for Pronounced Headlines

(By J. C. Edwards. Copyright applied for.)

THE three cuts showing the right way to hold

the brush while lettering, while drawing a

line and the equipment necessary will ap-

pear in almost every lesson of this course for

the purpose of impressing on the mind of the student

the importance of holding the brush correctly al-

ways. Watch your grip on the brush and do not

get the fingers cramped, otherwise your lettering will

be stiff and cramped as hand-writing often is

Always see that the paint is not too thick and
sticky and have it work nicely from the brush.

The Necessary Equipment.

The alphabet illustrated is a very important one
for strong headlines and can be used where the single

brush stroke, if made heavy, would take up too

much room and would have a tendency to be too

black, and nut readable. The single and double
stroke block can be made normal, extended or con-

densed.

The normal letters take a space about square,

the extended letter is longer than it is deep, and the

condensed is narrow and more words can be put
in a line than by using either of the former letters.

The letters \\<a\ in tliis plate arc more of the

condensed style; every move is illustrated, showing
the strokes in their proper order, with arrows indicat-

ing the direction the brush was moved in executing
each stroke.

How Letters are Made.

The letter A was made in four moves. No. 1 is

the first stroke of the first lesson. No. 2 is the second,

but No. 3 widens stroke 2, making it double width,
and No. 4 finishes the letter, as in the lesson on brush
stroke block.

Letter B consists of seven moves or strokes. No. 1

is the same stroke as No. 1 in plate 1; No. 2 widens

or makes it a double stroke; No, 3 and 4 are also

the same as in B of the brush block, but No. 5 adds
the double stroke to the curve.

The C is finished in four strokes, the first three

being exactly the same as those of the single stroke

If You Wiu.

STUDY
EVERY
LETTER
SEPARATELY
VOL) WILL SUCCEED

Card showiuf iffective application of the single anil double-
strobe black capitals.

block with the fourth to give the double stroke on
the curve.

I). 1' and R are along the same lines as the B
The strokes are plainly indicated and will be easily

understood if a close study of the plate is made.

Flat Brushes
FOR CARD-WRITING

RED SABLE IN ALBATA, approved and
used exclusively by the author of the "Edwards
Short Cut System of Card-writing," and other
prominent card writers of Canada. Best
French make—all sizes. We also handle

CARD-WRITERS' SUPPLIES
consisting of Thaddeus Davids' letterine,

Soenneken pens, T squares, cardboard, etc.

Write for prices.

E. HARRIS CO., LIMITED
73 King St. East, Toronto
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Letters E and F are very .^i 1 1

1

1 >lc> and precicely

the same, except thai the V has one less stroke and
stroke 5 in E is the fourth in V.

The strokes 1 and 2 in letter G repeat the first

two in C; stroke 3 is the duplicate of 4 in C; the 4th

and 5th in G finish the Id lei'.

II and I are very simply made and easily under-

stood.

J, L and T are easy, while K. M. N, A
7

. W. X. Y
and Z are the reverse to the letter A, necessitating the

practice of the inverted angle, but will he mastered

by ]
tract ice.

(I is made in two strokes only, as indicated by the

arrows and numbers.

S is, without a doubt, the most difficult of all let-

ters and should be practised a. great deal to get it

perfect. Stroke one in the S may he made so that

the second stroke will come either at the

top or the bottom. In fact, if is often necessary to

add half a stroke above and one-half below to bring

the whole finished stroke in the centre of the letter.

The other two strokes are the same as the second

C stroke and the second •) stroke.

The Semi-Ready Store in

VancDuver, B.C. Thomas

& McBain.

Interior of Thomas & McB.i n's

store, Vancouver, B.C., a view

that suggests bright, clean cut

methods.

Always keep tin card directly in front of you to

avoid hinting letters.

The Di k k i < i ' lt Letters.

The and Q, are quite difficult letters to make in

this style of letter, hut the instructions are explicit

enough if the writer is careful to keep the letters

from taking on a laying-over appearance. The small
or -ingle stroke should be at the top and bottom,
the cyma or spur which is added to the to make the

('
is really two reverse J's with the heavy stroke

always on the left side as shown.

The small letters preceding the strokes of the

various letters are shown, shaded with the upper right

hand shading. It is done with grey paint, mixed as

described in the lesson No. 1, with a single stroke of

the brush and always at the same angle. The ac-

companying card shows this alphabet in card form
with the lettering spaced properly and shaded, with

a striking illumination in the form of heavy black
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HANSON'S

WOOLLEN SOCKS

G. E. Hanson - Hull, Que.

This space will cost you only

$25.00 a year, and your ad. will go

to 5,000 merchants each month.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
Artificial Flowers, Plants and Vines, Window
Decorations, Japanese and Chinese Decora-
tions, Papier Mache Novelties, Electric Lighted
Flower Bushes. Write for our 104 page Cata-
logue. It's free for the asking.

The Botanical Decorating Company
(Incorporated.)

310 Fifth Avenue. Chicago. 111.

This space will cost you onL/

$25.00 a year, and your ad. will no

to 5,000 merchants each month.

Counter Check Books

F. N. BURT COMPANY, Limited

Toronto and Montreal
"Write for samples.

This space will cost you only

$25.00 a year, and your ad. will go

to
">

;
000 merchants each month.

Ideas That Are Worth
While

People coming to town for the Fall fair
will have both eyes anil hands open for
souvenirs. This year, the merchant who
has any Coronation medals or badges on
his hands will, at this time, have an oppor-
tunity to dispose of them to good advan-
tage. One of the large city stores used
their surplus Coronation badges to good
purpose by enclosing them with panels
from the music ami stationery departments.
It was something for the children. A great
deal depends upon the extent which the
merchant makes his individuality standout
on these occasions.

In merchandising a shirt sale, a good
scheme consists in issuing a chart in the
announcement showing the qualities and
colors, stripes, designs, plain or spot pat-
terns in each size. This information, com-
bined with the quantity in each case, con-
veys to customers the method of stock
arrangement as well as I heir chances of
getting a suitable garment in the sale rush.
When comparative values are quoted, there
is no doubt but that this plan is a great
factor in the success of these events, which
are usually semi-annual.

At the time of the annual Fall fair,
when people come to town to spend more
or less time in the stores, it pays to demon-
strate certain lines. It is at this time thai
a young woman should be employed in the
fancy goods section with the object of illus-

trating latest ideas in art needlework,
crocheting, etc., or to give visitors to the
store some idea as to the correel vogue of
hair ornaments and similar goods.

It is during fair season that the rest
room in the dry goods store proves of par-
li ulai tdvantlg: trends from diff ;r; nf
parts of the surrounding country meel and
are always glad to iind a place where they
may rest and chat. One merchant who had
no rest room decided that he would fix one
up for the fair season. He had more space
than he required on the second floor, and
reserving a section for this purpose he
carpeted it, placed a table, several easy
chairs, a desk, and a large lounge there for
the fair season. He advertised his "rest
room" and scores of people made it their
rendezvous. What he had not looked for
was the sale of the furniture from the rest
room. A farmer and his wife who were
looking for an outfit as a present for their
daughter-to-be-married, were so pleased
with the equipment of the room that they
bought a duplicate set. Much other busi-
ness was traced by the merchant to his
improvised resl room. It pays when there
is room available.

A Toronto hat store, about to move into
larger quarters, created an interest in their
straw hats by offering a prize to the first

man who guessed the correct number of
hats placed in a large window. The latter
was al Ira (lively trimmed with panam.is,
and the central figure was that of a
"native" at work on a real panama. An-
olher men's wear dealer placed a large
cross made of playing cards in his window
and offered prizes for the first three correel
guesses as to the iiuinlicr of cards in the
design.

L. BAUMaN & CO.
The largest Importers and Manufacturers of
Artificial Flowers, Vines, Sprays, Palms,
Bouquets, and Window and Interior Decora-
tions.

359 W. Chicago Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

This space will cost you onhj

$25.00 a year, and your ad. will no
to 5,000 merchants each month.

Do You Want Agencies
for any line ? If you do,
write to The Dry Goods
Review, Toronto :: ::

This space will cost you only

$25.00 a year, and your ad. will go

to 5,000 merchants each month.

ADVERTISING CUTS
For Dry Goods. Department and General Stores.
For Newspaper. Catalogue or Circular Adver-
tising. Send for our big catalog. It's free.
Cuts 20 cents each.

Syndicate Cut Company
38 Park Row - NEW YORK

Write for Information.

about any line of goods you do not
see advertised in The Review. We
will gladly procure the information

and supply it free.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW.

The Wholesale Millinery and Fancy Dry Goods

House of the Maritime Provinces.

MAIL ORDER8 OUR E8PECIAL HOBBV
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lines at top and bottom of the card, and a little scroll

effect around the first word.

NOTE.—Use a flat brush—a red sable in albata,

size 7. as this is a very useful size. Draw the brush
flat by dipping in the paint and rubbing back and
forward on a piece of cardboard until the edge is

chisel-shape. Hold the brush as indicated in cuts

shown. Use letterine in black.

For further information re outfit, etc., write to

the author, J. C. Edwards, c|o Mad.can Publishing
Co.. Toronto, or The Drv (ioods Review.

Small Store but Large Outlook

(Continued from page 192.)

and trimmed anew twice every week. The first half

of the week we specialize on some one line and the

balance of the week we make a general display. We
keep a large card suspended in the window announc-
ing that we will show a novelty every week and in

this way people who pass here daily arc getting in

the habit of watching to sec what is coming next.

"As our space is limited, we cannot carry an ex-

tensive line and we do not intend to stock high-priced

lines at all. 'Popular Prices,' is our motto and only
medium or popular-priced lines will be shown."

The window which occupies the major portion

of the front—the entrance being at one side, on an

angle, is eleven feet in width and about 4
' L. feet deep.

A number of very neat wooden display fixtures, in

old English style, afford a splendid opportunity for

tasteful trims The background of the window is a

lattice-work finished the same as the fixtures, with

adjustable pedestal stands on bop.

Five Hundred and Ten Ads.

The two sides and rear of the store are fitted with

compartments for .-lock. These boxes arc all of

white cardboard, bearing the firm's name. There
are 510 boxes in all so that, as Mr. Tessier points out,

a customer looking around the store sees the name of

the firm 510 times and this tend- to keep the store

in his mind. All theoriginal boxes in which collars.

ties, shirts, etc., are received are done away with or

kept in reserve in a little room at the rear.

At the present time hats are not included in the
stuck lnii provision has been made for carrying them
later on. The lower part of the fixture- have been
so built that hat boxes will tit into them, sufficient tu

carry about 1<»() bats in stock. This is considered a

la rue enough number as only the new and popular
lines will be handled. Two silent salesmen counter
showcases and interior display stands for the counters.
for showing tics. etc.. complete the equipment.

Friends Not to be Despised.

An evidence of the popularity of the young mer-
chants is shown by the fact that on the day they
opened they had Si) customers, the majority being
personal friends, and on the second day 1G7 persons
made purchases.

".Many people will tell you," said Mr. Tessier,
"not to depend on your friends, but I have found
that that is a wrong idea. We aim to make a friend
of every person who conies in our store.

''A number of people have asked me—'Tessier,

why do you take so long to dress your window? 1

see you in it nearly the whole morning.' 1 tell them
that when I am in the window, it helps to attract at-

tention to the store. People will stop to see what 1

am doing and if the window is half finished, they will

look at the goods already placed and wonder what is

going in the other part. Probably, when they come
this way again they will look to see how it has been
finished. Even if they do not come in and buy at

that time they will probably remember the store and
eventually we will get them. I have seen it work out
that way a number of times.

An Eve to the Future.

•"In the same way when I go out to wash the win-
dow I generally find an excuse to speak to most of

the young fellows that pass, and a. pleasant word
often has a g 1 effect in winning them for future
customers.

"We are more than satisfied with the way the

venture is turning out and if business keeps on in-

creasing we will have to look around for a way to

enlarge our premises."

This business it appears is being built on a found-
ation of good-fellowship and square dealing and thus
far these materials seem lo have proved pretty good
stuff.
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PWeNei-SingleBrushStrokeBlock
~ Capitals—

iiiniui
¥K->ILh|| lMHNtl IKc

*§r

lutu;

Short Cut
( lopyright applied for.

Every detail of these block letters is illustrated in this plate, arrows indicating direction of brush stroke. Photo

in upper corner shows correct grip of brush.
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A^C anadian
MfeTriumDh

SHIRTS
ARLY in September our Representative

will show you the results of many
weeks of careful buying, planning and

designing-the spring line of TOOKE SHIRTS.

Q[ "TOKENO," our genuine English Zephyr
which we made up and advertised for the first

time last year, has shown splendid wearing

qualities. This year we have a larger and

even finer range of clean-cut, attractive patterns

in this most satisfactory fabric.

Q We wish to emphasize the fact that, because

of our very large purchases, and the close con-

nection we have established direct with the best

English and Scotch mills, we secure the exclu-

sive control for Canada of the best values and

the most attractive designs. These are yours

when you sell TOOKE SHIRTS.

TOOKE BROS. Limited
MONTREAL

Manufacturers of Shirts, Collars and Neckwear,

and Importers of Men's Furnishings.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Do You Want to Buy Something

That You do Not Know

Where to Get ?

EVERY month The Review receives letters

from subscribers stating that they are
in the market lor certain goods, but that

they do notknow where they can be procured.

They ask us if we can tell them from what
source they can procure the wanted articles.

This is a service we render cheerfully.

When you become a subscriber to The
Review this service is part of what you buy.

We have facilities foi procuring informa-
tion about new goods, novelty lines, articles

not usually sold in dry good stores but occa-

sionally asked for, etc., and these facilities

are at the service of our readers.

We are glad to get these requests for

information and no service could be more
cheerfully rendered.

CUT OUT THE COUPON BELOW,
and use it when you would like us to give

you information.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 University Avenue, Toronto

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

TORONTO

For Subscribers

1
INFORMATION WANTED

DATE 191

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN BUY

NAME
ADDRESS

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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TORONTO, NOVEMBER 15th, 1911

To the General Dry Goods, House

Furnishings and Mens Furnishings

Merchants and their Buyers

:

Last week we announced a clearing sale of

surplus stock to take place this month. The sale

has now commenced and will be continued until

November 30th, 1911, unless all the stock that

is to be cleared is sold out before that date.

November 30th ends our business for 1911, when

we want our stock to be at its lowest point. To

accomplish this object we have reduced the regular

price of a number of lines in every department,

and as a further inducement will give April, 1912,

dating on all goods bought during this sale, to be

shipped on and after November 25th.

We extend a cordial invitation to you to visit

our Warehouses, Wellington Street East, Toronto,

before the end ot November. If it is inconvenient

for you to call, we shall be pleased to correspond

with you and give in detail all the information we

possibly can in connection with this sale.

Yours very truly,

JOHN MACDONALD & CO., Ltd.

I

" »
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Profitable Spare Time Work
AX7HAT would you do with some extra money?

* * If you wish to supplement your salary by
congenial work after hours let us appoint you our
representative for your district.

The work will consist in looking after the renewals of old subscriptions and

the securing of new ones, and as MacLean's Magazine is a very easy seller, you

can by this means increase your earnings very materially.

Men of energy and selling ability can find full scope for their whole time

in this well paid employment.

For further information, address

The MacLean Publishing Company
143-149 University Avenue - - Toronto, Ontario

^^^-^HE only Dry Goods paper in Canada giving

^^ J practical and useful information to all departments

of the store. Just what the Dry Goods Merchant

wants.

It is not necessary to subscribe to half'dozen papers

to get the news for the different departments. The

Review has been giving this service for 23 years.
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Seeing the Traveler

A FIRM in one of the larger Ontario cities has

a standing rule with regard to commercial
travelers which states: "We are anxious to

see everything that is offered and it will be our spe-

cial business to look at samples every morning. Our
time for examining samples is from 9 a.m. No
samples, excepting notions, are to be examined else-

where than in the sample room."
This is a wise provision. It is well that the tra-

veling man should know definitely the general atti-

tude of a firm towards him and his visits. It helps

to lighten a very responsible task. Most merchants
arc anxious to see everything that is offered, and.

if circumstances will permit, never fail to keep their

appointments with traveling salesmen. No man can

afford to make it hard for a traveler to see him, or

to refuse absolutely to examine the merits of a line.

The best system is that which informs the merchant
or buyer definitely as to his requirements and en-

ables him to make selections intelligently and with
as little waste of time as possible.

On the other hand, merchants sometimes com-
plain of salesmen who are so aggressive that it is

difficult to he rid of them, who insist upon the atten-

tion of the merchant in spite of circumstances that

require his attention elsewhere. It is not at all sur-

prising to find that such a traveler is sometimes more
summarily dealt with than the standing of his house
deserves. The buyer of to-day has to see everything
that is going, must be able to appraise the selling

merits of every line at short notice; he has no easy
task, and the salesman who "sticks" is not going to

assist clear judgment in buying. He rather occasions
much irritation.

On the other side of the line, some sections of the
trade have organizations which are taking steps to

keep the obtrusive salesman out of its ranks. It is

related of one that he tracked down a buyer to the

golf links and even so far forgot the dignity of his

calling as to follow the buyer all around the course

attempting to induce him to look at his merchandise.
Such methods as these soon destroy that dignity

which is one of the first essentials of salesmanship.

©
They Got Together

MUCH has recently been said in these columns
about the importance of organization among
local merchants. Some comment has been

occasioned thereby, and one merchant describes how,
in his town, a movement was started which demon-
strated the merchant's influence when he brings
united action to his aid.

He states that on the occasion of a recent cele-

bration when many people were attracted to town
from the surrounding country, the merchants asked
the council to have the main streets oiled. The
aldermen objected at first, but the merchants insisted

and the work was done. One g 1 wagonful of oil

did the business and the little expense occasioned
was fully justified by results,

Then, owing to the fact thai there was very poor
shelter for farmers on the market, it was found thai

many of them were going to a neighboring town.
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Again the action of the merchants resulted in a

suitable canopy and comfortable building being

erected.

Farmers complained of the poor meals and ac-

commodation at the local hotels.

The merchants showed an inclination to right

things by starting a hostelry of their own, and con-

ditions immediately improved.

Many of the farmers in the surrounding country

had phones and used (hem frequently to communi-
cate their requirements. The merchants got together

and organized a rural delivery route which has given

excellent, satisfaction.

During the last Fall fair season, the merchants

got together and discussed plans for the accommoda-
tion of country visitors. They decided that the very

small children should he carefully looked after and
mothers left a! liberty to attend the fair or do their

shopping. They leased a bright, airy room in one

of the down town buildings, converted it into a veri-

taibh playground, placed it in charge of a thor-

oughly reliable woman, fitted up an adjoining room
with cozy chaii's and settees, and had light refresh-

ments served there. This accommodation for both

old and young was thoroughly appreciated.

These things were all done by I he united action

of the merchants. Petty jealousies were avoided,

competition was as keen as ever, but there was a get-

ting together on matters in which friction would not

reasonably occur. The merchant declares that it

has paid well. They have a local organization which

generally gels what it wants, ami in every case the

town is benefited.

A Confident Tone

CONFLICTING reports have been coming from

the West concerning the injury to crops by

black rust. These reports seem to be on a par

with those which seem to accompany every prospect

pointing to a, very fair harvest. Those securities

which depend more or less directly upon favorable

conditions in the West, for a good year, respond very

readily at first to these reports, but the manner in

which they acquire their equilibrium indicates that

re-assurance which come- with thorough investiga-

tion. This has occurred during the past two week-

ami a more confident tone has developed on authori-

tative statements .-bowing crops on the whole to be

in good condition. Damage has only occurred in

isolated cases.

Wholesale houses and manufacturers report that

soiling and advance buying has denoted a fair degree

of confidence in the outlook, but (hat there is no

unreasonable tendency towards caution. Buyers in

every section of the country realize that they have

increasingly vigorous and intelligent fields to serve,

and that optimism yields better dividends than any

action that might be influenced by unreliable pre-

diction.'.

The Window Trimmer and the Merchant

AT the recent convention of window trimmers
in Chicago, at which there was an attendance
of two hundred and fifty, only four Canadian

-tores were represented. When it is considered that

in the exchange of opinion that takes place at these

gatherings, (he new ideas that are demonstrated and
the various methods that are described whereby the

window trimmer is enabled to make his work still

more effective, it is surprising that merchants have
not seen fit to have their advertising departments
more largely represented—for assuredly their display

windows constitute a most forceful section of their

publicity equipment.
It would appear that the extent to which the

merchants of the United States were represented at

these sessions would suggest that the work of the
display window is more thoroughly appreciated on
the other side of the line, and that as a, result, the
trimmer there must keep directly in touch with the

most original ideas.

Competitive work has made the duties of win-
dow trimming more exacting. Allowing for the vast

difference in population between the two countries,

Canadian representation was not what it should have
been. True, there are many ways in which trimmers
may inform themselves of what took place, and
realizing the importance of this point, one of The
Review's editorial men was assigned to attend and
report upon, not only the proceedings of the sessions,

I ml also to describe the various new forms, fixtures

and display accessories shown on this occasion.

Every important detail, therefore, is being dealt with

in The Review's Art of Display department, and
much information lias been secured which will un-

doubtedly intensify the interest of window men in

this section of the paper. The Review was the only
Canadian trade paper represented at this Convention.

While the purpose of this paper has always been

to combine economy with efficient service in any dis-

play plans which it described, the wise merchant will

not interpret this as meaning that his window and
exterior display work will worry along on an indiffer-

ent appropriation and still embody the best elements
of salesmanship.

The lime ha.- arrived when the displaying of

•roods must be recognized as a most tangible fj rce in

!. .dine the interest of the people am' in moving
stocks. It is absolutely true that '...'it- progressive

o res in any town or city are indicated by their dis-

play windows, and the extent to which art has been
employed in presenting the practical merits of the

goods.

The want columns of the daily papers indicate

that merchants are wide awake to the value of good
display service, and that a capable man may secure

a position at any time. But it must be remembered
that, after six months or one year of hard work, the

display man must have a chance to replenish his

fund of ideas. Actual contact with these is often

much more helpful than any description that can be
given, and the merchant will find that if he makes
it possible for bis w7indowr man to occasionally visit

larger centres, to meet other trimmers, to see where
he may improve his work, to apply suggestion to his

originality and initiative, he will have helped mater-

ially to keep his store in the front rank. Further
than that, he will see the importance of retaining a

good man, because bis work will make it worth while.



Forms and Fixtures for Window Work
"Review" Representative at Chicago Convention Describes Practical

Equipment — Ideas That Cost Little and Enhance the Selling Power of

Display — Draping Materials on Living Models — Improved Mermaid Form

TWO hundred and fifty window trimmers at-

tended the 14th annual convention of the

National Association of Window Trimmers
of America, held recently in Chicago, and the

event was a great success. Several Canadian trim-

mers were present.

Only Canadian Paper Represented.

Recognizing the importance of this convention
and aware of the many practical ideas that would lie

demonstrated, The Dry Goods Review made arrange-
ments to have an experienced window man, a mem-
ber of its editorial staff, attend the sessions, and it

was the only Canadian trade newspaper so represent-

ed. This explains the carefully prepared report.

dealing with every point of interest in the Conven-
tion, that is given in this Art of Display Department,
and which will be productive of much helpful in-

formation in the future.

The trimmers attending the convention were very
much interested in obtaining ideas suitable for their

Pall work.

A trip through the showrooms of the fixture

firms revealed an extensive range of brass, copper,
nickel, wooden and papier mache stands and forms
suitable for all kinds of display.

Most interesting to the decorators, as particular-

ly new, was the improved "'mermaid" form which
is here illustrated. This stand is an outcome of the
"mummy" form and is about the same height. It

ing setting and Fall suggestion for Openings, Exhibition week or Horse Show windows. Arrangement of cornflowers, holly-
hocks find rustic background. By A. K. Apted. T. Eaton Co., Toronto.
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has only been on the market two weeks and is cornu-

copia shape with an adjustable top. The base is

enamelled about a foot high and the balance of the

form covered with white felt. Either an oval top or

a flat circular top can be inserted which allows the

trimmer sufficient change or modification of this

stand to make it doubly serviceable.

New Drapes on Mermaid Form.

Some new drapes are shown, that will suggest the

uses of this fixture which is being adopted for Fall

display by window trimmers.

Pedestal Blouse Form.

Next in importance is the pedestal blouse form,

which is a column drape developed at the top into a

perfect bust figure with the yoke enamelled. This

stands on a standard base and is entirely covered

with white felt. Some simple and effective drapes

are possible. This is another improvement of the

"mummy" form, which trimmers practically adopt-

Pedestal blouse form with

enamelled yoke and column
base—covered with white felt

—

a new form suitable for dress

goods and silks.

ed when they used an ordinary corset figure on an

upright and base. However, with the correct- outline

and "felt-covered column, this new stand is welcomed

by trimmers as an easy way to display dress goods.

silks and other yard goods with accessories.

An All-Glass Hat Stand.

Another fixture which appealed to the visiting

trimmers was an all-glass hat stand. The base is

beautifully patterned. From a point about six

inches above the base is a plain graduated glass up-

right finished at the top with a cap of glass on which

I he millinery is placed. These fixtures are made in

six different heights and enhance any window dis-

play or dainty millinery model. Similar glass

pedestals are used to support heavy glass plates for

displaying accessories or building a perspective set-

ting.

Chicago trimmers appear to favor large circle top

stands for business trims and in numerous window
displays this pedestal was used. It would seem that

in massive settings this pedestal idea is effectively

developed. In several windows, platforms were used,

covered to match the background and raised about
six inches from the floor. Of course the usual circu-

lar or square glass plates on pedestals are seen in al-

most every store and these stands are either of highly
polished wood, plaster or pottery ware. Some
unique imitation effects, carried out by means of

paper and burlap in plain shades, prove effective,

one beautiful window on State St. being done in

heavy linen crash.

Improved Forms.

In the model forms, the latest improvements
comprise wax figures with adjustable eyes and con-

sequently more facial expression.

Figures in many postures are shown and an ad-

justable one sitting with the limbs crossed enables
trimmers to show hosiery and shoes to better advan-
tage. Arms ami waist are adjustable to the many
requirements of this model for Fall fashions. Forms
are shown that meet with the latest style tendencies

to enable trimmers to carry out the correct lines of

any garments or full figure drape.

Adjustable Waist Line.

The latest improvement is a standing figure with
limbs, adjustable waist line and correct hip measure-
ments. These are generally shown in pairs, with
right or left foot advanced, and almost identical in

outline are form figures with papier inache to within
a foot of the floor, and most suitable for figure drap-
ing.

A new blouse form is made with enamelled bust

or yoke, on an adjustable base and in stock sizes.

This is up-to-date and includes the movable belt and
waist line.

Draping Living Models.

One of the most interesting features of the Con-
vention was the draping and posing of living models
for the benefit of visiting trimmers. This was a
>imple demonstration, but suggests to trimmers the
possibilities of their work and the opportunities for

salesmanship which lie within their grasp. It is not

intended that living models are to be necessarily re-

stricted to window work, but clever trimmers can here
develop the opportunity to suggest or demonstrate
the effect of high-class gowns.

These full-figure drapes also illustrate the popu-
larity of this method of draping among United
Slates trimmers as well as deftly illustrating gowns
for promenade displays or for actual customers in

dressmaking salons. It is also available as a good
advertising method for a Fall opening when window
trims could be arranged and newspaper co-operation

invited to make the affair a success.

Not Necessarv to Cut Materials.

Three complete gowns were evolved without cm-
ting the materials. The first, of these drapes showed
a, side view of a simple clinging dress with yoke
effect, short sleeves and sweeping train. In the

second, which was posed in the centre of the win-
dow arrangement, an evening or costume material

was draped to represent a finished suit or gown and
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Taylor-Made, Double Bar
Clothing and Cloak Racks

MADE IN CANADA

Interior view of the store of G. B. Elliott & Sons, Newark, N.J.
equipped with " Taylor-Made " double bar racks.

No. 92, Combination Hanger for

Ladies' Suits with wire attach-

ment for skirt, $6.00 per 100

No. 31, Wood Coat Hanger, only

$3.50 per 100

<^M s^=

No. 90, Wire Skirt Hanger, only

$4.00 per 100

All Racks on Ball Socket Rollers shipped K.D. Crated. No tools or skill required to set them up.

Ladies' Cloak and Overcoat Rack, 26
wide, 6 ft. high. Suit Rack., 5 ft. hi

Made of Polished Steel Tubing.
No paint. No rust.

6 feet long, 4 post, - $9.00
6 " " 6 " - - $10.50
8 " " 6 " $11.50
10 " " 6 " - - $12.50

Made of Oxydized Steel Tubing.

6 feet long, 6 post, - $13 00
" 6 " - - $14.00
" 6 " - $15.00

8
10

No. 64 Combination Suit Hanger with

wire attachment to prevent trousers

from slipping off, - $9.00 per 100

No. 33 I. B. Suit Hanger, without wire
attachment, - $7.50 per 100

No. 33 B. Same for Boys' Suits,

15 inches wide - $7.50 per 100

No. 39 B. Same for Overcoats, 20 in.

wide - - $8.50 per 100

No. 39. Same for Overcoats, without
trouser bar - $7.50 per 100

Sample Hanger by mail en request.

Write for Our Complete
Catalogue, No. 10

PROMPT SHIPMENT

The Taylor Manufacturing Co.
82 Queen St. North. HAMILTON, ONT. Phone 3550.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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cloak. This was effected by fastening the material
across the bust and at the waist line. The fabric
was then placed at the shoulder drawn in at the waist
and allowed to fall over the hips in cloak or coat
effect, as desired. In finishing, buttons to match were
used and a shawl collar cleverly made by using a
bias fold of soft trimming silk or velvet, which was
also drawn across the bodice and allowed to hang in

soft rosettes or loop knots. One trimmer suggested
a girdle but the drape was completed with a rich

bunch of roses. The balance of outline was perfected

noted. These new papers come in plain colors, bur-
lap, marble, stone wall and different wood stain
rll'ccls.

Many Designs Possible.

Plain stain finishes in any color, tans, browns,
grays, green, Nile or dark colorings, blues, in soft

shades and grained papers in oak. walnut, mission
and basswood, also tinted graining in which light
colorings are contrasted with soft greens, grays and
browns are very suggestive. Many designs can be

Living model draping for Fall
display or dressmakers' demon-
stration. Simple dress showing
side view and suggesting other
drapes to the window trimmer.

Dry Goods Review

Full front effect showing bod-
ice and sleeves and sweeping
side drape. Studies of prevail-
ing fashions or reproductions
from style journals help trim-
mers in draping full figure or
living models.

by draping the material as a background for the

skirt in right and left folds, easy to the practiced

fingers and eye of the window trimmer. The third

drape was full front effect and carried out the idea

of a finished gown showing both sleeves, a simple

skirt of the present mode and correctly draped side

sweep. This was finished with ribbon bow, buttons

and seasonable ilowers.

Fall Backgrounds.

Next in importance were the settings for these

new drapes and ideas for Fall backgrounds.

During the last few years wonderful improve-
ments have been made to help trimmers and provide

almost completed settings. This has developed from
the production of scenic effects, and this year some
entirely new and striking backgrounds are offered.

Several later ideas in papers which are being used to

make window settings and cover display stands were

wmked out and practical backgrounds planned in

which the entire display matches throughout.
These are all within the average window appro-

priations. Burlap in- imitation paper in blues, greens
and reds, come in yard wide strips at 75c yard.
Mosaic and Laurentian marble seems to be preferred
for background purposes, covering fixtures and mak-
ing cards to match.

Used in conjunction with these are several strik-

ing fresco and border effects mellotone papers and
alabastine walls which are washable. These are com-
bined with scenic designs in small gold mouldings
as are several paints from 22 to 30 inches wide.

Seasonable Designs.

The designs include automobile, coaching, land-

scape, Summer or Winter scenes, as well as heads
and copies of high-class paintings or stage settings.

They may be adjusted to any height. Pictures por-
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tray a number of air brush and water color land-

scape scenes. These are in sections to fit any width

of background and made so that a continuous canvas

can be inserted denoting the changes of season in

case such a background must serve for some time.

Mounts or frames for these scenes comprise

dainty mission screens which may be placed at in-

tervals along the back of the windows and Colonial

lattice and shelf designs, the shelf being useful to

".Mermaid" draping form
with adjustable oval or
circular top, enamelled
base. Latest model stand
for Fall dress goods,
silks, etc., to be used for
opening displays In all

the large stores.

show accessories or arrange small unit trims from
departments when suitable goods are being display-

ed.

Trimmers may build or can buy artistic stands,

pedestals or decorations which, combined with flow-
ers, are used in windows or department displays.

These are only limited by the appropriations and the
ingenuity of trimmers. They are usually Colonial
in effect, painted in soft shades, white or covered
with any of the numerous papers already described.
They range from simple uprights, post or pillar de-

signs, to elaborate vases and fountain effects, com-
bined with electric lighting.

The Use of Panels.

Perhaps the most approved way of completing
scenic backgrounds is by means of panels which are
absolutely fireproofed. These panels can be had in

any -he. shape or design to suit all sale, season or
holiday events from New Year's to Christmas. Papier
inache fireproof scenic pieces painted in panels 2%
by 8 feet can be had for $5.00 and proportionate
sizes accordingly.

It's Easier to Make
Sales With Proper

fixtures on which to arrange your counter or window dress.

We make a great number
of beautiful

Display
Fixtures
of which we will be

pleased to send you a

catalogue on request.

All the latest models

for waists, gowns, etd
men's wear, boots, etc.,

are included.

Special designs if

required.

Shoe Stand

with square
standard and
Roman base

Drapery Stand

No. 90.

The Toronto Brass
Manufacturing Co.,

Limited
17-21 TEMPERANCE STREET, TORONTO

DECORATIONS
FOR FALL

We manufacture the largest stock of artificial

flowers and foliage for Fall and Christmas. These

goods are all new in ever) - way and were selected

with great care. The line is comprised of entirely

new designs that are exclusive with this house.

NewLinePapierMache
DECORATIVES

We are now manufacturing a full line of Papier

Mache, designed and adapted exclusively for win-

dow and store decoration purposes.

We invite all visiting merchants and trimmers

to call at our salesrooms. We are told by leading

authorities that our display is the most unique and

attractive to be seen anywhere.

SENT)~FOR OUR LATEST COLORED CATALOGUE A

The Botanical Decorating Co.
CHICAGO, ILL.

New No. 504 S. Fifth Ave., just South of Van Buren St.
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Vacation novelties, summery dresses and millinery with wash materials in white. Groupings of dainty lingerie sets complete a
v\ udi \\ of lull fashion favorites.

Double drape of blue mercerised voile un interior ledge. Suggested l>.v Paris fashion plate in colors— rich satin-faced ribbon in

sash effects and parasol to match.

Preliminary showing of new Fall dress goods—rounded and slant-top boltdrapes with silks or trimmings to match. Arranged
by .1. A. McNab, for Richard Hall it Son, Peterborough.
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Although set designs can be bought and many
stores have contract prices for monthly and holiday

changes, it is stated that in order to procure some-

thing original, or in carrying out an advertising

scheme in which advertising cuts, windows and

plans all focus one idea, trimmers may have these

designs made to order. It is only necessary to make
a sketch of the idea and drawings are submitted for

approval.

Scenic Designs.

When decisions are made, all that is required are

measurements of border or background and the in-

spiration of the window trimmer is completed to his

order.

Another compo-board decoration represents

Colonial or Corinthian columns with cornices. Sever-

al neat color effects made to use with marble out-

lines and scenic work are offered and these are ad-

justable to any height by means of a supporting

slide at the back. Practical trimmers will find this

method of display very attractive as all the window
space is still open for display and these scenic back-

grounds are not hidden but add perspective to the

showing as well as timeliness of season.

Many Canadian trimmers are quickly appreci-

ating such advantage and are planning their Fall

work with some sort of scenic, wood, marble or bord-

ered background. This idea will also be developed

in covering stands and making show cards to match.

Relief Figures.

To trimmers who possibly have planned some
ideas and who favor plaster or plastic effects, combin-

You Cannot
Display your newest Garments
on Old Style Display Forms.

Communicate at once

with

Dale & Pearsall

MANUFACTURERS
of the most up-to-date

Display Forms
and

Wax Figures
in Canada.

In every respect equal to the

BEST NEW YORK
PRODUCTION

Our No K 14

DALE <& PEARSALL
106 Front Street East, Toronto

CLATWORTHY
DISPLAY FIXTURES

FOR MEN'S ^, WEAR

Everything
that is new
in fixtures.

For
Immediate
Delivery.

Clatworlhy & Son, Limited
"The Actual Manufacturers"

159-161 King St. W. - TORONTO, ONT.
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ed with scenes, many new relief figures, shields,

pedestals and wall designs arc made to give a stage,

room or outdoor setting. A suggestive demonstration
was given by artists who make a specialty, and trim-

mers were elated over the field shown here in which
they could broaden their ideas.

Terra cotta uprights, scenic borders, window out-

lines and many designs of window scat.-, tables and
uins, can be combined with seasonable Fall floral

decorations and a handsome effect gained.

All these ideas are carried out in even the small-

est setting, and the cost is within the scope of every

window trimmer. One unit or background can be
prepared and a, full estimate made. Expense is only

increased by the number of windows and the ela-

boration to suit individual trimmers.

Practical Demonstration.

Demonstration,- in connection with the conven-

tion conveyed many ideas as to the use of flowers,

and combined electric lighting, as well as the effect

paper or papier mache lanterns were hung about 12
inches below, also on gilded chains. Flowers were
profusely spread over this, and as it was a fair-sized

decoration many trimmers remarked how practical

it would be for centre aisles or over counters. As
stated, trimmers were impressed according to their

individual ideas, and no doubt many suggestions
were carried away which will be featured in Fall
windows.

Importance of Co-operation.

Among the suggestions which were given the
visiting trimmers was the important one dealing
with co-operation, with a view to making the Fall

season a record one, and to still further force upon
the trimmers the greater utility and effect of their

window work. Trimmers are sometimes prone to

forget that window decorating is a business and has
developed into a. distinctly prominent one. The
work of the up-to-date store was likened to team
work in professional baseball, and it rests with every
trimmer to watch the signals of the management
and the events of the store so that the windows will

attain results.

Team Work Counts.

It was pointed out that team work is what counts,

and petty differences or enlarged ideas of ability

should not be allowed to interfere with business or

with the value of display windows as a medium for

publicity. While window men must insist on cer-

tain principles, it must not be forgotten that busi-

ness principle- will he adhered to so far as represent-

the policy of the house is concerned. Success

is possible only under such conditions, and in start-

ing the Fall campaign trimmers must carry this idea

foremost in their work. This, with enthusiasm as-

sociated with selling trims and co-operation with

department managers, will tend to make the posi-

ion of window trimmers second only in importance
to the policy of the house itself.

Draped to suggest evening
cloak or coat suit—shawl collar
ami balancing lines of skirt
di, nic are features. An idea for
full figure displays of seasonable
in. terials.

Pry ffwds Tfeview

of color blending. Several artistic arbor, garden and
lattice effects were illustrated, and a general idea

was given of the approved use of flowers, electric-

lights and airy framework designs with scrolls and
hanging fixtures.

One effective decoration was a square, with dia-

gonal pieces, entirely of 2-inch lumber and about
:'.<i inches each way. This was suspended from the

corners with gilded chains and from each corner
and the centre electric bulbs or, in some cases, tissue

PRIZES FOR WINDOW SUGGESTIONS

The "Review" offers $2.50 in cash for each of the four

best designs or photos for Thanksgiving Window, to be

accompanied by short description giving sufficient information

as to color scheme and placing.

Competition closes on September 18th, in time for repro-

duction in October 1st number.

Send along your Thanksgiving Settings.



mSSORE
FEATURES OF THIS DEPARTMENT

Novelties for Fall described and illustrated—Collars, Jabots,

Fichus, Ruchings, Laces and Embroideries. Experiences of

progressive merchants in making the Dress Accessories Depart-

ment pay. Neckwear Styles in the New York Market. Boxes
for the gift season, unique litho designs for that purpose.

Fall Neckwear Season Opens
Great Variety of New Styles — Side Effects in

Jabots and Lapels — Stock Collars Back in

Novel Forms — Chemisettes a Feature.

PROSPECTS for Fall trade in neckwear are

excellent. There are several respects in which

the coming season should prove a record one.

The recent run on Dutch collars in all grades

has cleared out Spring stock so completely that all

Summer many repeats have been asked for. Despite

On left, side jabol and collar, and on right, washable side jabot,
shown by A. T. Rein" Co.. Toronto.

n.casional pessimistic predictions to the contrary, it

is line that Dutch collars are still being ordered in

quantities. While the wise merchant realizes that

at this period lie should try to show the new rather

than the familiar article, he also knows that he must
give tlir public what it asks for. In many quarters
it i> firmly believed that Dutch collars will continue
to be called for all Winter. The low neck effect is

Oki becoming to be easily abandoned.
< >n the oilier hand, novelties have been brought

forth for Fall selling which undoubtedly put the old

lines in the shade as far as bigh style goes. Jabots
ami stock collars are the numbers about which the

greatesl interest centres. The line- put forth for

191 1-12 are absolutely distinctive. They are real

triumphs of the designer's art in that they are hand-
some in themselves, novel, and specially adapted to

go with the present vogue in suits and dresses.

The Separate Jabot

The most remarkable feature of the season is the

separate jabot. Its forms are numerous. Of these,

the side-pleated effect, now familiar to the trade,

.-lands first. These jabots are produced in fine net

and lace, many pleated and some gathered, and also

in wash materials. The last style is a very practical

one, Pleats are so arranged as to make the jabot

washable, while sheer materials are used, giving an
appearance of daintiness. Jabots, such as these, re-

tail at fifty or seventy-five cents.

Side jabots will be sold for wear with coats, as

well as on dresses. To this end. salespeople should be

instructed to show them correctly. Several arrange-

Side lapels, shown by Sanderson's, Limited, Toronto.

ments are possible. In one case, the jabot is fastened

inside the coat so as to fill the space between the

lapels; in another, under the left lapel. A third way
is to fasten inside coat and turn hack on the lapel on

the same side. The very large specimens, some of

them eight or twelve inches across the top. are u.-u-
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ally intended for wear on the coat, especially with a

sailor collar.

Combinations of side with cascade effects and

also with the apron jabot are frequently seen. Apron
jabots are popular, especially for use with a laundered

collar.

Beaded and Braid Jabots
A number deserving special mention is the jabot

composed of fancy tinsel braid in Oriental shadings

completed with a fringe and embroidery of the new
wooden beads. Butterfly effects in a skeleton out-

line, and lovers' knots are seen. Especially good is

the touch of color, rich and bright, which these add
to a stock collar.

These jabots are being taken by the making-up
trade for use on the blouses of chiffon or silk, show-

ing now for Fall sale. Many jabots have a plain,

i. arrow neckband attached. Some are more elabor-

are all marked by restraint in the laying on of trim-

mings, and also by bright touches of color to com-
pensate- Materials are net, tucked or folded, trim-

Collar and cuff set of Tambouring on linen, full range of shades,
sIh.wii by Sanderson s, Limited, Toronto.

ate and are really collarettes, under which designa-

tion- they should be sold, to distinguish from the

cheaper lines.

The Side Lapel
An outcome of the popularity of side effects in

jabots is the flat side lapel of considerable size, and
usually made of lace or embroidery, or both. A few,

designed for wear on tailored suits, have cuffs to

match. There arc also seen colored embroideries and
decoration of chain-stitch in colors.

French blouses show the use of these lapels from
shoulder to waistline on the opposite side. They
may equally well be carried out for use on the coat.

A few show a sort of combination with the side jabot,

a design which is elaborate but very attractive.

m
The Popular Collar Effects

With the coming of Autumn, stock collars are

the leading feature of the trade. This year's styles

Battenberg collar and jabot, shown by Ladies' Wear, Limited,
Toronto.

med with lace, point d'esprit, chiffon or silk, the last

named being in a minority.

Collars are medium high with natural rounding.

Many have apron jabots self-attached. Some Batten-

bergs are shown already, looking towards the usual

Christmas demand. Many of the stocks have a bead

niching.

Sailor .liar >f net and Oriental banding,
Daniel Co., Toronto.

shown by The P. C.

Colors which are used consist of the bright

Coronation reds, blues, emerald greens, and occas-

ionally a, touch of the metallic tissues.

Low collars of the starched order, in Byron shape,

continue to be ordered freely, and with the obvious
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Come and See Us
<J There's just a little additional interest for the merchant in

seeing where his goods come from ; in meeting the men who
are the guardians of his interests, who supply his needs with

the correct and most saleable of goods.

DURING THE EXPOSITION
You Will Have the Opportunity.

<J Not only our salesrooms but our entire plant will be open

to inspection, and you will receive a cordial welcome at any

time. ^ Our salesmen keep you informed of the new things

as they are ready for the market, but we have many things

always in work that will interest you.

We are premier manufacturers of everything in the

better grades of Ladies' Waists, Neckwear and Belts

babies' Wmv, Htmtteb

84 ^eUtnston j^ Street Wt&, Toronto

F. P. EVANS
PRESIDENT

W. F. GOFORTH
VICE-PRESIDENT
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intent on the part of the retailer to continue selling

well on into Fall or even biter should the demand
remain as now. The tendency from year to year is

to extend the demand for what used to be consider-

ed exclusively Summer wear into the Fall and Wint-

er season.

The starched, stand-up, turn-down collar, em-

broidered or plain, is. as usual, in good demand.

Fichu and Sailor Types

Despite all pessimistic prophecies to the contrary.

fichu and sailor collars bid fair to survive the passing

of the warm weather. Dark-colored specimens in

silk have a splendid general utility, and they have

been greatly taken up by the young woman of school

or college age. September should see a good demand
for practical styles for wear with stuff dresses.

Sailor collars of English embroidery and of the

new lace~. such as Venise or Maei'amie. with cuffs to

Battenberg collar and side lapel, shown by Ladies' Wear,

Limited, Toronto.

match, will be excellent selling number.- for wear on

coats.

Fichus for afternoon dresses have at present a

vogue which augurs well for future sales. They are

shown in net and point d'esprit, chiefly with frills

or pleatings as trimming.

Prospects in Ruchings

Headed ruchings have done well during the sea-

son now passing, and beaded folds of bright colored

silk in matched effects are selling excellently.

Metallic ruchings have been specially good, and
sparkling crystal beaded effects are now offered.

Tinseled ruche- are newest of all.

The new wooden beads in Oriental colors form

one of the prettiest offerings in this line when used

Flower Effects in Neckwear
A comprehensive view of the neckwear situation

must include mention of the flower effects now so

much in vogue, Chiffon or silk roses with real

Floral Jabot shown by
The A. E. Rea Co., Tor-
onto.

centres and -terns, and dependent buds, violets,

sweet peas and other flowers are used as jabots.

Neckbands of velvet have decoration of smaller buds

or flowers of chiffon or thin silk.

on a. satin fold o r latch.

New jabol effecl trimmed with Irish lace and hand embroid-
ery. Shown by A. & T. Hall, Toronto.

Both these jabots and the beaded and braid num-
bers above mentioned are used as cabochons on small

bats, or as trimming on bodices.

8
Real Lace Numbers

As time goes on, more and more trade is done in

genuine lace or extra good imitations.
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A few novelties selected from our immense range. Don't
fail to see our Travellers' Samples, they have something"

interesting-

for your Neckwear and Novelty Department.

Everything- new in Veilings, including Chantilly and
Shetland effects.

^>auberston£ Htmiteb
66=68 Wellington Street West Toronto, Canaba

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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This applies to stocks, sailors, Dutch collars and to

collar and yoke effects.

This year will see Venise and Macramie as leaders,

while Irish and, later, Battenberg will hold their

own. Rose point and duchesse will be taken as

usual by exclusive stores.

@
Featuring Chemisettes

Chemisettes, with or without sleeves to corres-

pond, are to be a feature of the coming season's

trade. They are shown both in the allover laces and
in chiffon and net. Bin- business should be done in

Their weight makes them invaluable where draped
effects are desired in materials of little weight but
considerable toughness.

Macramie lace is also shown in the form of col-

lars, collar and yoke effects, and cuffs. Venetian
points of Macramie are particularly good.

Point de Venise is a leading lace for Fall selling.

It will be used freely on the handsomer dresses. In
the form of bandings and allovers it is particularly
attractive. Guipure lace comes next in general use-
fulness, and Irish, both crochet and baby, will be
called for as a staple article. Irish crochet is shown in
new and attractive forms, and considerable popularity
for it is to be expected.

-

Flat collar, stock and fancy

bodice trimming of the new
Hindu embroideries on black

net and carried out in Moslem
green and Hindu pink floss out-

lined with dull gold and silver

cords, enriched with iridescent

seed beads and large beads of

coral and turquoise. Shown by

Ladies' Wear Limited, Toronto

Ibis convenient and necessary accessory. Neckwear
bouses are showing a, wide and attractive range at

practically all prices.

Laces and Embroideries
Macramie Lace the Leading Novelty — All-overs

and Bandings in Point de Venise — Oriental Laces
Show Distinctly Novel Designs Venetian Points

The outstanding feature of the present season in

lace- and embroideries is the sudden leap into favor
of the very heavy, corded varieties of which Macramie
is the best example.

An allover and banding of this lace had a chic
suggestion of the distinctly French dresses which
exclusive ladies' tailors are now planning for the
Winter campaign. There is a reason for these laces.

The New Orientals

The Oriental laces now showing are of a differ-

ent type from any heretofore offered. Not only are

colors richer and brighter, but patterns run almost

entirely toward the Asiatic and Indian designs. The
Egyptian note is predominant.

Floral patterns have in many cases given place

to the purely conventional designs, the fan and Iris

being notable specimens.

Cream, Paris and ecru Oriental allovers will sell

excellently. Bandings are preferred in bright shades,

touches of emerald, bright Royal, King's blue,

fuchsia and Coronation red, being frequently seen.

These bandings run from one to twelve inches in

width.

Venetian points are notable as one of the forms
taken by all the new laces.

Filets are selling better than for some time, but

still not so well as could be desired.
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SEE OUR STOCK OF

RIBBONS
BEFORE PLACING YOUR ORDERS

{IT As we handle RIBBONS exclusively, we can give your wants

in this line our undivided attention.

CI We have been known for many years as "The Ribbon House
of Canada," and our reputation as such, we believe, is suffi-

ciently well established.

CI There is no deception in our merchandise, and scores of satis-

fied customers have verified this by their continued patronage.

We Handle

at All Times a

Full Line of Staples

and

Unusual Effects and

Patterns in

New Ribbons

OUR MAIL ORDER DE-
PARTMENT IS ALWAYS
AT YOUR SERVICE.
PROMPT ATTENTION

GIVEN TO EVERY ORDER

WALTER H. BARRY & COMPANY
"The Ribbon House of Canada"

Montreal, P.Q.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Advertising and Novelty
Two Forces Which Won Success in This Dress

Accessories Department.

The manager of a department which in a short

time had leaped from comparative dullness to a
splendid trade was recently interviewed on the sub-

ject of dress accessories. His experience brought out
some interesting facts.

He placed confidence in two forces—advertising

and novelty. He was emphatically not a cut-price

artist, though he knew when to cut prices.

The store was an old, established one, the town
flourishing and growing. Other managers had hesi-

tated t<> buy. This manager bought freely..

Satin and fancy cord frog for coat, and buttons of braid and
fabric, shown by A. Weyerstall & Co., Toronto.

Old goods that did not move had been kept on
chiefly because old customers often bought them.

This manager cleared it out at a reasonable reduc-

tion, thus pleasing old customers and attracting new.

1 [e then bought new stuff.

The dress accessories department, especially the

lace-1

, had been crowded into a dark corner of the

.store. This manager moved trimmings close to

staples, enlarged the department, made extra ledges

an 1 had attractive ledge displays.

Then he changed the ledge displays, and changed
thclll often.

The new manager claimed his full share of ad-

vertising space, and never went to sleep over his ad.

lie also used window displays—and kept on chang-
ing them.

The cards which decorated his counter were
price cards, and handsomely got up. Especially were
thev conspicuous, while by no means glaring or in-

artistic

Odds and ends of lace were put where the women
could 'maul'' them, on a small table, accessible on
all sides. As a result, they sold, and nothing was
wasted. This feature proved a particular attraction,

even to the staidest of the "old customers."

The new manager kept a constant watch on his
Mock and as constantly replenished it. He did not

Macrjme lace band, shown by R. H. Cosbie. Toronto.

despise the traveling salesman, with his budget of

news.

Centres of merchandising interest were frequently

visited. New York and Toronto were the chief of

these, as this manager was located in an Ontario

store.

A record of requests for goods was religiously

kept by the clerks, and only willing and intelligent

help was employed.. The head modestly attributed

much of his success to his '"clever girls." If a clerk

proved inefficient, he tried moving her. If that fail-

ed, she had to go. His motto was, "No deadheads."

Embroidered net band in the new Hindu colori-igs.

by R. H. Cosbie. Toronto.
Shown

This seems severe, but was really a matter of self-

protection.

He kept his clerks constantly informed, and en-

couraged the reading of trade papers.

Finally, he owed his success largely to his buy-

ing, and to the educative and newsy tone of his ad-

vertising.
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Wit JSeg to Announce

Our Opening Display of Choicest Fabrics for Ball,

Dinner and Evening Gowns.

Novelty Scarves for evening wear. Newest designs

and colors in Motor Veils and Shetland effect veilings, also

the latest products in Laces, Dress Trimmings and Embroid-

eries from the important style centres of the world.

August 28th and following days.

Your inspection is invited.

Canaba Veiling Company,
84-86 WELLINGTON ST. WEST, : : TORONTO, CANADA.

Baving doubled the turnover of his department

in a. few years, he was contemplating moving in

order to be in a store where a dressmaking depart-

ment was kept. lie declared that this department

was almost essential to the cream of a line trade in

dress accessories, as it put the uses of the best trim-

minus before the public, and many women wanted

goods made up on the spot, according to the sug-

gestions made when they were bought.

Ribbons for 1911-12

Checks and Wide Stripes of Contrasting Colors

and Fabrics — Some Talk of Plaids — Long-

haired Velvets.

Some very remarkable effects are seen in the new
ribbons. Very wide widths are to be a feature of

the season. Sashes have come in again, as also have

bows of ribbon for millinery purposes, which fact

has caused the increase in activity of these lines.

Combinations of Oriental with checked and
striped designs produce some decidedly novel ar-

rangements. One ribbon of this kind had blocks of

Oriental pattern alternating with the plain, and nor-

row satin edge of solid color, the ground being taf-

feta. This was shown in a full range of shades.

Stripes are used with check-, and these combined
in an infinite variety of bold, outstanding effects.

The idea of combining contrasting materials has

had its effect in the use of velours, stripes on taffeta,

or alternate blocks of crushed and plain velvets, and
a variety of other special novelties. Satin and taf-

feta, sometimes with long-haired velvet added, are
shown in stripes shading to deeper color tones. These

Paddy green ribbon is introduced as background of

lace edging on this side jabot, producing novel
effect. Shown by A. E. Rea Co., Toronto.
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are especially suitable for millinery purposes and
for dressy costumes.

Velvet ribbons come in very wide, as well as the

full, range of regular widths. Tbere is prospect of

a fine season for them.

8

The New Tapestry Ribbon

Decidedly the most novel feature in ribbons is

the tapestry effect. The pattern is printed on a soft,

wide taffeta, but has all the appearance of the real

article. With the present vogue for tapestry bags

New milling ribbons. Bottom sample is a rich warp punt
with cord edge in Hindu design and coloring: centre sample

is a tapestry ribbon in Hindu effect: top sample is a corded

silk and warp print stripes. Shown by Debenhams (Canada)
Limited. Toronto.

and other accessories, it should prove a winning

number, especially for millinery.

A full range of rich shades in the newest color

tones was offered.

@
Ribbon Girdles Selling

Nearly all the dress accessory houses are featur-

ing dainty folded girdles made of ribbon. The<e

have narrow waist-band and wide, flat, pump bow.

also folded, at the back, with a single panel end

The panel is faced with some gauzy material, such

as chiffon or organdy.

A few girdles have panel fronts, as well as the

panel back effect.

There is a ready market for these made girdles

in satin, and they help sell the ribbons by the yard
when displayed at the counter.

Ribbon flowers are also found to be helpful, and
these, when equipped with rubber steins and flower

centres, are very attractive and sell as bodice garni-

tures for party dresses.

#

Variety in Trimmings
Fancy Buttons and Wide Braids for Coats

Beads a Feature of New Trimmings.

The line of dress trimmings proper, outside laces,

is one which the retailer has been able of recent

years to neglect with impunity. This is now no

longer the case. Several kinds of dress trimmings

have recently come into vogue with a rush.

The wide braids will again be used on coats,

though not perhaps so much as last year.

Buttons of all sorts, particularly the large ones

of fancy appearance, are much used on cloaks and
suits. Buttons of gallolith, or metal, in dome shapes,

are exceedingly good sellers. Dull and gleaming

metallic finishes arc used in striking combinations,

gold and silver both being employed. All shades

are seen in the gallolith, intended to match with the

Fall color card in dress goods.

Ball fringes, shown by A. Weyerstall & Co., Toronto.
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A REVELATION
IN WOMEN'S NECK WRAPS

" The Fitclose
99

(DESIGNED AND MADE ONLY BY THE SWORD NECKWEAR CO-, LTD.

!

L^

Made in Fancy

Broche,

Dresdens

and

Self Tone Effects

in

Evening Shades

STYLE 19

From $4.50 to $7.50

STYLE 16

From $8 50 to $18.00
PER DOZEN PER DOZEN

I S positively the only Neck Wrap made to-day

that will fit close to the neck under all

conditions.

The special designing of the collar and shoulder

makes it impossible for it to drop below the coat.

This wrap may also be rolled back, giving

fancy revere effect.

When Ordering by Mail give Price you wish to pay and we will guarantee the rest

The Sword Neckwear Co., Ltd., Toronto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Fancy Boxes for the Christmas Season
Large Range of Suitable Designs shown in Lithographs—Suggestion for the Advertising

Department---How to Utilize Discarded Boxes.

Paper box makers are prepared for the demand

for novelty Christmas boxes for gift parcels. Travel-

ers are now starting out and merchants will be shown

the assortment of new designs within the next

month.

Those departments interested have increased each

year and it is now considered good policy to box

everything possible which Lends itself to the gift

idea. Men's and women's wear novelties, handker-

chiefs, gloves, hosiery, neckwear and cut waist

lengths. This practice has reached every depart-

ment and salespeople are allowed to box everything,

when requested by customers to do so. Some mer-

chants do this without charge as Christmas adver-

tising.

Perhaps the most satisfactory method of handling

this Christmas necessity in the average store is to

box all purchases of 50c or over, or one box for every

$1.00 of goods bought in those departments associ-

ated with Christmas lines.

Of course in the spirit of giving at this season

and the size of the bouse, it may appear small to

make a charge, when boxes cm be bought so cheap-

ly, but on the other band, the limitations overcome

extravagance ami supply accessary to enclose all the

gifts which the clientele of the store or some families

have planned to give. A small charge or a grading

according to the different sizes will overcome the

necessity of refusals and help to defray the expense

incurred.

Merchants can then <•! se more beautiful boxes

wlucii customers will he eager to have and prize more

! eeause they bave to pay tor extra sizes, wnich they

arc not entitled to unuer the usual offer.

Interest, therefore, centres in the new designs

offered. Boxes can be had in all sizes, one size to the

dozen or in nests ot one dozen. <>u the Latest im-

proved machines, the top or bottom of the box is

made in one registei and the paper covering applied

in one action. It is usual to assort the covers in

dozen,- as well, as to include the different shades

represented in each design.

Several new Lithographs will be shown and a

range of new paper- are added to ibis year',- selec-

tions. First in importance is a, series of heads in

colors, with airship and sky backgrounds or plain

diagonal hand in rrd. green, purple and gold and

Winter scene-. Similar to these are ribbon bow de-

signs combined with floral groupings of holly,

mistletoe and poinsettia. Heads are always good.

Heads with furs and medallion embossed on marble

papers in which the predominating colors are white;

blue, yellow, pink and green, promise to invite

preference.

Winter sports are illustrated, making good sub-

jects for Christmas boxes. College designs are also

included.

A striking Lithograph of individual roses in differ-

ent colorings shows a gold medallion in which the

firm initial can be printed in white or, as is done in

some stores, initial or monograms to suit customers

are embossed at the time of purchase.

Ribbon and holly sprays arc also pictured with

automobile and motor boats in Christmas colors.

Flowers, of which holly and poinsettia are favorites,

are usually brightened with gold, tied with red rib-

bons or embossed on bands of plain shade in the

usual assortment.

Holly, in green with red berries or finished in

gold is always the leader. It comes in many new
papers and includes every size leaf 141 to the indi-

vidual spray on a, plain colored paper. Oak brown
paper- are completed in this way and embossed holly

leaves or medallions are printed on pink, helio and
green covers.

A number of neat, small Moral designs are made
in two colors, pink, blue and helio, light and dark or

with white. These come in lesser-priced boxes as do
some plain satin-finished papers, which can be order-

ed in every shade required. At a slightly higher cost,

plain or two-color embossed -beets are used for cover-*

inn with good effect.

All of these new designs will lie available to mer-
chants who are interested and it is id' first importance
that all pictures chosen be confined to an order. The
policy of the house will dictate the quality of box
In I e selected and personal preference on seeing the

new paper- and lithographs will decade the cover and
:dze most suitable to Christmas business.

Department managers, who make a practice of

saving all the card-hoard boxes they can, previous to

Christmas, as an aid to proper packing of gifts will

I e interested in several new gummed lithographs

which may he used to advantage. With the assist-

ance of the -tore card-writer every one of these boxes

can be made just as seasonable as specially purchased

ones. However, this may not appeal where litho-

graph boxes are given away, but it must be admitted

that more care will he taken id' those boxes which are

just as serviceable and have been made more suitable

for gifts with a small effort on the card-writer's part.

Sonic manufacturers have imported holly sprays

and bandings from German houses. These are ap-

plied in different ways and quite a presentable box
results. Sometimes red ink borders are put on.

Card-writers can carry out their entire Christmas

scheme in this same manner and the cost is very

small. Window cards, counter cards and boxes all

have these holly sprays applied. At any rate, the

scheme is worth trying and some of the largest

stores hit on this plan when it was impossible to se-

cure any more lithographed boxes in the last days of

the Christmas rush.

Several new designs in tags, gummed labels and
Christmas cards are also shown. Some merchants
also add these in boxing gift packages. Specially em-
bossed glove guarantees have been prepared.



Fall Umbrella Lines
Handles Show Sterling Inlaid Effects — Direc-

toire and Prince of Wales Shapes — Fabric-

covered Handles.

FALL umbrella lines now being put on the

market show more than customary diver-

sity of novel effects. This applies chiefly to

the styles in handles. Tops are mostly Mack

and of the staple fabrics, but dark, colored um-

brellas will also be wanted.

The bulk of the trade will be done in twelve

inch handles, but the very stylish designs are longer.

Fifteen inches represents the maximum.
Handles of men's umbrellas are mostly in the

popular Prince of Wales shape, though some have

Two ladies' umbrella handles, Directoire style, one moire covered;
and men's opera handles, shown by the Irving Umbrella

Co., Toronto.

the opera crook. Tn the moderately priced lines

both ladies' and gentlemen's handles are made of

ebony in mission design, plain or sterling trimmed.

The Directoire handle remains the leading shape

for women.
In higher priced lines, some very attractive and

much decorated numbers are being shown. Sterling

silver is used as trimming on the most of these

There are grey w Is in satin finish with sterling

etched and engraved tops, ebonies, similarly finish-

ed, Bombatiques, chestnut in color, red Pimentos,

and tortoise shell. Ivory, especially the scorched

variety, is considered excellent for the presentation

umbrella.

A very beautiful specimen of a man's handle
was in buckhorn and ivory, trimmed with applied
sterling art nouveau designs. A certain New York
firm makes a specialty of original designs, finished

by hand with the most artistic craftsmanship. These
included encrustations of silver, plain or carved in

irregular, openwork patterns on carved or etched

wood, the designs matching and forming one con-

tinuous carved pattern. A plain, mission wood was
chosen.

Nearly all the high-class lines exhibit specimens
of sterling applied work. This is an entirely prac-

tical trimming as it leaves a perfectly level surface

and will not destroy the gloves.

A pretty and somewhat odd effect was seen in

snakewood with a three-cornered top, silver trim-

med. A gold and pearl post was carried out in

Roman gold, finished in dull effect and heavily

carved. The combination of engraving and etching-

is a feature of the silver trimmings. Acid-treate 1

wood is also frequently used.

A particularly handsome metal handle for pres-

entation umbrellas was in Roman gold.

The shape was distinctly mushroom, though the

handle was very long. It was heavily carved and
engraved, and the finish was very dull and the color

almost reddish in tone.

New designs in silver and eold mounled umbrella handles. Shown
by The Brophy Umbrella Co., Toronto.
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Deserving of special mention are the fabric cov-

ered shapes, mostly mushroom and of considerable

length. These are shown in velvet and moire. The
former should prove especially good in what prom-
ises to be a season for velvet in all forms.

Opera crooks for men are again being asked for

in numbers, after considerable neglect. Shepherdess

crooks for women are also selling well.

Fabric Bags the Style Feature
Practical Lines Shown in Leather— Mousque-

taire and Smaller Frames are Wanted — Cor-

delieres Seen on all Types

Mousquetaire bags of tapestry, plain, embroider-

ed or corded with cordeliere to match are the most

fashionable bags now shown. They are capacious

and made without much stiffness in a flat, envelope

shape with flap closing. Frequently the cordeliere

is worn in drummer 1 oy style, over the shoulder.

It is invariably finished with tassels to match.

These bags arc nearly always corded with dull,

greenish gold or steel-colored silver braid, with cord-

elieres of the same. As they are just now arriving

from abroad, it is too early to say what their fate is

to be, but they have been a rage in Paris and New
York up to date.

if
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Mousquetaire tapestry i>;is' with dull gilt cordeliere, shown bj
Sanderson's, Limited, Toronto.

Smaller frames than hist year's are typical of

the new leather bags. Many of these are six or

seven inches and have flap closing and cordeliere.

Some beautiful, long, braided cords with tassels are

used on the more exclusive lines. In many cases

the cost of the cordeliere equals that of the purse
proper. A full range of smooth leathers is shown in

the above styles. Colors for Fall will be tan, black,

grey, green and the new shade of blue.

The Madame Sherry and kindred wishbone de-

signs are selling well though no longer a novelty.

They are set, up in all sorts of fabrics, including em-
broidered washable goods, silks, satins and velvets,

besides the suede leather. These also have cord
handles. A pretty novelty consisted of a wishbone
framed tapestry bag with cord.

Suedes, in hm and grey especially are holding
their own, but it is doubtful if the smooth leathers

will not have replaced them by the season's end.
Beautiful shades are shown in these, including Em-
pire green and Royal blue.

Tapestry li with cordeliere, shown by TIju Flett, Lowndes Co.,
Toronto.

Where metal mounts are used dull gilt and silver

are preferred, and some beautiful silver carved or

etched effects with mother-o'-pearl inlay are seen,

Frames are frequently covered by the leather itself.

Bags for afternoon calls are sometimes shown in

pure while. It is a question how general this fash-

ion mav become.

Prospects for Belts Improved
Steady Growth of Confidence in a Good Belt

Season Tinseled Elastics Good — Folded

Girdles in Use Abroad.

Prospects in the belt department are much
brighter for Fall trade than they have been for some
ime.

Warned by previous experiences, this year mer-
chants did not attempt to sell wash belts early in

March, and then cut prices because they stuck. A
g I. steady trade, both tit wholesale and retail, was
kept up all Summer, While many girdleless gowns
were worn in cities, the country at large clung to

the skirt and waist costume, and the lingerie belt

was used as the most useful and stylish accessory.

These tacts favorably color the present outlook, as,

once habituated to an article of dress, the public

will go on using it in other forms.

Tinseled elastics in floral design are among the

prettiest of the new offerings, and, while very deli-
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VISITORS TO THE

TORONTO EXHIBITION
Should make a point of seeing the

JULIAN SALE
SAMPLE ROOM
Full collection of Leather Goods now on view for the

Fall and Christmas Trade on the first floor of the "Julian

Sale Building."

The Julian Sale Leather Goods Co., Limited
105 KING STREET WEST, - - TORONTO.

A Big Season
FOR BRAIDS, CORDS, FRINGES, TASSELS,

GIRDLES AND DRESS TRIMMINGS
Further Orders for Fall delivery should be placed immediately in order to avoid

disappointment. The Rush Season is already on with us.

THE. MOULTON MANFG. CO., LIMITED
Office and Salesroom: - - 236 Craig Street East, MONTREAL.

MANUFACTURERS ALSO OF

LADIES' NECKWEAR and FRILLINGS.
IS

coiffuretta:^
DOUBLE KNOTTED MESH
SHAPED SILKHAJR NETS

JJ^.SO per gross

TORONTO DEPOT:

Dieckerhoff, Raffloer & Co., Ltd.
Corner Simcoe and Wellington Sts.

ROSENWALD BROS.
Sole Manufacturers

LONDON iPARIS VIENNA

EacK net in envelope
MONTREAL DEPOT:

Dieckerhoff, Roffloer & Co., Ltd.

525 St. Paul Street.

MAKERS OF EVERY KIND OF

Hair Nets, Frames, Rolls, &c, &c.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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cate in Dresden colors, will wear excellently and re-

sist dirt. These bells have handsome Oriental

buckles of enamel to match the general tone of the

coloring.

French women are said to be returning fast to

I he folded silk, tailored girdle. Very cleverly, the

latest styles are so combined with elastic, plain or

fancy, as to render them equally free from the odd

size problem as an all-elastic belj.

Elastic belts studded with steel will again sell,

and this year in better quantity colored studdings

are .mown, though not so desirable as the steel.

Patents have had some attention as an article

of Summer wear this season, owing to their being

the correct accessory for the new Norfolk, middy
blouse. Sales will probably be greatly augmented
next Summer. Patents and suedes will sell moder-

ately well for wear with Fall .-nits. Nothing decisive

can be said as yet about Winter trade.

Belt counters everywhere are carrying the cord

girdles with long, tasseled ends. They give a note

of newness and tend to attract the patron who has

no intention of buying a belt, but will stop to ex-

amine the novelty.

Some practical hells ill leather show inset- of

elastic, frequently with both materials embossed in

the same pattern, or studded with steel.

Bandeaux and Barrettes

Bulk of Trade in Hair Goods Falls on These Popu-

lar Articles — Curls and Turban Pads Continue

to Sell— The Newest Coiffure Described.

Barrettes have been the leading seller in hair

goods tor some time, and will remain so for a con-

siderable period to coine if present indications prove

true.

Strand barrettes and fancy, jig-sawed effects have

been preferred. The coronet, barrette, introduced in

June, as a Coronation novelty, had a considerable

sale. For Christmas trade, both bandeaux and bar-

rettes of shell are being produced in this shape, with

rhinestone encrustations.

Spiderweb barrettes are dainty and of a pattern

designed to retain the hair. Buckle and military

barrettes have been another line which has sold well.

Bandeaux, both of shell and fabric, are selling

excellently. Most -tore.- find it best to keep an attrac-

tive assortment of bandeaux at the hair good- coun-

ter. Large stores which keep a hair-dressing and

manicuring department, will -lock these dainty ac-

cessories in wide range of styles and at more expens-

ive prices.

A cheap and ready-selling bandeau has been the

inch-wide, crystal-beaded hand, by the yard, or with

cabochon and hook fastener.

A consignment of pretty bandeaux to retail at

seventy-five cent-, was recently received from France
by a house here. Silver or gold braid, in narrow.

separate strand.-, was drawn together in front over

the ears and at the back with cabochons of same, the

whole being finished with coral or turquoise beads.

Velvet, in pale shades, overlaid with gold or sil-

ver net, with headings of pearls or crystal, or plain.

is a style of bandeau at once very attractive look-

ing ami quite cheapen price,-, Crescent-shaped head-

dresses of satin are finished at the points with tassels

of beads or metal, and embroidered with the same.
Plain black velvet head-hands with steel heads or

ribbon embroidery have sold well to more conserva-

tive houses. Juliet nets of pearls or other beads.

notably coral and turquoises, have been the most
extreme, as well as the handsomest of these articles.

Artificial hair lias sold best in the form of puffs

and curls grouped on frames. Wide braids and
strands for bandeaux have also sold where strictly

up-to-date goods are wanted. The Madame Sherry
braid is typical of these. The loose cluster of curls,

and the soft braid or Psyche knot has remained in
favor. This is worn on the crown of the head to-

ward the back, and not at the nape of the neck as

sometimes displayed.

! >ecidedly the newest form of coiffure is one
which is distinctly mediaeval in appearance. The
hair is parted in the middle, drawn loosely to the
hack, completely concealing all but the tips of the

ears, it is then done up in three separate knots or

coils, one over the nape of the neck, the other two
practically over each ear. The coils are quite flat,

and are often supplemented by jewelled medallions
at each side, with or without connecting bandeau.
Small switches and flat bandeaux of hair will be used
to make up this coiffure, which is essentially Orient-

al in type.

The only pad practicable with the new, flat

coiffure is the turban, and this accounts for the un-
expected way in which it has continued to sell after

it ceased to be worn altogether in the swathed style

in which it first appeared. It is now used as a
foundation for the Psyche knot, for the coiffure

above described, and for the knot of curls on the
crown.

Outlook for Combs
Prospects for combs appear brighter this year

owing to the arrangement of the hair with centre

parting and low knots. Rhinestone trimmings are

mo tly in white, but some colored stones are used.

These are specially designed for Christinas sale and
presentation. Strand combs are pretty and corres-

pond with the popular strand barrette. High-back
combs are frequently seen, to be worn with the knots

of curls.

Toilet Goods
Mirrors of all Sizes a Paying Line— Vanity

Boxes the Latest Fad —Manicures and Infants'

Dressing Cases in Demand.

Mirrors are a line of goods that always sells well.

A good .-election of well-mounted varieties should be

-locked for the holiday trade.

There i- no loss to the retailer in bulk perfume-.

and every prospect, of a line profit if handled care-

fully. These form an attractive feature of the de-

partment, and should he given a prominent place.

The fad for vanity boxes, containing a small mir-

ror, powder puff and powder, and of a, size and shape
suitable for carrying in an ordinary hand-bag, is

constantly growing. Especially at Christmas should

the retailer feature a. display of these dainty and
•suitable gifts, The time to buy them is now.
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Infants' dressing-cases have proved an excellent

selling line in seasons past, and there is every pros-

pect of big demand this year. They come at all

prices, from the very popular, up. Manicures are

another profitable line, and portable manicures and
adult dressing-cases of leather, rolled and fastened,

to carry in suit-cases or trunk, will be in good de-

mand.
Ebony goods in brushes and combs are preferred.

Military sets for men will again be leaders. Razor
hat brushes have the same style mounting. All of

these show trimmings of Sterling.

A dainty novelty for holiday selling consists of

an ebony pin holder. Two round plates of ebony,
silver-trimmed, hold between them a soft felt pad
which receives the pins. This article is specially de-

signed for a man to carry, is neat, very small, and.
being flat, rests easily in a pocket.

Jewelry and Smallwares
Turquoise Coming in Strongly

Gaining Ground.
Ear-rings

Turquoise now bids fair to duplicate the success

made by coral this Summer. Necklets and chains
coming in from France show this stone at its best

against a, silver setting. It is freely used in beaded
trimmings, and many liar pins show it against the

dull metallic effects now in vogue. Necklets with an
apron effect in front of links and stones, are obtain-

able in silver and turquoise or coral to sell at from
two dollars up.

Cheaper lines include the fashionable lorgnette

chains and strings of beads. Turquoise matrix is

used for the latter. Coral beads now showing are

of the reddish rather than the pink shade. There
are also lorgnette chains of jet and ebony, the latter

being considered especially good.

Necklets and strings of beads of wood, colored in

Oriental shades, are the most novel offerings. Little

Cabochon brooches to match are also seen.

Handkerchiefs, with Macramie and Guipure borders, shown by
Sanderson's, Limited, Toronto.

Amethyst brooches set with rhinestones are be-

ing shown for Christmas sale.-. A very handsome
effect with genuine silver setting can be obtained to

retail at one dollar.

Ear-rings show the drop effect. This consists of

three or more tiny -tones in a perpendicular bar,

with a drop stone attached by a link. All the new
ear-rings are designed in clinch style for unpierced
ears.

UNSEEN NAIAD PROTECTS

"NAIAD"
The Dress Shield

that is

As good the day it is

bought as the day it is made

You can hardly ask for a better

test of the high quality of this

shield. And yet there is more:

—" Naiad " is thoroughly hygienic.

—"Naiad "is easily cleaned.

—"Naiad" is odorless.

—"Naiad" contains no rubber.

" Naiad" is a high-class shield —a
shield that will satisfy your best

customers, convincing them that

you carry high-class goods. . . .

Sample Book on Request.

Wrinch, McLaren & Co.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS FOR CANADA

77 Wellington St. W., Toronto, Can.

=£/
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The W. R. Brock Company (Limited)

DRY GOODS MERCHANTS
Visiting Toronto During

The CANADIAN NATIONAL EXPOSITION
or

MILLINERY OPENINGS

Warehou»e S.W. Corner Bay and Wellington Streets

Are Extended

A most cordial invitation to visit our warerooms,

and take advantage of the opportunity when in our

city for the personal selection of Fall and Winter

requirements.

N.B.- Have you received a Copy of our Annual Exhibition Sale

Booklet ? If not, write us at once.

Toronto
Please mention The lleview iu Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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The W. R. Brock Company (Limited)

ALL DEPARTMENTS IN OUR
WAREHOUSE

offer the

MERCHANT A HEARTY WELCOME

We want to show our immense Ranges of

Staple, Dress Goods, Woollens, Smallwares, Novelties,

Hosiery, Underwear, Gloves, Ribbons, Knit Goods, Gents'

Furnishings, Carpets and House Furnishings, also our

celebrated "Her Ladyship" Brand Ready-to-Wear Gar-

ments for Women, Misses and Children.

These Goods are certain to win approval,

and all purchases from our present stock,

we are confident, will satisfy the Merchants'

expectations and make the time spent with

us most profitable

See Our

ANNUAL EXHIBITION SALE BOOKLET

giving

ATTRACTIVE, INTERESTING, FORCEFUL DETAILS,

concerning Goods you should buy for Fall and Winter Season, be-

sides information about Special Bargains and Clearing Ranges

that we offer to the Dry Goods Trade during the

CANADIAN NATIONAL EXPOSITION.

N.B.—If you are not on our Mailing List, write for a copy of

Booklet.

Toronto
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Fabriqs
Features of This Department
First sampling of fabrics for Spring in

the New York market.
Final word in dress materials for Fall

season shows favor for fair range of novel-

ties.

An authoritative review of the raw cotton

situation. What larger crops really means
o the fabric buyer at the present time.

Floral and stencil patterns in silks fav-

orably considered for Fal

Ottomans and Cord Silks

They are a Strong Feature for Fall and Come

in Plain Color, Two-tone and Shot Effects

— The New Bordered Fabrics.

NOW that the opening of the selling season 1-

within a measurable distance, novelties

are coming to the front. During the past

week or so, Ottomans and cord weaves have

come to the front. Silks of this class are

prominently used on the new millinery models, ami

come in plain color and in two-tone and in shot

ell eels. Reversible satins show an Ottoman back,

ami there is some indication that the vogue of Otto-

mans will bring about a revival of other cord weaves

such as faille- and gros-grains.

Silk Bengalines are already a feature in the high-

class trade for tailored suits.

Soft satins, light-weight satins and niessalines

are by far the best sellers and are looked upon as the

popular -ilk.-, for the coming Fall. Garment manu-

facturers have made heavy purchases and they have

Keen Largely stocked by the retail trade and by the

millinery houses. Soft light-weight satin fabrics

will be wanted for dresses and for the foundation

under the -ilk voiles, chiffons and crepes that are now

so fashionable. Reversible satins are showing for

smart outer wraps.

The fancies showing come in bordered effects and

in blouse silks. The newest borders consist of an

arrangement of woven-in stripes, or of stripes and

jacquard patterns, but florals and stencil patterns are

also shown. Taffetas in black and white, and white

ami black .-tripe checks and jacquards are the big

sellers. As the season advances, more is heard of

Roman stripes, and warp prints also have a certain

representation.

Smart Mixture Effects
Brown and Sand Shades and Grey Effects Promise

Exceptionally Well for the New Season — Smooth
Finished Tweeds for Country Trade.

Both the cutting-up trade and the dress goods

buyers have favored Scotch tweed effects for the

coming Fall and the orders placed upon this fabric-

are very large and re-orders of a generous size are

also coming to hand from the cutting-up trade.

Though grey effects have sold well, fashion seems to

be turning more strongly to the brown and sand
shades and these color.- are made the basis of many
smart mixture effects.

Series are the staple and are selling in Winter
weights. Cheviots and cheviot serges being particu-

larly strong.

For the novelty trade, rough-finished woolens.

particularly those that have more the appearance of

weight than the reality are selling. These include

.-neb fabrics as Witneys, chinchillas, zibelines, ra-

tines and boncle effects. Tn high-grade fabrics, re-

versibles and bordered effects are being taken a.s the

high novelties.

For the early season, at Least, the trade is keep-

ing close to staple colors in dark shades, and from
fashion indications, the relief will come from the

use of high colors in the trimming.
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Fur the country trade where the new fashion

ideas are slower in taking hold, the smoother finish-

es iu tweeds will lie wanted and this trade is also

taking such fabrics as the smoother serges, soft-fin-

ished Panamas, poplins, both wool and mixed silk

and wool and broadcloths.

No Material Drop Likely

How Prices of Cotton Fabrics Will be Affected by

Bumper Crop of Raw Material — Demand for Soft-

finished Piques, Poplins and Reps.

With the prospect well nigh assured of a bumper
crop of American cotton this year, and with a raw

cotton market which gives every assurance of find-

ing a lower level, it is natural for buyers to expect

the prices of cotton fabrics to follow suit. To set

against this, there is the fact that for some time now
t lie price the manufacturers have been getting for

their goods has been altogether too close to that of

the raw staple to provide that end of the industry

with a satisfactory margin of profit.

Therefore, while the record-breaking crop this

year will be welcomed as affording general relief it

is certain that a stiff fight will be put up to prevent

any material fall in the price of the manufactured

article.

For some time now, not only in Europe, but in

the State-, a general curtailment of the output of the

mills has been in progress. In America, this cur-

tailment has been epoch-making, and it is calculated

that over 60 per cent, of the cotton spindles in the

States have been standing during July. Throughout

KING'S
Established 177B

FAMOUS
Sold by leading Jobbers.

SCOTCH
Every pleos perfect.

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands tor neany a
century and a quarter, have
been recognized by the Trade
of the world as the most reli-

able and saleable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on
every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son
are handled by all the leading

houses. Made In all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading
for the money In the market,
and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

Canadian Representatives:

CAMPBELL SMIBERT & CO.,

210 St. James Street - - Montreal

Europe there has been a very definite and wide-spread

organized curtailment also. There is a well-defined

impression on both sides of the Atlantic that this

process of involuntary stoppage of the mills will have

to lie repeated.

Buyers, on the other hand, have been sailing as

close to the wind as possible, and for some time now
have been only covering their most pressing needs,

ami it must be' confessed that, under present circum-

stances, there is little to encourage any change from
present methods of buying.

The market, at present, is a most difficult one to

operate in, and therefore it is quite natural that the

majority of sellers should feel that the situation is

not altogether one of promise.

Ginghams have fully held their own during the

passing Summer as a popular staple cloth, and are

so much in evidence that their position is settled

for the Spring of 1912. They are a leading cloth

with the cutters up who make children's wear, and
are just as much used for making the smart house

and simple street dresses that have had such an im-

mense sale this year.

An end-of-the-season feature has been the de-

mand for soft-finished piques, poplins and reps.

These fabrics are closing the season in high favor

and the orders placed indicate a, belief in their selling

qualities for another season.

Voiles are expected to stand near the top in wash
dress lines next Summer, and both plain colors and
white as well as fancy printed and bordered goods
are showing. Woven effects are imitated in printed

voiles and in these fabrics and in all other cottons

brought out for Spring, striped patterns are by far

the most numerous.
The favor in which silk ami cotton mixtures are

held grows each season and in all the important
stores these fabrics are carried in a separate section.

These fabrics fill an important link between cotton

and silk fabrics as they are handsomer than the

former and have the sheen and effect of silk.

Sampling Fabrics for Spring
Serges, Batistes, Taffetas, Homespuns and
Covert Mixtures Featured — The Fall De-

mand — Bordered Silk Novelties.

Staff Correspondence

New York. Aug. 1

1

Soft wool fabrics stand in the first place for the

coming Fall. The high class trade is ordering out

such fabrics as ratine, eskimo, zibeline and wool
velour, while the popular-priced goods selling are

rough tweeds in striped, checked and mixed fancies,

homespuns and corkscrew tissues, -with marked
rib-, as well as plain and fancy cheviots and serges.

As the season advances there is more talk of

broadcloths. Broadcloths always sell to a certain

extent on the American market, and it is likely that

they will experience a fairly good season (bis Fall.

The color list at present is almost strictly a

staple one, with blues, browns, greys and reds in

the first place. Blue leads in plain cloths, but (be

new mixtures in pheasant, tabac and sand or earth

-bade- in brown, taupes and slates, in greys and
olive in greens and illuminated with Hecks of high
color are in a leading position.
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Double-faced fabrics are strong. They lead in

cloakings, and are prominent in suiting effects.

The reverse side of the fabric may be of a plain

contrasting color, or it may be either striped or

check.

Bordered fabrics are high style, and even home-
spuns are developed with striped borders that are

used for the facings of the coat and for trimming
bands on the skirt. When the fabric is double-

faced, the reverse side is used in the same manner.

Velvet promises to be even more worn than last

winter. Not only is black to be worn, but rich

colors are indicated. Besides black, white and
cream, the leading colors are ruby, garnet, deep tur-

quoise, olive, pheasant and grey. Stripes, checks

and fancy effects in black and white are good.

Fabrics suitable for dresses have been freely pur-

chased, both by the cutters up and for the counter

trade. Such fabrics as wool taffetas, prunellas,

broadcloths and soft serges are included in the list.

Importers and manufacturers are showing

sample lines for Spring, 1912. Buyers are taking

cream serges and cream fancies. Pastel shades are

being sampled, as there is some probability that the

color range will be more extended next Spring.

Serges, batistes, taffetas, homespuns and covert

mixtures are the leading fabrics sampled.

Silks for the Fall Season

So far orders are largely confined to staple lines,

with satins decidedly in the lead. Messalines, lib-

erty satins, satin duchesse and makes of this class

have been largely ordered. Silk voiles and chiffons

are selling for evening wear, and black and white

effects in taffeta, fancies, self-colored jacquards and
warp prints are selling for separate waists.

For the ultra-smart, trade buyers have taken bor-

dered novelties. Wide satin bands in self or con-

trasting colors are the most popular, but high grade

novelties include metal effects, dark, rich florals and

jacquard designs.

There will also be a considerable outlet for re-

versible satins, and there is some feeling for cord

silks. Paris is featuring Ottomans, and also satins

with Ottoman backs. In New York the dressmak-

ing trade is buying silk and wool bengalines for

tailored suits.

The Crucial Cotton Months
An Authority States that Trade Should Not

be Misled by Recent Break.

The folowing article dealing with the cotton

situation, was prepared by A. W. Cochrane, Mon-
treal, who handles large quantities of the raw cot-

ton, and who is in daily touch with crop conditions

in the south.

"The trade should not be misled by the late

severe break in cotton to believe that prices for the

"actual" will run as low as present "option" prices

would indicate. The month of August and early

September are really the crucial months in the de-

velopment and outcome of the growing plant. Last
year will exemplify this, when in July the outlook
was all that could be desired for a bumper crop, but
owing to the hot dry winds of August the plant

deteriorated and when a 13,500,000 bale crop was
promised, under 12,000,000 bales have actually been
gleaned, and in this there will be at least 500,000
bales of this season's growth. The plant having de-

veloped early it will put on the market new cotton

to this extent before September 1, which is the date
that new season's crops are dated from. Any cotton

gathered before September 1 is counted in the pres-

ent year's crop.

"The writer is of the opinion that this coming
yield will be in the neighborhood of say 14,500,000
bales. The question that arises is: If a crop of 12,-

000,000 bales yields 14 1-2 cents per pound, what
should be the price of a 14,500,000 bale crop? Con-
clusions would lead the writer to think that 12 cents

to 12 1-2 cents would be reasonable to expect and at

these figures the manufacturers should be enabled to

hold prices firmly at present levels, as it has been im-
possible for the cloth makers to work prices up to

the equivalent of the raw cotton during the last year
or two. Therefore substantial reductions need not
be looked for, or expected, unless the raw material

goes to much lower figures than those named, viz.,

12 to 12y2 .

"The trade are very apt to be seriously misled by
the newspaper quotations, as there is no mention
made of "staple" and this with the manufacturers is

of great importance. The short-fibered cotton is of

little use except for mixing purposes. For instance,

cotton may be quoted in New York, "middling,"
which denotes grade only, whereas for staple, which
the nulls require, a premium would be asked, accord-

ing to what is needed. Therefore, the newspaper
quotations are really no guide for the public to base

prices on.

"Then let me draw vour attention to these facts:

The world has been working along more or less with
band to mouth supplies during the period of the

last two years' high level of prices. At a fair price,

therefore, it is only reasonable to look for active

cloth markets the world over, and in such case the

additional cotton grown will be taken to fill up the

empty shelves and the depleted wardrobes. Again
we are told of serious damage to the cotton crop of

India, and what the may be short will have to be

made up from the cotton fields of the south. This

will aid the American grower to find a larger market
for his product.

"This large talk of a lb to 17 million bale crop is

nonsense to my mind, and if we should get 15,000-

000 bales it would certainly require the best of con-

ditions to make it. Without any frost before Novem-
ber and perfect weather conditions for the balance

of the season, it is possible,

"It might be interesting to state here, that it

would require every acre under cultivation to yield

230 pounds of cotton per acre to give us 16,000,000

bales this pear, and there will be many an acre

planted that will not give 50 pounds.

"In Canada, we know what is possible to happen
to the wheat crop in the eleventh hour and the same
may be said of cotton, and until August is past it is

impossible to say what the outcome of any season's

crop will be, within 1 ,000,000 bales."
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THE BUYERS' VIEWPOINT
The use of striking opposites in materials and trim-

mings seems to be the fad of the moment.
Embroidered coats worn with lingere gowns, sugges-

tive of 1860 styles.

Satin fichus with ends finished with rows of pleatings

tucked under the belt, falling in tablike effect to the

knees, are making their appearance.

Chiffon and net tunics, edged with fringe and with

wide band of the new embroidery, with waist to match,

are novelties.

Demand for heavy white dresses in soft finished pique,

linen and rep for children.

Novel Style Features in New York Market
Some Will Undoubtedly Influence the Winter Modes to Come Later
— Month Has Brought Out a New Suit Coat Length — The New Trim-

ming Vogue — Strong Demand for Fringes — Recent Models Described

Staff Correspondence

Office of The Dry Goods Review,
115 Broadway, New York. Aug. 12.

TIIK late Summer is prolific of new style ideas
which it pays to watch closely, as those suit-

able will be adapted and incorporated into

the later Winter modes. While others that

are essentially hot weather creations will point lli"

way to the tendencies forming those of the coming
Spring and Summer of 1912. Out of the ordinary,
the effect reached by the use of striking opposites in

materials and trimmings seems to be the fad of the
moment. Thus, a weblike, filmy cotton fabric will

be linished at the bottom with a deep hem of black
velvet or of heavy satin. When satin is used, it is

more often of a striking color.

Such a frock, seen at one of the beaches, was of
line white voile embroidered heavily with a white
mercerized cotton. The skirt was certainly fuller in

effect though, perhaps, not so much so by actual
measurement The skirt was gathered into the
waistband and there was a wide band of satin of a
vivid shade of green added as the finish to the lower
part of the skirt. Touches of the same satin were
added at the hell and to trim the waist. This dress
was worn with a. large white Tagel hat trimmed with
a huge mount of bright green ostrich plumes.

Lingerie gowns are being worn over slips of
colored mescaline. Thus, an elaborately embroider-
ed voile was worn over shell pink, the lower edge
of the -lip being finished with a five-inch band of
black satin. With this gown was worn a smart em-
broidered coat, and to match, this coat was decided-
ly I860 in outline, being short and rounded in front
up to the bust where it fastened with a single button.
The edge trimming was a row of narrow fringe.

Another smart little coat worn over a lingerie

gown was of darned net, lined with pale blue batiste.

It was double-breasted am! had the corners decorated

with hand embroidery turned back to show the col-

ored lining. There were wide cuffs and a, sailor

collar similarly decorated ami as a finish at the back
was placed panel of the net, also lined with pale

blue.

Many of the simple little models now so fashion-

able have the foundation made in princesse fashion.

The overdress may be either of coarse lace or of net,

These foundations are shaped like a princess coat

and many of them are sleeveless. Ball fringes and
cotton cords are the newest trimmings for the lace

over-dresses, ami heavy cord girdles make the ideal

waist finish. Heavy cords are also used to finish the

bottoms of skirts.

An imported model sent over to a leading society

woman was a faithful reproduction of an 1840 gown,
save for the absence of the very full skirt and the

crinoline. There was the cross-over fichu with lace

frills finishing the cd<^'^ and the low shoulder with
puff ami frills. The skirl is made on the present day
long lines and is trimmed with four frills of the

material. To wear with this costume conies a scoop

bonnet trimmed with rosebuds and with velvet

strings to tie under the chin, The flowered fabrics

of this period are being revived, hut the modern re-

vival veils and softens their brilliancy under a trans-

parent over-dress of tulle or chiffon. Bands or nar-

row ruffles trim these gowns just in the same way as

in the early days of Victoria.

Satin fichus arc appearing, and some of these

fichus have long ends that finish with rows of pleat-
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nigs and have the ends tucked under the belt and
falling in a tablike effect to the knees.

Lemon color is the latest and dressmakers are

terming any shade of buff or pale yellow "lemon
shade." The filmy cotton fabrics so much worn this

Summer are selling in this color and are trimmer!

with heavy cord embroideries worked in black.

Chiffon and net tunics edged with fringe and
with a wide band of the new cord embroidery, and
bavins the waist attached trimmed to match are

among the novelties, Also there are early Victorian I

dresses of taffeta with skills showing three scalloped

flounces embroidered in Madeira pattern with black

and with a fichu to match. The color- are Hanover
green, Sevres blue, deep purple, garnet and tahac

brown.

®

Misses' and Children's Wear
Buyers all take a keen interest in their misses'

and children's department as they find that this sec-

tion, when well run. form- a very great attraction.

Manufacturers have paid great attention to their

AfaJI'*.

Kimona sleeve style, made of fine Swiss lawn, trimmed
with fine Swiss embroidery and pin tucked. Sizes 1 to

10 years of age, inclusive. Shown by Gale
Manufacturing Co . Toronto.

Fall models, and as a result are -bowing an un-

usually attractive range of models for misses and
children of all ages.

The handsome models made of reversible cloths

have been cleverlv duplicated for children's and

misses wear. Large rolling revers and square and
pointed collars are being used on models designed
for even the smaller girls. And it must be confessed
that very good success has been achieved.

Rough materials, rough tweeds, cheviots and
heavy serges are all used for children's coats and are
trimmed with plain broadcloth, velvet or satin and
have large matching buttons and bound button boles.

Oilier materials are velvet, corduroy, seal plush
and caracul. These fabrics are trimmed with braid.

ringe, and real or imitation fur.

Gingham, chambray, and rep dresses are especi-

ally desirable in simple tailored styles, and buyers
find there is a sale for them all the yeax round.

Latterly, there has sprung up a demand for

heavy white dresses in soft-finished pique, linen and
rep, and smart models of this class promise to sell

right through the Fall.

®

Great Scope for Suit Buyers

Now that the Fall line is full and complete,
there is quite a varied style collection presented for

the buyer's acceptance. There is the plain-tailored

model and the dressy suit, the demi-tailored effect

and the three-piece costume. Not. every buyer, of

course, takes them all. but the scope of the ready-
to-wear trade is so large that all are needed to satis-

fy the needs of customers, as women are learning to

depend upon the ready-to-wear department for dres-

suitable to all occasions.

The majority of the plain-tailored suits are de-

veloped in heavy rough materials, and as trimmings
would lie difficult to apply and out of place, if they
were applied, models of this class are made up on
smart, strictly tailored lines.

Suits of this class are already assured of accept-

ance, for not only are they handsome and attractive.

but because of the cloths used they are novel and
new. Strictly-tailored suits are also showing in

staple cloths such as .-ernes, cheviots and mannish
worsteds.

Plain-tailored .-nits are made with jackets *2S to

80 inches long, but in the more fanciful effects made
in demi-tailored and dressy styles, the feature of the

month has been the launching of a coat .'!<S to 40 in.

Ion-. As a rule, such models are of the three-piece

variety and are developed in such fabrics as satin.

peau de souris, velvet, .-ilk serge, and two-tone mater-

ials such as the light-weight ratines, double-faced

serges, etc

The dress portion has the skirt with the raised

waist-line finished with a waist-piece made of chiffon

or d\ed lace with liberty satin or China silk used as

an under-body.
There is a small yoke of white lace and a jabot

or side frill of the same. The skirt is in tunic style

and trimmed with fringe and both trained and round
lengths are in evidence. The coats are elaborately

trimmed with Hat braids and ornaments made of

satin and velvet and the buttons used are large and
handsome.

Dressy models in two-piece suits are also braid-

trimmed and lines of buttons with braid or satin

loop,-, are much used. Eccentric cutting of the seams

is also lifted into a trimming feature.

A new idea is the one-sided revere, usually of

velvet and in a contrasting color to the cloth of the
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WHITEWEAR
FROM OUR LINE FOR

SPRING 1912

JANUARY-

FEBRUARY

SALES

Our New Line

Is Now Ready

For Inspection

Gale Manufacturing Co., Limited
Corner Spadina Ave. and Wellington St.

TORONTO
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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SIS

j

New York Model — Dressy two-piece suit of corbie blue ben-
galine, showing the longer coat and new early Victorian sleeve
that bells at the wrist. The collar is trimmed with worsted
embroidery in Hindu shades, and velvet buttons trim both
the coat and the fuller skirt.
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Canada Cloak Co., Limited

63-71 West Wellington St.

TORONTO CANADA

OUR FALL LINE IS NOW RE-

PLETE WITH THE NEWER
STYLES AND FABRICS, AND
BUYERS VISITING THE MARKET
ARE INVITED TO MAKE AN
INSPECTION. :

WOMEN'S MISSES' AND
CHILDREN'S COATS

FUR-COLLARED COATS
WOMEN'S AND MISSES' SUITS

WOMEN'S SKIRTS

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers-
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suit. With this one revere effect, a high-round col-

lar is used that gives a collarless effect, and the coal

buttons well over to the left side. All sleeves are pul

in without fullness, are wide at the bottom and have

deep cuds. Fringe around the collar is another

trimming idea on elaborate two-piece suits, and the

lines of the coat are traced with Hat braid, the same

trimming being employed in continuation of the

line on the skirt.

Double-skirts are the Latest novelty, panel backs

are -till used but they differ from those of the past

season. Some are rounded, but the newest are box

pleated, and others looped over. There is a strap

and buckle going across and pulling the skirt slight-

ly back and gathering in the panel a little under it.

®

New Coats Well Received

The beauty, desirability and novelty of the

double-faced cloths have met with an instant success

and their supremacy as a Fall coat fabric is already

assured, judging from the early orders received. The
reverse sides are either of brilliant color, such as

orange, blue, purple or green, or Scotch plaids or

checks and two-colored stripes.

Fancy tweed mixtures are meeting with urea!

success. They are dark tones illuminated with flecks

or knickerbockers of bright color. Serges and chev-

iots are also being used for useful coats. There is

practically nothing to add about the cut and style in

which these fabrics are being made up.

Evening wraps are of great beauty this season;

the more practical model- are of velveteen or fell-

kicked satin, while expensive models are developed

from velvet crepe meteor and rich brocades. The
new trimmings are heavy macramie lace.-, fringes,

cord and pendant ornaments, and Oriental effects in

fancy trimmings. The garments are either in kim-
ona effect or are cut on kimona lines and. while the

straight line effect is given, the garment slips on and
off easily.

Some few i lels are collarless and are finished

with a chiffon scarf. The majority have large cape-

like collar.- and reveres covered with heavy string

colored lace. Large fur collar- and cull'.- are also

making their appearance on evening coats.

®

Draped Lace Waist new Model

The larger number of orders booked so far for

Fall are for veiled effects in chiffon. The new fea

lure is the use of metal brocades. These waists are

extremely simple in outline, the richness id' the

fabric precluding any need of added elaboration, jus!

a cord of gold or silver being \\>a\ lo finish (lie

edges of (he transparent over-waist.

Another way of introducing the metallic touch
is the use of chenille cord embroidery, the chenille

having gold and silver thread.- mixed in. Knotted
lattice braids of chenille ' are posed upon metal

braids and tissues and are used for trimming waists.

White is combined with dark colors extensively for

Fall wear and elaborate patterns are worked out in

white chenille or wool dark fabrics.

Rich color scheme- are produced by trimming
the lining materials. Linings are no longer all

while, for sections in Indian vellow, dull red or blue.

01 apple green are put in under where the embroid-
ery on the transparent fabric comes, and some ex-

tremely rich effects are produced in this way. The
white waist, other than lingerie, made a, strong ap-

pearance this Spring, but is coming up with even
stronger favor for Fall. White satin waists, white

chiffon waists and white lace waists are shown in a

very full range of models and are confidently antici-

pated to have a big success.

Chiffon and lace waists have either the upper
or the lower portion of the waist of chiffon laid in

lucks, and the lace dyed to match forms the part.

Though the tendency is towards the narrow net

yoke with the standing collar, many models finished

with a narrow rounded collar are seen.

The draped lace waist is an entirely new model.

It is made in habit form over a lining of lemon
yellow silk with the drapery caught at the back with

a barrette of apple-green satin, and with a narrow
I elt of the same.

Lace undersleeves are used hut a newer sleeve

has two rows of pleated lace stitched onto the inside

edge of the sleeve.

®

Slashes and Draped Effects

The ready-to-wear department, now includes

such a variety id' dresses in the stock carried that

each season sees a wider distribution of these models.

The Fall promises lo he an excellent dress season

and already big order- have been placed for early

selling. Velvet and corduroy promise to he early

prominent, and buyers are preparing to put dresses

of these fabric- on sale at an early date. Serge prun-

ella cloth, satin, crepe de chine, crepe meteor and
soft-finished -ilk- are all included in the range of

dress fabrics for street wear.

These models are cut on very simple lines and
have sailor or fichu collar,-, draped liclius in black

or matching colors, or deep revers and turned-back

cull'.-. The side fastening is well liked as it is easier

and more convenient than the back closing, and
promises to be retained for some lime. White revers

and facing are used in combination with dark colors

such as blue, green, rose, and purple, and fringe is

an often-used finish to both waist and skirt.

More dressy models are of satin or soft-finished

-ilk-, which are made with draped tunics of voile or

chiffon, the waists being lined with dyed allover lace

or net under the same fabric as the tunic

Evening costumes are very handsome as they are

made of very rich fabrics. Gold and silver brocades,

braids and tissues are seen combined with rich Hin-
du embroideries, and silver and crystal fringes. The
new trimmings are made id' raised and padded flow-

ers <d' metallic tissue and braid or cord. Hand em-
broidery appear.- in the wide bands edging tunics.

The new embroideries arc in rich design with the

pattern worked out in gold and silver or worsted
yarn in the new colors such as apple green, Indian
yellow. Chinese pink, .Mandarin blue. The whole is

touched up with colored glass and tinted wooden
bead?

Various -lashed effects are the newest feature.

Paris i.- showing skirls slashed up to show the feet,

hut in this form lite fashion has little hope of a gen-

eral acceptance on this side of the Atlantic.
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Correct Dress for Women

GARMENTS THAT FIT
ALL FIGURES

Our Size System Saves Alteration

NOVI—MODT^I^^^c

ScotchTweed
Costumes

25 New Models

All the rage in New York.

Best value in Canada.

All the newest skirts.

All the newest cloths.

With Twelve Models

we supply electros for ad-

vertising and cloth samples

for orders.

All Our Garments Are
Made in Three Models

Small Women's, Women's
and Stouts.

Try our order system and increase your sales.

See us regarding agency when in the city.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE ON REQUEST

NOVI-MODI COSTUME CO., Limited
302-4-6 CHURCH STREET, TORONTO

Please mention The Review f<> Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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New York Model — Velveteen suit, showing new cutaway coat model with large revers
and square collar of white corded silk, trimmed with black and white embroidery and ball
fringe, put on in a very new way. The plain skirt and the coat carries a handsome hand-
made velvet and satin trimming. The waist has a cord girdle to match. The hat shows a
hood of fine French felt, mounted on a rolling brim of black velvet and trimmed with a
marabout band and marabout and ostrich mount.
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MATERIALS FOR YOUR
BIG CAMPAIGN

Eclipse Whitewear
for 1912

MORE THAN ONE THOUSAND ex-

quisite designs that will take your

customers by storm.

Eclipse Slips,

Combinations,

Corset Covers,

Gowns,

Drawers and

Children's Wear.

Showing the new slender lines that

are demanded by Paris for this sea-

son's modes.

Eclipse goods surpass all others.

IT'S THE SOMETHING DIFFER-
ENT THAT DOES IT.

SEE PAGES FOLLOWING

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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A BUSINESS IS JUDGED

BY RESULTS

The reason for our big advance
lies in the satisfaction we give

you

I
Eclipse Lines
are so rich in novelties, such as

we are offering for the new sea-

son, that there is always a new
appeal for the customer in each
garment.

The new trimmings are

limitless in variety, includ-

ing beautiful Irish linen

lace. They are superb.

Copies of these cuts furn-

ished free to customers for

local advertising.

THE ECLIPSE
COMPANY,

TORONTO
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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EVERY YEAR MARKS A NEW
RECORD IN OUR SUCCESS

Fourteen years of unbroken
progress have enabled us to

improve our plant and facili-

ties until the

Eclipse Service
cannot be excelled. Eclipse

styles are the latest from Paris

and New York. Eclipse mater-

ials give beautiful finish and

substantial service.

The same kind of service will

back you up that we have given

for fourteen years. It means
quick, correct shipments.

WHITEWEAR
LIMITED

ONTARIO

Our interest in you only be-

gins with the selling to you

—

we help you to sell also.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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IMPORTANT
LINES
FOR THE

YOUNGSTERS
Careful thought has been given

to each of our dainty designs

for children's wear. The re-

sult is a charming variety that

is sure to make business for

this department.

THE

ECLIPSE SHOWING
OF

INFANTS' LAYETTES
IS UNIQUE

Every part of the layette is

worked out complete, in match-

ing patterns and the most deli-

cate fabrics.

A disp'ay of these goods is a

centre of attraction for women,
and affects the entire section.

ECLIPSE
WHITEWEAR CO ,Ltd.

TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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First Fall Suit Display
They are of Staple Models, in Cheviots, Wor-

steds, Serges and Mixtures.

MANUFACTURERS are busy preparing for

the army of buyers who are down ostensib-

ly for the millinery openings. Of late

years, buyers have operated almost as ex-

tensively in other lines until it has become that the

garment manufacturers are almost as deeply interest-

ed in the openings as the millinery houses.

Though suits are the first line sold, they are the

last purchased, as it is much more difficult to gauge
the style situation in suits than in some other lines.

The city stores are already making window and
departmental displays of staple models. While these

suits give some idea of the new fashions, they are

hardly a fair representation of the styles that will

prevail during the Fall and Winter. The cloths

used are cheviot and worsted suitings, fine serges,

and novelty worsteds, tweed mixtures and pebble

cloths.

Black Coats for Juniors
Only Difference in Box Shapes is in Collar and
Trimming - Heavy Plush Favored Fabric

While double-faced cloths with plaid and plain

backs, homespuns and heavy cheviots are featured

for misses and for the small girl's wear, for the tiny

child the all-black coat is most in favor. The box
shape is here the only really practical model, and the

only new feature is the difference in the shape of

the collar and the new effects used for trimming..
The models have either pointed or sailor collars,

and many have an overlay of heavy plauen lace in

cieani or string shade. Braids are also much used
and tiny frogs are used to fasten.

Heavy plush or black seal, as it is called, is a
favored fabric for imported models. Velvet, caracul
and corduroy are used, and for dressy wear there are

smart little models developed in heavy cord silk or

satin. Chinchillas are made up into useful coats,

while bearskin is used for the cheaper models.

of the new garments. In the very high grade goods i r

would seem as though the limit of filminess had been
reached, so sheer and line is the material used.

Daintiness oJ effect rather than elaboration is

what designers are aiming at and very free use is

math' of insertions. From the appearance of the new
garments lace is about as much used as embroidery,
many garments showing the combination of both.

This combination effect is very noticable in the
new skirts and often a wide flouncing of embroidery
has a pattern worked out in lace insertion, or the
embroidery will be hemmed with straight frills of
lace.

(Skirt measurements are held down about 2y2
yards, though of course the flounces make them a
little wider. Flounces, too. are narrower and are so
arranged that they do not break the line of the skirt
or make the outer garments Hare out at the feet.

Very few skirts have underlays, only models design-
ed were showing them.

The more conservative width of the skirts means
an enocomy in material, that is allowing of the use
of liner embroidery and buyers will find some very
tempting values in the new skirt lines.

Combinations and princess slips are to a great
extent, taking the place of the separate garments.
This is because the slim figure is still the ideal one,
and the present style of dress fits better and has a
better line over the single garment. The corsei
cover and drawers is the most popular model, and
there is a, big range of popular and medium-priced
numbers shown for the coming season, and the cut
and the methods of elaboration are as nearly as pos-
sible those of the better priced numbers. Only in
the grade of material and in the fineness and beauty
of the trimmings is there any perceptible difference.

Hand embroidery effects are shown in consider-
able numbers, and in the effort to get closer to the
real thing French grey thread is used, as it gives
just the tone of the hand worked patterns. So much
advertising has been given to the French hand em-
bioidered lingerie, that these imitation effects ought
to sell as they are built along the same simple lines
and are made of superior materials. The price is

attractive and they ought to form an attractive line
for featuring at the January sales.

Dainty Whitewear Lines
Many Garments Showing Combined Use of Lace

and Embroidery — Straight Line Effect

Pronounced.

It is seldom that the changing fashions in the
shape of the outer garments, penetrates deep enough
to make any real material change in the shaping of

whitewear. This year the straight line effect is so

pronounced that even the drawers have felt its in-

fluence. Circular drawers are circular in shape but,

are not cut nearly as full as they were. Trimmings
are changed, more insertions are used and ruffles are

narrower and not, so full.

The above, of course, does not apply to gowns.
Ample fulness is always a desirable feature here and
i here is no change of pattern in this respect.

Each year the demand is for sheerer materials
and more and finer nainsooks go into the production

Good September Coat Business

Everything points to a big distribution of separ-
ate coats during the coming Fall, as buyers evidently
appreciate the newness ami novelty of the cloths and
models. Designers have had rather a difficult task
before them as they have had to turn the new heavy
cloths into small, appearing narrow line models. And
this, it must be said, they have satisfactorily accomp-
lished.

The best selling coats are those of double-faced
cloth. The outer surface is of some dark or neutral
color, while the reverse is of plain color in some
bright contrasting shade or of Scotch plaid or stripe.

In addition to the double-faced cloths, handsome
I weeds, cheviot effects, homespuns, ratines, chinchil-
las, earners hair cloths and heavy serges are featured.

There are also a few black broadcloths and ker-
seys selling to the popular-priced and more conserva-
tive trade.
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Paris model. Set of fox furs.

The stole is lined with cerise

satin, veiled with black chiffon,

and the puffing at the edge of

the muff is the same. The tails

are in tassel effect, the head
formed of folds of cerise satin,

veiled with black.



Standardize Sizes to Help Alterations
This is the Suggestion that Arises From Discussion Among Ready-to-

Wear Men in United States — Four Types of Women's Garments : Re-

gular, Narrow Back and Full Bust, Short and Short Stout.

AN interesting exchange of opinion on alter-

ation problems has been going on between
managers of large retail ready-to-wear stores

and departments in the United States, and

Nugent's Bulletin observes a noteworthy point in the

fact that most of those who have expressed them-

selves agree that to standardize sizes would at least

alleviate, if it did not cure the irritation caused by
the problem of giving satisfaction to customers and

cutting down expenses of the alteration department,

Should Be Four Types.

One buyer points out there should be four types

of women's garments—regular, narrow back and full

bust, short and short stout. He finds for his locality

that the majority of the so-called regular size coats

are cut too long waisted, in many cases too full

through the bust, which means a great deal of work,

such as removing collars and sleeves, raising on the

shoulders, and in many cases they are taken up too

much, which brings the lapels too high up in the

neck which means not only a poor fitting but also a

very uncomfortable collar. This annoys the wearer

ami very often it loses her trade if the complaint is

not made known.
The same buyer has very little trouble in mak-

ing alterations on coats, due largely to the fact that

lie had ordered all his regular size garments cut

shorter than the original models. He also requests

the manufacturers with whom they deal to extend

the cloth at least one-half inch under the collar,

thus permitting it to be raised if necessary. To-day,

a straight line garment is wanted, and this buyer

agrees that the suggestion to cut a regular 3(3 size,

waist back 14 :!

i
inches, under arm 7% inches and

bust 37 inches, with all other sizes in proportion,

would lib a. long-felt want.

The opinion is expressed that if manufacturers
worked along this line it would save time and alter-

ation expense and the garments would come closer

to fitting at least 95 per cent, of the women.

Alterations Made Outside.

The manager of another store agrees with the

suggestion that it would remove many worries from
the alteration department if alterations were made
outside of the store and independent of it, but be
questions if a customer would be satisfied to buy a

garment and have it altered outside, or pay enough
lo enable such an establishment make expenses and
a little profit. In bis experience as alteration work-
room manager he found that 85 per cent, of the

coat- had to be lifted on the shoulders and naturally

the collar and underarm .-earn- had to be changed,
but if coats were cut shorter-waisted a lot of work
could be eliminated. The measurements given in

the previous letter would help, but not lessen alter-

at ion-room problem-.

Reduce Alteration Expenses.

The head of a wholesale and retail apparel con-

cern -tale- that the regular standard suits nearly al-

ways were too long-waisted for customers, owing to

the present style of corsets. They had. for some
time, to shorten the waist by raising the shoulders.
Lately, however, they tried the plan of making all

their suits one inch shorter-waisted, with the result

that their alterations had dropped from $20(1 or $300
a week to $90 a week without any corresponding
drop in sales.

The superintendent of the alteration room in a

large New York establishment points out that a

gown season is less profitable than a suit season.

On suits, the alteration work is usually "straight,"

while on dresses or costumes there is a, little to be

done here and there, a bit of ribbon added, or lace

inserted, and. as a rule, much more to be done than
in the case of a suit.

System in This Department.
This superintendent states that she purchases

all the materials and findings necessary for the work.
The alteration ticket adopted in tins department

hears the following heads with blanks opposite to

be Idled in: Date, name, address, dept. No., clerk

No., check No., time received, first fitting, second

fitting, finished fitting, delivery promised by, article,

price, alteration charge, total sale, paid on account,

balance, transfer No., enclosed package, charge,

paid or 0.0. D.. ship by, and O.K. of the office. On
the reverse side are blanks for coat and suit measure-
ments as follows: Ooat—bust, waist, inside sleeve,

length of waist (front), length of waist (back),

under arm. Skirt—waist, around hips, front, right

side, left side, back.

When alterations are required the garment is

brought to the superintendent's desk where proper
entries are made, ticket fastened to coat, duplicate to

skirt, and a, similar one deposited in a small box-

in which each litter has an individual compartment.
The errand girl puts the worker's name on the tic-

ket, which has the workroom number at the top and
hangs the garment on the fitter's rack. Tickets re-

main on garments until looked over by examiners.

No fitter may remove a ticket but she has a book of

her own in which she enters appointment dates and
other helpful data. The superintendent also keeps

a book showing number of "returns."

The employe who sends out the work ascertains

whether the customer is to carry the completed gar-

ment away with her or whether it is to go special.

If so, she marks "special" on the slip she gives the

workers who are to handle it. If the customer is to

call for garment, "will call" is carefully marked on

the slips. This employe also calls the fitters and
lake- tlie tickets out of their bins for them. When
the work is finished, the girl takes the garment to

the alteration desk, together with fitter's ticket,

-lamped with the date, which has been taken from
the bin. The charge must first be O.K.'d at the

office.

The packer pins the tickets from the coat and
-kin together with the litter's ticket and returns

them to the superintendent at the end of the day.

and the girl check- oil' the item in the book.
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Fringes, Beads and Embroidered

Trimmings

Fringe is the popular trimming feature for the
coming season. French designers have gone simply
fringe mad, and are loading not only garments, but
all possible accessories with fringes. Silk fringes,
fringes of Lacet braid, and ball fringes are much
used, while newer still are the fringes of chenille,
passementerie, crystal and of gold and silver cord.

Closely allied with fringes are the girdle effects

of heavy worsted or bead covered cords and passe-
menterie finished with tassels. Tassels in various
sizes of both silk and chenille will be used for many
finishing purposes.

Beaded and embroidered trimming bands are
again featured for Fall. Pale blue, pink and laven-
der mixed with gold and silver beads and bugles,
seed and satin beads and worked up with colored
crewels and floss are put out for trimming evening
gowns. For less elaborate dresses, worsted and
chenille worked up with floss and lacet are the nov-
elty.

Vivid-colored effects are the new motif and
orange, yellow, green, purple, blue and red are used
in combination on bands of black, navy or white
net.

Rich Linings in Furs
Much of the novelty of the new fur lines depends

upon the trimming effects and the linings. Eigh-
grade garments show great extravagance in the mat-
ter of rich linings. Beautiful "old and silver bro-

cades are used, and rich linings are further embel-
lished with fancy braids and hand embroideries.
Beautiful changeable effects in three colors are also
used.

Brocades are very generally used, though they
do not totally supersede plain satin linings in useful
colors.

Some pretty effects are gained by the use of
briliant shades of satin for lining neckpieces and
muffs, and by veiling these linings with chiffon in
colors to match the fur. Often these veiled linings
will extend beyond the edge of the fur, giving a

decidedly new and pretty finish, which is further
enhanced by the use of a wide fold of chiffon vel-

vet matching the fur as nearly as possible in tone.

Though a few short coats are showing, the favor-
ed models are either full length or three-quarter.
These garments follow the prevailing fashion, and
are cut upon the accepted straight lines. They have
broad revers and cutis, and the large collars are cut
in sailor, fichu or hood shape, while the fastening
at the side is accomplished under handsome cord
ornaments, or witb large fancy buttons. All coats
are cut on the prevailing straight line effects, but
many novelty models are rounded in front, and
further are finished with a band of the same fur,

or fur of a contrasting variety.

Unusual use is made of the stripings of the vari-

ous furs, and some furs are even reversed to gain a

striped effect. Bands of the longer-haired furs are

used in rows to give the same effect, Squares of fur
are alternated with squares of fancy fabric worked
up with beads and embroidery.

Canadian Styles Number

ANY novelties in Ready-To-Wear Garments and Furs are

making their appearance since early lines were announced

and placed. These novelties mean a great deal to the

progressive store and department. The Review will pay particular

attention to these fashion developments in its September 1st Number.

Forecasts for Spring are always suggested by these late styles, and The
Review will also deal judiciously with that phase of the situation.

New Dress Goods, Silks, Trimmings and accessories for the

succeeding season will likewise receive careful attention in this number.

Watch for it. It will be of direct interest both to your buying

and selling end.



THE BUYER'S VIEWPOINT
The Chief Topic of Interest in the Linoleum Market is the Prospect
of Lower Prices in Raw Cotton — It is Pointed Out, However, that

Manufacturers Anxious to Recover their Former Basis of Profit

are Contemplating no Reductions in Their Products

Precaution Against Moths
Carpet and Rug Stocks Sometimes Damaged by
These Insects — Constant Vigilance Called For

— An Authority on the Subject.

MERCHANTS carrying any considerable
stock (if carpets and rugs find it necessary

from time to time to examine them care-

fully for moths. Stock-keepers are in-

structed to carefully dust behind the rolls and in cor-

ners where any accumulation might form a breed-

ing place for moths. However, in the stress of busi-

ness this is not always done. The same attention is

given rugs and they are carefully swept before or

after being shown in order to prevent damage from
these insects. While frequently a moth will arise

from a rug on opening, it does not follow that

moths have lodged there. With the greater band-
ling of rugs in most localities, there is less likeli-

hood of moths, but in piece carpets, which stocks

are becoming less in most stores, the danger is

greater. In cases where a piece of carpet is found
to be infested, merchants in their anxiety have been
known to burn the carpet. This, however, seems
unnecessary. Constant vigilance is called for, and
the following article by an authority may be helpful

to merchants who have this pest problem on their

hands:

The carpet moth, which is simply the ordinary
clothes moth, is the best known among those insects

that attack carpets, and it is also the one most easily

baffled. Camphor was long regarded as a sure protec-

tion from moths; but it is not considered trust-

worthy, nor are the cheaper substitutes for it, such
as camphorette, moth balls, etc., believed to lie any
more effective, either in killing the insects or in

keeping them out of a carpet. They may protect

clothing in which no moth in any stage of its exis-

tence is present, but when the insect has actually

been discovered in a garment, carpet or rug, a

stronger remedy than camphor is necessary.

Most dealers in Oriental rugs now depend entire-

ly upon a daily sweeping of their goods with a stiff

broom, and this is really the only sure protection

for rugs, domestic or Oriental, and carpets in stock

Une domestic manufacturing concern producing a

great quantity of rugs always brushes the larger

sizes carefully after the shearing, then rolling each

rug separately, wraps it in stout paper and over this

covering sews another one of burlap. In the case

of a stock of carpets in a retail store benzine is ex-

cellent as a remedy and preventative. None of the

insects which prey upon woolen fabrics can endure
the odor of benzine, and it is sure to kill them if it

can be brought into contact with them with a brush
or else as a spray. It can be applied by means of

an ordinary atomizer.

When the carpet to be treated is on the floor,

not only the ends and edges, but the entire surface

should be sprayed or brushed. Benzine has the dis-

advantage of being very inflammable, and therefore

requiring great care in use. A preparation of cay-

enne pepper, strychnine and water is said to be
equally effective, but while not inflammable, it is

poisonous. The proportions of the mixture are

:

Pepper, one-quarter of a pound; water, 1 gallon,

and strychnine (in powder), 2 drams. Steep the

pepper in the water, then add the strychnine ; strain

and pour the mixture into a shallow vessel. Take
up the carpet from the floor, beat it well, then roll

it up and set each end alternately in the vessel, so

that the edges of the carpet will be thoroughly sat-

urated for about an inch. The two ends of the roll

should also be well saturated. When the fabric is

dry it can lie tacked down again. Another mixture
which can be used in the same way is composed of

1 pound of quassia chips, one-quarter of a pound of

cayenne pepper and 2 gallons of water. The pre-

paration in which strychnine is employed, of course,

requires careful handling, and if put away for fu-

ture use should be labeled as poison. When either

of these preparations is used on a carpet which is

on the floor, the entire surface, as well as the edges,

should be sprayed, just as when benzine is employed.
Corrosive sublimate will kill any moth or beetle,

but as it is a powerful poison, its use demands as

much care as benzine. To get the best results from
it, take a wide mouthed earthen jar, pour into it 2

quarts of water and dissolve in this a teaspoonful

of corrosive sublimate. The jar should be kept cov-

ered and labeled as poison. Hang the carpet or rug-

to be treated on a line, and then brush both sides of

the fabric with a whisk, which has been dipped in

the mixture. It is not necessary to wet the carpet, a
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slight dampening being sufficient. Gloves should
be worn and care taken to prevent any of the solu-

tion touching the face or eyes.

When a house is actually infested with moths
or beetles the carpet should be taken up and all

cracks and crevices in the floors and beneath the
baseboards -prayed with benzine. The carpets

should also be well beaten and sprayed before being
relaid. As an additional precaution the cracks and
crevices may bo refilled with a mixture of plaster of

Paris and water, which will soon set and form a hard
substance, which the insects cannot penetrate. The
remedies here mentioned are as effective against the
insect known as the Buffalo beetle or carpet beetle

as in the ease of the ordinary moth.

®

Gorgeous Carpets Were Used
Carpets and draperies at the coronation were in

some cases made for the occasion, while in others

they consisted of textiles of historic interest. The
main part of the Abbey had a carpet of blue of royal

shade, with a border design symbolic of the union
of the British Isles. The rose, shamrock and thistle

were used in a combination design. The royal gal-

lery and the dais space had carpeting of plain royal

blue. The initials of the King and Queen were used

as a decoration, and panels bore the stars of the

Garter, Thistle and Saint Patrick.

An ancient carpet of great historic interest, made
in 1584. and of the Oriental type, was lent by Lord
Dalkeith. Upon this the throne was placed. In

front of the alter was another historic carpet lent

by Lord Curzon.

Of even greater interest is the fact that the throne
coverings of crimson damask were the design of
William Morris, famous poet and artist of the pre-

Raphaelite group. These designs were the result of

a long series of experiments made by the group of
young artists and poets, which included Etossetti and
Hunt. The cloth was woven on the looms installed

by Morris at Merlon Abbey. If will be remembered
that the finest examples of the work of these artists

was in a mural decoration of one of the Oxford
chapel interiors.

®

Condition of Linoleums

The cotton situation and the likelihood of lower
prices in raw material is the topic of interest in the
linoleum market at the present time. Manufacturers
will undoubtedly endeavor to recover their former
basis of profit.

In some cases prices for Spring are the same,
in others increased. The general tendency just

now is towards higher prices.

One authority stated that prices will inevitably
inn a little higher next year, and that there is no
prospect of reduction in sight. Mills are replete with
orders, and in some cases forced to delay deliveries.

On the other hand, many buyers claim that the

reduced price of raw materials means improvement
in price in the near future.
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By the Maish Process the "filling"

is woven into one continuous, soft

ilouny piece, the exact size anil

thickness of the finished comfort*

'$ ^ 'l- sWm Let a woman get

%<)**jt ssm her hands on a

Maish Comfort
and she can't keep from buying

Other New Saleable

Features

:

120 New Designs — Exquisite
patterns in fancy shades and
colorings. For instance,
Chrysanthemum or Tiger Lily
in Maisaline and Maisateen,
new Moss Rose, Sweet Pea
and Rose Wreath designs in

Maisilk.

Special Mitred Border Effects—
In Maisaline and Maisateen,
beautiful, exclusive comforts
within reach of every class of

youi trade.

Silk Ribbon Instead of Yarn—
Used in knotting silk and silk

bordered comforts.

New Embroidered Edge—Makes
fraying and unravelling im-
possible, appeals instantly to

every woman, adds wonder-
fully to the beauty -of the

comfort.

The moment you let her (eel how fluffy and buoyant
the Maish is. she lealizes that she is getting a
Comfort as light and warm as Eiderdown, at a
fraction of the cost, and pure.

This new idea in Comforts--a thing that everybody,
everywhere, has always wanted

—"warmth with-
out weight "— will put your Comfort department on
an entirely new basis, will bring you a volume and
class of sales you wouldn't have believed possible-

Maish
Laminated Cotton-Down

Comforts
are made in all sizes. They retail at from $2.00 in

Maisaline. Bassinette sizes, to $18.00 in lull size

Maisilk The range of designs in each grade is al-

most unlimited.

Write to-day for our new catalog and actual cross-
section of the Maish filling.

THE CHAS. A. MAISH CO.
Factory and General Offices:

BANK ST. - CINCINNATI, OHIO

New York Office: 41 Union Square.

Canadian Branch:

43 St. Sacrament Street, Montreal

Send coupon to-day for

new 100-page, illustra-

ted, loose-leaf catalog

containing photographic re-

productions of the best sellers

in the complete line ; illus-

trated details of the latest in-

novations in workmanship
and design ; prices and com-
plete information about the

"warmth without weight "

that has revolutionized com-
fort buying. Send the coupon
or write to-day.

r^r

mm.

» mi. ii ami

ftSmh
v% v • The Chas. A. Maish Co

,

Cincinatti, Ohio

( «entlemen : Please lend me the new
catalog and cross section of the Maish

Comfort.



Features of this Department
Special article by experienced milliner on "How

to Make, Drape and Trim Latest Models."
Review of the market, with descriptions of new

shapes, trimmings and fabrics and novelties.

Some reasons why the milliner should be a

regular visitor to market.
Advisability of lengthened season. See article

on this important subject.

Ostrich and Fancy Mounts
They Will be Very Strong for Fall- -Single

Large Flower Used with Feathers on Many Hats

O STRICH and feather effects so far are with-

out a rival in the Held. Foliage
;

fruit and
flowers are almost absent so far from the

stocks shown in the millinery houses. Nor
arc they featured to any extent on the imported

Paris and New York pattern hats. About the only

floral effect shown are the new feather flowers and
these deserve more than a passing notice as they arc

wonderfully good imitations.

According to the latest Paris news, a single large

flower, generally a rose, is used with the feather

trimmings on many hats. Should, at a later date.

something of this kind crop up, these feather effects

would be new and very appropriate for Winter wear.

All trimmings arc high and groups of plumes
form the most effective of all trimmings. Hand-
some mounts in French plumes, with full broad

heads, are in high favor. Willowed effects are fashion-

able, and there is a wealth of novelties in uncurled
effects. In short, the ostrich novelties are put out in

an endless variety. There are whole turban effects

finished with a panache of plumes, mounted on a

shape that only need a. facing of velvet or some other

fabric to make it ready to wear. There are crown
( ffects of a similar kind. There are ostrich bands and
cluster effects built up of tops and pinnies in endless

variety. The favor is given to huge high clusters.

A pretty novelty is a quill effect in ostrich with the

end Hues bent back to form a point.

Flat plumes in uncurled ostrich are shown, ami
aigrette military effects in willowed and straight

ostrich are very much in evidence.

Marabout is very fashionable, and goura is being

taken up as a substitute for heron, which is now for-

bidden in New York and some of the other leading

cities in the United States. Another popular sub-

stitute for aigrette is made from coque. Coque is

wonderfully treated and not only the tail, but the

long hackle feathers are much used in the making
of fancy mounts.

Soft wings and breasts arc immensely popular
and it is worthy to note in this connection that the

manufacturers an' turning out a, quality that will

not come to pieces at the first hint of damp weather.

Many crowns are formed wholly of wings and

Feather chrysanthemum spray. The flowers are of ftatrurs
in beautiful shades, with fine French foliage. Shown

by Elliot & Sherring, Toronto.

are specially wired to hold them to thebreasts that

crown.

These fancy feather effects are almost indescrib-

able. They present a wonderful color combination.

Much use is made of impean and paon, and they

are mixed with brilliant feathers in parrot color-

ing. Large wings are barred with bands of bright
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WE CAN SAVE YOU
25 to 100 per cent.

If you buy your HATS and FRAMES direct from us.

The rapid increase in our business made it necessary for

us to enlarge our factory and we can now supply your

wants at short notice.

All the newest shapes in hats, toques, bonnets and turbans

of all description for Ladies, Misses and Children, including

the MEXICAN and HELMET crowns which will be in

vogue the coming season

Note These Quotations!
Complete Buckram Shapes (quarter dozen lots of a styi«o - - $2.25 per dozen

Pressed Crowns, only - - - - - - $1.25 per dozen

Velvet Hats and Turbans (handmade and pressed) $15 00 per dozen

Write to us for a sample order and we will

select the best selling shapes for you.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

See Our Lines Before Ordering Elsewhere

©nadir ©all Hud a audi Wwrnmrn C®impi
co3co3 3hi mm Bt

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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colors, showing two and even three decided hands

of color.

Other feather touches are the cabochons and
buckle effects made of breast feathers. The.se are

very new and arc much used on imported hats.

New Millinery Fabrics
Velvets and Cord Silks in Plain and Change-

able Effects — Lace is Freely Used.

As the season opens up the great importance that

the made hat is to attain, when the early season is

over, becomes apparent, hence the wide variety of

materials shown. Undoubtedly the leading fabric

is velvet, while the most promising novelties are the

uncut velvets, the two-tones, and the cord silks in

plain ami cliaimeaiilc iffeefe Bright elace shot

taffetas are also showing, as well as plain and change-

able satins. Other fabrics are jacquard figure-,

fabrics in black on a colored ground, and with

threads introduced.

Imitation furs are seen on sonic of the new hats

and doubtless they and the real article will become
more prominent as the season advances.

Lace is freely used. Cluny and heavy Venise

being the favorites, and in lighter fabrics there is

some feeling for chiffon and maline.

Fringe is a big Parisian fad and is used there on

everything. Milliners have taken up the idea, of

fringe with other early Victorian ideas and are mak-
ing extensive use of silk fringe-, cord fringes, and
jet fringes. The ends of wide ribbons are frayed

out. in fringe fashion, and bias ruches of faille and

taffeta are frayed at the edges. Ruches of this kind

are used to form the brim of many of the cap-like

models.

Some few hats show jetted bands and ornaments,

but. the high novelty this Fall is the use of worsted

embroidery worked on net. These bands come in

Oriental colors and in the more brilliant Bulgarian

blues and reds. Not only are these bands employed,

but there are ornaments and quill and wing effects

shown, worked out in crivel or worsted embroidery.

( 'henille bands are also good.

There seems to be every assurance that ribbons

will be extensively employed and there is little ques-

tion that both small and medium-sized hats will be

very much trimmed with handsome bows of wide

ribbon. The plain ribbons shown are taffeta, gros-

grain faille and moire. The novelty ribbons are ex-

ceptionally beautiful. Some of the handsomest rib-

bons are warp prints in blurred Eastern effects and
colors. Oriental jacquard ribbons that have almost

a tape-try effect are new, and these are corded on

Ottoman stripe- in -olid color, alternating with warp
print stripes in Oriental colors. Some of the most
beautiful ribbons are of uncut-velvet in two-tone, em-

bellished with wide satin stripes in such colors as

Empire, purple, cerise and flame, on a, ground of

black and white. Other new ribbons have a raised

velvet design on a ground of soft satin and velvet

ribbons are shown with satin flowers. Beautiful

metal brocades are shown and there are velvet rib-

bons with a. satin edge. Double-faced ribbons in

cord and Ottoman weaves are very much used on

the new millinerv.

No. 2—Medium-size street hat of marine blue

velvet, trimmed with tan and blue wings.
For details of construction see page 55.

No. 3 — Elain model. Close-fitting turban.

For details of construction see

page 55.



How to Make and Trim Modern Millinery
Details of Construction of Fine Fall Models — Dress Hat With Mexican

Crown — Street Hat of Marine Blue Velvet — An Elain Model — A Coolie

Turban and Small Mushroom Hat.

The models described below are illustrated on pages 54, 56 and 63.

No. 1. Medium-sized dress hat with Mexican
crown and trimmings of lace and osprey.

This shape is a pressed silk beaver in two-toned

tea shade, the facing being a darker shade than

the top of the hat.

The special feature of this model is the white

lace trimming, the high Mexican crown being cov-

ered with eight long, shaped, pointed medalions,

sewn with the larger end resting a little on the brim,

the points reaching almost to the top of the crown.

Two more of these medalions are wired with line

lace wire, being sewn round the outer edges, and
up the centre, leaving ends to form stems, and arc

mounted with the fancy aigrette at the right side

of the crown.
* * »

No. '1. Medium-sized street bat of marine blue

velvet, trimmed with tan and blue wings.

This frame is of pressed willow, but can he

made in buckram. Measurements are as follows:

Head size, twenty-two inches; front, five to turn, to

edge is seven inches; back, four and one-quarter to

eight inches; right side, four and three-quarters to

seven inches; left side, four and one-half to seven

and one-half inches; face wire, forty-five inches;

outride wire, fifty-eight inches; base of crown,

thirty-two inches, diameter of top, nine and one-

half inches; height, three and one-half inches. The
crown should be a pressed shape, as the top is round-

ed at the edge.

First bind the wires with bias strips of muslin,

cut a pattern of your brim and from that cut the

velvet for the top brim, having the join which will

be required to make it fit at the back. Tack the

velvet with very small stitches into the curve, so as

to lit smoothly, then sew over the edge of the brim.

Have as little as possible of the velvet turn over the

edge and see that it is cut evenly, to insure a neat

thin edge; turn in and slip-stitch the join at the

back neatly. Cut a piece of velvet for the facing

and stretch iii smoothly, having the join in the back,

cnl the edge evenly, allowing about one-quarter of

an inch to turn in. then slip-stitch to the edge. The
crown is covered with one piece of velvet, stretched

over as smoothly as possible.

'Idie wings are arranged round the crown, point-

ing toward the back, and both sides almost alike.

The wings on the left side are placed a little

higher than those on the right. They are finished

in front with a knot of tan satin ribbon in two tones,

tlw ends falling to the right side, one behind the

wings, the other in front on the brim. It will take
two yards of velvet to cover this model, with four
pairs of wings and one yard of ribbon for the trim-

ming.
* * *

No. 3. Elain model, close litting turban, with

bandeau of box pleated ribbon, draped crown caughl
with curd and tassel in the deep prunelle shade-.

This is also a blocked willow frame, but can be
made in wire, from the following measurements:

Head size, twenty-two inches; brim wires, three

inches, outside wire, thirty-three inches, height of

coronet, five inches; top of coronet wire,

thirty-four inches; base of crown, twenty-eight
inches; dome wires, eighteen inches. Face the brim
with a bias of velvet, first joining in a circle to fit

the edge tightly; sew round the edge, allowing the
velvet to come over the coronet about one inch, and
pleat in to fit the head size.

The coronet should first be covered with a piece
of silk or satin, the shade of the ribbon used in the

pleating, the top edge being bound with a bias piece
of velvet. It will require four yards of finished

box-pleated ribbon to cover the coronet. The rib-

bon is one inch and one-half wide, and is triple box-
pleated, four rows being used to form a bandeaux.
For the draped crown, it requires one and one-half
yards of velvet. This is "fulled" round the front
and left side, and draped to the right side back,
over the brim, where it is caught with an old-gold
cord, knotted through the drape.

Materials required, 'wo yards of velvet, twenty-
four yards of satin ribbon and the tinsel cord.

* * •

No. 4. Jane Castel model, a coolie turban in the
tobacco green shades, trimmed with a huge shaded
osprey mount.

This shape requires to be a blocked one, being a
high pointed dome crown, or coolie shape. It is

covered perfectly plain with uncut velvet and lined
with silk to match. It is finished round the edge with
a box pleating of three shades of maline, the one
shade placed over the other before pleating, which
gives a very pleasing effect. The maline is cut in

strips six inches wide, each edge folded over the
centre and basted, then box-pleated. It will require
one yard of each shade of maline, and three-quart-
ers of a yard of velvet for this model, with the
osprey mount which is placed at the right side.

* * *

No. 5. Jane Castel model. Small mushroom
hat. veiled with marines.

Measurements of the frame: Head size, twenty-
two inches, brim wires, live inches, outside meas-
urement, forty inches: base crown, twenty-six
inches; dome wires, fourteen inches.

Round the edge of the top brim stretch a

piece of silk about three inches wide on the bias.

Then face with violet velvet, stretched in to fit

smoothly, and finished at the edge over a fine silk-

wire; for the top cut two bias pieces of silk measur-
ing seven-eights of a yard each, join in a circle

which measures about forty-five inches, so that it

(Continued on Page 62.)

Millinery Commissioners, Limited

Read our advertisement
page 59
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No. 1 — Medium size dress hat

with Mexican crown and trim-

mings of lace and osprey. For

details of constiuction see ipage

55.

No. 5— Paris model. Small

mushroom hat, veiled with

molines. For details of con-

struction see page 55.
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Exquisite Millinery Models

Shapes that Suggest Fashion's Approval

Rich Velvets and Silks for Draping

Beautiful Ribbons in Favored Colorings

Bandeaux and Trimmings of all Kinds

Feather Novelties in Most Interesting Variety

GRAND OPENING IN
ALL DEPARTMENTS

T^OR August 28th, and following days,
-* we have made extensive prepara-

tions in order that visiting millinery buy-

ers may be enabled to place absolute

confidence in their selections — both

from the viewpoint of style and selling

quality. Only on this basis may she ex-

pect a successful season.

You have our personal invitation to attend our openings

The D. McCall Company, Limited
Wholesale Millinery and Fancy Dry Goods

QUEBEC MONTREAL OTTAWA WINNIPEG

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Medium and Small Shapes
Largely of the Bonnet or High-pointed Crown Order

— Suggestion of Man's Silk Hat of Victorian Reign

Now that Paris models are arriving each day, a

clearer conception of the leading features that will

mark the early season can be gained. All the talk

so far is about the small and the medium-sized hats.

There is apparently a lurking idea that larger bats

will be of more importance later. This is no doubt

besed upon the well-known favor with which the

American woman regards the large hat, and also

upon the fact that large velvet and felt bats have

black velvet were also

to match and feather

Paris model, trimmed with ostrich fringe and mount.
Shown by Debenhams (Canada) Limited.

been a big feature at the series of races and sporting

events that mark the end of the Paris season.

For the most part, these bats were of the cowboy

shape, and were trimmed with a band and quilleo
1

bow of white uncut velvet, or with long paradise

plumes in pure white.

Facings of deep blue or

used, with a brush osprey

cabochons.

By far the larger number of new shapes are

either on the bonnet or' the high-pointed crown

order. It is not the early Victorian poke in its

squareness and primness of outline that is copied,

Imt rather a. graceful suggestion of this style. The
poke effect is usually obtained by making the brim

close-fitting and overlapping at the back. Many
shapes also have the front brim in poke effect. There
is a good deal more than a suggestion of the bell

or mushroom effect about this bat. This is a fashion

that will not down, and which for several seasons

now has come in for a revival. iVlso some of the

new shapes have a sort of combined poke and hel-

met effect. Many houses favor this shape, and it

promises to be well worn in the Fall.

The very newest models show high sugar-loaf

crowns. Some of the brims are very narrow and
straight, forming merely a ledge around the high
crown. Where the brim is larger, it is pinched up
in front and rolls up either at the sides or back.

Other shapes include some beautiful Chinese coolie

models, hats of the dunce-cap order, high and point-

ed, with no distinction between brim and crown,
draped Oriental turbans, some graceful colonial

models, ami among larger shapes, a number of Louis
XVI designs on the flower-basket or Dolly Varden
order.

A favored New York shape is a large Harry
Lauder Scotch bonnet, and there are numerous rolled

sailor shapes, both with and without tarn crowns.

Among the many caplike models are close round
caps that pull onto the head, Peter Pan caps, and
unwired caps made of a soft felt velour, or imitation

Persian lamb hoods. Hoods are going to be used
extensively, both in the fashion now indicated and
for forming the crowns of hats in combination with

the many millinery fabrics.

Among the more fanciful of the new shapes is

one shaped like a man's silk hat as worn in the early

years of Victoria's reign. The crown is straight up
and chopped off square, while the narrow brim has

no curl to it. This model, to increase the resem-

blance, is covered with hatters' plush.

The materials are fine French felts, velours,

brush fets and a few beavers. Many material

shapes are seen, velvet, plush, satin, uncut velvet

and corded silks are all used.

®

Pays to Visit the Market

Doubtless the conducting of a millinery business

makes large demands. A milliner not only has to

know her business and to have a large hind of taste

and originality, but she has to be that unusual com-
bination, an artist, and a woman of business, and
often a practical saleswoman as well. In a business

where so many and opposite qualifications are re-

quired, the wonder is that so large a number are

successful, not that there are failures from time to

time.

Punning any business is largely a matter of

ideas, and when the question of coming to the cen-

tral market is under consideration, the fact that a

new stock of style and business ideas, as well as a

new stock of goods are obtainable should be figured

upon.

Without a visit to the buying market, the millin-

er must lose a great part of the suggested new ways
of using the new fabrics and trimmings and it is not

too much to declare that she also loses the point and
emphasis of the new season.

Though the official opening day is not the review

day that it used to be, the display made showing more
or less the styles and materials favored by the lead-

ing millinery houses has a strongly educative ten-

dency, and is still a big source of artistic inspiration.

The city stores also make a special advance dis-

play that is of interest to the visiting milliner, as

besides the showing of Paris and New York hats,

there are points that show the discriminating woman
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MILLINERY
COMMISSIONERS

LIMITED

SELLING HIGH CLASS MILLINERY

AT MAKERS' PRICES.

Our sample range for Spring 1912 has just been

purchased and we are not exceeding our knowledge

in stating that we will offer the greatest variety of

Better Quality Flowers and Shapes shown in

Canada.

We recognize that this underlined statement has

become a stock form of advertising. If it fails to

impress you with its full meaning, it only proves

that we have a much better knowledge of millinery

than we have of advertising.

Our aim is to arrange for you all the variety and

style advantages of purchasing abroad and the price

privileges of two or three hundred stores organized,

with offices in Paris and London, and a joint

purchasing power great enough to command the

attention of every manufacturer in Europe.

WE ACT AS YOUR COMMISSIONERS,
send three men abroad each season to find and

furnish every new millinery style created in Paris

and to make value comparisons with the leading

makers of the world.

Proof of the worth of any scheme may invariably

be determined by results, and in this connection

we offei information. Most of the largest depart-

mental and exclusive millinery stores in Canada

have gone into our proposition thoroughly and as a

result are favoring us with a liberal share of their

patronage.

One of our representatives will interview you this

fall. Give him the attention his superior range

deserves.

Mill;mery lommissioners

a

a

a

a

7 Front Street East,
LIMITED Toronto

0' a a

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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new ways of doing things, and that give new ideas

in the displaying and the retailing of goods that are

invaluable.

Last, but not least, the milliner meets others in

the same line of business and an interchange of ideas

takes place. Trade problems are talked over and

Silk fringe and jetted bead fringe for m'.ll nery. Shown by<
D. McCall Co., Toronto.

the conditions under which business in other sec-

tions is conducted is learned, and new ways of build-

ing up trade are suggested.

In addition, there is the benefit every person de-

rives from a change of scene and associate.-. Busi-

ness; of course, is the first object, to a certain extent

pleasure is never neglected during a well-planned

trip. Not all the benefits of a trip to market can

be set down in black and white, or in the store ac-

counts; nevertheless, they are so palpable that i!

must lie a small and obscure business that finds the

money consideration outweighs the advantages de-

rived.

Should Strive for Lengthened Season
One of the great ambitions of every milliner

should be to make the period in which profitable

business can be done in a season, less of a spasm and
more of a continuous performance. No doubt there

are difficulties in the way and the working out of the

improvement calls for a liberal expenditure of both
hard work and grey matter. In the rapidly growing
towns and cities of the Dominion much can now be
accomplished in this direction, and the status and
the position of the milliner materially improved.

Time was, when other branches of the dry goods
business were in the same position, and when the be-

tween seasons period was to all intents and purposes
one of utter deadness. But business has been forced

and fostered until a profitable turnover has been
secured, and what has been accomplished in other

lines of the business can be duplicated in the millin-

ery end. Too many milliners simply allow trade to

drop—they practically shut up shop and take no
interest in the between seasons, and the between seas-

ons respond by pulling down the year's average of

business and profits.

Running any business is largely a matter of

ideas and knowledge, and in no business are ideas

and knowledge more necessary than in the millinery

business. Style knowledge is absolutely essential

and the question of what to buy as well as how much,
is important. How much deserves more consider-

ation than many milliners give it, for an error in

over-buying is the rock on which many a promising
business has swamped.

The conditions which various milliners have to

meet are totally different and therefore the class of

goods to take and the amount to be taken is a matter
for the exercise of individual judgment. It is a safe

rule to buy conservatively early in the season. It is

not wise to let the natural enthusiasm for the attrac-

tive novelties get the better of the buyer's judgment,
or to allow the temptation of the bright appearing
future to influence into placing orders for more
goods than is wise. As a rule, goods can be obtained

when wanted, or something newer can be taken in its

place. It is far rarer for a milliner to be unable to

get the goods she can sell, than for her to be "stuck"

with an unsalable line of goods bought early in the

season, that she can only dispose of at a loss.

If only enough for actual needs is bought for the

early season's trade, an opportunity is given to see

in which direction the later styles are pointing and to

Come in and see us
when in Toronto, or write and tell us of your needs. It will pay Milliners to inspect

our stock before buying. We are all ready for the FALL SEASON. Our stock includes

FLOWERS, WINGS, FANCY MOUNTS, MILLINERY NOVELTIES,
BLACK SILK VELVETS, SILKS AND RIBBONS.

Elliott, Sherring ql Co., Limited
MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS AND IMPORTERS OF MILLINERY

Ogilvie Bldg., 37 Wellington St. West. TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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If YOU are interested in the

Profit Point, together with Style,

You are invited to inspect our

showing of

Trimmed Millinery

and

Ready-to Wear Hats

For Fall

During the Millinery Openings
We will also show some specially interesting

novelties in

Feather Mounts, Wings,

Ospreys, Flowers, Foliage, Etc.

Make it a point to see us.

Continental Manufacturers Syndicate
LIMITED

77 York Street, TORONTO
MONTREAL REPRESENTATIVES

:

Messrs. Hopwood & Bryant, Room 53 Beardmore Building, Montreal, Que.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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stock up accordingly. Then with a heller and clear-

er understanding the supplementary buying can he

done.

Another advantage of frequent buying, of the

little-and-often policy, is that less capital is required

to run the business, and also that it is easier to take

advantage of the cash discounts oll'ered, and thus a

very materia] addition may he made to the season's

profits.

As a rule, the value of stock left over at the end

of the season is out of all proportion to the money
paid for it, and as the best milliner in the land can-

not gauge the fashion far ahead, or how much of

an article will sell in a sea.son, it is the safe and sane

policy to go slow. Besides, there are always new
materials and stylo coining out and the woman that

is not overstocked and who has the money on hand

can always buy and show the new thing, a fact of

meat importance in building up a business in which

style plays such an important part. It is this kind

of buying that is conducive to a prolonged season.

-<&-

How to Make and Trim Modern
Millinery

(Concluded from Page 55)

hangs easy a little over the edge of the brim, fold

under one edge about four inches, and join the other

edges together, sewing to form sort of a cap. This

is veiled with three colors of maline, first blue, then

violet and then green, the edges of each being folded

under to finish.

Baste the edges of the maline and silk together

to cover the upper brim, leaving the edge a little

loose over the frame proper, pleat in to fit at the

crown, then drape the remainder over the crown.

For the bow, which forms the trimming, use

the three colors of the maline together, in the order

before named, taking just half the width, stitch a

hem one inch wide on each ed.^e. through which

run lace wire. A drape of the maline finishes round
the base of the crown.

Materials required, nine yards of maline, three

yards of each shade; two yards of silk; one-half

yard of velvet.

The shape is bent to poke style in the front.

White felts with trimming of silk drape and
quills will be among the smartest autumn models.
Sometimes the brims are faced with bright shades
of satin to give a touch of diversity. Checked and
striped ribbons of the new types were among other
favored trimmings.

Large crowns in Mother (loose style are a feature
of many of the autumn models, both in white felt

and other materials.

The rage for these hats is very strong at present
in New York and Paris. They are considered the

outing hat ''par excellence." and stores which have
shown them here are finding widespread appreci-
ation, especially among the better classes.

Fea'her cabochon. feather ornament and feather buckle.

Shown by Elliot & Sherring. Toronto.

White Felts to Lead
Tailored Effects and Close-fitting Turbans.

and Also the Larger Outing Shapes Shown
in this Material

White felt hats of the knock-about type are al-

ready being sold at retail, although the summer is

not yet over. The types most favored resemble the

close-fit ding-a-lings of last year, hut have an upward
flaring brim, and are a little larger in size.

Mexican crowns in conical shape are a feature

of some of these hats, while larger ones show the

distinctive cowboy, wide brim and fedora crown.

MANU-

FACTURERS

OF

OSTRICH
PARADISE

OSPREYS
MARABOU

DOMINION OSTRICH FEATHER COMPANY, Limited

96-100 SPADINA AVENUE. TORONTO
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Lesson4-Complete Course in Cardwriting
Fourth of a Series of Twenty Lessons in Lettering, Spacing and Shading,

Showing the Actual Hand-Lettered Plate With Each Letter Shaded and
a Card Demonstrating Application.

By J. C. Edwards. Copyright applied for.

BEFORE we go any further, we will review the

briish and ink problem. The most practical

brush is the No. 7 red sable, flat, in Albata

(German silver). The hair is the right

length and is of the proper thickness to make the

single and double stroke block letter as illustrated

in the accompanying plate and card.

The cut inserted shows the brush flattened out

in good shape and held in the hand in one of the

positions brought into practice in this lesson.

Dip your brush into a wide mouthed bottle of

letterine and rub it out flat on the cardboard or

palette, adding a little water if the ink is too thick,

and does not work freely, by dipping the point of

the brush into a tumbler of water.

When you have the brush in shape commence
with the letter "a" and make the first stroke with

one stroke of the brush at its full width. Do this

between lines about an inch apart, also having an-

other line above the top one and one below the

bottom, and leaving a space between of Mi inch.

These outside lines form the guide line at the

top for such letters as "b" "d" "f", etc., and at the

bottom for letters "j" "z" "p", etc.

Practice the different strokes as they appear in

the plate. Make the double or wide stroke about
twice the width of the single in every case but be

careful not to get the strokes crowded together, a

very easy thing to do if the strokes are made too

large for the size of the letter face (the letter face is

the area of space taken up by the entire letter)

.

The strokes predominating in this plate arc

practically the same as those of lesson No. 2 with
the addition of an extra stroke to broaden or double,

the strokes which require it. For instance, No. 2 in

-the letter "a" broadens the right hand lower por-

tion of stroke 1. Stroke 5 broadens the left hand
portion of the curve formed by strokes 3 and 4, and
so on throughout the entire alphabet. This should
be clear to you if you study the plate until you grasp
the principle.

Take the letter "e" and you will notice that the

4th movement or stroke completes a perfect "e" of

the "single stroke block" order and that the addi-

tion of strokes 5 and 6 broadens the outside strokes

giving the finished letter the appearance as shown
in the plate. You will discover, in looking over this

plate that the broad strokes nearly always come on
the extreme right and left sides of the letters and
not on the top and bottom strokes.

This fact should aid you considerably in the
execution of the alphabet when you have not the

plate beside you as a guide. Such letters as"K,"
"S," "V," "W," "X" and "Y" also "Z" may bother
you for a while to know what strokes to shade heavy,
but by studying them thoroughly you will soon

learn them and not make the common error of plac-

ing the wide stroke where the narrow one should be.

For instance, the third stroke in "K" being the

top stroke should be narrow. Tn "V," "W," and
"Y," the left hand strokes should be the wide and
in the "S" and "Z" the connecting strokes should be
the double ones.

Take particular note of the "Z"—a common
error with amateur card writers is in placing of the

connecting strokes just the reverse to what is shown
in the plate.

Then begin the centre or connecting stroke at

the left hand top corner and run it to the right low-

er corner. Always start it and finish as shown at the

right top and end at the lower left. Note also the

wide stroke of the "X".

The shading used in the letters of this plate is

the top and right hand shading to correspond with
the capitals in the preceding lesson. The card pic-

One Lesson
MnaaBBaBa>iM»BiiaBsai«mnHHH^n«aua^«BBnanaaMMn

Mastered
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is beiter than
only haJf

learned.

Card showing application of the single and double stroke
block, lower case.

tured here is lettered in ''single and double stroke"
and "single stroke" block letters. The former being
used as the display and the latter as the reader.

This shows the comparative strength of the two
styles of lettering. Note the plainness of this card

and yet the strength it has. Stick to plain work and
do not attempt fancy stunts until you get the letter-

ing perfect. Work slow and master every stroke.

The speed will come with confidence gained by prac-

tice.

Care of the Brush

After using a brush, wash it thoroughly in clear

cold or warm water and gently draw it to a chisel

shape before putting it away. Stand it on end or

lay flat without the bristles coming into contact with
anything to disarrange them and your brush will al-

ways be ready for use.

For further information re outfit, etc., write to

.1 C, Edwards, care Mat Lean Pub. Co., or Dry Goods
Review, Toronto.
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©HE TORONTO EXHIBITION
is the greatest of Dominion exhibitions and attracts thousands

of progressive business men from all parts of the country,

who are on the outlook for anything which will promote
their interests.

Luxfer Prisms
are among the most prominent improvements in modern store equipment.

We extend to every merchant and business man in the Dominion a

hearty invitation to attend our display at the Exhibition Process Building

to see the Luxfer Prisms demonstrated and also solicit a call at our

offices at 100 King St. West, where you will receive every attention.

ujYfer~prism"company
100 KING ST. WEST, - - TORONTO

THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262,005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST in the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI*
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends,

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARDWEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN
FOOTWEAR

To be had from any of the Leading

Wholesale Dry Goods Houses

Turnbull 5s

\_r JCilJj Vr^Tt A iiitj

UNSHRINKABLE
UNDERWEAR
is backed by an unqualified guarantee.

No cause for complaint is ever passed

as too trivial, as perfect underwear at

a moderate price is our ambition.

You can sell "CEETEE" anywhere

on its merits and the profits are

excellent.

SEE OUR FALL LINES.

The G. Turnbull Co. of Gait

GALT, Limited NT.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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BringingUnderwear Forward
Buyers Will Have to Foresee and Take Ad-
vantage of Present Conditions — Chance

ior Good Season.

RETAIL conditions in underwear vary contin-

ually. Business has been active during the

last three weeks. There are many changes in

the buying end in larger stores owing to con-

sumer's call for Fall underwear. It is important

that department managers foresee this trend.

During July, even with favorable weather, turn-

over was not up to expectations. However, with the

usual snaps available during August and broken

lines from stock, sales since the first of the month
are ahead.

There is every reason to assume that stocks gen-

erally are in fair shape. At the mills, machines are

busy on Spring 1912 lines and repeat orders for

Fall. Wholesalers have cleaned up well except in

one or two instances. From outside reports, it is

judged that merchants have also been successful in

finishing the season with reduced stocks and are now
turning their energies to Fall showings.

Will Maintain Values.

Buyers are satisfied with first shipments and de-

ciding to maintain values even where they have had
to pay higher prices. They claim it is hard to get

any better price on staple numbers, but in some cases

out-sizes and higher qualities have been advanced.

In regard to combinations, staple numbers are stock-

ed so far and in the education of customers regard-

ing fit, one of the pronounced tendencies will be

met in Fall retailing. This demand is growing and
with the improved numbers, the season's business

should show a larger percentage of increase than

previous years. Fit is the important argument and
as customers are persuaded by experience, there is

no doubt as to the result in sales.

Advertising Foresight.

Another trend which must be met in Fall mer-

chandising and advertising department is the de-

mand for better qualities. Popular price sales are

up-grade. Advertisers will understand a recent in-

stance, in which a clean-up lot included several bet-

ter, well-known lines on account of broken assort-

ments and quoted at a ridiculously low juice, elicited

no response. With favorable weather and every

reason for quick sale, the event proved a fizzle for no

other explained cause than too low a price. With
this in view, therefore, it will be policy to feature

better grades in this year's selling campaign in

order to interest customers and take advantage of a

pronounced market condition.

Lighter Weights and Better Prices.

Weight is another factor, and although location

has much to do with this noticeable trend of the

last two years, buyers state that their orders contain

40 per cent, to 50 per cent, more of lighter weights

than previous to that time. Although this is a buy-

er's problem and must be anticipated by him, sale-

men aware of this change can use more discretion

in placing qualities before customers. Lighter

weights and better prices are practically hand-in-

hand and merchants catering to this demand will

find augmented sales.

Back fastening, showing perfect fit and absence of

strain—no gapinfl or bunching.
Courtesy of Penmans Limited, Paris

Showing knitted crotch and improvement, dispensing

with the usual three buttons, overcoming objec-

tionable features usually complained of. No
seams necessary, giving [greater elasticity.
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Are Coat Styles Premature?

In discussing open front or coat shirt styles in

underwear one buyer considered it premature, at

least as far as his experience was concerned. The
idea was suggested to him by jersey bathing suits,

and quite a number of styles were made as an ex-

periment. These were prepared in English mills

and although they were not an entire success people

were induced to buy them, especially for stout fig-

ures. At the same time it was admitted that as

pioneers in showing coat shirts, his firm were too

11 inch in advance, with the same rasult that is often

found where goods are too new for the season in

which they were imported. At present there is a

field for this kind of garment, and as this buyer

asserted, "it is bound to come."

Closed Crotch Combinations
Samples Showing this Improvement --- Ready
for Fall Selling — Some Advantages of Interest

to Underwear Departments.

Canadian manufacturers are continually im-

proving their output. When considered from every

standpoint—weight, size, finish and suitability for

Canadian climatic conditions, little change can be

suggested. As for price, every wholesale and retail

demand is met.

There is an entirely new departure, however, in

men's combination suits. This improvement is fea-

tured in a well-known garment, which elicited little

cause for complaint, from the buyer. It was about

as perfect in every detail attributed to this class of

underwear, as years of experience could make it.

The improvement has comfort as its object and
it means better fitting combinations, which is, pos-

sibly, the only opening manufacturers have of im-
proving their output.

In this garment the crotch is closed as in draw-
ers. While the front opening is almost as long as

formerly, it is now separate from the opening in the

seat which is made entirely comfortable at every
point. On inspection it will be found that the

change is a simple one and eliminates all gaping,

binding or chafing and discomfort from the other-

wise bunching and neceasary buttons between the

limbs. All seams at this point are also gone and
more freedom given the wearer, while the hip-fit-

ting is exact with the lines of the body. In the seat

the improvement is such that it fits the hips, per-

fectly overcomes all gaping and any chance to fold

or gather. The flap is buttoned over on the right

hip sullicienty high to avoid strain and where it

cannot be sat upon.

Advantages claimed for the regulation combin-
ation garment are well known to buyers, but this

Latest improvement should still further recommend
these garments to their consideration.

Samples are ready for Fall selling.

TRADE MARK. TRADr MARK
ASK FOR

BURNLEY'S WOOLS.
REGISTERED REGISTERED

Scotch

Fingerings,

Vanguard,

15's, 12's

Fine.

Hosiery

Yarns,

&c, &c.

Soft

Knittings,

B. Imperial,

Soft Spun

Vanguard

Fine.

Oi and 00

Worsteds,

&c, &c

=-*>'¥

ESTABLISHED 1752

THOMAS BURNLEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF SCOTCH FINGERING &. KNITTING WOOLS.

GOMERSAL MILLS, nr. LEEDS, ENGLAND.
AGENT:—DAVID M. CHORLTON : 149 NOTRE DAME STREET WEST, MONTREAL

™^^^^m^



Granting Discounts to Local Dressmaker
Salesmen Express Their Views Upon a Very Important Problem — First
Prize Man Would Eliminate all Discounts — Question Which Merchants

Should Thresh Out in Their Local Organization.

THE problem cartooned in the last mid-month
number of The Dry Goods Review suggests

the question, "Shall we eliminate all dis-

counts?" A dressmaker is depicted at a

counter asking a saleswoman whether she is entitled

to the usual discount of 10 per cent, on a purchase
evidently intended for a customer who had practi-

cally decided upon the goods the day previous. The
dressmaker asks for an allowance which does not

properly belong to her, but rather to the merchant
who is endeavoring to obtain a fair living by fixing

a reasonable charge on the goods he sells. Rather
than offend the dressmaker, who is evidently a good
customer, and directs much business to the store, the
merchant in the majority of cases, allows the dress-

maker the discount without comment. But is he
fair to himself in continuing this policy? The prac-

tice of years would undoubtedly be difficult to drop,
and few merchants would probably be willing to

take an action which might give their competitors
any advantage. Some of the very large stores have
eliminated this form of graft, and depend upon

strong demonstration of values to draw business from
every source. Many erroneous ideas circulate about
the impression that any kind of discount is necessar-

ily an advertisement, and the merchant should seri-

ously consider whether, in his own interests, he
should not curtail in the matter, or curb the tend-
ency on the part of many to push unreasonable
claims for discount. This is a problem which mer-
chants should thresh out in their local organization,

if no one among them is willing to be the pioneer.
* * *

The reply to which The Review awards the first

prize in this competition, is that of J. Brunner,
Tavistock, Ont., which follows:

"I am sorry I have to disappoint you; it is not
our custom to allow special discounts, but we would
be pleased to do business with you and sell you the

goods at right prices.

"No doubt you find in your business, as we do in

ours, that with keen competition we can only add
a certain per cent, profit, to meet the running ex-

penses of the business and allow the proprietor a

Coatie blouse of white shadow lace
over lemon yellow silk. The tail

effect held by a barrette of apple
green satin. Waist band of cerise
satin.

See New York Letter.

Ready-to-Wear Dept.

Tunic of chiffon, with waist attached
trimmed with heavy silk embroidery
edge with silk leaves in contrasting
color. The chemisette is of the same
and heavy cord fringe trims both
waist and tunic.

Early Victorian model of black
place taffeta. The sk'rt has three
straight flounces, edged with a deep
border of broderie Anglaise. and the
fichu shows the same finish, while
the l/i sleeves are finished with a
pleating of black silk net.
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certain per cent, for money invested. So if we were
in the habit of giving discounts we would have to

add it to the selling price when marking goods.

"I think, allowing discounts to any private in-

dividual or institution of any kind, is, or should be,

a thing of the past. And a man running his busi-

ness on proper basis can not do so if he expects to

gain anything. Buying goods and selling them at

correct prices is a. better motive to win customers.
'"Why should a dressmaker get a special dis-

count? She is in business; she adds a certain amount
to the cost of making a. garment; she does not carry
a Mock of goods, ami still she expects to get a certain

amount of profit out of the goods the merchant is

selling her, which should be equally divided to all

who buy from him."
Harry A. M. Breath, of Cameron's Departmental

Store, Goderich, is awarded the second prize. His
reply follows:

"I would very politely ask her, 'Are these goods
for yourself?' [f she .-aid they were, which I knew
was not a. fact. I would certainly allow her the dis-

count, for. she would not do it very often. If she
admitted they were for her customer, I would
politely explain to her that the reason we allowed
the dressmakers a discount of 10 per cent, which
applied only to their own personal wear was for the
purpose of securing their influence in getting their
customers' trade as well as to keep the customer
satisfied with the dress goods which were purchased
from our store and which she was making up.

"In the above case, I think I would suggest that,
since she did not know fully why the discount was
allowed, (hat we would allow it to her on this sale,

after which. T don't think she would ever try to gel
in on the discount of the goods purchased for her
customers."

A. McKee, of Okotoks, Alia., is awarded third
prize. His reply follows:

"Many points could he brought into consider-
ation here, the review of which would necessarily
require to be rapid. I take it for granted that this
lady is a regular customer, and therefore would be
known to me. and chiefly, I would consider if she
was inclined to take offence readily, her influence
with other customers, and, in short, the value of her
trade and good-will.

"The percentage of profit on the goods in ques-
tion would also be another point.

"If it was the custom of my firm to give discount
I" dressmakers. T would grant the request, at the
same time taking care, in as pleasant and civil a
manner as I could, to emphasize the point, that it

was only on the understanding that she was
making the article for which the goods were in-
tended.

"If it was not the custom of the firm to grant dis-
count, I would not grant the request, making the
refusal in as tactful a, manner as possible so as to
ensure her return to the store."

Roof Play Grounds for Children.
Willi a simple announcement in the evening

papers the T. Eaton Co., Ltd., Toronto, opened a
roof playground for children. It is situated on the
part of the building above toyland and serves as an
adjunct to that department, On the opening day
squads of romping chindren and little tots explored

this new departure and enjoyed themselves on the

latst appliances provided for their amusement.
Passing through toyland, through a lattice gate

and up a fiower-lined stairway, a visitor first reaches
the rest room. This is in charge of a nurse and fur-

nished with chairs, tables and swinging cots for the
comfort of infants, whose mothers wish to shop more
expediently. Busj- mothers were quick to avail

themselves of the opportunity, and on opening day
this secluded spot was taxed to capacity.

On the roof proper is a large platform—about
30 x 75 feet with a. lattice built entirely around it.

Above is a large canvas canopy. At intervals around
the enclosure are placed park like benches and boxes
of flowers or bay trees, while the amusement facili-

ties almost fill the enclosure.

Children, of course, were more interested in the
methods of enjoying themselves. In the centre is a

merry-go-round with four horses and double seats

between. This is propelled by the youngsters and
proves a favorite amusement. At either end are

large stands filled with fine sand and fitted with
shovels, pails, and seaside utensils—A large tank
filled with water for sailing boats is to be added, as

another attraction. There are also two athletic slides

une for small and the other for larger girls and boys.

Several larger boys were enjoying themselves in

a large boxlike teeter something on the order of a
hayrack or more nearly a sawdust or flax wagon.
Semi-circular teeters with room for two kiddies are

placed at different intervals throughout and, there

are two lawn swings with canopies situated near the

centre.

During the day large numbers of children en-
joyed their turn in trying the different recreation

fixtures. Many were loath to leave on the return of

their parents or when it became necessary to make
room for others. The new roof play-ground was a
success from the start,

This is another example of modern merchandis-
ing by the Larger stores and a practical display of

the numerous appliances for amusement. In United
Slates houses this means of interesting children has
proved beneficial both to the stores installing it and
the department which is of most importance in add-
ing to the pleasure of little ones and their desires.

people.

Semi-taUored waist of

navy chiffon over white,
with collar and turned
back cuffs of white cord-
ed si'.k. The closing is

accomplished and the
slashes in the cuffs held
together by straps of

apple ereen silk, held
with silver buttons

See New York Letter

Ready-to-Wear Dept.
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How Would Tou Assure
This Customer ?

"IX7HEN a customer of

your ready-to-wear
department wishes an al-

teration made to a garment
recently purchased she likes

to feel that the salesman
thoroughly understands her

requirements.

Here is a case where
the collar does not fit. It

bulges at the back. She
wants it to fit neatly and
snugly. She explains this

to the salesperson, who pro-

ceeds to tell her how the

collar can be satisfactorily

altered. She wins the con-

fidence of the customer by
describing in detail the work
that is necessary.

Here is a branch of

their work with which
salespeople are not always familiar. To answer this question, they may
have to ask the person in charge of the alteration department. But it

will improve their selling ability.

The Review wants ready-to-wear salespeople to tell how they would
describe the details of the alteration to their customer, what it should cost

and whether any charge would be made to the customer.

For the three best answers, the following prizes will be paid :

—

FIRST

$3 and Review for One Year

SECO< D

$2 and Review for One Year

THIRD

$1 and Review for One Year

Other answers reserved for publication will be paid for at the regular

correspondence rates.

Prize replies will be published in 15th of September number of Dry
Goods Review. All must be in the hands of the Editor of Dry Goods
Review, 143 University Ave., Toronto, not later than Sept. 9th.

I'leaxe mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied by sellers, but
for which the editors of the " Review" do
not necessarily hold themselves responsible

EXCLUSIVE WORSTED SPIN-
NING PLANT.

The Bonner-Worth Co., Ltd., Peter-

borough, worsted yarn spinners, have
their new factory completed and are

now filling orders for 60 days' de-

livery.

The wholesale manufacturing trade

will be interested in the first output

of this newly equipped spinning mill

for worsted yarns. The plant has

commenced under very favorable aus-

pices. Facilities include all modern
improvements in machinery, power,

up-to-date installation and advan-

tageous location. Everything is en-

tirely new—building, machines and

dye plant and as modern as can be

purchased. Experienced help from

Sweden has been procured on all the

spinning machines and will add the

best skill to the process of manufac-

ture.

At present it is intended to special-

ize on medium and fine grades for the

wholesale manufacturing trade only.

The output will include all qualities

or any ply up to 40s count and the

product, according to samples, is par-

ticularly adapted for the trade to

which they cater. The new mill is

also suitably equipped for, and will

manufacture fine finished roving for

all classes of hand crochet and fancy
goods novelties.

The combing and grading produces
a strong, clean yarn and the process
employed adds greatly to the finish.

Each machine combs the wool clean-

er and reduces or stretches the yarn
at every operation until reaching the

final or intended count. Smaller
spools are used in each case until the
yarn is ready for the spinning pro-

cess.

In the new dye plant an absolutely

fast color is assured. This is im-

portant and the range will cover the

usual standard colcirs.

To have material for operations,

orders were placed at once to cover

the output for some time. Wool buy-
ers will admit that Bradford, during

the past few months, and at the pre-

sent time, is the cheapest market in

the world, and, according to latest

reports, with a tendency to advance
on all qualities. English spinners are

busy and are not accepting orders

less than from 1 to 10 months' de-

livery so that this new Canadian mill

begins operation under decidedly fav-

orable circumstances. The output
will (ill the long felt want of manu-
facturers oE sweater coats, aviation

sets and knitted novelties, who will

now be able to procure their worsted
yarns from this well equipped spin-

ning plant here in Canada without
having to import from Europe mi

countries. This is the only exclusive

worsted spirn'ng plant in Can;da.

supplying this trade.

PATENT BOX FOR DISPLAYING
OSTRICH FEATHERS.

The Dominion Ostrich Feather Co.

have taken out the patent rights for

Canada for an improved box for keep-

ing and showing ostrich feathers.

Each box holds three feathers which

are fastened firmly to one of the long

sides by means of a clip on the wire

that runs along the stem. This side

is loose and hinged, and when the lid

is removed a slight touch brings the

feathers in an upright position in

front of the customer and with the

full head facing. When done with, by

putting the side in place, each feather

is returned to position inside a card-

board that straightens out the flues

as the feather falls back and keeps

the feather in shape while in the box.

The advantages of such a hox which,

while allowing the feathers to be

shown to advantage without handling

and which keeps them straight and in

shijJe all the time, need no comment.

Trimmers putting in window dis-

plays or building up displays in the

millinery department will appreciate

the possibilities of this box.

AGENT WANTED

ANEW YORK Shirt House, manufacturing
men's workshirts, desires first ela«s sales-
man for the Dominion of Canada on a

rommiss on has s. The line is small, and very
Urge sellers. Apply giving all information and
raferenc:s to E. Fine & Sons, 45 Walker St.,

New York Ci'y.
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Do You Want to Buy Something

That You do Not Know

Where to Get?

EVERY month The Review receives letters

from subscribers stating that they are
in the market for certain goods, but that

theydonotknow where they can be procured.

They ask us if we can tell them from what
source they can procure the wanted articles.

This is a service we render cheerfully.

When you become a subscriber to The
Review this service is part of what you buy.

We have facilities for procuring informa-
tion about new goods, novelty lines, articles

not usually sold in dry good stores but occa-
sionally asked for, etc., and these facilities

are at the service of our readers.

We are glad to get these requests for

information and no service could be more
cheerfully rendered.

CUT OUT THE COUPON BELOW,
and use it when you would like us to give
you information.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 University Avenue, Toronto

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

TORONTO

For Subscribers

I
INFORMATION WANTED

DATE 191

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN BUY

NAME
ADDRESS
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E have much pleasure in giving you a cordial

invitation to visit our warehouses. During

Toronto's Great Annual Exhibition we expect

to meet a greater number of merchants and their buyers

than at any other season of the year. That your visit

may be pleasant and profitable to you, we have made
arrangements to make you feel at home while with us.

We are not sending you a catalogue or circular of

the quantity, description and price of our present stock

or special lines but would kindly ask you to read the

following facts which are significant:

—

1st. What would you think of us if we sent you a list of goods we could not

deliver?

2nd. Our carefully selected stock includes thousands of different lines.

3rd. Seeing our goods will help you to accomplish better and faster results

4th. We want to focus your attention on our special values and give you a real

opportunity of comparing prices.

5th. Our position of leadership has been established for years.

6th. Our reputation for progressiveness is as widely known as our name.

7th. Our purchasing power keeps us in close touch with the most progressive

manufacturers.

8th. We hold the most powerful and efficient instrumentalities for buying Dry
Goods, Men's and House Fnrnishings, that exist in the wholesale trade of
Canada.

9th. By visiting our warehouses you will recognize the truth of our statements.

JOHN MACDONALD & CO., Limited
TORONTO

m<^<^<®%^^<mm
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Keep Your

Stocks Clean
We mean— Keep your

stocks free of unsaleable

lines. If some color

goes quickly out of

popular favor, and you
are left with a supply

on hand, send the lot to

these works and have

them re-dyed and fin-

ished in some good sell-

ing shade.

Fabrics that are soiled or shelf-

worn can be made new-like

and saleable again.

We've always been eminently
successful in the cleaning, curl-

ing and dyeing of fine plumes
and feathers.

More than thirty years'

experience and the larg-

est and best equipped
plant in Canada give
good guarantee of satis-

factory work.

WRITE US.

R. Parker& Co.
Dyers and Finishers

Toronto - Can.

V. J

"liiwlr %mM

White Duck Khaki
Specials Specials
Waiters' Coats
Cooks' Coats
Barbers' Coats
Butchers' Frocks
Porters' Coats
Bar Vests
Surgeons' Gowns
Dentists' Coats
Outing Trousers
Boys' Bloomers
Aprons

Norfolk Coats
Outing Trousers
Riding Breeches
Outing Shirts

Miners' Shirts

Working Shirts

Auto Coats
Boy Scout Suits

Boys' Bloomers
Overalls

BOYS' KNICKERS, Double Front and Seat

TROUSERS OVERALLS

Robert C. Wilkins Co., Ltd.
Montreal

.J

Australian Trade
Are You Interested?

If so, The Draper of Jlustralasia (published

monthly) can provide you with much valuable

trade information. It is the organ of the drapery

and kindred trades of the Antipodes, and is

subscribed for by all the leading firms in Australia

and New Zealand.

Subscription 3)^.50 Mailed Free

Specimen Copy will be supplied on application.

Advertising rates may be obtained and space

secured by communicating with our New York

Office, 29 Broadway.

Publishing Offices :

Melbourne, Fink's Buildings

Sydney, Post Office Chambers
London, 71 Queen St., E.C.

New York, 29 Broadway

Please mention The Review in Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Active Fall Business

ffj Fall stocks in all departments are

of a size and diversity to ade-

quately meet your sorting wants.

Cj Your want list, whether given to

our travellers or sent by mail,

will receive prompt and accurate

attention.

Cj Our travellers have samples of

many lines of Spring goods.

You will appreciate the values

shown.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

:

;

®n
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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PRIESTLEY'S DRESS
FABRICS

FOR FALL 1911
Make a Leader of Priestley's Fabrics in Your

Dress Goods Department this Fall.

It's a Sure Way to Increase Your Business.

WOOL
VELETTA

Wi.nl VfletU

is in line with

fashion's call

for soft wool

materials for

\ Fall Suits

WOOL
VELETTA

makes up at-

tractively and

gives splendid

service.

Concord
and Sandown

Serges in

Black, Navy
and Cream.

For durability

and appear-
ance nothing

excels them
for all uses.

SILK

AND

WOOL

Ambrose

The ideal ma-
terial for

Dressy "

Gowns.

A fabric that

you'll like to
wear.

All Good Colors shown
including evening shades

SOLE AGENTS FOR PRIESTLEY'S DRESS GOODS

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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The Gault Brothers Co., Limited

MONTREAL

Carpet Department

Fall 1911

Our new importations have arrived. All new
up-to-date goods, which for quality, merit and

variety are unequalled in Canada.

Enquiries by mail will receive prompt and

careful attention.

Spring 1912
Samples are now in travellers' hands. We solicit

an inspection, it may increase your sales and

profits very materially.

Body Goods, Stairs, Squares,

Linoleums, Oilcloths, Mats and Rugs

The Gault Brothers Company, Limited

MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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The Black Prince Shirt

Gives Full Satisfaction
From every standpoint the Black Prince Shirt is a thorough success.

The material is a very high-grade black, fleece-back-serge—the dyeing is guar-

anteed fast black.

The making is the very best. The shirts are cut very full—with good long

sleeves, and every seam is double stitched.

Every Black Prince you sell makes a thoroughly satisfied customer. It will fit and

wear just as the wearer would have it.

Ask your wholesaler for sample and price or write us direct. This is a high-grade

shirt which you can retail at a profit.

^/JlimfaeaC

Please mention The Review £"> Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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ft SUCCESS "

&/>e IDEAL

OVERALL

There are so many good points t<

"Success Overalls" that we offer them a:

the best garments of the kind made any

where.

The denim from which they are made

is the very best to be had, and there is

plenty of material in the garments.

"Success" are cut exceptionally full, high

backs, wide legs.

"Success" are thoroughly strong overalls, double stitched through-

out, strong double seams. The overalls are opened both sides, but faced

so that they will not rip.

Any wholesaler can supply you. The line is complete. Overalls,

Bibs and Smocks, in three weights and three colors.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Awarded the highest prize, "The Grand Prix," at the Brussels Exhibition, 1910.

"""—'— '"
tfl

TTORROCKSES

Established

1791

The Test of

Time

—i - . ,11 ... "i™

HORROCKSES
Long'cloths, NainsooKs, Cambrics, India Longcloths, etc.

See Horrockse*' Name on Selvedge

Sheetings, Ready-Made Sheets (Plain and Hemstitched)
Sea HorrockseV Name on Each Sheet

Flannelettes of the Highest Quality
See Horrock«e>' Name en Selvedge

Horrockses'
Manchester and London

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Take Advantage

of our position for the coming

season.

Many Good Lines Must Be Cleared

Owing to the fact that we are

almost doubling the capacity

of our already large warehouse

and have, as a result, bought

very largely for the coming fall

and spring, a big lot of our

present stock must go to make

room.

Pay us a Visit at Exhibition Time or
See Our Representative

Special department for handling

your letter orders. Try it.

John M. Garland, Son & Co
Ottawa, Canada

WHOLESALE DRY GOODS, SMALLWARES, ETC.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Established 1832 Cable Code : Law-Bradford

Fall 1911

REGISTERED

Exclusive Designs

& & &

Showerproof Goods
Mohair and Alpaca Linings

Buyers visiting England can see a full

collection in Bradford and London.

j& j£? J&

Law, Russell & Co., Limited

Converters of Bradford Fabrics

BRADFORD AND LONDON, ENG.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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DEBENHAMS
The Centre for Novelties

September Sorting
We have in stock a large range of Millinery

Trimmings and Latest Shapes for immediate delivery.

HA TS TRIMMINGS
VELVETS OSTRICH FEATHERS

PLUSH OSPREYS

BEAVERS GOURA MOUNTS

FELTS FANCY MOUNTS

WINGS

Our color ranges are unequalled in:

—

VELVETS PLUSHES COTELE'S uncut VELVETS

SILKS and RIBBONS

Special importation of exclusive Novelties in

Evening Dress Materials for stock trading.

ALLOVERS LACES SILKS

NETS and TRIMMINGS

DEBENHAMS <canADA) LIMITED
18-20 St. Helen Street, MONTREAL

QUEBEC TORONTO OTTAWA

DEBENHAM & CO., London, Eng.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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SEE THAT YOUR
Zephyr Shirts and Washing Suits

bear the

DURO
TAB

WHICH GUARANTEES THE DYE
AGAINST SUN, BOILING IN SODA,

OR ANY KIND OF WASHING

ovJR°oye

I
GUARANTEED FADELESS

Any Garment which Fades will

be Replaced Free of Charge

by the Proprietors

ooV^-?ye

GUARANTEED FADELESS

Burgess, Ledward \h"
Manchester, England

A. B. COUCH, Fraser Buildings, St. Sacrament St., Montreal

W. E. BIRRELL, 27 Wellington St. East, Toronto

STUART CAMPBELL, Hammond Buildings, Winnipeg
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${xtkaivs
This season has witnessed an even greater number of high style mohair models imported

from Paris than ever before. And, as you know, there is a very little time-difference between
high style tn T^aris and popular demand in Canada. The demi-tailored suit of Mohair will be the

first choice of all well-dressed women this Fall. And what fabric could be better for service
during Autumn days?

B. D. A. English Mohairs retain their everlasting sparkle of newness—are unspoilable

by damp or dust.

Among the season's new styles—shown at your wholesaler's—will be found many stunning

suiting patterns, besides many novel designs for the now popular separate skirt.

You can sell B. D. A. English Mohairs from January to December.

BRADFORD DYERS' ASSOCIATION OF BRADFORD, ENGLAND

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Safeguard Your Interests

—

WHEN BUYING COTTON VELVETS

—FOR ALL COSTUME PURPOSES—

BY ASKING FOR A GUARANTEE
THAT THE GOODS ARE IN

WORRALL'S
FAST DYES
It is the perfection of these dyes—their fast-

ness, richness, lustre —that has brought

COTTON VELVET to the very front rank

of Dress Goods. To-day COTTON VELVET is

given the preference over silk velvet by many
engaged in the trade.

SOLE DYERS

J. & J. M. WORRALL, Ltd.

The World's Premier Velveteen Dyers

MANCHESTER
ESTABLISHED IN 1768. THE FIRM HAVE BEEN DYEING AND FINISH-
ING COTTON VELVETS SINCE THE EARLY YEARS OF GEORGE III.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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We Are Ready
To Supply Your Needs

For Spring 1912
Our range of HOSIERY and GLOVES includes

the Newest Designs from the European markets.

WOOLLENS
We are showing the finest range of woollens ever

imported into Canada. This is not a boast. It is a

fact. See for yourself.

Watch for our "XX" quality cloths.

HABERDASHERY SPECIALTIES
Our lines are up-to-the-minute in every respect. It

will pay you to see them before placing your orders.

FOR THE CHRISTMAS TRADE
We have a line of novelties that cannot fail to in-

terest you. Some entirely new effects in hand-
kerchiefs are offered.

WRITE TO US!
Your inquiries will receive prompt attention.

Fitzgibbon Limited
31-33 Victoria Square, Montreal, Que.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Giving Merchants ReliableAdvance News
Developments in the Canadian Market Demonstrate the Accuracy of the

"Review's" Forecasts— Some Striking Instance —How a Western Merch-

ant Puts the Paper to the Test — " Review" in Nearly Every Store

THE news while it is new-.''

slum Id be the aim of every

newspaper, whether its field

be the general public or only a

section.

In the case of a medium of in-

formation serving the Canadian

dry goods trade, "news" necessar-

ily embodies, in a very consider-

able degree, accurate forecast with

reference to fashion tendencies and
market trend and helpful dis-

cussion of conditions likely to in-

fluence the succeeding season's

business.

Buyers Thoroughly Posted.

When a modern merchant goes

to market he is thoroughly posted;

he is already familiar with new
features, and he has confidence in

himself because of frequent con-

sultations with his trade news-

paper, which is always close to the

market, and has been studying the

market months before the mer-

chant has his first opportunity to

inspect the various lines.

In its columns, the merchant
also finds an interesting condensa-

tion of fashion news from the most

important world centres, and from
this and other information he is

enabled to draw intelligent conclu-

sions.

Merchants Have Proof.

This is the idea which The Dry

Goods Review has for its service

in behalf of the Canadian dry

goods merchant. That it has been

strikingly successful is not only

evident from statements of mer-

chants themselves, but also from
actual comparison between fore-

casts made early in the year, and

the actual developments in connec-

tion with the present season. Sev-

eral instances are given here which
demonstrate the accuracy of The
Review'- service. It must also be

borne in mind that these forecasts

were made at times most oppor-

tune for the guidance of buyers in

the different departments.

Demonstrated by Instances.

It is only necessary to refer to

these cases briefly here in order to

substantiate The Review's asser-

tions.

January—Velveteens and vel-

vets predicted for Fall and Win-
ter, 1911-12.

February—Double-faced mater-

ials in Scotch mixtures predicted.

January—Strong vogue of silks

forecasted.

January—The Summer vogue
for elbow and three-quarter sleeves

predicted.

February—Short coats and
large square collars predicted.

February — Serges, cheviot

serges, pencil stripes, black and
white effects, mixtures and borders

predicted.

March—White Summer gowns
trimmed with deep bands of heavy
hand embroidery predicted.

One of The Review's latest pre-

dictions is that several unique fea-

tures of early Victorian styles are

to have a vogue during succeeding
season.

Reliable Knit Goods Forecasts.

In knitted goods The Review
indicated in January, with what
accuracy the merchant can best

indue for himself, the increase in

| nice- on Pall underwear and the

advisability of carrying left-over

THERE IS A REASON FOR THIS.

Reporting upon his recent tour of

the West in the interests of the Mac-
Lean newspapers, David Williams

states that The Review is taken by
every dry goods merchant in many of

the towns visited, and that, on the

whole, it goes to fully 95 per cent,

of the stores in the territory covered.

He finds, further, that the merchants

read the paper thoroughly, and adopt

its information as a basis for buying

and merchandising.

Referring to his work in Southern

Alberta, Mr. Williams states:

"Through Southern Alberta, I find

our papers just as popular as else-

where, except through the Mormon
country, where they were not quite as

well known among a number of mer-
chants. However, I got the D.G.R.

in nearly every general store."

The above facts are substantiated

by an inspection of The Review's
subscription lists.

stock, rather than reducing prices

unnecessarily. It noted the- excel-

lent prospect for Fall season and
and trend of mufflers stated: also

prompt delivery likely on all lines

of knitted goods.

Eiderdown wools and aviation
caps, as a strong selling factor,

seasonable demand for sweater
coats and shorter lengths to wear
over dresses for early Fall; buying
of better garments for general sale

and the opening for greater busi-

ness in juvenile lines.

April denoted market condi-
tions regarding colored hosiery in

April number, also coming popu-
larity of black and tan gauze lines

for midsummer selling, and

DAVID WILLIAMS

The " Review's" representative in the West
who reports that in the majority of towns
recently visited the ' Review" is taken by

every dry goods or general merchant.

Spring, 1912, with the demand
for best qualities, on account of

style tendencies. Advent of silk

hosiery in better qualities in Can-
adian samples.

Listed leaders for -Summer and
Fall merchandising specials anti-

cipating inquiries from buyers in

the markets fully a month before
in each case.

Introduced pull-over and shak-
er knit sweaters and matched avi-
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ation sets in June. The vogue of

coronation colors, triplex and

shawl collars also anticipated.

Stated styles, values and trim-

mings offered in Spring under-

wear, 1912, in June, and discuss-

ed the possibility of better profits

in marking Fall lines, as well as

the up-grade of customers' de-

mand and lighter weights want-

ed.

In July, anticipated early sort-

ing orders for short length sweater

coats and selling possibilities of

aviation caps either hand crochet

or machine knit.

Correct Men's Wear Forecasts.

Denoted prospective position in

men's'woolens, of browns, and the

feeling for soft tan shades in

March. Called for narrow and
pencil stripes, neat unconspicuous

patterns and less pronounced col-

orings in March.

Described prevailing outlines of

Fall suits and overcoats in April.

Extremes noted on Fall styles and
correct information given relative

to selling models for this season.

High-class styles for exclusive

men's furnishers and "ultra" fash-

ionable dressers described in gen-

eral.

Other Departments Also.

In addition to the paragraphs
noted in connection with ready-

to-wear garments, dress goods,

men's wear and knitted goods,

advance news, equally as reliable,

with reference to dress accessories,

fancy goods, housefurnishings
and millinery were featured in a

way calculated to be most helpful

to the buying end.

These are facts which explain

the significance of many unsoli-

cited statements from progressive

merchants to the effect that they
nad The Review thoroughly, and
make practical application of its

information, because they find it

besl adapted to Canadian condi-

tion*.

SUITS HIS REQUIREMENTS.

"I read carefully both an Ameri-
can paper and The Review, and think

the latter more suited to our require-

ments." — J. H. de Roche, Peter

McSweeney Co., Moncton, N. B.

PUT IT TO THE TEST

The McKinnon Co., of Weyburn,
Sas., Find That the "Review"
Gives the Most Reliable Kind of

Information — Have Proved It

Repeatedly.

"Merchants in the West have to

watch style development and market

conditions very closely, and that is

one reason why we are continually

putting to the test the information

given us through the Dry Goods Re-

view. I do not recall an instance in

which, on coming to market, we have

found its forecasts misleading.

"After reading it thoroughly, we
have come East on buying trips, and

found the features of the market in

the large centres just as you have

described. It has been a great help,

and is worth to us many times what
it costs."

Mr. McKinnon, of the McKinnon
Co., Weyburn, Sask., made this

statement during a buying trip to

Toronto, on which occasion he visited

the office of the Dry Goods Review.

The McKinon Co. have been in

business in Weyburn, Sask., for about

ten years, and a fact that speaks well

for the force behind it is that they

are about to erect a new three-storey

building, with 100 feet frontage and
a depth of about 130 feet. Mr. Mc-
Kinnon attributes a large measure of

their success to the close and intelli-

gent study of the essentials of good

merchandising, and he states that

ever since they have been in business

they have taken The Review and put

it to practical use in steering their

business in the right direction.

Mr. McKinnon catalogues his ter-

ritory, and thus has a constant re-

presentative in the homes of his cus-

tomers. A book (7 in. x 10 in.) full

of interesting information descriptive

of goods and prices, is issued twice

a year, and has been largely instru-

mental in holding the locality trade

against the inroads of the distant

mail order house. For some years

now, McKinnon & Co. have been do-

ing business on a strictly cash basis,

and their verdict is that it is the only

satisfactory way to do business, when
strictly adhered to.

"If a business would succeed in

the West," states Mr. McKinnon,
"the buying end must hustle. We
have found it advisable not only to

go to New York twice a year, but

to keep in constant touch with Can-
adian centres. Such has been the

development in the production of

ready-to-wear garments, so readily are

the best style features interpreted by
manufacturers in this country, and so

attractive are the various opportunities

for profitable merchandising, that it is

absolutely necessary for the buyer to

have authentic information. That is

why we take the Dry Goods Review, put
it to the test and find it absolutely re-

liable.
'

'

Mr. McKinnon does all of the buying
for the McKinnon Co.

With reference to the growth in the

ready-to-wear department, he states that

ten years ago this had no distinctive lo-

cation in his store, whereas it is now the

most important section, and occupies a

large and well-equipped portion of his

floor space.

"REVIEW'S" QUESTION BOX
Amqng the questions that have

been recently received by The Re-
view, and to which the information
has been promptly returned, are the
following :

—

"We wish to instal a five and ten-

cent department. What is the best

way to do this, and where can we buy
the goods?"
"How may we remodel our store

so as to bring men's wear to the front

and introduce stationery and toilet

articles?" (Plan accompanied this

question.)

"What are the proper departments
for ladies' handbags, express wagons
and sleighs, golf jackets, suit cases,

flannellette underwear, dolls and
similar Christmas toys, curtains and
draperies by the yard?"
"Where to biry tub, sailor and lace

hats from the manufacturer?"
"Where to secure fresh supply of

sheets for certain kind of ledger?"
"Where can we secure a machine

for baling waste paper?"
"Who are the manufacturers of

men's winter overcoats lined with
sheepskin?"
"We wish to obtain moulds for our

button machine. Who are the Can-
adian agents?"
Many other questions might be

quoted, but these are sufficient to in-

dicate the extent to which merchants
are taking advantage of the Review's
willingness to be of service to them
outside of the sphere represented by
its editorial columns. It requires

time to secure some of this infor-

mation, but The Review has found
that time spent in the interests of its

readers in order that they may have

a better paper, or that they may be
benefited as merchants, is never

wasted, That is the principle un-

derlying The Review's service. l! is

pari of its duty as a newspaper.
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HOUSEHOLD LINENS
THE question of Linens is certainly first and foremost in practical importance to the Staple Buyer.

It is advisable to buy early—particularly when lines of goods like we offer " Special " can

be obtained. Owing to the strike in Great Britain, there will be a lapse in deliveries, consequently

the early buyer of Staples gets the Plum—just when it is ripe.

You Cannot Do Better— So Buy These More Than
Special Values.

TABLINGS.
54 in. Cream Damask, Union (and none the worse

for that) Irish make.

Worth easily to-day 25c, for 20c

70 in. Bleached Damask, pure linen. Stock

lot. Good value at 52 1/2c, for 45c

66 in. Bleached Damask, pure linen, Irish,

special 55c

58 in. Cream Damask, Irish make, extra heavy.

This is a stunner.

Regular 35c. for 30c

TABLE CLOTHS.
A Stock Lot of Bleached

DAMASK CLOTHS.
Do not miss these.

300 only Damask Cloths (64x86), assorted

patterns. Regular Value $1.25 each, for

per dozen $12.00

TABLE NAPKINS.
We have secured another lot (1,500 dozen) of

that special 23x23 inch Napkin, Hemmed, ready for

use.

This makes 5,000 dozen we have had of this

line.

Good Value at $1.35. 10 doz. lots $1.00

Extra good values in Napkins also at $1.35,

$1.50, $1.75, $2.00, $3.00 and upwards.

TOWELLINGS.
150 pieces only 18 in. Crash Two-tone Stripes,

Red border. Worth to-day 7 1/2c, for... 6V2c
250 pieces only 18 in. Crash, Plain Centre,

Red border. Worth to-day 7 1/2c, for 6Vac

200 pieces only Crash, Two-tone Even Stripes,

pre linen.

Worth to-day 8c, for W2C

200 pieces only Crash, Two-tone Fancy
Stripes, pure linen.

Worth to-day 8c, for 7V2c

150 pieces only 18 in. Crash Two-tone Stripes,

Red border. Worth to-day 7 1/2C, for. . . . 6V2C

24 in. Plain Huck, Stock lot.

Regular 12y2c for 10c

75 pieces 16 in. Striped Turkish Towelling,

heavy make, llVfec for 10c

24 in. Figured Huck. Stock lot.

Regular 32y2c for 25c

HUCK AND TURKISH TOWELS.
19x38—Bleached Cotton Huck Towels, Fringed.

Stock lot. Regular $1.20, for 95c

18x39—Striped Colored Turkish Towels, extra

value. Stock lot.

Regular $1.50, 10 dozen lots $1.30

BUYERS, PLEASE NOTE.

The above Linens are on sale during Exhibition Week. If not visiting Toronto,

send us your order per Mail. Shipping instructions will have best attention.

LETTER ORDER DEPARTMENT ALWAYS AT YOUR SERVICE.

The W. R. Brock Company, Limited
TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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He is Growing Some

A N unusually large house business is being done
-** at the present time by wholesalers and manu-
facturers in the buying centres. While, in the case

of Toronto, it may be that the National Exhibition

annually makes this season of the year exceptionally

attractive, it cannot be denied that to the serious

buyer, business is the chief object. Why? Because

it is at this time of year that those later novelties,

which supplement staple lines placed earlier in the

season, make their appearance.

In these trips the buyer comes face to face with
the final word in styles which he has previously had

described to him in The Dry Goods Review, and
upon which he has formed a pretty intelligent opin-
ion before he sets foot in the warerooms in which
displays have been arranged against his coming.

The retail buyer to-day is a man who knows
his^ bearings quite as well in wholesale departments
as in those of his own store. He is well posted, he
carries in his head a remarkably accurate idea of the
requirements of his field, he knows what his people
will buy, he has been reading thoughtfully about
style and market conditions, he has been comparing
statistics and records shown by his stock books, he
has the opinions expressed at his staff conferences,
and taking him big and large, and up and down and
through and through, he is a man "who knows he
knows."

It was not so 25 years ago. The wholesaler then
shook hands with the merchant probably not oftener
than twice a year—once when he entered the ware-
house to select a general stock, and again when he
walked out after purchasing a quantity calculated
to meet his requirements for the succeeding twelve
months.

Then it was all generalization and no specializa-

tion. The meagre forecasts that reached the mer-
chant were beautifully indefinite. Paris, London,
New York were then a long way off, as was also the
dawn of the day when Canadian designers were to

adopt and originate garments for Canadian people
and when the merchant would be able to inform
himself authentically one year in advance as to the
prospective vogue in all lines.

What is the influence that urges manufacturers
of ready-to-wear garments to consider every style de-

velopment in the world's fashion centres that is

capable of a sane interpretation, whether it "arrive"
early or late in a season?

What else can it be but the high standard of in-

telligence represented in the buying end of every
progressive store, the ability to appraise selling merit
on sight, that clear-headedness which immediately
knows the value of each selection.

It is a period of strong incentive to the whole-
saler and manufacturer. The extent to which their
stocks and productions reflect that which is best and
most acceptable from original sources, will determine
the amount of appreciation indicated in orders from
discriminating buyers. Upon this also is based the
succeeding season's reputation.
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This is a fact which explains much to the ob-

server in the dry goods trade. It explains, for ex-

ample, the constant scrutiny of world markets
and the almost simultaneous recognition of import-
ant changes therein, the enthusiasm of the effort

to be first to exploit something new, the great vari-

ety of distinctive trade marks, the regard of adver-

tising as a tangible thing, the improvement of dis-

tributing facilities, the growth of the wholesale mail
order section, the liberal use of the night letter, the

constant state of readiness for buyers who come fre-

quently and buy often.

The buyer to-day is assuredly a live proposition.

The youth and wealth of the country give him great

scope and particularly if he comes from the West, it

is not always safe to measure him by the same scale

twice. He is growing some. He comes to market
with a clear idea of his requirements, and will hunt
until he finds what he wants. He is a worker, ami
is all business from the moment he enters the

market.

Many Queries Answered

SUCH has been the variety of questions asked

The Review recently, that in addition to ad-

dressing a letter to the enquiring merchant or sales-

man, containing the required information, many of

these queries calling for enlightenment on matters

of general interest to the trade, will be dealt with

in a "Questions and Answers" department.

Although a satisfactory answer to many of these

queries entails the expenditure of considerable time.

The Review recognizes that this is a service which

it is in a peculiarly advantageous position to give,

and its reader- need not hesitate to make use of it.

This is a feature of The Review's work which not

only places it in closesl possible touch with every

section of the trade, but which repeatedly proves

the practical value of the information it gives. A
striking example of this is contained in the pro-

cession of queries which followed the publication not

Long ago of a list of fifty leaders now in the market

tor stimulating purposes in early Fall merchandis-

ing.

The Review publishes these lists when most op-

portune, because of their news value to the merchant,

lint does not mention the names of the wholesalers

or manufacturers offering the leaders. A card or let-

ter to the editor will, however, elicit this informa-

tion. Attractive leaders have to be recognized as a

factor in modern merchandising. Properly used

they help to give an enthusiastic swing to a season

when a lull threatens to succeed a busy opening
period. They have been known to counteract the

influence of mail order attractions. Moreover, as

published by The Review, they suggest the import-

ance of frequent trips to market or of very close

study thereof.

So The Review will, without using the names of

the enquirers, henceforth publish its replies to those

questions which touch upon matters of general in-

terest to the trade. Send along your questions.

A
Tune Up the Organization

FREQUENT flaw in the organization of a

dry goods store consists in the lack of knowl-

edge which members of staffs have in regard to the

stocks carried. This defect the merchant must take
steps to remedy at the opening of his season. In-

stances have recently come to light which show that
many good sales have been lost and the reputations
of stores injured because salesmen have been ignor-

ant of the resources of their stocks. It may be that

a customer asks for an article which, the salesperson

is reasonably sure, he cannot produce from his

shelves, and he allows the customer to depart. Con-
sultation with the buyer, however, might have
shown him that the article could be procured quite

easily and that it was poor policy on his part not to

have made some inquiry. Very often, in a case of

this kind, it is possible to send out and purchase the

requirement at another store, and in the meantime
the waiting customer might have had her interest

centered in other goods.

An old dry goods merchant lays down the rule

that "If temporarily out of a certain article, do not
allow the customer to depart with the impression
that some part of our service is defective, but rather

do your utmost to procure it for her elsewhere.

Bring the matter to the attention of the buyer; he
may have an explanation which will content the

customer to wait and come again."

Ignorance of the contents of the advertising is

another source of trouble in the selling end. When
a store is departmentalized it is an easy matter to

distribute copies of the advt., or at least those por-

tion- of it that refer to the respective sections. Some-
limes it happens that a typographical error creates

a misunderstanding in one or two items. It is then

up to the advertising man to correct this immedi-
ately so that the salespeople will know how to meet
inquiries with a statement which will be immedi-
ately satisfactory.

Retailers complain now and then that, when
they attempt to fill a rush order for a customer by
wiring the wholesale house, the latter sometimes

creates no end of trouble by sending an article that

differs from the one required, and that in many
cases no explanation for the substitution is sent.

Cases of this kind have been known to cause great

dissatisfaction among customers, and certainly have

been detrimental to the merchant's best interests.

Descriptions of goods when so ordered should be

absolutely correct in every detail, and when the

wholesaler does not happen to have the exact thing,

the merchant is entitled to a statement detailing the

difference in the article sent, and its comparative

merit. He is then in a position to meet the cus-

tomer fairly with regard to the substitution.

In tuning up his organization at the opening

of the Fall season, the merchant must see to it that

his salespeople have no excuse for ignorance of

stock. Consultation with the buyer, when in doubt,

should be insisted upon, for it pays to have every

member of the staff thoroughly conversant with

stocks on hand and expected.
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And now

—

It's Lace

Noticed how much

Lace you have been

selling lately?

You'll sell still more, for Fashion

has decreed that everything be lace

trimmed.

The light, filmy varieties, point

applique and maline, will be par-

ticular y good.

Our laces are selected from the

outputs of the best makers in the

world, and we know that for beauty

and value they are unsurpassed.

We would like you to see our

splendid range of samples.

THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY, LIMITED
MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



THIS department will be a regular feature of

The Dry Goods Review and merchants are

at liberty to use the service it affords them
in obtaining desired information. While

The Review leaves no stone unturned to secure the

most authentic details on all questions brought for-

ward, it especially invites merchants to discuss the

problems presented and add what information they

may have bearing thereon.

All questions asked here are first answered by

The Review in letters to the inquirers.

Operating Departmental Store.

Editor Dry Goods Review.—Will you kindly

inform us what would be a fair amount of stock

for a departmental store in a city of from 20,000 to

40,000, yearly turnover, capital required, dividends

and floor space required, also how the amount ox

stock is distributed over the departments, the per-

centage of total expense in conduct of store, percent-

age of sales spent in advertising, the first eight best

earning departments, best cash system, rent, depart-

ment managers' salaries, and where plans for build-

ings of this description may be obtained.

In preparing an estimate of this kind one can

hardly lav down bard and fast rule-, as the proo-

lems attending the operation of a departmental

store in different sections of the country vary con

siderably and have an infiuenece on genera] results.

The Review gives the appended figures with some
actual knowledge of the cost of doing business in

central Ontario, and has obtained thereon the opin-

ion of one of the most progressive merchants in Can-
ada, who are doing business in another section of the

country. The merchant who asks for the informa-
tion lives in a western town. In a matter of this kind,

much depends upon specializing tendencies in the

-lore or the extent to which some departments are

developed in comparison with others. The Review's

figures, which follow, represent the showing at in-

ventory time with business on a good paying
basis:

—

Approximate estimate for department -lore in

citv of from 20.00(1 to 40.000 population. Amount
of 'stock $100,000 to $120,000: sales about $250.-

000; capital, $50,000 to $60,000; dividends from 7

to 10 per cent, net: amount of floor space, three

floors each 200 x 100 feet or 60.000 square feet.

DISTRIBUTION OF STOCK.

Ready-to-wear garments — coats, suits,

dresses, blouses, underwear, corsets,

children's garments $15,000
Furs 5,000
Men's Wear, (Does no include clothing) . . 5,000
Carpets, house furnishings, draperies .... 20,000
Groceries 10,000
Millinery, (Not always as heavy) 8,000

Dress Goods— trimmings, all-over laces and
findings 10,000

Silks 7,500
Staples and wash goods 15.000
Smallwares, hosiery, gloves, fancy goods,

embroideries and accessories 20,000
Jewelry and cut glass 7,500

First eight best selling departments with earn-
ing capacity. Ready-to-wear and furs 33 per cent.,

carpets and house furnishings 30 per cent., dress

goods and silks 28 per cent., smallwares, hosiery,
gloves and laces 22 per cent., men's wear 25 per
cent., groceries 15 per cent,, staples, wash goods, etc.,

!'"> per sent,, millinery •"> per cent. plus.

Salaries of heads of departments—Ready-to wear-

ami furs $1,500; men's wear $1,200; carpets, house
furnishings and draperies $1,500; groceries $1,200;
millinery $900; dress goods $1,000; smallwares and
accessories (either man or woman) $500 to $800;
jewelry and cut glass $1,000: restaurant $800; win-
dow trimmer and advertisement writer from $75 to

$100 a month.
Amount spent in advertising—From one to two

pei- cent.

Best cash system—Pneumatic tube.

Rental—Four per cent, of turnover in general
considered a fair basis, but it depends almost alto-

gether upon the city and location of store.

Operating expenses—About 20 per cent, of turn-
oxer.

Would Make Some Revisions.

Commenting on these estimates, the merchant,
whose opinion was asked, had this to say: "It is

rather difficult to make up figures to correctly cover
a prospect of this character, as conditions would vary
considerably according to size of town, general con-
dition of the community and similar causes.

"However, it seems, drawing on our experience,
that the estimated distribution of stock which you
make is about correct. Fifteen thousand dollars is

possibly somewhat under the stock which will have
to he carried for ready-to-wear garments, especially
if the better class of trade is catered to, as that
amount would not be sufficient for a good range of
mi its, coats and evening and fancy dresses in addi-
tion to whitewear, children's garments, etc.

"On the other hand, I think your estimate of

$5,000 for furs is proportionately too high. Three
thousand dollars would be nearer the mark based
on our experience, unless Western conditions would
alter this.

"Your estimate of $5,000 for men's wear is not
sufficient. This department will have to meet the
competition of the Men's furnishing and Tailors'

stores. So a stock of about $6,000 for men's and
boys' clothing and $4,000 for furnishings would he
in order, especially if fur-lined overcoats and similar
Garments are carried to anv extent.
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"The amount of $20,000 for house furnishings,

etc., should be ample.

"You estimate millinery at $8,000. My opinion

would be that $3,000 should be looked on as an

outside figure if it to be a profitable department at

the approximate turnover under consideration. If

the millinery department is allowed to run up a

large stock, it means clearing sales which will have
losses, and it is better to keep the stock at a mini-

mum.
"Ten thousand dollars for dress goods, trim-

mings and findings is pretty small. I would rather

reduce the silk estimates by $2,500 and add it to

the dress goods, especially if a dress-making depart-

ment is to be conducted in connection with the

store, and this should by all means be done. It

insures better sales in the dress goods department
and properly rounds out the store organization.

"The other figures appear about right, with the

exception of jewelry and cut glass. I presume you
intend this to cover such a line as brass goods like

clocks, desk sets, toilet table articles and similar

goods. This, at the best, is only a Season demand
around Christmas time, and I would feel inclined

to restrict the stock to below $5,000.

"Concerning your estimate of earning capacity,

33 per cent, is too optimistic for ready-to-wear de-

partment. Reductions here are bound to be very
heavy and 20 per cent, on the gross is likely to be a

favorable showing.
''Twenty-five per cent, for silks is close to the

mark, but the smallwares, hosiery, etc., should show
a i least 33 1-3 per cent, instead of 22 per cent., as

you estimate.

"The other figures you give are about our ex-

perience, except that better than 5 per cent, can be
made in the millinery department. In fact if the
stock is kept down low as suggested before, this

should go nearer to 15 per cent.

"You mentioned operating a restaurant. I am
doubtful if this is advisable, unless it can be arrang-
ed that the restaurant can have a separate entrance
and can be cut off from the rest of the store. Other-
wise, the restaurant has to close at the same time as
tlic remainder of the store. This means it can do
nothing but a luncheon business, whereas, about 60
per cent, of the restaurant profits must come from
six o'clock and evening trade. A soda fountain
should lie considered. It will cost hardly less than
$10,000 to properly equip restaurant and kitchen,
and for a town of the size under consideration, this

i- a pretty heavy capital charge to successfully oper-

ate under. So 1 would be inclined to suggest leaving
"in the restaurant, unless there are some special con-
•idciations such as transient or rural trade that
would justify it.

"Tbe salaries you suggest appear to be rather
low. especially for location in Western Canada, un-
less the proprietor is to look after a great deal of the

work a 'id is capable of getting on with a cheaper
range of assistants.

"The remainder of the suggestions concerning
advertising, rental and operating expenses appear
to be about right, unless in the latter item you are

a bit too optimistic. Twenty per cent, of turnover
for operating expenses may be all right for a well

established business, but I am inclined to think ex-

penses will run considerably higher than that for

the tir-i few vears.

"The above is given without any very definite

data to draw conclusions from, and is, at the best.

little more than a rough estimate, but may perhaps
be of assistance to you."

Floor plans for a building of the size mentioned
could be obtained from people making a specialty

of store equipment, while the building proposition

itself could be submitted to any first-class architect.

The Review would appreciate it if those of its

readers having any further data of a definite char-
acter on the question of stock distribution would for-

ward his opinion and estimate.—Editor.]

Another Merchant's Estimate

A merchant in an Ontario city of 15,000, sub-

mits an estimate as to the amount of stock required

in each department of a store for a city of from
20,000 to 40,000 people. He states:

"We have looked over your figures, and give

herewith what we consider would be a proper division

at stock-taking time, for a business about the size

you mention. Of course, we do not handle gro-

ceries or jewelry, cut glass, etc., and are not giving

any estimates in reference to these departments.

And then, again, it might be possible that if you
mean this estimate for a store out in the west, that

some of the departments would require more goods
than if it were for a store here in the east.

"We think that $8,000 for millinery and $15,-

000 for ready-to-wear is too much. These are the

dangerous departments in a business, as style has a
lot to do with the value, and as styles are always

changing, these two departments should be brought
down to the smallest possible point.

Approximate Estimate.

Staples $ 10,000

Dress goods, which includes silks 15,000

Notions, which includes fancy goods 3,500

Hosiery and gloves ' "'.000

Laces, trimmings, ribbons, embroideries . . . 6,500

Corsets 600
Whitewear 1,500

Patterns 500
1 'arasols 250
Men's clothing 5,000

Men's furnishings 5,000

Ready-to-wear garments, coats, suits, dresses

blouses, skirts .....' 9,000
Tins 2,500

Millinery -.500

Carpets, oilcloths, linoleums, etc 10,000
Curtains and drapery materials 5,000

$82,850

Buying Millinery Stock.

Editor Dry Goods Review.—Will you please in-

form me first, where would be the best place to buy'

millinery stock, as I would like to start a milliner

in business and, second, what is the best time for a

milliner to go to a wholesale house to work?

[ 1. Answered by letter. 2. From two to four

weeks before the wholesale openings.—Editor.
|
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UNRIVALED
in beauty, in durability, in popularity, and the secret lies in the methods
by which

are manufactured and bleached. Over a hundred years a#o the "Old
Bleach" linens were made in the self same way from the purest flax, treated

in the purely natural way and woven into the stout texture that to-day

gives them a supreme quality.

Most important of all is the bleaching process—every piece spread in the
pure, wholesome air and bleached by the sun and wind, without one drop
of chemical of any sort.

Old Bleach Linens have the quality that our grandmothers demanded and
are without an equal for wear and satisfaction.

Old Bleach Linens sell on reputation and satisfy by sterling service.

BOOKLET SENT ON REQUEST

R. H. COSBIE IRISH LINEN
AGENCY TORONTO

BATTING
NORTH STAR, CRESCENT

and PEARL
These brands represent the batting

that your customers want.

They're made from long staple cotton,

white as snow, lofty, soft and elastic.

They come in big batts that open out

into strong sheets of even thickness.

It pays you to sell these brands

Order of your Wholesaler.

ROBERT HENDERSON
£t f^ f~\ Dry Goods Commission Merchant

181-183 McGill Street, MONTREAL
James Stanbury & Co., Toronto

British America Assurance Company
A.D. 1833

FIRE &. MARINE
Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Hob. Gio A. Cox, President W. R. Brock, VIee-Presldent

Robert Blckerdlke, M.P., W. B. Melkle, E. W Cox. Gto. A. Morrow
D. B. Hanna, Augustus Myers, John Hosklo, K.C., LL.D.

Fraderlo Nloholls, Alex. Laird, James Kerr Osborne, Z. A. Laah, K.C.
Sir Henry M. Pellatt, E. R. Wood.

W. B. Molkle, Qanarat Manager/ P. H. Slmm, Secretary

CAPITAL .... 11,400,000.00
ASSETS 2,182,753.85
LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION 29.833,820.96

ESTABLISHED 1849

BRADSTREET'S
Office* Throughout the Civilized World

OFFICES IN CANADA :

Calgary, Alta. Ottawa, Ont. Montreal, Que.

Edmonton. Alta. St. John, N.B. Quebec, Que.

Halifax, N.S. Vancouver, B.C. Toronto, Ont,

London, Ont. Hamilton, Ont. Winnipeg, Man.

Reputation gained by long years of vigorous,
conscientious and successful work.

THOMAS C. IRVING, General Man...,
Western Canada

TORONTO. CANADA

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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It is an easy matter for a competent cutter to fit most
figures; but no tailor, however eminent he may be in his

profession, can guarantee the appearance of a coat after it

has been worn.

Some customers are careful of their clothes, others are

quite the reverse and spoil the effect of a really well-fitting

garment by filling out their pockets with papers and other

bulky objects, the result being that creases which should be

non-existent soon appear, and, of course, the tailor gets blamed.

Had Hymo been utilized for an interlining all cause for

complaint would have been obviated, as its effects are un-

deniable.

Have you used hymo? It takes the place of haircloth

and of course does not require binding, stitching, or shrinking

and carries the makers' guarantee that it will NOT CURL.

It has no stiffening, it is unshrinkable, and it retains its

spring, while above all things it is inexpensive.

Obtainable from all High-Class Wholesale Houses.

Look for the Trade Mark stamped every five yards

on " Hymo" Cloths. None genuine without-

Agents for Canada

GREEFF-BREDT £& CO.
60-62 FRONT STREET PHONE MAIN 3347

TORONTO and at MONTREAL
Sole Manufacturer

James Hymans
(Wholesale Only)

8 and 10 Crescent Minories, London, England

SAMPLES ON REQUEST

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Has the Heartfelt Interest of Employees
How Smallman & Ingram, London, Have Brought About Co-operation

and Developed Efficient Service — Department Heads Must be Thoroughly

Posted — Rules Governing Purchase of Goods by Employees.

Concluded from August 1st. D.G.R.

RULES for every department of the store and
for every branch of its service are embodied
in the little booklet issued by Smallman &
Ingram, London, Ont., to their employes.

With such care have these regulations been prepared

that it would seem they are based upon actual ex-

perience of every possible emergency likely to con-

front the merchant's organization.

Co-operation has undoubtedly been developed to-

a very great extent in this London store, and the de-

tails covered by the regulations make it evident that

the importance of efficient service in every depart-

ment has been strongly emphasized. A visitor to

this store will see at a glance that high standards

along these lines have been secured.

In Aug. 1 number of The Review a number of

regulations for the guidance of employes were pub-
lished. Others of an equally important character

are given below:
EMPLOYES PURCHASING—Employes purchasing goods in the

store must do so before 10 a.m. and pay the regular retail

price, subject to a discount of 10 per cent. (On black dress
u.mmIs for store wear 20 per cent, discount is allowed.)

No discount will be allowed on goods that have been re-

duced or marked "net," or special sale goods.

All goods, not kept regularly in stock, that are ordered
specially for employes, will be marked at an advance of 25

per cent, and subject to the regular discount of 10 per cent.

Employes can only obtain a discount on goods purchased
for their own personal use. except in the case of heads of

families, and then only for persons of their immediate family
dependent on them.

Anyone violating this rule may be immediately discharged.

HATS. WRAPS, LUNCH BOXES, PARCELS, ETC.- Must not be
taken into the depart nts. Lockers are provided for this

purpose, or any article may be left at the check office.

LEAVING STORE DURING HOURS Employes are not allowed

to leave the store during business hours without receiving a
ticket from one of the directors, and all, other than beads or

departments, must first have permission of the head of their

department.

If you desire to leave the store, you will only ask for such
favor at times that will not interfere with the business of
the store.

EMPLOYES WHO ARE ABSENT—Employes who are absenl
from duty or frequently late or tardy, without proper or rea-

sonable excuse, will be liable to discharge. No employe will

be paid w lien absent from duty.
Employes who are detained from coming to the store or
Likelj to lie absent, should notify the firm.

MIRRORS—Mirrors air provided in wash and locker rooms for

hair dressing, etc., and the mirrors in elevators and other
points around the store are not to be used for this purpose.

ELEVATORS At morning on arriving, noon going anil return-
ing, and going at G o'clock, employes will use the freight
elevator to get to and from their various floors.

All freight, stock, etc., must be carried in the freight
elevators, as the others are for passengers only.

SALES SLIPS—Each sales person must make out a slip con-
taining the am, .mils of their checks for the day, and total

the same, to be handed the last thing each evening to a girl

let ailed on each floor for the purpose.
If a sales person is busy up till closing time, it is permis

sible to leave the making up of the slip till first thing next
morning.

TIOLEPIIONES—Telephones in this house are for business. Do
not encourage your friends to call you up during business
hours, but when they do, get through your conversation as
quickly as possible, as a customer may be waiting for the line.

When at the 'phone, do not talk any louder than neces-

sary, as it is very annoying for anyone in the vicinity to

bear a person shouting at the instrument.

DEPARTMENT HEADS The heads of departments are expected
to be thoroughly posted in regard to every article in their

stock, to see that their departments are kept in perfect order,

to see that the help in their department are kept in their

places, are attentive 'to their duties, and go to lunch in their

proper order.

They must see that a proper and attractive display of

their goods is made, that tickets and pins are taken care of,

and that goods are in order before closing.

By 9 a.m. daily heads of departments will make out a list

of goods required for their stock from reserve, and will de-

tail someone from their departments to bring the goods down.
All goods should be forward by 9.45 a.m.

Afternoons must be entirely devoted to selling.

Department heads can greatly assist in carrying out our
Rule No. 35, re commercial travelers.

Department heads will carefully watch new hands in their

sections, and not hesitate to correct them promptly when
anything is detected in actions, language, or appearance which
is opposed to the general methods of this store; and if they
are too ignorant or too wilful to adopt any such suggestion,

report them to the superintendent.

Department heads will see that a receptacle for receiving

scraps and paper is provided in their sections and that their

assistants use it.

WRAPPING GIRLS—Check every bundle before you stamp the

bill, for that stamp makes you responsible for the correctness

of the parcel.

l'.e careful of string and paper; do not use a larger sheet

than is necessary.

Ge1 the collector of parcels to sign for every parcel, which
is to be sent, that he gets from you.

See that the salespeople make out their checks and address
labels properly.

Stamp both duplicate and original check.

Stamp all address cards alter you wrap parcel to be sent.

Remember, careless checking will not be tolerated, and by
requiring you to stamp your number on check and label, the

firm is able to trace all parcels to the wrapper.
Do not let anyone else use your stamp.
You are expected to do any work assigned you, such as

marking goods, etc., as long as such work does not interfere

with wrapping parcels, but under no circumstance are you
to run errands or go to the stock room for any department.

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS—We are anxious to see everything

that is offered, and it will be our special business to look at

samples every morning.
Our time for examining samples is from 9 a.m.

No samples, excepting notions, are to be examined else-

where than in the sample room.
Special arrangements will be made for notion travelers.

IMPORTANT—The following departures from good commercial
conduct will not be tolerated in this establishment, and will

subject anyone guilty of them to discharge:

(a) Assembling in groups for conversation.

(b) Reading newspapers or books, or writing letters.

(c) Eating or chewing while at counters or departments.

(d) Loafing in basement or away from departments, con-

tinually.

(e) Mutilating fixtures, standing on bare counters, etc.

(f) Loud, noisy talk or quarreling.

(g) The suppression of any fact that should be made
known to the firm.
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The Best

Organized

Department

Stores on the

Continent Use

National Cash Registers
Fully Equipped

Fully Equipped

Hudson Bay Co., Winnipeg and Edmonton,
A. E. Rea & Co., Montreal,

T. Eaton Co., Toronto and Winnipeg
Robert Simpson Co., Toronto

Paquet & Co., Quebec, ....
Hamilton Co-Operative Concern, Hamilton

Jerry Robinson Co., Winnipeg
Morgan & Co., Montreal,

John Wanamaker, Philadelphia,

John Wanamaker, New York,

Siegel Cooper Co., Chicago.

Siegel Cooper Co., New York,

Lit Bros., Philadelphia,

Hochschild, Kohn & Co., Baltimore, -

B. Nugent & Bro., St. Louis

Hale Bros., San Francisco

Jordan-Marsh Co., Boston

Shepard, Norwell & Co., Boston

and hundreds of other department stores have adopted the

modern and only perfect Department Store System.

Write for our special pamphlet.
It will pay you to investigate.

Fully Equipped

Fully Equipped

Fully Equipped
Fully Equipped
Fully Equipped

Fully Equipped
Fully Equipped

Fully Equipped
Fully Equipped

The National Cash Register Co.
F. E. MUTTON

Manager for Canada

28 YONGE STREET, TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers a ml Their Travelers.
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(h) Walking through the store arm-in-arm.

(i) Spitting on floors.

(j) Sitting outside the counters.

(k) Doing sewing or fancy work that is not for stock.

TRANSFERS—Encourage the use of transfer cards when cus-

tomers wish to make a number of purchases, as these not

only simplify shopping, but save unnecessary handling of

parcels. See that you understand thoroughly the uses of the

transfer cards. For full directions see reverse side of cards.

DIRECTING CUSTOMERS—Do not direct a customer, inquiring

for merchandise sold elsewhere in the store, unless you are

absolutely certain as to where such goods are to be found;

and always be sure you understand exactly what is wanted.

In case of doubt, refer to floorman. A misdirection causes a

great deal of annoyance to a customer.

KEEPING COUNTERS CLEAN—As soon as possible after show-

ing goods, put them back into their proper places and hang

garments on their racks, so they can be readily found when
next wanted.

ELEVATOR MEN—The elevator man must be able to answer all

possible questions as to the locality of departments on each

floor, and always in a comprehensive and courteous manner.

The operator must understand that he is never to hurry,

but to be deliberate, and in every instance to assure himself

that everything is right before starting his car.

The car must never be started until the doors are not

only closed, but also latched.

The car should always be started slowly, and speed be

slackened before stopping.

There is always a danger of a woman's skirt hanging over

the edge of the platform, or that some child will extend

either hand or foot beyond the safety point. It is necessary

to watch passengers in case of any such actions.

In case of an accident, the operator should never let the

passengers know there is any danger, remembering that the

automatic safety devices will arrest any accidental fall of

the car.

Operators must call out loudly and distinctly at each

floor the direction in which they are going.

Operators while on duty in the car are not to run errands.

RECEIVING GOODS—Express parcels and bundles will be re-

ceived at the parcel office, basement, and from there sent

to the stock room.

Cases will be sent direct to stock room, where they will

be unpacked and laid out according to case number.

The head of the department to which the goods belong

will be notified and he or she will arrange to have the goods
listed for the marker, who will check the quantities and
set the price.

No cases are to be disposed of until the goods are checked.

If there is anything in the systems you do not thoroughly

understand, do not hesitate to ask someone who knows, as It

is better to understand how to perform the duties required of

you than to blunder and cause a great deal of inconvenience.

Try an Ice Cream Window
Displays of This Kind to Boom the Refresh-
ment Department - Composition to Imitate

Different Mixtures.

How many men ever dressed an ice cream win-

dow? In several stores in the United States some
clever displays of ice cream ''that will not melt,"

fruit sundaes and foaming glasses of cool-looking

beverages have been shown in the window. These
displays were reproductions in composition having
the appearance of the real thing. Local druggists

may be able to help out trimmers in producing a

substance suitable for display purposes.

To the United States trimmers, prizes are being

offered for the best displays of this nature in order

to help sales in the refreshment department. This

publicity is directed particularly to large dry goods

stores, where managers have to maintain the inter-

est in this department all the year round.

One of the features of the Chicago Convention
of window trimmers was the attention paid to soda

fountain displays and the part that the windows
could play in helping to make still greater sales in

this section. So far it has been impossible to secure

the formula? for manufacturing the required com-
position from those men who have made these dis-

plays. However, this should be a greater incentive

to experiment in working out for their own trims

an imitation which will make these displays possible.

Some idea of the importance of this department
is gained when it is asserted that fully 60,000 soda

fountains are operated in Canada and United States.

For next year it is claimed that 40,000 more will be

installed as merchants are fast realizing the opening
and profits which .this business brings. As a side line

or as a regular department in dry goods stores mer-

chants are learning the fine points of publicity for

this section during both the Summer and Winter
months. It rests with window trimmers to work out

their individual schemes and The Review will glad-

ly welcome an exchange of opinions or illustrate

windows in which trimmers have been successful.

There is money in soda fountains with profit on

all mixtures and as customers generally come again

it is the part of the window trimmers to induce them
to start coming with some original displays and at-

tractive looking mixtures.

BRITISH AMERICAN DYEING CO.
The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS
In the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS
JOSEPH ALLEN, Manager

Dress Goods, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons and Velveteens, Hosiery

Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP

Also

FEATHERS. SILKS, VELVETS, RIBBONS, LACE, ETC

ALL ra&ifflttft"™ MONTREALUNEQUALLED. TORONTO OTTAWA QUEBEC
J
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A Famous Fabric

rj~f H E high quality of the material used in its manu-

facture ; the fine workmanship put upon it in

every process ; the natural dampness of the air of the

district where it is made, which helps the weaving of

a closer and more durable texture than can be made

elsewhere ; the low price, which brings it into markets

that its competitors can..ot penetrate;—such are^a^few

of the many factors which go to make

A WORLD SUCCESS

The final factor is the way we deal with your order. We don't keep

you waiting and then send you something "nearly the same-" We
deal promptly and carefully with that order and you get what you want.

Wm, Anderson & Co., Ltd.

Pacific Mills

GLASGOW SCOTLAND
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Art Needlework Productions
Egyptian and Hindu Designs Noted —Crochet

to be Popular this Season — Worsteds

for Embroidery.

EMBROIDERED scarfs, cushions and covers

are now almost universally of heavy crash

in shades of cream or ecru. This is prefer-

red, because of the artistic, open weave, and

also because wearing and washing qualities arc all

that can be desired.

Cushion covers of this order are offered with

backs in a dark color to match the main shade in the

embroidery. Fringes have largely replaced frills

as a finish for the new cushions. Cords and tassels

an shown in all shades.

Designs consisl mainly of those derived from
the Egyptian and Hindu embroideries. The pea-

cock feather, plain and conventionalized, and the

Lotus flower arc the most notable of these. Solid

embroidery, in patterns which suggest stencilling,

and worked in with the satin -titch. is picked out

rounn! (he edge with silver or gill tinsel thread to

give a touch of contrast. Shaded effects are achiev-

ed rather by the arrangement of the blocks of color

than by shading of the threads in each separate

block. As a consequence, colors must be chosen

with great care. Two main colors with their shad-

ings prove enough for the ordinary design.

Most of the covers are stencil-printed in such a

way as to leave working optional. Some of the

stencils are very pretty in themselves.

A few cushions and covers in rich, dark shades

are seen. One of these was a. round table cover of

crash, dyed a deep brown, and having a peacock in

shades of bine, purple and red. with feathers sweep-

ing completely round the edge of the cover, the em-
broidery was worked in solid, and the outlines block-

ed off in stencil effect.

"While art needlework cushions and covers are

the seanson's cboicesl offerings, tapestry, leather and
printed muslins have all sold well. Bedroom sets

decorated with floral designs in Dresden colorings

have been a good staple line. For drawing-rooms.
fancy tapestries in larger patterns than usual have
been taken. For library or den. the leather cushion

takes first place,

Playground recently installed by the T. Eaton Co on the roof of their Toronto store. See article in

this depanment for cost and details.
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Novelties for Profit

The large increase in the

sales of our goods is the

best proof of our assertion

that they are the best on

the market.

We are now receiving an unprece-

dented number of re-orders for

Hair Goods, Hat Pins,

Combs, and Fancy Jewellery
Ours is the only Canadian factory

which turns out a line of 18x22 karat

gold, hand-engraved and Rhinestone

combs, barrettes, and all kinds of hair

ornaments.

Many have found our Barocque Pearls

a quick-selling and profitable line. We
have many new and pleasing designs.

Featuring our goods will give your
fancy trade a great impetus. You will

be at the head of the procession.

WRITE US FOR SAMPLES

J. ABELES, Limited
233 to 239 Bleury Street

Montreal - Canada
Please viention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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RAPHAEL TUCK &
FINE ART AND

OUR TRAVELLERS ARE

VALENTINES
NOVELTIES
POST CARDS
MECHANICALS

EASTERS
LEAFLETS
MECHANICALS
NOVELTIES
POST CARDS

Personal Greeting

Christmas Cards
SAMPLE BOOKS
NOW READY

BOOKS
JUVENILES
PAINTING BOOKS
PAPER TOY BOOKS
LINEN TOY BOOKS
CALICO BOOKS
WEDDING and

BABY BOOKS
BIRTHDAY ALBUMS

CALENDARS
NOVELTIES
BLOCKS
DROPS and LEAFLETS

London

9-17 ST. ANTOINE

Berlin Paris

TRADC MARK

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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SONS CO.,
*

T TD W
BOOK PUBLISHERS J29*

-^TRADEMARK

NOW SHOWING SAMPLES

CHRISTMAS CARDS Holiday Specialties

CELLULOID NOVELTIES SANTA CLAUS and

AUTOGRAPH STATIONERY HOLLY SEALS
BOXED CARDS HOLLY TAGS
CHRISTMAS and and CARDS
NEW YEAR LEAFLETS

POST CARDS
GAMES CHRISTMAS
MARIONETTES NEW YEAR
NURSERY ROCKERS HALLOWE'EN
ROCKING ANIMALS THANKSGIVING
WALKING ANIMALS VALENTINE
KINDERGARTEN A.B.C. EASTER and

ROPE CLIMBERS ST. PATRICK'S

Lists covering the

STREET, MONTREAL
following lines have

r

been prepared and will

be sent on application :

Calendars

vt -\t i n rr* Dickens' CentenaryNew York Cape Town Books and
Holiday Specialties

Valentines.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Wool Embroideries

Interest is strong in the new lines of embroideries

in worsteds and Chenilles. These have been freely

used on dresses and hats which bear the stamp of

Paris' most exclusive houses, and are now being talk-

ed of for house decorations. Colors are very rich

and strong, and patterns decidedly Oriental in char-

acter.

Many persons will remember when home-made
tapestries of worsted and other forms of wool em-
broidery were popular. There is every likelihood

of their revival this season, though in somewhat dif-

ferent forms.

Fancy Ribbon Goods

Window displays of fancy articles made of rib-

bon prove a great attraction and are useful in two
ways. They demonstrate the uses to which this sea-

son's novel ribbons may be put, and they help ad-

vertise the fancy goods department.

Great opportunity for the production of these

dainty articles is offered this season. Ribbons are

varied cind dainty, and the use of stripes of velvet,

the reversible patterns and the fancy weave- shown,
make them specially suited to fancy work.

A puff bag is made of one of the new Oriental

designs in pale shades. It is lined with pink satin

ribbon and has circular base piece of the same, stif-

fened with cardboard. A floral design in dark tints

made a useful and serviceable coat-hanger. A rib-

lion striped with metallic tissue, combined with a

plain, satin one. very wide, was used to make a very
dainty tea-cosy.

One of the new velours, in Oriental design and
wide stripe, was used to make a charming opera bag.

The uses of these ribbons are practically endless,

and a beautiful and varied display greatly augments
sales.

Return to Parted Effects,

Dutch Coils the Feature of Hair-dressing Now
— Hair Ornaments Selling — Barrettes

and Bandeaux.

The coiffure for 1911-12 promises to be in the

nature of a return to parted effects and low dressing

at the back.

The Dutch coils are the outstanding feature of

this reason's style. The hair is parted, and drawn
back, partially concealing the ears; it is then dress-

ed in three (tat coils, one in the middle and one over
each ear. This dressing has a distinctly mediaeval
look. The coils appear like medallions, and are

sometimes ornamented with a bandeau across the
back or front, ending in medallions over each ear.

If the hair is too scanty, switches are used, or two
coils may be substituted for three. This simple and
at the same time novel coiffure has taken the Par-

isian world by storm. All up-to-date retail houses
should endeavor to demonstrate it on the lay figure.

Other hair dressings which are popular consist

of effects equally low, but with the addition of clus-

ters of puffs or curls, or with the Psyche knot. Side
palling- are frequently seen, and curled bangs are

beginning to be again worn. The straight, fringe

bang has not proved a success here, nor is it likely

to, though much worn abroad.

Circular pads are still in demand to fill out low
coiffures at the back. Divided pads for centre part-

ings are good selling numbers.
Bandeaux have been the big selling line of the

past season, and there is every likelihood of their re-

maining popular, in both plain and elaborate styles

all through the coming year.

Fancy fabrics, metallic nets, braids, jeweled ef-

fects and beadings in all the new shades are used on
these hair bands. Some are large and elaborate
enough to constitute bead-dresses.

~>orts

It is apparent from tliis adjoining photograph that the latest novelty—the walking dog—fascinates the grown-ups just as
much as little boys and girls. This is one of the many novelties manufactured by John Bing. His representatives are the D uchy
Co., New York.
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LEATHER GOODS

Travellers now on
the road with the

largest set of

leather goods
samples ever
shown in Canada.

FOR

MEN
The "Julian Sale" guarantee

makes easy selling

Wholesale Catalogue

No. 27

ready to mail Oct. 1st.

Mailed to any dealer

that stocks leather

goods.

The Julian Sale Leather Goods Co.
LIMITED

1052King Street West - - - TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Shell bandeaux set with rhinestones, in the popu-

lar coronet form, or plain, have been excellent.

Metal bandeaux thickly crusted with jewels are also

offered.

Barrettes have sold well during the past season,

and continue the best selling line in shell goods.

Combs are slowly improving, and much is hoped

for them in the near future owing to the return of

the low coiffure.

Chain purses for Christmas trade come in new
and attractive forms. A particularly striking small

purse of German silver had a deep mount consist-

ing of a peacock with wings spread, jeweled in nat-

ural colors. When open, the back of the mount was

seen to be set with a small concentrating mirror.

This purse, of high-class workmanship in every way,

could be retailed at five dollars with good profit.

Ear-rinu,s with tiny drop chains set with small

jewels are shown for wear on unpierced ears. Tur-

quoises. rhine.*tones and a variety of stones are offer-

ed. Pearl ear studs have been good this Summer
in all large centres.

iSSSSK.*.'-.'-'-*

«&>-

Neck bands, purse, ear-rings and pendant. Shown by Otto
Veit, manufacturers' agent, Toronto.

Lorgneltr chains and strings of beads are speci-

ally good in turquoise. Amethysts sell fairly well,

as usual. For Christmas selling, small lockets of

silver, to be initialed, will be a popular line. Studs

in a similar finish are also good. Tiny locket chains

in silver and gilt will be sold freely.

Enameled pins and buckles show bright, rich

colors. Art nouveau designs and place and national

emblems are popular lines.

Bar pins, enameled or jeweled, are being sold

freely. They are used to hold the new side jabots

in place both at the throat and shoulder. Blouse

sets have a staple but limited sale.

Pendant necklets, consisting of flat, sparkling

jewels, and slender chain attachments, embodying
the art nouveau ideas in design, are offered as a

particularly attractive line for selling next Christ-

mas. These are always a good selling line, and re-

cent numbers combine effectiveness with refinement

and delicacy which -should make them very desir-

able for the better class trade.

Smooth Surface Leathers
Bags for Fall and Winter Have Smooth Finish

— Mousquetaire in Tapestry the Style Feature

Smooth-finished leathers are conspicuous among
the bags for the coming season. In practical num-
bers the envelope closing is used and a strap or pair

of straps takes the place of the cordeliere recently

featured so extensively.

Fabric bags are represented by the popular mous-
quetaire, usually made of tapestry, and trimmed

Novelty Suede bag in all colors. Shown by
Flett. Lowndes & Co.. Ltd.

with braid. This bag has a long cordeliere with tas-

sels to match. Both braid and cordeliere are fre-

quently of antique silver or brassy gold.

Bags completely fitted with dressing accessories

should prove excellent selling numbers for the

Christmas trade. Others not so complete carry a
mirror or "vanity box." The small additions go far

to make the article suitable for presentation purposes

at but little extra cost.

Irish Crochet Revived

Patterns of Irish crochet and materials for the

work will be in excellent demand all this season,

and no retailer should fail to provide his fancy

goods department with the newest literature on the

subject, including books of designs, periodicals, etc.

Very fine work with delicate threads will be

done, as many of the new creations in clothes and
underwear show trimmings of lacy Irish crochet.

Heavier patterns are suitable for doilies and bed

linen.

Knitted laces are also to be revived to a large ex-

tent for household use. Threads and patterns for

this purpose should be stocked.
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The Best and Most Popular Hoops on the Market

"DUCHESS" HOOPS
The Pelt Cushion protects the
fabric and embroidered work
from injury and holds either
light or heavy fabrics tightly
stretched. Sold for 10 years in

over 18,000 retail stores.

Made in the round and oval shapes.
"DUCHESS" (round)—Sizes 4, 5, 6. 7, 8, 10.12, inch diameters.
"DUCHESS" (oval)—Three sizes, 3x6, 4y2x9 and 6x12 inches.

THE
"DUCHESS-
OVAL"

accommodates a full

design for embroid-
ering as in a large
round hoop, but
has the convenience
in use of a small
hoop.

"ROYAL- OVAL" A lower priced, smoothly finished
and carefully fitted, plain oval

Hoop (without the Pelt Cushion or Bow Spring.)

Made in Three Sizes

6x12 inches, for drawn work, pillow covers, etc.

4V2 x9 inches, a popular size for all kinds of work.
3x6 inches, for working designs on hosiery, etc.

"PRINCESS"
Has a nickel-plated
bow-spring which ad-
justs itself to thick or
thin fabrics, holding
the material firmly and
without injury.
Made in the round and

oval shapes.
"Princess" (round).

—

Sizes: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10,

12-ineh diameters.
" Princess " (oval) three
sizes: 3x6, 4%x9, and
6x12 inches.

THE
"PRINCESS-
OVAL"

accommodates a full

design for embroid-
ering as in a large
round hoop, but has
the convenience in

use of a small hoop.

• 'SPFPIAI ^FI FPT" A lower priced, smoothly ftn-
jriAjlrlL-jrjlilAjl

jsne(j anf| carefully fitted,

plain round Hoop, (without the Felt Cushion or Bow-spring.)

Made in Sizes: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12-inch diameters.

Order To-day. Your Jobber can supply you. THE GIBBS MFG. CO., CANTON, OHIO, U.S.A.

New Line of LADIES' BELTS
In Elastic, Satin and all other New Effects

Join the procession Call or write for samples

FOR THE JOBBING TRADE ONLY

LOUIS SCHLOSS
621 Broadway - - New York

Every net is

Individually in*

spected three
times before
completion, and

all imperfect

nets thrown out.

MADE IN

ALL
HUMAN
HAIR

SHADES

THE COIFFURA
TIDY-WEAR

REAL HUMAN HAIR
NOTE THE TIGHT HAIR
TT

R 20, $ 9.60 gross

R22, $14.40 '

R23, $16.00 "

R24, $18.00 "

R26, $34.00 "

Each net in

envelope.

ROSENWALD
BROS.

Sole Manufacturers

tod Paleolees

LONDON
PARIS and VIENNA

.Sole Agents for Canada: DIECKEKHOFF, KAFFLOER & CO., Limited, Cor. Siuicoe and Wellington Sts., Toronto, and 515 St. Paul St., Montreal.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Attractions for the Basement
Automobile Hampers for Tourists — Fancy
Basket Novelties — Statuettes and Pottery

At this time of the year when the moderate
weather favors motoring, timely displays of hampers
for the tourist bring in custom.

These consist of baskets of a very stout, durable
sort, with eating utensils neatly packed within and
sandwich receptacles. A hamper containing half a
dozen knives and forks, glasses, each in its double
basket casing to prevent breakages, and plates, was
offered at $7.50, retail. It had two sections for pack-
ing food, and also a bottle holder. Prices run all

the way down to very reasonable figures for small
hampers for two persons.

Basket articles which sell well are tea-trays, ver-

andah catch-alls, which may be retailed from a dol-

lar up, and work baskets with or without stand or
tripod. Pretty little baskets for flower pots may be
sold at twenty-five cents with reasonable profit.

These articles are sure sellers, and prove an attrac-

tion, both in the fancy goods department and in the
basement.

Presenting " Mutt " and " Jeff"

Novel and amusing are the statuettes of "Mutt"
and "Jeff" offered for sale for a small sum. These
come in various sizes according to the price.

Other statuettes of an amusing or of a classical

type help to attract custom to the chinaware depart-

ment and easily sell themselves. Every year these
imitations are improved upon, and many persons
buy them for educative purposes.

Decorative pottery has proved a good selling line.

The famous Wedgewood designs are popular, as also
are the Egyptian pottery decorations. Shapes tend
toward the very ancient vase and pitcher forms.
Terra cotta is seen in small ornaments, and in

smokers' outfits.

Roof Playground for Children

The T. Eaton Co. have recently installed a fully-

equipped children's playground on the roof of their
Toronto store. Its properties include slides or chute-
the-chutes, merry-go-round, lettering swing, sand
pile, and large vessel of water in which to sail toy
boats.

The entrance to this playground is through
"Toyland" on the top floor of the store, and no chil-

dren are admitted unless accompanied, at least as

far as the entrance, by a parent or senior. Seats are
provided for people who wish to rest or watch the
children at play. The playground is always under
reliable supervision, so that people may feel assured
that their children are in good hands while they are

absent shopping.

Equipment for a playground such as this costs

about $250, apart from the expense of flooring,

roofing, etc. The space used here is 75x30 feet.

A preat handker-

THERE IS GOING TO BE A BIG DEMAND FOR

Higena and Silkana Handkerchiefs
The quality of these handkerchiefs is so good that we have decided to sell them hence-
forth under a branded name, and to tell the public by means of advertising why they
should buy one of these two brands, in preference to other makes.

These handkerchiefs are Irish manufactured of the finest materials only, and every set

of Higena Handkerchiefs is packed in separate sealed packets, thus ensuring a hygienic
cleanliness which cannot fail to appeal strongly to the public.

Get in touch quickly with your wholesale house for full particulars and terms.

Wallace C& Wallace
Agents for Douglas & Green, Belfast, Ireland

TORONTO, 502 Empire Building

MONTREAL, 504 Corisline Building

CX-
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"Naiad"—The Shield that Sells

UNSEEN-NAIAD PROTECTS

"NAIAD"
The Shield Unrivalled

Beauty and genuine utility unite in the
construction of the Naiad Dress Shield.

It is not surprising that it has established
itself as a staple line that the dealer can-
not do without.

—Naiad as good the day it's bought
as the day it's made.

—Naiad is so constructed that it

does not deteriorate with age,
and, therefore, does not decline
in value.

—Naiad is cleanliness supreme.

—Naiad can be sterilized after use
by immersing in boiling water for

a few seconds only and pressed
with a heated iron.

Merchants who are bent on

pleasing their customers sell

the Naiad Dress Shield.

Guarantee with every pair.

Sample book on application.

Wrinch, McLaren & Co.

77 Wellington St. W., Toronto, Can.

SOLE CANADIAN MANUFACTURERS

Lambert's Fashionable Bags
IN LEATHERS AND FABRIQUES DE LUXE

1*HE KEYNOTE of Fashion in bagdom is struck by the

creations of this house Its announcements of

advance styles may be accepted as authoritative. All

the world fur-

nishes inspira-

tion. An inter-

esting Oriental
impulse is

shown in the

admirable new

MANDERIN
BAGS

Their strong
elements of

character, to-

gether with
their ar t i st ic

qualities, never
failtocommand
attention.

Sales Naturally
Follow.

The Vogue of the opening season also leans strongly
toward other profitable fabric triumphs : such, for
example, as

G9BELIN AND CORONATION BAGS in tapestry

Worthy of the court beauties of Europe.

Genuine Demand

And last but not
least comes, per-
haps, the most im-
portant item of all,

namely the

CORDELIERE
CORONATION
In Velvets
Symposiums of

Color with chosen
gowns. When
the manufacturer
provides such
lines, it's up to

the dealer to
profit thereby.

Show
Your Enterprise.

P. W. Lambert & Co.

Creators & Manufacturers
of Fashionable Bags

64-66 Lispenard Street

NEW YORK

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Answers to Queries

Departmentizing Certain Lines

Editor Dry Goods Review.—In a departmental

store where the different lines are kept in their re-

spective departments and where each department is

under different management, where should the fol-

lowing lines be properly carried?

1. Ladies' hand bags.—In drug departement or

dry goods department?
2. Express wagons or >leighs.—In toy or hard-

ware department?
3. Ladies' golf jackets.— lu dry goods or ladies'

garment department

?

4. Suit cases.—In men's furnishings or boots

and shoes?

5. Flannelette Underwear.—In dry goods or

Ladies' garmenl department?
6. Lumbermen's Sox.—In men's furnishings or

boots and shoes?

7. Dolls and similar Christinas goods.—Dry
goods or drug department?

8. Curtain Draperies, by the yard.—Dry good.->

or house furnishings?

[1. Keep a fair assortment of standard lines, in-

cluding music rolls in the drug department, but

carry the novelties in the dry goods section with
fancy goods and accessories.

2. If there is no regular toy department, express

wagons and sleighs are best carried in the hardware
section. When toys are featured in a separate sec-

tion at Christina- -how wagons and sleighs there.

3. Keep ladies' golf jackets in the garment de-

partment until about Dec. 1, when it is advisable to

bring them forward and display prominently on
racks in or near the dress goods section where busi-

ness is slack at that time of year. It is advisable to

give these garments some such prominent position

as this around Christmas time as they then suggesl
more readily their suitability as holiday favors.

4. Suit cases are best shown in connection with
boots and shoes, but it is advisable to keep two or

three good samples in the men's furnishing depart-

ment.
5. Flannelette Underwear.—With whitewear in

the underwear section of the women's ready-to-wear
department.

6. Lumbermen's Sox.—In men's furnishings
section, unless specially featured in connection with
the leather footwear for lumbering purposes, as is

often found advisable.

7. Dolls and similar Xmas goods are generally
carried in "toyland" if such a department is kept the

year round, otherwise they are placed in the central

circle of the store near the stationery, notions or

fancy goods.

8. Lines up to 25 cents a yard, such as spot mus-
lins, silkolines, cretons, and art sateens are kept in

the wash goods section: more expensive materials

with curtains and draperies in house furnishings.

—

Editor.]

Novelties in Ribbons
Very 'Wide are the New Millinery Ribbons
— Stripes, Tapestry Patterns and Plaids —

Velvets, Cut and Uncut Selling

Ribbons are selling much better now than for

some time past, but it must be confessed that the

staple lines are much slower than the novelties.

Very wide ribbons are used for the new panel

sashes, and for millinery purposes. Wide stripes

are a noticeable feature of these ribbons. Color com-
binations are bright, but deep in tone. Blocks and
Oriental patterns share popularity with stripes.

Combinations of silk and satin and of velvet with

both are frequently seen.

A decidedly novel number was printed in tapes-

try effect, in rich dark, Oriental shades, and a pat-

tern suggestive of the Hindu designs.

Velours and uncut velvets, as well as regular

velvets, and long hairs will be widely in demand.
Ribbons of two tones, with contrasting back, are

considered chic. Black, faced with emerald, and
loyal blue and black are favorite combinations.

Two-tone moires in shot effects are especially good
for millinery purposes.

Very wide, flowered ribbons in rich shades, on a

black ground, are a feature of the millinery offer-

ings. Shot, taffetas are also excellent for the same
purpose.

Plaid ribbons in brilliant colorings are favorites.

both for millinery purposes and for hair bows.

These are among the newest offerings.

Everything in Girdles, Cords, Tassels, Trimmings

Ladies' Dress Girdles (to match any color or material), Dress and Neck Cords, Chenille or Velvet

Cords, Cushion Girdles, Bathrobe and Costume Girdles, Curtain Loops and Drapery Cords and

Tassels, Window Shade Pulls and Tassels, Pom Poms and Parasol Cords, etc.

Special orders and designs made for Furnishing Trimmings to match any fabric or color scheme.

Bag Handles and Cords used by all leather goods manufacturers.

Silk and Cotton buttonhole gimps for use of tailors and garment makers.

Note: Cords for programmes and Booklets, etc., made and shipped immediately

on receipt of orders.

The Canada Cord and Weaving Company, Limited
ROYCE & EDWIN STS. (Late Canadian Cord & Tassel Co.) Established 1900 TORONTO
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When buying HAIR NETS be sure that they are marked

fitPLEASALL 99

(REGISTERED)

"Imitation is the

sincerest form of

flattery."

Beware of imita-

tions. See that

you get the re-

gistered trade
mark spelled

" PLEASALL

"

The name
"PLEASALL"

<Regd.)

and the patented

binder are your

guarantee.

Perfect fitting,

clean, and put up

in a most attrac-

tive and con-

venient form.

Inquire of your wholes aler, or write to us direct.

Harold F. Watson, Weldon & Company
208 CORISTINE BLDG MONTREAL. P.Q,

Z^Sole Agents tor Canada (Wholesale Only).
'

Dress Shield
Every pair guaranteed. Has the largest sale in the world. Sold by all leading jobbers.

I. B. Kleinert Rubber Company, Toronto

/KLEINERT

2iA

S°Z%£
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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GET SELLING QUALITY IN

YOUR NECKWEAR

The same sources that supply the elegant and snappy modes

for our waists have given our neckwear for Christmas the

touches required to make it sell.

The Advance Styles have heen adapted to your needs in these

Christmas Stocks which are now being shown all over

Canada.

See Salesmen, or Write.

LADIES' WEAR, LIMITED

TORONTO
F. P. EVANS, President W. F. GOFORTH, Vice-President

Please mention The Review t> Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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FEATURES OF THIS DEPARTMENT

The Veiling Vogue for the New Millinery Season—Scarfs of

Chiffon or Ninon used for Tunic Draperies-- Latest Auto Hood
Novelties—New Neckwear Preparing for the Holiday Season-
Fringes, Braids, Buttons and other Dress Trimmings described.

Good Veiling Season
New Millinery Styles Favorable — Fish and

Tosca Nets and Round Mesh Veils With
Hemmed Edges — Scarfs and Auto Hoods

AT this time of the year there is naturally.,

great interest in the season's offerings in

veilings, and annually the question arises

whether or not veilings will be worn by the

bulk of women.
This year, all indications are favorable. The

surest guide to veilings is the style of millinery pre-

ferred. At the openings in Toronto, August 28th,

wholesalers declared that nine out of ten hats sold

were small and of the sort that sits low on the head
and frames the face. Similar reports are made from
other millinery centres. This means that veilings

may conveniently be worn, and will undoubtedly be
in demand both for use and ornament.

Shadow veiling. Shown by Canada Veiling Co., Toronto.

A great number of the soft, Shetland veils have
been worn during the Summer. These are arrang-

ed in a loose, floating style. Closer draping is ex-

pected to. prevail during Fall and Winter, though
white felt sailors show the loosely arranged veil.

Fish net and Tosca, round-mesh veils with hem-
med edges are among the offerings which attract

most.

Chenille-dotted veils in somewhat softer weaves
than formerly are bidding strongly for popularity.
Patterns show large groups of dots, with a sort of

shadow or cob-web ground mesh. This combination

has a very artistic effect, and proves becoming.
Shadow patterns are still much favored, but the very
heavy designs are merged into the conventional,
lighter patterns.

Tunic Draperies of Scarves

A new use for the highly ornamental scarf of
the season has been found in the form of tunic
draperies. The scarf of chiffon or ninon may be
arranged in the popular, one-sided effect, draping
from one shoulder and falling over the skirt in any
desired way, or it may be used solely for tunic over-
draperies on the skirt.

_

Very beautiful effects are obtainable with the
brilliant dew-spotted or gold or silver beaded scarves
offered for evening wear. Some of these show floral

designs as well as beading. Others have beaded de-
signs in colors which contrast with the ground shade.
Oriental color combinations, especially those which
employ the Hindu favorites, emerald, orange, yellow
and blue, are specially good. Coral and turquoise
beading are seen.

]>e\v-spotted scarf, mauve and black, with gold dots,

by Canada Veiling Co., Toronto.
Shown
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Fancy Neckwear Selling
Origin of the Novel Lines now Showing
— Greater Variety than for Years Past —

The Capuchin Collar

A greater variety of articles of neckwear has been

produced this season than for many years past.

Trade is booming in these lines, and no complaints

are heard. Few. if any, of the new productions have

stuck. Sales are largely a matter of displaying the

noveltie- freely and demonstrating correctlv. The

Apron jabot and collar

—

Shown by A. T. Reid Co.,
Toronto.

retailer should not neglect the last named factor of

success, as many women require to be shown the ar-

rangement of the articles which are new to the pub-

lic.

As is generally the case, I he productions bearing
the stamp of fashion's most up-to-date hall mark are

really only revivals of the modes of a past age.

Fichus recall the days of the Revolution, as in the

Charlotte Corday design. Berthas of the early Vic-

torian type arc seen on evening gowns. The Byronic
collar, endeared to fame by it- association with the

youth of the revolutionary and skeptical school of

thought which followed the "Sturm and Drang"
period, has had a great and continued success.

Newer than any of these is the pointed Capuchin
collar, a type distinctly reminiscent of the Middle
Ages, and consequently much favored by Parisian

costumiers, including Paul Poiret.

A right understanding of these lines will assist

in selling them. For instance, the customer who
buys a fichu will find that it should be worn »vith

the gown of straight lines with scant frills below the

knee, or pinked ruche at the hem. Surplice waist

effects correspond to tunic over-skirts. The capuchin
collar should be worn on a dress of few seams with

close, long lines in mediaeval style. The sailor col-

lar best suits the kimono blouse when worn as a

separate accessory.

Novel Auto Hood
Automobile scarves of crystalline are good staple

sellers. The newest auto hood consists of a cap, hav-

ing a transparent celluloid face protector. This

covers the eyes and forehead and all but the tip of

the nose. It may be pulled forward like a visor, or

pushed hack, when it is completely concealed be-

neath the folds of the hood. Similar protectors for

the ears are used on some of the hoods. The hoods
or caps are finished with the usual tie-and-throw-over

ends, and conic in full assortment of colors.

®
The Side Frill Universal

The single most important item in this year's

budget of neckwear is the side jabot, pleated or frill-

ed. Pleated effects are most popular, and washable

numbers sell well.

This jabot will be worn in an immense variety

of ways. It is a feature of the new blouses, will be

worn with coats, and is the favorite jabot effect on

the new stock collars. The side lapel is not likely

to sell so well as the jabot as a separate accessory,

but it will be extensively shown as a feature of the

new 1 1 louses. The jabot may be r.ped on. ibis lapel

or to balance it on the other shoulder.

Bandings, All-overs and Venetian Points — Shown by Voss & Stuffmann, Montreal.
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Latest

Novelties

in

Hand

Bags

Three

of our

Best

Selling

Designs
Cordelier Suede Bag, in all Colors,

$27.00 per Dozen.

Cordelier Seal Grain Leather Bag,

in Black only, $8. 50 Dozen.

Cordelier Satin Bag,

in Black only, $16.50 dozen.

MANUFACTURED BY

Flett-Lowndes & Co., Limited
142 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers
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Very wide jabots are shown up to fourteen inches.

All taper toward the waist, gradually or sharply.

Many are short, and obviously designed for wear on
high-waisted gowns.

Materials consist chiefly of lawn or net and lace.

Some all lace numbers are also seen. White is the

favorite, though cream and ecru are shown.

Prospects for Stock Collars

While it is undeniable that the low or collarless

neck effects have a strong hold on the younger
women, stocks remain the leading line for middle-

aged and elderly customers. On the other hand,
changes in style ideas have affected these lines, and
demand will be made for numbers showing the new
ideas.

Prominent among these is the preference shown
everything of light-weight, not heavily boned if

boned at all, and made of dainty semi-transparent

materials. Net and lace are used. Side jabots, cas-

cades and apron jabots are featured. Ruches, con-

sisting of a beaded band of colored silk, or of tulle

or chiffon touched with metallic tissue, or the tissue

inches themselves are used. These are usually nar-

row and inconspicuous looking.

Some of the prettiest stocks are finished with a
flower or beaded ornament as jabot. Flowers of rib-

bon with real centres and buds depending from rub-

ber stems are shown in natural shades. Little beaded
knots of butterflies of tinsel braid, with bead fringe,

are also very pretty and new.

PARASOLS
AND

UMBRELLAS

Special Attention

to

Letter Orders

THE IRVING UMBRELLA CO.
LIMITED

79-83 Wellington St. West - Toronto

Popular Selling Lines

Sailor and Dutch collars of lawn, net and lace

continue to sell well at retail, despite the lateness of

the season, and, consequently, they are expected to

go on well into the Winter. Net, both plain and
fancy, sells well when produced in the new styles for

wear over silk Fall waists. Ball fringe on net is one
of the favorite effects in the sailor and Capuchin
styles.

Byrons have continued to sell and probabilities

f.re that they will not slacken till the cold weather
arrives. Some wholesalers opine that, even then,

orders will keep coming in. as aey did on what used
to be considered Summer lines last Winter.

Bows are of all sizes, and usually in dark shades
lined with contrasting tone of bright color. Silk

jabots have ornamentation of tassels and fringes,

and come in all the darker popular shades. Fringed
l'our-in-hands are a good selling line.

@
Parisian Dresses Show Embroidery
White embroideries of great richness are used on

many of the new French evening dresses in con-
junction with chiffons, satins, laces, and, strangest of

all, with furs. Heavy, rich embroidery and lace

weaves are veiled with ninon or chiffon, and com-
bined with satin or silk to make dresses which have
a chic of their own, and are certainly quite different

from anything else.

Venetian point* of embroidery on white Swiss
were used in this way under a chiffon over-dress to

trim a dinner gown of satin.

Pewny's

Kid Gloves

Will Help

Your Glove

Department

II

Greenshields Limited

MONTREAL
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H 84.—$2.12% doz.
H 515.—$4.25 doz.
H 316.—$3.25 doz.
H 406.—$3.00 doz.

H 3C0.—$6.00 doz.
H 298.—$2.00 doz.
H 389.—$2.12% doz.
H 306.—$1.80 doz.

H 510.—$9.00 doz.
H 90.—$2.12% doz.
It 296.—8212H doz.
D 4.—$4.25 doz.

D 147.—$3.00 doz.
D 101.—$6.00 doz.
D 142.—$8.50 doz.
D 38.—$2,121/2 doz.

D 118.—$5.20 doz.

C 4389.—$12.00 doz.

C 4421.—$10.50 doz.

C 5080.—$1.50 doz.

E 7.—$6.00 doz.

C 5088.—$3.00 doz.

$ p. 3f[mvbmxn <&*, ~$Lxmitch, JUT pimatt pt., Qormtko.

Ipves'tbent, i&hgs £3. ^atrbatrit. Wce-ftesit>cnts, &. Jl. |tlntg^» 3&- <$• <$l»tf.
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Fringes, Braids, Frogs
Features of the New Dress Trimmings — Fringes

the Typical Feature — Buttons Also Used
— Girdles Which Will be Worn

Fringes are used very freely on coats, skirts and
dresses. Fringes of silk in shades to match the cos-

tume are used to bridge the division between two
contrasting fabrics. Tunics are universally edged
with fringe, and they are seen just as freely on the

cuffs and collars of the new coats. Knotted fringe is

1 1 inch less common than the long free silk fringe.

Round mesh German Val. Shown by Birkln & Co., Notting-
ham, through their agent, A, B. Fisher, Toronto.

Some of the latter variety is very deep, six inches

being nowise uncommon.
Ball fringes of all sorts are used on afternoon

and evening gowns. Bead and silver and gilt fringes

are chiefly seen on dressy toilettes, reception and
dinner gowns. Even mutt's and throw sets show the

use of this now universal trimming.

Large buttons, frequently fabric-covered, but as

often of metal or composition, are used on the new
long coats, and also to trim dresses. Embroidered
or braided buttons are a feature of dressy costumes.

Frogs are freely used on the new opera cloaks

and on furs. Military frog effects are noted on
the shorter coats also. Beaded frogs in Oriental

colorings are a handsome addition to satin or velvet

cloak-.

®

Cordelieres are Popular

Cord and tassel girdles for dressy costumes and
for evening wear are a feature of the new trimmings.
Flat cordelieres are worn with the Citoyenne waist.

The rounded cords and tassels come in evening
shades and in gilt and silver.

Flat girdles of satin, silk or ribbon are finished

at the back with a square, flat bow, resembling a

pump bow. These girdles have ends in pointed ef-

fect, with tassels, or trimming of made flowers or
beads to complete them. The panel sash is frequents
lv lined with chiffon in the same shade.

All-overs in Good Demand
Irish all-overs in small patterns, both the bebe

lace and crochet, are good sellers this season for

yokes and undersleeves.

Embroidered nets, chiefly in small, conventional
patterns, have been found good for the same pur-
pose. The floral patterns are now to a great extent
superseded by Oriental designs. Cordelia all-overs

have proved popular where the better class of trim-
mings is wanted.

Colored Oriental all-overs on cashmere net have
been a little livelier during the last few weeks.

Gilt and silver designs on net are a marked fea-

ture of the yokes and undersleeves noted on some of
the imported gowns now showing.

®

Coat Collars Important

Coat collars of Macramie and Point Venise, and
also of the Irish laces, are one of the important lines

which the retailer should stock for Fall and Winter.
These collars come with cull's to match. The

-bawl and sailor shapes are the most notable, but
pointed back effects are already seen.

Make Your Linens Pay

The selection of your linen stock

is most important because while it is

quite possible to sell inferior grades,

it is only on the solid worth and perfect

wear of such goods as

LIDDELL'S LINENS
that you can build up a permanent
trade.

Absolutely pure white, beautifully

designed, perfectly finished and made
to sell at a good profit to the dealer.

Doilies,

Bureau Scarfs,

Bed Spreads,

Shams,

Sheets,

Pillow Cases,

Afternoon Tea
and Dinner
Sets, etc.

Write for illustrated catalogue

R. H. Cosbie
Wellington St. West, - Toronto
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Canada Veiling Co.,
84-86 Wellington St. West, Toronto, Canada.

Our Fall Line is full of

NEW CREATIONS
Our representatives are on their respective routes

with absolutely the latest fashions in

VEILINGS

For your

LACES
DRESS TRIMMINGS
EMBROIDERIES

INSPECTION
And for your

SELECTION
See our line before buying
or come and visit us.

SALESROOM and WAREHOUSE

84-86 Wellington St. W., TORONTO.

P.C. METHODS
of correct construction and scientific system of design, com-

bined with superior materials, form a trio that is hard for the

competitors of

Parisian Corsets
to beat. Every line in P.C. Corsets is most graceful and

harmonizes with the latest demands of fashion.

Merchants who carry a full range of P.C Corsets are

looking to their best interests as well as their patrons'.

Orders will be shipped promptly. Satisfaction guaranteed

Parisian Corset Company, Limited
QUEBEC CITY, P.Q.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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It Shows Discriminating Taste
To carry on your shelves a hosiery

stock that has stood the test of wear and
has given absolute satisfaction to so

exacting a class as that which uses

RADIUM
HOSIERY

THIS
LABEL

on the box is a guarantee

of quality and finish.

Radium Hosiery gives a strong, healthy impetus

to your business. It sells readily and sales always result in re-sales.

NO BETTER MADE FOR THE MONEY

Write for Information

Perrin Freres& Cie
28 Victoria Square, Montreal

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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THE FITCLOSE
DESIGNED AND MADE ONLY BY

The Sword Neckwear Co., Limited

Made in

Evening Shades

of

Plain and Fancy

Silks

STYLE 19

From $4.50 to $7.50

STYLE 16

From $8.50 to $18.00
PER DOZEN PER DOZEN

" The Fitclose " Wrap for men or women, is posi-

tively the only NECK WRAP, made that will fit

close to the neck under all conditions.

The special designing of the Collar and Shoulder

makes it impossible for it to drop below the coat.

ORDER BY MAIL,

GIVING PRICE YOU WISH TO PAY

The Sword Neckwear Co., Limited
TORONTO

Please mention The Review *o Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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PROTECTED
by our absolute guarantee.

You can sell Ryan Gloves on their

appearance with perfect certainty

that they will be replaced without
cost to you if any defect in material

or workmanship should develop.

RYAN GLOVES
have established a national reputa-
tion for style, service and ready
sales.

They come handsomely packed
and labeled, and every pair is

accompanied by our unconditional
guarantee.

THEY FIT WELL,
THEY LOOK GOOD,

THEY WEAR LONG.
Repeat orders are the rule.

See Your Wholesaler.

The Robert Ryan Company
THREE RIVERS, QUE.

E. H. Walsh & Co., Selling Agents, Toronto

BRANCH OFFICES: MONTREAL, WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Immediate Delivery

Coliar and cuff set of Tambouring on linen, full range of shades

The

House of Sanderson

is noted for producing

new novelties that are in

demand and that will

sell. Designed with the

Canadian women's wants

always in mind That

is the reason buyers want

our line.

Veilings

A wide variety in Chantilly

and Shetlands.

All-Over Laces

The newest and best is

always found in our stock.

Full range of

Dress Trimmings, Belts,

Nets, Frillings, Collars,

Jabots.

Sanderson's Limited

66 Wellington St. W.
Side lapels, one of our many new designs.

Toronto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers und Their Travelers.
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Features of This Department

Forecasts for Spring, 1912—First

showings of Fall fabrics by the large

stores—Large distribution of plain silks

assured—Novelties for the assorting sea-

son—Greater development indicated in

white serges for Spring.

Assorting Season's Prospect
An Army of Buyers in Large Centres — First

Showings of Fall Dress Goods — Reversibles

and Borders Leading Novelty

TEIERE is an army of buyers in the large

wholesale centres at present, but it cannot,

be said that they are buying dress fabrics

freely so far. They are visiting the jobbing
house.- and looking over the stocks, but as yet the

assorting season cannot be said to have commenced,
tin nigh there is every possibility of a fair amount of

business being done before the buyers leave town.

Duplicating so far has been done chiefly on serges

and tweed-, the popular trade taking the smoother
finishes, and the better trade the rough Scotch ef-

fect-. Fine French serges, coating serges and cheviot
serges are all selling. Worsted mixtures are also

good and some boucle effects are meeting with a fair

acceptance.

During the past week, the large stores have made
their first show of Fall dress materials. But it can-

not be said that the showing was exactly a com-
prehensive one or very illuminating. Possibly this

is in a measure accounted for by the fact that the
strikes in England have held shipments back and
that a full Fall stock has not yet arrived owing to

delay in transit from this cause.

The display of plain materials was largely con-
fined to navy serges in a variety of finishes, and to

a staple selection of broadcloths, Venetians, poplins
and like fabrics, and the novelty end consisting al-

most entirely of fancies. Mixtures in smooth-fin-
ished and the rougher Scotch effects, and in worsted
suitings formed the bulk of all the displays.

Black and white, notwithstanding its long run.
is -till at the height of its popularity: grey is good,

but is finding a strong rival in the deep tan.- and
tabac browns.

Velours, sheared zibelines and ratines are shown
in dark mixture effect- in which black predomin-
ates, the other colors used being rich deep shades

of violet, blue and green. Many of these cloths are

in indistinct -tripe effects. Stripes show no sign of

displacement and their strong vogue promises to

continue not only through the Fall, but on into the

Spring season of li)12.

Reversibles and borders form the leading novelty

this Fall. Reversibles for suits take the form of

plain or fancy serge, or satin Venetian faced with
the reverse side of even stripe in purple and black,

blue and black, white and black, golden tan and
black, Empire green and black, and cerise and black,

the striped portion being used for facings and trim-

mings.
Demonstrate the Fabric.

In showing these goods, T. Eaton Co., Toronto.
developed a. splendid idea, The pieces of suiting in

the different shades were grouped on a large central

table or stand, the materials being arranged so as to

draw attention to both sides. In the middle of the
stand was a wax figure with a made-up suit showing
exactly how the reversible material was to be used.

The collar, revers and facings of the coat were of

the stripe and the skirt was in tunic effect of the
plain, with panels at the back and front of the same,
and with the stripe used to simulate an underskirt
at the sides.

Two-tone effects in cotele weave and in diagonals
are also shown, the colors being black and grey,

black and violet, black and golden tan. black and
bine, black and cerise, and black and green, and
there are handsome satin futre fabrics in these colors,

with even or hair-line stripes of black.

The color range is a pretty restricted one so far
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™m»
DOMINION

SPRING
WW
DOMINION

.coiTg/ kJi itii 1 \J , \cpLT5,

Printed Goods

~^HE New Designs are rare

examples of skillful color

blending and artistic printing.

Wait until you have seen our

line before placing orders.

The Dominion Textile Go's
RANGE OF

PRINTED GOODS

for Springy 1912

Will be in the hands of Canadian

Wholesalers during September.

ffiv..
DOMINION

.cpLTBi

There 's more profit in Canadian

Printed Goods"

®
DOMINION

iSMTB

I 'lea.se mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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and the colors arc all deep and rich. Mixtures of

black and white certainly lead, and because of the

favor in which serge is regarded, blue is certainly

the leading color. Purple is the leading illumin-

ating color, and there is a strong development in all

yellow shades. In dress goods this is illustrated by
the growing favor for golden tans and rich orange
browns. Rich shades of green and dull, yet bril-

liant, reds are also in evidence.

Silks Strong for Spring
Paris has Shown Remarkable Favor for Taffetas
— Extensive Selection of Novelties in Manu"

facturers' Lines — Borders a Big Feature

Buyers are sure now that the Pall season will see

a large distribution of plain silks. In spite of the

new rivals put nut, satins -till maintain their posi-

tion and soft satins, satin de chines, messalines and
makes of a like finish will be the heavy sellers.

There are indications that, later, more of a

paillette weave will be in demand. There is a strong
tendency towards crepe effects and crepe meteors
and crepe de chines are likely to be more favored as,

the season progresses.

Ottomans are the latest novelty and Ottomans
and cord weaves are very much used for millinery
trimmings. Many of these are two-toned, showing
a black rib on a colored ground, the ground being
one nf the deep rich colors now so prominent.

Voiles, chiffons, chiffon cloth.-, and fabrics of a
like nature are being taken for evening wear.

Some fancies in dark warp prints, Roman stripes

and check effects in tin* same designs have been sold.

This class of silk has been taken up by the waist

manufacturers, and they promise well, as they give
the mingling of color and the illuminated effect so

desirable at the present time. Wide scarfing of soft-

finished chiffon taffeta, with edges of Roman stripe,

are one of the novelties shown at the openings for

the large bows so much worn on the new season
hat.'.

Another novelty for the assorting season is the
even stripes in satin. These come in black and
purple, black and gold, black and Empire, black
and cerise, black and royal, and other new color-.

For some time now. Paris has Keen pushing the
use of taffetas, and so much progress has been made
that they promise to be taken up by the high-class
trade, bul at present it look- as though another sea-

son would be required before they gain much head-
way for popular selling. The taffetas Paris is using,
it must be remembered, are of expensive weave, hav-
ing an even warp and weft and a very bright, lus-

trous finish, A cloth that differs materially fr

the chiffon taffeta we are familiar with.
There promises to be a fair movement, in foul-

ards, but the cloth selling will be the product of
factories properly equipped to make this fabric and
not the production of these who jumped into the
business and turned out inferior and ill-printed
cloths. Plenty of ground and wide-spaced, neat,
classic designs in new colorings are the features of
the foulards showing for next Spring.

The trade is well satisfied with the outlook for

the Spring season of 1912, as fashion is continuing
the favor she has been showing for some time now
to silk fabrics. Manufacturers are fully prepared

to take advantage of the present tendencies and
have, in their new lines, an extensive selection of

novelties. Borders will be a big feature, and those

shown are a total departure from the floral and
stenciled effects now shown. The patterns are ex-

quisite and are executed in monotone. Wide open-
work stripes backing jacquard patterns are another
new feature.

The combination of black and white, and white
and black will be high style for yet another season,

and there promises to be a wide selection of novel-

ties of this class shown in totally new effect,- in com-
bination with jacquard patterns. A lace-like pat-

tern simulating a heavy Venise or a frosted filagree

is another novelty for the coining Spring.

Thtt color- shown are softer in tone and more
delicate in shade. Pearl grey, silver, and champagne
are prominent.

Confidence in White Serges
They Will Undoubtedly be Strongly
Featured During Spring— Mixture Effects

and Melanges

There is no question about the continued popu-

larity of serge, and freely as this fabric ha- sold dur-

ing the past year, a still greater development is in-

dicated tor the Spring of 1912. Serge certainly has

been the woolen fabric .-elected by the fashionable

women of Europe for the useful outing suit, and
now that the outing season is on white serge is al-

most universally worn, and during the Cowes week

this was especially marked. Buyers who have been

in Europe for the big wholesale house- have everj

confidence in white serges, and are featuring them
in various weights and weaves, extensively in the

Spring line. Navy serge is staple, and owing to the

continued strong vogue of stripes, pencil and hair-

lines, in black and in staple colors on white and
navy grounds will again be a. feature.

Practically the rest of the Spring, 1912, show-

ing, -o far made, i- in the nature of a follow-on for

present fabrics and styles. Mixture effects and me-
langes are strong. They come in suitable Spring

weights ami in semi-rough finishes in worsteds,

twills, line tweeds and homespuns.
A- by Spring there promises to be somewhat of a

reaction from the present vogue of dark color.-.

white and black, as opposed to black and white

fancies, will be in strong vogue. The growing favor

with which -and. champagne and all yellowish ami
golden tan -hade- are regarded will bring mixtures

with these color- a.- a ba.-e into stronger favor. Soft

shades of silver and nickel greys are decidedly in-

dicated. Crash weaves ami checks in the weave
formed of one or two threads are showing as the

novelty with mixtures of champagne, and -oft grey
pa-tel color- as the high novelty.

®
The larger .-ton'- are stocking dress velvets, and

velvets are wanted for millinery and trimming pur-

poses. It is the old-fashioned straight pile velvet

that is now worn, and the panne effects that have

been so long worn are having to take second place.

The high novelty of the new season in millinery

lines is the uncut velvet. These velvets come in

monotone and in two-tone effects, as well as in

fancies.
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PROTECTION for Soiesette Trade

Mark is twofold. Against ordinary

substitution it is protected by the unequalled merit

which has made this silk-like cloth the most widely

known and largest-selling trade-marked fabric in the

world.

Xhe public has learned to know SOIESETTE
and insist upon it.

Against unfair and fraudulent misrepresentation,

our legal rights to the sole and exclusive use of the

name SOIESETTE will be vigorously defended.

For your own protection, demand the genuine

SOIESETTE from jobbers and manufacturers.

CLARENCE WHITMAN fif COMPANY
112 Coristme Building Montreal

New York Philadelphia Boston Chicago St. Louiouis

TOAOe MARK

am, j^wm, m

w
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Please mention The Review •'•) Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Copyright.

PATENTED

An Exact Reproduction of

Hand Made Lace
possessing the same exceptional qualities for

appearance and durability

Jvisf) Zinen/"*^
BIRKIN & CO. .:. NOTTINGHAM, ENG.

Manufacturers of B. B. Torchons, Finest Quality Valenciennes and Novelty Laces

Represented in Canada by A. B. FISHER, 4 Manchester Bldg., 33 Melinda St., Toronto

^manufactured
of

KING'S
Otabllahed 1771

FAMOUS
old by leading: Jobbers.

SCOTCH
Every pleoe perfect.

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands tor neanv a
century and a quarter, have
been recognized by the Trade
of the world as the most reli-

able and saleable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on
every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son
are handled by all the leading

houses. Made In all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they
are the most effective shading
for the money In the market,
and dealers can turn them over
more quickly than any other.

B=

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

Canadian Representatives:

CAMPBELL SMIBERT & CO.,

210 St. James Street - Montreal

%. YOU MUST GET f
aLAMBA 99

m

if you wish to be handling the

World's Best Fabric

for Shirts, Blouses, Pyjamas and all under-

clothing. Its pleasing wooly softness, charming

designs, fast colors and perfect washing and

wearing qualities, all combine to make it the

admiration of countless thousands all over

the world. Testimonials from all parts.

Equal to Ceylon Flannel at Flannelette Price

The genuine Lamba is stamped Lamba
on the selvedge. No imitations can
give you half the satisfaction in selling

or your customer in wearing, therefore

GET A STOCK IN NOW—NEW DESIGNS
And be sure it is the genuine article.

T A 1\^"R A. 's registered in Canada and will be
I j i\ IV* I* l\ advertised in the Canadian Press

Samples will also be posted direct to the public.

Stocked by

Mclntyre, Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Canada
J. & N. Philips & Co., Manchester, England
I. & R. Morley, London, England

-M

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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During This Year Only

500 Handsome 2 Drawer

Satin-WalnutNeedle Cabinets

To Be Presented FREE
with 20 m. ABEL MORRALL'S

Celebrated Needles (Sharps)

r ~\

Customer's own name and ad-

dress printed on each packet

FREE OF CHARGE.

<. J

Tear off Coupon at bottom of this page, fill in

particulars of sizes required, and send to any
GOOD JOBBER, who will procure for you.

—THIS SPECIAL OFFER HOLDS GOOD UP TO DEC. 31st, 1911-

Order from Messrs. ABEL MORRALL, LTD., for ™ e 20 m.

Needles (Sharps) with ™y
r own name and address on each

packet. To include the Needle Cabinet FREE.

Name acd Addrets
Sizes Needles Reqwrid

Nos.

.

THIS COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY THE ORDFR

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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The Buyer's Viewpoint.

The Review's New York correspondent states

comparatively flat hats will come into

favor with the better class trade—Big demand
for white hats, supplies being far from adequate

—

Plain French felts, many velours, besides velvet,

Ottoman and Bengaline shapes.

Plain Felts Featured in New York Market
Velours, Velvets, Ottoman and Bengaline Shapes Also Shown — Pokes,

Quaker Bonnets, Policemen's Helmets, are Models for New Styles — Tendency

to Much Smaller Head Sizes — Substitutes for Aigrettes— Worsted Trimmings

(Stafl Correspondence)

New York. Sept. 1. 1911.

BUSY days in the wholesale world are these,

but there are main' complaints of the volume
of business done. New York is Tilled with

buyers, and hotels are taxed to their capacity,

but the reports are that very little buying is being

done.

The new high crown hats are such a radical

change that buyers hesitate to plunge heavily, fear-

ing that women will not take to them for any Length

of time.

It is expected that large', comparatively flat hats.

will come in strong after the purchase of the first

hat, for the masses arc sure to go in for the extreme-

ly high effects, and in New York what the masses

seize upon is dead for the better trade. It cannol

really be termed other than a season of small am!
medium effects. Mid-summer hats .-how which wa;.

the wind blows.

Velour and Velvet Hats.

A peculiarity of the millinery situation at pres-

ent is the demand for velour and velvet hats a- earlj

as August first. It is not considered at all unusual
to see these hat.-, devoid of trimming, very fre-

quently worn with the most diaphanous gown.
These velours in white and very vivid shades of pur-

ple, green and deep leather, are the present fad worn
with a, silk cord only around their crown or with
a -mall wing or fancy at one side. They art' of

divers shapes, the most popular being the sombrero.
There has been a big demand for white hats,

notably felts, so ureal a. demand that the supply
i- far from adequate, nor is this demand peculiar to

New York, for reports from all over the country
are the same.

Purple am> Maroon Shades.

White will continue to be good, for the majority
of wings sold are white, and in every display of pat-

tern hats there are several that are trimmed with
while wings, breasts, or other fancies. Purple is the

mna i m 1 1 !.*,»... . i ii, 1 1 1 1 ni i > mi.

jams

New Kail Model — Shown by Debenhams (Canada)
Limited, Montreal.
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Offering High Class Millinery

at Makers Prices

Can we interest you in a new way of buying
Millinery— a more profitable way— a way that

will leave something behind? We do not

mean stock, but profit.

If we can, if you are not wedded to the way you have done business in

the past, if you are willing to disturb yourself and consider the health of

your millinery department, make careful comparisons when one of our repre-

sentatives calls on you this fall with his import line for Spring, 1912.

If our millinery is not better value, if our s.yles are not newer, different

and more attractive, we do not expect your patronage.

We are striving to act as your commissioners,

to represent you in Paris.

We place your orders as *ve receive them, attend to deliveries, qualities,

claims and customs work. We carry no stock and only show samples which

we have compared and selected abroad

Some proof of the thoroughness of our selection may he had from the fact

that we send three men abroad each season to attend to this work and

that we sell most of the largest firms in Canada. After all, if you have not pur-

chased through us, the only proof for you is to see and test for yourself.

"DO IT NOW"

Millinery Commissioners
7 Front St. East

Limited
TORONTO

Trade Mark

Please mention The Review U Advertisers and Their Travelers
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most fas) donable shade for the moment, but for

Fall a less vivid purple, one that is darker and more
on the grape or plum shade, is being shown, also a

rich maroon, and all shades of browns, champagnes
and golden yellows, with considerable bright green

and a fair quantity of blue.

All Ribbed Materials Favored.

The most important item to be recorded, after

touring the market from one end to the other, is

thai plain felts are once more smart, nor need they
be dressy, faced with velvet. There are no fur bea-
vers being shown, but*there are, besides plain French
felts, many velours, besides velvet and Ottoman and
Bengaline shapes. Uncut velvet is an expensive lux-

ury, but one that fashion demands; indeed, all rib-

bed materials are favored.

Manufacturers are preparing to meet the demand
for plain felts, which, by the way, are so softly fin-

ished that one might classify them as flexible. Many
hats have the crown and under-brim of one color

and the brim proper of another.

Poke and Quaker Shapes.

There are many draped hats made from hoods,
rather than plateaux, and from piece goods. Pokes
are very popular, not large scoop effects, but snug,
tight-fitting pokes, which often poke out further be-
hind than in front. Quaker bonnets and even the
hats affected by the men of that faith serve as models
for the present-day styles, as do policemen's helmets.

Crowns Profusely Trimmed.

Crowns are much more important than brim.-,

and are trimmed profusely; when trimming is used
at all it is concentrated on the crown, accentuating
its height or giving an elongated side line, which is

also raised at the back.

Various Fringe Effects.

The August openings have brought out several
novelties in chenille and in various fringe effects.

Beaded fringe is shown, and silk and ribbon are
frayed out into two-inch fringe, which arranged in
one or more rows around the crown, the number
of rows depending largely on the height of the
crown, and crowns are high this season, without a
doubt. One method of emphasizing this is by trim-
ming the crown at its very top, the trimming, either
ribbon loops, wings or feathers, having the appear-
ance of growing right up through the crown, bul
taking a backward slant.

False Hair Eliminated.

The last importations show a tendency to much
smaller head sizes. So small are some of these that
all false hair, rats, etc., must be eliminated to get
one's head into the crown, and some of the large
sailors with upturning brims come perilously nearer
sitting on the head as hats used to several years ago.

Smart Feather Trimmings.

Now that the Audubonites have won their point
about aigrettes in New York State, all sorts of imi-
tation aigretttes and substitutes for that trimming-
are being experimented with. Blondisee. neumadic,

vulture and peacock are among the substitutes.

Among the smart up-standin<; feathers now in vogue,

besides these, are ostrich novelties, curled and un-
curled, .goura and metalized paon or peacock. This

latter is a very new and smart trimming, gun metal,

bronze and steel being the colors preferred. The en-

tire top of a hat often is covered with feathers of this

kind. A very beautiful French hat was made almost

entirely of sand color vulture. The shape was small

and constructed on the modified poke lines, and
made of velvet. A band of graduating widths and
having elongated straight feathers shooting up from
it, encircled a high draped crown of taffeta, which
came to a peak quite as high as the longest feather.

The hat was all in one shade.

Prince of Wales Tips.

Goura and paradise are very well thought of,

and there are, as well, combinations of goura and
ostrich vam\ of paradise and ostrich. The demand
seems to be for all these effects in white and colors,

rather than in black. There is a good deal of un-
curled ostrich being shown, and willows have not

fallen forth except for high-class trade. Owing
probably to the coronation, Prince of Wales tips have
come in. A decided novelty in ostrich is a long

plume, the end of which- separates into three or more
-mall tips.

Fruit-Tri m med Hats.

Flowers having been dead all Summer, in spite

of every effort to popularize them, are not likely to

be very much in demand for Winter. There are a

few good numbers in velvet, chenille and fur that

are having some sale, however, but that is about all.

Fruit is being used in Paris, and some very good-

looking fruit-trimmed hats have been shown here.

Wreaths of many varieties of fruit are shown. One,
for instance, combined apples, peaches, two kinds of

grapes, currants, limes and gooseberries all in ex-

quisitely blended colorings. Limes are certainly a

novelty and are fashioned of chenille and velvet, as

are also apples and peaches.

Fur Trimmings.

Fur is appearing on the newest models. Mole-
skin is used for the body of some hats, and Persian

lamb appears on coronets, but the smartest fur-trim-

med hats show only a band of fox or other long-

haired fur around the crown or introduced over

some wings at one side of the hat only. Opossum
will be strong again this year, from all indications,

• Hid it appears on quite a few hats.

Worsted Bands.

The Bulgarian trimmings referred to last month
continue to be shown. There are also other ways of

using heavy worsted than in Bulgarian embroid-
eries. White yarn on black or dark velvet seems a

peculiar combination, but it is shown. The velours

and early felts show worsted bands, the same shade
as the hat, and this idea is gaining in recognition.

It will be remembered how popular worsted caps be-

came last year, to the detriment of the millinery

trade. It seems important that the trade do what
they can to discourage the wearing of practically un-
trimmed hats or any form of headgear that does

not call for trimming.



THE BUYERS' VIEWPOINT
An Interesting Feature of this Department is the Description of New
Fabrics for Drapery Purposes, and of the Wallpaper Lines Which will

Undoubtedly be Greatly Favored During the next Season.

Floor Coverings
Market Conditions Show Signs of Fluctuation

— No Reduction in Prices are Offered.

With good prospects of a cotton crop of unusual
size, market conditions in floor coverings are not

settled. The increased prices caused by last year's

scarcity cannot be abandoned until the effect of the

improved conditions is felt, if at all. Many retailers

ignore this fact, and decline to place orders as yet,

on the supposition that prices will slump. This is

very highly improbable.

In many cases prices were not raised, except that

the quality of certain lines was lowered to meet the

demand for the popular selling article, and at the

same time make a reasonable profit. As usual, the

retailer has one side of the story to tell, and the

producer the other. One complains that prices are

artificially sustained. The other objects to lower-

ing them, ami complains that he has been oblige!

to forego his regular profits.

It is not likely that conditions will be adjusted

one way or another finally till next Spring. Re-
tailers who hold back orders in expectation of re-

duction are risking much with but little to gain in

any case, as conditions now indicate. Possibly the

only persons who will reap a rich reward are the

speculators who last Spring sold cotton short at three

cents under the market price for Christmas delivery.

For the present, then, no reductions are offered

in floor coverings, either in linoleums, carpets, or

rugs. Rugs are the line which stands first as a seller,

and the patterns are mostly Oriental in character.

High-class numbers in the Hindu designs are

being offered by specialty houses. These are very

beautiful in themselves, and German manufacturers
are putting out creditable imitations in cheap lines

of some of the richest of the East Indian patterns.

Bedroom interior, illustrating

live of chambray wallpaper with

draperies to match, in English

style. Courtesy T. Eaton Co.,

Toronto.
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Scrims Selling Well
Scrims Gradually Advanced to First Place

During the Past Season — Madrases and

Fancy Nets "Well Taken

Scrims are now the leading fabric for window
curtains. This applies to the general trade. Ex-

One of the New Art Scrims Shown by George H.
Hees. Son & Co.. Toronto.

elusive houses find greater demand for fancy nets,

But, popularly speaking, scri'rn is the article wanted

by the great majority of those who ask for curtains.

The new scrims range in price from 15 cents up-
wards, an average assortment including those up to

65 cents retail.

The^e include the newest and best patterns,

Monochromes and bichromes arc the favored color

schemes, as the too highly colored mixtures are now
avoided by discriminating buyers. Designs consist

largely of the conventionalized, floral and the stencil

patterns. Very sheer scrims are obtainable for draw-
ing and reception rooms. These are washable, the

colors being of the rich Oriental description, on
cream grounds, and quite fast and fadeless.

Madrases have been very good, especially in

cream and ecru. Colored Madrases also continue to

sell well.

A novelty in the form of a muslin curtain with
strapped border in floral design was well taken. This
is an ideal bedr a curtain, and carries out the

-(•heme of decoration now most in vogue for the

papers.

Art sateens, chintzes and cretonnes are shown in

large floral designs. Bright colorings and English
block printed patterns are favorites. The Portu-

guese tree and bird designs are very handsome in

the English chintzes. More and more demand for

these, including the glazed chintz, is felt. This i*

greatly due to the influx of English people, and is

specially true of the western trade.

®

Popularity of Nets

Nets, both plain and fancy, are selling excellently

to the better class trade. These are shown in cream.
ecru and Paris shades. Very soft, flexible numbers

THE BIG 4 CARLOAD POINT
When you order from Victoriaville

you not only get the best possible

service in furniture value, but on ac-

count of having a bedstead factory,

mattress factory and a chair factory,

as well as our own, you save freight

charges. Order in carload lots and

make additional profits for your store.

Our Victoriaville SURFACE OAK FINISH

is the best furniture to buy at a mod-

erate price. Operating our own saw

mills,we can guarantee the best lumber

at rock bottom figures.

The Victoriaville Furniture Co.,
THE BIG 4
Carload Point Victoriaville, P.Q.
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AVAILYOURSELF OF OUR SERVICE

Mr
V

No. 2/502, 1st Qua!., Inlaid.

No. 136, 2nd Qual., Inlaid.

New patterns are constantly com-

ing out and we will keep you in-

formed regarding new importa

tions.

•i^r BARRY S

SCOTCH

LINOLEUMS
made in Kirkcaldy, Scotland.

Illustrated are three of our best

sellers in WALTON PATENT
INLAIDS. The strongest Inlaid

Linoleum in the world.

A postal will put you in touch with our in-

formation Bureau.

No. :«7, ('. Quality, Inlaid.

AGENTS- SCOTT & WEST CO.,
ALEXANDER H. YULE, Manager

510 Coristine Building - - MONTREAL
NEW YORK OFFICE: 126 Fifth Avenue

Please mention The Review t<> Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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are those favored. Whereas formerly the bulk of

trade was done in big meshes, in the Arab style,

now many very soft fine meshes are sold. Never-
theless, -a great demand is still felt for the coarse,

heavy meshes for casement curtains.

Nets are trimmed with frills of self, lace and
braid. They are frequently employed as an inner
curtain, where heavy portieres are used to match the

color of the upholstery. For this purpose the nets

are distinctly more admirable than the old-fashioned

[aces, as they blend very softly with other draperies.

®

Brocaded Portieres Good
Brocaded fabrics, both in silk and wool, and also

in mercerized effects, sell well for portieres. Large
cords and tassels are used, and the general vogue
of fringe makes itself felt as a finish for the more
elaborate styles.

.Muslin curtain, will) baud trimming'. Shown by George H.
Hees, Son & Co., Toronto.

Green and red are good selling numbers. Striped
effects m a variety of colors are always favorites

among the cheaper lines.

Couch throws are much the same in style as the
above, Striped uumbers will naturally give place to

the self-colored for Winter sales, to be replaced in
turn the following Spring.

Axminster Squares & Mats

The famous old firm of HERM, PATZ,

OELSNITZ (Saxony) now carries stock in

Canada. Designs with all the beauty of

Eastern and Western art are shown and

prices quoted upon request.

OTTO T. E. VEIT & CIE.
64 WELLINGTON ST. WEST, TORONTO

SHOW ROOMS. 726 EMPIRE BLDG.

Upholstery fabrics consist chiefly of brocades
with medium-sized floral patterns. The small Louis
XIV. designs have gradually given place to the
larger floral effects. This illustrates a tendency to-

wards modern art designs, which is to be noted in
all the recent decorative fabrics. Champagne and
green are the leading colors. Rose is, as usual, in
demand for drawing-rooms.

Fabric Wallpapers Lead

How the Strappings, Drop Effects and Separate
Motifs are Used— Leather Surfaces the Novelty
— Imitations of Wood for Dados and to Represent

Paneling.

Fabric effect- in wallpapers are now the promin-
ent selling line of this department. The chambrays
and chintzes shown early in the season are supple-

mented by papers imitating such difficult weaves as

the corduroy. Silk fabrics are imitated in papers
which have a variety of fabric names, to be used on
drawing and reception rooms.

On the whole, however, the imitations of lea-

ther are the most interesting of the recent produc-
tions. Embossed surfaces are freel}r used to give the
grain of the various leathers. Soft tints are pre-

1 erred to very strong colors. Such shades as mouse,
el< phant grey, tans in .ureal variety, dull browns and
ulceus reminiscent of the Spanish leathers are freely

used. These combine to exquisite effect with deep
friezes. The latter are made with a ground which
contrasts with, rather than matches, the main paper.
while the pattern or decorative cut-out motifs carry

out the tones of the wall proper.

This idea has been featured as one of the sea-

son's special novelties in decoration. Formerly the

frieze ground matched the wall ground, but when
so many walls are plain, self-colored papers, and
friezes show sparing decorations also, it is seen how
desirable a contrast in the main colors is.

A similar revolution has taken place in the

character of the patterns and decorations used. Where
formerly large designs sprawled over the entire wall

with no particular regard for such interruptions as

doors and windows, a much more restrained and
harmonious idea now pervades the art of decora-

tion.

Tardrew, Thomas & Co., London, E.C.

Paste, Steel, Yet Silver and Enamelled Goods,
Bags and Belts.

Earrings, Necklets, Hat Pins, Brooches, etc.

NEWEST PARISIAN FASHIONS.

Otto T. E. Veit 6& Cie.

IMPORTERS AND COMMISSIONERS

STOCK and SHOW ROOMS,
64 WELLINGTON STREET WEST, TORONTO
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Small, separate motif?, medallions and other

"cut-out" patterns, and especially strappings of vari-

ous widths, are sold with the paper. They are spe-

cially designed to go with it as to color and tex-

ture, and with the frieze, if there is one, as to pat-

tern. The room is papered in the plain paper and

then panels or whatever arrangement may be de-

sired, are super-added. Decorations are worked out

to correspond with the dimensions of the rooms and

with the positions of all openings. In small moms
a very effective result is obtained by using narrow

straps around all doors and windows, with no other

decoration, save a frieze or a drop border from the

ceiling.

While drop ceiling effects are not enjoying the

vogue they once had, some of the new plans include

a cut-out border with pendant motifs, no rail being

used, which has practically the same effect.

Floral designs are used on the various cut-out

decorations. Thase tend toward small, convention-

alized bouquets, garlands, and so on. A strong ten-

dency toward the quasi-classical motifs, the urn, gar-

land and wreath of the later Louis is observable.

On the other hand, stencilled effects in art nouveau
designs, and patterns distinctly belonging to the

modern English school, of which the Shand Kidd
are typical, are among the best liked papers..

Delicate colors continue popular for drawing-

room and bedroom \ises, but there is a considerable

revolt from the insipid "Dresden" shades in many
of the newest productions. Light shades of Oriental

color combinations are better and newer. These are

delicate, but they have a tone of richness which
proves a desirable change. Pumpkin and cinnamon
yellows and browns, and the natural leather shades

above mentioned are among the lines which sell well.

Green, as usual, is the most popular shade, and tones

range from the Chartreuse and Nile, familiarized in

drawing-room use, to the new, deep bronzes and
olives. Some exquisite effects were seen in the last

named on a new fabric paper called vellum. The
ceiling of cream vellum was remarkably like the

skin, and of a striking richness.*

Spanish leathers are used for dados, but more
practical are the new papers imitating leather or

wood, and specially designed for the purpose. The
wood-grain papers promise to become more and more
a feature of interior decoration. Marvelous imita-

tions are produced, and they are eminently suitable

to represent paneling.

Similar to the above in the underlying idea is

the Japanese grass paper and its imitations. It has

a lustre at once satiny and soft, and its fibrous sur-

face is quite unlike any other paper. It is a bbdi-

class novelty, and deserves careful consideration
where elegance is the object.

®

Seconds in Flannelette Blankets

Several buyers in Toronto during Exhibition
time secured a leader in (lannellette blankets. The
Review buyer ran across a lot of about. 500 pairs of

12x4 seconds in white at $1.25 pair. Although these

were slightly soiled, there were no holes, but some
flaws in weaving. On inquiry it was found that a
limited quantity is left for immediate shipment.

"WELL BEGUN IS

HALF DONE"
What could be truer of the wall-paper

business ?

A good beginning is a season off to a

good start.

A good start is only possible with a

popular, rapid-selling line.

is a winner from the start. Any one
who looks over the 1912 line can see

with "half an eye" that here is the line

that will not only start the season with
a rush but keep it up.

There is always enough wall paper
being bought all through the year to

keep somebody busy if the bulk of it

were turned toward any one store.

You can get the cream of the business,

in season and out, with Staunton Wall
Papers.

Other men are getting it,why not you?

If you have not yet seen the magnifi-

cent values in the 1912 Staunton Wall
Paper, write us and we will see that you
have a chance to do so.

Salesmen are on the road.

STAUNTONS, Limited
Wall Paper Manufacturers

941 YONGE ST., : : TORONTO.



Window Trimmers' Schedule
Guide to Effective Work During Early Fall

Season — Timelv Suggestions for Every

Department

BY September 1st, all departments in the -tore

will have been ready for Fall selling and
windows planned to give departmental repre-

-• utation in detail.

Make dress g Is displays first. Feature a style

showing either tones, occasion, selection for different

garments, mourning g Is or price to give a broad

\ it w of the earlj -lock assortment.

Give prominence to new drapes. Match colors

and suggest methods of making or trimming Fall

gowns or suits displayed on these new forms, Show
an entire store front or series of windows.

Use trimmings and accessories to brighten

dress goods displays. Group windows or interior

trims from tin- section with buttons, motifs, band-

ings, braids, handbags and parasols. C plete with
early millinery.

Show pile fabrics, velvets and velveteen- with
fashion plates and a natty card suggesting style fam-
iliarity or education of customers about latest tend-
encies.

Attend the city millinery openings to secure

ideas for Fall displays, new drapes, arrangement of

trimmings and proper combination of Fall colors.

See the prominence given individual shades indicat-

ed for popularity.

Plan for greater business and show improvement
on a broader scale according to Fall purchases. Pre-
vious experience if well adapted will help to better

displays and also draw a larger share of this season's
inrno\ er.

1 i 1 erent dress goods displays use mummy or

mermaid drapes, half form, cylinder, bolt and T
stands without crowding. Arrange before a simple
background, remembering that new goods are first

in importance.

Shovi colors relative to style importance. Browns,
first; grays, black and white, navy, wines and green.

Suggestive ready-to-wear display for Fall. Panel and curtain background with fancy electric shades. An Autumn effect added
with branches of natural pine. By C. B. Morden, now with T. Eaton Co., Ltd., Toronto.
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Taylor-Made, Double Bar
Clothing and Cloak Racks

MADE IN CANADA

Ladies' C.oak and Suit Rac'.<, and
Overcoats, 6 feet high. ¥

No. 92, Combination Hanger for Ladies'

Suits with wire attachment for

skirt - - $6.00 per 100

No.31,Wood Coat Hanger, $3.50 per 100

No. 90,Wire Skirt Hanger, $4 00 per 100

All Racks on Ball Socket Rollers shipped K.D. Crated. No tools or skill required to set them up.

6 feet long, 4 post, - $9.00
6 " " 6 " - - $10.50
8 " " 6 " $11.50
10 " " 6 " - - $12.50

Made of Oxydized Steel Tubing.

6 feet long, 6 post, - $13 00
8 " " 6 " - - $1400
10 " " 6 " - $15.00

No. 64 Combination Suit Hanger
with wire attachment to pre-
vent trousers from slipping

off, - $9.00 per 100

No. 33 I. B. Suit Hanger, without wire
attachment, - $7.50 per 100

No. 33 B. Same for Boys' Suits,
15 inches wide - $7.50 per 100

No. 39 B. Same for Overcoats, 20 in.

wide - - $8.50 per 100

No. 39. Same for Overcoats, without
trouser bar - $7.50 per 100

Sample Hanger by mail on request.

Write for Our Complete
Catalogue, No. 10

PROMPT SHIPMENT

The Taylor Manufacturing Co.
82 Queen St. North. HAMILTON, ONT. Phone 3550.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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New weaves and millinery creations naturally are

interesting in this window.
Small furs are highly striking on dress goods

drapes. Fix ermine on deep wine shade-, mink on

browns and Persian lamb with black or black and
white fabrics. Choice pieces are shown to advantage
in this way.

Have cards denoting the readiness of the dress-

making department. An announcement that orders

are filled in rotation received will lend to earlier

results. Cater for early mourning orders and cus-

tomers going south for the Winter months.

To get results, show a novelty suit or dress from
iIk reauy-to-wear department as a suggestive method
of making up fabrics on view.

.Sell the new dress goods by showing price win-

dowSj and ticket each drape with the name of fabric

displayed. Make one-price displays to indicate

either the store's style authority, the buying power

of heads of departments or customers' choice.

Be enthusiastic and give a correct impression of

dress goods department stocks. Start Fall merchan-
dising right and convey confidence in correct style

and colors of fabrics displayed.

Anticipate demand for fancy fabrics and trim-

mings. Show good.- suitable for opera and evening
wear with accessories to add
displays.

Conducl September bedding sales. Show quality

and price in a -cries of wool blanket displays and a

Leader pi ice flannelette blanket window. Make room
arrangements of beds and bedding, colonial draper-

ies, bedroom boxes and hangings.

During second week in September, allot full

front window space to the ready-to-wear opening.

Put in preliminary background, hold promenade or

make a successful week's business by showing model
garments or manufacturers' samples.

Devote windows to millinery, ready-to-wear dress

goods, trimmings and accessories. Place the fore-

mosi background of the season across the entire

front.

Be ready in time to handle millinery opening
displays properly. Make all departments radiate the

spirit of the season—warmth, comfort and coziness.

Get an early start at the windows and give every

attention to make the event a success.

Create interest by having an evening display or

living model and full figure draping, in lieu of an
(weiiing showing in the millinerv salon.

Change millinery on display daily or oftener.

Pass authentic styles before prospective customers
so as to give the millinery department all the pub-

novelty and brighten

Improved mermaid form with suggested drape. Start with
goods drawn tightly over stand and fold in double loops to
back from lop in as many folus as requited. Part of tnese
folds are draped toward the back and the balance around
the base of the stand in flare which is held at the top by
button or buckle. A cascade drape is made with rosette
and falls loosely to floor on left side. Drape is finished with
velvet ribbon and Duchess bow. Surplus goods is purled

on floor at side or to suit trimmer.

licity possible. Consult, with saleslady in charge as

to preferred posing of new creations.

Have everything high-class throughout. Show
finest garments or materials in every department.
Dress all sections in gala attire with choicest goods
on view or represented in windows.

Be sure all the staff are posted on prevailing

styles and opening attractions. Salesmanship, com-
bined with enthusiasm, will make it pay and show
results.

CASH^>
PARCEL CARRIERS

SAVE TIME & MONEY
OUR GUARANTEE

We will instalaSystemof GipeCarriers
in your store; you use them TEN
DAYS, and if you do not find that
they give you BETTERand QUICKER
SERVICE than any other WIRE
CARRIER, PNEUMATIC TUBES,
CABLE CARRIERS or CASH REG-
ISTERS, we will remove them at our
expense.

CATALOG FREE
THE GIPE CARRIER COMPANY
99 ONTARIO STREET TORONTO, ONT.

EUROPEAN Omcf.llt H0LB0M4LtND*H t.C. INC.

"3 in 1" Model "H' Ai

MERCHANTS, TRIMMERS

AND CARD WRITERS

PAASCHE AIR BRUSHES
are used with remarkable
success by thousands of

trimmers and card writers

in all parts of Canada and
U.S. For making signs,

show-cards, price tickets
;

coloring artificial flowers,

foliage, draperies, back-
O ill 1 tfiuuoi " *x*i

, ,

Brush, especially designed for all around grounds, etc., they have
window triuimingaml card writing pur- no equal.
po»es With its different attachments ^

it takes the place of several air brushes Write for Catalogue
it tells all about them.

As simple to operate as an electric push
button.

PAASCHE AIR BRUSH CO., Manufacturers, e^ioK8land ATe*
ILL
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DOMINION OFFICE AND
STORE FITTING CO. limited

LONDON, ONTARIO
BRANCHES-300 St. James St W.. Montreal: 51 Richmond St. E.. Toronto:

Ashdown Block, Winnipeg.

No. 180—"Monarch" Garment Wall Case.
This superior wall case is six feet six inches high, two

feet eiaht inches wide. Width inside, two feet four inches.
The doors sliue horizontally on ball-bearing ai d metal
track. The glass is Double Diamond. A one-iDch gal-
vanized iron pipe extenus from end to end, supported on
brackets from the top, providing a strong support for the
display of a larie stock of garments in a limited space.
Made either knock-down or set-up. Wade to order in Oak,
Kirch <r Vlahogany.

Send for our Catalog of

Suggestions for Display Equipment

To Mr. Merchant and
Wmdow Dresser !

You are invited to visit our new Show
Room when in Montreal and inspect the
fine selection of new

Display Fixtures
New Model Busts
for Fall Garments

Fine French Wax Figures, Etc.

Write at once for our CATALOGUE.
It is FREE.

Delfosse

& Co.

247 - 249 Craig

St., and 1-3-5-7

Herrrine Street.

Montreal.

No. 412—Extension Mirror

ALL YOUR DISPLAY NEEDS
are amply provided for in the big list of

CLATWORTHY FIXTURES
Our New

Supplem e n t

is a mine of

suggesti o n s

for artistic

andsalemak-

ing display

whether for

window,
counter o r

show room.

Write for
one
day.

Our fix-

t u res are

planned with

distinct lines

of the goods

in mind and
also for gen-

eral require-

ments.

Don't miss

this oppor-

tunity.

New Loop Counter Tie Stand

Clatworthy & Sod, Limited
"The Aclual Manufacturers"

159-161 King* St. W. TORONTO, ONT.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FALL
OPENING WINDOW

BACKGROUND.

Drop curtain background—color
scheme in light tan with gold
edge panels, relief designs in

each panel. Spindles in balus-
trade painted in gold, tops and
and bases of pillars gold, also
the indents in same. A cornu-
copia with fruit on each pillar

by staircase, stairs made sep-
aiate to draw out of window
entrance, which is directly at

back, thus allowing easy access
for figures and fixtures. The
upper part of background is

limbs and branches of trees

with leaves sewn to black tarltan

to give the appearance of falling

leaves. Floor and staircase

are strewn with fallen leaves.

Lights are painted in bronze
and white. The idea is taken
from Italian garden scenes and
theatrical curtain. A splendid
winter effect could be made
with imitation snow, used on

top of Branches or stands.

By F. J. Thompson, with W. E.
Maxwell. St. Thomas.

Tone the ready-to-wear and fur displays with
some extreme garments to accentuate any style trend.
Add dignity to the stocks carried or cater to people
who would have to visit larger centres in search of

novelty.

Plan tickets alike for each series of windows.
Make them neat with a pleasing announcement of
the event, authoritative style, profusion of selection

or prevailing color.

Star! the September housecleaning business in

the carpet section directly after the openings. Ar-
range new period displays or color blendings for

each different room or show the range of selection

in this department.

Reflect through the windows that customers can
make homefurnishing selections from either quality

or assortment at closer prices than anticipated. In-

duce them to have the home in readiness for long
wintry evenings to come.

Hold a ten-days' sale for balance of September
to intere-t exhibition customers, and close in con-

junction with the September bedding sale, so that

customers can benefit by leader values purchased
for both events.

Conduct lion- -ale-' or bargain event 5
, with lead-

er prices on clean-up season lines, special purchases,

or, if necessary, feature cut prices for this event.

Display of I 'ekin «li' Sole in Leading shades, trimmed with wide satin-back velvet ribbon and buckles to match. One model hat
and i few expensive handbags were also shown. Note Brinklej drape. By J. A. Atcheson for Smallman & Ingram, London.
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Some of it, no doubt,

into lighting bills that

would have been avoided with

Luxfer Prisms. Daylight is the

only display light when shades of color

or delicacy of detail are factors in selling.

' LUXFER PRISMS
CONQUER DARKNESS

by turning the daylight back into the remotest corners of your store,

increasing the lighting capacity of every square foot of window space.

Their structure is scientifically accurate so that you can count on definite results. Study into this oppor-

tunity for saving and let us quote you on your needs.

THE LUXFER PRISM COMPANY, LIMITED
TORONTO AND MONTREAL

KOESTEK STUDENTS.
Tlie instruction is so practical it is easily grasped and
retained, Given personally by experts who are in an ele-
ment to utilize every new phase of window trimming show
card writing and retail advertising, as it develops with
the object of holding the course right down to date.
Do You Want to Increase Your Salary?
If you arc clerking in a store at small wages, you can do
it by .Killing a knowledge of window dressing, show-card
writing and retail advertising. There is the greatest
demand all over the country for this type of a man and
the combination position pays the highest salary.
Are you wondering: whether you could not do better if you
left the small city where you are, and came to Chicago to
learn these professions at first hand, by practical experi-
ence?
The Koester School. Chicago, teaches window dressing,
show-card writing and retail advertising by giving the
studenl practical work in all of these lines to do. The
experience of others who have been here and taken the
course Is that this sort of instruction fits men to quality
for positions of the very highest kind.
What Will This Course Mean to You?
Gel disinterested advice from some of the men shown
al In class. Write the school to-day: say. send me
prospectus containing full information about ihe school
and a list of the students who will tell what Ihe course
lias meant to them.

THE KOESTER SCHOOL,
Window Dressing, Advertising. Show Card Writing.

liU-i(P(i JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO.
Faculty: Ko«ster, Cn»an. Ru herford Rales, Huison, BmHfard

It's Easier to Make
Sales With Proper

fixtures on which to arrange your counter or window dress.

We make a great number

of beautiful

Display
Fixtures
of which we will be

pleased to send you a

catalogue on request.

All the latest models

for waists, gowns, etc.,

men's wear, boots, etc.,

are included.

Special designs if

required.

Shoe Stand

with square
standard and
Roman base

Drapery Stand

No. 90.

The Toronto Brass
Manufacturing Co.,

Limited
17-21 TEMPERANCE STREET, TORONTO
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Up-to-date stands and suggested

arrangement for fall dress goods

window. A simple background

and mirror are shown which can be

elaborated with velvet and autumn
foliage, flowers, etc., to suit promi-

nent color of material to be dis-

played. The improved mermaid
slant-top, bolt and shell forms

and their relative position to

complete a striking showing in

a space 6 x 12 feet or longer, can

be prepared by any trimmer. The
centre bolt form is usually made
about 3 feet high and 6 inches

thick, which will give an idea of

the height of other stands to

balance.

Have goods on view in advance of sale day, and in

one-price w indows if necessary.

Advertise and exhibit at the Fall fair according
to some definite plan. Make an imposing array of

goods from different departments. Give circulars

NOT AN EXPERIMENT
but a proven success, fast becoming a necessity.

The Crystal
Sealing Machine
is at once the newest device for sealing packages, but may be utilized

as an advertising medium. It effects a large economy in time and
twine and add? to the attractiveness of your bundles.

Here are some prices :

—

The Machine costs $5.00.
Tape, plain (800 feet) -- .45 per roll

Tape, printed (800 feet) 80 per roll

4,800 advertisements on each roll-

Ask for quantity quotations.

The Crystal Sealing Co.,
STAIR BLOG. - - TORONTO

and take orders or sell merchandise displayed. Have
your firm give prizes for some exhibits.

Open October with pre-Winter display of furs

and fur style opening. In a series of windows show
only one kind—mink. Persian, wolf, sable, fox, and
fur or fur-lined coats—a representative showing with

expensive models as centrepieces.

Arrange scenic or Wintry background. Use fur

shells for covering floor or pose matched sets on
white felt or hardwood. Give Wintry effect by
sprinkling camphor or imitation snow on promin-
ent furs.

Ueiiew price offerings tor -pedal days or Satur-

days. Go after business with recognized leaders

properly displayed previous to sale. Associate in a

striking way the newspaper advertising with the

window displays at this time.

Give publicity to corset demonstration, and have

unusually good setting for one window. Follow

with price display of corsets for Saturday selling.

Demonstrate the superiority of quality and as-

sortments of underwear bandied. Devote a window
each to besl grades of men's or women'.- suits or

combinations, children's and infants' lines, values at

50c, 75c or $1. Make satisfaction the attraction or

feature makers' lines with illustrated cards supplied.

Start the semi-annual hosiery sale with a win-

dow to prove thai assortments cannot be equalled

at prices asked. .Make good displays of children's,

women's or boys' wool and cashmere hosiery. In-

tersperse with novelty and hand-embroidered styles.

Dress a window of eiderdown wools and Shet-

land floss, cushion forms, tops, girdles, slipper soles,

embroidery linens, fancy work and necessities in

conjunction with classes, or anticipating demand
by customers planning for Christmas.
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Improved wax figure with adjustable limbs aud body. One of
the latest models of interest to Canadian window trim-

mers. Manufactured by Hall Borcherf Dress Form
Co., Ltd., Toronto.

Help the October ribbon sales with attractive

window- of fashionable ribbons for sashes, bow?,

fancy work, millinery and qualities of the most
needed sort at this time.

Before Thanksgiving, dress simple windows for

the second millinery opening and give prominence,

to later fashion creations, which have appeared for

Winter wear.

Represent the knitted goods department with a

windowt'nl of sweater coats. Aviation caps, clouds,

overalls, leggings, mittens, toboggan and skating

noveltie.- 1
.

Drape colored sateens in one color or assortment

of patterns for quilts, fancy cushions or sewing bees

and church work. Quilt size or fine white batting

is shown in this display.

Make a display of children's cloakings, scarlel

screes, reversibles, bearskin or eiderdown, combine.

1

with striking designs, in ready-made cloaks, caps

and infants' headwear.

Offer a, good range of leaders from the carpet

section, putting the best inducements in the win-

dows. These will comprise either curtain.-, table

covers, rues, carpels or window shades at close price-.

Feature $25 rugs.

People will be putting up Winter stove.-. Take

advantage of this by making a window of bordered

oilcloth- or squares 2x2 or 2x2% yards, tied pattern

side out and ready to attach an address Label for

quick delivery.

Be sure to inaugurate the Thanksgiving season

and portray Autumn in the store as a harvest event

or interior and window decoration with seasonable

design and {lowers. Prepare for the holiday rush.

Millinery opening window
as a suggestion for Fall.

Background consisted of pan
els covered with green wall
paper and panelled in tan,
surrounded with an old gold
moulding in relief. The lat-

tice window effect was made
of thin strips of wood, bronz-
ed, in rear of which was an
ornamental pedestal support-
ing a basket of American
beauty roses. This is a small
window, measuring 7x8 ft..

and a splendid example of
the possibilities of display
in small windows. Arranged
by Fred. L. Kiekley, with
D. E. McDonald & Bros .

Ouelpb.



Record Season in Sight

Manufacturers Have Foreseen Demand and

Have Increased Their Output —Prepare for

Brisk Holiday Selling

REPEAT business on sweater coats promises

to be satisfactory, judging by early inquiries

for best selling numbers. Merchants have

received and opened up shipments for July

and August with sales results eclipsing last season's

record.

Early stock has been quickly picked up by cus-

tomers for summer resort, steamer, motor and outing

wear or cool evenings. Several requests for ship-

ment of the balance of orders placed have been sent

in sooner than expected, as first lots have already

sold up.

With increased capacity at the mills, it has been

possible to meet this demand, and September deliv-

ery is shipped now to most stores.

This is directly the opposite to last year's condi-

tions, and after September 15th, a year ago. it was

almost impossible to obtain any further shipments.

This year, manufacturers having foreseen the de-

mand and increased their output to meet it. are

promising ten days' delivery id' repeat orders. Christ-

mas numbers placed now are sure of prompt ship-

ment as required.

Buyers generally are interested on repeat and

novelty samples added to different range- fur sorting.

Although there are a few new styles not included

in placing -ample.-, some interesting developments

haw influenced buyers' demands or more nearly

buyers' preferences. These changes have Keen in

picking color combinations and different weaves suit-

able I'm- winter wear.

Plain and Combination Shades.

So far in cheaper coats both plain and combina-

tion shades have -old well. For future business these

will show a marked increase in demand, as later

sales are always on lower priced qualities. Several

buyers are taking men's sweater coats in cheaper

numbers lor women'- wear on account of satisfactory

weighl for wear underneath wilder coats or driving.

All die staple colm- in qualities up to $15.00

dozen have been repeated in just as many combi-

nation- with white, gray, cardinal and khaki, cham-
pagne and fawn as the outstanding colors. Slate in

a new soft shade, plain color in different styles, pro-

mises to show marked sales. On repeats, manufac-
turers are looking for exceptional quantities through-

out the entire size range.

So far the bulk of orders has been on newer

weaves at $18.00, $21.00 and $24.00 dozen, and
26-28-30 inch coats in all colors, with and without

collars.

For later business and in order to boost sales

merchants usually look for leaders at this time or

select an average cost price to make an advertising

assortment at $1.98 or $2.48 each. They are open to

pick up a number of newer weaves, which manufac-

turers pre] tare anticipating this demand. Some
sample garments seen are fancy racks in good weight

Six new styles were shown in one range which im-

pressed buyers as superior value and ready sellers,

judging from quatities taken.

Criticisms Carefully Met.

At $36.00 dozen short length coats in new weaves

and heavier weights similar in appearance to men's

garments and including the feature of cut to fit,

have been added for later business. In these coats

the tailored and no sag or pull criticism has been

carefully met and arguments of style, fit and that

shoulders will not droop over the arm can be used

in retailing these. This covers the demand for a

weighty coat in -boiler length for cold weather

wear at a leading retailing price.

In those merchandising prices, where buyers are

willing to pay $36.00 to $42.00 a dozen for longer

lengths, the variety of smart sweater coats is splen-

did. Assortment- cover mostly 36-40 inch garments,

although some special orders call for 45 inch length

Samples are made up in all color combinations or

plain, and -bow usual fancy stitches associated with

these garments. In longer lengths throughout the

range, buyers prefer collars.

LlGHTEB ( 'oT.ORS REPEATED.

It seem- that both manufacturers and buyers

have attempeted to see just how much novelty in

style, weave and color could be introduced or ex-

pected in sample numbers at $45.00 to meet later

requirement- for retailing at the best selling price

for long coats. In this connection lighter colors are

being repeated, more white, champagne, fawn, gray

and combinations, with fewer of dark shades. A de-

cidedly new style in princess sweater coat has been

added' for sorting buyers or for Christmas delivery.

It will prove an enthusiastic number. Double breast-

ed styles are selling.
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Draw Big Crowds
"» To Your

I

HosieryCounterWith

PEN-ANGLE hosieryw
YOUR customers—and the women you want

for customers—will buy no more hose

with seams once they know the ux.

urious comfort (and the better wear) they get

from Pen-Angle Hosiery, which hasn't a seam
at all. It fits better: it looks prettier; it lasts

longer; and IT IS ADVERTISED SO WELL
THAT IT SELLS EASIER BY FAR. Get

stocked now with this

FULL-FASHIONED
FOOT-FITTING
You can make your hosiery department the

magnet of your whole store. We have a plan

that will help you do it. And you needn't

even wait to see our traveller to get the right

start. Drop a line to

PENMANS Limited

C Special sellers for this lime of

year are styles 1028 and 1150 for

Ladies, and Little King for Children.

Retail at 25, 35 and 50 cents. AND
THEY DO SELL. The quality

there and the style as well. A k

questions about these.

EAMLESS
HOSE

/
/
4

PARIS. Canada

UNDERWEAR HOSIERY SWEATERS

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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In the balance of the range of long coats and
higher priced garments up to $72.00, a selection by
many buyers is necessarily limited to one or two

sizes with more styles, although personal choice is

possible, so wide is the range of samples seen.

()n later order.- roost merchants feel averse to

speculating or carrying any great quantity that

might have to be sold after Christmas. For gift

selection there is nothing appeals so strongly for last

minute decision. However, it is usually the case

that stocks are depleted. They have been in former

year at any rate.

Prepare kor Christmas Demands.

It is possible this yen- to be prepared for de-

mands, and results will more than offset a few num-
bers carried into January rather than be without

any. It is questionable if the fiat of cleaning up
sweater coats in January is not shortsighted anyway,
and only part of the policy of reducing knitted goods

department by stocktaking time.

To show and sell a lair asortmeht of sweater
coat- at Christmas looks like increased business for

most merchants, and as some higher priced gar-

ments are sold during the Christmas rush they
should be included in repeat order- to ensure having
sufficient samples at that time.

There is practically uothing new in men's sweat

er coat-. Business has been satisfactory and num-
bers of athletic orders are being Idled as wanted.

Browns, khakis and fawns with gray, cardinal and
myrtle are all good. Travelers are looking for re-

peats, especially on the better numbers in a soft

shade of gray, which is new this season and took well

on early order.-. Utility is the strong feature next

to warmth, and their necessity for driving and
athletic purposes has settled buying fairly well on
staple numbers lor the balance of this year's sell-

ing.

Juvenile Lines.

Business on juvenile line- has been fair and
fully up to last \car at this time. While not show-

ing the increase anticipated it is pointed out that

tin-, like children's underwear, is always later busi-

ness. Busters, pony and pull-over-, mostly with col-

lars, have sold at the usual popular prices, In be!

ter line-, styles with belt-, pockets and new queenie
sashes in any color, but especially white and sky
and white and cardinal, sell on sight and will form
a prominent part of repeat orders.

Skating and co-ed suit- have been -old in limite I

quantities, except in larger centres. Il is not ex

pected that there will be any unusual call for re-

peats. Buying has been similar to last year, and
white, or white with sky or navy and such combin-
ation colors are bought. In cheaper qualities, plain

white, gray and cardinal are taken, although ranges

cover all usual colors, and "ray ami cardinal makes
a, splendid combination.

s u.ks Increasing.

Now that merchant- are able to get them as

required, more sales are being made on both child-

ren's and women's knitted skirts. Children's plain

or two-colored petticoats with waists and straps are

both serviceable and warm and a range of sizes does

not necessitate such a big stock. They fill a long-

felt want.
,

Aviation caps are good for repeats and motor
hoods have sold well. Some of the largest Western

VyTSS

The Dye

That Defies

the elements ; whose fastness and
purity resist the wash tub, the
sea bath, sun and perspiration.

The Fadeless

Black Stockings

bear the stamp that all the world
acknowledges absolutely depend-
able—

Make a big feature of Herms-
dorf Dyed Fast Blacks if you
want a hosiery business grow-
ing in volume and profits.

Write for the Book

—

"Stocking Selling

Helps"

Brim full of ideas that you can
use every day in the year: that
bring quick, profitable returns
to your hosiery department.

"The Name That Sells

the Stocking"

AMERICAN BUREAU:
235 We»t 39th Street, New York

WORKS :

Chemnitz, Saxony
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EXPERT OPINION APPROVES

The Best Process is Better than the Best Intentions

An Underwear manufacturer might have the best intentions in the world, but if his knitting

process is inferior his goods will be inferior in spite of his good intentions.

The supremacy of Ellis underwear is due to the supremacy of the Ellis process ; the

celebrated SPRING NEEDLE RIBBED KNITTING PROCESS for which we have the sole

Canadian rights.

This process results in a uniform elasticity of fabric that is retained practically until the

fabric falls to pieces from old age and long wear.

An Ellis garment never bags or sags, it simply cannot do it.

So, by selling ELLIS UNDERWEAR you give your customer an article that is permanently
satisfactory and thus you gain in profit and reputation.

See samples of ELLIS SPRING-NEEDLE RIBBED COMBINATIONS with the CLOSED
CROTCH. This is the garment for fit and comfort. Special lines in silk and wool for both

sexes. Spring samples now being shown, including some new lines.

THE ELLIS UNDERWEAR CO.
HAMILTON, CANADA

SELLING AGENTS
Maritime Provinces, J. A. Murray, Sussex, N.B. ; Montreal and Quebec Province, E. O. Barrette &. Co.

Montreal: Ontario. The Edward Burns Co., Toronto; Port Arthur to Pacific Coast, Bryce &. Co.,

Winnipeg, and J. J. Thompson, Vancouver.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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buyers have taken quantities of the hand crochet

styles at $9.00, $12.00 and $15.00 for Christmas

window-. Machine-knit samples at $1.50 and $6.50,

especially large pom-pon trimmed caps in loose

weave, have been re-ordered.

"With repeat orders, it is time to consider Christ-

mas boxing, which includes the entire range of muf-
flers, scarfs, sashes, caps, toques and coats. Buyers
have a choice of lithographs. Individual boxes help

a lot in counter and window display, as well as being

an aid to sales.

Should Be Record Showing.

Knitted goods business comes again into its own
dnring the next three or four months. As pointed

out, there is nothing to excuse this department from

making a record showing. Every phase of demand
is met and deliveries have been exceptional. Orders

during the next two weeks will give a good estimate

of what Christmas and later business will be, and
how buyers avail themselves of ideal conditions. It

is certain that, with actual deliveries as promised;

department heads lack last year's excuse.

There is no cause for apprehension in regard to

style changes in Canadian mills, although some new-
er tendencies have been introduced in pull-over

sweaters with shawl collars and shaker knit weaves

by United States manufacturers.

Sample ranges shown now are complete, and com-
prise everything that will be required for \\\\< sea-

son's business. From present indications there will

be nothing newer until next season's samples arc

shown.

Aviation Caps Taking Well.

A disinterested statement by one wholesaler dur-

ing the rush of opening business was that sales on
aviation caps went beyond all expectations. Suffi-

cient preparations were thought to have been made,
and while it is possible to procure yarns, orders are

only being promised for December delivery on
styles manufactured by that firm, and as far as

they are concerned the season's output is sold up.
This is evidently a forerunner of coming conditions
for Christmas business and while it may be possible

to secure machine knit styles, it is doubtful if hand
crochet caps will he bought satisfactorily later in the
season.

First Orders Satisfactory
Early Underwear Business Favorable — Quantities

About Equal to Last Year and Season Expected

to Show Increase — Buyers Pleased With New
Ranges and Prices

Women's underwear sample- have reached buy-
ers generally during the last month and some synop-
sis of outside conditions is possible.

It is found by representatives of different whole-
salers or mills that stocks of summer undervests and
garments have cleaned up and buyers are now in a
favorable position to consider Spring placing The
later warm weather of the Summer season, as was

THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262.005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST in the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCt*
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends,

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARDWEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN
FOOTWEAR

To be had from any of the Leading

Wholesale Dry Goods Houses

MARK
_RE6ISTESED,

tIger brand.

II

"TIGER BRAND"
UNDERWEAR

"Tiger Brand" Underwear is going: to be tlie

lender for Fall in the Underwear Mart. It has

the three most important requisites of "good"
underwear — Superior Finish — Durability

—

Style.

If you have tried other brands and found
them wanting in "customers"—if you find

your underwear departmrnt slack when your
competitors about you are doing good busi-

ness—there's a hitch somewhere.

Ask yourself—have I a stock of the finest

Underwear obtainable?

No—not if you haven't Tiger Brand. It's

the one big customer-getter and a huge asset

to your shop. Send in your order now—see

the result for yourself.

II II

Gait Knitting Co., Limited
Gait, - - Ontario
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The Trade Of Men Who Know
Can be secured and held only

by giving them

UNDERWEAR THAT FITS
AND WEARS WELL

ST. GEORGE
UNDERWEAR

FOR MEN IS

Made to give
Perfect Satis-

faction.

The materials used

in St. George Underwear

are selected with the utmost

care. Our factories are equipped

with the best machinery, and our finish-

ing section is conducted under the most

rigid inspection.

We give you service that is second to none. Ship-

ments are prompt, and it needs only a line from you to get

attention to your every want.

The House That Helps You.

The Schofield Woolen Co., Limited
OSHAWA, ONTARIO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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previously noted, helped to clean up stocks liner than
usual.

No Great Plunging.

Buyers are not doing any great plunging, how-
ever, and it is found that slocks are being selected

with care and orders taken are on a par with last

year. It is stated by one or two jobbers that eventu-

ally their output will show an increase but at pres-

ent buyers are inclined to provide for early demands
only on staple lines which are recognized retail

leaders.

On the one hand it is claimed thai mercerised

goods of high finish and lighter weights only in

undervests, drawers and combinations are being sold,

and on the other, line lisles and balbriggans, with a

good assortment of combinations taken. Silk lisles

are wanted in increased quantities to till the demand
for better grades. Higher qualities are selling.

Xi:w Trimming Designs.

Most pronounced in sample ranges is the number
of new designs in trimmings, and underwear gar-

ments are as a rule finer finished and neater than in

any previous ranges.

Manufacturers are confident that they are better

prepared than ever to cater to Canadian demands.
Early selections would confirm this, and travelers

reporl thai selling i> only a matter of selecting those

styles which personally appeal to individual buyers.

Naturally, this decision depends on laces, insertions

and strappings, after quality and price of garment
wanted LS stated. These are daintier, and especial

care has been given in regard to choosing favorable

washing trimmings.
Staple yoke machine insertions are seen, mer-

cerised and iilet insertions, double edge straps of

lace and beading, raised designs, which are entirely

new in bandings, and a number of novelty trim-

mings are included. Several mercerised wood-fibre

insertions are noted. After each price assortment

has keen laid out for comparison buyers are finding

it a greater problem to choose the I'm est of trimmings

without covering more lines than they previously in-

tended. In this way it is expected that eventually

business will reach greater proportions than usual.

Combinations Well Considered.

There is no dubt hut that the ranees of combina-

tions shown meet the demand at the present time.

All different qualities have been provided, open or

closed and umbrella or cuff-knee styles. Buyers are

advised to at leas! give this department the promin-

ence it commands, as with anticipated styles for next

season ami education of customers, as a means of in-

creasing sales this section is taking a prominent po-

sition. It cannot be claimed that this is a condition

Found only in larger store.- as travelers all comment
on the early demand for combination by many out-

side buyers. It is expected that complete returns

will show fully up to estimated precentages in re-

gard to the quantity of these garments in next sea-

son stocks.

Another feature of this season's selections and in

accordance with lighter weight demands is the plead-

ing reception given to new numbers in eyelet styles.

These are being taken in qualities from $2.25 to

$4.50, and in this connection also are found patent-

ed "comfy cut" and strap shoulder styles. There is

a good selection of both kinds in different ranges and

buyers arc including some in order to have their

assortment more representative.

The hulk of the business is being done in leader

line- at $2.10. $2.2.") and $4.25 and $4.50 a dozen.

While buyers are including lines at $2.25 they are

averaging asortments at $2.00 and $2.10. Some sat-

isfactory samples at $2.10 included in early ranges
are reported to have merited several nice quantity
orders.

Prices generally are suitable and although some
ranges have been advanced in price others are the
same as last year. This, however, is accounted for

in advance- made previously in these mills. Several
factors have been given as responsible for extra com-
petition this year, such as enlarged output, new fac-

tories and determination to place ranges foremost in

Canadian position through improved machinery;
better bleaching processes, designs of trimmings,
weave and finish.

Buyers are appreciating these conditions and are

prefectly safe in their search for value and profits

equal to last year on lines which they can offer, as

most suitable to their trade. Altogether a good sea-

son on all lines is promised, taking present condi-

tions and the reception of buyers of the new lines as

a criterion.

Running on Narrow Margins
That is Why There is Little Likelihood of Any
Considerable Drop in Cotton Goods— Some
Predictions of Increase '-Cottons are Popular

Latest reports concerning the cotton market show
very little change in the price of staple lines. The
following are the Fall prices for print cotton.

The number 3 print has been changed to num-
ber -1. 'Idie former price of number 3 was eight

cents. The price of number 4 is 7% cents. Num-
ber 1 is one inch narrower than the width of number
3. The "C" print is ten cents, which is the same as

last year. Grey cottons, shirtings, etc.. are practic-

ally the same.

Canadian prints are selling particularly well.

Canadian manufacutrers have maintained the same
standard of quality, and have greatly improved the

range of patterns.

There are predictions made of an increase in

price later on in the year. Of late the manufacturers
have been running on narrow margins of profit. So
a slight decrease in the price of cotton would only

help them to get a fair margin on their goods. The
wholesaler starts out to get a certain amount of busi-

ness at a certain price. After this amount is reached.
be generally ads to the price of his merchandise so

a.s to obtain a little more profit..

The new crop reports will be out in a few days:

but until then nothing certain can he said.

Travelers will soon he on the road with new
Spring samples. In all probabilities there will not

be enough difference in the prices or qualities of the

goods to make any noticeable difference from those

of last year.

People must have cotton goods; in fact they have
been more popular this year than in former years.

This, no doubt is owing to the fact that very warm
weather has prevailed up to the present time. Con-
sequently retail merchants have sold their stocks

more rapidly than usual.
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/ THE >

SNOW WHITE
UNDERWEAR
ATTRACTS

S^ TRADE /

The most beautifully white and
dainty Underwear on the market is

Bleached by our new electric process, which leaves the
original fibre of the yarns as strong and pliable as before the
operation. Its color never changes—the white is permanent.

HYGEIAN GOODS ARE ALWAYS SALEABLE
The models are carefully selected, the size range is unlimited,
the materials and finish are superb.

Our Service is on a Par with the Goods
Let us demonstrate our ability In this respect
on your Fall Repeat Orders.

Eagle Knitting Company
LIMITED

Controlled by J. R. Moodie & Sons, Limited.

. HAMILTON, CANADA.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Success Brand
Hosiery

SPRING, 1912
IS NOW BEING SUBMITTED TO THE TRADE

OUTSTANDING FEATURES

Values that cannot be beaten.

Perfect Dyes.

Beautiful Designs.

Everything in it for Men, Women
and Children.

Let us help you build up your hosiery

department with this brand.

Hanley, Mackay, Chisholm Co., Ltd.

DISTRIBUTORS WINNIPEG, MAN,

JAEGER PURE WOOL
UNDERWEAR

and KNITTED GOODS

To the Trade we have not got

People of "class" and discrimination are wearing
it T *»

Jaeger.
If you are unable to supply them, they get it

elsewhere.
Why not try for your share of this trade ?

Catalogues andparticulars, as to terms, etc., on application to

Y\D t a rr/^rrt> >c sanitary cvcnri?TVf C0MPANY
Lllv. JrvrLvjU/lV O woollen o I >3 I 1UV1 limited

Wholesale Warehouse, 52 Victoria Square, M on t real

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and. Their Travelers.
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BUSTER" 4.

Sweater Coats of

Now Ready For

Inspection

Unique New
Designs for

Women and Children

Materials of the Best.

Careful Work.

Graceful Cut.

Tasteful Colorings.

Fast Dyes.

Such qualities go to

make " Monarch " sweaters

the easiest brand to sell to

the Canadian Market.

DAISY "4.

"CO-ED" 4.

See Our Extensive

Consumer Advertising

The

Monarch Kni
DUNNVILLE,

Factories: ST. THOMAS,

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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handsome Models
For The Season

1911-1912

Ample Provision for

All the Likings and
Requirements of Men

Everyone, from the

teamster to the college man,

finds a "Monarch" to suit

him in weight, in shape and

coloring.

To everyone they give

the same long and excellent

service.

Men's Sweater 72

Ltd.

ing Company,
ONTARIO

CATHARINES, BUFFALO

•///

Ladies' 99

Men's Sweater 2?

Plea**, mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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TRADE MARK. TRAD; MARK
ASK FOR

BURNLEY'S WOOLS.
REGISTERED. REGISTERED

Scotch

Fingerings,

Vanguard,

15's, 12's

Fine.

Hosiery

Yarns,

&c, &c.

r

Soft

Knittings,

B. Imperial,

Soft Spun

Vanguard

Fine.

0^ and 00

Worsteds,

&c, &c

tSTABLISHED 1752

THOMAS BURNLEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF SCOTCH FINGERING & KNITTING WOOLS.

GOMERSAL MILLS, nr. LEEDS, ENGLAND.
AGENT:—DAVID M. CHORLTON : 149 NOTRE DAME STREET WEST, MONTREAL

Health Brand

Underwear

Our stock is now complete

in all lines of Fall weights for

Women and Children.

We have also a complete

stock of short and no sleeve

Women's Vests in medium
weights at all prices.

Greenshields Limited

MONTREAL

UNSHRINKABLE
UNDERWEAR
Is made from the wool of Australian

Merino sheep and will give your

customers a satisfaction that is the

surest guaranteeof increased business.

Write us for prices and samples.

The C. TURNBULL CO.
OF GALT, LIMITED

GALT, ONT.

I'Lease mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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i

BACK OF "PEERLESS"
IS A PEERLESS PLANT
We can name a price that would be impossible with
leas efficient equipment and a less quantity of output.

Llv

W

is the perfect result o< constant development in its

cut, fit. finish and comfort to the wearer, hence
PEERLESS has brought many a dormant business

into a flourishing condition through its wonderful
saleability. It's a great help to a healthy business.

Always up to the latest idea.

PEERLESS is made in many styles and sixes, for

men, women and children.

See our Spring Lines noxt in the hand*

of our salesmen everywhere.

WB AK8 RBPKBSSNTSD BY

ONTARIO—C. a» A. G. CLAJtKB, Empire Bide.. Wtlttag-
ton Street Weet, Toronto.

BRITISH COLUMBIA-GEORGE A. CAMPBELL * CO .

Mercantile Block, Vancouver, B.C.

QUEBEC—ERNEST HAMEL. 115 fit. Joeeph Street,

Quebec, Que.

MARITIME PROVINCES—O. A. WOODILL. ZO and It

Roy Building, Halifax, N.S.

HANLEY, MacKAY, CHISHOLM CO.. Limited, 139 Albert
Street. Winnipeg, Man.

PEERLESS UNDERWEAR CO,
HAMILTON, CANADA

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers,
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The Underwear
Your Trade Will Want

Y'OU WANT to offer your trade the very

newest and best in underwear— and
that is why you surely should see the

Watson Line before you buy any

underwear at all. Our new Cooper knitting-

machines produce a spring-needle rib garment

that has the utmost in fit and style and wear-
nothing to compare with it on the Canadian

market, whether in carded, combed, lisle or

mercerized goods, cotton, part-wool or all wool.

We specially want you to see our improved

idea in

WATSON'S
C hildren's C ombinations

See, too, the new Watson Klosed-Krotch (Trademark) Combinations for

Men and Boys, Patented Jan., 1911— the most comfortable garment ever

devised. See the samples—you'll know

in a minute that they'll sell. Our men

are on the road to your place now-

and see them.

-wait

WATSON
BRANTFORD, ONTARIO

MANUFACTURING
COMPANY, LTD.

MARITIME :ONTARIO :

Edward Burns Co.

117 Wellington W.
Toronto

NORTHWEST: Bryce & Co., Winnipeg, Man

J. A. Murray

Sussex, N.B.

QUEBEC

:

A. L. Gilpin

59 St. Peter St.

Montreal

I

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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What there is in it for

you

NY DEALER who handles

the Zimmerknit line can

make it a profitable and

staple line if he has just the

ordinary selling and mer-

chandising ability of any of the

hundreds of successful dealers on our

books. A man of great ability can

profit immensely.

Every year the sales of Zimmer-
knit grow larger. Not a phenom-
enal growth so much as a steady,

even, substantial growth. Every

year the output of the Zimmerknit
factory is advanced over that of the

previous season.

This year the gross total of sales exceeded by fifty

per cent, those of last year. And we have been forced to

build three additions to our factory in the past five years

to keep pace with the demand.

NDER
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HERE are several reasons why this should be—reasons which are just as big and vital to the

dealer who sells Zimmerknit garments as to us, the makers of them. First and foremost, there

is quality. Compare Zimmerknit Balbriggan, for example, with the French article. Run your

hand over the two garments. Feel the soft, smooth, silkiness of texture of the Zimmerknit. Note

the generous sizes. Observe how strongly and neatly the seams are sewn. How in every detail

Zimmerknit Underwear seems built for superior service and comfort.

Improved patented machinery makes Zimmerknit Balbriggan lighter, softer, cooler, stronger than is possible to

underwear made in the ordinary way. I he use of fine combed yarns and new and exclusive methods of

making, endow the whole Zimmerknit line with these exceptional qualities.

YOU can influence bigger sales in your underwear department by passing on these points to your customers.
Salesmanship of this sort directed along these lines is the kind that clinches sales and will make Zimmer-

knit a most regular and consistent profit payer.

Another important advantage to the Zimmerknit dealer is that by carrying the complete line of Zimmer-
knit he can meet every possible Underwear want of his customers—steady and transient— without ever having
to buy other lines to make up a complete range.

Thus you save the expense and loss occasioned by job lots and odd sizes of several miscellaneous lines hav-
ing to be thrown on the bargain counter and sacrificed at the season's end.

AN order to us or your jobber and you can quickly fill depleted sizes. Shipments are made immediately. The
Zimmerknit line is as staple as stockings. It can be sold all the year 'round. You can stock it and

standardize your underwear department and make it as profitable and as much of a bread-and-butter business

as your hosiery department. You can cany the Zimmerknit line from season to season, without one cent of

loss, because broken sizes can easily be made up, shipping facilities are convenient, deliveries prompt, ana you
can order in as large or small lots as your present needs may require.

Travelers are now out with samples for 1912. Make a point of seeing them even if you don't want to buy
right away. Five minutes or so with the traveler may give you a broader and better idea of what really

constitutes underwear quality.

In case you should not be acquainted with the Zimmerknit line—here it is :

—

Brown Balbriggan Merino Lisle Outing Jerseys

White Balbriggan Porous Knit Silkette Interlock

Colored Balbriggan Mesh Bathing Suits Velvet-Rib

Zimmerknit Underwear may be had in Men's and Boys' in Long Sleeve and Ankle lengths; Short Sleeves

and Knees ; Combinations, either short and stout.

SOLD BY THE WHOLESALE TRADE

(E. H. WALSH & CO., Montreal, Winnipeg and St. John
AGENTS : \y. R. BEGG, Toronto

lA. R. McFARLANE, Vancouver, B.C.

THE ZIMMERMAN MANUFACTURING CO., Limited
HAMILTON, ONTARIOWEAR
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TRADE MARK

UNSHRINKABLE

"O.V." Brand
There is no better line of

Underwear for the cold

Canadian winters than the

Pure Wool Elastic Rib

There is no better line of

Pure Wool Elastic Rib
than the "O.V." BRAND
(Ottawa Valley)

TRY OUR

Line 130 and 140 -Men's Pure Wool
(Heavy and Extra Heavy
Weights).

Line 710 -Extra, Extra Heavy Pure
Wool.

Line 650—Extra Heavy Pure Wor-
sted.

Manufactured by

Bates & Innes
Limited

Carleton Place, Ontario

OXFORD

UNDERWEAR

NO. 784, "INTERLOCK" VELVET KNIT
Patented February 16th. 19C9

FOR MEN AND WOMEN
New Designs lor 1912

Women's finest Summer Vests, Drawets, Corset
Covers and Combinations " lie t,'

' etc., coolest made.

Also the well-known "Interlock' Velvet Knit,
shown above.

Men's goods include Balbriggan, " Gauzine " and
Spring Needle Underwear.

Live lines to handle.

The Oxford Knitting Co., Limited
Woodstock, Ontario

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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S. LENNARD & SONS
DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of

:

Wish to advise you that their range of production for

AUTUMN 1911
is now completed and in the hands of their selling Agents, who will call upon

you, and we solicit a continuance of your esteemed orders

No Retailer's Stock

is complete without

these well-known

brands.

22-
C!uSoi^ ^SScANA^

SOLE SELLING AGENTS

UNSHRINKABLE

WOOL The superiority of JAY Underwear over all

other,woollen garments, whether made in Canada
or the United Kingdom, can be demonstrated by
a comparison. JAY Underwear is knitted and
fashioned to fit accurately ; it is almost seamless
and is fully guaranteed against shrinkage. All
wearing parts are specially strengthened, and
both ladies' and gentlemen's garments possess
exclusive patented features which materially
add to the comfort of the wearer.

WHOLESALE AGENTS:

I. & R. MORLEY, - G. BRETTLE & CO.

4

LOOK FOR THIS MARK

London, Eng. StttWs Adv. Sen. j
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A Silk Hosiery Season
Satisfactory Early Orders Being Placed — Silks

in Greater Demand in Best Qualities — Black, Tans,

Browns Leading Colors — Light Weight Gauzy
Weaves

Travelers are enthusiastic over the success of

their first trips on hosiery, ami both wholesalers am!
jobbers are piling up orders beyond any previous

-cax Hi at the corresponding date. Mills will be kept

busy night and day in some cases to prepare the

put in time.

Buyers are taking larger quantities than ever

on those staple ami assured line,-, while for novelty

they depend on weaves and light weights to a greal

extent. They are choosing lines beretofore consid-

ered impossible on account of price and unlimited

demand in most departments.

Cashmeres for early -air and all-season qualities

are ordered out in leading numbers. Mercerized

lisles, lisle thread, silk ami Lisle combinations, spun
ami thread .-ilk hosiery i- I eing taken in approximate
assortments in favored retailing prices.

Buyers are fully realizing style tendencies, as

well as the upward trend of the demand lor better

qualities. From present indications, it is going to

be a great silk hosiery season; and while larger

stores arc preparing for this demand, travelers arc

advising assortments that will cover the range with

limited quantities on best numbers. Silks to retail

at 35c, 50c, 75c up to $1.50 are offered and will be
found a live feature in next season's selling. Silks

are going to be in a stronger position than over, not-

withstanding the favorable regard for gauzy lisles,

sheer weaves and the combination silk and lisle or

silk boot styles at from $2.25 to $4.50 dozen.

< j i alities Carefully Considered.

In each ease, wearing qualities in regard to silks

are being carefully considered, and those buyers are

sensible who place their orders with sufficient in-

formation on this point. Guaranteed silks are want-
ed, and orders placed will insist on this proviso over

a stated, price, one buyer is limiting his orders to

include $4.50 in a guaranteed silk quality.

For general trade to be depended on and where
merchants absolutely insist on satisfactory hosiery,
having a reputation in the department for these
qualities only, a higher limit must necessarily be
placed. It is questionable if the demand for' silk
hosiery less than $6.50 will be forthcoming in any-
thing but larger centres. Domestic qualities at

$12, $13 and $15 a dozen will be wanted in blacks,
tans and an assortment of evening or pastel shades
and white.

Satisfaction cannot result from cheaper qualities,
even where guarantees are lived up to, and in silk
hosiery especially merchants will be foolish to at-

tempt to feature them except for a sale or with direct
understanding as to quality merits. Silk lisles and
mercerized lisles are better in the $3, $4 and $4.25
grade-, and will find a responsive market if properly
merchandised.

Nearly every buyer is anticipating a large output
of silk boot styles with reinforced heel, toe and
garter top, and with prevailing fashions being to
an extent maintained, there is every reason to agree
that this decision [s right for Canadian requirements
next Spring and Summer.

Relative Position of Colors.

Blacks are to be more than staple in demand
and will cover the entire price range. All grades
are I .eing taken, both by wholesale and retailing
trade in guaranteed blacks and Canadian .tainless
dyes. Style and general utility are evident here.

Next in importance comes tans, and well-inform-
ed buyers are buying the usual box assortments, but
providing, as well, for darker shades of browns to
match fabric footwear to be shown for Spring in
.-hoe departments. All qualities for later wear will
be in gauzy lisle or silk combinations, as it is ex-
pected that later business will be on lines from 43c
to 69c. as was the case this year. This is a condition
noted late this season, and a complete clean-up made.

Demand for White Hosiery.

White canvas shoes and high ankle kid boots
are promised a run later in the season in June and
July, and it is not hard to anticipate the demand
for white hosiery, although it will be necessary to

w/

1 fi rst

alimpse

of the new

styles in

-fall Shoes

Cards by A. A. Daoust, with

Geo. G. Gales & Co., Montreal,

showing type contrasts on left

and use of initial and appropri-

ate elaboration on right.
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foresee in time in case of any shortage. From pres-

ent indications there is no reason to doubt but that

it will be easy to secure all that are required unless

some unusual demand arises. While a few buyers

are ordering them now in fair quantities, it is usually

decided to wait until February so as to be better pre-

pared and informed. It is hard to tell at this time

just how many will be required, and it is quite likely

they will be in quantities enough for most buyers.

From a buyer's standpoint, next season should

develop some cheap quotations on clearing lines of

colored hosiery for leaders. Time and style ten-

dencies will be a factor, as pointed out, and while

it may be possible to clear up balance of stocks in the

course of such demand, as is usually found in regu-

lar seasons, this will be a point worth noting.

Most merchants would be willing to chance a few
dozen for a rousing leader and could sell them, al-

though it is certain he will not be hungry for them.
This is another feature that the developments of the

season will bring forth and worth watching.

Hosiery for Children.

Juvenile lines are good in staple grades and usual
stock colors. Boys' ribbed stockings in different

makes, 1|1 and 2|1 ribs, as well as usual branded
qualities, have sold well. These are mostly taken
in quantities by wholesalers for distribution through-
out the season. There is no untoward condition of

importance in girls' and boys' hosiery that would
warrant anything but the expectation of a season

of successful retailing ami satisfactory .-ales at those

prices generally associated with these lines.

SRArA*>

The Brand That flakes Good
is the brand that you want to carry in stock. We have tested our
underwear under all conditions on the market, and have proved

that it sells and continues to sell.

"MAPLE LEAF" BRAND UNDERWEAR
has secured a Dominion-wide recognition by its excellent cut and

finish and it can be furnished to you at a price that gives you most
ample returns on every turnover. Get our samples and prices.

Thos. Waterhouse & Co., Limited,
MONTREAL: Harold F. Watson. Weldon Co., Coristine Sldg.

- Ingersoll, Ont.
TORONTO: Wilson & Angus

OUR KNIT GOODS
PAY DIVIDENDS

on every dollar in-

vested in them.
They are made from

fine selected yarns

by the conscientious

methods that have

built up our business.

SWEATER COATS
AND

BOYS' HOSIERY

are two of our best known products.

We will be pleased to put you in touch with

our entire line upon request. The prices will

interest you.

All goods guaranteed.

A. BURRITT & COMPANY
DOMINION MILLS

MITCHELL, - - - ONTARIO

LET US QUOTE XJ

YOU PRICES ON
Austrian Collars

Men's White and Colored Shirts

Boys' Cloth and Wash Suits

Men's Fancy Vests

Ladies' and Men's Hose

and Sweaters

Men's Lustre Clothing and

Umbrellas

We guarantee satisfaction.

A trial order will convince you.

A postal will bring our traveller to you.

The Canadian Underwear Company
309 NOTRE DAME STREET WEST, MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



FEATURES OF THIS DEPARTMENT
New sleeve development—novel touches in latest

waist productions—Descriptions of lines offered in

whitewear for the coming season—the skirt and suit

ontlook — children's garments — Paris letter —
fashion photos taken on Paris boulevards.

Designers Watching Sleeve Situation
Sceptical Regarding New Balloon Styles — Sleeve Shown on Paris Gowns
— Kimona Effect Still Favored — New Lines Follow Closely Lines of Bust

and Shoulders — Many Novel Touches — Embroideries and Laces in Evidence

DESIGNERS are busy with the second lines

of fancy waists for Fall, and in the lingerie

section with the models for the January
sales and for the early Spring trade. They

are deeply interested in the new sleeve tendencies

and are watching closely all the new developmnts.

At present they are somewhat skeptical as to the

fate of the new balloon sleeve, at any rate in its pres-

ent form as it does not seem to have the practical

features necesary to make it popular for wear in a

waist intended to be often submitted to the tubbing
process.

This sleeve is a 7-8 model, put in without a par-

ticle of fullness at the arm-hole, and giving the same
line so far as the new put-in sleeve. Just below the

elbow is a wide puff with the lower edge gathered
into a narrow cuff that fits the wrist tightly. About
the middle of the puff there is a slot placed through
which is run a cane or wire to hold it out to its full

circumference. Not a very promising style for sum-
mer wash blouses one would think, and the waist
designer is therefore expecting further develop-
ments.

This sleeve is seen on two of the gowns in the
page of Paris photographs reproduced on another
page. The second figure on the upper left hand is

wearing one of the new taffeta coats over a lingerie
dress. The coat sleeve is an early Victorian bell
slashed up on the outer arm to allow the distended
puff sleeve attached to the gown to appear beneath,
and the striped gown in the lower right corner hs- ;•

sleeve showing about the same features.

Concerning Sleeves and Necks.

Designers still favor the kimona sleeve, and
arc puting this model out as the one for Spring as

they are of the opinion that any change, if it does

come, will not arrive until Summer fashions come
in. Then there is a possibility of some kind of puff

or other form of trimming covering the elbow mak-
ing its appearance, and this could be attached to tin

present model without any material change of shape
taking place. Plain-tailored models for Spring have
the narrow shirt sleeve put in without fullness at the

top and with soft turn-back cuffs and outing collar

held with a double button or stud.

One Montreal designer states that he is making
75 per cent, of his new models with collarless necks,

and this applies more or less to the majority of lines.

In high grade models the average runs almost the

other way, due no doubt to the popular vogue of the

collarless effect.

Follow Figure Outline.

The new waists exhibit many touches. They all

follow closely the outline of the figure and perfectly

define the lines of the bust and shoulders. Trim-
mings are applied in at lines so that this effect is

not interfered with or impaired. Insertions are

used so as to give a bolero or short jacket effect, and
to fill in the plain space below, and also in sympathy
with the Victorian buttoned up the front waists,

rows of tiny pearl or crochet buttons are used. Where
the buttons are wanting the space is decorated with
groups of pin tucks or little graduated bars of lace

or embroidery. In short there is every disposition

to trim across the front just below the bust line.
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STARABKANb
BERLIN ^"> ONTARIO

TftAOt MAfili

"Star" Whitewear Attracts

By Flawless Quality

OUR CHRISTMAS
LINES OF

whitewear present as beautiful an array of

dainty designs as have ever been pro-

duced ; the kind of garments that women
ask for and will invariably select.

Star Whitewear immediately reveals that

wide knowledge of styles and materials

and of the requirements of demand and
distribution obtained through years of

successful experience.

Give your store the benefit of this up-

to-date stock and you will notice the bene-

fit to every department.

JUVENILE STYLES
are shown, covering all needs of the

youngsters for school or party wear,

in lingerie and embroidery, plain and

colored materials.

Your children's section needs this

kind of stock.

Corset Cover, style 1115.

Skirt, style 1407.

Star Whitewear Mfg. Company
BERLIN ONTARIO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Another new touch, is the fitting in of a little

yoke at the back joined on to the button and button
hole facing, and connected with the body of the
blouse by a row of insertion. Pinch tucks and 16th-
of-an-inch tucks are used, as they give a trimmed
upper part to the blouse, without much increase of

fullness from the bust to the waist.

French Hand-Made Effects.

In better lingeries the idea is to get the French
hand-made effect as nearly as possible, and the Swiss
hand embroideries are introduced in many ingeni-

Womens parametta raincoat, with Raglan shoulder,
shown in fawn, navy and grey by National Rubber Co.,
Montreal. Styles for Spring will be shown mostly in

mannish effects. Other cloths featured are rubberized
serges in leading shades. Single and double texture
Tussores and new cloths in ridge or knit effect. Shown

by National Rubber Co.. Montreal.

ous ways. Hand-embroidered fronts are much in

evidence as they admit of showy effects without
much work.

A totally new idea is the surplice effect inlaid

into the blouse. The V-haped yoke is of allover and
the crosing lines are indicated by a band of wide
insertion.

Heavy Embroidery Effects.

Embroideries and laces are both used and in

keeping with the effect sought for are daintily fine,

though there are also many heavy macrame
and other heavy effects in embroidery as well. The
laces are fine Valenciennes, and linen torchons and

clunys, but the new lace is duchesse, but this is ex-
pensive, and is only used on the more costly blouses.

The latest Mew York idea in cotton waists is de-
veloped in allover embroidery and cluny and then
dyed trimmings all in the one color. Such colors as
king's blue, pink, lemon yellow and mauve, are
those employed. Dyed allovers are also used for the
collar and cuffs of smart lawn models.

A new coat blouse is the "raquet" waist. This
is made in double-breasted Norfolk style and is fing-
er length. There is a shaped black' patent leather
belt fastening in front with a harness buckle and
passing through talis at the sides. This blouse has
the comfortable features of the middy, but is newer
in style and smarter in appearance.

Good Whitewear Placing
Summer Business Has Been Favorable— Tempting
Values in Skirt Lines — Lace, Embroidery and

Ribbon Used Extensively

Travelers out witli placing lines of January
whitewear are sending in satisfactory orders. Mer-
chants' stocks are well cleaned up, the Summer busi-

ness and June sales have been large and the season
has been particularly favorable. Hot weather always
increases business in this department, as women
then need an extra supply of undergarments. Buy-
ers therefore are in a position to place good orders,

as they must have the garments in stock when
needed.

Prices remain practically the same, but this sea-

son all garments save gowns are cut on narrower
lines and require less material and trimming. Con-
sequently, there are some good values offered at old

prices.

Princess Slips Strong Feature.

For the coming season, princess slips are a strong

feature in the whitewear trade. In fact, these gar-

ments are so popular that the sale of separate under-
skirts has greatly decreased during the past year.

Buyers will find some tempting values in skirt lines,

both because of this fact and because the narrower
cut means a lessened outlay for both fabric and
trimming.

While both lace and embroidery will be used for

trimming purposes, embroidery is favored in the

majority of cases. The reason of this is obvious.

While the lace looks well at first, it does not possess

the wearing qualities that the embroidery does.

Lighter and finer grades of lace are being used than
formerly. Daintiness of effect rather than elabor-

ation is what designers are aiming at.

Corset covers are being made along the usual

lines. The materials used are not as soft and sheer

as used in the past. They possess a little more body
and a slightly coarser thread. Both lace and Ham-
burg are being used for trimming purposes. Many
good values and new patterns will be shown.

There never was a season when so much ribbon

elaboration was used. Wide beading appears on

everything, and sheer embroidery and delicate lace

is used for the outer layer of wide casings, through

which a ribbon is run. Though pale shades of blue

and pink are much used, there is great favor shown
to white. Soft satin ribbons and bright finished

wash ribbons are used, and they are knotted and
bowed in a charming and dainty manner.
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Skirt and Suit Situation
Orders for Suits Have in Some Cases Been Dis-

appointing—Many Smart Models Shown — Broad-

cloth as Facing for Collars — Panels a Feature
— Skirts Narrow, but Pleats Introduced.

Up to the present, orders for suits have been dis-

appointing, but manufacturers are hoping for better

results before the buyers leave for home. Though
one of the first of garment lines to sell in a new sea-

son, this line is always the last upon which the buy-
er places orders, and consequently one in which
there is the loudest complaints in a busy season of

tardy delivery.

Many smart models have been shown during the
past week by the big city stores. Coat lengths are

interesting because of the long 36 and 40 coat

models shown by a certain section of the trade in

New York. This length, it would seem, has no
regular fashion backing, but is put on the market
in the evident desire to show something different.

Paris tendencies up to date are all in the opposite
direction. Only one model of this class was noticed
in The Review's tour of the stores. The 28-in. or
the 30-in. coat was the one generally shown, though
a few velvet and broadcloth suits had even shorter
coats.

Many tweed suits in both rough Scotch cloths
and the smoother finished tweeds were also shown.
Corduroy is another favored fabric.

A feature on both tweed and velvet suits is the

use of broadcloth as a facing for collars and cuffs,

and also for trimmings, giving the effect of a revers-

ible material, and many suits that were in other re-

spects plain tailored models showed this touch.
Another very prevalent feature was the hood-col-

lar with a tassel attached to the point. One collar

on a velvet suit had double points with the tassel

dangling from each.

A very handsome model was of mixture grey and
dark blue alternating cords, the skirt being a plain
cut model with a fold of the fabric simulating a

tunic. The really new feature was the sleeve.

It was set onto the body — not into the arm-
hole—with a double row of stitching, and came out
over the back and front of the bodice fully three
inches. From this point it formed an inverted V,
the point of which was placed on the under arm
seam. The sleeve was loose and wide, and the cuff

effect consisted of a straight piece of grey broad-
cloth placed under the hem that finished the velvet
sleeve and which projected about three inches he-

low it. On the top of the sleeve, a little towards
the back was an inverted box-pleat held with buttons
and satin-cord loops.

Fringe-Trimmed Panels.

Panels are a big feature, both on the back and
front of the skirts. Some hang loose from just be-
low the hip line. Others are stitched down to within
a few inches of the end. Some are square-ended,
more are rounded, and many are trimmed with
fringe, or they are braided or have lines of buttons
as trimming. And this panel effect is just as much
used on separate as on suit skirts.

To all appearance skirts are just as narrow cut,

but pleats and groups of pleats are cunningly in-
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Before we announced our readiness

to supply you with our splendid

NEW SKIRT MODELS
we made extraordinary preparations.

Our styles have the snap and beauty

of the best New York and Paris modes.

Our skirts fit perfectly and hang

true.

The materials and finish are un-

surpassed.

Write for information and our profit-

giving prices.

The Clayson Company
SKIRT SPECIALISTS

280 COLLEGE STREET, - TORONTO

The COLONIAL WEAVING CO.

WILL GIVE YOU THE
MOST HANDSOME

WOVEN LABELS
that you can buy for whatever
price you wish to pay.

Your label is your expressed
guarantee and carries your assur-

ance to every purchaser that you
stand back of the product to

which it is attached.

Branded goods sell better
because they bear this guarantee.

Get the advantage for your
business.

The Colonial Weaving Co.
PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO.
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Children's Garments
That Secure

Exclusive Trade
We make garments of the better type,

superior in every way to the best of

former productions of Canadian manu-
facture.

SIZES TWO

TO

FOURTEEN YEARS

No. 520— $18 00 dozen
Sizes 8 to 14 years.

Some of the features of our garments are

:

Exclusive designs,

Perfection of fit,

Skillful Workmanship,
Moderate prices.

Spring samples now shown by our travellers.

MANUFACTURED BY

No. 518— $21.00 dozen
Sizes 8 to 14 years.

Flett, Lowndes & Co., Limited
GARMENT DEPARTMENT

142-144 Front Street West, TORONTO
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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troduced that make walking an easy matter. Many
of the new voile skirts have pleated flounces with

overskirts or winding drapery effects handsomely
embroidered.

Rat-tail, shoe lace and standing braid embroid-
eries have for the time being taken the place of the

once universal taffeta strappings. A few models
still are trimmed in this manner, but they are only

for special customers or to give variety to the line.

A very graceful skirt has a panel with a slot

seam from waist to hem and the panel widens out
with a graceful curve to just below the knee, where
a row of covered buttons and simulated buttonholes
seemingly attach the panel to the skirt. Below
the panel is cut away to show a group of fine pleats.

This skirt closes at the back under an inverted pleat.

Materials Tied Up by Strike.

Mixture tweeds in grey and in brown with fleck

-

ings and indistinct stripes of bright color, and in

plain tailored styles are the best sellers at present.

In some cases where the manufacturer is importing
the cloth he is hampered because his materials are

tied up in transit by the London and Liverpool
strikes. As there is no certainty wdien these goods
will arrive much substituting has been done, and to

the benefit of the Canadian mills. The Review was
shown a line of cloth of this class, and as the skirt

manufacturer truly said, the buyer who got the

substituted cloth certainly would have no room for

complaint.

Panama and serge skirts are also selling well.

A new serge model has eight gores, and apparently
is finished at the hem by many rows of machine
stitching in the manner so much in vogue some
years back. The modern improvement is a band of

fabric carrying the rows of stitching, only the two
last rows being attached to the skirt and hiding the
hem. Should the skirt have to lie either lengthened
or shortened, the two rows of stitching are ripped,
the alteration made and the band replaced.

This skirt had the closing at the left side under
a row of covered buttons and had the high waist

effect. The waist line with this finish is not raised,

but the finish is the same as if it was. This is also

a popular finish for tweed skirts.

Plain Tailored Styles
Serges, Panamas, Soft Satins and Black

Voiles for Street Dresses

Buyers are at present showing a special interest

in smart, plainly-tailored street dresses in voile,

panama and serge, and also in more ornate models
in velvet and satin. Styles are very simple and the

trimmings used are put on in flat lines or in some
cases the sole embellishment consists of the big col-

lars and the panels or the rows of buttons that cover
the fastening in front.

A smart serge model that showed many of the
new style points was of navy serge trimmed with
black silk fringe and wide military braid. The
kimona waist was form-fitting and the skirt was
perfectly plain, save for a tunic effect of the braid
put on above a line of fringe. The same trimming
put on as a bolero decorated the waist and there was
a yoke of fine allover net outlined with the wide
braid.

A new idea is the panel in one with the waist,

giving a princesse effect. A panama dress in the
new purple shade was made in this fashion, the
panel showing heavy shoe-lace embroidery at the
bottom and having as a further decoration a line

of fringe. These fringed panels promise to be a big
feature on the new dresses. They are put on both
back and front, and are edged with fringe and other-

wise decorated, or they are braided or trimmed with
lines of buttons. Sometimes they hang loose from
just below the waist, while in other models they are

stitched to about six inches from the bottom. Some-
times they continue above the waistline, both front

and back, giving a very high waisted effect to the
gown.

As a rule, the skirt of the plain-tailored dress is

piped onto the waist, and there is no belt, and an-
other feature that is coming in strong is the large

collar in fichu or hood shape, ending with a tassel

on the point. Often the fronts cross in front, sur-

plice fashion, and the dress closes at the left side

under a row of buttons reaching to the hem of the
skirt.

Dainty Fall Trimmings
Beads, Bandings and Allovers in Great

Variety — Fancy Braids in Many
Shades and Tints

Montreal, Sept. 5.—Many and varied are the

bandings, allovers and dainty trimmings for the

Fall and Winter trade. These include Oriental

handings in many brilliant colorings with allovers

to match in several lines. In the bandings King's
blue, gold, silver, purple, cerise and emerald green
are shown. There are many fancy designs shown in

black.

In the allovers. we see point de Venise in a large

assortment of designs. Although this lace is by no
means new. it continues to be used on many dressy

toilettes. By using this lace with contrasting shades,

many beautiful and dainty designs may be produced.
Many shades and sizes of beads are being shown

on plain point d'esprit. These beads are formed
into a great variety of designs, such as points, circles

and squares. The samples show the beads in gold,

silver, Paris, blues and pinks. Beads are also used

on flouncings, shirt waist fronts and sleeves. Very
pretty designs are seen on thin materials, over silk,

satin or other soft material of contrasting color.

There are many designs of macramie lace band-
ings. These bandings vary in widths from three

inches to twelve inches or more. The ecru shade is

very popular. Paris is also seen, and will be well

suited to the Fall and Winter colors. These band-
ings show to their best advantage when used under
thin gauze.

In allovers, the merchant will find a large variety

of qualities, patterns and designs to select from.

There will be the fine net with gold, silver and color-

ed vines, the point de Venise in patterns to suit all

and a large assortment of silk and cotton allovers.

As a rule, the smaller patterns sell better than the

larger ones. A pattern that sells well. is the small

diagonal square with small designs. The vine pat-

terns are also very popular. One of the allovers that

is a leader consits of fancy designs of beads on fine

net.
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Sure Profits In Wanted Goods
YOU WILL NEVER LACK BUYERS
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^T Laurentian

Lawn Waists
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We are now showing new lines that

are full of inspiration for your sales-

people, with new features of cut,

material and finish that fully keep up
the reputation of Laurentian goods for

advance styles and unusual quality.

All goods are guaranteed perfect in

every way.

Deliveries prompt.

Our values are always the best.

WAIT FOR THE LAURENTIAN MAN.

Diamond Whitewear Co., Limited

THREE RIVERS, QUEBEC
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:
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Early Victorian Touches Appear in Paris
Skirts, However, Are Only a Shade Wider — Flounces Favored — Gowns,
Hats and Accessories Trimmed With Fringes — New Sleeve Stiffened at the

Elbow — Mantles Designed Accordingly — Soft Tone Color Combinations
(Staff Correspondence.)

Paris, France, Aug. 28.

FROM what has been seen at the dressmakers'

openings to date, a fair idea of the general

lines along which the leading Parisian houses

are working can now be obtained.

It is said that Paul Poiret is again contemplat-

ing the launching of another extreme mode. Poiret,

it will be remembered, was responsible for the

Adaptation from early Victorian styles. The skirt has two
flounces of hroderie anglaise, with a Item of shot purple, green
and gold taffeta. The coat is of the same silk, with puff trim-
mings and ornaments of deep purple satin.

"divided" and the "Harem" skirt fashions that

created such a stir at the beginning of the year.

Early Victorian Styles.

The new note for Fall is the "early Victorian"

or Winterhalter period gowns. Designers are turn-

ing for inspiration . to the quaint modes depicted in

the pictures Winterhalter painted of Victoria and
Eugenie and the beauties who graced the French
and English courts in 1830 to 1866 periods.

This period furnishes untried ground for fashion
designers and promises to yield a wealth of new
ideas. Much of this revival is due to the early Vic-
torian tastes and predictions of Queen Mary, and
it is predicted that her ideas of dress will exercise

a marked influence in the near future.

Crinoline Missing.

There is one important point missing, so far,

from the impending revival, and that is the crino-

line. Though this was a crinoline period, no fashion
authority has as yet hinted that such a revival was
even thought of. Indeed, it would seem as though
much of the piquancy of the new styles consists in

the adaptation of the modes of a crinoline period
to the present fashionable silhouette. In short, it

seems as though a revival of marked crinoline period
with the crinoline left out, was in contemplation.

The New Sleeve.

The only feature so far that points to balooning
skirts is the cane or wire run into the sleeve puff, and
tins sleeve certainly is being pushed in Paris.

The Best Advertising is

Persistent Advertising

The Woven Label
pfrsi.c;tc^=

Day in day out it is bringing

your name before the eye of

a purchaser—but never offen-

sively. It insists without

worrying and argues for you
without annoying your custo-

mer. In the end it does

business for you.

It doesn't cost you much—
1/10 of 1 cent up, according to

style, size and quantity.

The Canada Webbing & Label Co.
LIMITED

TORONTO
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GARMENT.

Canada Cloak Co., Limited

63-71 West Wellington St.

TORONTO CANADA

OUR FALL LINE IS NOW RE-

PLETE WITH THE NEWER
STYLES AND FABRICS, AND
BUYERS VISITING THE MARKET
ARE INVITED TO MAKE AN
INSPECTION.

WOMEN'S, MISSES' AND
CHILDREN'S COATS

FUR-COLLARED COATS
WOMEN'S AND MISSES' SUITS

WOMEN'S SKIRTS
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"PRINCESS "

COATS
AND SUITS

The Label Linked

with Quality

Your customers will soon
associate the "Princess"
Trade Mark with the best

grades of goods, for

Princess Garments

fit well

EVERY STITCH is care-

fully placed.

THE MATERIALS have
novelty and real merit of

pattern and color.

Princess Goats and

Suits

wear longer than the com-
mon sorts.

Merchants Like

Them

because "Princess" goods
are always saleable, are al-

ways shipped promptly and
arrive in good order, as
ordered.

See our 1911-12
Models

Motor Coat 429

The Princess Mfg. Co.,
10-12 Front St. West

Toronto, Canada
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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There is a decided tendency to widen sleeves,

and only in the quaint old plates of Godey's "Lady's

Book" are such peculiar open sleeves seen as are now
used as adjuncts to the new smart taffeta gowns. A
characteristic gown seen at one of the early openings

was of violet and gold shot soft taffeta. The skirt

was very little, if any. wider than those now worn,

though it was drawn in at the waist with scanty

shirrings. An appearance of greater width, however,

was given by the overlapping scant flounces that

trimmed it for fully two-thirds of its depth. These
flounces were scalloped and edged with narrow
fringe. The short baby waist opened in front, and
had a pleated fichu of Mechlin lace, and there was

a belt with a large flat bow at the back, of deep

purple velvet. But the sleeves certainly were the

feature of the gown. They were very close and
tight until they reached the elbow. Here they wid-

ened out to a decided bell, which was stayed at the

edge with a cane or wire. To this edge a ruffle of

figured lace net was gathered very full, and this

ruffle was shirred again three inches down, drawing
it in to fit the arm.

To go with this gown was an 1830 bonnet with

a ribbon curtain at the back, and a bunch of purple

velvet plums and leaves placed so that the plums
dangled over the right eye.

Lavish Use of Lace.

Another Victorian tendency is the lavish use of

lace and fringe trimmings and the fancy for a soft

veiling of chiffon that ruled last Winter is giving

way to lace over-dresses backed with chiffon to give

the necessary softnes-.

Lace flounces are also greatly favored. These
flounces are not shirred full, but are just softly

eased on. so as to give a "How" and yet preserve the

accepted slender line. These flounces are posed over

sheaths of satin with the skirt cut narrow and
straight. Lace fichu continue popular, and wide lace

girdles finished with a single "barbe" or panel of

lace. Other new models show lace used in cuirass

fashion, and coming only to the hip in front, while
it falls in a deep point almost to the ankle at the

back. As a rule the rest of the skirt is covered with

tiny flat flounces of satin edged with narrow 'loin

Thumb fringe. The lace is really arranged as a

shawl pulled tight.

The use of lace is the leading note in all the

summer toilettes of linen, lawn, or India muslin,

and lace is equally well used on the simple gown of

batiste on the most casino gowns of mousseline de

soie or crepe de chine. The immensely popular
black and white scheme is achieved by the use of

black or white Chantilly or Spanish laces.

Three-tiered Skirt.

Broiderie Anglaise combined with fine lace is also

very fashionable and undoubtedly hailing from the

1860 period is the three-tiered skirt made-up of

three flounces of the same. Very often a dress of

this kind is worn over a satin slip and there is a

short satin or taffeta coat worn to match.
A Drecoll gown strongly reminiscent of the first

half of the nineteenth century had a three-flounce

lace skirt, over which was worn a short coat of striped

taffeta. The pattern was peculiar, for half inch
stripes of white, alternated with others of equal width
composed of a mingling of several shades of rose

with pin stripes of black and dark brown. The
coat was cut away in front and lengthened at the

back into a square postillion and the whole was
finished by a puffing of the silk.

New Evening Mantles.

The dressmakers are showing new evening man-
tles designed to wear with the. new sleeve, for it is

recognized that the stiffened elbow cannot be worn
with any but a loose sleeve. These are like capes or

have shawl points at the back, and square ends and
are caught together to form wide armholes which
are finished by wide shirred sleeves. A handsome
wrap of this class was of black satin, edged with a

New type of evening wrap to

wear over the 18:J0 sleeve. The

one shown is of reversible satin,

edged with fur and fringe.

wide puffing of the same and narrow bands of white
swansdown.

It is expecte 1 that, for later wear, these modes
will be copied in fur and velvet or double-faced
satin. The trimmings will be fringes, puffings, shir-

red ruffles and bands of fur.

Though purple, magenta, royal blue and bright
green are popularly worn, the women of first fashion
are wearing softer bued fabrics. The combination
of lemon yellow and white is most popular, and
smoke grey and cream is also popular. As a fact,

there is a furore for soft yellow and tan shades up
to pale tabac brown, and the color of common coarse

bagging is most fashionable.

Revival of Nankeen.

The masses, however, still cling to the use of

dead white or facings. Nankeen, a pale buff cotton

fabric that was much in use in the early thirties, has
been revived this summer.
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Ribbed Goods for Children
Poplins, Reps, Soft Piques Strongly Indicated

for Spring, 1912 — Good Line of

Lingerie Models

There is a constantly increasing demand for

ready-made garments for juvenile wear, and manu-
facturers are assured that a good season is before

them. Consequently they have made extra pre-

parations for the coming Spring season, and have in-

creased the size and scope of their lines of samples.

Designers have been working hard since May to

produce smart little dresses for children and misses

—dresses that not only would satisfy the discrimin-

ating buyer, but dresses that would fill the mother's

ideal- of what her small daughter ought to wear.

Moreover, prices must be such as to cause mother
to say "I can buy them better and cheaper than I

can make them." The new line certainly measures

up to the standard. While there is a tendency to-

wards the use of cotton poplins, reps, soft-finished

piques and plain and diagonal cotton suitings,

zephyr ginghams as last year forms the backbone of

the new line. There are also a good number of

neat, little dresses, fashioned from ginghams and
prints.

Just as much time and attention is paid to the

designing of these cheaper models and they are

simply wonderful when the very moderate price is

considered. Some really dainty effects are found in

these cheaper dresses. For instance, a blue and
white striped print has a yoke of cadet blue Indian

head piped with black and white check. A tri-

angular piece is cut out of the front of the yoke

and edged with the piping. A diamond-shaped
piece of the Indian head is inserted and piped on

the bottom edge with the black and white. A small

rounded yoke of the Indian head piped on the lower

edge takes the place of the belt. This effect is very

much used on all the new models, particularly those

intended for the smaller children.

Striped materials are more in evidence than last

year, and the same applies to plain suitings. Many
of the new circular skirt models are developed in

plain Indian head, the colors being tan, champagne^
sky, Copenhagen, pink, scarlet. Bulgarian braid is

much used for trimming both misses' and children's

dresses. This gives the handworked effect and also

washes and wears as well as the material the dress

is made of. Covered buttons, crochet buttons, pip-

ings and embroidery insertions are the usual trim-

mings on the dresses intended for useful wear, while

lace and embroidery and crush sashes of satin rib-

bon are seen on party and more elaborate dresses.

Typical of what is showing in dresses of this lat-

ter class is a long-waisted French dress of mercer-

ized suiting in silk serge effect. The eollarless neck

was square cut and edged with a very fine torchon

lace, and a scant ruffle of the same finished the short

sleeve. There was a shaped plastron piece decorated

with groups of tiny crochet buttons and ending at

the low waist line with two tabs similarly decorated.

The short skirt was laid in three box-pleats in front

for the width of the plastron, and was just fulled

into the waist at the sides and back. Coming from
under the tabs was a crushed satin ribbon sash tied

in a handsome bow with long ends and loops at the

back, and the short sleeve is finished with ribbon to
match.

Other new touches are the one-sided revere with
the trimming continued around the neck and finish-

ing on the left shoulder. Pretty little vest effects are
formed by a tuck on each side from neck to waist
with a shaped piece of contrasting color decorated
with buttons set in under the tuck.

Busters are a big line and the many models in
every line show how popular they are. Middy suits

come in colors, as well as white and then have the
yoke outlined with a white piping, and have the
band that finishes the long blouse and the cuffs of
white with strappings of the color of the suit. Blue
and white striped strappings are used on white.
Sailor and Peter Thompson dresses are also well
shown.

Designers have made special efforts to put out a
good line of lingerie models for the new season, and
as the materials and trimmings have been carefully

selected with a view to their use in the production of

children's and misses' dresses, the buyers will be
fastidious indeed who are not satisfied with the re-

sults.

Wonderfully good use has been made of deep
embroidery Mountings and save in the cheaper num-
bers the usual tucked skirts are not so much used.
The use of the embroidered flounce is a happy one,

as it balances the ornate waist.

Many waists are made of wide embroidery, the
kimona effect being cut out of the embroidery with
a shaped piece set in to form the shoulder and the

top of the sleeves. Some dresses have long waists of

tucked muslin, alternating with rows of lace or

embroidery insertions.

Party dresses are developed from very sheer em-
broideries with the rich work extending almost up
to the waist and showing incrustations of Irish and
Venise alternating with panels of hand work. The
waists are cut kimona fashion, and are formed of in-

sertions, tiny lace ruffles and lines of pinch tucks.

Sashes and girdles of wide satin ribbon are added
or the sash is in simpler style with lines of narrow
velvet ribbon run. on as an added embellishment.

Petticoats Again Necessary.

The tendency towards wider dress skirts comes as

a decided relief to the majority of petticoat manu-
facturers and its influence is being agreeably felt in

the increased number of orders that are being turn-

ed in.

Few of these orders are large but they are en-

couraging, for they show that fashion has again

reached the point where the petticoat is becoming
a necessary garment.

Though there is more width to the dress skirt,

there is no fullness and therefore the petticoat has

to conform to present conditions. Skirts are cut

with fitted gored tops, and with soft scant flounces.

While the under ruffle is used on a number of

these garments, there is a tendency to do away with

this ruffle on many of the new lines. In fact many
of the better skirts are made with a very narrow
under piece. The writer was showm some lines of

silk underskirts that only had an under-piece about

three inches in width.
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ESTABLISHED 1863. NEARLY FIFTY YEARS.

GALE MANUFACTURING CO.
LIMITED

Corner Spadina Ave. and Wellington St.

TORONTO

SPRING 1912 LINE NOW READY

A WIDE range of styles—

the choice of fabrics

especially extensive-distinc-

tive designs and the best

workmanship make dissatis-

faction impossible.

Whitewear
Waists
Sacques
Dresses
House Dresses

OUR PRODUCTIONS

OUR goods are univer-

sally admitted to be

of superior style, fit, finish

and workmanship. A book-

let mailed on request.

Outing Skirts
Bathing Suits
Children's Dresses
Children's Whitewear
Babywear

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Novelty coat of French ratine in deep taupe
shade. Trimmed bands of black satin and

barrelte effects in black and orange.

New York Model— Evening wrap of black
velvet, showing large one-sided rever and
low side fastening. The sleeve and back of

the wrap has a handsome embroidery in

gold and new Hindu tones. The small rever
and cuffs are trimmed with a ball fringe

to match, and the girdle is of velvet and satin

in black and cerise.
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Sealette Special

Extra Fine Quality Sealette

Guaranteed Lining.

$20.00

Immediate Delivery
on the following lines :

—

SUITS, S10 to $27.50

COATS, $5 to $22.50

SKIRTS, $3 to $10.50

SELECTION CAREFULLY MADE FOR OPEN ORDERS

Heavy Diagonals and

Chevron Weaves
One of our Best Sellers.

$13.50

Fall Catalogue, Illustrating some of our Best Sellers,

is nozv ready — It will pay you to have a Copy.

Pullan

Building M. PULLAN & SONS CorBay&
Wellington Sts.

TORONTO

Please mention The Renin Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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The waist of this beautiful

dress of Messaline satin,

under beaded net, is French

bolero, trimmed with Ori-

ental lace, 5-8 sleeve. The

skirt is French tunic, trim-

med with silk Oriental lace

and satin ribbon. Designed

by Miss Hamill.

Courtesy MuElroy Manufacturing
Company, Toronto.
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New Energy For Your

Children's Dress Section

We have found the right idea in the
making of children's dresses—a separ-

ate establishment,giving all its attention

to the one line.

The result is a splendid range of

dresses that embody the best of the
season's styles, executed in materials
suitable for the youngster's wear.

The sizes include infants', children's,

small girls', girls' and misses'.

We are the pioneers in these lines.

Our H. & W. Bloomer Dress has
an individuality of its own. While
leaving the little body free for play and
exercise, it is a perfect protection and
entirely wind and cold proof.

Ask to see them,

Travelers now on the road

HOME & WATTS, Ltd.

MANUFACTURERS

19 DUNCAN ST., TORONTO

ORIGINALITY
DISTINGUISHES OUR

Waists
and

Dresses
and gives them a selling

value far above that of the
usual garments supplied by
ready-to-wear houses.

Our designers are in touch
with the outcoming modes
in fashion centres and are
supplied with materials that

appeal to the best Canadian
trade.

Hence the demand is

steadily increasing and our
products are every year
farther ahead in the race
for supremacy.

Smart tailored and lin-

gerie effects are among the
new designs for the season,
and you will find them well

worth a view.

Write or call and we will

give you interesting partic-

ulars.

Fashion Waist and
Whitewear Co.

11, A. Hornell, Maa. -Director.

Darling Building

A.D.Hirnell, Sec.-Treas.

Toronto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Paris Gowns Illustrated
Some Interesting Groups Photographed for

the " Review" on the Boulevards in the

World's Fashion Centre.

White over black is a new note this Summer and
a striking illustration is the gown on the left in the

upper left-hand group of the page cut shown on
page 112.

The tunic and the top part of the sleeves are

of very sheer linen trimmed with alternating bars

of Cluny and heavy hand embroidery worn over a
black satin slip. The white parasol is edged with
white silk fringe and has a band of black velvet

facing the inside. The hat is of black velvet and
satin with black osprey.

The other dress in this group shows plainly the
early Victorian tendencies now so much talked of.

The gown is of embroidered India muslin over
mauve taffeta, the over-dress opening over a double
flounced panel. The short coat is of mauve and blue
shot taffeta with a large collar of braided linen. The
sleeve is % and is a decided bell and is slit up a few
inches to allow the wired puff that finishes the sleeve

of the gown to appear below.

A foulard dress with fishwife drape and panel
sash with Louis XVI hat are worn by the figure on
the left of the right top photo. The other gown is

illustrative of 1830 revival, showing two scant

flounces of black Chantilly over a white satin slip.

This model only lacks the crinoline to be an exact

copy of the modes of that day. The short coat is of

black satin with a fichu of the same. The fichu and
the coat are edged with a puffed trimming of the
satin and a narrow silk fringe.

The figure in the lower left hand group is wear-
ing double-flounced dress of embroidered tulle over

lace draped like a fichu in front. This coat has a

pink taffeta. The short coat is of mauve-flowered
muslin lined with pink with large collar of linen and
narrow Tom Thumb fringe of mauve as an edge
finish. The hat is a huge Eugenie capeline lined
with black velvet and wreathed with large pink
roses.

On the left of the lower right hand group is

shown a tunic of black and white striped satin over
a gown of white crepe de Chine. The tunic is edged
with a deep band of heavy Venise lace and a large
collar of the same fastens with a ladder of bows in

front. Similar bows decorate the bell sleeve which
is finished with a wired puff.

The other is a tailored suit of navy blue chiffon

taffeta, decorated with a row of covered buttons and
with -collar and band of velvet finishing the skirt.

The central figure shows a dress of blue and
mauve shot taffeta with tunic of embroidered India
muslin opening over it. The short coat is of the
same silk and is edged with a tiny silver ball fringe.

A Jolly Picnic Party

The merry group in the accompanying illustra-

tion represents the executive staff and the employes
of Home & Watts, makers of misses' and
children's garments. This group was taken as the
culmination of the proceedings, at an informal pic-

nic held at Centre Island Park, on Saturday, August
26th.

Games and pastimes of a highly original and
mirth-provoking character were on the programme,
including a biscuit-eating and a whistling contest.

A dash for a handkerchief contained highly dra-

matic and wholly unexpected results for the partici-

pants and was a side-splitter for the onlookers.

The staff of Home & Watts, children's dress specialists, recently picniced at Centre Island, Toronto. This photo immediately
suggests that it was an exceedingly enjoyable occasion- Mr. Home is the central figure in the back row.
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Always Up to the Minute

A very smart waist, with front, collar and cuffs

trimmed with the new chenille embroidery—and

pipings of satin to match—made in net or mar-

quisette with silk lining. You will find this a very

ready seller—and extra value for a low price waist.

No. 8000 $21.00 Dozen

SAMPLE ORDERS SENT TO ANY PART
OF CANADA

A. E. REA & COMPANY
93 SPADINA AVENUE TORONTO

COATS
JUST COATS! THAT'S ALL!

Other people make coats—We CREATE them.

Travellers now showing what is new in Rub-

berized and separate coats of every description

for Men and Women

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE
" Canada's Largest Exclusive Coat House."

National Rubber Co., of Canada, Montreal.

Please mention The Review tu Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Wrestling Fashion SecretsFrom Modistes
The Exquisite and Expensive Machinery of the Great Ateliers — They
Build Upon the Human Form as an Artist Paints a Portrait — New
Modes in the Making — Requires Much Time and Patience — Individuality

THE achievements of a Sherlock Holmes are

eclipsed by the women who search the

ateliers of Paris for styles of the coming sea-

son and whose intelligence wrests the secrets

from the most exclusive and most vigilantly guarded
shops, writes Maud Weatherby Beamish in Saturday

Evening Post. It was with such a woman—fashion

editor and fashion hunter—that I went to the fa-

shion centre of the world on her quest for styles.

On the morning after our arrival in the French
capital, we drove out upon the beautiful Champs
Elysees. At twelve we stopped at X 's in the

Place Vendome, and for the first time I saw the

machinery of a great atelier. Everything about the

shop was exquisite and expensive. We went through
aisles lined with gilt chairs piled high with delicate

lingerie, any piece of which would have run into

hundreds of francs. White wood and soft hang-
ings of pale gold satin made a fitting background
for the billowy masses.

Lithe-Bodied Mannequins.
The second floor was given over entirely to show-

rooms running off from a luxurious waiting room.
We went back of a pair of heavy velvet curtains

which cut off one end of the waiting room. There
I saw the lithe-bodied mannequins, or models, whose
religion it is to keep their weight between a hundred
and twenty and a hundred and forty pound's. They
seemed very beautiful to me, with their marceled
heads and cleverly madeup faces. Each one wore
the tight, scant combination of black satin with the

low-cut bodice and knickerbockers. Over this some
wore a one-piece covering. Others sat negligently

and gracefully in this startling bit of attire, their

slender limbs incased in silken hose, their feet in
dainty slippers, and their beautifully coiffured heads
giving them the appearance of masqueraders with-

out their masks.
When a customer arrives at the shop—and in

nine cases out of ten she has been "spotted" and her
rating looked up—these mannequins are sent flying

to don the best models, while the enterprising sales-

woman explains that "a different dress is absolutely
necessary for every occasion." One after another
the mannequins file into the room, regal and lovely
in frocks for every possible use, from the severely

tailored street suit to delicate evening gowns of such
sheerness that the entire garment could be pulled
through a curtain ring.

Out of the mass the customer chooses one or

more models. The materials are then selected, mea-
surements are taken in the twinkling of an eye,

and—yes, madame can have her dress in two days
—or even one, if the case is urgent—and profitable.

Do Not Cut From Patterns.

I found that the French modistes do not cut
from patterns. They build upon the human form,
as an artist paints a portrait. First of all, a lining
is fashioned upon the purchaser and pinned into
shape until it fits as though she had been poured

into it. It is then placed on a pneumatic form and
filled with air. In this manner exact measurements
are obtained. When the customer is a "regular"
this form is kept and carefully numbered, so that

dresses can be ordered at any time from any corner
of the globe.

One of several fashion dolls us*d by the T. Eaton Co. in
their opening millinery windows. They attracted much
attention by reason of the fact that the tiny gowns and
millinery were illustrative of the latest Parisian vogue and
the charming pose and entire effect immediately suggested
their origin. The dolls were imported from Paris. They
stand about 15 inches hi^h and may be used to advantage
on a pedestal or the floor in a display of garments or mil-
linery or where they serve to show the application of
ribbons, allovers. etc.. etc. The one shown here is repre-
sentative of the lace-draped, fringe-trimmed gowns seen on
the Paris boulevards or at fashion events during late summer.

That I might obtain an idea of the method of

construction, I was permitted to watch a gown being
"built."

The long, inanimate "form" of one of our New
York belles was in the process of metamorphosis.
Upon this figure a foundation for the gown was
made. A bolt of material was placed on the floor
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CONCENTRATE
your efforts on your business. Don't waste effort in

keeping your manufacturer up to the mark in styles, prices

and deliveries.

We guarantee the kind of service that leaves you

free to put all your thought and attention on finding out

and supplying the needs of your customers. We do all

the rest.

Our designers have proven themselves to be of the

best. They are in close touch with the changes of fashion

at home and abroad and therefore our patterns are always

ready ahead of the demand.

Our New Fall Lines of

READY-TO-WEAR GARMENTS
are now being shown and will please you in every line and

stitch. They are made to sell and are fit to wear. The
best in every way.

Prompt Shipments. Perfect Satisfaction.

)MB^
QUICK '

LJ SALES

Wilson Waldman Costume Co.
161 SPADINA AVE. TORONTO, CAN.
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and drawn up over the dummy. It was plaited and
tucked,, gathered and shirred, as the design called

for—all by hand—and constructed so quickly that

my eye could scarcely follow. Then the goods pro-

per were worked up from another bolt and molded
as a sculptor molds his clay. A bit of lace or em-
broidery, a tuck here or there, done with that in-

comprehensible art which the French alone know

—

and it was finished.

Hunt for a "Divine Color."

We were taken down to the office of Monsieur
X— . "He is getting up a new color scheme," we
were told, "and may be in a bad humor."

He was in a bad humor, and the white face of

the mannequin, on whom he had heaped yards and
yards of colored gauze, showed harassment and fa-

tigue. Around the room were five or six women,
each poised for the next order of her irate employer
—each with her eye and brain alert to his slightest

question or demand. He was trying to obtain "the
gleam of gold through seafoam," as he expressed it.

And his efforts had evidently been arduous. Strewn
on the tables were pieces of embroidery from the
East, showing that harmony and blend of coloring
for which the Orient is famous. Heaped kneehigh
on the floor were yards and yards and shimmering
material in every shade of blue and green and pur-
ple, which the artist had discarded in his hunt for

the "divine color." In the midst of it he stood with
his face of thunder, looking at the lovely combination
of colors that swathed the mannequin.

With a shrug of his shoulders and a wave of his
hand he sank into a chair and covered his face

tragically with his hands. In a moment he had
started up again and pointed to the weary girl who
bore the vivid stuffs.

"Take her away!" he cried; "one can get noth-
ing but death from that face. And I want life

—

sunlight! Give me a live woman, you see—alive!

Pink—not green ! Bah !" And he shuddered.

All Rose, With a Glint of Gold.

Then for the first time he say the fashion hunt-
er. His face lighted up and he came over to her,

dragging a wave of sea-green chiffon with reckless

feet.

"My friend!" he exclaimed tenderly, putting out
his hands. "My dear friend!" Bending, he kissed

her palms. "When you come? And how are? So
beautiful as ever! Ah, you are here at the right
moment. I am sick. Yes, I am sick!" He lifted

his shoulders high in a despairing shrug and stood
dejectedly, with limp arms. In a moment his face
and figure changed. They fairly radiated with en-
thusiasm. "I have found a beautiful hue—so ex-

quisite, so delicate, so elusive! Ah!"—he blew a
kiss in ecstasy from his fingertips

—
"I will show

you." Turning, he cried shrilly to the women: "Get
me Yvonne. Quick!"

While he was waiting, he explained to Mrs. Long
his latest color scheme and how "it would make of

woman a goddess!"
'T shall make, for the blonde, all rose, with a

glint of gold to match her hair and her skin. And
for you, my friend, it would be violet and a hint of

the rose—just a hint—ah, so infinitesimal. What
you think?"

"And this gown will be all chiffon. I will sug-

gest the figure while I hide it. I will blend the meet-
ing of that chiffon and the skin with so pale a gauze
that you say they are one. She shall be all soft and
all woman—this new gown of mine. No hard lines;

no interruptions—all one. And all light, like a pink
cloud."

So he described his opalescent evening dress,

which later started the vogue for translucent gowns.
Meanwhile the tired, white mannequin had been

replaced by Yvonne, and we watched Monsieur X

—

weave upon her rainbow shades in which the red
predominated.

First, he gathered the soft tissue high under the

bust and let it flow as in the draperies of Madame
Recamier. Then a soft knot was tried in the centre
of the back, which suggested the Watteau. A semi-
fitting waistline melted in the twinkling of an eye
into the Directoire. And so he worked, trying first

this style and then that, suggesting many periods
and at last making a beautiful underdress, incrusted
with a jeweled trimming, and shrouding the whole
with a cloud of pale chiffon.

The gown made a great furore some weeks later

when it was placed on view in the Fall opening of

the ateliers and it still has a tremendous vogue.

All Periods Ransacked for Styles.

While in Paris and visiting the many exclusive

shops T had a chance to watch the making of new

showing suits and furs.

A background which gives
prominence to goods dis-
played and is seasonable
for Fall opening or fur
demonstration. Suitable
for any size window.
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There Is No Better Than Our Best.

Coats and Suits
need only the mark of the Independent Cloak Company to

brand them as the best on the market at any price. We
enter into any competition as the standard of excellence.

Prove it to yourself by a comparison of our special $10.50
suit, and suits now being shown, with any other offered at a
like price.

Designers of experience and supreme ability and an intimate
knowledge of the trade demands, produce flawless models
for Fall.

Mutual Advantage

The Independent Cloak Company
551-553 Queen Street West TORONTO
modes. Sometimes a mere suggestion will cause a

style that will set the whole world back several cen-

turies or strike a new and startling note. Often the

natural sequence will produce a change, as in the

jupeculotte. After the hobble the only thing, to my
mind, was either to revert to fullness or to retain the

tightness and yet permit more action by a slit in the

skirt. As the sheath skirt was passe and the ten-

dency was to gathers held in around the feet, the

Turkish pantaloon very aptly suggested itself.

Marvels of Ingenuity.

The French modistes are marvels of ingenuity.

They realize that the world is ever on the hunt for

the new and the daring; and. since these adjectives

suggest Paris to many persons, the fashion-makers

live up to the full extent of the meaning.
Planning the modes is a matter of the greatest

importance and takes a vast amount of time and
patience. In the Winter preparation is made for

the Spring and even the Fall styles. The dictators

go carefully over the various points of the current

fashion. They consult books and plates, showing
the evolution of dress, back to the beginning of ap-

parel. The head of the atelier, with her mind keen-

ly alert to the taste of the feminine and the influence

of the moment, selects portions of many periods

either bearing on the present style or striking an
entirely new note. These are given to the staff of

artists, who work them into designs combining thu

various sections. Take, for instance, the Roman
tunic, the short waist of the Empire period, the wide
revers of the Directoire, the rich trimming of the

Byzantine age and the Grecian flow of drapery

—

combined by the craft of France—and we have the

dress of to-dav.

Smart 3-quarter Lengths

Kimonas and Negligees Developed in Soft-finished

Silk and Cotton Fabric — Dainty Use of Ribbons

— No Gathers, but Tucks to Give Fullness

Soft clinging fabrics are those best suited to the
new styles in negligees and kimonas, and charming-
models are developed from secco silk, a soft finished
silk and cotton fabric that has the added merit of
being washable. The smart length this season is the

% garment, though both finger-length and full

length models are also good.

Large collars with the surplice effect in front and
the side closing are some of the new features. These
collars when at all trimmed are very elaborate, hav-
ing rows of insertion and scant ruffles of lace. Fine
French Valenciennes, Duchesse and Maltese laces

are those most used. Baby Irish is also used most
effectively on some models. Other models are on
more severe lines and have the collars and cuffs of
messaline, but on both the elaborately lace-trimmed
and the more severe garments, ribbons of soft finish

are much in evidence.

Ribbons are fashioned into knotted rosettes, or
arranged as draped sashes with long flowing ends,
or form the ties that finish the sailor or pointed
shawl collars in front.

The new models are so cut that while defining
the figure and giving the present smart straight line

effect are also high-waistcl Gathers there are none,
hut tucks in front and hidden under the elaborate
collars at the back give the requisite width and flow.



Alterations on a Profit-Making Basis
How to Figure it Out so as to Show Balance on Right Side of the

Account — Frequent Cause of Trouble in Taking Measurements — One
Manufacturer's Plan in Securing Reliable Standard

(By Howard R. Wellington)

Ir
is much easier to fit a man's suit than

a lady's costume. This accounts for the

great rapidity with which the ready-made
suit business for men has developed in

recent years. Without alterations, the mer-
chant can sell a suit to a man and make a good
profit, but when it comes to a lady's costume
or coat, in about eight cases out of ten some slight

alteration is necessary, either the suit coat is too long

or too short waisted, too narrow, or too wide across

the back or around the hips, and in most cases too

large in the bust.

What Does the Merchant Get.

However, the merchant is not without some com-
pensation, as in every department the customer ex-

pects to pay for' the necessary alterations, and if the

alteration department is operated as it should be, a
profit may be made from this source the same as

from any other department.

How Much to Charge.

As to the amount whir-h may be charged for

each alteration, there can be no set rule, as it de-

pends entirely or the location of the business, which
would, of course, regulate the cost of labor and the

expense of maintaining the department. Charges
varying from 75c to $3.00 are as a rule considered

about right, $1.50 being the most common charge.

How to Figure It Out.

By experimenting with an alteration department
for a season or two, the charges on each alteration

can be so regulated as to have the account come out
about even each year, or if advisable, to show a small

profit. By crediting the alteration department from
each sales slip with the total amount received from
this source, and charging the department with the

cost of labor, material and a portion of the rent, it

can readily be ascertained at the end of a period
whether the charge for each alteration is sufficient or

not; if not, a matter of fifteen cents or twenty-five

cents would not materially affect the sale and yet

would be sufficient to show a good balance on the

right side of the account.

The Hip Measure.
Any manufacturer doing a mail order business

in ladies' suits will agree that more trouble is experi-

enced over the measure of the hip than any other.

The reason is that the person ordering takes her
measure about four or five inches below the waist
line, instead of at the widest part, which is about
eight inches below the waist. With a waist measure
of twenty-four or twenty-five the hip measure on
the normal scale would be 42. Frequently orders
are received for this size waist with a hip measure of
thirty-six or thirty-seven. If a garment is made
strictly to measure given in such a case, in most cases

it is too tight and the customer claims that such and
such a garment does not fit, when she has only her-

self to blame for not taking the measurements at

the right point,

The Essential Measurements.
While most measurement charts call for a large

number of special sizes, the measurements actually
necessary are as follows:—Bust length of coat, neck
to waist in back, across back, inside sleeve, skirt,

waist, hips, front, right side, left side, back.
Of course, no manufacturer can guarantee a fit,

even if measurements are correct—even the best

tailor will require two or more fittings, and he has
the advantage of seeing the figure himself and try-

ing the garment on the living model.

The Average Model.

The majority of manufacturers use a standard
model and a scale of measurements, in a number of

cases fitting the garment to a living model. The
patterns for other sizes are graded on a certain scale

from the sample in proportion to the size required.
The experiment has been made recently and

with a fair measure of success, whereby a manufac-
turer who has had considerable experience, has
taken an average pattern from say seventy-five to

one hundred patterns all in size thirty-four or thirty-

six, as the case may be; in this way he has obtained
a pattern probably more suited to the average figure

than that obtained by fitting the sample on a stand-
ard form or a living model in a regular size.

Whether this plan works out more successfully

or not, remains to be seen, as it is necessary to have
some established standard to work on, and with the

exception of a few minor points, the present stand-
ard seems to give general satisfaction.

Where Most of the Alterations Occur.
As a rule the most frequent alterations to a

lady's suit coat is at the back just under the should-
er, where, unless the figure is well filled out, the coat
wil bulge.

In a large number of cases the coat will have to

be taken up on the shoulder so as to fit the back
perfectly. Very little trouble is experienced now
with fitting the bust or the back of the collar, as

manufacturers are making collars and bust forms
fit snugly on the models, in fact the general standard
is so much improved that very slight alterations only
are necessary to make the garment look like a tailor-

made suit or coat.

Currie Bros.' department store, Saskatoon, has
been taken over by Mitchner and McMillen who en-

tered business in that town seven years ago and who
will continue business in the larger stand. P. H.
Currie and family will reside in Kamloops, B.C.

Smallman & Ingram, London, have issued a
mail order catalogue of 100 pages and announce that
they will deliver goods free of charge.



CANADIAN
FUR,TRADE NEWS

As Manufacturer Sees It

States That Healthy Development is Now
Apparent in Fur Business — Improved

Call ior Muskrat

Sizing up the present fur situation, a manufac
turer writes The Review as follows :

—

Manufacturing furriers are busy shipping their

early orders of men's, women's and children's furs

to the retailers who have tourist trade and early

buyers. From now on the manufacturers are de-

pending upon further business in response to the

severity of the weather and repeat orders from the

early shipments.
Naturally the skin business has been fairly quiet

under the influence of conditions in the manufac-
turing branch, but improvement in the latter should
be reflected by the former within a very short time.

Indeed, as the season progresses, one finds more and
more reason for faith in the near future of both
branches and less cause for dissatisfaction with pres-

ent conditions.

Trade generally has been quiet for some weeks,
but a healthy development is now apparent with a
good crop assured in the North-west and splendid
prospects for all kinds of business in Ontario and
the lower Provinces.

Stoles, Muffs and Long Coats.

Styles for the coming season are in stoles, muffs,

and long coats. Short coats will also be shown,
especially in Persian lamb: 30 inch, 36 inch to 40
inch will be popular lengths. Hudson seal, electric

seal, natural black muskrat, Canadian brown musk-
rat, marmot and pony (Russian) will be shown in
48 to 50 inch coats. Fur sets will be in demand in
flat stoles, fancy capes, neck pieces and short effects,

with muffs to match in Persian lamb, mink, seal,

black and pointed foxes, black and blue wolf, and
Alaska sable, which is selling better and promises
to be a good article for the coming season.

For City Trade.

Black lynx, ermine, natural red fox, white arctic

fox, grey lamb, white coney, blue hare for children's

furs and natural Canadian coon (dark), will be good
for city trade.

Persian lamb sells well in jackets and stoles.

Neck pieces with pillow muff, often with ermine
combination, make stylish furs. Mink is as popular
as ever, in all the fashionable styles, small and large

pieces, muffs to match and costing as high as $125.00

to $150.00 and stoles, running as high as $300.00
to $400.00.

Lower Prices Improve Demand.
Small furs will be much in evidence. Black

Russian hare, black China dog, mink-dyed marmot,
Persian lamb and American opossum will be greatly

used.

Lower prices on muskrat have improved the de-

mand for this fur in all its varied forms. Prices

were maintained in all classes of furs, at the last

London sales, and there will be no change before the
first of the year. Persian lamb prices are firm and
practically established for this year by the reports

from Russia.

®
Furs for Auto Wear

The automobile is responsible in some measure
for the increase in the fur trade. As it is necessary
to be well wrapped when the days grow cooler, and
as Winter comes on, many furs are worn, and in
most instances it is the high-priced ones.

Jackets are being worn in three lengths; short,

three-quarter length, and long. Of these three
lengths the three-quarter length is very popular. Al-
though long jackets, 50 to 54 inches in length,
are also popular. Pony jackets are meeting a fair

demand.
Hudson seal (Canadian muskrat, clipped, shear-

ed and dyed) is meeting the demands of the better

class of trade. The new seal jacket (coney) is as
popular as ever. The West is buying the higher
grades of fur. This is no doubt due to the extreme
temperature that is experienced in the Winter, also

to the growing prosperity of the country.
Raccoon is a fur that is always popular, but the

price is, and probably will always be, high. It is

worn to a great extent by persons who use automo-
biles. This fur is used principally for coats; but it

is predicted that raccoon stoles and muffs will be
leaders for the coming season.

The reason that dry goods stores have not, as a
whole, made a success of the fur department lies

largely in the fact that this department has not re-

ceived proper attention. The fur season is a short
one, and no one is particularly in love with the de-
partment. The fur campaign should be begun
early. Windows should be trimmed early with fur
coats and fur sets. Forceful advertisements should
be written, and by applying a little extra energy in
this paying department, the gross amount of the
sales will be greatly enlarged.
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One

Customer

Made $4,200

on Special

Orders Alone

in One

Season.

"1

Suits and Overcoats
Made to Your Exact Measure
in Four Days at the Shops

Semi-ready Tailoring in-

sures you expressive clothes

tailored in the best fashion and

made by expert craftsmen

—

men who are specialists in

their particular line.

We have made arrange-

ments to have all orders filled

in four days at the shops, and

can thus guarantee you

prompt and satisfactory ser- ..

vice in every respect. They
clothes are guaranteed. The
price is the same everywhere

— and it is a wholesale tailor-

ing price, with only the most

dependable fabrics— the finest

imported British weaves.

Over 300 patterns to choose from; over 30 style plates to select

from; prices for special orders from $18 up.

J3>mf-mthg Efatlnruuj -

Good

Advertising

Plates

Supplied

Free to

Good

Customers

This is one of the advertisements used by a merchant who sells Semi-ready Tailoring from samples only.

A custom tailoring department in a Dry Goods store seldom pays because of the overhead expense
and the inertia between-seasons of the average cutter in charge.

The Semi-ready Special Order department is a money-maker in which every clerk can co-operate, and
when the selling is over there is no overhead expense to burn up the profits.

Let us send you all particulars. Also our weekly paper, "The Semi-ready Special."

SEMI-READY. LIMITED, MONTREAL. CANADA

Please mention The Review *-> Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Our Complete Holiday

Line is Now Ready for

Inspection

MANY ATTRACTIVE ARTICLES
HAVE BEEN ADDED TO OUR
EXTENSIVE COLLECTION

Tobacco Pouches Whisk Broom Sets

JEWEL CASES
PHOTO FRAMES
MUSIC ROLLS

Always

TRADEW MARK

Reliable

COLLAR BAGS
WRITING CASES
GAME SETS

9
S

C. F. RUMPP £& SONS

L
MANUFACTURERS OF

FINE LEATHER GOODS
PHILADELPHIA

-i
New York Salesrooms, 683-685 Broadway (Cor. Third Street.)

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Sanitary Collapsing Cups,

Dram Flasks, Cigar Cases,

Travellers' Requisites, g'

Automobile Lunch Cases,

Manicure Sets, Glove and 1
Handkerchief Sets.

An Endless Variety of Articles for

Christmas and New Year Gifts

Cordeliere Bags Toilet Cases, Large Variety

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Of Interest to the Buyer
Some Novel Features of Men's Clothing and Furn-

ishings on Both Sides of the Atlantic

— Style Suggestions.

In double-breasted, three-button overcoats for

dress occasions, very dark blues arc going to be fav-

ored in Paris this year.

In Paris, trouserings patterned with stripes plac-

ed far apart are meeting with a marked demand
Greys and mixtures in black and white are leaders

* * *

Shoes of mahogany shade with socks to match
have made their appearance in London, the former
in brogue pattern and the Latter with a neat clock

at the side.
* * *

Manufacturers who are featuring silver greys,

strongly in their shirting lines have struck upon a
vogue which is in high favor with the better-class

trade in London at the present time.

* • *

Harris and Donegal tweeds in rich browns,

heather and dull green mixtures, as well as Ban-
nockburns are in demand for hunting season wear
in England.

* * *

The watch-chain that accords with fashions re-

quirement at the present time is in many cases of

very fine links in dull gold. Fobs are, of course,

.-till very much the vogue
* • •

Boy scout equipment for winter should suggest

to the merchant the advisability of carrying a fair

range of heavy gloves and gauntlets for rough wear.

Those of the cowboy type will, of course, receive first

consideration from these husky youngsters.

* * *

Some of the smart London haberdashers are

making displays of shirts with linen collars attach-

ed. The laundering of such a garment calls for

skillful work, but authorities state that when the fit

is correct this feature is very satisfactory.

* * *

Large black and white checks in suits and caps

for motor wear are -aid to be much in evidence in

London. Red, blue ami purple overchecks are fre-

quently -een. In tins connection a revival in black

ami white checks for -nits and of fancy checks in

general are prophesied.

Now they are copying Lancer uniforms in paja-
mas in London. A fashion writer describes one cre-

ation in silk that was an exact replica of a uniform
in French gray ground ami blue facings. The jack-

et, was finished with brass buttons and a band belt

of scarlet.

A large clothing bouse has produced a. reversi-

ble overcoat in 26 and 28 ounce double-faced fabric

cravenetted. It is worn either as a grey with a

regular shoulder, or as a brown overcoal with a rag-
Ian shoulder. There are really two distinct coats in

one.

A jokesmith in one of the daily papers remarks:
"Much is written in the fashion journals nowadays,
about the vogue, of black and white in women's
gowns—one side black, for example, and the other
side white. Now, why not introduce the same idea
into the construction of men's trousers? It would
help out our thirst for variety. The thing only re-

quires a. little courage and absence of common
sense."

• » •

A recent photo of King George is puzzling the
style critics. He appears in a somewhat informal at-

Bow tie oi black silk grenadine over white satin, producing
novel veiled effect. Made also in derbies. Shown by

Sword Neckwear Co., Toronto.

titude at the door of an auto, wearing a plain three-

button coat, with the flaps missing from the pockets

The puzzle is, whether bis Majesty is to be credited

with a new style touch or whether the Hap- have
been carelessly turned in.

* * *

Colored .-ilk handkerchiefs are to be shown in

unique variety Ibis coming season. London shops

are showing some very grotesque patterns in which
"Billiken," "Teddy Bear," "devil" and "national

animals" were pictured either in the centre on plain

grounds or in the corners. The vogue of Oriental

patterns in fabrics lias also given handkerchief mak-
ers much inspiration.
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Shirtings for Spring, 1912
Great Variety of Very Neat Effects Which Suggest
Good Selling Qualities— Starched Cuffs and Soft

Cuffs— Semi-regatta Styles— Mercerized Materials

THE range of shirtings shown/ for Spring,

1912, contains many features of exceptional

interest to the retaiier of men's furnishings.

There has been a noticeable departure from
that sameness in the vogue of stripes which has been
so strong a feature during the past few years. Man-
ufacturers are showing more individuality in their

assortments and each has been careful to cultivate

the exclusive idea to as great an extent as possible so

far as patterns are concerned. While stripings of a

staple character are still seen, there are, particularly

in the better class lines, a great variety of stripe ef-

fects. Some patterns consist of fairly large stripes

with wide divisions, others, again are narrow, and
there are some fine two-tone stripes on a plain

ground, asi for example, a mauve and helio on
tan.

There are many neat groupings and panelings
in one color effects, as well as in combinations with
neat figures and in some of the richer fabrics, silk

stripings are a decidedly attractive feature. Blues.

greys, belios, green and tans arc the favored color-

ings, black and white will have a very strong call as

a staple.

Materials include ginghams, zephyrs, mulls,

mercerized chambrays and Ceylons, the latter being
particularly favored for outing and sporting wear.
( 'ivv is a favored ground in these shirtings and the

stripes are for the most part very neat and unobtrus-

ive. Plain colors, and with self stripes, are likely to

have good representation in order since they are a de-

cided change. Where figures are introduced with
stripes they are invariably small and dainty. In

fact all of the patterns shown strongly favor quiet,

conservative patterns and colorings.

Two Distinct Divisions for Spring

An authority referring to the Spring shirt out-

look, has this to say:

—

"In our opinion the negligee shirt business will

be very strong for Spring, 1912. The business will

be divided into two distinct lines—starched cuffs

and soft cuffs. Last season, the trade were some-
what diffident in taking up the latter line and in

consequence found themselves with an overwhelm-
ing demand for soft cuff shirts with lounge collars

to match and no stock from which to draw. This
line has met so favorably with the consumer through
numerous advantages which it possesses that there

will be a still greater demand for next season and
the merchant will no doubt see that he is amply
covered. The French double cuff is preferable to

the starched cuff in as much as it can be turned up
with more satisfaction an 1 wit bout breaking the cuff

as is the case with the latter.

The lounge collar takes the place of the reversi-

ble collar attached, as it is dressier in appearance,
and as a collar usually soils before the shirt it can
be detached and laundered independent of the shirt.

Futhermore, the lounge collar and soft cuff combin-
ation has the advantage over starched goods as they
can be laundered at home which is a point of econo-

my in laundry and also preserves the garment itself
as custom laundries usually do more towards the
wearing out of the shirt than does the actual wear
and tear.

Ginghams. Mercerized Chambrays and Ceylons from
Spring samples shown by Deacon Shirt

Company, Belleville, Ont.

In designs fine stripes covering the grounds with
small figures will predominate. Neat patterns still

have the call with shades blue, helio and grey being
most prominent. Of course, black and whites are

always staple and will be sold in large quantities.

A number of beautiful effects are being brought
out in soft materials which could not be made up
into either percales or zephyrs. Of course, these are

only put into soft lines.

Semi-Regatta Styles

Montreal, Sept. 4.—Indications are leaning to-

ward the semi-regatta style of shirt as being a popu-
lar style for Fall and Winter. As the negligee shirt

has been in vogue for quite a length of time ; it was
felt that the change to a hard bosom would have to

be gradual. The semi-regatta style has a very short

and narrow bosom. This makes it about as com-
fortable as a negligee, to wear. In a number of

cases sales of these shirts will require a little explana-

tion on the part of the salesman. In most cases

only a little explanation will be necessary to cause

the customer i
o appreciate this style.

Merchants should have windows dressed with

this new line and through attractive advertisements

and careful attention to sales, a large trade is sure

to result.
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The Men Behind The"Sword
Are Now on the Road

»

GILBERT S. GIBBS,

Winnipeg Office

C. P. HOFFMAN,

Hamilton Office

H. G. BROWN,

Vancouver Office

T. J. DUDLEY,

Toronto Office

jp#

A. P. PROCTOR,

Montreal Office

GEO. F HIGLEY,

Western & Eastern Ont.

G. F. FINCHAMPE,

Western Ont.

F. M. RICHARDSON,

Northern Ont.

J. C. NICOLS,

Quebec & Maritime Provinces

THE MAN BEHIND THE GUN

The Sword Neckwear Co., Limited
TORONTO.

Canadian Selling Agents for Corliss Coon Collars.

SEE AD. ON PAGE 53

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Selections from ihe Spring

shirt range of John Forsyth

& Co.. Berlin. Ont.

Another style of shirt is the short pleated bosom-
ed shirt. Pleated bosoms have always taken well

with the trade, so a good business in this line should
be looked for. In the warm weather most men go
without a vest, thus a Ions, bosomed shirt is necessary
for appearances. But as Fall conies on and the

days grow cooler, vests arc worn. With a vest, the

short pleated bosom looks as well as the long, and it

is more comfortable than the Longer style.

It is to be noted that, as in many other lines of

merchandise, Canadian-made shirts arc meeting with
a large demand. The quality of the material, and
the workmanship are both of high quality.

There is a wide range of patterns and colorings

for Spring. Bine is a leading color. Heliotrope and
tan are also sure to be leading colors. There are

indications that browns arc to be very stylish next

Spring for men'.- suits. Consequently there is every

reason to believe that shirts in the tan shade will

also be to the front. There is a very large range of

shades and tints in the Spring samples. There is

always a good demand for plain colorings. For
Spring, indications point to a large trade in the

plain pattern shirt. Stripes will be shown; for these

are always more or less in demand at all seasons.

Mercerized materials will be strong. In this line,

shirts will be made from zephyrs, pongees and mad-
ras. Percales and zephyrs will constitute the most
popular lines.

Indications point to a large demand for soft

French cuffs. There were many who did not wear
them this year, that will next. During the hot

weather they are adapted to business as well as out-

ins; wear,

Display of shuts and cross-

bar lies, arranged for quick

selling by Simpson & Ti s-

sier, Montreal.
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"FIELD CLUB"

An Interesting Spot

j
in Glove History

Several hundred jobbers,

several thousand good retailers

I and more than a million con-

sumers, have figured in the

building of this, the country's

BEST KNOWN glove

plant.

These million (and

more) consumers have

learned to call for

' ASBESTOL" gloves and

mittens by NAME.

EISENDRATH'S
CELEBRATED
KORSE HIDE

lite

It may be the FINISH, it may be the WEAR-
ING QUALITIES, or the PRICE-but, what-
everjit is that sells them, they DO put life in dead
glove departments.

Stock up with "ASBESTOL," Eisendrath's

celebrated horse-hide gloves and mittens, this

Fall, and you'll become one of the enthusiastic

dealers. Any good jobber will supply you.

Write our "Advertising Department" for

the Tom Thumb business builder series.

EISENDR&TH GLOVE CO.
CHICAGO, ILL., U.S.A.

Three Heights:

Corliss-Coon
Made Coll<U*S

Retain their distinctive

style and accurate fit after

many trips to the laundry

Canadian helling Agents:

The Sword Neckwear Co., Ltd.

Toronto, Ont.

"FIELD CLUB" will help your sales.

$1.10 per dozen.

Corliss, Coon & Co.
Makers of" Better Collars"

NEW YORK CHICAGO
BALTIMORE

ST. LOUIS BOSTON
TROY, N.Y.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Remodeled Front for Store 25 Feet Wide
Some Good Suggestions Embodied in the Window Arrangements Adopted

by Progressive Stores — Tendency to Increase the Display Area to as Great

an Extent as the Store's Length Will Permit.

"Editor Dry Goods Review:

—

WE are contemplating putting a new front in

our .-tore and would be glad to have any
suggestions you may be able to offer us.

We have a front of 25 feet, wall to wall,

with about 110 feet depth and 14 ft. ceiling."

Herewith, designs of seven fronts are presented

by way of suggestion to the merchant. These are

fronts which, during the past few months, have come
urfder the observation of The Review, and each of

which seemed to be doing excellent service for their

respective stores.

In some of the more modern type of windows,
merchants who are having their front remodelled
have often to decide to allow a greater depth for their

front display equipment than the six or eight feet

taken up by the old windows. AVhere the merchant
is necessarily confined to a very narrow, but long

Window Passage Passag< W MM ll.VV

No. 1.—The window arrangement of the Glasgow House,
Vancouver.

building, he is frequently able to give his store four,

six or eight times the display area that he might
have had by adopting t lie regulation two-plate win-
dow. A scrutiny of the plans submitted here will

-how how this amplification is possible.

Take No. 1, the window plan adopted by the
Glasgow House, Vancouver. Here are five large win-
dows, two on each side of a. central all-glass enclos-

ure, surrounded by a fair width of passageway with
cwo entrances to the store. Such an arrangement
lias shortened the depth of the store by about ten

feet, but it is evident that the firm considers the ad-
vertising possible by the double arrangement of side

windows as well worth while. A passageway at the
hack of the rear windows enables the trimmer to

reach both very easily.

* * *

No. 2, the front of Thomas Barrie & Co., Peter-
borough, illustrates a unique solution of the prob-
lem created by a small store on a busy corner. By
arranging a large window with glass on four sides
and with more shallow windows flanking the passage-
way leading from both streets to the entrance. Such
a. window vastly increases the glass and display area,
and gives the store a decidedly attractive appearance.
This store specializes in furs and men's wear, and the

arrangement of the windows facilitates very effective

displays.

No. 8 is the window arrangement adopted by
Fairweather'Sj Limited, Toronto. The store fronted
by this window is probably not over twenty-five feet

in width. Yet it has doubled its main display space

by introducing a passageway in the rear so that goods
shown may be seen from every angle, while the win-

Pasaage Window

Door

Nn. J. — The corner front of the Thos. Barrie Co., Peterboro'
includes a passage from two streets, flanked with glass.

Note the large glass enclosed area and the
smaller side windows.

dow directly in the rear of the vestibule is used to

excellent advantage for displays of ready-to-wear

garments, furs or accessories. On either side of this

window is an entrance to each section of the store.

Where the store is not sm divided, an entrance might
be placed directly in the centre with a, window on

each side as in No. 4. A front such as that of Fair-

Window Passage Window

7
Window

No. 3.—Front of Fairweathers, Limited, Toronto. Two glass
enclosed areas with shallow window directly in rear of

vestibule.

weather's, would cost in the neighborhood of $800.
The glass would be the lar^e item.

No. 4 is a design that was recently noted in a

store in one of the border cities on the other side

of the line. It is somewhat similar to that of the
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EGERTON HATS
^T[ Conceded to be the Best Made from the standpoint of

Value and Style.

Only Best Quality Fur Bodies and Skilled Workmanship

enter in the manufacture of these Hats.

Styles so comprehensive and distinctive as to satisfy

every good taste and requirement.

The F

buyers.

^T[ The Prices are such as appeal to all knowing

Boulter,Waugh & Co., Limited
MONTREAL AND WINNIPEG

Glasgow House, Vancouver, save that two extra win-
dows are introduced, flanking the single doorway.
It will be noted that where windows are doubled as

in this case, a fairly wide passage or vestibule is ad-

Window

Door

No. 1.—A front which extends the plan adopted by the Glasgow-
House, Vancouver, by the addition of windows flanking

the single doorway.

visable in order to admit of as much daylight as

possible, and to avoid discomfort of people going and
coming.

* * *

No. 5 is not an unusual window. In it the ordin-

ary two-plate window is practically doubled, while

dividing the entrance is an all-glass case or window.
This type of window sometimes has a division in the

centre, in the form of a large swing mirror or mov-
able divider of mahogany, Circassian walnut, or other

wood to match the general effect. It has a deep vesti-

bule and lends itself admirably to effective displays.
* * *

The mirror divider is introduced in No. 6, a

standard type of window. This mirror may be in-

serted in such a way that it will swing either way
forming a background or confining some portion of

the window for the purpose of enhancing the im-
portance of some special unit display. The type 'of

Passage WindowWindow

Case

No. 5. A window arrangement frequently used in narrow stores.
Two large areas on either side of vestibule with glass

ease between the doors.

\\ indow here shown is, of course, best adopted to very
large fronts. In many specialty store- this Conn of

window is also narrowed down to about two feet in

front and widens out towards the entrance which is

necessarily set in a considerable distance. Such a

window was installed in the ready-to-wear shop of
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A. E. Rea A: Co., Toronto, a few years ago, and a

very satisfactory front it made for displays of high-

class garments, tt lias since been used for many pur-

poses, from displays of electric fixtures to knit goods

and men's wear, but is about to be merged into the

Simpson store's continuous front. Brilliantly lighted,

such a front has a very striking appearance, but it

is questioned whether il lends itself to the general

displays which the merchant in the smaller centre

sometimes finds necessary.
* * *

Design No. 7 illustrates the double arrangement
of windows adopted by a store in one of the smaller

No. 6.—A standard type of front with mirrors dividing each
window.

Ontario cities. The first enclosure is entirely of

glass, aboul six feet deep, and with fairly wide vesti-

bule. This window .-loped away as shown to admit

of better light to a, more shallow interior window
running between each entrance, and about six feet

in height, used to display smallwares ami dress acces-

sories. This window cost about ^!00, and was a good

business bringer.

Some of these fronts might lie found impracti-

cable where the width i- confined to 25 feet., but the

majority represent the decision of merchants who
have been confronted by the problem and who solved

it in a satisfactory way.

Any change that the merchant makes in bis front

nowaday.-, generally includes a. consideration of de-

vices which provide for good ventilation and drain-

age. The vast majority of fronts installed to-day

employ metal sash or frames, and these are most

Passage l"r Passa ;i

X 7
Dooi I

No. 7. How a merchant in one of the smaller Ontario cities
arranged his windows.

approved of by the insurance people. .Metal sash are

frequently finished with colonial or Corinthian
columns. The joints in this form of construction

are very neat and do away entirely with the un-

sightly wooden mounting which is so easily disfigur-

ed. There are many systems on the market for

which perfect ventilation is claimed by the employ-
ment of non-dust apertures through which the watei

used by the window washer is also carried away.
These sash, which are made in solid brass, copper.

aluminum, bronze, oxidized copper, nickel, gun-
metal, etc.. are durable and sightly, and what is

more, their good appearance can be retained with
little care.

The New Hannan Store
Montreal Firm Have Strong Display Equipment

in Modern Men's Wear Establishment
— Salary and Bonus to Salesmen

The proprietors of The Hannan Stores, 21 St.

James street, Montreal, and who have been doing
business for the past thirty-five years, have opened
a second store on 128 Peel avenue. Their stock

consists of an up-to-date line of men's furnishings.
If. P. Brown is the manager.

The entire front is well lighted with large show
windows on Peel street. These windows extend
around on Cypress street.

The interior is finished with hardwood floors, has
large mirrors on the walls, and one noticeable fea-

ture which attracts attention, is that all merchandise
is kepi in boxes.

Six silent salesmen are placed in a manner to

catch the eye as soon as one enters the building.

Along the back wall are rows of drawers which con-

tain the assortment of gloves. Along this wall tire

dso shelves enclosed with glass windows. These
shelves act as silent salesmen in displaying many dif-

ferent lines of men's wear.

At present only the ground floor is in use, but

chere tire two floors above, which can be utilized

later on.

Salary and Bonus

Formerly, this building was nothing but a dilapi-

dated -hack, but after much planning on the part

of Mr. Hannan, it was remodeled into a modern store

which any firm might he proud to own.

Thirty-five years ago, Mr. Hannan inaugurated
(he system of giving salary and bonus to Ins sales-

men. In fact he was one of the first in Montreal to

adopt this system. He thinks four per cent, on sales

would he all right where the sales were large. lie

pays Ave per cent, on some occasions, but bis gen-

eral rule is to pay a salary and give a bonus of 1 per

cent, to 2 per cent, on sales.

It an employee is given a salary only, he is liable

to get a little careless sometimes, in regard to mak-
ing sales. On the other hand, employees who work
(Mi commission wholly, are liable to let conditions

around the store take care of themselves. They are

too eager to grasp all customers who come in the

-tore.

The salary and bonus system seems to be the

right remedy. Employes feel that they are paid to

keep the store and goods in good condition. They
are also desirous of making as many sales as possi-

ble.

Mr. Hannan says it is very hard to obtain com-
petent help. In some cases salesmen are apt to have

habits which take considerable time and patience to

remedy. They come highly recommended, but in

most cases fall short of the mark of excellence. There
is to-day a growing demand for men who know
how. The man who can do tilings as they should

be done, need never be idle.

A lottery is .always popular. It helps when times

Are dull. In giving commissions to employes, the

merchant causes or awakens a desire to sell more
g Is. It has about the same effect as a lottery.
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New With The Sun
You can't go wrong in ordering
a supply of these water-proofed
linen collars. They create a
demand where none exists and
where they have been intro-

duced they never lose ground.

The best feature of the

"CHALLENGE"
COLLAR

is that it can be cleaned with a
sponge and is good as new, yet
has none of the bad features of

the old style collar. No odor,
no cracking.

ALL THE GOOD POINTS OF WASHABLE FABRICS .

The Arlington Co. of Canada, Limited
54-64 FRASER AVENUE, - - TORONTO

Stock carried by the following agents: Ontario— J. A. ( hantler & Co., Toronto.
Pastern- Duncan Be 1. Montreal . Western—R. J. Quigley, 212 Hammond Block, Winnipeg.

BOYS' CLOTHING WITH

PEERLESS QUALITY

We are not smarter than everybody else

making Boys' Clothing, only a little more wide-

awake, and we believe that all you desire and

all you require will be found in our samples for

Spring, 1912, now in the hands of our represent-

atives. Drop us a card if you are not on our

list and make sure to have our man call on

you.

We will both be gainers.

Tbe Jackson Manufacturing Go.

CLINTON, ONTARIO.

"KINGEDWARD"
SUSPENDERS
Retail QQ Price

Easily the best value in suspenders. The comfort-

promoting construction and excellent finish of " King

Edward '' Suspenders make them very rapid sellers.

Berlin Suspender Co., Ltd.

BERLIN :: ONTARIO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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When an employe is getting, say ten dollars per

week salary, and no commissions, he or she as the

case may be, sometimes thinks, "Well, I am getting

ten dollars a week anyway. What's the use in ex-

erting myself too much. I shall get the same at the

end of the week." So when a fussy customer comes

in she is neglected.

But this is not the case when a salary and com-

mission are given. The employe thinks thus, "I am
getting so much salary per day, and so much com-

mission. Now, if I exert myself I may get so much
more, apart, from my salary." In this instance no

chances are lost in making sales. Instead of the

clerk's sales being 40 per cent., they are always near

the one hundred mark. This not only helps the

employe, but has a lasting influence in promoting

the store's business.

Customers are given better service. They are

made to feel that an interest is taken in them when
they enter the store. Instead of going away feeling

that their patronage is not wanted, they go away
pleased; and pleased customers is the foundation of

success. Without these no store can exist.

Exclusive Lines

Mr. Hannan's stock, both in the St. James street

and in the Peel street" store, consists of exclusive lines

of merchandise. Great care in taken in selecting

the stock. Nothing but the best in all lines is stock-

ed.

To help the sales along, Mr. ITannan has a very

instructive pamphlet which deals with styles both

formal and informal. This pamphlet is especially

prepared for men who seek absolute reliable inform-

ation on "What to wear" and "When to wear it."

It is well illustrated, and gives much reliable inform-

ation.

New Foot and Ankle Form
It Is of Glass and Color Effects May be Intro-

duced to Conform With Displays.

One of the latest display fixtures on the market-

consists of a form made of glass which is inserted in

the shoe and held in place by different size shoe trees.

It can therefore be made to fit any shape as the form

proper is adjusted and the trees are made to conform

with the shoes displayed. The forms represent

either the female or male foot and ankle shape and

average about 10 inches in height. They are also

fitted with metal stoppers either of nickel, brass or

oxydized copper and a small hook so that it is pos-

sible to suspend them on any stand or window fix-

ture. When placed in the shoe they accentuate all

the fine points of shape, style and finish.

These patented shapes are hollow and made of

plain glass. In order to have them more attractive

or match the color of shoes being displayed and giv-

ing the effect of hosiery, all that is necessary is a

colored liquid which is made of a dye solution pour-

ed into the receptacle. To match gold or white shoes,

gold or silver paste is used on the inside of the glass.

This is also suitable for evening shoes and dancing
pumps.

Window trimmerj in some stores have
ordered these display forms and are planning
their shoe windows for Fall openings. Every
color desired can be shown and when one-

color windows are made the effect is striking, especi-

ally when electric lights are properly reflected.

Trimmers can show the whole range of colors with

telling results. One of the windows seen was all

tans in which dressed stairs of leather on pedestals

made a pleasing setting for silver display forms

fitted to different stvles of tan footwear.

WINDOW ARRANGEMENT OF THE NEW HAINAN STORE. MONTREAL.

The back of the windows is finished in mahogany one-third of the way up, the remaining two-thirds are glass. There
is an excellent chance for displaying the goods in unit trims. With this im view, the window space is divided into the

required spaces. In the front there are fancy draperies which hang down part way. Woven in these curtains at

regular intervals is the letter "H."
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Since Coronation HIS MAJESTY GEORGE V,

Wears a Monarch's Hat

instead of his Crown

All High-Class Trade Should Carry

The

"Monarch Hat"
Registered Trade-Mark

'HIPP¥MU£ SOLE AGENTS FOR CANADA

^WT'Vj/j L. Gnaedinger, Son & Company
*5j^f|g7 Montreal
TRADE MARK

DEACON

SHIRTS

Outing and Working Shirts

for Men and Boys

Our salesmen are now on the

road with samples for Spring 1912.

We are exhibiting the largest

and most complete lines we have
ever shown.

Our range includes Soisettes,

Pongees, Plain and Fancy Silks,

Silk! Stripes and Sail the newest
weaves, with collars separate or

reversible.

Belleville,
ONTARIO
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Novelties for Christmas
Tie, Collar and Comb and Brush Cases in Plain

and Fancy Silks and Poplins — Ladies' Neck
Scarfs and Opera Bags for the Men's Wear

Store During Holiday Season.

NOVELTIES suitable for Christinas favors in

men's wear stores are now making their ap-

pearance on the market. Properly advertis-

ed and displayed it would seem that these

are lines which should materially help business dur-

ing the holiday season. Such articles as tie cases,

collar bags and brush and comb receptacles are al-

ways sought for during the holiday season. This

year a large neckwear house has produced a variety

of these gift suggestions in plain and fancy silks

and poplins for the men's wear trade, and has there-

by creating an opportunity for the live merchant.

The tie case is a wallet-shaped article, fastened

in the centre with a silk cord and opening at the

Men's comb and brush bag. tie case and collar case,

made in plain and fancy silks and poplins Shown
by Sword Neckwear Co.. Toronto.

sides and ends. Several lies may be carried in a

case of this kind and either for traveling bag or

chilfoniere is a very neat and handy neckwear con-

tainer.

The collar hag is circular in shape with stiff

collar and sides, and draw string at the top. The
brush and comb bag is of Hat square shape drawn
in at the top by siken cord.

All of these articles are silk lined and made in

sets to match. They retail at from 50 cents to $1.50

each.

Dealers in men's furnishings may also find it

worth while to handle a fair assortment of ladies'

neck-wraps and opera hags, for it is well known that

these very desirable articles are much sought after

as gifts at Christmas time, and men appreciate it

when they find they can make selections in the store

where they purchase their own neckwear and ac-

cessories.

Holiday Neckwear Novelties
Oriental Patterns in Great Assortment and
Very Rich Colorings— Bias and Crossbar

Stripes—The Veiled Tie

There is no doubt that, while bright colors will

have a prominent position in men's neckwear dur-

ing the holiday season, enquiry also shows that hab-

erdashers intend paying very considerable attention

lo the quieter effects, both in striped and figured

lines. For example, many very neat things are

showing in plain silk grenadines which will un-

doubtedly meet with direct favor, and in the stripe

class, the weaves which have been produced in imi-

tation of the daintier knitted neckwear have been

taking exceptionally well, lucre is some showing

also of plain grounds with small patterns.

Smart city windows have, (hiring the past week.

been emphasizing Roman stripes and all colorings

of that order both in bias and crossbar patterns

There is no doubt that bright colors arc effective as

grounds in these designs, and hence it is that red-

are coming to the fore. One window contained a

display in which reds, combined with the well-

known green, black, white, purple, gold and crim-

son bars and stripings were featured.

Oriental patterns will likely play an important

part in (he holiday selling. Many charteristicallv

Eastern designs are included in the ranges selected

by manufacturers as the basis for their year-end

business, and in many of these the colorings are de-

cidedlv striking when seen in the piece, and very

effective when made up. These lines, it must he

remembered, are not loud or obtrusive, hut have

their distinctive merit in the soft, rich color Mend-

ings which render them a safe article for almost any

taste. One df the most prominent designs is a Maine

effeel on a harmonizing ground, yet in the finished

article it lends itself to a delicate treatment which

only the maker of neckwear would foresee.

Among the novelties that are making their ap-

pearance for evening wear is a veiled how tie of

black silk grenadine covering white satin. The
under fabric does not reveal itself too conspicuous-

ly, but rather suggests a tiny dot on a black ground.

The effect is novel and commends itself to the neat

dresser. The same idea is being introduced in colors

and will he applied to derbies.

The Drummond Shirt Co., of Driunmondville.

Que., have been incorporated with capital of $150,-

000 to manufacture shirts, collars, haberdashers'

supplies, and men's, women's and children's cloth-

inu. The incorporators are J. C. (iouldthorpe, M.

Tetrau, Montreal; L. Baron and A. Baron, of Drum-
mondville.
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mmimimmm good coat linings
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THE GENUINE
is stamped with this trade-mark—you can'

t

mistake it. Accept no substitute, for

others do not have the following features.

Patent flexible lip that receives the strain

in front and makes the fit perfect. It has

a patented slit in the back which prevents

the annoying pressure on the neck from
the back button.

LINEN-COATED FABRIC
There is more solid satisfaction with

Kl/ 1/ collars than with any other.
ANTKRACK Made only by

THE
Parsons & Parsons

CANADIAN CO.
Hamilton :: Ontario

mmm

mim

32

mm
&%

W.CTJ

ARE ESSENTIAL
IF YOU WISH TO PLEASE YOUR CUSTOMERS

m
(Copyright)

THE BEST
ITALIAN
LININGS
BEAR THE

KIRK
STAMP AS BELOW:

Kirk's Permanent Finish t

There are two finishes

with this name as a

guarantee of excellence

in brilliancy, perman-
ency and strength.

(1) 7 he Original

'Permanent Finish.'

(2) 'Velper' (Reg.)

The Vpl vetv Permanent Fin-
ish for those wno prefer a

soft han He.

Shoucards or Booklets if de ired may be had by
applying through Wholesalp Importing Houses.

PATTERNS SHOWING EITHER
FINISH can be had on application to

THE BRADFORD DYERS'
ASSOCIATION, Ltd.

39, Well Street :i BRADFORD
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Moderate Shapes to Prevail

Broad Assortment in Stiff and Soft Felt Hats

for Spring — Some Novel Style Ideas — Prospects

of an Excellent Season

Sample Spring hats and caps are now ready for

the selection of individual buyers. Ranges cover a

broad assortment of stiff and soft hats, telescopes,

novelty and patented caps, as well as several style

ideas which are entirely new in different lines. Colors

will be in staple shades, with few exceptions. Do-

mestic-made numbers are finding a broad market,

and buyers are recognizing more fully the advantage

of being closer to manufacturers, who are in a posi-

tion to study selling needs through practical ex-

perience with market demands.
Advance orders are expected to be taken in in-

creased quantities and some earlier reports, from the

west, especially, show this result. Blacks and safer

Soft felts will be good, with telescopes leading.

Colors include browns, soft tans and fawns, cham-
pagne and the different shades of greys, with black

in fair demand. Some rougher felts are to be asked

fur, and late season conditions would warrant that

the strong tendency of this season will be inevi-

dence and influence buyers making selections.

Many of this Fall season's styles in wool mix-

tures have had a ready sale, both here and else-

where, and it will be an important question for mer-
chants themselves to decide the demand likely to

accrue in their localities for the coming Spring.

Promising Novelties.

Caps are expected to sell, both in tweeds, wor-

steds and wool mixtures, and from the present out-

look tweeds are going to be sellers and command
first place. It is asserted that this will apply for

Fall sorting, as well as for next Spring. In novelty

caps arc two new styles, which will appeal at once.

One is made in a e;ood choice cloth, and is ex-

Neckwear trim with background of olive green velour gathered up with bunches of white chrysanthemums. Ties
were shown on gilded lattice stands. By Warren Andrews, with Anderson Co.. St. Thomas.

colors are being placed in advance, and at present

there is no likelihood of any newer blocks or un-

looked-for changes. Manufacturers state that they

have contracted for their season's supplies, felts and
wool mixtures, tweeds and worsteds, fully a year in

advance. Styles are practically assured and buyers

can safely make their selections to some extent

anticipating future requirements.

Moderate Rims in Derbies.

In stiff hats there is a decided tendency for wider

brims than heretofore shown, but manufacturers and

travelers are counting on moderate or narrow rim

styles for popular sale. They will advise their ac-

counts to this effect. Several import blocks are fea-

tured in extreme dimensions, but for Canadian trade

merchants are expected to adhere to safer styles as

more suitable for their output. Orders, no doubt,

will include some novelties to tone up stock and
direct a style trend, but for satisfactory sales con-

servative estimates place more moderate blocks in

first position. Black and the staple colors are always

safe.

tremely promising. It is unlined, inside tape-bound
seams, with square peak effect.

Another new novelty in a patented cap is made
in one piece from any of the numerous materials,

and especially felts. Some striking instances of the

early success of this new cap are to hand. In western

towns new accounts were opened and merchants
placed orders at once. Eastern buyers will take it

at sight, as it meets a demand in this field.

Sellers in Caps.

Tweeds and worsteds are very similar in shades

and patterns, although more pronounced designs

are shown in worsted cloths. Neat, inconspicuous

patterns, line stripes, checks and quiet effects cover

the range of tweeds. These are booked as sellers.

Browns, soft tans, a good showing of greys in these

materials, and fawn in new cloths of serge effect are

included. Designs shown are but the manufac-
turers' interpretations of the prevailing cloths for

Spring, as seen in import samples now showing, and
will match selections of these fabrics cut up by
tailors and clothing houses.
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You must

have

"Cravenette

Shower -proofs

for wet

weather

;

they are

waterproof

and hygienic

because

porous.

Rec ? Trade Mark

9.

PROOFED BY
Twi~4mvenetk~V\l°

Facsimile of stamp on back
of Genuine oods.

You can wear

them for

fine weather,

because

they are

smart and

fashionable.

Dust-proof

as well as

shower-proof

TO BE OBTAINED FROM ALL LEADING DRAPERS
IN CASE OF ANY DIFFICULTY, PLEASE WKITE TO

TheCRAVENETTECO., LTD., BRADFORD, YORKSHIRE
Showcards or Booklets if desired may be had by applying through the Wholesale Importing Houses

Homespuns are well represented. Plain shades

and some attractive patterns for next season's wear

are made from this satisfactory cloth. Light grey

is always a leader, and buyers will be shown pleasing-

swatches or books of plain shades and patterns of

fairly pronounced design.

Good Spring Outlook.

Early Fall placing from a manufacturer's stand-

point was unsatisfactory and resulted in a condition

which cannot be maintained to benefit merchants in

general. While early business was not up to expec-

tations, sorting orders find merchants anxious to

secure goods and depending on manufacturers to

carry stocks. This is a vexed question from both

sides.

Although uncertain reports influence merchants

and the tendency is toward later placing year after

year from fear of later style influences, it seems

unfair that manufacturers have to protect merchants
anticipating a good sorting season. First reports

from merchants already called on would suggest a

better tendency in this regard, and a willingness to

anticipate somewhat and place at least staple num-
bers. There is every reason to believe that business

will be first-class for next Spring season and it is

expected earlier buying than usual will be the rule

as compared with last year's placing. Quite a

buoyant market condition is evident.

Are Dealers Well Informed?

In presenting Spring samples an interesting fea-

ture is noted and cited by way of illustrating the

attitude among many Canadian buyers. It may be

a case of sentiment, lack of information, and con-

fidence, or in rare cases (it is hoped) of other kinds
of confidences, but the figures maintain.

The style of hat referred to is an active seller

in many stores and costs buyers $21 wholesale. Al-
lowing manufacturers 10 per cent, for travelers' and
placing expenses, 10 per cent, for overhead charges,

and merchants' 5 per cent, discount, this hat is sold

to hatters for $15.75, which is an unique attraction

and worthy of any buyer's consideration.

For some of these previous reasons, buyers have-

in many instances refused to select on the merits of

lines shown or decide in favor of styles, which are

manufactured as they require them, and where re-

peats are possible. Some of the largest stores in

Canada have found this advantage, and it is sug-

gested that it is in the interests of Canadian buyers
to consider this phase of the hat and cap placing for

Spring, 1912.

From present indications, it is questioned if

Spring orders on domestic lines of men's silk socks

can be accepted after September. The sale of im-
proved half-hose in all silk qualities has been be-

yond expectations and jobbers are anticipating a
shortage or late delivery. This is an actual condi-

tion, and it is doubtful if sufficient silk can be pro-

cured to cope with demands. The success of these

silk lines from their first appearance on the market
was assured, and while large orders were prepared
for, in a measure it is beyond the capacity of mach-
ines to guarantee prompt deliveries on orders after

that date.
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Clothing for the Boys
Greys and Blues Will be the Predominating Colors

With Some Showing of Browns — The Bloomer

Leads — Plain, Dignified, yet Very Smart Effects

in Tweeds

THE styles in boys" clothing which are finding

favor for the early Fall and Winter season

are being taken as the basis of the new lines

now being turned out for Spring, 1912.

These will make their appearance in a few weeks.

From what has already been made known it is safe

to say that, for the older boys, the more dignified

lines will be followed. The bloomer has certainly

obtained a lead over the straight knickers as being

a more appropriate garment for boys' wear.

The present season will see a very strong run in

greys and blues, and an outfit consisting of bloomer

trousers, a Norfolk jacket, two or three-button sacque

or double-brea-te.l coat, has a smartness about it that

appeals. Tweeds are preferred to worsteds for boys'

wear, as they suggest that brightness and vivacity,

which is an essential element in successful retail-

ing, and also tends to greater satisfaction for the

wearer. While there is a slight showing of browns

and tans in the new lines, they are not being very

extensively taken, as not having the same perman-

ence of tone which has won favor for greys and

blues. There are, however, some very smart browns

shown, and they will undoubtedly be favorably

considered in connection with the same vogue in

men's wear.

The trade has gone extensively into college

ulsters with convertible collar, for the boys' depart-

ment, These come in the soft, warmth-retaining

fabrics which have come into strong favor with the

demand for garments of this kind, and they are cer-

tainly well adapted to the Canadian climate. Reefers

in napped materials, with velvet or storm collars,

will also meet with a steady enquiry where boys'

lines are properly handled.

#

Handling Novel Style Features

While there are many good staple styles in the

market for little men's wear, such as Busters, Nor-

folks and sailors, it often pays the merchant to try

out some of the more novel touches which, he knows
by close observation, should be acceptable to his cus-

|—Flat Brushes-
FOR CARD-WRITING

RED SABLE IN ALBATA, approved and
used exclusively by the author of the "Edwards
Short Cut System of Card-writing," and other

prominent card writers of Canada. Best

French make, all sizes. We also handle

CARD-WRITERS' SUPPLIES
consisting of Thaddeus Davids' letterine,

Soenneken pens, T squares, cardboard, etc.

Write for prices.

F. HARRIS CO.
73 King St. East,

LIMITED
Toronto

tomers. The head of a boys' department who has

given considerable attention to this feature, tells The
Review that as the result of a little study be lias been

enabled to handle some of the "different" styles in

boys' clothing, which the manufacturers encourage

him to test. It helped him to get away from same-
ness in his ranges and by knowing just what was
acceptable to bis customers, he invariably came out

on the safe side.

Holds Their Attention

The same merchant has adopted a plan which
lias always directed interest to the boys' department,
lie keeps a register in which is entered the name,
address, age and birth date of every boy tor whom
a purchase is made, or who is old enough to make
his own selections. Each day this register is re-

ferred to and to every boy whose name is entered

under the date an appropriate memento is sent, ac-

companied by a card wishing him many happy re-

turns. This plan lias been instrumental in gaining
the attention of the children, season after season,

and is found to be well worth the little extra work
and expense that it entails.

Buyers are giving some attention to combination
spring needle underwear.

Early orders are fair but have not developed

any unusual situation. For late Fall season buying,

new closed crotch combinations just placed before

merchants are taking well. Comfort evident to the

wearer is responsible for this to a great extent.

WREYFORD & CO.
TORONTO

Wholesale Men's Furnishers

SELLING AGENTS it

FOR AERTEX"
Cellular Underwear and Shirts

Young 68= Rochester
Shirts, Neckwear, Dressing Gowns, etc.

Tress G& Co.
High-Class Hats, Caps and Straws

T. H. Downing 6k Co.
LEICESTER

Hosiery, Underwear, Knitted Coats, etc

Specialties
—
"Alpha," "Superla"

"Sparkenhoe," "Half Hose."

Cohen <& Wilks
"Aquatite" Yarnproof and Rubberproof

Garments for Ladies and Men

If our travellers have not called on you, write us.
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Phase mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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SHIRTS
TOOKE Travelleis are now

showing the finest line of Spring

and Summer Shirts from which the

Trade in Canada has ever had the

opportunity of making selections.

Our Spring line is particularly

strong in the soft cuff shirts for

which it was so difficult to fill the

demand this season. We are show-

ing them in fine Botanys—Botanys

with Silk stripes- Silk and Wool

Taffetas. These are the right

goods for this type of shirt.

In Boys' and Youths' Shirts,

too, and in high-grade Pyjamas,

our Spring line is greatly extended.

i PB RnHMHI^I MHHMI JJJMMBi
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" TOKENO," our genuine

English Zephyr introduced last

year, has made good, so our

Spring range is stronger than ever.

Our Buyer spent weeks this

summer at the best English and

Scotch mills, arranging for new

and most attractive designs to be

controlled by us exclusively in

Canada. This, with the well-

known superiority of TOOKE
tailoring, and the hand laundering

which we are now introducing

in the better grades, gives the

TOOKE line an individually

which is a distinct advantage to the

dealer. Order now while the

selection is best.

ISrliRTS
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Not what to buy, but what

will SELL
should have your consideration. In collars for the approaching
Fall and Winter, there will be a heavy demand for the

(iYYs%»»l%« r*' ,* ., . « x Made in quarter sizes,DerDy (If inches) i3\o i8

uDeVOI\" (2 inches) $ 1.10 a dozen

The new slip-on buttonhole abolishes the difficulty men have
had with stiff collars hitherto. The flare at back makes it possible

for the tie to slide easy. The air of distinction commends the Derby
io careful dressers and its easy "set" makes it genuinely comfortable.

These Advantages
and the advertising by which we are making them known to men,
will create a demand which you—as a progressive merchant—will

turn to your profit.

Order a supply and notice how your customers will appreciate

the line.

The Williams, Greene & Rome Co., Ltd.

Berlin, - Ontario.

Factories at BERLIN and HANOVER, ONTARIO

m-
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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What of Tweeds for Spring
Relative Selling Position of Worsteds and Tweeds
— New Patterns Shown to Trade --- Browns and

Tans Novelty Colors and Grays Staple — New
Designs Noted

Special import samples of men's suiting for

Spring. 1912, are being prepared, and travelers are

now stalling out for placing orders. Samples cover

a particularly wide range and include also stock

lines which are selected by different buyers accord-

ing to their individual requirements in anticipating

next season's business.

Travelers will be met with the query: What do

you think of tweeds for Spring, 1912?
Many important decisions hinge on this ten-

dency. Tweeds are undoubtedly selling, and there

is every reason to expect an increase for next season.

While the turnover on tweeds as a whole has been

disappointing, and the increase small in comparison
with the talk, there is a decided feeling that they

will show an increase in next season's selling in ex-

ec— of what this year's results would apparently jus-

tify. They will, therefore, neccesarily he much
moie a factor for consideration in placing orders.

Tweeds in Increasing Demand.

One buyer states conclusively that tweeds will

have sufficiently increased demand by Spring to

place them in first position, and gives present in-

quiries as a basis for this opinion, beside style con-

ditions noted on his buying trip, and at the Ascot

races.

Another buyer says that the bulk of the busi-

ness will he done on worsteds, and that there is no

doubl of this. However, if there is as much pro-

portionate increase in the demand for tweeds, as in

the last three seasons they will take a. favorable

position in next season's sales.

Tendency Favors Quieter Goods.

Following up last season, which was one of pro-

nounced colorings, this year'- samples show strong

tendencies to quieter goods in neat, inconspicuous

patterns. In tweeds, patterns are inclined to be

small. Narrow stripes are more noticeable than any
other style of design.

Mixture Blue Shades.

Anion- the novelties there is an inclination to

introduce a mixture blue shade and quite apparent

in samples being prepared now is this new color,

which i- found in hooks of tweeds, worsteds and
home-puns. It is just possible there will he a fair

-ale. Several new patterns with gray and blue

ground mixture- were seen in plain and stripe de-

signs and cheviot-finished worsted. Buyers will

-elect enough to give tone or add novelty.

Browns the Novelty, Grays to Snow.

Browns and -oft tan- are well represented and

several uatl\ a- well a- unusual couihiat ions in pat-

tern- included. However, it is stated that more

money will he made on grays and eventually it will

he found that this -hade will figure first in adding

to season's profits.

Worsteds, like tweed-, run in -mall effects, and

tans and browns arc very strong (really li^ht browns

to he more correct) and there are certainly some neat

and pretty patterns. Stripe- are not as prevalent

as in the tweed assortment. Blues with white or

colored pencil stripes are shown stronger and in

greater varieties than ever. Grays in light shades

with pencil stripes of white and in some cases a little

color worked in on the stripe are given considerable

representation. Pick-and-pick gray worsteds, which
have been so popular and given such satisfaction,

are shown in greatly increased ranges for the com-
ing season.

Shepherd checks are a. coming feature, and in

accordance with the style trend of to-day. By this

is meant darker colors, darker grays. Demand will

be evident to a large extent by the time actual sales

are being made over the counter. This is a season-

able forecast.

People wear blues because they are serviceable,

ami different weights in worsted serges as well as

usual and standard numbers will be bought early.

Cheviots are growing in favor and high-class tailors

are going in more and more for Cheviot finishes. In
this connection general trade is averse to acccepting

them as correct, hut soft-finished Cheviots in blue

will be preferred for dressy wear, and should be re-

presented in selections made.
Dark blues are staple and fully 90 per cent, of

the business done on blues in some wholesales are

dark shades, as merchants find them easier to handle.

As an early forecast, however, it would seem that

with lighter blues in pencil stripes and in some, color

added with blue-gray shades in neat designs, this

percentage will be lessened for next Spring and
orders will possibly show this.

There should be a good sale to meet on black and
dark gray Cheviots for morning coats, as at several

style events in Europe nearly every man was dressed

with braid-trimmed cut-away frock, striped trousers

and silk topper, with personal preference in ties,

gloves and accessories in keeping with prevailing

modes. The most direct result of this style trend

will be found in high-class emporiums.

Spring Overcoatings.

Spring overcoatings in gray Cheviots wi 1 ! be as

much in vogue as ever, as they are practically alone

in the field for early Spring wear.

For later and outing wear, homespuns will come
more to the front than ever. During the present

summer it was noticeable that numbers of men were
wearing homespuns for business and street as well

as resort wear. This is in accord with demand for

suitable summer attire and homespun makes a pro-

per suit for the mid-summer season. For next

season one wholesale house has made particular pre-

paration for the demand for homespun. Their
range for Spring, 1912, includes plain shades and
newer patterns that appeal for Summer attire, being
advanced even from the style standpoint. Home-
spuns are practical, easily cleaned or pressed and
most of all are cool, which is, perhaps, their most
pleasing attribute for late season wear. Buyers are

advised of this trend.

Tfie Price Situation.

At present there is nothing to arouse any fear

of a rising or lowering market, and it is expected

early prices quoted will prevail throughout the

season. Early indications show nothing to alter

prices up or down, excepting that Old Country
manufacturers are busy and will hold prices firm.

Canadian mills have had trouble in meeting the de-

mand on account of the lack of experienced weavers,

and at present it is hard to keep up with orders.
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Lesson 5--Complete Course inCardwriting
Illustrating the Numerals Used With the Two Foregoing Alphabets, Showing

the Various Strokes Practised in Forming Each Figure
(By J. C. Edwards. Copyright. Canada. 1911.)

THE numerals arc almost as important as the

letters themselves, and in many cases they
are even more so. Good price tickets form
a strong link in the chain of di-

rect advertising. Where a card bearing only a few
words referring to the goods may command atten-

tion, yet it tells only half the story and does not

suggest a good reason for buying from the price

standpoint.

The accompanying plate shows the single stroke

block and the single and double stroke block num-
erals. The former are made as (lie single stroke

Mock letters, with a scries of single brush strokes, as

indicated by the small figures and arrow.

The single and double stroke numerals are form-
ed with single and double strokes, the same as the

letters of the same name and are used when prices

are necessarily large and in need of prominence.

Pronounced Price Tickets.

The single stroke numerals make very pronounc-
ed price tickets, and are quite speedily executed.

They can he made of double thickness where a large

figure is necessary and rival in popularity the single

and double stroke.

The complete combination is shown in the show
card which is illustrated here. The single stroke

lettering and price are used for the inscription of

lesser importance, while the stronger line and price

are made prominent by the single and double stroke

style. It will also be noticed that in this card the im-
portant words are made with capital letters, and that

in the minor phrase, "our regular price," the lower
case or small lettering is brought into use.

Strokes the Same.

In the single stroke' numeral- the student will

lind that the strokes are practically the same as

found in the lettering. 1 and 4 arc the only two
formed of straight lines exclusively; "i. 3, 5 and 7

combine the curves and straight lines, the curves
ranging from the slightly curved lower portion of

the 7 to the almost full oval of the 5.

One stroke is sufficient for the 1 :
:'> strokes arc

required to form the 2, commencing with a slight

curve as indicated by stroke and arrow 1. then No.
"2 stroke, which is joined by a straight bottom stroke.

completing the letter as shown.
The :l is often a difficult figure to make, but if

the strokes, as shown, are practised and combined
in the order indicated, the :l will he as well formed
and easily executed as any other.

Note.—The third or centre stroke of the :"> may
he straight as shown in the large figure or curved
as is -ecu in the small shaded index figure, preced-
ing the strokes. The 4 is composed of three strokes

only, the first being a 1. is made within a quarter
of an inch of the extreme right hand side of the
space, No. 2 crosses it about the same distance from
the bottom, the two determining the height and
width of the figure. No. :; stroke joins the two,
thus completing it.

A Common Mistake.

The first mistake the amateur cardwriter makes
in making a 5, without proper instruction, is to form
the lower portion first, getting it too large, not allow-
in- room at the top for the horizontal stroke. Tf
I he strokes are followed as shown in the plate, this
trouble will he avoided.

The figures 6 and i) also give a similar trouble if

care is not taken, but a, close study of the strokes
will put the student right, The 8' will bother the
beginner more than any other, but is simple enough
when lie considers that it is practically composed 'of

two Os, the top one slightly smaller than the bottom
with the centre stroke joining the two together in

such a way that they are made into one figure.

Note the order in which the strokes are made,
also that the last or 4th stroke serves three purposes,
viz: the completing of the top circle, the completing
of the lower circle, and the looping of the two to-

gether. Care must, be taken in making figures, as
with lettering, to see that they do not lean either
to one side or the other.

This style of figure does not lend itself to the
slant style with very much grace. It is a straighi
up-and-down letter absolutely, but. can be made
either normal, elongated or condensed, the normal
being formed in a space the width of which is the
same as the height, the elongated or extended is

"idcr than it is high, and the condensed is higher
than it is wide.

Concluded on Page 157.
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Attractive Window Units
Use of Furniture in Displaying Men's

Furnishings — An Effective Stand

for Clothing
(By Paul O'Neal.)

We illustrate a very unique and attractive bit of

window display for men's furnishings. A neat oak
dressing table may be placed centrally or at the side

of window, which may be determined by the space

at your disposal. This piece of furniture is sug-

gestive of dressiness. Two stands on the table of

unequal height hold two shirts, in the bands of

which ties arc carelessly draped. Lying somewhat
indifferently on the table is another shirt, while at

the other end is a box of collars with the lid off ami
collars turned on edge. One or two ties drape from
the inside of this box and several others lie loosely

about the table. On the shelf below lie a shirt and
another box of collars. Ties are also laid about in

an effective manner. This arrangement is striking-

ly pretty and quite artistic, lacking in fussiness,

stiffness, jumble or crowding, and with a few at-

tractive price cards should sell goods.

Shows Each Piece to Advantage.

For a clothing window the other illustration,

which may not be new to some, is certainly very ef-

fective and easy to arrange. At the left we illustrate

the stand used. This may be made of any kind of

rough material, as none of it shows except the cur-

tain pole ball in the end of the horizontal piece.

First the coat is hung on a hook, which should be

just high enough to allow the garment to fall onto

the floor about 3 or 4 inches. The trousers are next

thrown over the top bar, with the front or crease of

one leg turned outward. The vesl is next folded

very narrow and thrown over the top of the coat.

'Idic advantage of this arrangement is that it shows
each piece in an effective position, full side of coat,

An effective unit trim in the Men's Wear window
of the T. Eaton Co . Toronto, showing use of table

for furnishings.

side and front of vest and front of trouser leg. As
many pieces as space will accommodate may be plac-

ed in one window, but avoid crowding.

A unique window treat-

ment for men's furnish-

ings, clothing or boots

and shoes. See article

for details.
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Oak Bark for Windows
As a Background, it May be Used for Fall

Displays of Men's Clothing and Furnishings

Here is an exclusive Fall window background
used in connection with slices, but with a little ad-

justment nf stands it would serve as well for almost

any other line of merchandise. The illustration

shows a new background material—oak bark paper.

This is used to frame a scenic panel all the way
across the centre of the windows. A sawed log ef-

fect is the idea, brought out in this framework, which
is produced with boards 7 inches wide, on which are

set quarter-round pieces at intervals, with carpet

paper curled over this and the oak bark pasted on
top. The scenic panel is a wallpaper border showing
a forest scene in Autumn colors in perfect keeping
with the bark.

A touch of nature is added in the masses of adi-

antum and trailing ivy vines attached to the cor-

ners and to the panel in the centre. A decided nov-

elty is the covering of all fixtures, pedestals and dis-

play boards with oak bark to match the framework
in the background. This suggests making use of

some of the old metal and wood fixtures which, on
account of the lack of finish may have been thrown
in the discard. By using a mailing tube to cover

the upright and covering this with oak bark, leaving

a hare at the base to extend to the floor, and cover-

ing the slabs at the top, a new lot of novel fixtures

a in! appropriate as shown in the display, is the re-

sult. For a large window two sections of this de-

sign side by side would be fitting.

Complete Course in Card Writing

(Concluded from Page 155.)

The single and double brush stroke block figures

are made with practically the same strokes as the

other style, with the added, double strokes as shown.
giving the figure a heavier appearance.

Always remember that when cents follow dollars,

as in the card shown, a period should le placed after

i he dollars under the first figure of the cents, or when
the cents are made the same size as the dollars, the

period should he between the two. Always use the

dollar mark before dollars, and when the card shows
a price below a. dollar, the cent mark should invari-

ably follow. It makes the card stronger to follow
this rule.

The shading in these figures will easily be under-
stood, as each style practically repeats that shown in

their respective lettering plates in previous lessons.

Use the red sable flat brush in albata. A number
7 is the most useful and was used in the execution
of the accompanying work. Note the methods of

holding the brush.

The Outfit foe a Beginner.

One brush, as suggested above, one T square (2
feel ) and a bottle of letterine in black. Always rub
the brush out Hat on a piece of cardboard before
writing, and often during writing. Wash the brush
well in water after you are through, and gently draw-

it out to a chisel point before laying it. away to dry.
Further information re brushes, outfit, etc.. by

writing the author, J. C. Edwards, c|o MacLean
Publishing Co., or Dry Goods Review, 143 Univer-
sity Ave., Toronto.

Waterproof Coats

Automobiling being on the increase, the sales

of windproof as well as rainproof coats has greatly

improved. Silk rubberized on both sides is the latest

material for the better class goods. Scotch tweed
effects are very popular for Fall. There is also good
prospects for a good trade in this line for Spring.

The three-quarter coat made about forty-five inches
in length is very popular.

Although the Raglan sleeve is not very popular
now, there are strong probabilities that this syle will

meet with a demand later on in the season.

A simple but striking unit arrange-

ment of Men's Clothing. Garments

may be so arranged as to show

style and fabric features to advant-

age. Stand illustrated at side.
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This space will cost you only

$25.00 a year, and your ad. will go

to 5,000 merchants each month.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
Artificial Flowers, Plants and Vines, Window
Decorations, Japanese and Chinese Decora-
tions, Papier Mache Novelties, Electric Lighted
Flower Bushes. Write for our 104 page Cata-
logue. It's free for the asking.

The Botanical Decorating Company
(Incorporated.)

310 Fifth Avenue. Chicago, III.

This space will cost you onl-i

$25.00 a year, and your ad. will no

to 5,000 merchants each month.

Counter Check Books

F. N. BURT COMPANY, Limited

Toronto and Montreal
Write for samples.

This space will cost you only

$25.00 a year, and your ad. will go

to 5,000 merchant? each month.

HOW I HANDLE CLOTHING.

By C. W. Friedley.

I have been handling clothing more

or less in general stores for sonic

twenty-live years and have always

fell it was a mistake to lay it down

on tables. 1 have been handling

clothing and gents' furnishings exclu-

cluely the past five years and have

thought of the closed cabinet and

showcase a great deal, but being a

merchant who had to figure the ex-

pense side, have felt I could not af-

ford either. But when 1 saw the

steel clothing rack advertised f con-

cluded I would do away with tables,

and after quite a little thought put

in seven eight-foot double racks from

the Taylor Mfg. Co., of Princeton,

Ind. T am very well pleased with

them and find they make your cloth-

ing stock look much larger and will

help to keep you from overbuying

You cm arrange according; to price or

si/.e with tickets on the sleeve, so

that vou need not take them down

to find the si/e and price.

I have hangers that bold the whole

suit and it saves (be worth of the

racks in ;i little while in keeping the

suits all on haneers. so that vou do

not have anv mismates or loss of

time in bunting for lost garments

Then you do not have so much press-

ing to do.

THE KEN KNIT COMPANY.

K. Harvev and W. Barrowclough,

who occupied the positions of man-

ager and secretary-treasurer, respec-

tively, of the Oxford Knitting Co.,

Limited, Woodstock, Ont., have sev-

ered their connection with tihe above

company and have formed a new com-

pany in Woodstock, under the title of

the "Ken Knit Company."

The above gentlemen commenced

business 5 years ago, and were the

pioneers of the "Oxford" underwear

which has attained such a high

standard of excellence in the Can-

adian trade.

L. BAUMAN & CO.
The largest Importers and Manufacturers of
Artificial Flowers, Vines, Sprays, Palms.
Bouquets, and Window and Interior Decora-
tions.

359 W. Chicago Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

This space will cost you only

$25.00 a year, and your ad. will rjo

to 5,000 merchants each month.

Do You Want Agencies
for any line? If you do,
write to The Dry Goods
Review, Toronto :: ::

This space will cost you only

$25.00 a year, and your ad. will go

tn 5,000 merchants each month.

ADVERTISING CUTS
For Dry Goods. Department and General Stores.
For Newspaper. Catalogue or Circular Adver-
tising. Send for our big catalog. It's free.

Cuts 20 cents each.

Syndicate Cut Company
38 Park Row - NEW YORK

Write for Information.

about any line of goods you do not

see advertised in The Review. We
will gladly procure the information

and supply it free.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW.

The Wholesale Millinery and Fancy Dry Goods

House of the Maritime Provinces.

MAIL ORDERS OUR E8PECIAL HOBBV
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Condensed Advertisements

AGENTS WANTED.

AGENT WANTED by first-class Saxony lace

firm. Must be well connected. Apply to

"L.P., 6414," care Rudolf Mosse, Plauen,
7V, Germany.

AGENT WANTED to sell all wool blankets

and tweeds, on commission, in Newfound-
land, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.

Skeldon Mills, Ayrshire, Scotland.

AGENT— First-class Calais lace firm want
Agent in Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg and
Quebec. Live connection and highest refer-

ences required. Commission only. Reply Box
54, DRY GOODS REVIEW, 88 Fleet Street,

London, England.

AGENT WANTED FOR CANADA on commis-
sion by an English firm ; actual manufactur-
ers of Hair Nets, Hair Switches, and all hair

goods; also preparers of all kinds of Hair for
high-class nairdrcs»ers. Applicants must have
established connection with first-class wnolesale
houses, and references must bear the strictest

investigation. Wrte full particulars in first in-

stance to DRY GOODS REVIEW, Box 679, 92
Market St., Manchester.

AGENT WANTED FOR CANADA on liberal

commission, by a London tirm of Foreign
Fancy Goods (Ladies' Belts, Bags, Hatpins,

Neckwear, Haberdashery, Smallwares, etc.); one
partly engaged with another firm, must have
first class connection amongst Drapery and Fancy
Houses in Montreal, Toronto and Quebec. Reply
Box 65, DRr GJODS REVIEW, 88 Fleet Si.,

London, England.

LONDON MANUFACTURER wishes to get in

communication with Agent calling on leading
Retailers in Canada to sell following lines:

Ladies' and Chiluren's White Cotton Under-
clothing, White Underskirts, Flannel, Nuns'
Veiling and Flannelette Night Dresses, Baby
Linen and Infants' Frocks. Good and medium
class only. Liberal commission. Write giving
London references. Box 63, DRY GOODS
REVIEW, 88 Fleet St., London, England.

M AZAMET WOOL—Agent warned selling on
commission in Canada. Write B. J. Rives
& Co., Mazamet, France.

DEARL BUTTONS (Japanese). - First-class
*• London firm require a smart Agent well in

with big buyers. Must be able to do a large
trade. Write fullest particulars and references
to Box 404 a' Horncastle, 61 Cheapside, London,
England.

REQUIRED young energetic agents residing
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver,
to sell Blankets, Gloves and Rugs for well-

known English firm, doing largely with Canadian
Wholesalers for nearly 20 years. Applicants
must have thorough knowledge of this trade and
active business connections with buyers of such
goods. State full particulars, references and terms
in strictest confidence io " Universt," do Streets,
30 Cornhill, London, England.

AGENCIES WANTED.

GENCIES for British Columbia wanted. Cora-
i. municate Canadian Importing and Jobbing

Co., Carter-Cotton Block, Vancouver.

AN experienced, wide-awake firm of Nottingham
Agents is open to undertake the exclusive
buying of laces, embroidery, hosiery, Man-

chester and all dry goods for a first-class Cana-
dian concern. Address Box 1511, NEYROUD
& SONS, Advertising Offices, 14-18 Queen Vic-
toria Street, London, E.C., England.

FIRM OF AGENTS in England are open to
act as Buyers for Cotton, Worsted and
Woollen Piece Goods. 8063, Williams's

Advertisement Offices, Bradford, England.

WANTED— An agency for a well advertised
brand of clothing in ready-made and made-
to-measure. Address The Castor Clothing

Co., P.O. Box 69, Castor, Alia.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY.

FOR SALE— Dry Goods and Men's Furnishings
business in a thriving industrial town in

British Columbia. Turnover more than
$40 000. Profits between $7,000 and $8,000.
Doing practically all cash trade. This can be con-
siderably increased. Owners retiring and will

sell at cost price, about $25,000. About $12,000
cash is required, balance can be arranged. This
is a good, sound business and will stand the
strictest investigation. Box 101, DRY GOODS
REVIEW, 347 Pender St , Vancouver, B.C. (l.t)

TO RENT—Abrick store in the centre of the
business se'ciion of the town of St. Mary's,
Ont. Well equipped and fitted throughout.

Very suitable for retail dry goods or boots and
shoes. For full particulars address R. T. GILPIN,
St. Mary's, Ontario.

TO RENT—A handsome new building in Brant-
ford's business centre; two large modern
stores, well lighted, high ceilings, easy terms.

Apply UNION RhALTY CO., Brantford. (3ch)

FOR SALE.

CASH REGISTER, stylish nickel plated detail

adder. Registers one cent to twenty dollars.

5 year guarantee. For quick sale, $50. Par-
ticulars, R. O. Smith Company, Orillia, Ontario.

(2)

FOR SALE— Department store in good Alberta
town. Stock $25,000 ;

yearly turnover $100,-
000. Address, Box 1226, Calgary.

PARTNER WANTED.

FOR JUNIOR PARTNER-Young man, Pro-
testant, with about $2,000, to extend
established departmental store business in

growing suburb of Montreal. Good chance io

eventually own the business Address "Partner,"
DRY GOODS REVIEW, Montreal.

SITUATION VACANT.

M ANAGER for wholesale house, men's sweater
and underwear department, to take complete
charge of department. Salary, and commis-

sion on profits. State salary required and experi-
ence. Box 26, DRY GOODS REVIEW, Toronto

WANTED — First class man for advertising,
card writing and window dressing. Apply
stating experience and salary expected;

also enclosing photos of work done on cards
and windows. Box 29, DRY GOODS REVIEW,
Toronto.

ADVERTISING CUTS.

LIVEN UP YOUR ADVERTISING by using
our millinery, ready-to-wear and general dry
goods cuts. We have prepared a great many

attractive and timely illustrations which will lend
character and distinctiveness to your advertising.
Send to-day for proof sheet and prices. Adver-
tisers' Stock Cut Agency, Mail Building, Toronto,
Canada. (4-11)

MISCELLANEOUS.

A CCURATE cost keeping easy with a Dey Cost

t\ Keeper. Automatically and exactly records
time spent on each job. Several jobs record-

ed on one card. For small firms Dey combines
employees' register and cost keeper. A machine
for every business. Write for catalogue. Inter-

national Time Recording Company of Canada,
Ltd., 29 Alice Street, Toronto.

BUSINESS-GETTING typewritten letters and
real printing can be quickly and easily turn-

ed out by the Multigraph in your own office

—actual typewriting for letter forms, real printing
for stationerv and advertising, saving 25 p.c. to

75 p.c. of average annual printing cost. AMERI-
CAN MULTIGRAPH SALES CO., Limited, 129
Bay Street, Toronto.

COUNTER CHECK BOOKS— Especially made
for the dry goods trade. Not made bv a trust.

Send us samples of what you are using—we'll

send you right prices. Our holder with patent

carbon attachment has no equal on the market.
Supplies for binders and monthly account sys-

tems. Business Systems, Limited, Manufacturing
Stationers, Toronto.

COUNTER CHECK BOOKS—Write us to-day

for samples. We are manufacturers of the
famous SURETY NON-SMUT duplicating

& Triplicating Counter Check Books, and Single

Carbon Pads In all varieties. Dominion Regis-

ter Co., Ltd., Toronto.

DOUBLE your floor space. An Otis-Fensom
hand-power elevator will double your floor

space, enable you to use that upper floor either as
stock room or as extra selling space, at the same
time increasing space on your ground floor. Costs
only $70. Write for catalogue "B." The Otis-
Fensom Elevator Co., Traders Bank Building,
Toronto. (if)

pOPELAND-CHATTERSONSYSTEMS-Short,
\j simple. Adapted to all classes of business.

Copeland-Chatterson-Co., Limited, Toronto
and Ottawa. (tf)

EGRY BUSINESS SYSTEMS are devised to
suit every department of every business.
They are labor and time savers. Produce re-

sults up to the requirements of merchants and
manufacturers. Inquire from our nearest office.
Egry Register Co., Dayton, Ohio; 123 Bay St.
Toronto; 258'A Portage Ave., Winnipeg; 308'
Richards St., Vancouver. (tf)

ELLIOTT-FISHER Standard Writing-Adding
Machines make toil easier. Elliott-Fisher
Limited, 513 No. 83 Craig St. W., Montreal,

and Room 314 Stair Building, Toronto.

FIRE BUCKET TANKS AND OILY WASTE
CANS cost little and soon pay for their cost
in reduced insurance rates. Large reduc-

tions result from the installation of Fireproof
Windows, Doors and Skylignts. We are special-
ists in these lines and can quote you a close price
consistent with really fireproof goods A B
ORMSBY, Ltd., Toronto and Winnipeg.

FIRE INSURANCE. INSURE IN THE HART-
FORD. Agencies everywhere in Canada.

HUNDREDS OF TYPEWRITERS of every
make and condition are being traded in as
part payment on the famous MONARCH.

Price and quality are the levers we use to prevent
overstock. We believe we can give the best bar-
gains in rebuilt typewriters in Canada. A postal
will bring our catalogue and full information. The
Monarch Typewriter Co., Ltd., 46 Adelaide St
West, Toronto.

KAY'S FURNITURE CATALOGUE No. 306
contains 160 pages of fine half-tone engrav-
ings of newest designs in carpets, rugs, fur-

niture, draperies, wall papers and pottery, with
cash prices. Write for a copy— it's free. John
Kay Co., Limited, 36 King St. West, Toronto.

MODERN FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTION.
Our system of reinforced concrete work, as
successfully used in many of Canada's larg-

est buildings, give better results at lower cost.
Astrong statement," you will say. Write us and

let us prove our claims. That's fair. Leach Con-
crete Co., Ltd., 100 King St. West, Toronto. (tf)

MOORE'S Non-Leakable Fountain Pens. If
you have Fountain Pen troubles of your
own, the best temedy is to go to your

stationer and purchase from him a Moore's Non-
Non Leakable Foun'ain Pen. This is the one pen
that gives universal satisfaction and it costs no
more than you pay for one not as good. Price
$2.50 and upwards. W.J.Gage & Co. Limited
Toronto, Sole Agents for Canada.

THE "KALAMAZOO" LOOSE LEAF BINDER
is the only binder that will hold iust as many
sheets as you actually require and no more.

The back is flexible, writing surface flat, align-
ment perfect. No exposed metal parts or compli-
cated mechanism. Write for booklet. Warwick
Bros. & Rutter, Ltd., King and Spadina, Toronto.

WAREHOUSE AND FACTORY HEATING" Systems. Taylor-Forbes Company, Ltd.
Supplied by the trade throughout Canada.

hor -.-.-.LIVE MERCHANTS use National
/ZS,UUU Cash Registers. We couldn't sell

them unless they saved people
money. The National will guard your money too.
Write u» for proof. National Cash Register Co.,
285 Yonge St., Toronto.

SALESMAN WANTED.

SALESMEN AND SALESWOMEN WANTED—
Thousands of good positions now open, pay-
ing from $1000 to $5000 ayearand expenses.

No former experience needed to get one of them.
We will teach you to be an expert salesman or
saleswoman by mail in eight weeks and assist you
to secure a good position, andyou cpn pay for your
tuition out of your earnings. Write to-day for full

particulars and testimonials from hundreds of men
and women we have placed in good positions, pay-
ing from $100 to $500 a month and expenses.
Address nearest office. Dept. 265, NATIONAL
SALESMEN TRAINING ASSOCIATION, Chi-
cago, New York, Minneapolis, Atlanta, Kansas
City, San Francisco.

WAREHOUSE TO RENT

AT REGINA, SASK., a first class distributing
point. New wholesale warehouse flat, 40 x
100 feet, electric lighted, steam heated, elec-

tric elevator. Dry goods or gents' furnishings
preferred. Write Westman's Agency, Regina.
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HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied by sellers, but
for which the editors of the " Review" do
not necessarily hold themselves responsible

PENMAN SWEATER COAT CATA-
LOGUE.

The position occupied by sweatei

coal s in the opinion o! the retail

trade is strikingly suggested l>\ the

verj handsome catalogue devoted en

tirelj to those garments, issued by

Penman's Limited, Paris, Ont. The
catalogue is 7" x 111" and a verj neat

cover is secured bj an all-over repro

duction in grey of the chain I i1 ch

fabric so highly favored in sweater

coals. Over this, on the front cover,

is the company's well-known trade

mark in red, and at the bottom the

title "Sweater Coats" is printed in

gold on a black ground in a gold

panel, while underneath is the linn's

name in red, the whole forming a de-

cidedly appropriate design. A half-

tone 01 t he Paris plant is used on the

back.

The outstanding feature of this 24

page catalogue is that all garments

shown are from actual photographs.

Buyers will appreciate this fact when

they understand that m photograph

ing a knitted garment anj defed in

lit or construction reveals itself most

conspicuously. An examination of

i he cuts immediately suggests an

easj , comfoi table, graceful lit and

dignified ye1 smart s1 5 le touches in

all of t/ie garments shown. These

points ate the bi
\

selling factors in

the sweater coal ie» I ion to-daj 1 n

all, eighteen garments are illustrated,

each one representing some distinc-

tive touch.

The catalogue is one 1 hat should be

at the right hand of everj merchant

interested in sweatei coats.

NEW HOME OF "HYMO."

.James Hymans, the manufacturers
of the famous "Hymo" interlining,

owing to their rapidly increasing

business have secured the large five

storeyed building known as 13, Ik-vis

Marks, E.C., and will move into

these premises on the 1st inst.

Their telephone service will he in-

crea ed to three lines, and every

Men's furnishings stand in copper or nickel
finishes Made with semi-circular or straight

arms. Clatworthy &. Son. Toronto.

known method for the quick handling

of goods has been installed in then

new building. They hope that this

will enable 1 hem to deal quickly with

orders thai are sen! them.

The e is fitted Willi two
lifts for the convenience of clients

and the quick handling of goods.

NEW WHOLESALE FIRM.

Vlilne & Middleton, wholesale deal-

ers in millinery and notions have

opened a warehouse at 313 Water
Street, Vancouver, B.C. This stock

includes millinery and all accessories,

hair goods, ladies' neckwear, hand-
kerchiefs, hosiery, hut tons and but-

ton molds and many other lines

which are always in demand. The
mail order section is in charge of a

reliable staff and appointments may
be made for any evening or Saturday
afternoon. Krnest .Milne, a member
of the linn was formerly a partner in

Milne & Pledge, wholesale warehouse-
men, Aberdeen, Scotland, but retired

in order to gratify his intention to

start business in British Columbia.

NEW "OLD BLEACH" BOOKLET.
11 A highly artistic booklet and full

of practical information" is the only

verdict passed upon the latest book-

ie! sen! out. by the makers of "OLD
BLEACH" linens, through R. H.
1 '"-him 1 heir agent for the Dominion
of I lanada.

The nailing mailer i s beautifully

and (dearly printed on heavy coated

paper in buff and black, each page

g surrounded with a handsomely
designed border of shamrocks and

ribbon knots, with the familiar 0. B.

moil igram i ba1 appears on each cor-

ner of every damask- eloth and servi-

ette manufactured by this firm.

The reading matter contains much
valuable and useful information

ahoul linens, methods of manufactur-

ing and bleaching, ami also a number
of practical hints about the proper

manner of washing and earing Tor

articles made from linen.

Buyers, salesmen, and all interest-

ed in handling of linens will do well

to procure this hook because of the

mass of valuable information that i!

contains.
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A "CHESTER" Novelty that

every Dealer in Canada can sell

—a novelty for clothiers and haberdashers in the smaller
towns as well as in the big cities. A money-maker and
trade-winner for all.

Suspenders are staples for Christmas gifts— and the

"Chester" Christmas Box, containing Suspenders,
Garters and Armbands, makes a Christmas gift that sells

on sight.

Our travellers are on the road, showing Chester special-

ties, including Belts attractively boxed for the Holiday
Trade, also the regular Fall line and Belts for 1912. Write
for our representative to call and show you the complete
Chester line.

HALLS LIMITED
Manufacturers

BROCKVILLE, ONT.

Full stock carried at our Winnipeg Warehouse

148 PRINCESS STREET

PImzp mention The Review to Advertisers mid Their Travelers.
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CAMPBELLS
LINEN
THREADS

WHETHER for household or for

manufacturing purposes
CAMPBELL'S LINEN THREADS are

the most satisfactory to handle: our

steadily increasing sales are witnesses of

their popularity. They are uniform,

strong and smooth and are made solely

from the finest quality flax.

You will be pleased with the prompt

delivery.

ALL LEADING WHOLESALERS
STOCK CAMPBELL'S THREADS.

Agents for Canada

John Gordon & Son
Toronto Montreal Winnipeg
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To the Trade Sept. 1st, 1911

Established 1849

Over sixty years in business in the City

of Toronto.

Our customers' success is ours.

Every business transaction is with the

object of mutual benefit.

If you want to assort your stock or buy

a new one visit our warehouses, see our

travellers or correspond with us.

We are the great specialty, assorting and

letter order house of Canada for general Dry

Goods, House Furnishings, Men's Furnishings,

Prints, Linens and Ready-to-wear Goods.

John Macdonald & Co.
LIMITED

TORONTO.
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What the Buyer Wants
This is the only complete dry goods

paper in Canada. It covers all Canada.

It isn't necessary to subscribe to half a

dozen papers to get news of the differ-

ent departments. The buyer wants the

real news and practical information

in a form where it is easy to get at.

The Review gives the best service

possible on this continent with its two

issues each month.

In the Past Few Months

over 200 merchants have written

The Review for information on where

to buy different lines and on other

subjects in connection with their store.

This is the paper they make use of,

because they know the information is

willingly and properly given.

Fancy printing, only, will not get

and hold readers. The true mission

of a trade paper is to give the proper

information, as well as new and

practical ideas, to its readers. To get

this information we spend five to ten

times as much as any other paper de-

voted to dry goods in Canada. That

is the reason why The Dry Goods

Review has been such a big success.

B B
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Ready for a Good Finish

DRY goods merchants are now approaching the

busiest month in the year. Every department

will feel the impulse of the new season. There

is enthusiasm everywhere. Buyers are confident in

l heir selections, ad.-men have added to their fund of

information all of the most convincing points rela-

tive to new goods and styles, the window trimmer's

head is buzzing wi lb ideas thai he intends to put into

execution, the employer sizes up the salesforce and

finds it fit.

The organization is complete or should be and

by the end of September merchants will have every

reason to expect results in proportion with their

enterprise.

By October 1, business will have settled down to

that straight selling basis which gives the merchant

a breathing spell, but makes him more or less con-

fident of adequate returns on his investment.

All departments are busy, the holiday season

looming ahead and by Thanksgiving the Fall season

will have developed its climax.

It i* this succession of profitable opportunities

which makes October the month of increase. Pre-

ceding seasons of the year may have been slightly

off color, special occasions may not have measured up

to hopes, but in the last three months of the year the

merchant puts his shoulder to the wheel and presses

vigorously towards that much desired finish—better

results than the year preceding.

Thai, is why every part of the machinery must be

in perfect running order. The merchant may then

view the situation with every confidence, all other

things being favorable, and he will have a right to

question results from every department in case they

do not <now increase consistent with healthy business.

9

Helping the Merchant

THE Review is in receipt of a letter expressing

appreciation of the work it is doing to help the

merchant hold and develop the business of his

district.

Enclosed with this letter was a loaf from a mail

order catalogue in which some of the item.- empha

sized as specially attractive to prospective purchasers

were marked. In looking over this page, it is inter

esting to note that several of the values were described

six weeks ago by The Review in the list of leaders

selected by its buyers in the open market.
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Many merchants recognized the news value of

this list and immediately took steps whereby they

were enabled to make timely selections. That The
Review's merchandising headliners were worthy of

serious attention at the time of their publication, is

also borne out by the fact that in the windows of

large city stores, displays of the goods minutely des-

cribed by this paper are now appearing from time to

time.

Let this sink in. Fully six weeks ago The Re-

view gave to the retail dry goods merchants a list of

leaders which the city stores are now featuring in

their windows, and which are being published in red

ink panels in their catalogues for the edification of

people whom the local merchant is trying to hold.

The Review picked these leaders ''hot from the

oven," before wholesalers or manufacturers had an

opportunity to advertise them in the regular way.

The manner in which merchants acted upon this

information was the best proof of its value. Another

list is now being prepared for publication at an early

date. Don't miss it.

This, in addition to authentic information about

latest fashion market developments, constitutes a ser-

vice calculated to place every merchant or buyer who

reads The Review in a position of great advantage in

considering selections at any time.

Touching this question of mail order headliners

and its bearing upon the local merchants' opportun-

ities, this paper will have some further information

of an exceptionally interesting and practical character

to offer in its October number.

®

Results From this Fight

REVIEWING his experiences in the strenuous

work of holding his own against the inroads

of the distant mail order house, a merchant in

a town ot o.OOO population declares that while he

has only been partly successful, the attention which

his activity aroused has had some unique results.

Some time ago he put into execution a plan

which had for its purpose close comparison between

his goods and similar articles obtained from the city

mail order houses. An interesting display was an-

nounced, and in connection with the idea the mer-

chant offered prizes to the boys and girls who de-

livered to him the largest number of mail order cata-

logues obtained from the people of his town.

While he did not expect that this plan would

bring him a, large return of the literature sought, the

persistency of the children and the straightforward-

ness of their explanation was good advertising. The

curiosity of the people was aroused and they flocked

in large numbers to the store. At the same time, the

mail order house, hearing of this action, sent their

representative to watch developments. Whatever his

conclusions have been the merchant declared that

it was one of the best schemes he had ever attempted,

since it went far to convince the people of the ad-

vantages of home buying.

®

Needs a Little Educating

OCAL merchants who have attempted to in-

*~^ terest the people of their localities in ordering

goods from them by mail frequently receive letters

which must convince them that, after all is said

and done, a little educative work goes a long way
towards attracting attention to the "home" store.

These letters would also seem to indicate that many
people who order by mail have only a vague idea

of the actual appearance of the article ordered and

that they are only using the long-distance method

to satisfy that same curiosity which they display

when they visit the store to "look around."

A somewhat amusing instance which seems to

substantiate these facts to a certain extent, is re-

lated of a, merchant in a progressive city who had

developed a very fair mail order trade. He re-

ceived a letter containing $4.95, for which he was

to return a skirt. A few days after the garment

was sent it was shipped back to him, and the letter

which accompanied it read something like this: "I

like your skirt all right, but I've changed my mind.

I want you to take it back and pick out a nice hat

for me and send it 'by freight.'
"

Scores of letters of a somewhat similar character

are received by the large mail order houses daily,

and the fact which they seem to demonstrate is that

there are many people in the country who could be

easily held and won by aggressive advertising on
the part of the local merchants.

®

Will Keep Up the Work
A dry goods merchant who has put up a vigor-

ous fighu against the inroads of the mail order house,

writes The Review as follows:

—

"I have to thank you for publishing my views

on the evils of the mail order catalogue as well as for

your kind criticism of same in your remarks on the

front page of last issue. I think that the retail mer-

chants of this country owe you a great deal for what

has been accomplished by suggestions which you

have thrown out through your Review, and for the

great work you are doing and continuing to do in

assisting, as you have in the past, everything pos-

sible for the retail merchants' success.

"Every dry goods merchant in this country

should feel indebted to you for the stand you have

taken in opposing the evils of the mail order prob-

lem and I hope and believe that I am expressing the

sentiments of every retail merchant when I urge you

to keep up the good work you are doing in assisting

us against this competition."



Profuse Variety of Flowers and Foliage
No Limit to the Scope of Window Trimmer's Work in Employing These
Beautiful Accessories of His Art — Elaborate Range in Natural Effects for

all Purposes — Special Designs for Festival and Holiday Purposes.

TRIMMERS at the Chicago convention were

fortunate in being able to procure suitable

floral decorations for their Fall windows.

Manufacturers in Chicago made extensive

preparations to meet the demand, and displayed an

array of flowers, foliage and window-baskets. Tis-

sue paper novelties, papier mache decorations, paper,

cloth and velvet flowers, sprays and branches of

Autumn leaves and natural reproductions, suitable

for the requirements of window and interior decorat-

ing, were displayed from every vantage point of the

different showrooms.

Canadian trimmers do not get a comprehensive
idea of the ranges of floral and paper decorations in

assortments which are considered suitable by samples

sent through to them, possibly twice a year. It hi

only when the beauty or originality of these de-

corations are added to by profusion of display and
the sheen of electric lights that it is possible to form
an opinion of the wealth and suitability of this class

of decoration. To see them arrayed in blended color-

ings and in all the different assortments gives an en-

tirely different view of the satisfactory arrangements
and uses to which they can be adapted.

Guaranteed Fireproof.

One of the important points which seemed to

guide selection was the matter of fireprooflng. Many
decorators insisted that all their purchases be guar-

anteed in this respect.

For Vases and Bouquets.

In individual effects, flowers, sprays, bunches and
clusters, corn flowers, pansies, chrysanthemums, or-

chids, lilies of the vallev and French and American

MILLINERY OPENINGS FOR FALL E. APTED FOR THE T. EATON CO., TORONTO.

Oak leaves in autumn tints showing the use of artificial branches. Apparently a simple window, but requiring carefui study in

order to give desired effects in blended colors. The back panels, dais and floor are covered with
brown felt to match the tints of the leaves.
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beauty roses in many different color blendings were
included. These are used for vases and combined
bouquets in windows, on tables or in cases and in

furniture displays. Many of them were perfumed
so that to every intent and purpose they fully

equalled natural sprays.

Next in importance are the different vines, green
or shaded maple leaves, white frosted, gold, silver

or green holly with red berries, beautiful grape
clusters in white, blue and purple with brilliant

leafage and individual bunches or white grape sprays

with 2 bunches of grapes on each, ivy, daisy, clem-
atis, smilax and single or double rose vines, are all

shown in the same assortment in yard lengths, one
dozen to each bundle. Single leaves can be had to

match any of these decorations.

In the different potted plants, bushes and clus-

ters, begonia.-, grape bushes with three grape clus-

ters, American beauty roses with 10 to 12 blooms,
all-colored chysanthemums, of which yellow and
white are always favorites, red, white and pink car-

nations are all suitable.

Decorative Baskets and Boxes.

Some neat baskets are made by natural sticks

glued or dovetailed together. Natural and bark
boxes and fibre baskets with rounded or rustic han-
dles, and especially birch bark canoes with clusters

of seasonable flowers, are favored. A great many of

these baskets are already prepared but in case an
individual scheme is planned they can be had to

match or made up of the flowers and foliage pur-
chased.

Some of the favorite baskets are of drooping
vines. Autumn-shaded leaves and assorted flowers or
one kind of flower or fruit, including the usual Fall
range such as appeal to most trimmers. Three of

the best are the air plant in log baskets, Fall flowers
in birch bark boxes and sea shells, hanging with
clusters of air moss and seasonable bloom.

Closely associated with these are several fern

dishes with natural preserved and artificial fillings.

One of the arguments in favor of this method of
decoration is that they can be sold by fancy goods
and crockery departments and used as a means of

ln«\n^&tjvt»\A J/cuK£ro»ma

THANKSGIVING BACKGROUND.

The top panel is a Thanksgiving Scene or Landscape in soft Fall shades. Square end pieces are separate from centre
piece, and have half a pumpkin mounted in centre. Lattice work at sides have pumpkin vines and leaves entwined
and reach to pumpkin at top. Large wUh-bone in centre made of yellow flowers on cardboard cut out. Letters are
cut out of cardboard and gilded. Large panel in centre is white, with edging of dark green. Could be used with

Furnishings. Linens or almost any kind of display. — Jas. MacMillen. with H. S. Terris & Co.. Springhill, N.S.

Electric Bulbs as Pistils.

One innovation in particular is added to the dis-

plays by means of tiny electric bulbs inserted as pis

tils in several flowers where it is practical. Roses.

too, are treated in this way. Poppies, lilacs and
tulips, made of fibre velvet or paper, are also shown
in pots.

In more tropical effects and usually sold in pails

are all sizes of sago, kentia and latania trees. Palms,

with from three to twelve leaves, fan palms, includ-

ing as many as 36 leaves and up to 12 feet high,

being used for archways, rotundas, waiting and tea

rooms. In order to form backgrounds and add na-

ture to their display.-, are dracenia plants in plain

pots or fancy jardinieres and single leaves from the

many varieties, including the long sweeping uva as

well as pampas plunes.

selling these dishes in departments interested. Of
course they mostly feature firms such as the Boston,

maidenhair and combined sea moss and flowers.

For window ledges, doorways, counters and ice

cieam parlors, any size of boxwood or magnolia
trees can be had. Boxwood trees, 6 inches to 50
inches in height, and magnolia trees, which, how-
ever, are perhaps more expensive (ban the average

trimmer needs, in fact any kind of tree, either with

blossoms or with fruit, are made to order, with re-

movable branches and built up to any required size

with as many as 50 branches.

Branches. Sprays, Garlands., Festoons.

\uain it is possible to procure large branches of

Autumn foliage, oak, maple leaf, wistaria, mulberry,
apple blossoms, poinsettia, chestnut and hundreds of

other natural or tinted sprays.
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Taylor-Made, Double Bar
Clothing and Cloak Racks

MADE IN CANADA

Globe Clothing Store, Atlanta, Ga. Equipped with Taylor-

Made Double Bar Steel Tube Rack System.

No. 92, Combination Hangerfor Ladies'
Suits with wire attachment for

skirt - - $6.00 per 100

No. 31, Wood Coat Hanger, only

$3.50 per 100

No 90, Wire Skirt Hanger,$4.00 per 100

All Racks on Ball Socket Rollers shipped K.D. Crated. No tools or skill required to set them up

Ladies' Cloak and Overcoat Rack, 26 in.

wide, 6 ft. high. Suit Racks, 5 ft. high.

Made of Polished Steel Tubing.
No paint. No rust.

6 feet long, 4 post, - $9.00 Made of Oxydized Steel Tubing.

6 " " 6 " - - $10.50 6 feet long, 6 post, - $13 00
8 " " 6 " $11.50 8 " " 6 " - - $1400
10 " " 6 " - - $12.50 10 " " 6 " - $15.00

7

No. 64 Combination Suit Hanger
with wire attachment to pre-

vent trousers from slipping

off, - $9.00 per 100

No. 33 I. B. Suit Hanger, without wire
attachment, - $7.50 per 100

No. 33 B. Same for Boys' Suits,

15 inches wide - $7.50 per 100

No. 39 B. Same for Overcoats, 20 In.

wide - - $8.50 per 100

No. 39. Same for Overcoats, without
trouser bar - $7.50 per 100

Sample Hanger by mail on request.

Write for Our Complete
Catalogue, No. lO

PROMPT SHIPMENT

The Taylor Manufacturing Co.
82 Queen St. North. HAMILTON, ONT. Phone 3550.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Three of a Series of

Mummy Form Drapes
arranged for The Dry

Goods Review by H C.

Macdonald, Murray-Kay,

Toronto.

No. 22—For light dress goods 36-44 inches
wide, may be used on marble form or one
covered with white satin. For a rich effect
cover form with velvet in contrasting color
to goods.
Start end of goods out in floor at B

Bring up in sweep across front to shoulder
A. Here form 12-inch loop and arrange in
3 folds. Let goods drop down in back, pin
other selvedge on back edge of form at
point eM-ii with C, making sweep down to
front at D, coming out from underneath
sweep across front. End of goods is at D,
and is arranged in a pointed box pleat, with
a single fold on either side. Long sweep fromA to B is arranged in folds across front and
around form to back. Trimming consists
of band of lace and velvet ribbon brought
over shoulder and down across front of
form. Pin to edge of form at E, then twist
down to floor.

No. 23.— Start end of goods on floor at base of form Carry up over top and fit

goods smoothly. along sides. Take goods in back near top of form, fold double and
pin folded edge on shoulder of form at A. Form 3 loops of graduated lengths, pin-
ning each on folded edge same as at start. Then draw selvedge of longest loop down
to point B on front edge of form and pin in back. Let goods drop down in back of
form to point even with B. Bring around side, lay in six plaits and pin at B. Then
form festoon loop across front, pin selvedge around on back edge of form at C, then
down to floor, forming fold D, up with other selvedge for fold E and then across back
of form. Change selvedge and up to fold G. Trimming of wide taffeta ribbon and
narrow velvet ribbon. Bring over shoulder side by side and down to B. Form 3 loops
of the taffeta ribbon here, then twist both ribbons together part way down to floor.

No. 24.—Start end of goods at top. Cover form smoothly down to floor. Puff up
goods on floor in circular effect, then bring out to side front A, up to shoulder of
form at B. Form long loop back, then festoon loop across front and around to back
edge of form and down to floor at C. Trimming of wide taffeta or messaline ribbon,
brought over shoulder and down underneath festoon, drape across front and also
pinned up inside loop at shoulder, forming a lining for this. Band of wide lace is

laid over ribbon and brought out in long sweep to floor.
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Fixtures Ready to Apply.

There is a great number of prepared fixtures

which can he installed as they are received and some

trimmers stated they usually find this the cheaper

way in the end. Mission, white and gold and differ-

ent wood-finished lattices, covered with vines and

flowers, arc ready. Bamboo stands, new fixtures and

color backgrounds prepared ready to put into posi-

tion, and schemes and background plans, are shown

in which the trimmers can buy a window setting

outright with an exact idea of effect and colors.

Brass goods and fancy linens for September Weddings and
Thanksgiving — Home Industry Week in Hamilton and the

display at that time for R. McKay & Co., by H. Robinson.
These goods were arranged before a panelled mahogany
background without any further decorations, which made

these goods stand by themselves and gave a rich effect.

•lapanese electric and spookie lanterns can be

used at stated seasons of the year. In tissue paper

bouquet shades of morning glory, lilac, tulips, maple
leaves, and fleur-de-lis, are among the newest de-

signs which also include rose, daisy, apple blossom

and grape shades. Festive occasions have their own
designs.

For Rotundas or Aisles.

As part of any scheme it is always well for trim-

mers to consider those elaborate things such as

electrical fountains; groupings done in plaster and

No. 1107—Oak Garlands

Twelve autumn oak leaves to
a yard. Per doz § 1.35
Per Rrosa 14.00

Mr. Window Trimmer,

Mr. Merchant, attention!

We furnish paper flowers,

leaves, vines, ferns, palms,

palm leaves, etc., for win-

dow and store decorating.

Write for Catalog to-day.

CHICAGO ARTIFICIAL
FLOWER CO.

4813-15 North 40lb Ave.. CHICAGO, ILL.

MODELS MEAN
SALES

You cannot be sure of

your customers unless

your garments are draped

over models built on the

lines laid down for present

styles. Our

CLOAK
AND

SUIT

MODELS

MODELS
Jersey, Cloth,

CHILDREN'S
$4.00
$4.25
$4.50

$4.75
$5.00

are perfect copies of those we
are featuring in New York and

have the perfect lines of the

new long figure.

Manufactured in Canada

to suit the Canadian needs

and individual merchant or

manufacturer.

Send for

catalogue "G,"
showing
models for

shirt waists,

draperies,

coats, vests, etc.

Canvas-covered leather

shoulders with metal

arm-pieces and re-in-

forced skirt

Black Jersey Cloth with
metal arm-pieces (re-

inforced skirt)

Jersey Cloth, plain arm-
pieces and skirt

The Hall-Borchert Dress Form

Company of Canada, Limited

70-76 PEARL STREET, TORONTO
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the numerous designs made of composition, glass in

illuminated or cathedral effects, and metallize!

statuettes of art figures, reproductions of well-known

works or panels representing countries or many of

the subjects which inspire these designs.

These are used in rotundas or aisles and especi-

ally in larger stores; trimmers, not limited in their

appropriations, have a field in these works of art that

the smaller trimmer, while he cannot cany out the

ideas in their entirety, can gain many inspirations

or feature some part in a smaller way with success.

It is all science of window work and gleaning

ideas from unth.ough.t-of sources.

Japanese Novelties.

While there is nothing really new in Japan< -

decorations, such as lanterns, parasols, screens, wind-

hells and fans, a number of novelties in air ships,

balloons, paper hats, confetti and serpentines are

added this season.

For Festivals.

All the usual banners, flags, puffed backgrounds,

streamers and garlands for carnival or festival

events, arc mostly new. This form of entertainment

is very popular in the greater cities, and window

trimmers who have an international reputation are

now devoting their time entirely to the manufacture

of floats, decorating prize automobiles or large hall-

All these new decorations have been brought

out for their use and some of the floats planned for

Fall depict Neptune riding on the storm in which

lightning strikes three times in succession, different

floats representing states, typical figures of Columbia,

Venus. Psyche and the queen of the carnival have

already been planned and drawings submitted for

several of the annual events. Improved decorative

booth- of flowers and bunting are prepared to match

these designs.

Holiday Decorations.

Christmas decorations are also important and

comprise the usual bells, wreaths, and individual

trees, which arc Lighted by candle or electricity.

Full size papier mache Santa Clans figures and bead-

are just as effective as ever in interesting children.

Mechanical Devices.

S.nne remarkable windows with mechanical de-

vices have been found successful in past year- and

ii is wonderful the amounts of money which are

spent each year to please the little one- as an indirect

appeal to their elders at the Christmas season.

Fixture firms have made it a greater study than

ever this season and some unique movable windows,

such as •'Christmas morning," or "New
Year's dance," are made up ready to put

in place. All these can be had on short

notice and open up a new field for Can-

adian trimmers who are anxious to make nexl

Christmas business a record.

Insurance Regulations.

Insurance regulations insist that as far as possible

fireproof decorations must be used in Canada. Every

year merchants are advised in this regard and most

trimmers have been forced, perhaps, to remove some1

part of their scheme on inspection by the fire de-

partment. However, in cases where all the facili-

ties mentioned are not fireproof, this can be done at

an extra expense of 10 per cent., which in reality is

a small cost compared with the saving of time,

possible spoiling of trims already placed and the

safeguard against cancelling insurance contracts by

over risk.

DECORATIONS
FOR FALL

We manufacture the largest stock of artificial

flowers and foliage for Fall and Christmas. These

goods are all new in every way and were selected

with great care. The line is comprised of entirely

new designs that are exclusive with this house.

NewLinePapierMache
DECORATIVES

We are now manufacturing a full line of Papier

Mache, designed and adapted exclusively for win-

dow and store decoration purposes.

We invite all visiting merchants and trimmers

to call at our salesrooms. We are told by leading

authorities that our display is the most unique and

attractive to be seen anywhere.

SEND FOR OUR LATEST COLORED CATALOGUE A

The Botanical Decorating Co,
CHICAGO, ILL.

New No. 504 S. Fifth Ave., just South of Van Buren St.

The Selling Value

of your display forms de-

pends upon their correct-

ness for the up-to-date

gowns and draperies.

Dale & Pearsall

Display Forms
and

Wax Figures

are made to take the

latest modes and to give

a life-like effect in pose

and expression.

No better made any-

where.

Full information

on request.
Our No. .1 \!1

DALE & PEARSALL
106 Front Street East, Toronto



How Fashions Develop, Merge and Pass
Features of the Past Year Afford Some Striking Examples— To the French

Styles are a Serious Thing and They are Most Ingenious Originators

— Unique Productions and Their Fate.

IT
is not only interesting, but it makes the pres-

ent fashions understandable to trace back to the

sources of its inspiration, to lay bare the man-
ner of its inception, and to follow the idea em-

bodied in a new fashion to its fruition. Then, from

that point, to note the changes and transmutations

a fashion suffers, until it is merged into a succeed-

ing style. Few fashions arrive, as it were, in a

breath; there is usually an event that grips and

holds the whole world to supply the motive and
furnish the idea. Something happens to a nation

that sets the world agog, or a great play or picture

is produced, or it may be that the cycle of years

brings round the centenary of the birth, death or the

achievement of a big man's life, and supplies a

fundamental idea, upon winch the facile and imag-
inative Frenchman builds a new fashion.

Fashion a Serious Thing.

Those who have little interest in fashions, or who
have little opportunity in business to feel the tre-

mendous influence it has over the workings of many
industries, or how the smile or frown of fashion's

approval can create prosperity or the reverse, may
think this is an over-statement. But fashion to its

creators, the French, is a serious thing, a momentous
matter, and it is to this outlook without doubt 1#

s

due the creative supremacy of the French over all

other nations.

The Year's Fashions.

The main features of the year's fashions may be
thus summed up:—The slim silhouette with the
bodice closely following and revealing the lines of

the figure, and with the sleeve cut in one with the
waist so as to give an unbroken line to the shoulder
and arm and the waisted, short, tight, close-fitting

skirt, Upon this outline the whole structure of the
year's fashion- has been built.

Classic Proportions.

As the year has developed, the figure has taken
on straighter line- until the waist has acquired al-

most classic proportions, and the corset has assumed
a flexibility and an ideal comfort that has never
hitherto been attained. More than this, the figure
has so changed that any attempt to introduce the
hour-glass figure of the early nineteenth century
would have to b^ so gradually done that it would be
a decade or more before the change could be success-
fully accomplished.

Moreover, the changed habit,- of the majority of

women would help to make any such attempt a fail-

ure.

Arrival op Oriental Fashions.

Jusl a year ago the peasant styles were merging
into those of the Consulate and First Empire. The
fashions of this period were based upon the grafting
on of Oriental fashions to those of the classic revival
inaugurated during the time or the Terror, The

Oriental ideas were taken from the dress of the

women of Egypt and Syria, and were worn by the

women of the day as a flattering reference to Napo-
leon's Egyptian campaign—a campaign, by the way,
that resulted in his elevation to the throne of France
and the dignity of Emperor.

While the classic figure, the narrow skirts and
the elevated waist-line that marked the Empire
period were retained, the trimmings and accessories

were conceived in the spirit of the Orient. There
was the wealth of embroidery in rich colors and
gold and tinsel and the beaded and spangled trim-
mings fashionable that we have seen during the
present year.

Sheer India muslins and tulles took the place
now occupied by chiffons and mousseline de soie,

and to the military uniforms and the velvet cloaks
of the nobles of the Imperial court the year's fash-

ions are indebted to the lines of fur that have had
such a wonderful vogue.

To this same period belongs the turban, for the
folded Oriental turban with its sweeping ostrich and
paradise was introduced by Josephine and her court
ladies.

No wonder that Parisian designers seized upon
the fashions of this period so eagerly for it was one
of the most glorious in French history, moreover it

illustrated precisely identical tendencies, namely the
blending of classic and Oriental ideas.

Motive por the Hobble.

It was from this period that the motive for the
hobble was taken. The gathering around the ankles
of the Turkish trousers worn by Egyptian women
suggested the first hobble skirt. Fashion had not
reached the harem skirt at this time and the band
at the bottom of the skirt, with the fabric .uathered
into it, was the nearest compromise. The shirring
of the fabric was soon dropped in favor of a very
tightly cut skirt with a band of other fabric or of
the same material reversed at the bottom and thus
was introduced the hobble skirt.

Coming of the Harem.

When the very tight skirt had been pushed so
far that there was no possibility of going further,
Paul Poiret conceived the idea of dividing the band
in order that while retaining the tight skirt more
freedom of movement might be given. This was
jusl before the Spring openings, and when they ar-

rived the new sensation sprung was the harem skirt.

Not. since the time of the split Directoire gown had
there been a fashion Ilia! caused so much discussion
or excited so much attention. It was a beautiful
subjed for the daily paper io exploit and they made
the mo-l of it and incidentally the heads of garment
departments got all the advertising possible oul of it

by exhibiting harem skirts or gowns on living
models. Tin's was all the good I bey ever got oul
of I be fashion for, though a. model here and then
was sold, if soon dropped out of sight.
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Trend Towards Wider Skirts.

Even at this time some of the less eccentric of

Parisian dressmakers, particularly those who sold

largely to members of the British royal family and

aristocracy, had begun to feel the way towards wider

skirts. Beer showed several models showing Restor-

ation and 1830 tendencies. These models, however,

showed clearly that there was no intention to at-

tempt to make, a distended or widened skirt, but on

the contrary, though many early Victorian style

points were' present, the skirt would still be quite

narrow.

Coat Dress a Popular Innovation.

A notable feature of the Spring openings of 1910

in Paris was the attention paid to the one-piece or

coat dress. Madame Paquin, it seems, was respon-

sible for this innovation. This is a fashion feature

that has created something like a revolution in

ready-to-wear selling ami which may be said has

almost created a new industry.

The Paquin model that proved most interesting

was cut on simple lines and was of the close-fitting

figure-revealing type and was finished with a large

sailor collar. I low this feature has been taken up

during the year is no news to the trade.

The two-piece velvet suit was another fashion

that has had a large following and which is still in

the lead.

Vogue of Satin.

First in importance in the fabric held stands

satin. This fabric had been coming into greater

use for some time but the Fall of 1010 saw the be-

ginning of the Strong, popular vogue that has not

spent itself at the present time.

Another fabric feature intimately connected with

the wearing of satin is the over-dress or tunic of

transparent fabrics such as marquisette, voile, ninon,

chiffon and like materials.

Another strong feature, while it lasted, was the

use of Paisley silks for millinery and trimming pur-

poses.

King Edward's death practically plunged all the

courts of Europe in mourning for a longer or short-

er period. This created a strong vogue for black and
later for black and white combinations and for som-

bre half-mourning effects and colors the effects of

which have not yet passed entirely away. To light-

en these colors, more or less successful efforts have

been made from time to time and illuminating colors

such as cerise, flame, coral. King's blue and Empire
green have had a. good run and one that is scarcely

ended.

R ev( >l u tiunary Styles.

Spring, 1911, opened with the exploiting of the

Revolutionary styles. These, in the main, are very

similar to the Empire modes, being based upon
classic lines. While there is no change of form,

there is a greater simplicity, and a new feature is

the big use of stripes. Another feature that has

been strongly taken up is the fichu. Girdles and
sashes and postillion ends and rows of covered but-

tons are features of this period.

In view of the big development this Fall, most

interesting is the introduction of coats for auto wear

of soft, heavy double-faced materials in ratine, home-
spun and camel's hair. These were cut on straight

lines, and many of them had the kimona or the Rag-
lan sleeve.

Early Victorian Models.

During the last weeks of the Paris season when
Parisian dressmakers always vie with each other in

the production of handsome gowns, many early Vic-

torian models along the same lines that Beer was
working as above described were worn. Queen
Mary's protest against many of the more objection-

able of modern fashion features and her well known
predilection towards the ideas of this period is one
reason for the change.

-*-

Answers to Queries
Trading Stamps in Canada

Editor Dry Goods Review.—Can you give us

any information re trading stamps? Are they used

to any extent in businesses throughout Canada or

the United States, or are they considered a good
thing for a business house to adopt? We know that

at one time they were used quite freely, but have not

beard anything about them for some years, and con-

sidered they were called in, in fact we were under
the impression that they were declared illegal. If

this is so we would like to know the facts about il,

and if not would be pleased to have your opinion
about them in a business such as ours, also where
they can be procured and any other information you
can give us along this line?

|
Such were the evils that developed in connec-

tion with the general use of trading stamps in Can-
ada that they were finally declared illegal. The
people controlling these trading stamps sold them
to (he merchants who in turn handed them to the

customers. After accumulating a certain number
the customer was given a premium by the trading

stamp people. The cost to the merchant was equiv-

alent to a five per cent, rebate. At first it was agreed

that the stamps would be confined to one merchant
in a district, but finally they had almost general dis-

tribution and merchants gradually realized that they

were anything but a benefit to his business. At the

present lime a merchant, may issue trading stamps

but they must be confined absolutely to his own
.-lore, with the face value stamped on them, and

redeemable in cash at any time. Their benefit to

any business is negligible as, wherever used, they

only give the occasion for competitive schemes

which aim at "going one better" and do not improve

local merchandising conditions. If the merchant

must give a rebate, a straight cash discount is prob-

ably to be preferred. Trading stamps are still used

in some cities of the United States, but in the vast

majority of places they have been discontinued. We
do not know of any concern making a business of

printing them. It is a job that is generally given

the local printer.—Editor.]



Salary Increase Based on Yearly Bonus
Salesmen's Views on Percentage or Commission — Inspiring Help to Help
Themselves — How Salaries are Increased by Bonus— A System Which

is Being Satisfactorily Applied in Some Stores.

PAYING by bonus has been tried in many
stores and salesmen do not all express their

views any too favorably regarding this plan.

It is claimed that an amount of enmity is

created, and many underhand things done in secur-

ing customer's favor or in being first to reach a

prospective buyer.

Another disadvantage pointed out is that less

attention is given stock-keeping, and one salesman
can make extra work for another, so that less time

will be available for customers.

Other salesmen devote their entire time to selling

and take no interest in those essentials which tend to

keep the store bright and attractive, and are consider-

ed as part of the average duties of salesmen gener-

ally.

Salary to Include Bonus.

There are other salesmen wdio claim that they are

entitled to what they are worth, and should not be

forced to depend on business or weather changes.

They feel that if they work on a salary and commis-
sion that their salary should include the bonus with-

out any question.

These salesmen become disgruntled, and, stand-

ing in their own light, refuse to do other than they
are doing, which is considered the best possible. At
any rate, it is claimed so until it is found they are

not in line for increased salary next season.

Other men, who reach positions of importance,
like to receive their weekly or semi-monthly envelope
or even a monthly check with an understanding that

it will receive a stated amount and a fair increase

each year.

Some merchants adhere to this policy with their

entire staffs, and 'when a position cannot longer af-

ford the expense, promotions to more responsible

places are in order. This process is always going on.

and in important changes in the staffs all positions

arc filled with cheaper help. These, of course, are

given to understand the conditions of promotion.

Used as an Incentive.

In order to find the actual value of salesmen, and
to insure a fair basis of advancement, some mer-
chants use a system of paying by bonus, which proves
an incentive and makes salespeople effective. It also

forms a hasis for granting yearly increases, and is

understood in the beginning to designate that the

yearly increase will he exactly what the results show.
In the first place, exactly the same salary is given

as was received before. There is then no hardship, as

bonuses are added to that amount that would not

otherwise he received.

Each week a statement of sales is given to each

salesperson. Total sales for three months are made
a basis of the amount of business to be increased. At
the end of six mouths a bonus of 2 per cent, is

given on the increase over the previous three months.
This is also given at the end of nine and twelve
months on the increases shown in these period-.

For example, a salesman's selling ability prove-
to he $50.00 a day. At the end of three months his

sales would be $:>.600.00. At the end of six months.

allowing a fair increase, sales probably reach
$4,000.00. On the $400 difference 2 per cent, is

given. If sales for the 3rd three months can be in-

creased to $4,500 salesmen are entitled to $10 or 2
per cent, on the $500.00 increase.

On any increase shown over this during the last

three months of the year, he is again entitled to 2
percent, on the increase over that of preceding peri-

od. At the end of the business year, an amount
equal to the entire bonuses is added to next year's
salary. If the salesman's salary was $750 this year,
next year it would be $778, which, counting the
bonus, already made, means an increase of over a
dollar a week.

An Opportunity Worth While.
It follows, therefore, that if clerks are on a de-

partmental basis, or even if they have ability to

sell in every department, as is done in some stores,

that the opportunity is worth while. Sales clerks
help the business, and indirectly help themselves.

Another important feature in offers of this kind
is that, generally, a proprietor of a growing business
makes the inducement to salesmen. There is no
telling what increases can be made, and also that
element of chance and kindred understandings re-

garding weather, customers' welfare and general
store conditions.

There does not seem to be any other feature than
prompt attention to business, which can hardly he
underhand where the management is alive to the
conditions and departmental duties are alloted with
respect to time available. If no changes in amount
of work are made, each salesman has the oppor-
tunity of increasing his efforts under similar or pre-

vious conditions. Results are gratifying, both to

salespeople and merchants.

*

On Getting in Touch
A successful salesman must get in touch with

customers, he interested in the contemplated pur-
chases and leave no stone unturned to meet re-

quirements.

"Not long ago." states a, salesman, "I noticed a
man, a. stranger to the -lore, moving toward the

door without a. parcel. Just a. little while before I

had seen one of our clerks showing him portieres.

"It was not an easy thing to do, but I managed
to engage him in conversation before he got out, and
discovered that he had not been able to get suited.

"I told him that I thought we should have some-
thing that would do him, and learned that our por-

tieres were too expensive. However, he came back,
and although they were loo high, I was able to sell

him reversible cretonne that, met his wants exactly.

"He was very much pleased and told me that he
was not loud of shopping and almost dreaded going
from store to store.

"In his case, getting suited meant much, and I

am sure he will give our store the preference in

future. It might have been otherwise,"



Capturing Customers Near Danger Line
Short Stories That Tell How Sales in the Ready-to-Wear and Other De-

partments Were Made by Timely Work of Smart Salespeople — Not all

Losses are Avoidable by the Merchant— Courtesy Pays Good Dividends

SALESPEOPLE in ready-to-wear and other

departments have in the following short,

stories, told how, by seizing opportunities,

made sales and pleased customers. The point

in each of these narrations i.> worth remembering,
for there is a great deal in being forearmed. The
Review makes it worth while for salespeople to send

in short articles of this description.

She Was Not "Too Busy."

The salesman who tells the following experience

made a sale because she wasn't "too busy":

"A short time ago we were having a sale and were

very busy, when a woman entered. She was quite

a distinguished-looking person, and evidently liked

a great fuss made over her. She walked up to the

manager's counter, but he was busy with another

customer and didn't notice her. As she came far-

ther into the store, she passed two or three clerks,

but they were all busy and did not stop to speak to

her. I noticed how put out she seemed to be at not

being spoken to.

"I was waiting on a customer and did not want
to leave her, because I was showing her a ready-made

suit and she was about to decide it, but the woman
turned to go out. I just asked to be excused for a

minute, and going up to her asked if she were in

a hurry.

"She said she was in no particular hurry, so I

asked her if she would mind waiting, just a few

minutes, and I would wait on her in a little while,

as soon as I got through with my other customer.

I told her to come back to the department and ex-

amine, and have a look at the suits, too. While I

was explaining to my customer the quality of the

goods and the style, the lady decided on taking

one, too."

Wholesalers Help to Lose Customers.

Many customers are lost by neglect on the part

of merchants through not keeping their stocks well

assorted, especially in good selling lines, as, for ex-

ample, in allowing list sizes to run out in ready-to-

wear garments.

"The other day this very thing happened in our

own family," states a merchant. "We were in the

habit of getting a certain line of goods for years

from a merchant, but about two months ago, when
asked for the goods, he said they had advanced in

prices and he was waiting until he could get them
at a lower figure. A few cents did not matter, as

the goods, not the price, were wanted. Another
merchant, when informed of requirements, ordered
the goods at the advanced prices and to-day all pur-

chases in this line, with others, are procured at the
now place.

"Much business is lost from a cause over which
the retail merchant has no control, and only finds

out the trouble when it is too late to remedy or when
the customer is lost. This happens when goods turn

out to be unsatisfactory, in some cases entirely

worthless. We had this experience with three lines

of goods. First, we bought a stock of rubbers and
overshoes from one of the most reliable firms doing
business.

"After selling about half the goods, we found
that they were good for nothing. We at once stop-

ped selling them, but the harm was done and we
lost, a good rubber trade. Strange to say, the firm,

while admitting that they were deceived themselves,

would not make good the loss. The unsold goods
were put into the furnace.

"The same thing happened with a line of boots.

After working up a big trade, and placing heavy
orders, we got a lot that turned out bad. Before we
found out, our trade was almost ruined.

"We had the same trouble with astrachan jac-

kets
; bad goods lost us good customers. The whole-

sale people are often at the bottom of winning and
losing. Good, reliable goods win; bad goods lose.

There are many ways to win and lost customers, but
reliable goods, or the reverse, plays the largest part."

What Negligknck and Attention Will do.

It is imperative that his customers be promptly
ami properly attended to, if a merchant or salesman

is to be successful. An instance emphasizing the

importance of this fact was recently described to

The Review by a salesman.

"One Spring morning," he states, "we received

our usual order from the hotel, and the bookkeeper
who look it on the phone, gave it to one of the

clerks, at the same time informing him that they

wanted it at once.

"The clerk look the order, but neglected putting

it up for about an hour, in which time it was can-

celled.

"When the clerk found this out he at once put
up the order and left the parcel on the counter for

the boy to deliver.

"In the meantime, the proprietor had been noti-

fied, and he proceeded to find out who was respon-

sihle for the oversight.

"This customer was lost through negligence on
the part of the clerk, who should have, in my opin-

ion, put up the order at once without delay. As it

only had to be delivered across the road, he should

have taken it himself, had the delivery boy been
busy.

"This customer's order daily amounted to $6 or

$7, even through the slack season, and much more
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during the busy season, and it was to our advantage

to try to win them back.

"The merchant went over to the hotel and in a

very friendly way explained how the mistake had

been made and apologized, promising faithfully that

if they would renew his opportunity he would make

it his own business to see that their orders were at-

tended to at once.

"They did so, and for about a year the merchant

made it his business to remain in the store every

l in lining until this particular order was attended to

and delivered. After that time he put the responsi-

bility of the order on one of his salesmen, who is

very particular that the first thing he attends to

every morning is to see that this order is properly

attended to.

"It is now two years since this happened, and

there have been no further complaints from these

customers. Had it not been for the strict attention

paid to them we would have lost thousands of dol-

lars."

An Explanation Saved the Day.

"Another experience I had was with a country

woman, who was a very careful shopper, but who
always paid cash for everything she purchased. 1

generally waited on her when she came to our store,

and, in fact, had waited on her several times in suc-

cession and thus became familiar with her peculiar-

ities.

"I had been busy with other customers when this

lady entered the last few times, and when I waited

on her the last time, she asked me what was the mat-

ter with the proprietor, saying, T have felt that he-

is not as friendly with me as he used toljeT Does

he not want me to deal here, or have we done any-

thing to offend him?'

•'I hastened to explain that the proprietor had

not been enjoying the best of health lately, and at

presenl was under the doctor's care.

"When the proprietor came in again, the lady

spoke to him, and enquired about his health, ex-

lending her sympathy. A little explanation in this

case certainly held a customer. Had she gone away
feeling that her business was not wanted, she cer-

tainly would not have returned.

"It pays to study your customers carefully ami

be sure that they are satisfied before they leave the

store."

Courtesy a Good Investment.

Little courteous attentions here and there make
more sales aim customers "than this world dreams
of." A salesman, who is now with a firm in Van
couver, and was formerly in the Manchester de-

partment of a retail store in Auckland, New Zea-

land, tell- the following experience:

"1 had been attending to an elderly woman ami
Mild her a short Length of llanuellette.

"Having given a negative reply to my question

if there was anything else I could show her, she

was leaving for the door, when I noticed she was

eaiiying a number of small parcels.

"I asked if I could make a neater parcel of them?
She refused at first, not wishing to trouble me; but

I persisted, and chatting pleasantly all the while,

made up a decent parcel.

"While waiting, she noticed some quilts in the

fixture, and mentioning that her daughter, who was

about to be married, was looking for a quilt of that

make, asked to see them. I spared neither trouble

nor time, but showed her a good range. She bought

nothing further, but, asking my name, said she

would send her daughter down to see.

"The following afternoon the daughter, and evi-

dently her fiance, came along, asked for me, bought

a good quantity at my counter of such articles as

quilts, sheets, etc., and then went right through the

store, buying most of their housefurnishings and
wedding outfit in the other departments.

"They afterwards became good and regular cus-

tomers of the house.

"Of course, there was a great deal of luck in the

old lady's eye catching the particular line of quilts

for which they were looking, but if I had not tied

up that parcel and so brought her back to the coun-

ler. the opportunity would have been lost, and I

-hail always look upon their custom as the direct

ret mn for the small outlay of the paper and string.

I think I was well repaid for my time and trouble

by their always asking for me when buying at my
counter during the remainder of the time I stayed

at that store."

ANGUS McNAUGHTON, Huntingdon, Que.,

Who is a frequent contributor to discussions on salesmanship
in The Dry Goods Review. Mr. McNaughton is 56 years of age
and has been 42 years behind the counter, as salesman and mer-
chant.
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THE TRADE IS BEGINNING TO REALIZE

that to save 25 to 1 00 per cent.

by buying direct from us

is worth while.

Write us for a sample order and you will be convinced that our lines

are the best selling on the market, which you can obtain at the lowest

figure.

These are our present leaders
Velvet Turbans and Toque Styles, in newest de-

signs, with colored silk plush, and silk crowns, at $18.00 per doz.

Silk Hats in variety of six leading shapes and
colors, at $18.00 per doz.

Large Pressed Velvet Hats in Navy and Black, at $15.00 per doz.

Small and Large Shapes in Felt, at $9.00 per doz.

The most exclusive line of Buckram Shapes,
offered at $2.25 per doz.

(quarter dozen lots of a style)

Separate Crowns, in different styles, at $1.25 per doz.

Prompt attention given to all Mail Orders.

Pay on receipt of goods to your satisfaction.

©nflftrrarjil HI so ft <lk Wwmm® €>©mpmm

Phase mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Features of this Department.

Instructions as to details of construction of five

stylish millinery models.

Latest news from the millinery centres, descrip-

tive of feather, ribbon and other trimming novelties.

Advance news with reference to the preferred shapes.

How to Make and Trim Modern Millinery
Five Models in Which Several Striking Style Features are Embodied — Details

of Construction Described for the Guidance of the Millinery Workroom
The hats described in this article are shown on pages 18 and 20.

NO. 1.—Draped turban of purple velvet, trim-

med with wings in natural shades. Frame
measurements: head size, twenty-three inch-

es ;
brim wires, four inches ; outside measure-

ment, thirty-four inches. Base of crown, thirty-one

inches; dome wires, seventeen inches. If made in

wire, cover the frame with white muslin. Ribbon,

three inches wide, is used to form the edge of this

brim. Cut the ribbon into lengths of seven inches;

fold in the one edge three-quarters of an inch, allow-

ing the next piece to lap over so that your folds are

about one and one-half inches apart, commencing
at the left side front working around the back to the

right side front, with three inches of the ribbon on
the top brim.

Tbe drape consists of one and one-half yards of

velvet on the straight, the outer corners of each end
fold under the front to the head size, draped high at

the back.

The double wing which comes all in one piece is

placed across the front, so that the wings mount high
at each side and toward the back.

The ornament is made of satin cordings. The
centre cabochon is 'made on a buckram disc, two and
one-half inches in diameter, slightly raised in the
((litre, and bound with a bias piece of the satin, from
ihi- radiate the five leaves, making the centre one
Hi'-! and sewing the others to it,

It will require three and one-half yards of ribbon
three inches wide, one-half yard of satin on the
I 'ias, one yard and one-half of velvet, and the wings
for the construction of this model.

No. 2.—Model in King's blue, showing the new
plaid velvet ribbon.

Measurements for the frame: Head size, twenty-
two inches; front, six inches; back, six and one-half
inches; -ides, seven inches; outside, fifty inches; base

of crown, thirty-two inches; dome wires, sixteen

and one-half inches.

The upper brim is velvet of a lighter tone than
the facing and is covered plain. The facing is fitted

in plain, having the seam required at the back, and
finished at the edge over a wire. The crown is drap-

ed all over with the plaid ribbon, finished at the right

side front with an immense flat bow standing. This
bow is mounted from the crown on a wire leaf frame.

It will require three-quarters of a yard of each shade
of velvet and two yards and three-quarters of ribbon,

nine inches wide.

No. 3.—Small lace model with tam-o'shanter
crown of brown velvet, and old gold metallic roses.

Measurements of frame: Head size, twenty-three
inches; brim wires, two and one-half to six inches;

face wire, thirty-four inches; outside wire, thirty-

nine inches. Base of crown, thirty-one inches; dome
wires, fifteen inches. Cover the crown with muslin.
Make the brim of white wire and cover it with cream
chiffon, binding the edge with a couple of thickness-

es of maline.

The brim is faced with fluted Val. lace, one and
one-quarter inches wide, and sewn three-quarters of

an inch apart.

The tarn is made from two circles of velvet, six-

teen inches in diameter, when' finished, joined to-

gether with an ordinary seam, a circle cut from the
under one to fit over the crown, the tarn being pulled
well down over the crown, finished at the base with
a soft twist of maline. The brim is rolled high at

the left side and finished with a spray of old gold
roses.

It will require one yard of velvet for the tarn

and two dozen lace for the brim.
No. 4.—Black and white model, featuring wings

as a trimming.
Continued .in page 22.
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Hats From All Periods

Variety of Shape is a Feature of the New
Models — Majority Have Very High Crowns

— Some Odd Combinations

CONSIDERING the immense variety of shapes

and the wealth of novelty in the materials

and trimmings used, it would seem as

though it would be practically impossible for mil-

linery fashions to simmer down to just one shape or

fabric. The majority of the new shapes are small

or medium sized, and those that are larger, as seen so

far, are of the dress variety. The shapes are almost

startlingly novel in outline and in the way in which

the trimming is posed on the hat, but they are ex-

tremely smart in effect and therefore promise to

please.

The majority of shapes have very high crown.-,

and where the crown has not this lowering altitude.

the w;i> the trimming is applied supplies the lack.

Milliner- have gone to no one epoch for inspiration

this year but have taken features and idea.- from al-

most all ages. Even the loth century hennin is

pressed into service, and there are many L6th models.

These are shown along side of antique helmets ami

early Victorian bonnets and capelines.

Pierrot, Tyrolean and the magician or Welsh

bats with tiny stiff brims and high pointed crowns

are immensely favored. There are Watteau and

Louis XVI shapes, shading the face and showing a

high raised poke at the back. Nor are the Napoleon

styles absent, for there are some very smart bicorne

and tricorne model-, particularly in the fur hat-.

Draued Hindu turbans with the point up at the

front and another Oriental idea is the tarbosh or

Turkish fez cap. Away from the high crowned

models are the berettas and Scotch tarns. The hel-

met shapes of the Spring are also shown, but with

modifications and changes that bring them into line

with present fashions. The new idea is to set the

helmet across the head and often the crown is this

shape while the brim turns up and follows the shape

of the crown.

High Crown With Rolling Brim.

Another odd combination is the uniting of the

high pointed crown with a wide rolling picture brim,

or with a poke brim.

A beautiful hat of this kind, seen at the openings,

was of black velvet. The crown was a draped one,

the line- of the draping elongated to conform to the

high pointed sugar-loaf crown of the shape. The

large picture brim drooped slightly all round but

rolled up softly to the left side. This was covered

with black velvet and was plainly faced with white

corded silk. Set wreath fashion around the crown

was a row of snow-white feather cabochons.

Berettas are made of six or eight sections of vel-

vet, the centre of the joinings hidden under a button

or fancy cabochon. Little caps of the Peter Pan
type ai • made in two sections put together with a

piping and decorated with rows of machine stitching

and with the quill of felt or velvet.

Novelties for Draping.
Velvet, uncut velvet, velour. plush, two-toned

velvets, felt, .-cratch felt, cord silks and Ottomans,
satin and wood silk fabric are all used for making or

covering shapes. Other novelties for the same pur-

pose are imitations of Persian lamb and broadtail.

Changeable effects in glace taffeta, satin in corded

and serge weaves are high style. They are used for

pleatings, ruchings, wing effects, and drapes. The
new cap-like models have a thick ruching with the

edges frayed out as a. brim, and high-crowned models

are shown completely covered with over-wrapping

Poque model in velvet, illustrating unique application

of ribbon as crown trimming, a feature of the new styles.

pleatings or frills. The colors are deddedly early

Victorian. Such old-fashioned blends as apple green

and mauve, old gold and rose, crimson and powder

hi iic. light blue and deep violet are shown.

Broadcloths for Facing.

One of the latest notes is the use of broadcloth

for facuigs or for covering the crown when tl;e rest of

the hat is of velvet or some of the other rich .-ilk

uillinery fabrics shown this season

Plateaux and hoods of felt are often used and

mr.ny of these are reversible, the two sides being in

contrasting colors. Pretty collapsible caps are made

of draped hoods and are trimmed with cord or knit-

ted wood silk girdles finished with tassels of chenille

balls.
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Opportunity Knocks

Your attention for

a moment, please.

WE ARE PRODUCING
Profit-Making Hats

Ready-to-Wear, Semi-Trimmed
and Trimmed

Your department can use them because
of the appeal of good style without big

prices.

You can enter into an alliance with us
and count on our ability to supply you
with extra values and quick service.

Shall we send you a sample assorted
dozen or more ? You'll sure be repeat-
ing them inside a week.

Continental Manufacturers Syndicate
LIMITED

77 York Street, - - - TORONTO
MONTREAL REPRESENTATIVES

:

Messrs. Hopwood & Bryant, Room 53 Beardmore Building, Montreal, Que.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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No. 1 — Draped turban of purple velvet, trim- No. 2 — Model in King's blue, showing the new
mings and wings in natural shades. plaid velvet ribbon.

No. 3 — Small lace model with Tarn O'Shanter No. 4 — Black and white model featuring wings
crown of brown velvet and old gold metallic roses as a trimming.

For details of description see page 15.
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MILLINERY COMMISSIONERS LIMITED

MILLINERY IN CANADA
ON A COMMISSION BASIS

To us has been allotted the distinction of introducing millinery on

a commission basis-MILLINERY PRICED FOR QUANTITY
ORDERS, SURE PAYMENTS AND NO RETURNS.

If you are interested in medium and high-class millinery, you

cannot help being especially interested in our line. It wins you at first

glance, and convinces you through comparisons. You see for yourself

that there is assurance of better profits, better styles and better

made goods.

If yours is a lower grade or cheaper trade, we cannot serve you,

because we have made ourselves specialists in high-grade millinery—
flowers, feathers and shapes— and are pursuing this end of the business

with aggressive and convincing persistency.

Our new Spring import range, which we are about to place on

the road, comprises the best numbers of forty-seven different manufacturers

and in its bewitching variety has been described as the most extensive

and interesting high-class range of millinery shown in Canada.

See it when one of our representatives calls on you and further

persuasion will be unnecessary.

We are able and willing to prove that we do business with most

of the laige departmental stores in Canada - no meagre evidence of

our values, styles and ability to serve you profitably.

MILLINERY COMMISSIONERS Limited
7 FRONT STREET EAST, TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Feathers and Ornaments
In Many Hats Feather Forms the Whole Trim-

ming — Pine Tree Effects Favored — Swansdown

Revived — Imitations in Worsted

Ostrich and fancy feather effects occupy a big

place in the trimming effects of the new season.

Practically every model shows feather trimming of

some kind and the hats are numerous in which the

feather forms the whole trimming, and as many
mounts are of voluminous size these models are by

no means scantily draped.

French plumes and willows are as fashionable as

ever and it is an impossibility to even attempt to

describe the fancy effects shown in ostrich, so numer-

ous are they.

Broad panache effects and high mounts of from

four to six plumes, or built up from a number of

small plumes and tips, are shown. The form, it

seems, matters little if only the mount is large

enough and has sufficient height. Long uncurled

plumes carry heavy tips of shorter feathers, and in

great favor are the straight uncurled plumes that arc

used to wreathe a crown or lie flat across it. Usually

two of these flat plumes are used together, the one in

black and the other in white or some contrasting

color. A very favored effect is the new pine tree

mount in uncurled ostrich.

This mount is formed of a plume of clipped

ostrich with the flues made, radiate downwards in-

stead of the natural way and giving a spiky pointed

bead, shaped like a pine tree seen against the sky.

One, two and three feathers are mounted together.

Fringe plumes and fringes of ostrich in all

widths and shades are being used in great quanti-

ties and many have marabout mixed in. Marabout
alone and mixed with ostrich and other feathers are

decidedly fashionable. An old revival in this class

is the use of swansdown. Spirals, whirls and mounts
in aigrette are in great favor in the European fashion

centres; though, of course, their sale is now much
restricted in the United States. Paradise is used on
many handsome models.

Wonderful mounts are showing in the making
of which the feathers of a big variety of fowl and
birds have been pressed into service. These feathers

are treated, dyed and blended until the result is

shown in the many exquisite and elaborate orna-

ments. Wings are shown in all sizes and in all im-

aginable styles, colors and effects and all kinds of

In-east, throat and wing feathers are used in their

production.

Breasts, bird bodies, pasted quills, feather cabo-

chons and buckles, fluffy pom pom of peacock are a.

few among the many new feather effects.

Hackle and coque are greatly favored, not only in

Spanish, but in burnt and in fancy dyed colors.

Bands, pom pons and many fancy mounts are

fashionable.

The Indian Chief band of breast and stiff wing
feather- are a much admired trimming. Sometimes
the place of the stiff feathers is taken by Goura and
the result is a most attractive trimming.

_
Feather effects are also imitated in worsted. Large

quills and wing effects are seen done in long and
short stitch. These are, as a rule, in green and blue,

THE LATEST

New York Creations

Black and White Fur Flowers for Fur Hats

Gold and Metallic Flowers for Dress Hats

Metallic Flower IVreaths and Novelty effects

The above are the latest New York effects

shown on Fifth Avenue and Broadway.

To the many Canadian Millinery

Stores with whom we have dealings

—

and to others with whom we have not

up to the present had the pleasure of

doing business with— upon receipt of

coupon contained in this advertisement,

filled out with your name and address,

we will send a small sample assortment

of these latest novelties—Something

New — They'i e Novelties — different

from anything shown this season in

Canada— and they'll sell-

Our main object in doing this is not

the amount you order but simply to

show you what we have to offer at the

present time and to convince you that

we always carry the latest and best

selling New York Flower and Fancy
Feather Novelties.

Our Representatives will cover Can-
ada with a complete line for Spring.

Fill in coupon and mail it to us to-

dav. The goods we will send you

will help your millinery business when
you receive them.

A trial is all we ask.

able if not satisfactory.

Goods return-

Sternberger, Ballerstein ^
& Company ^r

FLOWER & FANCY FEATHER
NOVELTIES

36 West 22nd St.

& &

NEW YORK <$? JL.

CITY ^ jt/ ,

&.#

4? *

>''

<&
*//

*
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black and white, and in Oriental combinations of

color. Bands and ornaments worked in Oriental

designs on black net arc one of the novelties of the

moment.
Bands of imitation Persian lamb are embroidered

with chenille and beads in the above rich patterns

and colorings.

Worsted and chenille cords, tassels, tissues with

metal threads woven in are used in many ways.

Last, but by no means least, comes fringe. Both
in silk cord, lacet and in beaded effects, they prom-
ise to be one of the most popular trimming features

this season.

$

Ribbons Freely Used

The millinery ribbons for the coming season are

particularly rich and the bows used are both large

and high, so much so that practically all are wired.

Taffetas, grosgrains and Ottomans arc the favored

weaves, and the new Terry or cord weaves have sold

well. In novelty ribbons, stripes in two or three dis-

tinct fabrics and colors are new. Warp print in soft

rich tints having the design in velvet are exquisite.

AVide scarrings with the edges in Roman stripes are

shown in taffetas and are intended for the big high
bows now so fashionable.

Rich brocades with metal stripes are also includ-

ed in the rich showing of millinery ribbons this

season. Quite a favored trimming at the opening
was a large bow of wired ribbon edged on one side

only with a marabout fringe exactly matching in

color. This effect was seen on many smart hats and
showed a well liked combination of two favored
trimmings.

-$-

How to Make and Trim Millinery.

Continued from Page 15

This is a blocked velvet shape having a white
corded silk crown.

There are two pair of wings used to trim this

model, one pair is quite broad, and one of each
kind is used at each side. They arc arranged to

cross in front so that the ends mount high toward
the back.

No. 5.—Medium-sized black and white model,
trimmed with fancy uncurled ostrich mount.

Frame measurements: Head size, twenty-three

inches; front, four to seven inches; back, four and
one-half to seven and one-half inches; sides, four to

eight inches; face wire, forty-two inches; outside,

fifty-five inches; base of crown, thirty-two inches;

dome wires, seventeen inches.

This frame is made in buckram or willow, but
will require to have a pressed crown. Bind the wires

with strips of bias muslin, and you will require to

pad the facing with sheet wadding at the crease

where the brim rolls up. White chamois is used for

the top of the bat. a piece being stretched perfectly

plain over the crown, finished at the base with a cord

of black velvet. The upper brim is covered plain to

the bottom of the roll only, with the chamois. The
remainder of the top brim is covered with velvet,

using a bias piece, stretched to fit smoothly, and
finished where it joins the chamois over a black

satin wire. The facing is of bias velvet, the edge
finished over a wire and stretched so that the velvet

wire fits smoothly over the roll, then pleated in neat-

ly to lit the bead size.

The trimming consists of two fancy uncurled
feather mounts, arranged to stand high at the left

side of the crown.

It will require one and one-half yards of black

velvet on the bias for covering and the chamois.

MANU-

FACTURERS

OF

OSTRICH
PARADISE

OSPREYS
MARABOU

DOMINION OSTRICH FEATHER COMPANY, Limited

96-100 SPAOINA AVENUE. TORONTO— SPRING 1912—

=

Make no selections until you see our collection for Spring 1912 of

FLOWERS, FOLIAGE, MOHAIR AND RAMIE BRAIDS AND TRIMMINGS, RIBBONS,
SILKS, LACES AND MILLINERY NOVELTIES.

Our representative will call on you shortly, and we invite you to look at the collection.

We can please you.

Elliott, Sherring a Co., Limited
MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS AND IMPORTERS OF MILLINERY

Ogilvie Building, 37 Wellington Street West TORONTO



The Secret of Successful Advertising
Regularity and Persistency Must be the Basis — Advertiser Who Adopts
Spasmodic Methods is Unfair to Himself and Also to the Publication

" Test " Advertisements Practically Useless
(By R. C Freeman in the "New York Evening Mail")

THE basis of all successful advertising is regu-

larity and persistency.

Spasmodic advertisements — advertise-

ments run now and then without any definite

plan of campaign—very rarely bring results.

It is a mistake for any merchant or manufac-
turer to run one or two, or even a dozen, advertise-

ments and expect to get business as a result of them
—he might just as well throw the money away for

all the good it will do him.
It is constant repetition that counts in advertis-

ing—keeping one's name before the public all of

the time.

No matter how small the announcement, if it is

run regularly, it will make an impression on the

public—people will get in the habit of looking for

it, and when they need the article advertised, they
will respond to the advertisement.

There are times, of course, when a single adver-

tisement is all that is necessary to attain the result

desired—but that is only in special cases.

Develop Business by Advertising.

The merchant or manufacturer who runs only

one or two advertisements in any publication and
expects results from them, is not only unfair to him-
self, but is unfair to the publication as well.

There is no publication big enough or

strong enough to pay any advertiser on
a few insertions. That is the reason "test"

advertisements are practically useless in de-

termining any publication's value as an advertising

medium.
And that is why publications should refuse to

print single advertisements, when such advertise-

ments are to be used to "try out" the publication.

Mr. Freeman has had many years of practical

experience with all kinds of advertising. He knows
what pays and what does not. He himself has been
such an unusual success that he has come to be re-

garded as one of the best authorities in the United
States on the subject of making advertising pay.

All experienced business men will agree with Mr.
Freeman in what he has said above, but a great many
of them will say, "We can't afford to keep a man to

plan and carry out regularly and systematically a

campaign which we admit is necessary and would
pay us, and we have not time to do it ourselves."

There are few houses which have not some young-
man who could be trained to do the work, but they
hesitate to do so; it would mean more supervision

for an already overworked manager.

The MacLean Service.
The MacLean newspapers have a department

with men and artists specially trained to handle such
work for firms who feel it will take too much out of

them to attend to it themselves. All a merchant or

manufacturer need do is to call at their office, or

have a MacLean representative call on him; explain
to him the important lines he wants to sell—the ter-

ritory he wishes to cover.

MacLean experts will discuss it with his associ-

ates and submit and discuss a plan. When it is ap-

proved of the MacLean expert returns and sets his

writers and artists to work to prepare copy to cover

regular advertising for a year. Of course, these men
work for the papers owned by the MacLean Pub-
lishing Co. only, but many advertisers take the

copy after it has been used in the MacLean papers

and inserts it in any paper to tell people in a differ-

ent field from those covered by the MacLean papers.

For example, a belting manufacturer will reach the

hardware trade, power houses, etc., through the

various MacLean papers that are read by the ma-
jority of the people in these industries, and transfer

the same plates to another paper that is read only
by men interested in the operation of mines.—The
Editor.

*

City Stores Didn't Get This Order

In the following incident, described by a sales-

man, a customer nearly escaped because a member
of the staff was not sufficiently enthusiastic about
his own goods:

A customer asked the prices of Japanese mat-
ting. She said she could get it very cheap in To-
ronto, but she would have to take a 40-yard end of

the same piece. She said she had three rooms which
she wanted to cover and would like a different pat-

tern for each one.

"Now," she went on, "if you can let me have the
three patterns at as low a price I will buy from you
and let the Toronto offer go."

"Well," the clerk said, "we can't meet those

prices. I know you can buy it cheaper in Toronto."

He did not as much as ask the lady to come
up to the carpet department. He started talking

about the weather, etc., and was about letting the

lady out of the front door, when another clerk, who
had heard was was going on, came up and in a few
well-chosen words got her to come back and see the
mattings.

He explained to her that if she took 40 yards
of any one piece he would let her have it at a cut

price.

"This," he said, "is what the Toronto store had
in view by trying to make you take a stated number
of yards, which is practically a whole piece, leaving

no remnants on their hands, but on yours. If you
will give me the sizes of your rooms I will try and
match the patterns so that there will be as little

waste as possible, and you pay for what I cut off the

piece only. Besides, you can have a different pat-

tern for each room."
She admitted she might as well pay a little

more per yard and save that much by only taking
as many yards as she required of each piece, and
have it to suit her taste.

The sale was made and she thanked the clerk

for calling her back.



Seen in City Stores

A Visit to the Hosiery, Underwear and Knitted

Goods Department — Notes on Some of the

Novelties— Values and Conditions Found
at Opening Time

First impressions of stock assortments of ladies'

sweater coats in the larger stores would favor car-

dinal and scarlet as the predominating colors. On
closer inspection, white with blue or red, soft greys

and fawns or browns with quantities of plain white

in Co-ed, Norfolk, and double or single-breasted

styles are equally represented throughout the dif-

ferent styles. Skating suits are in grey and red and

white with sky. Cardigan and fancy stitches are

equally good. Coats in 27 to 36-inch lengths, with

a sprinkling of 45-inch garments, are shown.

Knitted goods for cool weather wear shown in

windows include many novelties—fancy shawls in

honeycomb and stripes in silk and wool, fancy stitch

in cream, pink and blue combinations; silk fascina-

tors in all wood and silk, and wool opera scarfs of

blue, pink, helio ami purple; plain and two-color

crochet slippers in cardinal, pink, grey and

Mack ami white, and dainty crochet coat- with silk

ribbon trimmings to match for infants.

A novelty silk and wool sweater coat in a fancy

stitch was trimmed with black and white .-tripe

silk. Long roll collar, pockets ami turn-back cuffs

being striking in effect on a 30-inch garment.

Crochet .-ilk motor scarfs, long silk and wool

knitted head or shoulder throws in soft, shades

cream, sky. pink, mauve and grey promise well.

Knotted -ilk mufflers for men and women are much
admired. Sale-ladies are expecting a good demand
with seasonable weather.

Heavy imported shoulder shawls, plain and

plaid-back traveling rugs and velour-fmished shawls

for driving, in plaids and mixed greys, are darker

than formerly. Oxfords sell best.

1 land-crochet aviation caps in plain shade-,

white, navy, cardinal ami fancies in these colors,

with white or white trimmed with pom-poms or in-

set design in colors are forward.

Misses' muffs, knitted of fine yarns and given

a brush finish, are essentially a cloud, rolled and

finished with fancy-colored ends to i^ive a panel

effect. Hed and white and blue and white combina-

tions are offered to try this novelty out.

Plain weave ami honeycomb toques are usually

one color and are not shown to the extent of last

year. Regulation hockey caps in plain and con-

trasting colors, red, grey, navy, black and royal, are

more favored. Five-pointed styles with knotted

points are seen most frequently.

Different sizes in children's Busters, scarlet and
grey, with gaiters to match, are shown on small

figures.

Machine and hand-finished sweater coats for men
are mostly in plain shades, although several neat

combinations are seen in greys, fawns, khaki, ma-
roon and even scarlet. Athletic styles are placed in

cases and on figures and include navy and red on

white. One style seen was a combination of cream
and fawn. High-fitting, turnover and shawl col-

lars are preferred.

In the ranges of hoys' sweaters from 50c to $2

each cardinal, grey and navy are the best sellers.

Several two-color styles are sold at these prices.

Llama hose at 29c pair. This is a regular line

on departmental store counters. It is very similar

to a quality at $3 a dozen, in the wholesale trade,

and quantity buying has made this possible. Mer-

chants can meet it if they wish.

Flowered fancies in cashmere hosiery, black, with

<|iiite an elaborate design worked on and displays

ticketed, "Unequalled qualities, all sizes, 3 pairs for

$1," are shown in different departments. The only

advantage, if any, is in the pattern selected by buy-

er.- in each case.

Silk hosiery in 10 to 20-dozen lots are coming
to hand for early Fall selling, and samples are

shown in a serviceable quality of silk with lisle heel,

loe. and wide garter top. Seamless feet and nicely

finished shapes lines to cost $4.50, in silk, are leaders

for value.

Evening shades in beautiful qualities, silk hos-

iery with floral and lace ankle, sky, champagne,

helio, pink, grey and black in plain colors, with

white in preference are sold in qualities from $1 to

$2.50 in all silk qualities.

There are many people who ask year after year

for Canadian makes of heavy worsted ribbed hos-

iery for boys, and at present new goods are being

brought forward to stock boxes. The quality ranges

run 35c to 50c ami 50c to 75c for sizes from 6y2 to

10 inches, although some stores do not buy larger

than 9V> in. to average their profit. Departments

in some cases ask 10c a pair more for size 10 in

both numbers.
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TRADE MARK. TRADt MARK
ASK FOR

BURNLEY'S WOOLS.
REGISTERED REGISTERED

Scotch

Fingerings,

Vanguard,

15's, 12's

Fine.

Hosiery

Yarns,
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Soft

Knittings,

B. Imperial,

Soft Spun

Vanguard

Fine.

Oh and 00

Worsteds,

&c, &c.
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LSTABLISHED 1752

THOMAS BURNLEY & SONS, LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF SCOTCH FINGERING & KNITTING WOOLS.

GOMERSAL MILLS, nr. LEEDS, ENGLAND.
AGENT:—DAVID M. CHORLTON : 149 NOTRE DAME STREET WEST, MONTREAL

THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262,005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST In the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI-
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends.

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN
FOOTWEAR

To be had from any of the Leading

Wholesale Dry Goods Houses

RIBBED UNDERWEAR
has the reputation that draws
business.

For soft texture, easy fit, com-
fort and wear it has no superior.

We back you with service and
quality.

Our prices allow you a good
profit. See our lines.

The C. Turnbull Co. of Gait, Limited

GALT, ONTARIO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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The Buyers' Viewpoint

The relative selling importance of

colors for Spring, so far as confirmed by

reliable indications, will be white, blues,

browns and yellow shades, purples, greens,

reds and greys.

Selected Colors for Spring

The Review's Forecast Gives Relative Selling

Importance of the New Shades — White
Chosen for First Place

White will be in first place and will also be liberally

used in combination with other colors and
black.

I Jim's.—At the present moment, blues over-sell any
one color. About half of a day's sales will be

in shades of blue. This favor promises to con-

tinue. Prominent shades are: Navy, Corbeau
or crow, Copenhagen, Wedgewood, Bluebird,

Hindu, sky.

Brown.- and Yellow Shades.—These are steadily gain-

ing ground. Yellows, tans and tiger shades are

prominent in the imported models. Cream, bis-

cuit and yellow-brown are very much in evi-

dence. Prominent shades are: Cream, biscuit,

champagne, yellow tan, caramel, golden tan,

cinnamon, chamois, lemon, gold, tabac, nut,

seal, bronze, brown.

Purples—Deep, dull shades in silks and woollens.

Lavenders and amethyst shades for wash fabrics

and evening wear. Rich royal purple is strong

in New York, but this is a rapidity merging into

softer tones. The new colors are: Puce, plum,
light, mid and deep lavender.

Greens.—With the exception of one rich vivid shade
of apple or cucumber green, the new shades
are translucent and cool, highly suitable to

Spring and Summer wear. They are soft, blue-

green, or yellowish green pastel tints. The most
prominent are: Olive, serpent, green-blue, cela-

don, light and dark reseda, bronze green.

Eed Shades.—The red shades are only used in com-
bination with deep blues, purples, greens or

greys. The new red is ruby, a color closely re-

sembling cerise. Solferino is another shade of

the same class. Rose and pink are also combin-
ation colors.

Greys.—Grey is very prominent in all fabrics. The
greys selected are silver, nickel, dove, pearl and
greenish taupe.

Spring Fabric Novelties
Development Rather Than Change (Indicated

— Satins and Messalines — Serges the Leading

Materials — Soft Finished Piques

ADVANCE buying for the Spring and Sum-
mer season of 1912 is now in progress, and
judging from the sample collections now
offering, and from the materials and fabrics

that are closing the waning Summer in a high posi-

tion, there will be a further development along pres-

ent lines rather than the presentation of any strik-

ing new novelty. No new material effects have de-

veloped nor give any promise of developing at pres-

ent.

It is to a following along present lines, together

with a re-arrangement of design, and an extension of

the list of colors, and the introduction of new com-
binations that the trade must look for the popular
new ideas.

In the manner of making gowns there is more of

an evolution than a decided change of style taking

place. Soft-clinging modes are still the favor,

though there is a more easy and graceful flow to

them. The smart gown is still of the softest satin

with an over-dress or drapery of sheer fabric which,
while softenin" the glittering sheen of the satin,
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shows its beauty, and the play of light and color in

its folds This means that such fabrics as chiffons,

mousselines, ninons, voiles, tulles and nets will con-

tinue in high favor.

Soft Satins to Lead.

In silks, the same tendency is also visible, and

the soft satins now so fashionable will, for a season

1 ii( ire at least, be the leaders in their line. Satins will

be wanted for foundation purposes, and for costumes

as at present, Also the tendency to use satins for

the smart little tailored dresses which is so marked
in the better trade will develop further. Satins will

be wanted in suitable weights for street wear in the

form of short and long dressy outer wraps and for

smart tailored suits.

Messalines have established their place with both

the cutting-up and the counter trade, and it will re-

quire special merits on the part of a rival fabric be-

fore any strong movement on the part of a rival

fabric takes place. Such an effort is being made on

the part of taffeta and taffeta promises to gain ground
somewhat during the coming Spring season.

The French dressmakers and milliners have suc-

cessfully launched soft, bright-finished taffetas in

Paris, and while Paris has taken to them, and the

high-class trade in New York is beginning to con-

sider them, it would seem as though more time was
required to give taffetas a high place in popular

favor. Also it must be remembered that the taffeta

used in Paris and New York is essentially a high-

class fabric with soft even warp and weft that gives

luster, firmness and sheerness. In short, it is a differ-

ent cloth to the taffeta of ordinary trade.

Big Vogue op Borders.

Everything points to a big vogue of borders in

all dress fabrics. The newest notes in fashion are

coming from periods when borders and bayaderes
were used and there should be a demand for bordered
fabrics in the coming Spring.

Borders have been gradually advancing in favor

for two or three seasons and since the retail season

this Fall opened up have materially increased their

lead. The big use of band trimmings and of wide
lace bands is also pointing the way towards a greater

use of borders. Beautiful new effects in woven and
iacquard novelties in brocades, broches. and in satin

and silk serge stripes are shown in soft, rich color

effects and combinations.

Not only will plain fabrics show borders, but
there will be many bordered effects used on striped

materials, The new stripes, be they in hair-line or

in wider effects, are placed far apart and wide spac-

ings promises to be the new note in stripings. Hair-
lines and Pekins are also very much in evidence.

Favor for Whtte Fabrics. \

A movement every buyer should carefully note
is the tendency that is so strongly evident in favor of
white fabrics. This will be particularly pronounced
in the case of serges and a bio; season in both rough
and smooth makes is predicted. "White Bedford
cord is another fabric that should be noted. Dresses
of hollow cut cords are very fashionable and the ultra
smart woman is favoring white. For the Spring of
1012. soft-finished piques particularly in wide wale
effects running about 5 ribs to the inch and the
prominence erven to rib goods both in cords and
piques, should help Bedford cords.

Embroideries Will be Strong.

The strongest development of the Summer has
been in favor of eyelet embroideries, and English
eyelet embroidery on batiste, nainsook and muslin
will have a high place in next Summer's fabrics.

Silk and cotton fabrics have made for themselves
a, permanent place in every dress goods collection

and they will again occupy the same place as sup-

plying an intermediate place between cotton and silk

fabrics. Many bordered goods will be shown in

these fairies, and all white or black and white com-
binations will be very prominent,

Silk and cotton poplin and cord weaves will be
very popular. The stronger vogue of heavy cotton

materials should help the sale of dress linens.

&-

The New York Market
Satins Still in the Lead — Glace and Changeable

Taffetas the High Novelty — Rich Brocades
in Metal and Velvet in Tapestry Patterns
for Millinery Gowns and Opera Cloaks

(Staff Correspondence)

New York, Sept. 15, 1911.

Fashion is favoring rough cloths and the big

business of the Fall season will undoubtedly be done
on this class of fabrics. Search through the New
York market for what is particularly new in dress

fabrics reveals the fact that the double-faced cloths

are one of the leading features and one that is in-

creasing its lead.

KING'S
atabllehed 1771

FAMOUS
•old by leading; Jobbere.

SCOTCH
vary pleoe perfect

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands for neariT a
century and a quarter, hare

been recognized by the Trad*
of the world ae the moit reli-

able and saleable shading made.

for Its non-shrinking qualitits

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on
every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son
are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading
for the money in the market,
and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

Canadian Representatives:

CAMPBELL SMIBERT & CO.,

210 St. James Street - - Montreal
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Borders are also growing distinctly in favor and

save in the case of the extra heavy boucle effects

are selling well. Here, again, serges lead, but rough

tweeds and homespuns and cheviots are also strongly

featured.

A novelty in bordered goods that has caught on

is one of Scotch plaid about 9 in. wide, with the

plaid effect heightened and outlined with lines of

boucle. Borders formed of lines of boucle or satin-

finished stripes arc also in the nature of a good sell-

ing novelty.

Wide wales are particularly well liked. In plain

cloths there are wide wale cheviots and rough serges,

and in the novelty lines there are the two-tone and

irridescent effects.

Other novelties in rough mannish weaves show

two-toned Mendings, generally of black and color

in hair-line and wider stripe effects.

Grey, Tan and Brown Mixtures.

Rough Scotch effects in tweeds, homespuns and

cheviots, in grey, tan and brown mixtures, are de-

cidedly rhe best sellers in the dress good department.

Though brown and tan mixtures have been so

strongly backed, there is a, decided disposition, now
that selling has commenced, to go back to grey and

black and white mixtures.

The Prominence of Blues.

In plain cloths navy stands at the head of the

list, with coronation blue a very close second. Gar-

net is a coming color and one that is gaining ground

rapidly. Other colors are deep plum, terra-cotta,

bottle green, and a new grey named serpent. This

is the latest Paris color and is a very deep greenish

taupe shade.

Every effort is being made to push broadcloths

and with a fair measure of success, though broad-

cloth is more fashionable as a trimming and facing

fabric than for the whole suit.

Velvet and Velveteens are Strong.

These fabrics came into special prominence last

year, but large as was the sale, the coming season is

one that has more promise for the trade. Big ad-

vance orders have been placed with the manufac-

turers, both here and abroad, and it looks as though

only the fact of the inability to turn out more goods

would put a limit on the velvet and velveteen busi-

ness. Already there are signs of a scarcity develop-

ing in many lines. Last year in velvets was a black

season.

Increasing Favor for Fancies.

Though the big display comes in dark colors

and plain fabrics, there is an increasing disposition

to consider fancies. Grey tweed effects in velveteen

are good, and some novelties show a mixture rib al-

ternating with one of plain color. Printed novel-

ties are also shown. The most interesting show a

kind of diaper pattern in a darker tone printed in a

darker tone of the ground color. Pekin, hair-line

and other stripes are also prominent.

Novelty Velvets.

Gorgeous effects are showing in Lyons novelty

velvets. Rich satin or cord grounds show tapestry

patterns in velvet. Sometimes the ground is two-

tone, or there are metal threads woven in, or the

velvet flowers will be in a deeper shade than that

of the ground color.

Marked Activity in Cottons
Prices are Easier on General Lines— Retail Stocks
Have Been Kept Low — Details of Price Situation

— The Likelihood of Further Reduction

Montreal, Sept. 15.—Cotton is king in the true

sense of the word. Never before in the history of

the country has there been the demand for cotton

in its various forms, as there is at the present time.

This is due to several causes. Probably the excessive

warm weather experienced this season is the chief

cause. Another cause is the increase in the popula-
tion. As a general rule, the merchants have been
keeping their stocks down as low as possible Now
that prices are somewhat easier on general lines,

merchants are showing a marked activity in pur-

chasing their needs in the various lines of cotton

goods.

Some Price Changes.

As stated in a former issue, the price of No. 4

print will he 7 3A cents. This print was 8 cents last

year. And while the prices of the better qualities

remain the same as last year, the quality is better

in the Canadian goods. Canadian manufacturers
are showing many new designs and colorings.

Prints are being used in many ways in which
they were not used in former times. Many house
dresses are now being made from the better-quality

prints. This is for the most part due to the im-
provement in patterns and the dyeing process. In
former times it was hard to obtain a suitable pat-

tern that was fast color. Now many of the patterns

are fast colors, and these, combined with fancy de-

signs, make an ideal dress material.

Many and varied are the patterns and qualities

of the new ginghams. Plaids, checks, stripes and
plain colors are all well represented. The stripes

are seen in all the widths from the narrow hair

stripe to the very wide stripe. The checks are also

shown in a large variety of sizes.

No Change in Many Lines.

The prices are practically the same as they were

last year. A few lines show a slight drop in price.

This decrease amounts to about 5 per cent. Many
of the better lines are priced the same as last year,

but they are of better quality. Consequently, while

paying the same price, merchants will be obtaining

better values for the same price.

Many colorings are being shown in the plaids.

These are used to quite an extent for children's

dresses. Many pretty designs are shown in Scotch

and fancy French plaids in delicate and tartan col-

orings

The bleached cottons are about the same price as

formerly. The cheaper shirtings, lawns, cambrics,

etc., show a slightly lower tendency; while in the

finer qualities the prices are on the upward ten-

dency. The cheaper qualities are made from the

medium and short threads of cotton; but in the

manufacture of the fine grades the long fine threads

of cotton are used. So on an average the present

tendency is for the same, or slightly higher prices.

Grey cottons are steady, with a slight decrease

in price along a few lines. The latest crop reports

show a lower yield of cotton than formerly ex-

pected. With this in view, the prices are bound

to keep up.
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PRIESTLEY'S-'SPRING
1912

Our buyer has just returned from the

European markets. Samples for Spring,

1912, will shortly be in the hands of our
travellers---a range, if possible, excelling

all previous efforts.

PRIESTLEY'S
1911

FOR FALL

WOOL
VELETTA

is in line with

fashion's call

for soft wool

materials for

Fall Suits

WOOL
VELETTA

makes up at-

tractively and
gives splendid

service.

Concord
and Sandown

Serges in

Black, Navy
and Cream.

For durability

and appear-
ance nothing

excels them
for all uses.

Ambrose

The ideal ma-
terial for

Dressy'
Gowns.

A fabric that
you'll like to
wear.

All Good Colors shown
including evening shades

*

SOLE AGENTS FOR PRIESTLEY'S DRESS GOODS

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



CANADIAN
FURTRADE NEWS

Many Advantages in Good Fur Section
It Rounds Out the Modern Dry Goods Store — Sales Possible Summer and
Winter — Location Adjacent to Ready-to-Wear — Opportunities of Present

Season — Pays to be Frank With Customer — Profitable Advertising Schemes

For the "Review" by W. J. Campbell, with The Robinson Co., Napanee.

IT
goes without .saying that a fur department is

a necessary adjunct to round out and equip a

modern dry goods store in Canada to-day. The
retailer who may be short-sighted to this fact is

losing a lot of business.

Midsummer Fur Business.

Canada has. in the past, received much free ad-

vertising of benefit to the fur trade. The whole

traveling world in their mind, associate wheat, furs,

snow and Indians with Canada. The impression is

general that Canada is the best place to buy furs.

It is, therefore, up to Canadians and particularly the

dry goods retailer to take advantage of it. You can

starl right in Midsummer with the American tour-

ist trade and do fur business. Many a satisfactory

sale may be picked up by having on display sonic

strictly Canadian fur garment. Indeed, they will

often purchase garments made from skins that were

originally from United States.

Values Taken for Granted.

The making of a sale to the average American
tourist does not hinge upon a question of value, be-

cause, generally speaking, t lie Canadian value is be-

lieved to be better and is taken for granted.

Who ever heard tell of a Canadian woman look-

ing up a fur bargain in any of our American border

cities? You do not need to be very long in touch

with a Canadian border town, to lind out how eager

the American women are to buy Canadian furs.

This Summer trade can often be reached by per-

sonal circulars addressed to guests of hotels and to

addresses gathered from the social columns of the

press.

Have Invitations Prepared.

A section of daily newspaper advertisement may
be devoted to furs with a special appeal to "Our
American summer visitors in town." If the border

town is a water port and favored with excursions from

time to time, it is well to have on hand a small but
neatly prepared invitation for excursionists, to visit

your store and see the display of Canadian furs.

These may lie distributed at the dock upon arrival

of steamer.

The Best Location.

Adjacent to ready-to-wear department is usually
the better location for furs. In small towns the same
salespeople may sell in both departments. A woman
who has just purchased a handsome suit, is not going
to use witb it a shabby muff or worn-out neck piece
provided the wherewithal is in sight.

Tact Sells Furs.

A tactful saleswoman will often make a double
.-ale by introducing the fur extra. Our winters make
furs a necessity for comfortable wear. No woman
can take long drives in winter and be comfortable
without fur garments. The more prosperous our
country becomes, the more money will be spent in

buying furs.

Muffs are always a good safe proposition. They
may vary from season to season in their size and
make-up, but, as witb other fur garments, can be
remodeled. With short sleeve dresses in vogue muffs
should be better even than usual. The low neck and
collarless waists will all create better demand for

neck pieces. The same remark applies to evening
and opera cloaks. With practically every gown low
neck and short sleeves, furlined coats and fur-collar-

ed cloaks will be particularly strong this winter.

Furlined Coats Should Sell Well.

With muskrat and skunk skins now back to

reasonable prices, there should be lots of business

ahead with women's furlined coats, particularly in

rural sections where women have to take long drives.

For collar and lapels on women's furlined coats the

Alaska sable (skunk) is the most satisfactory.
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Two displays of furs, em
bodying the season's salient
style features, arranged and
photographed specially for
The Review through the
courtesy of Holt, Renfrew
& Co., Toronto. The fixtures
in these rooms are very hand-
some, being of all crotehed
mahogany. The eases are all
elosed in, showing either ma-
hogany doors or mirrors. At
the rear are eases for reserve
stocks. Above, the walls are
covered witli moose and other
game heads, while mounted
skins of grizzly and black
bears, mountain lions, leop-
ards, wolves, cheetahs, lions
and tigers are shown. The
floor is covered with heavy
moss green carpet, harmoniz-
ing with the color scheme.

View of private salesroom
showing stylish pieces in sable,
silver fox, chench iliaand ormine.
Three silver fox skins, each valu-
ed al si. nun, are shown on the
small round table.

To tin' ?ht of this view of the warerooms of Holt, Renfr ew & Co., Toronto, is a beautiful evening wrap of Russian
ermine, trimmed with beagle lace. At the back one can see. a coat of white coney, made with the new deep collar, fashionablytrimmed with black. These coats have become very popular for afternoon and evening wear. The grouping in this photo is inter'.
estiiig. since it shows several very important style features in fur pieces, and also in combination of furs.
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It sells best, will stand a fair margin and always

gives good wear. Minks and Persian lambs, while

good style, will not sell easy as sable. Dyed coon

makes a. good substitute for sable and sell well where
a, lower price is wanted. Our Canadian muskrats
make the warmest and best wearing lining tor selling

at popular prices. Squirrel and kindred soft fur

linings have the advantage of being lighter weight

but they do not have the strength of skin and soon

scuff out.

Familiar With Trade Names.

Be familiar with the proper trade name for all

furs and do not hesitate to give their skin name if

asked for. Hudson seal is a smooth name for a

coat, but the one selling it ought to know whether it

is a northern Canadian muskrat or a Mississippi rat.

Columbia sable (oppossum dyed) should never be

sold as sable. In the selling of fur garments such as

coats it invariably is well to ward off future trouble

by being extremely frank with the customer.

Frank With Customer.

For instance, a woman who buys a Persian lamb
coat for the first time expects perfection, and if it

rips oi- peels in a few days she may become very un-

easy and grouchy, whereas on selling her the coat

you should point out that you believe the coat to be
the best of its kind, but that sometimes the thread
will cut the leather or a weakness may develop in

the skin which will be brought out by a short time
wearing. Tell her that in the event of their being a

weakness, not to be uneasy, because it is liable to

occur with the most expensive garment in the house,

but to bring it in to you and you will replace the

skins if necessary. In this way you have paved the

way that will save serious complaints. A rip on a

fur garment is very apt to occur and is not taken

seriously by those accustomed to handling furs.

Examine [ncoming Shipments.

All incoming shipments of furs should be care-

fully examined immediately after invoice is checked
to see that there is no evidence of moth damage or

imperfections in the skins. A fur department must
not be exposed to a strong glaring light. A subdued
light produced by shades being fastened to brackets
on window sill, and pulled up to top of window is

better than to fasten shades at top and pull down.
Dyed furs of any kind do not look well in the sun-

light. A north light is the best for fur display pur-

poses. The one line store, such as furs alone, has not
the easiest row to hoe to meet the competition of a
fur department with a live dry goods house.

Dry Goods Man's Advantage.

The dry goods man can push furs for all they
are worth for eight months and then use the same
-pace for quick selling Spring and Summer Ready-
to-wears. He can afford to handle them on a close

margin in order to get the turnover.

The small fur dealer has only a limited number
of customers while the dry goods man with many
departments has a continuous flow of buyers, and
attractive displays of furs are sure to arrest their at-

tention. The impression is formed and you have a

prospective customer.

Small Margins.

Me satisfied with small margins and it will help
the other departments just as much as the fur de-

partment. Sell your fur coats just as close as you

do your cottons and you will find it good advertis-

ing. To sell Mrs. Wheat a Persian lamb coat or a.

seal coat means that every woman for six concession
lines, both ways, knows where she bought it, and
about bow much if cost too. If you do business in

a, rural section you require to be even more particu-

lar in selecting your furs than the city dealer.

Makes Customer Solid.

When a farmer buys a coon coat he likes to

have the best one in the neighborhood and it is up
to you to see that every one turned out is a credit to

the store. If you can sell a man or woman in the

country a fur coat, anywhere from $100 to $300,
and it turns out right you have a continuous adver-

tisement in that home for 20 years. They will come
regularly to you for the bulk of their dry goods.

They are your customers and their neighbors know
it.

Altering and Repairing.

An alteration and repair department is a great

help in making sales. It will pay its own way and
feed the department. Some garments may occasion-

ally be made up. but generally speaking a dry goods
man can buy cheaper from some large wholesale

specialty fur house than to build individual gar-

ments. To buy cheaper is to sell cheaper and that

is where the dry goods man wins out in competition

with small fur dealer.

Interest the Prospective Buyer.

All whole-ale furriers issue illustrated catalogues

with price list key. These can usually be had for

the asking. A copy of each may be kept in some
convenient place in the department for reference.

In case you have a prospective buyer who cannot be

pleased from stock, these can be shown and the offer

made to procure same on approval. When a custo-

mer is undecided what to select do not hesitate to

allow garments out on approbation if requested.

Your willingness to comply is an assurance of the

confidence you have in your own goods.

Wholesaler Stands to Lose.

Wreck less shipping out of a season's supply of

fur selling is detrimental to legitimate retailing.

The wholesaler that follows the practice will sooner
or later lose his customer. Furs must be retailed

on a close margin and the retailer will soon find out

that he is paying a premium for the privilege that

he once thought was a, paid-up policy.

Like coupons and trading stamps it is poor busi-

ness and we should do our best to discourage it.

When it comes near the end of the season and the

wholesaler wishes to favor some good retail customer,

by shipping clearing lines on consignment, then it is

a favor without a string and may be mutually profit-

able.

Storage of Furs.

In storing furs for customers, make a charge of

about 2 or 3 per cent, on their own valuation. Before
accepting them for safe keeping, make sure that they

have not been damaged by moth. There are many
people who have goods in their homes partially de-

stroyed by moth and they do not know it and would
be horrified if you hinted at it. Storing furs is one
more way of attracting people to your store and to

keep them coming. Many a storage deal leads to a

fur sale. Sometimes it is only an alterating or re-

pair job but often you get in touch with the pros-

pective fur requirements of the home.
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TRADE MARK
REGISTERED

Big Fur Sales

for this

Season

To the Retail Merchant the handling

of Furs for this season presents most

attractive features.

Prices are now down to normal basis.

The high prices of the last two years are

gone.

The readjustment in price means a

big" year in your Fur Department— with a

substantial margin of profit to you.

The styles we offer f^r 191 1-12 are the

most stylish and the most beautiful we

have ever put out.

Everything points to a banner Fur

Season.

Let us send you our new Catalogue—

a reliable authority on everything in Furs

—

A card will do.

Boulter, Waugh & Co.,
LIMITED

MUSK-OX BRAND FURS

Fur Manufacturers and Hat Importers

Montreal and Winnipeg.

Please mention The Review t:> Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Keep Memo of Prospects.

A live fur man will keep a reminder in his pocket

In enter all prospective fur sales, if you close the

season without selling them, along about May or

June when placing your stock orders with wholesale

house, invite your prospective customers down to the

.-ample room. Show them the sample garments pre-

pared for next season's selling, suggest their select-

ing their own skins, having it. made up in a quiet

season and about nine times out of ten you have the

order.

Manufacti unit's Display.

If you wish to make the event more public and

the wholesaler does not object, advertise that you

will have a manufacturers' display to take special

orders on the named dates. Do not name the manu-
facturer in your advertisements but introduce him
a- the maker whom you depend largely upon for

your best fur garments.

Beginning the Season.
Open the fin- season by having all the show win-

dows available used for a. mammoth fur display.

If you have enough coon coats to till all the window-
use coon coats for a few days. Then switch oil' to

window of all muffs, another of women's fur coats,

another of women's furlined coats, one of children's

furs. Suplement the window advertising by fur

newspaper advertisements. Send out fur opening
announcements to prospective buyers list and to

selected mailing list.

Stand Behind Everything.
Don't handle furs of doubtful quality; leave thai

to the other fellow. Stand behind everything you

sell and be liberal if von have a "comeback."

Special Orders in Furs
A Feature of Retailing Which is Having Some

Development — Influence of the Auto —
Some Favored Furs

That there is a decided trend in the direction of

"special-order business" in fur garments is noted by
some of (lie manufacturers recently interviewed by
The Review. The growth in the wealth of the coun-
try is regarded as one cause for this. People are

finding themselves able to pay for distinctive gar-

ments, and it is evident that there will be a fair de-

velopment of this feature of fur retailing in the

future.

Commenting upon it, a, manufacturer states:—

"While this trade is developing in the larger centres,

we cannot say the same in regard to the country
trade. Of course, special-made garments come more
expensive than ready-to-wear garments. In the

cities ami larger towns there are many people who
will have special-order garments, cost what they will.

Now, this is not so in the country, or smaller towns.

In these places most of the trade is done along ready-

to-wear lines."

Another wholesaler says in regard to the special-

order business:
—"We do not encourage special or-

ders to any extent. While I think it is helpful to the

retailers, the wholesaler cannot stock furs in antici-

pation of special orders. We try to clean inn- stock

in all lines, at the year's end. Therefore, to over-

stock for special orders which might come, would
be folly on our part."

"During the past year the I'm- trade has greatly
increased: At least we have found this the case. So
taking everything into consideration, while special

orders may increase in some localities. I am not look-

ing forward to the special-order buisness to develop
\cr\ strong features, especially in the smaller place.-."

Gnaedinger's Fur Fashions
A catalogue containing twenty-four plates illus-

trative of the latest vogue in fur garments and pieces
for 1911-12 should be of direct practical interest to

1911-12

Reproduction of cover design of handsome catalogue issued
by L Gnaedinger. Son & Co. Montreal, descriptive of styles
as embodied in the " Moose Head" brand fur garments

the retailer at the presenl time. Such a catalogue

(12% in. x !)'- in.) has been issued by L.

Gnaedinger, Son Co., Montreal. The illustrations

are printed on heavy coated paper against a pastel

shade, calculated to bring out the minutest detail

of every garment. Coats, jackets, muffs, neck and
shoulder pieces and accessories are shown to excep-

tional advantage, and the catalogue will prove its

value to the buyer by reason of its being an absolute-

ly correct index to those desirable garment styles,

fur combinations and treatments which will char-

acterize the new season. There are three plates

showing men's caps, gauntlets and collars, fur and
fur-lined coats. These are all strongly indicative of

that happy interpretation of the trade's require-

ments in style, lit and quality, represented by the

"Moose Head" brand.—
Many styles of muffs are showing ermine in dif-

ferent, combinations. Some consist of a centre-piece

of ermine, the outer edges consisting of Persian

lamb, Hudson seal and other contrasting furs.

People arc making inquiries for coats with soft

linings. Satins are very popular, so are brocades.

These linings are warm, wear well, and are very easy

to get on and off.
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ESTABLISHED 1852

Moose Head Brand Furs
THE STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE IN FURS

OUR STOCK

Ladies' Wear

Fur Jackets and
Cloaks

Fur Lined
Mantles

Muffs
Neckpieces
Gauntlets

Caps

INCLUDES THE

Men's Wear

Fur Lined Coats

Fur Coats

Duck and
Corduroy Coats

(Fur Lined)

Caps
Collars

Gauntlets

FOLLOWING

Children's Wear

Fur

Jackets

Caps

Muffs

Neckpieces

Etc., Etc.

SLEIGH ROBES

L. Gnaedinger, Son & Company
90, 92, 94 St. Peter Street MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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^

Seal Jacket

—

Shown by The

Redmond Co.,

Ltd., Montreal.
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ic
"BEAVER BRAND"
RECIPROCITY

*

For every Dollar you give us, we give you a Dollar

and Twenty cents value in BEAVER BRAND FURS.

HpHIS is not campaign talk

but straight facts, be-

cause we know that our styles

and values in Mink, Black

Fox, Persian Lamb, Cub

Bear, Alaska Sable and

Natural Rat are better this

year than ever, and that

means they are unexcelled.

We illustrate two of our

leading lines of Muffs and

Scarfs.

Write or wire for samples

and prove to yourself that for

smartness of design and

perfection of workmanship

BEAVER BRAND
Furs are first.

899-S36.00 to $89.00

753-$43.00 to $90.00

2002-$32.50 and $37.30

681-$18.00 and $21.00

Have you seen our catalogue? If not, let us know and
have one by return mail. It will sell goods for you.

The Redmond Company, Limited
MONTREAL WINNIPEG

Plea*"' mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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New York Novelties
Great Variety of Fabric Bags — Square

and Envelope Models

(Staff Correspondence 1

Office nf Dry Goods Review
1

1.") Broadway,
New York. Sept. 15.

THE shops at this time arc displaying a great
variety of mousquetaire bags in tapestry.

These have caught the public fancy, and arc
asked for in lino to retail at from one dol-

lar and a half to fifteen and even twenty. Prices are
kept up. and there is no ngn of a slackening. The
bags are expected to sell well all season.

'Idle high style feature of these bags is the Ori-

ental embroidered variety. Hindu or Chinese em-
broideries are shown by all the best stores. The

Paris novelties in bags. On the left is a rich cretonne braided
model by Callat Sveurs, and on the right is an ivory and

metal-trimmed fancy by Poiret.

work is heavy and rich, without being thick, and it

completely conceals the ground fabric, which is gen-
erally of a heavy silk. These bags arc made in

square shape with envelope closing. They are trim-
med with braid and finished with cord and tassels

in dull metallic effects. Brassy gold and antique
silver are the shades used, and a greenish Egyptian
metal shade is also used.

®

The Mandarin Bag
A style of bag has just made its appearance from

the East. This is called the "Mandarin." It is

made from the oblong piece of gold and silk thread

embroidery used as a sort of back or shoulder piece
in the official robe of a mandarin. The back of the
bag shows the same embroidery, but with a seam
down the middle. This is caused by the two front
pieces being pieced to make a similar piece to the
back. The robe fastens in front closely, and the
pattern is a continuous one, so that the piecing is

inconspicuous and at the same time a guarantee
of the genuineness of the embroidery. Many of
these patterns are indicative of the highest rank and
learning in China, and they are certainly the most
beautiful which have come into this country for
many } rais.

Bags are made up in large sizes, with gold and
silver mounts, and usually with cordelierers, to re-

tail at fifteen dollars up. Cheaper styles may be
had. and are also unique and attractive.

A very handsome window display consisted of
bag- as above, ranging through the plain tapestry,

embroidered tapestry, East Indian embroidered, etc.,

at prices increasing in order named.
As far as New York is concerned, leather bags

are comparatively speaking, in considerable abey-
ance, though the smaller framed leathers with strap

bandies are still considered the only bag for morn-
ing costumes. These sell excellently in all the deep
shades, and usually in smooth finished leathers.

®

Use of Fringes
Fringes are used on many of the new bags, es-

pecially the metallic fringe, in dull or tarnished
shades. A greenish tinge is noticeable in all these
metal trimmings. The bags themselves have a
greenish tinge, running to apple or bronze as the
case may be. The great idea is to get an effect of

antiquity, and some of the very expensive numbers
kept by exclusive shops are actually made from
ancient tapestries or embroideries.

®

The Indian Pouch Bag
A novelty of peculiar attractiveness consisted of

a bag in style much as above, and also in suede,
shaped deep and narrow with pointed end and en-

velope (dosing. In short, it had the exact outline of

the Indian pouch. Arrowhead designs, embroidered
in bright-colored worsteds completed the bag, and
a cordeliere was used with it. It was a particularly
odd-looking, and yet effective design, and many vari-

ations of it were seen.

®

Use of Metallic Trimmings
Leather bags of all sorts, whether in plain or

mousquetaire styles are showing trimmings of metal.
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Some are metal-bound; others have plaques in

enamel or filigree, or of bronze silver or gold carved

or etched. Art noveau designs are handsome on the

plain leather shopping bag. Egyptian designs in

old metal shades further enhance the fancy fabric

or suede mousquetaires and pouches.

An attractive line of rhinestone initials was dis-

played for use on almost any plain bag. These

could be fastened in place in a moment at the

counter, were inexpensive, and neat as well as showy.

Initials in metal filigree were also shown.
Generally speaking, the tendency here is to

match the bag to the costume if the former is (if

plain leather, and to achieve a contrast if it is of

tapestry or embroidery. Leather bags are decidedly

smaller of frame.

#

The Market for Jewelry
Pearls in Great Demand — Coral Still Leads

in New York — Pm for the Side Jabot

In the matter of jewelry, retailers are displaying

the usual interest felt at this season in lines available

for ( Miristinas selling.

It was not expected that coral, so popular in the

Summer, would last any great time, but it has proved
unexpectedly firm. Many very attractive effects are

offered for Christinas selling. These include pen-

dant-, necklets, ear-rings, hat-pins, brooches, and bar

pins.

New York has seen a great sale of the genuine
coral in form of strings of beads and other jewelry.

Pearls are very strong here. Demand for a good
type of medium-priced pearl bead will be felt as

Christmas approaches. In some cases deliveries are

bard to get owing to demand exceeding supply.

The " Fluff " Pin

The newest creations in bar pins appear under
the above name. As indicated, they are specially de-

signed for wear with the side jabot or lapel. They
resemble the bar-pin in size and shape, hid are fre-

quently a little larger.

Belt pins show curious Egyptian designs in

enamel and dull metal effects. Medallions for use

on the bandeau are also produced in styles which are

distinctly Oriental.

Many spike hat-pins are being shown, and fili-

gree plays a large part in these. Rhinestone settings

are not massed as formerly, but consist rather of

scattered stones.

New Style Belt Appears
"Peplum" or "Citoyenne " Model is Shown —
Excellent Orders Still Coming in for Cord

Girdles— Panel Girdles Offered by Belt Houses

A new style of belt has just appeared. This con-

sists of the "peplum" or ''Citoyenne*' model. Silk

i- shirred on elastic of the width of an ordinary elas-

tic belt, and a small, pleated or gathered frill hangs
down all around. This belt is specially adapted for

wear with a raised waistline, and the frill should

reach a little past the real waistline. In the wide-

spread vogue, as the latest fad of fashion, of the

cityonne waist, prospects for this smart new belt

are bright.

Cord girdles have received and are still receiving

l he hulk of the orders recently placed on girdles of

all kinds. Smart new leathers are offered, but so far

not with the success that could be desired. Velvet
suedes have been fairly well received. Elastic belts

have a certain staple sale, which has been fairly well

maintained in spite of falling off in other lines.

Better days in all lines of belts are prophesied in

the near future, owing to the return to fashion in

many places of the normal waistline.

Fancy Effects Featured

Best makers in New York have shown their ver-

satility by accepting the situation and turning their

attention to those lines which can be sold and sold

well.

They are producing a folded velvet girdle of fair

width, with a drop panel at the back of satin, in

fish-tail or one-sided effect, weighted with fringe.

When placed beside a velvet cordeliere hag. trim-

med at the flap with black satin and finished at the

lower edge with fringe, nothing more effective or

enticing can be imagined.
These girdles are produced in black, blue and

purple, and the popular shade of green, and may be
worn with semi-dressy costumes. They are specially

suitable for silks, velvets, delaines and afternoon fab-

rics of all sorts.

Displays of New Coiffure
Window Reproduces Scene From Christie Mac-

Donald's New Vehicle — The Ultra Fashionable

Head-Dress of Dutch Coils Worn by Figures

A window display which attracted much atten-

tion during the last week in New York's shopping
district had two figures of girls in costumes and at-

titudes taken from "The Spring Maid." One of these

represented Christie MacDonald, leading woman, the

other her second woman. The window was exceed-
ingly interesting. Costumes, though a trifle bizarre,

were exact copies. The hair of the figures drew much
attention. It was dressed in the ultra-fashionable

Dutch coils over each ear, and at centre hack. In
one case it was waved so low as to suggest the early

Victorian style.

The low, waved coiffure with round flat coils at

side and hack is undoubtedly the dressing of the

moment.
Ringlets are used on another popular type of

coiffure. They are usually placed to the side back,

behind one ear. The rest of the hair may be piled

quite high with pull's, bandeaux or barrette. A
strand of hair confining the rest in fillet effect is an-

other favored dressing.

The retailer is not to think that the passing of

the clumsier pads and immense clusters of puffs

means the passing of extra hair. Dutch coils are

already offered in New York, and small clusters of

puffs, light-weight turban pails, curls and Psyche
knots are popular as ever. Bandeaux and harretfes

remain the popular coiffure ornaments.



Toilet Goods in the Notion Department
The Proper Conditions for Success — Experiences of Those who Have Tried

— Very Attractive Display Possible— Little Loss on This Line.

From time to time, to the progressive merchant
occurs the problem of how he can extend his busi-

ness in its various departments without risk of loss.

None of these is a surer money-maker than the

notion counter. Hence, any addition which can be

made to it, under the same profitable conditions is

well worth consideration.

In order that expansion in the notions and small

wares may be attended with the desired results, it

is of first importance that the retailer should be sine

that his department has correct location. If it is

tucked away in an inconspicuous and almost inac-

cessible corner of the store, he does well to heista-

tate in adding new lines. On the other hand, it is

neither desirable nor necessary to give the notions

an unduly large or prominent location for a fair

measure of success to result.

Supposing the counter to he located ideally in a

fairly good space, separated from other departments,

and placed toward the back of the store at the right

hand or centre, but not too far back, the next ques-

tion is how to increase its attractiveness.

Overcoming the Drawbacks.

One great drawback to the average notion counter

is the scrappy appearance of its contents, dumped
helter skelter in little trays to make them easy of

access. This cannot well be helped, though a great

deal can be done in the way of carefully kept recep-

tacles free from a residue of dust in the bottom.

To give it character the notion department must
depend on an attractive display of some sort. This
is frequently achieved by the use of hair goods,

among which are many decorative numbers. These
may include combs and barrettes displayed on the

wax figure. There may also he a handsome show
case of hair goods. But the most atractive feature

which the merchant can present is a good line of

toilet goods with all the necesary adjuncts.

Why Toilet Goods Sell.

Not only are these articles in constant demand,
and real necessities of life, hut they have several

other points in their favor. They are wrapped or

boxed in such fashion as to be readily seen at a

little distance, thus advertising their presence to the

passer-by. They appeal to women at sight, and, if

at all novel, few can resist the temptation to step

over and examine them. The handsome bottles of

extract to be sold by the ounce are much more ef-

fective looking than the best of the smallwares, and
give the whole department a better tone. Even when
they are allotted but one small show-case, these arti-

cles are found to draw custom.

Many merchants are held hack from stocking

these lines by the idea that well-advertised varieties

yield but a small profit margin, and that it is unde-
sirable to mix the sorts, where hut little is carried,

or to carry, a cheap line. A number of retailers

who had made a success of their toilet goods were
consulted on this point. One declared the profit

margin on the best advertised quality goods to be

fair and reasonable, and the good to the store of

carrying those goods immeasurably greater.

Another merchant was induced to "experiment"
with a. well-known line of goods. He soon found by
the record kept by salespeople that many other sorts

were inquired for day by day. He stock-

ed them accordingly, and sold them all,

and now has the largest department of toilet goods
of any store in his town, carrying all the best known
lines. His department enjoys a circle to itself, and
he employs a demonstrator who is an expert con-
sultant on complexion needs, manicuring, etc.

This merchant's success was largely accounted
for by the fact that, once in, he did not hesitate to

go on.

Averting Legal Difficulties.

The next problem, that of cheap selling, is one
which has proved rather awkward in recent cases.

Many wholesalers and manufacturers have placet!

restrictions on certain lines of patented, widely ad-

vertised products. There is a two-fold reason for

this. They hold that public confidence in the quali-

ty of the article is kept up by restricting bargain
sales and price-cutting. Secondly, the fact that the

hulk of their business is with the druggist who can-

not afford to cut prices in the line which constitutes

his sole money-maker.
A great deal of controversy has arisen over this.

Retailers have been known to cut prices in trade-

marked lines of powder, soaps, etc.. with the result

of a refusal on the pail of their dealer to further

supply them, owing to boycott on the goods organ-

ized by the druggists of the same town.

The trouble culminated in a lawsuit in the U. S.

recently. A merchant had agreed to sell certain

line- a! a certain price only. When he cut this, the

manufacturer sued for damages, and the case was
carried from court to court only to be finally decided

in favor of plaintiff, damages and costs.

Security From Loss.

Restrictions like these loom up large to the mer-
chant who does a popular trade and relies upon
turning over stock at no matter what price. Yet
there is a great counterbalancing attraction. There
is absolutely no danger of ultimate loss on goods of

any quality. Extracts, soaps and powders do not

deteriorate in quality. A guarantee covers any pos-

sible, accidental deficiency. The demand does not

fluctuate, and there is little or no change from year

to year.

It is not necessary for the retailer to clear out.

his old stock as he would in the case of staples or

ready-to-wear. The head of a flourishing, constant-

ly-growing department, which only a few years ago

was non-existent, testified that there was less loss on
toilet goods than on any other line in the store, and
that the demand increased by leaps and hounds.

Bright Prospects.

Statistics show that the number of persons who
used manicure specialties, shaving accessories, and
cosmetics is constantly increasing out of all propor-

tion to the increase of the population. As once before
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in history, the arts of the toilet have become general,

and are confined to no one age, class or sex. The
prospect especially on this continent is for indefinite

increase. This is dne partly to the fact that modern
life and American climatic conditions tend to make
the artificial preservation of the complexion a life-

long necessity. The merchant who does not see in

these well-known facts an opening into an almost

unlimited field does not see far.

There can be no reasonable objection on the

part of the druggist so long as prices are maintained.

Rightly understood, there is a sharp line between
the professional filling of prescriptions and dispens-

ing dangerous chemicals, and the purely commercial
selling of known preparations, harmless at worst.

Cushions and Fancy Work
Dull Metallic Effects in Cords, Braids, Fringes
and Threads are Used — Boudoir Sets —

Cross-stitch and Raised Embroideries

Now that the rapid approach of the holiday sea-

son is calling attention to the lines of fancy goods,

it is interesting to note changes which have ap-

peared.

More than ever, floral chintzes and cretonnes

are vised for fancy work. A large retail house in

New York is now featuring small cabinets, covered

with cretonne, containing drawers suitable for

gloves, handkerchiefs and jewelry. The idea is to

match these dainty little cabinets to the wallpaper

and to the coverings of the rest of the room.
Boudoir sets of cretonne consist of cabinet, laun-

dry hag. cushions, etc. There are also offered bou-
doir sets of a much more extravagant kind in Ma-
dame du Barry style. Every article has designs in

silk tapestry, consisting of shepherds and shep-

herdesses, applied in medallion form, edged with
gold or silver braid. The rest of the article will be
of satin covered with metallic net, the whole being-

en ihroidered with small, raised roses arranged in

garlands or clusters, in natural shades. In the case

of the hag and cushions, a finishing touch consists

of metallic cordeliere and tassels. Nearly all these

sets include a photo frame and a waste paper basket.

Up-to-date fancy goods departments are show-
ing great quantities of tapestry for use in making
the new hand-bags, and for cushions and covers, and
also of the metallic braids, laces, fringes, cords and
threads. As these are freely used in nearly all the

new fancy work, it is highly desirable that a. depart-

ment or a specialty store should contain a full as-

sortment.

Beads Used on Cushions

A novelty which at first does not seem practical,

hut. which, in actual use, proves very effective, is

the placing of head- on cushions.

Wooden or rubber heads are used. Neutral-

tinted wood is specially good. The beads outline

the solidly-worked design, usually Oriental or art

nouveau. Stencilled cushions, also very popular,

show beaded work. The design is rendered more
conspicuous by the use of beads for outlining pur-

poses.

THE SHIELD THAT SELLS

UNSEEN- NAIAD PROTECTS

NAIAD
Dress Shields
Stand Every Test

The NAIAD stands every test that a

dress shield ought to—and then some.

It stands the users for lightness, dur-

ability, economy, comfort and hygiene.

The NAIAD can be sterilized in boiling

water—the only way to kill germs.

The NAIAD stands the test of the

dealer for saleability, business-increasing,

stock-turning profit and "clean selling."

NAIADS NEVER GO BAD.

Please your customers and

increase your business

selling the NAIAD.

SAMPLES SENT FREE.

Wrinch, McLaren & Co.

77 Wellington St. W., Toronto, Can.

SOLE CANADIAN MANUFACTURERS
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Cross-stitch Very Successful

Cross-stitch embroideries, on account of their

easiness to make and their effectiveness, are having

a splendid sale all over the country. Very handsome
effects can be produced at a small expenditure of

labor and money.

Especially where dealing with beginners, sales-

won ien should be instructed to push these embroid-

eries, as they help bring the' customer back to the

store. Few people, however inexpert, fail at them.

They are produced in a variety of handsome de-

signs, ali more or less floral and modern in char-

acter.

®

Interesting Toilet Novelties

Toilet articles of a white substance like ivory cov-

ering wood are among the season's good sellers.

These things are so easy to keep clean, and so

dainty that they appeal to everyone who sees them.

All sorts of accessories for toilet-table and washstand

are included, even to a photograph frame and en-

gagement calendar.

Handsome dressing cases which fold up very

flat contain brushes with socket tops, into which
fit the razor strop and comb respectively.

Pullman aprons are featured as an ideal and
cheap dressing-case for women.

Vanity boxes have bad an extraordinary popu-

larity, and are now sold at all jewelry stores, and also

at drug counters. Many of these have long, lorg-

nette chains attached.

®

Attractive New Toys
An enterprising firm on this continent has in-

vented and is manufacturing here one of the most

interesting and artistic lines of toys ever put out.

This consists of character dolls of all nations, and

one particular brand of juvenile Americans, which
no buyer can resist. Verisimilitude is perfect, ex-

cept that the doll's face is just enough exaggerated
lo make it amusing.

At Atlantic City these "real babies" were carried

on the streets by prominent actresses on their va-

cation. The dolls are so realistic that, in the photo-

graphs taken on the boardwalk, they look like genu-

ine infants.

These dolls are unbreakable, and may be retailed

at prices little advanced over the foreign product.

with the assurance that everything about them is

made under cleanly, decent conditions. In addition
to this, they appeal especially to our own public be-

cause of their make-up and the use of names, cos-

tumes and expressions which have been widely ex-

ploited in newspapers and on the stage.

Millinery Commissioners, Limited

Read our advertisement

page 19

"JULIAN SALE"
FINE LEATHER GOODS

Keeping tKe Holiday
Trade in Mind

Do not overlook the fact that

a nice assortment of leather

goods fits in with almost any
line of merchandise for special

holiday trade, and do not over-
look, too, that "Julian Sale"
make and sell the best lines of
popular sellers in Canada.

Ladies' Hand Bags, Ladies'

Dressing Cases, Gentlemen's

Dressing Cates, Manicure Sets,

Military Brushes, Toilet Rolls,

Music Holder, Calendars, Photo

Frames, Bill Folds and Card

Cases, Letter Cases, Writing

Cases, Jewel Cases, Tobacco

Pouches, Cigar Cases, Soft

Collar Bags, Flasks and Drinking Glasses, etc., etc., etc.

Be i ure jou get on our mailing list

tor one if our ntw Catalogue?.

The Julian Sale Leather Goods Co.

105 King Stre?t West
Limited

Toronto

coiffuretta:^
DOUBLE KNOTTED MESH
SHAPED SILKHAIR NETS

$4.80 per gross

TORONTO DEPOT:

Dieckerhoff, Raffloer & Co,, Ltd.

Corner Simcoe and Wellington Sts.

ROSENWALD BROS.

LONDON
Sole Manufacturers

PARIS VIENNA

Each net in envelope
MONTREAL DEPOT:

Dieckerhoff, Raffloer & Co., Ltd
525 St Paul Street

MAKERS OF EVERY KIND OF

Hair Nets, Frames, Rolls, &c, &c.
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f FEATURES OF THIS DEPARTMENT
Latest news from the New York Market — Novelty in

Collars and Jabots — The Vogue of Laces
\
— Indications of

a Very Prosperous Season in These Lines — Trimmings and

Ribbons.

Wide Collars of Macramie
Transparent Yokes a Feature of Offerings of

New York Houses — Side Jabots and Collar

and Cuff Sets in Vandyke Style

M ACRAMIE lace lends itself admirably to the

coat or sailor collar. Many of these are

being shown now for wear as the season

grows colder. Large sailor collars and

capuchins are shown in the same lace, and these are

intended for use over the dresses of silk which are

now popular. They are especially effective with the

smart taffeta dresses so much in vogue.

Side jabots are exceedingly popular with the

trade everywhere, and will be worn more and more

Fancy collar of fine Pointe D'esprit with fancy insertion.
jabot attached of knife-pleated Pointe D'esprit with side
ruffle and revere trimmed withlthe insertion and narrow

edging. Shown by A. E. Rea Co . Toronto.

as the season opens. In touring the New York
store- the necessity of proper demonstration was
very obvious. Lines fall flat for want of it. Every
neckwear department should have a perfectly plain

surplice or coat wai-i on which to demonstrate the

correct adjustment of the side jabot.

The general tendency toward early Victorian

styles in dress is likely to lead to a revival of bertha-.

Interesting: developments in this line are to be noted

in the form of drop yoke outlines. How far this

may extend is as yet only vaguely to be guessed, but
il seems likely to be a big proposition.

Transparent yokes of chiffon over net, or vice

versa, one of pink and the other white to give a

Tea apron of Swiss spot muslin, with fine lace frill, for
Christmas selling. Shown by A. & T. Hall. Ltd.. Toronto.

faint flesh tint, with sleeves to match, are a feature

of New York's offerings. These yokes and sleeves

are absolutely untrimmed, thus conforming to the

rule of fashion, which states that neck and arms are

to appear as though uncovered.

Irish crochet is much taken in New York, in

the form of stocks or I hitch collars for wear on

shirtwaists or on dresses.

Some handsome collar and cuff sets have a deep,

cavalier cuff, putting the beholder in mind of the

early portraits of the Stuarts. Vandyke points are

also seen on deep collars and on cuffs.

White, cream and ecru laces and nets prepon-

derate heavily as materials fox all the new neckwear.

including slock- and flat collars.

Of fichus, New York is showing a .ureal variety,

and (here appear.- lo he good demand, though they

are rarely seen on the street. This goes to show

that they are being used for afternoon and evening

dresses, and a visit to a theatre confirms this idea.

Many of the imported dresses of taffeta silk have

the dainty fichu of net as their chief ornament.
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CANADA'S LEADER

Patent Finger-Tipped Silk Gloves

A Guarantee in Every Pair

SILK GLOVES FOR SPRING 1912
Women who once wear "The Kayser" Silk Gloves want no others.

The reason is— every pair of "The Kayser" Silk Gloves leaving

our factory are, first of all, right as to style ; secondly, they con-

tain the best material and the best workmanship that is poss-

ible to put into a glove.

Variety of Styles and Colors Most
Extensive.

Richness and durability of fabric, strength at points of hardest

wear are features of "The Kayser."

We Offer Excellent Values
It is to the advantage of every retailer to see "The Kayser"

line before placing an order for a single pair of silk gloves.

Our representatives are now out and will call shortly.

We trust that you will inspect the line.

PERRIN FRERES & CIE
28 Victoria Square, Montreal.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their 'Travelers.
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Canaba Veiling Company 84-86 Wellington Street West
TORONTO, - CANADA

SHETLAND finish silk veils, silk dress nets and overlaces.

Immense Trade in Laces
Nearly Every Kind of Lace Receives Good
Orders — Variety the Keynote of the Situation
— Next Spring to See Exceptional Sales

The coming year promises to see the greatest

trade in laces all over this country that the most
optimistic could venture to hope for.

One indication of prosperity is the widespread
nature of the demand. It is not a fad for some one
line, but a boom in nearly all lines. Laces are used
on almost every type of costume, and lace acces-

sories are seen even on the plain tailored suit.

Chantilly laces have been, and will continue,

very good. Macramie is the most novel offering, and
has taken extremely well. Shadow laces are used
in the crinolined sleeves of the Paris costumes, and
on almost all the velvet and evening toilettes. A
scant frill of shadow lace at the elbow is a marked
feature of the productions of the best houses. Vel-

vet coats with widening sleeves have also this frill.

Point de Paris is a lace used in a similar way.
Wider shadow laces arc draped to soften the me-

tallic brocades now enjoying wide popularity for

evening year.

Poim de Venise is remaining a favorite in all

its many forms. Very wide bandings and all-overs

are the best of these, as they permit that lavishness

of effect which is a very noticeable feature of the

season's output.

The "colors" favored are simply cream, ecru,

white and black. The vogue of the first three is due

obviously to the bright colors of which the costumes
are made, and which demand toning down. The
vogue of the last has its "raison d'etre" in the con-

tinued preference shown to black and black and
white for dressy costumes.

®

All-over Embroidered Nets

The washable waist of the immediate future

seems likely to be one of all-over embroidered net

in small, Oriental design. These nets are booming
for this jiurpose now in New York, and the vogue
is already felt in increased demand here. The waist

will be made up in kimona or wide arm-hole fashion,

preferably the former.

Fringe Leads Trimmings
Plain Fringes, Wide or Narrow, Made of Silk,

Chenille, Metal, and Even of Wool — Braids on
Velvet Suits — Wool Trimmings in Bright Colors

A surprising number of new costumes of all

grades and makes have trimmings of fringe. These
are usually dyed to match in the case of afternoon

dresses or suits.

Evening dresses have fringes of metal, beads or

light-colored silk. The universal use of this type

of trimming is now fully acknowledged, and novel-

ties already appear. Chenille fringes are much used

on velvets, and on wraps and coats. All types of
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fringe are seen on hats. Shaded fringes, both in

silk and beads, have made their appearance. Varie-

gated bead fringes are - especially pretty and novel.

The wool fringe strikes the eye as a daring trim-

ming, and seems little likely to make its way with

i Ik mass of the purchasing public, but is certainly

effective in some of the uses to which it is put.

Embroideries of wool and chenille are among
the strikingly new effects in dress trimmings. These

come in bands. Colors arc bright and strong, and

Metallic bands and laces touched up with beads and
rhinestones arc exceptionally good.

Cordeliere girdles are still selling well, especially

in designs for evening wear. Dull metallic shades
are good, as also arc the beaded eordelieres.

Fancy collar of wide Val. lace and chiffon, with
two folds coral satin at the top, and a tab of the
satin edged with the Val. lace. This collar is

made in all shades. Shown by A. E. Rea Co.,
Toronto.

purple.-, greens and blues are freely \\<v<\. It is ques-

tionable just bow far this fashion will go with the

public here. Undoubtedly the millinery trade will

find these bands very salable. Similar effects work-
ed in solid in chenille are more generally attractive,

and make excellent bandeaux for bats.

Wide braids and frogs, and also the narrower

braids, are much wanted by the cloak and suit trade.

They are seen on the evening cloaks, and on the

semi-tailored suit now very popular. Some braids

are -haded, some even reversible, and others sharply

divided in two contrasting colors. On coats these

braids are used to outline a hood or collar effect, or

as trimming on a real collar.

Beaded trimmings especially those of pear! or

crystal, remain in vogue for the coming season.

Wide bands and all-overs are most popular. They
seem to have rather superseded embroideries of the

same style done on the material itself. Silver and

Wide-striped Ribbons Shown
Reversible Effects and Novelties in Stripes Take
First Place for Millinery --- Christmas Fancy Goods
Made of Ribbon — Wide Sashes are Favored

Unusually artistic in character are the ribbons

which are now being shown for millinery and dress

accessory purposes.

\\ ide stripes, wales and shaded stripes are use!.

Sometimes the ribbon is sharply divided in two con-

trasting stripes of vivid color. All these new effects

are available for use on evening gowns. Parisian

dresses show the scant bodices of transparent ma-
i"iai. wait such ribbons passing over one shoulder

and banging down beneath the draperies in front.

One such model was split to the knee, and the space

so made partially Idled by the dependent ril bo'n

with its fringed end. The gown was of prim rose,

the ribbon of royal.

Corsage knots of wide ribbons are frequently

seen on the new models. Ribbons with scalloped

edges arc used for the new millinery bows on model
hats, such as those turned out by Kurzinan, of NeW
York. It certainly looks as though ribbons had
come into their own again.

Sash girdles display combinations of velvet with

wide satm ribbons. Bandeaux for the hair are made
of fancy tissue ribbons, dew-spotted on gauze.

Brocaded ribbons, especially in metallic effects,

are exceedingly good, and many of the wide panel

girdles are formed of a combination of these with

plain satins. On the whole, satins are the most

wanted line.

Reversible ribbons are used in a variety of ways,

and come in specially useful for the usual display

of fancy goods at holiday time. They work up
beautifully into opera bags, slippers for boudoir use,

artificial flowers, etc.

An exquisite effect was seen in the last-named

form. Water lilies were made from ribbon, which
was pure white on one side and a light green on the

other. The petals were lightly wired, and the whole
formed the most attractive basket of made flowers

seen this season.

Samples of Spring underwear from the ranee manufactured by The Peerless Underwear Co., Hamilton, showing the
detail of trimmings, finish and designs in next season's lines
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We Are Showing Hundreds of Novelties in

Neckwear, Ruchings, Veilings
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Shetlands, Chantilly and

Shadow Novelties as

Illustrated.

Allovers and Dress Trimmings.

WRITE, WIRE, OR PHONE TO-DAY

SANDERSON'S LIMITED Konto
66-68 WELLINGTON STREET WEST

- - CANADA
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Cards Always Courteous, Never Tired
Will Convey More Information to Shoppers in Five Minutes Than Can Fifty

Clerks — Last Link in the Chain of Advertising — Have Been Known to

Complete Many Sales.

By J. A. DesCotes, with Hamilton Co., Montreal.

AN enterprising show case manufacturer ad-

vertises his productions as silent salesmen.

To my mind the most modern show case

or display fixtures are "dummies" unless

they contain, in addition to the goods, a show card

emphasizing the feature of the exhibit, such as its

fashionableness. its value, or vouchsafe some other

information that will attract and hold the attention

of the shopper until the salespeople can get to them
to effect a sale.

One show card will convey more information to

Cards, by .T. A. Desroti'S, llamilt '<>., Montreal. Showing
neal ornamentation and artistic- treatment of applied illustra-
t inns.

a couple of hundred -hoppers in live minutes than
can fifty clerks. While the latter becoming bored,

consequent upon reiterating the same information
would perhaps cultivate an inflection of voice that

would "queer" many sales, the former is as fresh and
courteous at the end of a busy day as at the opening
hour.

(Jives Life to Display.

A show card gives point to a business invitation

to: "Come in and look around." If the show cards
are at all artistic in their make-up the looking
around process will be an extremely profitable one
for the store.

The show card is the last link in the chain of

advertising. It gives life to a windowful of goods.

The newspaper announcement brings the people
from all quarters of the city into the store, in many

instances to buy one article only. The card enables
the shopper to locate that article without the atten-
dance of a clerk. While in the store other show
cards focus the shopper's attention on other exhibits
of equally desirable merchandise. They perhaps
look just as good as competing articles which an-
other store is advertising and if the price is right, the
result is extra sales.

A display of goods may originate an interest but
a solitary show card has been known to complete
many sales.

Should be Flavored with Variety.

Show cards should also be flavored with the spice
of variety. They must add their part in preventing
the appearance of a store from becoming monoton-
ous. The man who gets up the cards must wear his
thinking cap every moment of the day. He must
be ever on the lookout for new ideas and suggestions
that might be worked into good copy. He should
have a sample of the goods he is writing about laid
upon his table as well as an ultimatum for "half a

dozen cards." In this way harmonious combinations
can be worked out.

It is difficult to overcome the prejudice which a

cheap-looking card lauding quality goods will create,

while the results don't justify the expense of putting
an above-the-average card on goods that would never
command other than a cheap price."

Note.—Mr. DesCotes has written some very at-

tractive cards, some of which have been illustrated in
The Review. One style of card that he has been us-

ing a good deal lately has a mahogany-finished back-
ground with white lettering and ornamentation and
applied illustrations.

Besides being very dainty and attractive these

cards are also very economical. Mr. DesCotes takes

white cardboard and applies the mahogany finish by
a process which he worked out after some study. The
surface of the finished card is highly polished and as

the lettering is done with water colors, they can be
washed and used over again several times. This saves

considerable in the outlay for cards. White cards

are also used and various colors in inks, in order to

a\oid a "sameness" in the cards.

See Page 64

For Article on Show Card Writing

—The Edwards Short Cut Course

with full page illustration.
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THE NEW YORK OPENINGS
SUITS.—Dressy tailored suit models favored, with

plain tailored models more prominent later.

DRESSES.—Tailored models very much in evidence.

Party dresses of silk crepe chiffon, lace and net.

Quaint, simple, straight models for children's

wear.

COATS.—Nothing strikingly new. White and pile

shades in reversihles featured in outing and even-

ing lines.

Season's Suit Prospect
What the Displays in Fifth Avenue Stores Indicate

— No Longer Coat Models Shown as Yet —
Unique Color and Fabric Combinations

(Staff Correspondence)

New York, Sept. 15, 1011.

THEKE has been much talk about the longer
coat models, but if buyers have any faith in

o(J-in. and longer lengths, it is for the later

part of the season, for a very thorough search
of the openings, both in the 5th Avenue and the
departmental stores, failed to reveal even one model.
The 28 and 30-inch eoat predominates, though
there are shorter and also a few 32-inch suit coats
on display.

Particularly in the departmental stores, many
trimmed models are showing braid, buttons, and
fringe in cord, silk, chenille and ball effects. A few
models also have wool embroidery applied on the
coats and cuffs.

A new idea that is extensively used is the use
of broadcloth for tbe collar and en IF facings and for

strap trimmings.
In the Fifth Avenue stores more plain tailor-

mades are seen, and it seems probable that this class

of suit will be the best seller when the season opens.
Smart suits of grey or tan tweed have the collars

trimmed with inlayings or strappings of coronation
blue, apple green or golden tan broadcloth. Grey is

sometimes used on the brown tweed, and In-own on
the suit of grey tweed. In spite of their long run,
black and white and grey mixtures are more popu-
lar than the browns and tans.

Pleated Peplums in Waists.

Then- is a strong disposition to favor peplums.
Pleated peplums are a feature on waists and dresses.

and peplum is seen on some of the newer suit coats.

These coats are quite short, and the peplum is cut

away in front, and oftener than not there is a lea-

ther belt used as a finish. This form of coat is

hardly a Winter fashion, but is mentioned as point-

ing the way for the suit to be worn at the Winter
resorts in the south and to early Spring fashions.

The Slashed Skirt.

Skirts are noticeably wider, though by no means
full. They are very plainly cut, and there is a total

absence of pleats. The very newest skirts have a

slash in front or at the side, revealing the ankle.

This slash made its appearance last Spring on the

new evening gowns, and, of course, its object wai
to give the wearer more freedom of movement. The
slash is only a modest one, the skirt being cut up
a few inches and the points turned back or round-
ed off.

But even this effect is considered too much in

certain sections and the effect of the slash is given

while the slash itself is filled in with a piece of con-

trasting material.

Thus a brown velvet suit, a Paris model import-

ed for the openings by one of the large department
stores, had the rounding at each side and the space

left was filled in with tan broadcloth. The big

shawl collar was of the same cloth, as were the cuffs

and the ]oose belt that finished the waist.

Smart Velvet Suits.

Velvet models are very numerous. Some are

very much trimmed with bands of satin wide braids

and fringes. The smarter suits and corduroy model-
follow the English double-breasted Norfolk model.
Suits of black and dark colored velvet have the large

collar and other facings of white broadcloth or cor-

duroy.

Many of the coats are eut up in curious fashion

and the side gores cross, as it, were, and have pieces

let in to complete the under-arm gores.
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This was illustrated in a somewhat startling ef-

fect by a suit of white ratine and black velvet, the

black velvet forming the Y pieces under the arms.

The skirt showed a simulated tunic of the ratine,

black velvet, being used at the bottom to oive the

Fancy net waist with bands
of white crystal beading.

Yoke of fine tucked net,

trimmed with white silk

fringe. Colored satin piping

on collar and cuffs, with a

row of crochet buttons to

match, on collar and yoke
silk lining. Shown by A. E.

Rea &. Co . Toronto.

effect of an underskirt under the tunic. The coat

was double-breasted and had medium-sized covered
buttons of black velvet, while the shawl-shaped col-

lar had a deep band of black velvet, giving the effect

of a double collar, one of white and the under one
of the velvet.

Unique Use of Colors and Materials.

The combination of two colors and two ma-
terials is quite a feature of the Paris suits. The way

two colors are used was shown by a Drecoll model.
This suit was of velour cloth in two shades of deep
purple—one a, bluish shade, the other in a, reddish
plum. The coat was finger-length and belted and
cut with a peculiar V at the front and back, and
slashed at the sides. The coat was of the blue shade,
with sailor collar of the lighter. The sleeve had the
upper side cut in two sections, the side next the
inner arm being of the dark, and the outer section

of the light. The sleeve was full-length, and the
lighter piece was pleated to the other section, giv-

ing the melon effect that used to be worn some years
ago.

The narrow skirt was of the two colors, the back
being in a gore and flounce piece of the dark, while
the from, also in one piece, was of the light at the

top, with the llounce of the dark. Both sides were
split open the depth of the flounce, with a piece

turned back on each side as a trimming and decor-

ated with covered velvet buttons. Similar buttons
were used to trim the sleeves and coat.

Simple, Quaint, Practical

Absence of Ruffles and Frills in Children's Dresses

— Dainty One-piece Models in Piques, Reps,

Poplins and Suitings.

Staff Correspondence

New York, Sept. 15, 1911.

The newest models for children's wear are both
simple and quaint, and are excellently adapted to

the lines of childish figures. At the same time they

the very practical. There is a complete absence of

ruffles and frills. Little dresses are trimmed with

embroidery bands, plaid band upon plain material

or plain upon striped or plaided fabrics. Where lace

is used it is in simple little frills to edge the neck
and sleeves. This does not apply, of course, to the

lingerie party gown, which is more elaborate than
ever.

Exhibit of afternoon, reception and evening gowns, millinery and wraps combined with matched sets of choice furs.

Dainty waists on forms, and gold chairs, tables and beautiful vases with Autumn flowers completed the grouping.
Arranged for Murray-Kay Co.. Toronto, in the Manufacturers' Building, National Exhibition, by H. C McDonald.
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Canada Cloak Co., Limited

63-71 West Wellington St.

TORONTO :: CANADA

OUR FALL LINE IS NOW RE-

PLETE WITH THE NEWER
STYLES AND FABRICS, AND
BUYERS VISITING THE MARKET
ARE INVITED TO MAKE AN
INSPECTION. :

WOMEN'S, MISSES' AND
CHILDREN'S COATS

FUR-COLLARED COATS
WOMEN'S AND MISSES' SUITS

WOMEN'S SKIRTS

mOGERsl
GARMENT

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Greater Gains Every
Season with "Eclipse"

Whitewear

A Sure Cure for

ECLIPSEEI 99

We are showing the finest lines

of "Whitewear ever produced by

us. The designs show the long,

slim lines demanded by the latest

Paris models.

Create a sensation by featuring

them.

The House
That Helps Sell

We do more than supply

you with goods. We furn-

ish cuts and all sorts of ad-

vertising helps, and watch
closely your needs in every

selling difficulty. We make
selling easy.

It Is The Something

The Eclipse Whitewear
TORONTO,

Makers of Fine Lingerie

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Dull Business

Whifewear
No woman can resist the beauti-

ful garments of muslin, silk and
lace that make up this wonder-
ful display. The prices you can
get and the low prices you pay
mean big profits.

Luxurious Layettes

for infants are a special

feature. They include
everything needed by the

new arrival in complete

matching sets, handsomely
embroidered, every piece

carefully finished.

'
. S :>'

One Thousand New
Designs for the Sea-

son of 1911-1912

Different That Does It

Company, Limited
CANADA

for Women and Children

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Excellently suited to the piques, reps, poplins

and suitings now used for children's dresses are the

one-piece dresses. The double box-pleats at the back

and front form long trimming lines that are allow-

ed to flare below the long waist and give fullness to

the lower part. The sleeve bands, the belt and little

rounded yoke and shoulder pieces are formed of

1 lands of the material braided or embroidered in

color.

A voile dress for a girl of 5 or 6 was cut all in

one piece and had perfectly straight lines, there be-

ing only the very smallest amount of shaping to the

figure under the arms. A wide band of heavy em-

broidery edges the bottom of the garment and the

sleeves and neck opening, and there is a plastron of

the same embroidery in front. Around the skirt

and the slightly belled sleeves there is a line of tas-

sels backed by a band of coral pink voile.

An odd touch, carrying out the prevailing ten-

dency towards side trimmings, is the embroidery

band about 6 inches long placed on one side of the

front in a vertical position and isolated from the

rest of the trimming.

Another of the plain kimona models, suited

either to the small boy or girl, is of natural linen.

The dress is cut with the rounded Victorian line

above the bust, the opening filled in with a high-

necked guimpe of eyelet, embroidery and little

shoulder pieces of deep tan linen. The kimona
sleeves are slightly fulled into a band of tan linen

reaching the elbow, below which is a long puff cuff

of lawn drawn into the wrist-band and finished with

a tiny mffle of the same. A V of the tan linen

decorates the front and a wide belt of tan passes

through a slot in front and fastens at the back.

Many of the new models, both in serge and linen,

have inverted pleats that form the long lines of the

waist and which open out to form the short skirt,

and are belted in with a black patent leather belt.

Dresses are Plain-Tailored
Velvet, Satin, Taffeta, Serge and Black and

White Tweeds — Fringes and Frills —
Evening and Party Dresses

iStaff Correspondence)

New York. Sept, 15, 1911.

The leading models in dresses at present are

plain tailored. This model is developed in velvet,

satin, taffeta, serge and in black and white tweeds.

Considerable prominence is given to velvet and
satin models. White corduroy is often used for the

fancy collar on velvet, models, and the latest idea

is for the whole dress to be of white corduroy. These
dresses are very plainly tailored and have collars of

fancy embroidery, and the popular one-side closing

with some kind of satin sash effect with ends of

corduroy embroidered to match the collar and trim-
med with fringe. These dresses are held to be the
forerunners of wide wale soft-finished piques for the
Spring season.

_
Smart little tailored dresses of black or dark blue

satin have collars and cuffs of white or of cerise,

coronation blue or purple chiffon.

The collar is hemstitched and is often edged with
black fringe, and the cuffs match. The waist is in

cross-over surplice effect and the closing being at

the side under large covered buttons. Ruches, scant
flounces and pleatings edge the skirts of many of
the new dresses. Tunic effects are good, edged with
deep fringes.

More dressy models are trimmed with fringes or
have narrow scant frills. Many dresses show the
Poiret frill in peplum fashion at the waist. Waists
are finished either in cross-over fashion or have
fichu collars of satin and lace, edged with scallops

or ruches and fringes.

By no means all the sleeves are three-quarter
length, but there is quite an extensive showing of

full-length and seven-eighths models, particularly

in the better-priced lines. At present, it is the three-

quarter .-lceve that sells, as the majority of buyers
prefer the shorter sleeve. Waist styles follow close-

ly the kimona effect, although there are an increas-

ing number of set-in sleeves seen, and some of the
sleeves are beginning to show more fullness at the
top of the sleeve.

There is a splendid showing of evening and
party dresses. Many are very elaborate and made
of rich materials not suited to the Canadian trade.

Smart little frocks of crepe and chiffon are showing,
prettily trimmed with satin, lace and crystal trim-

mings and fringes. All lace dresses and dresses of

net and lace are coming to the front, These are

mounted over satin orcharmeuse, and almost all

have flowers of satin chiffon or metallic net or

braid.

Medium and Low Busts
These Will be the Favored Cuts in

Corsets -- Sale of Corset Waists and

Brassieres Increasing

Montreal, Sept, 1.—As the Fall and Winter gar-

ments are being cut in high waist and straight lines,

the medium low and low bust corset will be the most
popular models. Although the bust measurement
differs considerably, since what will suit one person

will not suit another, there is a very noticeable de-

crease in the sales of the high-bust corset. The low
bust style is best suited to give satisfaction to the

majority of women of medium, and stout build.

These styles have very long skirts with four to six

hose supporters. While the waist is left easy and
natural, the lacing over the hips is tight. Tn this

manner the straight lines are obtained.

The sale of corset waists is on the increase. For-

merly these waists were worn until the age of twelve

was reached, then they were discarded for corsets

But now they are worn in many cases until the

eighteenth year is reached. These waists are now
being made with a low bust and long waist so as to

take the place of the corset, to a certain degree.

The brassiere is becoming very popular. It helps

to fill out the slight figure. It moulds the stout

figure in proper and graceful lines. For a time the

brassiere was not well known. But now it is meet-

ing with a better demand each season. The brassiere

was at first designed for the stout woman. It is now7

being worn by the young woman of straight lines.
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SpecialValues-Choice Selections

EXPRESS PREPAID
Sample order returnable if not more
than satisfactory. It's a fair test

that will bring you excellent returns.

No. 991

WAISTS, SKIRTS
FOR WOMEN

Tailored serge dress, made in the popular
side effect. The yoke and belt are of fancy
figured satin braid: with tab and sash, edged
with silk tassels Cuffs of the braid to match.
This dress is made in colors, black, green, navy,
brown; with black trimmings, and has a style
and a value that will bring business. $6 each.

AND DRESSES
AND CHILDREN

Fancy waist with heavy silk embroidery on
chiffon, and silk lining. Collar and cuffs trim-
med with lace insertion. Black only. This
waist is exceptional value,anda very ready seller

$27.00 H«*z.

Colored Satin rose with green stems and
foliage and pin attachment, to make it

easily adjustable. This is a very dainty
novelty to finish a collar, and is also used
for a hair ornament.

4001—$2.25 doz.

No. 990

Black satin dress with the new two-piece skirt
and high waist line, finished with satin cord
piping and ornament Shaped tucking across
waist and on shoulders and sleeve. Ecru filet

net collar trimmed with satin buttons.

$8.50 each.

WRITE TO-DAY
You are missing excellent
profits and prestige as the
store of new ideas.

DON'T WAIT FOR SALESMEN

This popular side jabot is made of knife

pleated Ecru net, trimmed with rows of

fine cream Val. lace- This is a very dainty
finish for a waist or to wear on a coat. Can
also be made in all white or cream.

4002—$4 50 doz.

A. E. REA & COMPANY
KING & SPADINA, TORONTO

m*

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Models Shown

at

New York

Openings.

For descriptions see page 58.
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MAKE YOUR STORE
y^wSca^:^;

THE:
.yw^

VOU want the patronage of

women who know real value

in Ready-to-Wear Garments. Our
garments, backed up by expert

knowledge of what women want,

will build up your Ready-to-Wear

department.

Chic model Ladies' Costume, made in

fine quality serge, new fichu collar,

trimmed satin fold, finished with silk

covered buttons.

No. 641 $13.50

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE

Wilson-Waldman Costume Co.
161 Spadina Ave. Toronto, Can.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Although the net corset has sold to a certain de-

gree, the lighter weight materials have sold best dur-

ing the hot weather.

The problem in the past has been how to reduce

the hips. The large waist, which is favored to quite

an extent, has helped to reduce the hip measure-
ment. There are also many designs being put on
the market which help to produce the slender effect.

One of these late models is an outside reinforcement
in the form of an abdominal band. This model fast-

ens with a hook at the front side. It has eyelet lac-

ing in the front which allows the band to be drawn
tightly over the abdomen.

In some cases the merchant hesitates to buy ad-

vance styles. This is due to the public in the vicin-

ity being slow to make a change in style. It is not

wise for the merchant to wait for the customer to

make inquiries concerning the new styles. The
merchant should be the one to introduce the new
style. The wise merchant keeps up with the fash-

ion developments, and tries to familiarize his custo-

mers with impending changes. When this is done
properly the public are prepared for the change, and
soon begin to accept the new styles. On the other

hand, if the public are not familiar with the new
changes, it takes some time to depart from the older

styles.

®

Models Shown on Page 56

No. 1.—Dressy suit of plum corduroy velvet trim-

med with wide military braid and braid frogs. The
plain gored skirt has a wide band of velvet put on,

simulating a slashed overskirt, with a girdle sasli

of the braid edged with fringe. The coat is 28 in.

and has the new modified bell sleeve. This is the

sleeve on all the new suits. The hat is faced with deep
ruby plush with a garland of metallic flowers and
foliage.

No. 2.—Plain-tailored dress of corbeau satin.

Large double collar of black and white striped vel-

vet and black velvet. Bias trimming of chenille

fringe on the side gores. The front and side gores

form an apron effect, and there is a simulated slit

at the back, filled in with the black and white striped

velvet. Note also the long sleeves which are a

feature of many of the new Fall models.

No. 3.—This dress strongly illustrates the new
tendencies. The dress is of deep piece satin fulled

into the draped fichu waist. The fichu is of snow-
flake lace and ivory net and shows a buttoned up
portion of the waist and a transparent net guimpe,
trimmed with the same lace used on the fichu. The
set-in sleeves are edged with a scalloped flounce, and
three scalloped flounces trim the foot of the gown.
The made roses are of satin and metallic braid, and
are a touch seen on almost all the dressy imported
gowns.

No. 4. Tailored dress of soft chiffon taffeta. The
waist is kimona, and shows the crossover effect, the

lengthened waist and the new long sleeve with trim-

ming at the elbow. The skirt simulates an over-

skirt effect and is trimmed simply like the waist,

with rows of crochet buttons.

No. 5. Misses' suit of grey mixture cloth with
collar and cuffs of black velvet. The coat shows one
of the new peplums, and is fastened by a cord orna-

ment. The perfectly plain gored skirt fastens over
at one side and has a panel at the back.

Coats of White Velour
Models Made on Lines of Both Evening and Day
Coats Formed Unique Feature of the Openings —

Exquisite Opera and Evening Garments
(Staff Correspondence)

New York, Sept. 15.

There is absolutely nothing new, either of domes-
tic or imported manufacture, in coat models in New
York. The coats showing are of double-faced cloth,

with tan or grey predominating as the outer color,

and with reverse color in some one that forms a
strong contrast.

An occasional deep purple has plain lavender or
I »lack and white striped check for the reverse side,

. j

Novelty coat, made in

fancy hair line stripe,

checked back, new
fichu collar : cuffs,

collar and pockets re-

versed, trimmed with
contrasting color
broadcloth. An exclu-

sive model.

Courtesy Wilson,

Waldman Costume
Co., Toronto.

and a few models are of tweed with the reverse face

simulated of broacloth. Broad belts or half belts

cross the back, and the wide revers merge into

hood-sbaped collars that often end with a point and
a tassel. The sleeves are put in with a little or no
fullness and are moderately belled at the wrist, and
have some sort of turned-back cuff of the reverse

side of the cloth.

A Unique Feature.

A feature that may prove interesting is the show-
ing of coats of white velour or ratine. These cloths
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are double faced; sky, pink and Wedgewood blue

being the colors most used. They are made up in

exactly the same manner as the outing coats, and are

shown in lines of both evening and day coats. There

is also a disposition to use the white velour for fac-

ings on blue back, purple and golden tan cloth coats.

Some few kimona sleeves are shown, and the

put-in sleeve model that comes over the waist for a

couple of inches back and front, and forming a wide,

spreading V under the arms is also seen. The gen-

eral models show the straight coat sleeve put in with

a little fullness and falling away from below the

elbow in bell effect. There is usually a turn-back

cuff, or strappings of the cloth and buttons to form

a cuff.

Rich Evening Models.

( )pera and evening models are exquisite. Two
imported Paris models, one a Drecoll and the other

a Bernard, seen at a Fifth Avenue opening, sufficient-

ly illustrate the present advance mode. One of black

satin was trimmed with wide bands of dull gold

Cluny, put on to simulate a big panel both front and
back. The sleeves were immense pouches of ruby
chiffon, veiled with black, and drawn into wide shir-

red cuff's at the wrist.

The other evening model was of celadon or jade

green moire antique, trimmed on all the edges with

a ruche of the moire shirred over a cord, and the

edges of the silk ravelled out to form a soft fringe,

headed by a narrow line of ermine fur. There was
a shawl collar of macramie lace, edged with the moire

ruche headed with ermine, and crossing at the front

m surplice fashion, where it finished under an orna-

ment of the ruched moire, and metallic cords and
a flower effect formed of metallic tissue. The back
funned a spencer, with a tail of tbe lace also finished

with the same ruche and ermine trimming.
Coats of Tapestry Brocade.

Tapestry brocades having the pattern in metal or

in velvet, in black and gold, in Coronation purple,

ruby, apple green or gold, are made up into rich

draped evening cloaks. These models are lavishly

trimmed with metallic laces, macramie or Venise
and lines of ermine or skunk fur, and often there are

rich flounces of armide or point de Neige lace fin-

ishing the cuff and falling over the arms.

Raincoats for Spring, 1912
Growing Demand for Utility Garments — Wide
Range of Fabrics and Colors — Hair Line Stripes,

Neat Diagonals and Ridge or Knit Effects

First samples of women's raincoats are being
diuwn for Spring and are included in ranges now on
the road. As far as designers can tell, there is no in-

dications at the present time to warrant any changes
before the selling season, but raincoat stylos follow

fashion's caprice more closely than ever, and mer-
chants can allow for Inter models or introduction of

newer cloths. Raincoats arc. as a rule, an early de-

mand and buyers depend on sorting to add novelty

and leave their orders open for anything shown later.

Staple numbers, however, are being taken from
the Spring range selections and quite a few high
class model-, which were essentially brought out for

early choice and shown in departments as style edu-
cation, will inform shrewd buyers also to what extent

they can expect newer garments or cuts in cheaper
lines.

Between buyers, there is every reason to expect
some new features at a later date but with a fairly

comprehensive showing to start with for the Spring-

season there need be no apprehension but that first

models embody all the essentials of style outline.

Latest style of corduroy velvet coat added to the

samples of The National Rubber Co., Montreal, during
September. It is suitable for motor wear, distinctly

mannish in effect and shows the raglan shoulder.
Leading colors for Spring in this cloth are soft tones
of grey, brown and green.

Wide Range of Satisfactory Cloths.

Raincoats are wanted in utility styles, and the

nature of the cloths does not allow of much elabor-

ation in models (if such were wanted) therefore, if

general style features are present, no anxiety as to

results need be feared. The growing demand for

utility raincoats is evident, and has been so since

the day.- of cravenette and rubberized textures. At
the present time sample books cover a wider range
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of satisfactory cloths than ever. These are made up
into numerous styles to suit personal choice or value

in retail at the usual prices associated with raincoats.

Of course, if new cloths are produced in the mills

before January 1st, it will be necessary to bring out

extra numbers, but it is more than likely if such
dues occur that manufacturers will show such cloths

in ci injunction with a leading style at the best selling

price possible.

The Favored Materials.

First cloths in importance are paramattas in man-
nish effects. Styles are also shown with the same

view. Plain and fancy rubbers and single texture

coverts sell according to locality—city people prefer-

ring plain cloths, while for country trade buyers de-

mand more or less fancy designs. One of the new-

est, cloths is rubberized serge, and this has just been

included in sample books. It is a dressy soft finished

fabric in navy, gray, fawn and black. Sightly coats

will be made in $7.50 lines, as will the foregoing

cloths mentioned, in most instances.

Poplins, both mercerized and silk are selling

in fail
- quantities, mercerized fabrics having the pre-

ference, whether from a standpoint of price or stabil-

ity. Shepherd's checks are asked for in all silk, how-

ever, and silk and wool mixtures in black and white

(hecks are expected to enjoy their usual position.

All silk and silk and wool cloths are also included

in plain shades and for locality trade, silk rubber-

ized tussores, single and double texture, are particu-

larly light and attractive for dressy and later season

in- tourisl trade, when made into slip-over styles. A
greal deal depends on the buyers' fancy and class

of trade catered to. Last season several import, styles

in expensive garments were shown with apparent

success, and judging from inquiries for numbers in

domestic price ranges, there is every reason to ex-

pect that a number of rubberized pongees will he

taken. These coats are similar to raw shantung and
motor-silk coats for dressy wear, and a few are sold

each season from samples usually carried at that

lime of year.

New Rubberized Fabrics.

In fancy rubberized fabrics, new cloths added

for this Spring comprise hair-line stripes, neat diag-

onals, several unusual weaves, more explicitly ex-

pressed as ridge or knit effects, and a number of ridge

or corduroy velvets. These last are "27 inches wide

and treated to the usual process are a good quality

velvet, resulting in pliable and bright-finished water-

proof pile fabrics, suitable for motor-coats. Soft gray,

medium brown ami bronze green shades are offered

in corduroy, which seems to meet the vogue for vel-

vets in ready-to-wear garments, and as far as rain-

coats are concerned.

Raglan Shoulders.

During the last few days coats cut on new
models have been prepared, and these emphasize

the trend of raglan shoulders with large armlets and
slip-over styles, with or without belts. Now that

different cloths are interspersed with lines from $7.50

to $11.50, and velvets can be secured to suit novelty

trade, within the limit of the average merchant's

demand, it will be conceded that it will be quite

in easy matter to tone up slocks for Spring.

Fawns and the range of brown shades and tans
or lighter browns are always sellers. Grays are

staple, as are blues and blacks, which merchants
stock year after year in prevailing styles. This year's

novelty will be added in newer cloths and later

models rather than color.

From early indications it is surmised that book-
ings for February and March delivery of raincoats
will be up to usual proportions.

The Power of Show Cards

It is not always that which costs the most in ad-

vertising that brings the best, or most direct results.

Merchants annually spend many dollars on news-

paper advertising, window trimming, etc. If these

methods are carried on properly, there will be an in-

crease in business. But one of the strongest trade

winners of to-day is the show-card. The cost of

these cards is very small; but when displayed in the

window, they have the selling power, and make many
a sale that would otherwise he lost.

Merchants who have not been doing much along

the line of show-cards, should try a well-arranged

window of seasonable goods, with several neatly

worded cards describing the qualities and styles with

prices of the displayed articles. To illustrate the

drawing power of such a window, we give the follow-

ing instance that occurred not long ago in a store in

a small town.

This merchant had a very large stock of hosiery;

sales were slow, and he concluded he would carry

over a lot of the present stock. A suggestion was
made to him, to trim one of his windows with a
sample of every line of hose carried in stock. This
suggestion was acted upon. A good assortment of

styles and shades was shown. To add to this display

every line of hose had a plainly printed price

ticket.

This window had the desired result. Instead of

having an over stock, the merchant was obliged to

order more hose. The trim was kept in the window
for over a week, but it had a lasting effect. The
public remembered this display for the remainder
of the season. This is only one instance among
many, but it goes to illustrate what can be done with

a few well-written show cards, and a fair amount of

goods for display.

Chose Mr. C. B. Gordon

C. 1>. Gordon, president of the Dominion Tex-

tile Company, is now Quebec vice-president of the

Canadian Manufacturers' Association, being the only

nomination from this province to the office.

As Mr. Gordon had previously been named as

one of the twenty Quebec representatives to the coun-

cil of the association, his subsequent nomination to

the vice-presidency caused a vacancy. This has been

filled by the nomination of Edmund Littler, of the

Walter M. Lowney Company, of Canada,



Assuring the Customer That You Know
Ready-to-Wear Salesmen Tell How They Would Deal With a Case in

Which Bulging Collar Was Complained Of — Good Range of Instructive

Opinion on an Important Problem in This Department

THE problem cartooned by The Review in its

last mid-month number was the first of a.

series calculated to help salesmen in ready-

to-wear departments familiarize themselves

will) the details of different alterations in their bear-

ing upon everyday work.

The point brought out by the problem related

solely to that defect in the collar of a coat which
prevented it fitting the neck closely and snugly. The
lady depicted in the cartoon complained that the

collar bulged, and The Review requested its readers

to give in their own words the direct statement to

the customer which such a circumstance called forth.

In very few of the replies was this request recog-

nized. However, a very good range of opinion has

been obtained in the matter.

®

Alteration Described by Chart

The first award is made to H. W. Dickin, Owen
Sound, who dealt in a somewhat technical way with
the alteration, and accompanied it with a chart

showing exactly how the alteration is made. His
description is of that educational character which
The Review will endeavor to emphasize throughout
the series. Mr. Dickin states:

"The way in which to give satisfaction to the
customer, also to make a perfect alteration, and the

charges, etc., would be thus:

"First draw an outline, as shown, or have a

drawing of such on hand, and convince the party
concerned that, although a difficult alteration, you
can perform it, or your tailor, and that you will

guarantee to make the collar lii close and up higher
on the neck. Also, that the charges to customer will

be nothing, as the firm will stand expenses, as their

goods should fit before leaving the store. The ex-

pense is a trifle when you change a dissatisfied cus-

tomer to a pleased one. To have it done the way I

am enclosing is worth from $2 to $3 at a tailor's.

"Explain to customer that the coat was made
too tight at the shoulder pitch. The strap was also

made too long and too straight.

"In order to alter the shoulder pitch to make it

high enough, the back has to be raised as from 1

to 3 and 5 to (5, one inch, dropping the back down
to 8, the same amount, which leaves the side depth
the same as it was, except that the shoulder pitch
lias become higher, the back then lengthened from
2 to 4 and 9 to 10. the same amount that it was
shortened from 1 to 3.

"The change on the foreparl is made as follows:
Draw an imaginary line from the front of the arm's
eye up to the -boulder point 11, then reduce strap
from 11 to 13. V/± inches, and cut down the gorge
the same amount, leaving point 14 nearly the same
height that it is. After the change has been made
finish toe shoulders in the usual way. The collar,

you will find, will he neither too short nor too Ion-'.

the shoulder will have more freedom and will allow

the collar to settle down in the proper place.

Chart showing details of alteration necessary for defective
collar. .See article. «

"If a salesman shows a customer the different

alterations as described it. will be very easy to con-

vince the party of your ability as a salesman."

®

Different Figures to Contend With

Miss Bes.-ie (1. Poster, ready-to-wear department
of Moore A: McLeod, Charlottetown, P. E. 1., is

awarded the second prize. She makes a. clean-cut

businesslike statement to the customer. Her reply

follows:

"First, a square-shouldered figure will cause a

bulge in back of collar of the average normal model
coat. Second, a long-waisted figure often causes

collar to bulge on account of tendency to droop ami
pull down at back.

"In dealing with a customer with regard to the

first difficulty. 1 should explain to her that the gar-

ment can easily be made right, outlining as clearly

a- possible the method followed, for example: 'Yes,

madam, we can easily have tins collar made to lil

perfectly: let me explain (be method. The collar

will be removed, the coat pinned firmly at back of

the neck, the resulting loose cloth will lie taken in
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at the shoulder seams enough to ensure to smooth

close tit of collar. The collar will then be replaced

and the garment will fit as smartly at this point as

the best custom made work.'

"In the second place. I should explain: 'We will

remove the collar, fit the coat without it, then re-

place collar, raising it by means of the outlet at the

back of the neck. This will result in a smooth and

perfect fit.'

'Tn passing, I may say that this last method is

only possible where there is sufficient, cloth outlet.

Should there not be enough, this repair cannot be

attempted.
"In our case we should assure the customer that

no charge would be made. The cost of the job,

based on charges here, would be 50 cents."

®

Different Methods Reviewed

Miss Lillian Richards, with T. B. Shillington &
Co., Blenheim, Ont., sends a statement in which

she reviews the different causes of bulge, and sub-

mits methods of alteration for each. From that

point of view her reply is considered of interest and

is awarded third prize. Miss Richards states:

"As there are several reasons why a coat bulges

at the back it requires different methods of altera-

tion. Sometimes the collar is held loose on the coat,

and by letting it out at the shoulder seams the collar

will sit perfectly. Then, again, it is the fault of the

collar being too tight on the edge. In this case run

a strong thread along the stand of the collar, drawing-

it in, and shrink out the fullness, at the same time

stitching it on the edge. Or, if the collar has a

seam, I would suggesl taking it in a little there."

As this problem is one of the most difficult that

the ready-to-wear -alc-nian has to deal with, The

Review adds a number of other replies, in which it

has been intelligently discussed:

®

Satisfy the Customer
llai-.v A. McCreath, with Cameron's department

store, Goderich, send- the following reply: -Ma-

dam, the defect in the collar can be easily remedied

bv opening the seam at the collar and taking it up

a little. You know all coats are made

from a standard shape, and, of course.

you are a little over-erect, which caused

it to bulge a little on you. If you would

take it to your die-maker she would fix it for you

in a very short time, and the'eost to you would be

trifling.'

"In case an alteration department were in the

store I would suggest that we would do it and not

charge very much for it; only for the actual time

spent.

"The salesperson could only follow the rules of

the store. If they made a practice of doing the

alteration free, then there could be but one answer

to the question.

"I have sold quite a number of ladies' coats

and have never yet lost a sale on account of an al-

teration having to be made, as it is easy to convince

the customer all that is necessary to make it a veal

good fit is to get it altered just where it does not

fit good. But in case the sale has been made and

the customer returned and could not be satisfied in

that way, I would advise by all means to make the

alteration rather than have a. dissatisfied customer
leave the store. If there were no alteration depart-

ment in the store, 1 would tell her to go to a well-

known dressmaker, who is a friend of the store, and
tell her to do it and I would pay her whatever it

would cost, always keeping in mind (within reason)
to satisfy the customer."

®

A Notable Example
John J. McNab, Listowel, writes as follows:

"In my experience, the best way to alter a gar-

ment is to suit the customer.

"Not long ago a lady came into our store and
asked to see our coats. I displayed our stock for

her, ami after explaining how the coats were made,
the quality of the goods, and pointed out to her the

most up-to-the-minute and stylish effects they had,
I got hei to fit some of them on. She selected one
that hau taken her fancy as soon as she had seen it.

When she tried it on it fit her perfectly, except

that the collar bulged a little and did not fit as

snug as she wished.

"I told her that by opening the shoulder seams,

the back seam and the collar seam, and having a

small portion taken off the collar at the back; also

by having the buttons moved, that I felt satisfied

it would fit perfectly around the neck. I called our
dressmaker, who examined the coat and agreed that

by so doing the collar could be made to fit per-

fectly.

"I explained to the customer that no extra

charge would be made for the alteration.

"She decided to take the coat if, after the altera-

tion was made, it fit her perfectly. We had the

alteration made at once, and in the afternoon our
customer came in to try on the coat. When she

put it on the collar fitted properly around the neck
and she was delighted with the coat. She paid me
for it and wore it home.

"This customer was satisfied and she certainly

advertised our coats for us. She told others where
she got it and of the excellent fit after the slight

alteration had been made without extra charge to

her.

"We had many customers purchase coats from
us who spoke of this particular garment.

"We sold between sixty and seventy ladies'

coats that season, and only had to have about ten

alterations made, and some of them very slight.

"A merchant can spend hundreds of dollars in

advertising and he will not get as good results as he
will by satisfying his customers."

®

Teach Salespeople Diplomacy
Miss E. H. Hamel, the Acme Company, Edmon-

ton, Alberta, discussing the problem, writes:

"Firstly, I am in favor of having the depart-

ment pay for all alterations, and find it a great in-

ducement to a. sale if a customer is not worried over

cost of alterations, only in a case where suits are on
sale do we ever charge for alterations, and in such

cases suits are mostly always sold at cost or under,

and we notify them to that effect.

"Secondly, a customer must not know that al-

teration is a difficult one, because in many instances

(Concluded on Page 66.)
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How Would You Inspire This

Customer's Confidence?

i
S it policy to remove the sleeve in

such ready-to-wear garment

alteration as referred to here?

Customer— I like this suit very well, but
the sleeves are too long and I fancy

there is too much fullness

in the shoulder.

Having decided to purchase a suit,

a customer finds by trying on the coat

that the sleeve is a trifle long and also

too high and full at the shoulders.

The salesperson should be able to

convince her that she understands the

difficulty, how much the shoulder

should be reduced, if at all, or to what

extent the cloth used in the garment

will adjust itself.

What statement would you make

to gain this customer's confidence.

Would you try to assure her that the

sleeve is of the prevailing style or

would you decide to alter it to meet

her wishes?

What do you do to avoid such alterations as much as possible ?

How long should it take to shorten sleeves? Do you do this alteration

Saturdays?

For the three best answers, the following prizes will be paid :

—

FIRST

$3 and Review for One Year

SECOND

$2 and Review for One Year

THIRD

$1 and Review for One Year

Other answers reserved for publication will be paid for at the regular

correspondence rates.

Prize replies will be published in 15th of October number of Dry

Goods Review. All must be in the hands of the Editor of Dry Goods

Review, 143 University Ave., Toronto, not later than Oct. 9th.

RLease mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Lesson 6 Short Course in Cardwriting
The Brush Stroke Roman, One of the Most Speedy Styles of Letter in

Practical Use — Sample Card Introducing Simple Form of Decoration

— The Edwards Short-Cut Course.

By J. C. Edwards. Copyright, Canada, 1911.

TIILS .style of lettering, the brush stroke

Roman, is considered one of the most speed-

ily-made style,- used to-day in modern card-

writing. The slant style, which will be

taught in a few lessons farther on, is the speediest,

as the forward slant of the strokes has a decided

tendency to promote greater speed. This lettering

was executed with a No. 7 red sable brush (in al-

bata), the corner of the brush being used to make
the line lines and the width for the strokes.

Correct Use of Brush.

Don't try to just touch one corner of the brush

do the card. Draw the brush flat and use it as we
have already indicated in previous lessons, and as

shown in the corner picture on the lesson chart, but

instead of using the T square, except for very long-

strokes, let the hand rest as shown in the picture

at the upper left-band corner and draw the brush

(edgewise) from top to bottom by simply resting

lingers very lightly.

'Practice this stroke steadily for a while and you

will find it comparatively easy. If you do not ac-

complish the results desired at first, try again and

again. The hardest stroke of all, which you will

come in contact with in this lesson, is the small

horizontal stroke, as stroke 3 in A, stroke 1 in T,

stroke 2 in L, and so on, but if you would persevere,

always remember that the edge of the brush is used

for the fine line and that you press it according to

the width stroke you desire. The heavier you rest

the brush the broader stroke you get, no matter

whether it is the edge or width of the brush you use.

How to Add the Spurs.

There is one point in this lettering that the

student, will find quite bard to master at first, and

that is the adding of the spurs to a fine line in such

letters as A, N, M, V, W, X and Y. The corner

of the brush alone being used (not the whole stroke,

except for the horizontal stroke, as No. 5 in A and
others)

.

Tn the letter A you commence to add the spurs

with No. 4, using the left-hand corner of the brush

ASckssors s*^
Frvnrs yHiiwras Of
Your Tiayf,Produced
This FoivF\oE>EFFE/cr

Showing position of brush in hand while lettering.

A show card showing simple but effective use ot brush
stroke Roman and neat ornamentation.

and without lifting it from the card, draw the brush

edgewise, as indicated by stroke 5, and finish up
with the right-band corner of the brush with

stroke 6.

The addition of spurs to the broad stroke is com-
paratively easy, as the whole brush is used without

danger of covering the edge with the opposite side

of the brush that is not actually in use. In the let-

ter B you will find with practice that you can ac-

complish great accuracy as well as speed. This also

applies to such letter.- as 1' and R, they being com-
posed of practically the same strokes as the B. The
P is really the first stroke of the B, with an en-

larged second stroke; the R is a P with the addition

of the No. 3 stroke, which may be made as shown
in the plate or a straight stroke brought down on a

slant and finished with spurs. The other letters are

easily understood by close examination of the plate.

The finished card illustrated here is a half-sheet

(22x28 inches) and lettered entirely in brush stroke

Roman capitals.

Simple Fokm of Decoration.

The. display line, "WALLPAPER," is brought

more prominently by being shaded with a left-hand

lower shade of grey; the reader is underlined with

broad strokes of grey. We are here introducing the

first am! most simple form of decoration. The effect

being accomplished by pasting a section of foliage

cut from wallpaper, on one corner of the card and
breaking the line border. This is easily executed

and adds greatly to the appearance of a window
card (not for interior display purposes).

The display line is lettered over it, giving the

whole a more real pointed effect, which is, of course,

desirable. The same brush was used for all the let-

tering on this card; the top line was made with two

strokes (if the brush for the wide parts of the let-

ters.
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Plate N?6~BrixshStroUePoma,n

A/A
(A,A?»FBB.

m /\m
f*b >z f

>^sr

;NMoC0p^aC0,

This plate is illustrative of the brush stroke Roman letter. For full instructions see

accompanying article by J. C. Edwards.
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Try one of these cards, using any kind of an

illustration or flower you wish, as long as it is in

keeping with the inscription. f
For any further information re the lesson or

about brushes, outfits, etc., write to J. C. Edwards,
the author, care MacLean Pub. Co., or to The Dry
Goods Review.

CONVINCE THE CUSTOMER
(Continued from Page 63.)

that will lose a sale quicker than anything else. In

nay experience 1 have found" that few words and to

the point will convince them that alterations can
be done with good results, by removing collar and
taking up on shoulder will rectify defect and make
collar lit perfectly, and if such is not the case, they

do not have to take garment. To prove how this

lias been successful, in two and one-half years' ex-

perience only one suit was not satisfactory, although
afterwards was sold to a different party.

"Now, why not teach the young men and women
of to-day how to wait on customers in general? Why
not teach them diplomacy? For good clcrkcrat't

one must be somewhat of a diplomat and must
know just, how to take each individual differently.

Then why not have a place in connection with nighl
schools to fit and train them for good clerkcraft,

say a three-month course, that would entitle them
to a certificate that they were qualified to take a

position in stores? Everyone would be benefited by
such a scheme and there would not be so many dis-

heartened, discouraged and underpaid clerks, who V
are really not worth any more than they are get-

ting, and are not lit to serve the public."

LAMSON ^

LAMSON PREFERRED CABLE CASH C4RRIER
The latest marvel of ingenious simplicity for rapid cash

service in active stores.
Runs on high lines close to ceiling".

Delivers boxes noiselessly at drop-stations.
Impossible for clerks to send boxes wrong end first.

Cashiers cannot dispatch boxes over wrong line.

Sena for Bulletin d>4.

LAMSON CONSOLIDATED STORE SERVICE CO.
126 Wellington Street "West

TORONTO

-SERVICE- .J
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LIGHT AS AIR *U

' %f they give the maximum of warmth ^Ar
and comfort with the minimum of weight.

WOOLLVENA
Pure Down Quilts

are the most popular and best selling Quilts you can handle.

They make satisfied customers. There is a reason.

See the new collection for the autumn.
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Light for Showing Rugs
The Marked Difference Between Natural and Arti-

ficial Light — Daylight Should Always Come Direct

The difference in, the appearance of dyeings

when viewed by natural and by artificial light is

well known. The difference depends to a certain

extent on the kind of artificial illumination in use;

hence matching shades to a pattern is often a dif-

ficult matter in the winter time. Naturally enough,

one and the primary cause of the change in appear-

ance is difference in the composition of the light,

that is. in the relative proportions that exist between

the rays of different wave Lengths, or, in other words,

in the relative proportions in the light of rays ex-

citing different color sensations in the eye. One of

the main distinctions between artificial light and
that of the sun is that the former contains more
yellow rays than the latter, and is correspondingly

deficient in blue and violet rays. This is particu-

larly the case with the incandescent electric lamps
and with the petroleum light. These are just the

lights that make the greatest differences in color

as compared with daylight. The exact nature of

the difference is, however, extremely variable, as

it depends upon the selective absorption of the dye-

ing for light, as well as upon the light it receives.

Reds generally appear yellowish, violets redder, and
many blue dyes (such as methylene blue) acquire a

greenish tinge in artificial light. Yellows appear

paler, and many greens seem to become yellowish.

Incandescent gas mantle lamps do not provoke so

much difference in comparison with daylight, and
arc lamps still less. The electric arc gives out light

so similar in comparison to that of the sun that the

differences are always small, and may require the

practiced eye of the professional colorist to detect

them.

It is a noteworthy fact that the dyeings which
show the greatest differences in appearance with

natural and artificial illumination are those that

have been produced by two or more dyestuffs. In

such cases, especially when the dyes employed are

widely diverse in their chemical constitution, dif-

ferences may appear even under various conditions

of daylight. If the light comes to the goods through
windows overlooked by buildings, showing reflected

and transmitted colors, its effect is very considerable.

Daylight should always come direct from the sky
to the windows, which should face the north.

—

Car-
pet and Upholstery Trade Review.

Tendency in Cushion Designs

The present tendency in cushion expresses itself

in two widely divergent forms. One of them is dis-

tinctly English, in many ways Victorian; the other

is Oriental. The first is expressed by the use of

chintzes and cretonnes, and also by a return of

those bouquets of flowers on dark backgrounds
familiar to our grandparents. As the same tendency
has manifested itself in the matter of dress, it is dif-

ficult to say where it will stop. At present, however,
it concerns chiefly the high-class shops and those

who make a specialty of all that is new and odd.

The designs which the general public are tak-

ing are, with the two exceptions of cretonne effects

and tapestries, more Oriental in character. Art
nouveau designs which adopt Egyptian and Egyp-
tian itse1 f are very prominent. In New York, pea-

cock colors and embroideries, and the detail of the

conventional Egyptian peacock fans are seen in em-
broideries in dresses, bags, cushions, every con-

ceivable article. The Egyptian iris and the lotus

flower are frequently seen. More decidedly modern
designs and jeweled effects are also popular.

A neutral-tinted German crash continues to be

the favored material for the above embroideries. On
the other hand, satin is used for cushions of the

early Victorian type. Black satin, embroidered
with a bouquet of mixed flowers in all the brightest

shades, epitomized the latter tendency.

A pretty boudoir set consisted of Rambler roses,

modern style, on fine neutral-colored linen, and em-
broidered to stand out very strongly. This raised

embroidery is a very prominent, feature of present

stvles.

Modern art dining-room in-

terior, showing use of double

window draperies. Courtesy

'1'. Eaton Co., Toronto.
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Four of the New
Maish Patterns
These are some of the new coverings:

—

Design No. Name of Design Material made up in

1201 Chrysanthemum Maisaline and Maisatetn

1202 Tiger Lily Maisaline and Maisateen

l209 Rose Wreath Maisaline, Maisateen and Maisilk

i210 Trailing Palm Maisaline

MAISH
Laminated
Cotton- Down

Comforts
Years ago when the Maish Comfort was first put on the market,

we had to rely on stock designs for our patterns. But the wonderful
"warmth without weight"—the luxurious fluftiness and buoyancy
alone sold the women of the country.

During the past few seasons, we have been paying high-priced
designers for exclusive Maish patterns, and sales have received an
impetus far beyond our expectations.

The combination of designs that are different, with the well-
known " warmth without weight, " has made the sales of many a
bedding department grow by leaps and bounds

SEND THE COUPON TO-DAY FOR
THE NEW MAISH C A TA LOG—containing

photographic reproductions of the best sellers in the new complete
line, illustrated details of the latest innovations in workmanship
and design, prices and complete information about the '' warmth
without weight " that has revolutionized comfort buying. Send the
coupon or write to-day.

THE CHAS. A. MAISH CO.

Factory and General Offices:— Bank St., Cincinnati, Ohio

New York Office:—41 Union Square

Canadian Branch: 43 St. Sacrament St., Montreal

Additional Saleable Features

116 Other New Designs—in solid

and fancy backgrounds. Brocades,
Jacquards, Flowers. Lattices, plain and
bordered. Made up in Maisaline,
Maisateen and Maisilk.

Special Mitred Border Effects — in

Maisaline. Beautiful, exclusive com-
forts within reach of every class of your
trade.

New Embroidered Edge—makes
fraying and unravelling impossible.
Appeals instantly to every woman.

Silk Ribbon Instead of Yarn—used
in knotting silk and silk bordered com-
forts.
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Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



A new view of the-Canadian" National Exhibition, showing Lake Ontario and new boulevard in the distance. The attendance
ithis year was 926,000, or 87,000 more than last year.

From a Dry Goods Man's Viewpoint
Some Details Not Possible to Obtain in Passing Glance Picked Out For

the Information of Merchants, Specially Buyers and Salesmen — Displays

of the Best Things in Manufacturers' Outputs at Canadian National Exhibition

THERE was a great deal to interest the dry goods
merchant in the displays made at the Canadian
National Exhibition in Toronto. Manufacturers
in various lines there, made elaborate and very

striking array of the best in their output, and to the

general public as well as to the men who must buy, in

order to meet their demands in a retail way, there was
much to inspect and to remember.

With the object of giving to dry g Is merchants a

more detailed view of the goods shown than they were
porbably able to obtain in a short space of time, The
Review here publishes uncolored descriptions of the dis-

plays. These are for the benefit of merchants, buyers
and salespeople. The exhibits not only included equip-

ment for every department of the up-to-date store where-

by efficient service may be obtained, but also carefully

arranged displays of latest productions in furniture,

housefurnishings, ready-to-wear garments, furs, millinery,

knitted goods, leather goods, accessories, and dress

fabrics. Tiiese displays are described from the view-
point of the dry goods man with whom the best interests

of his enterprise is constantly uppermost.

While all exhibits had some interest for the dry
goods man. those here described relate exclusively to

Ins business.

Dominion Textile Co., Montreal. Demonstrating
manufacture of 8 /4 sheeting, bed quilts, grain hags, cot-

ton towelling representing company's mills. Displays of

\vi apperettes, kimona cloths, sheetings, cottons, towel-

lings, quilts, fine longcloths, nainsooks, ducks and drills,

bleached Savannah cloths, nurse's suitings and staple

patterns in prints.

The display was decidedly educational as to the de-

velopment of Canadian manufacture in cotton goods, and
its location in the Process Building was always the centre

of large and interested gatherings of spectators.

Parsons & Parsons, Hamilton.—Demonstrating Kant-
Krack coated-linen linen collars for all purposes of wear,
and their adaptability in style and wearing qualities.

The display called particular attention to reinforced

button holes front and back, and the attached lip wsich
is on all styles and prevents breaking of collars at the

front folds. Every shape for popular wear approvel by
fashion are made and sold at one price direct to mer-
chants. Complete stocks are carried at Toronto, Mont-
real, Quebec, Winnipeg, Calgary, and Vancouver. From
these points 18 salesmen will start directly to show their

assortment with as much enthusiasm as was evident at

the exhibit.

Chas. C. Punchard & Co., Toronto.—Display of "Well-
ington hats" and of general range of men's hats and caps

for Spring, including derbies, plain and rough felt

fedoras, telescopes, new '-piece felt cap, scout and
windsplitter hats and patent elastic band cap. Materials
shown for next season headwear—Serges, homespuns,
shepherd's checks and fancy designs.

Canada Label and Webbing Co.. Toronto.—Demon-
strating manufacture of woven silk trademark and name
labels for garments, fringed book-marks, with displav of
label designs used by manufacturers of garments of all

kinds.

The exhibit consisted of two looms and a card cutting
and lacing machine. On the looms fringed bookmarks
with King George woven in colors and similar silk labels
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with a picture of the University of Toronto for conversion

into a post card, were turned out by the dozen. An
expert designer was employed on the card cutting and
lacing machine showing the method of preparing pat-

terns for the large looms. Labels used by different firms

and woven by this company were displayed in frames in

front of the machines.

Kent-McClain Co., Toronto.—Displays of show cases,

and fixtures in Circassian walnut, mahogany and quarter

cut oak. Types included raised styles with drawers, pro-

jecting cases with marble bases and upright designs for

mounting on other cases.

Dr. Jaeger Sanitary Woolen System Co., Montreal.—
Displays of all wool underwear, sweater coats, aviation

caps, motor boods, mittens and other articles of wear, to-

gether with bath robes, fool warmers, blankets, shawls

and sleeping bags. Special features: Case of children's

and infants' wear: a vicuna-finished traveling gown
weighing only 20 ounces: seal-finished, wool-lined travel-

ing rug, and a winter ulster of sheep's wool, the latter

weighing 9 lbs. only.

Penmans, Limited, Paris, Ont.—Display of men's,

women's and children's sweater coats, hoisery and under-

wear, featuring "Pen-Angle" knit. Sweater coats in

coronation and auto styles, men's cardigan rib with

tiiplex collar, in fawns, browns, greys and approved
combinations; men's and women's fine silk, lisle and
cashmere hosiery; men's close-crotch combination under-

wear, night robes and pyjamas; fine Egyptian thread

shirts and drawers, balbriggan and double-thread mesh
underwear; women's underwear, comprising natural wool
combinations, night robes, O.S. lisles and fine lisles with

new laces and insertion trimmings, slip-not vests and im-

proved designs in lightweight eyelet qualities.

Nesbit & Auld, Toronto.—Display of dress goods
and reversible cloakings, all made in Canadian mills. The
assortment included soft tan and grey mixtures, stripes

and neat checks in season's leading patterns, also diag-

onals and plain back reversibles or blanket cloths.

This display situated near the main entrance of the

Manufacturers' Building was a revelation of the quality

of materials now being turned out by Canadian manu-
facturers. The style merit of the patterns and the high

standard of texture and finish were the subjects of gen-

eral comment. In all aboui twenty patterns were placed

so as to admit of close inspection and to show the

merits of textures, pattern and colorings. Nisbet &
Auld's was the only exhibit of this kind. The goods were

enclosed in a green lined case and arranged to particular

advantage. Apart from its importance to the trade, the

display was id' decided educative significance to all who
saw it.

John Northway & Son, Toronto.—Display of ready-

to-wear novelties in afternoon and evening gowns,

di esses, hloiises, suits and fashionable cloaks. Features

—

Dresses in bordered effects, richly embroidered evening

cloaks, velvet coats and outing garments in which vogue

for velvet pipings, large novelty buttons and shawl col-

lars were accentuated; suits of braided serge in brown

and green, model in black and white Bannockburn trim-

med with satin velvet and buttons; blouses in lace and

chiffon featuring the following colors—Linen, blue, olive,

black and white and mauve.

Belding Paul, Corticelli Co., Montreal.—Display of

silks for fancy work and embroidering, and featuring

rich examples of different kinds of fancy novelties includ-

ing lea covers, table cent res. work bags, collar bags and ma-

gazine holders on white and brown linens. The display also

featured ribbons, plain and fancy, for Christmas trade. As-

sortments id' finished pieces are available to merchants

for toning up departments for fancy work classes or

windows.

J. & J. Cash, Coventry, Eng., and South Norwalk,

Conn.—Exhibit of frillings, trimmings, labels, mono-
grams, markers, tubular poplin ties and friction towels.

Blouses, dresses, parasols and summer wash hats demon-

strated the range and effect of colored trimmings and
trillings. Cash's friction towels are made of knitted
linen tape, and are unbleached, in any size wanted. In
poplin ties Roman stripes, plain and fancy designs were
shown.

Dominion Ostrich Feather Co., Toronto.—Display of
willow plumes, aigrettes, ospreys, paradise plumes, mod-
ern millinery creations trimmed entirely with feathers,

muff and ruff in snow-white ostrich and marabout.
Each corner of the display case was banked with

undressed feathers, which enhanced the colorings in re-

lief. Several matched plumes in these shaded effects

were shown, one rich feather in black and white being

very effective.

Interspersed throughout the exhibit were ostrich eggs

and in one corner of the case was a nest made of natural
leathers. It was a remarkable display which, on close

inspect ion, revealed many notable style points as well as

beauty of fibre and richness of quality suggesting high

standards in manufacture.

Irving Umbrella Co., Toronto.—Exhibit of parasols

and umbrellas emphasizing latest Parisian style featurers

and comprising beautiful fringed, embroidered and braid-

ed models in black and white, Dresden, floral and other

light summery effects. The display also featured Broad-
wax and Directoire styles, a wide range of rich mounts
in gold, silver and inlays for men's and women's um-
brellas, and a number of dainty children's models.

East & Co., Toronto.—Display of Christmas and
Spring, 1912, leather traveling requisites. Steam-
er, wardrobe and bureau trunks, club and
hand bags, suit cases, also parasols with
gold, silver, pearl and novelty handles. Hand-
bags featured Hat and shield styles, with cord and tas-

sel, wrought metal purses in all sizes and later novelties

with gold and oxidized frames and rich linings.

Raphael Tuck & Sons Co., Montreal.—Display of dis-

tinctive art goods for gift and other purposes, includ-

ing Christmas favors, calendars, holiday, wedding, baby
and toy books, valentines, games and numerous other

lines thai appeal to the fancy goods department of the

dry goods store.

Arlington Company of Canada.—Display and demon-
si ration of "Challenge" waterproof all linen collars in

all prevailing styles, together with combs, children's

teething rings, babies' rattles, soap boxes, martingale

end other useful articles.

Probably the display of waterproof collars was of

chief importance because of that development in their

manufacture which brings them into still closer rivalry

with those of washable fabric. As the display clearly

demonstrated, they have all the appearance of fabric in

their finish, can be cleaned easily, wear well and are

odorless. Further, they are correctly representative of

the latesi styles, and combine the essentials demanded

by neal dress.

A. R. Clarke & Co,. Toronto.—Display of leather

mitts, gloves, gauntlets, moccasins, sheepskin coats, and

wide range of negligee shirts extending from cheaper

materials to mercerized fabrics and silks. Harvey

Trickey in charge.

Gipe Carrier Co., Toronto.—Display of parcel, cash

and message carriers and demonstration of noiseless effi-

( iency in serving any or all floors of a store no matter

how exacting the grade or curve.

A feature of this exhibit was the loop-the-loop, one

of the most recent Gipe inventions by which this carrier

service may be extended to all floors of a store, making

a perfect equipment. In practical operation in the Trans-

portation Building, the reliable utility of Gipe carriers

were set forth in a very interesting way. One of the

most notable features apart from the loop-the-loop, was

the Gipe parcel carrier. By the introduction of this

equipment the merchant may have his parcel-wrapping

desk removed altogether from proximity to the counters
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and at the same time I lie salesman lias absolute control

of the carrier. If necessary, it is possible for him, by

means of a simple lock arrangement to return it to the

sales end with the greatest ease. The basket is also se-

cured in such a way that it cannot possibly fall in transit.

In this, as in all Gipe Carriers, the operation is noiseless

and dependable under all circumstances.

National Cash Register Co., Toronto.—Display of

cash registers demonstrating reliability of their service

in keeping correct cash record. Special feature—model
multiple drawer registers, electrically operated, showing
transactions of nine salesmen, one register recording the

business of what formerly required as many machines
as salesmen in order to have check on each. The mul-

tiple drawer type performs this work, protecting the mer-
chant, customer and clerk, producing a daily sales slip

For transfer to the statement book.

Dennis wire & Iron Works, London, Ont., and Tor-

onto.— Display of metal fixtures, clothes lockers and
shelving, comprising metal cabinets for office and factory

equipment, storing cabinet for inflammable material, wire

clothes lockers, 12 x 15 x 72 inches and half sections,

12 x 15 x .'56 inches, or produced in any size according to

purpose whether for millinery, ready-to-wear garments,
or smaller articles.

Office Specialty Co., Newmarket and Toronto.—Dis-

play of tiling cabinets in wood and steel for office pur-

poses, also bookcases, improved designs are fireproof.

Where filing requirements are not great, half sections

are available. This company has recently made a large

addition 'to their factory which will be devoted entirely

to the construction of fireproof cabinets.

Brinton Carpet Co., Ltd., Peterborough.—Display of

all qualities of Brussels, Wiltons, Regina Axminsters and
3 section devoted to Kuhistan rugs in their exhibit. They
emphasized the facilities which they have for dealing

with every class of trade and making modern carpets

and rugs. Several lines, on view, are produced solely by
this company.

Probably the section alloted to Kuhistan rugs, hall

runners, stair and piece carpels was most interesting.

This doth is a pile fabric that looks well and wears well.

1
1

is made with an all-cotton back, which makes it pliable,

so that it lies flat on the floor and will not "kick up".
The designs are in soft Persian colorings and every one
is made in a range of sizes or by the yard. They are ex-

act reproductions of Hue Persians brought out in their

tine colorings and are by no means high-priced. For
every merchant it is an attractive line to sell at a very
moderate price.

In bringing their line of Brussels, Wiltons and Ax-
minsters before the public, a first-class arrangement of
the most striking patterns was made to balance the dis-

paly of Kuhistans Squares in Oriental, medallion and
conventional designs with smaller rugs were placed to

form a setting for piles of matched carpets to suit differ-

ent rooms. At one side was a rich "Regina" Axminster
nig suitable for library, dining or living room. As an
< sample of this quality, it was conspicuous both in depth
of pile, design and beautiful colorings.

In the piece carjets new designs for Spring in two-
tone green, tans :ind blues were on view. One pattern
shown in body and border to match was a period de-

sign for parlor or drawing room. It was a soft fawn
with pastelle colorings worked in a neat floral effect.

Another deep pile Wilton in two-'tone green was noted.

'Ibis, on account id' quality, was given the place of

honor in the centre of the setting. The border was a

large floral design, which would add effectiveness to any
plain centre rugs, such as this matched set would make.
Ti is just the kind the average housewife has fixed in her

mind and describes to salesmen in her search for a suit-

able two-tone green.

To give a more homelike appearance to their exhibit
colonial pedestals were placed at intervals and large
Boston ferns introduced. The object of the exhibition
was gained in making Kuhistan rugs and Regina Ax-
minsters the outstanding features.

The Toronto Carpet Mfg. Co. Two exhibits, one in the
Manufacturers' and another in the Process Bldg., both
demonstrating "Made in Canada." This company's
plant which now covers between .'i and 4 acres, is being-
enlarged to handle an increased output of carpets and
rugs necessary to meet demands in Canada.

First quality Brussels for parlors were shown in

French Renaissance, two-time green and oriental pat-
terns. For dining rooms and libraries, designs included
Bokara, Saraba and conventional effects, or if smaller
patterns were required, and dens or smoking rooms con-
sidered, rugs were shown in small neat and inconspicuous
designs to harmonize with suitable furniture, such as,

fumed oak, mission or mahogany.

"Pullman" designs were featured in several designs
and colorings in qualities demanded for hotels, railroads
and public buildings. This factory makes a specialty of
largo contracts of this class.

Probably the mos, important development of the
manufacture of rugs by this firm was demonstrated in
the display of Khorassan tufted squares, which are direct
copies >d' designs made in Asia Minor. Several camel
hair effects, Sarabend and Persian-Kazaks in different
sizes were shown. These are made to special measure-
ments or any size from small rugs 27 x .~>4 and runners
36 inches wide up to 5 yards long for halls and stair-

ways to large squares for any room. There is a greater
demand than ever for this kind of rug and merchants
who saw this display could not help but be impressed.

In a large space in the Process Bldg. every operation
in carpet manufacture was followed from the wool on the
living sheep to completed rugs. Interested spectators
were shown the processes of cleaning, carding, spinning,
dyeing and weaving, all of which is done by this firm in

their own factory. One of the prominent things noted
was that the yarns were all submitted to a chemical test

to ascertain if dyes are perfect before being used.

From the sheep, fleece, worsted tops and yarns to

finished carpets on hand or power machines was educa-
tional. Side by side were an old fashioned spinning
wheel and the first processes from worsted tops on modern
machines, which reduce 4 times. Ingrains were made on a

hand loom and a high-speed power loom. Operators were
demonstrating on both Smyrna rugs weft-loom and weav-
ing-loom machines, while at the end nearest the entrance
were two improved Wilton and Brussels looms. During
'the exhibition "Coronation" rugs and carpets were made,
these being exact copies of the floor covering in West-
minster Abbev at the crowning of King George V.

The announcement is made thai the Dominion Ax-
minster Co., whose exhibits were made in conjunction
with The Toronto Carpel Mfg. Co.'s displays, will occu-

py a new building 240 feet long, at present being com
pleted as part of this immense plant. Additional looms
are being installed and every preparation accessary made
to handle this ext ra business.

They will manufacture rugs, mats, piece carpets and
bordei'S in Axminsters and Pro. Brussels carpets and
squares for bedrooms. In the Process Bldg. a large loom
was engaged in showing the manufacture of (his latter.

Beautiful colorings for one color bedrooms were shown in

Gorovan rugs including rose, blue, green and tan and Pin.

Brussels designs in beautiful effects were arranged in

an annex in the Manufacturers' Bldg. Several Brussels
patterns and conventional designs in .'! ply wool rugs
(seamless) added to the assorln I of qualities and
range, as the output of this new factory.
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HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied by sellers, but
for which the editors of the " Review" do
not necessarily hold themselves responsible

AN IMPROVED CABLE CASH
CARRIER.

Recent improvements in the Elec-

tric cable type of cash carriers make
them formidable competitors of the

number of cash boxes may be sent in

either direction without reference to

others in transit and by reason of its

ingenious construction it is equally

impossible for clerks to dispatch a

box wrong end foremost or for cash-

iers to send out change over the

wrong line.

The general construction of the new
style of carrier system differs ma-
terially from that of the familiar low

New style "Drop Station" cable cash carrier. Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co.

pneumatic tube for rapid handling of

both casb and charge transactions in

good-sized stores of the better class.

This new carrier runs swiftly and

noiselessly up, down, around corners

or through walls or partitions. Any

level type of cable in that its main

lines run high overhead close to the

ceiling, while the sending and deliv-

ery points are situated at the lower

end of "drop stations." This plan of

installations does awav with all no-

ticeable overhead obstructions and at

the same time makes the dispatching

and receiving of cash boxes much eas-

ier for store employes.

The power required for driving the

cable is supplied by a small motor
conveniently placed under the cash-

ier's desk or table, and the cost of

operation is trifling, since 'JO stationa

or more may be operated successfully

by one-half HP.
This new system has been appro-

priately named the "Preferred Cable"

cash carrier, and there are consider-

ably more than 2,000 stations in ac-

tive use, all of which are reported to

be giving satisfaction.

ENLARGING THEIR FACTORY.
In order to meet the demands of

their constantly increasing business

the Parisian Corset Manufacturing

Co., Quebec, have been compelled to

enlarge their factory. In November
last the company occupied the new

and spacious factory that had just

been completed for their use and now
after a lapse of only seven months

they are again forced to provide more
room for carrying on the business

and the plant will be enlarged to al-

most double its present capacity.

Tenders are now in for the new addi-

tion and it is to be completed by

November 1st.

When this work has been completed

and new machinery is installed, the

company will be in a position to

double their output of P.C. Le Pari-

sian Corsets, for which there has

been such a great demand. The staff,

too, will be increased by about 150

to 2110 employes. The company will

hereafter be able to execute orders

promptly and meet the insistent call

for their products, which will be alike

more satisfactory to their customers

and themselves.
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Do You Want to Buy Something

That You do Not Know

Where to Get ?

EVERY month The Review receives letters

from subscribers stating that they are
in the market for certain goods, but that

they do notknow where they can be procured.

They ask us if we can tell them from what
source they can procure the wanted articles.

This is a service we render cheerfully.

When you become a subscriber to The
Review this service is part of what you buy.

We have facilities for procuring informa-
tion about new goods, novelty lines, articles

not usually sold in dry good stores but occa-

sionally asked for, etc., and these facilities

are at the service of our readers.

We are glad to get these requests for

information and no service could be more
cheerfully rendered.

CUT OUT THE COUPON BELOW,
and use it when you would like us to give

you information.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 University Avenue, Toronto

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

TORONTO

For Subscribers

1
INFORMATION WANTED

DATE 191

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN BUY

NAME_
ADDRESS
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To the Trade

w Septembi-.r 1.5 th, 191

1

In the following departments we are

unequalled for assortment and value, and

in which we are fully equipped to do your

assorting promptly and satisfactorily:

—

Our travellers are now on the road and

will call upon you shortly with a full

range of samples.

For rush demands send us your letter

orders or visit our warehouses, where you

will receive a hearty welcome and

courteous attention.

John Macaonala fcy Co., Ltd.
TORONTO
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The Sun Rising Every Morning Reveals
To All The World The Medium Used In

The Bleaching Of The World Famous
44

Old Bleach" Ctncns
Everybody knows the bleaching properties of "Old Sol's" rays,

Our grandmothers knew and used them to advantage, for she was not rush-

ed for time, and anyway this was the only process she knew. Modern In-

ventions have given us speedy bleaching chemicals which serve the pur-

pose—but, what do they do with the fabric? They destroy the life of the

linen. They eat the fabric slowly, but surely. "Old Bleach" Linens

are made of pure flax, bleached as our ancestors bleached their linens

—

on the grass in the sun. They are full of life and durability. Great

care is exercised in weaving and no ttarch is used. "Old Bleach'" Lin-

ens are made in plain weaves or in fancy damask patterns, all the choic-

est designs. You can't go wrong with a full line of "Old Beach."

ys%^#»>' BOOKLET SENT ON REQUEST

R. H. COSBIE IRISH LINEN
AGENCY TORONTO

*flEw
]

White Duck Khaki
Specials Specials
Waiters' Coats
Cooks' Coats
Barbers' Coats
Butchers' Frocks
Porters' Coats
Bar Vests
Surgeons' Gowns
Dentists' Coats
Outing Trousers
Boys' Bloomers
Aprons

Norfolk Coats
Outing Trousers
Riding Breeches
Outing Shirts

Miners' Shirts

Working Shirts

Auto Coats
Boy Seoul Suits

Boys' Bloomers
Overalls

BOYS' KNICKERS, Double Front and Seat

TROUSERS OVERALLS

Robert C. Wiikins Co. Ltd.

Montreal

Australian Trade
Are You Interested?

If so, The Draper of Jlustralasia (published

monthly) can provide you with much valuable

trade information. It is the organ of the drapery

and kindred trades of the Antipodes, and is

subscribed for by all the leading firms in Australia

and New Zealand.

Subscription $2,50 Mailed Free

Specimen Copy will be supplied on application.

Advertising rates may be obtained and space

secured by communicating with our New York

Office, 29 Broadway.

Publishing Offices :

Melbourne, Fink's Buildings

Sydney, Post Office Chambers
London, 71 Queen St., E.C
New York, 29 Broadway

Please mention The Review i<, Advertisers ami Their Traveler*.
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FALL BUSINESS

€[f Fall stocks in all departments are of a

size and diversity to adequately meet your

sorting wants.

€(f Your want list, whether given to our

travellers or sent by mail, will receive

prompt and accurate attention.

€ff Our travellers have samples of many

lines of Spring Goods. You will appreciate

the values shown.

Greenshields Limited
MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Don't Lose Dress

Goods Sales

Sort up from our stock which

represents the widest variety in

the trade.

***********#**###**##*#*

BIG VARIETY

Serges, Broadcloths, Evening Fabrics,

Voiles, Tussah Royal, Eoliennes, etc;

Sandown
Coating

Serges

are always

popular

Good for early %

Fall wear

It pays to feature

Priestley's Dress Fabrics.

SERGES

Were never

more popular

Priestkp's

CONCORD
COATING

SERGES

Black, Navy,

cumrii coitini and Cream
Serges

Have the appearance

and give the wear

Rolled on the "Varnished
Board"

* Sandown Coating *

*
Ser0M *

* *

* Serviceable in

* Three Shades %
* *

* BLACK, NAVY and CREAM *
* *
* *

Are you using Electros after the

style of illustration for your
newspaper advertising? Write
if you have not a supply.

The line of satisfaction and profit

to the leading dress goods de-

partments all over Canada.

How is your stock of

Concord and Sandown Serges, Wool Veletta ?

Sole Agents for Priestley's Dress Goods.

Greenshields Limited

MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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91 WimpoleSt,

London W.

We have the pleasure to inform you

that our representative will shortly

he calling upon you with a full

collection of samples of Staple and

Novelty Goods for Spring 1912,

Dehenham & Company

Montreal,

18-20 St. Helen St.

Toronto,

Bay and Wellington Streets.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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The Black Prince Shirt

Gives Full Satisfaction

From every standpoint the Black Prince Shirt is a thorough

success.

The material is a very high-grade black, fleece-back serge

—the dyeing is guaranteed fast black.

The making is the very best. The shirts are cut very full

—

with good long sleeves, and every seam is double stitched.

Every Black Prince you sell makes a thoroughly satisfied

customer. It will fit and wear just as the wearer would have it.

Ask your wholesaler for sample and price or write us direct.

This is a high-grade shirt which you can retail at a profit.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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WHEN IT COMES TO

STRETCHING AND
BENDING ABOUT,

Success
Overalls

are the ones which stand the

severe strain of hard work.

The Overalls are cut on such

big lines that there is ample
room for the wearer to move
fully in every direction.

When an absolute strain comes
on the overalls themselves

—

they hold fast. They are made
of best denim, and every seam
is double stitched, ensuring

great strength.

Ask your Wholesaler — the

range is complete: three

weights, three colors.

Look for the Success Label.

IBc^amuUmip&i
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.

^M^niXcaC
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Established 1832 Cable Code : Law-Bradford

Fall 1911

REGISTERED

Exclusive Designs

& & &

Showerproof Goods
Mohair and Alpaca Linings

Buyers visiting England can see a full

collection in Bradford and London.

& j& j&

Law, Russell & Co., Limited

Converters of Bradford Fabrics

BRADFORD AND LONDON, ENG.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Carpets
and

Oilcloths
The sale of these goods is very

greatly affected by good or bad

times. Next Spring is bound to

be a good season. Prepare well

and reap the benefit.

Our Range for Spring

We are showing a most complete

range of everything in floor-

coverings, comprising all the latest

and best colorings and designs.

Make it a point to see our

samples.

John M. Garland
Son & Company

Ottawa, Canada

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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NEW RANGES OF THE

Will be shown by all the Leading Wholesale

Dry Goods Houses in October. To obtain

satisfactory deliveries place your orders early.

The makers of Wm. Anderson Zyphyr re-inforce the ex-

perience of years with a knowledge of to-day's conditions in the

dry goods trade. It is their business to watch every change of

fashion and provide for it. That is why they sell more goods

than their competitors That is why they can sell you goods

that you can sell.

Wm, Anderson & Co., Ltd.
m © Pacific Mills ®

Glasgow, Scotland

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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During This Year Only

0(JU Handsome 2 Drawer

Satin-WalnutNeedle Cabinets

To be Presented FREE
with 20 m. ABEL MORRALL'S

Celebrated Needles (Sharps)

r ^
Customer's own name and ad-

dress printed on each packet

FREE OF CHARGE.

^.

Tear off Coupon at bottom of this page, fill in

particulars of sizes required, and send to any
GOOD JOBBER, who will procure for you.

—THIS SPECIAL OFFER HOLDS GOOD UP TO DEC. 31st, 1911

—

Order from Messrs. ABEL MORRALL, LTD., for Z 20 m.
Needles (Sharps) with ™ v

r own name and address on each
packet. To include the Needle Cabinet FREE.

Name and Address
Sizes Needles Requirtd

Nos.

THIS COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY THE ORDER

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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SEE THAT YOUR
Zephyr Shirts and Washing Suits

bear the

DURO
TAB

WHICH GUARANTEES THE DYE
AGAINST SUN, BOILING IN SODA,

OR ANY KIND OF WASHING

oBooyt

?
GUARANTEED FADELESS

Any Garment which Fades will

be Replaced Free of Charge

by Ihe Proprietors GUARANTEED FADELESS

Burgess, Ledward ^"r
Manchester, England

A. B. COUCH, Fraser Buildings, St. Sacrament St., Montreal

W. E. BIRRELL, 27 Wellington St. East, Toronto

STUART CAMPBELL, Hammond Buildings, Winnipeg
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It is an easy matter for a competent cutter to fit most
figures; but no tailor, however eminent he may be in his

profession, can guarantee the appearance of a coat after it

has been worn.

Some customers are careful of their clothes, others are

quite the reverse and spoil the effect of a really well-fitting

garment by filling out their pockets with papers and other

bulky objects, the result being that creases which should be

non-existent soon appear, and, of course, the tailor gets blamed.

Had Hymo been utilized for an interlining all cause for

complaint would have been obviated, as its effects are un-

deniable.

Have you used Hymo? It takes the place of haircloth

and of course does not require binding, stitching, or shrinking

and carries the makers' guarantee that it will NOT CURL.

It has no stiffening, it is unshrinkable, and it retains its

spring, while above all things it is inexpensive.

Obtainable from all High-Class Wholesale Houses.

Look for the Trade Mark stamped every five yards

on "Hymo" Cloths. None genuine without-

Agents for Canada

GREEFF-BREDT C& CO.
60-62 FRONT STREET PHONE MAIN 3347

TORONTO and at MONTREAL

Sole Manufacturer

James Hymans
(Wholesale Only)

NOTE NEW ADDRESS

13 BEVIS MARKS
LONDON, ENG.
SAMPLES ON REQUEST

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Merchant Speaks His Mind Two Letters
One Protests Against Mail Order Methods and Calls Upon Merchants to

Organize for Vigorous Action — How the Mail Order House Follows Up
Former Customers — Introduces the Courteous, Personal Element.

OCCASIONALLY, a dry goods merchant rises

up and with considerable force tells what he
thinks of the mail order houses and the man-
ner in which they are gaining a hold on lo-

cal trade. Recently, The Review has received several

such letters, and will reproduce them according to

the significance of the arguments they advance as to

the extent to which they may add anything new to

the discussion of the question.

The letter reproduced here calls particular

attention to one directed by a mail order house to a
former customer in his town. This is nothing more
than an announcement as to their catalogue and ex-

pressing a desire to again do business with the per-

son addressed.

The Personal Touch.
The letter begins, "Dear friend," a fact which the

merchant comments upon with some emphasis. This
personal element, whether in salutation or other

form, looks like good business to The Review. It

arouses a warm interest in the person addressed and
any merchant who cultivates it will find that it

brings better returns than where the epistle is cold

and unattractive. In connection with such a letter,

it should arouse little comment from the local mer-
chant, for he has the first advantage of location to

create a similar impression. Many merchants do
send out letters to present to prospective customers
and will agree that the courteous, personal address

almost invariably brings a reply.

The Review is reproducing both of these letters.

That written by the merchant should at least tend
to rekindle the ardor of any man who may have
become indifferent to the serious reality of the ques-

tion, and at the same time it submits the merchant's
suggestion of remedy. The letter of the mail order

house is published because of three notable features

—

its attractive manner of address, the news it contains

calculated to arouse the interest of the reader, and
the hint that it conveys that the mail order people
are certainly looking after the field quite as carefully

at a distance as the local merchant is or should be
doing. The letters follow.

THE MERCHANT'S LETTER.
Editor Dry Goods Review,—My attention has been drawn to

the fact that the large mail order houses are making more
stringent efforts than ever before to get a firm footing among the
trade that legitimately belongs to the thousands of retail mer-
chants all over the country.

In the first place, they have a customer, say last year, as for
instance, the enclosed letter from them will show. They write
this customer a letter starting off with "Dear Friend." This,
of course, is a circular letter, but you will notice the term
"friend" being used by them. Along with this they send a
stamped envelope for a reply, asking to send on the Pall num-
ber of their catalogue.

Is it not high time for the merchants of this country to wake
up and protest against these enormous concerns?

In several copies of your Review, articles have appeared ad-
vising the merchants to pay no attention to these mall order
houses, but to go on and try and develop some such system as
will make his store and his values more attractive, then by
winning away the customer from the mail order houses.

It is all very well to do this, but what is going to happen in
the near future if these mail order houses are allowed to go
on as they are doing now.—doing as the devil-fish—stretching
out arm after arm until they get such a hold on the retail trade
that it cannot get away from them?

If you have looked over one of these Mid-summer catalogues
you will have noticed near the front page a picture of a cotton
bag filled to the top, called surprise packet, notions, 10 articles
sale price 19 cents. What stronger invitation does a woman
need to send for a mail order than that. Nothing seems to
appeal stronger to some women than just such an offer as this.
It's a prize package, and that's the reason it appeals. Now,
this prize package in itself would not hurt the local merchant,
but can you imagine a woman setting down to oraer one of these
packages without sending for a lot of other things at the same
time?

Now they are going to make their catalogues more attractive
than ever by bringing out the natural colors of some of the
goods they advertise.

Just think of the enormous amount of money they are spend-
ing in order to get this business away from us—when they are
sending out letters of this kind where postage alone is four
cents on every customer before they even send a catalogue.

After the catalogue arrives, you will note that they deliver
$25 worth of goods, freight paid, and they go on to show the
customer that if he or she does not require $25 worth, how easy
it will be for them to double up with their neighbors, thereby
saving the freight charges.

Now, I would just like to point out the injustice of this
scheme. In making this suggestion, it is for a greater purpose
than the mere saving on the freight—for as soon as Mrs. Jones
gets a catalogue she wants something out of it for herself.
She will cross over to her neighbor's and spend possibly half a
day showing Mrs. Smith the great bargains she can get from
the catalogue, with the clinching agreement that as she, Mrs.
Jones, is sending, the goods would come to her free of freight
charges. In other words, the mail order house has secured a
strong salesperson who may spend hours of her time and which
costs them not one cent.

These are some other great units which confront the local
merchants at the present time and which a remedy must be
found, otherwise the merchandising interests of this country
must suffer.

I refer to the order-taker, who comes around once or possibly
twice a year. Calls on everybody with samples of tea, corsets
and various other lines. These order-takers are merely evaders
of the present laws, for do they not often call and get the order
one day and deliver it the next?

Now, these people are really merchants who pay no rent, no
taxes, no help, and in no way do they assist in the up-building
or the up-keep of the towns in which they do business. There
is only one good way to get after these people and that is to
get the Legislature to grant power to any municipality to place
a tax on these mail order houses or order-takers, the same as
the average merchant has to pay. This, I believe, is only a
square deal, as then these people will be giving something in
return for the business they are receiving, as any legitimate
merchant should do, and may the time soon come when all the
merchants throughout the Dominion may organize into one
harmonious body, so that there will be no danger of their being
imposed upon.

MAIL, ORDEK LETTER TO A FORMER CUSTOMER.
Dear Friend,—We are now preparing our mailing list so that

we may send out a copy of our Fall and Winter catalogue to
our customers. We note that we have not been favored with
any orders direct from you during this year, and we thought it

advisable before placing your name on this list to write you
and find out if this is still your address and if you would be
interested in our catalogue.

If it has been through any fault of ours that you have dis-
continued ordering, we would like to know what the trouble
was, as we are always anxious to satisfy our customers with
any dealings they may have with us, and we would appreciate
it very miich if you would kindly give us the particulars.
(Occasionally a mistake is made by our clerks, but if it is

brought to our attention it is quickly rectified).

We want to draw your attention to the main features of our
mail order business:

1. Reliable goods at low prices.

2. Orders of $25 or over delivered free, no exceptions.

3. Laid down prices at your station on heavy goods, such as
furniture, farm implements, pianos, organs, sewing machines,
gasoline engines, boats, etc., shipped direct from factory.

4. Goods satisfactory or money refunded, including transpor-
tation charges.

5. Prompt shipping of orders.

6. Complaints promptly settled to the satisfaction of our cus-
tomers.

You will find our Fall catalogue interesting, both in the
values and illustrations; we are showing on some of the pages
the cuts of the merchandise in the natural colors, which will
give you a better idea of the goods we offer you. We are en-
losing a stamped envelope, and if you will send us your ad-

dress we will forward catalogue about August 20th.

The Review invites further letters from mer-
chants on this subject.
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Do You Want to Buy Something

That You do Not Know

Where to Get ?

EVERY month The Review receives letters

from subscribers stating that they are
in the market for certain goods, but that

they do notknow where they can be procured.

They ask us if we can tell them from what
source they can procure the wanted articles.

This is a service we render cheerfully.

When you become a subscriber to The
Review this service is part of what you buy.

We have facilities for procuring informa-
tion about new goods, novelty lines, articles

not usually sold in dry good stores but occa-
sionally asked for, etc., and these facilities

are at the service of our readers.

We are glad to get these requests for

information and no service could be more
cheerfully rendered.

CUT OUT THE COUPON BELOW,
and use it when you would like us to give
you information.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 University Avenue, Toronto

I
THE DRY GOODS REVIEW

143 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

TORONTO

For Subscribers

INFORMATION WANTED
DATE 191

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN BUY

NAME
ADDRESS
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FLANNELETTE.
If purchasers of this useful material for

underwear all the year round would

buy the best English make they would

avoid the risks they undoubtedly run

with the inferior qualities of Flannelette.

HORROCKSES,

Flannelettes
(made by the manufacturers of the celebrated

Longcloths, Twills, and Sheetings)

are the best.

SEE "HORROCKSES y J Stamped on the selvedge

every 5 yards.

Horrockses'
Manchester and London.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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r

The Total Sales

of

BUTTERICK
PATTERNS

HAVE
DOUBLED

in the

Last Four Years

The Butterick Publishing Co.,
33Richmond Street West,

TORONTO
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MOHAIR
FASHION
..NEWS..
Mohair dress goods are in excellent position,"

cablet an independent fashion authority from

Pans to America s leading fashion news bureau.

All lustrous materials are favored by fashion,"

writes another style news gatherer.

The leading garment manufacturers of America

report that the demi-tailored suit is the season's best

seller. The model by ,Paquin shown herewith

has been the inspiration of many of these " best

sellers.

Sbort Coats are good for Spring is anotber

piece of fashion news that can be classed as Mobair

Fashion News—for mohair is the material par

excellence for short coats for Spring wear.

And so it is all along the line.

Mohair goods are always in season—always in

style. Lustrous, serviceable, adaptable ; unspoil-

able by rain or dust.

Your dress goods department must

show B.D.A. Mohaira if it is to be

of tke utmost service to your trade

—if it is to produce its utmost profit.

SALABLE EVERY DAYFROM
JANUARY TO DECEMBER
SEE THE LATEST COLORS AND PATTERNS

AT YOUR WHOLESALERS.

Demi-Tailored Suit of Blue Mohair
By Pauin, Paris

Bradford Dyers' Association
of Bradford, England
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" You give us your order and we will guarantee you

the best value in the market.

THE ABOVE IS TRUE

RECIPROCITY

^"HIS Season we are placing before our customers such

"snaps" in the way of values that the keenest buyers

should insist upon seeing our range before placing their orders.

WATCH FOR OUR

"Lixall" $2.25
Half Hose

"New King" $1.90
Half Hose

and

" The "Duchess"

at $2.25

Silk lisle Ladies' Hose,
the best ever shown in

Canada.

Every one must have

these lines.

^T/E have natty, up-to-date lines,

complete and comprehensive, of the

following goods :

Hosiery, Gloves and Underwear of every

description.

Men's Haberdashery Specialties.

SoleAgents for that famous' 'DaintyDolly"
brand of smart and stylish children's wear.

Sweaters, Golf Coats, Scarves, in fact the

pick of novelties of all European markets, so

keep abreast of the times and buy from us.

If you have not seen our range before,

advise us, and our traveller will call on

you. Orders promptly filled.

FITZGIBBON LIMITED
MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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The New Broom

THE change of Government, brought about by

the reeenl elections, is not without its message

to the dry goods and associated trades. There

will undoubtedly be a re-opening of many subjects

around which more or less agitation has circled, new

policies will be announced and the power behind the

new broom will make an effort to -weep fairly clean.

In some quarters the entirely erroneous impres-

sion was entertained thai the reciprocity pact had

some reference to the tariff on manufactured goods,

and that if approved and enforced it would confront

domestic enterprise with more serious competition.

Those who familiarized themselves with the details

of the agreement know what foundation there was
for this view. Since the verdict was rendered so de-

cisively, the object or intention of the measure is now
neither here nor there, and the air is cleared of any
apprehension that the tariff on manufactured goods
was about to be tampered with. Whatever may have
been the plans of outside manufacturers, wishing to

extend their operations to Canada, had the pact gone
through, The Review now learns that several large

concerns, producing lines associated with the dry

goods business, are preparing to open branch factor-

ies in this country. This is another case which goes

to prove that, when opportunity points the way,

there is no lack of alternative. In the meantime,
Canadian industry is expanding.

Undoubtedly there will arise that time-honored

interrogation, "What about the sheep-raising indus-

try and the Canadian woolen manufacturer'.''" Re-
port after report has been filed on the different

phase- of these questions and it will be interesting to

note just in what way the Government will approach

and deal with them should they again demand at-

tention. The extension of rural mail delivery, the

introduction of parcels post, the improvement of

roads, the further adjustment of express tariffs and

regulations, continued development of natural re-

sources—all these are matters in which the dry good-

trade, as a most intelligent section of the community,
is more or less directly interested, and in consider-

ation of some of them, at least, their representative

voice will lie heard.

Prom many constituencies, new members are be-

ing sent, and wherever merchants are organized—or

wherever they are not. for that matter— it is well

that they begin early to acquaint the new man with

their views upon matters affecting the mercantile

interests of the town, city or the country as a whole.

Too frequently is it the case that a representative is

sent to parliament in almost total ignorance of die

views or attitude of the business men of his locality

upon questions that are almost certain to come up,

simply because opportunity to confer upon them has

been ignored.

At important meetings of retail merchants and

manufacturers, the presence of the people's represen-

tatives in legislature and parliament, is greatly to he

desired. Many cases are known where important

decisions have been aided by the knowledge acquire 1

ai such conferences,
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Window Men Have Done Good Work

THAT merchants are realizing to a greater extent

than ever before the value of striking window

displays as a practical medium of advertising, is

evident from the work done by trimmers in connec-

tion with the recent Fall openings. Instances mul-
tiply themselves in which goods have been sold out

of the windows within a very short space of time

after they were first shown.
In explanation of this it may be reasonably

claimed that effective display, at once embodying the

appropriate atmosphere, and quite as persuasive as

the cleverest buyer, is a factor to be reckoned upon
in a season's movement of stocks.

To display a stylish suit, a new coat, or a rich

evening gown in surroundings that help to form a

realistic picture, is at once good advertising and a

mighty aid to direct selling.

From what The Review has already seen of Fall

opening displays in the smaller centres, it is evident

that merchants are wide awake to the potentialities of

their window space and are giving encouragement
to originality. It is a great inspiration to an enthusi-

astic window trimmer when his employer, discussing

the season's plans, remarks, "We shall look for some-
thing out of the ordinary in our window work this

season, and if you have ideas calling for a little extra

appropriation don't be afraid to mention it. We
want people to talk about our windows, and what is

more, we want them to sell the goods. Do your best,

and we'll stand by you for anything in reason.

That is the attitude which calls forth the trim-

mer's best. He is, in the majority of cases, a most
ingenious individual and it is not likely that he will

spend a dollar where his own constructive ability

can produce something just as good. As a general

rule his training has been such that, when he spends

money, it is for something that cannot possibly be

made on the premises.

The combination of'the artistic and the practical

in window trimming is undoubtedly the idea that is

uppermost in the mind of the Canadian window
trimmer. He has a great thirst for higher knowl-
( dge on things pertaining to his work, but seldom
does he forget the merchant's first and final query,

"Will it sell the goods?"
This mutual understanding, coupled with the de-

sign to make of the windows a standing credit to the

-tore's progressiveness, explains the attitude suggest-

ed by the very fine displays during the opening
season.

Undoubtedly merchants will find that the zeal of

the window trimmer is encouraged quite as much
by the desire to promote sales as by the ideals which
bring out the best that is in him for the work's sake.

Fie i< not blind to the fact that he must show results.

A Little Better Than Your Purpose

THE head of a large financial institution was

asked what, in hi.- opinion, constituted the

eleventh commandment in business. Tie re-

plied: "Work hard and wait. Be patient."

These are days of insistent rush and in the heal

of it all young men are apt to treat this admonition
with scant honor. The good of ambition, the im-
pulse of conditions which will brook none of that de-

lay formerly regarded as consistent with thorough-
ness, the misplaced idea that initiative is largely

luck and foolhardiness and that these are to be coun-

tenanced -o long as they deliver the goods—these are

the elements which often set patience at naught and
gain for the short-cutter the reward that properly

belongs to the plodder.

Said the financial man quoted above: "The aver-

age man to-day rushes in where his father feared to

tread. And he does not tread lightly either. Occa-
sionally he hits on success. But the more often he
comes out a wiser and poorer man."

AVhere work is coupled with patience, fore-

thought, the pluck to convert discouragements or

mistakes so that they will benefit and strengthen

rather than dishearten, the ability to act upon oppor-

tunity when he sees it—all this is required of the

young man who would make his success sure. Speed
often lands a prize, but it requires strength to hold it,

and the ultimate winner is sure to be the one who
is master of himself and of his business.

The head of a large departmental store said to The
Review recently, "One of the cleverest card-writers

in our employ is a boy who, after turning out an ex-

cellent piece of work, would seemingly rather throw
it away than submit it to the man in charge. He has
no end of talent and some day will have a good posi-

tion, but it will be in spite of himself. He lacks

push. To get along he will always require an em-
ployer who will appreciate his work and pay him
what he is worth. While I discourage too rapid ad-

vancement, I hate to meet a temperament which
either from fear or lack of confidence is too easily

contented. There are a lot of good men clutching

the lower rungs of the ladder who should, long ago,

have secured a toe-hold on the next rung and pushed
upwards. Patience and hard work are good, but a

man should make them take him somewhere within

reasonable time."

Another business man states that he has a travel-

ing salesman in his employ who is exceptionally

good on the interview but poor on landing the busi-

ness. "This man." he states, "could bring a prosj^ect

along to a certain point, but almost invariably fell

down when it come to the order. It was always a
good plan to send a, closer over the route after him.
He was a worker, but lacked confidence and aggres-

siveness. In short, he couldn't deliver the punch
that settled the business."

These are instances which only go to prove that

the man who adopts the 11th commandment with
any hope of fruition must use his head as well as

his hands in the elimination of handicaps and the de-

velopment of the best that is in him in order that he
may be a little better than his final purpose requires.

®

Appreciates Selling Hints

I have only been a short while in Canada, but I

-ee your paper regularly at the firm and I greatly
admire it. What I particularly like about your
paper are the selling hints and the general pointers
given on various branches of the trade. They must
be a great help for anyone, who studies his business,

either wholesale or retail, and I read them and in

fact all your paper with great interest.—Chas. I'.

Forster, of McKay. Smith. Blair & Co.. Vancouver,



Create Costumes for EveryKind of Person
French Modistes Work Over Designs and Models Made From Them for

Months — How Saleswomen in Paris Appraise Their Customers — No Article

Delivered Until the Money is Paid — Knows Value of High-grade Advertising

FRENCH modistes are secretive in the evolu-

tion of their ideas. They work over the de-

signs and the models made from them for

months, changing here and adding there;

while the artists are busy making sketch after sketch

that might suggest a novelty.

Each house has its individuality, and, though

new dictators are constantly coming into the field,

the old favorites hold their own. Though any kind

of costume can be got from a famous firm of sisters

—perhaps the best all-round house for buying—we
went to them principally for their evening gowns.

These women are very versatile. They create 1

every kind of costume for every kind of person. A
fat or ungainly woman will be reduced in the twink-

ling of an eye to the essence of smartness under

their clever fingers. While other dressmakers would

leave such a customer to the premiere or a subordin-

ate, they make a personal study of her, and the re-

sut has helped to make the reputation of that house.

These sisters are marvels of energy and intuition.

and think nothing of spending days locked up in a

r u with a form, trying to solve the problem of

making embonpoint attractive.

Never Overdress Their Patterns.

One story was told me. write- Maude Weatherly

Beamish, of how the elder sister -pent two days and
nights on a wedding dress for a woman weighing-

far over the hundred-and-forty mark. On the

morning of the third day she was found asleep on

her studio floor surrounded by hundreds of dollars'

worth of satins and laces which she had discarded

in her efforts; but on the dummy was a wonderful

creation of simplicity and elegance which, by a trick

of ingenuity, reduced the corpidence of the figure

considerably. They never overdress their patrons

—

these sisters. If a dress of this sort is desired in any

instance, the customer is recommended to another

shop, where art is a matter of dollars and cents. They
may lose a bit of money through their independence,

hut they have also increased their reliability and
reputation.

Another establishment in the Rue de la Paix,

which is run very much on the same lines, owes a

great deal of its success to the beauty and charming

personality of the proprietress; and women of

fine tastes from all over the world order their cos-

tumes from this house.

We went to a smart shop in the Rue Royal for

unusual coat -nits and to a brilliant atelier in the

Avenue de l'Opera for dinner dresses and afternoon

frocks. There is still another, in the Place Ven-
dome. but Monsieur up to the present has not

proved popular with Americans. He is too extreme,

too daring in many cases, for any except the eccen-

tric matron or the French, who adore him; but they

adore his rivals with the same ardor. His wife, who
is lovely in a cold, patrician way. never wears the

models created by tbe house. She has special de-

signs made for herself; and in many cases ber gowns

of exquisite plainness bring more patronage to the

establishment than the carefully prepared exotic

styles. Monsieur, on the other hand, loves richness.

He revels in the languorous brunette on whom he
can hang purples and rare reds, incrusted with gems
and heavy laces. He prefers, if possible, to design
the costume for the individual. Like a painter, he
dreams over it and tries to weave in the personality.
As a result of the combination of his eccentric taste

with the simple taste of his wife, this house turns
out some of the loveliest morning and afternoon
frocks in Paris.

I was greatly surprised that I could not sketch
at any of the ateliers, but that I must train my mind
to remember what I had seen and to jot it down as

soon as we were in the street.

The French houses must protect themselves
against the American buyer and the American fash-
ion editor. Dresses that are bought are, of course,

the property of the purchaser and can be used as the
latter sees fit. As fashions are usually published
three months after they are sketched in Paris, the

originators are protected for that length of time at.

least; and huyers and editors are usually obliged to

give their word that the styles will not be shown
before that period expires. For one can very readily

see that the French shops would suffer if expensive

gowns were sold to good customers as exclusive and
the duplicates should appear in America at the same
time.

French Models the Best.

Most French girls make splendid models for

photographic work. Born with an artificial edge
and the love of the dramatic, the art of posing, with
them, is an instinct rather than a development. In
many cases they are unutterably stupid, but they
never fail to fall into lovely attitudes and produce
all the elusive beauty of the costume, which would
be absolutely lost through the gaucherie of Anglo-
Saxon models.

Tt is difficult to obtain an American or English
model for photographic work in Paris. They are

all supersensitive about having their countenances
reproduced, except in the salons and the Beaux Arts.

They are, as a rule, unreliable and exorbitant in

their demands: while the French girls, on the other

hand, are pleased at having been chosen and eager
to pose for the very love of being admired by the

attendants of the gallery and the envy of their less

fortunate friends.

The French saleswoman is all suspicion under
her suave exterior. She has intuitive powers that

are worth hundreds of dollars to her employer. She
can tell at a glance, when a customer enters the shop,

whether she is a trifler or a purchaser.

Appraises the Customer.

This saleswoman appraises the prospective buy-
er—first, by her clothes; second, by her appearance;
and third, bv her assurance.
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Soft, loosely-woven, clinging fabrics, in

both silk and wool, will be popular for

Spring.

Blues, Quaker grays, browns, tans and
greens will be favorites in the order named.

"Sovereign" dress goods for Spring, 1912,

are selected from the fabrics shown by the

best makers in Europe, and never before

have we offered such a tasteful and desir-

able range.

We KNOW you will like them. A card will

bring our traveller to your store—say when.

THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY, (LIMITED)
MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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[f oiie has assurance the entire shop will give its

undivided attention, which is uncomfortable and is

apt to be very costly.

It is next to impossible to get out of the small
French shops without buying; and if one is so un-
fortunate as to drop the name of one's hotel or pen-
sion, when "just looking." she will find a line of

tradespeople at her chamber-door the next morning
with the things at which she was looking and a bill

for them—for the French working classes are em-
ployed to sell—and sell they will, whether or no. The
C O. D. is absolutely collect on delivery or have
the magistrate after you. There is no sending hack
or "a change of mind."

There is no loss of money in Paris through fraud.
for the article is not delivered until the money is

paid and the bill receipted. Sometimes goods are

bought and sent to the hotel, where payment is made
by the clerk. If the guest is honest she pays this

item with her weekly bill. If she is not she leaves
the city suddenly and changes her identity before
returning to Paris.

The American merchants frequently joke the
Frenchman on his antiquated methods of doing busi-
ness, but the loss in the foreign stores is small in
comparison with the loss in our American ones.

Then, too, the French shopkeeper knows quite
as well as his American cousin the value of high-
grade advertising. Your Parisian obtains his profit-

able publicity largely through the patronage of no-
bility—and sometimes royalty. The occasions of
such patronage are real state affairs. I recall one
that caused me much inconvenience.

Finding the Selling Price
A System that May be Used to Good Advantage-

Figuring Expense Items.

The average retail merchant often charges too
much or too little for his goods, owing to the fact

that he does not know his actual cosl of doing busi-
ness. In figuring percentages, items which have a
vital bearing on the selling price are often included
with others which have no bearing whatever. The
following is an outline of a system which has been
used to great advantage by one up-to-date merchant
and is easily installed in any retail store.

Yearly Expenses.

L—Taxes.
2—Insurance.
3—Rent.
4—Salaries.

5—Labor.
()—Power. Light and

Heat,
7—Advertising.
<S—Office Expense.
9—Store Supplies.

10—Cartage.

1 1—Teaming Expenses.

12—Freight,
13—Repairs.
14—Losses.

1
.">—Depreciation.

16—Returned Goods.
1 7—Extraordinary

Expense.
1
8— Miscellaneous

Ex| tense.

19—Interest on Total In-

vestment.
Total Expenses.

Total Sales.

Per Cent.

Most of these are self-explanatory, hut No. 3

should include rent of all property used in the busi-

ness, or. if owned, what it would cost if rented from
others.

No. 4 should include amounts to cover salaries

of owner, partners or officers equal to what their ser-

vices would demand elsewhere, if not already on the

pay roll.

Advertising should include, besides the usual

items, all money spent entertaining customers. Re-

pairs may include all expenses for up-keep of build-

ings, fitxures or equipment, and depreciation should

include a proper amount of the last inventory to-

gether with reasonable depreciation on goods whose
value has been affected by ordinary wear and tear.

Interest should be figured on total assets at the be-

ginning oi the year so as to get an amount equal to

what these would bring if invested in a bank or

elsewhere.

The table herewith presented gives the selling-

price computation for any article and the following

rule applies:

Divide cost (invoice price) by the figure in the

column under "profit desired" on the line with per

cent, it costs to do business. For example, if a stove

costs $50.00 and a profit of 5 per cent, on selling

price is desired, while the previous year's results

-how that it costs 27 per cent, to do business, take

(he figure in column 5 on hue with 27, which is 68.

Divide $50.00 by .68, which gives $73.50 as neces-

sary selling price.

^ost
To Do

NET PER CENT PROFIT DESIRED.

Business
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1 20 25 35 40 50

15% 81 80 79 78 77 76 75 74 73 72 71 70
|
65 60 50 45 35

16% 80 79 78 77 76 75 74 73 72 71 70 69 64 59 49 44 34

17% 79 78 77 76 75 74 73 72 71 70 69 68 63 58 48 43 33

18% 78 77 76 75 74 73 72 71 70 69 68 67 62 57 47 42 32

19% 77 76 75 74 73 72 71 70 69 68 67 66 61 56 46 41 31

20% 76 75 74 73 72 71 70 69 68 67 66 65 60 55 45 40 30

21% 75 74 73 72 71 70 69 68 67 66 65 64 59 54 44 39 29

22% 74 73 72 71 70 69 68 67 66 65 64 63 58 53 43 38 28

25% 71 70 69 68 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 60 55 50 40 35 25

27% 69 68 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 60 59 58 53 48 38 33 23

Table which gives the Selling Price Computation for any article.
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The National Cash Register

System for Department Stores

Prints

Three Records
At One Operation.

A PRINTED Slip

Cannot Be
Changed

Gives you the same informa-
tion that you would get if you
stood at the counter and added
up the cash sales of each clerk
as they sold the goods.

You don't have to take any person's word for it— the adding wheels of

the Cash Register tell you positively the exact amount of cash sales.

The figures can't be tampered with; they are under lock and key.

You Need the Assistance of the National System
in Your Store Because

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

It puts you in a position to demand from your different stations the correct amount of

money taken in.

It gives quick service to your cash customers.
It gives quick service to your credit customers.
It gives your cashiers' figures and clerks' figures on one auditing slip.

It gives you three printed unchangeable records.
When your auditor adds up one slip it is equivalent to adding up three at the same time.
It enables you to handle the whole transaction in the si^ht of the customer.
You know that customers' slips must show the same amounts as the parts of slips in

the store—they're all printed at one operation.
No waiting lor change.
An immediate balance of any cashier.
Safeguards your cash from mistakes and carelessness.
Enables you to serve more customers without increasing your salesforce or floor space.
Saves time of clerks, credit man, customers
No time lost in sending money to remote parts of store.

Your System is Based on the Duplicate Sales-Slip The National System Strengthens the Slip

The amount printed on three parts of the sales-slip cannot be changed.
The adding wheels of the register show the total of the printed
amounts, which should balance with the cashier's money.

It will pay you to investigate. The system can be adapted to large

and small stores. Write for full information.

The National Cash Register Company
F. E. Mutton, Manager for Canada

285 Yonge Street Toronto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Change in Belt Styles
While Elastics Sell Best, Many Novelties are

Being Introduced — Velvets Specially Strong

T HE present time sees velvet elastics and fancy
elastics of all kinds in the position of best

sellers in the belt lines. It is a strange but
notable fact that while large centres felt the

recent lack of interest in belks, the country generally

showed far less falling off than might have been
expected. As a result, dullness fell heaviest on the

specialty people carrying highest class lines. The
absolute dictum of fashion now decrees return to

normal waistline for everyday clothes and people.

This means a big trade in belts near at hand.

Patents may be expected to revive next spring

when thev wT
ill be in demand for wear with the new

style Norfolk middy. This will end in a feeling for

patents with linen dresses, which greatly helps trade.

Just now great interest is felt in the fancy fabric

belts being produced by famous design artists. This

line has greatly profited by the attention of experts

during the last six weeks. The French houses of

Callot Soeurs, Paquin, Lacroix and others have put
out models unique and striking.

®

Fringed Folded Belts

The "citoyenne" waist idea, culminating in pep-

lums, Russian blouse skirts and frills has another

form of expression in the new belts.

Folded girdles of silk or silk-shirred on elastic,

frequently show a drop frill, pleated or gathered.

Others, more striking even, have fringe round the

lower edge. These are often finished at the back
with a drop panel, also fringed. (See Dress Acces-

sories department.) These girdles will be sold at the

belt counter, and are just as well designed for the

average skirt as a leather belt. Clerks need have no
hesitation in recommending them. They are "de
rigueur,

7
' and eminently fitted for wear writh the

new, tight-lit straight line skirt.

The peplum or fringed girdle belt is designed so

as to exactly suit with raised waistline skirts. It will

Main aisle Right House. Hamilton, showing detail of decorations for the autumn openings.
on page 70.

See article
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"JULIAN SALE" FINE LEATHER GOODS

Attractive Lines for Holiday Trade
Leather goods fit in so well with so many lines of merchandise, for the holiday
trade especially, that really a good line of the right sorts of novelties will add
greatly to the attractiveness of a Christmas display and we believe the " Julian
Sale" lines are the best to buy, both as good sellers and good money makers.

Ladies' Hand Bags
We are showing an immense line of
more staple kinds, but whichlhave just
enough novelty to them to give them
a little extra attractiveness as special

holiday goods.

Music Holders

The best time in the year to have a
good line of music holders is at the
holiday season. Great sellers and

useful gifts.

Bill Folds
If you stock up with a nice line of "Julian
Sale " Bill Folds, Letter Cases. Wallets, etc.,

etc., you will capture a good trade in
acceptable gifts for men.

Novelties
Stirrup Whisk Broom Holders. Triangle Tie
Holders, Ash Trays and a thousand and one
other lines that you can sell, and at big
profits, we have in big assortment*.

GET YOUR NAME ON OUR MAILING
LIST for a copy of our new CATALOGUE.

"Cordeliere" Bags
These hand bags have been and are
still quite the most popular sellers and
the assortment we show in plush,
suede and other leathers is unique

and exclusive.

Folding Cups
Drinking Glasses and Flasks in leather

cases are novelties that only need
introduction to be ready sellers.

™g JULIAN SALE LEATHER GOODS CO., LIMITED

105 King Street West, Toronto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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in this way freshen up a costume when the wearer

is tired of the raised waistline, without striking a

false note. The point that the fringed or "cito-

yenne'* belt is suitable for both raised and normal
waistlines should be emphasized in advertising.

Black is found the most useful color, but full range

of newest shades is to be seen.

Leather belts are suffering some abeyance at the

present time. Velvet suedes have been found good

New girdie in which ribbon may be run through links to
match garment wi*h which it is worn. Shown

by A. T. Reid Co., Toronto.

sellers, however, and trimmed leathers and leather

and elastic combinations have sold.

In patent leathers, the Geisha belt with large

patent bow at the hack, simulating girdle effect, has
been selling in New York.

New Style Metal Girdle
A metallic girdle quite out of the common is now

being widely shown, both here and in the other side

of die pond. It consists of a series of very Large,

round links, self or chain connected, about one inch

or more wide. These may be of gilt, silver or gun-
metal, or mixed effect. Through them is threaded a

ribbon of any desired shade. The belt hooks in front

and has long dependent ends of fancy metal work
threaded with ribbon and ending in metal ornament
or tassel,

Jewelry and Hair Goods
Turquoise Offered in All Styles as Leading Novelty
---Earrings in Better Position ---Bandeaux for the

Hair Show Great Variety — Dutch Coils Lead

Turquoise is now getting considerable attention

from the jewelry and smallwares trade. Some un-
usual and dainty effects appear in necklets, long bead
strings, brooches and bar-pins. Nothing could be

more attractive as a successor to coral, especially with
the present rage for bine in all forms. These articles

will sell excellently, and retailers will do well to stock
for Christmas trade.

Eardrops of the newest types are shown, both in

coral and turquoise, and also in rhinestones. The
general demand for this line has increased. Un-
doubtedly the preference shown by Queen Mary b
having its due effect. Moreover, the earrings are

in perfect keeping with both the main trends of

fashion, toward the Oriental and the Victorian.

Beauty— Quality— Cleanliness

UNSEEN -NAIAD PROTECTS

The Highest Note in

DRESS SHIELDS

ITS BEAUTY is unrivalled and in use

the NAIAD Shield is lost to sight in the

lingerie.

QUALITY with the NAIAD is outstand-

ing. It does not deteriorate with age,

nor fall to powder in the dress—is the

only shield " as good the day it's bought

as the day it's made."

NAIAD CLEANLINESS is supreme.

It can be sterilized after use by im-

mersing in boiling water for a few

seconds only, and pressed with a heated

iron.

It will pay you for present and

future trade to always recommend the

NAIAD to your customers. NAIAD
does not disappoint.

SAMPLE BOOKS FREE

Wrinch, McLaren & Co.

SOLE CANADIAN MANUFACTURERS

77 Wellington St. W., Toronto, Can.
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Our Complete Holiday

Line is Now Ready for

Inspection

MANY ATTRACTIVE ARTICLES
HAVE BEEN ADDED TO OUR
EXTENSIVE COLLECTION

Tobacco Pouches Whisk Broom Sets

JEWEL CASES
PHOTO FRAMES
MUSIC ROLLS

Always

TRADE \ LmJ / MARK

Reliable

COLLAR BAGS
WRITING CASES
GAME SETS

*
C. F. RUMPP & SONS\

MANUFACTURERS OF

L
FINE LEATHER GOODS

PHILADELPHIA

New York Salesrooms, 683-685 Broadway (Cor. Third Street.)

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Sanitary Collapsing Cups,
Dram Flasks, Cigar Cases,

Travellers' Requisites,
Automobile Lunch Cases,

Manicure Sets, Glove and
Handkerchief Sets.

An Endless Variety of Articles for

Christmas and New Year Gifts

Cordeliere Bags Toilet Cases, Large Variety

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Selling the New Bags
Important Talking Points for the Salesman
— Things that Every Merchant Should Know
in Order to Advertise Such Lines as the Mous-

quetaire Bags.

The plainness of the tailored suits of the season

and their lack of amplitude in any direction caused

designers to pounce on the idea of a large, very de-

corative bag.

As a result, we have the mousquetaire model in

tapestry, father of all the rest. The long cord and
large tassels are preferably of metallic stuff, to give

the lightening note. Linings also may well be gay

in color.

First of all, nearly all the new designs are from
I lie Gobelin tapestries of historic eminence. These

Bags are wonderful in

their richness. This
mandarin hag is fash-
ion's adaptation from
Oriental officialdom in

which the bird or ani-
mal on the front indi-

cates the rank of the
owner.

may he told at a glance by their soft deep colors and
rich verdure effects. Then there are the newer,

light-colored tapestries, depicting shepherd and
shepherdess, dated Louis XIV or later. These de-

mand dainty linings, and are more dressy.

Following tapestries have come the East Indian
embroideries. Black is often introduced here.

Bright greens, orange and brilliant blues and reds

are used. Designs are so distinctly Hindu as to need
little explanation. The lotus, the cross-legged idol,

and other well-known patterns are used. Silks or

satins form the groundwork, and gold and silver are

freely worked in.

The Mandarin bag is even more interesting. The
merchant will note that one side is solid, the other
pieced clown the middle. The back decoration of the
robe of a Chinese official forms the one, while the
two front pieces, which meet and have a continuous
pattern exactly similar to the single back piece, are

used to make the other.

These Chinese embroideries may be distinguish-
ed at once. If genuine, they have the seam as de-
scribed. If imitations, they will be probably as

pretty and cost less. But the genuine have a history
all their own. A bird or animal will be noted as

Bags that are

Successful
Some Safe Suggestions Regarding Styles

IT IS THE POLICY of this house to inform the trade
of all interesting developments. The trend of the
present season has brought certain styles to the fore

with such emphasis as to demand attention.

First, for their

elements of
novelty our

CORONATION

MANDARIN
Bags have
caught the fancy
of smart dress-
ers, and are
essential in ca-
tering to that
trade.

On the other
hand

STAPLE
VELVETS

with and without fringe, have proved strongly appealing
to the more conservative. In fact, their sales have
exceeded expectations.

Again, there
has been an
appreciable
vogue for our

SMALL
HAND BAGS
in dainty leath-
ers with metal
frames and long
leather handles
—also silk cord.

Without ignor-
ing other lines,

these may be
featured with
good results

Lawyers' Brief Cases
A Specialty heartily approved by the profession.

SAMPLES ON APPROVAL.

P. W. LAMBERT & CO.,
MAKERS OF FASHIONABLE LEATHER NOVELTIES

6466 L1SPENARD ST., NEW YORK.
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Jewellery and Hair Goods
FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS TRADE

We are offering the finest line of Fancy Jewellery, Hand

Bags, Hair Goods, Hat Pins, Combs and Novelties ever

shown to the trade in Canada.

Many of these lines are made in our own factory and

others are imported direct from European and United States

markets.

Ours is the only Canadian factory which turns out a line

of 18 x 22 karat gold, hand engraved and rhinestone combs,

barrettes, and all kinds of hair ornaments.

A full assortment of Hair Goods, Switches, Clusters, etc.,

in all colors and sizes, is kept in stock at all times and we

can match any samples sent to us.

EVERY ATTENTION GIVEN
TO MAIL ORDERS. WRITE
FOR SAMPLES.

J. ABELES, Limited
233 to 239 Bleury Street

Montreal - Canada

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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the central motif. This creature denotes the rank

of the official, and, incidentally his learning, as all

rank in China depends on passing Government exa-

minations. It is just as if the heathen should make
blouses out of our Master-of-Arts hood. The sur-

rounding flowers, etc.. also have some minor signifi-

This view shows how the hair, in the latest mode of dress-
ing, is arranged in front, the coil coming to the side.

cance, which an educated Chinese person would
know at a glance. The bags are marked by the
highest degree of artistic beauty, proportion and
color. Bright gold is very freely used.

The mousquetaire shape, from which the shapes
of all the above styles arc adapted, is gotten from the
pouch hag of the French musketeer, much as de-

scribed in the famous novel of Alexandre Dumas.
"Les Trois Mousquetaires."

®

The Barrette Bandeau
A bandeau of black velvet, about one inch wide,

showing slide of rhinestones and filigree silver in

barrette appearance, is a notable feature of the new

hair goods. Some of these bandeaux have smaller

slides, which will be adjusted to come over the ears,

in Graeco-Egyptian style. The effect is at once
rich and refined. The article appeals chiefly to the
high class trade, tnough not expensive.

Regular lines of hair goods are not moving as

rapidly as may be desired, always excepting barrettes.

These are specially good. Combs of the fancy type,

especially of shell with rhinestones, will sell well at

Christmas. Coronet bandeaux of shell have sold, and
so have plain, narrow bands with rhinestones. The
low coiffure will mean combs in the end, but the
public is moving but slowly towards them.

The best sellers in artificial hair goods are the

adjustable curls and ringlets, the strands for close

coiffures, and the flatter turban pads.

Many authorities declare that all pads are out,

but orders continue to be registered as above. Psyche
knots are good, and all forms of artificial hair, if not
too bulky, will meet good sale. Bulky head-dresses
are out, and the merchant must bear this in mind
in replenishing stock.

Dutch coils are the newest and most popular
head-dress to-day, and these may be had in artificial

form from all leading houses. It is very easy to de-

monstrate them, and for the woman with scant hair,

three or two small switches to form Dutch coils, and
a long switch to swathe the rest of the head makes
an admirable dressing. The natural hair is curled

or waved, and done low. almost hiding the ears. The
above dressing is then added, giving abundant ap-

pearance and at the same time preserving flatness.

Gift Articles of Import
Some of the New Toys—Popular Lines Are Being

Cleared Out Rapidly.

Interest centres at this season round the lines

which will lie sold over the counter during the great

Christmas rush. Every year, despite humane ef-

forts to the contrary, on die part of public and em-
ployers, this gets worse. The merchant ought cer-

tainly to stock early and urge the public in his ad-

vertising to buy early. If his orders are not now
complete, he should make them so at once. Already
popular lines are being cleared out of the local whole-

sales.

(Concluded on Page 40.)

Every net is

individually in-

spected three
times before
completion, and

all imperfect

nets thrown out.

THE COIFFURA
TIDY-WEAR

MEDIUM
LARGE

EX. LARGE
ALL OVER
SUPERFINE
Each net in

envelope.

ROSENWALD
BROS.

Sole Manufacturers

aod Patentees

LONDON
PARIS and VIENNA

Sole Agents for Canada: D1ECKERHOFF, RAFFLOER & CO., Limited, Cor. Simcoe and Wellington Sts., Toronto, and 515 St. Paul St., Montreal.
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LEUMANN BOESCH & CO
KRONBUHL, ST GALL.

Factories: Kronbuhl, Constance, Netstal, Plauen.

Makers of and Leaders of Fashion in

EMBROIDERIES
& LACES
We have a complete stock of flouncings, 17 in.,

27 in. and 44 in. Allovers, Corset Cover

Embroideries, Beadings, Galoons, Sets, Edgings

and Insertion for the sorting season.

Our assortment is always the newest and most

up-to-date patterns.

Let us send you a selection and return any

part which is not satisfactory.

We are the manufacturers of the ever popular

LILY WHITE semi-ready Corset Cover, to retail

from 50c. up. Complete stocks in Toronto.

Agent for Canada

A. B. FISHER, 4 Manchester Bldg.,

33 Melinda Street, - - Toronto, Ont.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



How to Increase Volume of Ribbon Sales
Production of Pretty Utility Articles and Accessories in the Department
for Christmas Rush — Several Dainty Articles Described in Detail by Miss
Pottruff, of R. McKay & Co., Hamilton — Work that Swells Profits

THE volume of business done by the ribbon
department in these days when the prevail-

ing vogue renders it so attractive, may be
very materially increased by the production

therein of those dainty little utility articles and dress

accessories which, when shown in the store, not only

meet with a ready sale, but suggest a branch of fancy

Miss Pottruff's descriptions and instructions fol-

low:—
French Rose Girdle

This pretty girdle is made of six-inch pink satin

duchess ribbon ; it is pleated or shirred, just as you
wish and is formed with three pieces of featherbone

These fancy ribbon articles, for

which there will undoubtedly be

a special demand from now un-

til Christmas, were made by

Miss Pottruff in the ribbon de-

partment of R. McKay & Co.,

Hamilton, and details for mak-

ing are given in the accom-

panying article. On the left is

a college girl's sa«h, in the cen-

tre are bandeaux for the hair

and ribbon marguerites, and on

the right is a French rose girdle.

work that is immediately attractive to many custom-
ers. Particularly is this the ease with Christmas
looming up in sight.

The Review here presents photographs of several

articles produced by Miss Rose Pottruff, for R. Mc-
Kay & Co., Hamilton, who accompanies them with

minute details of construction. Those who study

this class of work, as a means of promoting sales in

the ribbon department, will find that returns give

them ample encouragement. This has been demon-
strated to an exceptional degree in the department
of R. McKay & Co.

Five articles are shown, namely, a French rose

girdle, ribbon marguerites, bandeaux for the hair

and marguerite opera bag.

each three inches long, one in back and one on each
end of ribbon. Hem ends neatly and the girdle is

ready for trimming.
To make the rose, get a deeper shade of pink

ribbon for the centre leaves, using the same ribbon
as in girdle for outside faded leaves; cut a square
two and one-half inches wide, fold it diagonally

and sew along raw edge, taking as small a seam as

possible. Draw up tightly to form leaf, make three

of the deep shade for centre and five of the same
shade as girdle for outer leaves. First sew the five

faded leaves together to form a circle, then fill in

with three leaves of the deeper shade. Work French
knots, using black twist to complete centre, or the

centres taken from artificial roses may be used in-
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REPEAT ORDERS FORWARDED

FOR FALL WITHOUT

GOODS The DELAY

Underwear
With the Most

Selling

Features

CREATE A DEMAND
for underwear by handling our snow white, splendidly modelled
garments.

They are designed to meet every requirement of your trade, in

every weight and many styles, each one perfect in lines and most
comfortable in fit and proportions.

Our new Electric Bleach is far superior in results to the old
chemical processes, which are sure to burn some of the life out of the
garments, making their wearing qualities uncertain.

Our underwear always fits well—looks well—wears well.

Our record for prompt deliveries and careful service recommends us
as your most efficient ally in trade building.

The goods you can talk truthfully.

Eagle Knitting Company
LIMITED

Controlled by J. R. Moodie & Sons, Limited

Hamilton, Ontario

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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stead. The back is finished with two small orna-

ments made from a piece of the pale pink ribbon,

five inches long and one inch wide. Fold it to-

gether lengthwise and turn in raw edges; sew up

coarsely and draw up to form a circle, then take the

same shade of pink as you have in rose centre and

make another one a trifle smaller and sew on top of

the larger one; finish centre with black French

knots.

The rose may be worn on the side or in the back.

®

Ribbon Marguerites

These are most effective made in yellow velvet

with black centre; they are also very natural-looking

in creme bebe ribbon with yellow centres. For each

flower, use one yard of yellow velvet ribbon three-

eighths of an inch wide, eight inches of green mount-

:

i \

Marguerite opera bag made entirely of ribbon. See chart
and article for details of making.

ing wire, a spray of foliage and a few buds. Cut a

piece of black duchess ribbon two and one-half inches

across, use a piece of batting about the size of a

large pea for centre, cover this with the round of

duchess ribbon binding the wire tightly at the base

of the batting and press the top of centre flat. Take
one yard of yellow velvet ribbon, arrange into loops

one and one-quarter inches long when double. Bind

around base of centre tightly with a length of

mounting wire, leaving balance for stem. Press

leaves back to show centre; wind stem with green

bebe ribbon. Mount several flowers with foliar

and a few buds.

®
Marguerite Opera Bag

The important thing in planning one of these

bags is the quality of the material to be used; only

the richest ribbon should be purchased as the cheaper

lacks distinction.

This bag is made of handsome Dresden ribbon,

old rose background with morning glory design and
is worth $1.25 per yard. It requires one and three-

quarter yard of ribbon, divided equally into four

pieces; place the pieces together as shown in figure

1 ; overcast seams to form bottom of bag, turn out

and lay short end over on long one ; overcast to end
of short piece, do the other three sides the same, and
your bag will be finished with the four points. It

requires three yards of black duchess ribbon, one-

half inch wide, for shirring around points for the

casing, one and one-eighth yard of black duchess rib-

bon one inch wide; work buttonhole on each side.

draw two and one-half yards of black ribbon through
casing for handles, trim with two rosettes of black

bebe ribbon.

®

College Girl's Sash

This pretty design for a young girl's sash is made
from pale pink ribbon, five inches wide, and re-

quires three yards. To make the points cut five

pieces of ribbon four inches long, fold together

lengthwise, and sew up one end; turn out and form
point, then cut four more three inches long, made
same way; place smaller points in centre of larger

ones, and make the button out of a piece of buck-
ram the size of a fifty-cent piece, pad it with batting,

then cover with pink ribbon. Make one end of sash

twenty-three inches long and the other nineteen
inches. The loop is seven inches long when double;
form points on ends and trim with button.

®

Bandeaux for Hair

The flowers we here illustrate will give our read-

er- an idea how to make same, the forget-me-not

and rosebud head spray being sweetly pretty, while

the daisy or rose spray is suitable for hat or bodice

ornamentation. The rose buds are made from pink
duchess ribbon, one and one-half inches wide and
five inches long. Fold ribbon lengthwise and roll

up loosely to form bud. Sew base of bud tightly,

then take five inches of green mounting wire, bind
around base of bud very tightly three or four times,

leaving the remaining wire for stem. The forget-

me-nots are very easily made. To each flower use

four and one-half inches of blue bebe ribbon, fold

crosswise, having two loops and one end on either

side. Take six inches of green mounting wire, bind
through centre tightly, twisting the two ends to-

gether for stern ; arrange buds and forget-me-nots

on spray of fine rose foliage. Braid together three

strands of pink or blue ribbon one-half inch wide
and nine inches long for the bandeau.

Another pretty bandeau is a wide band of black

velvet ribbon to go across the front of the hair, fin-

ished on either side with pink roses and maidenhair
fern. Tt is a charming article and quite the latest.

— I i

How to arrange ribbon in making bag. See article for de-
tails.
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The Best and Most Popular Hoops on the Market

"DUCHESS" HOOPS
The Felt Cushion protects the
fabric and embroidered work
from injury and holds either
light or heavy fabrics tightly
stretched. Sold for 10 years In

over 18,000 retail stores.

Made in the round and oval shape*.
"DUCHESS" (round)—Sizes 4. 5, 6. 7. 8, 10. 12. inch diameters.
"DUCHESS" (oval)—Three sizes, 3x6, 4V£x9 and 6xi2 inches.

THE
"DUCHESS-
OVAL"

accommodates a full

design for embroid-
ering as in a large
round hoop, but
has the convenience
in use of a small
hoop.

'(ROY A I n\7AI " A lower priced, smoothly finished
IIU li*lj-U Trtlj an(j carefully fitted, plain oval
Hoop (without the Felt Cushion or Bow Spring.)

Made in Three Sizes

6x12 inches, for drawn work, pillow covers, etc.

4M>x9 inches, a popular size for all kinds of work.
3x6 inches, for working designs on hosiery, etc.

tmmmmmm
j»»Mtmtim»miMm»>»tt»ttiit£< *£jj£

"PRINCESS"
Has a nickel-plated
bow-spring which ad-
justs itself to thick or
thin fabrics, holding
the material firmly aixl^
without injury.
Made in the round and

oval shapes.
"Princess" (round).

—

Sizes: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10,
12-incb diameters.
" I'rincess " (ova ) three
sizes: 3x6, 4Vfcx9, and
6x12 inches.

THE
"PRINCESS-
OVAL"

accommodates a full

design for embroid-
ering as In a large
round hoop, but has
the convenience in

use of a small hoop.

SPECIAL-SELECT" A lower priced, smoothly fin-

ished and carefully fitted.

plain ro-ind Hoop, (without the Felt Cu>hion or How spring.)

Made in Sizes: 4. 5. 6. 7. 8, 10. 12-inch diameters.

Order To-day. You- Jobb-r can supply you. THE GIBBS MFG. CO., canton, c hio, u s.a.

Flossilla Royal
FOR ART NEEDLE WORK—A FIBRE THREAD

MORE BRILLIANT THAN SILK
GIVES THE WORKED ARTICLE A RADIANT APPEARANCE

EVERY MERCHANT should put in a stock of Flossilla Royal

for the Fall Trade.

Your Customer will get more satisfaction from Flossilla Royal

than Silks.

SEND FOR SAMPLE SKEIN AND SHADE CARD
SOLD ONLY BY

Hambly & Wilson
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS

77 Wellington Street West,

STAMPED GOODS

TORONTO
EIDERDOWN WOOL — NOVELTIES

Please mention The Reviev to Advertisers and Their Traveler*.
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500-PAGE CATALOGUE

Holiday Goods
^&&p$ NOW Ready

Our new catalogue, No. 31, is now ready.

It contains hundreds of specialties for the

Holiday Season.

Fancy Goods, Dolls, Toys,

Games, Novelties, Decoration

Goods, Fancy China, Earth-

enware, Staple and Fancy

Glassware, Rich Cut Glass.

If you have not received a copy of this Big Holiday Goods List,

write us, mentioning- Dry Goods Review, and copy will be mailed you.

NERLICH & CO.,
MONTREAL

301 St. James St.

QUEBEC

76 Bridge St.

Toronto
WINNIPEG

52-54 Albert St.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Do You Want

Satisfied Customers?

THEN SELL

"PLEASALL" HAIR NETS
(Registered)

"The kind that are different"

They are perfect fitting, sanitary, and

easily adjusted to the head. Put up
in books of assorted colors convenient

for the counter. If your wholesaler

cannot supply you, write to us.

BE SURE IT IS SPELLED

"PLEASALL"

Harold F. Watson, Weldon & Company
208 CORISTINE BLDG MONTREAL, P.Q.

fe iSole Agents for Canada (Wholesale Only)

BUY

SHUR-ON HOSE SUPPORTERS
for Women and Children

PATENTED
DEC. 1900

ri
Please mention The Review U Advertisers and Tlieir Travelers.
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Gift Articles of Import
Continued from page 30

In examining the retail output of toys, in New
York, the verisimiltude of everything was the strik-

ing point. The character doll is supplanting the

old doll. Even the rag doll must be realistic. The
modern American child in his everyday clothes sup-

plies the model for a series of toys which have storm-

ed New York and made a record hit at prices dearer
than the import lines. Characters off the popular
stage delight grown-ups as well as children, and

Child's boxed toilet set. containing comb, brushes, powder
puft. teething rine and rattle, etc. Shown by

Gordon, McKay Co.. Toronto.

w en buy them and even carry them around with
them, for the novelty and amusement of the thing.
All sorts of quaint characters are sold. Mutt, Jeff,
Happy, Buster Brown, etc. are included. There is

a full assortment of dolls of all nations, facial char-
acteristics perfect, also of historic characters.

Merchants cannot "overtalk" in their advertise-
ments of these new lines. The public should be told
how great an advance they mark, and how immense
is their educative value. The last cannot be over-
estimated. The child obtains a concrete, never-to-
be-forgotten idea of the dress and appearance of all

the nations of the world.
There is another point of even greater interest

to the merchant. A child may be satisfied with one
ordinary doll, but it will want a dozen character
dolls, and as many more as it sees, because they are
all different. Furthermore, they equally interest
boys and girls.

@
Toilet Goods for Holiday Purposes

Vanity boxes in all sizes and styles are going to

be among the best sellers in fancy goods this Christ-
mas. From the porcelain box with mirror lid, these
range to the tiny locket containing powder leaflets.

Lorgnette chains are attached to some which have
the appearence of a largish locket.

Pincushions set in round filigree band, with
metal button and small claw feet are new. These
come also in oval and fancy shapes. Generally
speaking, they are freer from dust and more dur-
able than the ordinary, as well as constructed so that
the cushion may be replaced and the metal retained.
A filigree dressing set had cushion as per description
to match.

There are Buttons
and

BUTTONS
You have seen buttons that did

not suggest anything more than

buttons, no style, no feature to re-

commend them. You have also seen

buttons which were ornaments in

themselves—trimmings that show
class and refinement. Ou: showing

more than pleases. It offers var-

iety seldom seen in one line of

cloth-covered samples. We are

specialists in Ivory, Pearl, Metal

Crochet and Fancy Buttons in

Paris and New York styles.

Let us submit sam les.

A. Weyerstall& Co.
BUTTON MANUFACTURERS

Head Office: TORONTO, ONT.

Branch Offices:

WINNIPEG, MAN. - MONTREAL, CAN.

BATTING
NORTH STAR, CRESCENT

and PEARL
These brands represent the batting

that your customers want.

They're made from long staple cotton,

white as snow, lofty, soft and elastic.

They come in big batts that open out

into strong sheets of even thickness.

It pays you to sell these brands

Order of your Wholesaler.

ROBERT HENDERSON
fir \C~} Dry Goods Commission Merchant

181-183 McGill Street, MONTREAL
James Stanbury & Co., Toronto



Windows for Thanksgiving
Trimmers Must Help Make the Most of the

Festive Season — Plan for Greater Results
Just as the Admen are Doing.

THANKSGIVING marks the turning point

of the season, and the merchants will take

advantage of the week preceding to offer

extra buying inducements. It is a time of

quick selling and of movement of stocks which
should be sold—not carried forward into November.
All departments must be normal after that time.

Window trimmers have the week to conduct
Thanksgiving business. This is usually an aggres-

sive event, with a tendency to become more so each
year. Thanksgiving to the Fall season is like May
24th to Spring, and marks that period when all nov-
elties or extreme styles, cloths or garments must be
sold to overcome as much as possible any loss in

primary profits or undue reductions after the holi-

day, when clean-up becomes more imperative.

Thursday, Friday and Saturday are set for sale

days and the event closes on Saturday night with
an after-supper sale of necessities for the holiday.
Each day has its leader with possibly two induce-
ments for Saturday. Windows, therefore, will have
to be laid out to give representation to each depart-

ment, and allow sufficient space to show the leaders

for the last three days of the week.

Appropriate Displays.

To handle this series of windows intelligently

it will be necessary to dress the front or part of it

twice. Some trimmers change their windows three

times to handle business properly.

Thanksgiving is linen lime, and as it is usual to

include bedding, these two departments are prom-
inent at this season. Some stores go in for very
elaborate schemes of window and interior decora-

tion with backgrounds and long aisles banked with

kl
Thanksgiving background by Warren Andrews, Anderson Co., St. Thomas, designed specially for linen display, hut may be used

for other goods. Background proper, base and border in green with gat moulding. Pumpkins cut in halves, wheat
and other grains, corn with husks turned back, braided and festooned for border. Pedestals twined with Fall

foliage, surmounted by small fruits and vegetables. Lights may In- placed behind each half pumpkin.
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fruit and autumn foliage or ripe grains from the
harvest. The Thanksgiving turkey and wishbone,
with associated ripe pumpkins of Hallowe'en, are
used as a symbol of the season.

Following the plan that trims must show the
goods and sell them, the average trimmers will have
to content themselves with a simple background, as
Thanksgiving trims have not for some reason been
used as freely as in larger stores. Whether this is

because the holiday follows so closely after the open-
ings, too near Christmas, or it is too busy a season
for proper preparation, is questionable.

'

It allows
a great latitude to trimmers in working out sugges
tive designs, and it seems that the occasion warrants
an increase in efforts to make sales equal to Easter.

Window trimmers must recognize that Thanks-
giving is becoming more important in merchandis-
ing, and give greater attention to their settings
Advertisers are devoting more space to publicity, and
it is imperative that windows mirror the bid for
business.

Schedule for the Windows.

Simple backgrounds are best, which enable quick
change of displays, and for the week previous to
Thanksgiving, window schedules will include besides
hnen and beading, dress goods and silks, ready-to-
wear and millinery, gloves and hosiery and a leader
for Thursday, Friday and two on Saturday. For the
last day of the sale, it is best to offer ready-to-wear
lines and other small accessories for the holiday will
return the most business.

It will be necessary to keep Thanksgiving linen
before the public all week, and this window will in-
clude linen sets, centre-pieces, tea covers, doylies,
table damask and napkins. These are arranged on
tables with vases of autumn flowers or on pedestals
and glass plates. Some trimmers make turkeys, lat-
tice or trellis effects, with fringed napkins.' This
style of trimming has possibly fallen into disuse on
account of the kind of linen now being used no!
lending itself to such manipulation. In previous
years, intricate folded napkins, tray cloths and
squares were made in star, hexagon and octaj
designs. This is all changed.

Make the Display Realistic.

Trimmers try to show linens in actual environ-
ment or picture them in use. taking care to em-
phasize the beauty of quality or exquisite hand-work
ed designs in such a way that different articles will
appeal as necessary to help in making the Thanks-
giving repast more enjoyable. A companion win-
dow of comforters and blankets in best qualities is

displayed as representative of the' large showing
usually in Mock al this time. It is sometimes advis-
able to include bureau scarfs and dressers, pillow
shams and lace bedspreads or quilK

By Thanksgiving merchants are able to size up
their dress goods stocks and possibly a trip to market
previously will be followed by a shipment of novel-
ties and sorting lengths of exclusive or best selling
patterns to tone up departments for the balance of
the year. Either these or a window of cloths offered
at one price for the three days are placed on view.
The display is brightened with parasols, handbags
or accessories.

Our No. J 21

The Selling Value

of your display forms de-

pends upon their correct-
-

* ness for the up-to-date

gowns and draperies.

^ Dale & Pearsall

Display Forms
and

Wax Figures
are made to take the

latest modes and to give

a life-like effect in pose

and expression.

No better made any-

where.

Full information

on request.

DALE & PEARSALL
106 Front Street East, Toronto

I

FIXTURES

THAT SELL

THE GOODS

must be such

that the goods wi

be displayed to the

best advantage

—

that's Clatworthy's.

ALL THE

LATEST

DESIGNS

ave been used by

the most practical

and up - to - date

window trimmers.

Clatworthy's make

them.

Get our illustrated catalogue and new supple-

ment. Write for it now. We make all the latest

designs in metal stands and drapery forms.

CLATWORTHY & SON, LIMITED
"The Actual Manufacturers"

159-161 King St W. - TORONTO. ONT.
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Taylor-Made, Double Bar
Clothing and Cloak Racks

MADE IN CANADA

U*

Interior view of (he store of G. R. Elliott & Sons, Newark, N J.,

equipped with "Taylor-Made" double bar racks.

No. 92, Combination Hanger for

Ladies' Suits with wire attach-

ment for skirt $6.00 per 100

No. 31,*Wood Coat Hanger, only

$3.50 per 100

No. 90, WirelSkirt Hanger, only

$4.00 per 100

All Racks on Ball Socket Rollers shipped K.D. Crated. No tools or skill required to set them up.

Ladies' Cloak and Overcoat Rack, 26 in.

wide, 6 ft. high. Suit Racks, 5 ft. high.

Made of Polished Steel Tubing.
No paint. No rust.

6 feet long, 4 post, - $9.00
6 " " 6 " - - $10.50
8 " " 6 " $11.50
10 " " 6 " - - $12.50

Made of Oxydized Steel Tubing.

6 feet long, 6 post, - $13 00
8 " " 6 " - - $1400
10 " " 6 " - $15.00

No. 64 Combination Suit Hanger
with wire attachment to pre-

vent trousers from slipping

off, -
, $9.00 per 100

No. 33 I. B. Suit Hanger, without wire

attachment, - $7.50 per 100

No. 33 B. Same for Boys' Suits,

15 inches wide - $7.50 per 100

No. 39 B. Same for Overcoats, 20 in.

wide - - $8.50 per 100

No. 39. Same for Overcoats, without
trouser bar - $7.50 per 100

Sample Hanger by mail on request.

Write for Our Complete
Catalogue, No. fO

PROMPT SHIPMENT

The Taylor Manufacturing Co.
82 Queen St. North. HAMILTON, ONT. Phone 3550.

I'lcase mention The Revieu to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Fall Openings—R. McKay 6& Co., Hamilton

Corner window grouping
from the ready-to-wear
and fur departments, giv-
ing relief effect of back-
ground. The selling
power of this window
was forcibly demonstrat-
ed as the evening or after-

noon wrap, which was a
beautiful creation made of

uncut velvet, and sev-
eral other models were
sold during the event
from this figure.

Fall opening dress goods
display with scenic bacK-
ground and autumn foli-

age. Each drape was
different and completed
with rich trimmings, vel-
vet ribbons, laces, band-
ings or buttons in accord
with each fabric to make
a completed gown, one of

which was draped on
centre figure as an illus-

tration. Scenes were
done in brown tones and
mounted in gold frames
made of unplaned boards
gilded The foliage com-
bined yellow and red leaf-

age to match. Dressed by
H. Robinson, whoarrang-
ed the entire front, repre-
senting all departments.
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Don't Let Your

Glove Stock

Get Stale
for the want of proper and convenient

facilities for showing them. Your cus-

tomers appreciate prompt and efficient

service at the glove counter even more
than in any other section of the store.

This department is very often over-
looked, with the result that hundreds of
sales are lost throughout the year through
the salespeoples' inability to serve as effi-

ciently as the customers like. You will be
surprised what a boom to your glove sales
the new and scientific glove counter is. It

will pay for itself many times over.

WRITE TO-DAY FOR CATALOGUE

DOMINION OFFICE AND

STORE FITTING CO. LTD.
LONDON, ONTARIO

BRANCHES:
300 St. James St. W , Montreal ; 51 Richmond St. E

Toronto; Ashdown Block, Winnipeg.

ure

and

find

nd-

dless

by using artificial lighting in the day time when you
could as well utilize the daylight and get materially better

results by installing

LUXFER PRISMS
in your store front or in the rear windows, even in the skylight.

We can save you hundreds of dollars every year by lighting your store with daylight and lessening your arti-

ficial lighting expenses.

Let us figure on your store lighting. Write for booklet.

THE LUXFER PRISM COMPANY, LIMITED
TORONTO AND MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Second Series of Mummy
Form Drapes arranged by

H. C. McDonald, Murray-

Kay, Ltd., for The Dry

Goods Review.

No. 7 — Mummy form drape for narrow silks, stripe

or figured for top, pliiin color for skirt.

Start with stripe silk, fold end back H yards, pin at

top of format A, covi ring front and side. Hm edge of

silk at edge of form at O'St line and fold top back,

forming large collar. Do same with 01 her end starting

with other should-r B collar cros es over front. B ing
surplus of sdk up in back of form, pin selvedge on
shoulde- B, and torni loups to suggest sleeve. Then
pin on skirt at bottom, starting with end of silk about
21 inch s up from floor. Cover form smoothly down
front, then form fold' of skirt same as in shell torn)

l
T»e lace and velvet ribbon for trimming

No. 25 — Mummy form drape for silks suggest cd for a two-color combination,
especially for fancy silks, the plain silk being of a color to match the figure or pattern
in the fancy.

First cover form smoothly with the plain eilk, starting end on floor and up over
top. Form loop A at side, take figured Bilk, fold double at end of goods and pin fold-
ed" edge at B Drape down to floor at C, return to B from D, pinning on selvedge
edge this time and draw width of goods arou -d form to cov -r front and side. Same
selvedne from B is carried up diagonally across form from B to E

In fitting goods over side of form, pu h surplus up toward top and underneath
goods extending out from shoulder, which Mill form a rever collar effect. Next two
loops are formed in back each with a lining loop of the plain color in- ide. Then drape
goods duwn in back and form box plait folds out to F. Keturn up to form from G.

No. 2'i Mummy form drape for silks. A two-color effect similar to No. 2'.

Start with end of goods at top selvedge at p' int A. Bring down dia.-onally across
front of form to B. Then carry goods around back of form and out to front at C,
ifp oval top of form, pinning selvedg- first at B and stretched diagonally acr ss front
t extreme edge of shoulder at D. Smooth g"ods up over side of form, pushing sur-

phu up underneath to form, extend lig fold F same as in No. 25. Now take plain

color silk aim form in wide box plait to bring over shoulder from A to E and down
in pointed effect to B

i it hrr eni of figured silk is now brought up over shouide- and down to floor at

G. At hou'der fold goo s double twice, ma ing plait aiout 5 inches wide at D.
At B lay these folds in one plait and pin. Open out width on floor.
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TO MERCHANTS AND DECORATORS
W E are about to issue several catalogues devoted

to various kinds of stores, and should be pleased to

enter your name on our list for free copies. Write
us, therefore, at your earliest convenience, stating

what lines of merchandise you are "trimming."

Our new catalogues will be devoted to every phase
of window dressing and display, from the big de-

partment, or general dry goods store, to the smallest

shops in any line.

J. R. PALMENBERG'S SONS
30 Kingston Street

( BOSTON
110 Bedford Street/

Established 1852

710 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
Factory : 87, 89, and 91 West Third Street, New York

10 and 12 Hopkins Place

BALTIMORE

Do You Know the Value of Cloak

and Suit Models to Your Ready-

to-Wear Department?

Don't get the erroneous idea that

the new style cloaks and suits can be

fitted and done justice to over the old

style forms. This has been de-

monstrated so often by lost sales that

it can hardly be impressed too strongly

on the merchant or department
manager.

Our new model forms for women's
and children's wear are right up to

the second in shape. They bear the

same lines as the 1912 costumes.

Correct models
quicker sales.

mean more and

Writefor description and prices.

Canvas-covered leather shoulders
with melal arm-pieces and re-in-
forced skirt - $10.00

Black Jersey Cloth with metal arm-
pieces Ireinforced skirt) - - 650
Jersey Cloth, plain arm-pieces and-

skirt ------- 5-25

The Hall-Borchert Dress Form

Company of Canada, Limited

70-76 PEARL STREET, TORONTO

Brighten Up Your Window

Displays For a Big Fall

and Winter Campaign
Everything to brighten

up your window and counter

displays for the Fall and
Winter business are at your
service in our fine stock of

DISPLAY

FIXTURES

We make all the latest

styles in brass, nickel and

oxydized metal goods for all

purposes, from the finest

window display and counter

fixtures to the modest T
stand.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE TO-DAY.

SPECIAL DESIGNS ON REQUEST.

Toronto Brass Mfg. Co., Limited

17-21 Temperance St., TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Display Ready-to-Wear Garments.

Ready-to-wear is most important from a selling

end, and besides showing novelties, one of a kind in

coats, dresses or suits, individual windows can be

made of $10.00 or $15.00 coats, $5.00 leader skirts,

children's coats or underskirts. Most merchants be-

lieve in showing their very best garments in a win-

dow grouping. Best results are derived from coats,

although efforts are necessary sometimes to reduce

suit stocks to proper proportions. Heavier garments
are placed to the front, and fur, fur-lined or tweed

Slanting top boll or slab drape suitable for heavier dress
goods and suggesting an effective arrangement of trimming or
waisting silks, buttons and accessories. .Many beautiful drapes
are made on this form. The half-rounded top may be either
straight or slanting.

coats are arranged with furs and neat groupings of

handbags, gloves, collars and parasols. Figures

with waists and millinery featuring a special price

for Thanksgiving, are used to complete the window
most likely to have best selling results of any during
this week.

Smai/lwares and Novelties.

A showing from the smallwares department is al-

ways made. Buyers plan for extra shipments at this

time of new neckwear, belts, collars, handbags ami
ribbons. These arc generally received by Wednes-
day or Thursday, and trimmers are instructed to

make a window as soon as these goods can be mark-
ed. If space is not available, cashmere and woolen

gloves, fancy or plain hosiery and kid-lined or driv-

ing gloves are included in this display: small acces-

sories, but necessities which people will be looking

for to complete their wardrobe. The idea is to sug-

gest to customers something at a price that they m ay
need rather than convey quality, design or newness

All goods are placed with a view to easy access and
quick sales.

Choosing the Leaders.

There are no stated rules to go by in choosing

lines for leaders, but these have possibly been

bought previously. White or stripe flannelette sheet-

ings, blankets or towels are always attractive as of-

ferings, and when quantities are shown in the win-
dow on sale for Thursday, any one is a business
bringer. For Friday, flannelette gowns or under-
wear at a price, or wrapperette in staple patterns will

draw business. Saturday will require two leaders,

and waists, golf coats or hosiery always sell. If these

last items are for a stipulated time and price with
a quantity limit, and displayed in windows previous
to sale, there will be every reason to be satisfied that

the store has handled Thanksgiving business proper-
ly. Trimmers will have done their share in prepar-
ing for and making extra business before the holi-

day. Sales will show a record.

CASH^-
PARCEL CARRIERS

SAVE TIME & MONEY
OUR GUARANTEE

We will instal a System of Oire Carriers
in your store; you use them TEN
DAYS, and if you do not find that
they Kive you KETTERand QUICKER
SERVICE than any other VVIKE
CARRIER, PNEUMATIC TUBES,
CABLE CARRIERS or CASH REG-
ISTERS, we will remove them at our
expense.

CATALOG FREE
THE GIPE CARRIER COMPANY
99 ONTARIO STREET TORONTO. ONT

EUROPEAN Office Jit tlOLBORH LONDON EC. IMC.••,'•• Q»

The Hit of the Convention
WILL H. BATES, Draping Instructor of

The K ester School, draping fabr cs on
living modeis without cutting the goods.

THE KOESTER SCHOOL
originates and teaches the art of draping and trimming windows

in actual store windows, using merchandise and fixtures.

It is pracic I experience from beginning to end, no theory.

An interesting prospectus telling all about It, yours for

asking; write for it to-day.

THE KOESTER SCHOOL,
306 JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO. ILL



Sweaters and Shawls
Renewed Confidence for 1912 — Novelties in

Shoulder Wraps Coming Forward — Forecasts as

to Next Season's Changes in Knitted Coats —
Manufacturers', Jobbers' and Buyers' Views

The predicted rush for sweater coats and knitted

novelties has arrived. It is questioned if any mill

can promise delivery before three weeks and in some

cases before Nov. 15th. In wholesale houses it is

asserted that delivery has been about one-fifth of the

demand but early experiences would tend to dis-

courage this percentage and conclusions drawn that

buyers were caught short on several prices.

In view of these later comments on the situation

of deliveries it was claimed and rightly so that plenty

of sweater coats could be had for the opening of the

season. However, with the exceeding popularity

which has again been given and consequent demands
from buyers all over, there is now a probable scarcity

in sight.

Manufacturers, who state date of deliveries, are

at present promising for Nov. 15th and it is known
that orders for quantities have only been partly filled.

Manufacturers Rushed.

Some merchants have been willing to pay $1.00

a dozen extra for quantities, but manufacturers are

unable to accept these orders with confidence of be-

ing able to fill them in time.

Several orders are at present being filled by ex-

press, when sufficient are ready to make a parcel

and this method has been adopted by Winnipeg
and Western buyers to ensure some assortment. The
demand has come with the first cold weather and

coats anywhere from $12.00 to $24.00 a dozen are

wanted immediately.

This is an actual condition and in view of the

Christmas sorting and extra demand, some attention

to sorting in order to protect delivery will be neces-

sary.

Sweater Coats Here to Stay.

From this season's observations, the sweater coat

is here to stay and there is no doubt on this matter.

Some discussion about a coming vogue for shawls

or shoulder wraps and the lack of any further novel-

ty in manufacturing sweater coats as well as usual

experiences, when any style fashion or trend becomes

over-popular, have been heard lately. These same

comments were expressed a year ago and it was
doubted if sweater coats then would be such a success

for another year. This season shows that sweater

coats are practically assured a standard place in the

wardrobes of men, women and children.

Novelties for Next Season.

As the season with the merchant reaches its

height, manufacturers are preparing samples for next

New style luig-iue-tiglit to he worn
separate afternoon or house wrap.

under coat,

season to place before jobbers in December. There
will be some novelty in sweater coats, in style and
colors, and new knitted samples will include several

extra numbers in matched sets, aviation caps or

motor hoods, but that sweater coats will vary to any
great extent from the staple article as most merchants
know, it does not seem likely. Next season's lines

being prepared for jobbers will be mostly short

lengths—.i0 inch coats are to lie sellers and »arments

from 24 to 27 inches, in qualities ranging from $9.00

to $45 00 dozen, will be better value by comparison
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with this season's makes at the different costs. A
sample to be shown to the trade at $9.00 dozen is a

weighty garment with plenty of feel, style, finish

and appearance to appeal to any buyer. Qualities
will be better throughout made possible by new
machinery and improved yarns. Novelty will be
added in color combinations and trimmings but
buyers will be left their own preference in choo^in^
colors in each style selected.

Demand will Continue.

In answer to the assertion that everyone has a

sweater coat the argument falls flat, when it is stated
ili.it a woman buys a suit season after season. Sweater
coats are necessary to a woman's wardrobe and want-
ed to wear under another garment for warmth or a

wrap of utility wear, as more seasonable and com-
fortable than a heavier garment for driving, motor
ing or other occasions, where such an adaptable
garment as a sweater coat is required.

There is another view to this question of con-
tinued demand and manufacturers are prone to

make a query, when asked about sweater coats fall-

ing off in sales. What else is there to take their

place? Merchants and buyers must admit there is at

present nothing in sight.

Feeling for Shoulder Wraps.

That different styles of shoulder wraps will have
a vogue may be imminent and present indications

show there is a feeling in that direction. Several
novelties of hand crochet styles are at present seen

and early catalogues from some mills include cuts

showino; tnem. There is hardly any likelihood "!'

their becoming of sufficient importance to change
the demand for sweater coats and their sale it is ex-
pected will be confined, as a novelty.

Women are directed by fashion tendencies and
are fastidious, as well, but that there is any likely
change in sweater coat business is not justified by
the following versions.

First, manufacturers are planning ahead with
greater confidence and enthusiasm now that they
are assured of similar market conditions and en-
couragement as last year. It is stated on good
authority that at least two more mills will be started
in Canada to manufacture yarns. One of these is a
branch of a large Bradford spinning plant and at
present it i< premature to make any statement as to

the personnel of the other. Knit goods manufactur-
ing has received a marked impetus during the last

mouth and business for next year will reflect the
prosperous conditions at present being experienced.
Such is the logical conclusion of many manufactur-
ers interviewed.

Expect Demand kor Shorter Coat.

Several jobbers, when asked their opinion, con-
fidently stated that they did not expect to have any
difficulty in keeping sales in sweater coats up to prev-
ious seasons. They are. however, inclined to expect
a demand for shorter coats and that anything longer
than 30 inches will be slow. This year's predictions

placed the limit at 36 inches, although several stores

are showing longer lengths. Later sales would also

indicate that jobbers are right and merchants cannot
expect to have more than a passing demand for long
coats in view of this season's experiences.

Is Your
Black Hosiery

"Hermsdorf Dyed"?
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Does it bear the stamp of the wortd-famous dyer who made
black hosiery fashionable ? That stamp on the toe is the highest
recommendation a black stocking can have— for it stands for ab-o-
lute permanency and purity—proved by over twenty years' count-
less tests in actual wear and wash.

You can guarantee Hermsdorf Dye to your customers as strongly as it is guaranteed to YOU.

Stocking Selling Helps—A Book of Sales Ideas Free to You

Write for this book. Its forty-eight pages reflect the result of Results obtained in many of the most wide-awake
retail hosiery departments in the country.

Cuts for advertising, booklets, show cards, supplied free. Write for your copy of "Stocking Selling Sense" now.

American Bureau :

235 West 39th St.

NEW YORK

}XHUd.cM
Q^^Syet/

Work*:

CHEMNITZ
Saxony

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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THE SIMPLE WITCHERY OF
EXCELLENCE SELLS

BRAND

L^r<|est Hosiery Majiufecturers in G&jraxfo.

E.H.WALSH ft CO.
SOLE SELLING AGENTS

TORONTO.MONTKEAL
AND WINNIPEG.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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<*Q Onyx" mk Hosiery
TRADE ^W^mW^ MARK

tiMerode "jffl& Underwear
and

Harvard Mills' HzU Underwear

These three Brands are the choice

of shrewd and experienced dealers

EVERYWHERE.

Back of them is an organization

known for Fair Dealing and implicit

belief in Quality.

Result, a good reputation which keeps
us busy Filling Orders.

IVrite for information.

Lord & Taylor C-tt New York

Please mention The Review !<* Advertisers and, Their Travelers.
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IMM
"^i^ With this sales-force behind you

you will sell more underwear

VER 3,000,000 possible buyers are going to

read the Zimmerknit advertisements that are

now being prepared for the daily and weekly
newspapers.

Appearing next Spring and Summer at

a time when people are thinking of changing their under-

garments, they will be large enough in size to dominate

the page and will tell in a forceful, direct manner the

facts about Zimmerknit garments and the benefits to be

derived from dealing at the stores that stock the Zim-
merknit lines. Public attention will be focused on the

Zimmerknit dealers, and the quality of the goods adver-

tised will make it easy for them to make larger and
quicker sales, when once the advertising begins to take

hold.

Bigger Underwear Sales and a

Better Class of Buyers

The Zimmerknit dealers arc in line

for the bulk of the underwear trade.

They arc able t<» supply their customers

with undergarments for every season,

from the feather light, cool Porous-knit

for summer wear, to the heavier Bal-

briiiuans and Velvet-rib for the cold

weather.

Up-to-date people, those whose trade

is worth while, are now wearing the

lighter and finer weaves in underwear;

and in these the Zimmerknit lines are

exclusive.

Made of fine, long-combed yarns,

allowing for the greatest ease of move-

ment and bodily freedom. The stitch-

ing, the trimming, the sewing on of the

buttons, every little detail is given the

careful attention that alone makes pos-

sible the splendid reputation that the

Zimmerknit. goods bear. For, mind

you ;—this is not a new, untried line

NDER
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that is being introduced. Already So, you see, you are making no

it has a host of friends. In the experiment, taking no chance—
past five years we have been forced rather, you are placing yourself

to build three additions to our fac- in the way of a sure, steady flow

tory and last year our increase in of business and a constantly in-

output was 51 per cent, creasing one.

Where You Come In

And this is how you can do it

—

As soon as the advertising ap-

pears the public will become fam-

iliar with the name "Zimmer-

knit!" The store where they see

it displayed is the one to which

they will go, as being the one

abreast with the times.

Then make your store the Zim-

merknit headquarters in your lo-

cality. Display Zimmerknit in

your windows, show it on your

shelves, offer it to your customers,

mention it in your advertising.

You will find it is already half

.sold, and it will be an easy task to

convert inquiries and demands in-

to actual sales.

If you do not already handle the

Zimmerknit lines, order a sample

shipment from your jobber. Make

a selection of the different weaves

and styles suitable to the season.

You will then be able to show your

customers the wide range covered

by Zimmerknit, and whatever

their demands, you will be able to

supply them.

Orders received now will be fill-

ed now. Even with our immense

shipping and manufacturing facil-

ities, some delay may be experienc-

ed later on, after the advertising

starts—so if you prepare now, you

will find yourself duly equipped

to reap the full benefit of the har-

vest of sales we are now sowing.

ZIMMERKNIT
LINES

MEN'S and BOYS'
In two-piece suits and combinations;
in long sleeves, short sleeves and no
sleeves; drawers in ankle length and
knee.

Broun Balhriggan
White Balhriggan
Colored Balhriggan
Mesh
Porous Knit
Velvet Rib
Lisle
Mercerized
Stripes
Merino
Natural Cashmere
Pullovers
Bathing Suits
Outing .Jerseys
Gymnasium Jerseys.

LADIES' and MISSES'
In vests, high neck and low neck; draw-
ers, ribbed knee and umbrella; com-
binations in low neck, with ribbed
knee or umbrella style.

White Lisle
White Balhriggan
White Porous Knit.

ZIMMERKNIT
AGENTS :

E. II. WALSH & CO., TORONTO,
Agents for

Quebec, Maritime Provinces, Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and Alberta.

WM. R. BEGG, TORONTO,
Agent for

Province of Ontario.

A. R. McFARLANE, VANCOUVER,
Agent for

Province of British Columbia.

The Zimmerman Manufacturing Co., Limited
Hamilton, Ontario

WEAR
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There Are Cranks Everywhere

YOU'VE GOT THEM

$i<&tot$t

IJNShrinkaBLE
UNDERWEAR FOR MEN

YES, cranks! That's the word, and though

improperly applied in many cases, it serves

the purpose. The crank makes business

to-day what it is. He nearly always knows

a good article and, more than that, he demands what

he wants. You unconsciously cater to him, and in

so doing you build up a business and create a

demand for better goods.

This is exactly where we come in with

"ST. GEORGE" Unshrinkable

UNDERWEAR FOR MEN

It is renowned for its reliable, unshrinkable pure

wool quality, uniformity of stitch, perfect fit antf

finish. We make "St. George" Unshrinkable under-

wear for men in two-piece and combination styles,

in various weights.

The man who is a so-called crank will be de-

lighted with this superior brand of underwear. You
cannot recommend St. George brand too highly to

your most particular patron if you wish to satisfy

him and hold his trade.

Our underwear is made only from selected wool

yarn, and our facilities for finishing are the most

adequate in the trade. Get in touch to-day with

THE HOUSE THAT HELPS YOU.

The Schofield Woolen Co., Ltd.
OSHAWA, ONTARIO

Plea*", mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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UNDERWEAR
Knit by our own

special Spring Needle
process; the Ellis
Underwear is unique
in its texture. It is

knit to wear, to conform
to the lines of the
human figure and to

wear well. Your
customers who like

good underwear will

not hesitate to make
this brand their choice

for this season and
when it is once worn
it will be up to you to

keep your stock always
replenished.

Don't turn your trade

away to your opposit-

THE ELLIS
HAMILTON

ion's benefit, for he will

get them what they
want if you don't.

Stock up now, if you
have not already, with
Ellis Spring Needle
Ribbed Underwear.

See samples of Ellis

Spring Needle Ribbed
Combinations with the

closed crotch. This is

the garment for fit and
comfort. Special lines

in silk and wool for

both sexes.

Spring samples now
being shown, includ-

ing some new lines.

UNDERWEAR CO.
CANADA.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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That there is any doubt about the continued sale

of sweater coats is dispelled, when buyers are asked

what they think of next year's demand. They are

ready to buy and want stock for next season's selling

and "are only waiting to make the most of sweater

coat business this year before planning for greater or

record sales next. Of course they will add any nov-

elties which they think will sell, but admit that

present styles of garments are satisfactory. Follow-

ing the growth of knitted coats from the fitted cardi-

gans of years ago, blouse golfers and their passing

until present day garments is enough to convince

buyers that still greater strides will be forthcoming

in sweater coat manufacture and styles. Next season's

samples will find buyers ready.

Shawl and Adjustable Collars.

Just how much novelty will be introduced in

sweaters for 1912 is hard to forecast at present. The
tendencies are that they will be closer fitting and
more on the order or style conveyed in the word

''sweater," nearer the lines of the figure and many
samples will be shaped. Shawl or adjustable collars

are to lead and some dicky or college effects added

to effect change. Quite a number of unique trim-

mings in silk or woven bandings will appear on

higher priced lines. Fancy weaves and new racks

will be brought out. Patterns of hand-crochet sets

for misses and children and novelties for next fall

are very striking, Ranges will measure up to re-

quirements of buyers.

New Shawl Effects.

Referring again to the prospective vogue for

shawls, several new numbers are showing for sorting.

Shetland-wool Vienna scarfs are forward in different

colors, white, pink and blue or combinations. They
are a new weave and while similar in use to fascina-

tors are distinctly different and suitable for a neck

or shoulder wrap, being 3 yards long and 22 inches

wide with fringed ends. Prices range from $6.50

to $15.00 doz. Several novelty knitted shoulder

shawls in Afghan weave and effect are being brought

along for Christmas and novelties are held in some

cases until after fall sorting before being shown.

They promise well for gift purposes.

Fall selling in Aviation caps has been ahead of

buyers' expectations. Wholesale houses rather doubt-

ed the coming demand and are attempting to catch

up with deliveries at the present time. To supply

their knitters with yarns they are spinning finer

grades to counts of Eiderdown wool and using this

until more can be procured. Repeats are coming in

every day. Crochet mufflers, flat shapes, are taking

well, although there are plenty in sight for Christmas

selling. About the usual business has been done in

toques both pineapple and hockey shapes.

An Exceptional Season.

Present indications denote an exceptional season

on knitted goods. True there are some lines which

have proved less popular and been dropped in some

localities. Altogether, there is a feeling that this

season's successes augur well for continued demand
and for next Fall. Merchants' sorting reports for

Christmas are warranted on those lines pointed out.

There is to be a staple demand for sweater coats,

and if shawls, shoulder wraps and mantillas are

again to be the fashion, merchants will be ready to

try them out. Manufacturers are so confident that

they predict a continued demand for the next five

vears at the least.

Watch Hosiery Trend
Early Buyers Going Safe on Staple Blacks and
Tans — Manufacturers Question if Orders Placed

Will Meet Ultimate Demand

Although it is somewhat premature to criticize

orders placed on next season's hosiery, manufactur-
er.-" agents and jobbers are inclined to decide that

buyers are depending too much on blacks to meet
demands. Whether buyers are afraid of another
season like last, and are unwilling to take any risk,

or are depending on later buying, remains to be
seen.

So far, orders have only been placed on most
staple numbers, and import hosiery bookings include
standard qualities or silk lines to meet prices.

Fair quantities have been ordered out in tans,

but, as for white, no preparation has been made by
wholesalers. Buyers prefer to be safe, and are not
willing to take any chances of being caught, as they
were this season, with colors.

The situation stands now that jobbers have pre-

sented their assortments for the selection of whole-

sale buyers. Manufacturers who go direct to the

trade are covering the ground and report favorably

on domestic lines.

Hosiery buyers in the wholesales have placed suf-

ficient orders anticipating the trip of their travelers

with import ranges provided by foreign • mills and
placed before retail buyers during the next month.
In other words, merchants are allowed to decide

what the actual trend of trade is going to be, and re-

peats to hosiery manufacturers will be placed to a

greater extent during October, in order to obtain

delivery for February.

Must Prepare for White Demand.

If wholesale buyers have confined their opera-

tions to staple blacks, merchants, therefore, will have

to protect their departments for the predicted de-

mand for white hosiery, and in the matter of colors,

as far as they will be evident. There are two rules

to guide buyers. First, the late season experience

of this year and the unprepared-for demand on

black silks, fine gauze and mercerised lisles or sheer

weaves has to be considered as a trend for possible

sales demand next year. On the other hand, a study

of predicted styles for next summer will surely con-

cede a likely demand for white as the season pro-

gresses.

Another rule which seldom fails is the measure

of success merited by lines in United States stores.

This last season many hosiery displays, all white,

were made, which proved good advertising and re-

cord business for hosiery departments.

From present orders, therefore, it appears that

no attention is being paid other than usual to any

such run, either by buyers for wholesales or depart-

mental stores. The latter, of course, with resident

buyers can always secure lines on short notice, but

merchants have to depend on stocks imported by

wholesalers or their own foresight in placing import

orders from manufacturers' ranges to be shown

directly.

October repeat orders will show to what extent

buyers are willing to anticipate for themselves or

whether next season will find departments short, as

claimed likely by present placings given manufac-

turers' agents.
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Ask Any Mother or Father
What They Think of This

!

Show the parents who deal at

your store the newest and most
practical idea in children's com-
bination suits—a garment that

avoids all the faults that have
bothered the kiddies and their

mothers for years.

Listen to them exclaim in admiration
of these garments' common-sense
design. You will be glad then you
stocked the quick-selling line—

OLD STYLE NEW STYLE

WATSON'S
r « • j s KLOSED-KROTCH
v*nuaren s combinations

1

L
PATENTED JANUARY 17th, 1911

Nothing in your store is more up-to-date. Nothing you carry will

sell more rapidly. And the quality is there !—though the price makes
them move out in a hurry ! See, too, when
our man calls on you, the Watson Klosed-
Krotch (trade-mark) Combinations for men and
boys (patented January, 1911). All the old dis-

comforts banished ; and every detail worked out
to suit the buyer. See both lines—or you'll miss
something YOUR STORE WANTS TO SELL.

OLD STYLE NEW STYLE

WATSON MANUFACTURING
COMPANY, LIMITED

Brantford, Ontario

ONTARIO MARITIME QUEBEC
Edward Burns Co., J. A. Murray, A. L. Gilpin,

17 Wellington St. West, Sussex, N,B. 59 St. Peter Street
Toronto Montreal

"1
NORTH-WEST—Bryce & Co., Winnipeg, Man.
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Importance of Silks.

Silk hosiery for next season is of first importance.
Domestic lines have been successfully placed before

buyers, and fill the upward trend of hosiery which
is recognized. As pointed out, merchants are advised
to cover their needs with a fair assortment of quali-

ties on best selling numbers, possibly from $6.50 to

$18.00 dozen. Many larger stores stock silk hosiery

up to $5.00 pair in evening shades, but for mer-
chandising next year, sufficient preparation is being
made to meet necessities.

German import silks are bought at from $6.50
up, although cheaper lines are to be had, but manu-
facturers' agents are satisfied that Canadian buyers
do not want cheaper lines.

Departmental store managers are considering
vegetable and spun silk hosiery for their trade.

For Spring, buyers can consider a quality silk

stocking to sell at 50c, or fill the advertised line at

59c. This hose costs $4.05 dozen with duty paid.

Buyers are questioning how far they had better go
in placing cheaper silks, in face of adverse wear-
ing qualities found this season. The line noted seems
like a good one, as it has lisle heel, toe and wide
garter top.

Buyers want seamless hosiery, and this is a strong
argument in favor of domestic lines. This advantage
with prevailing fashions maintained as to garment
styles has placed Canadian mills in an enviable

position.

(Concluded on Page 67.)

Every year of our underwear manufacturing

experience has served to create a momentum
which cannot well be resisted. Every year

we are gathering speed in the popularity of

TURNBULL'S
RIBBED

UNDERWEAR
Uniformity of materials and expert operators

serve to produce a uniform grade underwear

which supplies an insistent demand. Our
underwear is carefully inspected and every

garment is turned out in perfect shape.

C. TURNBULL & CO., Gait, Ont.

TRADE MARK

UNSHRINKABLE

a
O.V." Brand
There is no better line of

Underwear for the cold

Canadian winters than the

Pure Wool Elastic Rib

There is no better line of

Pure Wool Elastic Rib
than the "O.V." BRAND
(Ottawa Valley)

TRY OUR

Line 130 and 140—Men's Pure Wool
(Heavy and Extra Heavy
Weights).

Line 710—Extra, Extra Heavy Pure
Wool.

Line 650—Extra Heavy Pure Wor-
sted.

Manufactured by

Bates & Innes
Limited

Carleton Place, Ontario

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Your Store Can Make a Hit

With These

Our Traveller is Headed Your "Way
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Traveler!.
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The Little Girl or Boy
the big girl, or young woman can all

be well satisfied from the most com-

prehensive showing which the

" Monarch" Brand
offers this season. There never was

in the history of this business, a more
urgent demand for number one goods

for young people. There is no econ-

omy to your customers in buying an

inferior article of wool and when you

do sell then i such goods you are tear-

ing down the very foundation from

under your knit goods business.

From Father to Son. Every

man and young man. no matter in

what- business or trade, looks to the

com fort of the sweater or sweater "Daisy" 4

coat, either as an accessory to his

even-day wardrobe or for an occasional outing gar-

ment. The famous

"Monarch" Brand
sweater or sweater coat for men warrants all the con-

fidence bestowed upon them by men who know and

appreciate a superior article. Every garment bears

that well-fitting style and gives that easy-going feel-

ing which should predominate in every knit goods

wearable and which speaks more directly to the man
than all a salesman can say. Let the men see that

you are looking to their interests by giving them the

brand that pleases—the "Monarch."

Men's Sweater 72 The Monarch
Dunnville, Ont. St. Catharines

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Join Hands With "Monarch"

F
OR a big Fall and Winter business in knit goods you can

depend on the Monarch brand. It is as sure to bring wool

goods seekers to your store as you are sure there will be

wool goods worn this season.

The firm that associates first quality with strictly correct

style and moderate price in their wool goods department will not

only meet the present demand, but will build a future business.

Join hands with "Monarch" brand and you will meet the re-

quirements of an exacting public. You will be supplying your

patrons with goods that are sure to please, goods that will sell on

sight and which will ensure you a money-making turnover in

your knit goods section this season.

The woman who knows a good

article will appreciate the excellent

high grade workmanship which the

"Monarch" Brand

"Buster" 4

knit goods are noted for. The qual-

ity of material used in this brand is

of the most lasting nature, while the

style in the women's garments makes

them distinctive from all other

makes.

Our immense range of women's

golf jackets, motor coats, etc., is a

most enticing one. See our samples

and get prices.

Knitting Co., ^d.

>t. Thomas, Ontario Buffalo, N.Y.

,r?

M :

1

Ladies' 99

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Traveler.9..
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"'Cause They're
The Best"

—so mother »ay»

And mothers ought to

know when they must
supply the children's
hosiery and do the
mending every week.
If you would, Mr. Mer-
chant, advocate to the
mothers of your town
or city, the

DOMINION

BRAND
HOSIERY
for their boys andfgirls you would make a lasting hit

with them, which would prove a valuable asset to

your future business at the hosiery counter. Every
pair bears our guarantee tag.

Ask our travellers to call.

A. BURRITT & COMPANY
DOMINION MILLS

MITCHELL ONTARIO

Health Brand

Underwear

Our stock is now complete
in all lines of Fall weights for

Women and Children.

We have also a complete
stock of short and no sleeve

Women's Vests in medium
weights at all prices.

Greenshields Limited

MONTREAL

KNIT GOODS
THAT PLEASE

NO. 784. "INTERLOCK" VELVET KNIT
Patented February 16th. 1909

'THE new 1912 lines of men's and wo-
men's Summer Underwear are ready
They include the Summer weight vests,

drawers, corset covers and combinations,
"Ilet," etc., also the above illustrated

"Interlock" Velvet Knit.

Our men's goods consist of the new
"Gauzine" and Spring Needle Under-
wear; also splended range of Balbriggan.

See our samples and get in line for 1912.

The Oxford Knitting Co., Limited
Woodstock, - - Ontario

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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S. LENNARD & SONS
DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of

:

Wish to advise you that their range of production for

AUTUMN 1911
is now completed and in the hands of their selling Agents, who will call upon

you, and we solicit a continuance of your esteemed orders

No Retailer's Stock

is complete without

these well-known

brands. fiU2S^-nDS^cAN^AGENCY'
SOLE SELLING AGENTS

TRADE

Jaeger Pure Wool
FOR CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

TT17"E would remind "Jaeger" Agents that there

is no more acceptable present than a

"Jaeger" garment—whether it be Dressing Gown,

Lounge Jacket, Sweater Coat, Travelling Rug,

Motor Scarf, Gloves, Slippers, Fancy Vest,

Cosy Spencer, Winter Cap, or any of hundreds of

articles in our Price List—they afford lasting

pleasure and comfort to the recipient, and satis-

faction to the giver.

This is the time to order.

DR. JAEGER'S f!SSE. SYSTEM Sssr
WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE, 52 Victoria Square, MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262,005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST in the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI-
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends.

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN
FOOTWEAR

To be had from any of the Leading

Wholesale Dry Goods Houses

Please mention The Review to

THE ABSOLUTE RELIABILITY
of JAY Underwear places you in an
unassailable position with your
customers. The above mark upon
the garment is your, and their,

guarantee that in fit, fabric,
warmth and durability, JAY
Underwear is perfect. The makers
undertake to replace any garments
which may shrink in washing.

jU Make enquiries of the Wholesale
Agents :—

I. & R. Morley, • G. Brettle & Co.,

LONDON. ENG.

England's Best

_RES19TESm

TIGER BRAND.

II

"TIGER BRAND"
UNDERWEAR

"Tiger Brand" Underwear is going to be the
leader for Fall in the Underwear Mart. It has
the three most important requisites of "good"
underwear — Superior Finish — Durability

—

Style.

If you have tried other brands and found
them wanting in "customers"—if you find

your underwear department slack when your
competitors about you are doing good busi-
ness—there's a hitch somewhere.

Ask yourself—have I a stock of the finest

Underwear obtainable?

No—not if you haven't Tiger Brand. It's

the one big customer-getter and a huge asset
to your shop. Send in your order now—see

the result for yourself.

Gait Knitting Co., Limited
Gait, - - Ontario

Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Watch Hosiery Values

(Continued from Page 60.)

Another advantage which merchants have is in

selling lines direct from those travelers who make
flying trips to the retail trade in larger cities. These
men find that buyers are willing to stock better num-
bers, qualities and shades which they are unable
to procure through regular channels. It has been
experienced that they can sell many lines which
otherwise would not be placed before merchants.

By November 1st a fairly concise statement can
be given of what sales will be, as merchants antici-

pate their requirements.

Sure of Blacks and Tans.

It does not seem likely that buyers throughout
Canada will pass up everything but blacks and tans.

Some larger buyers have taken a few pink, blue and
champagne shades in $2.25 and $4.50 staple lines,

but actual conditions have been cited before in re-

gard to colors. Some cheap hosiery in colors have
been sold this season and merchants are still mer-
chandising lines purchased at clean-up prices. Next
season will show developments.

Granting that black and tans will be safe, manu-
facturers' agents state that somebody will be short

on white hosiery in June and July, judging from
their orders placed so far with wholesalers and larger

hosiery firms. While no one is able to state precisely,

buyers have no more reason to expect an all black

season than they had last year to foresee the drop in

colors. That blacks and tans in staple lines are safe

may be a good rule, but next season's hosiery trend
is worth watching in view of fashion reports already

to hand.

>*

^

SEE THIS ATTRACTIVE

KNIT CAP
THIS is a design that certainly does "STICK OUT" from

the crowd. It is the

e-AV^

REGISTEHED CAP

It is made up in all the popular solid colors and combin-

ations, and our close price enables you to sell it at an

excellent profit. We are adepts at filling orders quickly.

TRY US

R. M. Ballantyne, Limited
STRATFORD : : ONTARIO

$RAH*>

Shrink'
reg'd.

Known for Character—Waterhouse

"MAPLE LEAF" BRAND UNDERWEAR
When you get in your next stock of underwear order a known brand, one with
which your customers are familiar, one they hear talked about and see advertised.

Do better still, order the best known brand. There is no underwear better known
throughout the dry goods trade than "Maple Leaf," which has long had a reputation

second to none tor quality, cut, finish and durability.

You have another reason to be satisfied when you feature "Maple Leaf"; it not only
pleases your customer but it also brings you a good profit.

Thos. Waterhouse & Co., Limited, - Ingersoll, Ont.
MONTREAL: Harold F. Watson. Weldon Co.. Coristine Bldg. TORONTO: Wilson & Angus

.
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



The New York Millinery Market

Great vogue of purple during the early season.

Hats on the Tam order, and close-fitting pokes
are much in evidence.

Plain felts and velours are again in favor, but
very few fur beavers are shown.

The demand for ribbon, lace and novelty bands
and fringes has been remarkable.

Social Season Will Introduce Large Hats
Purple Has Had Remarkable Run in New York — Lace Very Extensively
Used Over Foundations of Velvet or Satin — Close-fitting Pokes and Tam
O'Shanter Hats Among the Popular Fancies — Great Range of Shapes

Stall Correspondence

New York, Sept. 30.

THE department stores and retail millinery
shops all over town are having their open-
ings, while not to be quite overshadowed,
some of the wholesalers, particularly those

in the uptown district, are still showing pattern hats.

Of course, New York women, and for that mat-
ter women all over the country, are wearing their

first lace hat long before this; that is the majority
ere, and it would appear that each and every one
had decided on purple. Such a number of vivid
purple hats surely never before descended upon us,

and of course purple is not confined to millinery,
but is combined with black, white, brown or grey,
or used singly for all sorts and condition of wearing
apparel.

We have all gone quite as mad on the subject of
purple, as we did about king's blue. The masses
have swooped down upon it and chosen it for their

own, and the better trade seem loath to relinquish
it, and has compromised only by using duller shades.

Brims Comparatively Simple.

Despite the repeated efforts of the trade, the craze

for scantily trimmed hats cannot be downed. While
there is a great quantity of ostrich being used, and
a fair amount of fancy feathers, the demand is for

the hat trimmed or draped with piece goods or wide
ribbon. What trimming is used, as we have stated

before, is introduced on the crown, brims being com-
paratively simple affairs, except in the case of pokes,
which are apt to be faced rather ornately with shirred
satin. Pokes are really very much worn, in modified
forms and in small and medium sizes, not only for

dress hats, but for practical hats of plain or scratch

felt.

Large Hats for Late Season.

The latest showing of French hats emphasizes the
large hat, and it is believed that when the horse show

starts the social ball arolling, the smart women will

return again to the shadowing picture hat for her
gala headpiece, even if she does demand a smaller

one for shopping and other ordinary occasions.

The mode of doing the hair has to be altered to suit the
new millinery. The popular mode dispenses with turbans

and pads, the hair is parted in front and rolled
into three Dutch coils at the back.

Georgette is sending large hats, lovelier than ever,

and they are hard indeed to resist, for the small,

very high hat, is not overly becoming to women in

general. For one thing that variety completely con-
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Millinery
Commissioners

LIMITED

OUR SPECIALTY:

HIGH-CLASS MILLINERY
On a Commission Basis

Individuality is a great feature we all aim at to-day, because we realize it's

kinship to success.

That little touch, difference, dignity ; that chic expression which gives millinery character

and tone, is what you are studying and pursuing continually. The fact that it is illusive only

strengthens purpose in all but those who are content to stand still.

High Class Millinery

at Unusually

Attractive Prices

Nothing too New

or Extreme

For Us to Show

LET US HELP YOU!
Help make your showing different—give it a smart, attractive appearance; wrench

it out of the rough and so present it in the eyes of your customers that opposition will

prove an inspiration rather than an injury to your trade.

There is nothing too new, odd or even extreme for us to show. We give more

attention to the unusual than to the staple. As a result, everyone who has seen our

new import range for Spring admits that it has enough variety and style to make it a

positive and necessary consideration.

When one of our representatives interviews you, serve your own interest by consenting

to inspect the largest variety of high-class millinery
\ t

shown in Canada — our range for Spring 1912.

Millinery Commissioners
LIMITED

7 Front St. East, Toronto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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ceals the hair unless it is worn over the ears, which
is the latest way of doing it, by the way.

As was stated months ago, plain felts have return-

ed to favor, and are enjoying quite a run, as are also

velours. Very few fur beavers and hatter's plush
hats are shown. Felts, velours and velvets, cut and
uncut, a few plushes—principally white—and silk

hats are those that are selling in pressed as well as

handmade goods, and of the latter a goodly number
are being shown.

There are any number of draped crowns worn.
These are made of roll upon roll, or fold upon fold

of satin or silk, the ends being made into wing shape
or leaf-like pieces, which spring up from the centre

of the crown and add several more inches to its al-

ready towering proportions. As has been previously
mentioned, there are many white crowns being used,

taffeta and satin being equally favored for the fabric

trimmed hats.

White ostrich, neumadie, and wings,, feather

bands and gowns are smart for the feathery crown,
and there are ruches of double box-pleated maline,
white fox and lace to vary the monotony in

white crowns, to say nothing of fringe, which
really ought to have headed the list, judging
from the quantities one sees used. While crowned
hats have brims, not necessarily of black, but to be
smart the brim must be dark, say purple or taupe.

Black velvet hats trimmed with white ostrich or

wings are very smart looking, or with bows, tight

and probably pleated, which are not very large and
decidedly stiff in effect, being made of moire ribbon.

Lace has been heralded again and again and
much ahead of time. It is only recently that any-
thing but the exceptional hat was trimmed with it.

Now many kinds of lace, the heavier preferably, al-

though there is much Chantilly in evidence—are be-

ing worn. It is used invariably over a foundation
of velvet or satin, unless a heavy metal lace, and this

is sometimes stretched over the frame. But while
semi-transparent, the effect is not really lacy, and
as these hats are usually trimmed with bands of fur
they are not particularly light looking. This re-

mark might apply to all the hats now worn. They
look heavy, if they are not actually so.

A small close-fitting poke, not unlike an invert-

ed bowl, since its poke is modified to a wide curve,

made of dark velvet, over which is spread heavy
white lace, and trimmed at the back or over the top

with a bow of velvet or satin ribbon, has become a

prominent factor in the millinery sales. This same

model, substituting silk fringe for lace, is also one
of the best sellers.

It would not do to ignore the Tarn o' Shanter
hats, since they are one of the popular fancies in
medium size, and have a coronet in place of a brim.
The plain black velvet tarn leads; sometimes there
is no trimming except perhaps a jeweled hatpin or
an ornament, while, again, there may be a stiff paint
brush ornament or other severe feather cockade
(usually white) or a novelty rosette of white worsted,
for there is still some demand for this eccentric trim-
ming.

Rich Autumn Decorations
How The Right House, Hamilton, Was Adorned
for the Openings — Display Comparatively Inex-

pensive, But Very Effective

The main aisle and interior decorations for the
Fall openings in The Right House, Hamilton, is re-

produced in Fancy Goods section of this number.
Each pillar throughout this handsome store was

treated similarly. Four gold-bronzed lattices or
scrolls were fastened at right angles from each post
and blanked with preserved beech leaves of Autumn
tints. The color scheme was red in deep tones, and
every branch was as natural and fresh as when
brought from the woods.

from the points of each lattice hangings, baskets
of beech leaves in dull reds and with sufficient green
added by natural ferns were suspended over each
counter throughout the length of the different aisles.

All ledges were puffed with white silk and seasonable
fabrics and novelties shown from each department.
Natural palms were placed at intervals between
drapes or groupings. The effect was beautiful, and
the rich shadings of Autumn with glistening gold
stood out against the pillars and beamed ceiling.

A glance will show the readiness and arrangement
of centre aisle departments and tables for "Opening."
Several stock-keeping ideas will also be noticed.

In placing this interior trim, R. J. Campbell,
decorator in charge, and his assistants started direct-

ly after closing hour, and were finished in time for

next day's business, which is remarkable for such a
Large and elaborate decoration.

It is another example that interior decorative

schemes need not be costly for the amount of effect

gained. Altogether this trim, not including time of

trimmers, cost about fifty dollars.

SPRING 1912
Make no selections until you see our collection for Spring 1912 of

Flowers, Foliage, Mohair and Ramie Braids and Trimmings, Ribbons,

Silks, Laces and Millinery Novelties

Our representative will call on you shortly, and we invite you to look at the collection.

We can please you.

Elliott, Sherring <& Co., Limited
,
MANUFACTURERS - AGENTS AND IMPORTERS OF MILLINERY

Ogilvie Building, 37 Wellington Street West TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Millinery Specialties forImport
SPRING 1912

You are invited to inspect the cream of the production

of twenty-two of the foremost English and

Continental makers of Millinery Goods.

WE SELL YOU THESE GOODS at makers' prices, plus our

commission, freight and duty, saves you customs worry and re-

mittance bother, saves you from over buying and wrong buying,

and you have the advantage of your milliners' co-operation in

selections.

OPERATING AN ECONOMICAL ORGANIZATION with per-

sonal attention to your selections, backed up by the co-operation of

our makers, we are able to show you a wide range of goods of a

superior quality at a minimum price, goods that are out of the

ordinary, that bring you an extra profit.

RIGHT BUYING AND PROPER ORGANIZATION put the

balance on the right side of the ledger at stock taking. Opportunity

is at your door, don't pass it up.

OUR REPRESENTATIVES are out now, make it a point to see

our line when they call, even wait for them, it will pay you, as it is

paying hundreds of successful retailers all over Canada.

Continental Manufacturers' Syndicate
LIMITED

77 York Street, - - - TORONTO
REPRESENTING

:

Ontario Province, D, E. & E. E. STARR. Quebec Province, HOPWOOD & BRYANT.
Maritime Provinces, H. H. MAGEE. Northwest and British Columbia, W. J. MULDREW.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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PARIS MODEL

Quantities of lace are used

on the new Paris gowns.

This model is of navy

crepe de chine, trimmed

with two wide bands of

heavy Venise. Tunic of

navy chiffon with deep

flounce of white Chantilly.

Waist of navy crepe and
chiffon has long postil-

lion; back heavily em-
broidered in dull gold and

silver thread.
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Fabric^
Features of this Department

Further information on the color situation for
Spring. Browns not likely to acquire their full
strength until Fall, 1912.

Very handsome effects in sheer silk and wool and
silk and cotton fabrics in grey and Mack and white
are being featured.

Silks taking a very strong position. Qlustra-
1 s show sonic very likely patterns in bordered
effects.

Spring's Selling Leaders
These Will be Blues and Black and White —
Buyers Showing Tendency to Hold Off Browns
- Sheer Silk and Wool and Silk and Cotton

Fancies a Feature

TIIOCCII no large individual orders arc being
placed, there is a decided improvement in the
tone of the dress goods market. During the
early weeks of the season there was some

complaint about the scarcity of tweeds, but this was
due to imported goods being tied up by the British

dock and railway strikes. These goods are coming
to hand now. and in the larger centres the fact that

they are hue for the season's trade may lead to some
price-cutting, Many large buyers who import their
stocks were caught bare of tweeds, which are, with
the exception of blue serges, the best selling fabric

this season, and had to substitute for the opening

of the season domestic made tweeds. The tweeds
bought for the early season abroad are now coming
to hand, and the surplus will have to lie moved.
Therefore, price cutting is to I e expected. But this
condition in no wise affects the -landing of tweeds.

Closing Out Browns.

Buyers who have misjudged the position of
brown are also preparing to close out this color. Un-
doubtedly brown is a coming color, but the big
brown season that is due will not materialize this

summer. Most possibly it will be the vogue of yel-
lows, golds and tans next summer that will lead up
to brown for the Fall of I'M 2.

First fob Sprj ng Selling.

Blue serges in dark navy, marine and Coronation
blue are first on the list for Spring selling. This is

unprecedented, as this makes blue the leading color
for the third season in succession. Fine French
serges and coatings are the big sellers. Doubtless, as

/ »£++ .. rtf. vmum
Novelty rough-finished tweed and homespuns. Rending from left I" right—Amber and grey homespun wiili flecks of mil browi
crash, amber, white and black; white-amber; lettuce-green and mauve; amber and white with black flecks.

border. Shown by !•'. D. Elliott, Toronto.
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The new ranges are now being shown by our travellers.

Attention is particularly directed to the values offered in Donegal

Tweeds, Fine Worsteds, Costume Cloths, French Cashmere

Serges, French Cheviots, Coating Serges, Double Faced Costume

Serges, Panamas, Poplins, Broadcloths, French Voiles, Twine

Cloths, Velveteens and Corduroys.

Every consideration has been given to the varying conditions

which pertain to the Dress Goods situation of to-day.

The goods we show are the sort that proves irresistible, and

designs are not duplicated in stock-made garments. Hence we
have every assurance in asserting that our "Victorian Brand" range

of Wool Fabrics cannot be excelled in the market.
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The most intense phase in the Dress Goods situation for the

coming season, of course, is the Quaker Grey Vogue.

To meet this tendency for Grey Shades, we have made most

extensive contracts in every class of fabric: Cotton, Wool, Worsted

and Silk. We direct attention to the fine weaves in the Spring

Range, as illustrated, being a select few of the Novelties shown in

modest stripes, clouded effects and plain materials.

Other" shades favored for Spring Wear are included in an

immense assortment of plain and fancy weaves, to which we also

ask the attention of the trade.
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the season advances, other colors in serges will come
to the front, but at this early date orders are chiefly

for the shades of blue indicated.

The big vogue of tweeds, and the strong demand
for the same is helping the lighter weights brought
out for Spring selling. Every confidence is express-

ed in the black and white effects and mixtures, and
there is an increasing interest in the newer color ef-

•

Bordered cotton roiles tor Spring. The first on the left is a
black and white stripe voile with satin striped border in black
and white with marine blue edge. The middle sample is an
amber cotton voile with wide amber satin-striped border, while
the third is blue and white striped cotton voile with marine blue
border. Shown by Nisbet .v Aniil, Toronto.

fects. These fancies arc as a rule loosely woven
and light in color, and the mixtures and color ef-

fects are new and pleasing. Light weighl semi-

rough worsteds in mannish effects in black and white
arc looked upon with much favor.

Mixture Fancies a Feature.

Sheer silk and won] and silk and cotton fancies in

grey and in Mack and white pr ise to be a feature.

as some very handsome effects are shown. Cream
fancies are good, and there is a very wide indication

that the coming Spring will see a big season in cream
serges and cream grounds with hair line stripes,

Favor for Silk Fabrics
Leading Novelties Will Be in Thick, Soft, Twilled

Satins, With a Dimmed Sheen — Reversibles for

Popular Selling — Indications Favor Brocades

S 'It satins have the supreme place for the pre-

sent Fall and soft satin fabrics, according to all pre-

sent fashion and buying indications, will have the

leading place in silk fabrics for the coming Spring.
Thick, soft twilled satins, with a dimmed sheen are

high style, and die leading novelties will be of this

class. Duchesse will be very much in evidence, and
pailettes, satin de chine, and messalines will con-

tinue to be the big popular placed sellers.

Reversible satins are now high style, but they

are being bought for popular selling for coat and

Irish

The success of these famous old
linens is attributed to the exclus-
ion of all substitutions for the
pure flax which, as is well known,
is the sole material used in the
manufacture of pure linen fabrics.

This fact and the great care ex-
ercised in the weaving and fin-

ishing of

Zitoells
®old medal

Linens have popularized Irish-

made linens and placed Ireland

at the head of the linen industry.

Our 1911-12 showing is unparall-

eled for beauty of texture and
patterns. SEE OUR LINE.

Write for illustraiea price
list.

R. H. COSBIE
30 Wellington Street West

TORONTO

H=

ft

YOU MUST GET

LAMBA
99

ID:

if you wish to be handling the

World's Best Fabric

for Shirts, Blouses, Pyjamas and all under-

clothing. Its pleasing wooly softness, charming

designs, fast colors and perfect washing and

wearing qualities, all combine to make it the

admiration of countless thousands all over

the world. Testimonials from all parts.

Equal to Ceylon Flannel at Flannelette Price

The genuine Lamba is stamped Lamba
on the selvedge. No imitations can
give you half the satisfaction in selling

or your customer in wearing, therefore

GET A STOCK IN NOW—NEW DESIGNS
An<i he sure it is the genuine article.

is registered in Canada and will be

advertised in the Canadian Press

Samples will also be posted direct to the public.

Stocked by

Mclntyre, Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Canada
J. & N. Philips & Co., Manchester, England
I. & R. Morley, London, England

LAMBA
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DOMINION

®m* SPRING
WW
DOMINION
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Printed Goods
nHE New Designs are rare

examples of skillful color

blending and artistic printing.

Wait until you havy seen our

line before placing orders.

The Dominion Textile Co.'s
RANGE OF

PRINTED GOODS

for Springy 1912

Are now in the hands of Canadian Wholesalers.

Ask to see the new line of Challies,

Pastels, Delaines, Steel-clad Galateas, etc.

™n>
DOMINION

ig>UB

4
' There s more profit in Canadian

Printed Goods"

ffl"
DOMINION

$im

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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wrap purposes for the coming Spring. The principal

face is black with the reverse in contrasting color

and the leading combinations are black and white,

black and ruby, black and Coronation blue, black

and apple green, black and taupe, black and ame-
thyst. The new ruby shade is a rich, glowing deep

ZP ~jO <ZD *& <r>° o* of cJ»~ c
)

a* a*

-

n^*^**
vtt/\ V1

ISilver Grey Brocades for Spring, 1912. Shown by Louis Roessel & Co..

Toronto

cerise. Apple green is, as its name indicates, a deep
green apple shade that is taking the place of emerald
green.

Position of Taffetas.

Taffetas are much talked about, but buyers are

only moderately sanguine as to their selling possi-

bilities in the coming Spring. It should be pointed

out that the taffeta Paris is favoring so much is a

pure dye silk, rich, lustrous, even threaded and light

in weight, that is very expensive. These better

grade taffetas will without doubt be ordered by the

better trade, but are too expensive for popular sell-

ing. These new taffetas, as well as all plain silk

fabrics and not a few fancies come in wide widths,

chiefly in 44 inches.

Fancies Gaining Ground.

Even now it is apparent that fancies are gaining
ground, and manufacturers are showing with con-

fidence a more extensive range of fancies for the

Spring season. In the first rank are beautiful bor-

dered effects in soft ribbed and twilled satins, and in

chiffon taffetas.

Soft-tinted changeables show beautiful monotone
borders in fancy woven and jacquard patterns.

Though popular-priced cheap foulards have been
dropped, the better grades made by reliable makers,

who perfectly understand the proper methods of pro-

duction, will sell. The new foulards have almost the

effect of a serge, silk or soft twilled satin, and the

plain cloth is shown with beautiful borders in dull,

rich Egyptian colors and patterns.

There are some indications that point to bro-
cades. One of the most beautiful wraps worn at the
Woodbine races was of grey brocade, trimmed with
mole fur.

Silk chiffons, silk voiles, mousselines, nets,

gauzes and marquisettes, owing to the growing vogue
of soft clinging draperies, are growing in favor, and
this mode of dress is also bringing crepe weaves to

the front.

The Montreal Market
Soft Finished Goods for Formal and Dress
Occasions— Quaker Grey, Blues, Tans, Greens

and Reds are Prominent Colors
(Staff Correspondence)

Montreal, Sept. 30.—The lines and shades of the
various Fall dress goods are large and varied. There
is the very popular diagonal effect, the boucle effect,

the two-tone effect, the plain colorings and the re-

versible cloakings. All these lines are well displayed
and advertised; and share equal popularity. Scotch
mixtures are very favorable for the medium-priced
goods. This is due to the demand for English and
Scotch dress goods.

The soft finished goods are leaders for formal
and dress occasions. Broadcloths are seen in beauti-

ful shades of tan, blue, grey, champagne and plum.
These cloths are soft, and can be made into very
graceful drapes and folds. This fact, no doubt, is

the reason which makes the soft clinging fabrics so

popular.

For Fall and Winter suitings and separate wear,

many pretty and substantial lines of material in the

KING'S
Established 1771

FAMOUS
•old by leading Jobbor.

SCOTCH
Every pieoe perfect.

HOLLANDS

Scotch Holland! for neany a
century and a quarter, hare
been recognized by the Trad*
of the world as the most reli-

able and saleable hading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on
every piece.

Hollands, of John King ft Son
are handled by all the leading

houses. Made In all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money In the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

Canadian Representatives:

CAMPBELL SMIBERT & CO.,

210 St. James Street - - Montreal
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The Largest and Most Select

range that has yet been
offered to the trade is

now being shown by our

travellers. It includes

®m@(Mnni Kf©w
ALSACIAN FANCIES,
La SCALA JACQUARDS,
FACONNE MESSALINES

WE EXCEL IN YARD-WIDE :

Paillettes, Satin de Chene,
Mousseline and Chiffon
Taffeta in Black and Colors.

Take advantage of Import Prices.

Inspect these Specials.

1031 - 1033 - 1042 - 1075

Tib© sum
!4 WeEDnsmiteia Stored! T@E©ifTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Black and white novelties in tweeds and semi-rough finished worsted suitings. Shown by Nisbet & Auld, Ltd., Toronto.

popular diagonal effects are .seen. These effects in-

clude a large range of colors and combinations of

designs. Some of the latest seen were in browns,

greys, blues, tans and other colorings. This material

is well suited to stand hard wear, is stylish in appear-

ance and of moderate price.

For separate coats, the reversible cloakings are

receiving much attention from both domestic and
import manufacturers. This material comes in

many designs and colors, which combine well when
made into the various styles of coats. In many cases

the plain side comprises the body of the garment,

while the plaid is seen on the collar, lapels and cuffs.

At other times the garment is made just the reverse

of this. Many coats are now made that can be worn
with either side out. This is a departure from the

usual style that will be quite popular during the

coming season.

Prominent Colors.

A buyer who is now in the Old Country writes

that the leading shade is Quaker grey. This shade

is talked of in all the important centres. Other

prominent colors are blues, tans, greens and reds.

Pastel colorings are also shown for Spring wear.

These include champagne, creams and other delicate

tints.

There will be some lines and figures in the new
samples. But it is worth mentioning that the new
suits will contain several shades of the same color.

For example: the body will be of one shade of blue,

the collar of another shade, and the trimmings of

another shade, all harmonizing.
Serges and cheviots will be worn to quite an ex-

tent. Serges will be popular. White serge with

black and colored pencil and hair-lines will be a

feature for Spring. Materials containing crash

weaves and checks in greys and champagne will be

a high novelty.

Activity in White Goods.

There are indications of the coming Spring being

a very active one along general white goods lines.

Black and white combinations are shown to quite

an extent for various toilettes. Tweeds will be a

leading line in dress goods.

A buyer of a Montreal dry goods house who has

just returned from a buying trip to the old country

Striped and Bordered
Chiffon Taffeta.

Soft Cord Satin with Jacqu-
ard Patterns in Monotone.

Soft Satins with Fancy Woven Borders
Shown by Louis Roessel & Co.. Toronto
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PROTECTION for Soiesette Trade

Mark is twofold. Against ordinary

substitution it is protected by the unequalled merit

which has made this silk-like cloth the most widely

known and largest-selling trade-marked fabric in the

world.

The public has learned to know SOIESETTE
and insist upon it.

Against unfair and fraudulent misrepresentation,

our legal rights to the sole and exclusive use of the

name SOIESETTE will be vigorously defended.

For your own protection, demand the genuine

SOIESETTE from jobbers and manufacturers.

CLARENCE WHITMAN & COMPANY
112 Constme Building Montreal

New York Philadelphia Boston Chicago St. LOU1S

va*oe MARK
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Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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markets says that voiles and materials along these

lines will be the proper thing next Spring. Cotton
voiles with silk or satin stripes running through the
goods in various designs will form an important part
in the season's train of styles. Various lines of soft-

finished materials will be shown in both plain and
striped effects.

In the matter of colors, it seems that we are

emerging from the craze for brilliant tints which

Border designs. One on left is floss silk and dull silver and
<rol<l ; the other is a blue silk embroidered pattern ou pale yellow
chiffon. Shown by Louis Roessel & Co., Toronto.

have held sway during the past year. Reports from
buyers now in the Old Country say that greys and
blues are to be the favorite colors for Spring. As
there are innumerable tints and shades of both grey
and blue, a good choice of these shades will be avail-

able. And when these two shades are put together

—

as they not unfrequently are—a lovely soft harmony
is obtained.

In silk materials the leaders will be along the
soft clinging lines. Messalines, crepe de chines,
chiffon taffetas and all the soft-finished silky materi-
als will be leaders. Of course, these materials will

be shown in many shades. Then come the many
beautiful shades and tints of blue. Dark reds and
plum colors are among tne coming shades for the
new goods.

Some Unique Trimmings

A growing tendency to finish the evening toilette

of satin, brocade or velvet with a single very large

flower made or regulation style is notable. This may
be placed in the bodice, at juncture of train with
dress, or at point of train. Sometimes another to

match is offered, with gauze head band attached.

A great milliner, Lilium Tigridium finished a

French importation of gold satin and Royal blue.

Similarly a made rose of chiffon and silk was used
in the bodice of a flesh-colored ninon.

Curiously enough, crocheted flowers of brilliant

worsteds have followed the above, and now appear as

trimmings for the ultra-simple, soft hat of velours

or felt worn as a knock-about. Bandeaux of the

same decorated with tiny wool flowers also appear.

Sometimes gilt threads are interwoven.

Bands of brilliant worsted embroidery are used
on the new wool and suiting costumes. The wool em-
broideries in the colors wrorn by the peasantry of

Asia Minor are also seen on the new waists of chiffon,

ninon and net.

PATENTED

An Exact Reproduction of

Hand Made Lace
possessing the same exceptional qualities for

appearance and durability

Bilk, Wool,Uhanufactuvei)
of Jvief) Zinen; <«., bs

BIRKIN & CO. NOTTINGHAM, ENG.
Manufacturers of B. B. Torchons, Finest Quality Valenciennes and Novelty Laces

Represented in Canada by A. B. FISHER, 4 Manchester Bldg., 33 Melinda St., Toronto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



CANADIAN
FURTRADE NEWS

Season Opens Briskly
Long Jackets the Popular Selling Numbers
— Large Throws in Contrasting Colors —

Novelties in Bags, Purses and Pin Heads

MANUFACTURERS and wholesalers are in

the midst of their busy shipping season.

The cool days are here, and with them
comes the necessity for warmer wraps.

Jackets, both in the long and in the short lengths,

are being sold. The long lengths are the popular

selling numbers. North Sea seal is a strong seller.

Persian lamb, mink and pony are continuing to lead

in the better grades of fur. These are seen in vari-

ous lengths. The long jackets are for the most part

cut along neat lines. This gives the straight appear-

ance, which is seen so much at the present time.

Chamois Lined Coats.

Another popular line that is being shown is a

coat with a chamois lining. The outer part consists

of suitable cloths in black, navy, green, blue, etc.

These coats have heavy collars of mink or sable, ex-

tending down in front, so as to form large lapels.

Ermine is another popular fur for this season's wear.

This fur is seen in many new and beautiful designs,

sometimes alone, and at other times combined with

the other leading high-class furs. Many pieces are

seen that consist of ermine and seal combined in

stripes. These make beautiful throws, muffs, etc.

Throws With Shawl Collar.

Throws made from North Sea seal, mink and
sable are the leaders for Winter. For the most part

these consist of long, straight pieces of the fur.

Throws with the shawl collar are one of the season's

leaders. Foi the most part, heads and tails of fur

are being used very little. On some of the pieces

are seen rows of heads or small tails; but these are

not considered the latest novelty. Of course, these

will be worn to quite an extent, as they always look

stylish and have a rich appearance.

Tassels and ornaments are used on many of the

new designs for this and the coming season.

Tendency in Muffs.

While the pillow muff has been shown to a great

extent, the round shapes are coming back, to a cer-

tain degree. In the new catalogues quite a number
of these round shapes are seen. While this shape is

smaller than the pillow shape; it is just as valuable

for the purpose intended. While the pillow muff

will be worn by some on account of its stylish ap-

pearance, there is no doubt the round shape will be
the staple shape for future buying.

Many small pieces of fur will be seen. These
will be made from Persian lamb, American opossum,
mink, black Russian hare and other similar furs.

As the price of muskrat is lower, the demand for

this fur will increase.

Novelties in Fur.

Many novelties are seen which consist of fur

handbags, purses and hatpin heads. Many rich de-

signs are seen in various shapes of handbags. These
consist of the body part of the various varieties; be-

ing made from ermine, mink, opossum, etc. These
are finished at the top by a metal frame, in the same
manner as the leather bags. While these bags serve

the purpose of a handy place to keep various articles

of the trousseau; it also adds considerably to the

appearance of the wearer.

Many hatpins are seen with the head consisting

of a head of some furred animal. These are being
shown in various colors to correspond with the vari-

ous furs that are being used on the Winter hats.

Tried to Please the Customer

A case in which fur dealers will be interested is

that arising out of the attempts of a wholesaler and
a retailer of furs to tit an unusually portly woman
with a coat. Some time ago the woman went to the

retailer to purchase the garment. He did not have
one of sufficiently generous proportions, so he took

her to a Toronto wholesaler. There she was fitted

out and the retailer was charged $135. After reach-

ing home, the purchaser of the coat found that it was

unsatisfactory. She sent it back, and it was altered

to fit. Then she decided she didn't want it at any
price or in any size and she returned it to the retail-

er, who in turn handed it back to the wholesaler

and declined to pay. Now the wholesaler is suing

the retailer and the woman is looking on.

W. H. Scroggie Co. have secured the services of

A. S. McQuarrie, formerly of Toronto, as buyer in

their garment department. Mr. McQuarrie has had
many years of experience in Toronto witli the T.

Eaton Company, Brown's, A. E. Rea, and M. Pullan

& Sons. While with Brown's he made a big success

in developing the ready-to-wear departmem
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Paris Model—This coat is cut in straight

line Empire effect. It is of Seal with a

hood collar and large cuffs of Adelaide

Chinchilla. The coat fastens over on

the left side under the knot of a cord

girdle.

Paris model — Evening wrap of deep

purple velvet, brocaded with dull

silver and gold metal threads. The
deep band that edges the cloak and

the wide cuffs and revers and hood-

like collar are of seal-dyed musquash.

A rich cord and chenille tassel

finishes the hood collar, and frogs

of the same form the fastening in

front.
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Established 1852

Moose Head Brand Furs
THE STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE IN FURS

High Grade Furs
for

Fine Trade
We have very fine furs in stock for

immediate delivery.

CLOAKS IN
DROPPED MUSKRAT,

HUDSON SEAL,

NEAR SEAL,
PERSIAN LAMB,

ASTRACHAN,
FUR-LINED.

SMALL FURS IN
ERMINE,

MINK,

HUDSON SEAL,

PERSIAN LAMB,

and a full line of staples.

MEN'S FUR-LINED
COATS

Correspondence solicited

L. Gnaedinger, Son & Company
90, 92, 94 St. Peter Street MONTREAL

I'lease mention The Review *o Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Smart Garments

No. 2780.—Ladies' Seal

Rat Pearl, $87,50

The two most important points of a fur garm-

ent are smartness and durability—these are

the outstanding features which have made the

popularity of

BEAVER BRAND
FURS

By smartness, we mean not only perfection

of fit and workmanship, but also that inde-

scribable grace which is so hard to find in

ready-to-wear garments.

Durability, on the other hand, is

only achieved by painstaking at-

tention to every smallest detail

from the thread to the lining, and

you will find our braids, buttons

and interlining to be of only the

finest quality.

With these two undeniable facts as selling argu-

ments, you will have no trouble selling

BEAVER BRAND
FURS

Our Catalogue for 1911-1912 contains everything

of the newest in Ladies' Jackets. It will make
one of the best and cheapest salesmen you ever

had.

No. 2848.— Ladie-.' Mar.
mot, Milford, $56.50

The Redmond Company, Limited
Montreal Winnipeg

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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TRADE I MAR£
REGISTERED -'

This Will Be A
Stylish Fur Year

Never before were the styles in

Furs as beautiful as they are for

1911-1912.

Ladies' Coats are long—the fashion-

able length is 50 inches. For very

tall ladies 52 or even 54 is correct.

The long Roll Collar is fashionable,

although Collar and Revers are

very popular, especially west of

the Great Lakes.

In sets, also in single piece Stoles

and Muffs, all long-haired furs are

correct. Alaska Sable is in demand.

Persian Lamb is also very stylish.

Our new Catalogue gives you a

definite idea of the fur styles for

this season. Sent free on request.

Boulter, Waugh & Co.
LIMITED

MUSK-OX BRAND FURS

Fur Manufacturers and Hat Importers

Montreal and Winnipeg.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Traveler*.



THE BUYERS' VIEWPOINT
Period effects in furniture with harmonizing wall and

floor coverings is the strong note in this department—Some
very unique designs in wall paper are now being shown

Striking Novelty is Black
Grounds for Floral Wall-paper in this Color— A

Remarkable Departure— Fabric Effects in

Spring Lines.

FOLLOAVING the early Victorian ideas so

prominent in all lines just now, the wall-

paper designers are putting forth a paper
with black ground and tloral design. Con-

ventional flowers of the glazed chintz type arc most
often used.

In reality, this design idea is borrowed from
Queen Anne models. It is said that her present
Majesty greatly admires the type, and has redecor-
ated some of her rooms in this style. There is no
doubt that the leading bouses will take the matter
up, chiefly as a high novelty. The paper does not
appear so glaring as might at first be thought. The
brilliancy of the rather stiff bouquets of flowers has
a line elleci in lighting up the ensemble.

All fabric effects are extra good for Spring that
is approaching. Burlap is a novel and handsome
fabric style. Burlaps are shown in many art mod-
ern types. Chambrays, crashes and the silk finishes

for drawing-rooms will be well taken. Pin stripes

are excellent, as also are the tiniest of checks.

Cut-out borders are featured as before, as also

are straps and separate motifs, medallions, etc.

Drop effects in garlands' strands and similar types
are much seen.

®

East Indian and Chinese Influence

Undoubtedly the primary source of many of the

above styles is directly to be traced to East Indian
influence.' It will be remembered what interest

centred round India, beginning with Anne and into

the time of Walpole, culminating in the South Sea
Bubble and similar trade schemes.

At these periods, Indian shawls and fancy articles

poured into England, and many designs were taken
from them.

Chinese influence is distinctly later in source, be-

ing early Victorian. Attention was drawn to these
products what time the trade war of early Victorian
days (a very short episode) forced British products
into China.

Many very beautiful, conventionalized bird and
animal designs emanate from the far Orient in this

way.

®

Crown Hanging in One Piece

One of the most desirable possible innovations

is announced by a prominent firm. English houses

are sending out a crown hanging in one piece. In-

stead of having to make his own panels, the decor-

ator now has them properly spaced, attached to the

crown in one piece, and adaptable to any room, sell-

ing by the yard in long rolls.

Paneled effects remain a leading feature of up-

to-date interiors, as the above goes to show.

Floral effects feature conventional designs in

flowers which are distinctly of the English chintz

or cretonne order, and may be matched in these

fabrics.

®

Great Simplicity Desired

More and more is the public coming to demand
simplicity and elegance in design. The idea of

papering the distinctly modern room in a modern
way is as notable on one side as is the determination

to have period decoration correct and complete on

the other.

As a direct result of die above, plain papers in

solid colors, with accompanying friezes, straps, etc.,

are greatly preferred for ordinary use. Novelties

are taken freely, but the decorator must be prepared

to recommend suitable accessory lines in upholster-

ies and such. For instance, the patron of well-lined

pockets desires something a little different from the

regulation for a boudoir. Here is the chance of

the salesman to suggest a complete change. Let the

wall be done in one of the new fabric effects, with

Queen Anne floral design, and the furniture re-up-

holstered in English chintz to match. This is a har-

monious effect recommended by the best artist and
seen in the morning-rooms of great English_ houses.

If richness is desired, use Chinese floral design and

printed linen to match. An Oriental rug best com-

pletes the latter plan.

On the other hand, art nouveau offers endless

possibilities for the use of such novelties as the new,

grey furniture (harmonizing well with mauve
floral effects) and also the white and gold enamels.
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SPRING 1912

CANADIAN-MADE

LINOLEUMS
AND

OIL CLOTHS
NEW SAMPLES——-^——_ We have just

placed in the hands of the WHOLESALE DRY GOODS
TRADE the most complete range of patterns we have ever

issued and are confident that an inspection of same will result

in a large share of your orders being placed for our lines.

We have been striving to produce a large variety of choice

colorings, adaptable to every need, and believe we have

succeeded in attaining our object in the 1912 collection.

The Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Ltd.

MONTREAL

:
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i

J

J

I

I

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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On the whole, the self-colored paper is enjoying
the best run of all the lines.

Embossed Leather Effects

In stocking Spring goods, merchants should not
forget that the high novelty for halls, libraries, dens
and dining-rooms consists of embossed leather effects.

These are of paper, specially treated to make them
durable, not too high-priced, and extraordinarily

handsome.
The richness of tooled leather is obtained, and

the dark and metallic colorings of the best Spanish
leathers are reproduced. For dados these leathers are

invaluable.

Other leather effects are plain vellum, to be used

as a filler with the above, morocco, calf, etc.

-®-

Conditions in Floor Coverings
Cotton Crop Has Turned Out to be Excellent

— Big Returns to Producer — As Yet No
Great Supply.

The cotton crop for 1911-12 is now reported as

promising to be a record one. Government reports

earlier in the day were somewhat disheartening.

Shipments already made up to date confirm the more
favorable report. Great gains have accrued to cotton

growers during the last year, amounting to three

times as much as in 1898. The average export price

during the past year was 14.4 cents, as opposed to

14.2 in 1909-10. Thus it is seen that the actual rise

was not very sudden or great.

Buyers cannot expect to feel any difference in

prices at present. This, if at all, will come later.

Floor coverings generally will, of course, be regulat-

ed by the price of cotton as usual. However, as

greater demand is constantly felt, and acreage under
cultivation does not always increase in proportion,

owing both to natural causes and artificial restraints,

prices constantly show a tendency toward a slow

but steady rise.

Oriental Rugs

At the present time the Oriental rug and its imi-

tations are the dominant feature of New York's out-

put. A visit to the leading stores showed whole
floors devoted to this universally wanted line.

Orinetal rugs are now featured by Canadian
manufacturers and by importing houses and agents.

They may be obtained at all prices. They have the

advantage of corresponding with practically every
type of interior decoration, period or modern. At
the present time, in view of the rage for East Indian
designs, these should be specially good sellers. They
are offered alongside of the Turkish and Ottoman
effects.

Upholsteries and Hangings

Fine nets continue to lead as the novelty feature

for curtain purposes.

Casement curtains of Arab nets are good, though
not entirely new. Madrases in cream and deep ecru
also sell well.

Best values
are the biggest magnet.

Biggest selling points talk

louder than claims.

will pull business around

the corner -across the

street—yes, across the

town, if you'll stock and

push it.

It is doing it for others

—

it will do it for you.

Our travellers are on the

road and will soon call

upon you if they have not

already done so.

STAUNTONS Limited
Wall Paper Manufacturers

936 Yonge St. - TORONTO
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The Largest and Most Complete Stock Of

Carpets and House Furnishings in the Country
Our Fall Stock comprises desirable styles

and qualities of all the following lines

Special Drive in ART
MUSLIN to retail

at 5c.

Special Purchase
DOWN QUILTS,
size 60 x 72, to retail

at $3.50.
Odd Lots LACE
CURTAINS to

clear very cheap.
Good Line of Fancy
Reversible Decora-
tive SCRIM. Cream
and Arab grounds,
to retail at 20c.

CARPETS
All kinds and quali-

ties. The latest Col-

orings.

COMFORTERS
Wool Filled and
Down. All Prices.

BLANKETS
White and Grey
Blankets, Colored
Wool Blankets.

CARPET
SQUARES

All Sizes

PILLOWS
All quality Tickings

OILCLOTHS
All quantities and
widths.

LINOLEUMS
All qualities and
widths.

China and Japanese

Mattings, Mats (in a

large assortment),

Lace and Tapestry

Curtains, Curtain

Nets and Muslins,

Table Covers, Carpet

Sweepers, Stair Pads,

Art Muslins and

Cretonnes, White

and Colored Quilts.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

THE BIG 4 CARLOAD POINT
When you order from Victoriaville

you not only get the best possible

service in furniture value, but on ac-

count of having a bedstead factory,

mattress factory and a chair factory,

as well as our own, you save freight

charges. Order in carload lots and

make additional profits for your store.

Our Victoriaville SURFACE OAK FINISH

is the best furniture to buy at a mod-

erate price. Operating our own saw

mills,we can guarantee the best lumber

at rock bottom figures.

The Victoriaville Furniture Co.,
THE BIG 4
Carload Point Victoriaville, P.Q.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Scrims are a splendid selling line at present
Prices range from those which retail at less than ten
cents up to forty or more. A wide range of quality
is included, hut designs are nearly all of the Art
Nouveau typo. Stencilled effects are the prominent
ones.

In furniture coverings, Gobelin tapestries and
verdures are considered excellent. Portugese silks

are used for drawing-rooms. We may expect to see
East Indian and Chinese embroideries, and imita-
tions of these introduced shortly. Brocades lead for
drawing-rooms, larger patterns being taken.

Portieres of all types are shown. The popular
line retails from $2.50 up. Green and red are favor-
ites, as is also the brocaded effect.

Oriental couch-throws always sell, and never bet-
ter than now. Bright stripes will again be wanted
for next Spring's sales.

Period Furniture Designs
All Periods Represented — Tendency to Discrimin"

ate and Match Room Throughout is Evident.

The constantly growing popularity of period de-

signs in furniture cannot fail to strike home to the
observer.

A tour of New York furniture houses recently
made demonstrated this to a surprising extent. Ar-
ticles were ticketed right and left with guarantees
of their correctness as belonging to a definite period.

Promiscuous grouping was completely done away
with to the immense improvement of shop interiors.

The styles which take popular fancy at present
are Old English, Elizabethan, Jacobean, Sheraton,
Chippendale and Colonial (Mission), a modern
modification of Mission, same wood but lighter de-

sign, represents art modern pretty accurately. Louis
XIV and XV are used for drawing rooms, in all

their modifications, Pompadour, Du Barry, etc.

Especially popular and the novel line "par ex-

cellence" is the Old English. This is suited in every
way to the modern dwelling, while at the same time
giving a solid, old world look, the very opposite of

newness and cheapness. This type is marked by
dark woods and great simplicity of outline.

Elizabethan is next in date. The high back
chair adapted from the Italian Rennascence and the

carved effects are typical. Light and dark oaks are

used. Always the effect is graceful and light, despite
actual great weight. No ponderosity is suggested.

Jacobean is of similar type in point of carving,
but much heavier and of dark wood usually. It is

now much used for dining rooms and certainly it

lends itself to the idea of solid good cheer. Gobelin
tapestries are combined with this furniture to good
effect.

The Queen Anne and later types are marked

—

Sheraton by its delicate yellow or light colored lines
of inlay, or fancy inlaid' effects, Chippendale by the
well-known, tiny brass knobs, of drawers, and the
delicate, straight outlines. In these lines is achieved
the greatest fineness consistent with strength and
durability.

The Louis styles, usually in gilt, are suitable only
for the boudoir or drawing-room, and are essentially
effeminate, delicate and fragile, while of great
beauty.

Old Colonial or Mission styles are known to all,

and need no comment.
Salespeople should study the distinctions as

above, and be ready with suggestions where the cus-
tomer opens the way. Period decoration means great
profit and big sales.

Clever Display Methods

A simple but very clever display method is used
by a New York house wdiich features popular but
correct lines. Flat renters constitute a large number
of its customers. For their special benefit it shows
correct period suites on a small scale.

A large square pillar has screens running out-

wards from each corner, thus dividing the space im-
mediately around it into four compartments, each in
shape not unlike a stage, widening out from the
back toward the onlooker.

Each of the four spaces so formed contains a
small hut complete suite of dining furniture. The
same device may be used equally well for small
drawing-room, kitchen, bedroom, etc. The instance

noted displayed correct if small sets of Old English,
Elizabethan, Sheraton and Colonial dining-room
furniture.

For limited spaces this idea is invaluable. It

should also be noted as centralizing a department
and admitting of frequent change. Nor does one
style spoil the other to the eye, as the customer can
only see one at a time.

BRITISH AMERICAN DYEING CO.
The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS
In the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS
JOSEPH ALLEN, Manager

Dress Goods, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons and Velveteens, Hosiery

Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP

Alio

FEATHERS. SILKS. VELVETS. RIBBONS. LACE ETC

ALL 15SKu<

2l£&
mt™d MONTREALUNEQUALLED TORONTO OTTAWA QUEBEC

J
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THE WATSON FOSTER CO. LTD., MONTREAL
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BRTOTOltCARPET- C° LIMITEP.

MANUFACTURERS^HIGH CLASS

OOBRUSSELSWILTON*O
/MINISTER CARPETS *RUGS.

FACTORY&OFFICES
PETERBOROUGH. ONTARIO. September 28th, 1011.

Have YOU seen oar spring Goods?

We will be pleased to have our Salesman call and show you.

Some points worth noting:

—

Careful manufacture by Expert Workers

Use of best raw materials only.

Exoellent designs, for all purposes.

Colorings are sunproof; they STAY.

GOOD GOODS from a well equipped

mill, and all CANADIAN MADE.

BRUSSELS WILTON AXMINSTER

Rugs Pieoes Mats Runners

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.





Meeting Mail-Order Catalogue Values
Fighting the Battle With Broad Business Methods in the Spirit Actuat-

ing Departmental Stores — Question of Profit and Turnover on Some Lines

to Retain Customer's Good Will — Values Available in the Market

ONE side of an announcement, either from a

circular issued in July or August or the reg-

ular fall catalogue of one of the large mail-

order houses is here reproduced.

The sheet is one of many sent into this office for

criticism, as to methods employed by these stores in

merchandising their lines.

Merchants frequently complain of their inability

to meet such opposition, in their respective localities.

There are no broad-thinking merchants fully

alive to the possibilities of their buying forces and
value of advertising, who will question the clever-

ness of mail-order tactics and the drawing power of

their leading values, descriptions and lines used each

season.

A catalogue bargain is a bargain in the truest

sense, when it comes to comparison with everyday
values offered in the same line over the counters of

average merchants. In the methods of presenting

such bargains to customers there are years of ex-

perience to guide in description, layout, and appeal-

ing values.

Some Instances of Steady Growth.

In different sections of the country and especial-

ly in small centres, merchants have reason to com-
plain. On the other hand, in larger places firms will

show an increase in business year after year, are

still growing and will have a record turnover this

year.

From these men there is a casual remonstrance
regarding mail order houses, but admittedly they
have conducted their own business, recognizing fully

that they have as good an option as any mail order

firm. The reason for this is because they are on the

ground, have maintained the confidence of their

customers and grown with the increase in popula-

tion.

Will Smaller Stores Have to Go?
There are merchants who will point out that

eventually the smaller store has to go on account of

mail order competition, unless something is done
immediately to stem the tide of mail order buying.
Whether this is theory, time will tell and if the

trend of the dry goods business is toward larger or

more departmental stores serving their own com-
munities in further-removed districts, remains to be

seen.

Business men are at present recognizing the sug-

gestion of the survival of the fittest and branching
their business in this direction. There is no ques-

tion, but that some of the little stores will have to

pass, although it is a good case for argument whether
or not it will ultimately be their own fault through
laxity of adopted business tactics or lack of foresight.

Their fate will chiefly revolve on their success in

drawing customers and holding them and the re-

solve to stay in business and meet every phase of

long distance shopping.

Using Similar Methods.

There is one suggestion which always stands out
when mail order catalogues and values are being
perused, and that is to use the same methods and
apply them to a smaller business in proportion, and
with similar results to most stores. Catalogues and
their lists, method of presentation and operation
convey innumerable lessons. All the information
is there which tells of the values to be met. In the
catalogue and lists issued large mail-order stores

show their hand to every merchant in Canada, so

in reality it is not such a one-sided game after all.

Quantity Buying and Profit.

First of all, it is a case of quantity buying and
profit. Turnover is of main importance and up-to-

date stock or, more explicitly, merchandise bought
within a certain period is fundamental to success-

fully conducted business.

Cost Disregarded at Times.

We hear a great deal about stock-keeping and
sales in these establishments with rules for merchan-
dising. It is understood that each department is

numbered and stock lines in each are in rotation,

viz., in marking new goods, invoices are designated

by numbers which give a clue to date of delivery to

stock. When it is considered advisable to eliminate
stock designated by numbers less than a stipulated

figure or, more to the point, received before a stated

date, orders are given to clear out these lines by a
fixed time. This does not make such a difference

to outside stores, but it shows that cost price is dis-

regarded at times, without attention to the selling

merits of the goods. By this motive, therefore, it

is assumed that mail order leaders are sold at cost-

price or even less, which does interest outside stores.

Mail order departments, however, must make a pro-

fit, and business done all adds to annual turnover.

Customers fill entire orders through interest in one
leading item.

With a basic knowledge of values at the disposal

of every merchant it is claimed that any and every

value could be met by stores if the scheme of mail
order houses were tried out and their own methods
used to create business in home localities. In this

way merchants could keep business that rightfully

belongs to them and build up their turnover accord-

ingly.

Consider This Example.

As an example, whether is it better, under run-
ning expenses, to sell one dozen napkins with a
profit of 25c a dozen or two dozen with a total of 38c
profit. Would it be filling up the buying scope for

napkins or stagnate later business demand in that

department? Is wear and tear sufficient to allow
merchants to anticipate and sell two dozen instead

of one? One answer only is possible to this. If

merchants are afraid to sell two dozen napkins when
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customer* are willing to buy, they are arguing in

favor of mail order concerns. After all it simmers

down to a question of "how much profit." There-

fore, if merchants become alarmed it is more than

likely thev are to blame themselves.

Many instances of so-called "modern merchan-

dising" are found in Canada to-day. which are

nothing more or less than applied mail-order tactics

carried out by smaller individual establishments.

A thorough knowledge of conditions and the buy-

ing power of cash with quantity turnover is appre-

ciated by the management. They know values and

meet catalogue leaders in order to direct business and

help sell other lines.

Meeting Catalogue Values.

As tne sheet reproduced is questioned, buyers

who understand market conditions are able to meet

any value listed therein and nine cases out of ten

wiil find it possible to duplicate offerings through-

out these catalogues.

When profit is disregarded, as pointed out pre-

viously, it has to be neglected by merchants to meet

the values in some cases, but, withal, would it not

be better to similarly demonstrate such values with

their own advertising and meet every instance, as a

means of retaining the customer's confidence? It is

fighting with their own weapons any effect mail

order may have in different localities.

Whether is it better, to interest the customer in

this way in the assurance of securing her other busi-

ness and good will or having her go to the mail

order house? It is a question of keeping the custo-

mer coming.

Buyers have their own standards of value and
there is a fixed quality, which guides customers in

their demand for goods in different departments.

In any section it is just the same. Sample hosiery

in cashmere to retail at 25c must be up to quality.

In buying a $15.00 coat, if a good style can be had
at $10.50 or $11.50 which combines necessary es-

sentials, there is no question, and likewise buyers
want the best Brussels carpet they can get to sell at

$1.00 or $1.25, etc., etc.

Responsible For Their Own Standards.

All such standards are but regulation dry goods

values, as found every day in wholesale centres and
subject only to market fluctuations from season to

season, which do not change buyers' fundamental
ideas of selling values at prices. Mail order and
every buyer in the country are responsible for

their own standard, as their education of market
conditions is gained each season.

In criticizing and meeting each item on the

reproduced page it must be remembered that values

cited are not quantity-buying prices or job prices to

clean up any balances of stock. They are not spec-

ial discount quotations but subject to regular whole-
sale terms. In some cases import prices are given,

but to meet the values, at least in those points which
are to be met, each leader in found in different

wholesale houses.

Equal Advertising Values.

They are quoted as meeting each required point
in these items sufficiently to be equal in advertising

value. Without actual comparison, it is hardly to

be expected that they are identical but values em-
bodied to give the impression are up to standard
and will not be questioned by buyers at the price.

They may discuss the profit, but cannot criticize

values for the money to meet retail prices noted.
Mail order houses do not sell any better numbers to

meet customers' requirements or information on
values.

Catalogue and Available Values Compared.

In the opening item, on one side of the sheet,

pure linen napkins. 18 x 18 in., at 98c a dozen, are

the strong point. This can be met with a pure linen

napkin, 20y2 x 20 x/2 inches, at $1.00 dozen less 5
per cent, and prepayment discount, which is giving
unusual value by selling at cost. Tins was quoted
in our August list of leaders.

Another napkin, 18 x 18 inches, pure linen, in

100 dozen lots, was offered at 80c dozen. For im-
port, good patterns, size 19 x 19 ins. at 2 shillings 9
pence, or laid down at 85c dozen, would make a

fair profit.

Table cloths, 2 x 2 Ms yards, at $1.79, and 2 x
3 yards at $2.19, are met with values at $1.50 and
$1.85 each, which are hard to beat.

To meet choice satin damask pure linen napkins,

size 20 x 20 ins., at $1.47, good quality, napkins.

22 x 22 in^es are available at $1.25 dozen.

Heavy cream union damask tabling, 72 inches

wide, for 39c, is a regular value, to cost 35c. This
same cloth can be had at 30c yard, and similar

quality for import is offered to meet it at about 28c

laid down.

Five patterns of full bleached pure linen satin

damask, 72 inches wide, were quoted at 45c yard,

regular to sell at 59c yard. A number was listed in

The Review as unusual value at 55c yard, that could
be sold as 75c value for 59c, and be a crackerjack.

All pure Irish linen table cloths, size 2 x 2V2
yards, can be had at $1.00 each, which seems as

good as any customer would ask for at $1.46 or

$1.39. This was also quoted for a Fall leader.

Some unusual bargains have been given by stores

in several centres to make a talk on towellings.

Staple linen and linen stripe towelling costs Bre-
vard. This is sold 5 yards for 25c on special days.

No chance for mail order values there. However,
to meet heavy all-linen crash, 17 inches wide, and
24-inch checked glass towelling, merchants would
have to pay 7%c in regular lines. Sdling at 8V2C
and 9c yard, this is 13 1-3 per cent, and 20 per cent.

BIG BARGAIN IN IRISH DAMASK NAPKINS—
1G-200. Full Bleached Irish Damask Tahle Napkins,
every thread pure linen, tirni. weighty quality, good
designs, size 18x18 inches. Order quantities and save
money. .Per dozen, sale priee, 93c.

LOOK! BIG SPECIAL IRISH TABLE DAMASK—
1G-210. Three-quarter or semi-hleaehed Irish Tahle
Damask, good firm quality, easily bleached, splendid
Moral designs, 62 inches wide. Saving money on this.

Per yard, sale price, 26c.

A WONDERFUL TABLE CLOTH OFFER—1G-205.

All pure Irish linen, even weave, white as snow, most
attractive designs, bordered all round, si.-.e 2x2V£ yards.

You can't afford to miss this. Each, sale price, $1.46.

Exti acts from pas?e of Mail Order Pa'nl srae, taken as a basis for interest nf

couipari on of values available to Lhe local merchant. See aiticle.
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respectively, with office discount not considered,

which seems good enough profit to get on business

from outside localities.

"Great snap in huckaback towels, all linen, 18
x 36 inches, at 24c pair" is $2.88 for 2 dozen towels.

In this case, merchants are meeting mail order values

with their unbleached quality hemmed huckaback
towels, when they sell a leader 25c quality, and pay
$2.40 a dozen pairs. A towel at $2.20 dozen is

very seldom criticized by customers, and seems to

meet requirements in most localities, but better value

could be sold for 24c without any trouble.

Irish table damask, 62 inches wide, at 25c, is not

met with a domestic cloth in that width. Three dif-

ferent qualities, each 54-58-60 inches, are offered, to

cost 20c, but to secure a 62-inch tabling the cheapest

line found was an import cloth at 22%c. Mer-
chants have the alternative of offering a special stock

tabling costing 29c, with the width.

Grey striped English Turkish bath towels, size

22 x 39 ins., are regular $1.20 dozen quality. Eng-
lish striped flannelette, 32 inches wide, can be had
at 7 3/4c which is a nice cloth, and a 33-inch white

Saxony costs 9 1
/2<3 yard.

On the other side of the sheet, 22-inch Brussel-

ette hemp stair carpet is quoted at 19c (Note Brus-

selette.) For an exhibition leader, merchants

bought a hemp stair in similar patterns, as described

for 13 ^c, which was a regular 15c cloth, to match
this value. •

Cross-bar handkerchiefs are usually bought at

45c dozen regular. Fair qualities for Christmas sell-

ing are offered at 40 and 42y2C Either of these

could well be sold at 5 for 19c.

pair. Manufacturers of whitewear, quickly meet
Stamped centre-pieces 19c. This value was listed

in August Review at 1.25 doz., and with 4 skeins of

perilusta added, makes a 19c leader. A regular

men's brace at $2.00 is shown, which meets all the

attributes of a 19c line offered. A quantity price

can be had.

Women's fine drawers, 19c. This drawer can be

made by the alteration staff in their slack time at

$1.75 dozen. Contracting manufacturers of white-

wear will fill orders for these to meet a 19c price.

Following the principle of quoting a low line as an
opener, many merchants sell a style for 19c pair on
sale days with double hemstitched tucks and torchon

trimmed, which costs $2.25 in 50 dozen lots. This
is not necessary, as customers are usually willing to

pay 25c a pair, and a line with two hemstitched

or plain tucks is preferred by most women at 25c

(Concluded on Page 146.)

AT VALUE HEMP
S

STAIR CARPET A GREAT SNAP IN BOOKS, Each 19c
PER

M

o thick u
iirrlinai

-rtally awlc for uw«
ntbODI rfD*s Choice of

-. oaJf. rofc-

.

pJuu with ' 1Qr

One of two pages from

a mail order catalogue,

sent in to the ** Review"

by a merchant and used

as a basis of value com-

parisons in the accom-

panying article.
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An Excellent Example
of the One-Sided Jabot

that is a prominent feature of the Fall and Winter

styles is illustrated above.

Salesmen have complete line of these Side

Jabots ranging from $2.12i per dozen up, which

will present a strong appeal to Christmas shoppers.

See Salesmen for full line.

Ladies' Wear Limited
F. P. Evans
President

To r o n t o W. F. Goforth
Vice-President

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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FEATURES OF THIS DEPARTMENT

Latest Parisian Neckwear Vogue — High Collars returning to

favor will likely create demand for Stock Styles — Neckwear
worn at the Woodbine Race Meet in Toronto — Spring Glove

Forecast — Laces, Embroideries, Girdles, Trimmings.

High Collars Again Worn
Lower Edge Spread in New, Deep Stock Models
— Side Effects Universal — French Collars Describ-

ed— Neckwear at the Woodbine Race Meet.

EXAMINATION of the models put forth by
French houses, such as that of Callot Soeurs,

Margaive Lacroix, Poiret and others,

as shown in recent openings in New
York, brought out the fact that high col-

lars are again in vogue among well-dressed

Frenchwomen. This will not operate against the
widespread popularity of low collars for general wear.

It is highly probable that these will be worn all win-
ter by many people, and will return in force when
warm weather returns. At the same time, the high
collar will be a style feature of the handsomest Fall

and Winter costumes.

Many of the imported dresses are deceptive, in
being cut with a low neck and neatly finished. They
are not meant to be collarless, but to have a collar

which -spreads slightly at the base, gorget fashion, as

well as at the top. These collars are made separately

from the costume. They are frequently constructed

of transparent materials, such as net, chiffon and
lace, and may be finished with a band of silk at the

top or with a bead niching. A beautiful model by
Paquin was close-fitting and very high, with a drape
at the back, of cream lace, contrasting with the black
chiffon and silk of which it was made. Another by
Lacroix had turndown tabs of satin beneath the ears.

It was split, and laced up the front, the edges not

meeting by an inch or more, and finished with

revers. This collar gave freedom, air, and at the

same time the fashionable height.

Stock collars will profit by the return to favor of

the high collar for cold weather. To give the latest

touch, these collars should be slightly spread on the

lower edge, thus conforming to the normal throat

line. In conjunction with the side lapel or jabot,

such a collar sums up all that is newest and most

artistic in neckwear.

With the above tendencies defined, the position

of ruches becomes more desirable. The beaded fold

of satin, the pearl bead ruche, the cord, and even the

regular conventional ruche of net or tulle, will again
be requisitioned. How far this may lead cannot now
be definitely decided.

The Elizabethan Ruff
Fashion authorities are hesitating even now on

the point of the revival of the ruff fashionable a few
years ago.

There is not a retail house in New York of first

prominence but shows it in some form. At the
same time, there is doubt as to how far it can be
expected to succeed in view of its comparatively re-

cent run and subsequent neglect. The ruff as now
shown does not materially differ from that of former
days, except in one important respect'. It has side
lapel or jabot attachments, and is flatter than for-

erlv.

Novelties in neckwear for Thanksgiving selling. On the left is

a fine embroidered lawn and lace side jabot and on the right, a
soft pleated coral chiffon collar and jabot with silk lace and
Guipure medallions finished with pearls. Shown by A. T. Reid
Co., Toronto.

In many cases this resolves itself into a

trimming, as a waterfall of lace, etc.

®

side

Neckwear at the Woodbine
The Fall meet at the popular Toronto race course

was marked by a fine display of fashionable costum-
ing.

One of the very notable coats seen was construct-

ed of shot silk, green and blue, shaped narrow and
straight like the garment of a Hindu priest, and
with deep foot band of gold lace and collar to match.
This collar was a monk's hood outline, but not the
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Capuchin. It narrowed from the shoulders very
slightly, and was cut straight across, ending very
little above the waist line.

The very deep collar is a distinct feature of the
new styles. In evening cloaks, collars in pointed
outline reach much below the waist. In consequence
of the above tendencies, coat collars are assuming
new forms.

Macrame collars are especially popular. These
are now seen in shapes much as above, as well as

regulation shawl and sailor styles. Deep oval effects

at the back are seen. Many collars have deep revers

for the front, all in one piece.

Large jabot of pleated
chiffon and Baby Irish lace.
Shown by P. C. Daniel, Tor-
onto.

Revers are now of all sizes. Some of them only

to be described by the word voluminous. These may
be had in the popular laces for wear with coats.

Guffs to match are also seen.

Vandyke cuffs are a feature now being exploited

by French designers in connection with the revival

of bishop sleeves and the introduction of a certain

amount of fullness.

®

Middy Collar of Macrame
A specialty house is exploiting an imported collar

of Macrame lace in middy design. This is one of the

most unique productions to be had on the market,
and at the same time illustrates a fashion which will

be featured this Winter on costumes for young
women.

The collar is rounded, not square, very deep at

the back, very shallow in front, in fact, an exagger-

ated middv with rounded edges.

Fichu collars are much worn in net and lace, and
contrary to expectation have increased in popular-

ity as the season has opened. They are now featur-

ed on afternoon and evening dresses of all kinds.

Early Victorian tendencies are plainly to be seen

in the arrangements of the new fichus and berthas.

®

Yoke and Sleeves Offered

Yokes or chemisettes with sleeves to match are

widely offered. The effect of the unveiled neck and
forearm is maintained by making these of transpar-

ent materials, and frequently in flesh tints. Sold
separately from the gown, they should prove good
money makers. Salespeople should push them as an
article which is invaluable for refurbishing an old

yoke-gown and giving it the hall mark of the new
season.

It is to be noted that these new chemisettes and
sleeves are quite untrimmect and made of sheerest
materials. Depth on the shoulder seam is also a
notable feature.

®

Side Jabots Strong Sellers

Undouotedly the best seller of the present neck-
wear season is the side jabot. Pleated nets are un-
doubtedly most stylish and eminently suited to city

trade.

But a plea is inserted to the out-of-town retailer,

who is building up a trade with conservative custom-
ers to put in washable numbers. All the best houses
offer these along with the others. If customers
are economical, this line will appeal as a non-
washable one cannot.

It will give such satisfaction that the customer
will even feel able to buy a specimen or two of the
non-washable types "for best." Washable jabots
come in the newest shapes, and of sheerest materials,

looking in every way the article a lady should wear.
On the other hand, the palm for fluffiness rests with
the other sort.

The progressive merchant will be glad to hear that

laundries are now establishing machinery for "doing
up" fine pleatings. This will operate to increase

trade in the long run, and not otherwise, as some
persons assert.

Shadow Laces Prominent
Possibility of Finer Weaves and Patterns Succeed-

ing Present Vogue— East Indian Effects the

Feature of all Colored Lines

With the coming in of the French dresses at

Autumn openings both in New York and here, the

possibility of a shift towards more delicate laces

forces itself on the mind.
It is not to be understood by this that such lines

as macrame and venise in heavy patterns are to be
superseded. Their run has only got well under
way here, and will continue for months to come.
But beyond that looms up the growing probability of

a rush for very delicate, gauzy laces.

Shapes of dresses begin to be more and more sug-

gestive of early Victorian era. This means India
muslin, now represented by chiffons, and a return to

tulle. This in turn suggests the cobweb laces.

Illustrative of the above was the prominence at

dressmakers' openings in New York during the last

fortnight of Point de Paris shadow lace, and all-

over shadow effects of extreme delicacy.

Practically all of the evening toilets, including

those which exhibited deep bands of motifs of heavy
lace and embroidery had sleeve frills, vest or other

small touch of shadow lace.

Prominent among the richer trimmings are the

East Indian embroideries of gorgeous colorings.

Chinese embroideries will inevitably follow these,

and have, in fact, already appeared, though only to

be had in a few places. Bands of Oriental design

range in width from the narrowest up to a foot and
fifteen inches.

Point de Venise is featured on the evening dresses

for the coming season.
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Sheer Embroideries Shown
The great importing houses which carry Swiss

embroideries are now ready with samples of Spring
goods.

Some very beautiful designs are seen. Forty-five

inch flouncings will be a leading feature of the new
lines. Embroiderie Anglais is starred for great suc-

cess. Lace and embroidery combined effects are ex-

cellent. Many colored effects of great delicacy are to

be seen and some of these seem to suggest wider
vogue than usual for colors. Champagne grounds

Fancy tassels in gold passementerie and beads in Hindu color-
ings. Shown by A. Weyerstall & Co., Toronto.

with white emproidery and all-ecru effects were speci-

ally atractive. Nets, voiles and marquisettes, especi-

ally tiie latter two are offered in designs of matchless
richness. These come at an astonishingly reasonable
price. Tne maiung-up trade should order them free-

ly, as they are equally suitable, according as made up,
for evening or Summer dresses.

A great future is said in New York to be ahead
of the embroidered net in white, ecru and Paris for

blouses and yokes. These nets are sometimes called

"curtain nets," though really possessing more body,
and better covered as to pattern. Their success is

said to be assured.

Bead Girdles Selling
Bugles for Embroidery — Much Gold and Silver

in Trimmings of all Kinds— Many Repeats
on Fringes

Bead girdles for evening dresses have proved a
good selling feature of dress accessory lines, and
should continue even more so as the social season
opens. This applies equally to gold and silver and
to light silk cords.

Bugles are now among the beads most favored
for embroidery purposes on evening dresses. Beaded
trimmings are selling better than ever. Bands are

particularly good.

Fringes are, of course, stocked by everybody. Do
not delay repeat orders, as wholesalers are having
difficulty in getting repeats promptly, and "first

come, first served" is the rule. Everyone wants
fringe just as much as you want it, and in some cases
making-up houses have got all that was immediately
available. However, deliveries are coming in all the
time.

Gold and silver braids, cords and laces in bands,
all-overs and edgings are all good. Dull shades
seem to be preferred.

Wide braids are again to the fore to trim big
coat collars and revers. Especially does velvet de-
mand them.

Wide velvet ribbons are one of the notable new
trimmings, and Paris gowns show them used much
as the wide braids are. They afford a chance for
some excellent designing of a novel kind.

Frogs and the narrow braids are greatly in evi-

dence on cloaks and coats.

®

Buttons on Everything
From the tailored suit to the evening dress, but-

tons, large and small, plain or fancy, are used on
everything.

Nothing is more typical of the season than the
large, flat cloak button trimmed with braid or em-
broidered, and showing metallic glints. Similarly,

large plain satin buttons are used on dresses of

figured or striped materials, while the ornamental
button goes on the plain dress.

The composition button is used on coat suits al-

most exclusively, especially on the new reversible

cloths. Tweed effects under celluloid are featured

on the burly-looking outing coat. Fancy braided
laittous belong to the velvet or broadcloth suit.

Great Grey Season
Various Shades in Gloves Will be Called

For --- Good Season for Long Styles — Sleeve
Situation May Have Bearing

Montreal, Sept. 30.—The past season has been an
exceptionally good one for long gloves. In fact, the

demand was greater than the supply; therefore,

stocks of long silk, and lisle gloves are somewhat
depleted.

It is certain these long lengths will be worn this

Fall and Winter. Spring styles will be long; but
the length will be made to agree with the lengths of

the new Spring styles of sleeves. While some of the

new designs will show the long sleeve; the majority
will favor the kimona style. Merchants will make
no mistake in placing orders for the long gloves.

Black, white, tans and greys will be the leading

glove colors. It is predicted that next Spring and
Summer will be a great "Grey" year. Consequently,

grey shades in the various lines of gloves will be

called for. If course the black, and white gloves will

be the staple shades.

An attempt is being made in Paris to change
the style of waists. The sleeve is the point which is

receiving attention. Just how much this will bear

on Canadian styles remains to be seen.
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Is your stock low in Nov-

elty Dress Accessories ?

Do you want Silk Fringes ?

Do you want Ball Frogs ?

We are showing an extensive

variety of everything in Dress

Trimmings, Allovers and Heavy
Linen Laces, Flouncings, etc.

When in a hurry use the night letter telegram at our expense.

CANADA VEILING CO.
84 & 86 Wellington Street West'

TORONTO, CANADA.

WAKE UP

!

ARE YOU BUYING HONES GARMENT SHIELDS?
IF NOT, WHY NOT ?

Every Shield is Perfect

Before It Leaves

Our Factory.

Made in

40 Different

Styles and

Qualities.

Britain an

Easy First

For These

Goods.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE
C. J. BEACHAM

DANIEL HONE, i chisweii street, London, England

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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PARASOLS
AND

UMBRELLAS

Special Attention

to

Letter Orders

THE IRVING UMBRELLA CO.
LI MIED

79-83 Wellington St. West - Toronto

ESTABLISHED 1849

BRADSTREETS
Office! Throughout the Civilized World

OFFICES IN CA.NADA:
Calgary, Alta. Ottawa, Ont. Montreal, Que.
Edmonton. Alta. St. John, N.B. Quebec, Que.

Halifax, N.S. Vancouver, B.C. Toronto, Ont.

London, Ont. Hamilton, Ont. Winnipeg, Man.

Reputation gained by ong years of vigorous,
conscientious and successfu work.

THOMAS C. IRVING, S£S£»E2S!
TORONTO. CANADA

British America Assurance Company
A.D. 1833

FIRE A MARINE
Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Hoa. G«o A. Cox, President V. R. Brook, Vloo-Prooldont

Robort Blckordlke, M.P., W. B. Molklo, E. W Coi. Goo. A. Morrow
D. B. Hinna, Auiustuo Myoro, John Hookln, K.C., LL.D.

Proderlo Nlsbollo, Alex. Laird, J.mei Kerr Oaborno, Z. A. Laob, K.C.
Sir Honrr M. PolUtt, E. R. Wood.

W. B. Mmlklm, Omnmral Manager, P. H. 81mm, Moonotary

CAPITAL |i, 400, 000. 00
ASSBTS 2.HJ.753.85
LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION 29.833.820.96

It's Up To

BUTTONS
With Us

It is impos-

sible for us

to describe

in this small

space the
variety, the quantity and the quality

we carry in fancy glass, metals, ivory,

crochets and pearls.

Our travellers have all started out for

fall trade; they will be pleased to show
you the large range we offer.

All letter orders are filled the same
day they reach us.

THE ONTARIO BUTTON COMPANY
BERLIN, ONTARIO

PEWNY'S
KID GLOVES

Will Help Your
GLOVE DEPARTMENT

Write us for samples of our $9.00

and $11.50 Ladies' Fine Kid Gloves.

They are positively the best values

shown by any house in Canada.

Greenshields Limited
MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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S-5312— 2$ in.

S-5280- 1? in.

S-5380— 2 in.

S-5515— ll in.

TRADE.

This trade mark represents

the oldest established line of

Women's Collars manufac-
tured.

A line that is complete in the

greatest number of designs

and variety of heights.

Shops that feature this line

serve their customers with

merchandise that assures

quality and satisfaction.

Styles shown here all $2.00

per dozen.

Fall Catalog is now ready.

SELLING ACENTS:

A. IVeyerstall & Co.

145 Wellington St.W.

TORONTO . ONT.

Corliss, Coon & Company
Manufacturers

New York Chicago Boston Baltimore St. Louis Troy, N.Y.

m
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Review of the Ready-to-wear market, describing latest fash-
ion tendencies in waists, dresses, suits, coats, corsets, etc.

Notable style features at the Fall Woodbine race meet in

Toronto.

Manufacturer complains that retailers did not give due con-
sideration to the difficulties caused by strike in England

Retailer suggests improvements in children's lines.

Quebec store holds matinee of fashions.

Early Victorian styles strongly indicated in Paris. Adapta-
tion of Crinoline types.

The Question of Sleeves
Fashion Busy With this Proposition — Kimono
Style a Factor — New Waist Models — Eyelet

Embroidery Much Used

IT
is largely a question of what is the proper sleeve

at present with both the buyer and the designer
of lingerie waists. There is no question that the
kimona sleeve will be a factor, but will it be the

set in or the sleeve cut in one with the waist? Fash-
ion certainly is busy with the sleeve proposition at
present and there are numerous sleeve styles show-
ing. But no one style has matured sufficiently as

yet to serve as an accurate guide.

Lingerie waists are selling particularly well this

Fall and promise to be a more important factor than
for some seasons past, The waist illustrated shows a
new model that is taking well in New York at
present. To begin with the storm centre, the sleeve
—the one in this waist is 7-8 length and is finished
with a pleated lace frill. It will be noticed that the
sleeves is set in ami lias a little fullness at top. The
neck is high and has the fashionable side frill and
is further decorated with loops of cord and crochet
buttons. But the new feature of the waist is the
Poiret frill or peplum of pleated lace. This is set

at a sufficient distance up to give the shortened waist
line. The peplum that finishes the waist is put
underneath the top of the skirt and the pleated
flounce of lace falls over the top of the skirt.

This is an effect that is very prominent in ad-
vance fashions and is seen on satin waists, and as

the finish to the waists of many gowns. When the
waist is of satin it is scalloped and bound.

The eyelet embroidery, of which this waist is

made, is much used in the making of waists and
lingerie dresses and a totally new idea is to dye the
embroiderv and the lace that trims it in various
brilliant colors. Ruby, Coronation blue, pumpkin
and mauve are the usual colors.

Fine cotton crepes, and sheer cotton voiles of

good quality are very much used, but marquisette
seems to have dropped out of use almost entirely.

Many of these waists are heavily embroidered about

New York lingerie model, showing new features. The waist
is of eyelet embroidered batiste. The plain sleeve % long and
finished by a lace frill. The graduated side jabot is of lace put
in under a band of Cluny. The yoke is of Cluny and eyelet.
Crochet buttons and cord loops also decorate the front. The
newest feature is the Poiret frill of lace put above the waist line
and falling over the top of the skirt.

the neck with worsted embroideries in Hindu colors

and patterns. This embroidery is done by hand
and the waists are expensive. The waists are very
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F336.—Shot Messaline
Silk Dress with high waist
and silk cord girdle, beau-
tifully embroidered with
handwork and standing
braid. Made in 6 shades
Price - ~~- $16.75

F329.— Fine Panama
Dress with silk-embroid-
ered yoke, embroidered
pannier back and front
with fringe, with the fash-

ionable high waist. The
waist and front pannier
are in one piece. Made in

Black, Navy, Brown,
Wine, Old Rose, Cream,
Plum.
Price - - $11.50

F339.—Panama Dress
with fancy cord trim-
ming. Made in Black,
Navy, Brown, Green,
Wine, Toupe.
Price • - $6.50

F340. — Panama
Dress with fancy-
shaped tucking on
bust, trimmed with
twisted cord. Made
in 6 colors.

Price - - $6.00

F337.— Fine qual-
ity Panama Dress
in Navy with Black
Satin Sailor Collar,
trimmed with wide
military braid and
piped with Paddy
Green and bow of
same, high waist.
Made in Black,
Navy, Brown, Old
Rose, Wine, Green.
Price - - $8.76

Our Sample Range
Tells the Story

of the Style, Fit and Finish of R. D.

Fairbairn Co., Limited, Dresses.

These five handsome styles are a practical showing of the elegant garments
we show this season.

"IT PAYS TO BUY THE BEST"

R. D. FAIRBAIRN CO., Limited
107 Simcoe Street, TORONTO

President, Rhys D. Fairbairn. Vice-Presidents, F. J. Knight, W C. Cliff

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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striking and no doubt a limited amount will sell to

the better trade. Besides being too expensive it is

too nearly akin to the Bulgarian embroideries to be-

come a popular feature. Lace as a trimming is com-
ing on so strong that, always appropriate for lingerie

effects, it promises to eclipse all other trimmings

Chiffon waist in colors, featuring the new Macrame embroid-
ery. Shown by Ladies' Wear, Toronto.

save hand embroideries on the lawn itself and eye-

let work.
The all-lace blouse is coming to the front in

Irish crochet, Princesse, Lierrie and lace nets

Gluny, Venise, crochet and duchesse and Maltese

are all used on the new lingeries.

Simple Tailored Dresses
One-Piece Models for Spring and Summer
Selling in Reps, Poplins, Suitings, Linens

and Closely Woven Cotton Fabrics

No line in the ready-to-wear department has

grown so extensively as that devoted to dresses, and

the line as now carried in an up-to-date department,

runs from the neat and useful morning dress that

has so happily replaced the old time untidy wrap-

per to the smart satin and chiffon afternoon or

party gown that will sell for $25.00 or over.

The newest departure, however, comes in the

smart strictly tailored one-piece models. They have
been big sellers so far this season in serge, panama
and voile as well as in soft satin, crepe and satin

finished Venetians.

The success of this class of dress has influenced
designers who are now preparing the new lines for
the coming Spring. Reps, poplins, suitings, linens
and the closely woven cotton fabrics that so cleverly
substitute linen, are all pressed into use in white,
natural, champagne, tan, delft, sky, pink and mauve.

Smart little straight line dresses are made up from
these fabrics, the chief feature of which are the large
collars, shawl revers and surplice closing.

Soft-finished white pique is extensively used for

the collars, revers and the strappings and pipings
l hat form the simple trimmings and a feature that
will help to make these dresses popular is the fact

that at least three out of five models close in front
under large pique covered or pearl buttons.

The Poiret frill or peplum is introduced success-

fully on some of the best models and promises to

be a feature that will be extensively taken up, as some
of the best liked modes owe their attractiveness prin-

cipally to this feature.

Eyelet promises to be extensively used in the

development of lingerie dresses..

A Busy Suit Season
Paris Houses Favoring Short Coat Lengths
for Spring — Soft Finished Piques Popular

Fabric for Spring

The suit season this Fall has been a short but
busy one and a very Large volume of business has
been done in a short period. Though repeats are

still coining to hand, no new developments are ex-

pected.

As predicted when first Fall selling commenced
the 28 and .'Kl in. coats have been the sellers. Long-
er lengths have been freely talked about, but few
have been shown, and these models have been in

dressy effects that are practically a law unto them-
selves and which are totally outside the popular
standard.

In face of the Spring business which is now
opening up successfully it is emphatically stated that

the best Paris houses are in unison in favoring short

coat lengths. Staple models for the coming Spring
now selling show the 24 in. coat and this shows that

buyers' ideas are following in the same trend. The
only deviation is seen in wash suits where the coats

are inclined to longer lengths.

Though dressy models were used to emphasize
the days of opening when selling commenced, the

tendency was all in favor of plain tailored suits. For
some time now there has been a feeling in this di-

rection and in the opinion of both buyers and
makers the plain tailored suit, preferably of black or

blue serge, is assuming a staple position. The suit

required is not a cheap suit, as it is the woman with

many gowns that finds she requires one or even more
simple plain tailored suits to complete her ward-

robe.

The same tendency is manifesting itself in wash
suits, and it looks as though in future the plain

tailored suit in linen or suiting would be a necessary

feature of the season.

Soft finished piques arc indicated as a popular

suit fabric next Spring, particularly in wide wale

cloths, following on as it does the corduroy suits now
so well worn.
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THERE ARE SEALETTE COATS
and SEALETTE COATS
Just as there are Eggs and Eggs

—
"Enough Said"

"C^VERY Sealette Coat we produce we absolutely guarantee to stand the test and

give excellent results to the wearer. Will not crush in the pile ; will not drop

flat and glossy with the first shower of rain or snow storm. In fact, it's built up to

a standard of service-giving and constructed by the most expert tailors.

Made in

Guaranteed

Quality of

Best Sealette

with Chevron

Silk Lining.

Culture Label
Sizes, 32 to 44

Price,

$22.50

Collar will also roll high

as shown in cut.

We have the Largest

Stock of BEST Sealettes

in Toronto, bought before

advance of prices.

Made in

Guaranteed

Quality of

Best Sealette

with Brocaded

Satin Lining.

Culture Label
Sizes, 32 to 44

Price

$25.00

Collar will also roll high

as shown in cut.

This Coat has won big

orders against coats at a

much lower price. It's a

real Sealette coat, not an
imitation.

The Ontario Cloak Company, Limited
TORONTO, CANADADESIGNERS AND MAKERS

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Party gown of white net over white satin. The waist
made over a scarf bordered chiffon and shows a

novel drapery edged with narrow frills of the net, the

sleeves having the same trimming. The narrow skirt

is fulled onto the waist and Is trimmed with narrow
frills to give a tunic effect.

One-piece dress of grey and white striped velvet and
soft twilled grey satin, showing lap over tunic,

opening to reveal underskirt of velvet. The waist
crosses surplice fashion under deep revers, and the
long fitting plain sleeves are slashed on the inner arm.
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The Clerk Selling the

Blackeye Underskirt Says:

"Madam, this is the best silk mixture

underskirt made—the best you can

buy—

"You buy this skirt with the guar-

antee that it will neither split nor cut.

" The makers' label on the waistband

is your guarantee

—

"Blackeye is better because there is

more silk in it than any other—the

warp is all pure silk.

"What colors, Madam? We have
Blackeye shades—and a fine fast black

—allow me to show you—

"

'/Kontleae
WSmted.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Dress at the Woodbine Race Meeting
The Latest Fashion Tendencies as Illustrated by the Apparel of the Smart
Canadian Woman — Many Gowns Bore the Unmistakable Stamp of

Paris — Some Interesting Sleeves — Victorian Tendencies Noted — Gowns

THOUGH not as important from a racing

standpoint, and therefore not so well attend-

ed as the Spring meeting, the Fall meeting
at the Toronto Woodbine is certainly be-

coming of importance as a fashion event. Indeed,

Toronto is rapidly becoming a leading fashion centre

and any gathering that brings together the elite

of the city means the wearing of beautiful clothes.

The opening day was one well calculated to bring

out the best in my lady's wardrobe, as it was a per-

fect September day, rich with golden sunshine, and
with a sky blue as in midsummer.

Many of the gowns were evidently imported and
not a few bore the Parisian stamp. They certainly

emphasized the fact that the fashionable woman is

at one with Parisian designers in the matter of nar-

row skirts. Skirts may be a trifle wider but they

are still very narrow. The figure line is long and
slender and now that the large waist line has been
accepted, the smart woman has a youthful almost

boyish grace.

Kimona Waist Without Rival.

Skirts are straight and plain and even when the

round length is chosen they are decidedly longer,

hiding more than revealing the feet. The kimona
cut waist is absolutely without rival as it gives the

figure revealing lines now fashionable. Though this

cut is universal, many of the sleeves are put in.

Some are plain from the shoulder, and others have
the long shoulder with the sleeve put in low down.
Several gowns had long plain sleeves, the arm fairly

close.

A Dresden taffeta gown had sleeves shirred up
the centre of the arm and formed into tight puffs at

the side. The fact was certainly brought home that
there is a certain amount of unrest about sleeve

styles that will bear watching, but, by far the greater
number of sleeves worn were in kimona effect with
the addition of some puff or flounce trimming at the

elbow. Many smart and pretty sleeves were finished

with a flounce shaped so as to be narrow on the top
of the arm and long and hanging underneath. This
sleeve was seen in lace in pleated net and in satin.

Smart One-Piece Gowns.
In spite of the lateness of the season it was won-

derful to note how marked a feature was the wearing
of dresses both plain, tailored and elaborate, without
the addition of a coat or wrap. Coats and wraps
there were a plenty, but the really smart woman
appeared in the one-piece gown. These gowns were
plain and simple in the extreme, straight line in

Mr. ami Mrs. Charles Ritchie, K.C., a well-known Conservative
lawyer. In the centre. A. R. Boswell, a former Mayor of Toronto
and Commodore of the R.C.Y.C. The man on the left looks like
Claude Maodonnell, M.P.

Mrs. Ritchie is wearing a striking straight line wrap of Wedge-
wood bine and gold changeable glace taffeta. The deep band at
the bottom and that finishes the hanging Victorian sleeve is of
antique brassy gold Venise lace.

Mis. Bristol, wife of the M.P. for Centre Toronto. She is a

daughter of the late Chief Justice Armour. On her right, A. E.
Kemp, M.P., head of the big metal-working concern. In the dis-

tance, R. ,T. Christie, who succeeded his father as a director of
the Jockey Club; he is the well-known biscuit manufacturer.
On the extreme left, Mr. Bogart, general manager of the Dominion
Bank.

Mrs. Bristol is wearing a gown which sbowo an extremely
novel way of using the fashionable bordered fabrics. The over-
dress is of ruby chiffon bordered in black over a gown of black
satin. The waist is kimono cut, with a plain, tight % undersleeve
of bordered chiffon. The box-like bonnet is of black velvet and
metallic lace, while the streamers are of black lace.
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COATS
SEALETTES

PLUSHES

and CARACULS

We are showing the finest line of

winter coats ever offered to the trade
J

in Canada

All the newest designs and styles

in plain and fancy materials and

trimmings.

30 different styles of garments.

A range of 36 different materials

to choose from.

Ask to see our Rainproofed
Sealette.

The usual range of rainproof and

separate coats of every description

for men and women.

44 Canada's Largest

Exclusive Coat House."

National Rubber Co.
of Canada

MONTREAL

We're in touch
with the latest

fashions in •• ••

M<s
AND

Every opportunity is taken advan-
tage of by our designers to get in

touch with advanced styles.

They know what the Canadian
woman wants; they know what she
would have from the standpoint of

Fashion, and, working the two
together, produce results that spell

"SUCCESS" to the merchant who
carries our lines, and ourselves.

Our garments are smartly tailored,

with every detail attended to in the
construction of the garment from the
time the cloth is cut until it is placed
in your opening room.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS,
WE CAN INTEREST YOU.

FASHION WAIST AND
WHITEWEAR CO.
II. A. HORNELL,

Manaijioi Director

Darling Building",

A. D. HORNELL,

Secretary-Treasurer

TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Straight line coat. Large cape collar; beltedjeffect:

buttoned at side; trimmed with reversible collar

and cuffs; half lined with best satin —Courtesy
Princess Manufacturing Co., Toronto.

Imported gown shown at the New York openings.
Early Victorian gown of black and white striped
chiffon over pale mauve satin. Three scant flounces

of double piece chiffon trim the skirt. The kimono
waist is finished with a fichu of net and lace, and
lace frills trim the elbow sleeves.
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WHENTOU SPENDMONET
YOU WANT VALUE FOR IT

Do Your Customers Not Want The Same ?

EWXUSVENESS OP ATTIRB

Princess
Coats & Suits

When a woman comes into your Ready- to-Wear
department she has her mind made up that she wants
to spend a certain amount of money on her coat or
suit, whichever it may be, or both. She is not ignor-
ant of values as many salespeople think. Women
to-day are value-wise.

You may misrepresent a garment and force a
woman to take your goods home, but you can't keep
her and her friends from criticising them when they
have the freedom of the home.

Princess Garments not only create sales but their

honest values create new customers and hold the old

ones.

Princess Garments stand the closest inspection
and the severest criticism when you are not around
to back them up.

See our lines at your earliest opportunity. Our
1911-12 garments are the best advertisements you can
have.

P.S:—Our Mr. W. J. Collett will call on our Western
Customers in a few days with our complete line

of Coats for Spring. It will pay you to inspect
this line.

Princess Manufacturing Co.
LIMITED

10-12 Front Street West, ;; TORONTO
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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"STAR"
Christmas Waists

Separate waists, though always in great demand, promise to be stronger

than ever this Fall.

We have a splendid range of Christmas waist samples which will interest

the ready-to-wear buyers. We solicit your early orders as an insurance against

delayed deliveries.

The reputation of "Star" brand has been
founded upon the supremacy of these productions

in style, fit and finish.

" Star " brand waists come right up
to the well-established Star brand stand-

ard of style and quality.

u/>e Star Whitewear
BERLIN

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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BRAND
Children's Dresses

New styles are constantly being added to our already large range of

children's dresses. Great care is exercised in the selecting of new styles, fabrics

and materials— styles that will be a lasting recommendation for both " Star
"

brand products and the merchant who sells them.

An immediate and thorough
investigation of the new range of

"Star" brand dresses for children

will pay you if you have not al-

ready seen it.

We shall be glad to receive a

share of your patronage for our

children's dresses. Send for

sample order to-day.

Mfg. Co., Limited
ONTARIO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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effect, large waisted and figure revealing. The
materials in strong contrast were excedingly rich,

velvets, satins, soft silks, satin finished crepes, chif-

fons and gauzes being most strongly in evidence.

Many Gowns of Velvet and Satin.

A verv large number of the dresses worn were of

velvet, and the one illustrated gives a typical velvet

gown. The dress is plainly cut, and has the moder-

V'elvet one-piece dress with large lapel of metallic lace and
triangular jabot of Maline lace. The sleeves show the new
shaped frill of lace. Note also the pleated ruche of black over
white tulle. The hat is typical of the late Autumn styles. It has
the low round crewn and drooping capeline brim and high fancy
straight ostrich plume.

ately high waist line now fashionable, and the new
single large lapel, and with a wedge-shaped large

jabot reaching almost to the shoulder to balance the

lapel. This jabot is either of lingerie, lace or net

and lace.

Though black velvet was most worn there was a

fair proportion of colored velvet gowns, blue being
the leading color, corbie or midnight blue, navy and
dark sapphire being most worn. Burgundy, green
and mixture grey coming next in succession.

Corduroy was worn, but it was used exclusively for

suits, dresses being of plain velvet, uncut velvet or
velveteen.

Worn by Young Girls.

Next to velvet came satin, and where the dress

was of satin alone black or dark blue satin was al-

most exclusively used . When the gown was veiled

there was a rich variety of color displayed and it was
with a few exceptions from gowns of this class that

new color ideas were gained. Black satin has always
been considered to be a matronly fabric, but at

present it is the young girl that is wearing black
satin, while her mother is donning the livelier and
lighter colors.

These young girl gowns are quite straight and

plain and often have the skirts paneled back and
front though the panel is more often attached than
loose or if loose is only so at the lower edge. Many
skirts are wrapped over at the side, front or both
front and back and the scanty skirts are fulled onto
the high kimona cut waist, while the sleeves are

elbow length and finished with a graduated frill

with an underlay of pleated tulle or with a double
frill of pleated tulle, black over white.

One smart little black satin dress had a peplum
waist finished with a fichu collar. As a rule the

neck is cut round and fairly low and the opening is

Idled in with a very transparent fancy net guimpe
with a high boned stock collar fitting smooth and
plain over the neck. Some gowns also show the large

single lapel with the new triangular jabot.

A very striking black satin dress worn by a young
girl, not yet out of her teens, had a very striking

waist finish. The neck was cut square and filled in

with a guimpe of transparent small patterned net,

and there was a bertha-like collar of maline lace

rounded both front and back and coming in round
points well over the shoulders. This collar was
plainly hemmed and was boned to make it keep its

shape.

Several gowns were composed of plain satin and
velvet brocaded crepe, one of the most noticeable

Central figure is Sir Donald Mann, wearing a suit made by
Hill Bros., Bond St., London. Mrs. Fraser, wife of the Secretary

of the Jookev Club, is seen talking on the left, to .Mrs. Higgluson,
of Boston, whose husband is a well-known banker there.

Mrs. Higginson is wearing a veiled dress of deep prune
chiffon over ruby satin. Low-crowned drooping brimmed hat ol

old rose with flange of prune satin ami wreath of rose, ruby and
dull blue silk and metallic roses.

The figure at the extreme right is wearing one of the popular
straight line gowns of soft black satin with Poiret peplum waist

with single lapel and triangular jabot. The hood of black velour

has an osprey mount at the side.

having an over-skirt of the crepe with large velvet

ovals. Satin crepe and velvet were all of a soft shade

of olive green.

Another of the few colored gowns all in the one

color was a brown charmeuse. The waist was finish-
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CHIC "RE A" STYLES
For Women and Children

Express Prepaid

Sample order returnable if not

more than satisfactory. It's a fair

test that will bring you excellent

returns.

No. 40. $10.50 doz.

A very useful tub dress, made
in plain color with contrasting
plaid inset side piece collar and
cuffs, trimmed with white and
black piping ; f tall pleated skirt;

colors— cadet, sky, pink, tan
and white

No. 563. $27.00 doz.

This very pretty kimona

waist is made of allover black

silk lace, with collar and cuffs

trimmed with black tatfeta silk.

Silk lined. An exceptional value.

No. 39. $21.00 doz.

Very smart model, made with
new large armhole effect, of tan
linen with red hair line check;
collar, cuffs and belt of red,
trimmed with tan soutache braid,
gilt buttons. A very popular
and serviceable style.

A. E. REA & COMPANY
KING & SPADINA, - TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their 'Travelers
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If"WAIT FOR THE
LAURENTIAN

Waist No. 22 — $8.50 per
dozen. Beautiful sheer lawn
waist with three-quarter
sleeves,trimmed with Val. lace
and tucks, lront of fine Swiss
embroidery and fine tucks,
open at side, collar lace and
tuck trimmed, back tucked.
A sure winner.

Waist No. 160-—$18 per
dozen. Fine mull with front
of beautiful Plauen embroid-
ery, Kimona sleeve effect with
Swiss embroidery and Valen-
ciennces trimming, neck of
Valenciennes insertion and
tucks. Extra value.

MAN"
He's coming with the finest range

we have yet shown. "Laurentian"

has scored another success, for ad-

vance orders are exceeding our

most sanguine expectations. This

is why — Merchants know our

lines are quick sellers and profit

makers. They not only »ell but

they satisfy. They will build]your

business. The new range far sur-

passes any previous showing.

Laurentian

Waists and

Whitewear
will help you to bigger and better

business. Our factory is well or-

ganized and turns out immense
quantities—but get your order in

early.

The two lines of waists illustrated

here at $8.50 afford an inkling of the
splendid values we offer.

Laurentian Tailored Waists are

a strong feature of our line this

season. Prices range from $9 to $15
dozen, and our whitewear never
before stood out so prominently
against our competitors as our 1912

line does.

The

Waist No 9—Tailor-made,
at $12 per dozen. This waist
is of fine sheer lawn, hand-
somely tailored and trimmed
witi. two embroidered pane s
and giving a pleasing effect.
Fancy pearl buttons.

Waist No. 21—$8.50 per
dozen. Sheer lawn with three-
quarter sleeves, cuffs of Val.
lace insertion, ed ing and
tucks, front of fine Swiss em-
broidery and tucks opening at
side, collar of lace insertion
and tucks—exceptional value.

Diamond Whitewear Co.
LimitedTHREE RIVERS, QUEBEC

MANITOBA, B.C. SASK., ALTA.

:

TORONTO:
Geo. Strachan W. H. Piton

E. L. Burden Empire Building

QUEBEC PROVINCE: MARITIME PROVINCES:

MONTREAL and OTTAWA :

Z. P. Benoit

Mark Fisher Building

EASTERN ONTARIO:
J. A. Morin, 130 Joseph St., Que. L. E. Joncas, St. John, N. B. J. A. Remillard, Mark Fisher Bidg., Montreal

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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"LAURENTIAN"
LINE IS NOW

READY

<^m

2021

This is Princess Dress
No. 202 1—price $30 per
dozen Made of fine mer-
cerized mull in all colors,
waist with pretty pi uen
yoke set between two rows
of fine Val. lace, kimona
sleeve effect, lace collar and
belt, skirt, lace and tuck
trimmed with deep lace in-

sertion flounce—a winner.

The

If the "Laurentian" trade-mark

can build business for others, why
can't it help yours?

Our reputation for producing

better styles and better values in

waists and whitewear is a strong

recommendation for our line of

lingerie dresses.

Laurentian
Dresses

are produced in a separately or-

ganized department by a staff of

skilled designers and operators,

which is an assurance of perfect

satisfaction being given with every

garment.

The result is a big range of

styles and superior values.

Prices range from $18 to $120.

We had unqualified success

with the few numbers we showed
during the sorting season.

They won business for a cer-

tainty and now we offer a com-
plete range for your selection.

This is Princess Dress No
2031 -price $18 per dozen,
come in white only. Mad" of
fine lawn, beautifully panelled
and Valenciennes lace trim-
med, kimona sleeve effect,
dutch neck, skirt is lace, tuck
and pleat trimmed in very
beautiful effect. Extraordin-
ary value.

Diamond Whitewear Co.
THREE RIVERS, QUEBEC Limited

MANITOBA, B.C., SASK., ALTA.:
Geo. Strachan
E. L Burden

TORONTO:
W. H. Piton

Empire Building

MONTREAL and OTTAWA:
Z P. Benoit

Mark Fisher Building

QUEBEC PROVINCE: MARITIME PROVINCES: EASTERN ONTARIO:
J. A. Morin, 130 Joseph Street, Quebec L. E. Joncas, St. John, N.B. J. A. Rem i I lard, Mark Fisher Bldg>., Montreal

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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ed with a fichu and this fichu and the plain straight

skirt as well as the sleeves were edged with a narrow
band of dark fox fur.

Two Fabrics in Elaborate Gowns.

The more elaborate gowns were in two colors,

and also of two fabrics, the one being satin and the

other some transparent veiling material, very often

chiffon. Very striking and showing two of the very

newest colors was a gown of the new ruby shade in

satin veiled with deep plum-colored chiffon. The
color called ruby is a deep rich glowing cerise shade,

and the new plum is a dead bluish shade, just the

color of a plum with the bloom on.

This was one of the most beautiful gowns worn
and was completed by one of the new large hats with
low rounded large crowns and wide drooping cape-

line brims. The crown and upper brim was of

vieux rose satin veiled with chiffon of the same shade
and the deep flange was of plum satin, the trimming
being a garland of satin rose-buds in dull blue, dull

pinks and ruby with foliage of very dark green.

Another gown illustrated was a ruby chiffon over

black satin. The tunic of deep bordered chiffon

showing a continuous line pattern was made up in an
exceedingly novel manner. The border formed lines

across the sleeves and waist and formed a horizontal

line of bars down each side of the long straight over-

dress or tunic. The hat worn with this gown was a
box-like bonnet affair worn crushed down over the

head and was of black velvet trimmed with metallic

lace and with streamers of black lace and ribbon
velvet.

Victorian Dress of Satin.

More of an evening gown and therefore hardly in

such good style, but very beautiful in its way, was a

decidedly Victorian dress of soft white satin. The
plain skirt had a ruche cord silk drawn over a centre

cord and fringed out at each edge, the edges being
laid in pleats to form a ruche. The tunic or over-

dress was of Wedgewood blue tulle opening up right

to the waist at the side of the front. This tunic was
edged with a fringe of crystal and pearl beads and
a narrow flowered passementerie formed a lacing

that caught the sides of the tunic together. There
was a blue jumper and half-long sleeves of the tulle

edged with the crystal fringe and long plain-fitted

sleeves of the white satin.

Another feature that was of great interest was the
number of foulard dresses worn. Foulard was com-
bined with chiffon, and also with satin and the foul-

ard used was of the high grade expensive type. The
way in which this fabric was worn shows that the

smart woman still regards foulard as a fashionable

fabric, and that now that the cheap cloths have been
dropped she has again taken foulard into favor.

Oriental-Looking Coats.

Some magnificent wrap coats were worn. These
were full length and of the draped variety or were
long, loose, straight Oriental-looking coats with wide
flowing sleeves. The coat shown in the illustration

shows the new type. It is of changeable glace satin,

Persian blue and gold and the wide band trimming
was of heavy Venise metallic lace in dull brassy gold.

Another rich coat, much the same as to shape, was
of grey brocaded satin, with the band trimming and
a deep square collar of mole fur. Many straight cut

coats were of reversible satin—black with a high-ton-
ed contrasting lining.

Plain-Tailored Suits.

As a rule the tailored suit, whether of tweed,
serge, satin or velvet, was of the plain tailored vari-

ety, and though the large collar is highly popular,

the smarter suits show a return to the small notched
collar. There were quite a few dressy suits worn,
and the fact that short peplum jackets and boleros

were worn gives an idea how the modes promise for

the coming Spring.

Serge th«: Leader.

Leaving out the suits of velveteen, corduroy and
satin, by far the larger number of the suits worn
were of serge. Navy, corbie and marine blue were
most worn, but white serge and white serge with
hair-line stripes of blue or black were well worn, and
also several linen suits.

One or two brown tweeds were seen, but this color

was not much in evidence, though more worn than
at the Spring meeting. Several very smart suits of

prune and plum mixture and plain cheviots were
noted, and these shades promise some prominence in

tbe Iii<ili-class trade.

This Demonstration Paid
Window Trimmer Adopts Unique Plan to

Show Exclusive Styles in Ready -to -Wear
Garments — It Brought Results

By F. J. Thompson, with W. E. Maxwell, St Thomas.

A few weeks ago, while changing a lady's suit

in a ready-to-wear window, I was surprised at the

number of people who stood and watched my pro-

ceedings. It suddenly struck me that a demonstra-
tion of the new coats, etc., would be an attraction.

I suggested this to my employer, with the result

that arrangements were made for me to demonstrate

on the Saturday evening during Fall openings. I

had as background the one submitted to The Dry
Goods Review recently, a drawing of which appeared

in the Sept. 1st number.
Everything else was taken from window except

a lady's figure.

Having chosen about fifty exclusive styles in

coats with furs and hats to match, I put a smart dress

on figure and commenced showing each coat back
and front, emphasizing distinctive points in each

garment by means of cards which I had written, al-

luding to style and trimmings. Afterwards I rapid-

ly fitted coats to figure with hat to match, revolving

the figure to show perfect fit. After five minutes I

had between one hundred and two hundred people

watching with interest the new coats. I demonstrat-

ed for about two hours, and during that time great

business was done in the department. It has proved

a huge success, and I intend to shortly demonstrate

dress goods and silks by showing actual appearance

when made up by draping on figure.

The background, being in cream and brown
marble, was a great help, being greatly admired.

Am sure any dry goods merchant will find this a

good idea at commencement of any season.
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"Gale Dresses

For Girls
ana Children

SPRING 1912
There's no time like

the present to select

your Spring Stock of

children's and misses'

dresses.

The Gale Dresses for

the juvenile are supe-
rior in style, cut and
workmanship. The
materials being select-

ed by experts, are the

choice of the trade.

Our Productions

Whitewear, Outing Skirts,

Waists, Bathing Suits,
Dresses, Children's Dresses,
House Dresses, Children's
Whitewear, Sacques, Baby-
wear.

A Booklet Mailed on request

Nearly Fifty Years

Gale Manufacturing Co.
Limited

Cor. Spadina Avenue and Wellington Street

Toronto

Established 1863

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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A dainty creation of satin

stripe ninon over Jap
silk. Waist trimmed
with Plauen lace; material

having beautiful bands of

satin running over shoul-

ders to neck. Shirred

sleeve and belt, wide satin

band at bottom of skirt

and satin bands woven
in material in various

widths.

Courtesy McElroy Mfg Co
Toronto.
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Famous for Their
FIT, CUT, STYLE, HANG and FINISH ANOTHER

Baa

OUR

TRAVELLERS
are leaving this

WEEK with a
complete assort-

ing line, consist-

ing of Net, Voile,

Silk, Marquisette,
Pan a m a and
Velvet Dresses,

also our

MAGNIFICENT

SPRING LINE

GARMENTS
For Nineteen-Twelve

GRASP THIS

ROYAL OPPORTUNITY

V. S

GARMENT

This dainty evening
dress of dew-drop
Chiffon, over silk
messaline, is only one
of our line of even-
ing dresses.

Every dress has
the famous 'Royal'
fit, cut, style,
hang and finish

—a garment, in

other words,
that a lady
will wear.

The McELROY MANUFACTURING CO., Ltd.

47 Simcoe Street, TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Thinks Retailers Unjust
Manufacturer Complains That Difficult Conditions
Caused by Strike in England Met With Little

Sympathy From Merchants

In the letter published below a manufacturer
expresses his views on certain problems which,
largely owing to unforeseen circumstances, are con-

fronting the makers of ready-to-wear garments. The
serious strike in England delayed goods of every

description that were urgently required by manu-
facturers in order to produce their lines and make
seasonable deliveries. It was a most exceptional ob-

stacle to commerce at a critical time, and developed
a situation which, in its far-reaching effects, called

for sympathetic consideration from inter-dependent

sections of the trade. The letter, however, would
indicate that there were retailers who preferred to

take a somewhat intolerant view. The manufactur-
er states:

—

Editor Dry Goods Review.— Would you kindly

permit space for a few sentiments expressed by a

manufacturer of ladies' cloaks and suits. These are

directed to the merchants in Canada, who seem to be
practically indifferent, or if not somewhat unbusi-
nesslike, in meeting conditions that have existed

this season, over which no person on this side of the

Atlantic has had any control.

You are well aware of the tremendous strike that

has taken place in England with the labor connected
with the shipping interests. This strike was pro-

longed and bitter for the space of seven weeks, and
was successful in tying up completely exports of

that country to Canada. All manufacturers and
jobbers of merchandise, especially in the lines of

millinery and fabrics, suffered to a greater or less

degree by this strike. In fact, goods invoiced early

in July, only reached Toronto and Montreal towards
the middle of September. Letters have been receiv-

ed from various merchants throughout Canada, de-

manding that they receive their goods promised for

the 1st of August delivery, or cancellation must be

accepted. This has put the manufacturer and jobber

in a very difficult predicament, and the merchants
do not seem to consider those who are trying to serve

them and do the very best they can to get their lines

to them in time. They also seem to use such little

patience or forethought in sending in repeats or

special orders, thinking that the manufacturer is

just sitting waiting for their individual order and
unless they can get it in two or three days from the

time they write for it, they seem dissatisfied.

Some merchants place so lightly for the begin-

ning of the season and seem to feel that all they have

to do is to hold their finger up, and they can get

the right goods, at the right time and just at the

minute. I am sure a great many of them will be

taught a lesson this season; it will teach them
patience and tolerance with conditions as they are.

Cancellation of an order when materials have been

cut and put into work is one of the most disorgan-

izing things that a manufacturer has to contend
with, and one of the most unreasonable things a

merchant can do.

This letter is written without prejudice, and in

the hopes of pointing out a few of the great uncer-

tainties that exist in a manufacturer's line, as well
as losses that are unforeseen, multiplied by unfair
attitude on the part of the merchant.

Yours very truly,

Manufacturer.

Improve Children's Lines
Merchant Thinks This Department Would do
Still Better if Manufacturers Would Specialize

to Still Greater Extent

The Review has received from a progressive mer-
chant handling exclusive ready-to-wear lines the fol-

lowing letter referring to the possibilities of a special
department for childrens' lines, and outlining cer-

tain points for the consideration of manufacturers.

Editor, Dry Goods Review:

"We have, of late, been giving this department
more prominence with satisfactory results. In al-

most every Canadian city with their populations of
young people, particularly in the western provinces,
there are naturally an unusually large number of

children and the demand for these lines is daily in-

creasing.

"We find that, while occupying a considerable
amount of space, if prominently displayed and at-

tractively advertised, they are not only profitable but
are conducive to the increase of sales in garments for

their elders who are, of necessity compelled to do the
shopping. We carry a very complete range of coats

and dresses for children and also of underwear and
hosiery, and although there are, perhaps, more
children's clothes made in the home than there are

those of the elders, still the tendency, we think, is

towards the ready-to-wear garment and this tendency
would be materially increased if our manufacturers
would go in more for specializing these, as usually

there seems to be a lack of care in the proportionate
designing of the garments, a desire to probably re-

duce the cost of manufacture to a minimum at the
sacrifice of perfect fit, which is a defect intolerable in

larger garments.

"Of course, we are merely stating our experience;

it is possible that we may have been unfortunate in

our buying, but the complaint we mention is notice-

able particularly in the sleeves of children's gar-

ments, not only in cloth goods but also in knitted

sweaters, they are invariably too long, and we have
an impression that this part is cut to an average size

and put on garments up to a certain size, which
would account for their having too long sleeves in

some and too short in others, but the error always
seems to be on the long side.

"Children's millinery, baby bonnets and kindred
lines are a special feature with us and have been a
marked success. It is, of course, necessary to carry

a goodly assortment of varied styles in every line,

but our impression is that the trouble and space are

well allotted."

[The Review invites the views of other merchants
on this subject and would also welcome a statement

from the manufacturing side.]
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S Is Your Ready-to-Wear Department «£

Gaining the Confidence of the

Select Trade?

^O your salespeople seem to interest the best

trade when they look over your stock?

You may often blame the saleslady who
fails to sell a very particular customer,

when the fault lies in the first impressions

the customer gets of the goods you handle.

You will gain the confidence of your patrons

by displaying a few of our exclusive high

grade costumes or coats. A full range will

be better for you, for Wilson-Waldman
garments sell on sight and give perfect
satisfaction every time.

11 If you will win over the best trade this

season, see our Fall and Winter Range.

521—Sealette Coat, made in fine

quality Silk Sealette, Shawl collar,

finished with Silk braid ornaments,

lined throughout with mercerized

Sateen, excellent value.

Price, $14.75

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE

Wilson-Waldman Costume Co.
161 Spadina Ave. Toronto, Can.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Quebec Store Stages Gowns
The Paquet Co. Hold Magnificent Matinee of

Fashions in Which Costumes, Millinery and Furs
Were Shown to Delight of Large Gathering

There was presented at the Auditorium, St. John
street, Quebec, on Sept. 20th at 2.30 p.m., a very

unique performance. It was given the name of

"The Matinee of Fashions"; and was held by The
Paquet Company.

It was for ladies only, and those who wished to

see the performance were given admission tickets.

There were over 3,000 tickets distributed. The seat-

ing capacitv was 1,800, and all seats were taken;

many tickets for standing room were issued.

This event was announced in the papers, and
proved a great advertisement for the store at 157-173

St. Joseph street.

All the newest and most authentic European and
American Fashions were shown on living models.

Exquisite Parisian ball gowns, clever millinery cre-

ations by famous designers, as well as street costumes

and furs were shown to the best advantage. No
course of lectures or demonstration could have given

a more practical idea of the trend of Fashion than

did this charming and entertaining production.

There were four delightful acts, with magnificent

stage settings and full orchestra. A special musical

programme had been arranged, and passed off very

successfully. In every respect it was a pleasing and
novel entertainment.

The four acts were carried out in detail in a way
calculated to introduce the various fashion features

to best advantage. The programme was arranged as

follows

:

Act 1.—The Five O'clock Tea, (Dining Room with

Forest background).
Hostess seated on sofa—maid outside door.

Enter maid—bows towards door.

Enter first guest—exit maid.
Hostess rises—shakes hands with guest—guest

is seated.

Hostess hands guest cup of tea.

Enter maid—announces second guest—exit

maid.
Enter second guest—shakes hands—sits—re-

ceives cup.

Enter maid—announces third guest—exit maid.
Enter third guest—shakes hands—sits—receives

cup.

Enter maid—announces fourth guest—exit

maid.
Enter fourth guest—shakes hands—sits—re-

ceives cup.

Hostess rises—describes first costume.
First guest rises—walks to front of stage—takes

five steps to right and five steps to left

—

turns back.

Enter maid—shows first guest out.

All other guests follow suit.

Exit hostess— (Curtain).

Act 2.—Draping living models (Interior Dress-

making Salon).
Modiste and three models on stage.

Enter patroness—modiste shows her to chair

—

rings bell.

Enter window trimmer—drapes first model

—

withdraws.

Modiste describes drape—rings bell.

Enter window trimmer-—drapes second model
—withdraws.

Modiste describes second drape—rings bell.

Enter window trimmer—drapes third model

—

withdraws.
Modiste describes third drape, (curtain.)

Act 3.—The reception hall in Private Residence.
Maid seated at door, (inside).

Enter first guest—maid rises—takes wraps

—

puts on chair.

Other guests follow suit, one at a time.

Enter hostess—greets guests—makes announce-
ment.

Hostess describes first, second, third, and fourth
gown and guest repeats walk in act 1 in

each case.

All remain on stage throughout this act.

Hostess makes final announcement. (Curtain.)

Act 4.—The Wedding Party. (Drawing room scene.)

Three guests on stage—walk about, examine
bric-a-brac.

Enter bride, flower girl, two bridesmaids.

(Wedding March.)
Guests advance—greet bride—bride turns to

show her gown—walks to back of stage

—

turns again

—

Poses a few moments. (Curtain).

Exclusive Children's Store
One in Calgary Has Met With Exceptional
Success — Complete Outfits for All Occasions

A store devoted exclusively to children's outfit-

ting was opened in Calgary, Alta., in May, 1911.

The business has increased rapidly. This is one of

the first stores in Canada to be devoted exclusively to

children's ready-to-wear goods. The idea was origin-

ated by the proprietor, who has worked out the de-

tails of her business to meet local demands.

Window Fraser's children's outfitting shop, Calgary.

The population of Calgary is about 55,000, and
seven other firms handle ready-made goods for child-

The city is growing rapidly and trade is briskren

in all lines. There is a scarcity of dressmakers.
_
In

five months, Miss Fraser has proved the practicability

of her scheme and is increasing her stock steadily.

The range of goods includes complete outfits for

all occasions, for children; infants' layettes, child-
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PULLAN
GARMENTS

ARE
INDIVIDUAL

PULLAN
GARMENTS

FIT
PERFECTLY

PULLAN
GARMENTS
BRING

"buyers TO
YOUR
STORE

902

TWO SPECIALS FOR

OCTOBER SELLING

Assortments of new Coats made in fancy

tweeds and reversible cloths will be selected

carefully to fill mail or wire open orders.

Coats ranging in price from $5.00 to $27.50

Suits ranging in price from $10.00 to $30.00

Skirts ranging in price from $3.00 to $12.50

Send for sample garment for stock or for

special customer. Hundreds of merchants are

working up a big ready-to-wear trade in this

way. ^^__^^^_

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

SEALETTE COATS
Guaranteed Lining

$20.00 $22.50 $27.50

Smart Misses'Coat,trimmed
with Silk Braid and Velvet

—

College Collar.

All wool Diagonals and
Fancy Tweeds.

$6.00 $7.00 $7.50

Attractive Fall Coat, Sailor

Collar effect, made in Heavy
Chevron, all wool Tweeds
and Reversibles.

$10.00 $12.50 $15.00

PULLAN

BUILDIN6

M. PULLAN & SONS
Est. 1902

An Exclusive Cloak, Suit and Skirt House

TORONTO, CANADA.

CORNER

BAY and

WELLINGTON

STREETS

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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ren's underwear, hosiery, millinery and furs. Ladies'

novelty dress accessories and corsets have been added
as a side line. The most interesting and successful

feature of the business, in Miss Fraser's opinion, is

the infants" outfitting. This department is particu-

larly appreciated by the trade here.

The floor dimensions of the store are 75 x 20 feet,

with one show window 8 x 15 feet. The store is lo-

cated on the ground floor on 8th Ave., the main
business street of Calgary.

Miss Fraser came to Canada three years ago from
Glasgow. Scotland, where she was in the employ of

Pettigrew A: Stevens. Ltd. She was with J. M.
Young & Co., Brantford, for a short time after her
arrival, and for the past three years was buyer of

children's wear for B. C. Binning, of Calgary.

Artistic Window Cards
We are fortunate in being able to reproduce in

this number a collection of three show card creations

that are gems of art, in addition to their value as

sellers of displayed goods. The pictures are water

colors, executed by the artists in the studio of the ad-

vertising department of the T. Eaton Co., Limited.

The lettering was done by Sydney Smith of the card

writing start' of the same office. We regret that the

half tone process of reproduction does not do justice

to the color effect of the cards, which is really very

beautiful.

The fox design is a beautiful piece of art done in

natural colors, and would make a handsome cover

design for a magazine or book. The back ground of

fir trees and snow clad fields is in splendid keeping
with the season and goods displayed.

The "Fall Fashions in Women"- Wear" card is

a decidedly artistic bit of work. The prettily cos-

tumed young woman in easy pose, the delicately

tinted background in harmonious -bade- show a

conception of art seldom seen in show card work.

The "Fall Coating" card is equally as effective and
displays the touch of an artistic hand.

Women Like the Low Busts
The new low bust model with the large waist

seems to be peculiarly adapted to the needs of the
Canadian woman, for it has found a ready sale in
the Dominion. American manufacturers are finding
that a big proportion of the corsets they are sending
to Canada consists of this model, and the Canadian
makers are also finding that it is a leading model.
It has been quickly taken up by the city trade, and
now the country trade, which is slower to take up
new ideas, is becoming interested.

The wide sale of low bust models is introducing
another feature, for the sale of a low bust corset-

means the sale also of one or more brassieres. And as

brassieres run from 85c up to $1.50 or over each,

this means no small additional business to the cor-

set department. Therefore, every effort should be
made to encourage this new source of profit.

There are many models on the market but the

one best liked is that which takes the place of a
corset cover. These brassieres are made of firm fine

cotton lightly boned and are more or less elaborately

trimmed with lace or embroidery according to the

price. It is very important that they should be re-

inforced under the arms as this feature not only
gives extra stability but means that the flesh is con-

trolled there and that both the brassiere and the

gown wears better.

Though the close fit is a feature of all brassieres,

and the mode of fastening helps in its achievement,
the modes of fastening adopted by the makers are

various. One of the most up-to-date, most practical

models crosses at the back and ties with tapes in

front, a well stayed button and loop being placed

just below where the top of the corset comes. The
fault of this model is that it does not give a very

smooth back as the flesh about the shoulder blades

is apt to bulge in an unsightly manner. This firm

has introduced a new model with a square back, that

obviates these defects and which promises to super-

cede the older model.

\,-J Pin

lis "ifosj'r

.(j.armcnti,

Show-r-ards used by The T. Eaton Co., Toronto, in connection with opening displays of ready-to-wear garments and furs. The
illustrations on these cards were done in water colors and the letters in black and gold.
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Boom Your Cloak Department

The First Step to Huge Sales

is to see our super/? new
lines of coats and suits.

THE DESIGNER
who studies your
needs is the one who
will give you really

popular models. :: ::

Our Designers have

the instinct for the
public taste and every

model we offer has
the approval of your

best customers. Every
garment is an adver-

tisement for you as

well as for us.

Mutual

This handsome coat is made in reversible cloth ot

plain black and zibeline finish, which is the feature

of the season. C»n be had in all colors

Advantage

We Live Up to Our Motto Every Time.
Let us tell you how we can help you now.

The Independent Cloak Company
551-553 Queen Street West TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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This dress comes in white, pink, blue,

champagne and heliotrope. Made of

mercerized Mull with rows of tucks

and insertion. Lace collar and belt.

Yoke of net, heavily embroidered.

Kimono sleeve effect. Skirt has rows

of inset Valenciennes with three bands

of insertion to match. Tucks and

deep flounce with plaits as shown.

—Courtesy Diamond Whitewear Co., Montreal.

This dress comes in white only. Made of

mercerized Mull, with rows of Hamburg and

insertion. Kimono sleeve, lace neck. Skirt

has rows of insertion, and bands of Hamburg
and lace to match the waist, Deep tucked

flounce as seen in the picture.

—Courtesy Diamond Whitewear Co., Montreal.
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Dmer

Your Spring buying is not completed if you have ordered no
Bloomer Dresses of the H. & W. Brand for little girls from
2 to 5 years.

Mothers demand them. They are a complete outfit in one
piece, dress and bloomers attached, made of serviceable Tub
Ginghams, easily laundered, quickly put on, natty in appear-
ance, with workmanship and style that clinch a sale.

It costs you nothing to see the samples. A card from you
and we do the rest. We can help you in bringing and hold-
ing larger sales—may we ?

We have some attractive garments for girls from 3 to 14
years, in serge and fall weight cloths, ready to ship you if

you will simply tell us your needs for NOW.

HOME & WA TTS, Ltd.
CHILDREN'S DRESS SPECIALISTS

19 Duncan St. TORONTO

Li! Colonial Weaving 5t
i_ I IVI I

The cheapest and best advertisement a manu-

facturer of wearing apparel can have to-day is his own
production. You say, "How will that advertise our

firm ?" People forget where they bought their goods

and what the name of the firm is that made them.

Here you have it. Use attractive

mmm
on every article you manufacture. Have your name

attached to the garment until it is passed out in the

rag bag. We design most attractive woven labels and

use materials that will wear as long as is desired.

Don't let your competitors go you one better by using

our right smart labels, while you use a cheap, inferior

article.

Write for samples and prices.

The COLONIAL WEAVING CO., Ltd.

Peterboro, - - Ontario

Don't Miss This One

Here is Real

Skirt Value

A Clayson-made

Skirt, $3.25
In Black, Navy. Gray

Style M.282. madeof closely
woven diagonal serge, fall

weight, trimmed with but-
tons : flying panel front and
back, with side gore cut off

at knee depth to admit side
pleats that give walking free-
dom. A skirt of excellent
lines and width,

ORDER TO-DAY.

Send for particulars about

our complete line-

The Clayson Co'y

Skirt Specialists

280 College St., - TORONTO

1
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Suit of broadcloth. Length of coat, 28 inches; has a pointed shawl collar, trimmed
with pan velvet and braid, with a silk tassel. The long lapels are of pan velvet and
silk braid. The jacket is fastened with a five-button cluster frog. The cuff is made of

velvet and braid, which matches the collar. The jacket is lined throughout with satin.

The skirt is trimmed with fancy braid, and a five-button cluster to match the jacket.
This skirt has the new one-sided effect.—Courtesy of the Regal Mfg. Co., Montreal.
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GARM ENT.

Canada Cloak Co., Limited

63-71 West Wellington St.

TORONTO :: CANADA

WOMEN'S, MISSES' AND

CHILDREN'S COATS

FUR-COLLARED COATS

WOMEN'S AND MISSES' SUITS

WOMEN'S SKIRTS

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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To Alter Bulging Collar

" Review's" Problem Discussed Further by Heads

of Ready-to-Wear Departments — Different

Methods Suggested

Discussing the problem upon which salespeople

in several ready-to-wear departments expressed their

views in the Sept. 15 number of The Review, three

interesting replies have been received from Miss

Margaret McKinnon, of the Peter McSweeney Co.,

Moncton, N. B., Mrs. J. McRae, of Thompson, Sault

Ste. Marie, and H. G. Thorpe, Exclusive Ladies'

Store, North Bay. The problem referred to the al-

teration of a coat collar which bulged slightly at

the back, and The Review requested salespeople to

give the statement which they would make to such

a customer, with the object of inspiring her confi-

dence in their understanding of the matter.

How to Make a Coat Collar Set.

Miss McKinnon's reply follows:

A successful ready-to-wear saleslady or salesman
requires considerable knowledge of the art of alter-

ing garments to fit figures which are difficult to fit.

There is no part of a coat which requires more at-

tention in the making than the collar, or no part

that requires more altering in a ready-to-wear gar-

ment.

Any store that caters for the ladies' ready-to-

wear trade should have a department to make altera-

tions, and I think same should be done free of

charge, expect in cases where prices are reduced, and
then I think a moderate rate should be charged for

alterations. In the case as cited in Review, where
a collar is too long and sticks out in the back, what
is known among tailors as the strap, is too long.

The front shoulder at neck should be shortened, by
taking in shoulder seams, and this would require the

shortening of the collar. Then the coat should be

put on the customer and the collar stretched to

shape, commencing at seam in back. If that be care-

fully done, there is no difficulty in having the collar

to fit snugly to the neck. Of course, it all depends
on the build of the person to be fitted. In some
cases it would be but necessary to remove the collar,

cut away a small portion of the cloth from the back
of neck, and then stretch the collar on carefully.

A Satisfactory Method.

Mr. Thorpe's reply: The way we remedy this is

to set a piece of cloth be-

tween the collar and the

top of the coat, something like this in shape.

This brings the collar forward and higher up,

and makes it fit properly around the neck. A cer-

tain amount of shrinking can be done to the collar,

which also tends to bring it forward. The inserted

piece is entirely hidden by the collar, and in this

way we can assure the customer of a proper fit with-

out changing the lines of the garment. We do not
make any charge for this on garments sold at regular

prices.

With and Without Seams.

Mrs. J. McRae's reply:

—

To the customer complaining about the bulge
in the back of the collar of her coat,

I would say that our ready-to-wear depart-
ment could make this collar fit her by
a little alteration. This alteration could be effected

by taking up the two seams running from the
shoulder to the collar, take them up in a V-shaped
manner, starting at the, shoulder, and widening until

you reach the collar, and take enough out of the
collar to compensate for the quantity you have taken
out of the shoulder seams. This alteration would
take the bulge out of the collar. Should the collar

have no seam down the back, you would then re-

quire to rip the whole collar off, and shorten from
both ends to the required length. To make the first

alteration (with the seam in the collar) would cost

50c; if there were no seam and the collar had to be
taken off, it would be worth 75c to $1.00.

Panel Sashes a Feature
Reversible Satins and Ribbons are Used — Velvet

Ribbons Selling — Scalloped Edges are Novel Touch
of French Ribbons— Satins in the Lead.

The season's opening weeks have established be-

yond doubt the popularity of the fancy girdle. The
panel girdle is the most stylish of these. It consists

of wide or narrow folded belt, with a single or double
dependent panel at the back. This must be wide,

and may or may not be shaped, so both ribbon and
silk may be used to make it. It is weighted with
fringe, with tassels or with made flowers.

Ideal materials for the construction of the panel
sash consist of the reversible satins or ribbons, and
the shot taffetas or velvet for girdle and taffeta or

satin for panel. The combination of two
materials in this way is more than per-

missible. It is distinctly "de' rigueur." Does this

suggest a way in which the retailer may make his

workroom help his Xmas sales and make money
out of left-over ends?

Many of these girdles are so high built as to sug-

gest the Postillion fashions, or the earliest Empire.
Others are lower with distinct 1830 effect. Still

others are quite conventional, narrow and retaining

slightly raised or normal waistline.

Bead embroideries sometimes are used to weight
panel ends. These ends may have diagonal, fish-tail

or square shape. No ribbon counter should neglect

to show some specimens as above described. They
are easy of construction, and yet quite strikingly dif-

ferent from the old sash.

Scalloped edge ribbons are the novelty now offer-

ed in New York, both for millinery and trimming
purposes.

A use for which medium width silk ribbons

should readily be sold suggests itself to the merchant
who glances at the scant, narrow frills, in rows from

the knee down, of the new dresses. The selvedge

finish both of ribbons and of cloth is now quite

freely used at the hem and elsewhere by the best

houses in Paris.

Velvet ribbons should be one of the best sellers

of the season. For bandeaux, belt, etc., they are

indispensable. Very wide velvets will commend
themselves to the up-to-date milliner and dressmaker.
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MOTHERS WILL NOT SEW
and worry and fuss over the children's dresses when they can buy what suits them

CHildren's Dresses
Our plant is devoted to the making of children's dresses in all the latest and most

practical styles. Princess garments are known throughout the ready-to-wear trade as the
garments that please the mothers and delight the children. It will pay you to inspect our
Spring line before placing your order. Write for prices and styles.

PRINCESS GARMENT CO.
76 Richmond Street East - TORONTO, CAN.

Mackinnon's Ladies* Tailoring System
'1ATE turn your slow selling dress goods into fast selling, Stylish. Up-to-date, Ladies' Suits, Coats and Skirts

—

" "Made to Measure" or for Stock. We assist you with our Catalogue, Measurement Charts, etc., to

secure orders from customers who cannot be filled or satisfied in your Cloak department, thus giving

you an Added Profit .

If you have not yet received our Catalogue mail us a card for same to-day.

Start the season with a Rush . Compile a list of your present and prospective customers. Send

them one of our Catalogues with your business card and announcement on front cover, giving to the recipient

timely and interesting information about "Made to Measure'' Tailoring. This is a sure, safe, inexpensive and

profitable mode of modern advertising and costs you for ioo with envelopes $14.00; 200 for $20,00;

500 for $30.00 ; 1000 for $50.00.

A. L. MACKINNON 261 Queen W., TORONTO Established 1897

"This is the best fitting garment I ever had.

I must order another one exactly the same. Wonder where I got it?" He found

out, if there was a woven label sewn on it, and the finding out meant a re-order.

You can get re-orders for your goods by sewing a woven label with your name or

brand on it on every garment vou stock.

While you are about it get the right label—
right in style and price—-from

The Canada Label & Webbing Company, Limited
TORONTO

Everything in Girdles, Cords, Tassels, Trimmings
Ladies' Dress Girdles (to match any color or material), Dress and Neck Cords, Chenille or Velvet

Cords, Cushion Girdles, Bathrobe and Costume Girdles, Curtain Loops and Drapery Cords and

Tassels, Window Shade Pulls and Tassels, Pom Poms and Parasol Cords, etc.

Special orders and designs made for Furnishing Trimmings to match any fabric or color scheme.

Bag Handles and Cords used by all leather goods manufacturers.

Silk and Cotton buttonhole gimps for use of tailors and garment makers.

Note: Cords for programmes and Booklets, etc., made and shipped immediately
on receipt of orders.

The Canada Cord and Weaving Company, Limited
ROYCE & EDWIN STS (Late Canadian Cord & Tassel Co.) Established 1900 TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Paris Favors Early Victorian Adaptations
They Predominate All Along the Line — Crinoline Types and Modes Applied

to the Slim, Uncorseted Figure — Lavish Use of Lace a Strong Feature
- New Vogue Emphasizes Use of Satin — Novel Sleeves Follow Skirt Lines

Staff Correspondence

Paris, France, Sept. 25.

THE idea that some sensational style would be

launched when the Parisian dressmaking
houses showed their Fall models has not

been verified. Instead, designers have work-

ed upon evolutionary lines. The movement in favor

of late eighteenth and mid-nineteenth or Victorian

styles that has been so marked during the late Sum-
mer is resulting in a strong exhibition of these ten-

dencies all along the line.

There has also been a selection made of ideas

from other periods, and though the early Victorian

modes predominate, they are not used exclusively.

Many dresses present quite a combination of periods,

arranged and harmonized by the skill and wit of the

designer.

In using the early Victorian models, costumers
have eliminated all vestiges of the crinoline, though
they have adapted in a wonderful way the fashions

of a crinoline period. Before the openings, there

was talk of wide crinoline skirts, pinched-in waists

and what was more important in the eyes of the

fabric makers of longer lengths of materials for

the gown, none of which show any present signs of

materializing.

Present Figure Favored.

Women are wedded to the present figure. It is

youthful looking, it is graceful, it is comfortable, it

is healthful, and it is sensible. Therefore, unless
something decidedly better can be offered, they ask,

why change? And this is the real reason why the
dressmakers are using the lace flounces and the be-
frilled trimmings of the Victorian period on skirts

cut on the close-clinging straight lines, so adored by
the woman of the present day. Not only are skirts

influenced by this period, but the revival of mid-
Victorian styles is the new note all along the line,

and its influence superimposed on the present day
line and contour is molding the fashions of the clay.

Skirts Still Narrow.
Therefore, though flounces, frills, pleatings and

over-drapery is used, skirts are still very narrow.
Just enough has been conceded to make them com-
fortable to walk in, and no more. Moreover, this

concession has been made in such a manner that the
appearance of extreme tightness is yet retained, and
the wished-for seven and a half yards of fabric for a
gown is still in the realm of dreams. But to offset

this the very richest of materials are in vogue, and
this applies both to the fabric and the trimmings.

Lace Extremely Fashionable.
The lavish use of lace was a pre-eminent factor

in Victorian fashions, and now that a revival is tak-
ing place, lace, always in favor during periods of
elegant gowning, is extremely fashionable.

Both light laces and heavy laces will prevail,
and all sorts will be used. Lace over lace is worn,
heavy coarse weaves being used under draperies of

light laces or transparent fabrics. Chantilly is in
high favor, and deservedly so, for the designs are
beautiful, and its wearing qualities are of the best.

It is used for triple-flounced skirts, and in various
widths for waists, blouses and tunics. Other fine

laces in evidence are Malines, Valenciennes, Mechlin,
Alencon, pointe de Neige and shadow laces. The
heavier laces most worn are Macrame, Venise and
also Irish crochet.

Quite Victorian is the use of white satin, trim-
med with lace or fringe for dinner and afternoon
gowns. The satin used is of the heavy twilled vari-

ety, and of the softest possible quality, and fringe
is a particularly desirable trimming, as its weight
drags down the fabric into the wanted clinging
folds. The lace, as a rule, forms the finish of the
fichu, the corsage and the sleeve and another new
touch is to edge these lace frills with a border fold

of mousseline de soie.

The October Bride.

Talking about lace and white satin reminds one
of the needs of the October bride. The bridal gown
must be of soft white satin, with Alencon as the
favored lace. Moreover, there is a court train added
of rich white and silver brocade. Where dead white
is not becoming oyster or pearl tints may be chosen,

but satin is the ordained fabric.

A beautiful bridal gown that the writer was pri-

vileged to see was of oyster white thick soft twilled

satin. The skirt lapped over to one side of the front,

and then fell away to show a flounced petticoat of

Alencon lace. A little of the same lace also showed
on the corsage between the folds of a soft fichu of

mousseline de soie. The sleeves also were a new
feature. They were long and plain and were quite

untrimmed, save for the frilled points that fell

slightly over the hands. The heavy court train fell

from the shoulders, and was of oyster white and sil-

ver brocade, flounced with lace and silk muslin. To
be arranged over the dark hair of the bride was a
hood or bonnet of Alencon held in place by a wreath
of myrtle, jasmine and orange blossoms, and the veil

of the same beautiful lace fell far down over the
train at the back.

Velvet and Fur.

Though satin, silk and lace tells much of the

story, velvet is equally prominent. Rich embroid-
eries are used, and lines of fur have a new promin-
ence in dress decoration. Fur is used in the most
eccentric fashion. Narrow lines stand out in start-

ling contrast on mousseline fichus or lace sleeve frills,

and lines of fur accentuate the scallops and points

that finish the lace over-skirts, to be repeated in

wider bands that form the hem. Ermine and black
sable bodies are formed into rosettes and knots, to

hold in place folds of lace, or of the transparent
fabrics that form the draperies above skirts of satin

or velvet, and these furred bodies are laid as con-

necting 1 lands over a bare shoulder.
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Velvet-Striped Gauzes.

Among the new fabrics shown are velvet-striped

gauzes. These are of rich mossy velvet, alternating

with pin stripes of gauze, giving almost the effect

of a ribbed fabric. An afternoon gown of this fabric

from the establishment of Martial & Armand is of

midnight blue. There is an underwaist of blue
underskirt at one side of the front. The overdress

closes all the way down the front, with a double
row of satin buttons, and there is a line of embroid-
ery in dull yellow shades, and a rubat of yellow lace

as a neck finish. This velvet overdress has softly

looped, dropped low draperies, scant and flattened

out to fall in with the present-day love for closeness

of line. Draperies of this kind are much employed
on the new gowns. The sleeve in this gown is most
interesting, as it is in the new gauntlet form. Mar-
tial & Armand are partial to this form of sleeve, and
show it on many of their afternoon gowns. One in-

teresting model shows the upper part of the sleeve

of lace with the gauntlet of silk coming to a sharply
defined point at the top, and pointing slightly over

the hand. Another feature of the sleeves seen here
and also at Jeanne Langevin's and some of the other

leading houses is the line pleated frills of lace, tulle

or chiffon used as a finish.

The new woolen materials are soft, thick and ex-

ceedingty light in weight and diagonal weaves and
heavy wales are particularly favored. This applies

to serges, and the much favored ratine is now shown
in diagonal effect.

Color Developments Indicated.

Black and white effects and mixtures and blues

are still leading, and much black worn, but color

developments are indicated later, notably in the di-

rection of reds and tawny yellows.

Sleeves Imitating Skirt Lines.

Though the sleeve described is the newest, there
are other models. Madame Paquin is showing a
draped sleeve imitating the skirt in miniature.
These sleeves are of sheer, soft material, and appear
to advantage on house gowns and evening wraps.
Ball gowns and evening toilettes have sleeves that
leave the upper portion of the arm bare, or have
filmy whisps of tulle or lace twining about the arm
and held cunningly in place by lines of beads or
lovely ornaments. Another new sleeve is in three
tiers to match the skirt. These three flounced ef-

fects are edged either with velvet ruches or with ball
or silk fringe.

Evening wraps are of unusual elegance, and
many of them are more than usually eccentric.
M <

'I al brocades, satin brocades with velvet figures are
combined with rich furs, laces, mousselines and chif-
fons into luxurious and elegant wraps that drape the
figure and the immense draped sleeves also form a
most marked feature.

With Weil-Defined Policy
T. R. Gaines, Formerly Ready-to-Wear Buyer

for W. H. Scroggie, Montreal, Opens
Specialty Store

There are already twenty people employed in
the ready-to-wear garment store opened at 553 St.

Catherine St. West, Montreal, on Sept. 16, under the

Interior view T. R. Gaines'
specialty ready-to-wear
store, Montreal. A notable
point about the arrangement
is that goods are displayed
in such a way as to invite
inspection and to aid selec-
tion. Note the display tables
in centre, racks and ward-
robes at side.
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name of T. R. Gaines, Limited. The staff includes

twelve salespeople and eight alteration hands. It

will be the policy of this store to do a good part of

their advertising through satisfied customers.

The store is 114 feet in length, with a frontage

of 40 feet, and on entering one is impressed with

the bright and airy appearance. There is no crowd-

ing of goods upon tables or in show cases. All meer-

chandise is so placed as to be easily seen by the

prospective customer without disturbing the goods.

For example:—All 36 inch waists are kept on one

table, all 38 inch on another, and so on. When a

person wishes to see a 36 inch waist she can see the

entire assortment of this size without having to

handle a lot of other sizes.

Another important feature about modern mer-

chandising is the method in which the display-win-

dows are kept. Mr. Gaines changes his windows

three times every week. This is a good advertising

plan, for it is a recognized fact among retail mer-

chants that bright, persistent window trimming is

of more value to the merchant than many other

forms of advertising.

Mr. Gaines' idea is that specialization is the mo-

dern tendency, and in this store, he will concen-

trate on popular-priced waists, and children's dresses

in addition to large assortments of other lines.

The store has good display equipment. On the

right side of the store towards the back are cases de-

voted to children's dresses. Near the front are sev-

eral cases devoted to various lines. Cabinets for cos-

tumes, skirts and cloaks are in the rear. There are

also four neatly arranged fitting rooms. The plan

throughout is excellent and gives the most room to

the best advantage.

The store has already started a mail-order depart-

ment. 10,000 copies of catalogue have already been

sent out. Next Spring it is expected that 50,000 will

be issued.

Mr. Gaines' experience extends back twenty-four

years. Twelve years were spent in New York, seven

and one-half with John Forsythe and three and one-

half in a Fifth Avenue store, New York. During

the past two years he has been with W. H. Scroggie,

Montreal, as buyer in the ready-to-wear department.

In every parcel that goes from the store is en-

closed a special slip, giving the clerk's number,

store's name and address, and a message to the pub-

lic, explaining the methods employed by the store;

also reasons for selling superior goods at moderate

prices. An extract from one of these messages to

the public describes the policy of the store at a

glance :

—

"We buy for cash—we sell for cash. No credit,

no discounts, no rebates. No extravagant working

expenses. No unnecessary outlay that must be added

to the selling price."

Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto, are reorganizing

their ready-to-wear sales department and factory.

Fred Trebilcock, dress goods buyer, is in charge,

combining the buying, merchandising and manufac-

turing of both sections. It is the intention of the

firm to develop this branch of the business to a still

greater extent, and at present they are preparing

Spring samples of suits, dresses, coats, blouses and

a full line of ready-to-wear garments. Travelers will

be on the road in two weeks' time. In the men's fur-

nishing department, W. Inrig succeeds E. P. Howe
as manager and buyer.

MEETING MAIL ORDER VALUES
Continued From Page 101

a lace trimmed line at $2.00 dozen, if a buyer asks

for it.

In the surprise packet of notions, 10 articles are

given for 19c. Although not informed of what
this contains, it would be possible to include: 1

package each needles, darning needles and pins, cube
of glass-headed pins, a hair ribbon, 3 papers of hair-

pins, card of safety pins, darner, 2 skeins mending
wool, ball of silkoline, 2 cards hooks and eyes, 1
doz. dome fasteners, 2 pairs, of shoe laces, 1 set of

collar supports, 2 collar buttons, 2 bunches of tape,

roll of binding, skirt band, 4 yards featherstitch

braid, bunch skirt braid, cake of soap or 2 hair nets,

and have plenty left to make the bag.

The last item on this page of interest to dry goods
stores is a 4-foot all-wood curtain pole, without rings,

at 19c Any quantity of these can be bought at

$17.00 gross and the five-foot length at $18.00 gross.

Local Merchants Often Sell Cheaper.

Many merchants base their sale values on those

given in mail order catalogues, and offer seasonable
lines at their respective times, which are practically

the same as those quoted by departmental stores.

There is no question but many lines are sold cheaper
in outside stores than on the counters of large shops,

as every merchant knows who compares values, when
looking for style at the showings in different depart-

ments to assist in more intelligent buying. He can
always return home with more confidence in his own
buying abilities and stock.

One point is certain—large departmental stores

only quote their lines as cheaply as their buying
justifies. The disposition to cut prices for that

reason alone is not evident. From every standpoint
they conduct their business on business lines and re-

tain the confidence of customers. Each phase of

their merchandising is marked by honorable deal-

ings, either selling or buying. To criticize the lat-

ter is but to admit that it is a pleasure to sell them
goods. Buyers know what is wanted, what price they
can pay, and there is no further haggling over prices.

Manufacturers are as willing to sell anybody else at

the same price for similar quantities.

In Spite op Competition.
The statement that these stores are detrimental

to smaller ones does not in some respects, at least,

seem justified, when right alongside of their estab-

lishments smaller stores are thriving or being opened
up every day. Specialty shops for ready-to-wear,

millinery, shoes, and men's furnishings, all get a

share of the trade, consistent with the bid made for

it. Excuses for slow business in these stores is not

blamed on mail order concerns. Another place of

business may never have to consiedr catalogue prices,

because the class of trade catered to is entirely dif-

ferent.

A Locality Proposition.

It is largely a locality matter, and surely mer-

chants on the ground can judge just how success-

ful the territory is being served by them. Probably

this business caters to a different trade, but that is

no reason why mail-order experience, as given in

catalogues, cannot be used to profit that business.

It is full of profitable lessons, past the experimental

stages.
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HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied by sellers, but
for which the editors of the '" Review" do
not necessarily hold themselves responsible

AN IMPORTANT DEPARTMENT.
Mr. Anderson who has just taken

control of the kid glove department

of Greenshields Ltd Montreal, has

just returned from his European trip

where he went to inspect the goods

in work in the various' factories.

While in Grenoble he devoted special

attention to the factory which forms

the backbone of that important de-

partment and whose goods are exclu-

sively confined to Greenshields Ltd.,

of Pewny, Memain & Fils at Gren-

oble. The care and attention with

which gloves at this factory are exe-

cuted is unsurpassed in every detail.

Only the best quality of leathers is

used, and in making up the goods,

nothing is left to chance. This is

the reason why their goods are uni-

versally held in such high repute on

all the leading markets.

After Mr. Carret's retirement from

the firm, he was succeeded by E. Me-

main, and his two sons. Anybody in

touch with the glove trade will know
Mr. E. Memain from his former im-

portant connection in the glove manu-

facturing, and it can be said without

fearing to be accused of exaggeration,

that Mr. Memain is considered the

greatest authority of the present day

in the manufacture of kid gloves, in

their highest standard. Apart from

this, Mr. Memain is an exceptional

businessman and has unique experi-

ence. He is ably assisted by his two

sons, George and Gaston, who are

glovers by profession and training.

Both had college schooling in Eng-

land, also in Germany, and conse-

quently master these languages fluent-

ly apart from their mother tongue.

Mr. E. Pewny manages the London

office, as the interests of the firm are

very important there, as besides the

extensive dealings in the! United

Kingdom, the shipping trade with all

the British colonies is transacted

from that office.

DOMINION OILCLOTH CO.'S NEW
SAMPLES.

The Dominion Oilcloth Company,

Limited, Montreal, have their new
samples in the hands of the whole-

salers. These books show an im-

provement over previous years. For-

merly the samples were printed on

heavy material, thus making very

heavy sample books. This year all

the samples are lithographed on pap-

er. This method gives an exact re-

production of the colors and size of

the patterns that aie shown. The
samples are shown in two books; one

Unoleum book, and one oilcloth book.

The size of these books is 9x16.

While the samples shown are a great

improvement over former years, the

weight of the complete range is very

much lighter for the traveler to carry.

This is the first lithographic work of

this kind ever done in Canada. Mer-

chants will make no mistake in wait-

ing for travelers to show these

samples.

PRIESTLEY'S LINES FOR SPRING
Mr. Kent, dress goods buyer for

Greenshields Limited, returned this

week from his European buying trip.

He reports the range of Priestley's

dress goods for the Spring season of

1912 as larger and better than ever,

which is saying a good deal. Green-

shields Limited do everything pos-

sible to assist the merchant in the

selling of these dress goods by sup-

plying advertising cuts, etc., to any

customer desiring same.

DOMINION CORSET CO.'S NEW
FACTORY.

Montreal, Sept. 30.—It will be re-

membered that The Dominion Corset

Co.'s factory was burned on May
27th. Fifteen days later this firm

started to rebuild, and to manufac-
ture their goods in temporary quart-

ers.

Their new building will be 480' feet

in length, four storeys high, and have
a basement. 1

It will be built of

brick and stone.

At the present time there are about

680 people employed. On December
15th everything will be completed and

ready for next season's business. The
office staff is large, and large quanti-

ties of goods are being turned out

now. This firm make their own
boxes. Hereafter, all orders will tie

promptly executed, and this will be

more satisfactory to both their cus-

tomers and themselves.

GUIDE BOOK TO DAINTYLAND.
With the approach of the gift sea-

son, more than usual interest will

centre in "daintyland" novelties,

which appeal so forcefully to the juv-

enile mind. Many novelties are being

introduced this season by Richard G.

Krueger, importer and manufacturer,

New York, and merchants should not

be without his very complete cata-

logue in which all ' of the latest ideas

are illustrated. The success of the

toy and fancy goods department at

all times depends to a very large de-

gree upon the extent to which it

features novelties , as well as the pro-

minence given to the many dainty ar-

ticles always in demand. The Krueg-

er catalogue from this point of view

is the key to the situation. It gives

to the merchant a most comprehen-

sive idea of the great range of ar-

ticles for baby and the little folks

that are desirable for Christmas,

birthday or other special occasions.

It is a guidebook in short to "Dainty-

land," and no merchant should be

without it. Complete assortments of

goods that are certain sellers may be

obtained for $25, $35, $50, $65, $85

or $100. You should know all about

these. Send for a catalogue.

CATALOGUE OF PRINCESS GAR-
MENTS.

The Fall catalogue of the Princess

Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Toronto,

has just been issued, and contains fif-

teen illustrated pages descriptive of

Princess coats and suits. A glance

through this catalogue shows an in-

terpretation of the season's fashions

which will immediately appeal to the

Canadian trade. Every merchant

should have a copy.

NOVELTIES FOR CHRISTMAS.
An interesting line of imported

novelties for Christmas selling is of-

fered to the trade. Mesh bags of

German silver, in the fashionable

"Vanity box" style, drop ear-rings

for unpierced ears, fancy, jeweled

hair ornaments and bandeaux, and
the latest in jeweled pendants and
necklets are included. Pompadour
neck-bands with filigree ornaments,

set with rhinestones, were especially

attractive looking. This is a line of

surprising values at prices that should

prove just right to the retailer who
is looking for a fine profit.

A fine line of English belts of

strong construction in the latest

styles is also shown. The exclusive

agency for these lines is held by Otto

Veit, Manufacturer's Agent, Empire
Bldg., Toronto.

HAMMOCK MAKERS IN NEW
FACTORY.

The Hohlfield Manufacturing Co.,

makers of the "Eclat" line of ham-
mocks have become installed in their

new mill at Alleghany Avenue and
10th, North Philadelphia, Pa. The
new plant consists of a mill 250 feet

long, power house and large ware-

house.
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The good clothes trade won't run away cff to the cities if the local merchants keep Semi-ready tailoring.

This line offers both or either stock goods or made-to-measure goods. It offers a tailor shop that makes

money in teason and does not eat its head off in the off season.

We have many customers who started off with sample orders of less than $500, including a few dozen

suits and overcoats, and the special order outfit; they are now clearing"from $1,500 to $3,000 annually

in their Semi-ready department-

Semi-ready offers you the uplift—and it's a system which must prevail.

ei>emt=reabp Himiteb, jHontreal

There's no obligation incurred by writing for free particulars; a $2.00 picture free to every inquiry from

The Men's Wear Review.

Please mention The Review U> Advertisers and Their Travelers,
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You must

have

"Cravenette"

Shower-proofs

for wet

weather

;

they are

waterproof

and hygienic

because

porous.

Rec ? Trade Mark

proofed by
THE-#W//flH'"C?LT?

WET
X/

or

fine;
RAIN
SHINE

Facsimile of stamp on bach
of Genuine <»oods.

You can wear

them for

fine weather,

because

they are

smart and

fashionable.

Dust-proof

as well as

shower-proof

TO BE OBTAINED FROM ALL LEADING DRAPERS
IN CASE OF ANY DIFFICULTY, PLEASE WRITE TO

The CRAVENETTECO., LTD., BRADFORD, YORKSHIRE
S >wcards or Booklets if desired may be bad by applying through the Wholesale Importing Houses

What Do You Earn ?

DON'T think us impertinent. We want you to put the
question to yourself, and to supplement it with the

further question, "Could you earn any more ?"

Certainly you could, if your wasted evenings could
be used to advantage.

Why not let The MacLean Publishing Company help
you out ? They will appoint you circulation solicitor in your
district for MacLean's Magazine.

When you have tried it you may find it pays you
well enough to give your whole time to it. That has been
the experience of many before you.

The MacLean Publishing Company
143-149 UNIVERSITY AVE. TORONTO, CANADA



FURNISHINGS

From the Buyer's Viewpoint
Facts About Latest Fashion Developments on
Both Sides of the Atlantic — What the London
Shops are Doing — Men's Wear Novelties

In London they are adopting a larger dress bow
than usual. When tied, the bow is so tight that it

does not look too large or unsuitable. Two inches

wide at the wide part and about seven-eighths-ineh

at the narrow point, with rounded corners, are correct,

Report has it that there is a tendency in London
to get away from the very close fitting shapes in

clothes. It is predicted that garments of the near
future, especially lounging types, will be fuller and
looser. Fabrics of the cheviot and Saxony order

will, it is said, be much more popular than worsteds

for city wear.
* * *

The ever increasing attention which has been

paid to London as the origin of men's wear styles, by
Canadian houses is likely to be very considerably
accentuated by the fact that there is to be a ducal
palace at Ottawa. Doubtless, the Capital will now
have a more intense meaning to expositors of fashion

than ever before.
* * *

During the past year there has been a marked
growth in the specialization of boys' clothing. This
development i- timely. Retailers point out that cus-

tomers are becoming more exacting than ever in the

matter of boys' and children's wear and there seems
to be a. demand that would warrant a broad exten-
sion of enterprise.

* * *

A fair showing of early Fall suits made their ap-

pearance at the Woodbine race meet in Toronto.
Undoubtedly, the favor for tweeds in the smaller

patterns and in greys and lighter browns was demon-
strated, although there was also a fair showing of

larger pattern-. Navy blue in the rougher serges was
also very strong. The vogue of soft hats was also

quite marked.
^c % %

Single-breasted overcoats of navy blue, with the

back rather loose and with an inverted pleat start-

ing half way down the back, will, it is said be a popu-

lar garment in London this season. The waistline

will be defined by a belt stitched to the garment at

the spot where the inverted pleat passes down. An-
other new material is a powdered blue—a navy with
a, hair of white on the surface.

* * *

Silk net fabrics with close, crushy mesh is the

newest thing in Fall neckwear offered by the West
End houses in London. Autumn tints in beautiful

blendings are featured. Another type is in rich

hand-loom silk produced in large vine leaf effects

and heather sprigs in natural shades on dark back-
grounds. Knitted ties in fine close weaves of silk

are popular in London at present. There has been
a brisk demand for bandana colorings in scarfs.

A new field has been discovered for knitted

goods. A manufacturer in the United States is offer-

ing a knit, overcoat which is as unlike a sweater as

one fabric could be from another in appearance.
( 'oats are made either flat or ribbed in something the
same way as a sweater, but without the open stitch

and coarse finish of the latter. By using only long
fiber yarns napping is obtained on some of the num-
bers, but unlike most processes of napping this will

not wear off under ordinary usage, while it is also

claimed that the garment will not ravel as do most
knit fabrics The coats are well adapted to motoring
and various sports. It is made in two shades of brown
as well as in slate, grey, green and all practical colors

lo retail at $30. Shorter coats, jackets and vests,

and ladies' coats, are also receiving attention.

Benefit by Other Fellows' Mistakes

A buyer who has had great success in stocking

only selling goods and whose house has not had a

special sale for years, states:

"Although I have bought so as to eliminate the

special sale, yet I am pretty familiar with every sale

put on in a radius of ten miles. When a dealer in

competitive territory advertises his closing out sale

on broken lines, I want to see that sale. A glance at

a counter full of 'offerings' tells me more about buy-
ing—and at another firm's expense—than I could
learn from thousands of dollars spent in try-outs.

"I have bought hundreds of dollars' worth of

stuff from the bargain tables of other dealers—for I

want to know what won't sell. Then I push my buy-
ing so as to avoid the losing items which grace my
I'tl low-dealers' sales."
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Spring Shirt Samples
Travellers Now on the Road — Patterns and
Cloths Used — Negligee Shirts Selling — Values

at Different Prices

Men's shirts for Spring are now before buyers.

In plain staple styles, prints, hair line stripes in

black and white, blue and white, and many novelty

stripes up to $36 dozen have been freely taken.

While usual demand is for qualities up to $18 dozen

and greater quantities bought at $9.00, $10.50 and
$12, this season, buyers are giving more attention to

detail of finish and points of tailoring. For novelty

trade it is important that better numbers arc being
bought than usual even in negligee prints.

Shirts iv the Spring range of the Van Allen Co., Hamilton,
Showing neat striped patterns. On the left is a pleated bosom
shirt with novelty cuff and on the right are negligees with soli

French cuffs. For these negligees, collars are made to match the

fabric. Crystal silk and soisette are two leading fabrics in this

line.

Starting at $9, buyers can secure a better shirt

than ever at that price. From that up to •$- 1 dozen

ranges, include many effective patterns in stripe

prints and zephyrs with heavy line cord introduced.

Madrasses in neat stripes are selling best in books

from $12 up. In denoting color-, it is usually blue

and white, black and white and a number of newer

patterns in which purple stripes are brought
_
more

prominently before buyers' attention. Some sightly

combination stripes are included among these pat-

terns. The bulk of the season's selling will be done

on prints, zephyrs and Madrasses.

There are several novelty materials in plain

shades made into soft front styles with French cuffs

and soft lounge collar. Crystal silks in plain Shades

and cotton pongees in blue, champagne, tan, mauve,

cream and grey, start in books from $21 dozen up.

Suesine silks are also shown in all colors from $28
up. This fabric is soft and silky in texture with a

high finish and should prove as satisfactory for shirts

as" it does for many other Summer dress require-

ments. India silks are sold at $30 dozen. This

range includes numerous stripes, as well as plain

shades and soft colors in greys and blues with tans

promising well on the order of silk pongees. Some
of the combinations of this cloth are grey with black,

soft grey with blue, two-tone blues, tans with blue

and black and purple on mauve.

The foregoing ]>a I terns and most of the cloths

are new this season. Among these newer materials
silk henrietta, a mercerized fabric very similar to

cashmere, having a twill effect, is prominent and
taken to tone stocks, for dressy wear or to fill the
better demand which is being experienced. Com-
pleted shirts are very neat.

For high-class trade, vestings, mostly white with
a small neat design or stripe, fine zephyrs in similar
patterns, plain white vestings or matte fabrics and
coiii silks are to be ready about January 1st. These,
of course, are made for special order trade and to

measurement.
Buyers will find an assortment of different cloths,

patterns and styles fully up to last year, at the re-

spective prices. With prompt deliveries in sight, the

season will open with a representative showing of

shirts, which will at once commend themselves to

customers for serviceable as well as dressy wear. For
workmanship, attention to tailoring and improve-
: tents in shirt manufacture, this season's range
should be more satisfactory to most merchants and
buyers than any previous assortment.

Buying Underwear Stock
Spring Lines Will Show Improvements in Details

of Finish, Size and Styles — Comparisons Will

Give Buyers Insight as to Values

SPRING underwear samples are now before

merchants for selection. Early placing has
been about usual. Jobbers are holding back
possibly for prices but from present indica-

tions there is no likelihood of lower quotations. For-
eign yarns are bought in advance and placed in some
instances up till July, 1912. With business practi-

cally assured through orders already placed, no
change in values is to be expected.

Underwear for Spring 1913.

In considering Spring lines for 1913, underwear
manufacturers are anticipating marked improve-
ments in new samples to be planned directly. It is

premature to make other than passing mention of

these changes and later information will be ready
by Jan. 1st.

It may be advisable at that time to show better

values on 1913 samples but manufacturers hesitate

to relinquish any advantages they may have gained
through lessened costs. Some decided market con-

ditions will have to be found in buying yarns for

1913 Spring stock to warrant any different values.

Changes will more likely include new samples of

cut, weave, or style.

Closed Crotch Combinations.

Buyers are taking the regular lines of staples sell-

ing underwear to meet the prevailing retail prices.

Business has been fairly active. No changes are

asked for from the buying end. One of the suc-

cesses of Spring selling is closed-crotch combinations
in Summer weights. First reports are highly satis-

factory on these garments and manufacturers are

showing lines, which meet customer's every require-

ment.
A strange point about this demand is that it is

all extra business over previous season's orders.

Quantities of two-piece suits are placed as usual and
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The Fitclose
Designed'and'rnade only by us

Do Not Conflict
this wrap with any other shape on the mar-
ket, as it is entirely different in every point.

The Fitclose
is the only wrap made that will fit the neck
closely under all conditions, the shoulder
seams are so designed that the wrap can-
not possibly sag below the collar. Give us
a trial order to convince you that you will

have in THE FITCLOSE a good seller.

Prices from $4.50 Upwards, in Black

and Fancy Poplins and Silk

A Novelty for the

Men's Furnisher
BRUSH AND COMB BAGS
COLLAR CASES
NECKTIE CASES

Made in plain, fancy and Persian silks (to

match in sets if desired),

Price, $4.50, $6.50, $8.50
$12.00 per Dozen

AS ILLUSTRATED

$8.50 per Dozen

The Sword Neckwear Co., Limited
TORONTO

Canadian Selling Agents for Corliss-Coon Collars

I'lease mention The Review iu Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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in comparing orders it is seen that the increase on
combinations is without detriment to other numbers.
Closed crotch combinations are being added and
stocks increased to that extent as merchants are

realizing that this is a new departure meriting a

growing demand following this winter's satisfactory

sales. Such a view is expressed in orders placed so

far for Spring.

See the Whole Suit.

Now that next season's samples are being con-

sidered, several precautions are necessary. It is us-

ually the custom to look at sample shirts without

seeing all-round proportions of both garments of a

two-piece suit. It is just as necessary to be careful,

as to proper cut in drawers and therefore buyers

should compare samples for size, roominess in the

seat and thighs, and for all round satisfaction to

themselves and to their trade.

rin
^>

JI m^M
bt j A

Porous knit natural balbriggan undergarment from the Zim-
merknit Spring range, showing texture, finish and detail of

manufacture. The Zimmerman Manufacturing Co., Hamilton.

While it is generally understood that Canadian
underwear manufacturers are liberal in the matter

of standard, sizes, and workmanship, buyers musl

not expect all of them to concede everything. Where
a price quotation is given, allowing 25c dozen, it is

sometimes surprising, when drawers are compared as

to size and shapliness so necessary to perfect coin-

fort. In the second place, buyers should insist on

this season's styles and not buy goods without com-
parison in this regard. Manufacturers have prepar-

ed samples and fabrics in which the cut, finish,

trimmings and smallest detail are minutely pointed
out to buyers for the benefit of both merchant and
manufacturer. In Spring samples, some manufac-
turers claim, there is sufficient difference in finish

and bleach to warrant clean-up prices on any lines

carried over into January white sales. While this

is perhaps done every season when present and next

season's stocks are compared as to texture, elasticity

and numerous other improvements in appearance,
cut and workmanship department managers will lie

able to see the difference if any between the two
season's lines. That the last weeks of this season

enabled merchants to reduce stocks, as earlier ad-

vised, may be cause for congratulation.

Another point worth recalling is the position of

the buying public to provide themselves with more
underwear than the proverbial two suits a season.

This rule may have been all right at one time but

the average customer to-day has as many as six suits

of underwear and merchants are preparing their

Spring stocks with this growth in demand in view.

Light Weight Goods.

Each season the demand on light weight goods
is growing. New lines comprising silks, silk and
wool, silk and lisle and silkettte, balbriggan and
porous knit are shown in their respective values. In
some ranges the assortment for better trade starts at

$6.50 dozen and includes values up to $40.00 dozen.
In these grades the elasticity of the garments is of
first importance and straight cut fabrics or knitted
lines which have proved successful other years, are
an assurance of perfect fit. Manufacturers' guaran-
tee these qualities unshrinkable and not to sag.

Several details especially in finish, new braids, silk

trimmings and insertions have been added to Spring
underwear. In porous knit and balbriggans, gauzy
lisles and silkettes the seams are neatly finished by
machine and better grades hand-tailored. Some
later styles brought out have inset shoulders and
made so that draw-strings do not pull through the
I >ack but from each side. This insures a straight
tension across the shoulders.

I m proved Bleaching.

The process of bleaching underwear has been
wonderfully improved and most mills are now adopt-
ing improved machinery. The softened texture and
absolute bleach resulting is also of importance in

comparing this season's lines and last year's makes

—

while white is selling in greater proportion to colors
each season, the bleaching finish now seen in gar-
ments is to make white still more a favorite. Nat-
ural balbriggans are always shown but the percent-
age of colors—pink, blue, etc., is gradually decreas-
ing. Well-dressed people wear white.

Department managers will also have a good argu-
ment in presenting new bleached goods and will be
anxious to rid their stocks of lines which do not
measure up in this respect, provided they buy those
makers' goods which will be shrfcvn in contrast with
last season's styles manufactured by the same firms.

A ureat number of makes will not be influenced by
this improvement but for personal satisfaction buy-
ers are conmmended to look into the merits of all

improvements.
Buyers will benefit in seeing'each manufacturer's

line for comparison, as to styles, liberality in cut and
details in finish, texture and values. Much care in
workmanship and materials has been combined in
those lines now before merchants for their prefer-

ence. Thev can make their own decisions in regard
to those now in stock and carried into the Fall

season.

Newer Machinery, Fewer Seconds
Manufacturers sometimes complain of the prac-

tice of sonic merchants, who show only an opening
display of first quality underwear at the commence-
ment of each season and then secure jobs or seconds
for the success of their department. It is suggested
I iv some that with next season's stocks fairly placed
sufficient leaders might be possible from lines neces-

sarily to be cleared owing to improvements already

mentioned. The perfection of newer machinery and
processes or finishing have eliminated seconds result-

in g from imperfect yarns or drop stitches.
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RYAN RYAN

The Best is Always Cheapest
One of 30 different

styles of our genuine

Peccary Hogskin

Gloves

Suitable for all pur-
poses.

SHADES—Cream, Tan
and Black.

We make over 500 dif-

ferent styles of Gloves
and Mitts.

Look for guarantee bond
in every pair.

This glove is made with

welted fingers, Wristfit

fasteners—cut on perfect

fitting patterns — sewed
with wax thread, soft ami

agreeable to touch of the

hand.

New Tanning Process

This leather is tanned by a new process of two bath chrome tannage. Guaran-

teed to stand steam and hot water and when dried will not shrink or become
hard. This process makes this leather as waterproof as it is possible to make
leather. The oftener you wash gloves made from this leather in soap and
water or in gasoline or naphtha the more pliable they will get without injuring

the leather.

When you buy " RYAN GLOVES" you buy the cheapest consistent

with quality. We never sacrifice quality for price.

ASK YOUR WHOLESALER

The Robert Ryan Company
THREE RIVERS, QUE.

E. H. Walsh & Co., Selling Agents. Toronto Branch Offices Montreal, Vinnipejj and Vancouver

RYAN
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.

RYAN
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In cut garments all imperfections are thrown out

and the loss from this source is ' - of 1 per cent, of

the output. Other mills have already 2 per cent, in

estimating this season's costs, However, usual travel-

ers' sample ranges will be available and season's de-

velopments will show what seconds are to be had.

Some manufacturers claim that the balance of stock

carried over will result in clearing lines owing to im-
provements embodied in next season's samples. Mer-
chants can individually decide this condition as it

affects their own business.

Cutting Out The Stickers

Practical Points to Observe in Keeping Men's

Wear Stocks Clean — Give Each Season's Goods

Distinct Work — Buying Boys' Clothing

C. W. Powell, manager of the men's wear store

of D. E. Macdonald & Bros., Guelph, discussing the

elimination of "shelf warmer-." gives some practical

information with reference to buying, marking and

merchandising men'.- and boys' lines.

In the first place, regarding slow selling lines,"

states Mr. Powell, "1 find it does not pay to allow

these to accumulate. My persona] policy is to clear

these ••.-ticker.-." as soon as possible when, for any

reason whatever, they seem slow.

"A plan I have found to work very satisfactorily

in this respect i- to go carefully through the stock al

frequent intervals, having the different lines ranged

in lots and picking out any apparently bad ones or

Lines that have been in stock for -a season and have

remained practically unbroken, marking them down
and clearing them out while the season is on and the

-ood- are fresh, not waiting till the end of the season

when the demand is practically over.

"In order to guard the lock against these

"stickers." L find it a good plan to mark each season's

goods with a letter, preceding the cost mark, starting

with letter 'A.' say for Fall, 1911, and 'B' for Spring,

1912, etc. In this way it is an easy matter, when
going through the stock, to lookup your order hook

and see just how many of each line have moved to

date.

Careful Buying—Clean Stock.

"I have found from experience that the first loss

is the most satisfactory, as, if slow lines are allowed

to accumulate from season to season your stock soon

becomes heavy and hard to move: the '.-tickers' hav-

ing to take the place of new stock. In buying each

season's -lock I find it a good plan to list the stock

and arrange sizes at each price in buying to conform
with your present stock, this guarding against oxer-

loading in -low selling sizes-. Careful buying is a

great factor in clean stock-keeping and a buyer
should be thoroughly acquainted with his -lock and
the wants of the trade generally. We find here that

the popular prices in men's suits and overcoats are

from $12 to $18 and we govern our buying accord-

ingly.

"I might also mention that in clearing slow sell-

ing lines, though they may be marked close to actual

cost. I find such sales very often create new regular
business for the department, so that what would
aupear at the time close figuring and, in some cases.

distinct loss, may mean profit at the end of the year

Handling Boys' Clothing.

"Regarding the boy's clothing question 1 must
admit that it is the hardest problem of the general
clothing business, especially where it is handled in
conjunction with men's goods. In large cities where
trade won Id warrant it, a special boys' department
governed by a separate staff of salesmen and buyer
should be a profitable arrangement and lead to large
business if given proper attention. In buying boys'
clothing I find it more satisfactory to deal with
houses specializing in this line, as so many of the
regular clothing manufacturers treat boys' goods as

a side line and give it little attention as to styles and
patterns suitable for boys' clothes. Of late, the
bloomer knicker suit has made buying a stock of

boys' clothing a difficult problem, as we find here the

average city boy demands the bloomer knickers while
the country boy favors the plain style.

"In the smaller sizes, from 2 to 5 years, we bn\
the Blister Brown and in 6 to 8 year sizes, the blouse
style. We buy more of the medium price lines and
only a very limited range of the higher priced. Then
in the two-piece suit we find the double breasted style

with belt, from 25 to 28 sizes the better seller and in

the larger sizes the plain double breasted coat, made
good length with long lapels and broad shoulder
effect.

A Satisfactory Size Scale.

"In ranging the .sizes in buying I find the follow-

ing scale to work out very satisfactory: 1|25, 1[26,
1127. 2|28,_ 1 29, 2 1 30, 2 1 31, 2 j 32, 2|33, 1|34, in the

popular priced lines, while in the higher priced we
buy one each all the way through, or, in larger size-

only, according to condition of our stock.

"In clearing the slow sellers we find a sale at

-cbool opening time a great success and in this way
clean the -lock up to make ready for the new season's

goods."

No Private Office Men
Each Member of This Firm is Assigned to

an Important Position — Succes of Henderson
Bros., Port Arthur

With every member of the firm in active charge
of a vital part of the organization, and conversant
with every detail of the business, the secret of the

success of Henderson Bros., men's Avear dealers.

North Bay, is easily told. The members of the firm

are J. M.. T. M. and Gordon Henderson. The ini-

tial venture of the first two was a general store busi-

ness in a small country place, Echo Bay, sixteen

miles east of the Soo. They built the -tore themselves

in January, 1901, and as the prospect was not very

promising sold out in 1903.
J. M. Henderson went to Port Arthur in 190-5

with a capital of about $1.2(10 and bought out W. .1

Montgomery, who was conducting a tailoring and
men's furnishings establishment, and paid him 100
cent- on the dollar. Thus was started the founda-

tion of the present business which comprises three

-tores. Port Arthur. Fort William and Foit Frances.

Coming from Chicago and joining his brother,

T. M. Henderson associated himself with the Port

Arthur store, which was then 8 feet wide. 25 feet

long and doing a business of about $400 a month.

He became a member of the firm a year later. Cor-
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Sell These Semi-Regatta Shirts

And Add Prestige

To Your Store!

W 1ITH these dressy Semi-Regatta Shirts

in stock, you'll be able to get and hold

more good trade than you possibly could

with any other line. Semi-Regatta Shirts

are designed to meet the requirements of particular dressers.

Stiffened half the length of the bosom, heavy enough for a

dressy appearance yet light enough for perfect comfort, this

shirt is quite as comfortable and much dressier

than any soft-front shirt. Our stock is in

shape to take care of your repeat orders.

The Williams, Greene & Rome Co., Limited

Factories: Berlin and Hanover

ONTARIO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and. Their Travelers.
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don Henedreson started to work for the firm when
he was 14 and became a member of the firm in 1907.

The Henderson brothers attribute their success

to the fact that there are no so-calle i private office

men in the firm, but that all get mil and work at any-

thing ami everything, thereby familiarizing them-
selves with every detail, including the demands of

the public. This, they consider is the one thing

essential to the success of the retailer in every line

—

that there is only one way to find out the de-

mands of the public and that is to meet them in the

capacity of a, clerk or salesman. In this they knew
what, was required and bought accordingly. The
buyer or merchant who never sells an article from
one year to another cannot hope to be the most suc-

cessful buyer.

Each member is assigned to a position as fol-

lows:— -I. M. Henderson, buyer ami supervisor of

three stores; T. M. Henderson, finance man for the

three stores; Gordon Henderson, manager Fort

William store.

Dont's for Window Trimmers
By J A. MacNab with Richard Hall & Son. Peterboicuth

Don't allow any person in the windows but the

trimmers.
Don't leave your backgrounds in too long.

Don't use the same windows for the one line of

goods all the time; change them around.

Don't allow your blind cords to hang loose in the

windows.
Don't crowd your displays.

Don't use the same old ideas repeatedly—try and
briny out something new.

Don't leave burnt out lamps in window reflectors

—always see that the lighting is O.K.
Don't get discouraged because the man up the

street has better show windows than you.

Don't be afraid to take suggestions from depart-

ment heads.

Don't think that you cannot be told anything
more than you know about window dressing. Re-
member the old saying, "the one who thinks he
knows it all usually has a lot to learn."

Don't get a big head because you dressed a crack-

ing good display—your next might be a failure.

Don't allow a soiled show card in your trims, as

they detract attention from the goods.

Don't be averse to showing assistants how to do
anything pertaining to business.

Don't leave your displays in longer than a week.
Don't allow your window glass and mirrors to

get smeared—see that they are washed frequently.

Don't commence after the store is open to take
out your displays, as that is when you should have
your goods ready to go in.

Don't have your window blinds down all day.
Make it a point to have them up by eleven o'clock

(of course allow for special displays.) •

Don't walk on a felt floor with your shoes on.

Remove them or protect them with a pair of heavy
wool socks or felt slippers.

Don't start to put in your displays until you have
-wept the window floor.

Don't leave your broom in the corner when your
blind goes up.

Don't turn down a chance to learn anything that
will help you to a better position (for example card-

writing or advertising.)

Don't forget it is not always your fault if you are

not allowed the best tools to work with, but it is

always your fault if you miss making the best with
the tools you have.

Don't be backward in sending your displays to

this paper, as we are all open for suggestions.

Mr. Borden Sartorially

Canada's Premier-elect is a Very Quiet but

Correct Dresser — Prefers the Moderate Tones
— Always an Equable Poise

R. L. Borden, Canada's Premier-elect, now has

his first opportunity to unconsciously exert style in-

fluence in men's wear, although, as a matter of fact,

the hist minister of this fair land ha.s never been
known to be sponsor for anything remarkable in

apparel outside, perhaps, of an immediate circle. And
there is one thing that Mr. Borden is not likely to do
—focus any responsibility upon himself as an ad-

vance fashion plate, lie is a very quiet but correct

dresser. Even in his lighting togs he has never been
known to depart from the proprieties in that respect.

All of the photos, in .which he was the central figure,

during election time, demonstrate his preference for

black, or for the moderate colorings. He has been
known to wear fancy vests, but these have suggested

quiet dignity rather than radiation.

It is well known that when the limelight of the

political arena is turned full upon a man, he is to a
certain extent estimated by the clothes he wears and
how he wears them. Figuring on this basis, it can

be said that the Premier-elect has never, sartorially

at least, violated that reputation for equanimity
credited to him by his associates.

His address, Ins clothes and '"the way they

drape,'" suggest and accord with an equable poise

that is characteristic. So it is that Mr. Borden fits in

nicely with the existing vogue lor quiet, conservative

tilings in the matter of dress and is not likely to be

found very far away, no matter what vagaries may be

-auctioned by Paris. London or New York.
Mr. Borden is 5 ft. 11 in. in height, wears a T 1

/*

hat. 16% shirt. No. 8 glove and a No. 8 shoe. It is

safe to say that now that he is about to assume the

management of Canada,'.- affairs, with their exacting

activities, his weight will fluctuate quite as much as

it did when he was leader of the Opposition.

A Soft Hat Season
Likelihood that the Spring Will See an Excep-

tional Demand for These Lines— The
Merchant's Opportunity.

"It will be a decidedly soft hat season," was tie.'

prediction made by an exclusive hat retailer recent-

ly, referring to Spring, L912. While he would not

venture to particularize as to colors, the fabrics shown
for the new Spring suitings are a pretty fair index.

The lighter browns and greys are mentioned for

first place, and the moderate fedora styles will likely

have the call. At the present time dealers report a

remarkable development in the demand for soft hats.
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The cloth variety with creased crown and rows of

stitching around the brim have taken well. The
preference seems to be for a fabric that is a happy
medium between the smooth and the very rough

effects. Greys, bronze and browns are the sellers.

Telescopes have also been an exceptionally good run.

Now that there promises to be a distinct change

in favor of the soft hat, merchants should take steps

to emphasize it with that large section of their cus-

tomers which will not relinquish their usual styles

very readily. A certain class will assuredly_ take heed

at once—those for example who are easily influenced

by the well dressed man on the street, but it will

require some good advertising to attract those out-

side the ranks of the regulars.

Spring Style Forecast
Decidedly English Outlines Predicted for Early

1912 Wear — The Morning Coat to Have an
Increasing Vogue

Men's clothiers are perusing advance plates for

inspiration as to Spring styles. Where customers are

willing to pay for style, fit, finish and advance out-

lines, garments have to include features likely to be

found six months later in general wear.

Preliminary sheets convey a fair idea of style

tendencies. Although these first plates are not actual-

ly a guarantee of prevailing styles at Easter or early

Spring, they are fairly indicative of what will likely

appear, and at present are accepted by smart dressers

on the advice of their clothiers.

More Decidedly English.

Garments are expected to be more emphatically
English. While for Fall this trend in Canada is in

its infancy and not found to the degree that was
earlier expected, there is no doubt but that next
Spring's fashions will be very decidedly English and
accepted by up-to-date dressers without question.

Men's suits in English outlines at present shown
would justify the conclusion that for business and
street wear garments will conform to the figure more
closely than heretofore. Sack coats will be shapely
with a fair amount of drapery. Shoulders are to be
natural width with no building whatever, and
sleeves narrower.

For a man of average stature, 5 feet 8 in., the

length of coat will be 30-30% inches and propor-

tionate. Double-breasted sacks are to be 3 or 4-

button, with 4-button styles very popular.

Vests will show 1st, and in a great many in-

stances 2nd buttons and be mostly single-breasted.

Trousers will be narrower than prevailing cut

and mainly inclined to be short for what a man
measures—cuff to be a decided feature.

The Morning Coat.

Flat-braided morning coats will be more extensive-

ly worn than ever, replacing to an extent frock coats.

( iccasion has a bearing on this trend, and if present

indications are corect, cutaway frocks or morning
coats will enjoy a marked preference by "the set"

for outdoor or informal afternoon wear. Correct

dress will necessitate llamas and vicunas in Oxford
shades, with fancy waistcoat and fine hairline stripe

trouserings.

Samples from W. K. Brock's Spring range of men's suitings—tweeds—neat patterns and seasonable colorings, including tans, soft

browns and gray are represented.
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Your most critical customer will be satisfied with "Success" Collars.

There are no flaws in " Success :" the sizes are accurate, the collars are cut

on lines which ensure every comfort to the wearer.

The Collars are well made and well finished. " Success" do not bind, pinch,

nor sag" out of shape.

The "Success" range covers every fancy of your most exacting" customer,

and the price is RIGHT—2 for a quarter retail.

Any wholesaler can supply you—there are more "Success " sold than[any

other 2 for 25 line in Canada.

C
fll(mfcea£

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Frock coats, of course, show very few changes
from season to season, but with some minor feature

introduced in prevailing fashions this year, the

skirt will be considerably shorter, reaching to above
the knee. While frocks always practically conform
to the figure, the influence of English traits are

therefore less noticeable and it is not surmised that

any further changes will be in vogue by Spring.

Spring overcoats are also to be shorter in length

and in overcoat styles it is likely that sack coat feat-

ures will be more prominent. By this is meant
natural width shoulders and shorter sleeves. For
style in a Chesterfield, the length will be 39-40

inches. Full boxy or quite shapely cut backs will

be governed much by personal desires as are materi-

als. Cloths will be in tweed effects and Oxfords, as

for Spring there is less diversion than in the Fall

season.

Raincoats are to be about the same as usual.

It will be seen, therefore, that English styles are

to be more effective next Spring, and while some
tailors may consider mooted changes as extreme,

they are being planned for in selecting next season's

materials.

Preparing Spring Lines.

During the next two months samples will be

ready for selection. Manufacturers are preparing to

meet locality demands and merchants generally are

supposed to add whatever novelty appeals to them.
If last season's styles followed virtually the trend of

London, as adopted to Canadian or United States

trade, there is no doubt but that in next Spring's

selling this feature will be found in a marked de-

gree.

As the season advances and Spring plates are

to hand, Easter styles will embody the defined "Eng-
lish" outlines, and there is every reason to expect

that they will be demanded by ultra fashionable

dressers.

Bought the Better Suit

The following article from a men's wear sales-

man, shows how easy it is to win a sale on some oc-

casions :

"Most men are very poorly informed in regard

to the exact styles they should wear. They need
general suggestions to aid them in making the right

choice when buying.
"Not long ago a man entered our store and said

he wished to purchase a suit of clothes. He did not
wish to pay more than ten dollars for the suit. As
long as it was a fairly good-looking suit and fitted

fairly well it would suit all right.

"After gettting his measure, I tried several suits,

they were all right, guessed he would take the suit

with the dark checks.

"Now as a general rule, the salesman would have
done the suit up at once, and felt satisfied with
the sale made. But I did not feel satisfied.

"Choosing one of our higher-priced suits, I

showed the customer the excellent quality of the

goods, and requested him to try on the garments.
After the suit was on I requested him to have a look

into the mirror and note the difference in looks be-

tween the ten-dollar suit and the one he had on.

He saw a great difference, and would take the better

suit if it was not so high in price.

"The moment had come for my good salesman-
ship. In an easy and off-hand manner, I explained
the advantages of buying the better suit, It would
wear longer, look better than the cheaper suit, and
he could feel that he had as good a suit as the other
fellow. And the price was only a few dollars more.
I was sure he would never regret taking the better
suit.

"After some meditation he decided he would take
the good suit. Had always worn cheap clothes; but
would give the difference and get a good suit this

time."

"When a customer inquires for a cheap line of
goods, it is unwise to show something high priced,
at first. He should be shown the cheaper lines ; and
after examining these, and trying them on, the bet-

ter lines should be brought forward. In a number
of cases the difference in looks between the cheap
and good lines will end in making a sale of the good
lines. If the better lines are brought forward at

first, the customer is made to feel that he is in a
store that is too toney for him. Thus, in a great
number of cases, he leaves without even seeing the
goods he came to see.

"If you wish to be successful, you must show
tact in all things."

*

Novelty in Neckwear
For the Christmas Season Brocades, Tapestry

Patterns and Oriental Patterns Are Shown in

Wide Range — The Spring Outlook

Men's wear merchants are turning their consider-

ation to neckwear for holiday selling, and this year

have a range that is decidedly unique. The favor

shown for brocades and tapestry patterns during the

past year is in great measure responsible for the dis-

Linen lounge collars In champagne with contrasting stripes,
and new derbies in grey shadow effect, crossbar tapestry and
simulated knitted designs, shown by The Van Allen Co., Ltd.,
Hamilton.
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GOOD COAT LININGS
ARE ESSENTIAL

IF YOU WISH TO PLEASE YOUR CUSTOMERS

m
(Copyright*

Showcards or Booklets if de-ired may be had by
applying through Wholesale Importing HoueeB.

PATTERNS SHOWING EITHER
FINISH can be had on application to

THE BRADFORD DYERS'
ASSOCIATION, Ltd.

39, Well Street n BRADFORD

Please mention The Review to

There's a Reason
WHY ALL PREFER—

Ti Ease
It's

Good Value!

Better Style!

Best Made!
It is pin-proof and non-crush-

able.

As a necktie it has no equal.

It means EASE from all TIE

troubles.

And it costs no more than the

other kind.

A sample shipment
will convince you.

Order six dozen to-day.

* ! Ease" on every TIE
—no other genuine.

NOVEL-Tl, LIMITED

PETERBOROUGH CANADA

dvertisers and Their Travelers.
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tinot novelty featured in these designs. The rich

variety of colorings shown in these fabrics and those

of Oriental design, comes, too, at a most propitious

season, for the Fall suitings, being to a great extent

on the tweed order, a more graceful harmony is pos-

sible. Many beautiful patterns in satin brocades are

shown. These are chiefly in two-tone effects, such as

greens, reds, browns, blues, purples, in fact the entire

staple range. The strong vogue of fancy patterns is,

it is stated, cutting into the knitted neckwear busi-

ness. It would hardly be safe to say that this is any
other than a temporary development, as the knitted

tie has persistently clung to favor, finally attaining

a position with the exclusive trade and tending to the

increasing consideration of the better grades and

Rich brocaded satin tie and samples in the same material
showing different patterns. A. T. Reid Co., Toronto.

higher prices. Many two-tone crossbar patterns are

being shown in smart men's wear windows at the

present time and this feature is also being extensive-

ly applied to tapestry designs and knitted effects.

Plain colors have been a strong feature this season.

Predictions for Spring are again in favor of bias

stripes on the neat close order. The lounge collar

with tie to match will again have strong position in

wash lines, and it is stated further that, in wash ties,

there is a tendency that is decidedly favorable to the

50-cent lines of silk and linen in preference to cheap-

er grades.

Collars of Coated Linen
Perfection of Manufacture in These Lines Has
Won for Them a Very Wide Patronage.

Coated linen collars are a success on the Cana-
dian market and many merchants are now selling

large quantities. For a time some buyers and cus-

tomers were prejudiced against what they termed
'rubber collars." Sufficient trouble was not taken

to become acquainted with the real merits and qual-

ities of the new line then placed before buyers. These
collars are made of linen, but the linen is waterproof-
ed and while they have the appearance of a real linen

collar they do not include the combustible properties

of celluloid which is exactly what rubber collars

were. As an experiment which is worth while it

will be found that coated linen collars do not burn
any faster than an ordinary collar or material used
in manufacturing collars.

Can the average j:>erson discern a linen coated

collar or tire merchants aware to-day how many
people wear them? When it is stated that some of

the most prominent manufacturers and business men
use them eveiy day buyers are apt to be skeptical.

Besides their wearing qualities if treated properly

they last for months and wearers have a clean collar

which is pliable, comfortable and thoroughly up-to-

date all the time.

Somebody is selling linen coated collars in every

town with success. Many large stores keep them in

stock and send in repeat orders for quantities regular-

ly. Merchants were at first unwilling to clean up
their stocks of rubber collars but sooner or later the

order comes as it did in several stores last season

People demand coated linen collars and it is policy

to sell out even at a loss. Many stores accepted 5c

each and are now securing their share of regular

business, selling staple numbers of linen coated collars

at a tixed price.

Manufacturers are particularly liberal in main-
taining the selling price and any merchant who can-

not sell coated linen collars in his locality after a

fair merchandising trial, can return them and re-

ceive what they cost him. So far it is understood

no merchants have been under this necessity and
where orders started with five dozen men's furnishers

are not satisfied now unless sales run 10 dozen a

month. Another advantage which appeals to most
merchants is that linen coated collars are a 33 1-3

per cent, profit article.

AVho is selling coated linen collars? A good plan

in order to convince themselves that people are buy-

ing them is for merchants to count the men who
are wearing them every day. Many surprises are in

m.hv of those who look closely and discern just how
many of tneir townspeople have found them satis-

factory. This same idea was adopted by a merchant

and a traveler in an Ontario city and while the trav-

eler only spotted one here and there, the merchant

was enabled to point out many and one more custo-

mer was interested in coated linen collars.

Most people will claim they can tell coated linen

from real linen collars, and at a small social gather-

ing Lately a wager was made by a young lady to this

effect, She, however, lost, as the person with whom
the bet was made had on one of "those collars she

could tell anywhere." This is a fair demonstration

that men can wear waterproof or washable collars on

any occasion, and that their manufacture has reached

perfection in making collars wbich are just as stylish

in effect and appearance as any linen collar.

Now that people have found the advantage of

wearing coated linen collars, they will be interested

in samples shown to the trade for Spring. Merchants

who have them in stock at present will be sending

in placing and repeat orders, and later improvements

added will give sufficient talking points.
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The Collar That Robs
Laundry BcuJ

of its usual weekly instalment of soiled collars

is the collar the young man wants. Tnere are

collars tkat do this, yet the smartly dressed young

man would not he seen with one on. The

CHALLENGE
Waterproof Linen

COLLAR
has the appearance of a high grade linen collar,

yet it can he readily sponged off without send-

ing it to the laundry, which means a saving.

They're in great demand. Try a sample or-

der and see.

The Arlington Co. of Canada, Limited
54-64 FRASER AVENUE - - TORONTO

Stock carried by the following agents : Ontario- J. Chantler & Co.. Toronto
Eastern—Duncan Bell. Montreal. Western—R. J. Quigley, 212 Hammond Block, Winnipeg

How Many Boys Do You Know ?
Who are not particular about the kind of Knickers their

parents buy them. They are few. Most boys will

appreciate the snappy style oi cut and cloth of " The
Jackson Bloomer."

Made from
cloths that
will give sat-

isfaction.

Prices range
from $6.00 to

$18.00 per
dozen.

We solicit
mail order
business for

"Lion" brand
pants

Boys' over-
alls in black,
blueandkha-
ki. Prices
ranging from
$4.00 to $6.00

per dozen.

Orders
promptly

filled.

Stock Boys'
" Lion"
Brand

Knickers.

"The Jaxkson Bloomer"

THE JACKSON MFG. CO., CLINTON
FACTORIES:

CLINTON GODERICH and EXETER

"KINGEDWARD"
SUSPENDERS
Retail 50 Price

Are so Easy

Easily the best value in suspenders. The comfort-

promoting construction and excellent finish of " King

Edward '• Suspenders make them very rapid sellers.

Berlin Suspender Co., Ltd.

BERLIN ONTARIO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Hints for Unit Displays
Two Suggestions for the Trimmer — The
Use of Furniture for an Attractive Arrange-
ment — Fixtures That Are Easily Available

By Paul O. Neal.

The illustrations shown here are merely sugges-

tive, and the window dresser may embellish the idea

to an unlimited degree. Use an ordinary plain oak
bedroom chair . Place on it the complete wearing
apparel of a young man. Hang each article as care-

lessly as possible, similar to what a young man might

An attractive unit trim may be made by using a chair or other
piece of furniture and arranging the goods as though carelessly
placed by the wearer, at the same time suggesting their quality
and style.

leave his clothing when retiring. This may be used
as a centre piece, while the balance of the window
may be dressed ordinarily.

Striking unit displays in great variety may be arranged by
the use of these simple fixtures.

The two other pieces shown are a couple of units
of window furniture, capable of endless utilization.

Hats and gloves would make a good showing on
them, as arranged in the picture. The larger piece

has a plate glass top laid on the stand. Collars, ties,

gloves, socks, kerchiefs, and many other lines may
be effectively displayed on this combination. These
stands can be made from common lumber by any
handy window dresser, and then colored with var-

nish stain sold by any paint dealer. If this is not
convenient any carpenter can make them. The large

one stands about 20 inches, and the small one about
15 inches high.

Good Hallowe'en Idea

A merchant took advantage of the week preceding
Hallowe'en to show a Hallowe'en display in his win-
dow. A large pumpkin or Jack 0' Lantern was con-

structed, wagon rims 4% feet in diameter forming
the ribs. Over this was pasted heavy building paper
and this was then painted with water colors as nearly
as possible the color of a pumpkin. A large banana
stem represented the stem of the pumkin. The nose

was made of a squash which was hollowed out, with
nostrils cut into it and an electric light inside. The
mouth and teeth were cut out of sheet steel, the teeth

being cut ragged and painted white and the outside

of the steel painted red to represent lips. The eyes

were made of six-inch glass balls painted white with
the pupils black and crossed. Inside of these glass

eyes were electric lamps which produced a winking
effect. The eyebrows were made of black curled

hair placed over each eye, and a goatee was made of

a bottle brush. The mouth was lined with red calico

and the tongue made of the same material stuffed

with excelsior, protruding slightly from the mouth.
This display produced a great deal of fun for the

children and even the grown people. It was a very
catchy attention getter, and the concern made the

most of it.

Keep a Card Record

Size records, well kept up and used as a basis for

judgment, tend to assure the quick sales that make
the pleasing profit, is the experience of a former mer-

chant who is now department buyer in the city.

"Most every man who starts out to buy size goods

goes through two stages. First, he takes the stock

assortment as put up by the jobbers and buys close

to the market, sending in mail and telegraph orders

as he runs out. Then, finding that this necessitates

padding the shelves in order to give a "full-up" ap-

pearance, and that it calls for considerable work, he
tries the other extreme—that of heavy ordering.

And. with larger orders, the buyer frequently trie?

pul special assortments, or the large order itself gives

an opportunity for greater range in sizes.

"A buyer, no matter which method of buying
be favors, gains no money for his firm unless he has

a comprehensive list of size records that show what
has sold in the past.

"What chance, for instance, has a buyer of gar-

ments—where not only sizes must be reckoned with,

but colors and finish must be considered, and finally

style—unless he has a comprehensive sales record to

go to to guide him in buying? Yet comparatively

few buyers keep past sales in mind.
"For my part I never talk to a salesman or

thumb through a catalogue or list without some sort

of idea what has sold, or, better yet, my card record

of past sales close by to check up and act as a basis

for judgment,
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WREYFORD & CO.
TORONTO

Wholesale Men's Furnishers

New shapes in genuine Two in One Ties,

at $4.50 a doz.

SELLING AGENTS
FOR "AERTEX"

Cellular Underwear and Shirts

Young £& Rochester
Shirts, Neckwear, Dressing Gowns, etc.

Tress £§* Co.
High-Class Hats, Caps and Straws

T. H. Downing <3& Co.
LEICESTER

Hosiery, Underwear, Knitted Coats, etc

Specialties"Alpha," "Super a"
"Sparkenhoe," "Half Hose."

Cohen <& Wilks
"Aquat : " Yarnproof and Rubberproof

G ments for Ladies and Men
If our travellers have not called on you, write us.

"3 in 1" Model "H" Air

MERCHANTS, TRIMMERS

AND CARD WRITERS

PAASCHE AIR BRUSHES
are used with remarkable
success by thousands of
trimmers and card writers
in all parts of Canada and
U.S. For making signs,

show-cards, price tickets ;

coloring artificial flowers,
foliage, draperies, back-

Brush, especially designed for all around grounds, etc., they have
window tnniniiDg and card writing pur- no equa ],

poses With its different attachments
"

it takes the place of several air brushes. Write fnr Cnfnlna-iir
As simple to operate as an electric push w

™ff
> or Catalogue—

button. it tells all about them.

PAASCHE AIR BRUSH CO.. Manufacturers, ggbSSo.™^*^;

WESTERN Incorporated

1851

ASSURANCE
COMPANY

FIRE

AND

MARINE

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT.

Assets over - - - - $3,570,000

Income for 1906, over 3,609,000

HON. GEO. A. COX, President

W. R, BROCK, Vice-President

W. B. MEIKLE, General Manager

C. C FOSTER. Secretary

-ft •$

ffv. *

.

is stamped with this trade-mark—you can'

t

mistake it. Accept no substitute, for

others do not have the following features.

Patent flexible lip that receives the strain

in front and makes the fit perfect. It has

a patented slit in the back which prevents

the annoying pressure on the neck from
the back button.

LINEN-COATED FABRIC
There is more solid satisfaction with

Kl/ i/ collars than with any other.HKK Made only by

THE
Parsons & Parsons

CANADIAN CO.
Hamilton :: Ontario

Br®
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This space will cost you only

$25.00 a year, and your ad. will go

to 5,000 merchants each month.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
Artificial Flowers, Plants and Vines, Window
Decorations, Japanese and Chinese Decora-
tions, Papier Mache Novelties, Electric Lighted
Flower Rushes. Write for our 104 page Cata-
logue. It's free for the asking.

The Botanical Decorating Company
(Incorporated.)

310 Fifth Avenue. Chicago, III.

This space will cost you onl/

$25.00 a year, and your ad. will go

to 5,000 merchants each month.

Counter Check Books

F. N. BURT COMPANY, Limited

Toronto and Montreal
Write for samples.

This space will cost you only

$25.00 a year, and your ad. will go

to 5,000 merchant? each month.

Buying Boys' Clothing and

Clearing Stock

H. P. Phillips, manager of the clothing

department, Rutledge & Jackson, Fort

William, has succeeded in maintaining

(dean, attractive stocks, through the co-

operation of the sales force. In buying

boys' clothing he studies the demand in

such a way as to regulate sizes and styles

to advantage. Mr. Phillips states:

"Regarding stickers or shelf-warmers,

I find, if I pass a suit or overcoat into

stock, it is not long before I know wheth-

er that suit or coat is going to be a sell-

er or not. If I find it has to be pushed

to be sold, I make every clerk in the de-

partment acquainted with that garment

to make it a point to show it at every

possible chance. By constant showing

of these stickers they are soon weeded

out.

"If it is an article that has been in

stock for some time, if a special sale of

those odd lines will not work them out,

keep them before you, watch your stock,

judge your customer. Goods will never

sell if they are not shown, but the goods

will soon disappear if they are handed
out to the right customer.

"It is always better to reduce the

price a little on poor sellers rather than
wait and have to take less than cost.

"In connection with boys' clothing,

this is the hardest department to buy
for, on account of so many styles to buy.

I have worked up a big trade in child-

ren's and boys' clothing by watching it

very closely. This is good trade and
brings with it more trade.

"Starting with the small child I find

the little Russian suit goes best for the

ages 2H to 6 or 7 years. Then I buy the

blouse suit for ages 5 or 6 years to 8,

sometimes 0, then I buy 2-piece suits for

ages 4 up, in the cheap ones, but the

better suits, I buy from 7 or size 24 up
to 28; then 29 to 35, the better suits, all

wish bloomer knickers.

"I find the larger boys buying bloomer

suits in preference to long pants."

L. BAUMaN & CO.
The largest Importers and Manufacturers of
Artificial Flowers, Vines, Sprays, Palms.
Bouquets, and Window and Interior Decora-
tions.

359 W. Chicago Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

This space will cost you only

$25.00 a year, and your ad. will go

to 5,000 merchants each month.

Do You Want Agencies
for any line ? If you do,

write to The Dry Goods
Review, Toronto :: ::

This space will cost you only

$25.00 a year, and your ad. will go

to 5,000 merchants each month.

ADVERTISING CUTS
For Dry Goods. Department and General Stores.
For Newspaper. Catalogue or Circular Adver-
tising. Send for our big catalog. It's free.

Cuts 20 cents each.

Syndicate Cvit Company
38 Park Row - NEW YORK

Write for Information.

about any line of goods you do not

see advertised in The Review. We
will gladly procure the information

and supply it free.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW.

MM^Rsm
The Wholesale Millinery and Fancy Dry Goods

House of the Maritime Provinces.

MAIL ORDERS OUR E3PECIAL HOBBY
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$1.10 Per Dozen

"Chevy Chase"
A new and different close-front

collar, being high in front—low

in back.

Style combined with comfort.

No. 1—2i in. front. U in. back

No. 2— 2i in. front. 1| in. back

Corliss-Coon
Sft£ Collars

Canadian Selling Agents

:

The Sword Neckwear Co., Ltd.

Toronto, Ont.

CORLISS, COON & COMPANY
Makers of "Better Collars."

NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON
BALTIMORE ST. LOUIS

sgjASBESTOL

EISENDRATH'S
CELEBRATED
HORSE HIDE

The Old Glove Man Talks:
"Sometimes I used to get pretty well discouraged with

this glove business. I had all kinds of kicks and com-
plaints and I sometimes believed that I was driving busi-
ness away from the store. £

"At last I got converted to the 'ASBESTOL' line

arid— well, my department record is the very best evidence
I can offer.

"'ASBESTOL' gloves and mittens are made in a par-
ticular plant in a particular way. It's the one thoroughly
dependable line— a line remembered and called for by

my trade. There's a style to suit every class of
workmen, and a leather that will resist the most
severe tests of service—heat, steam and water."

Yovir jobber can supply you promptly and with a complete stock.

White you think ofit, wr-'te oar advertising department for the "Tom
Thumb" adlets to help the selling.

Eisendrath Glove Co., Chicago
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Condensed Advertisements

AGENTS WANTED.

AGENT WANTED by first-class Saxony lace
firm. Must be well connected. Apply to

"L.P., 6414," care Rudolf Mosse, Plauen,
7V, Germany.

AGENT WANT ED for Eastern Canada, New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland, etc.,

to se.l the well-known Skeldon blankets and
Tweeds on commission. Apply SKELDON
MILLS, Ayrshire. 152)

A GENT— First class Calais lace firm want
** Agent in Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg and

Quebec. Live connection and highest refer-
ences required. Commission only. Reply Box
54, DRY GOODS REVIEW, 88 Fleet Street,
London, England.

AGENT WANTED FOR CANADA on commis-
sion by an English firm ; actual manufactur-
ers of Hair Nets, Hair Switches, and all hair

goods; also preparers of all kinds of Hair for
high-class hairdressers. Applicants must have
established connection with first-class wholesale
houses, and references must bear the strictest
investigation. Wr te full particulars in first in-
stance to DRY GOODS REVIEW, Box 679, 92
Market St., Manchester.

AGENT WANTED FOR CANADA on liberal
commission, by a London lirm of Foreign
Fancy Goods (Ladies' Belts, Bags, Hatpins,

Neckwear, Haberdashery, Smallwares, etc.); one
partly engaged with another firm, must have
first class connection amongst Drapery and Fancy
Houses in Montreal, Toronto and Quebec. Reply
Box 65, DRY GOODS REVIEW, 88 Fleet St.,
London, England.

LONDON MANUFACTURER wishes to get in

communication with Agent calling on leading
Retailers in Canada to sell following lines:

Ladies' and Children's White Cotton Under-
clothing, White Underskirts, Flannel, Ni-ns'
Veiling and Flannelette Night Dresses, Baby
Linen and Infants' Frocks. Good and medium
class onlv. Liberal commission. Write eivlng
London references. Box 63, DRY GOODS
REVIEW, 88 Fleet it., London, England.

M AZAMET WOOL—Agent wanted selling on
commission in Canada. Write B. J. Rives
& Co., Mazamet, France.

DEARL BUTTONS (Japanese). - First-class
^ London firm require a smart Agent well in

with big buyers. Must be able to do a large
trade. Write fullest particulars and references
to Box 404 a» Horncastle, 61 Cheapside, London,
England.

REQUIRED young energetic agents residing
Mon'real, Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver,
to sell Blankets, Gloves and Rugs for well-

known English firm, dolog largely with Canadian
Wholesalers for nearly 20 years. Applicants
must have thorough knowledge of this trade and
active bu-tiness connections with buyers of such
goods. State full particulars, references and terms
in strictest confidence to " Universt," c/o Streets,
30 Cornhill, London, England.

AGENCIES WANTED.

AGENCIES for British Columbia wanted Com-
municate Canadian Importing and Jobbing
Co., Carter-Cotton Block, Vancouver.

AN experienced, wide-awake firm of Nottingham
Agents is open to undertake the exclusive
buying of laces, embroidery hosiery, Man-

chester and all dry goods for a first-class Cana-
dian concern. Address Box 1511. NEYROUD
& SONS, Advertising Offices, 14 18 Queen Vic-
toria Street, London, E.C., England.

FIRM OF AGENTS in England are open to
act as Buyers for Cotton, Worsted and
Wojllen Piece Goods. 8063, Williams's

Advertisement Offices, Bradford, England.

CALGARY
THE OWNER OF PROPERTY ON 8TH

Avenue, between 3rd and 4th Streets West,
is prepared to consider applications for

erecting buildings suitable for retail trade and
lease for term of years on easy net percentage
basis. Full particulars on app ication.

TOOLE, PEET & CO.,
Calgary, Canada.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY.

FOR SALE— Dry Goods and Men's Furnishings
business in a thriving industrial town in

British Columbia. Turnover more than
$40 000. Profits between $7,000 and $8,000.
Doing practically all cash trade. This can be con-
siderably increased. Owners retiring and will

sell at cost price, about $25,000. About $12,000
cash is required, balance can be arranged. This
is a good, sound business and will stand the
strictest investigation. Box 101, DRY GOODS
REVIEW, 347 Pender St , Vancouver, B.C. (l.t)

GENERAL STORE-Stock reduced by January
first to about $5,000; fixtures $ 1,200 ; small-
est turnover in the last six years $40,251 ;

increase so far this year promises business ot close
to $50,000 ; only one opposition in town of over
500; nearest adjoining town In any direction 17
miles : one of the best mixed farming districts in
Saskatchewan. Reason for selling have made
sufficiert money to warrant me going Into busi-
ness in a larger centre. Premises can be rented
reasonably. Apply Box 30, DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW, Toronto. (85)

TO RENT—A brick store in the centre of the
business secion of the town of St. Mary's,
Ont. Well equipped and fitted throughout.

Very suitable for retail dry goods or b«ots and
shoes. For full particulars address R. T. GILPIN,
St. Mary's, Ontario.

TTO RENT—A handsome new building in Brant-
* ford's business centre; two large modern

stores, well lighted, high ceilings, easy terms.
Apply UNION RhALTY CO.. Brantford. (3ch)

FOR SALE.

CASH REGISTER, stylish nickel-plated detail
adder. Registers one cent to twenty dollars.
5 year guarantee. For quick sale, $50. Par-

ticulars, R. O.Smith Company, Ori Ilia. Ontario.
(2)

FOR SALE— Department store in good Alberta
town. Stock $25,000; yearly turnover $100,-
000. Address, Box 1226, Calgary.

PARTNER WANTED.

FOR JUNIOR PARTNER-Young man, Pro-
testant, with about $2,000, to extend
established departmental store business In

growing suburb of Montreal. Good chance to
eventually own the business Address "Partner,"
DRY GOODS REVIEW, Montreal.

ADVERTISING CUTS.

LIVEN UP YOUR ADVERTISING by using
our millinery, read>-to-wear and general dry
goods cuts. We have prepared a great many

attractive and timely illustrations which will lend
character and distinctiveness to your advertising.
Send to-day tor proof sheet and prices. Adver-
tisers' Stock Cut Agency, Mail Building, Toronto,
Canada. (4-1 I

)

MISCELLANEOUS.

ACCURATE cost keeping easy with a Dey Cost
t\ Keeper. Automatically and exactly records

time spent on each job. Several jobs record-
ed on one card. For small firms Dey combines
employees' register and cost keeper. A machine
for every business. Write for catalogue. Inter-
national Time Recording Company of Canada,
Ltd., 29 Alice Street, Toronto.

BUSINESS-GETTING typewritten letters and
real printing can be quckly and easily turn-
ed out by the Multigraph in your own otiice

—actual typewriting for letter forms real printing
for stationery and aavertising, saving 25 p.c. to

75 p.c. of average annunl printing cost AMtRi-
CAN MULUGRAPH SALES CO., Limited, 129
Bay Street, Toronto.

COUNTER CHECK BOOKS— Especially made
for the dry goods trade. Not made bv a trust.

Send us samples of what you are using—we'll
send you right prices. Our holder with patent
carbon attachment has no equal on the market.
Supplies for binders and monthly account sys-

tems. Business Systems, Limited, Manufacturing
Stationers, Toronto.

COUNTER CHECK BOOKS-Write us to-day
for samples. We are ma uficturers of tie
famous SURETY NON-SMUT duplicating

Sr Triplicating Counter Check Books, and Single
Carbon Pads in all varieties. Dominion Regis-
ter Co., Ltd., Toronto.

DOUBLE your floor space. An Otis-Fensom
hand po.ver elevator will double your floor

space, enab e you to use that upper floor either as
stock room or as extra selling space, at the same
time Increasing space on your ground floor. Costs
only $70. Write for catalogue "B." The Otis-
Fensom Elevator Co., Traders Bank Building,
Toronto. (tf)

COPELAND-CHATTERSON SYSTEMS-Short,
simple. Adapted to all classes of business.
Copeland-Chatterson-Co., Limited, Toronto

and Ottawa. (tf)

EGRY BUSINESS SYSTEMS are devised to
suit every department of every business.
They are labor and time savers. Produce re-

sults up to the requirements of merchants and
manufacturers. Inquire from our nearest office.
Egry Register Co., Dayton, Ohio; 1<!3 Bay St.,
Toronto; 258^ Portage Ave., Winnipeg; 308
Richards St., Vancouver. (tf)

ELLIOTT-FISHER Standard Writing-Adding
Machines make toil easier. Elliott-Fisher
Limited, 513 No. 83 Craig St. W., Montreal,

and Room 314 Stair Building, Toronto.

FIRE BUCKET TANKS AND OILY WASTE
CANS cost little and soon pay tor their cost
in reduced insurance rates. Large reduc-

tions result from the installation of Fireproof
Windows, Doors and Skyliguts. We are special-
ists in these lines and can quote you a close price
consistent with really fireproof goods. A. B.
ORMSBY, Ltd., Toronto and Winnipeg.

FIRE INSURANCE. INSURE IN THE HART-
FORD. Agencies everywhere in Canada.

HUNDREDS OF TYPEWRITERS of every
make and condition are being traded in as
part payment on the famous MONARCH.

Price and quality are the levers we use to prevent
overstock. We believe we can give the best bar-
gains in rebuilt typewriters in Canada. A postal
will bring our catalogue- and full information. The
Monarch Typewriter Co., Ltd., 46 Adelaide St.
West, Toronto.

KAY'S FURNITURE CATALOGUE No. 306
contains 160 pages of fine half-tone engrav-
ings of newest designs in carpets, rugs, fur-

niture, draperies, wall papers and pottery, with
cash prices. Write for a copy-it's free. John
Kay Co., Limited, 36 King St. West, Toronto.

MODERN FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTION.
Our system of reinforced concrete work, as
successfully used in many of Canada's larg-

est buildings, give better results at lower cost.
" Astrong statement," you will say. Write us and
let us prove our claims. That's fair. Leach Con-
crete Co., Ltd., 100 King St. West, Toronto. (tf)

MOORE'S Non-Leakable Fountain Pens. If

you have Fountain Pen troubles of your
own, tne best remedy is to go to your

stationer and purchase from him a Moore's Non-
Non Leakable Founain Pen. This is th one pen
that gives universal satisfaction and it costs no
more than you pay for one not as g, od. Price
$2 50 and upwards. W.J.Gage & Co. Limited,
Toronto, Sole Agents for Canada.

THE National Cash Register Co. guarantee to
sell a better register for less money than any
other house on earth. We can prove it.

Make us. National Cash Register Co., 285
Yonge Street, Toronto.

THE"KALAMAZOO" LOOSE LEAF BINDER
is the only binder that will hold just as many
sheets as you actually require and no more.

The back is flexible, writing surface flat, align-
ment perfect. No exposed metal parts or compli-
es ed mechanism. Write for booklet. Warwick
Bros. & Rutter, Ltd., King and Spadina, Toronto.

AREHOUSE AND FACTORY HEATING
Systems. Taylor-Forbes Company, Ltd
Supplied by the trade throughout Canada.

SALESMAN WANTED.

SALESMEN AND SALESWOMEN WANTED—
Thousands of good positions now open, pay-
ing from $1000 to $5000 a year and expenses.

No former experience needed to get one of them.
We will teach you to be an expert salesman or
saleswoman by mail in eight weeks and assist you
to secure a good position, and you c n pay for your
tuition out of your earnings. Write to-day for full

particulars and testimonials from hundredsof men
and women we have placed in good positions, pay-
ing from $100 to $500 a month and evpenses.
Address nearest office. Dept. 265, NATIONAL
SALESMEN TRAINING ASSOCIATION, Chi-
cag , New York, Minneapolis, Atlanta, Kansas
City, San Francisco.

WAREHOUSE TO RENT

AT REGINA, SASK., a first class distributing
point. New wholesale warehouse flat, 40 x

100 feet, electric lighted, steam heated, elec-

tric elevator. Dry goods or gents' furnishings
preferred. Write Westman's Agency. Regina.

w
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Men's wear show-cards used by The T. Eatou Co., Toronto, in connection with their Autumn displays. That in the centre
ornamented with an actual photograph of goods, while those on either side are done in water colors.

First Clothing Specialist

Late E. D. Gough, First Canadian Merchant
to Carry Exclusive Stock of Men's Ready-

made Clothing — Opened Many Stores

E. D. Gough, manager of the Montreal fur store of
the Sellers, Gough Co., whose death occurred recent-

ly, was the first merchant in Canada to specialize in

men's ready-made clothing. He opened his first

store in Norwood, Ont., in 1884, and later moved to

Peterboro' where he opened a clothing establishment.

Shortly after this he bought out Petley & Petley,

Toronto, and sold his Peterboro' business to his

brothers, A. J. & R. P. Gough. While in Toronto,
he opened stores in Belleville, Brockville, Hamilton,
Brantford and Orillia, and became recognized as the
greatest specialist in Canada at that time. Coming
to this country from Detroit, where he had been em-
ployed by the clothing house of Mabley & Co., he
coupled a valuable experience with his confidence in

the opportunity here and applied himself vigorously.

He was probably the first clothier on this side of the
line to arrange his stock on tables, and to display
garments with the selling prices plainly marked.
Mr. Gough was a persistent and in many ways a
unique advertiser, and as the newspaper offices in

the towns where he did business will testify, he al-

ways aimed to play up bis store news in such a way
as to immediately appeal to the people he was address-

ing. Invariably he imbued his salesmen with that
enthusiasm which marked all his work as a merchant
and it was a standing comment that "anybody who
ever worked for E. D. I rough for a year could obtain

a position without difficulty in any clothing house
in Canada or United States.

When Mr. Gough first went into the retailing of
clothing, there were only three large clothing manu-
facturers in Canada— A. E. Shorey & Co., Montreal;
Jas. O'Brien, Montreal, and W. R. Johnston. Tor-
onto.

Since going out of the clothing business, 10 years

ago, Mr. Gough has been associated with his brothers

as manager of the Montreal store. He had been in

failing health for the past year.

Effective Men's Wear Cards
The three men's wear cards shown here were ex-

ecuted in the advertising department of the T. Eaton
Co., Toronto. The lettering was done by Sydney
Smith, of the card-writing staff. The Autumn styles

card possesses much strength. The careless natural
pose of the figure with overcoat thrown over the arm,
shows to advantage the stylish, up-to-date clothing
worn. The hat card is an unusually striking one.

The hat is trim and stylish, while the background is

so distinctly a Fall scene that one is immediately
impressed with the seasonableness of the head wear.
The illustration in each of these cards was done in
water colors.

The large men's wear card is an actual photo of

the goods mounted on the card and appropriately
lettered. This is very unique and attractive.

-Flat Brushes-
FOR CARD-WRITING

RED SABLE IN ALBATA, approved and
used exclusively by the author of the "Edwards
Short Cut System of Card-writing," and other
prominent card writers of Canada. Best
French make, all sizes. We also handle

CARD-WRITERS' SUPPLIES
consisting of Thaddeus Davids' letterine,

Soenneken pens, T squares, cardboard, etc.

Write for prices.

E. HARRIS CO., LIMITED
73 King St. East, - - Toronto



Lesson7--CompleteCourse inCardwriting
The Edwards Short-Cut System — Demonstrating the Lower Case of the

Capitals in the Preceding Lesson on Brush Stroke Roman.

By J. C. Edwards. Copyright, Canada, 1911

MUCH has been said in favor of the brush

stroke Roman lettering by card-writers.

This style of show card letter can be execut-

ed very quickly and a large amount of

legibility can be obtained. The accompanying plate

shows the lower case or small letters which are allied

with the letters of last lesson—the brush stroke

Roman capitals. If you refer to the previous lesson

(No. 6) you will notice the card made exclusively

with Roman capitals is not so readable and neat as

the card accompanying this Lesson which is made
with capitals and Lower case letters of the same style

of lettering.

There is one very important point to learn in

writing the Roman, and that is the great care re-

quired in putting the spurs on the letter.-. This

either make- or mars the letter, for the beauty rests

entirely on the evenness of the spur-.

A

Floralmecl

1 IV* , 1- easily obtained

jifwith practice

Card showing application of the brush stroke Roman.

Keep in mind the absolute necessity of holding

the brush properly as illustrated in the picture shown
in the left hand cornel- of the lesson plate. Another
important point to observe in Roman lettering is the

fact that much greater speed can be attained In-

making the whole word or line of letters before add-

ing the spurs and moreover, a much neater and more
symmetrical effect can he obtained. The hand is

steadier and produces better and truer spurs where
it has quite a number to make all at one time, in-

stead of adding the spurs to each letter as you go
along.

The idea in writing brush stroke Roman is to

produce neat cards quickly and this is accomplished
more readily when the capitals and lower case letters

are used together as shown in the main line of the

card "Floral Effect.';

The strokes of this letter will be recognized as be-

ing the strokes that appear in the first alphabet that

appealed—brush stroke block. This, one might saw
is rather singular but you will find that if you have
been successful with the first and have practiced

every stroke and become quite familiar with each and
every one, that you are on "easy street" during the
balance of the lessons whether they be for pen or
brush. Your attention was drawn to this fact in the

first lesson and is one of the features that the Ed-
wards' shortcut system embodies. Of course, there

are many new strokes shown in this lesson that have
not been used before in former lessons.

In executing the Roman letters, the position of

the brush in the hand never varies except in a few
instances, and the secret of success lies in the rigid

adherence to this rule. The exception is the letter

"S."

The hand turns in this case to give the full

breadth of the middle stroke which is necessary and
could not be done if hand and brush were held in the

same position as in the execution of even the top

and bottom strokes of the same letter.

There are only a few minor points in this plate

which will not be perfectly clear to the student, but
upon close study of the strokes, these can be over-

come.

The most important is the finishing of such letters

as "a," "c," '%" "r" and "s." It will he noticed that

the finish is not unlike an attached "comma" and if

you turn back to plate No. 2, you will find that the
strokes for the comma are given along with the

strokes which form a "period." Practice this part of

the letter and you need have no trouble in getting it

properly. Tlie shading we recommend for this style

of letter is the Left band lower shade—the same as

shown in plate No. 1.

The decoration of the card here shown is simple
and yet quite effective. It can be carried out in

colors or in shade of grey. It serves as a relief and
takes the bareness off the card card without destroy-

ing the legibility. The same brush, No. 7 or No. 6

red sable flat in albata, was used to make this card

throughout.

When making the stem- of the flowers allow the

band to run lightly on the finger as shown in the

corner illustration of the plate, holding the brush in

such a manner that the edge rest- very lightly on the

card. l>o it quickly, practice it often and don't be
afraid to try. If you go at it slowly, you will get it

very uneven and also get amateurish-looking curves.

For lining the card, hold your brush as indicated

in the accompanying illustration, letting the fingers

Showinir position of brush in h;ind w) i e lettering'
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Plate N-7* Brixsh Stroke Romain

aM^^ Ira
p^- >s

I i /t'_lliiri.

Plate illustrating brush stroke Roman, lower case. Follow arrows carefully and practise persistently.
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rest lightly but firmly on the T square and keeping

the brush even always. Do not move your hand but

move the whole arm.
If further particulars are required regarding

brushes, outfits, etc., write to the author, J. C. Ed-
wards, c|o MacLean Publishing Co., Toronto, or to

this paper.

a rule, if these directions are followed the chest and
inseam measurements will take care of themselves.

F. 0. Pike, formerly of New York, has recently

taken charge of the window trimming department
of Picard & Picard, Montreal. Mr. Pike has had an
extensive experience in some of the leading New
York houses.

Directions for taking measurements for men's
combination underwear: Have customer remove his

coat, then measure from centre of right shoulder,

down the front, through crotch, and up the back to

centre of right shoulder, the starting point. The
trunk measurement of the combination suit should

correspond within an inch of this measurement to

insure a fit. Often men of the same chest measure-

ment vary so in trunk measurements so that this

system is preferred to taking chest measurement. As

Commercial Travellers, Limited, capitalized at

$25,000, secured a charter to carry on at Montreal,
places of recreation for commercial men. J. F.
Dubreuil, L. J. Decelles, Camille Robichaud, A. E.
Benoit, J. A. Delisle and P. H. Burns, commercial
travelers, are the incorporators.

Capt. Haygarth, of the Haldimand Rifles, is

now the proprietor of the Semi-Ready store on Dun-
das street, London, Ont. A. Johnson, who has been
in charge of the store pending Capt. Haygarth's ar-

rival, returns to his work as Semi-ready representa-

tive in Ontario. Before his departure with the Can-
adian contingent to take part in the coronation cere-

monies, Capt. Haygarth disposed of his men's store

in Cayuga. His ultimate object was to embark in

business in this larger centre. Upon his return he
lost no time in making a careful study of the modern
Semi-ready system, not only from the London view-
point, but by visiting the large tailor shops in Mont-
real. He also made a close study of the methods of

tailoring fine clothes.

HINTS TO BUYERS

SUCCESS COLLARS.

A booklet that will immediately ap-

peal to men's wear buyers is that

which has just been issued by Cana-

dian Converters, Ltd., Montreal. It

is descriptive of the Success collar

range, each of the twenty-six styles

being illustrated on a special page of

heavy coated paper. Nothing has

been spared to give to the trade all

details relating to these collars

which for all desirable essentials have

gained so strong a foothold in public

favor. The booklet is a complete ex-

position of the complete range of

complete collars. The1 claim made
for success lines is that they contain

values that are superior in two for

25 cents or three for 50 cent lines.

An important point emphasized by

the booklet is that the manufactur-

ers carry a stock of 50,000 dozen and

that wholesalers also carry stock. A
supply can always be obtained on

short notice.

STAR BRAND NECKWEAR.
The Van Allen Co., Ltd., Hamilton,

are making men's neckwear (Star

Brand), and travelers are now on the

road with samples. Their showing
comprises a full range of neckwear
for Christmas trade. The pattern

range is a broad one, fabrics and col-

orings used are up to the minute. It

is the intention of this firm to con-

centrate to the same extent upon
their new line as they have done in

manufacturing Star Brand men's
shirts which occupy so prominent a

position in the estimation of the fur-

nishings trade.
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This plate is illustrative of the brush stroke Roman capitals. See article for lower case.
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A "CHESTER" Novelty that

every Dealer in Canada can sell

—a novelty for clothiers and haberdashers in the smaller
towns as well as in the big cities. A money-maker and
trade-winner for all.

Suspenders are staples for Christmas gifts- and the
" Chester " Christmas Box, containing Suspenders,
Garters and Armbands, makes a Christmas gift that sells

on sight.

Our travellers are on the road, showing Chester special-

ties, including Belts attractively boxed for the Holiday
Trade, also the regular Fall line and Belts for 1912. Write
for our representative to call and show you the complete
Chester line.

HALLS LIMITED
Manufacturers

BROCKVILLE, ONT.

Full stock carried at our Winnipeg Warehouse

148 PRINCESS STREET

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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CAMPBELL'S
LINEN
THREADS

T17HETHER for household or for

*™ manufacturing purposes
CAMPBELL'S LINEN THREADS are

the most satisfactory to handle; our

steadily increasing sales are witnesses of

their popularity. They are uniform,

strong and smooth and are made solely

from the finest quality flax.

You will be pleased with the prompt

delivery.

ALL LEADING WHOLESALERS
STOCK CAMPBELL'S THREADS.

Agents for Canada

John Gordon & Son
Toronto Montreal Winnipeg

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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CRUMS PRINTS
CANADIAN PRINTS

AND WASH GOODS

FOR SPRING SEASON 1912

For Spring Season 1912 we are showing

both British and Canadian Prints.

British in two brands, manufactured by the famous print man-

ufacturers-- The Thornliebank Company of Thornliebank.

"Crum's" Standard Cloth, which is the best known brand of

Prints in Canada, and the "Challenger" brand, a slightly lighter

cloth, but equally fast in colors; Canadian Prints at all prices.

We are also showing a very large range of Wash Goods and

Dress Ginghams in all the latest textures, colorings and designs.

Samples of all these will be in the hands of our travellers in a

few days. Will you kindly reserve your orders until you have

seen our samples, which are the best range that we have ever

shown to the trade.

John Macdonald & Co., Ltd.
TORONTO
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DOLLS
Our catalogue No. 31 illus-

trates and describes over 200

lines of Dolls which we can ship

from stock immediately on re-

ceipt of orders.

This 500-page Holiday Cata-

logue also contains a complete

line of Toys, Games, Decoration

Goods and Novelties for Nmas

trade. Fancy Goods, Fancy

China, Staple

and Fancy Glassware. Rich ( kit

Glass.

Write for catalog 31

Over 500 pages of definite in-

formation about Holiday Goods.

NERLICH & GO.

TORONTO

MONTREAL QUEBEC WINNIPEG
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The Merchant's Influence

TO suggest thai his advertising exerts a much
broader influence than that which pertains to

his own business, may arouse only an indiffer-

ent thought from the merchant who is persistently

enlightening his community, through display and
other forms of advertising, upon the interesting

point,- of his -tnck and his merchandising.

The captain of industry who said. "Show me the

advertising and the display fronts of the stores of a

town ami I will tell you something about the out-

look of thai community," knew from observation,

whal he was talking about.

The quality of a man's advertising, not so much
the quantity of it, is indicative of his enterprise, his

individuality, his study of activities in the world at

large, his ability to adopt what is good and to elimi-

nate what is bad, for the best interests of his busi-

ness.

In this way he reflects not only his own size but
places an estimate upon the intelligence of the com-
munity. Thus, he interests the attention of the
onlooker, the outsider who takes that mental note
which sometimes serves good purpose when he has
to hark hack for something to fit an idea,

A town is "dead" or "live" very much as the mer-
chant gives it the appearance that suggests the part.

Of course, there will always be those who, making
no special effort themselves to move up to a certain
standard, always benefit more or less from the work

. done by more progressive merchants. It is some-
times found to he the case, indeed, that they are the
men who stand out resolutely as the exception in any
organized movement on the part of the others, to

facilitate business operations as a whole, and, like as

not, add to the town's reputation. At the same time
their store is suggestive of absolute contentment with
chance trade.

It is a case of "winning by waiting," whereas, by
quickening their stride, they would certainly cap-
ture gi eater business and contribute their share to

that so-called "unconscious" advertising for their
own town. This describes the man who through in-

difference is injuring his own interests. He seldom
ii ever induces himself to leave a certain groove.

Then there is the man who, though in another
line of business, is making good money through no
special effort of his own. Other merchants bring
the people to town, make arrangements for distrib-

uting their goods to advantage, and this man is there
with his own little show to help himself to whatever
is going. It costs him nothing to advertise, he
doesn't see the necessity. Be overlooks the fact that

it every other merchant held the same view as he
did, if would he a pretty dead town. He is going
along on ;in absolutely wrong principle when he
assumes that the other fellow's enterprise will always
help his own. In a way, he is little better than a

hanger-on.

There is more public spirt involved in this matter
than some merchant- are inclined to consider. They
keep themselves too much in the background. Too
often they are willing to let the other fellow do all

the work, and are ready to lake chances on any good
that y come of if to themselves while, so far as
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the community is concerned, they do not allow a

thought to ruffle their serenity.

A broader view should be more generally enter-

tained. When allowed full scope, and taken as a

basis of action it is, individually, good advertising.

It is, moreover, very often the basis of estimation

adapted by those who would favor the town with
their patronage not only as far as trade is concern-

ed, but by investment in industrial or commercial
activity.

Too Busy to Worry
AFTER thirty years in the dry goods business,

a merchant in one of the large, progressive

Ontario towns, declares that one thing lack-

ing in many merchants throughout the country is

confidence in their own ability to attract and hold
local business, and in forming a reasonable estimate

of human nature. Admitting that the large mail
order houses were taking considerable business out

of his town, he stated that his firm had never allow-

ed themselves to become panic-stricken but had
closely studied every essential of efficient service in

stocks, in selling and in general merchandising with
the result that they never bad time to pay more
than passing notice of outside competition.

'"' >ur motto," he said, "has always been to keep
yourself busy and you'll never have occasion to

worry about the other fellow."

In the first place they had made it absolutely

impossible for any person to say that they could gel

better service from the mail order houses than they

could at home. The trilling problem of returned
goods, for example, they had solved by eliminating
all disagreeable features.

"If an article is not as we say." be stated, "we
take i; back without a word —in fact, we take it back
so quickly sometimes that the customer regrets she

had spoken about it, and in nine cases out of ten

-he spends the money on something else before leav-

ing the store.

"It is a peculiar touch of human nature which
accounts for occasional purchases in the city stores

by people who should patronize local houses, hut

when we consider that they are within easier reach

of the local merchant, can he more directly influ-

enced by bis advertising, and are always open to

convincing demonstration at short range, we con-

clude that we are passing up our opportunities if we
do not induce them to first consider at least the ad-

vantage in patronizing home concerns."

Two Attitudes—Both Good

THERE are many differences of opinion as to

the attitude which the head of a business should

assume towards the managers of bis depart-

ments so far, at least, as their buying is concerned.

The Review recently met with two examples, each

different and both good. In one store, the head sat

in his oflice. interfered very little with the daily

operation of his departments. Watched closely the

carefully prepared statistics showing growth as com-
pared with previous years, but at the same time
insisted upon scrutinizing every purchase made by
his different buyers before attaching bis O.K. In

this way he coupled his personal knowledge with

that of the buyer, and having, through his statistics.

an accurate knowledge of the condition of stocks in
any or all departments, he was able to assure himself
that the buyer was not overstepping the mark.
Nothing went through without his knowledge and
he had worked out a system which placed at bis hand
a, reliable check on every operation.

In the other store, the heads of the firm took an
active part in the "floor work." They met custo-
mers, talked with them, showed kindly interest, and
applied their personality to good advantage. AVhile
every department was run as a separate store under
competent management, with carefully compiled
statistics, they reposed the entire responsibility in

buying and selling upon the different heads, and left

it almost entirely with them to show a good turnover
with stocks in excellent condition.

Now the reputation enjoyed by each of these

stores shows that the attitude of the heads was open
to little criticism. In the latter case, undoubtedly
the managers of departments would develop the
greater confidence in themselves, hut in the other
case, the merchant was possibly giving in a greater

degree the benefit of his own knowledge and experi-
ence more directly to his stall'. Then, again, where
one merchant had no decided taste for "mixing"
with his customers, he could probably apply him-
self to heller advantage in directing his departments,
while in the other store, the merchant reaped what-
ever benefit there is in personal contact, It is a poor
rule that does not work both ways.

On Choosing Efficient Help
LJtlW many people do you discharge for inefn-

**• ciency in the course of a, year?" was the ques-

tion put by The Review to the head of a busy

section in a large store recently. His reply was some-
what unexpected. "During the present year," said

he, "I have only had to discharge three people for

downright, inefficiency. They were likely-lookimj,

people when they came, and in spite of the interest

that we exercised in their behalf, they went wrong
chiefly on little things that lost customers. A
manager feels hi- responsibility in such cases for he
likes to feel that he can depend upon himself in mak-
ing selections for his staff."

"Where so many are employed, vacancies will

occur from uncontrollable causes, but we have many
applicants. General appearance, manner, personal-

ity, evident temperament, the person's idea of em-
ployment, his or her ideals and numerous little

things aid decision. It is often the case that a man's

reason for leaving his former position -tamps him as

an uncertainty or one likely to shift on the slightest

whim, and that fact alone is a good key to his effi-

ciency.

"There was a time when the head of the firm, on
hearing of a, new employee, approached him in the

role of a customer, enquired for some article, and
based his own opinion on the way the man waited

upon him. But the business is too large for that now.

We list all applicants and keep a record of particu-

lars concerning them as one means of aiding deci-

sion. Much depends upon the manager himself as

to development and continued efficiency of an em-

ployee. By his attitude, his actions, his interest. In-

tact or the want of it he can often make or mar a

young salesperson's career."



Greater Business Aim of New "Arcade"
Layout of Hamilton's Latest Departmental Store — Description of Different

Floors, Arrangement of Stock and General Facilities — Systems Adopted
by Executive —33,000 Square Feet of Retailing Space — Excellent Location

T [-IE Arcade, Limite<

menced business in

Jaiiics St. (North)
circumstances. Building

floors

Hamilton, have com-
heir new store, 43-5]

under very favorable

comprises three

and basement, devoted entirely to department-

dness. Provision has been made to enable this

James St Front. Arciide. Limited. Hamilton,
showing Main Entrance and Windows.

firm lo develop on broad lines and extend their en-

terprise as opportunity offers.

Excellent Location.
No better location could have been chosen. The

front of the .-lore faces on a main thoroughfare and
the rear opens directly on the market square. The
main aisle is practically a street leading from the

market with departments doing business on both
sides and sections on different floors, easily access-

ible.

Well-planned system, aggressive methods, care-

fully assorted stocks, combined with up-to-date dis-

play and stock-keeping in every department and
proper light and sanitation express the ideal of the

management. The store proper is well laid out \'<<r

deparl mental merchandising.
Detailed description of every floor with stock

Layout follows, as interesting to merchants contem-
plating improvements.

The front is of stone in square column effect

capped with a panel bearing the name. "Alexandra

Arcade." The main entrance is in the centre and
double display windows on either side. Four large

show windows are finished at the top with fancy
leaded lights and each corner to the entrance is

rounded. (See plan.) Smaller display -paces are

set in at the sidewalk line and dressed from the

basement with goods from those sections.

Good Display Windows.

Backgrounds are colonial in effect, panelled in

white, done in light chrome and completed to the

ceiling with large plain glass lights. Green carpet
is used on window floor, dividers are set in when re-

quired, making four roomy show windows. Front
supporting pillars arc panelled with mirrors to en-

hance merchandise on display. A brass name plate

"Arcade, Ltd." is placed in each section of the win-
dows. The main entrances, as well as the rear, are

double swing panel plate doors.

Liberal Floor Space.

The store is 55 x 200 feet, square plan, with ap-

proximately 33,000 sq. feet of retailing space used
and 10,000 sq. feet for reserve stock and workrooms.
All floors are hardwood and ceiling high and airy.

The building is steam-heated and properly ventilat-

ed. Each section is served by electric passenger and
freight elevators or wide stairways.

General dry goods, men's clothing and furnish-

ings, men's, women's and children's shoes are shown
on the first floor.

Departmental Arrangement.

All counters and cases are in quarter-cut oak.

Shelving is low and every section in full view over
centre ledges, while stock fixtures at side are built

for interior display and neat arrangement of stock.

Fixtures for tickets, store directory and department
cards are attached to two rows of supporting pillars.

Parasols and traveling rugs are shown to the left

of the door. Along this side dress goods and silks,

wash goods, staples and patterns are located. Three
sets of fixtures, surrounded by glass cases, are used

for novelties and separate departments, ribbons,

handbags, fancy goods, gloves, handkerchiefs, cor-

sets and underwear, neckwear, knitted goods and
stationery.

Opposite are similar cases and counters for men's
furnishings and clothing, men's hats being shown
at the right in display cases. Underneath the stair-

way, cabinet wardrobes are built in, forming a bal-
cony for either a musical department or rest room.

The window trimmers' department and card-

writers' workroom are situated below and back of

these wardrobes.

Fully one-quarter of the main floor is devoted to

men's and women's shoes, which are kept at the rear.

There is practically two distinct departments with
equal facilities, display cases and counters. Stock is

kept in specially labelled boxes of uniform size.

The basement is reached by stairway or elevator
Iron

i near the centre of the store. This is in three

departments, groceries, hardware, graniteware and
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tables and eases of china and rich cut glass. Proper-

ties similar to those on the main floor for handling
and showing goods have been carried out in detail

to make these department stores within themselves.

I ; ea i >y-to-Wear and Milliner v.

Reaching the second floor by elevator, one is met
with an array of ready-to-wear, milinery, carpets and
house-furnishings. All cases, tables, fitting rooms
and wardrobes on this floor are mahogany and the

general scheme is colonial, the millinery department
being divided from cither sections by an art railing.

All the windows have straight hanging Arabian net

curtains with velour side drapes, and both the milli-

nery and ready-to-wear showrooms are carpeted with

Layout of first floor departments dry goods, men's
clothing and shoes. Arcade Limited. Hamilton.

two-tone green Brussels. Business and private

cilices are on this floor.

Starting at the front a comprehensive stock of

furs is kept in wardrobes and cases or displayed on
fixtures and figures. Cloaks, suits, blouses and while-

wear and a full range of children's and misses' gar-

ments occupy the front portion and are arranged in

cases on tables, rotary racks and shelving.

In the corner next the millinery department is

a liberal sized fitting room with gold and while in-

terior. One side is faced with a large panel mirror

<\\t\ another with green velour draw curtain.

The superintendent's office and advertising desks

are situated in one corner of the ready-to-wear floor.

Co-operation Between Departments.

The millinery show-room is easily accessible and
permits of co-operation between both departments.
The predominating display equipment used consists

of electrically lighted cases, individual customers'

tables with mirrors, mahogany pedestals and double

counters.

Next come carpets, fugs and home furnishings.
Curtains and draperies are shown on one side; rugs
in piles on the floor. A series of broad tables is used
for blankets, comforters and bedding. Oilcloths and
linoleums are placed near the stairway.

A Place of Meeting.
To reach the rest and reception rooms

it. is necessary to cross the carpet depart-
ment. The centre space at the rear be-
tween the general offices and freight ele-

vator is fitted up for customers, church committees
or any organization disposed to use it. Some of the
equipment provided are tables, easy chairs, couch,
writing desks and magazines.

o^o
eicr^u s—u

Arrangement of stocks on second floor, millinery, ready-
to-wear and carpets, with general offices. Arcade

Limited, Hamilton.

Business office, general manager and secretary's

offices are combined in such a way as to ensure quiet

and privacy, bach one is fitted with every conveni-

ence, filing cabinets, and vaults provided to com-
plete and round out a perfect working system.

Dressmaking and Reserve Stock.

On the third Hour both dressmaking and reserve

stuck rooms are laid out. In the former a well ven-

tilated and sanitary workroom has been completed
and a large stall' of dressmakers, under a capable

modiste engaged to make this department an im-

portant adjunct to dress goods selling.

The Stock Room.
In the stock rooms, reserve is arranged accord-

ing In departments. Goods are opened, marked and
forwarded from this section. Mail orders are filled

here, and there is also another interesting point to

be noted. It is the rule to label everything with the

firm name or monogram besides having all goods

properly marked and ticketed ready to go to depart-

ments. The stall' are responsible only that their

lines must lie forwarded by 10 o'clock each morning.
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A check system is possible and all outgoing parcels

are looked after by those in charge of reserve stock

which makes for responsibility in an end of busi-

ness sometimes neglected.

How Store is Lighted.

The lighting system is planned with a view of

showing goods in their true colors. On the main
floor, three rows of brass rimmed domes with 250

watt tungsten bulb lamps are suspended about twenty

feel apart on la-ass chains. Rows of individual globes

hung from chains diffuse plenty of light for the

second floor. Entirely across the front and back

windows lamps of the same power are set in square

hood reflectors.

Windows facing on the market have been fitted

up with suitable backgrounds. It is the intention of

the management to display high-class goods on

James St. side and genera] trims of a staple nature

on the rear according to season.

The cash system is very simple, cashiers assist-

ing also as parcel wrappers, except on busy days.

Customers are guarded against chance mistakes, and
each cash desk is responsible for checks, change and
business done, to the general office cashier, as the

result of a duplicating system in making change.

One cashier and wrapping desk is provided for each

circle, and for the different departments on the sec-

ond floor.

Arcade Limited continue business in their new
<tore under very favorable circumstances. Their ad-

vertising and management is aggressive, and the

buying power represented by this establishment is

an important point, since it has behind it the out-

put of several of the largest manufacturers in Canada.
The personnel of the firm : President and general

manager, J. P. Whelan; secretary, R, M. Hoose;

superintendent, J. L. Jeffries, who al o gives his

attention to the publicity end. E. G. Rogers, who
has been associated with the company for nearly fif-

teen years, supervises the buying for the dry goods
section. Judging from the success of the opening of

the new store, perfect detail of arrangement, and the

way in which the requirements of modern methods
in departmental business have been met, the man-
agement have shown a broad grasp of their oppor-

tunies. They have built for thai greater business

which is bound to come in so progressive a city in

response to efficient service.

Retiring from Business.

Robert Pair, Peterborough, who has been in the

retail dry goods business for thirty-six years, an-

nounces bis intention to retire from active mercan-
tile life. Mr. Fair first began business in Centre-

ville, Out., and seven years later went to Peterbor-

ough. He opened his store there on Oct. !>, 1883,

and has occupied the same building ever since, al-

though it has been enlarged several times to meet the

requirements of growth. Mr. Pair was one of the

first merchants in Canada to open a dressmaking
department in connection with his store.

Four years ago Robert Fair & Co. was formed,

Mr. Fair being president and manager.
A "Retiring From Business" sale is being held

to dispose of the stocks.

Letters of incorporation have been issued to the

Canada Silk Company. Limited, Montreal, with a

capital of $100,000. General power- to deal in silks

and merchandise are secured.

General view of main floor from front entrances, Arcade Limited, Hamilton. This aisle leads from James S*. to Market Square.



Art of Dispday

Time for Quick, Snappy Trims
Live Merchandising Will Have to be Done in

the Next Month —Bringing Slow-moving Lines

Forward — Prepare for Christmas Campaign.

NOVEMBEE business is jusl what any firm

makes it and brings forward those goods for

which people have an immediate necessity.

True, some leading values and extra window
work have often to he resorted to after Thanksgiving
rush. Price and qualities have a great deal to do

with the matter, but for sales and records live mer-
chandising will have to be done, and windows give

a conception of values being offered in all depart-

ments.
That there will he some money saving opportun-

ities for customers follows for two reasons, one being

that merchants are anxious to reduce all -lock- 1 e-

lh in order to obtain newer goods atfore Nov.
Spring dating and another, or more important one,

of incoming < Ihristmas stocks.

Bedding and Blanket Sale.

Those department- which are foremost at this

season are heavier bedding, warmer underwear and
hosier} and all kind- of knitted goods. Some mer-
chants hold a bedding and blanket sale and associate

with it all necessities for household use. A.gain, ad-

vertisers often think it best to have a general clear-

ance and bring slower selling line- forward in all

departments. They use morning and afternoon
hour sales daily for ten days to effect a record
month's business. Ready-to-wear and furs can also

be made of sufficient interest to create large sales and
give splendid returns. Whichever method is adopt-
ed, window trimmers have to hustle and instead of

giving such attention to display, as is evident up till

Thanksgiving, it is more practical to use lot- of

The Paquet Co.. Quebec — Display "of dress suitings, light" shades, showing one of 12 windows" of the same order of different

kinds of merchandise. Full figure .draping and bolt .stands of .eight yards of. material without cutting. L By J. H. Roy.
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Taylor-Made, Double Bar
Clothing and Cloak Racks

MADE IN CANADA

mm

Ladies' Cloak and Overcoat Rack,

6 feet high.

Men's Suit Racks, 5 feet high

Made of O
6 feet long, 6
8
10

xydized Tubing.

posts, - $13 00
" - - $14.00
" $15.00

Made of Polished Steel Tubing.

6 feet long, 6 posts, - $10.50
" 6 " - $11.50
" 6 " - - $12.50

8
10

No. 92, Combination Hanger, for

Ladies' Suits, with wire attach-

ment for skirts, $6.00 per 100

No. 25, Ladies' Skirt Hanger,
curved to fit the tailored

form, with hook to support
the waist band, $6.00 per 100

No. 90, Wire Skirt Hanger,
$4 00 per 100

No. 33IB, Comb nation Suit Hanger,
inserted trouser bar, $7.50 per 100

No. 33, Same without bar,

$6.50 per 100
No. 33IB, Boys', 15 in. wide

$7.50 per 100
No. 39B, Overcoat H >nger, with insert-

ed bar, for extra size suits

$8.50 per 100
No. 39, Same without bar

$7.50 per 100

All Racks on Ball Socket Rollers
shipped K.D. No tools or skill

required to set them up.

Write for Our Complete
Catalogue, No. to

PROMPT SHIPMENT

The Taylor Manufacturing Co.
82 Queen St. North. HAMILTON, ONT. Phone 3550.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Third Series of Brinkley

and Mummy Form Drapes

arranged for The Dry Goods

Review by H. C. McDonald,

Murray-Kay Co.," Toronto.

No. 28.—Silk drape on Brinkley form. A
two-color effect to use for stripe or figured
goods. Cover form first with plain color
silk, starting with end on floor. Fit around
underneath edge of form and carry up over
top. Then start figure 1 s.lk from over top
of form at left side, leaving at least one
yard over back, which is later brought up
folded double and down to point A, form-
ing large rever collar.

Bring width of goods down front of form,
fit around waist in back, carry out to side
at B, and return up to back of form at C.

Then take other end of goods and start

to cover from shoulder D down to floor,

out to front at E and return up to hack of
form at C. Bring end of plain colorsilk up
in back, fold double, pin at shoulder F,

then down across bust to waist line A,
drawing to a point and finishing with
buckle and bow.

No. 33.— .Mummy form drape for silk or dress goods.

Cover top of form with lining of silk, then with allover
lace. Start end of goods at the top. Fold edge under dia-
gonally across top from A to B. Cover smoothly down to
Moor.

Carry out in front to C and return up to back of form
in short sweep to D. Take other end of silk, bring up to
point A, lay in plaits across corner. Pin and thread point-
ed end through buckles for finish. Goods draped out in
long sweep to rear, then returned up in back (not risible in

photo).

Cut long narrow collar of cardboard, bring across front
and "ver phoulder A to B. Drape wide lace over the edge
of this. Fold silk (in a plain contrasting color) in double
fold and roll eni to a pen*. Fin at A and up over shoulder
covei ing ca-dnnard collar.

No. 32. Mummy form drape for silks.

Start end of good? on floor at base < f form and cover
form smoothly up over top. Allow about one yard surplus
at back of form, bring selvedge of good* over shoulder to
front at A, theu in long sweep across front of form and out
to side awl rear at B. Carry poods back underneath this

sweep and up in short fold to back of form, showing under-
neath first sweep and across back to C.

Form two long loops d"wn to floor at D and E. In
arranging these sweeps keep the two layers of silk in end
loop together and arrange each in two folds as though it

were an end of goods.
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goods in stock trims and plenty of tickets to show

the values which are being offered to induce busi-

ness.

Want Live Window.

Business has reached a, stage where sales arc fall-

ing off in some departments and opening out in

others. There is no set method for display and very

few merchants want anything but quick snappy

trims with plenty of changes.

Drawing the Business.

Naturally for the windows, lines from each de-

partment will be chosen as leaders and shown previ-

ous to day of sale. If the plan of sale is Wednesdays
or Saturdays, similar lines can be placed in windows

before those days. Among the most approved for

drawing business are either averaged prices on slow

selling lines or perhaps close ([notations on special

purchases. However, merchants find it advisable to

make a dead-set against anything which has been

slow and thereby clean up all departments. Leaders

will be divided so as to give each section differenl

days and will include gloves, hosiery, handkerchiefs,

underwear, flosses and wools, wrapperettes, flannel-

ettes, linens, wrappers, underskirts, coats, silkoline,

window shades, table covers, cretonnes, art sateens

and cushions as most approved drawing cards.

These displays are all one-price trims and can

be made as attractive as one-price windows usually

are. At this season, it is enough if they sell goods

on display. With prices persuasive enough, busi-

ness trims are wanted and decorators are kept pound-
ing on those leader lines listed two a day, always a

day ahead of the sale times.

The Bedding Sale.

Lor a bedding sale programs are varied, but for the

opening an entire front can be devoted to bedding,

blankets and household supplies. Probably the most
important showing of the year for blankets is made
now, as nearly everyone is looking for them in view

of coming cold weather. A general display and a

price showing does the trick. Price tickets and dis-

play cards, calling attention to size, quality, satis-

faction and guarantee, will attract patronage. It is

policy, too, to quote a leader on llannelette blankets,

as this is their selling harvest.

Next in order is a high-class showing of comfort-

ers or price window.- at 98c^$1.95 or $2.95. Bed
spreads and Marseilles quilts make another good
window, either as a price ticketed assortment or this

season's special in quantity at 89c.

No. 1107 -Oak Garlands

TweWe autumn oak leaves to
a yard. Per doz $1.35
Per gross 14.00

Mr. Window Trimmer,

IV! r. Merchant, attention!

We furnish paper flowers,

leaves, vines, ferns, palms,

palm leaves, etc., for win-

dow and store decorating.

Write for Catalog to-day.

CHICAGO ARTIFICIAL
FLOWER CO.

4813-15 North 40lfa Ave., • CHICAGO, ILL.

As one sale often leads to another it is of par-

ticular importance that companion displays from
staples be made. Stocky trims are good. Towels,

toweling, napkins, tablings, and table cloths in

cheaper lines, or pillows, pillow cotton, cases and
sheets, sheetings and tickings all lead to satisfactory

sales.

Pi shing the Underwear.

Many merchants adhere to underwear sales in

November and start the month with rousing window
displays, as by this time lines which might other-

wise seem like quantities overbought can be pushed
and stock reduced to normal selling conditions. One-
price windows at 27c, 48c, 59c and 69c always mean
business for underwear departments. Window trim-

mers must show assortments for every underwear
need and help customers to their selections. If bet-

ter qualities are still a little heavy in stock an ar-

rangement of these can be made and results will

demonstrate an increased activity in this section.

Children's garments, combinations, two-piece suits,

black tights and sleepers can be shown in a neat

window.
Cold weather and warmer hosiery suggest a dis-

play of these at a price. Boys' ribbed hosiery,

women's cashmeres and children's lamb's wool hose

as necessities are brought forward to supply season's

requirements. Department managers can find some
unusual values to offer at this time of the year.

Display Furs axd Ready-to-Wear Garments.

Following out the wishes of the ready-to-wear

department it will be found that a window showing
from that department will include a collection of

]
The Botanical

Decorating Co.

504 So. Fifth Ave.

CDICA60, U.S.A.

Chestnut Vine

L
N26528

I'er Doz. - $ 1.25

Per Gro. - $12.00

Don't be without our

Fall Tand Xmas Catalog

No. A, printed in colors,

an exact reproduction of

our Beautiful and Natural

looking Artificial Flowers

and Foliage, for window

and interior decorating.

Don't delay, sit down
and write for this catalog.

It will save you money
and make you money.

J
The Season's Best Seller.

Beautifully Shaded Autumn Foliage.

Please mention Tlte lleview to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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FALL DISPLAYS FOR BURLEY-CURRIER. ' LIMITED. PORTAGE LA PRAIRIE.

Floral setting for dress goods, silks and millinery. Scenic panels for ready-to-wear Trimmer. A. G. Munroe.

odd size coats laid out to induce business, dresses,
tailored or fancy waists, moirette petticoats, chil-
dren's cloth and bearskin coats on figures and stands.
Bathrobes and kimonos on figures arc shown in a
window with eidercloths and fancy velours, draped
on stands to suggest completed gowns, cords and
tassels are worked into different drapes. One-price
sweater coats make a good impression as tins is the
height of seasonable selling of these goods.

In the fur department the season will have ad-
vanced far enough to show what measure of success
is to be expected. An assortment and display of
furs and fur-lined and fur collar coats can be divided
for two trims and quantity fur pieces or sets inter-
spersed. The best $37.50 fur collar and padded
lined coat or finest $50 fur-lined garments will show
that November is (be best time for cusl ers to

select their fur coats or buy furs. It is not necessary,
however, to quote anything but regular prices.
Sables, both Columbia and Alaska, minked marmots
or novelty sets in Persian lamb, fox. mink, blue or
black wolf can lie put in conspicuous places to at-
tract. Many stores will have enough velvet, caracul,
and musquash coats to make a display. Every en-

ergy put forward in November helps to make fur

departments a still greater success.

The Christmas Campaign.

Tins program finds decorators busy until Nov.
15th. In some larger stores window displays for

the first part of tins month are more educative and
deal with social events, theatre and supper parties.

Displays include dress and accessories for such occa-

sions. Everything possible is done to prepare cus-

tomers for a festive Christmas campaign which
opens at the inidiiiontli in earnest and starting with

masculine attire and showings of men's furnishings,

runs the list of departments. First comes the winter

millinery display of dress and tailored street hats

ready-to-wears, materials, trimmings and ornaments.
Attention is then given evening wraps and dresses,

i lei blouses, lingerie, hosiery and furs such as

ermine and while fox. These are shown in windows
with accessories, gloves, fans and evening or dancing
-hoe-, just as much detail being also given to fash-

ionable attire for afternoon functions in other set-

ling-.

Individual displays of new models in best makes

FALL OPENING WINDOWS — W. E. MAXWELL. ST. THOMAS.
Backgrounds in cream and brown onyx paper, ceiling and side wall being panelled to match. Figure drapes of rose and grey paillette
si i without cutting material Fur coats and novelty furs in a seasonable setting. Trimmer. F J. Thompson. Background design

of this window illustrated on page 76. Sept- 1st. Dry Goods Review.
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of corsets and gloves in kid, silk and net or smart

street gloves in cape, suede or chamois in leading

colors are also prominent.

Carrying the scheme into the carpet and home
furnishings—fixtures, hangings, carpets, rugs and

fire-place accessories and anything to add a cosy or

inviting appearance for the home mi winter even-

ings, can lie featured. All these add to pub-

licity and while smaller stores do not have

the same stocks. the same ideas could be

carried out and creditable displays made. How-
ever, in the stress of business in early November.

many trimmers find it bettei to start Christmas busi-

ness early and use such lines to lead up to December
1st and gift goods departments.

Recognizing that Christmas selling is being cater-

ed for sooner each year and Nov. 15th is the date

marking the commencement of Christmas demands,

window trimmers, who have their plans and back-

grounds in shape to lie forthcoming at that time, are

helping a long way to make their later work easier.

It all tends to more successfully handling of busi-

ness to lie in shape to start by Nov. 15th.

How Alex. Smith Won Out
Montreal Merchant Started With $400 Capital

Six Years Ago and has Recently Opened
his Second Store

When Alex. Smith. 811 St. Catherine St. West,

Montreal, started in business for himself six years

ago, liis capital amounted to $400. It was hard
work at first. Many days and nights of planning

were necessary to keep things moving in the desired

direction. Gradually business improved to such a

degree that a second store has lately been opened

at 4259 St. Catherine Street West, and is known as

the Westmount store. The stock consists of general

dry goods and men's furnishings.

The store is 72 feet from front to hack, and has

25 feet frontage. Recently the front has been re-

modeled, and plate glass windows have been put

in. This add- considerably to the appearance of the

building, and is an important factor in getting busi-

ness. Mr. Smith trims his windows twice every

week. As soon as new goods arrive, they are dis-

played in the window. Tims the public sees are the

different lines that are of interest.

Apart from the advertising that his show win-

dows give him. Mr. Smith lias lines of souvenir

goods which are given to the persons who visit the

store. For the children, and, in fact, all people, lie

lias in ally printed blotters. A pocket glass with

name, address and goods kepi in the store is another

good souvenir.

It has always Ween more or less of a problem how
the merchant in outlying districts competes with

the large department stores in the busy shopping

districts. In regard to this, Mr. Smith thinks one

reason the smaller store succeeds is the fact that these

stores keep open several nights of the week. There

is always more or less people who are in need of

something they forgot to gel during the day; or,

perhaps, they are too busy to do their shopping

when the large stores are open, and they wait until

the evening, knowing the smaller stores will serve

them. Another reason is the fact that most of these

smaller stores keep a fair assortment of all lines of

goods generally asked for.

This store demonstrates that it is not always a

large capital that is required to make a success in

business; it is ability to do things. Many of the

large stores of to-day started very small ; and by care-

ful attention to business have risen to a leading po-

sition in the commercial world.

PALL DISPLAYS FOR YOUELL & WRONG. AYLMER. ONT

Tailored costumes, millinery, parasols, handbags and gloves, in windows six feet square. Backgrounds of net. silver shade, with

fancy white silk border, white felt on floor, electric shades made of silver cardboard, white tissue and tinsel paper Hat stands

made of silver painted ! slats. Boxes in each window covered with silver paper and lined with white silk. E. O. Whiteside
decorator.



Great Dry Goods Expansion in Calgary
Within Past Seven Months Work has Been Started Which Involves In-

vestments in Buildings and Sites of About Two Millions — Hudson's Bay
Co., Pryce-Jones (Canada) Ltd., Glanvilles Ltd , and A- E. Snell — All

to Have Fine Facilities for Merchandising and Window Display.

Staff Correspondence.

CALGARY, Oct. 13.—This city, which is the

most important distributing centre between

Winnipeg and Vancouver, has increased its

population from '20.000 to over 55,000 in

the past five years and the growth in retail trade has

been tremendous.

Within the last seven months extensions of the

dry goods business have been inaugurated, which
will involve investments in buildings and sites alone.

of approximately two million dollars.

The chief of these are: the Hudson's Bay Co.,

departmental store; Pryce-Jones ( Canada) Ltd., and
Glanvilles Ltd. A. E. Snell has taken a lease of a

store almost double the size of his former quarters.

The first two firms mentioned are building depart-

mental stores: but dry g Is will form more than

half the business.

The Hudson's Bay Co. has purchased a site on
the corner of First St. west ami Seventh Ave. ami
excavations are in progress tor an eight-storey build-

ing, 250 x L30 feet, with provision for two additional

storeys later. Tins building will be completed next

year, and the investment in the premises will be

$1,500,000.

Pryce-Jones (Canada) Ltd.. who opened a three-

storey and basement departmental store. 100 x 60
feet, in February, 1911, found that the -tore was not

half large enough for the trade and commenced in

Mav to build an addition 100 \ s <i feet three storeys

and basement. Tins will be completed in November,
1911, and the entire basement will be devoted to

the mail order department. The ladies' ready-to-

wear, millinery and dry goods department- will lie

doubled.

The mail-order business conducted by this firm
i xceeded all expectations and for the past two
] itb- Pryce-Jones has been unable to fill at least

half the mail orders they receive.

The new store will permil the introduction of

several additional lines—drugs, stationery, boots and
shoes; but dry goods will be notably increased. At
present, one-third of the -tore i- utilized by the gro-

cery, hardware, china departments and tea-room.

Glanvilles Ltd.. which has been established in

Calgary for the past twenty-three years, will remove
in October to a new store on the corner of 8th Ave.
and Third Street West. The floor space of this store

will be four time- that of the present store on 8th
Ave. Staple line-, ladies' and children'- ready-to-

wear goods, and millinery will be carried as before

but the stock will lie more than doubled.

The new store will provide very fine facilities for

show-room and window display.

A. E. Snell. has removed to a new store on 1st

St. west. 5(1 x 125 feet with .-bow-window space.
i'>ii \ 10 feet. A line -bow-fooni for furs and ladies'

suits is a feature. This store i- one-third larger than
the one formerly occupied.

One of the main aisles in A.

E. Snell's new store, Cal-

gary, showing dress acces-

sories department and meth-

ods of display.
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New store being built by

Glanville's Limited, Calgary,

to be opened very soon.

JiSLI IB- T;

Pryce-Jones (Canada) Limited,

Department store, opened Feb.

14th, 1911, showing addition

started May, 1911, to be opened

shortly.

Store Front and Opening Windows, A. E. Snell'e new store. Note display window dividing the entrance,
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FEATURES OF THIS DEPARTMENT
Fringes, frills and shirrings are to be used very extensively as

a separate waistline finish — Panel girdles and sashes for holi-

day trade — Outlook points to great lace season - The latest

neckwear vogue.

MANUFACTURERS are now offering a novel

dress accessory which the styles of the sea-

son have called into general use. For dressy

and even semi-tailored wear, the raised

waistline is finished with a close-pleated frill, with

or without free lower edge. This touch is one which

bears the hallmark of newness and absolute author-

ity. Not one of last season's dresses has it. Almost

all of the best new types, for the purposes above

mentioned, show it in some form.

As a result of this, it is now offered separately

instead of as an integral part of the costume, as. when
it first appeared this Fall. Fringe ha- been popular

for the same purpose, and self-fringed -ilk. pleated

or shirred in the new -hoi effects, net and lace, and

plain bias folds of thin material.-, arc all called into

use for these frills.

Shot silk, pleated, shirred and with free, fringed

lower edge, is very practicable, as it. may he used

on a costume of either of the two colors with which
it is .-hot,

Pleated net and lace frilling is sold for the same
purpose, for use on wash blouses of net or lace.

A particularly striking use of the frillings men-
tioned above was seen where a dress was trimmed
at the waist, neck, sleeves and edge of tunic with

a short, -ilk pleated frill of about two inches in

width.
r

ldie colui-- iif drc-- mid frill were in sharp

contrast.

Where merchant- wish to sell goods as above,

readily over the counter, a waist, demonstrating die

use of the frilling at neck, sleeves and raised waistline

should also be shown. 'Phis waist should preferably

be of dark silk, as it affords a background for many
different types.

Several term- are in use to describe the above
style of trimming. The "frillon," the peplum and
the citoyenne are the terms used in New York. Lon-
don and Paris respectively.

®

Fringes Have Immense Sale

At the present time local houses are practically

sold out of fringe. Repeat orders are coming in, and
shipments are hourly expected. In some eases, die

retailer has himself to thank for delays. The Re-

view pointed out last Fall that wholesale houses were
stocking the fringes, expecting to sell in the Spring
or a little later. Every one in the dry goods trade

knew that fringes were the most talked of trimming

abroad. Trade journals, notably The Review, her-

alded them as die style feature in trimming.

Tn spite of all this, the retailer, as frequently hap-
pens, held hack till the last moment, late this Fall.

In August the fringes had begun to sell fairly

well. Now, many people are asking for repeats and
disappointed by delays. The latter are quite un-
avoidable because fringe is in as great demand

Gold bead and jet bodice ornament — Shown by Ernest
Bellinger. Manufacturers' Affent, Toronto.

abroad as here. Complaints are heard that prices

have gone up in some quarters. This is the natural

result of a neneral demand at short notice, and does

not imply increased profits for the wholesaler. Even
if it did. he would scarcely be more than reimbursed
for the expense of carrying so long in stock a line

which moved so slowly at first.

Metallic fringes are a notable feature of the new
evening dresses. Very deep fringe is used on some
of die richest toilettes. Ribbon fringe is a favorite

when black and white combinations are used. Read
fringes are selling extremely well in such favored

shades as turquoise, purple (amethyst) and Oriental

combinations of color.

The effort to find substitutes for fringe has led

to the fraying of silks and satins. Sashes have frayed

ends; ties, too, have frayed or fringed ends. Frayed
straight and bias pleatings arc offered for trimming
purposes.
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Dress Trimmings

and Laces

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
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Flett, Lowndes & Co., Limited

142-144 West Front Street

TORONTO
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Combinations of two or three colors, gilt or silver

and a color, and such effects are freely used in deep,

beaded fringes on evening gowns. This is one of the

richest trimmings shown.

Fancy Girdles Popular
This Line Should Prove a Profitable One at

the Coming Holiday Season — Panel Effects

and Made Flower Trimmings.

Panel girdles and sashes, double or single, with

folded belt attached, are among the offerings which
sin mid appeal to the retailer as specially suited for

the coming holiday season.

The merchant who exercises forethought will se-

lect a variety of handsome numbers which may be

reproduced in his own workrooms, and displayed at

the counter, materially aiding the sale of ribbons.

Fringed numbers sell wed, and when fringe is

not available, ribbons or silk may be self fringed

and finished with beads or latticed. Pointed panel

effects are finished with a tassel. Rounded panels

are weighted with a flat button, covered with fancy

fabric. Flat bows in pump style, with folds or

touches of narrow fringe or with buttons, are the

finish at the top. As these girdles are designed for

wear with the Empire waistline, belt sections are

usually unshaped and narrow or medium width, ar-

ranged in folds.

The postillion sash resembles coat ends at the

back, and is laid in graduated pleats.

Made flowers finish many of the girdles and may
be placed at side, front or hack. Sometimes the belt

section has a garland of tiny flowers and stems com-

pletely encircling it, and ending in a large made
flower at the side back.

®

Bead Girdles Sell

Bead and gilt and silver girdles now sell freely

in all the stores. Cordeliere girdles are also selling

very Avell in silk and the woven braids.

Turquoise is a favorite color, and turquoise bead
girdles are in good demand. Amethyst, and every
shade of purple, is so popular as to create demand for

that shade in girdles, both rope and bead.

Dull gold in greenish shade, and the antique
tints in platinum and silver are good selling num-
bers. This type of rope and tassels is used with the

mousquetaire bag, as well as for a girdle.

Changes in Trimmings
Indications Point to Decided Changes in the

Near Future-- Immense Influence of East

Indian Ideas in Embroideries and Bandings.

East Indian patterns and color ideas now domin-
ate the embroidered trimmings for dressy costumes.

Bright reds, blues and emerald greens are the colors

-ecu. The brilliant red, between a cerise and ma-
genta, now called ruby by leading houses, is one of

the must, notable shades. The Paddy green has sold

tins Kail. Imt high-class lines show a green more
near the apple shade.

To some extent the colorless laces are gaining

on the brightly-tinted bandings, and this tendency
grows. In some quarters it has been partially coun-

teracted by a distinct veering towards shades almost

Mew types of flouncings in

Swiss embroideries. Shown

by A. B. Fisher, Toronto,

for Leumann Boesch & Co.,

St. Gall.
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impossibly brilliant, in worsted embroidery on voile,

but Ibis is cbieily local in character. Generally

speaking, more lace and less embroidery, with the

exception of beads and gold and silver, is to be noted.

Another cross-current tendency consists of a

strong feeling towards the Cbinese and Japanese em-
broideries. Dresses are seen which resemble nothing

so much as kimonos in the floral and animal em-
broideries, which cover the bodice and. perhaps, a

portion of the skirt. The kimono wrap, decorated in

this way. has Keen seen at many functions since the

Eall openings.

It seems very probable that there will he a wave
of interest in Cbinese designs and colorings, and this

may entail a return of exact representations of flora,

which have been absent practically since the Vic-

torian era. It will be noted that the ribbon em-
broideries of flowers are already a popular feature.

Coat and Suit Trimmings
Wide braids are a prominent feature of the

Autumn coat and skirt suits. Dresses an' also trim-

med in this way. There is general expectancy that

this popular trimming will be again used on the

Spring stuts.

Buttons in all styles and sizes are being used on
the new dresses and suits. Big, flat buttons are very

effective on dresses which are the farthest removed
from tailored effects, and again on coats and suits.

Button forms of all sizes have been used, but fancy
buttons of celluloid and metal, specially designed to

match the heather mixtures, tweeds and serges, are

a feature of this season's selling. When metal fin-

ishes are employed, dull effects are preferred.

Tassels are much used to finish furs, coat collars

and draperies, also loose panels when pointed or fish-

tailed. Frogs are very popular, and the most orna-

mental and largest frogs seen in years are employed
on evening cloaks. Motifs on bodice and panel, on

inspection, proved to be large, beaded and jeweled

frogs of elaborate construction.

A Great Lace Season
Macrame Now at the Level of a Popular Article

in Demand Everywhere — Venise and Shadow
Laces Comprise, with Chantilly, High Class Lines

As a lace season this promises to be the greatest

on record. Sales of laces up to date have been much
larger than usual.

Point de Venise is the line favored for the dressy

costume wherever a heavy or medium-weight is de-

sired. Idle shadow laces are newer, and bid fair to

become a universal rage. Merchants are advised to

look into this now, as when the general public find

(be possibilities of this lace, it is likely to be scarce

and already snapped up by the great making-up
houses. In this instance, the latter seem to be gra-p-

ing the situation first. Whole costumes of brocades
and satin, as well as those of which heavier lace,

such as Venise, form a large part, are being over-

draped with the cobwebby shadow laces. These can-
not fail to catch public fancy, for in spite of their

extreme delicacy, they are conspicuous and different.

Shadow maline is used in a new way. Trans-
parent sleeves of tulle or chiffon have a deep, double

i utile of cut maline in shadow pattern at the elbow.
The ruffled, crinolined, or undersleeved elbow effect

is now typical of the best dresses.

Among laces for everyday wear, Macrame lias

sold excellently well. In coat collars and cuffs it

has been a leader. Bands of deep width have also

sold well for use on the skirts of velvet and satin

costumes.

Handmade Irisb and its imitations are enjoying
considerable favor, though not as much as was at

first looked for. Irisb crochet lias been asked for in

many quarters.

Cluny lace continues one of the most popular
lines. Many blouses will be shown, trimmed with
ibis lace right up till next Spring, and there is a

strong probability of another good Summer for

Cluny.
Fillet laces have been one of the leading features

on the other side and abroad, but not as good here
as their beauty and peculiar fitness might lead one
to expect. However, a good number have sold, and
each season sees increased appreciation of these most
artistic of all laces.

Veilings Now Prominent

As the shapes now being worn and those seen

up to the present time admit in vast majority of

cases of the wearing of a veil, this line is moving
better than for many months.

Tbe shadow veilings are excellent, and are offer-

ed in a variety of new patterns, all of the most deli-

cate type.

The new Alencon Drape or Matinee Veil. The popular combinations
are The and black or white and black. Shown by the Canada

Veiling Co., Toronto

Shetlands have sold excellently, and are at pre-

sent much worn with the white felt hats and other

outing types. Lace veils are also selling, despite the

fact of the superior suitability of other lines to the

cooler weather. There is every prospect of excellent
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trade in lace veils, particularly Chantillys, next

Spring and Summer.
In all the above black and white and mixtures

of the two are the best sellers. Some colored num-
bers have moved well in the shadow effects.

Excellent sales are registered in the staple lines

of chenille dots. These veils, like those above men-
tioned, are worn loosely, calling for long ends at the

back. To give the customer satisfaction the veil

should be adjusted to the hat, and a correct length

estimated. There is no staple length, owing to the

differing sizes of hats.

This is so widely recognized that even the Shet-

lands are sometimes offered by the piece instead of

made up with border. Both types sell well.

Fishnet veilings are the newest offering in this

line. They are specially adapted for wear with the

outing hat of felt, velours, etc. They are distinctly

rich, heavy and durable and of a. type to appeal at

a glance to the customer as a. Fall and Winter veil

of practical value.

®

Various Uses of Ribbons
As a dress accessory, ribbons are coming into

great prominence. Exquisite metal and brocaded ef-

fects are employed for back panels; or in some in-

stance for bretelle and sash garnitures. One very
effective gown had a single piece of ribbon draped
over the shoulders and formed into a long broad
loop. The ribbon was replaced at the waistline by
eight-inch pieces of heavy gold lace. Sections of this

lace joined the bretelles back and front. A most
attractive effect which is very pleasing can be ob-

tained by posing this garniture over any simple
graceful sheath of charmeuse, cachemire, or like

fabric.

Novelties In Neckwear
Roman Stripe, Windsor [|Tie — Quaker Jabot
— Side Jabots the Great Sellers— Stock Collars

for Autumn Sale.

Practically no change has occurred to disturb

the supremacy of the side jabot. This article dom-
inates the trade in neckwear to an extent which is

the great advantage of being wearable with Dutch
collars, with stocks and in con junction with neck-

bone of velvet or a flower or other fancv jabot.

On the right, collar and jabot of Swiss muslin, trimmed with
old rose silk applique. The other collar and jabot is of

Swiss muslin, embroidered in Swiss guipure effect.

Shown by Sanderson's, Limited, Toronto.

practically a, monopoly. Other lines sell, and sell

well, but mostly for wear with the side jabot. It has

Side rjabot of chiffon, daintily finished with black
border. Shown by F. C. Daniel, Toronto.

Side lapels have been selling well, both alone
and with stock attached. A new type of jabot com-
bines the lapel and side frill effect, the former
lapping over the latter.

Stock collars have been a, feature of Autumn
sales. Tbc high stock is now spoken of as the cor-

rect collar. This promises a revival of ruchings.

Beaded fold ruches and narrow effects will be the

best sellers.

A novelty stock collar bad touches of chenille

embroidery, and also was trimmed with fringe.

Coat collars, and large Hat collars with or with-

out deep revers, are shown in a variety of novel

forms! The deep point at the back is now a rage,

and may be seen on every type of evening coat, dress

or waist. Newer than this style is the collar, which
has a square outline at the back, and hangs down
very low, even as far as the waistline, narrowing per-

ceptibly from the shoulders down.

Pearl bandeau, set with brilliants. Shown'.by
R. Cowie. Toronto.

These types are used as models for the separate

collar designed for wear with coat or blouse. Black
is the favorite color in silk, and pipings or bands of

bright colors are used to trim. Emerald to apple,

cerise, ruby and bright blue are favroite shades.

Cuffs to niatcb are of medium size and the rather

deep, coat-cuff type.
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A Windsor tie of black was edged with brilliant

Roman stripe ribbon. This was a novelty much
heralded by the trade in New York.

The Quaker tie or jabot is made of two-inch

velvet ribbon, and consists of a long and a short

piece, the first about a foot in length and edged with
fringe. A flat, pump how at the top completes the

jabot. This jabot is very pretty when made up in

two shades of the same color. Maine and amethyst
were excellent.

Flower jabots have had a great sale. Made flow-

ers of all kinds with real centres and steins of rub-

ber or green ribbon are now seen on many of the

dressy toilettes. They are among the season's best

sellers in dress accessories.

The fringed hat or toque is becoming in the first

degree. The silk fringe which edges the brim,
and in the case of the toque, rests lightly on the

hair, makes a delightful frame for the well coiffured

head.

The tendency for fringe on both outdoor dress

and on the evening toilet, is confined almost entirely

to the tunic, or hem of the skirt, It is used very
sparingly when used on the corsage.

The fringed scarf of crepe de Chine enters large-

ly into the various draping schemes. These schemes
are one of the great features of Autumn dress. The
gown and the bat are by no means the only gar-

ments on which fringe is used. The evening cloak

and the Autumn coat decorated with various kinds
of fringe. And as the cold days of Winter come on
we shall see two old friends used in alliance—fringe

and fur.

The

Irving Umbrella Co.,
Limited

Manufacturers

1N,D1A

The Little

WITH

BigJ

Umbrella

THE

Spread

Write for Sampie Lot

79-83 Wellington Street West,

TORONTO

Please mention The Review to

Where Others Fail
in some point in the construction or design
of their corsets, with the result that the mer-
chant finds his corset trade gradually, but
surelv, dwindling awav, we come forward and
offer 'P. C.

FOR

PARISIAN CORSETS
SUCCEED

in satisfying the rigid demands of a humored
public. Every line is scientifically thought
out, every detail of construction is perfect and
only the finest materials are used.

When you have your patrons' interest at

heart you will sell P. C. Corsets. We ship

promptly.

Parisian Corset Manfg. Co., Limited

QUEBEC CITY, - - P. Q.

Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Features of this Department

Detailed inform ation with reference to wash

goods for Spring, givin des< •riptions (uid price

ranges

—

Illustration s of Spring fabrics--The silk

outlook points to record season-—Advance new rs for

the buyer of fabrics

Wash Goods Assortments for Spring
Merchants Have Variety of Staple and Novelty Fabrics at Right Prices for

Next Season's Selling — Style Trends and Values — New Patterns and

Advance Fancies Now Before the Trade

ADVANCE styles for Spring arc closely asso-

ciated with wash goods and successful sell-

ing. Merchants who arc now considering

their placing for next- year are interested in

gleaning from fashion's metropolis any ideas which
may assist, in making their departments more suc-

cessful. Travelers are on the road with wash goods

and kindred lines and buyers are deciding on values,

patterns and novelties. These showings reflect the

highest grade of ail possible in the weaving and
dyeing business. It will not lie surprising, with such

ranges of beautiful fabrics as Ginghams, Muslins,

Marouisettes, plain and fancy Voiles, Foulards and

heavier Ducks, Reps, cords and linen or mercer-

ized suitings, if next season shows a record turnover.

It is expected to be one of the best seasons yet.

Starting from the staple numbers, and including
Spring fancies, ranges comprise the choicest patterns

and stocks of European and domestic productions and
the essence of fashion's dictates for Spring and Slim-

mer, 10T2.

Prices Somewhat Easier.

Values are no le<s important, ami while fabrics

offered are at popular costs for Canadian retailing,

merchants are interested in prices of standard lines

Floral printed cotton voiles. Printed and woven tissues.

Shown by W. R. Brock Co.. Toronto
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usually found in departments. There is little rea-

son to expect much difference in quotations with

stocks manufactured from cotton bought for filling

wholesalers' and manufacturers' orders for this year's

selling. Prices on a few lines, however, are some-
what easier.

Buying this year will follow the latter demand
of last season's selling, and wholesalers have antici-

pated any fashion tendency likely to evolve in next
year's business. Experience shows, of course, that

this affects muslins or sheer goods and novelty fab-

rics, but, judging from ranges, buyers can undoubt-
edly forestall any unusual demand just as wholesale
buyers have done. Careful attention to sample
ranges will elicit this information.

Selling fabrics will be in contrasted weights.

sheer dress materials extensively shown and Hollands
and plain linens, Reps, Pongee suitings and Cords
for suits, motor coats and middy dresses. Just what
the latter portends in turnover it is premature to

Delainettes are not shown in usual broad assort-

ments, but light and dark grounds, mostly blues,

spot, stripe and floral effects, from designs in higher-

priced materials, are wanted for more dressy house
or afternoon wear.

Chambrays, Ginghams, Zephyrs.

Press Ginghams start with an imported cloth at

8c, which is one of the best yet seen at that price.

Checks, stripes, overplaids and plain solid colors and
novelty books. 2 and 3-tone designs, copied from
1")— lS'-c patterns, lend themselves to advantage
in producing some desirable and neat effects in
dresses for utility wear, Canadian Kingcot Ging-
ham.- are !M

L,c. There is an attractive array of pat-

terns and good colorings, ranging from staple small
checks to smart overplaids.

Anderson's imported Scotch Zephyrs are LOc and
L5c yard for the 27-inch and 30-inch cloths, respec-

tively. The patterns include a variety of styles in

'ooooaoJ p
O 0'-

oXooooh

Cotton Foulards— Shown by W. R. Brock Co.. Toronto.

predict. From the numbers of samples, qualities,

widths and prices there is an exceptional sale expect-

ed by wholesalers.

New Patterns in Prints.

Crum.s' Standard Prints are 1 1 '-e: another Eng-
lish brand is 10c yard. Canadian prints are 7 :; |c for

a lighter cloth than Last wear's 8c quality. Stock.

however, is quoted at 7 :;
ic. which, as long as it lasts,

is, of course, better buying. Several exceptional

values in low lines, imported cloths to meet sale or

window prices, are shown at •">'-< and QV^e yard.

That style trend also affects Prints is evidenced
this year more than usual, and running through dif-

ferent books, buyers will note the prevalence of clean

black and white pattern- and a new feature of the
season—Quaker Greys. Greys in sofl shadings, pen-
cil stripes, floral and conventional patterns, are in-

cluded in all qualities, and fully fifty designs to a

range. Colorings are bright and patterns new.
Starting with regattas, through indigoes, Cobourg

blues—in designs more on the outing order—lilacs,

browns and greens and a number of novelty Bur-
gundys, reds, amethyst and old rose shadings, it is

remarkable what quantities of neat and effective pat-

terns are seen. Duchess blue in plain, spots, stripes

and florals are always good. Mauve shows more
prominently, and several tans and Tussares in new
designs included add tone to the assortments.

plain Chambrays. neat, effective stripes and over-

checks or plaid- in entirely new colorings and sea-

sonable shades. Shade combinations include Quaker
Grey -tripe- and greys with contrasting colors, white
grounds with two-tone browns, tan and blue, green
and blue two-tone mauve, pink and green and black

and white a- a fashion note. Every merchant knows
the perfection of these fabrics, both as to design, fin-

ish and satisfactory washing colors.

Special hook- of mercerized raised cord and fancy
stripe Chambrays for dresses are excellent value at

LOc, and there are already indications that these will

sell well. Solid books of Quaker Greys in new pat-

terns are forward.

Dicks, Galateas and Mercerized Suitings.

Plain and printed Ducks, in navy and white.

black and white and butcher blues are lie, instead

of 11 •"*
( c. All leading and principal colors in a line

of cashmere finish Drills are quoted lie also. An-
other Puck suiting, 30 inches wide, plain colors, at

10c, is extra special value. Every shade is shown,
including white, navy and cadet, which has made
this cloth a tremendous seller.

Steelclad.

mills.

a new Canadian Galatea, made in the

is sampled in all plain shades, includ-
ing white, printed designs in stripes, spots and con-

ventional, mainlv navv. black and butcher blue. It
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Concord

Have You Seen

Priestleys' Line
For Spring, 1912?

If not, it will pay you to wait for our travellers

before placing your orders for Dress Fabrics.

Samples will soon be shown.

Priestleys'

Concord and Sandown
Coating Serges

are always popular. They make up attractively and give

splendid service. They will win and hold customers.

Electros like these illustrations will

be furnished for your newspaper

advertising. Write for a supply.

Sole Agents for Priestleys' Dress Goods

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED

MONTREAL
Concord

Sandown

Sandown

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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is quoted at ll^c. Manchester Galateas at 15c are

showing last season's continued success.

A clearing lot of Scotch Galateas at I8V2C, for a

regular 30c cloth, should prove interesting. It comes

in plain navy, cadet and red. with five-stripe pat-

terns, indigoes and Dutch blues in guaranteed col-

orings. A limited quantity of this line is available

and it has sold well with city travelers.

The Vogue fob White.

From early predictions for next season, buyers

are to show a strong feeling for white, and this trend

is expected to develop still more on cords than here-

tofore. Piques are quoted at 10c, 12M>e. 15c. 18V2 c.

and Keps and Poplins, both in dry and mercerized

finishes, are 1:'. '_<•, 15c, 17 1 -c. Bleached Duck-.

5, 6, 7. 8-oz.
;
will be excellent sellers this year. In-

dian Heads continue in strong demand.
Usual ranges of Lawns. Organdies and Swiss

spot and crossbar Muslins promise well. and. besides

these, there are several conventional patterns on Swiss

grounds. White and colored Mulls take with many
people and good staple qualities in wide widths are

wanted. Colors include blue, pink, helio. green and

grey in sofl silky textures. Usual prices are quoted.

The Muslin Situation.

Fewer colored muslins are being shown. It is

likely that the lower prices will he the main sellers.

For higher-priced fabrics, Voiles, Marquisettes, Foul-

ards and other fancies will have the call.

Printed crossbar Muslins at 7 :Hc reveal many
new color combinations. Printed Organdies at 8c

and 10c are shown in floral, crossbar and cobwebby

designs, taken from sheer French Organdies. These

are always good, as are some finer qualities. Quaker
Greys are again included, and black on white, and

white on black, which are always scarce, have been

amply provided for at all prices, 15c, I8V2C, 22 1/
L>c,

25c. With style demand, as anticipated, this sec-

tion is expected to show an increase.

Voiles, Marquisettes and Novelties.

Plain, printed and fancy "\ odes fill a very en-

viable position in the cotton dress fabrics for next

Spring and Summer. Plain Voiles, 27 and 28 in.

wide, costing 9c, to sell at 15c, in all shades, have
that correct finish desired and the appearance of

much higher-priced lines. For that 25c leader the

plain, hard-twisted, dry-finish Voile will meet buy-

ers' requisites. Over twenty different shades are be-

ing shown, including white, cream, Quaker grey,

sky, Alice, pink, tan. navy and black. For beauti-

ful airy Summer dresses, merchants can get a satis-

factory quality at. I8V2C Gas Voiles. 40 inches in

width, are 27'.c yard—clear tones in plain colors

and all shades. These are worth 30c—35c yard, and
have the dry. crisp, hard finish so essential in this

summery dress material.

Fancy Voiles, new stripes and checks in Quaker
greys, black and white and one or two patterns more
on the blue-grey shade. 27 in., are L5c. Another
hook in similar widths and patterns, all good selling

desisns, cost 1

8

] oc.

Printed voiles include two large ranges, which
will present an entirely new set of patterns. Tt i-

herc that much of the season's novelty and strictly

L912 advance Spring and Summer fancies will be

found at 18^ .,,. -_>;„. :m ,i 32y2 c yard. Beautiful shad-

ings and charming materials and pattern combina-

tions, white with floral in sky. mauve or green, sky

with white, grey with mauve, champagne with blue,

and green with mauve can he had in exclusive high-

grade costume lengths, every one an advance design.

Some pretty bordered effects will he taken.

Two lines of mercerized stripe Voiles were seen

in plain or self-colored stripes, one at 18%c and the

other at 22y2 c.

Demand for Foulards.

Radium Foulards will be in close competition

with Voiles for first place. A splendid range of these

fabrics, with a rich silky appearance, soft-finished,

and the patterns of all-silk Foulard, cost 15c yard.

Shades of Quaker Grey, Alice blue, tan, helio. navy
and black in large and small spot, fancy and con-

ventional designs are most suitable. Over 100 pat-

terns may be had. A real good line is also showing
at 15c.

Linens and Heavier Suitings.

Following these, as equally popular fabrics for

early and mid-season wear, are five different makes
of 'Shamrock" -anting, in which "Rajah" at 15c,

"Shansu" Rep at 15c and mercerized stripe Reps
at I8V2O include 25 shades in each range. For either

Summer suits or dresses they will be seen at a glance
to reveal their excellent wearing and washing quali-

ties. They will be good from both the selling and
manufacturing end.

Merchants and buyer.- will be able to start their

season's trade with all the wash goods requirements
for Summer wardrobes in broad assortments. Prices

are most satisfactory for placing.

KING'S
Ettablithed 1775

FAMOUS
Sold by leading jobbers

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognized by the Trade

of the world as the most relia-

able and saleable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities,

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on

every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son,

are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

Canadian Representatives:

CAMPBELL SMIBERT & CO.,

210 St. James Street - Montreal
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White^and rgrey 'mixture
worsted with ihair-Iine
stripe of reseda green.

Corded striped cotton voile.

Shown by John Macdonald & Co.. Toronto.

Bordered cotton voiles for Spring. The first on the left is a
black and white stripe voile with satin striped border in black
and white with marine blue edge. The middle sample is an
amber cotton voile with wide amber satin-striped border,
while the third is blue and white striped cotton voile with
marine blue border.—Shown by F. D. Elliott. Toronto,

Bordered cotton voile and bordered wool delaine.—Shown
by W. R. Brock Co.. Toronto.

i I

I

Stone grey striped
mohair suiting.

Quaker grey voile
with fancy stripes.

Grey sJlk mixtures.

Shown by W. R. Brock, Toronto.

Dove grey fancy. Lightand dark striped
grey wool and worst-
ed mixture.
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Black voile with white silk
hair-line stripe.

Black and white mannish
mixture worsted.

Black and white hair-line
stripe worsted

Shown by John Macdonald & Co., Toronto.

Black and white mannish
mixture worsted.

Light, Loose Weaves
Soft-Toned Mixtures are Leading Novelty Effects

for Spring — Evidently to be a Great White Season

So marked has been the success of thick rough
weaves, particularly in mixture effects and in blacks

and whites, thai the trade is now favoring goods of

similar texture but in lighter weights for the coming
Spring.

Loose crash weaves will be high style and soft

toned mixtures in pastel colorings are the leading
novelty effects. Tin? way in which rough tweeds arc

selling at present should give buyers added confi-

dence in these Spring adaptations and the dainty
colorings in which the new cloths come are all in

their favor. Black and white and white and black
mixtures, particularly in stripes, are prominent as

ever, and yet another good season promises in these

most ladylike effects.

The country trade has not yet taken up rough
goods, and as they are less likely to he effectively in-

troduced for Spring selling, the jobbing houses
which cater to the smaller centres are buying man-

nish suitings, chiefly in black and white, and also fine

worsted fancies in pastel colors with white and black
stripes. Fine foule reversibles in navy, marine, Co-
penhagen, willow greens and dove greys, with bright
contrasting colors for the reverse face are strong.

Such combinations as navy and cerise, marine
and mustard. Copenhagen and reseda, dove and
pumpkin are prominent. Fancies in dove or Quaker
grey are also put forward with considerable confi-

dence in some quarters.

®

Mixture Fabrics Prominent.
Silk and wool and silk and cotton fancies in

black and white and white in hair line and in strip-

ed and jacquard patterns are on the market in con-
siderable quantities and suiting patterns in mohair
goods are included in some lines. Mixtures in

which blue predominates are a strong feature and
in novelty colors champagnes and tawny shades
-land high.

Big White Season.

Serge is always a popular Spring fabric, and for

serge must be again placed at theSpring selling

Dark mixture suiting,

with reverse of ruby.—F.
D. Elliott. Toronto.

Marine blue cloth with
reverse side of black and
white stripe.— Nisbet &.

Auld. Toronto.

Double faced corbie blue
coating serge, reverse
side of ruby wool Otto-
man cord.—F. D. Elliott.

Toronto.

Imported novelty tweed.
grey, reseda, black, and
brown, with nub yarn

stripe of royal blue
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head of the selling list. Foules and coating serges

will be wanted both for tailored suits and for one-

piece dresses. Navy, marine and a few fancy shades

are in the lead.

White is making a gain all along the line, and
promises to be very prominent in the coming Spring
and Snmmer, therefore a. big white serge season is

anticipated, and this vogue will be shared by hair-

line stripes on a, white ground in black, and a few

colors.

Best Season on Record
Fine Outlook for Silks Next Spring— Fabrics

are Soft and Clinging — Lustrous Taffetas

Fashionable in Paris — Borders Will be Strong

A very big silk season is predicted for the com-
ing Spring, in all probability it will be one of the

largest yet known. Simplicity of line and effect, and
the free use of rich fabrics, are the coming fashion

ideas. So far is this carried that even the smarter
tailored suits and the little one-piece tailored dresses

are of some silk fabric. When tailored models are

developed in silk, it naturally follows that very rich

fabrics of the same staple are used for dressy wear.

The fabrics favored are soft and clinging, and no
matter what material is chosen must be free from
stiffness, and must yield and cling to the figure. Tt

must also drape perfectly and without adding any
additional breadth to the general outline.

Satin fabrics are on the pinnacle of fashion with
such makes as paillette and duchess in the lead.

Soft ribbed and serge weaves with a satin finish are

also in favor. Messaline is still selling to the country
trade and to garment manufacturers.

High grade lustrous taffetas are very fashionable

in Paris, and in the coming Spring will gain some
hold here, but it will take more than one season to

bring taffetas prominently to the front. Double
width, black taffetas promise to come first into use.

Glaces or two tones are favored in both taffetas and
satins. Just at present, double-faced satins are to

the fore, and these will also sell for separate and re-

versible coats for Spring wear. New ideas in re-

versibles show Roman striped backs combined with
a face of plain color.

For the coming Spring there is a decided ten-

dency towards fancies, and stripes, particularly in

black and white, are strong in all fabrics. These
stripes run from the narrowest hairlines to bold
stripes, well spaced, of clear white on a black ground.
Hairline stripes and checks so close as to give a grey
effect, form the ground for quiet jacquard fancies.

Very soft silks with small running effects in brocades
are another new feature.

It would look as though the biggest feature for

Spring would lie in bordered goods, and for Spring
borders appear in silks, from the lightest gauze or

chiffon to soft ribbed and serge satins.

Buyers back from Europe are enthusiastic over
the prospects of bordered foulards for next Spring.
The French dressmaking houses and the representa-
tives for the leading Paris, London and Berlin retail

stores are placing large orders. The foulards wanted
are not the cheap printed goods that have run their

course this season, but the proper cloth made, printed
and finished by firms properly equipped to take care
of the business.

The vogue for thin overdrapery materials con-

tinues with unabated vigor. Chiffons and a heavier
cloth known as chiffon cloth are established favorites

for evening wear. There is a growing demand for

crepe weaves and both chiffons and crepes are shown
in brocaded and printed patterns. Borders are prom-
inent, both in embroidered effects and in satin

stripes.

Crepe de Chine is to be much used both in plain
crepes and in brocaded effects, the handsomest of

which comes in a beautiful shadow effect, often de-

veloped in a deeper tone of the same color. Bordered
crepes are striped, figured, printed and patterned
with velvet.

For evening wraps and opera cloaks, and to

some extent for trimming purposes, bridal trains,

etc., metal printed brocades are used. Very expens-
ive patterns have heavy raised designs in metal
threads, while others have them woven in with the
fabric, giving a handsome shot effect.

All purple and wistaria shades are prominent as

well as tawny yellows, cerise and emerald shades.

Coral pink is to be the leading evening color this

Fall. Much black is worn, and white is becoming-
more and more fashionable, while combinations of

the two never were more prominent.

\
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1—Light-weight black and white tweed mixture. 2—Fancy silk mixture, black and black and white stripe. 3—Checked worsted
suiting .in. black, white and grey. 4—Mannish worsted in black and white with hair-line stripe in mauve. 5— Scotch mixture

in.'green, grey, white and black. Spring weight. 6— Hair-line fancy in olive green and black. 7 —Striped fancy
Copenhagen ground with hair-line stripes in black and white. Shown by W. R. Brock Co., Toronto.
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Textile Buyer Must Know
His Ability to Judge Values Should be of First

Importance — Belief, Enthusiasm and
Personality.

For the " Review," by E. Dunn. Manager Linen
Dept., The Hamilton Co.. Montreal.

Are all buyers of textile goods proficient and
experts? Do their assistants talk convincingly of

their goods? This is a question of some doubt, look-

ing at it from a technical point of view. Many busi-

ness conerns find themselves from time to time with
large lines of fabrics which they have discovered,

too late, have been bought dearly, and this informa-
tion has been brought home to them in a very forc-

ible manner by the prices put before them at which
their rivals are selling the same article.

This result is brought about too often by the ig-

norance of the buyer, a man, perhaps, who has never
seen any article manufactured from beginning to

end, all his knowledge having been picked up in the

warehouse, or incidentally in the course of earning
his living. It is one thing for a amn to stand at a
loom in order to detect errors in the complicated
piece of machinery which he controls; it is quite

another thing for the man to know how that strand
of cotton or linen was made, where it came from,
what it will produce; and its ultimate end. It is one
thing for the buyer of a large store to purchase huge
cases of fabrics, on which he puts a certain percentage
of profit, in order that his department shall show
good results, but it is quite another thing for that

man to be able to tell exactly how many threads
there are in each inch, by looking at the cloth

through his microscope or web glass, to know the
value of the fabric or material, of which the article

is composed, to know its wearing qualities, and
whether the manufacturer has overcharged him or

not, or whether he is purchasing the right goods
at a right price and right place.

This is a matter of vast importance to the firm,

and various departments should be compelled to

bring into play their true knowledge of the goods,
whether the buyer or the salesman is handling.

Now, if ever there was a time in the history of the
textile world when men find it necessary to know
all there is to be known about their own particular
trade, it is to-day. Technical schools are being form-
ed all over the country, in order that hoys shall grow
up with true technical knowledge of the article

which they will help to manufacture, or which they
intend to handle in mature manhood.

By such technical instructions, if properly fol-

lowed, boys will grow up with their trade, and by fol-

lowing the particular line of the textile trade he has
studied, will no doubt turn out an expert, and be
of great assistance to some large dry goods store, who
can always employ a capable man who knows his
department well.

Another point is, if buyers are competent, they
lack for good assistants in their departments. Some
may know the goods they handle, some may not.

(loods cannot be sold to people, no matter what their
value, if the man who is handling the goods is not
impressed himself. How can a man who has imma-
ture knowledge on the subject on which he is speak-
ing convince the person he is trying to sell the goods
to. People really cannot he fooled in these days.
They must feel the spark of enthusiasm while the
salesman is talking. The intended customer must
be to a certain extent magnetized. He must be in-

spired. It takes belief, enthusiasm, and personality
to sell goods. The clerk should carry an atmosphere
about you that will command respect, then customers
will listen to you. Make your arguments about your
goods real and actual. Strike every point into the
mind of your customer, so that they cannot miss it

or forget it. Therefore, it is necessary for the clerk

as well as the buyer of the dry goods branch to study
the exact qualities of the goods they are offering to

customers, so that they can talk more effectively and
convince them. Hundreds of questions must occur
to the salesman or saleslady with regard to the process
of the manufactured goods in their department.

For instance, they may know that a certain fabric

is cheaper than another, and have some vague idea

that it is cheaper, but if they are called upon to

explain exactly the difference in value, a large num-
ber of them would be void of proper explanation.

Therefore, it is necessary for the clerk also to

possess very intimate knowledge of the goods he is

handling, for such knowledge is invaluable. It will

prove beneficial to himself, his buyer and the firm in

general, and will prove a tower of strength for his

future.

Millinery Commissioners, Limited

Read our advertisement

page 31

Novelty rough-finished tweed and homespuns. Reading from 1

left to right 1— Amber and erey homespun with flecks of nut brown
crash weave, tan and white: amber, white and black ; white, 'amber, !,lettuce-green and mauve; «mber and white with black Hecks.

Shown by Nisbet &• lAuhl. Toronto.



Features of this Department.

Advance views of millinery for Spring and Sum-
mer, 1912—Large, flat hat with low curved crown

will likely be a feature—Something about the color

range—Floral displays for the new season.

Spring Style Forecast
Straw Hats on Import Show Great Variety of

Shapes — Soft Straws Will be a Style Feature
— Advance Information for the Milliner.

EARLY shipments of samples from the greatest

manufacturing houses abroad place The Re-

view in possession of advance news on fash-

ions for Spring and Summer, 1912. Straw
hats, which have arrived up to date, show immense
variety in the matter of shape. The flowerpot idea

is notable, and modifications of the Pierrot and
Mother Hubbard styles of this Autumn are to be seen.

In many cases wide brims, slightly mushroom
or rolled, have a crown in flowerpot or conical shape.

Crowns are of medium size. These facts are true

chiefly of the numbers designed for popular selling.

The large, flat hat, with low curved crown, and
sometimes almost crownless, will be featured as a

style appealing to those who have a high-class clien-

tele. This hat has the approval of the highest au-

thorities.

®

Brims Slightly Rolled

In the hats above described, the wide brims are

often slightly rolled, usually at one side only, with

corresponding mushroom tendency on the other side.

The roll brim on the large hat will be a distinc-

tive feature of 1912 models. The sharp flare-up fea-

tured last Spring has subsided into this form, or is

used only at the side.

Generally speaking, for large models, the Gains-
borough ideals hold good in modified form. Sweep
of the brim, long lines, and flowing plumes are de-

sirable. The hat still sits quite low on the head,
though Mime models will admit of under-trimming.
The eclipse idea, however, was not seen anywhere,
and head sizes are distinctly adapted to the coiffure

of simplicity, such as the Dutch coils make-up.

®

Small Shapes Unstiffened

The small cap-like shape for 1912 will be prac-

tically unstiffened, and in many cases so constructed

as not even to demand a bandeau. Soft, crushable

straw-; are seen in flower-pot, conical or brim-and-cap
shapes. These are not meant to come down to the

eyesbrows as formerly, and are absolutely distinct

from la,-t seanson's close-fit models. They represent

an attempt to tit the head perfectly without use of

pins to hold in place, while at the same time leav-

ing a., certain amount of the coiffure visible. They are

hats which will be greatly admired and commended
by men. a fact which influences sales more than is

commonly supposed. In addition, there is little

doubt that they will be becoming to all ages.

It is no exaggeration to say that there has not

been before presented such a variety of styles which
appeal on the ground of common sense and beauty

at the same time, and yet offer great variety.

The high turban shape, in folded Turkish ef-

fect, is offered in soft straw. This is eminently suit-

ed to the woman of mature years, and should he

specially advertised. Merchants cannot mistake in

stocking it.

®

Spring Outing Models

The immense popularity of the white felt hat this

Fall, as an outing model, has awakened designers to

the possibilities in this direction. Many persons con-

tend that these hats "put other lines out of business."

This can be controverted by a moment's reasoning.

In the first place, the hat is distinctly "undress uni-

form." Its use for outing and sporting wear soon

puts it out of commission, and another hat must be

substituted. Yet it is so attractive that many women
will not be without one. Hence sales are greatly

augmented. The white felt hat was a money-maker
which, unlike the soft knockabout in colors, and of

velour, felt, etc., did not compete with other lines

to the disadvantage of the latter.

While the knockabout for Spring is not likely to

be white felt, its shape will not differ greatly from

those shown this Fall. Many houses are putting in

Panamas and imitations to sell at five dollars retail.

These are shown in sombrero, rough rider, riding,

and the sailor shapes.

Untrimnied cap-like soft straws for outing are

also well thought of. A handsome knockabout was
in roll-brim sailor shape, and made of soft Milan.

Black sailors loom as a possibility, though, naturally,
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no one is specially anxious to encourage them too

much, as a sailor season means a poor season for

ligs.

Ruby the Bright Touch

Straws are shown in black, white, natural and

grey shades, as usual. But other colors include a deep

bright blue, similar to electric, navy, midnight blue,

apple green, and particularly a brilliant cerise shade

tending towards magenta.
In some quarters this tone is called ruby. As a

Fall and Winter color it is widely shown, but will

probably last well into next year, as at present it is

not used in any great quantity, but chiefly as a

trimming touch. This shade is not to be confounded
with the lighter-colored cerise of last year. It is much
nearer the deep flame and magenta tones than was

the other.

shines clearly through the thin material. These llow-

ers are Letter made and last longer at the same price

as the more careless workmanship of other seasons.

Flowers That Will Sell

Importers point with enthusiasm to lines which
are absolutely durable, fadeless and sure to resist

damp and sun. The delicate heather clusters show
real foliage, treated and dyed.

Small knots of bell-flowers in soft, natural tones

and in the dried effects consist of myriads of per-

fectly-formed, hand-made blossoms with foliage and
chenille stems.

Sweet peas and wistarias give a pleasing note of

brightness in natural shades. These will be among
the best, sellers. Wreaths and garlands abound, and
the crimson rambler, old man, periwinkle and other

old-fashioned favorites are to be had.

Natural Shaded Flowers
Tendency to Exploit Lines Not Before Shown
— Small Flowers and Wild Varieties, as Well as

Decorative Weeds and Grasses, are Good

Very beautiful, indeed, are the displays of flow-

ers for Spring and Summer, 1912, now being made
by import houses. Natural effects are considered

the best.

Small knots or garlands of tiny, inconspicuous

blossoms, made with the greatest perfection and

artistry, take the place of the glaring offerings of

other seasons. Very different, indeed, are this year's

outputs. The tendency is decidedly in favor of fine

workmanship and perfection of detail.

At first glance, the eye is so sensible of something

entirely new as to be almost disappointed. A second

reveals a delicacy in detail which will cause these

goods to be placed at once in a class by themselves.

They will be used on the most exclusive creations,

and the public will grasp the difference within two

weeks of the first appearance of the new models.

Many of the new productions are especially de-

signed to be used on the small hat, and their elegance

and quiet richness lends itself to tailored models in a

way which flowers have not done before. One glance

into the construction and the difference is apparent.

Only natural colors are used this season, with rare

exceptions, and no gaudy tones appear.

As in the case of shapes, the bright color is the

peculiar shade of cerise above described. This is

used in the roses, and soft shadings appear. Bright

as the shade is, it is never the least offensive, and

constitutes the only really brilliant tone, with the

possibility of purple excepted.

Sales of the cerise flowers are already reported as

big. Purple is a leader in London and Paris and
is daily gaining ground here. The new shade of

purple is quite distinct from the purples of last sea-

son, being more reddish and becoming in tone.

Poses with double petal arrangements and shad-

ing very perfectly to reproduce the hot-house flower,

are practically fadeless. The double petal shelters

the color from the direct rays of sunlight, while it

Rembrandt Cap, a development of the vogue for flat effects

on the Tam order

Tiny bells, knots of wild flowers and grasses,

wreaths of button roses and sprays of foliage are very

good. Lily of the valley will have an excellent sale.

Dark bine flowers are featured as never before, show-
ing the vogue of bine. Lilies and camelias are much
in demand for use on dresses for bodice knots, or on
the train, and also for the hair.

A spray which may be used for foliage and cen-

tres for made flowers is a timely offering. Leave.-

and centres are perfect, but no petals are used.
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MILLINERY COMMISSIONERS
LIMITED

Offering the Largest Range of

HIGH-CLASS

MILLINERY

Shown in Canada.

<| This is not merely a self-created opinion, but one which buyers

are voicing everywhere this season, and many of these buyers

represent the largest and smartest departments and concerns
in Canada.

Better Qualities WE GIVE YOU Better Prices

^ Our particular conviction leads us to offer better grade millinery

—a greater variety of finer qualities and styles—and to price and
place our entire line on a commission basis.

IJ It requires no great observation to reach this conclusion, as

applied to our line, that prices which you have been accustomed
to, bring you better qualities and finer made goods. As a result

and as evidence of the fact that our millinery is all that we claim

for it, we have succeeded in making customers of practically

every well-known departmental store in Canada.

•J Simply because you send a buyer abroad twice a year, is no
reason why you will not find pleasure and profit in our range.

This is a point we are approving continually.

f& One of our representatives will call on you this fall and ask to

show his Spring range of shapes and flowers. If you hold a

part of your orders until after you have seen this line, you will

be surprised and delighted with the result.

Millinery Commissioners Limited
OFFICES IN

TORONTO AND PARIS

®: M
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Two Notable Openings
Importing Houses Make Display of New
Goods for Spring and Summer, 1912

Millinery Commissioners, Toronto, are now show-

ing theii samples on import of lines for 191*2.

These include such novelties as the soft straw

turban, and other soft straw shapes, the new colors

of Quaker grey and ruby, or flame, and other style

features characteristic of the coming season's output.

Navy soft straw turbans, Saxe, bordering on sky,

and a brilliant shade resembling electric, were the

shades of blue represented.

A full supply of flowers is now in. including the

novel lines which promise to create a sensation next

Spring. These include the sprays of delicate work-

manship with tiny flowers in myriad.-- and real foli-

age. Cheuille is largely used to reproduce fuzzy

stems and leafage. Small bell-flowers, snowdrops,

heather and drop effects in Russian lilac were seen.

Purple and brilliant rose shades will he very popu-

lar. The new douhle-petaled flowers with glazed

foliage are especially beautiful and quite distinct

from any other season's styles.

Millinery Commissioners are offering all types

of fashionable shapes, including the modified Pierrot

outing shapes, the picture model approved tor L912,

and the hat of large conical crown.

Fine Offering of Flowers

Elliot & Sherring, Toronto, have now a complete
range of flowers and feathers tor L912 on view. Wil-

low plume-, which continue to hold their own. and
the new straight plume, are among the latter. Ex-

cellent sales have been reported, from a special line, t' 1

retail at $7.50, to the very highest class.

Flowers include the popular wistaria and sweel

pea numbers. A great display of fancy foliage i-~

also shown. This house offers the foliage with rose

centres without petals, suitable tor made ribbon

flowers.

Great sale- of the brilliant cerise now so fashion-

able are reported. This color is very prominent
among the mw roses, quite eclipsing the old-fashion-

ed pinks and blushes.

Small flowers of very delicate workmanship arc-

featured here also. There seems no doubt hut that

die coming season will he an unusual one in this

regard. The new types will admit of wear much
earlier in the season than used to he considered suit-

,iole for any hut the violets or other conventional

types.

®

Manufacturers' Creed

The Canadian Manufacturers' Association recent-

ly issued a, neat card bearing the following "creed":
''] believe in Canada. 1 love Her as my Home. I

honor Her Institutions. 1 rejoice in tthe Abundance
of Her Resources. 1 have unbounded Confidence in

the Ability and Enterprise of Her People; and 1

cherish exalted ideas of Her Destiny among the Na-
tions of the Earth.

Anything that is produced in Canada, from Cana-
dian materials, by the Application of Canadian Brain

and Labor, will always have first call with me. And
it is onlv Good Business on my part that it should.'

Ai a meeting of the fancy goods merchants' sec-

tion of the Retail Merchants Association of Canada,
held on ( >ctober 5th, in Montreal, the question of tak-

ing steps to prevent "shortage" or putting goods that

are not of the advertised length, upon the market was
taken up. A special committee was appointed to

study the question and report upon it.

The meeting then considered early closing and
put itself on record as being opposed to the passing
of amendments to the law. relating to the third day
of early closing each week.

It is claimed that the law is being avoided by cer-

tain establishments, by changing their stores into

auction rooms. Several actions have been taken by
die Montreal police, hut no convictions have been ob-

tained as vet.

MANU-

FACTURERS

OF

OSTRICH
PARADISE

OSPREYS
MARABOU

DOMINION OSTRICH FEATHER COMPANY, Limited

96-100 SPADINA AVENUE. TORONTO

SPRING 1912
Make no selections until you see our collection for Spring 1912 of

Flowers, Foliage, Mohair and Ramie Braids and Trimmings, Ribbons,

Silks, Laces and Millinery Novelties

Our representative will call on you shortly, and we invite you to look at the collection.

IVe can please you.

Elliott, Sherring <& Co., Limited
MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS AND IMPORTERS OF MILLINERY

Ogilvie Building, 37 Wellington Street West TORONTO
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Right From the Factory To You

AA/'RITE us for a sample order

of Hats and Shapes and you
will be convinced that our lines

are the best selling on the mar-

ket, and that we can save you
money.

OUR FACTORY IS OFFERING THE LINES IN DE-
MAND TO-DAY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

AT THE FOLLOWING PRICES:

The leading Soft P!ush effect, in a

variety of newest colors, at $18.00 Per Doz.

Large Pressed Velvet Hats in Navy and
Black, at - - - -$15.00 Per Doz.

Small and large Shapes in Felt, at - $ 9.00 Per Doz.

Exclusive line of Buckram Shapes,

copied from Parisian Models

just received, at - - $ 2,25 Per Doz.
(Quarter dozen lots of a style.)

Pressed Crowns, in different styles, at $ 1.25 Per Doz.

Prompt attention given to all Mail Orders.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Pay after receiving goods.
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Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Millinery Specialties forImport
SPRING 1912

You are invited to inspect the cream of the production

of twenty-two of the foremost English and

Continental makers of Millinery Goods.

WE SELL YOU THESE GOODS at makers' prices, plus our

commission, freight and duty, saves you customs worry and re-

mittance bother, saves you from over buying and wrong buying'

and you have the advantage of your milliners' co-operation in

selections.

OPERATING AN ECONOMICAL ORGANIZATION with per-

sonal attention to your selections, backed up by the co-operation of

our makers, we are able to show you a wide range of goods of a

superior quality at a minimum price, goods that are out of the

ordinary, that bring you an extra profit.

RIGHT BUYING AND PROPER ORGANIZATION put the

balance on the right side of the ledger at stock taking. Opportunity

is at your door, don't pass it up.

OUR REPRESENTATIVES are out now, make it a point to see

our line when they call, even wait for them, it will pay you, as it is

paying hundreds of successful retailers all over Canada.

Continental Manufacturers' Syndicate
LIMITED

77 York Street, - - - TORONTO
REPRESENTING

:

Ontario Province, D. E. & E. E. STARR. Quebec Province, HOPWOOD & BRYANT.

Maritime Provinces, H. H MAGEE. Northwest and British Columbia, W. J. MULDREW.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Hair Goods and Ornaments
New Hairdressing Has Brought in a Novel

Type of Triple Turban — Popularity of the

Barrette and Bandeau —Dutch Coils the Latest

Montreal, October 16, 1911.

EATERY store should give attention to its hair

goods stock. A glance at the advertisements

of the department stores shows a certain space

allotted to this profitable line of merchandise.

When we see these stores doing a big hair goods busi-

ness we should be convinced that there is good de-

mand for such articles.

The newest fashion from Paris is the arrange-

ment of hair into "chignols." This new coiffure,

combined with bandeaux, forms a very striking mode
of hair dressing.

The new " Tortillion" coils, with pads. Shown by
The Standard Hair Goods Co., Montreal.

The demand for clusters has been wonderful, and
still continues. Ladies find them easy to adjust and
fasten, and they are bound to be a feature for a long-

time to come.
During the hot weather the various articles of

stylish hair dress were almost discarded. But as the

cool weather came on, the demand for puffs lias been

awakened.
Among certain classes, the inclination to dress

the hair in turban style is being adhered to. While
puffs and curls figure quite prominently in recent

styles, braiding and swathing seem to be the leading

feature. In millinery circles the return of larger

hats is quite probable. If this style comes in vogue

the demand for a fuller coiffure will, in all proba-

bility, be the result.

Psyche knots are also seen. A good variety of

styles in hair accessories can be obtained from the

leading hair goods houses.

®

Novelty is " Tortillion " Pad
In the hair goods departments we find some styles

that are new. One of these is the "Tortillion"' hair

pad. This new design consists of turban-like forms,

made very small and covered with various grades of

hair. Some of these are expensive, while others are

much cheaper in price. The price, of course, is regu-

lated by the quality of hair used to cover the padded
foundation. These pads come in sets of two and
three. In the sets that have the three pads, one is

placed at the back of the head, and the other two
are placed over the ears, one on each side. In the

sets that have only two of these pads, one is placed
over each ear, there being none at the back of the

head.

Hair rolls are selling fairly well. The "Pompa-
dour" effect is used extensively, as is the all-around

roll. For the most part the same shapes are being-

used this season as were used last season. The only
noticeable difference is the reduction of the size of

the various modes. The chief features are added to

the back part of the hair. The "Tortillion" is the

leading feature for the back dressing.

®

Improvement on Barrettes
Barrettes are an important feature in the list of

hair accessories. There are various shapes and styles

New types of barrette, improved lock. Shown by
Smith, D'Entremont Co., Toronto.
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on the market. But the "Strand" barrette is the

fashionable leader. This style, set with rhinestones,

constitutes a line that is taking well with the trade.

There has been an important improvement in

the manufacturing of these barrettes. The hook, and
the block in which the bar is inserted, were very

liable to come off of the body part and leave the

w %^^'
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Turquoise necklace and ear-rings, also bar pin and brooch

in pearls. Shown by Wrinch & McLaren. Toronto.

barrette useless. Now some of the factories are mak-
ing improvements along this line that should be

very beneficial to the life of a barrette. The hook,
block, and main pari of the barette .ire cut out in

one piece, and the hook, and block, arc bent up in

the right position. Then the bar is inserted in its

place This make of barrette should wear longer

than those that have the book and block glued on

to the main .-hell.

Back combs arc selling moderately well, but

mostly in sets with the side combs. These, too, are

set in rhinestones, in many of the higher-priced

line- 1

.

Bandeaux are quite the proper dress accessory for

the new style-. These come in many fancy designs,

the wide effects in bead or rhinestone leading. Some
very elaborate ones are shown in gilt braid.

®

Hair Nets in Demand
The demand for hair nets during the past season

has been wonderful. Merchants who make a, point
of keeping this line in stock have been well paid for

their trouble. It is a line that sells without loss of

time in making a sale. And there are no remnants
or old styles left over, to be sold at or below cost.

The coming season will continue to be a good
hair net season. Ladies who have worn nets in the

past are sure to continue to wear them. They keep
the hair neat and in place, and are especially useful

to ladies who take up sports.

Manufacturer.- have superior lines in human hair,

as well as in silk net. The silk net with an elastic

hand is very popular, as is the net with knotted ends.

Another line shown has a. silk draw-thread of same
material as the net.

Ear-rings are Successful

Despite dark predictions as to impracticability,

ear-rings have sold and sold well up to date. They
promise even better for the future.

In Toronto at the opening performances of such
stars as Nazimova and Mantell, where society turned
out en masse, notable women, including the wife of

a. Cabinet Minister of the new administration, were
seen wearing these ornaments. This spells the success
of this line for the jeweler and drygoodsman. The
lady mentioned wore a, handsome pair of hoop ear-

rings, the most extreme form of the style.

Many people in large centres now deem it neces-

sary to purchase pearl ear-studs at least. The styles

made for unpierced ears sell in Ontario and the
west, but Montreal is taking the ring for pierced
ears.

Sets are offered for the Christmas selling cam-
paign. These consist of the latest in pendants with
handsome rings for the ear.-, and brooch or bar-pin
to match. A very beautiful import set was of genu-
ine filigrc silver (chain also sterling), pendant,
brooch and ear-rings set with tiny gems, of the semi-
precious turqvioise, amethyst or jade, the whole to re-

tail at five dollars. Amethysts are particularly good
owing to the vogue of purple.

®

Turquoise a Feature

Turquoise beads and turquoise settings are con-
sidered one of the besl new touches in the jewelry
line. Novel styles are being offered in lorgnette
chain- and also in necklaces.

Shirtwaist rings show turquoise as a favorite set-

Fichu pins in gold and enamel and sections of wooden bead
necklaces. Shown by Wrinch &. McLaren. Toronto.
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UCK*
oys

for the

Holidays

PICTURE MAKING
for little folks.

WALKING ANIMALS

NURSERY ROCKERS

PAPER DOLLS

KINDERGARTEN, A.B.C.

ROPE CLIMBERS

THE BRITISH ARMY

ROCKING ANIMALS

PICTURE BUILDING, A.B.C.

MARIONETTES

BOXES HOLLY RELIEFS

MARIONETTES

ROCKING ANIMALSNURSERY ROCKERS Tilde's T^OVS

FAMOUS FOR BEAUTY AND QUALITY.

Instructive, Lifelike and full of surprises. Amusing", Interesting and Educational.

CATALOGUE UPON REQUEST

RAPHAEL TUCK & SONS COMPANY, Limited

j^tV
i

NEW YORK

9-17 ST. ANTOINE ST.

LONDON PARIS

MONTREAL
BERLIN CAPETOWN

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Theii Travelers.
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ting. Ear-rings show pretty combinations of the

I line, with rhinestones and pearls.

The novelty of the moment is a bead ornament
of turquoise, with silver link connections in form
of a collarette. Beads of various sizes are used. The
agate turquoise is the Parisian variation of this ] lobu-

lar fad, and sbades toward green, with streaks of

darker color alternating: with the light.

Velvet Bags Selling
Plain and Fancy Designs With Seven to Eight
Inch Frames in Velvet— Use of Fringe on Bags
— Cordelieres Still Excellent — Beaded Bags

Velvet bags are the line on which the merchant
is relyino for holiday trade. The general vogue of

velvet get the best designers to work on this fabric.

Handbag of velvet set with rhinestones, frame of gilt and silk
cordeliere, with tassels. Shown by J. Abeles, Ltd., Montreal.

and such attractive results have been secured as are

convincing the moment seen. The merchant who
does not stock these bags liberally, will lose business
to his competitor.

Every new idea in trimming has been taken up
in the production of these numbers. Fringes are

used to finish the lower edge of the flat, envelope
type, metal mounted or flapped.

The seven to eight-inch size is the favorite in
most places. Metal mounts include dull silver and

Satin and, velvet fringed bags with cordelieres.
Flett-Lowndes Co., Toronto.

Shown by

gilt, and a few with pearl settings. The latter are

essentially gift articles.

Long cordelieres, braided or plain, with tassels

to match are still the favorite type of handle, and
cord is universal with the velvet bags.

Black is far and away the leading line, but in

some places, colors are asked for. Fabric bags of all

kinds are good, and there has been a fair sale of

satins, plain and fancy. Tapestries and mousque-
taires are excellent.

®

Metal Mesh Bags

A revival of metal mesh bags is being strongly

felt, Both plain and handsomely jeweled mounts
are featured. The merchant may obtain a handsome
hag of untarnishable metal, suitable for dressy wear,

and of good size, to retail at from three dollars up.

Cheaper lines are smaller in size.

Many of the new bags of above kind have a small

mirror concealed in the mount, These may be used

COIFFURETTXV
DOUBLE KNOTTED MESH
SHAPED SILK HAIR NETS

Each net in envelope

TORONTO DEPOT:

Dieckerhoff, Raffloer & Co,, Ltd
Corner Simcoe and Wellington Sts.

ROSENWALD BROS.
fole Manufacturers

LONDON PARIS VIENNA

All human hair shades

MONTREAL DEPOT:
Dieckerhoff, Raffloer & Co., Ltd

525 St. Paul Street

MAKERS OF EVERY KIND OF

Hair Nets, Frames. Rolls, &c, &c.
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as vanity bags, and as such are specially suited for

holiday showing.

®

Corroboration from Montreal
Montreal, Oct. 16.—Many new and beautiful de-

signs in hand bags are being turned out by the

manufacturers. One of the new designs is made
of velvet and trimmed with rhinestones in various

designs. This novelty has a cordeliere handle of silk

cord with tassels. Other novelties consist of beaded

effects in many beautiful and original designs of pat-

terns and colorings. These come in Oriental and
Indian designs. An encouraging feature of the situ-

ation is that woman lias suddenly awakened to the

fact that she is extremely fond of beads, and that

they are very becoming as an accessory. The tapes-

try bag is si 1own in a great variety. The embroid-

ered varieties are in Oriental effects. Although the

work is heavy and rich, concealing the ground fabric,

it is not thick. Brassy gold and antique silver are

the effects used extensively for the frame part of

the new lines.

Toys Now Most Important
Retailers' Attention Called to Novelties Which

Sell Well — A Season of Extraordinary
Activity in Dolls.

Whereas for years the trade in dolls lias remain-

ed practically with the same stereotyped numbers,

the last year has seen a revolution accomplished.

Realistic dolls have been on the market for years,

but the character doll, as we now have it, is an im-

provement on the best of the old types, and one

which has come to stav.

•'* m

*

% 1

. Teddy bear muff and Arctic doll. Shown by
i~?-2E «u^b* Nerlich & Co., Toronto.

Dolls of all nations, but particularly the very
life-like presentations of American children at all

ages, and the infant types, are selling everywhere,
with constantly increasing demand, despite fairly

high price-, due to the expense of new designs and
the great variety of types presented.

Unbreakable bead- an- a feature of some of the

besl types of the new doll. Realistic rag dolls are

also shown for the younger children.

NAIAD
Note its Transparency

Unseen—NAIAD Protects

;

The Last Word in

DRESS SHIELDS
The Naiad possesses important ex-

clusive features:

—Can be sterilized in boiling

water.

—Is beautiful as well as sani-

tary.

—Has great wearing qualities.

The only shield that is as good the

day it is bought as the day it was

made.

A Big Seller with Good
Profits

Sample Book Free

Wrinch, McLaren & Co.
SOLE CANADIAN MANUFACTURERS

17 Wellington St. W.
TORONTO, CANADA
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Teddy bears will sell excellently this season, and
many variations and new features are introduced.

The musical Teddy bear is extremely popular, as is

the Teddy bear muff, introduced last season, the

climbing bear and other types.

Climbing monkeys, with coats in style resembling
the Teddy bear, are selling excellently. These also

are improved in the direction of verisimilitude.

Mechanical toys are excellent. The aeroplane,

mono and biplane types, and the dirigible ship are

toys which should sell excellently. The automobile at

all prices i< another novelty which sells very well.

©

Quick-Selling Lines
Work, boudoir and fancy bags of all kinds,

stamped, worked or decorated in a variety of ways.

prove to be excellent sellers.

Wools for the construction of the new aviation

caps and sets are a line which will prove interesting.

Art nouveau pillow slip of German crash, also double bag
of same. Shown by Hambly & Wilson, Toronto .

Considerable variety is shown in materials used, ami
a model cap, scarf and muff may well be shown at

the counter.

Covers and cushion slips are almost universally
made of the popular crash in natural shades. Wood
silk or artificial silk forms an excellent contrast when
used to embroider. Designs are mostly conventional,
with rich colors and of Oriental origin. Egyptian
types of pattern and art nouveau adaptations are in
high favor.

Boudoir sets of exquisite embroidery and lace on
satin and tapestry will be seen in the displays of
great retail houses. Many of the products of Liberty
in Paris will find their way to Canadian counters.
These include the latest ideas in adapting Gobelin
tapestry, enriched with metallic and silk embroid-
eries and metallic laces in old shades, to use for the
boudoir or living-room sets now featured.

Rose du Barry embroideries are revived for the
corning season. A practical line consists of modern
design rambler roses in natural red shade, and in
raised stitch.

Early Victorian tendencies are shown in cushion
tops, showing brilliant mixed bouquets embroidered
on black back-rounds. These extreme types arc use-

ful to the general merchant, chiefly as they draw
attention to his department.

Fancy Goods For Christmas
Merchants Who Have Not Yet Placed Orders
Should Do So at Once— Cushion Tops Now
Displayed at Retail— Ideas From New Lines

The last month has seen great activity in those
hues which move now or never. There is no ques-
tion of the latter this year. Excellent times prevail
since election, and money will How freely at Christ-
mas time. The merchant offering "articles de luxe"
should sell them as never before.

Cushion-tops and covers may be greatly expedited
by a simple method. Display a sample, finished
article, and side*by side with it the article for work-
ing, with the necessary silks at a given juice for
both. This helps sell the silks, and also prevents
making a dissatisfied customer, who has put off buy-
ing silks, forgotten the shades needed, and comes
lack tor materials after the sample, and perhaps
the desired shades also, are sold out.

Firms advertise a bargain in a cover, throwing
i| in with the price of the silks. This is a particularly

effective method should a line show signs of dull-
ness. Frequently a customer who came for materials

TARDREW, THOMAS & CO.
LONDON, ENGLAND

Necklets, Earrings, Bags (Vanity Purse, Peacock Effect), Hair Bandeaux.
"Latest Parisian Novelty" "Algerian Scarabees'' in Necklets, Brooches, Etc.

WRITE FOR PRICES

OTTO T. E. VEIT & CO., 64 Wellington Street West, TORONTO, CANADA

New Catalogue, September, 1911, Sent on Request
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will buy the made-up article or other attractive mer-

chandise.

Brisk Business in Linens
This is Possible Where the Department Developes

the Gift Idea — New Finishes — Monograms in

Wedding Outfits.

Reports from the north of Ireland state that a

fair amount of business has been done in the new
flax which is now coming into the market, as spin-

ners are short in supply. Opening prices are high
but there is every promise of a better supply than
last season. In Ireland alone the acreage devoted to

flax this year is above 40 per cent, higher, and good
crop reports are coming in from the north of Europe.
Though there is little present demand for yarns,

prices are firm.

Canadian business continues to be most satisfac-

tory and a bin, feature is the marked increase in the

quantity of high-grade linens that are ordered. The
building trade is brisk in most Canadian centres and
now homes, as a rule, mean extra buisness for the

linen departments. Merchants arc settling down to

a busy Fall and arc also preparing to fill in their

stocks for Christmas business.

The linen department is each season coming
into more favor as one in which to buy sensible gifts,

and wise buyers are doing all in their power to en-

courage so profitable a tendency. The manufac-
turer is also doing his part by attractive boxing of

goods. Table cloths and table cloths and napkins
can now be had ready boxed from the manufacturer.

High-grade and embroidered towels are a strong line

for Christmas selling. There promises to be an
increased call for towellings by the yard and for

fancy hucks for embroidering purposes.
Though heavy embroidery and padded work is

the most used finish, expert needlewomen are intro-
ducing other and more elaborate finishes. Wide
bands of drawn work are placed above the hem. The
drawn-work is arranged so as to form a square mesh
which is decorated with a darned-in pattern. Hand
crochet and Syrian crochet is also let in, in band
fashion above the hem. But the newest idea is to
ravel the ends of the towel and form a fringe by
knotting. The old fashioned macrame patterns are
followed and these fringes may be handsome or
simple as desired.

The buyer who wishes to increase the sales in his

department will keep his eye upon the social column
in the newspaper of his town or city, as the weddings
in prospect form a fruitful field. Where circum-
stances warrant, it pays to approach those interested

in preparing the wedding outfit with offers of some-
thing individual and unique in the way of bridal

linen. Manufacturers will, if the order is large

enough, submit sketches of monograms or mono-
grams and embroidery designs combined, and will

execute the work at reasonable prices, or they will ac-

cept the personal sketches made for or by the pros-

pective bride.

The Review was shown such an outfit recently

where the monograms and patterns were adapted
from the bride's own designs. The embroidered
sheets, pillow covers, bed spreads, towels, table linen,

napkins and fancy linens all bore the same mono-
gram and were all embroidered in harmony.

"JULIAN SALE"= FINE LEATHER GOODS

SORT UP FOR THE HOLIDAYS
Amongst the most attractive lines you

could show and which you will find

the most ready sale for, would be a

nice sorting of "Julian Sale" Leather

Goods Novelties. No lines that you

could introduce would be belter ap-

preciated by the buying public, as

useful and attractive presentation

goods, than these same lines of fine

leather goods. How about it ? Can

we interest you in Ladies' Hand Bags

Ladies' Dressing Bags, Ladies' and

Gentlemen's Dressing Cases, Manicure Sets, Bill Folds, Bill Books,',Card
Cases, Letter Cases, Writing Cases, Music Rolls and Holders, Cigar and
Cigarette Cases, Tobacco Pouches, Ash Trays, Flasks in leather cases. Folding
Drinking Cups and Glasses, SoftLeatherCollar Bags, Calendars, Photo Frames,
Jewel Cases, Stick Pin Cases, Toilet Rolls, Military Brushes in cases and
separate, and a hundred and one other lines.

Get your name on our list for a copy of our New Catalogue.

the JULIAN SALE LEATHER GOODS CO., LIMITED

105 King Street West, Toronto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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DAINTY GARMENTS FOR THE CHILDREN'S
DEPARTMENT.

From left to right — Child's dress of pique
with shawl collar with scalloped edge, and
motifs of heavy lace let in. The closing is

under the wide box-pleat.

One-piece belted Buster dress of white
rep, with blue belt. Dress and sleeves are
all in one. The yoke is of Irish crochet and
the same lace edges the sleeves.

Child's coat of white duchesse satin, trim-

med with silk fringe and crochet buttons.
The fringe-trimmed band that is the feature

of the coat passes over the pleats and panel
back and buttons over low down on the left

side. The bonnet is of white satin, black
velvet ribbon, and bunches of old rose plush,
cherries and made silk leaves.



Simplicity in New Dresses
Skirts Are Plain But Many Show Tunic Effects
— Adopting Large Waist Line— Brisk Fall Season

in Party and Reception Lines

DRESSES have done well since the opening
day of the season, and the houses making
them are full of orders for early delivery. It

is practically impossible to give an adequate
description of all the lines on the market, for that
would include dresses made from all but the heavy
cloths, and most of the silks, as lightweight cotton
fabrics.

Designers are busy with party and reception
dresses for Christmas and midwinter wear.

Wedgewood blue over coral pink is a most fa-

shionable combination. The new tunics are open up
the front, showing rows of buttons which appear also

above the crossed draping at the waist. Chiffon in
white and pale shades, with deep metallic borders
made over messaline slips, are hemmed with mara-
bout, and the same trimming appears on the sleeves

and waist.

Fringe is used chiefly on gowns of duchesse satin,

and for evening wear, narrow pointed trains are
shown in one with the tunic and edged with fringe.

Fringe is also used to give the Pioret peplurn effect

at the waist.

Handsome evening gowns of duchesse have fring-
ed tunics of the same shade of brocaded satin. These
tunics come to the knee in front and round up slight-

ly at the sides. The back, also rounded, is much
longer. The plain skirt is of duchesse and has a
narrow pointed train. Black velvet sashes are used
on gowns of lemon yellow or white.

Great simplicity of line is the feature of the
dresses intended for Spring selling. The skirts in
particular are very plain, though many of them
show simulated tunic effects. Many dresses show
the combination of two fabrics. For instance, a
street dress of fine navy coating serge is combined
with navy messaline. The plain kimono waist is

of tlic messaline. over which is a jumper of the serge

FEATURES OF THIS DEPARTMENT
Most recent style tendencies in dresses, suits and

coats described—Predictions as to the Spring vogue
in blouses—Gowns worn on Paris boulevards illus-

trated - Importance of children's departments

—

Answers in The Review's salesmanship competition.

slashed just above the waist in three places to show
the messaline waist underneath. There is a tunic,

pointed back and front of the serge, above a petticoat

of the navy messaline.

Designers are adopting the large waistline in

making up their Spring models, and this would
seem to be the right policy when the manner in

which the low bust, large-waisted corset models have
been accepted. The waistline is still high, though
not so high as in the past season, and many models
show the skirt either piped or stitched onto the
waist. Designers are still making the kimono sleeve,

as in their opinion no other likely sleeve has yet
appeared. They are, however, closely watching the
sleeve situation, and buyers may depend upon the
manufacturers fully protecting their interests in this

matter.

White embroidered net is strongly favored for

misses' party dresses and also for dressy wear in the
coming Spring. Though voiles will be strong, the
lingerie gown of the new season promises to be de-

veloped from eyelet embroideries. Allovers are par-

ticularly in evidence.

Repeating Children's Lines
Every Indication That Specialized Departments

are Reaping Great Benefit — Plain, Simple,
Straight Line Dresses

It is surprising to note the large space the most
progressive stores are giving up to children's gar-

ments. This denotes the position these lines are

now taking in the estimation of buyers. Rightly
bought and rightly handled, this line is compared
with many garment lines as an easy money maker.
It is not just the large stores that are doing well with
children's garments, for because the alteration prob-

lem i^ not an acute one, and needs the making of no
special provision, the smaller stores can handle
children's garments to advantage. The only special

need is intelligent, buying, and certainly the mosl

suitable buyer for this department is a woman ; where
the merchant buys himself a woman clerk should
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always be called upon to advise, for she naturally is

in touch with the selling requirements.
Spring lines are in the road, but Fall business is

not done with, and reorders on Fall numbers are

still corning in freely. Ginghams, prints, reps, cot-

ton suitings and chambrays are the leading colored
fabrics, with Swisses, lawns and piques in white ma-
terials. Beautiful wide embroideries in lace encrust-
ed and eyelet are used in developing particularly at-

tractive little dresses.

Styles, as usual, follow women's fashions in a

conservative manner, and designers who make a

specialty of children's wear are adept at adapting
the prevailing fashions along lines that make for
attractiveness. This they gain without detracting
from comfort or practical needs.

Plain, simple, straight line dresses lead for
Spring selling, and sailor. Russian and middy styles

are all prominent. Late effects show one-piece
dresses, with large single or double revers, large
square, rounded or hood collars, and also the Poiret
frill, while slashed effects are the latest in skirts, the
slashing, of course, being tilled in with some form
of trimming.

-*-

Blouse Lines for Spring
Many Models Have the Kimono Sleeve — Novel

Effects in Embroidered Designs — Blouses

to Match the Suit

Montreal, Oct. L6.—Early lines of new blouse
samples for Spring are now in hand, and travelers

are out with these samples.
Although both Paris and New York designers are

trying to make a change in the sleeve, it is the
opinion of buyers that the kimono sleeve will hold
g 1 for some time yet. This style is a favored one,
and there are many people who are sure to demand
it.

The new styles have the kimono sleeve edged with
lace in various shies and qualities. Roth high ami

low necks are being shown in these samples. Laces
and tucks are seen in a large variety of combinations
and patterns. The embroidered waist, too, is an-
other feature. In the future as in the past, these
embroidered designs show some very beautiful and
novel effects.

Net over silk, satin and other materials consti-
tute a good part of the higher-calss samples. Cream,
ecru and champagne are leaders. These lines are
trimmed in various manners. One line shows a
large jabot with a one-sided effect. This runs from
the left shoulder to the right side of the waistline,
crossing the front of the garment in a diagonal ef-
fect.

In the silk waists, the soft qualities, such as chif-
fon, taffeta, messaline and satin-finished effects lead.
Messaline waists are the favorites in the new samples.

Many critical women are now having their cos-
tume blouses made to match their suit. Colors are
so followed in the blouse that there is no doubt in
the mind of even the casual observer as to the rela-
tionship between the suit and the blouse. This sea-
son there has been a great improvement in the ready-
made blouse situation. There have been many de-
signs provided for wear with two-piece suits.

So varied and so ample are the supply of blouses
that it seems as though there might he something
attractive chosen for any costume. The stylish colors
are all represented

;
and even in the cheaper lines the

designs are attractive.

Not only is the vogue of blue more pronounced
than usual, hnt this shade is practical and extremely
fashionable; consequently, there is a large demand
for dark blue blouses, and these are found in a large
range of prices.

Crepe, satin, soft silks, etc.. are leading in the
Uom-e materials. Chiffon and marquisette are still

stylish, so are the veiled effects. It would be hard
lo conceive of any other combination giving as be-
coming effects. The designers are wise in harping
upon the old themes, though they are introducing
many new variation--.

Smallman & Ingram, London — Ready-to-wear Opening windows in which posing of models is particularly
effective. J. A. Atcheson, window trimmer.
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n*OGERs^
GARMENT.

Canada Cloak Co., Limited

63-71 West Wellington St.

TORONTO :: CANADA

Immediate Delivery

Many of the lines you have stocked are no doubt

becoming broken, both in sizes and shades. Delay in filling

these in means a direct loss of sales to you.

Our stock for immediate shipment includes Greens,

Browns. Tans, Blacks and new Reversibles, in some very

attractive styles.

Let us know your wants by next mail.

WOMEN'S, MISSES' AND
CHILDREN'S COATS

FUR-COLLARED COATS
WOMEN'S AND MISSES' SUITS

WOMEN'S SKIRTS

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Coat of corded seal, has black
moire shawl collar and long
lapels of same. The bottom
corners are cut round. Has
narrow strips running up each
side of the front opening, and a

wide strip of the same material
as body on the bottom, with the
cords running horizontally. The
garment is closed by loops of

cord and three large covered
buttons.

This coat has a rich appearance
and is of good weight for the
Fall and Winter trade as well as
making an ideal garment for

motoring. It is lined through-
out with black striped Italian

cloth.

Courtesy of The National
Runner Co.. Montreal.
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No. 18

A pretty dress for little folk.

White and navy stripes, percale
collar, cuffs and belt of plain navy
with piping of red, Flat ties of red
held in place with loops of braid.

No. 287

Lawn waist with the set-in sleeve
This is made with bands of em-
broidery, edged with fine Val. in-

sertion. Narrow yoke effect in

front of the emb.oidery and lace

with side ruffle of embroidery to

match. Collar of Val. lace and
bands to match on sleeves.

A Wise

Merchant
looks not only to his own in-

terest but to the best interest

of his patrons.

He selects garments which
have an untarnished repu-

tation— garments which bear

the hall mark of style and

value, and in so doing he gives

his customers the best money
can buy and lays a foundation

for the continuance of their

patronage.

The "Rea" Waists

for 1912
are excellent specimens of the

latest style creations land

bear out the high standard of

"Rea" goods. We are illus-

trating here three of our

latest models.'

Children s Dresses

too, come under the rigid

standard set for all "Rea"
products, for style of cut,

pattern of fabric, quality of

materials and honest work-

manship. Note the above

illustration.

Express Prepaid

We guarantee absolute satis-

faction with every order and
prepay express charges.
Sample order returnable if

not satisfactory.

A. E. Rea & Co.
KING AND SPADINA

TORONTO

No. 302
Dainty voile waist with the new cap
sleeve and rever fiont. Bands
of tucking over shoulders. This
model is trimmed with fine inser-

tion and applique medallions;
collar and cuffs of insertion and
lace to match. One of the newest
styles for the coming season.

No. 314
Fine white lawn waist, prettily

trimmed with fancy cluny lace,

bands of tueking edged with in-

sertion to match lace. This is one
of our very special values.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Very Simple Effects.

The .smartest of the new blouses show very

simple effects. The hemstitched hems, which were

a Spring fad, are prominent again, and although the

foundation may be of white chiffon or of beautiful

lace, these hems are frequently almost the only trim-

ming on the outer chiffon. Manufacturers are quick

to note any demands. Just now it is hard to find a

good looking costume blouse with long sleeves; but

later the supply is pretty sure to appear.

Embroideries of Oriental designs and colorings

that are more or less barbaric are executed in wool

crewels on chiffon, silk. etc. Wonderful color

Skirt of black Panama with

slashed sides and panelled

insert. Shown by Davison &.

Oakley, Toronto.

schemes are obtainable by embroideries in rich tones

on heavy metallic nets and laces of dull gold_ or

silver. White blouses are built up of these materials

and artistically and cleverly accomplished, are rich

and effective, and eastern without being showy. The
side frill, which is epidemic just now, has run its

course in Paris, and is being discarded and taken up

in smaller rabats.

The Flannel Blouse.

Flannel blouses should be included in every

wardrobe. For damp, chilly mornings in the Fall

and Winter, these light flannels will be found ex-

tremely comfortable, and with a tailored suit there

is no smarter blouse in existence. The prettiest pat-

terns are like those used for shirts for men. But
there are a number of other patterns that are suit-

able for this purpose.

Grey flannel is popular, both in the plain and as

a background for white, blue, mauve, green, and

other stripes. One-quarter inch stripes in brown
and tan flannel is striking with a brown suit. As
the flannel waist laundries nicely, some girls prefer

it to the lingerie or linen material. The well-dress-

ed business girl is proud of the flannel waist with
stiff white collar, or soft self collar and cuffs in the
new styles.

Slashes Give More Width
Features of the New Skirts for Spring —
V- Shaped Panels — Some Models Show

the High Waist Line

Earl} lines of separate skirts are now on the

road. The cloths shown are panamas, serges, voiles,

tweeds and worsteds in black and white mixtures and
mixture greys, velvets and corduroys. The two lat-

ter fabrics are sure of popularity, and the manufac-
turer knows they will sell, but the problem is to ob-

tain the goods. The reason for this has been re-

ferred to at length in The Review, and the trade is

well acquainted with it.

Plain-tailored styles are again in evidence and the

new skiits are straight-cut and close-fitting. Where
pleats aie used they are so inserted as not to show
until the wearer moves. Nevertheless, skirts are

wider, added width being given by the slashes filled

in with a. fabric inserted at the back or sides. Long
tunic and wrapped over effects are seen on most
skirts.

Panels back and front are shown on a few models,
but manufacturers believe that this style will have
had its day before the advent of Spring. This does
not apply to the fancy panel fronts with curved
seams and often with slot tucks down the centre of

the front.

Lines of outing and wash skirts are developed

chiefly in white rep, as the fabric has been found,
from past experience, to be the one best suited for the

purpose. Tan suitings and natural colored crash are

also mown in the proportion of nine white rep
skirls, two tan and one crash to the dozen. The styles

are very much similar to those shown in the cloth

skirts, only eyelet embroidery bands are much used

as an inset trimming. A very desirable feature is

the curved panel front, so arranged that the skirt

opens all the way down the side of the panel. This
new idea makes the wash problem a simple one.

A certain proportion of both the wash and the

cloth models show the high waist line finish. The
cut is 1

1 1 >( extremely high, about IV2 or 2 inches

above the normal: and there is a belt inside from
the top edge of which the skirt is hung.

®

Will Celebrate Anniversary

George E. Amyot, of Quebec, is spending a few
days in Montreal. He states that by November 15th,

the new factory to replace the Dominion Corset Com-
pany's works, destroyed by fire last Spring, will be

completed.
Mr. Amyot points with pride to the fact that 26

days after the blaze, four temporary factories in differ-

ent parts of Quebec were busy filling orders. Six

weeks after the fire, the production was as large as it

was before the fire.

The 25th anniversary of the foundation of the

business will be celebrated by the staff.
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PARIS MODEL.

New lingerie gown of sheer eyelet embroidery.

The new models are extremely simple and show

the straight-line, natural figure effect.
Velvet costume made with kimono sleeve, sailor collar

and a V-shaped yoke. The yoke is trimmed with Soutache
braid. The collar, sleeves, revers and high waist line are

trimmed with military braid. There is also a row of this

braid around the skirt near the bottom. The back has a panel
with a flowing end over an inverted plait Front has the
new one-sided effect. Made in black and the leading shades.

Courtesy of the Berger Co., Montreal.
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Plain Tailored Suit Leads
Little Trimming on These Lines Except

Where Reversible Cloths Are Used — Some
Details Exaggerated

The oft-heard prediction that the demi-tailored

suit will supersede the strictly tailor-made, this sea-

sou has not been realized. For the plain tailored suit

the materials are of a rough or semi-rough surface,

and there are large assortments of heavy serge?,

cheviots, fancy mixtures and mannish fabrics to se-

lect from. For these suits, dark blue is still the lead-

ing color. The greys are the favorites in the mix-

tures, with black and grey a close second.

Strictly- tailored suits are plainly tailored. There

are no trimmings except, where the reversible cloths

are used. In this case the collar, cuffs, revers are of

a contrasting color. Sometimes a foot-band of this

color is u*e<\. The notch and small revers necessary

to retain the necessary mannish lines are seen on the

collar.

Usually the skirls measure from two and one-

quarter to two and one-half yards at the bottom.

These are usually math' up with a tunic or tunic

effect. There is a little diversity in regard to the

proper length of the jacket. Bui the majority of

models range from "is inches to 30 inches. Individu-

al taste may be developed in either a somewhat
longer or shorter length, and still the wearer will be

in the style.

The dressy tailor-made not only introduces novel

cuts, hut it. is profusely trimmed. The favorite ma
terials are serges, cheviots, zibelines, wool velours and
velvets. There are also beautiful high lustre broad-

cloths. Idle new rough materials are also charming.

There is a wide range of colors in the demi-tail-

or-mades, and handsome cloths in blue, purple,

brown, grey and the dark reds and the tan shades are

shown for this purpose.

Many details are exaggerated in type. Revers can

scarcely be too wide. Over one of these revers an ex-

aggerated jabot frill of plain while net was seen.

Cutaway effects in tailored coats and Straight, narrow
silhouettes are still noticeable. TMdugh rumors are

heard in favor of fuller skirts, smaller waist lines

and puffs at the elbows, fashion does not seem to be

willing to carry out these predictions.

Although soutache braid has already been in

vogue f«»r a, long time, it has lost none of its popular-

ity. Many of the new models show a profuse use of

this trimming. In the tailored suits, it is seen on
both the skirts and the jackets. In many instances

it is used in the form of panel-like motifs. After-

noon dresses are adorned with it.

Embroidered Whitewear
Large Orders Placed for These Lines — Use of

Fine and Filmy Fabrics — Real Lace
Used for Trimming

Just because the style element is more staple in

lingerie undergarments, there are buyers who are

prone to suppose that good values are the whole story.

Good values undoubtedly form a big element of suc-

cess, but now-a-days, having the right goods is of

equal importance.

Tailored suit of white serge. The coat is the new
feature here-

Reading from left to right — Jumper dress of black velvet, with
shawl cape edged with seal. Large ffat hat of velvet and
seal. Second figure — Gown of soft twilled foulard. This
dress shows the new large waist line and long plain skirt

with three scant pleated flounces. The kimono waist has a

large revers of Irish crochet lace. Note the large shoulder
wrap.
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Lingerie combinations ot the

sheerest nainsook, trimmed with

embroidery motifs, imitation

Irish and Valenciennes lace.

This model shows clearly the

close-fitting, straight-line effect

that is now in vogue.

Three-quarter length Empire

negligee of rose washing silk

and Valenciennes lace, with

rosettes, buckle and bow and

ends of pale blue satin ribbon.

Cap of lace and muslin, with

bunches of pink and blue chen-

ille cherries and leaves of green

silk.
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There has been a big change of late years in the

character of the garments stocked in this department.

Certain set standard prices are still much the same,

but the goods themselves are totally different.

Tbe most important change in this department

has come about through the use of fine filmy fabrics.

Cottons are only used for the cheapest lines and even

here they must be light and fine. Nainsook is almosi

universally used, and each year for high grade gar-

ments, this fabric gets finer and more filmy. Trim-
mings have also followed suit. Fine fabrics and
dainty trimmings do not lend themselves to fussy

elaboration, and the latter did not fit in with the long

slender effects so much in vogue. Therefore, design-

ers had to work with fine materials so as to produce
slender lines, and the result has been eminently
satisfactory.

Neat, dainty effects have made many friends for

factory-made whitewear and have reduced to an neg-

ligible fraction the number of women who make up
their own undergarments. Even the woman of

limited means can buy garments that will please.

Garments are made of fine fabric and cut upon per-

fect lines. A little lace will edge neck and sleeves

and a, few tucks will constitute the trimming, but

the lace will be good quality and of attractive pattern

and the lines of stitching will be even and fine.

Following tbe same tendency, conies the use of

real lace for trimming lingerie undergarments. Real

lace as a. trimming has been shown only on a few
numbers, but their success has been so great thai tbe

range is receiving additions. Torchons and clunys
are the laces most used and the contrast between the

creamy lint of the linen lace and the snowy white-
ness of the nainsook is much admired. The success

that has attended the introduction of real laces ha-
led to the use of Baby Irish on more expensive gar-

ments. This is used in the form of a narrow inser-

tion making the ribbon used to draw the opening at

tbe neck into the figure. A similar trimming is

used at the sleeves. Princesse lace is also used on
some of the more elaborate bridal set-.

As The Review predicted, buyers have taken very
kindly to the garments trimmed with French hand
embroidery. This embroidery really is machine
work, but it has all the effeel of the hand work it imi-

tates, and to further heighten the resemblance.
French grey thread is used, giving exactly the color

that, handling gives to the hand embroidery. The
"iv.-it merit of these garments consists in the shaping,
for they are cut from Canadian patterns, and there-

fore fit the Canadian figure. Excellent orders have
been placed for this line and it promises to he a fea-

ture of the January sales.

Double -Faced Cloths Short
Reason For This is That Demand :Has Con-
centrated on One Fabric — Light-weight Tweed

and Crash Weaves for Spring

Long, straight-cut coats developed in double-
faced, soft, rough woolens have sold even better than
the manufacturers expected. Coats of this type are
not just selling in any one section but the demand is

universal and the whole Dominion is taking them.
When practically the whole trade is taking the one
fabric, a shortage is bound to occur, and some com-

plaint is heard as to the slowness with which repeat

orders are filled.

As a result, heavy rough tweeds and cheviots are

being taken to some extent, but the preference is

decidedly for the double cloths. Earlier in the season

the preference was for two-color combinations, but
checks in tartan effects and in fancy plaids are just

as freely taken.

Large collars, cuffs and revers are seen on all the

new garments, and the low side-closing is a leading
feature. Belts and belt suggestions are frequently
seen, and odd cutting of the seams, while retaining
the straight effect, are becoming more frequent.
While both the raglan and the kimono sleeve are

One-piece" dress of white! ratine. A tunic effect is given the

skirt by the use of heavy iwoolen fringe, and fringe also fin-

ishes the skirt. Note the dropped shoulder with set-in sleeve
finished with a velvet band and a pleated frill of lace. Rolled
sailor hat of white plush and black velvet.

used to a. certain extent, preference seems to be given

to the regulation coat sleeve cut large enough to he

slipped on and off with perfect, ease.

Considerable progress has been made in coat lines

for the coming Spring, and encouraged by the suc-

cess of the long coat for the present season, an ex-

tensive line is to be put out. Light-weight tweeds
and rough crash weaves are expected to be prominent
as well as coats of white linen and suitings and in tan

and natural crash. Though lines of a staple nature
are on tbe road, definite style features are not yet

fixed.

See Men's Wear Section
For Eighth of Series of 20 Articles

on Show Card Writing.

THE EDWARDS SHORT-CUT COURSE.



This Alteration Problem Calls for Tact
Salesmen Tell How They Would Deal With Customers Who Complained of

Sleeve in Coat—Use of Style Descriptions to Inspire Her Confidence—Would
Satisfy Her in Any Event—The Awards in Review's Competition.

THE ready-to-wear problem described in the

last mid-month number of The Review elici-

ted many very interesting^replies. The ques-

tions asked were: 1. Is it policy to remove
the sleeve in a coat when the customer finds that by
trying on the garment, the sleeve seems too full at

the shoulder and a trifle long? 2. What do you do

to avoid such alterations as much as possible? 3.

How long should it take to shorten sleeves? Do you
do this alteration Saturdays?

The prizes are awarded as follows. 1. J. J. Mc-
Nab, Listowel. 2. John Sutherland, with Sinn hi

Leiser & Co., Ladysmith, B.C. 3. Miss Allie Paul,

Speers & Paul, Saskatoon, Sask.

Satisfy Customers in any Event

J. J. McNab's reply:—I would explain to the cus-

tomer that the sleeve was of the most up-to-the-min-

ute cut and style, also show her cuts of these coats

from the different catalogues, and let her see for her-

self how they were being worn in the cities and larger

towns.

I would point out to her that perhaps it was on

account of the new style and of her not seeing the

garment before or of seeing it worn that perhaps it

seemed not to satisfy her expectation. If she felt

she would rather have the sleeves shortened, why we
would do it for her or if she would like to wear
it for a while and see if she would get accustomed to

it,

If she did not like it after wearing it, we would
then have it altered for her or have it done before

she wore it if she desired, guaranteeing her satisfac-

tion and that no charge would be made for the alter-

ation.

I would explain to her that by putting a little

more padding in the shoulders, it would take up the

fulness and height of the shoulder.

No doubt the garment had been made for a full-

chested figure and perhaps this figure was a little

low in the chest which would make it full and a little

padding would fill the hill all right.

To avoid such alterations I show the customer
the new cuts and how the garments are being worn
in the newest styles. By so doing some are convinced
that the garment is all right while others do not

care for the new style and would rather have the

alteration made. This is done willingly for then:

just as if it cost us nothing, for in the end the mer-
chant gains the confidence of the customer and
many increased sale.-. The merchant is really the

most benefited. Of course, the merchant has to

judge and study his customers.

It would take about half an hour to shorten the

sleeves, which would he done on Saturdays if at all

possible, which would certainly please the customer
and make her more willing to take the suit when she
feels that the salesperson is doing his or her best to

satisfy her and meet her requirements.

Would Explain the Styles
Mr. Sutherland's reply: Unless I saw that sale

of the suit depended on such an alteration, I certain-

ly would not suggest it to the customer.
Seeing the lady has only a fancy that the sleeves

are too full at shoulder, some persuasion and tact

should remove that very easily. The customer
should lie shown a few of the very latest fashion
plates, and her attention drawn to the fullness of

the shoulders, showing her the similarity between
the plates and the suit she is about to decide on. I

would also assure her that she no doubt would very
soon get accustomed to the new sleeve after wearing
the suit a few times,

Regarding the length of the sleeves, I should
point out to her that most sleeves contact at the
el how. so shortening it after been worn for a short
time, hut should she prefer to have them slightly

shortened in length, I would assure her we would
have it done to her entire satisfaction.

To avoid alterations as much as possible I would
size up my customer and avoid showing her suits

that I knew would require a lot of altering. A strict

acquaintance with the stock would save a lot of

trouble and a lot of alterations.

To shorten the sleeves, we would allow an hour
as we get our work done outside and can depend on
prompt service.

Alterations of a similar nature Ave would under-
take up to 6 o'clock on Saturdays

Three Important Points

Miss Allie Paul's reply: I would first

point out to her that this was the very
latest style in coat-, and would endeavor to get

her to take the suit home and after she had worn it

a few times, if she still wished to have it altered, I

would agree to have it fixed for her.

In making tin's proposition, 1 would have three
points in view:—First, the lady would become ac-

customed to the style herself. Second, in showing it

to her friends (as most ladies do) they might advise
her that it was all right. Third, any sleeve will take
up a little after being worn and no doubt some of the
stiffening would come out of the shoulder which
would give it the appearance of not being so full. In

leaving it optional with the customer I would create

a friendly feeling. Most women would rather keep
a garment, even if there was some small part not ex-

actly as she wished, than to risk having it altered,

and I think from the way she had been treated, she
would have a good opinion of the salesman. Prob-
ably .die might wish the salesman to have a good
opinion of her by not putting him to the trouble and
expense of altering the garment. Put, if after using
all lh" methods that I could devise to have her satis-

lied, .die still wished the garment altered, I would
certainly have it done for ber.

There is no advertising as valuable as satisfied

customers.



CANADIAN
FURTRADE

Time to Boost Business

Many Unique Features Which Should Enable
the Merchant to Make Furs an Attractive De-
partment— Fringe and Ribbon as Garnitures

AS the cold weather approaches the fur busi-

ness shows a marked improvement. Whole-
salers have shipped the hulk of their Fall

sorting and special order season which comes
on with a rush as sunn as real Winter sets in.

The demand for lone, jackets is good, and as the

season advances, this demand is sure to increase.

Persian lamb, Hudson seal, mink and various com-
1 iiiations of these furs are meeting with a strong de-

mand in the high-class garments. Many novel and
beautiful designs are being shown in the matter of

collars, revers and trimmings. The large pointed

collar is one of the new departures. These collars

arc finished at the point with tassels, tips of contrast-

in- fui- and various other methods. A Persian lamb
jacket with a large pointed collar, had the tip of the

collar made from ermine. This is only one instance

among many that could he mentioned, to show the

present trend of this season's styles.

These jackets are lined for the most part, with

plain or brocaded satin linings. Black ami brown are

the principal -hades used in the plain satin linings.

In the brocade- there are many delicate designs car-

ried out on both dark and light colored materials.

Muttons and loops constitute the popular i le of

fastening these garments. Frog clusters with buttons

to match arc seen on a number of the newest models.

Fringe as Fur Trimming
The long stoles in mink. Persian lamb and fox are

leading. For the most part these pieces are quite

plain. Very few heads or tails are seen on the new
pieces. Many of the expensive sets are trimmed with

fringe or frog clusters either separately or combined.
Fringes are all the rage for the coming season's trim-

ming. Of course, fur heads and tails are still used

to a certain extent, as they add materially to the

appearance.

Mulls, in the pillow shape continue to sell well.

Both the open and the closed are popular. There is

a. tendency, however, for the round muff. In fact,

there are quite a, number of people who will buy no

other shape. This style is just as warm and is smaller

and lighter to carry around.

Many of these muffs have large protruding lin-

ings. That is, the satin or whatever kind of material

used for the lining, is allowed to project a little be-

yond the opening in the mull'. This is gathered into

pleats or tucks and finished nil' neatly. In some cases

this lining is covered with a net of point d' esprite,

chitfo'n or other fine, thin material.

Matched Persian Iamb set with stripes of embroidered braid in fancy

designs on black satin. Throw, finished with clusters and tasels. Large
pillow muff, lined with black satin. Hand pocket edged with Electric

Seal- Shown by Swift, Copland and Company, Montreal.
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TRADE MARK
REGISTERED

Ladies'

Long Jackets

Still

the Fashion
The reason for the continued popu-

larity of these jackets is that ladies

like and appreciate the comfort of

the long fur garment also the long

jacket presents a more graceful

figure—the long lines overcome the

bulky appearance of a fur garment.

For this season the stylish length is

50 inches- this makes a fine, warm,

comfortable jacket.

In furs, Musk rat Natural and in the

various dyes, Hudson Seal, Near

Seal, Persian Lamb, and combina-

tion of different furs.

Let us send you our new Catalogue.

A card gets one.

Boulter, Waugh & Co.
LIMITED

MUSK-OX BRAND FURS

Fur Manufacturers and Hat Importers

Montreal and Winnipeg.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Ermine, though high in price, is still selling

readily. It comes in large sets singly or combined
with other furs. Many beautiful sets are seen made
wholly of this fur.

Russian sable though high in price, still meets

with a good demand. Many fur-lined and cloth

From left to right—Veiled Gown of Salinland Chiffon. The Chiffon Tunic

is banded with satin weighted with a heavy chenille tassell Tailored

Suit ef Navy Broadcloth with slashed oveiskirt over a petticoat of

Roman striped silk. The hood collar is partly of the same

jackets have collar and revers of this fur. Persian

lamb is also used extensively for collars and trim-

mings.
Some stoles have large pointed collars finished off

with tassels or other modes of trimming.

Small furs at reasonable prices will be sold in

Large quantities. Black furs will meet with a good
demand. China dog. black and grey wolf and opos-

sum in the natural color will be good in the moderate

priced lines.

There are good prospects for the merchant who
puts a little thought and work into this department.

Now is the lime to boost the sales. With a little at-

tention this department can be made one of the best

paying departments in the store. Times were never

better, nor was there ever a better variety of goods to

select, from.

A season's fad is the trimming of furs with rib-

bon. There are indications that ribbon garnitures

will figure largely in this Winter's fashions. Mara-

bout and ostrich is another feature of the season's

styles. Marabout has the advantage of being a dura-

able line. If the curl is taken out through being ex

posed to the wet; it is easily replaced by holding over

steam. ( >strich always looks well, and is a very dressy

feature of a lady's apparel.

@
The Price Situation

An increase in the price of certain furs amounting
in some cases to twenty-live per cent, of their present

values, is predicted for the coming Winter by local

fur dealers.

It is thought that some furs will not change in

price. Or, perhaps, some lines will be cheaper by
10 per cent, than they were last Winter. This will be

on account of the large supply that was on hand at

the close of the season last Spring.

Sealskin. Russian sables, Persian lamb, lynx,

chinchilla and fox are likely to be affected by the

increase.

Showroom for Ladies' and
Children's Wear and Millin

ery, in A. E. Snell's new
store. Calgary.
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THIS TRADE MARK
IS YOUR PROTECTION

If you sell MOOSE HEAD BRAND FURS you

rest assured that your customers will be per-

fectly satisfied. They get value for their

money

ESTABLISHED 1852

High Grade Furs in all lines. Now is the opportune time for trial orders.

EVERYTHING IN FURS FOR

MEN, WOMEN and CHILDREN.

Correspondence Solicited.

L. Gnaedinger, Son & Company
90, 92, 94 St. Peter Street MONTREAL

Please mention The Reviezv to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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The Cotton Situation

Fourteen Million Bales Will Not be Much in

Excess if Good Volume of Business Continues

By A. W. Cochrane, Montreal.

The cotton crop, season 1911-1912, is now pretty

well assured to be a record one. There is the pos-

sibility of having rains and storms that may beat the

cotton out of the open bolls, this appears to be the

only danger, as frost now would do no material harm,
except to kill off any unmatured new bolls; so, under
the circumstances, fourteen million bales will be
realized.

The season has been an early one, 65 per cent.

more cotton having been ginned up to date than
for any five years previous.

The figures issued by the census show 3,663,000
bales ginned to Sept. 24th. It will depend now very
much on trade conditions abroad and on this con-

tinent what prices will ultimately settle down to.

Should business show any marked sign of im-
provement in the United States, and Great Britain

and the continent continue to do the volume of busi-

uess that they bad Last year, the crop of fourteen

million bales would not be very much in excess of

what would be used. Should, however, trade condi-

tions continue in the U. S. as last year, and as at the

present time, the accumulation of cotton would be
large, and prices doubtless would decline—in all

probability to much lower levels than are now being-

quoted.

Manufacturers will no doubt come into the mar-
ket for heavy supplies, should the prices decline be-
low 9 cents, as experience has taught them that one
good crop does not mean that another is likely to

follow ; and they most likely will buy in rather more
cotton than they want if prices remain below the
10 cent mark.

Piece goods prices appear to be low enough, and
buyers should not expect or look for them to decline
very much, if anything, from the present level.

Cottons Prices are Firm

Buyers for the large jobbing houses, and for the
larger retail linns who import their own goods, are
finding it most difficult to secure even the smallest

fraction of a reduction on the price of the new sea-

son's goods from the manufacturer. The mills have
no overstocks as they have carefully balanced pro-

duction with consumption. They have also plenty
of orders on hand, and therefore have no cause to

seek business by lowering prices. Moreover, they
contend that it is their turn now, as buyers have
never paid the full commensurate price for their

goods when raw cotton was high. Therefore, open-
ing prices for the Spring season promise to rule at

,il H.nt the present level.
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WOOLLVENA
Pure Down Quilts

are the most popular and best selling Quilts you can handle.

They make satisfied customers. There is a reason.

See the new collection for the autumn.
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Sweater Coat Samples Late
This is the Result of the Latter Rush for Re-

peats—Some Spring Features—Preparing for

Christmas Novelties—Boxing Knitted Goods.

FALL season business in knit goods has been

exceptional in every department. Novelty

and staple lines of sweater coats, aviation caps,

motor scarfs, mufflers, shawls, hosiery and
underwear have sold with greater success than ever.

Merchants and manufacturers have every reason to

be fully satisfied with this year's turnover. With the

continued growth in sales for all makes of knitted

garments or wraps, buyers are again confronted with

slow deliveries on repeats, especially in regard to

men's and women's sweater coats. There is no rea-

son to place the blame either on manufacturers or

buyers, as output and placing in most instances were

increased, but orders have not met requirements. As
consumer demands were greater than ever, there has

been an unusual repeat business which mills are do-

ing their best to fill.

Several buyers have asked for some lines December
delivery, and many orders one manufacturer was

unable to fill were offered to another manufacturer,

who also was unable to handle them. Buyers are

endeavoring to locate or get specified assurances of

delivery for Christmas, and while same merchants
are taking chances by placing their repeats, other

buyers are deciding that if they cannot get Christ-

mas delivery they will have to do without any sort-

ing numbers.
The Yarn Handicap.

There has also been trouble in securing some
shades of yarns from Bradford, and this has proved
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a handicap. Deliveries for next year are slow. While
merchants are planning and rounding out depart-

ments for Christmas, manufacturers are preparing
next year's samples. These will not be ready mucb
before January 1st this year, and travelers will be

late in starting with their new showings. They are

going out expecting another great season, and claim

that their lines have now reached a standard posi-

tion in retailing.

Feeling for Tailored Styles.

Designers have not decided just what styles, if

any, they will add to give novelty to their ranges.

There is a growing feeling for tailored styles in more
popular-priced numbers. Next season, makers will

introduce a coat at $36 dozen, in all staple colors,

tailored finish, cut to fit sizes and suitable for either

men or women. Styles will be similar to prevailing

effects. Athletic colors, greys, slate, cardinal, tans,

browns and preferred color combinations as staple

and standard without any differences. Knitters

claim they have about exhausted their opening for

any changes and that sweater coats as they are this

season are about as satisfactory as can be made. Col-

lars will continue high, medium high, low and vest,

with shawl or triplex models. New racks or stitches

may be shown and unusual color combinations for

novelty reasons.

Shorter coats, both in men's and women's weights,

will have more call than this year, but that custom-

ers will require any changes does not seem evident.

About the only difference in next season's lines is

that there will be more detail in manufacture, seams,

lapped pockets, etc., greater quantities than ever sold

and buyers must anticipate earlier than they did

this year.

This is your

Opportunity

Now is the time when everybody is buying
their winter underwear.

Therefore, we are advertising it to your
customers at a great cost, so as to increase

your sales.

Take full advantage of this advertising.

Display "CEETEE" Underwear and other

Turnbull Underwear attractively in your
windows.

Hang up our store and window cards
where they will be easily seen.

In this way you connect your store directly

with the advertising we are paying for, and
your customers will come in to buy.

C. TURNBULL CO. OF GALT, Ltd.

Manufacturers of the famous

"CEETEE" and Turnbull's Ribbed
Underwear.

GALT - - ONTARIO

THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262,005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST in the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI*

PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends.

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARDWEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN
FOOTWEAR

To be had from any of the Leading

Wholesale Dry Goods Houses
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City buyers are finding more trouble to get re-

peals than buyers in smaller places, and travelers re-

port that some merchants have fairly representative

-locks to carry them until Christmas. •

Booked up to New Year's.

There was usually a lull in manufacture in De-

cember, which provided designers with time to plan

new styles, but this season orders are booked right up
till New Year's. Bo.-ide.- lieimj, a reason for latter

showings by travelers, both previous conditions are

claimed to be the outcome of larger buyers trying to

make manufacturers carry stocks which, they assert,

could be anticipated earlier and allow them to pre-

pare for greater business than placing sometimes
warrants. Manufacturers are certain next year's busi-

ness will be Larger than ever.

Season for Club Orders.

From December 1st, merchants can expect club

orders, and it is this business, which takes prefer-

ence, to well into January. These con tracts usually

come at the last minute and through a men's furn-

isher or drygoodsman, whom, clubs consider, deserve

their patronage. The athletic or club colors, mono-
grams and styles are attractive this year and worth
attention. Some satisfactory orders arc anticipated

by manufacturers, who are now sending out their

annual price lists.

Novelty Christmas Lines.

So far wholesalers are not showing anything new
or novel for Christmas selling and very little pre-

paration has been made, from present indications.

Fancy boxing is being left to merchants themselves,

except for one or two lines in mufflers, or motor
scarfs. Some fancy boxes supplied by one firm covers

their full line, which will help materially in Christ-

mas selling. Newer lines may be forthcoming be-

fore Spring dating.

Many stylish knitted motor scarfs are seen

—

cream, sky, pink, helio. Crochet mufflers will be

good. Aviation caps will be a. feature of this year's

selling. There have been many inquiries for Tarn
O'Shanters in red and heathers. Honeycomb shawls
in cream, or cream with sky, pink and helio and
darker colors, grey and white or black and white for

elderly ladies, are quoted up to $60 dozen. Heavy
shawls and traveling rugs are always acceptable gifts.

For infants, many caps, hoods and coats in matched
sets, mittens, bootees and knitted suits can always
be boxed and sold at popular prices. There is v

good array of these still shown.

HINTS TO BUYERS

Prints Wrappers Automatically
An advertisement on every parcel

which leaves the store is now pos-

sible One of the latest devices of in-

terest to dry goods men is the auto-

matic printing attachment shown in

the illustration. Whether merchants

have wrapping desks with shelves for

paper, fixtures with different width

rolls or hang suitable size sheets at

the ends of counters in each depart-

ment this new fixture can be attached

so as to print store name plates,

monograms, sale announcements, in-

troduce new lines, or state the store's

policy.

The mechanism is very simple con-

sisting of two rollers, one holding

rubber set type or interchangeable

lettering and the other being a spring

bearing automatic inking pad. Any
color or combination of colors can be

used in printing either simple or more
intricate announcements.

The attachment fits anywhere and

is held in place over the paper cutter

or near a flat surface by means of an

ordinary thumb, screw clutch. On a

roll the next sheet is always ready

—

on a pad just pulling the top sheet

away effects the printing, which is

clear, clean cut and a distinctive ad-

vertisement. J. R. Wilson, of To-

ronto, is showing samples to the

trade and so far many merchants

have decided to adopt this method of

printing their own wrapping paper by

having this new article installed.
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An Autumn show window by A. A. Daoust, for Geo. G. Gales & Co., Montreal. The background
could also be used to advantage for men's wear trim. The window represents a grape arbor. The
fence and posts are covered with wood veneer, The lettering on the show card, "Autumn 1911

—

A Few Suggestions," were done by air brush in raised gold letters. It is decorated with an

applied wood scene.

Men's Wear Department, Arcade Limited, Hamilton, showing an effective display arrangement for

neckwear, shirts, hats and other lines. The department is on the main floor to the right of entrance.
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What They are Talking About
The so-called English styles in men's clothing

have taken a firm hold on smart dressers in New
York. There is absolutely no padding, garments fit

closer to the figure, and where the interpretation

of the style is at all reasonable, the effect is one of

smartness. The opening of the theatre season has
attracted considerable attention to stage attire, from
those who must necessarily make a study of styles.

To complete the new figure the howler is worn with

a jaunty slant to one side and slightly towards the
back of the head. Considerable favor is being be-

stowed upon the rough tweedy weaves for the Fall

suit.

The Duke of Connaught, Canada's new Oover-
nor-General has arrived. He brings with him the

reputation of being a strict observer of military dress

ethics, but of being much less a dictator or a leader

in the matter of ordinary dress than the late king,

his brother. King Edward had an immense ward-
robe, which included about two hundred suits of

various styles and materials and one half as many
hats and caps. About thirty of these suits were re-

moved from the active lists each year—when they
became perquisites of his two assistant valets. Many
people imagine that the late king paid extravagant
prices for his clothes. A lounge suit cost him $50,
and an evening suit $75. lie paid from $12 to

$12.50 for his trousers. During the year his tailor's

bill amounted to about $2,500, while his entire ward-
robe was estimated at about $6,000. He was colonel

of over thirty regiments, and his uniforms numbered
to nearly one hundred.

The Municipal Art Council of Paris refuses to

erect statues of men clad in frock coats or evening
dress. One artist declares that "frock coats are stiff

and ugly fortresses or straight jackets, in which man.
his freedom of action removed, becomes a veritable

.stick- -a nonentity. The frock coat has been the bane
of sculptors. It lends no way to the imagination and
gives it no impetus. Under it the subject hides his

individuality and personality." Artists point out
that there are very few admirable works done with
the hampering presence of a frock coat, and that the

only path to its avoidance lies in the bust figure. All
of this will undoubtedly appeal to those who expect

their forms to be remodeled in bronze or marble for

the gaze of generations yet unborn, but who in the

name of art will be the first to demonstrate the

transcendant beauties of Greek draperies, togas

and that sort of thing? Prospective immortals, built

on the verandah plan may well pause for a reply.

There is such a thing as repartee in advertising,

and like every other kind it is the more keenly re-

lished when no ill-feeling develops from it. The
story told of two rival merchants in an Ontario city

describes a good example. On the end of a barn
near a well traveled road, one merchant had this

sign paiided: "A square deal for every man," and
beneath it his name. There was another barn
near by and upon tin- the rival merchant followed

up with these words: "And every woman too,"

with his name below. He, thus, for a time, turned
the other merchant's motto to advantage. But not
for long. One dark night the first merchant had
his sign painted out and substituted these words:

"Pants for every man and boy." Though the other

sign was immediately painted out, it did not disap-

pear fast enough to firing a protest or two from
certain so-called guardians of public modesties, but.

the men of the community were not the only ones
who admitted that it was a neat thing. And the two
merchants, meeting each other in the street didn't

look the other way, but laughed over it heartily.

Indications point to a busy season for the men's
wear merchant. New goods featured are meeting
with a ready demand, and the fact that, from
many quarters reports point to a persistent call for

the better class goods, suggests that people have the

wherewithal to back up their preferences. It is al-

so remarkable that among quite a number of mer-

chants recently interviewed, the majority were con-

sidering methods to further their reputation for the

better lines. This is invariably the case when lo-

calities and the country in general are in a pros-

perous condition.
* * *

The shelf idea in men's wear windows throughout
the country is being used to advantage for displays

of accessories and gift suggestions. One window re-

cently noted had a shelf about a foot in width, held

in place by a chain at each end, and on it a very

neat display of gloves, neckwear, handkerchiefs, col-

lars and suspenders was arranged. In the window
below were shown shirts and fancy vests. Banner-
ettes of local organizations were suspended from the

front of the shelf, and all formed a very attractive

display. Trimmed with holly, and with an array of

goods in Christmas boxes, such a shelf should prove

very effective during the holiday season.
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Novelty in Spring Shirtings

Fabrics Which, Enable the Merchant to De-

velop High-class Trade — Reps, Vestings, Cord
Dimities in Plain Designs are Features of

a Fine Range.

Travelers are completing' their Spring placing

trips with shirts and as far as possible early business

is about completed. It is a season of negligees and,

as previously indicated, early -elections are divided

into two distinct demands. Lounge collar and

French cuff styles have caused a marked division of

usual sales.. This is to be a confined development of

the season's selling and manufacturers are now pre-

paring for sorting and later orders anticipating this

demand. These negligee styles are sold in more
popular fabrics and prices, getting down to $9 levels.

As the season advances, and repeals are received, it is

expected lounge and negligee effects will comprise

much of the extra, or later business. It is assured that

white will take the lead and many new and effective

materials suitable are being added to ranges by manu-
facturers.

Feel the Style Trend Carefully.

Willi this season's business to be finished and
usual factory clearances in February yet to be hand-
led, merchants do not place quantities but protect

their orders and feel the style trend, as selling pro-

gresses. It is with this understanding that early

business is claimed to be very good and manufacturers
are busy, as usual. There is also midsummer de-

mand to prepare for and later styles and expected
new -ample.- and materials bringing forward pat-

terns featured later at the mills or imported.

There is also a buying trend which demands
some extra style or exclusive materials as well as

outing and athletic garments in suitable fabrics.

The Buying Preference.

An analysis of orders already placed will verifj'

this claim. Fully 33 1-3 per cent, of orders already

placed on all prices will show blues, black and white

and purples or prints and the bulk of these book-

ings will be included in neat stripes, line or wider

stripe designs. There have been some Madrasses

taken and chambrays, both plain and white line

stripes, in usual colors are as good as any season.

The same neat and inconspicuous patterns have been

picked in zephyrs. A new cloth which has shown

up well, called Barathonette, in soft plain grounds

and without patterns, has sold. Sample books in-

clude neat mercerised stripes ami brocades, the

plainer weaves, however, being in preference.

It is expected that in negligee effects white will

be in advance position by June and later orders

must prepare for this selling. Outside of the every

season popularity, the cloths now showing will help

to a great extent to increase business and justify in-

troduction of better class and high novelty fabrics.

The Novelty Fabrics.

Foremost in the ranges of white materials are

liner quality vestings in cords, soft matte weaves and

basket cloths, ('becks in small designs are new and
a change, and soft materials highly mercerised with

contrasting ribbon stripes, blue, new gray and mauve
are striking in effect. Some matte materials are al-

most porous in weave and with novelty. Reps,

vestings, cord dimities and Madrasses will always be

in favor.

It must not be misunderstood that these cloths

are not shown in colors as well and book after book

include blue, gray and purple, either in plain

stripes, overchecks and bid, lies. Some white with

black checks and cord- are to be brought out as one

of tile season'.- high novelties. These fabrics are

sheer but with a dry or linen finish and are guaran-

teed textures in point of washing, finish and wear.

They should take with exclusive men's furnishers

and better trade. Ecru shades in plain color weaves

or broche patterns simulating silk pongees are also

fairly good in soft cuff negligee styles.

Soft, cream, all-wool flannels and delaines and
-tripe botany wool flannels for midsummer wear
comprise several books. Cream with contrasting

Soft mercerised stripe mattes, ribbon stripe and broche chambrays — effective stripes in botany wool flannels for

Midsummer wear. New designs for high-class negilee shirts. Shown by the Crescent Mfg. Co., Montreal,
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line stripes, blue, black and purple. Line stripes in

above colors, with white, blue and white, tan and
blue and fawn with white, as well as soft greys with

purple of black, are shown, any one of which makes
a sightly shirt. For boating, tennis or more dressy

outdoor wear, they are perfect. Ranging in price

from $18 doz. to $36, buyers should add a sprinkling

at least. Styles and patterns are attractive enough
to sell themselves to an athletic clientele.

With such entirely new patterns and a field

developing each season, merchants can add materi-

ally to department sales. An assortment of higher
class novelties will be placed before them for mid-
summer and warm weather selling which surpasses

previous ranges.

One of the later ideas is to have the stripe in the

negligee collar running up and down or in line with
the stripe of necktie. These collars are extremely
smart and should appeal to particular dressers. It

is not a freak, however, and merchants are taking
them because the style idea appeals.

Spring Neckwear Fabrics

Some New Color Combinations — Purple Chosen
by One Authority for a Very Strong Place

— Novelties for Sporting and Gift Season

From first views of neckwear fabrics for early

Spring selling, it is evident that many of the colors

which have been in vogue for the past few sea.-mi.-

are again to have prominent position, though in

new combinations. Black and white, black and red,

black and green, black and gold, black and helio,

black and blue are to be featured, and authorities

predict that while purples at the present time are

inclined to be slow, they will be very conspicuous in

the new lines in plain and two-tone effects. Stripes

in various treatments will just be as strong as ever,

although it is pointed out that the present strength

of figured fabrics will extend to the new season's

lines to a certain degree. These figures for the most
part an' very neat. Plain colors will have a show.

At the present time rich figured materials are
taking exceptionally well. This is to be expected at
this time of the year. Many bordered effects are
seen in these fabrics, and manufacturers are en-
thusiastic over the reception that has been accorded
them, the price preference indicating a decided de-
mand for the high-grade article. Heather colorings,
tapestry and brocaded effects are favored lines.

Now that the sporting season has opened up,
many special and very -unique patterns are making
their appearance. Roman stripes are a popular vogue
for this time of year and seem to answer, in a gen-
eral way, the craze for class colorings. Of course,
there are designs which correctly designate the ath-
letic or other organization to which the wearer be-
longs. One of the most unique of these was noticed
recently in a neckwear house. It was a Derby with
black ground, having tiger's heads woven in gold.
This special design was prepared particularly for
Hamilton, the lair of the famous Tiger football 'team.
This design is a departure from the stripe idea, but
is not always feasible.

Manufacturers are preparing for the Christmas
gift season, and are placing neckwear in fancy boxes.

One of the neatest things consists of a box with a flap

lid done in colors, under which is a second covering

of card, with an oval opening about six inches long,

revealing the contents. The combination shown by
this manufacturer consisted of a tie with pin to

match, the retail price being $1. The idea is a good
one and will undoubtedly appeal strongly to the

Christmas shoppers.

Will be Record Hat Season
Rough Effects in Soft Styles Have Been Meet-

ing With Strong Demand — The New Derbies

— Straws Cleaned Out.

The outstanding feature of the hat trade at the

present time is the marked attention being paid to

rough effects in soft styles. The demand for these

has been remarkable, one explanation being thai

these hats seem to lit in admirably with the vogue

of tweeds in clothing. And the prediction is that

soft hats of the fedora and Alpine type will occupy

a very prominent position in Spring trade. Browns

and bronzes are now looking up, but for Spring it

is likely that greys will also be very strong. The
matter of color depends largely upon the suit worn,

for it must be noted that the fur felts and other

styles harmonize more agreeably with clothing fab-

rics than has ever been possible with the Derby.

In stiff styles there has been some very decided

change in shapes. One hat seen in a Toronto men's
wear store recently illustrated the tendency to ex-

treme dimensions. The crown was four inches and
the brim two and three-quarters inches. It was point-

ed out, however, that the bulk of the business was
done in the 5x2 shapes. With the cap trade feeling

the impulse due to acceptable shapes and fabrics, the

soft hat demand, enervated by the favor shown for

the new materials, and with shapes in Derbies tak-

ing a decided change, it would seem that the present

season is sure to be a record-breaker.

Straw hats for Spring are already shown, and
reports are that the very hot weather of the past

Summer was instrumental in cleaning up stocks very

satisfactorily. The new straw styles show no radical

changes, and it is evident that Panamas, in shapes

simulating some of the shapes in soft felts, will

again have a good demand.

Extending their Factories

The Campbell Clothing, at the corner of Elmire
and Cadieux Streets, Montreal, have now under con-

struction, two large wings to their factory. These are

now well advanced, and will be completed in a few

weeks. When finished, they will add about two-

thirds to the size of the factory. This building will

be four storeys high, with a basement. These new
additions will be of brick the same as the old factory.

The Hampton Manufacturing Co., Cadieux St.,

Montreal, are adding two large wings to their factory.

These will be completed in December; and will be

four storeys high, with a basement.
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A unit trim of gloves, canes,

hosiery, shirts, fancy vests and

neckwear, small stands being

the only fixtures used. By
Reg. Brown, for the Cressman

Co., Peterboro.

An effective underwear and hosiery unit in which flat surface
fixtures and foot forms were used to advantage. By D. O. Pike.

with Picard & Picard, Montreal.
Unit trim of shirts, neckwear, gloves and caps. By D. O. Pike,

with Picard & Picard. Montreal.



How to Measure for Special Orders
Hints by a Practical Tailor for the Man Who Has to Use the Tape
Line— Objections to This Line Frequently Based on "Want of Experience —

How to Pose and Size up the Figure — A Reliable Measure

(For the "Review" by David Frazer.)

Recognizing the important development in

ordered clothing, The Review has arranged for

a series of articles by a practical tailor on details

of measuring for the merchant who has had little

or no experience. Queries are invited.

IN
our experience with men's furnishers who carry

special ordered lines, various opinions find ex-

pression as to its utility as a money-getter. Strip-

ped of all extreme languages, objections to this

branch of the trade are based upon a want of experi-

ence in taking the necessary measures and giving

sufficiently reliable instructions as to the variations

of figure, these being essential to ensure a perfect

fit and satisfaction. There is no question as to the

profit-producing end of this line, hut, missing the

top step, friction ensures and in disgust the line is

thrown out.

All men wear clothes as well as furnishings. The
latter requiring to be renewed more often, gives to

the furnishing men fuller opportunities to meet

prospective customers, making husiness comparative-

ly easy to a real salesman. To assist in the proper

understanding of this line we purpose to show in

detail how to fill such an order.

A selection of cloth and style having been made,
the numbers for the same having been entered on
the order sheet, it only remains to take the measures
to complete the order. Thus far. any salesman has
traveled on familiar ground, hut he knows that un-

less the measuring part be filled intelligently, a suc-

cesssful fit will not result.

Must be in Perfect Accord.

Mr. Salesman is now the transmitting machine in

a wireless outfit. Mr. Designer being at the receiv-

ing end. These two must he in perfect accord and
atune to each other, or the message will be defective.

In other words, Mr. Salesman must so measure and
describe the figure standing before him that Mr.
Designer will receive a faithful and correct image, or

in other words be able to "see the unseen" by using

his faculties through the impressions supplied by
Mr. S. This presents no great difficulty, provided
certain rules and reasonable caution be observed;

therefore much depends upon taking the measures
correctly and accurately and entering down the right

description of the figure, noting if erect, stooping,

large blades, round hack, head forward or full chest.

One figure peculiar to describe, also to fit, is what
tailors call a "sway hack." which to the common
everyday language means a figure carried well for-

ward to the front, below the breast line, and of a

consequence flat or receding at the back and seat,

but not necessarily a "stout" figure. This is an at-

titude resulting from some peculiar vocation or care-

less posture. This figure invariably has prominent
calves, which should he carefully noted.

Measuring the Customer.

In the use of these observations much depends.
They can best be surveyed at that part of the measur-
ing process when the customer's coat is removed and
the figure viewed from back and side. Place your
man at perfect ease of mind, yet not too talkative,

or he may withdraw your mind from the measure-
ing operations.

The order, shall we say, is for a sacque suit,

height, 5 ft. 8 ins., weight, 150 lbs. First, take the
length of coat measure from collar seam to length of

natural waist, which will be 17 inches or one quarter
of the total height, Thus:—Height 68 inches, di-

vided by 4 is 17 in.

Break the tape at this point with the left hand,
then continue to full length as fashion or taste may
determine, say for present wear 31 to 32 inches.

Next raise and extend the right arm so as to form
a right angle with the body, measure from centre
seam of hack, the width of back, say 7% inches, rise

and fall % inch for every size up to 42 B., then %-
inch.

The width of back varies according to style fa-

shion, at one time extending away out over the shoul-
der to such an extent as to he termed in the trade as

"verandah." Extremes of fashion die hard, and
in such-out-of-the-way places, say, as London, they
are still being worn, but then, these same folk will

he wearing the present style, "natural form," when
we are through with it.

Continue tape and measure off to elbow, and on
to wrist, full length of sleeve to a small hollow easily

found between the wristbone and the hand proper,
32 Vo inches.

Then move to the right hand side of your cus-

tomer, having replaced his arm in the normal posi-

tion, and take as a check the inside sleeve measure.
Place the tape well up under the arm, and measure
to the base of the wrist, breaking the tape on the way
at the elbow. This measure for a proportionate fig-

ure should measure 1 to 1% inches longer than the

natural waist length. That will be 18 to 18 1
/-; inches.

In actual practice most tailors rely entirely upon
this; measure, it being more direct, consequently
more reliable than the former one described.

Now, return to your former position at the back
of the customer, who by the way, should be stand-
ing face to a mirror; assist him to remove his coat.

Taking the tape in the right hand, proceed to

register the breast measure by passing the tape under
the arms across the front of chest, around to the
hack, particularly noting that the tape traverses the

largest part of the blades. Our reason for adopting
this mode of taking the breat measure is that the

measure is so often taken in such a way that it does
not cover the blades.

Mr. Salesman, in standing in front of the cus-

tomer, fails to see that his tapeline has dropped be-

low the prominent part of blades. It is safe to assume
that this measure taken in the way described will

always be correct.

Cases are known where this measure has been
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taken so close and tight that it leaves no room for

expansion.

The waist measurement is taken over the band
of the trousers, 32 inches; the seat measure at the

most prominent part of the seat, which for propor-

tionate figure should be 2 inches more than the

breast measure, say 40 inches. Style width of knee
20 to 21 inches, and style width of bottoms I6V2
to 17 inches.

The full or ballon hip trousers have entirely dis-

appeared where men dress in good style and taste.

Should a man, however, require this extreme style,

rely upon the seat measure correctly taken, and then
say how many sizes wider the dandy would wish to

appear to be.

It is a mistake to call for a 48 or 52 seat, as I

have known some to do under those circumstances,

because the cloth is not required through the seat,

that is from back to front, but at the sides, over the

hips, more "verandah" building, now happily a lost

art, because not required.

The proportions given are based upon a study
of form growth, acknowledged as a science in the

tailoring world to-day and are thoroughly reliable,

Should, however, the measures obtained vary
from this rule, you may know at once that the fig-

ure is not normal, and a second application of the

tape to ensure correctness will be advisable.

This is the direct and most simple form of

measurement in use. Tailors use others, principally

for reproducing the coat, called short measures or

long measures and sectional measures. I think it

hardly necessary to give any description of these.

Many of them are complicated and inadequate for

the purpose intended.

Should, however, any reader meet with any dif-

ficulty in this line of his business, we are at your
service, and will answer any queries as fully as the
circumstances may warrant.

Fancy Hosiery for Christmas
Novelty Boxed Lines in Silks and Cashmeres

—

Finishing the Spring Placing Before the Holi-

day Rush.

Men's sox are now being offered for Spring and
travelers having been on the road fully six weeks are

anxious to clean up their grounds before the Christ-

mas rush. Some novelty boxed lines in silks and
cashmere, both plain and fancy, arc taking for holi-

day selling. Buyers are asking for deliveries after

Spring dating. Some exceptional values in cash-

meres, both plain and embroidered, are chosen, with
which to tone up stocks for gift purposes.

Silks for next season in black are freely sold in

lines from $4.50 to $21.00 dozen, popular numbers
up to $12.00 being taken in quantities. Some shades.

soft grays, new blues and tans, in plain colors, are

ordered out. Merchants are anticipating a good
season on silks. The demand is growing each sum-
mer.

Lisles up to $6.50 dozen are always good, and
buyers are assorting their ranges, as in other seasons.

They are taking both plain and fancies, black and
tan being the leaders. In patterns some very strik-

ing combinations are seen, but if anything this end
is being outsold by gauze lisles and fancy openwork
designs in black, tan and approved plain shadings.
For younger men this style will be extensively worn,

and lines to retail at 25c, 35c and 50c pair will en-
joy a large sale. Lisles are quoted from $1.00 dozen
up in qualities equal to last year's samples, and
there cannot be said to be any changes in values
noted. Some buyers are introducing fancies in the
better lisles in black and white, and shot effects will

be sold both in silks and mercerized lisles, principallv
in the latter at $4.00, $4.50 up to $6.50 dozen. All
the usual balbriggan, wool sole and seamless numbers
are included. Cheaper lines in black cotton are or-

dered in usual quantities, as are heavier makes in

these numbers, usually associated with 90c, $1.50
and $2.25 doz. values, colors and effects. Regular
deliveries are promised.

Sampling Through the Mail
The Lyons Tailoring Company, Chatham, are

this Fall making use of a sampling idea that would
be adaptable to quite a number of lines. To a large

mailing list of men it sends out circular letters with
reference to Fall suits. The letter, which is imita-

tion typewritten, with the name, address and date

filled in, is on the regular letterhead of the firm.

Pinned to the upper left-hand corner of the letter-

head is a small sample of a popular material for Fall

suits. It helps to make more convincing the accom-
panying talk, which is a pretty good one. In part,

the letter says:

"My Dear Mr. ,

"Look over the enclosed sample' carefully. Note
its fine, soft texture—its flexibility—its deep, bril-

liant color. It is the famous Dreadnought serge,

pure indigo dye—warranted for two years.

"For the special price of $20 we will make you
a suit to order of this or half a hundred equally good
cloths—bine or black serges, cheviots and vicunas,

or beautiful fancy worsted and tweed effects.

"Now, you needn't be a cloth expert to know
that this is great value at $20. It's self evident. Nor
will yon gainsay the importance of wearing tailored

clothes.

"This is a busy age. People you meet haven't

time to really know you. They go by first impres-

sions, and your clothes are vital factors in determin-
ing what those impression will be.

"You can get plenty of 'ready-mades'—plenty of

cheap, made-to-orders, but it's real-tailored-to-order-

clothes, such as we offer, that you want—clothes

that have style without 'freakishness'—that express

your personality, your individuality—that will help

you create a forceful impression.

"Let us take your order for one of these suits. We
will do so absolutely at our own risk. If the suit

doesn't thoroughly satisfy you—if it doesn't measure
up to your expectations—don't pay us a penny! Fur-
thermore, to induce quick action, we will make it for

$18, providing you bring this letter and place your
order within ten days.

"Very truly yours,

"Lyons Tailoring Co."

Postscripts add: "The overcoating enclosed

shows the quality of our famous $18 special over-

coat to order.

"Bring your friends—we give a liberal reduc-

tion for several orders."

The idea is one which looks good. It should
prove helpful as a regular expedient in catering to

the trade, which is more interested in quality than
in price.
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Using the Bulletin Board
An Idea Which the Card Writer Can Work Out

to Advantage— Different Ways in Which Special

Announcements May be Made.

A scheme which often proves helpful in drawing
business from passers-by is the use of bulletins. The
bulletin is a sort of second cousin to the window dis-

play, and can be used either to help out the latter or

to call attention to independent lines. In the hands
of a clever card writer it can do good service.

The blackboard bulletin is a time honored adver-

tising medium, chiefly in use to-day among small

stores. Usually the blackboard is a double affair,

hinged at the top, which stands on the sidewalk, on
the two faces of which appear announcements and
prices of seasonable items. Traffic regulations in

larger centres have driven the sidewalk blackboard
pretty well out of existence. In some places the

blackboard is attached to the corner pillar of the

store, or occupies a conspicuous place in the doorway.
The blackboard has the advantage, that but little

effort is necessary to change the announcement. One
item can be rubbed out and another written in a few
moments. There is the difficulty, however, that the

blackboard from frequent use becomes gray, and the

writing rapidly fades, so that the announcements, as

a rule, do not show up well.

Another form of bulletin board is adapted from
the bulletin boards used by the newspapers in large

centres, on which brief news items are pasted up the

moment an important despatch comes in. A suitable

board is attached (vertically) to the corner of the
store, or to a pillar, and on this board announcements
of new lines of goods just in, or notices calling atten-

tion to special lines of stock, are pasted. The bulletin

board will give space for from six to a dozen or more
announcements, depending upon the size of the type
in which they are written. These items can be chang-
ed whenever desired, and should be changed fre-

quently. White paper and red or blue ink should be
used, the posters being written first and pasted up
afterward. The writing should be done in vertical,

legible letters, without any ornamentation whatever.
By having the bulletin sheets the same size, any one
can be replaced, or pasted over without disturbing the

others. These sheets need not be large, so long as the

writing is legible; the board should occupy a prom-
inent place, and this, and the word "extra" at the top
is sufficient to secure a closer inspection of the small-

typed announcements.
Mere lists of prices are not enough for bulletins-

there should be a catchy phrase also, along with the

price, one sheet being used for each article. If an
important shipment has just arrived, prompt atten-

tion can be called to the fact. Or, if some line is

over-stocked or slow selling, sales can be stimulated
by the use of frequent bulletins.

In some places the bulletin board takes the shape
of a frame, with spaces into which cards can be in-

serted. This saves pasting, though the higher price

of the stiff cardboard is something to be considered.

Another method is the placing of bulletins in the

windows themselves. Special space is sometimes out-

lined in gold for this purpose. Often a telegram
announcing a large shipment of some special line of

goods is pasted up. Sometimes a row of cards are

arranged just on or above the level of the eye.
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Well Rather!
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over again by sending it to the laundry."
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How Customers Have Been Lost and Won
Salesmen Describe Experiences Which Called for Careful Handling — Giv-

ing a Man Satisfaction for a Defective Coat — Manager Captures a Sale Lost

by One of His Staff — How One Merchant Got the Better of Postal Regulations

SALESMEN of men's clothing and furnishings

have many varied experiences which make
exacting demands upon their tact, foresight,

knowledge of goods and of human nature.

In the series of short articles given below, salesmen
have described a number of these incidents. Narra-
tion of these incidents is helpful to other salesmen.

and The Review will pay liberally for any short ar-

ticles of this character that are sent in.

certainly benefited by it. Had we fumbled away
with the torn suit and lost our temper, we would
have lost one of our best cash customers, and an op-
portunity for a good advertising scheme. It would
have meant some money to us.

"It paid us to hold our temper that time. It

always pays any merchant to take from a customer
and pass it off as a joke."

Customer Was Satisfied

THE customer who is satisfied on every point,

and feels that the merchant places his reputa-

tion behind the goods he sells, may always be
regarded as a fixture.

Here is an excellent example told by a men's wear
salesman.

iio

It was plainly the fault of the material, so I told him that
we would certainly make it all right with him.

"Last Spring we sold a young man a. suit for

$10. The other night he came in and showed us

how the coat had burst open down the back. We
saw at once that it was the fault of the cloth, that it

was not firm goods and would not hold. We cheer-

fully told him that we would make it right with
him. He said he wanted another suit. We showed
him what we had and finally succeeded in selling him
a $12 suit, this time giving him the suit for $8. He
was perfectly satisfied, and went away from the store

with our good will and we had his.

"He told others what we had done for him, and
they put more faith in dealing with us. We have

Mother Helped Him Choose
NE Saturday evening a 3

roung man entered

the store and asked to see some of our shoes.

I showed our stock, and after explaining the

good points and talking to him, got him interested,

and he told me he had intended to be in town in

the afternoon to have a look at our clothing, also to

let his mother see it. I told him I would show him
the clothing now, and if he decided on any of our
suits he could take them out and let his mother see

them. He decided to take the shoes, and I then
showed him the clothing in the same manner as 1

did the shoes.

"After trying on some of the clothing, he picked

on a $12 suit, and said he would take it home and
let his mother see it. I had the coat pressed, and he

took the shoes and suit home, paying cash for the

shoes and taking the suit out on approval. I gave

him his choice of a pair of suspenders with the suit.

Monday morning he came in and paid me for the

suit

"Had I said it would be all right if he and his.

mother came in some day, he probably would have

gone somewhere else or have made up his mind not

to take the suit.

"A merchant lias to be alive to opportunities

when they occur, but he should never make a nuis-

ance of himself trying to sell to customers who have
no need of the goods or whose finances will not per-

mit them to make a purchase. It is all right to

show a customer goods, but if they don't buy, do not

let them feel that you are offended because they do

not purchase."
* * *

Persistency, Courtesy—and the Double
Door

HE following incident occurred recently, and

T illustrates how easily a salesman sometimes

miscalculates his customer.

"Two young men entered a men's store run in

connection with dry goods and asked the first sales-

man they met to show them some shirts. He com-

plied with their request, but failed to find what they

wanted, and they walked out.

"The manager of the department asked the sales-

man what was the trouble, and he replied that they

did not have what the customer wanted.

"Now the men happened to be strangers, and

when they went out one door they walked into the

next, thinking it was another store, and they were
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Fit and Fashion Clothes

Sell Easily With Profit
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brought through the arch again into the men's store.

The manager of the department recognized them at

once, and stepped forward to serve them. They
made known their wants before they recognized they
were in the same store. Then one of them said. 'We
were just in here, and yon haven't what we want.'

The manager never said anything, but sold them
each a shirt; not just the kind they wanted, but one
that would bring them back to the store the next
time they required any thing in this line. Before
they went out we had their order for a suit of clothes.

He took the suit home and showed it to mother. On Monday
lie ..line in and bought.

Now, do not think that it was persistence alone that
won this sale and this customer. It was the very
gentlemanly manner as well as the persistence.

"When a customer enters and asks for an article,

salesmen should not be afraid to show, in as nice a
way as possible, what is in stock, even if they do
know it is not what they asked for. Then if they
find they cannot sell the article, send out to sonic

other store and procure it. People like to be pleased,

and if the salesman shows appreciation of their busi-

ness they will reciprocate."

Echo Answers, Why ?

INDIFFERENCE and ignorance of stock have lost

many sales. A salesman gives the following in-

stance:

—

"A young man. a particular friend of mine,
came to me a few days ago and told me he would
leave to go to our competitors for a pair of shoes.

I asked him the reason why.
" 'Well', he said, 'one of your men showed me

the shoes, and they are not the kind I want.'

"I tried to reason with him, and told him I

thought we had shoes to suit. I wTas busy at the

time, so did not go to the trouble of showing them
to him again. The next day he came in and asked

me what I thought of the shoes he got next door.

'They are not exactly what I wanted,' he said, 'but

it was the best I could do.'

"L took a look at his shoes, and told him they
were nice, but that we had a shoe that would beat
bis. both in quality and appearance. I pulled down
one pair and showed him.

" 'Why', he said, 'that is the very shoe I was
looking for. Why wasn't it shown to me when I

was in?'
"

Brings Good Men to Front
Many New and Successful Business Men
Developed in Many Parts of Canada by

Semi-Ready

New methods in business bring new7 men to the

front always, just as a departure from recognized

systems and methods usually meets with opposition

from successful men of conservative instincts.

The Semi-ready tailoring has developed a lot of

new and careful business men in many parts of Can-
ada. The first ten years of the new ideas in the cloth-

ing trade were spent in the development of men and
methods. But the past live years have witnessed

wonderful progress. Many of the best men who now
control the Semi-ready stores are young men who
have grown up in the business, and who have studied

and absorbed the salient features of semi-ready tailor-

ing and who have kept pace with the revolution

which it has brought about.

The store and the firm of Thomas & McBain in

Vancouver is an illustration of this evolution and up-

lift. That of Mearns & Fuller, of Victoria, B.C., is

another. In both these cities the Semi-ready stores

are owned by young men who were for years clerk-

ing in the stores they now own—energetic young
business men who realized that experience must be

backed by money, saving if they were to walk in and
take possession when opportunity knocked at the

door.

Emory A. Thomas was head salesman in the

Semi-ready store in Vancouver for many years. When
his employer died, and the executors of the estate de-

cided to dispose of the store, Mr. Thomas found that

he had saved sufficient to finance a business of his

own. He took in a partner, as full of enterprise and
energy as himself, who had watched the growth and
the uplift of the high-class tailoring trade.

In Victoria, some nine year since, Will Mearns
had applied for a position to the then owner of the

Semi-ready store. "I don't particularly want a man,"
said the owner. "But there are some special order

samples. If you are a good salesman, take them
along with you. Go out and show me what you can

do." And Mearns showed to such good advantage

that in a short time the Victoria store was selling

more Semi-ready special orders than any house in

Canada. He made good. He was soon promoted to

the management, and when his employer sold out

his business Mr. Mearns found that he, too, had both

capital and reputation. He refused an offer of $3,600

a year to continue as chief salesman, journeyed to

Montreal, after first securing a store location, and
within a few months he had in operation a fine new
Semi-ready store in the heart of the City of Victoria,

and started off his first month, which was August, at

the rate of $10,000 a month sales. Which is "going

some," as the poet observed.
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When You Compare

LION BRAND
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realize the superiority of this famous line of
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Stickers are Short-Lived
Guelph Men's Wear Merchants are Keen on
the subject of Clean Stocks— How Slow Mov-
ers are Marked— Size Ranges for boys' Clothing

WHEN it conies to careful, clear-headed con-

sideration of good merchandising condi-

tions in the men's wear business, it would
probably be difficult to find better exam-

ples than those supplied by the several progressive

stores in Guelph. There is. perhaps, a larger pro-

portion of men's wear establishments and depart-

ments in that city than is generally found in centres

of 16,000 population, yet there is no condition ex-

isting which seems to point to an overplus. Prob-

ably one explanation of this is found in the fact

which seems to be characteristic of all—that of clean,

well-displayed, up-to-date stocks.

Now, it is not an exceptional thing in this coun-
try to rind a men's wear dealer who devotes particu-

lar care to this feature of his work, and who realizes

bis lull responsibility in connection with it, but the

point is that every man in Guelph seems very keen
on the subject, and when he discusses it, one is con-

vinced that he has taken the last fall out of the

problem and that he can "point with pride
-

' to the

goods which he is offering the public. The men's
wear dealers in Guelph are an enthusiastic lot, and
that explains a great deal.

It being granted that the buying end in each

case is efficient, the methods employed by the dif-

ferent merchants do not differ materially, and two
or three examples will serve to illustrate the point.

G. B. Ryan & Co. have a large and particularly well-

arranged department. Alex. Rogers in the clothing

section, and Mr. Shields in men's furnishings, are

both men who have made a close study of selling

essentials in their respective lines. Goods are effec-

tively displayed, and the windows invariably do the

work expected of them. One recent witness to this

was a special tie event in which an attractive window
brought a rush of business on the day following

(Saturday). Not only were the ties cleaned out, but
every section felt the benefit. Specials are not ha-
bitual with G. B. Ryan & Co., but the incident serves

to show the confidence reposed in windows. An-
other very effective display was a window of "bang-
up" shirts, in which a neat unit display was arrang-

ed in the centre of the window, with shirts arranged
about artistically and not too lavishly. In the col-

lar of each was inserted a crisp dollar bill. The price

and the quality were thus emphasized in an at-

tractive way, and the idea helped to sell the goods.

Again, it was a thoughtful display and confidence in

the windows. In clothing, as in furnishings, this

form of advertising has been carefully developed.

A distinct identity is given to garments in the

clothing section, when it is evident that they are like-

ly to become stickers. A scrutiny of the stock records

and frequent handling of the goods makes the neces-

sary information available. Then a member of the

staff goes through with a needle and red thread and
stitches a cross in a sleeve or other part of the gar-

ment, where it will be easily seen by the salesman.

That mark is practically an invitation to "sell me."
These lines are kept forward as much as possible

and introduced to customers whenever occasion war-

rants. In other lines a red label or mark serves the

same purpose.
So complex are the styles and so varied are the

assortments required for the different ages in boys'

lines that the buying for this section is becoming
more difficult. In many cases the goods have to

suit two diverging tastes—that of the mother and
that of the boy—and manufacturers have endeavored
to produce lines calculated to forestall argument on
this point. In a season where novelties are strongly

featured the problem becomes by no means easier.

The style question having been determined, how-

ever, the matter of size of assortment may be de-

termined largely from experience. The scale found
most satisfactory by Mr. Rogers is as follows: 22 11,

23 1, 24(2, 25|2, 26|3, 27|3, 28|3. Larger boys.

20 1, 30|2, 31|2, 32|2, 33|1. It is found to be a

fact that where now one 34 and one 35 are sold,

five years ago the demand was practically nil. The
explanation of this is that more larger boys are now
wearing short trousers.

During the Fall fair season in the- vicinity of

Guelph, this department found it profitable to have

their representative attend each and at the same time

have a neat circular descriptive of latest men's wear

styles placed in the farmers' rigs.

Store to be Enlarged
D E. Macdonald & Bios. Planning Extensions
Which Will Give Men's Wear Section Fine
Location — How Sticker Problem is Handled.

C. \Y. Powell, manager of the clothing depart-

ment for I). E. Macdonald & Bros., gave his views on

the "sticker" problem in the October 1st number of

the Men's Wear Review. Briefly stated, he marks
each season's goods with a letter, preceding the cost

mark, beginnig with the letter "A," say, for Fall,

1911, and "B" for Spring, 1912. In this way it is

an easy matter, when going through the stock to look

up the order book and see how many of each line

have moved to date.

In ranging sizes, Mr. Powell finds the following

scale to work satisfactorily: 25|1; 26 11; 27|1; 28|2;
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29 1 1 ; 30 1 2 ; 31|2; 32|2; 33|2; 34|1. This is for the

popular priced lines, while in the highes, he buys

one each all the way through, or in larger sizes only.

according to condition of the otock.

Some notable changes are planned by D. E.

Macdonald & Bros., in connection with their store.

The men's wear section, which has been located in

the rear of the main floor and thus subject to certain

disadvantages, is to he brought to the front. This

change will be made possible by the extension of the

store so that it wil occupy one entire glock, with an

exceptionally fine window service. At the present

time the men's wear department has the exclusive

use of one front window and another at the side en-

trance. The proposed change will ge a decided im-

provement, and will give excellent scope for that

effective demonstration of goods of which the dis-

play department has proved itself capable. Tbe

men's wear department will have all of the advant-

ages of an exclusive store.

Plan Has Threefold Effect
Thornton & Douglas Gives Special Inducement
to Salesmen With Object of Concentrating on

Better Lines— Percentage on Sales.

By placing a mark in rod ink on the size and
price ticket of a garment, the manager of the Thorn-
ton & Douglas clothing store, in Guelph, intimates

to his staff that the time has come when that gar-

ment must move. This red mark has further sig-

nificance to the salesman—it means that for every

garment of this kind sold he has 25 or 50 cents added
to his pay envelope at the end of the week, the

amount being determined by the price of the article

sold. Another inducement to salesmen in this store

is a commission of 2 per cent, on garments sold over

$15, and at the end of the week salesmen are allowed
one per cent, on their total sales. The tendency of

this plan is, in the first place, to keep the clothing
stock clean ; in the second, to develop a reputation

for the higher class goods, and, third, to bring out

the best that is in a salesman. The red mark idea

is also applied to the bat. department.

"When you sell a man an article,
-?

states Mr. Bell,

the clothing manager, "he remembers the quality of

the article long after the price he paid for it is for-

gotten, and this little point about human nature is

what brings the customer back and helps to estab-

lish his goodwill."

Only at the end of each season—in July and
January—does this store put on anything in the

form of a special event, and then the object is to

<dean out. the possible stickers. Their stock is turn-

ed three times a year. Each section has its own man-
ager, and the display windows are invariably sug-

gestive of up-to-date merchandising.

ThisNewCatalogue
^^*^ Is Worth Its Weight In Gold

Illustrates
How To Trim Your

Windows SoAsTo
OUTCLASS THE
OTHER FELLOW

CATALOGUE FREE
FORTHE ASKING

MR. MERCHANT-
Are you in business for "Glory" or for "Profits?" Are you Bet-
ting as much business as you want? Are your windows the
15KST in your town? If you want "BKiGER" business,
attend to your window displays. Your windows are the mag-
nets of your business. Our new 32-page catalogue shows by
illustration 80 powerful selling displays—shows how to trim
windows to outclass anything in your town. Shows the win-
dows untrimmed illustrating arrangement of fixtures—then
shows same windows completely trimmed. Cost us big money
to produce this book. It's yours for the asking—it's worth its

weight, in gold to every retailer. Nothing like it in the coun-
try. A postal card brings it. Write us immediately. Prompt
shl pment

.

POLAY FIXTURE SERVICE
SUCCESSORS TO

THE WOODCRAFT COMPANY
605 MEDINAH BLDG., CHICAGO

A

EXCLUSIVE PATTERNS IN SCOTCH FLANNELS
FEATURED IN DEACON SHIRTS

For Fall wear, include plaids and stripes, and fancy patterns in green, tan, etc.

Prices range from $12.50 to $30.00

The unusual variety and excellent satisfaction given by Deacon
Shirts place them among the most profitable of stocks for any store.

SEND FOR SAMPLES
"~

Belleville

Ontario
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Furs In Men's Wear Store
Kelleher ;& Hendley Handle Them to Advant-

age— How Reputation Plays a Part.

That a high-class line of furs, both for men and
women, may be carried in connection with men's

furnishings has been successfully demonstrated by
Kelleher & Hendley, one of the oldest firms in

Guelph. The principle recognized in this case is

that where a house lias a sound reputation in its

main department, it may introduce another to ad-

vantage, even though it may not depend altogether

upon men for its patronage. In the case of furs all

doubt as to their genuine qualify is removed when
associated with a business which for more than fifty

years has prided itself on that particular point. So
it is that Kelleher & Hendley do a tidy little busi-

ness in that section. The fur stock does not occupy
a large space on the main floor. A few garments
are kept forward and the remainder of the stock is

carried on the second floor.

This firm do not handle ready-made clothing,

but specialize strongly in ordered work. Speaking
from many years of personal experience, Mr. Kelle-

her states that the steady development in ready-to-

wear lines has tended to strengthen the call for finer

grades of ordered clothing, and that observation has
convinced him, wherever a tailor has kept up the

standard of his productions, he will still find plenty

to do. This has been the experience of this firm,

and that satisfactory service will always hold a cus-

tomer, is evident from the fact that they still num-
ber among their patrons men who having left the

city, still send in their orders for clothing on the

measurements taken prior to their departure.

The business carried on by Kelleher & Hendley
practically had its origin in 1856, when James Cor-
mack came from New York and opened a tailoring-

shop in Guelph. In 1878, J. C. Kelleher became a

partner, and in 1887 he was joined by Fred Hendley.
The store and the business has increased in propor-
tions with the growth of the city.

The 200-Dollar Horse Won
How a Salesman Landed a Doubtful Customer

by an Apt Comparison Based on Correct
Estimate.

Anion,"' men's wear salesmen in Guelph some very
interesting stories are narrated of customers lost and
won. Two instances might be described as illustrat-

ing important points in salesmanship— that of pro-

perly sizing up the customer and convincing him
by aptly-turned comparisons, ami that of bringing
an indifferent prospect along by suggestion.

"A few days ago," states the head of a. clothing
department, "a man came in to buy an overcoat.

A salesman waited upon him. showed him all the

good points of our clothing, but could not make the
sale. I approached and casually inquired, 'How
are y<ni getting on?' 'Well.' the man said, 'your
coat is all right, but the price is too high.'

"The customer was evidently a horseman. I

asked him to spare me a minute or two. He remark-
ed, 'You want $18 for that coat, and I don't want
to give more than $10 or $12.'

:

'Well,' said I, 'let us see how things work out.

We used to get good butter for 15 cents; now we

pay 30 cents. We used to get a sound horse for

$100. but to-day if you want a good animal you
have to pay $200.'

" 'You're right there,' said the man.
" 'Now,' said I, 'looking at the $100 horse from

a distance he has as good an appearance as the other,

hut examine him closely and you'll find that he has
ringbones, spavins, splints and what not. Let us
say that this overcoat, is the $200 horse. I'll guar-
antee it has not got a touch of the heaves, but is per-

fectly sound in every way. You may work it all

day and it comes in fresh at night. It is the cheap-
est horse for you to buy. It has the best trimmings,
best, French canvas, will not get out of shape, and
gives you perfect satisfaction. What do you say?'

"'I'he man laughed. 'You do know something
about horses, don't you?" he said, "and darned if 1

don't think you're right. I'll take the coat.'
"

-^-

The Coat Was For the Boss
But the Salesman Didn't Know It When an

Italian Told Him the Garment Was Too Cheap
- Sold a Better One.

"We make it a rule never to expose anything for

sale outside the entrance to the store," said a Guelph
salesman. "Not long ago we had a raincoat on a
stand just inside the door, and while standing back
in the store I noticed two Italians go up to the coat,

look at the price, $7.50, and then walk out again.

1 hurried up to the door and exclaimed, 'Hello,

there!' The Italians stopped as though shot.
" 'Want to buy a coat?' I asked.
" 'Too cheap,' replied one of the men.
" 'We have something better to show you,' I re-

plied.

"The two men entered and followed me like two
soldiers to the hack of the store, where I showed
them $10 and $12 coats.

" 'Best?' asked the spokesman.
"Then I showed them an $18 coat, and in try-

ing it on the man insisted on having a very large

size. He said the coat was not for him, but that the

boss of a gang working near the city had sent him
in to buy him a good waterproof coat. He selected

the one at $18. It was not possible at a glance to

find out what the Italian was driving at, but it paid
to bring him along. Moreover, the price on the coat

near the door might have given him a wrong impres-
sion of the store."

Where Demonstration Paid

The value of demonstration in moving "stick-

er.-." has been recently proved by R. II. Nelson, of

Guelph. who, in connection with his furnishings.

does a very satisfactory tailoring business.

"T had a bolt of goods here," he said, "which
didn't seem to suit anybody's taste. It looked like

a ('cad one to me. so if occurred to me that it might
he a good plan to make up a suit for myself. I did
so, wore if to business, and in no time the bolt was
gone. This just serves to illustrate the point which
I try to have observed in all departments of the busi-

ness. Summed up, it is nothing more nor less than
confidence in your goods, constant touch with their

salability, and keeping at it in a tactful way."
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Buying Boys' Clothing

Retailer Suggests that Manufacturers Carry

Fewer Patterns— Basis for Spring's Purchases.

"It is a very hard matter, in fact, impossible, to

lay down a hard and fast rule to govern the size and

quantity basis on which to buy boys' clothing,"

states J. E. Robinson, of the Robinson Co., Napanee.

"During the last few years there has been a

radical change in our trade. A few years ago wo

sold many more three-piece suits than we do now,

even in sizes 28 and 29, selling almost as many
three-piece as two-piece, and rarely selling any two-

'

piece suits larger than 30 size. For the last few

years we have been very rarely selling sizes 28 and
29 in three-piece, while in sizes 31, 32, 33 and 34

we sell as many, if not more, two-piece than three.

There seems to be a stronger feeling this Fall for

three-piece suits than there has been for several

years.

"In order to properly, or even approximately,

gauge the size and quantity basis on which to buy
each season's stock, one must be very closely in touch

with the trade of his own locality.

"We figure that we will require to buy next

Spring's stock on this basis:

NORFOLK SUITS.
Sizes 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33

Quantities ...11244211
2-PIECE PLAIN COAT SUITS.

Sizes 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34
Quantities 11233332 2

3-PIECE SUITS.
Sizes 29 30 31 32 33 34
Quantities 1 2 2 3 4 2

"We wonder if all retailers find the same trouble

in repeats as ourselves. Usually when we sell out

sizes and write in for more, the reply comes back,

"Regret No. so-and-so is sold out." Would it not

be better if the manufacturers were to carry fewer
patterns, choose them carefully for their attractive-

ness and quality and then buy more freely? What
traveler will not agree with me, when I say that a

great many of the patterns they show are never pur-
chased, except by a very few houses? The great bulk
of each manufacturer's business is done, no doubt,

on a very small proportion of the patterns shown.
Would it not be better to confine their buying to these

more attractive lines and then prepare for repeats?"

Another Size and Quality Scale

A. McGachie, manager of the clothing depart-

ment, the John White Co., Woodstock, sends The
Review the following size and quantity scale, on
which he buvs bovs' and children's clothing:

25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34
Bloomer suits .112 2 3 3 2 111
St. knicker ..1122332111

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
Child's Buster suits ..222111
Child's blouse suits ... 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1

Odd knickers, straight or bloomer, on same basis

as bloomer suits.

"'T omit vests in about one-half of my buying, as

I find the suit sells just as well as a two-piece. This
applies to Fall as well as Spring, the reason being
nearly all boys wear sweaters."

Jc -
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The Profit is Good
on Kant-Krack collars and that good profit is con-
tinuous, because every sale of the Kant-Krack col-

lars leads to more sales. The reason is that Kant-
Krack collars can be guaranteed to wear longer.
You can demonstrate the superiority of Kant-Krack
collars by calling your customers' attention to these
(3i three features:-—

1. The whole collar, though made of linen,

waterproofed, is very pliable.

2. The patented flexible lips relieve the strain
on the front fold.

3. The patented slit in the back prevents the
collar button pressing hard on the wearer s

neck.

Kant*Krack salesmen are now on the road. A
thorough examination of samples when presented
will serve your own best interests,

THE

Parsons & Parsons
CANADIAN CO.

Hamilton :: Ontario
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Another Link in Dunfield-Bellinger Chain
Three Progressive Men's Wear Stores, the Younger of Which was Open-
ed Recently — All Under the Management of Young Men — History of

Dunfield & Co. — Good Business Methods.

THE opening, early in September, of the third

Dunfield-Bellinger store in Toronto, brings
into prominence a notable instance of devel-

opment in men's wear merchandising.
While to all outward appearance the men's fur-

nishings and men',- clothing sections in these three
stores suggest the enterprise and the organization of

an individual establishment, such in reality is not
the plan. Each division is entirely independent of

the other, with separate management and staff and
no relation whatever between controlling heads.

Six Progressive Divisions.

Specializing as they do in different lines, each
side has its distinct history and the present stage of

development renders each of more than passing in-

terest. On the one hand there are three bright, pro-

gressive men's furnishing departments conducted by
Dunfield & Co. and on die other hand there are

three modern and equally successful clothing estab-

lishments—The home of Fashion-Craft clothing in

Toronto—under local control and owned by Peter
Bellinger, but each of the six has the head, staff,

equipment and dimensions of a complete store.

While each is under separate control, however,
some advantages accrue to both by reason of their

related locations, it being possible, for example, for

the selling force of each to co-operate tactfully, when-
ever occasion demands, by way of suggestion to pros-

pective customers.

Methods in the Bellinger Stores.

Fashion-Craft clothing; had its introduction about

six years ago and to-day there are in Canada one
hundred or more branch stores, served by Fashion-
Craft Manufacturers, Ltd., Montreal, specializing in
high-class lines, including tuxedo and full dress
suits. The clothing is received at the stores in
partly-finished condition and the salesman is thus en-
abled to fit the garment properly. This done, it is

pased on to the workrooms and delivery made with-
in two hours. This is one of the features of the
Bellinger service. The cash principle is adopted in
all of the stores, a, fact which works to the advantage
of the customer since all expense entailed where
credit of any kind is allowed, is thereby eliminated.

A glance at the interior views of Bellinger stores

illustrated here, shows that the old-fashioned method
of carrying clothing on tables has been discarded
for the much more satisfactory wardrobe system, by
which garments are kept in first-class condition.
Trousers are not suspended from racks, but are
neatly arranged on slides in the bottom of the ward-
robes, whence they may be easily drawn for display
purposes. The whole arrangement is one that facili-

tates salesmanship.

Conference of Managers.
Twice a year conferences of Fashion-Craft

branch managers are held at the head office in Mont-
real when style tendencies and ideas as well as local

preferences are discussed and garments evolved which

have reliable selling value.

The managers of the two senior Toronto stores

HEADS OF THE THREE BELLINGER STORES

HERB. A. IRVING

102 Yonge St.

PETER BELLINGER

22 King St. West

Proprietor of the three stores

STEWART PRICE

426 Yonge St.
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MANAGERS OF THE THREE DUNFIELD STORES

GLEN S. CASE

22 King St. West

GORDON DUNFIELD

102 Yonge St.

Also supervises the buying.

CHAS. T. SARGENT

426 Yonge St.

are men who by reason of their active association

with the men's clothing trade for from 15 to 20
years have each built up a very successful business.

P. Bellinger in the King street store, and Herb A.
Irving in the Yonge Street branch report good gains

over the record of last year. A fact which is its own
tribute to well directed management.

Mr. Bellinger's experience in the clothing busi-

ness dates back 27 years, lie carried on a successful

merchant tailoring business on King St. for twelve

years. Then, recognizing the many good points

about ready-to-wear clothing and the promising fu-
ture for it, he entered the new field, and was the
first to sell high-class garments in Toronto. Six
years ago he took up Fashion-Craft clothing which
has made steady progress from year to year and to-

day stands in the front rank. Mr. Bellinger is a

director of Fashion-Craft manufacturers, Ltd.,
Montreal. The new store at 426 Yonge St. is the sec-

ond branch store opened in Toronto within the past
year, a fact which is strongly indicative of healthy
growth.
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Plan of Dunfield-Bellinger store, 426 Yonge St., Toronto. It would be difficult to improve on this arrangement for compactness
and display facilities. The entire store is in mahogany finish.
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Arrangement of windows in
the new Dunfleld-Belllnger
store, 420 Yonge St., Toronto.
It will be noted that the dis-
plays are not massy, but are
divided into sections, each
containing attractive units

(See also page 96).

The New Store.
The youngest of these Toronto stores. 426 Yonge

St.. is compact ami exceptionally well arranged. It

has a frontage of 36 feet on Yonge street, and a depth
of 48 feet. There is a window space of 16 feet on
Buchanan street, and the entrance is in the centre
of the Yonge St. front. As the illustrations show, one
side is devoted exclusively to displays of men's cloth-

ing and the other side to furnishings. On the right

of the entrance are two rows of wardrobes, and in

the central space are tallies for neat unit displays.

A large hat ease is located on the right. The ward-
robes extend along one-half of the rear and in the
corner space thus produced is the office. Here a tri-

plicate mirror is formed by the door of the office

and two slides of the same size fitted into the ad-

joining wardrobes.

The clothing department is in charge of Stewart

Price, who has been with Mr. Bellinger for seven

years, and whose ability as a salesman and practical

business experience won for him this station.

An Attractive Arrangement.

The men's furnishings are on the left of the
entrance. It is equipped chroughout with all glass

display eases in which goods are effectively arranged.
One of the fixtures here is worthy of note. It is a
shirt cabinet, containing apartments for different

sizes, and is proving its value not only as aid to clean

stock-keeping, but also helps the salesman very
materially in selecting the line required by the cus-

tomer. The door slides horizontally and only the

sections required are exposed at a time. The same
fixture is in use in the other Yonge street store, with

Interior view, furnishings section, Dunfield-Bellinger store, 426 Yonge St. Arranged purposely to show shirt cabinet on left.
is l.,i.. feet long and 8 feet high and is divided into apartments, each about one foot square and in sufficient number

to contain the range of regular sizes. It has glass sliding doors and lias proved its value as a good stock
keeper and display fixture. Cost, about $100 in mahogany-finished birch.

This
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the difference that the door slides vertically and all

sections are exposed at once.

A unique display stand directly opposite the door

of this store takes the form of a semi-circular table.

forming a part of the central fixture, but only about

three feet high. On this it is possible to place at-

tractive unit trims such as that shown in the accom-

panying illustration.

The men's furnishings or Dnnfield side of this

store is in charge of Charles T. Sargent. He has

been with the firm for three years, and has had a

wide experience in handling men's wear lines.

The new store is therefore manned by two ener-

getic young men whose selection is indicative of the

confidence felt by their respective firms in their abil-

ity to win for their store the success achieved by its

predecessors.

Progress of Dunfield ®» Co.
Dnnfield & Co., have been in business for 25

years. The senior member of the firm, H. Dunfield.

started business under the firm name of Dunfield

& Co., on the 10th of August, 1889. His first day's

business amounted to $3.85; first week's business,

$63.15; first year, less than $6,000. To meet the re-

quirements of the business three successive changes

to larger quarters were necessary, and in September

of last year they occupied their new store at 102

Yonge street. Five years ago Mr. Dunfield took his

son Gordon in as a partner, and, in February last,

Radford Dunfield, his second son, was also admitted

to partnership. About two years ago, the King street

store was opened and the latest development is the

third establishment at the corner of Yonge and Bu-

chanan streets.

HOW DePAjITMEXTIZED.

Gordon Dunfield, besides having supervision of

the buying, is manager of the central Yonge street

store, and the policy and methods adopted in this is

Unit display platform directly opposite entrance of the new
Dunfield-Bellinger store. It is built into the central fixture and
the display shows its great advertising utility.

applied to all three. There are six departments

—

shirts, underwear and hosiery, gloves, collars, neck-

wear, and all lines outside of these five. The hat de-

partment is separate, bearing its own charges for ad-

vertising and other expenses. A good business has

also been developed in made-to-order shirts.

Each department has a manager and assistant

who are responsible for stock conditions. Reports

are sent regularly to the buyer's office, showing the

standing of different lines and advising as to repeats.

Interior view, clothing sec-

t in n. Dunfield-Bellinger store.

426 Jonge St., Toronto.
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Interior, Fashion - Craft
store, Yonge St. A gallery
surrounds this department
and reserve stock carried in

wardrobes located there. In
the rear, having a clear view
of the store, are the offices.

in the collar section, a particularly

lists are taken every Monday morning showing the

condition of the special line. A record of the others

is taken on the day following. All stock-taking,

filling up and other work necessary in completing de-

partments daily is done hefore 11 o'clock each morn-
ing.

The successful development of the underwear
department is due largely to the fact that it is in

charge of a practical man who knows values thor-

oughly and has sole charge of sales. No other mem-
ber of the staff enters this department to sell unless

at the request of a customer or otherwise absolutely

necessary.

Encourages Initiative.

Recognizing the desirability of co-operation, the

firm give every encouragement to members of their

staff to exercise their initiative and to bring forward

new ideas. The stores are open in the evening, but

no member of the staff is required to work more than

two nights a week and each man has a half holiday

every week.
Glen H. Case, manager of the King street store

is more than a good salesman. He is regarded as an

Front view of the Duiifield-Bellinger men's wear store, 102 Yonge St.,
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Interior view of the

Dunfield -Bellinger
store, 22 King Street
West, Toronto.

authority on men's wear vogue, is a close student of

style tendencies and has that scope of information
necessary to the management of a store in a high-

class quarter. Coupled with this, he is an expert

window trimmer and can appraise to a nicety the

drawing power of his displays.

Keeping Stock Clean.

In order to clean out lines that threaten to be-

come shelf-warmers, special sales are held twice a

year—10 days in the latter part of August and again
early in February. These are the only occasions

upon which prices are made an outstanding feature

of the newspaper advertising. No purchases what-
ever are made for these sales and no staple articles,

regarded as being good salable property, are includ-

ed in the list. In this way price standards on all

regular lines are maintained. The effect of such
policy, therefore, is to avoid those dangerous pre-

cedents which sometimes demoralize the demand to

the injury of best merchandising lines. A men's
furnishings catalogue is issued twice a year to a

special list of regular customers. This booklet is

Concluded on Page 88.

102 YONSe STREET
22 KING ST. WEST
•429 YONSE STREET

Order Given to

DUNFIELD & CO.
Order No. C -550

TORONTO, 181

MARK PACKAGES:

How Ship When Ship

Terms Order Taken by

IMPORTANT.— Notify us whin you will make delivery If you cannot ehlp on the date epeolfled

OUANTITT DESCRIPTION

5° 5° 6 6' 6
1

6* 7 7' 7* 7* 8 8' 8* 8
s

9 9° 10 10*

26 28 30 32 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 4? 44 46 . 48 50 52 A
11 11"

B C

12 12° 13 13
2

13° 14 14
1

14
s

14
s

15 15
1

15* l.S* 16 16' 16
a

16
a

17 17* 18 18
J

PRICE

SHIP TO 426 YONGE STREET

ANY CORRESPONDENCE IN REFERENCE TO THIS ORDER TO BE SENT TO THIS ADORESS

The order form used by Dunfield & Co. in connection with their T oronto stores. The sheets proper are 8 inches wide and 12
inches deep. Possible size ranges in gloves, hosiery, shirts, underwear and collars are placed in parallel columns at the

top and the sheet is ruled vertically and horizontal ly, so that the Quantity in each size may be accurately
placed directly underneath the proper heading. T hree copies of this order are taken; one for the

manufacturer, one for the branch store and one for the main office. The sheets are filed
ami are valuable for reference.



How to Make a Useful Glove Cabinet
Practical Information for the Merchant Who Cannot Afford the More
Expensive Modern Fixtures — Necessary to Keep Stock Fresh and Neat

— Details by Ingenious Window Trimmer Who Did the Work.

By Geo. Sharp, with Finch Bros., Hamilton.

THE accompanying photo shows a glove cabi-

net that will be found to be very useful to

any merchant in keeping stock fresh and
neat.

One of the most important features, together with

good salesmanship, is the care of the stock. If your
stock does not appear well and look fresh, it is as

hard again to sell as stock which has been kept well

and looks fresh and new.
Many merchants cannot afford the expense of

installing up-to-date fixtures, this glove cabinet is

not expensive, and can be made on your own pre-

any shelving, and at any time can be removed with-

out damaging the fixture a particle.

The shelves are 10% inches apart and 90 inches
long, to the first upright division that is not remov-
able. By careful measuring and exact fitting,

twenty-seven drawers. !> inches wide and 3 inches
high (exactly) will fill this opening, allowing one
inch space between each at the sides and % of an
inch between top and bottom.

The Making.
These non-breakable drawers are made of gal-

vanized tin with wooden ends. The tin is not very

Glove case in position behind counter. See
article for instructions in making.

Drawings showing sectional

divisions of glove case for

guidance in making.

mises and installed in the shelves of the store fix-

tures, forming part of the cabinet, as was done in

tins store.

These dimensions are to fit the shelves in this

case, but can be altered and sized according to suit

heavy, the size lS 1
/^ inches by 13 inches. Turn the

edges on each side over Hat, taking care that you
only use 14-inch for each side; that will leave your
tin L5 by L3 inches; then measure 3 inches to turn

up on each side.
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How Would You Handle
This Problem ?

Boy (replying to mother's question)—"Yes, I think I would
like that suit very well. Something like dad's, isn't it?"

Mother—"Yes, it's very nice, but I had thought of some-
thing else. We had better wait and bring your father in to

see it."

A MOTHER and her 10-year-

old son enter a clothing store

to look at boys' suits. The
salesman shows them several, and

of one or two the boy expresses ap-

proval. His mother is indifferent,

and wants to wait until her husband

can come and help decision.

Probably she has some inten-

tion of inspecting another store's

assortment. The father may or may
not be a customer of the store, and it

may be the first time that these people

have given the merchant an oppor-

tunity to sell them something.

It is up to the salesman to arouse

the mother's interest in the suits.

The Review would like to have opinions from salesmen on the fol-

lowing questions :

How would you handle this case in order to land the sale ? Would it be

good policy to tell the mother that her son was the better judge ? If so, please

give the exact words which you would address to the customer. Describe

similar instances in your experience.

For the three best answers, the following prizes will be paid :

—

FIRST

$3 and Review for One Year

SECOND

$2 and Review for One Year

THIRD

$1 and Review for One Year

Other answers reserved for publication will be paid for at the regular

correspondence rates.

Prize replies will be published in 15th of November number of Dry

Goods Review. All must be in the hands of the Editor of Dry Goods

Review, 143 University Ave., Toronto, not later than Nov. 9th.
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As shown in figure No. 1, from a to a is 15 inches,

showing after *4-inch rolled on the edge to prevent

cutting the hands when handling.

Figure No. 2 shows that from b to b is 9 inches,

the tin bent ready for use. From c to c is 3 inches,

from d to d is thirteen inches.

This completes the measurement for the tin part,

which forms the two sides and bottom of the drawers.

For the ends cut your wood %-inch thick and 3

niches wide, then saw your cuts 9 inches long, mak-
ing two for each tin, fit one on each end of the tin

and secure them by means of small nails, one inch
in length. When this is done face the front side

only in oak, allowing ^-inch to lap or project so

that when the drawer is placed in the fixture it will

be dust-proof. To add to the finish of the front

pieces, bevel the edges all around.
Figure No. 3.—The size of this piece of oak is

9 l
/2 inches long, 3% inches wide, and V-j-inch thick,

with a slight bevel. Fasten this oak piece to the

front of the drawer by means of No. 5 %-inch wood
screws, driven from the inside. It will then appear
as in figure No. 4.

Finishing the Drawers.

Taint or paper the inside so the tin will not tar-

nish whatever may be kept inside the drawers. This
will complete the work on that part of the cabinet,

except staining and varnishing the oak facings,

which will be explained with the finishing of the

shelving. As said before, the shelves were 10%
inches apart, and deep enough to let the drawer in.

This shelving was just 12 inches deep, of pine, so

the divisions were 10% inches high, %-inch thick

and 12 inches deep, with 2 grooves ^-inch deep,
each .'iVs inches apart.

Figure No. 5.—-A to A is 12 inches; B to B is 10%
inches; C to C is :\ l

/S inches; X to X is Vo-inch; and
the groove is Vi-inch dee]) on each side to allow a

Vfe-inch board to fit in. Cut this board 9% inches in
length, having it 12 inches wide, same as shelving,

placing these divisions on edge in the shelves ami
insert the thinner parts of boards.

When this is done, drive them together snuggly
and fasten, then face them with strips of oak to

match drawers. This will be the same thickness as

the different parts of the cabinet, but will be one inch
deep

; that will make the cabinet 13 inches from front
to back; deep enough to allow the drawer to slip in

and make the cabinet dust-proof. If any other fin-

ish may be desired, different wood may be used. In

order to make a nice finish the wood must be sand-
papered well, then use the stain. Allow the stain

to dry for two or three minutes, then remove with
a cloth. This will show the grain. Leave to dry over
night, and varnish, or if dull finish is required, wax
with floor wax and polish.

For Gloves, Neckwear and Hosiery.

Three cabinets of this same description have been
made by Geo. Sharp, trimmer and show card writer,
and installed in Finch Bros.' new store.

One cabinet is in use for gloves, another for neck-
wear, and the third for men's hosiery. They are
all different sizes are built on the premises to suit

the fixtures, and they are found to be of great help
to the salespeople in the busy season. They are of
neat appearance, good stock keepers, and not expens-
ive, if you have a handy man about the store who
can make them.

Another Link in Dunfield-Bellinger Chain
Continued from Page 85

issued Spring and Fall and is used largely for the
introduction of new goods.

Satisfactory Buying System.
In connection with their buying system Dun-

tield & Co. use a form for all three stores which it is

claimed, gives excellent satisfaction. A sheet is

here reproduced to show the headings and to convey
the general idea. Three copies are made in filling

out an order. One is sent to the manufacturer, one
kept for comparison in the branch store for which
the goods are ordered and the other is for filing pur-
poses. The sheets are made up in the form of a

pad. At top are three rows of figures for the possi-

ble range of sizes in gloves and hosiery, underwear
and collars, and in vertical columns beneath are plac-

ed the amounts required in each. The name of the

store is indicated at the bottom. By the use of this

system, mistakes in filling orders are checked and
a future euide for the buyer is always available in

the file copy.

Windows Bring Business.

The windows of the Dunfield-Bellinger stores are

examples of the practical selling idea in display.

Those of the two Yonge street stores have dividers in

which units of different lines may be shown to ad-

vantage, while the rule observed by Mr. Case in the

smaller King street windows is that a crowded win-
dow answers no good purpose. On the clothing side

massy displays are avoided and attention focused

as much as possible on individual garments.

Robt. C. Wilkins' New Factory

The Robert C. Wilkins Co., Limited, have moved
their factory to Farnham, Que. Their reason for

leaving Montreal was the scarcity of female help.

This has been remedied in their new factory. It is

situated on the banks of the Yamaska river, and
answers every purpose admirably. Since starting

eighteen vears ago, this businass has expanded great-

ly'-

R. C. Wilkins is president and general manager
of the firm. His four sons work with him, viz. : R. C.

Wilkins, Jr., Montreal, manager; L. St. George Wil-
kins, secretary-treasurer; W. F. Wilkins, manager of

the manufacturing department, and John F. Wilkins,
who has just entered the office as junior.

Held Guessing Contest

One merchant who had exhausted several differ-

ent forms of advertising used a plan which brought
people to his store at small expense to him. He held
a guessing contest for one week. During this period

he decorated his window with an assortment of fancy
goods and smallwares. To the person guessing the

nearest to the total retail value of the articles shown
the merchant offered the choice of any article in the
window. The contest proved to be a big success.

There was never a day during its continuance but
some people came into the store and guessed. Hun-
dreds of people stopped and looked at the display

who, were it not for the guessing contest, would not

have been attracted.
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Extracts From Live Ads.
Make way for the well-dressed man :—Clothes do

not make the man, it is true; yet clothes are uni-

versally accepted, as a visible evidence of a mans'
character, ability and success. In business or in love

the well-dressed man possesses a powerflul advantage

over his poorly or carelessly dressed rival. Correct

and fashionable attire is practically indespensable,

nowadays to a successful career whether business,

professional, political or social.—Archie McGillis,

Fort William.
» * *

Quality is uppermost in this department—Qual-
ity assures satisfaction in wear and in looks. Quality

makes a customer and quality keeps a customer.

—

Reid & McDonald, New Westminster, B.C.

In the Boys' Own Section.

The boys' clothing section of this store can be
relied on to give as much satisfaction in the matter
of boys' clothing, as the boys' father is sure of get-

ting in the men's section. We are catering to the

boys exclusively in this department.—Regina Trad-
ing Co., Regina.

* * *

A Credit to Yourself:—You will be a credit to

yourself, your taste and your good judgment, when
you appear in one of these suits ; You will be a credit

to us too ; that is why we want to sell you one.—M.
J. Phillips, New Westminster.

* * *

There can be no question of value :—Our clothes

are acknowledged the best. No just person would
for one minute doubt the fact that they are getting

full value for their money when they examine our
clothing.—J. E. Brown & Co., New Westminster.

* * *

Trousers for stout men.—There is very little ex-

cuse now for the man who says I can never get my
trousers large enough to fit properly.—Robert Craig

& Co.. Brnckville.

A belt selection.—We're tied up tight on over-

stock of belts—will you help us loosen the knot by
helping yourself to some generous savings.—D. W.
Downey, Brockville.

* * *

Pride in Your Clothes.—Appropriateness, fitness,

tone and effect are the qualities you want, young
man, if you've the least pride in your attire your
clothes must fit your figure. But more than this

they must fit your personality—actually be a part of

yourself.—W. & J. Wilson, Victoria.
* * *

Suit Satisfaction:—Seen Jones and Brown? If

you have, you certainly noticed how well they're

dressed. It happened this way. Jones came in and
selected one of our $20 suits. It is one of the new
models in a grey worsted fabric. Jones was so well

pleased that he told Brown—and then Brown came
in and selected one of our $25 suits. A little more
luxury about it, that's all. We fitted Brown as well

as we did Jones.

The result—Jones and Brown are two well dress-

ed men—saved some money and both are happy.
There's a moral to the tale—can you guess it?

—

Emory & Walley, Nelson, B.C.
* * *

Good Fellowship.—and harmony can only exist

among kindred spirits—when you are in company
with good clothes you are at ease with yourself and
in harmony with good surroundings if you are well

dressed. Your suit is in style if we sold it.—A. Beck,
Ridgetown.

Never too busy to show you what you wish to

see.—We will give you all the style there is going
and all the dressiness that distinguishes the work of

tailor, who knows.—A. Halliday, Prescott.

He tuas neatly dressed.—No matter what else a
person could say about you you would always be
pleased to hear that you were thought to be neatly

dressed.—G. W. Bogart, Cbesterville.

— »

5
•

iAnnual.

or
Fashion

I orpntxj's

Show cards used by The T. EatonJCo., Toronto. The]two horse show]samples contairTa good idea. They consisted of

yellow cards on blue ground, with^the horses' heads cutout and inserted in an oval opening in the yellow card, to the

back of which they were fastened.fjThe figure'injjthe cenlral|card was hand-painted, but
:
the card man who has not an

artist to fall back upon can secure a good effect by applying a cut-out figure, following a similar design.



What You Would Pay for an Electric Sign
Original Cost the Big Item — Some Figures From the Merchants Along

Yonge Street, Toronto — How Flasher Mechanisms Work — Consumption
of Electricity Controlled by Time Switches or Patrol System — Wide

Use of Electricity for Retail Advertising Purposes.

Editor Dry Goods Review.—What would it cost

to install an electric sign in front of our store? What
kind would you advise? While in Toronto during
the fair I noticed many different types in use on
Yonge street, and one similar to Hickey's would
answer my purpose very well as I am in the same
line. Please send me some particulars.

In answering this question the Review has an

exceedingly interesting illustration to present. It is

reproduced from a night photograph of Yong street,

Toronto, taken from the top of the Traders Bank
building. Looking north a very brilliant spectacle is

presented.

The thoroughfare is lined with columns sur-

mounted by large white bulbs of light and blazoned
against the night are the names of different business

houses done in electric lettering, some in bold, steady,

clear-cut design, others in more unique form, with

hidden mechanical apparatus spelling out the name
or outlining in living colors some figure calculated

to enhance the advertising of the display. With all

due apologies Toronto assuredly has something of a

"Great White Way."

Electricity and Advertising.

On one thing Yonge street seems to be unani-

mous—that electricity has its advertising value. Tht
cost must be reasonable, else there would be no such
lavish use of it. The merchant reasons that it is a

good thing to have his name stand out prominently
at all times. This an easy matter in the daytime,

and electricity renders it equally possible at night. In
fact the carrying power of an illuminated sign dur-

ing the evening is much more effective because the

neutralizing effect of different colored backgrounds
is then removed.

Different Types.

All of the large signs noted in this illustration

are of the grooved letter type. That is, the letters

made of galvanized iron, are hollow, with sockets set

into the base for the electric bulbs. The wire for the

current is run through a central framework. From
face to face of the lettering on each side is a depth of

about ten inches

The first cost of a sign such as this is the big

item, and this varies according to the size of the let-

ters used. A fourteen inch letter which is regarded

as the best for a firm name when done in the groove
design, would cost about $8 each complete, and the

cost would be considerably enhanced if the merchant
called for the mechanical attachment necessary to

repeat the name letter by letter. This is done either

by the addition of a thermostat flasher, by which a

wire, expanded and cooled alternately, regulates the

electrical circuit, or by the use of a small motor. The
former costs $30, and the latter $50, but there is some
compensation in this, for when a sign is spelled out

letter 'by letter repeatedlv, instead of burning steadily

all evening, the cost of operation is reduced nearly
fifty per cent.

The Hickey sign referred to in the letter of in-

quiry, which, by the way, is from a men's wear
dealer in a large Ontario town, is of the grooved let-

ter type. It may be noted near the right front of

the view. The original cost was $150, and the cost

of electricity for operation, $5 a month. It is sus-

pended above the entrance to the store and extends

out over the pavement about eight feet. The let-

ters are about 18 inches deep.

Prismatic Glass.

Another type of sign frequently used for firm

names is made of flat or raised molded lettering in

prismatic glass. In constructing this sign the lights

are inserted in a box, one lamp for each letter, and

Hiekeys
The Hickev sign cost $150. Expense of operating, $5 a month.

reflectors are so placed that the maximum amount
of light is thrown from the lamp to the letter on
each face of the sign. The letters, whether flat or

raised, are invariably set in a black ground, gen-

erally of glass, so that in daytime the name will

stand out quite effectively.

A sign in prismatic glass, with eight-inch letter-

ing, would cost about $5 per letter complete, and the

operating expenses for five letters for one year, based

on Toronto rates for electricity of five cents a kilo-

watt hour, would be in the neighborhood of $12.

This is regarded a maximum standard of charge,

for the larger the sign and the more power used,

the cost per kilowatt hour is lessened. Prismatic

glass signs are used either in the form of an ordin-

ary name-plate against the wall or are suspended
above the pavement with the name on either side

Another form of sign is the now almost obsolete

transparency, with the necessary lettering painted

on the glass sides of a box, and one or more lamps
inside, while still another type that is passing is that

in which the lettering is done in white metal on a

frame, and the light reflected thereon from a lamp
placed a few feet opposite.

When a firm name is done in the regular gold

lettering, an electrician can render it most effective

for night work by sinking socket holds in the let-

tering and inserting electric bulbs. Such a sign may
also be reconstructed so that the necessary mechan-
ism can be applied for repetition of the name letter

by letter. A glance at the Yonge Street signs, how-
ever, shows the very general use of the double-sided

sign, either of grooved or prismatic lettering.

Cost of Yonge Street Signs.

The large Hassan sign, one-half of which is seen

on the right foreground of the illustration, is forty-

five feet high, thirty-six feet wide, contains 950
lights, original cost $2,000, and the expense of
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Night view of Yonge

Street, Toronto, showing

extensive use of electric

signs by retail merchants.

For details of cost for

installing and operating

different kinds of signs

see article.
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operation is $75 a month. The lights are steady,

but across the face of the green, red and blue border

a shadow is made to pass by the extinction of lamps
at regular intervals. This forms the illusion where-

by the impression is conveyed to the eye that some-

thing is passing between it and the sign. In the

border of this piece, every fourth lamp is connected

and the shadow effect is produced by the mechanical

device which switches on and off in the proper time.

The Fairweather sign on the left cost originally

$1,400; contains 800 lamps, and to operate costs $20
a month based on meter rate. This sign has a height

of about thirty-five feet, with the name arranged

vertically. It is crowned by a, device calculated to

emphasize the motto, "The House of Quality."' A
rocket effect is introduced by moans of a mechan-
ically controlled switch. This first flashes a single

line of grooved lights, which ascending finally

curves and bursts downwards into several branches,

and at the same time the motto and the entire name
is illumined. It makes a very effective sign.

Another somewhat similar, though smaller, is

that of the London Feather Company, scarcely dis

cernible on the left. This is also a flasher sign, cost-

ing about $550 originally and $10 a, month operat-

ing expenses. It ha- over MOO lamps At the bases

of this sign the lamps are mechanically extinguished

and lighted in such a way as to impart a wavy effect

to a feather design used as the base.

The same shadow effect introduced in all of these

signs maybe employed to simulate lightning, smoke,

flowers, liquid, flags, etc., with realistic and very

striking effect.

The Ryrie sign, standing out against the sky on
the left is a notable example of cheap advertising.

This sign was constructed for about $1,200, is 30

feet long, 15 feet high, contains 1,000 lamps, and
costs to operate only 25 cents a night. This is a

flasher sign and its cost forms a very interesting

comparison with that of the Hassan sign previously

referred to in which the letters are burning steadily.

Average Three Hours a Night.

The electric signs along Yonge Street are in

operation, on an average, three hour- each night the

year through. The majority are controlled by a

time switch, on the eight-day clock principle, by

the regulation of which they may he turned off and
on, at any time the merchant requires, without in-

terference. This mechanism and any other required

i^ generally enclosed in a weather-proof box on the

roof of the building. Very seldom does the appar-

atus get out of order, bill to guard against anything

of this kind, a system of monthly inspection is

adopted. In connection with many of the signs the

lighting companies sometimes operate a patrol sys-

tem for turning off and on at the time required,

eleven o'clock being the generally recognized time

limit.

For Interior Use Also.

Not only for outside purposes, but alsi^for inter-

iors, where it is desirable to designate important de-

partments, stairways or elevators, electric signs of the

prismatic glass type are employed to good advantage.

The T. Eaton Co., for example, mark locations in

their store in this way
Now that electricity is being commercialized all

over the country on a fairly reasonable basis it would

seem that its practical application for advertising

purposes by merchants in every line will now become
widespread.

A striking example of the elaborate and effective

use to which Toronto merchants are putting electri-

city for advertising purposes is the fact that the
Sellers, Gough Co., Yonge Street, are having their

fur store outlined with electric bulbs. In all, 700
lamps, with a space of 9 inches between each, will be

used, and a large grooved name sign is also to be

erected.

Merchants farther removed from the business

centre of Toronto are also adopting the electric sign.

In front of Walker's dry goods store on Spadina
Ave., for example, is a large piece "Walkers—Dry
Goods," done in grooved lettering. This sign cost

$425 and the expense in connection with it is $10
a month.

Local Regulations.

In nearly every town and city there is a by-law
regulating the height above the pavement at which
a sign may be. In Toronto, the lower edge of a

sign must not be less than '> feet 6 inches above the

walk, and it may extend to the boulevard or the out-

side of the pavement. In some places the by-law
doe- not permit of an extension beyond 3 or 4 feet

of the building, but cases are known where this regu-

lation has been recently changed.

Closed crotch, spring

needle, balbriggan

combination under-

wear. Fit, comfort

and elasticity are the

features of these gar-

ments. Spring sam-

ples shown by The

Ellis Underwear Co.,

Hamilton.
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Selling Hats by Forceful Window Display
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Interior and exterior view of the new hat store at the corner of Yonge and 'xichmond Sts., Toronto, recently

occupied by L. J. Applegath & Son. The store has a frontage of 18 feet on Yonge St. and 68 feet on Richmond

St. The entire frontage is used for entrances and window space, the latter having a depth of 7 feet on Yonge

St. and 3 feet on Richmond, and a height of 14 feet, with prism lights on top. Tne windows and interior are

finished in bird's eye maple, the cases being 8 feet high with mirrors at intervals. Glass cases run the full

depth of store; large mirror, 8x9 feet, in rear. Fixtures from old store used for reserve stock in basement.
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Suggestions in Furnishings and Clothing Display

Shirt, neckwear and hosiery trim by J K. Dallimore, with J. M. Hickey, Toronto. This display

is admirably adapted to a small window, the arrangement being: such as to focus
attention upon the goods.

A very neat display of Men's Clothing and Furnishings in which simple but useful

fixtures are employed to particular advantage.



Lesson8--Complete Coursein Cardwriting
The Edwards Short Cut System — Showing One of the Speediest Brush

Stroke Letters Used in Modern Cardwriting — The Slant Roman
(By J. C. Edwards. Copyright Canada. 1911 )

THE greater speed a cardwriter can attain and
yet turn out a neat, clear card, the more
valuable he is, for in this day of hurry and
scurry, the man who gets there first is the

one who wins his spurs first.

In the accompanying plate we show the fastest

practical lettering that the cardwriter of to-day will

he called upon to do and yet it is as legible as its

mate, the Brush Stroke Roman.

JEW;
JnfMJwV/iUDS
SfeA^Ccvr

PraSSL7^^
ai\ /-A^Hk

|4.Y/>TJ%

T* 1>\E TA
1

1 IBAMS
|T' ^B Mf>NMrY

j£*T

Card showing application of letter here described

The greater speed lies in the slant which is the

natural tendency or position for fast forward move-
ment. For instance, a bicycle rider leans as far for-

ward as he can when he is racing; a horse, in run-

ning, leans in the same way and it is so in most
things when speed is desired. However, this gets

away from card-writing and from the real reason
why this lettering is more quickly made than the

straight style.

When you first started lettering, did you not find

your lettering had an almost irresistible tendency
to lean over to the right?

This is accounted for by the hand taking its nat-

ural untrained course as regarding card-writing and
its training from infancy in writing.

Now that the student has mastered the straight

up and down style of showcard lettering so far,

we will give a little instruction in the more speedy

brush work.
The beauty of this style lies almost entirely the

degree of success in getting a uniform slant to the

leHers and in the sharp clean spurs.

The best way to start is to take your practice

paper and rule it in a series of pairs of lines. Then
note the angle of the first stroke in letter B, not A,

for the first stroke in A is necessarily at a greater

slant than is necessary in most of the other letters

owing to the two slanting lines coming together to

form the letter face. Place your square or any ruler

on the card or practice paper at the same angle as

the above mentioned 1st stroke B, and draw parallel

lines faintly between each pair of cross lines at in-

tervals of two inches or so. This will give you guide
lines to regulate your angle until you get it thor-

oughly fixed in your mind. Practice making paral-

lel lines with the brush at the above slant. Don't be
afraid to practice.

You will notice that, while this style of lettering

is very much the same as the preceding brush stroke

Roman of plate 6, there are a few points of differ-

ence which tend to add speed.

Take for instance the letter C and compare the

brush stroke, second, or finishing stroke, in the above

plate with the corresponding stroke in plate 6, and
try to make both. You will find it requires more
effort on your part to manipulate the brush to exe-

cute the last one.

Then look at the centre stroke (No. 5) in the E
and compare it with the series of strokes (5, 6, 7 and
8) in E of plate 6. The same applies to F. You
also gain time on stroke 2 of the J, strokes 2 and 3

of the S, and stroke 3 of the G.

It will be noticed that a few of the details are

worked out in the lower right hand corner of the

plate. This shows the spurs in detail, also the forma-

tion of the top of the T, E. and F.

The shading shown in this plate is the right

hand lower style, and is one that is not commonly
used but is merely demonstrated here to give variety.

It is harder than the left hand lower as shown
in plates 6 and 7 and is also more difficult than the

right-hand top shading previously shown. We do

not advocate its use on this style of lettering as it is

not speedy enough. However, practice makes per-

fect and speed is the result of perfection.

Showing position of brush in hand while lettering.
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The brush must be held always at the same
angle to ensure correct shading. You must take for

granted that the light falls on this letter from the

left hand top corner of the card which would throw
a shadow as indicated on the plate.

The accompanying card shows the speedy slant

Roman put in actual use. The decoration consists

of a large $ mark in grey, forming a relief for the

lettering.

The dollar mark carries out the idea of the in-

scription and strengthens it to some degree.

The speedy slant lettering is particularly well

adapted for use on price cards and general quick
store work. Practice the straight slant strokes until

you have perfected them, and got the angle firmly

fixed in your mind.
For particulars regarding brushes, etc., write to

The Dry Goods Review or to the author, J. C. Ed-
wards, care of Mad.can Pub. Co., 143 University
Ave., Toronto.

See plate on inside cover of " Men's
Wear Review."

Not a Necessary Nuisance
Oscar M. Danby Regards Boys' Clothing as a

Most Profitable Line —His Size and
Quarterly Scale.

Oscar M. Danby, formerly with the Anderson
Co., St. Thomas, now with Pegg it Shannon, Ham-
ilton, gives the following size and quantity basis for

buying boys' clothing. The scale, he states, worked
out satisfactorily in St. Thomas and he regards it as

a fair average for almost any store:

Buster Suits

—

Age 2y2 3 4 5 6 7

No 2 3 3 2 1 1

Sailor Suits

—

Age 5 6 7 8 9 10
No 1 2 2 2 1 1

Norfolk Suits-

Sizes 25 26 27 28 29 30
No 1 1 2 3 1 1

Double-breasted Suits

—

Sizes 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34
No 1 1 2 3 3 2 2 2 1 1

'T think," states Mr. Danby, "that manufacturers
give too little attention to boys' clothing. The boys
like clothes resembling their fathers', and parents
style. Retailing boys' suits at $5 to $15 should be
style. Retailing boys suits at $5 to $15 should be
just as profitable as men's at the same figure.

"Retailers, also, in many cases neglect the boys'

department and say the boys' department is a neces-

sary nuisance. If it is, then they, themselves, are

to blame."

Snappy Display Card Lines

On Deposit—That's the way your money is here
until the garments prove worthy, just the same as

banking.

Clothiers Only—.Just think what that means to

you—our whole energy devoted to clothes and
clothes only.

There will be a lot of well dresed boys clothed

here this season.

Ever stop to Hi ink—price alone does not always
count—think this over.

Our Guarantee is just as good as money in the

bank—ask our salesmen to tell you about it.

Money Bach, if you want it, of course, but you
won't want it, we sell the kind of clothes that stay

sold.

Front view of the new
Dunfielfl-Bcllinger store, 426

Yonge St., Toronto.
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CORRECT DRgSS P°RMEN
DETAILS OF MALE ATTIRE FOR ALL OCCASIONS OBTAINED FROM AUTHORITATIVE SOURCES
AND CORRECTED FROM TIME TO TIME IN ACCORDANCE WITH CHANGE OF VOGUE

Evening Dress—Formal
Weddings, Dinners, Receptions

Theatre or Dance

Overeo.it—Light-weight black Chesterfield,
opera cape or Inverness. Coat—Swallowtail
of vicuna or dress worsted, with lapels, silk-
faced to the edge. Waistcoat—White fancy
silk or white wash material. Trousers—Same
material as coat, with silk braid down out-
seam. Collar—Poke, wing or band, cuffs
with square or round corners. Shirt—Plain
linen or pique, stiff bosom, with one or two
studs. Cravat—White, of silk, pique, linen or
cambric. Gloves—White glace kid or white
silk. Jewelry—Pearl links and studs to
match. Hat—Black silk or opera hat. Foot-
wear—Patent leather pumps, with black silk
or lisle socks, plain or self-clocks.

Day Dress—Informal
Business Purposes
Travelling, etc.

Overcoat—For Fall, light-weight Chester-
field. For Winter, Chesterfield or double-
breasted overcoats; ulster for stormy wea-
ther. Coat—English walking coat, sacque and
morning coat. Waistcoat—Same material as
coat. Trousers—Same material as coat. Shirt
—Soft, plain or pleated bosom. Collar—Fold
or wing. Stiff cuffs, corners round or square.
Necktie — Four-in-hand, with open end.
Gloves—Cape walking gloves and natural
chamois. Jewelry—Links and studs of pearl
or grey, neat watch chain or fob. Hat

—

Derby or soft fedora style. Footwear—Black
or tan calf boots. Plain or fancy socks in

quiet shades.

Evening Dress—Informal
Informal and Home Dinners

Club or Stag

Overcoat— Light-weight evening coat of
Chesterfield of black. Coat—Dinner jacket in

plain or self-striped black; swallowtail if

worn with black waistcoat and tie. Waist-
coat—Same material as coat and bound with
braid if desired. Trousers—To match coat,

outseams plain or braided. Shirt—Plain
dress shirt or pleated bosom. Collar—Wing
and band; double styles are often worn.
Cuffs — Single or double. Cravat — Black.
Gloves — White buckskin or pale grey
suede. Jewelry — Pearl or gold cuff

links and studs to match. Hat—Derby or
soft, black tuxedo. Footwear—Pumps or pat-
ent low shoes, bluchers or bals. Black silk

or lisle half-hose, white shot or white clocks.

For Outing Wear
Nearly every form of sport or outdoor ex-

ercise has its adaptable outfit. Utility and
not style is often the governing point, and
it is difficult to tell very often just where
the serviceable business suit should be dis-
carded. In motoring, for example, the man
who is well protected by an ulster of a color
that will not easily become travel-soiled need
not worry if the distinctive motoring garb
ends there. These ulsters are made in loose,
double-breasted style, with belted back, giv-
ing a military effect, wide collar, wind cuffs,

etc. Sweater coats, knitted gloves, knitted
vests, Alpine, golf and driving caps, flannel
or Oxford shirts, tweed knickers, heavy tan
shoes, reefers or Norfelk jackets, are all ac-
cessories which mark departure from regular
garb for outing purposes.

Day Dress—Formal
Afternoon Weddings, Receptions, House Calls, Matinees

Overcoat—Chesterfield in black or grey
cheviot or vicuna. Coat—Full frock of black,
or morning coat of black or dark grey
with bound edges. Waistcoat—Fancy white
pique, delicate shades of silk or same
material as morning coat. Trousers—Grey-
striped cheviot or worsted. Shirt—White,
stiff, plain bosom, with frock coat; with
morning coat, neat stripes or white pleats
are permissible. Collar — With frock coat,
the wing or straight collar to meet in
front and lap over. Cuffs—Stiff, single or
double. Cravat—Four-in-hand or once over
in neat black and white effects or grey.
Gloves—Grey suede or tan glace kid. Hat

—

Silk. Derby is sometimes worn with the
morning coat. Footwear—Dongola kid or
calfskin shoes. Hosiery of plain black or with
clocks.

Dress for Funerals

For funeral wear, the man who adheres
strictly to black is on the safe side. The
black frock coat, with trousers to match, or
dark, unobtrusive, striped pattern, white laun-
dry, black necktie, black silk hat, with mourn-
ing band, black gloves and shoes, constitute
the correct dress for mourners and pall-

bearers, but generally there are many de-
partures from the rule. The cutaway coat
often replaces the frock coat, the stiff hat is

seen where, to be correct, the tall silk hat
should be, and the black sacque suit is more
frequently seen than either the frock or the
cutaway. Strict style ethics in the matter
of funeral is often more closely adhered to
in the large centres of population than In

those sections where a funeral creates an
emergency for which wardrobes are by n«
means properly equipped.
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Strong display of Tookes' shirts, by J. F. Cairns, Saskatoon.

Notia tht beauty of these garments. We are

justly proud of our boys' suit department this Fall.

.1// sensible people—clothe their boys here!

We want your confidence more than we waul
your money, but we shall get both because we shall

deserve both.

Hand tailored trowsers -the kind that stay fitted.

House Coats, bathing robes and house gowns, cor-

rect in fabric, moderate in price and right.

Bright smart, snappy, styles for boys in Reefers

and Overcoats, finest ever.

Another Link in Dunfield-Bel-

linger Chain

Applegath's New Store

Buying Boys' Clothing

Correct Dress Chart

Extracts from Live Ads
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WHERE KNOWLEDGE IS POWER
'TIS FOLLY TO BE IGNORANT

Particularly

if that knowledge can be

acquired at a very low cost.

Merchants, Salesmen, Ad-writers and Window Trimmers will find their efficiency

greatly increased by a careful perusal of the following books.

The Art of Decorating Show Windows and Interiors

The most complete work of the kind ever published, over 400

pages, 600 illustrations : covers, to the smallest detail, the following

subjects : Window Trimming. Interior Decorating, Window Advertis-

ing. Mechanical and Electrical Effects, in fact everything of interest

to the modern, up-to-date merchant and decorator. Price, post

paid $3.50

WindowT rimming for the Men's Wear Trade
The fundamentals of Men's Wear Display, with 600 illus-

trations, showing every move in trims pictured. A complete

course in Men's Wear Trimming. Handsomely bound in cloth.

Price, prepaid * $1.25

Sales Plans

A collection of 333 successful ways of getting

business, including a great variety of practical

plans that have been used by retail merchants to

advertise and Bell goods. Sent prepaid to any ad-

dress. Cloth binding 52.50

Card Writers* Chart

A complete course 111

the art of making dis-

play and price cards

and signs. Beautifully

printed in six colors

and bronze. Includes

specially ruled practice

paper. Some of the

subjects treated are :

First Practice. Punctua-

tion, Composition, Price

Cards, Directory Cards,

Spacing, Color Combi-
nations, Mixing Colors,

Ornamentations, Ma-
terials Needed, etc
Price post paid ....$1.50

IIJKLM
OPQRSM
iSrWXYlliil
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Retail Advertising

Complete

This book covers

every known method of

advertising n retail

business ; and an ap-

plication of the ideas it

expounds cannot help

but result in increased

business for the mer-

chant who applies

them $1.00

50 Lessons on Show Card

Writing

The lesson plates are printed on cardboard

and fit into the book loose leaf. This system

has the advantage of enabling the student in

practice to work without a cumbersome book

at his elbow.

Besides the fifty lesson plates, this book

contains over seventy instructive illustrations

pertaining to this interesting subject and

over three hundred reproductions of show

cards executed by the leading show card ar-

tists of America. Bound in green cloth. Sent

postpaid for $2-50

Koester System of Draping

A complete self-instructor in the art of draping dress goods for commercial display. Replete

with drawings of original drapes with full instructions how to make them. Every detail of draping

is so plainly shown in illustrations and so fully described that even a novice can execute them artis-

tically. Price, prepaid $3 00

All books sent postpaid on receipt of price

MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO,, Technical Book Dept.

143-149 University Ave. TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Do You Want to Buy Something

That You do Not Know

Where to Get ?

EVERY month The Review receives letters

from subscribers stating that they are
in the market for certain goods, but that

they do notknow where they can be procured.

They ask us if we can tell them from what
source they can procure the wanted articles.

This is a service we render cheerfully.

When you become a subscriber to The
Review this service is part of what you buy.

We have facilities for procuring informa-
tion about new goods, novelty lines, articles

not usually sold in dry good stores but occa-
sionally asked for, etc., and these facilities

are at the service of our readers.

We are glad to get these requests for

information and no service could be more
cheerfully rendered.

CUT OUT THE COUPON BELOW,
and use it when you would like us to give
you information.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 University Avenue, Toronto

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

For Subscribers

I
TORONTO INFORMATION WANTED

DATE 191

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN BUY

NAME_
ADDRESS
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To tke Trade October 16, 1911

CRUMS PRINTS
WASH GOODS

For Spring Season 1912

In last issue of The Dry Goods Review

we stated that samples of

CRUMS PRINTS
AND

WASH GOODS
for Spring Season 1912 would be in the

hands of our travellers in a few days.

We are pleased to say that these samples

are now in their hands and would ask

you kindly to place through them your

esteemed orders.

John Macdonald Cy Co., Limited

Toronto
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The Good Old Days
were very bad old days in some respects, but they were certainly

the days of beautiful linen. A hundred years ago the makers of

linen relied on the sun to do their bleaching, and he did it, leaving

the linen a snowy white and the fibre entirely uninjured. That
is exactly the process followed to-day in the manufacture of

«©16 Meach" Zinens
People who want the finest linen buy " Old Bleach " in preference

to the linens bleached with fibre-destroying chemicals and made
artificially glossy with starch. Send for booklet on ''Old Bleach"

—the linen that is bleached nature's way.

R. H. Cosbie
IRISH LINEN
AGENCY Toronto

Rooster Brand

SPRING. 1912

V CLOTHING
SPECIALTIES

White Duck Clothing
Khaki Clothing

Automobile Clothing
Prospectors' Clothing

Miners' Clothing
Cow Boys' Clothing

Outing Clothing
Flannel Clothing

Yachting Clothing

QUIRTS Stock Collars with Ties and LinksOmniO Motor, French Cuffs-Coat Style.

Overalls

Working Shirts

Outing Shirts

Trousers Shop Dusters

Robert C. Wilkins Co., Ltd,
Head Office and Factory, Farnham, Que.

MONTREAL (Wilkins Building)

R. C. WILKINS Jr., Montreal Manager

Australian Trade
Are You Interested ?

If so, The Draper of Jtustralasia (published

monthly) can provide you with much valuable

trade information. It is the organ of the drapery

and kindred trades of the Antipodes, and is

subscribed for by all the leading firms in Australia

and New Zealand.

Subscription 3)^.50 Mailed Free

Specimen Copy will be supplied on application

Advertising rates may be obtained and space

secured by communicating with our New York

Office, 29 Broadway.

Melbourne,

Sydney,

London,

New York,

/

Publishing Offices : •-

Fink'a
Lhfln"' --*

P. st Off.ce
n

'•• E.<
.

71 Que
rt "°*dway

2<

\
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(NOVEMBER 30TB)

STOCK-TAKING
A SORTING OPPORTUNITY.

WE HAVE A NUMBER OF
CLEARING LINES IN ALL
DEPARTMENTS TO OFFER
AT SPECIAL PRICES BEFORE
STOCK-TAKING.

SPRING GOODS WILL SOON
ARRIVE, AND WE WANT TO
MAKE ROOM FOR THEM.

IT WILL BE DISTINCTLY TO
YOUR ADVANTAGE TO VISIT
OUR IMMENSE WAREHOUSE
DURING THIS MONTH—
OR SEE OUR TRAVELERS'
SAMPLES. WE CAN OFFER
SPLENDID VALUES.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

lease mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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PRIESTLEYS'
DRESS FABRICS

For Spring, 1912

New Spring Lines of Priestleys' Dress Fabrics
i

with a fine general collection, the best in our )

history, are now in the hands of our travellers.

THE SUREST WAY TO INCREASE YOUR
DRESS GOODS BUSINESS IS TO MAKE A
LEADER OF PRIESTLEYS' FABRICS

Some of the new color materials in accord with

indicated fashions

—

\T2

This is a

Serge Year

Sandown

Coating

Serges

are the** world's best

Syria Poplins

Viola Fabrics

Wool Rosetta

Silk and Wool Ambrose

Silk and Wool Henrietta

Tussah Royal

Rolled on the "Varnished

Board"

Are you using Priestleys' Electros
for your advertising? If not,

write for them.

Concord Serges

Sandown Serges

Cream Serge Suitings

Pencil Stripe Panamas

Navy and White
Black and White
Cream and Navy
Cream and Black

Pencil Stripe Serges

Cream and Navy
Cream and Gold
Cream and Nile
Black and White
Navy and White

PRIESTLEYS' Black Materials will be Undoubtedly Strong

Silk Warp Revenna Twills
Silk Warp Helena
Silk Warp Eudora

Black Wool Madras Poplin
Gray Mohair Suitings
Black Wool Portland Suiting

Black Wool
Toledo Rosetta Veletta Cintra Etolia Voiles Satins Broadcloths

Sole Agents for PRIESTLEYS' Dress Fabrics

GREENSHIELDS Limited, MONTREAL
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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The Old House

With the New Goods

William anderson & co. is oid-

established, but not "old fogey." It is right

in the van of progress, employing the most
up-to-date processes of manufacture and

sparing neither trouble nor expense to ob-

tain the latest in designs and colorings.

A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE

NEW RANGES OF THE

now being shown and the goods offered by our rivals shows
the Anderson Zephyr to be closer and more durable in tex-

ture, more attractive in pattern, better dyed and lower in

price than its rivals. Its sale in Canada has rapidly devel-

oped, each year showing a large increase over its prede-

cessors. The 1912 line, containing many new features, will

create a. very large demand. How about YOUR supply ?

Wm, Anderson & Co., Ltd.

Pacific Mills
GLASGOW SCOTLAND

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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The|Very Best_Overalls that

you can sell are

Success

Overalls

The quality in the Success

brings the customer back to

your store.

The "Success" is honest value

—the denim is honest weight

—

ihere is no dressing to make
a 6-oz. feel as heavy as an 8-oz.

denim.

Your customers will like the

big lines of the overall—the

strong double stitching on

every seam—the extra pockets.

SUCCESS OVERALLS give you

a fair margin of profit and

please your customers

—

Ask your wholesaler or write

us direct.

The SUCCESS label guaran-

tees every garment.

</7l<mtlea£
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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"BLACK PRINCE"
A Working Man's Shirt of QUALITY

The Black Prince is offered as a standard garment GUARANTEED to be better

value for the money than any other line on the market.

The Black Prince is made to sell STEADILY on the QUALITY of the shirt.

It is not the bargain counter grade of garment.

The Black Prince is made of fleece-back black serge of guaranteed quality—abso-

lutely fast color. This serge is manufactured especially for the "Black Prince,"

and we buy in such quantities that the cloth is confined exclusively to us.

The Black Prince is cut on big lines, making a full-fashioned, comfortable shirt

for the workingman. The shirt is double stitched throughout.

The shirt sells at a fair profit, and is GENUINE value. There is a steady and
increasing demand for Black Prince. Are you handling this line? If not, write

to your wholesaler.

aP'.'i

irhmfoeaC

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Awarded the highest prize, "The Grand Prix," at the Brussels Exhibition 1910.

Established

1791 The Test of

Time

HORROCKSES
Longcloths, NainsooKs, Cambrics, India Longcloths, etc.

See Horrockses' Name on Selvedge

Sheetings, Ready-Made Sheets (Plain and Hemstitched)
See Horroclcses' Name on Each Sheet

Flannelettes of the Highest Quality
See Horrock»e»' Name on Selvedge

Horrockses
Manchester and London

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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During This Year Only

OUU Handsome 2 Drawer

SatinW lnu,Needle Cabinets

To be Presented FREE
with 20 m. ABEL MORRALL'S

Celebrated Needles (Sharps)

r ~\

Customer's own name and ad-

dress printed on each packet

FREE OF CHARGE.

^ J

Tear off Coupon at bottom of this page, fill in

particulars of sizes required, and send to any
GOOD JOBBER, who will procure for you.

—THIS SPECIAL OFFER HOLDS GOOD UP TO DEC. 31st, 1911-

Order from Messrs. ABEL MORRALL, LTD., for ™e 20 m.
Needles (Sharps) with ™ v

r own name and address on each
packet. To include the Needle Cabinet FREE.

Name and Address
Sizes Needles Required

Nos.

THIS COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY THE ORDER

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Practical Information for the Retailer
Dry Goods Merchants Making Use of " The Review's'' Information Bureau
— Great Variety of Questions Asked and Answered — Special Articles

That are Arousing Keen Interest.

THE use that merchants are making of The
Review's Information Bureau is best indi-

cated by the number and variety of ques-

tions that are asked and answered. Even

wholesalers show their appreciation of The Review's

services by sending in enquiries with reference to

special lines upon which they require information.

Merchants are invited to make the fullest possible use

of this Bureau. Immediate attention will be paid to

their requirements. Here are a number of questions

received and answered within the past few weeks

:

Where can I buy coat and suit forms for mantle
department; not very expensive but good lines?

Where can we purchase frogs for use in ladies'

dresses and suits; also used in fastening coats and
for ornament; also dress accessories?

We want to buy a good line of medium-priced
linen suits for women ; also pongee silk coats and
popular-priced raincoats. Please tell us where we
can secure these.

What is the right way to proceed to have posl

cards of local scenery manufactured in Germany or

England ?

Where can we purchase children's cashmere or

serge dresses, long sleeves, to fit from 1 to 4 years?

Where can we purchase ladies' black rubber-gum,
rubber or mackintosh coats; also sou'wester hats to

wear with them?

Please inform us where we can buy jacket or

coat labels (silk) in Canada.

Please give us names of firms from whom we
can purchase dry goods, groceries, pound goods, oats

and feeds. This is from a Newfoundland firm.

From whom can we purchase skis similar to those

used by the Montreal ski clubs; also the genuine
Norwegian skis?

A grocer who is about to extend his operations
and add a stock of dry goods writes: "Kindly send
me the name and address of wholesalers in dry
goods such as prints, ginghams, blouse pieces, dress

goods. Imvelings, etc.; also stockings, sweaters, un-
derwear, men's working shirts, etc.

Another merchant asks for the names of firms
making a specialty of premiums.

Will you advise where we can find a good import
agent of children's and girls' mantles?

We wish to obtain catalogues from the largest

and best firms in our line of business in Toronto,

Montreal, Ottawa, Chicago and New York. Would
appreciate whatever assistance you can give us in

the matter.

Please send names of best firms that furnish

chain mesh (silver) bags for immediate delivery;

also what Canadian linn puts bags together.

Articles Arouse Interest.

The above are selected from the questions that

are in no way suggested by articles appearing in

The Dry Goods Review. To these must also be added
many that have formed the basis for special articles

in the different sections of the paper, and which
the merchants indicated their desire to have dis-

cussed and to use the information given in connec-

tion therewith in a practical way. One of these

articles that is particularly worthy of note appears

in the ready-to-wear section of this number. It deals

with a problem in corset buying and merchandising

in an authoritative way and should be carefully con-

sidered not only by the buyer who raises the ques-

tion, but by all merchants who aim at the develop-

ment of good corset business.

There are other questions—those that have to do

directly with articles appearing in Dry Goods Re-

view from time to time—but space will not admit

of their publication here, neither would it be fair to

'those readers of The Review who are thus displaying

their keen interest in the news that this paper is

giving. A noteworthy case, proving that these ar-

ticles are read and that the information given therein

is applied to advantage, is presented by the article

appearing in the October mid-month number, in

which certain values from a mail order catalogue

were matched by others selected by The Review's

buyer in the open market, and their availability to

local merchants emphasized. The information given

in this article, judging from the letters received fol-

lowing its publication, was evidently an eye-opener

to many merchants.

Another article descriptive of leaders in the mar-

ket at the present time appears in this number.

This is a news service which is an exclusive feature

of The Dry Goods Review, and merchants have re-

peatedly indicated by their enquiries that it is of

great assistance to them in their business.

The retailer to-day wants practical information

and The Review is sparing no effort to give it to

him at the most advantageous time.

On severing his connection with Browns, Limit-

ed, Portage La Prairie, for whom he has been ad-

vertising manager during the past three years,

F. V. Hallonds was presented with a leather club

bag from members of the staff. He is taking a posi-

tion with Walker W. Johnstone & Co., Edmonton.

An advertisement recently issued by The Fair,

one of Chicago's largest department stores, occupied

20 pages. This ad. marked the 35th anniversary of

the store and each page was devoted to a separate

department. The advertisement cost $21,000.
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YOU KNOW
that the whole retail problem hinges

on getting people— especially women
—into your store.

12,000 Merchants Know
that the surest way to get the trade

of women is to handle McCall Patterns.

A Leading Merchant says:

"We believe McCall Patterns

have drawn more substantial trade

to our store than all the other forms

of advertising we have used.
"

Why Not Investigate?

Full particulars of the McCall

Pattern Plant sent on request.

The [McCall'Canadian office and

Factory in Toronto, the largest and

best equipped pattern plant in the

Dominion, enables us to offer you
McCall Patterns and Fashion publica-

tions on the same terms, conditions,

etc., as are enjoyed by United States

-Dealers.

LADIES' WAIST PATTERN No. 4341.
LADItS' TUNIC SKIRT PATTERN No. 3888.

THE MCCALL COMPANY
The Leading Paper Pattern House of America

236 to 246 West 37th Street, NEW YORK CITY
NOT IN THE TRUST NO CONNECTION WITH ANY OTHER HOUSE

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Do You Want to Buy Something

That You do Not Know

Where to Get ?

EVERY month The Review receives letters
from subscribers stating that they are

in the market for certain goods, but that

they do notknow where they can be procured.

They ask us if we can tell them from what
source they can procure the wanted articles.

This is a service we render cheerfully.

When you become a subscriber to The
Review this service is part of what you buy.

We have facilities for procuring informa-
tion about new goods, novelty lines, articles

not usually sold in dry good stores but occa-
sionally asked for, etc., and these facilities

are at the service of our readers.

We are glad to get these requests for

information and no service could be more
cheerfully rendered.

CUT OUT THE COUPON BELOW,
and use it when you would like us to give
you information.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 University Avenue, Toronto

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

TORONTO

For Subscribers

INFORMATION WANTED
DATE 191

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN BUY

NAME_
ADDRESS
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"That was a two-dollar bill I gave you!'

"You're mistaken, sir, but

—

" I am NOT—and I want my correct change."

Angry discussion follows. Everyone is familiar with scenes of this kind.

But did you ever notice that disputes of this kind always occur in stores that

haven't a National Cash Register?

It is because the National Cash Register protects customer, clerks and
merchant against mistakes and misunderstandings of all kinds, that it is con-

sidered so essential a part of the equipment of every well-conducted store.

Successful Merchants Put a Receipt in Every Parcel.

For Booklet and Prloo List, Wrlto

THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO.
Head Office for Canada and Canadian Factory, TORONTO

F E MUTTON, Manager in Canada

Wo manufacture Cath Registers in various styles and pricss to suit every pocket and every business from $1 3 to $870
We guarantee to supply a better Cash Register for less money than any other concern in the world.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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SEE THAT YOUR
Zephyr Shirts and Washing Suits

bear the

DURO
( REGISTERED TRADE MARK)

TAB
WHICH GUARANTEES THE DYE
AGAINST SUN, BOILING IN SODA,

OR ANY KIND OF WASHING

oVJ^Dy^.

5 k*!V
fc

GUARANTEED FADELESS

Any Garment which Fades will

be Replaced Free of Charge

by the Proprietors

o^2^>-e

.5 fe^y s
R Ifc^SJ ^

GUARANTEED FADELESS

Burgess, Ledward
Manchester, England

& Co.,

Limited

A. B. COUCH, Fraser Buildings, St. Sacrament St., Montreal

W. E. BIRRELL, 27 Wellington St. East, Toronto

STUART CAMPBELL, Hammond Buildings, Winnipeg
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We are sole distributors

for the famous

SE
^nn<S(sna§>sQ®{lIfcr

REGISTERED

If you have not ordered this

line for Spring, do so at once.

Fitzjfibbon Limited
MONTREAL

IHease mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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The W. R. BROCK COMPANY, Limited
SPRING 1912 TORONTO

Prints and Wash Goods
Extent of Range

Excellence of Quality

Greater Than Ever

Never Better

Palatine

Prints

Taffeta

Prints

These two brands are

now household words

throughoutCanada and

are synonymous for

High Quality
and

Reliability of

Colors

We are showing an

immense range of

NEW DESIGNS and

COLORS
for Spring 1912

OLD PRICE

10c.

Beauty of Designs - Unsurpassed

Delicacy of Colorings - Superb

QUAKER
GREY

The shade "pre-

eminent" for Spring

shown in all our

NEW
WASH
FABRICS

Apart from the staple lines

of WASH GOODS there is a

pronounced demand for

Ginghams
We are showing

this year an excep-
tionally good Ging-
ham atSc. This is an
imported cloth, made
especially for us, and
confined to us.

First time shown in

Canada.

Anderson's

Scotch Zephyrs

at 10c. continue to be
the STANDARD.

Absolutely

Reliable

Foulards,
Voiles and

Marquisettes
We venture to predict an immense sale in these lines. WE

ARE PREPARED FOR IT.

SAMPLES NOW ON THE ROAD—ASK TO SEE THEM

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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For Aggressive Merchandising

TN another section of this paper will be found a list

•* of values that should be particularly attractive to

tiers at this time of year. These, The Re-
\ Lew's buyer has selected in the open market, the sole

objecl in their publication being to give buyers a fair

view of the offerings that are available not only to

meet the requirements of the holiday season, but also

for the aggressive merchandising which will follow

after in maintaining the buying inclination at the
beginning of the New Year. Buyers who intend
(Mining to market about the middle of November

will find in these lists a most reliable reflection of

actual merchandising conditions at this time of year
and will be the better enabled to make intelligent

selection. Those who must of necessity, make their

selections at a distance, will find on enquiry, that the
leaders described by The Review are absolutely re-

liable, and that the retail prices suggested are based
on a sound, practical knowledge of progressive retail-

ing.

In many of the price concessions here referred
to, retailers will recognize the desire of the wholesaler
to offer his customers snappy values in much the
same way as the local merchant himself exploits at

certain periods of the year, leaders calculated to focus
the attention of his field. It is a fact that some of

the values here given were arranged especially for

this list in order that, while no name whatever is

attached, buyers may be placed in possession of val-

uable information. In glancing over the list, mer-
chants would do well to bear in mind that many of

the prices quoted are placed on a reasonable quan-
tity basis by which it is possible to meet mail
order quotations. One example, that of $9 corsets at

$8, will suffice to illustrate this point. This price is

available in purchases only of 10 dozen lots, a quan-
tity that is not impossible where The Review's retail

price suggestion is aggressively applied.

It must also be borne in mind that the lines de-

scribed are by no means passe, but proven seasonable
sellers at the present time, and are offered on a quan-
tity basis to finish the season's selling and to enable
the merchant to prolong a profitable interest in his

store up to the actual Christmas rush.

*

What Mercantile Expansion Means
HE attention of manufacturers and wholesalers

is focused more steadfastly than ever upon the

great Western market, and there can be only one
conclusion—that it is entitled to a great degree of

unqualified optimism. Even though no facts were
available from other departments of activity, the

information contained in The Review from time to

time, relative to growth in the dry goods trade should
prove most inspiring, for behind it all is the evident

prosperity of the country, the assurance that the
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population is becoming more numerous, the confi-

dence that thrift is coupled with intelligence.

That mercantile growth is regarded with signifi-

cance in those quarters from which the wherewithal

for great industrial enterprise sometimes emanates,

was recently impressed upon The Review. A British

capitalist hesitating whether to advance funds for

a large undertaking, put to it the question, "AVhat

can you tell me by way of assurance that the West
is all you say it is?" The Review was immediately
able to point to many notable instances of mercan-

tile expansion, to the reputation for progressive

methods enjoyed by the Western merchant, and to

the undoubted fact that manufacturers and whole-

salers were studying closely the requirements of that

field, and were taking steps to overcome the distance

problem by establishing distributing warehouses at

convenient points.

From such a source the capitalist admitted that

he had expected very little to help him in his de-

cision; but he remarked: "Certainly, these ex-

pansions indicate a sound general prosperity, and
faith in the future of the country." Whether he ac-

cepted the information as sufficiently conclusive to

warrant the investment he had in mind, The Review
cannot say, but one thing is certain, it gave him a

broader outlook with regard to this country than he

ever had before.

From a Practical Viewpoint

THERE has been frequent discussion, in these

columns, of different phases of the mail order

problem, or of that serious competition which has

its root in the large and attractive catalogues which
are distributed all over Canada by gigantic con-

cerns. In the face of criticism, occasionally re-

ceived, that any amount of discussion will be inef-

fective in reducing the problem, The Review has to

say that it has seldom failed to supplement its re-

marks by practical instances calculated to encour-

age the merchant in his campaign or in any work
undertaken to hold that which properly belongs to

him.

Recent letters published by The Review have
been productive of two others, one of which asks,

"Why all this noise? Mail order houses have come
to stay. What can the retailers do about it?" In
answer to which it might be said that some mer-
chants are doing a good deal about it, and that hard-
ly a number of The Review appears that does not
contain some notable example of concentrated mer-
chandising, at the head of which are men who, while
maintaining that there always will be a certain

amount of mail order business in their respective
centres, are still gratified with the results of their

own work.

Recognizing the enthusiasm that is apparent in

individual effort, The Review is specializing to a
greater extent than ever upon that class of informa-
tion which will be most useful to the aggressive mer-
chant in conducting his business successfully. Mere
generalities or theory are useless in dealing with a

problem of this kind, and, with this in mind, The
Review has been careful to present news that is al-

ways capable of practical and profitable application.
Its chief object is to get as close to the meat of the
matter as possible and many assurances have recent!

v

been received that this is the only effective interpre-

tation to be placed upon the merchant's require-

ments.

Returning to the written comment received in

connection with the discussion which merchants
themselves have been conducting, a letter is here

reproduced in which a retailer deplores the fact that,

in some quarters, there is a tendency to overlook the

practical bearing of the problem. He states:

"All sorts of reasons are advanced to show why
mail order houses are gaining new ground every

year, and one not actually acquainted with conditions

might come to the conclusion that storekeepers, as a

class, were out-of-date and their methods obsolete.

But how wide of the mark most of these statement*

are, only the storekeeper knows who is engaged in

the business, and he, in particular, who is handi-

capped with limited capital.

"Most noticeable have been statements by certain

members of the wholesale trade which fail to show
a knowledge of the question sufficient to justify the

publicity given such utterances. To say that there

is a vast difference in the conditions governing the

wholesale and retail trades, and that each has its

own problems and difficulties is anomalous, but in

the matter of buying and selling the process is cut

and dried for the wholesaler as compared with the

retailer. In the wholesale grocery trade particularly

is this true, where prices are fixed and profits as-

sured, where price-cutting is eliminated and com-
petition to this extent curtailed. Concertedly they

advance prices with the market, which the retailer

has got to pay. Yet often, owing to mail order com-
petition and other conditions, he cannot advance his

prices.

"In the dry goods trade a traveler calls on the

country merchant, who asks why the mail order

house price on a certain staple is the same as his

wholesale price, and is told that the mail order house
is on the manufacturers' list and can buy at the same
prices as the wholesale trade. In reply to further

questions, the merchant gains the information that

the wholesale houses can do nothing in the matter.

But that something can be done there is no doubt

whatever, and wholesalers will have to give more
consideration to retailers in their mail order fight.

The menace will ultimately affect them as vitally as

it does their retail brethren at present.

"Not only are retail merchants losing the trade

gained by mail order houses, but wholesalers are in

with them on the loss, and the sooner they realize

this the better for all concerned.

"In turning over some of the sins of omission

and commission laid against the country dealer, it

might be as well to remember that he is usually

only too well aware of them. That the cash system
is the ideal business method every storekeeper will

admit, but there are districts where its adoption

would be the prelude to closing up. In many parts,

in fact, it is only by maintaining the credit system

that the merchant can remain in business.

"Too often, however, he is so busy getting after

his local competitor (a profitless business in every
way) that his real enemy, the mail order house, is

left with an open field. It were better if he ignored

his local opposition and put all his energy into the

mail order fight, for that is the only way he can hope
for any measure of success in his business."
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^S-W&
BRAND

LADIES' GARMENTS

The W. R. Brock Company (Limited)

formally introduce themselves

to the trade as

MANUFACTURERS
of perfectly-made garments for

women and children

—

high-grade working garments

for men.

Sold at FACTORY prices-

enabling the dealer to sell

the garments within the

means of all classes who
form the backbone of the

Canadian nation.

4—Factories—

4

43,451—Feet of floor space—43,451

258—Machines—258
325—Operators— 325

Ample reserve space for future

expansion.

Samples now on the road

at FACTORY prices—

a

trial is solicited.

%

w^

Z>

HIGH GRADE UNION MADE

MEN'S WORKING GARMENTS

THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY (LIMITED)
MONTREAL

Plea*: mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Preparing for Christmas
Arranging the Stocks so as to Facilitate Busi-

ness During the Holiday Season— Work for

the Trimmer.

TRIMMERS start on Dec. 1st to arrange store

stocks for Christmas selling, and everything
is usually planned to be in shape by Dec.
9th. Interior, ledges, departments, prelim-

inary windows and backgrounds are supposed to be
in place two weeks before Christmas Saturday, so as

to allow of proper merchandising. Commencing on
Monday preceding the opening of the month, to

dress the ledges and arrange departments, it will take
every minute of the trimmer's time to be ready for

the Christmas rush.

Each year departments must be in shape earlier

and many purchases are made in sections which are

ready by Nov. 15th. However, decorators who have
this work done by the second Saturday in December,
will have sufficient time to handle their routine work
during holiday season.

Most store managers insist on a general overhaul-
ing of stocks. Several lines are placed at the rear

and others are given whole sections to themselves.
In many stores an extra department is featured

—

fancy goods, either toys, cut glass or china, silver-

ware, stationery or toilet articles for gift purposes.

Some prominent place in the store is fitted up,

tables near the doorway or counters to one side,

booths are sometimes built, and less inquired-for-

stocks are condensed as much as possible, to make
room for extra departments. Satisfactory results fol-

low when everything is shown which is likely to be
appreciated, as suitable for gift giving.

The Ledge Trims.

In order to handle their work intelligently, decor-

ators must arrange to place interior ledge trims first.

Care should be taken to display such lines as are

duplicated, as this often relieves later days of much
extra work, and avoids having to retrim some por-

tions, which would have to be taken down for stock.

Many trimmers find that the quickest way to

handle their interior Christmas decoration is to re-

turn all goods to their respective departments and
start with clean ledges. Having placed the sides and
centres, whether the scheme is floral, colonial, lat-

tice or arches, they proceed to give each section its

most effective appearance.

Starting with the dress goods ledge, it is always
best to make a showing of light materials, evening
silks and trimmings to match. A display of linens,

centre pieces, tea covers, trays, napkins, table covers
and damasks is good over staple ledges, as are rugs,

carpet sweepers, sateens and cushion covers.

Another good trim can be made with either

blankets, quilts and comforters or underwear and
corsets. Above wash goods sections, showings of airy
muslins, with laces, embroideries or ribbons always
look well. Over smallware circles or departments,
good displays are made of fancywork novelties,

cushions, laundry bags, wools, and ribbon-made ar-

ticles. To have each department complete within an
allotted space facilitates handling and sales.

There is no necessity for anything but regular
prices, and anything that has been slow in selling

i 1 nought forward and ticketed. It is usual to ticket

everything, and having Christmas price cards adds
to the seasonable effect, but although these are not
really necessary, it is better to have a uniform design
for tickets.

Bring Goods Forward.

Preparing the store for Christmas selling is an
attempt to bring the entire stock of those depart-

ments most interested to a convenient part of the
shop, and arranging them with a view to expeditious
handling. This does not mean changing sections

from their original locations, but rather making
them departments within themselves. If such a
step is necessary, whole sections are moved nearer
to the front or to spaces where buying is less congest-

ed, the idea beinp- to distribute customers and avoid

WINNERS IN DRY GOODS REVIEW
COMPETITION

June — 1. Warren Andrews, Anderson Co., St.

Thomas 2. A. Rowley, Merchants' Limited, Bran-
don, Man.

July-- 1. J. A. McNabb, Richard Hall & Son,
Peterborough. 2. W. C. Greenhill, Ogilvie, Lochead
& Co., Brantford.

August — 1. Warren Andrews, St. Thomas. 2.

Fred L. Kickley, D. E. Macdonald & Bros., Guelph.

September — 1. Fred L. Kickley, Guelph. 2. J.

A McNabb, Peterborough.

October — 1. J. McNicholl, Cressman Co., Peter-

borough. 2. J. K. Dallimore, Hickey's, Toronto.
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Taylor-Made Double and Single

Bar Clothing and Cloak Rack

Ladies' Cloak and Overcoat Rack,

6 feet high.

Suit Rack, 5 feet high

No. 33IB, Combination Suit Hanger,
inserted trouser bar, $7.50 per 100

No. 33, Same without bar,

$6.50 per 100
No. 33IB, Boys', 15 in. wide

$7.50 per 100
No. 39B, Overcoat Hanger, with insert-

ed bar, for extra size suits

$8.50 per 100
No. 39, Same without bar

$7.50 per 100

All Racks on Ball Socket Rollers

shipped K.D. No tools or skill

required to set them up

Double Bar Rack
Made of Polished Steel Tubing.

6 feet long, 6 posts, $10.50
" 6 " $11.508

10

8

$12.50 10

Double Bar Rack
Made of Oxydized Meel Tubing.

6 feet long, 6 posts, - $13 00
" 6 " - - $14.00
• 6 ' $15.00

No. 92, Combination Hanger, for

Ladies' Suits, with wire attach-

ment for skirts, $6.00 per 100

Single Bar Rack
Made of iy2-in. Polished Steel Tubing

Gilt Fittings

Ball Socket Rollers

6 feet long, 2 posts - - $8.00

8 feet long, 3 posts - - $9.00

10 feet long, 3 posts - - $10.00

Made of 1 J^-in. Oxydized Tubing

6 feet long, 2 posts - - $10.00

8 feet long, 3 posts - - $11.00

10 feet long, 3 posts - - $12.00

The Taylor Manufacturing Co.
82 Queen St. North. HAMILTON, ONT. Phone 3550

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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crowds in important aisles. Stocks and prices are

arranged for convenience, and as much as possible

so that customers can decide for themselves. Sales-

manship comes in selling higher-priced novelties in

each department, which are contrasted with cheaper
lines that should sell themselves.

Another reason for this method of handling de-

partments is that junior help can sell and attend to

these articles as customers decide. Senior sales-

people are free to devote their time to higher-priced

gifts. With extra help at this time no disorganiza-

tion is found, if less experienced clerks are detailed

to look after cheaper lines in each department.

Arranging the Stocks.

Parasols and umbrellas require a section to them-
selves, and are generally given in charge of the dress

goods department. Gifts of belts and neckwear are

placed as near the front as possible. Boxes at 25c,

50c and 75c for each assortment of neckwear, and
a similar arrangement of belts are shown on the

counter, while a case of novelty Christmas boxed
jabots or collars and another of fancy and elastic

belts make a representative showing and a depart-

ment in itself.

Handkerchiefs are next in importance. It may
be tedious work to arrange them properly, but both
effect and sales make it worth while. Several of the

most approved ways of selling handkerchiefs are to

place them in ticketed boxes, one price to each, such
as 2 for 5c, 3 for 10c, 5c each, 6 for 25, etc ; to cover

carpet, felt or oilcloth columns with Christmas color-

ed cambrics, and attach handkerchiefs, one price to

each stand; to make arches or booths of one-priced

lines, and to cut colored cardboard squares on which
all handkerchiefs over 25c are sewn flat. Circles and

hoops are striking and a modern airship or auto-
mobile can be made of one-priced lines. By adver-
tising, these can be made so attractive as to keep sev-

eral salesladies busy selling handkerchiefs alone.
A case at 25c or of better lines artistically folded is

a good sales medium.
Gloves are handled most conveniently from their

usual stock boxes. Glove checks should be provided.
While a feature is made of $1.00 or 1.25 lines in
kid or capeskin, in order to avoid confusion and save
time lots of counter space and a convenient location
are necessary. A case of gloves and display in the
window are provided nearer Christmas. Cashmere
and Ringwood gloves are sometimes shown in 25c.
to 50c. or odd-priced lots.

Leather goods, handbags and purses have a coun-
ter or case as a separate department. Metal fixture

display of bags at 50c, 75c, $1 and $2 are made
and better qualities kept in the case, but ticketed
with small cards. They always look well on plain
sateen or white cheese cloth puffed or on crinkled
tissue or holly paper. Hair goods, combs, barrettes

and back combs are treated in the same way and all

lines over $1 are better in cases.

Ribbons are a bright spot in the store and a
colorful array can be made suggesting all kinds of
novelty Christmas gifts made from them. In order
to avoid hunting for colors, baby ribbons plain,

fancy or holly bands for parcels are put out and
arranged in colors; corset boxes make good holders.

Ribbon departments are always busy at this time.
Knit goods are moved up to the front or on cen-

tre aisle tables. Sweater coats, buster coats, muf-
flers, shawls, clouds, toques, overalls and leggings, as

well as infants' cloaks, hoods, veils, and bearskin

(Concluded on Page 25.)

OPENINGS A. W. CRESSMAN COMPANY. LIMITED. PETERBOROUGH

Centre window. Architectural pieces were covered smoothly with white felt and decorated with maiden-hair ferns in Autumn
colors. In front of the higher pillars were white pedestals supporting white globes. On the lower pilasters were large jardinieres
filled with maiden-hair ferns and behind this framework was a large mirror with drapings of brown silk velour. For each drape
a piece of dress goods and satin in matched shades with suitable trimmings were used. Two handsome ready-to-wear gowns
were shown on figures. Placed directly in front of the mirror was a chair on which was shown an evening cloak. Millinery,
shoes, hose, umbrellas, handbags and gloves were the accessories used.—Jas. McNichol. trimmer and card writer.
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Dollars From Colors
and Colors From Luxfer Prisms

Did you ever consider the large percentage of the profits of your dress

goods department which comes from colors, and the necessity there is of

showing them properly?
The yellow rays of even the whitest artificial light are worthless for exam-

ining colored fabrics, it being impossible

to distinguish shades by them or to gauge
how the goods will look in the daylight.

But even the dry goods merchant whose
store is long and narrow can solve this

color problem—by installing LUXFER
PRISMS. These refract or bend the rays

of sunlight to any angle required, thus
lighting the remotest corners of the store

with real daylight.

Write for illustrated catalogue and es-

timates on store fronts, transoms, windows
or sidewalks for basement lighting. Ask
any merchant who has Luxfer Prisms in-

stalled what he thinks of them.

Luxfer Prism Company
TORONTO MONTREAL

Recommended by

Fashion Authorities

The most important

fashion papers, includ-

ing Le Bon Ton, Le Cos-

tume, L Art de la Mode,

The Designer, The Delinea-

tor, and many others,

unite in praising Hall-

Borchert dress forms,

declaring them to be the

best for showing dresses

to advantage. Why not

fall into line with the

opinion of these authori-

ties by using Hall-Bor-

chert dress forms in

your store? The gain

in elegance will be very

pronounced and will in-

crease your sales.

The Hall-Borchert Dress Form

Company of Canada, Limited

70-76 PEARL STREET, TORONTO

A

TELLING

WINDOW
DISPLAY

can't be made with anti-

quated fixtures, any more
than a big trade can be built

up by showing ten-year-old

goods. To make your new
goods look their best use
our fetching

Display
Fixtures
We can meet your re-

quirements whether you
require a single T stand or
an entire outfit in brass,

nickel or oxidized metal.
We also design special fix-

tures to suit particular
requirements.

Write us for prices.

Toronto Brass Mfg. Go.

17-21 Temperance Street

TORONTO

Please mention The Review £"> Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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PRYCE-JONES (CANADA) LIMITED, CALGARY, ALBERTA, FALL WINDOW DISPLAYS

Scenic panel and floral backgrounds — Children's coats and furs — Women's ready-to-wear,

millinery and accessories shown. — Dressed by C. H. G. McKerns.
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What Does Your Window Say?
Has it got "out-of-date"

and "unprogressive

"

written all over it, or

does it proclaim itself

"UP-TO-DATE" and

"GO-AHEAD?" You
can bring it right into

line with the latest de-

velopments in window
dressing if you use

"Clatworthy"

Fixtures

the most artistic and yet the

most practical made. Write
to-day for our illustrated cata-

logue. We make all kinds of

metal standsand drapery forms.

CLATWORTHY & SON, LIMITED
'The Actual Manufacturers"

159-161 King St. W. - TORONTO, ONT.

r

^.

LAMSON ^
Improve Your
Store Service

255d $ It is as necessary for

the small store with twelve

sales-clerks to improve its

SERVICE as it is for the

large store with twelve hundred.

•$• Your store should shine by
its better attention to customers

and by its well-regulated, prompt

and careful system of examining,

wrapping and making change.

•^ ALamsonCashand Package

Carrier will give vour sales-clerks

time to MAKE MORE SALES.
$ Will accelerate the examining and

wrapping— will not keep customers

waiting and— will keep a close check

on YOUR money by CENTRAL-
IZING RESPONSIBILITY.

There is no style or lype of Cash or

Parcel Carrier not made byLAMSON.

Lamson Consolidated Store Servicj Co.

161 Devonshire Street, Boston
Agencies in all principal cities.

SERVICE .J

A NEW
TREATMENT IN
DRAPING PIECE
GOODS ON A
SHELL FORM

You can learn how to do this and to master many'other new ideas in draping, win-
dow dressing, show card writing and retail advertising, by taking a course at the

KOESTER SCHOOL
the school that has helped others and can help you to a higher position in the busi-
ness wodd, and to a higher salary.

A start with the class in 1912 means an ending to improvement in your position
for Spring business.

Write to-day for an interesting prospectus telling more about it.

THE KOESTER SCHOOL
Retail Advertising;. Window Dressing. Show Card Writing

304-306 Jackson Boul.. CHICAGO. ILL., U.S.A.

NEW
HANDBAG

*l?oto$39°

Best Handbag Stand.
Prevents shoplifters
from easily removing
goods thereon.

Price each $4.00,
nickel o r

oxydize d
copper.

Strongand

Durable

8 Sections, holding 4

to 6 Handbags to a
Section. 48 Handbags
can be displayed at

one time.

Height of stand 30 in.,

Base 7 in.

Made in \ in.

tubing.

No. 1000

DELFOSSE & COMPANY
~ ~T Kstablished in 1900.

SamplelRooms 247-249 CiaigSt. W.
Factory, 1-3-5-7 Hermine St.

MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



A Development in Wash Goods Draping
Use of Units and Effective Window Balance to Suggest Sheerness — How

to Make and Combine Stands to Drape Simple Muslin Window.

DURING November early shipments of wash
goods are received and it is good policy to

make a showing of fabrics from this depart-

ment of qualities and designs suitable for

evening wear. There are numberless social evente

for which a simple muslin dress is always becoming
and quite fashionable.

Illustration 1 — Home-made fixture or upright adjustable rod
stand. See dimensions—how to make and drape.

Trimmers are asked to show these sheer materials

for parties, theatre wear, informal dances, and Mid-
winter festivities. A call for such goods is always
evident, and, for this reason, travelers were showing
their fancy muslins, organdies, voiles and similar

lines early in July. As shipments are passed into

stock, a window display can be made in which sales

are satisfactory and help greatly in maintaining in-

terest in wash goods sections at this season.

Set-up for Wash Goods Window.

Wash goods as a general rule are judged for

quality and selected by their sheerness. To produce
sheerness, especially in the lower grades, the manu-
facturers use a great deal of sizing. Because of this

the materials do not lend themselves to graceful

draping, which fact makes symmetrical display of

wash goods a problem to the average window trim-

mer. In this article the thought is to suggest an
adaptation of units commonly used in draping silks,

for wash goods, and to show how to set up a window
of wash goods complete, using these units with sev-

eral additions, all of which are of the simplest con-

struction. This is a development in wash goods
draping that can be added to each time a display of

this class of materials is set up, always having in

mind the object of showing merchandise attrac-

tively.

In illustration No. 1 we show a set-up of a single

unit, using a very simple home-made fixture, the

Illustration 2 — Combination drape, with upright adjustable
stand and 12-inch pedestal, with fan attachment,

showing window balance.

Illustration 3 — Sheer wash fabrics shewn on adjustable
mummy form. Combined with previous drapes a
striking window can be arranged to bring out

those long sweeping lines so necessary in
this kind of a display.

upright adjustable rod stand. The base of this stand

is made of 1-inch pine lumber, 12 inches square, and
to this is fastened a hollow standard 36 inches high.

This standard is made of l a
/2 inches wide pine

strips, nailed together to form a hollow centre 1 inch

square. A %-inch square pine rod, 4 feet long, is

used to fit in this, the rod having holes through it, it

can be adjusted to any height from 3 to 6 ft. 6 in.

by placing a nail through the holes at the height

desired. The illustration shows it at 4 ft. The drape

requires a 12-yard pattern. Fasten this to the top

of the rod in two places, 3 yards from each end. The
two 3-yard lengths form the sweeps at each side. Take
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2 yards of the surplus in the centre, fold double,

pleat this across the goods in fan shape, forming 3

layers, fasten one above the other; then attach to

top of standard, pinning through the selvedge; allow

the 2 yards surplus to cascade down the front, having

the double fold out, draw out the points of the pleat-

ing at the top as irregular as possible.

In illustration No. 2, this unit is set in two

heights, at the back of the window the units have

an open fan attachment. This requires a 12-yard

pattern to produce the fan effect. The standard has

a 16-inch flexible strip nailed on top, and the first

fastening of the goods is set 24 inches below the top.

The two set-ups in the foreground show one-half of

the unit attached to a 12-inch square pedestal. This

suggests making an attachment to pedestals of dif-

ferent shapes and heights and by interchanging you

can develop innumerable ideas for wash goods drap-

ing.

The new cube and bolt forms, also mummy
forms, are fine for setting up drapes of wash ma-
terials, because of the simplicity of arrangement,

sheer materials are draped in these styles with less

mussing ; also by a single attachment it is possible to

bring out the long sweeping drapes with sheer wash
goods to advantage on these forms. You will get the

idea from the sketch No. 3. A better draping of

wash materials appeals to proprietor and customer,

and the trimmer who can handle this line to the best

advantage is sure of himself in draping other fabrics

of worsted and silk, which naturally lend themselves

to a draping form of display.

Preparing for Christmas

(Concluded from Page 20.)

coats are sensible and seasonable gifts. As a de-

partment, by Christmas night there is very little

left to carry into next season, which makes extra ef-

forts well repaid.

By planning departments in the foregoing

methods, it will be found that unusual rushes can
be managed to advantage. With store interiors in

shape, and plans well laid for window displays, there

will be nothing else to think and worry about except

making the best appearance of the individual scheme
used setting for Christmas goods. Commencing on
second Monday in December, window showings will

then be ready for Saturday, 16th.

CASH^
PARCEL CARRIERS

SAVE TIME & MONEY
OUR GUARANTEE

We will instal a System of Gipe Carriers
in your store; you use them TEN
DAYS, and if you do not find that
they giveyou BETTER and QUICKER
SERVICE than any other WIRE
CARRIER, PNEUMATIC TUBES,
CABLE CARRIERS or CASH REG-
ISTERS, we will remove them at our
»xDens'1

CATALOG FREE
THE GIPE. CARRIER COMPANY
99 ONTARIO STREET TORONTO. ONT.

EUROPEAH OFFICE :ill hOL&OHN. LONDON EX. CMC

PP.1
m€:W YORK

TO MERCHANTS AND DECORATORS
W E are about to issue several catalogues devoted
to various kinds of stores, and should be pleased to

enter your name on our list for free copies. Write
us, therefore, at your earliest convenience, stating

what lines of merchandise you are " trimming."

Our new catalogues will be devoted to every phase
of window dressing and display, from the big de-

partment, or general dry goods store, to the smallest

shops in any line.

J. R. PALMENBERG'S SONS
Established 1852

710 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
30 Kingston Street) ROSTOV
110 Bedford Street I Factory : 87, 89, and 91 West Third Street, New York

10 and 12 Hopkins Place

BALTIMORE

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Sorting For Christmas

Better Deliveries Promised on Wanted Numbers
-Several Novelties Ready for Departments

— Sweater Coat Trend and Possible

Changes

DURING the past two weeks mills have been

catching up with deliveries of sweater coats

and knitted goods novelties. Several mills

are running night staffs and fair shipments

have been made to wholesalers and jobbers and
through them to retailers, or direct to merchants.

As quickly as completed garments reach ship-

ping rooms in the factories they are apportioned

to different houses so as to relieve any stringency.

Manufacturers state that they are again in a position

to handle Christmas business and promise delivery

in time.

Demands for repeats came with a rush and,

while this was not unexpected, orders have been

filled more promptly by means of this extra output.

In some mills, as stated last month, no more orders

can be handled this year and except for special

athletic business, manufacturers are not preparing

for any more work in these cases.

Several novelties are available for Christmas.

New style matched sets, sweater coats, leggings and
motor hood for girls and sweaters, leggings and hock-

ey caps for boys are being offered in sizes for chil-

dren up to 5 years. They are practical and come in

all colors, preferably white and sky, white and tan,

and white and gray for the little miss and gray with

cardinal or white and navy or red and white for

romping chaps who want to roll about in the snow.

Good Muffler Season.

Mufflers are going to have unusual sales. Sam-
ples shown for holiday selling are almost equal to

silk both in feel and appearance. Cream, tan,

mauve, silver gray, brown and black are selling

colors, and in a new line prepared for Christmas

business the correct feel and silky texture desired in

a popular-priced line has been brought out in liberal

sized flat scarfs, either for men or women. These

wood fibre and wool mixtures are quoted to retail at

$2.00 each and so far this season are nearer to actual

silk than anything yet produced. Fringed ends are

wanted.

Senorita scarfs or opera manillas are brought
out in new weaves, chain stitch with fringe. These
later samples are 72 inches long and 18 inches

wide;—a combination also of wool and wood silk.

They come in plain shades cream, pink, sky, pur-

ple, gray and cardinal or these colors combined with

white. Gray is foremost.

Less elaborate aviation sets for women, misses

and children are ready for buyers and are now
quoted to retail at $5 for larger sizes and $3.50 for

girls. These latter samples include a fair-sized cap,

flat muff with satin frill and wrist cord, but unlined,

and a flat scarf or throw with tassel ends. They are

machine-crochet and come in all colors—silver gray

and white, white and pale blue and tan and cham-
pagne promising best. In comparing them with

first samples brought out, they appear flat and a

smaller count eiderdown wool has been used but

meeting a popular priced line there is every reason

for good sales.

Better numbers of hand crochet sets are meeting

with much success and departments can profitably

handle both lines. Once tobogganing, skating or

other outdoor winter sports are in order there will be

brisk demand from all sections of the retail trade.

For gift purposes, there is nothing more appropriate

found in knitted goods departments.

Plenty of stock is available in children's and
women's "mittens in black, red and navy and long

CHILDREN'S KNIT GOODS NOVELTIES FOR CHRISTMAS

Girls' knitted suit—sweater, leggings, and motor hood to

match. Boys' sweater, leggings and hockey cap, made in

plain or combination colors: sizes 1 to S years. Range shown
by John S. Hogg. Toronto-
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Stock the Seamless Kind

and Watch Your Hosiery Trade Double!

If you have not already done so, get in a full

stock of Pen-Angle Full-Fashioned Seamless

Hosiery. It s just the kind your trade will

want, and nothing you carry will sell more

rapidly.

Wear a Pair Yourself!

Then You'll Know!!

That's the best way to be sure of their

worth—in the wearing. It will prove to

you that they are the surest-selling hosiery

ever offered to the trade. Perfect-fitting,

shape-retaining, and comfortable. In

every respect worthy of the Pen-Angle
reputation. Be sure and see our traveller.

K\Full-Fashioned

Seamless

Made by Penman* Limited, Paris, Canada
UNDERWEAR, SWEATERS, HOSIERY

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Traveler*.
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Success Points
L

DON'T THROW DOWN
The Line Your
Patrons Know
And Will Want

There is no better known
brand than the "Monarch
Knit." Our widespread

advertising campaign to

the consumer has made
it f am ili ar throughout

the Dominion, and its

sterling quality is daily

turning casual buyers

into regular customers.

Its popularity is not a fad

of the mushroom variety,

springing up in a night

and dying as suddenly.

It is a steady growth,

sometimes rapid, but

never stopping. Its

exclusive features make
"Monarch Knit" a line

which buyers reorder.

They insist on having it.

The Monarch
Dunnville, Ont. St. Catharines, On

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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To "Monarch"

A STERN REALITY
uMonarch"

Sweater Coats
Popularity

Don't you think it's up
to you to harness this

popularity to your busi-

ness ? Our last year's

customers evidently think

so, for they are all com-
ing in again for the

year's lines.

In variety of choice,

in materials, cut and
coloring, there is no line

on the market to equal

what we are showing in

sweaters and sweater

coats.

Look up Catalogue

we mailed you and send
us requirements for your
later Fall and Xmas
business.

knitting Co.,Ltd
St. Thomas, Ont. Buffalo, N.Y.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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toboggan gloves in white, red, navy and brown.
Infants' bootees and infantees in plain cream, sky
and white and pink and white, can be had in liberal

assortments. Wool caps for boys and hoods for

babies and knitted coats for infants are also ready
but there can hardly be said to be anything new.
Usual color combinations are shown. These lines are
all opened up for buyers' selection during the last

week.
Novelty in Sweater Coats.

At the same time fairly large case lots of sweater
coats have been received in wholesale houses and
passed into stock. Some jobbers complain that they
cannot get several numbers of lines they want and
question why they do not get shipments, but again
buyers are assured that many sorting numbers will

be shown and almost immediate delivery given.
There is no real reason why merchants should lose

any sales, especially on higher-priced numbers, and
business so far has been on coats from $18 to $36.

Among the showings are several high novelties

in which the introduction of wood silks and wool
make stylish garments. These coats, so far, are only
sampled in very beautiful stitches and silk trimmed,
the roll collar and pockets being finished with
stripe or fancy colored silks. They will make ideal

gifts and are shown in all black with black and
white silk or pure white with white and black.

Several novelty patterns in trimmings can be added
if desired. Each wrap is separately boxed.

As this is one of the newest features of this sea-

son's business and a development of the year's sales

it will no doubt be still more a factor in next Fall
facing and samples. When asked about next year's

set of samples, designers comment that while they
of course will have to tone up their ranges with
something different, they have not yet decided on
just what it will be. Candidly they are averse at

this early date to give any information that might
lead their competitors to anticipate their showings.
However, the making of cheaper lines with wood
silk and wool and the increasing of ranges of

styles and prices is sure to be apparent.

Trend for Shorter Lengths.

A resume of sales conditions and stocks this

season will also show other changes both in style

and manufacture about to be evident in samples
forthcoming. It was asserted early that long coats

would not be as good. This prediction, while cor-

rect, in a measure was not fully verified. Many
stores have sold numbers of coats 45 inches long or

over. By reports from some manufacturers it is

questionable if this later demand was occasioned by
other mills having dropped them or that localities

not being fully supplied, these extra orders were re-

ceived to quite an extent.

Admittedly sweater coat trend is for shorter
lengths. There has been an idea that garments, un-
less there were in lengths usually associated with
pull-over sweaters, were not becoming but tended to

look stubby. This is still along the trend of utility.

The regular suit coat for Spring being shorter and
the general style tendency that way, it can be expect-
ed that both these reasons will have their effect on
samples brought out. Coats 24-25 inch are being
prepared with inis in prospect, although ranges
will carry assortments of different lengths as they
did this season.

" Mother's Choice and Mine Too"
When the wise mother buys hose for the'children
she chooses the brand that wears best—that is to

say she chooses

DOMINION

BRAND
HOSIERY
and the boys and girls

are as pleased as she

is. The drygoods mer-

chant who keeps "Do-
minion" brand hosiery

prominently before his

customers, assures him-

self a large and growing

hosiery trade.

Every pair bears our

guarantee tag.

Ask our travellers

to call.

A. BURRITT & COMPANY
DOMINION MILLS

MITCHELL ONTARIO

Health Brand

Underwear

Our stock is now complete

in all lines of Fall weights for

Women and Children.

We have also a complete

stock of short and no sleeve

Women's Vests in medium
weights at all prices.

Greenshields Limited

MONTREAL
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$i<&tot$t

"St. George y

The Brand That
Satisfies Men LinshrinkaBLE

UNDERWEAR FOR MEN

Brand
The Brand That

Pleases Men

It pleased them this season when the sales of "ST. GEORGE"
Brand underwear exceeded those in any previous year. It

will please them again next season, for which we have
prepared a splendidly varied line of quality goods, combining
the usual "ST. GEORGE " features—pure unshrinkable wool,

uniformity of stitch, perfect fit and finish—with those little

changes in cut which characterize superior underwear which
is always faultlessly correct.

"ST. GEORGE" BRAND
UNSHRINKABLE UNDERWEAR FUR MEN

is made in both two-piece and combination styles, and in

various weights. Only the finest selected yarn is used in its

manufacture. Every process is carefully supervised and
every garment is submitted to the most thorough examination
before being placed on the market.

The finished article, as it leaves our factory, is one which
commands the admiration of the most critical customers. It

is the right wear to bring your sales to their full capacity and
to keep them there.

Our facilities for handling orders are unsurpassed and we have
a reputation for prompt attention.

Let us help you to help yourself.

The Schofield Woolen Co., Limited
OSHAWA, ONTARIO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Mentioning the fact that there seemed to be

plenty of sweaters on the market it was found that

these are mostly cheaper lines. With factory clear-

ances now passed on to jobbers and the usual de-

mand late into the season for lesser-priced lines,

sweater coat business will be good until March 1st.

The real problems of the next two months are to

maintain novelty sales and direct purchases to better

priced goods. The balance of the season's business

will clean up departments generally.

Still another effect of this year's styles is the

gradual growth in demand for plain colors or two-

tones of one color combined. First contrasting

colors were in the ascendancy and are good property

to-day, especially in athletic combinations. Then,

two-color edge trims have been successful. Now
plain colors are spoken of altogether for next season,

such as gray with contrasting gray; delicate blend-

ing of favorite or staple shades. In several border

towns customers are asking altogether for plain

color sweaters.

Some New Features.

Other changes will be in the development of

collars and newer racks, although cardigan rib and

heavy pearl stitches will be just as good as ever. In

gaining novelty some manufacturers are preparing

entirely new weaves and the samples will further the

idea of two-tone colors, the application being in flat

braid or honeycomb effects carried out by using

two shades of yarn in one color. Staple colors and

white combined will appeal to customer's fancy. By
the time samples are ready for Fall 1912 placing,

buyers will be surprised at many of the_ develop-

ments presented to enhance selling attributes of

sweater coats.

Skating Suits.

Another good line for Christmas selling is skat-

ing suits. These are now taken in popular priced

numbers and retail at $10. Fancy honey-comb

knit styles, plain two-tone colors in well-made and

perfect fitting garments are now being ordered, as

a holiday novelty. Shades are silver gray and red,

tan and fawn, navy and red, white and sky, and the

reverse of these colors. Coats are neat and skirts

finished with tailored bands insuring against

stretching to any extent.

Shoulder Shawls.

Hug-me-tight shoulder shawls in machine knit

makes are included in samples presented for Christ-

mas and are seling in pure white. Some effective

garments are opened out. Several stores are pre-

paring hand-crochet hug-me-tight wraps from

Eiderdown wool in conjunction with their fancy

goods departments and hand-made aviation caps.

Orders are taken for gift-giving. Department heads

show a style on a figure and take orders for any
combination of colors.

Altogether, prospects are fine for record business

in knit goods departments during Christmas_ rush.

Sufficient stock is to hand and with good deliveries

tone-up orders, as well as novelty business should

commence at an early date.

There is greater latitude than ever in making
assortments representative, as during holiday season

customers want novelty and are not criticising price.

With the added numbers now before buyers knitted

goods should be a foremost section in adding to the

total of Christmas sales.

" Look for the Truth on the Toe

The Color
That's Constant
Hermsdorf's siamp on the sole is

the safest guide to stocking satis-

faction. Hermsdorf created a

durable demand when he creat-

ed a durable dye—a style that out-

lasts every season—and outsells

every tint of fugitive fashion.

For over twenty years the best
hosiery trade everywhere has de-
manded Hermsdorf Dyed Fast
Blacks for these very reasons.

Our booklet, "Stocking Selling Sense,"

is a real advertising service to help you
sell more real fast blacks. Window dis-

plays, show cards, advertisements, ideas for

hosiery sales—are generously crammed
into its .j.8 pages. Write for your copy
now.

Every time you buy black
hosiery look for the Hermsdorf
signature on the sole. It's the
name that sells the Stocking.

AMERICAN BUREAU:

235 West 39th Street, NEW YORK

WORKS :

CHEMNITZ, SAXONY
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AVIATION CAPS

-4ve:r Brand
Line T, $4.50

^caver Brand
Line AB, $6.00

A Novelty
for the

1911 Season
Special provision is made for the handling of

orders received by mail direct from our cus- q£av ,

tomers. Our travellers have no doubt made Line r, $6.ao

you familiar with the faultless quality of our
kinds of

Knitted Goods
We can assure you of our heartiest support

in the building up of a big business in these

lines.

R. M. Ballantyne, Limited
Shaver Brand

STRATFORD : ONTARIO l ne a, $9.00

1

S. LENNARD & SONS
DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of

:

LADIES' AND MISSES' RIBBED UNDERWEAR
Wish to advise you that their range of production for

SPRING 1912
is now completed and in the hands of their selling Agents, who will call upon

you, and we solicit a continuance of your esteemed orders
Our range comprises a number of new designs and also complete range of Combinations.

No Retailer's Stock

is complete without

these well-known

brands. asfe-"nss5«*^
SOLE SELLING AGENTS

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Brisk Underwear Season
Outlook for Spring is Very Promising — Success

of the New Closed Crotch Combinations —
Opportunity for Higher Priced Qualities

Underwear business in retail stores generally is

satisfactory and repeats on full lines are now coming

to hand. No complaints are heard regarding deliv-

eries from most mills, but some orders are behind

or late as a result of untoward circumstances. De-

partments have reached the season when sales can be

held and managers are introducing their cut price

lines or seconds in order to direct business. There

are still quite a number of factory clean-up lots

found in different warehouses and sold at list prices.

At any rate, they give retailers an opportunity to

offer values entailing some profit.

Counters are piled high with all the usual makes

found in women's underwear departments, and as far

as can be judged, at this time, there are no inquiries

for anything different. Retailers are selling more

combinations and O. S. sizes.

Comparison With Last Year.

In regard to Spring placing, buyers are following

their regular course and concerning first orders,

manufacturers report from their different territories

that business is up to, if not ahead of, last year's

selections at this time. There are those merchants

who leave their placing until January yet to be con-

sidered, and as their orders are expected to show in-

creases, this year's underwear business will be most

satisfactory. Buyers appear to be perfectly satisfied

with staple numbers, and are choosing qualities simi-

lar to last season.

No Price Changes.

In regard to lower prices on cotton underwear,

which report comes from United States sources, it

is asserted emphatically that no changes will be pos-

sible here. Manufacturers are not likely to relin-

quish their opportunity to make better showings on

cotton knit underwear, profits of which have never

been satisfactory. In fact, it is claimed that they

lost money in previous years. Prices, which are be-

ing quoted on goods now before merchants, will be

maintained without a doubt, and if buyers are an-

ticipating any lower quotations on account of in-

fluences on Canadian conditions of import lines,

manufacturers state that present prices will prevail.

Cotton prices may be easier, but as pointed out pre-

viously, not sufficiently so to affect Canadian prices

or values, either in lessened costs of manufacture or

in competition. This was discussed when samples

were first shown to manufacturers' agents.

Closed Crotch Combinations.

While lines taken are about the same as last

year's styles, values and prices, buyers are consider-

ing closed crotch combinations for women, and es-

pecially in children's sizes. This is one of the suc-

cessful departures of this season. All buyers in

larger stores are enthusiastic about them, and in the

method of presenting samples used by representa-

tives. It cannot be said that outside merchants have

taken as much interest as the success of this innova-

tion warrants, but from every standpoint—practic-

ability, warmth and health, closed crotch combina-

tions are sure to appeal to fathers, mothers and chil-

dren. In presenting either flat, knit or spring needle

This is your

Opportunity
Now is the time when everybody is buying
their winter underwear.

Therefore, we are advertising it to your
customers at a great cost, so as to increase
your sales.

Take full advantage of this advertising.

Display "CEETEE" Underwear and other
Turnbull Underwear attractively in your
windows.

Hang up our store and window cards
where they will be easily seen.

In this way you connect your store directly

with the advertising we are paying for, and
your customers will come in to buy.

C. TURNBULL CO. OF GALT, Ltd.

Manufacturers of the famous

"CEETEE" and Turnbull's Ribbed
Underwear.

GALT - - ONTARIO

THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262,005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST in the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI-
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends.

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN
FOOTWEAR

To be had from any of the Leading

Wholesale Dry Goods Houses
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Ask Any Mother or Father
What They Think of This

!

Show the parents who deal at

your store the newest and most
practical idea in children's com-
bination suits—a garment that

avoids all the faults that have
bothered the kiddies and their

mothers for years.

Listen to them exclaim in admiration
of these garments' common-sense
design. You will be glad then you
stocked the quick-selling line—

OLD STYLE NEW STYLE

WATSON'S L
Children's

KLOSED-KROTCH
COMBINATIONS

I

PATENTED JANUARY 17th, 1911

Nothing in your store is more up-to-date. Nothing you carry will

sell more rapidly. And the quality is there !—though the price makes
them move out in a hurry ! See, too, when
our man calls on you, the Watson Klosed-
Krotch (trade-mark) Combinations for men and
boys (patented January, 1911). All the old dis-

comforts banished ; and every detail worked out
to suit the buyer. See both lines—or you'll miss
something YOUR STORE WANTS TO SELL.

OLD STYLE NEW STYLE

MANUFACTURING
COMPANY, LIMITEDWATSON

Brantford, Ontario

ONTARIO MARITIME QUEBEC
Edward Burns Co.,

17 Wellington St. West,
Toronto

J. A. Murray,
Sussex, N.B.

A. L. Gilpin,

59 St. Peter Street
Montreal

I

NORTH-WEST—Bryce & Co., Winnipeg, Man.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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weaves, merchants are shown why these garments
are going to sell and be asked for over their counters.

We have heard many expressions of satisfaction

from people who are wearing their closed crotch

winter underwear, and from department managers
now showing winter weights. Customers are quick
to appreciate the benefits and satisfied people are go-

ing to demand them in summer weights. One cus-

tomer who was fortunate enough to wear this im-
provement in combinations last season explains that

they are the best thing he has found.

Convincing Demonstrations.

In demonstrating closed crotch combinations for

children, photos are shown of actual wearing condi-

tions. Every argument is fully met, and many ad-

vantages clearly depicted. First of these is a child's

inability to button its underwear, and the closed

crotch flap drawing more or less in place with the

lines of the body, thereby being a greater protection.

Then, when a child's underwear is undone, closed

crotch styles do not show below the skirt in an un-
sightly manner, as some makes are wont to do. In
criticising the size of the opening over the hips, one
merchant was skeptical if it was large enough, but
actual illustration quickly dispels this as another
advantage carefully met by closed crotch combin-
ations.

Both in fitting the body closely for added warmth
and in neat adjustment of outer clothing, closed

crotch styles, either when fastened or unbuttoned, are

preferred to old makes. All these advantages will

be appreciated by children as well, which means that

they will insist on having improved styles. Both for

adults and juveniles, fitting satisfaction is bound to

result in an ever growing demand.

Advertisers for dry goods stores have a fine open-
ing to present closed crotch underwear to consum-
ers during the next six months. Similar methods to

those used in placing these garments before buyers
could be turned into an interesting newspaper dem-
onstration. When appearing in conjunction with
publicity given and interest aroused by manufactur-
ers to create demand, merchants are bound to find re-

sults just as far beyond their expectations as early

placing of these lines has been in important centres

and in larger departmental stores.

There is no mistaking the trend in underwear
business, and while seasonable forecasts showing in-

creases of 50 per cent, were made in placing Fall

weight combinations, repeats have brought this total

up to 100 per cent., and output has been doubled
in some mills.

Demand for Staple Lines.

Staple lines have not fallen off as might be ex-

pected in face of unusual increase in combinations.

In a growing country like Canada, underwear de-

partments are increasing season after season, and
merchants are developing their business by adding
extra numbers. Judging from wholesale and retail

stocks, this season's sales will be exceptionally good,
and managers are now waiting for colder weather
to help move assortments in stock. There is an
amount of underwear business to be done in Novem-
ber, and merchants are preparing for semi-annual
sales during this month. Stocks generally are ex-

pected to be fairly clean by March 1st.

Selling is Easy
if you have the right goods. In underwear
the right goods an

RCC'O.

People who have been used to "Maple Leaf" won't
have anything else, and people who try them, after using
other brands, wish they had known ahout "Maple Leaf"
sooner. Their good cut, high quality, fine finish and
perfect comfort delight all wearers a d convince the
most skeptical.

"Maple Leaf" garments are the goods that bring

the trade that bring the profits to your store.

Thos. Waterhouse & Co., Limited

INGERSOLL, :: ONT.
TORONTO: Wilson & Angus

MONTREAL: Harold F. Watson. Weldon Co.. Coristine Bldg.

TIGER BRAND.

II II

"TIGER BRAND"
UNDERWEAR

"Tiger Brand" Underwear Is going- to be the
leader for Fall in the Underwear Mart. It has
the three most Important requisites of "good"
underwear — Superior Finish — Durability

—

Style.

If you have tried other brands and found
them wanting in "customers"—if you find

your underwear department slack when your
competitors about you are doing good busi-
ness—there's a hitch somewhere.
Ask yourself—have I a stock of the finest

Underwear obtainable?

No—not if you haven't Tiger Brand. It's

the one big customer-getter and a huge asset
to your shop. Send in your order now—see
the result for yourself.

1

Gait Knitting Co., Limited
Gait, - - Ontario
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UNDERWEAR
is not ordinary underwear. It is made
by our special spring needle process, which

gives it a fineness of texture unknown to

underwear made by the ordinary method*

The greatest care has been taken in the

design to make it body-fitting without

being tight or uncomfortable.

Our 1.912 lines include, among a very

full range of styles, special lines in silk

and wool for both men and women. These

are now being shown by our agents and

advance orders show that bookings will

be unusually heavy.

Be prepared for the opening of the

Spring season. Have your orders placed

in good time and get the right goods, i.e.,

the Ellis Spring Needle Ribbed Under-

wear.

THE ELLIS UNDERWEAR CO.
HAMILTON CANADA

SELLING AGENTS
Maritime Provinces, J. A. Murray, Sussex, N.B.; Montreal and Quebec Province, E.O Barrette & Co., Montreal;
Ontario, The Edward Burns Co., Toronto; Port Arthur to Pacific Coast, Bryce & Co., Winnipeg, and J. J

Thompson, Vancouver.
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UNSHRINKABLE
The genuine
oods bear

this mark

Made of the finest wool obtainable,
and manufactured in England under
perfect conditions. Your customers
can rely upon the utmost satisfaction

if they wear JAY. You and they will

be fully protected if each garment
bears the above trade mark.

SH'iSend, enquiries to thejWholesale Agents :

I. & R. MORLEY, 7" - G. BRETTLE & CO.,
LONDON. ENG.

WOOL
UNDER -

WEAR.
We're With You V

For Spring 1912

For months past the entire thought and energy of

our factory—our expert designers, cutters and oper-

ators—have been concentrated on the effort to produce

the best line of summer underwear for 1912, the line

which you will most readily sell.

It is now complete—in fact, it is on the market, await-

ing your inspection. It includes summer weight

vests, drawers, corset covers and combinations. The
new " Gauzine" and Spring Needle Underwear are

features of the men's goods shown.

Let us show you our samples,

stand by the result.

We are prepared to

The Oxford Knitting Co., Limited

Woodstock, Ontario «g#

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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The BIGGEST Month's Business ever done
by our Wholesale Department. We distributed

IN SEPTEMBER

OVER $1,000,000 WORTH

u(, Onyx' 4SL Hosiery
TRADE *&>t& r«Sf^S MIRK

((Merode "&&>_ Underwear

"Harvard Mills"

f"S,U Underwear.
This total proves that our Three Brands rise superior to all conditions.

WHERE CAN YOU FIND A SIMILAR RECORD ?

Veteran buyers and beginners appreciate an organization which provides

every Novelty and permits constant Duplication of Reliable Numbers which

increase their sales. The Efficiency of our Department with its Co-operation,

combined with the Reputation, sells our Brands.

If any further confirmation is needed, look at our Spring 1912 lines now
in the hands of our representatives.

WRITE US FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Lord & Taylor

Wholesale Distributors

New York

CHICAGO, 22 West Munroe Street BOSTON, 78 Chauncy Street

PHILADELPHIA, 1033 Chestnut Street

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Try a Sample of "O.V."
The most suitable underwear for the Canadian
winter. Weight, which means warmth, consid-

ered, the cheapest pure wool underwear you
can buy.

66
TRADE MARK O.V." Brand
UNSHRINKABLE

is sold through the leading wholesale houses.

It has been on the market for five years and has
proved itself.

PURE WOOL ELASTIC RIB

has no superior among pure wool elas-

tic rib underwear. Remember the

brand "O.V." (Ottawa Valley.)

TRY THESE LINES

Lines 600—601 and 605—Men's Pure
Wool, medium weights.

Line 130 and 140—Men's pure wool,
(heavy and extra heavy weights.)

Line 7 1 — extra, extra heavy pure wool.
Line 650—extra heavy pure worsted.

Manufactured
By BATES & INNES, Limited

CARLETON PLACE, ONT.

Jaeger Pure Wool
FOR CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

TTITE would remind "Jaeger" Agents that there

is no more acceptable present than a

"Jaeger'' garment—whether it be Dressing Gown,

Lounge Jacket, Sweater Coat, Travelling Rug,

Motor Scarf, Gloves, Slippers, Fancy Vest,

Cosy Spencer, Winter Cap, or any of hundreds of

articles in our Price List—they afford lasting

pleasure and comfort to the recipient, and satis-

faction to the giver.

This is the time to order.

DR. JAEGER'S»n SYSTEM Company -

Limited

WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE. 52 Victoria Square. MONTREAL

Hleane mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Some Elaborate Openings
New York Stores Displayed Gowns and Millinery

on Living Models—The Latest Touch From
Paris Worn by Gaby Desbys.

Staff Correspondence

New York, Oct. 28.

DURING October all of New York retail estab-

lishments announced millinery openings

and many of them were very elaborate af-

fairs; quite as diverting as a matinee, judg-

ing from the crowds of women and men who at-

tended each performance. John Wanamaker,
Gimbel Brothers and R. H. Macey & Co. each had
display of costumes and hats worn by over a dozen

models, these beginning at ten and lasting until

twelve and from two to four in the afternoons.

The Simpson, Crawford Co. followed by a unique
corset exhibition on living models, which, of course,

was not quite as public an affair. It was largely

attended by women who were interested in seeing

and hearing how to adjust and wear the new cor-

sets, most of which were both long and high and
characterized by straightness of line. The lace-in-

front models are gaining in favor, all the corset de-

partments reporting an increase in their sales.

Displayed on Living Models.

Of the three costume and millinery displays on
living models, Gimbel Brothers was the most elab-

orate. So many were attracted to this exhibition

that it was continued for ten days, considerably
longer than either of the others.

The gardens of the Monte Carlo Casino were
reproduced as a setting for the costumes, which were
very handsome and included everything from the
severe riding habit to the filmiest ball gown and
mosl wonderful evening wraps and chapeaux. To
describe any of these in detail would not keep one
in conjuring up the picture in one's mind. Broadly
speaking, all three displays, as do the less spectactu-

lar one-, uive the preference to the large hat for

"le grande toilette" and the smaller and higher one
for the less elaborate costume. There is a noticeable

decrease in the height of the large hats at least;

some of them indeed are quite squat looking and
are trimmed only with bands of rich fur and with
velvet flowers. Those that are plumed are rather

higher, ostrich being mounted very high this season,

as is goura and paradise. A perfect wealth of the

latter was used on the hats, notably those of velvet

and of lace.

There is a good deal of metallique lace being used,

but the smartest hats are the velvet ones, unless one
except a few of moleskin, which has come to the

fore in leaps and bounds.

Quite naturally the openings feature dressy hats

and at the season of the Horse Show, when the

social wheel is beginning, it is but natural that this

class of millinery should occupy the centre of the

stage. After all, these are the important hats any-

way, since the cheaper hats are but modifications

and imitations of them.

Dressy Hats Much Trimmed.

While there is considerable complaint about the

lack of trimming used on street hats, there can be

no such criticism made of the dressy hat. It is

laden with trimming, particularly ostrich which,

in both curled and uncurled effects, and in wonder-
ful colorings, is in great demand. Amazons lead in

solid curls or in two-tones of one color. Brilliant

geranium pink, coral and cerise, to call them but
familiar names, lead with vivid green and the

leather shades next followed by purple and blue,

the two last shades being killed for the smart trade

by over-popularity. Dull shades of purple are the

only ones favored by the smart modistes now, but
these, bordering on the raisin and prunelle shades,

as well as violet and fuchsia shades, are well liked.

Gardenias in their wax-like whiteness and deep
poinsettas, poppies and flat roses are the smart
flowers. For the small, close-fitting bonnet there

are garlands of small flowers, but these are usually

of satin with chenille or metal foliage.
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merv
LIMI

7 FRONT STREET

ENORMOUS GROWTH IN
Spring 1910-
Fall 1910-
Spring 191 1-

Fall 1911-

THRALL 191 1 is estimated business, based on weekly re-

** ports which represent, so far this season, an increase

of over 50%, nothwithstanding the fact that we were a week
later starting" on. the road.

From the diagram you will see that our second season

more than doubled our first ; our third season more than

doubled the second and was six times as great as the first;

our fourth season, estimated by business which we are re-

ceiving from week to week, represents over 50% increase on

last season, or eight times as great as the business done

spring 1910.

Further proof of healthy growth.
Largest individual order, spring 1910—$556.00.

Largest individual order, fall 1910—$747.00.

Largest individual order, spring 191 1—$1378.00.

(Up-to-date) Largest individual order, fall 191 1
—

$2444.00

MILLINERY
Toronto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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mmissioners
TED
EAST, TORONTO

THREE and a HALF SEASONS

These are not dream pictures but facts. Neither is the

indication or meaning" of this enormous growth at all un-

certain. It is positive proof that our millinery offers un-

usually attractive values and styles. This has not been dis-

puted by any buyer who has seen our range this season.

What we claim for our line is that it represents the

largest assortment of high class millinery shown in Canada,

and that comparison will lead to orders every time. This

claim is backed by the fact that we sell almost every large

departmental store in Canada.

Our Representatives
We are voiced by seven strong millinery men, who are

interested in and represent Millinery Commissioners, Ltd.,

from coast to coast in Canada. These men are particularly

well posted because they buy abroad as well as sell in Can-

ada, and so are completely in touch with the millinery trade.

When one of our representatives calls on you

this season, investigate our claims.

COMMISSIONERS
LIMITED

Paris

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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While it is not pre-eminently a black and white

season, there is a great deal of it worn, particularly

for tailored hats. Black, velvet, felt and velour,

trimmed with pleated arrangements of white moire
ribbon or wings, are very smart, and white ostrich,

while not as popular as colors, is selling better than
black and is used more often for trimming black

hats.

The Latest Paris Fad.

A small black velvet hat, edged with white fur

and trimmed with a lattice band of pearls and a
huge, black velvet bow at the back has been recently

shown here as the latest fad in Paris. The famous
Gaby Desbys, favorite of the ex-king of Portugal,

wears one in her "act" at the Winter Garden here.

As a fashion display, the appearance of Gaby is

noteworthy, but her gowns and hats are about all

that are worth seeing. This hat is especially ap-

propriate for an evening toilette and is a pleasant

change from the large hats usually designed for that

purpose.

The masses have seized upon the small poke
and draped turban, but the lack of trimming used
on these and hoods is making them unpopular with
the trade.

The New Kurzman Store.

One of the most interesting events of the month
in the millinery circles was the opening of the new
Kurzman establishment on Fifth Avenue. This
shop is more like a museum of exquisite curios than
a shop. There is a reproduction of the famous Paul
Poiret Garden, some beautiful pieces of statuary
and chandeliers that are copied from some of the
most famous in Europe. The Louis XV and XVI
periods are drawn upon for the scheme of decora-
tion, wreaths and ribbons being repeated in the de-

signs. A mezzanine balcony is a feature of the
establishment, which, by the way, is not devoted ex-

clusively to millinery, for exquisite gowns, wraps and
furs have been added, and of course coiffure orna-
ments are given considerable attention.

The Kurzman establishment now includes the
corner as well as their old stand and is one of the
handsomest business houses on Fifth Avenue if not
one of the handsomest of its kind in the world.
The merchandise carried by this firm is, of course,

the best—all materials used in the workrooms being
imported. Many large and medium-sized hats are

being shown by them, fur being featured as well as

lace.

Bonwit, Teller & Co. are now occupying their

handsome new building on the south-east corner of

38th St. and Fifth Ave., their old store on 23rd St.

being leased by a fur house. Millinery has been
added to the Bonwit, Teller & Co. departments.

Already Talking of Spring.

The millinery trade is not as good as in former
seasons, but the retailer reports business picking up
so that re-orders may be looked for by the whole-
saler. Their attention has already wandered to

Spring and a few early birds have their line ready
and men on the road with samples.

A demand for beavers has suddenly and more
or less unexpectedly developed. Plushes, particu-

larly white, are scarce. Fringe is still selling well.

Ribbons and yard goods "are the one best bet," and
velvet is in the lead with taffeta following for drap-
eries and bows. White grosgrain and moire ribbons

are good for pleated choux and other ornamenta-
tions.

London has sent us another successful musical
comedy—The Quaker Girl—and the hats worn by
both men and women of that faith are serving as

inspiration for the milliners. There are rather high
crowned, broad leaf hats as well as bonnets being
offered anent the Quaker Girl and both styles are

meeting with favor. The stage is an important fac-

tor in molding the fashions of the day and theatres

are interesting from a sartorial as well as a dramatic
standpoint.

The Quaker influence is already being felt here
but it must be admitted that it would be a worldly
Quaker indeed who affect the so-called Quaker head
dress.

Aigrettes Much Used.

Wherever the sale of aigrettes is permitted, they
are used freely on the hats. Paris used endless num-
bers of aigrettes. We in New York content our-

selves with blondine, with neumadie and vulture,

with goura and paradise and straight ostrich cock-

ades and the greatest of these is paradise and the
only most nearly calculated to console us for the

loss of the aigrette. It is hoped and expected that

flowers will be revived with the Spring since their

winter bloom is not inconsiderable.

SPRING 1912
Make it a point to see our collection of

Flowers, Foliage, Mohair and Ramie Braids and Trimmings, Ribbons,

Silks, Laces and Millinery Novelties

Our representative will call on you shortly, and we invite you to look at the collection.

If you cannot see our range, write us for samples and we will gladly forward at once prepaid-

Elliott, Sherring <a Co., Limited
MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS AND IMPORTERS OF MILLINERY

Ogilvie Building, 37 Wellington Street West TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Think for your customer.

The more thought from

a customer 's viewpoint

that you put behind your

advertisements the larger

your sates Bill he.

GOOD *!*«<(

ADVERTISING''

WITH the approach of the Christmas season,

merchants, large and small, are considering
how best to advertise their goods effectively.

It is one season of the year in which vast

assortments of suitable lines clamor for emphatic
attention at the same time, and the ad.-man must see

to it that every section of the store has fair representa-

tion.

Probably the advertising that has strongest ap-

peal is that which takes the form of special lists care-

fully arranged for each member of t lie household.

These are full of suggestion and help decision. There
is such a bewildering array of articles made at this

season that people appreciate any attempt on the part

of the merchant to think for them.
Two advertisements are here reproduced which

embody this idea in a very attractive way. It is not
necessary to illustrate the advertisement profusely

when lists such as these are given : the people want
plain facts and figures. From that point of view
the specimens here presented are especially strong.

They also contain a suggestion for the merchant

who is handicapped in having only an indifferent

medium by which to reach his people, and who issues

a folder, a dodger, a price list or catalogue from time
to time. By arranging his Christmas lines under
headings such as appear in these advertisements,

setting them up in neat, attractive form, and mailing
them to his customers, the merchant would undoubt-
edly reap considerable benefit.

The Review has before it several catalogues, issued

by merchants endeavoring to develop good locality

trade. The average page-size of these catalogues is

7 by 9 inches. Into the four or eight pages which
they contain, information similar to that presented

by .these two Eaton advertisements, could be placed

and the result would be a booklet sure to meet with
the appreciation of Christmas shoppers.

Where the special list idea is carried out in cata-

logue or folder form, The Review would suggest that

the merchant attach to each copy sent out a small
programme pencil by means of which customers
could check off the items required. This inexpensive
addition would tend to make the list even more at-

Suggestions From a Superb Source of Supply
CM. to Sail <U Mood, iho AW mraf lU Tail* of Lorry Mmbor of iff Fomify.

PlZ

for tW Bo, For Horn

STORE OPENS S A.M. CLOSES « P.M.

What May Be Boutfhi at One, Two and Five Dollars^ ESurtS

I Sfevuv of H.,h < i... MrdUtdW

These two advts. describe Christmas suggestions in a very attractive way This kind of lay-out is'.'sure to bring
business during the holiday season
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tractive and more likely to be reserved for actual use.

A description of some of the catalogues recently

sent to The Review by merchants who are using

them as a means of developing the trade of their

respective districts will be of interest.

®

Merchant Does His Own Printing

A sixteen-page booklet, 5% x 7 inches, by B. W.
Thomas, Hartford, Ont., makes it evident that this

merchant, who taught himself the art of printing

and has a press in the rear of his store, believes in

having a permanent representative in the homes of

his people.

The booklet is printed on yellow paper and calls

particular attention to the "Annual Fall Baxgaiu

Sale." As a printer, Mr. Thomas has ideas. He has

used a red tint block at the top of front cover on
which to print, in heavy block letters, "Bargain

Sale." In the same way, at the bottom, he has em-

phasized the days of the sale. The limitations of his

bindery are evident by the fact thai pins are used

instead of wire staples to fasten the booklet together.

But rnese things do not detract from the merit of

the w.rk as good advertising. Each page is devoted

to a department and the material is well put to-

gether The booklet was distributed iii an envelope

printed i > red and blue. A border is done hi tbese

colors, a large blue bell in the right hand upper
owner and in red, the words: 'Ring'Q'T in the Annu-
al Fall Bargain Sale at the Corner Store." Space is

left for the address.

As the head of a progressive store, his own
editor, publisher, compositor, binder and printer's

devil, Mr. Thomas certainly occupies a unique posi-

tion as a conqueror of handicaps.

Catalogue for Locality Trade

A. Hilker & Son, Vancouver, are not their own
printers, but they are the editors and publishers of

Hilker's News, issued "in the interests of the leading

dry goods store on Mount Pleasant"—also Hilker's.

The cut here presented gives a good idea of the style

of this booklet which is issued regularly as a means
of reaching the people in ,the locality. The firm do

not use the large city papers. They find that the

catalogue better represents their personality and is

not handicapped by those inequalities of relative

position when a merchant in a distant section of the

city essays to advertise in the large papers.

There is only one serious defect about "Hilker's

News"—that is, the unnecessary patronage given to

superlatives. Such phrases as "The opportunity of

a lifetime," "Biggest values ever shown," "Great
slash," "Hundreds of yards," are now regarded as

veterans entitled to a well-earned rest. The space

economizer has been at work and is using more direct

practical information, sufficient of itself to focus at-

tention. An excellent idea is embodied in Hilker's

HILKER'S NEWS
PuLfinbtd in th« Interest <rf the LeM&og Dry Goods Star* on ML Pleuaut.

JoL. II. VANCOUVER. B.C., SEPTEMBER U. 1911 No. IP

An Opportunity of a Lifetime

We are putting on ante

The Biggest Dress Goods Values

Ever Shown in Vancouver

No "rules or regulation's* '.ll; '"iii~", Tow a great big. straight clear-

ance of dependable Dress Good* at a fraction of regular values.

Don't miss it! Come early!

Sale opens 8:30 Satalrlay, 164 September, 1911.

See windows od Wt-dwwdJ*y, Thursday and Friday.

Positively none of **se gooda on tele until Saturday morning, and

then they will be on sale while they la»t, if it takes an hour or a week.

See next page for particulars.

2334 WESTMINSTER ROAD
Between 7th aad 8th Avenues

Front page of a store medium issued by A. Hilker & Son,
Vancouver, in developing locality trade.

News, and so long as it gives the news in a bright

way it should pull the business.

Since it is suggestive of the newspaper form, it

might be a good plan to divide the pages into two
columns and follow out the idea more closely, intro-

ducing cuts. The pages at present are set full width
and by re-arrangement could be made more attrac-

tive and at the same time admit of more matter.

®

The McKinnon Catalogue

A catalogue of 103 pages has just been received

from The McKinnon Co.'s Cash Store, "Weyburn,
Sask. Weyburn, be it known, has a population of
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Regent Street, Transcona

Boots and

Shoes

In these two ads.. Matt Hall. Transcona. Man., asks for opinions from customers upon the beat use of advertising;
space. He says it pays.
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only 2,500 people, so that it may be regarded as a

fact that when a merchant in a town
of this size issues so elaborate a publica-

tion, he has already secured a good, hold
upon the available business of the sur-

rounding country. Every department is extensively

illustrated, a notable fact when one considers the

difficulty generally experienced in obtaining cuts

suitable for such a work in a town of that size. In
short,, the book, which is issued twice a year, would
do credit to a mercantile centre much larger than
Weyburn. The pages are 7x10 inches.

The McKinnon Co. have been in business in

Weyburn for 10 years. They are about to erect a

new store of three storeys, with 100 feet frontage and
depth of 130 feet.

®

Seeks Customers' Opinion

Matt Hall, of Transcona, Manitoba, recently ask-

ed his customers, "How would you use this space

every week?" He uses 9 by 6 inches reguarly and
his question was thrown out for information. The ad-

vertisement and the best answer are reproduced here.

The prize was $5. The lady who secured the money
told Mr. Hall that "any suggestions would be super-

fluous," considering the merit of the store news that

he was putting over. It sometimes pays to have cus-

tomers make suggestions, and criticisms calculated

to make one sit up are often worthy of the mer-
chant's appreciation. Mr. Hall's idea is unique and
certainly arouses interest, provided the prize can be
awarded without causing ill-feeling.

Concerning the results of this advertisement, and
the outlook in Transcona, Mr. Hall writes:

"We got very satisfactory results from /the en-

closed advertisements. What do you think of them?
Something new, but something which paid us in

dollars and cents. Shall be glad to have your opin-

ion.

"The town of Transcona is growing very fast; we
have now about 300 buildings in the town, 254 of

which are inhabited; two banks, two dry goods and
clothing stores, five grocers, two butchers, one baker,

one drug store, two hotels, three pool rooms, four
lumber yards, etc. We want a shoemaker. Every
other line seems to be well represented at present."

Comparison Too Magnanimous
It must have almost dumbfounded the people of

Harriston, Ont., and vicinity when Whaley & Clarke
appealed to them through an advertisement that

boosted the T. Eaton Co. at the first breath. The
Review has seen advertisements in which merchants
have, with advantage, compared certain of their

prices with those of the mail order house, but the
advertisement here produced is in a class by itself.

Certainly, the people read it, but as the judge said to

an obstreperous member of the bar, it is "irrelevant,

unnecessary and out of order." Candor and mag-
nanimity are good things in their places, and it can-
not be denied that when they inspire a comparison
such as this, people will begin to think. But the
local merchant will wait a long day before the mail
order house returns the compliment. It is a fact be-

yond all question that they do as they agree. Other-
wise thev would not be in business. Thev advertise

that fact in season and out of season and follow it up
with execution. Then, why should the local mer-
chant advertise it? He can use his space to much
better effect by comparative figures proving the merit
of home values, he can give a service that will work
overtime advertising his store; he can consult with
customers in working out defects in that service; he
can demonstrate in his window displays that he is

entitled to patronage that is going out of town; he
can write personal letters to selected lists of customers
calling their attention to goods in which they would
be interested ; in fact, there are many ways in which
people can be made to think without reference to

competitors. Certainly, it is not necessary to knock
—neither should a merchant go out of his way to

boost.

We Want Your Business-We Need It.

T. Eaton Co. Limited

Do Just As They Agree

Ifwe can do 'as well for you as any catalogue house

without asking: any advantage whatever, are we
not entitled to your business. All we ask is an

even chance.

An advt. in which the

merchant has been far

too generous to his most
aggressive competitor.

We will thank you for having- given us an opportu-

nity and we will class you with the fair and right

minded and we will be only too glad to admit that

they beat ub to it.

Yours for your Dry Goods and Clothing Business I

on an equal baas.

WHALEY & CLARKE

In the introductory headlines of this advertise-

ment, Eaton's get the best of it
—"We want your

business—we need it. T. Eaton Co. do just as they

agree." On their face, the lines may be mistaken
for an appeal by that house. Why was it necessary

to mention this particular firm? There is another
one quite as active in getting after local trade ; their

catalogue is just as interesting and people "from out

of town" flock to that store in goodly number. Why
discriminate Whaley & Clarke would not give a
competitor, locally situated, the same consideration

in their advertising, and to The Review, it seems that

in this comparative statement, they have been over-

generous as regards a competitor far more dangerous
than a "man up street." We would appreciate a line

from them describing the tangible effects of this

advertisement.

Pleasing Balance in this Advertisement

For a well-arranged, perfectly balanced and al-

together attractive advertisement, it would be diffi-
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cult to improve upon the full-page specimen sent in

by J. M. Curll, of Robinson & Co., Calgary.

Here is an example which avoids that generality of

headline and introduction which is a problem with

so many ad.-men. No space is wasted in unnecessary

explanations, and the logical sequence of the claim

made in the opening statement consists of items cor-

Every Careful Shopper Keeps in i

,
Touch with Robinson's—IT PAYS

A well written advertisement, in which the balance and
general arrangement are particularly good.

rectly departmentized and effectively displayed. The
advertisement demonstrates further that it is not

necessary to use many kinds of type to secure strik-

ing effect. There is a pleasing uniformity, with par-

agraphs well emphasized, and the cuts are good. The
general layout suggests more than ordinary study of

possible effects in typographical arrangement.

Try An Expansion Sale
Merchants everywhere are recognizing the fact

that women are the main buyers of merchandise at

retail and they know, too, that the best way to in-

terest women in their merchandise is to excite

curiosity. Offering well-known staples at close prices

is one way to get this trade ; a touch of novelty in

method of offering also helps. The recent elections

may indicate that Canadian merchants are not in

favor of reciprocity, but it is assumed that the ma-
jority of them favor expansion.

If you speak of the expansion sale in the adver-

tising, the show window should back up the argu-

ment with a connection. The sketch shows one
method of doing this. In the centre along the top

border line of the background an inverted half oval

and diamond panel is set. This can be of beaver
board tinted a deep cream color, and attached to the

face of this is a mass of adiantum in Fall colors.

This serves as a means of bringing out the connec-
tion between the window and the advertising. The
words "Expansion Sale" are cut out of heavy mat
board and posed ahead of the foliages. One word,
"Expansion," is tinted white with gold border, and
the word "Sale" all gold. Below the panel and ex-

tending across the entire background and end is a
covering of wood grain paper, suggesting Circassian

walnut, the newest cover effect brought out for use
in window backgrounds. The sketch will give only
a vague idea of the beautiful effect of this paper for

such purpose.

There are three things that recommend this cov-

ering for backgrounds in show windows. First, it

is a perfect reproduction of the hardwood mentioned,
Seen through glass, even an expert will be deceived
to think it is actual Circassion walnut. Next is the

Low cost; this paper is 24 inches wide, comes in a
continuous length at 10 cents a yard, applied with
brush and paste like wallpaper. The average trim-

mer is enough of a mechanic to put it on. The sketch
shows it framed top and bottom ; some contrast in

plain colors as judgment dictates will do for this.

To have this painted a dull bronze will form a rich

effect and appropriate.

Background for November bed-

ding and blanket sale or similar

event under the caption Expan-

sion Sale. Circassian walnut

effect made of applied paper.
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No ^1
Shelf-Warmers

in the

"HYGEIAN"
k RANGE

r
I "*RIM your windows with two brands of Underwear,
" one with garments bleached by the old method of

Chloride of Lime, and the other with the pure snowy
white Hygeian, and you will get a direct proof of the

attractive powers of

The beautiful pure whiteness attracts, and the soft,

even, clean texture completes the sale. Our new elec-

tric bleach process is far and away ahead of the old

fabric-injuring chemical way.

HYGEIAN UNDERWEAR is knit to form, and wears
well. We give careful attention to prompt deliveries.

Eagle Knitting Company
LIMITED

Controlled by J. R. Moodie & Sons, Limited

HAMILTON - - CANADA

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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THE STORY OF A ROLL
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Retailers Taking Discounts
It is Evident that During the Past Year There

Has Been Marked Improvement in This

Respect — What Wholesalers Say.
Staff Correspondence

Montreal, Oct. 30.—Are retail merchants

throughout the country taking the discounts of the

wholesaler to a greater degree this year than in form-

er years?

Of course, there would probably be a wide differ-

ence in the opinions of many of the large wholesalers

throughout the country on this question, but from

interviews with several of the leading houses in this

city, much information was obtained.

It is a fact that the man who takes his discounts

makes a second profit. That this is realized by
many merchants is illustrated by statistics given to

a representative of The Review a few days ago.

"We find that about seventy-five per cent, of

our customers take our cash discounts," said a mem-
ber of a leading dry goods firm. 'Tt might be safe

to say more than this take the discount; but to be

sure on the point I will put it at seventy-five per

cent. I know every wholesaler could not say the

same as we do. But in my opinion the general

business conditions throughout this country are im-

proving. The average number of merchants taking

discounts from the different houses, would probably

amount to about sixty per cent, of the whole number
of dry goods houses doing business at the present

time.

"It is probably due to our method of doing busi-

ness that brings our business nearer the cash system.

If merchants would consider what advantages were

received from paying cash for goods purchased, I

am sure the 'buying of goods on time' would be a

method seldom used. It is the desire of all of us to

buy goods where we can get them the cheapest.

Now any merchant doing business to-day would not

pay one hundred dollars for anything that could be

bought for ninety-five. But many are doing this

same thing without thinking or knowing about it.

They buy quite an amount from one firm, and
quite an amount from another firm ; are given three

months or more to pay for these goods at a net

price. Now, the majority of wholesalers are willing

to give a discount of five per cent, for thirty days,

or six per cent, for ten days. If merchants doing a

large business would sit down and consider what

extra amounts were paid in the run of a year, for a

little extra time to pay their debts, they would be

somewhat surprised at the amount lost in this time.

"It would pay the average merchant to borrow

money at a fair rate of interest, so as to take all

available discounts. In the course of a year this

amount could be turned over several times, and the

extra profit made would fully pay the interest on

the amount borrowed.

"To illustrate this, let us suppose a certain mer-

chant purchases one thousand dollars' worth of

goods at five per cent, discount in thirty days. He
has to borrow eight hundred ; or let us say he bor-

rows one thousand dollars. In one year the interest

on this borrowed money would amount to fifty dol-

lars. The discount on the purchased goods would

be fifty dollars. With this discount the interest is

paid for one year. Before the year is up this $50

should be turned over three or four times. If figur-

ed up carefully, the profits on goods bought from
the fifty dollars, and acruing profits would amount
to at least fifty dollars. So, at the end of the year
the merchant would have the fifty dollars' discount
received at the first of the year, and the fifty dollars'

profit received from the turning over of the fifty

dollars during the year."
This is only an illustration of what is possible

for the up-to-date merchant of to-day to do. If the
merchant is buying on time, he should think this

subject over carefully and see if by changing his
methods he cannot increase his profits as well as
his sales.

Good Times in Evidence.
Another firm states, that, although it was hard

to tell exactly how the cash discounts compare with
last year, until the accounts were closed and balanced
at the close of this year; it is evident that times
are good. Money is coming in freely, and merchants
are eager to buy for the coming seasons. There are
several reasons that account for this. One of the
principal reasons is the fact that many of the mer-
chants throughout the country allowed their stocks
to run very low this summer, on account of the un-
certainty of the prevailing prices on the staple lines
for Fall and Spring deliveries. Now that the situ-

ation is assuming definite prices, these merchants
feel free to stock up with new goods. Another im-
portant item that should not be forgotten is the
prosperous state of the farmers. This year the
crops have been large, and the prices are remarkably
high; the demand is good for all kinds of farm
produce. With a good wheat, hay and apple crop
times are sure to be brisk.

The mail order houses might be the cause of an
increase in ready cash. These houses are educating
the customer to buy for money. And people are
beginning to realize that to buy for money means
to buy reasonably. With this in view, merchants
are making efforts to attract attention to the fact

that cash will do wonderful things at their stores.

Although the mail order houses may be an injury
to the retail merchant in a direct manner; these
houses exert some good influences toward the aver-

age merchant. The fact that people are sending
large amounts of money away from their home
towns causes the merchants to sit up and take notice.

It causes them to go over their store and pick out
the weak and unbusinesslike methods. And in the
end the cash system will be the only system thought
of in all dry goods stores where it can possibly be
adopted. When this comes to pass all will receive

dollar for dollar, and there will be less trouble and
fewer obstacles to overcome.

See Page 136

For Article on Show Card Writing

—The Edwaids Sh ort Cut Course

with full page illustration.



Fancy Christmas Linens
Crash in All Weights is] Leading Material for

Cushions and Covers — Cluny Much Used on
Heavy Linens — Boudoir and Living Room Sets

GERMAN crash forms the groundwork for

most of the fancy articles, such as cushion-'

and table covers, now offering for holiday
trade. Stencilled effects have the advantage

of being usable as they are, or capable of being hand-
somely embroidered in silks. Designs remain prin-

cipally of the conventional type. The natural shade

of the crash makes a highly desirable background
for the bright-colored silks.

The touch of black which is appearing every-

where shows itself in stencillings and in embroid-
eries. Black satin cushions, embroidered in floral

effects are again seen, after years of neglect. Black
embroidery flosses are being asked for.

Boudoir sets will have an excellent sale. These
are seen in all types, from the strictly useful to the

decidely luxurious. To the first class belong the:

natural linen (butcher's) articles, with insets of

Cluny lace, and with or without runners of colored

ribbon. The laundry bag, cushion cover, or slip, as

it is often called, the bureau scarf, dressing table

cover, and perhaps an extra small centre or cover for

side table, the pin-cushion cover, work-bag, dressing

case or whatever other accessories may seem desirable,

are all made to match. These sets contain few 01

many pieces according to their cost.

Elaborate styles show the metallic laces in com-
bination with tapestry. The Gobelin tapestries are

especially strong this year for all such purposes, and
every fancy goods department should stock some of

these tapestries for the construction of the new bags

and for the above purposes. Lined with satin they
make a very desirable decorative touch in any room.

Living room sets, sometimes called bungalow
sets, show a couple of table covers, square and oblong
cushion slips, dresser or sideboard scarf, and even a

footstool done to match. Hassocks and footstools are

selling well.

Embroideries in bright-colored worsteds are seen,

but the position they will occupy for interior decora-

tions is as yet doubtful. Some striking effects, espe-

cially in patterns taken from our American Indians,

are to be seen. As a novelty, they attract much at-

tention to the department.

Importance of Beads

Retailers should not fail to stock beads for fancy-
work. They are one of the season's most prominent
features, and will have excellent sales, both for em-
broidering fancy goods and dresses.

Wooden beads were seen on some of the newest
cushions and covers.

Artificial silk floss is now one of the best selling

articles in the fancy goods line. Undoubtedly its

gloss is superior to the real thing, and it can be
washed successfully if carefully handled.

In fancy lines, attention may be called to the ex-

cellent sales of bags—party bags, slipper bags brush
and comb bags, workbags, collar bags and laundry
bags—every kind of bag, in fact, has been selling

well.

The Pullman apron dressing case
;
with pocket

for each toilet accessory, and capable of being rolled

into most compact form, is a useful gi"t article.

Play aprons for small children have nursery
rhymes and pictures in stencil or print.

Infants' accessories, such as small coats, bootees,

caps, mitts and scaxfs, will be excellent sellers. The
varieties which show few seams are in favor, and in

knit and crochet numbers the neat-fitting styles are

the best.

This season will see unusual sales of chintz and
cretonne fancy goods. This line is constantly grow-
ing in public favor, because of its practicability.

Cushion covers and bureau scarfs of English cre-

tonnes, or of fancy muslin and cretonne combina-
tions, sell well.

This practical material also lends itself to darn-
ing bags, laundry bags, waste baskets, etc. Cretonne
sets for bedrooms are considered excellent form.

Hatpins Are Smaller
Matched Sets Include Pendant, Brooch and

Ear-rings — Turquoise a Favorite Stone
— Rhinestones Popular.

Hatpins are much smaller than last season, and
decidedly less prominent in the trade. Spike shapes

are good, and shorter lengths are sold. Filigree ef-

fects sell well.

Matched sets of pendant, brooch and ear-rings, to

be retailed at from $3.50 upward, show great deli-

cacy in workmanship, and cannot be detected readily

as imitations.

Ear-rings are extremely popular, and sales of

rings for unpierced ears are being everywhere re-

ported. Gipsy hoops, as well as the more modest
single pearls, drops and pendants, are selling. Large
filigree ovals with rhinestone settings and fancy me-
dallions are other designs which have caught popu-
lar fancy.

Turquoise jewelry and beads are coming steadily

to the front. While not likely to be such a rage as

coral, the general feeling for blue expresses itself in

this fashion. Turquoise ear-drops are good.
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We Have Stated in Every Advertisement
of ours, since the very beginning of the Fall season, that the line of

LADIES' HAND BAGS
which we are showing the trade for the Fall and Christmas season of 1911, is complete in the

full sense of the word. The time to order goods for your Christmas requirements is drawing to an

end, and we therefore urge you to consider the following:

Ladies' Hand Bags in all sorts of grained leathers, ranging in price from $4.50 to $18 a doz.

A full line of Seal Goat Bags, costing from $12 to $48 per doz.

Velvet and Chamois Bags, full of variety and style, assorted as to colors, from $3.50 to $48 per

doz.

Judging from the number of orders our various salesmen have sent us in from the territory they

have already covered, we are convinced that our own estimation of the range of samples we have

gotten up for the Fall season of 1911 was not an exaggerated one.

22Z7-$36°JP£rDoz. aiE8-$/a.2°Pe*Doi..

BI8/-$/8°9P€*Doz.

We illustrate herewith three of our leaders, and we feel sure that you will agree with us, that we

give our customers more than full good value for the money, at the prices quoted for these lines.

We again ask you to wait for our representative before placing your Christmas order for leather

goods. He is bound to be in your town soon, and we feel quite confident that you will make no

mistake in holding your order until you have had an opportunity to see and examine the splen-

did range of samples which we are showing to the trade this season.

CANADA LEATHER GOODS CO.
409-415 St. James Street, MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Novel lorgnette chains consist of opal, turquoise

or of braided strands of tiny beads.

A line of Egyptian scarabs in dull silver settings,

with an occasional tiny rhinestone, was one of the

most beautiful displays seen. For cheap jewelry

these combine refinement with genuineness to a re-

markable degree. The lucky scarab grows more
popular all the time.

Pearls are selling well in all grades and at all

prices. Demand continues steady. Amethysts are

another line which has moved, and will do even
better during the next few months. A great deal

should be heard of amethysts in view of the rage

for purple,

Demand for Fabric Bags
Velvets and Satins Trimmed with Fringe are Very

Good — Suede-finished Leathers Prominent
— Cordelieres in All Styles.

Velvet and satin bags are registering the largest

number of sales at present, unless, perhaps, staple

lines of velvet suedes be excepted. The size has now
settled into a style of frame from seven to nine inches.

Fringes are freely used on the fabric bags to finish

the lower edge.

All styles, whether leather or fabric, show the

cordeliere and tassel finish, short or long. Many
cordelieres permit of being worn on the shoulder.

To be correct, the hand of the opposite arm should
rest easily on the top of the bag without bending the

arm to any extent, This calls for considerable length
of cordeliere. Shorter types are knotted and carried

in the ordinary way.

Leather bags nearly all have the suede finish, and
also have mounts in nickel, silver and gold, the

fancy styles with settings of mother o' pearl. A few
are seen in gun metal.

Many of the new bags contain more than the
purse. Some have mirrors, whole others have a
complete dressing outfit in miniature.

Both in fabrics and leathers, the flap closing is

a noticeable feature. Tapestry bags are invariably
closed in this way, but some types of richly-embroid-
ered bags have metal mountings. Chinese and East
Indian embroideries are among the latter.

Umbrellas For Gift Season
Loop Handles are Considered the Newest
Thing — Mission Effects and Ebonies in Silver

Trimming the Dominant Feature.

The retailer should now examine his stock of
umbrellas suitable for gift purposes, if he has not
already done so. The season will be a late one, as
November has come practically without serious frost

anywhere, and the sale of umbrellas at Christmas
will, in all likelihood, be unusually good.

The loop handle is now the form most desired.

It is of ebony in mission style, plain or silver-trim-

med, and preserves the grace and long lines of the
Directoire, while at the same time the long oval
loop gives ample opportunity to grasp and hold.

Fourteen or twelve inches appear at present to be
the alternative lengths.

Especially designed for holiday selling, are sticks

in pearl, silver and ebony, or in ebony with heavy
trimmings of carved silver in dull shades. French
grey is one of these, and painted silver in ivory
finish is another. A green ebony trimmed in this

way was notably effective.

Some fabric-covered sticks have sold well,

especially those in velvet, with table tops. Quite a
number of the good-selling lines have table tops or
small mushrooms. In gun-metal, these are very
effective with ebony.

Some ivory sticks are shown with silver trim-
mings. These sell best in the high-class trade. A
great many of the gift styles are in Directoire shape.

There is some tendency to increase the number
of wires in the frame, but as this increases the bulk
of the umbrella, there is always the appearance to

be considered. The tight-rolling type has always
appealed to the American public. On the other
hand, the Hindu umbrella, so widely advertised, has
the advantage of a wide spread without any appreci-

able extra thickness in rolling.

Opera and Prince of Wales mounts are both
shown for men's use, with the latter somewhat pre-

dominating. The same is true of these in style as

of the above, that is, mission effects in ebony and
silver trimmings lead. Some very handsome carved
woods are also sent out by an Austrian specialty

house.

Every net is

individually in*

spected three
times before
completion, and
all imperfect

nets thrown out.

MADE IN

ALL
HUMAN
HAIR

SHADES

THE COIFFURA
TIDYAVEA1*

I HAIR NETS I

W)(WYWYYWvVy,YYX/VYXAAA7V
REAL HUMAN HAIR

NOTE THE TIGHT HAIR

MEDIUM
LARGE

EX. LARGE
ALL OVER
SUPERFINE
Each net in

envelope.

ROSENWALD
BROS.

Jole MnoiiUcrlirtr!

aid Pateataes

LONDON
PARIS and VIENNA

stole Agents for Canada: DIECKEBHUFF, RAFFLOER & CO., Limited, Cor. Simcoe and Wellington 8ta., Toronto, and 515 St. Paul St., Montr»al

t'Ltase mention 1 he Heview to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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DOLLS
Our catalogue No. 31 illus-

trates and describes over 200

lines of Dolls which we can ship

from stock immediately on re-

ceipt of orders.

This 500-page Holiday Cata-

logue also contains a complete

line of Toys, Games, Decoration

Goods and Novelties for Xmas

trade. Fancy Goods, Fancy

China, Staple

and Fancy Glassware. Rich Cut

Glass.

Write for catalog 31

Over 500 pages of definite in-

formation about Holiday Goods.

nerlich & CO.

TORONTO iieisf^

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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The New Umbrellas

Montreal, Oct. 30.—The chief style to be noticed

among the umbrella samples for Fall and Spring de-

livery is the "Directoire" handle. The new lines of

umbrellas will have handles from fifteen to eighteen

inches in length. While some of these handles will

be perfectly plain, others will be trimmed with metal
effects in gold, silver and other bright effects. This
shape is for the women's umbrellas principally.

The Prince of Wales shape is the one mostly
used on the men's umbrellas. Of course, in the
cheaper lines, both the men's and the women's line-,

will show similar shapes. These lines are chiefly for

every-day use. and wearing quality is of more im-
portance than style effects.

In the better lines for men, buckhorn, ivory and
sterling designs are used in various ways. For the
Christmas trade many new and pleasing designs are
always shown by the leading manufacturers. The
opera crooks are always more or less in favor with
the men. In fact, these crooks, in their various de-
grees, are general favorites with both sexes.

These Notions Will Sell

Hair Goods Active Owing to Changes Now in Oper-

ation - Fancy Garters Show Made-flower

Decorations — Button Forms Selling.

The triple coil in Dutch effect is now established

as the most fashionable type of head-dress. It is

seen at all places where youth and fashion resort.

The triple pad or chignon, resembling three small
turbans, is also on the market. This pad forms a
foundation for the coils. The pad and coil com-
bination is offered as one of the newest coiffures. Ow-
ing to its colonial associations, this style of head-
dress makes a great appeal in America, and is likely

to have its greatest sale here.

Ringlets in clusters of three form a very suit-

able adjunct to the above type of coiffure, and soften

its severity. A bandeau of hair, passing from one
ear to the other across the top and front of the head,
proves becoming to those to whom the coils would
otherwise be trying. It will be seen that this new
type offers full opportunities to the manufacturer
and retailer of false hair.

The Psyche knot continues a good style, and curls

and puffs are still worn by a great many people. For
the older woman the correct effect with curls and
puffs at top or back remains the most desirable effect.

Wherever possible, switches supply the place of rats.

and this is very desirable, as it means a trade in more
expensive goods.

®

Bandeaux are Indispensable

Every type of fancy bandeau may now be seen
at notion counters. Gilt and silver effects are excel-

lent, and beaded styles are also good. Fancy garni-

tures of made flowers on velvet or metallic tissue are
seen. Many of the new bandeaux end over the ears

at each side, and are of crescent shape. These are
the designs suited for wear with the Dutch coils.

Rhinestone runners or medallions on black velvet
are specially adapted for holiday trade.

Now is the Time

To Advertise

XMAS
NOVELTIES

W

The Trade generally are

now on the lookout lor any

new Novelties that will help

Xmas Sales. Tell them

about your Lines for the

Holiday Season.

You will have to hurry !

The

Mid-month Issue
OF THE

Dry Goods Review

Goes to the trade November

1 5th. Get your Announce-

ment in early !
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Be Wise litfl In Your

Selection of ^\jiMr Novelties

For The Christmas Trade

As manufacturers and importers of Jewelry and Hair Goods we are

in a position to offer you exceptional values in these lines. Let us prove

it to you. We have in stock for immediate delivery :

—

BARRETTES. From $7.20 per gross to $4 each. A
complete line of Hair Ornaments, unmatchable values, made in

our own factory.

COMBS. From $12 per gross to $15 each.

BAGS. Velvet, Tapestry, Beaded and Leather Baes. Also

a full line of Silver Mesh Bags. Prices ranging from $2.25
per dozen to $24 each.

HAIR GOODS. "Veribest" Hair Clusters and Curls

from $6 per dozen to $36 per dozen. Switches and Hair Rolls

of every description.

FANCY JEWELRY. Brooches, Neck Chains, Belt

Buckles, Hat Pins, etc.

Samples upon request. Send a $25 or $30 open order.

Goods shipped subject to your approval.

J. ABELES, Limited
233 to 239 Bleury Street

Montreal - Canada

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Combs are returning to favor, and the prospects
are better than for a long time. Barrettes continue
to sell better than any other line, however.

A novel barrette has tooth slides at either end.
These are pushed in and stay in place because of
specially-made ball ends on the teeth. The barrette
is thus locked in the hair and cannot work loose.
Plain tj'pes and carved and jig-sawed varieties, with
or without rhinestones, are shown.

No Danger in False Hair

In the hair goods department the outlook for
the coming season is much better than for a long
time. The chief reason is on account of both Paris
and New York reviving novel styles in doing up the
bair.

With the introduction of these styles, one might
suppose that there would be a recurrence of the cru-
sade against the use of foreign hair, which did so
much to hurt the trade in past seasons.

To be a success, the character of the hair must
be above suspicion. As long as the prices are kept
up, there is no trouble in this direction. But as
soon as cheaper goods find a place on the market the
legitimate hair business is killed to a certain extent,
This is true when we begin to see hair articles being-
made to sell for 25 cents, and in sume cases for 10
cents.

During the past years warnings have been direct-
ed against the use of false hair, particularly that of
Chinese origin. This hair is used because the Euro-
pean supply has fallen off within the past few years.
This is due to many of the women who formerly
furnished the hair supply having left the fields to
work in the factories, and with this change they
have become reluctant to part with their hair. Conse-
quently more hair is brought from China,

There is no danger, however, from disease germs.
The hair is put through a rigid course of treatment,
and it won 1,1 be impossible for a germ to live
through this course.

First, the hair is combed into lengths. Then it

is washed in ammonia, soft soap and soda, and dried.
After this it is boiled one day in plain water. After
it is dried the second time the hair is treated to sev-
eral chemicals to make it fit for use. After this it

is bleached, washed again, then dyed in desired
shades and packed.

Sometimes the raw, unprepared hair is shipped
to Europe and the United States with no other treat-
ment than the fumigation done under the super-
vision of the public health officers. But as soon as
this hair is received it is washed in boiling water.
As the Oriental hair is much coarser than the Euro-
pean hair, it is then put through a refining process.
To refine this hair it is put into a bath of muriatic,
or an acid bath of equal strength. This reduces the
thickness and roughness of the different hairs and
renders them pliable. After this it is bleached and
then dyed to the required shade.

As the Chinese hair is made up entirely of comb-
ings, not from queues, as is sometimes "supposed, it

requires a longer treatment, and consequently re-

ceives more baths than the cut European hair. The
Chinese hair retails for about one-tenth of the price

NOTHING
That You Sell

IS TOO SMALL
To Affect Your Trade

B
U
T
T
O
N
S

^ With particular customers—and what
customer is not particular nowadays?

—

it is the small things that often decide
a sale, that lose it or clinch It.

BUTTONS
may not be of vast importance in them-
selves, but good buttons give the fin-
ishing touch which sets off a well-
made garment.
We would like you to see the new

lines in buttons we are now showing.
They include Ivory, Pearl, Metal, Cro-
chet and Fancy buttons in Paris and
New York styles and in such variety
as to include buttons for every taste
and every purpose.

A. Weyerstall& Co.
BUTTON MANUFACTURERS

Head Office: TORONTO, ONT.

Branch Offices:

WINNIPEG, MAN. - MONTREAL, QUE.

Everything in Girdles, Cords, Tassels, Trimmings
Ladies' Dress Girdles (to match any color or material), Dress and Neck Cords, Chenille or Velvet
Cords, Cushion Girdles, Bathrobe and Costume Girdles, Curtain Loops and Drapery Cords and
Tassels, Window Shade Pulls and Tassels, Pom Poms and Parasol Cords, etc.

Special orders and designs made for Furnishing Trimmings to match any fabric or color scheme.

Bag Handles and Cords used by all leather goods manufacturers.

Silk and Cotton buttonhole gimps for use of tailors and garment makers.

Note: Cords for programmes and Booklets, etc., made and shipped immediately

on receipt of orders.

The Canada Cord and Weaving Company, Limited
ROYCE & EDWIN STS. (Late Canadian Cord & Tassel Co.) Established 1900 TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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of the European hair. A good way to tell the differ-

ence is to rub the fingers along the hair toward the

roots. The Chinese hair is rough in contrast to the

silky texture of the European hair.

The hair from both China and Europe contains

short lengths, which are reserved for manufacturing
of puffs and curls.

After careful investigation on the part of health

officials, women are assured that there is no danger
from wearing of false hair, if a reputable dealer is

patronized. If one would consider for a little time
the process that this hair goes through before it is

put on the market in the form of the manufactured
product, there should be no doubt as to its purity

and freedom from all germ life.

®
Sets of fancy suspenders and garters for Christ-

mas trade show trimmings of made flowers is the
latest and daintiest novelty. Others have puffings

of silk with edges frayed in fringe effect. These
fancies will appeal to the holiday shopper.

Button forms have been a big selling line dur-
ing the past month or two.

Notable toilet goods manufacturers are putting-

out their products in sets, consisting of soap, pow-
der, perfume, cream and other articles, if desired.

When prettily boxed together these sets are spe-

cially suitable for Christmas gifts, and the up-to-date

retailer will want a good selection of them for his

toilet goods department.
Razor brushes for men are having an excellent

sale, as are the dressing cases containing military

sets, shaving accessories and manicure.
Manicure sets will sell well at the holiday season,

and a full range at all prices should be carried.

A Christmas Background
The idea of the background illustrated here is to

make a framework of light lumber to represent the

side or end of a house. Cover the framework with
red cambric and easily make imitation brick, using

white chalk or paint for the mortar, or use black
paint if preferred.

The framework should be set out from the main
background so as to be able to put a decorated Christ-

mas tree in the window, and have it illuminated
with small electric lights. If possible, place a Santa
Clans as if going down the chimney. Over the roof,

which should be made of light lumber, use white
cotton batting for snow, and sprinkle diamond dust
over to represent frost. Also put batting, etc., around
the window frames and down over the roof to repre-

sent ice.

The Merry Christmas could be cut out of any
color of felt and pasted on.

A good way to use the Santa Claus would be to

have him with a sack of toys on his back and one
leg hanging out over the chimney.

Attacking the Other Man's Store

Boosting has been said to be a very potent factor

in individual success of every kind. Business men
have found that helping the other fellow along re-

dounds to their own individual benefit. In the high-
ly organized stores where shoppers are numerous,
this has been reduced to a science, and is the last

resort when a customer that is hard to please is

being waited upon. In some stores, however, the

habit of attacking a competitor is still indulged in,

and whenever a "knock" is registered against an-

other store it is usually a blow for the store where
the attack is made. People have preferences

in places where they buy the same as they have
preferences in other things. A woman may pre-

fer one store, and yet be making purchases in an-

other. If one of the clerks should happen to attack

her favorite store, she not only forms a bad opinion
of the store she is in, but thinks just that much more
of the other one. When a man "knocks" the other

man's store, he is simply advertising it and driving

his customers over there as fast as he can. A
"knocker" is his own worst enemy.

A simple but very effective Christmas background. By H. Robinson, with R. McKay & Co.. Hamilton. See article.
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'DUCHESS" HOOPS
The Felt Cushion protects the
fabric and embroidered work
from injury and holds either
light or heavy fabrics tightly
stretched. Sold for 10 years in

over 18,000 retail stores.

Made in the round nnd oval shape*.
"DUCHESS" (round)—Sizes 4, 5, 6. 7. 8, 10. 12. inch diameters. k

"DUCHESS" (oval)—Three sizes, 3x6, 4y2 x9 and 6x12 inches.

THE
"DUCHESS-
OVAL"

accommodates a full

design for embroid-
ering as in a large
round hoop, but
has the convenience
in use of a small
hoop.

u l>flY A I flVAl " A lower priced, smoothly finishedRUIAL-UYAL and carefully fitted, plain oval
Hoop (without the Felt Cushion or Bow Spring.)

Made in Three Sizes

6x12 inches, for drawn work, pillow covers, etc.
4%x9 inches, a popular size for all kinds of work.
3x6 inches, for working designs on hosiery, etc.

'PRINCESS"
Has a nickel-plated
bow-spring which ad-
justs itself to thick or
thin fabrics, holding
the material firmly and
without injury.
Made in the round and

oval shapes.
"Princess" (round).

—

Sizes: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10,

12-inch diameters.
*' Princess " (oval) three
sizes: 3x6, 4%x9, and
6x12 inches.

THE
"PRINCESS-
OVAL"

accommodates a full

design for embroid-
ering as in a large
round hoop, but has
the convenience in

use of a small hoop.

"SPECIAL-SELECT" A lower priced, smoothly fin-

ished and carefully fitted,

plain round Hoop, (without the Felt Cushion or Bow spring.)

Made in Sizes: 4, 5, 6. 7, 8. 10, 12-inch diameters.

Order To-day. Your Jobber can supply you. THE GIBBS MFG. CO., CANTON, OHIO, U.S.A.

rr ^^

" NAIAD "

Dress Shields

Stand Every Test

Your Customers Want Them

" NAIAD "

Dress Shields

Always Comfortable

Make Pleased Customers

UNSEEN NAIAD PROTECTS

The merchant whose aim it is to cultivate the pleased customer will find

one sure means of accomplishing this end in selling the "Naiad" Dress Shield.

—Sounds the highest note of progress in

Dress Shields.

—Does not deteriorate with age and fall to

pieces in the dress.

—The only Shield that is as good the day
it's bought as the day it's made.

—Can be sterilized after use by immersing

in boiling water for a few seconds only

and pressed with a heated iron.

—Its beauty is unrivalled, and in use the

Naiad is lost to sight in the lingerie.

GUARANTEE WITH EVERY PAIR. :

wrinch, McLaren <& co.

SAMPLE BOOK FREE.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS FOR CANADA.
77 Wellington St. W., - TORONTO, CAN.

^.
JJ

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Increasing Sales in Ribbon Department
How to Make Various Fancy Articles for Which There is a Ready De-
mand During the Holiday Season — A Very Profitable Line — Useful

Descriptions and Instructions.
For the ''Review" by Miss Rose Pottruff. R. McKay & Co., Hamilton.

SEVERAL dainty novelties, such as find ready
sale in the ribbon department during the

holiday season, are selected by Miss Rose
Pottruff, of R. McKay & Co., Hamilton, as

the basis of her article this month, "An Increasing

Business in the Ribbon Department." Materials re-

quired, measurements and full details of making
these articles are given for the benefit of those who
may become interested. in this very profitable work.
For the holiday season, at least, it would certainly

pay the merchant to arrange for the production of

these goods in his store.

Detailed descriptions of articles illustrated fol-

low:

Neckwear Novelt'es

Nos. 1 and 2 are ribbon neckwear novelties, made
of black velvet ribbon and coral pink rosebuds and
sweet peas.

Apron Sashes

No. 3.—This sasli is made of white embroidered
moire ribbon, 8 inches wide. It requires one and one-

quarter of a yard of fringe. Cut off five inches for

knot, make the panel twenty-eight inches long, and
use balance for loop ; fold the piece cut off in three

plaits, and put across base of loop for finish, hem
end and sew on fringe.

Chamois Bag
No. 4.—This small article is every lady's friend,

because it is just what she wants. One section is for

powder and chamois, and the other for small mirror.

No lady's handbag is complete without one. It is

very easily made; it requires one-quarter of a yard of

Dresden ribbon fold lengthwise together and sew
end, turn out and form into point, turn up the
other end about four inches and stitch both sides.

Feather stitch in a pretty color of twist, same as in

design.

Artistic Opera Bag
No. 5.—This bag is made of five-inch Dresden

ribbon with rosebud design and a plain ribbon two
and one-half inches wide on either side, same shade
as buds. Three-quarters of a yard of Dresden rib-

bon is required, and one and one-half yards of

the plain. First cut the plain ribbon in half

and sew on either side of the Dresden, turn
wrong side out, fold together even, and sew the two
edges together beginning at the top of bag and sew
three inches down, run a thread through the balance
and draw up to about three inches long, then over-

cast edges together. Use one-half yard of ribbon,

same as border for facing the top. Run two rows of

stitching at base of facing to run ribbon through for

handles. Work buttonhole on either side, using
two yards of one-half inch ribbon for handles in the

rose shade. The buds for each side are made of the
old rose ribbon, and hung on narrow green ribbon.
This bag costs very little to make and is a very pretty

little gift. The total cost of materials being about
seventy-five cents.

Talcum Powder Holder
No. 6.—This talcum powder bag is made of one-

half yard of five-inch Dresden ribbon, one-half yard
of old rose ribbon, one-half inch wide, and three-

quarters of a yard of same shade for bow, fold the
ribbon together, sew ends, making French seam,
sew narrow rose ribbon on top, then draw up top and
button to fit the case; put on bow for finish.

This dainty little article is inexpensive, very
useful and ornamental, the total cost being 50c.

Sweetheart Chamois Bag
No. 7.—This useful bag is made of one yard of

Dresden ribbon with moss rosebud design, and %-
yard of old rose ribbon to match buds, 2V&
inches wide for top of bag, and two yards of same
shade three-quarters of an inch wide for handles.
The bottom is finished with ball trimming. To make
the bottom, cut a heart shape out of buckram four

inches long and three in diameter, pad it with bat-

ting, then cut two out of the ribbon, a seam larger,

put on heart, turn in edges and overcast. Use the

balance of ribbon for bag, sew the two ends to-

gether, gather up one side and sew around edge of

heart, take the old rose ribbon and stitch one-half

inch from top of bag, stitch around again one-half

inch from the first row. That forms the casing.

Work button-holes on each side and draw ribbon
through. The ball fringe is made out of a round
of the rose ribbon the size of a 50-cent piece; turn

edge in, sew around; draw up a little and pack with
batting, then draw up tightly and sew on bag with

twist. Twelve balls are required.

The inside is finished with two small pockets cut

in a heart, shape, 3 inches long, made of the plain

rose ribbon. One is used for chamois and powder
and the other for a small mirror.

Handy Ribbon Holder for Underwear
No. 8.—What is more useful than a nice ribbon

holder? It is very convenient and inexpensive. It

holds two bolts of baby ribbon and can be used to

better advantage than buying in small quantities

just when you need it. It is made from one-half

yard of pretty Dresden ribbon, 6 inches wide, with
morning glory design; two brass rings a little larger

than a 25-cent piece and three yards of baby ribbon.

First get a skein of rose pink silk, work button-hole

stitch around rings, hem the two ends of ribbon and
gather up each side of ribbon and sew around rings;

use one-quarter of a yard of baby ribbon for hanger
and balance for rosettes.

Diamond Panel Sash
No. 9.—This pretty sash is made from one and

one-quarter yards of Dresden ribbon, with old rose

and mauve roses, and white satin edge. The buckle
is plain mauve satin duchess ribbon, and the ball

trimming same shade. Make the panel 34 inches

long and use the balance of ribbon for large loop.

The buckle is four and one-half inches long and
three in diameter; cut it out of buckram and wind
it with one yard and a half of mauve satin duchess

ribbon, one inch and a half wide: put on sash and
arrange gathers. Slash the end of sash on bias and
hem. To make the balls, cut a round of ribbon the

size of a 50-cent piece, turn in edge and sew around,

pack tightly with batting and draw up, sew on

end of sash with mauve twist. Twelve balls are re-

quired. This sash retails for $2.50.
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Fancy Ribbon Articles for Holiday Trade

JBK-

Fancy ribbon articles such as these will have a brisk demand during the Christmas season. They can
be produced in the department to advantage. Those illustrated were made by Miss Pottruff, tor R. McKay
& Co.. Hamilton, and instructions for making are given in the accompanying article. Nos. i and 2 are
neckwear novelties of silk velvet, finished with floral buds in silk ribbon; 3, apron sash; 4, chamois bag; 5
artistic opera bag ; 6, talcum powder holder

; 7, sweetheart chamois bag ; 8, ribbon holder
; 9, diamond panel sash'
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Our Complete Holiday

Line is Now Ready for

Inspection

Tobacco Pouches

MANY ATTRACTIVE ARTICLES
HAVE BEEN ADDED TO OUR
EXTENSIVE COLLECTION

Whisk Broom Sets

JEWEL CASES
PHOTO FRAMES
MUSIC ROLLS

Always

TRADE MARK

Reliable

COLLAR BAGS
WRITING CASES
GAME SETS

9
C. F. RUMPP & SONS

L
MANUFACTURERS OF

FINE LEATHER GOODS
PHILADELPHIA M

New York Salesrooms, 683-685 Broadway (Cor. Third Street.)

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Sanitary Collapsing Cups,

Dram Flasks, Cigar Cases,

Travellers' Requisites,
Automobile Lunch Cases,

Manicure Sets, Glove and
Handkerchief Sets.

An Endless Variety of Articles for

Christmas and New Year Gifts

Cordeliere Bags Toilet Cases, Large Variety

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Traveler*.
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FASHIONABLE
HAIR GOODS
These illustrations show how to

wear our new Tortillon" style.

We make
this style in

two ways—

a

FRAMES for ladies wishing to use

their own hair or switches.

FINISHED ROSETTES, ready to

be attached to the hair.

ASK YOUR WHOLESALER FOR
MORE DETAILED INFORMATION

The Best of Everything in

HAIR GOODS in stock THE STANDARD HAIR CO.
MONTREAL

SELL

9jrfeitia£L
SHUR-ON HOSE SUPPORTERS

for Women and Children

PATENTED
DEC. 1900.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Hair Switches and Puffs

Hair Switches

24 in. fluffy,

$15.00 per doz.

26 in. fluffy,

$19.20 per doz.

28 in. fluffy,

$28.00 per doz.

PUFFS
AT ALL PRICES

From $6.00 per dozen

up to $36.00 per dozen

Almost every general store of consequence to-day sells

Hair Goods. Why ? Because of the demand for such
goods and the large profit there is in it. The turnover is

quick and if you buy from the right source the business
is satisfactory.

Chignons and Switches like samples shown sell at sight.

We Manufacture Hair - We Study It

We Know It

Send for a sample assortment

J. Palmer & Son, Limited
5 & 7 DeBresoles Street, Montreal

Hair Switches

18 in. fluffy,

$7.25 per dozen

20 in. fluffy,

$8.75 per dozen

22 in. fluffy,

$12.00 per dozen

ENERGETIC CLERKS
who are willing" to work after hours can add substantially to their salary

by joining the MacLean Circulation Organization, the largest and most

efficient in America.

There are already over 400 circulation salesmen getting sub-

scriptions for MacLean's Magazine, but there is scope for more. If you

will take up the work in your district you will find it will pay you well.

Get started now— Don't wait.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS TO

MacLean Publishing Co., u
143-149

niversity Ave. Toronto, Can.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers



TED GOODS

m
Talk "Peerless"

For Profit

Tell your customers what you know about this

famous brand of Underwear. We never shirk

responsibility, but stand by every scrupulous

merchant, and back up every statement you

make in "Peerless" favor. By enabling you to

speak with sincerity and authority on the

underwear subject, we realise that you can close

sales that otherwise would have been lost,

through lack of confidence on your part, and

lack of a sufficient guarantee on our part.

By talking "Peerless" you are1 simultaneously

increasing PROFITS and GOOD! WILL, "two

valuable assets to our mutual advantage.

We invariably carry a comprehensive stock of

Men's, Women's and Children's sizes in all styles

for prompt delivery. Get right by showing

UNDERWEAR
WE ARE REPRESENTED ST

ONTARIO—C. * A. G. CLARKE, Empire Bide-, Welling-

ton Street West, Toronto.

BRITISH COLUMBIA—GEORGE A. CAMPBELL & CO.,
Mercantile Block. Vancouver, B.C.

QUEBEC—ERNEST HAMEL, 115 St. Joseph Street,

Quebec, Que.

MARITIME PROVINCES—O. A. WOODILL, 20 end 21

Roy Building, Halifax. N.S.

MANITOBA. SASKATCHEWAN,ALBERTA-HANLEY,
MACKAY. CHISHOLM CO., Limited, 12» Albert

Street, Winnipeg. Man.

PEERLESS UNDERWEAR CO.
HAMILTON. CANADA

I

Phase mention The Review; to Advertitcre and Their Travelers.
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BATTING
NORTH STAR, CRESCENT

and PEARL
These brands represent the batting

that your customers want.

They're made from long staple cotton,

white as snow, lofty, soft and elastic.

They come in big batts that open out

into strong sheets of even thickness.

It pays you to sell these brands

Order of your Wholesaler.

ROBERT HENDERSON
£t l^r~) Dry Goods Commission Merchant

181-183 McGill Street, MONTREAL
James Stanbury & Co., Toronto

ESTABLISHED 1849

BRADSTREETS
Office* Throughout the Civilized World

OFFICES IN C\NADA:
Calgary, Alta. Ottawa, Ont. Montreal, Que.

Edmonton. Alta. St. John, N.B. Quebec, Que.

Halifax, N-S. Vancouver, B.C. Toronto, Ont.

London, Ont. Hamilton, Ont. Winnipeg, Man.

Reputation gained by ong year* of vigorous,
conscientious and successfu work.

THOMAS C. IRVING, SaS^SSE
TORONTO. CANADA

wESTERN
Incorporated

1851

ASSURANCE
COMPANY

FIRE

AND

MARINE

J

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT.

Assets over - - - - $3,570,000

Income for 1906, over 3,609,000

HON. GEO. A. COX, President

W. R. BROCK, Vice-President

W. B. MEIKLE. General Manager

C. C FOSTER. Saciatory

YOU SHOULD SELL "PLEASALL" HAIR NETS
(Reg'df

Because your cus-

tomers get perfect

satisfaction from
them.

They Fit Well and
Look Right.

Stock " Pleasall
"

Hair Nets and your

customers will al-

ways come back to

you.

If your wholesaler cannot

supply you, write to us.

Because they are
so convenient to

handle in the patent-

ed binders.

The different col-

ors are readily access-

ible in the compart-

ments.

Stock " Pleasall

"

for large sales and
bigger profits. Be
up-to-date and sell

the best.

Harold F. Watson, Weldon & Company
208 CORISTINE BLDG. - - MONTREAL, P.Q.

Sole Agents for Canada ( Wholesale Only)

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



There is a remarkable trend in the direction of
period treatments in housefurnishings—Black be-
coming a dominant note in hangings, upholsteries
and rugs—Tissues, linens and English chintzes for
wall coverings.

Tapestry In Evidence

Return to Use of Tapestry on Walls Now
General — Gobelins Constitute the Line Most

Wanted — Brocades Also Used in This Way.

IT is interesting to note the historical consistency

of style trends in house furnishings. At present

two great influences are at work, period and
modern art. The former has passed through the

stage of rage for the Louis types, and now represents

principally the Queen Anne, Elizabethan and
Ancient English. The tendency is constantly to-

wards the earlier periods.

This is by no means a blind following of fads.

The sobriety, substantiality and elegance of the dis-

tinctly English type, from Gothic to Renacence, is

"par excellence," suited to present day needs and
the climate of this country.

It is well understood by merchants of experi-

ence that the trade in Canada takes a different type

of goods, or, prehaps, a more restricted variety, than
that on the other side. This is precisely due to the

fact that persons of taste realize and acknowledge
the necessity of conforming to climatic conditions.

With warmth the object during the most of the

year, substantial hangings and furniture of rich

color become the best taste. This naturally leads

away from the gilded drawing room with French
windows to the Chippendale, Sheraton or Eliza-

bethan.

The fact enunciated above is proved by the

number of new houses which show the use of tap-

estry, an inevitable adjunct of the last-named period.

The demand for the Gobelin type is now increasing

in leaps and bounds.

The Gobelin, it must be understood, is really of

French origin and belongs to the Queen Anne per-

iod. But it lends itself in color tones and in weight
to the oak paneling and restrained wood sculpture

of Elizabeth. The later, richer but more frivolous

carvings are usually on walnut, because of its super-

ior ability to withstanding chipping. Beautiful
specimens of tapestry may be seen in Blenheim
Palace, gift of the nation to the famous Duke of
Marlborough.

Paneling is much used in combination with
tapestry, thus rendering it best suited to halls and
libraries. Verdure types with fruit and flower designs

for dining-rooms, are especially lovely in soft shades
of green, blue and red.

Aniline dyes are now so improved that their use
in these tapestries is a warrant of durability. They
produce the softest and most beautiful red and blue
tints, rivalling the Oriental carpet in richness.

Gothic tapestries show cruder and more ancient de-

signs, such as the Gryphon and lion, and the oak
and acorn patterns.

For drawing rooms, silk brocades are now used
as a hanging. Illustrating the remarkable durabil-

ity of these,—a hotel in Montreal used a brocade for

twenty years in the drawing room, and it was then
transferred to bedroom suites, because scarcely the
worse for wear.

Faded effects are much sought after, as not pres-

enting the shiningly new appearance dreaded by
artistic decorators. These are to be had in tapestry

and brocades.

Oddly enough, distinctly modern art, the other
favored type mentioned above, lends itself to the
"upholstered" wall. This was seen in the combina-
tion of mission, which is not period but distinctly

recent with the burlap dado. Similarly, even more
modern types are seen with fabric-laid walls. The
French grey furniture, acid-etched, so typical of the
best of the modern school, is shown to advantage
against walls of mauve or rose brocaded moire. This
is also a drawing room idea. Gobelin tapestry may
be combined with certain of the mission, or better,

the hand-carved chaftsman furniture to admirable
advantage.

There is no doubt but that the future of the tap-

estry-hung wall is assured. Tapestries of best quality

are imported chiefly from France, to retail at from
$2.50 upwards. They are very wide, and suited to

upholstery and hanging equally well.
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Black a Novel Note

In Many Materials for Interior Decoration, the

Touch of Black is the Dominant Novelty of the

Season — Whether it Survives or Not, the

Effect Has Been Great.

One of the most striking features of this season's

output has been the dominant chord of black struck

in hangings, upholsteries and rugs.

In view of the fact that wood-work and furni-

ture practically black in color have been well ac-

cepted by the public for considerable time, the only

wonder is that this idea did not appear sooner.

It crops out in various forms. In the window
of a high-class upholstery concern is prominently
displayed a French grey or, newer term, an ivory

grey rug. The border has a conventional design of

the modern art type into which a deeper tone of

grey and black enter. The black is, of course, what
strikes the eye at a glance.

Farther along, a department store is displaying

cushions which include stencilled designs in black

and some black satin numbers. You enter a whole-

sale house and are shown the newest importations

in linens and tissues. Again the touch of black ap-

pears in design or background.
This color is a distinctly hopeful sign, as also is

the wide vogue of green. Neither one is an Oriental

shade. The Turk or Persian when he makes his

rug will not use black because it indicates sin, nor
green because it is too holy a color for the foot to

fall upon. So the use of these shades shows

a growing independence on the part of our
designers, a fact which is the chief -hope for the
evolution of a school of modern art in decorating
which shall be independent of and equal to its pre-

decessors.

Part and parcel of the movement outlined above
is that which has led to the appreciation of the
possibilities of grey and purple as interior shades,

and the production of grey furniture.

Practically speaking, the average retailer has
little concern with the above, but in point of fact,

marked conditions change so rapidly that it is in-

valuable to keep posted with regard to the latest fads
and the tendency of the times.

For advertising purposes, the suggestion of ex-

treme novelty is also very desirable, and it pays the
retailer to invest occasionally with this in view.

It will be remembered that the vogue of black
emanates from the taste of Queen Mary, who has a
black carpet in one of her drawing-rooms and is

said to favor this style of decoration.

Oriental Rugs Strong
Larger Sales Than Ever in Orientals and Their

Imitations— Prospects of Even Greater Popu-

larity — The All-covered Floor.

Two tendencies in floor coverings are now not-

iceable. One is towards the Oriental rug and the
other towards using a "filler" with imperfect floors.

The rug is so established in popular favor that

even where the floor is not finished properly the ten-

The End of the Fall Season
Is the Time to Sell Quilts

Of that there is no doubt. Neither is there any doubt as to where to get

them. The word "Winter" suggests "cold," cold suggest quilt, and quilt suggests

DEARDENS OF MANCHESTER
"Leaders of the Quilt World"

Quilts are our specialty and this year we are showing a splendid range of

artistic patterns. We should like to send you prices and descriptions of these.

If you want a quilt of special design, let us quote you our price for

making it. You will find it to your interest to do business with us.

Jonathan Dearden & Co., Limited
1 1 and 13 Bridgewater Place, Manchester. Mills—Bolton, Lanes.

Sole Canadian Agent : R. H. COSBIF, To onto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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dency is to use a rug. As a result, the filler becomes
almost essential. Many journals on house decorat-

ing, and papers appealing specially to women have

been exploiting the handsome effects obtainable with

a fancy rug and plain, self-colored filler, wherever
the floor is not properly finished. For summer resi-

dences, an entire carpet of matting with rugs super-

added proves excellent taste. Does this not suggest

selling ideas to the salesman whose customers will

be buying for summer homes in a few months from
now? A previous examination of the goods in stock

with a little study of combinations will fit the clerk

for giving advice which will not only land a sale

of two articles instead of one, but secure a satisfied

and regular customer as well.

Generally speaking, Oriental rugs and their im-
itations are the leading feature of the market to-

day. The latter are supplied in all grades, and prove

very satisfactory sellers with the vast majority of re-

tailers.

The Genuine Oriental

Certain features of Oriental rugs make it possi-

ble to detect the difference between the genuine and

the best imitations.

In the first place, the hand work is always more
irregular and imperfect than the machine made.

In many of the rugs the designs in the corners dif-

fer. Whenever this is the case, the buyer may be

satisfied of the authenticity, and it is a good point

to look for.

Again, all rugs offered as Turkish will have
some imperfection if genuine. The Mahometan be-

lieves that only Allah is perfect, so he declines to

make a rug so. Some deliberate defect is put in,

small or great, and frequently noticeable. Again,
partial irregularity of shape ls typical of the real

thing. Photographs of the crude looms, on which
are stretched the warps of the rugs, show how liable

the shape is to be irregular, and set the beholder
to wondering how the rugs come out as they do.

Another feature of the real rug is the fastness

of the die. Wet a handkerchief and see if the die

can be rubbed off on it; if not, then the rug at least

is not the cheap, chemical-dyed imitation. Again,
owing to the oil preserved by the vegetable dyes
and destroyed by the chemical, the pile has greater
gloss and resists dirt. Try to brush off a slight mark
and observe the result. Also observe whether the
dealer is willing to allow you to step on the rug free-

ly. The Oriental is quite uninjured in this way
where an imitation would soon be ruined.

When a piece of the pile is pried out from the

back, if it be an Oriental, it will divide itself readily

into the finest, most silky strands, where the west-

ern wool goes into a sort of tangled fuzz.

A rug is valuable according to design and an-

tiquity and to the number of hand-made knots to

the square foot. This may be seen by examing the

reverse side. The depth of the pile is also a consid-

eration.

The Turkish rug frequently has seven border
sections, representing the progress of the human soul

tli rough different stages. Tiny, dark-colored figures,

resembling the mark of a bird's claw, are represented
in endless progress through these stages. The cent-

ral field, representing the state of bliss, is blue.

Snine of these are called "Cathedral" rugs because
of the resemblance of their three sectional centres

to glass windows in all the glory of mediaeval color.

A special rug made in the sixteenth century for

the Shahs depicted hunting scenes, with animals,

birds and forest. Only a dozen survive, and one is

in the possession of the Royal House of Austria.

These rugs are practically invaluable.

A favorite Persian pattern consists of the Tree
of Life, with birds in the branches.

Opening interior trim for

A.W. CressmanCo.,Ltd.,

Peterborough. Arrange-

ment shows a large rug

with smaller ones in simi-

lar design, wall papers

and draperies to match--

suitable for dining room.

By Jas. McNicholl. Such

displays are placed in

doorways at night to at-

tract passing customers.
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Prices are to be Firm
Despite considerable uncertainty which was felt

at first, prices in floor coverings remain the same.
The cotton crop has proved excellent, but manufac-
turers declare that this fact will not do more than
recoup their losses owing to the fact of prices not
having been raised to the retailer in proportion to

last season's high prices of the raw materials. Con-
sequently, they say there will be no reduction this

season.

In the United States there have been agitations

over the naming of a day for declaration of the new
season's prices, and over the auctioning of rugs and
carpets.

An attempt to establish the former and to stop

the latter is on foot there, and seems likely to suc-

ceed. Three hundred millions of invested capital

is said to be behind this movement.

Substitute Linoleum Failed

Prices of linoleums also remain firm, and no
change can be expected at the present time. It is

interesting to note that the attempt to substitute ox-

blood for linseed oil as a base has failed. In dur-

ability and appearance, it stood the test, but when
rooms became heated, the odor was very disagree-

able, causing returns, and much loss of money to

the manufacturer who was also the inventor.

For the present linseed oil remains a necessary

and somewhat expensive ingredient of linoleum.

The Wall Paper Market
Color Scheme Remains Much as Described

When Season Opened — Great Sale of Fancies

No material change in wall-papers has been
noted during the last few weeks. Drop friezes and
panel ornaments—all the cut-out accessories are sell-

ing excellently.

There is a strong feeling for buffs, tans and
brown. Green as usual, occupies front rank, but
the warm shades are steadily coming forward. A
revival of red is even predicted in some quarters.

Leather and embossed effects in paper to imitate

leather are much used for dados. A beautiful dis-

play recently appeared in the windows of a depart-

ment store illustrating the new types of leather ef-

fects. Soft, metallic finishes are seen among these,

in imitation of the Spanish leathers.

Crown hangings, straps and drop garlands are

among the most noticeable fancies. Separate medal-
lions are also used. Small floral designs, tending
toward the conventional are among the lines which
sell best.

Tissue for Wall Coverings

There is, in connection with the above a parallel

tendency towards the use of tissues, linens, English

chintzes and such for the wall coverings of morning
and bed-rooms. Difference between the cost of these

and of papers is balanced by the fact that the former
last many more years.

On the other hand, it will be, with justice, con-

tended by paper manufacturers that their product

is more wholesome. The difference is split to the

advantage of both parties where linen panels are

used in conjunction with a plain; fabric ground
paper. The effect is most charming and unique,
especially if the rest of the room show linen cover-

ings to match.
Jaspe backgrounds are strong both in brocades

and tissues. This delicate stripe has taken hold and
will be reproduced in many types of fabric and
paper.

The Camel Color Leads

In the lines of tapestry, brocade and tissue above
described, the camel color may be named as the
leading shade. It is principally used as a back-
ground, but almost universal in this capacity.

It is a sandy shade, describable as a dull buff,

or apple-cider. We hesitate to use the abused term,
"champagne." It has no gold or warm tone in it.

Of other shades, gold is a noticeable novelty.

Pumpkin yellows and browns are also good. Rich,
deep reds and a peculiar, soft blue, brighter by, per-

haps, a slight admixture of peacock, than the delft

shade are good.

Mauves and purples, especially in brocade, are

more highly thought of than for many seasons past.

More and more, drawing-rooms are seen in these

shades.

®
Tissues Very Popular

Linens, chintzes and tissues are to be used for

coverings and hangings, and will be more popular

than ever next season.' These light-weight uphols-

tery fabrics are desirable for Summer residences

and also for bedrooms and sitting-rooms all the year

round.
Glazed chintz has had considerable sale in the

West. In some cases import lines have been delay-

ed owing to strikes, but full descriptions of the goods

offered by specialty houses . in these lines will be

forthcoming next month. There is every prospect

of a record season.

©
Handling Four Yard Oilcloth

Editor Dry Goods Review.—I find a difficulty in

handling the 4-yard wide oil cloth. Can any of

your numerous readers through the columns of your

valuable journal give me a good plan for holding say

4 to 6 pieces and showing them as well? In a

country store space is limited so that it is difficult

to fix them up.

[A good plan adopted by many merchants con-

sists" in the use of two parallel slanting uprights,

securely fastened to floor and ceiling, and the adjust-

ment to these, of the heavy pieces of oilcloth in the

form of rollers. Grooves are sometimes cut in the

uprights to carry the ends of the rollers or separate

pieces may be fitted thereto for the purpose. The
ends of the rollers may be squared, and a crank

used to wind and unwind the oilcloth. A simpler

plan than this, but probably entailing more work
consists in fastening two supports about two feet

high to the floor, with grooves at the top into which

the ends of the rollers may be placed. Only one
piece at a time can be shown with this fixture where-

as several heavv pieces may lie carried on the other

at a time.—Editor
|
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Venice Effect Lace Side Frills

The most outstanding feature in the Neckwear situation certainly

is Side Frills, and one of the latest materials to be used is Spanish
and Venice effect Laces. The above illustration combines both

and is one of over one hundred different designs in Side Frills

carried by our salesmen. Should your Neckwear stock be short

on these, write us for an assortment.

Ladies' Wear Limited

F. P. Evans
President

Toronto W. F. Goforth
Vice-President

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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FEATURES OF THIS DEPARTMENT

Latest development in neckwear is trend towards
lace berthas in harmony with Victorian styles in

dress—Very strong demand for side jabots—Cream,
ecru and black laces in strong position, and there is

piospect of an excellent season—The Spring glove

outlook.

%

Fichus Are Selling Well
Tendency Towards the Bertha Form Now Decid-

edly Apparent— 1830 Effects Will be Widely Worn

FICHUS are proving very acceptable to the
trade generally, and are selling well over the

counter. When this popular accessory first

appeared, the trade was distinctly skeptical.

Everywhere was heard the observation that the novel-

ty would appear in large centres and for wear with
afternoon dresses only. As a matter of fact, correct-

ly or not, fichus are worn as a coat accessory, and
with every sort of dress. Especially is this true of

the styles having surplice fronts and square, sailor

backs.

Soft fichus of net and the narrow laces are trim-

med with self pleatings. Lingerie fichus are, natur-

ally, in less demand now. These consist of washable
mull in both black and white with lace insertion and
edgings.

Trend Toward Berthas

The retailer will have observed the gradual trend
towards a shoulder depth and "straight-across" out-

line in the yokes depicted from time to time. Fre-
quently dresses finished in this way have a fichu,

cither with surplice or high caught ends. This
gradually resolves itself into the old, flat bertha or
shoulder cape, allowing for low neck on evening
dresses, or made higher with afternoon gowns.

This will undoubtedly have the effect of re-

awakening activity in lace berthas which have not
sold freely for considerable time.

Tt will be noted that the trend outlined above is

in complete harmony with the general tendency to-

wards early Victorian styles in dress.

Novel Collars of Lace

Lace collars are now selling freely everywhere,
and novel shapes are seen. The Middy shape is deep
at the back and shallow in front. The Capuchin, still

strong, has the deep point at back. Plain and sur-

plice sailors are excellent sellers. Coat collars and
cuffs have also proved good.

In the above types, Macramie is the lace most
often seen, though Irish, Guipure, Point Venise and
others are also used.

Stock Collars Good
Stock collars are selling very freely at the pres-

ent time. These items always appear at Christmas
time, but this year the trade takes on larger propor-

tions than usual.

Stocks of chiffon and net are remarkable for their

side jabot effects and for the fact that they are not
boned to any great extent. Heavy boning is no more
in use. Touches of bright color in the shape of

made flowers or trimmings of pipings, bands or

bows are usually in brilliant shades of green, flame
or blue, but sparingly used.

Yokes and sleeves are selling excellently in all

places of any size. They are mostly of sheerest net
and chiffon, or combinations of same, and are little

trimmed, appearing transparent and as seamless as

possible.

Side Jabots Immense
Both in size and in the volume of trade being

done in them, side jabots this year merit the term
"immense." They are the great selling line; pro-

duced and retailed to suit every purse, in every style.
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Opera bag in satin broche. with fringe of plain
grenalace. A dainty holiday line shown by

Sword Neckwear Co., Toronto.
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Two types of Fichu. Shown by Flett-Lowndes Co.. Toronto.

This is another case of the dark horse winning.
Six months ago retailers rejected the specimens
offered by salesmen as impractical. They are now
buying large quantities of the most extreme types.

The wing-shaped, pleated jabot of mull or net, short

and wide spreading, is the type favored for coat wear.

Narrower types are seen on stock collars and for

wear with blouses. Practically every sort, no matter

what the material, has a good sale. Irish, Venetian,

filet and Guipure laces are among the richer, more
expensive materials used.

The Side Lapel

The side lapel is steadily coming forward. Com-
binations of it with the side pleatings are seen, but
the lapel has the advantage of being easily laundered.

As it is quite flat, every sort of rich and heavy
lace figures to advantage in its construction, Point
Venise, Macramie, Point, Irish and Guipure are used
in combination with net, and with or without stock

collar attache). The newest type of lapel shows
trimmings of fringes, and sometimes tiny tassels at

tbe lower point.

m
Fancies Which Sell Well

There has not been for some time a season when
fancies have sold well in neckwear lines.

Every type of small bow, if neat and up to date,

has its clientele. Roman stripes are exceedingly
chic for tailored wear, especially in combination

Double net side jabot, with fringe and point lace edging-
Courtesy of Ladies' 'Wear, Limited. Toronto.

with black. Smart bows of black satin have facings

of the bright cerise, deep emerald or blue shades.

The tiger shade is also excellent.

Maline bows will, as usual, be featured in Christ-

mas show-cases. Favored colors will be emerald and
flame.

Fancies, which have been widely popular, consist

of the made flower jabots, suitable for wear with the

side-pleated jabot or with stock and lapel effects.

A new accessory consists of a -coat piping with
small ball fringe finish. This is worn in lieu of the
pique piping used at one time.

Pleated side collar trimmed with silk braiding, in assorted
shades. Courtesy of R. D. Kairbairn Co., Toronto.

Novel Trimmings Appear
Fringes Continue in the Lead, but Silk Pleatings
are Every Day More Prominent— Shoulder Effects
of Beaded Net and Chiffon— Tunics Selling Well

Now that the season is in full swing, the extent

to which trimmings are to be used becomes appar-
ent. The wide braids are still prominent. But
fringe is the trimming which is universal, from
suits to evening dresses.
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Correct Styles

FOR

Holiday -Trade

100
Designs

in

Jabots
85c. to $12.00

Doz.

50
Designs
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FANCY
APRONS

$4.00 to $8.00

Doz.
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Bags
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HANDLES
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VELVET
SUEDE

LEATHER
SATIN
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$36.00 Doz.
8745—SIDE JABOT—FINE GUIPURE LACE—$8 00 Doz.

MANUFACTURED BY

FLETT, LOWNDES & CO.
LIMITED

142-144 West Front Street

TORONTO
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Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Silk fringes of shade to match the costume are

most in demand for evening wear. Silver, gilt and
bead fringes are prominent.

Beaded trimmings, especially in crystal, are not-

able accessories. One of the prettiest arrangements
of these is in the form of a drape across one shoulder

while the dress itself comes up in a point to the

other. This drape forms the sleeve as well, and a

short drape of chiffon balances it upon the other

side. Frequently a dress of this type will have a
slashed skirt with the beaded material used as an
under-drape. Crystal beaded or dew-spotted net or

chiffon is a favorite material for this purpose.

The newest type of trimming seen, however, is

the pleating or fluting of silk or satin. This may
be frayed so as to give the fringed effect, or may

Bandings in the new chenille and worsted embroideries.
Shown by A. H. Wheeler. Montreal.

consist of shirrings instead of pleats. It is used at

the raised waistline, on the sleeves in a double, box-

pleated ruche with frayed edge turning both ways,

and on tunic skirts, or as a finish at the hem of a

perfectly plain skirt.

This may be bought by the yard in materials like

the shot black and colored taffetas and in black

taffeta and satin. It is useful in these lines, because
suitable for use on black silk, on ninon, on colored

taffeta and a wide variety of other materials and
shades. It comes ready to be put on and should save

the dressmaker a great deal of labor.

Frogs are universally popular for evening and
top coats. Tassels are also selling excellently well.

Buttons in composition to match popular fabrics

and shades, and plain or metal-trimmed, sell well in

all sizes. The very large are selling perhaps better

in proportion than any. Gun-metal trims are well

taken. It has been, all told, a halcyon season for

fancies in this line, and braided and embroidered
numbers have been immensely popular.

Great Season For Laces
It is impossible to exaggerate the importance of

the position held by the cream, ecru and black laces.

All types are seen, from the heaviest, such as

Macramie, to the cobweb shadow effects, and, more

Ladies'

Neckwear

Specialists.

F. C. Daniel & Co.

3 Wellington w.

Toronto.

Sample

Parcels

On Application.

PEWNT'S
KID GLOVES

Will Help Your

GLOVE DEPARTMENT

Write us for samples of our $9.00 and $11.00

Ladies' Fine Kid Gloves. These are positively

the best values shown by any house in Canada.

We have a clearing line of Ladies' Kid Gloves

which we will sell at $4.00 per doz. in all colors,

and another special which we will sell at $6.50

per doz. in all colors, with blown fingers.

In Men's Fur Lined Cape and Fur Lined Mocha,

we have two special lines at $18.00 per doz.

Greenshields Limited
MONTREAL
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extraordinary than that, they are used in combination
on the same toilette.

The gradual decline of colored embroideries and
their merging into the black or white laces has been
noticeable. While the former still sell well, the lat-

ter have immense preponderance. The opposite was
true last year. New York openings this Fall saw
a flare-up of the old style in an attempt at renewal
which took the form of brilliant worsted embroid-
eries. While these have had a sale in waists, they

Pleated side frill featuring black and white,
of R. D. Fairbairn Co , Toronto.

Courtesy

have had no effect on evening wear, and that was the

end for which they were really designed. It is the

aim of The Review to present reliable rather than
sensational information. Consequently we mention-
ed rather than featured the above trend of style

when it appeared. Of lines of embroidery for even-
ing wear, the Hindu colorings and designs in bands
and galoons remain the best sellers.

Spanish and Chantilly

Laces which are featured for evening wear show
the wide bands and all-overs of shadow pattern as

the novel effect. The newest costumes have over-

dresses of shadow lace. Macramie is still widely used
in the form of bands and all-overs. Point de venise
also continues excellent.

An immense revival of Spanish lace is now tak-

ing place. Lines which had not stirred for a long-

time are in activity. This is a direct consequence
of the Chantilly rage, as one type greatly resembles
the other.

Chantilly is having a great run for evening wear,
in deep flouncings, all-overs, bands and edges. Both
these laces are well taken in black and ivory, in
order named.

Gold and Silver Laces
Gold and silver laces are very freely used, es-

pecially in the dull, old shades. They adapt them-

The scientific and perfectly hygienic prin-

ciples on which they are designed, the su-

perior materials used in their construction,
and the neatness and grace they give to the
figure make

"PARISIAN"
CORSETS

the favorites with ladies of superior taste

and discrimination.

We are always in touch with the leaders
of fashion, and the corsets we produce em-
body the latest novelties in design.

We guarantee entire satisfaction with the
goods and prompt attention to all orders re-

ceived. Let us send you a sample order.

You will be surprised at and pleased with
the stimulating effect it has on your trade.

Parisian Corset Mfg. Co.

Limited

QUEBEC CITY, P.Q.

Ontario Branch : Toronto
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ibtfcre Jfrtlte are WW Reason's Jfeature
A FEW FROM OUR IMMENSE RANGE

558-$6.00 547—$2.10 560- $4.50 559-$6 00

HANDKERCHIEFS, RUCHINGS, VEILINGS, FOR XMAS TRADE
ORDER NOW AND BE PREPARED FOR THE RUSH

attbersiQrfsi Hitniteb, 66-ee mtiimton &t. wit*t, Toronto, Canaba
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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selves particularly well to veiled effects, which par-

tially accounts for their popularity. They are used
in the form of allovers or deep flouncings on under-
skirts, to face trains, and in a variety of ways. Pat-

terns resemble rose point and the braid laces.

Veilings and Scarves
Shadow Patterns, Chenille Dots, and Lace
Veils are Selling — Shetlands Have Had Ex-

cellent Reception— Fish-net the Novelty.

Veilings have done better this year than for

many seasons past. This is partly due to the intro-

duction of novelties, and partly to the vogue for

street wear of the small hat.

Shetlands, introduced early in the season, were
extremely well taken, and have been most promin-
ent all Fall. In Canada the Chantilly lace veil seems,
however, to have the stronger hold. In black, es-

Slde jabot of net. lace and lawn, double effect, point lace and
edging to match, finished with gold buttons. Courtesy of

Ladies' Wear, Limited, Toronto.

pecially, these latter have proved first class sellers.

The novelty now most talked of is the fish-net

veil, done up and finished in style resembling the

Shetland, and suitable both for a drape and a face

veil.

Chenille dotted styles have had better sale than
usual, and many novel patterns are shown. Shadow
lace veilings, by the piece and separately, tend to-

wards the lighter and daintier designs this season,

and are very flexible.

©
Scarves for Xmas Trade

Scarves of dainty design are now featured for

holiday trade. The regulation motor scarf has pass-

ed into a staple and there is no unusual activity in

this line. But fancy effects will sell well during the

Christmas period. Floral designs resemble stencil

or painted effects. Many numbers are fringed, and
the tendency is towards very flexible materials.

Crepes and even meteor effects are used.

The use most notable for these scarves is as tunic

over-dresses. In this capacity they offer great possi-

bilities at comparatively little cost. Beaded and dew-
spotted numbers and bordered effects are good on
this account. Beaded fringes are seen on these styles,

while silk scarves are often self-fringed.

Spring Styles Show Buttons

That the coming season will be a record one in
the button department is an assured fact. Buttons on
waists are a very noticeable feature. The lingerie
waists have buttons up the front, down the sleeves
and around the collar. Buttons are everywhere.

They are not only used to give the semblance of a
fastening, but they are sewed on in groups to repre-
sent flowers, geometrical and many other designs.

Buttons of glass, linen, lace or of silk braid are used.
Many of the Marquisette blouses have high col-

lars, and are trimmed with small linen-covered but-
tons about one-quarter of an inch in diameter.
These are often put on in groups; and have little

stems embroidered to the waist. Colored glass but-
tons are also seen. The colors of these are quite un-
usual, being soft and semi-opaque, which adds to
their beauty.

There are many shapes and designs in these but-
tons. They are diamond shaped, square and cut
like little flowers. Some curious dark-grey glass

buttons have almost the effect of black on a blouse
of bright color. The black, however, is not severe

or hard. Crystal buttons in both the clear and the
colored glass will continue to be excellent style.

In some cases when the blouse does not close in

the front, buttons are used in a double row to simu-
late an opening.

Many of the fashionable buttons are large and
quite thick. As trimmings on dresses and suits, in

both single and in double rows, and with or without
loops of cord or satin, they are quite correct.

Call For Fancy Ribbons
Plain Satins Still Leading, the Outlook is Brighter

for Brocades and Fancies— Excellent
Business Reported

The ribbon business, which was decidedly dull

during the Summer months, has taken a turn for

the better, and is now very good. Satin sashes are

especially in demand for party frocks. Departments
are featuring models with the Geisha bow and
fringed ends. Panel sashes are fashionable.

Brocaded ribbons will be excellent for holiday

trade, and are now selling better than for months.
The fancies in velours and long hairs with satin

and taffeta in combination, and a wide stripe effect,

are excellent for millinery purposes, though they

have not swept all before them as was at first hoped.

Velvet ribbon makes the correct sash for many
of the new evening gowns and is indispensable in

many ways. A variety in stock is necessary at this

season. Both wide and narrow ribbons are freely

sold for hair bandeaux.
Ribbons suitable for the making of made flowers

are in good demand. Varieties which sell are gros-

grain, satin, taffeta, velvet and velours. Sales of

grosgrain are better than in former seasons, and
the public seems to be making up to its possibilities

as a millinery ribbon.
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Order Plenty

!

You need not stint your order for these

Ladies' Collars. They sure will SELL—
there's style, class, quality in every de-

tail of them—there's the selling-power
that will win YOUR customers. Be sure

to order plenty of these

DRESSY COLLARS
For Wear With Tailored Suits

The patterns shown here are two inches

high, but the complete line includes every-

thing modish and popular in Fancy
Piques and Repp, heights 1^8 inches, 1^
inches, 2 inches and 2% inches. You
can't fail to make a sale every time you
show these goods. They are

Sure sellers for cool weather

^*^^i ^^
^^k

rjm%3-

-*•—

_

^.

No. 200 Pique. 3 patterns.
Same shape in Repp is No. 221

Two Dollars a Dozen

No. 230—Repp » «5-eIet-

Two-ten a Dozen

. Ho

The line is so complete!

All the good shapes in

Plain and Fancy Collars

for Ladies, including

Eton and Rugby styles—

a snappy line in every

particular.

ASK FOR
SAMPLES

ASK
NOW

NO 031 Kepp. 5 eyelets. J
Ul "' Same shape in Pique is No.213 _j

Two-ten a Dozen

NO. 232 Pique. 3 patterns.

Two Dollars a Dozen

The Williams, Greene &
Rome Co., Limited

BERLIN, - - - ONTARIO

Factories at BERLIN and HANOVER, ONT.
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The Season's Glove Outlook
Both Long and Short Styles Will be Stocked

for Spring — The Surer Method — Silks and

Lisles in Strong Demand.

Montreal Office, October 19, 1911.

RETURNS from glove travelers' trips indicate

that for Fall the demand for short lengths

has been very marked. While long gloves

sell readily, many merchants are buying a

little cautiously, and put considerable trust in the

short lengths for immediate delivery. Black and
white are the big sellers.

For Spring deliveries, both the long and short

lengths will be stocked. This will necessitate the in-

creasing of the glove stock, but it will be the sure

Windsor tie. with Roman stripe edging. Shown by
R. D. Fairbairn Co.. Toronto.

method to follow. Lisle gloves will be in demand to

quite an extent.

A late report from Paris states that there will be

40 per cent. long, and 60 per cent, short gloves worn

next season.

While the sale of long kid gloves is not near

that of the silk and the lisle, they are selling fairly

well.

Both the twelve and the sixteen-button lengths

have been ordered for the coming season's trade ; but

the sixteen-button lengths are strongly favored, and
white silks in this length are being ordered in large

quantities. A fair amount of wrist length in white

and black has been taken.

The retail prices of these lines of gloves will re-

main about the same. While colored gloves will be

bought to a certain degree, they will not form an im-

portant part in the season's business. There is too

much speculation in the colored lines to warrant

the stocking of them by the average merchant.

As the sixteen-button length glove will be stocked

by all merchants, it means that many sleeves will

be elbow or three-quarter lengths.

Manufacturers are wholly awake to the fact that

there will be a demand for these lines. Last season

the demand was ahead of the supply, and merchants
were unable to get prompt shipments. If the fol-

lowing Summer season should be as warm as the

one just past, the probabilities are that there will

be a repetition of the past conditions. Manufactur-
ers are still bus}r delivering back orders given for

the present season's consumption.

Narrow patent leather belt with combination white stripes.
Courtesy of R. D. Fairbairn Co., Toronto.

Chamois gloves in the long lengths are being
shown for the Spring and Summer trade.

Ladies' short kid dress gloves are being sold on
very narrow margins by the manufacturers.

The price of kid has gone up, and is expected to

go up still higher. While there is a great demand for

the $9 dress glove, and large quantities are sold each

year, the manufacturer makes next to nothing on
this line, and with the price of kid advancing, it is

a problem to supply the customer with good gloves at

this price. The $12 line is run on small margins
also. The merchant who buys the $9 line of a job-

ber who guarantees each glove, and sells the gloves

at $1 net, is doing a sure business. If a pair comes
back from a customer, all the merchant does is to

return the damaged pair to the jobber and get an-

other pair in return. The manufacturer loses this

pair and the merchant loses nothing, financially,

and gains favor with the customer for being an
obligine man.

Irving Umbrella Co.,
Limited

Manufacturers

1N.DIA

The Little

WITH

Umbrella

THE

Big J Spread

Write for Sample Lot

79-83 Wellington Street West*

TORONTO
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Mr. Merchant
Are You Ready For Your Xmas Shopper ?

Is your stock complete in the novelties so
important at this season ?

Have you a choice line of Motor Hoods,
Opera Hoods, Evening Scarves, Motor Veils,

Evening Gowns, Lace Robes and Dress
Accessories ? If not, buy now ; don't be
sorry afterwards.

Use the day or night telegraph letter at

our expense for a sample order on approval.

You can count on the Quality.

Rely on the Style.

Depend on the Value.

Scarves, etc., nicely arranged in presentation boxes, to retail from $1.00 to $12.00.

CANADA VEILING COMPANY
84 Wellington St. W., TORONTO

A Nice Xmas Present

One of these beautiful Girdles in a Xmas box to

retail at 75c. or $1.00—all colors.

Novelties
in

Braids, Cords, Fringes,

Tassels, Frillings

The Moulton Manufacturing Co.,

Limited

Craig, Gosford and St. Louis Streets,

MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Features of this Department

Authoritative forecast of silk situation for Spring,

with descriptions of latest novelties in these fabrics.

Rough-surfaced fabrics strongly indicated for the

high-class trade. "What the sorting season shows.

Several unique designs making their appearance

in wash fabrics for the new season. Dress linens

coming into prominence.

Big Silk Distribution

Every Sign Points to an Excellent Spring Season

— Satins and Satin-finishes, with Pailettes in

First Place — Strength of Borders.

THE novelty houses are unusually early with

their preparations for the coming Spring,

and even at this date are showing advance

samples of new silks. Cutters-up and manu-
facturers are giving increased attention to silks and

their early line shows many garments of silk fabric.

Orders are already placed on many lines of which

the selling success is assured. Satins and satin-fin-

ished silks will lead with paillette and duchesse in

first place. Messaline still holds its place for the

many purposes for which taffata was formerly used.

So far, the buying has been chiefly confined to

plain silks, but there is every indication of a big dis-

tribution of silks during the coming Spring and
Summer and the manufacturers are producing many
novelties in anticipation of a good silk season.

The trade is watching carefully the position of

chiffon taffetas and there is every expectation that

this silk will be prominent, particularly with the

high class trade. Taffetas have been taken up by the

Paris dressmakers, and are now coming into vogue

in New York. Up to date on this side of the Atlan-

tic, black has been the only seller. Now the color

list is being extended, and changeables are also added

to the selling list. Paris is using taffetas for both

tailored suits and smart one-piece dresses. Taffetas

are also well represented in the striped patterns and
hair-line and Pekin stripes are prominent for Spring

wear. Neat patterns in the weave on striped grounds

are also showing, and there are some attractive

bordered effects in this class of silk.

Manufacturers are buying striped patterns in

wash silks* These silks are of the habutai class with
the pattern woven in, not printed. These silks are

light and pretty and are practical, as they wash per-

fectly. Both tailored waists and one-piece dresses

are shown, made from this silk and so trimmed that

they can be tubbed.

During the past few weeks the idea that borders

are to be a big feature has been gaining ground.
Buyers and representatives who have just returned
from Europe report that all the big houses abroad are

placing orders for bordered silks, and that bordered
patterns in foulards are especially well thought of.

The new foulards are of a soft, heavy twilled texture

and the patterns seen so far are of a conventional
nature. Soft-twilled and ribbed satin-surfaced silks

are also showing with handsome borders in monotone
effects.

Though buyers do not expect another season in

cheap foulards, they are looking forward to good
business in the better grade silks. Foulards made by
manufacturers who are equipped to make these silks

properly are being taken by the leading buyers.

Brocades and broches have been featured to a

limited extent and goods of this class are included in

the Spring line. The small neat effects are most
favored, and running patterns are decidedly new.
Chiffons and voiles are wanted for over-dresses, tun-

ics and waists. The tendency in this class of fabrics

is in favor of crepes and the new crepes are both bro-

caded and printed.

Reversible Silk Serges and Satins

Montreal, Oct. 30.—The position of reversible

silk serges and satins is apparent, also the new ex-

amples of shot taffeta, the re-established poplins, and
the latest craze known as "ratine de soie" the new
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*/SILKS
Wmirj Aftfaradfiw

Dondhle WMftBns ffi®a- ID11

Paillettes

duchesse mousselines

Satin de Chine

Chiffon Taffetas

Blacks, Colors, Glaces

These SPECIAL VALUES will

make an impression when placed on

your counter to sell at $1.00.

See Our Travellers' Samples

14 WeHkitoB Street West. T©E®H¥©, ©mil,

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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KINGS
E.tabli.hed 1775

FAMOUS
Sold by leading jobbers

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognized by the Trade

of the world as the most relia-

able and saleable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities,

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on

every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son,

are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

Canadian Representatives:

CAMPBELL SMIBERT & CO.,

210 St. James Street - - Montreal

& No Substitute For Flax ^5

has ever made good substitute linen.

That is why, although many other

materials have been tried, there is

still no substitute; nothing "just as

good" as

XiddeWs
(Bold medal

Jtisf) Zinens
made of the purest flax, carefully

woven and beautifully finished, these

celebrated linens still stand as the

finest examples of Ireland's greatest

industry. The 1911-12 showing

contains a splendid range of beauti-

ful patterns—all the finest texture.

R. H. COSBIE
30 Wellington Street West

TORONTO

silk form of ratine. There are many varieties to

select from in the double-faced satins. They em-
brace all the beautiful shades with fascinating con-

trasts of plain colors or stripes on the reverse side.

The reversible satins are very beautiful in white
with the under side of old gold, red, or blue; and
other combinations are equally good in the silk

serges. Catawba, in silk serge, is very fascinating.

This color is being revived this Fall—double-faced

—

with blue de France. Deep purple with American
beauty rose and midnight blue with reseda are very
prominent.

The new silver and gold silks are especially

adapted for the foundations of veiled costumes. These
silks are now made without the stiffness of the fam-
iliar cloth of gold or silver.

Another pretty style that presents possibilities for

Spring includes coats of colored linen or broderie

Anglaise with a skirt of white pique or linen, and a
blouse of dainty embroidered batiste. The separate

coat of taffeta is in a class by itself. And the sleeves

both for bodices and outer garments show a decided
bouffancv below the elbow.

For Rough-surfaced Fancies
This is the Tendency in High-class Lines
— Retailers Still in the Market for Desirable

Goods — Assorting Season Favorable.

Up to the present time, the assorting season has
been a good one. During the early part of the

month, retailers were buying steadily, and many of

thnm are still in the market in search of desirable

lines. Serges are still the stand-by, but from the

fashion standpoint, mixtures and tweeds are the lead-

ing fabrics; the line of development being in the

direction of rougher fabrics.

The tendency in high-class lines is all in favor
of rough-surfaced fancies. So far, materials of this

class have been chiefly used in the making up of

outer garments.
Suits brought over from Paris for the exclusive

small openings, show the popularity of soft wooi
fabrics with either a smooth novelty surface or

rougher, knotted and looped. Some of the latter

fabrics are very loosely woven and have a crash-like,

mossy appearance. But Paris dressmakers are by
no means confining themselves to rough-surfaced
fabrics, for they are also using smooth, sheered, silky

zibelines, and some model houses are again includ-
ing broadcloths in the list of fabrics used. Broad-
cloth is being very freely used as a trimming and
facing fabric.

Serges are being ordered for Spring wear par-

ticularly in fine French effects and in coatings.

Considerable interest is being shown in reversible

serges and twills. For the better trade, there prom-
ises to be a big movement in rough and semi-rough
fabrics on the tweed, cheviot and home-spun order,

and the novelty lines will include a variety of very
loosely woven fabrics in Spring tints and shades.

&33535353535353535353535353335333

Shanghai Tientsin

A. W. THOMPSON & CO , LTD.
China Produce Importers. 40A Queen St., London, E.C,

CHINA SILKS
Tussah, Shantung. Honan. Ninghai, in all qualities at lowest

prices. Price list sent on application.
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Wash Art Silks

Spool Silks

Ribbons, Etc

Artistic Embroideries

OUR Royal Floss, in colors, brings out many
pretty designs which feature the new
cross-stitch designs. We are now on

the verge of the "Mille-Fleur" craze. This will

soon be in favor.

With the shades of silk used, and with the

stamped effects on cushions, centres, bags, etc.,

many new and beautiful designs may be worked.

We can give you white, cream or tan grounds.

Ribbons
Ribbons are being used in large quantities. As we are the only manufacturers in

Canada, we are in a position to give the best values in staple and fancy lines. As usual, we
have a large range of Baby and Holly Ribbons for Fall and Christmas Trade.

In Fancy Silk Goods and Novelties we are showing beautiful effects,

lines will satisfy you that we are the RIGHT HOUSE.
A look at these

Lustred Cottons
For emoroidering shirt waists, dress

wear, etc., we recommend the above as

being the best on the market. It washes
perfectly, retaining lustre and color.

Made in six sizes, from very Coarse to

Extra Extra Fine.

Padding Cotton
A perfect thread for padding French

embroidery.

Smooth, and easily worked. Made
in white only.

Put up in boxes of 12 balls.

Our Spool Silks
SMOOTH
LUSTROUS

FREE FROM KNOTS
FULL LENGTH

Look for our name on every spool of our

silk. Accept no substitute. SPOOL islLK.

BELDING PAUL CORTICELLI,
MONTREAL Limited

TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER SYDNEY, AUS.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Buyers of popular-priced goods are stocking the

smoother finishes in tweeds and semi-finished in

worsteds and a very big business promises in this

class of goods in mannish effects and mixture grey

fancies.

Borders the High Novelty.
The high novelty in dress fabrics for the coming

Spring will come in bordered goods. Bordered voiles

in silk and wool, and silk and cotton mixtures will

be the feature in all high-class collections.

While blue will be the leading color, there is a

decided movement in favor of tanny tones and
creams, champagnes and soft, yellowish tan shades

are coming into greater prominence. White serges

and white pencil-striped serges are good now and are

increasing in the estimation of both the dress goods
buyer and the cutting-up trade. White serges and
also novelty weaves in white woollen fabrics should
have a high place next Spring.

Stripes have held their place for a considerable

period but there is no indication as yet that their

reign is over. Pekin stripes in both narrow and
wide effects are prominent, particularly in black and
white effects.

Novel Designs in Wash Goods
Spider Web Patterns Over Stripes and Other

Effects — Voiles Have Prominent Position

— Combination Cashmere and Siersucker.

In the cotton goods for wrappers and kimonos,
etc., there are some new and novel designs being-

shown. In one line are seen various patterns in stripes

and other effects; and over these patterns is printed
a pattern reseimbling a spider's web. This effect,

when combined with various pleasing shade combin-
ations, makes a pretty line of samples. Many other
new patterns are shown in stripes, dotted effects and
checks.

Voiles constitute an important part in the dress

goods lines for Spring. Many stripes in various
widths and color combinations are seen in the samples
just out from the fashion centres. Cotton voiles,

with satin stripe effects, are seen in large numbers
of shades and designs. Mauve seems to be prominent
in many of the new samples. Greys, pinks, reds and
other shades are well distributed in these samples.

Mixture voiles in medium-priced lines will be
popular. Ranges to retail at about fifty cents, con-
tain many attractive designs, and new colorings.

A new line is shown in a combination cashmere
and siersucker effect. Another new creation is

known as Crimp Nov de Paris. This comes in a

good variety of colors. It has a fine crimped effect

in narrow pencil stripes.

Many bordered patterns are being shown. This
is no doubt due to the continuance of the tunic, also

to the introduction of the overskirt draperies. In
many instances, these bordered effects have been
originated for the decoration of the plain goods.

Borders will have a place in white goods as well as

in other fabrics. In this line of bordered goods, Eng-
lish eyelet designs are seen quite frequently in var-

ious collections.

Favor for Dress Linens.
In providing for the wants of the coming season

buyers will have to take into account the wants of

their customers. The tendency is for gowns of soft

clinging light-weight fabrics for dressy wear, or for

simple plain-tailored dresses for ordinary wear. This
means that buyers will have to stock both classes of

fabrics, and, therefore, there is a movement in favor

of heavier fabrics. Following in the present favor

for cords and coteles in velvets and silks, piques,

Ottomans, reps and poplins are selling and, due to

the continuation of narrow skirts and one-piece

dresses, these fabrics as well as cotton suitings are in

considerable demand for the coming Spring in colors

as well as white.

The fact that heavier cottons are being consider-

ed again, brings dress linens into prominence. Color-

ed linens are high style and hair-line stripes are

showing, but for popular selling white, natural and
tan will lead. Large orders are being placed for

crashes by the cutting-up trade.—
The Paris Model Show
The following description of the recent Model

Show at Paris was given to The Review by Deben-
ham's (Canada) Limited, Montreal:

"We visited the houses of Drecoll, Doucet, Mar-
gaine Lacroix, Cheruit, Jeanne Lanvin, Beer, Jeanne
Halle.

"In the silks we saw a great deal of taffetas in

both black and in colors, also many shot effects.

Some fine Bengalines and poplinettes were seen ; but

not as many as one would expect to see. Soft, broad-

corded Ottomans for tailor-mades and coats, in black

and in dark colors, also heavy black Ottomans with

reverse of bright colors are quite the style. Two-
toned coteles for the tailor-made suits are popular.

"In the brocades and velvet goods, many hand-
some brocades in tinsel, velvet and velvet on tinsel

grounds were being shown. Tinsel brocades were

everywhere. Charmeuse in both black and in colors

;

also rich black satin in combination with dark color-

ed zibelines, and velour de laine and serges seem
quite the proper styles. Velour de laine is easily

first amongst woolens. The one most used has a

smooth, dull surface.

"There are many stripes in greys, greens, tans and
reds with hair stripes of darker shade, three-quarter

of an inch apart. White velour de laine in combin-

ation with black satin, also white with black hair

stripe, are used. Velour de laine with cut-out diag-

onal stripe giving the effect of a coarse cheviot, is a

novelty for tailor-made suits. Also, the same fabric

with horizontal cut-out stripes an inch apart. Cordur-

oy wool velours were also seen.

"There was comparatively little navy serge; but a

good deal of black in very fine makes. Quite a num-
ber of zibelines appeared, and there was a distinct

evidence of a movement towards faced goods. Mosr

of the houses visited had one or two models in black

or dark colors.

"A new lainage from Rodier was seen which is

frequently used as a trimming or for flounces. He
calls this material, "Agaric." It is of very loose

weave with a rough surface; and resembles Turkish
towelling. A similar weave is also shown in dull

gold tinsel. Both in wool and in silk, the number of

reversibles shown was rather less than was expected,

the reversible effect being more often obtained by
the use of two distinct fabrics. A heavy blue serge

with bold tartan reverse was worthy of note.
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EWSON'S

QUICK-
SELLING

UNSHRINKABLE

UNDERWEAR

It's good advice you should heed—see the Hewson
Line soon! It includes every garment any custo-
mer you have or want will be asking for this
Fall and Winter. The range of styles is wider

;

the choice you can offer is more winning—but the
quality isn't better— it COULDN'T be, for it has
always been topmost of all knit goods you can buy.

That trade-mark warrants that—and
you can warrant it to the people who
deal with you. Be sure to give plenty
of your time to looking at what the
traveller can show you from

HEWSON WOOLEN MILLS
LIMITEDAMHERST

Nova Scotia, Canada

I

Copyright.

PATENTED

An Exact Reproduction of

Hand Made Lace
possessing the same exceptional qualities for

appearance and durability

jvisf) %inen,*"»;c
m?*:Qbanufactuveb

of

BIRKIN & CO. NOTTINGHAM, ENG.
Manufacturers of B. B. Torchons, Finest Quality Valenciennes and Novelty Laces

Represented in Canada by A. B. FISHER, 4 Manchester Bldg., 33 Melinda St., Toronto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Features of This Department
Designers in convention decided on suit lengths

or the Spring season.

Holiday and next season's lines of dresses show
some novel effects.

Latest word on the sleeve question. Easter lines

may see some changes from the strict kimono styles.

Special article on profit-making in corsets. Re-
liable information as to possible stock assortments

and prices.

The manufacturers' position with reference to

special orders. Taking measurements correctly.

Decide Spring Suit Lengths
Designers' Convention Decide in Favor of

24 and 26 Inches as Standard — Will Meet
With Approval of Canadian Manufacturers

RETAILERS and manufacturers know, from per-

sonal experience, how important it is that the

question of suit, coat and cloak lengths should

be settled at an early date. As a rule, up to

date, every manufacturer and designer has used his own
judgment, and, if his guess was wrong, it meant trouble

and loss to both merchant and manufacturer.

Paris sets the lengths and dominates here as in other

style matters, but the date of the Paris openings is, as

everybody knows, much too late to be of any definite use

to the general suit and cloak trade.

In the endeavor to bring about a better state of af-

fairs, the cloak and suit designers of the United States

formed an association, which held its first convention last

March for the purpose of standardizing cloak and suit

lengths for the present Fall season.

Their efforts last Spring met with success, and this

gives a further assurance to the deliberations of the Cloak

and Suit Designers' Convention, which was held recently.

The convention is called upon to deal only with the

matter of lengths, and has no bearing upon style ten-

dencies, for, with the question of lengths definitely set-

tled, each designer is free to exercise his personal ideas

and tastes.

In the discussion which followed the chairman's

speech, two lengths were suggested for the Spring suit

coat, namely, 24-in. and 26-in., and after considerable

discussion, these lengths were adopted, as these lengths

are adaptable to the needs of both the tall and the short

figure. Therefore, 24-in. and 26-in. are adopted by the

designers' convention as the standard suit lengths for

the coming Spring season. These lengths, from informa-

tion in the hands of The Review, will meet with the ap-

proval of Canadian manufacturers and designers, and are

in accord with styles already put out. They are the

lengths favored by designers now busy on the production

of Spring models.

As the chairman of the convention made plain, there

is no intention to apply these standard lengths to the ex-

clusive and high-class models that always appear late in

the season and which have little bearing on the trade of

the season that produces them. These models are only

taken by a very limited section. The standard lengths are

intended for guidance of the great body of the trade,

and to eliminate a great source of uncertainty and loss

of profit.

New Touches in Dresses
Spring Models in Overskirt Effects Trimmed With
Wide Bands — Heavy Macramie Lace Another
Trimming Much Used — Pinch Tucks in Cotton

Voile Dresses

Designers are busy with holiday and early

Spring lines. Cutters-up are much interested in
silk fabrics. Satin-finished fabrics lead and pail-

lettes and duchesse are most favored. Shot taffetas

are put out in a few lines, but the trade is only ex-

perimenting with this silk. High-grade gowns of

foulard in serge weave are also promised later.

Black and white fancies in striped taffetas and
woven stripes in English washing silk are made up
into pretty and useful one-piece gowns. Fine cotton

voiles, embroidered nets, and eyelet embroidery all-

overs are the fabrics made up into lingerie models.

The newest models are made up in overskirt

effects with a deep band edged with fringe of silk

balls simulating a tunic. The newest idea is to

trim the satin gown with wide bands and Vandyke
edges of lace-encrusted sheer batiste embroidery.
This class of trimming was one of the big features

of the Summer fashions in Paris and was often re-

ferred to by the Paris correspondent. Several models
showing this effect have appeared in the pages of

The Review. The effect is not so bizarre as it sounds
and when the combination is skilfully made a very

rich trimming scheme is effected. Heavy Macramie
lace is another new trimming. Cream lace and satin

has been used before, but not for some seasons now
and, therefore, has all the force of a novelty. A
dress of Persian blue duchess had the yoke and
upper sleeves of this lace and panels finished with a
fringe ran from the yoke to below the knee. Nar-
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"Star Brand"
Children's Dresses

Girlish Styles
for the Juvenile

Our range of children's dresses is most
complete in every sense of the word.

Complete in style, complete in variety,

and just as girlish as a mother likes

her child to be, with enough woman-
ly touch to suit the child. See our

samples to-day—write now.

^V

mmsm

Don't fail to see our samples of

blouses and dresses for Spring, 1912,

before placing your order.

^ OFT, »?S^OftREG W\\ 06

BERLIN r\ ONTARIO
TRADt MARK

Fancy Waists
These Will Meet the
Christmas Demand
The Christmas demand for fancy

waists is often in excess of the supply

owing to the fact that stocks are sold

out as low as possible before stock-

taking. Sales by the hundreds are lost

and along with lost sales and profits

go disappointed customers. Don't let

this season go by without extra effort

on your part to cater to the demand
for useful gifts.

lbs Star Whitewear Mfg. Co., Limited
BERLIN ONTARIO

Please mention The Review *o Advertisers and T heir Travelers.
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row pleatings, straight flounces, and shirrings are

among the new trimming methods.
The new cotton voile dresses are pinch tucked so

as to give the fabric a striped effect, and the trim-

mings are wide bands of shadow lace or fine em-
broidery. The gores are put together with lines of

hemstitching, and narrow lace flounces edge the
skirt, and complete the sleeves. The new sleeves are

put in and are decidedly longer. The % and the

wrist length sleeve are the proper lengths. Many
models are shown with the kimono sleeve but large

city buyers are refusing to take the kimono sleeve.

Tunics and sleeves are edged with fringe, and
the fringe made of tiny balls of silk is in high favor.

Many new models show tthe Poiret frill or peplum.
This peplum is either of lace, fringe, pleated fabric

or is cut from the material and edged with a piping
or fringe of balls. This is a new effect that promises
to be snowing.

Waists of Fine Cotton Crepe
It Combines Beautifully With Real Linen —
Torchons and Clunys as Trimming — Wide

Wale Piques — The Sleeve Outlook

Present selling is chiefly on simple, or semi-
tailored styles in paillettes, messalines, taffetas and
chiffons in colors to match the suit. Blue is a big
seller because blue is a good suit color, and the same
applies to grey fancies and to black and white, and
blue and green effects. The smart waist defines

every line of the figure and no fussy trimming is

allowed to break the outline. Side lapels and cross-

over and narrow vest effects are the latest, the open-
ing at the throat being filled in with a fine meshed
fancy net finished with a high, perfectly-fitting col-

lar. Pleated nel side frills are much in vogue and

Novelty waist, showing the use of lace frills

as a trimming.

a new feature is the sleeve that bells slightly and has
a deep turned back cuff with a frill of net falling

over the arm. The sleeves are all elbow or just a
little longer and are kimona cr kimona effect. Kim-
ona sleeves are used extensively for chiffon waists

as the set-in sleeve is not suitable to the fabric.

Many tucked models are seen in chiffon, and black
and white stripes with touches of black and cerise

are still good sellers. Double layers of chiffon form-
ing yokes or jumper effects are also stylish.

Pipings in self or contrasting tones or of Roman
stripes are a much used trimming and on these and
lines of colored buttons designers ring many
changes. Lines of tiny pearl buttons are a new
feature on silk waists. Plain-tailored waists with
soft turn down collars and turn-back cuffs in white
and champagne duchess are selling to the better

trade.

Lace trimmed net waists in ecru and white are

heavy sellers this fall.

The vogue of the plain tailored suit is helping
the sale of lingerie waists this Fall and lingerie

waists, since the season opened, have sold better

than for a number of seasons. This is held to be a

good indication in favor of lingerie sales for the

January sales and coming Spring.

The Sleeve Prospect.

Practically all waists now ordered have the kim-
ona sleeves and this sleeve is expected to be the sell-

er until the time for making up Easter shipments
arrives. Indeed, this sleeve is a favorite and with
slight modifications in the way of trimming, prom-
ises to sell in popular priced lines later than that

date. The growing feeling, however, about sleeves

is that the kimona line will be preserved with the

sleeve set in in some fashion, either perfectly plain

or with a few gathers right on top of the sleeve.

Also that the new sleeve will be longer and finished

with some form of ruche or frill.

Lingerie models are very dainty, fine and sheer.

The growing vogue of better priced waists is the

cause of some remark. A very short time ago very

few retailers outside of the largest cities carried a

five dollar lingerie model, now the $5.00 waist

is becoming a big special seller and manufacturers
put out a good sized sample line. The blouse busi-

ness like all others is becoming specialized, and fac-

tories are organized to make the nine dollar and
popular priced lines. Likewise, the maker of

high grade waists now devotes his energies to their

production, and each man makes money.
Flat trimmings are the rule, so as not to inter-

fere with the outline of the waist. Dainty hand
embroidered fronts are combined with lines of real

torchon and cluny, or with fine duchesse and French
valenciennes. Side frills, when detachable, sell well

and a new idea is the frill of lawn and lace in pleats

broad enough to be successfully laundered if com-
mon care is used.

New Waist Fabrics.

Waists of fine cotton voile are indicated, but the

novelty fabric for Spring and Summer wear is the

waist of cotton crepe. The crepe is imported and is

much whiter than the common crepe. In fact, it

is a soft ivory tint that combines beautifully with

the real linen torchons and clunys used as trimm-
ings. Buttons are a feature of all the new waists

and much time is spent in the selection of pretty
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READY FOR HOLIDAY TRADE
100 MODELS

Made from Paris, London
and New York Designs.

Handsome Evening
Gowns.

French Beaded Tunics with

Fringe over Satin Dresses

$15.00, $20.00, $25.00

Exquisite Bordered Silk Mar-
quisettes, with Fringe made
over Colored Satins - $25.00

Handsome Silk Embroidered
Nets in all Cream and all

Black over Satin - $35.00

Richly Embroidered Marquis-

ettes, unlined, in all Cream,
Black and White - $7.50

Dainty Voile Dresses in Cream,
Pink, Blue and Mauve $7.50

Beautiful Lingerie Dresses, in

all Newest Designs
$5.00, $7.50, $10.00

Orders for assorted lots

will receive careful atten-

tion, and be delivered in

ten days' time.

NOVI-MODI COSTUME CO., Limited

302-4-6 Church Street

TORONTO

Ftease mention ike Review ,o Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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pearl and crochet buttons. Crepe waists are given a

touch of color by the use of tinted pearl buttons.

Royal blue, cerise, violet and gold are the colors

most used.

Lingerie waists of eyelet allover are selling free-

ly now and will be a big feature in the coming sea-

son.

Tissue is a new fabric for colored cotton waists.

This is a new woven zephyr material almost as sheer

as a fine voile. Pekin stripes, particularly in nar-

row effects, and in the inevitable black and white,

and the newer blue and white are made up into

semi-tailored kimona waists with yokes and cuffs of

baby Irish.

Plain-tailored waists are always wanted to some
extent. The newest fabric is pique in wide wale.

Linens and near linen fabrics are strongly indi-

cated with the soft outing collar and turned back
cuff.

dressy suit has the set-in sleeve with large wide cuff.

Buttons are very much used for trimming suits, the
latest idea being close set lines of tailor buttons in
bone or pearl. The skirt with the partly detached
panel back and front is the popular model with the
popular priced trade.

®

Velveteens for Dressy Suits
Late Models in Two and Three Materials —
Broadcloth as Facing Fabric — Buttons Much

Used for Trimming

Velveteens are the big sellers in fancy suits and
manufacturers who have this material have all the
business they can handle. Both plain velvets and
corduroy are selling and in the large centres con-
siderable interest is shown in monotones and two-
tone striped fancies. Late models in two and even
three materials are seen, and broadcloth is frequent-
ly used as the facing fabric.

As is usual, at the end of the season novelties in

cut and style are featured. Many skirts show tunic
effects, with a set on skirt of the trimming fabric.

Perfectly plain two-piece, three-piece and gored
skirts are also seen. Slashed effects with a piece of

the trimming material, or of the same fabric used
in some manner to present a contrast, are other new
ideas.

With the medium trade the plain-tailored suit

is the big seller and orders are still coming in.

Though the general effect is very plain, odd cutting

of the seams is general. Large fancy collars are

used on the dressy suits, and the large single rever

is much in evidence. Tailored models on the con-

trary are finished with moderate-sized plain notch-

ed collars of the same cloth as the suit. Sleeves are

the regulation coat style, though here and there a

Scarcity of Reversibles
Demand for the Long, Loose, Straight Line
Coats Has Depleted Stocks of Materials —
Growing Interest in Narrow Pekin Stripes

Practically the whole of the season's demand so

far has centred on long, loose straight line coats

made of thick, soft rough reversible cloths, and there

is considerable difficulty found both by the retailer

and manufacturer in keeping up the garment stock.

In the effort to give the double-faced effect, heavy
tweeds and cheviots are put out with facings of a
contrasting cloth, but cloths of this character are

also in short supply.

The leading colors in reversible are grey and
purple, grey and cadet, tan bark brown and reseda,

tan and cadet, tan and wine, bottle green and duck
blue, and olive green, brown or wine with the reverse

of tan and white plaid or check.

Manufacturers have pressed steamer rugs into

service and handsome coats are produced which are

often really reversible and can be worn either side

out. The plain side is either grey, wood brown,
bottle green or dark blue and the reverse consists

of a contrasting tartan plaid, while the fringe forms
a handsome trimming on the collar and often also

around the feet.

Though mixture cloths are most used, there is a

growing interest in narrow Pekin stripes particular-

ly in black and white, and in pale tan and black.

It would seem as though the collar could not
be made too large, and in addition to the large col-

lars are large revers that fasten over low down on the

left side. The collar, the revers and the large cuffs

that finish the sleeve are made of the reverse side

of the cloth.

Handsome carriage and evening coats are made
of velvet, velour, and plain satins. These coats are

cut on loose straight lines, and are handsomely
trimmed with fringe, fur, and heavy Macramie and
Venise lace. Rich evening coats show trimmings of

tarnished silver or gold lace.

&$&$$?
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New type of trillings used as waist finishes, and also as trimming on skirts Shown by R. D. Fairbairn Co., Lid.. Toronto.
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BXCLUSWENESS OF ATTIRB

"Princess" Coats
"PRINCESS" SUITS
The Embodiment of Style

Quality the Important Feature

"First things first." With us the first

thing is quality. We make garments
which are comfortable ; new in pattern,

pleasing in color and stylish in design.

The scale on which we work enables us to

offer these garments at very reasonable prices,

but we never sacrifice quality to price.

We spare no trouble to give all our garments
distinction at every point, and we have earned

a reputation for the exclusiveness of our coats

and suits ; so much so that " Princess exclus-

iveness" have become almost synonymous.

Feature the "Princess " lines, and meet the re-

quirements of buyers of quality goods.

The

Princess Manufacturing Co.
Limited

TORONTO

Our Representatives are now on the road with a complete line of samples

of Spring Coats. It will pay you to wait for them.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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This is Princess Dress
No. 2031 — price $18 per
dozen, come in white only.
Made of fine lawn, beauti-
fully panelled and Valen-
ciennes lace trimmed, ki-
mono sleeve effect, Dutch
neck, skirt is lace, tuck
and pleat trimmed in very
beautiful effect. Extra-
ordinary value.

This is Princess Dress
No. 2021—price $30 per
dozen. Made of fine mer-
cerized mull in all colors,
waist with pretty Plauen
yoke set between two rows
of fine Val. lace, kimono
sleeve effect, lace collar
and belt, skirt, lace and
tiM-k trimmed with deep
lace insertion flounce—

a

u ii'ner.

Waist No. 9— Tailor-
made, at $12 per dozen.
This waist is of fine sheer
lawn, handsomely tailor-
ed and trimmed with two
embroidered panels and
giving a pleasing effect.
Fancy pearl buttons.

Waist No. 160—$18 per
dozen. Fine mull with
fronl of beautiful Plauen
embroidery, kimono sleeve
effect with Swiss embroid-
ery and Valenciennes
trimming, neck of Valen-
ciennes insertion and
tucks. Extra value.

Waist No. 21—$8.50 per
dozen. Sheer lawn with
three-quarter sleeves, cuffs
of Val. lace insertion, edg-
ing and tucks, front of
fine Swiss embroidery and
tucks opening at side, col-
lar of lace insertion and
tucks—exceptional value.

Waist No. 22—$8.50 per
doz. Beautiful sheer lawn
waist with three-quarter
sleeves, trimmed with Val.
lace and tucks, front of
fine Swiss embroidery and
fine tucks, open at side,
collar lace and tuck trim-
med, back tucked. A. sure
winner.

The DIAMOND
MANITOBA, B.C., SASK., ALTA

:

Geo. Strachan
E. L. Burden

QUEBEC PROVINCE:
J. A. Morin, 130 Joseph St., Quebec

TORONTO

:

W. H. Piton
Empire Building

MARITIME PROVINCES :

L. E. Joncas, St. John, N.B.

ii WAIT FOR THE
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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The Business Building

LAURENTIAN
LINE

is coming your way—to your store—if you say the word.

Advance orders show that all our old customers' orders

are coming in again—they know the genuine value they

got last year will be repeated. Last year they found

our lines quick sellers and profit makers and lines that

satisfied customers, as no others would. Your experience

will be the same.

LAURENTIAN TAILORED WAISTS are a strong

feature this season. Prices range from $9 to $15.

LAURENTIAN WHITEWEAR will again hold a com-

manding position, the range for 1912 being the finest

and most complete we have yet shown.

LAURENTIAN DRESSES, shown in a big range

of styles, are designed by specialists and made by skilled

operators to suit the requirements of discriminating buy-

ers. The prices are from $18 to $120 per dozen.

The opposite page gives you some idea of the elegant

styles we are showing, but we would like to show you

the goods themselves in our complete line.

WHITEWEAR
MONTREAL and OTTAWA

:

Z. P. Benolt
Mark Fiiher Building

EASTERN ONTARIO:
J. A. Remillard, Mark Fisher Bldg., Montreal

COMPANY
LIMITED

Three Rivers. Que.

LAURENTIAN MAN"
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Coat dress with peplum and panel extensions
to the waist; longer set-in sleeve with a little

more fullness on the shoulder. The big collar

is in the new spade shape with over collar and
cuffs of white ratine. The material is black and
white wool velour.

Gown of black and white chiffon and
black Chantilly lace, showing the new drap-
ery lines and the lowered waist line and
natural bust effect.
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LEUMANN BOESCH & CO.
KRONBUHL, ST. GALL.

MAKERS OF AND LEADERS OF FASHION IN

Embroideries
and

Laces

The Lily White

(Semi-Ready Corset Cover)

WRITE FOR SAMPLES

Leumann Boesch & Co., Sole Manufacturers
Agent for Canada

:

A. B. FISHER, 4 Manchester Bldg., 33 Melinda Street, Toronto
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There's Only One Time

That Time Is NOW
Oil no doubt have prominently ex-

hibited in your establishment where

you and your staff can read it

easily, the sign "Do it now."

There's just the advice we offer

every live merchant in the country.

Perhaps you are endeavoring

to build up a business with a

first-class patronage. Are you

getting it ? Are you prepared to

cater for it if it comes your way ?

There is one positive way to

ensure yourself the results you

are striving for — a better busi-

ness — and that way is the stock-

ing of and showing the Wilson-

Waldman Costumes and Coats.

Every line in the make-up of

these garments has been studied

and is approved by Dame Fashion.

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE

Wilson-Waldman Costume Co.
161 Spadina Ave. Toronto, Can.

550

550—Smart Coat, made
in all wool high grade

Kersey, al! the leading

shades, collar and cuffs

trimmedwide Silk
braid. A splendid
garment.

Prio« $10.75

.J
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Juvenile and Misses' Wear
Wants of Young Girls of 14, 16 and 18 Years

are Now Being Specially Studied — Fine

Line of Models in Serges and Panamas

The satisfactory way in which junior garments
have been taken up since the specialty houses have

entered the field has led to further divisions in this

department and misses' garments are now being ex-

ploited by several firms. That is, the wants of young
-iris 14, 16, and 18 are now being specially studied

and catered for. Girls of this age are inclined to

be keenly critical. They are well posted in the cur-

rent fashions, and even when mother buys, their

tastes and ideas are apt to settle the question. Very
often girls of this age are wage earners and spend
considerable money on dress. Therefore, their trade

is worth going after. Designers have to make a

special study, for girls of this age while requiring

smart garments embodying the newest fashion fea-

tures have a decided objection to appearing older

than they are. Therefore, the styles put out for

women's wear have to be adapted and given specially

youthful lines.

For misses' wear separate skirts are a big feature.

Models are on the same tailored order that are sell-

ing for women's wear but there are more pleats in-

troduced pressed perfectly flat to give a little full-

ness and more freedom of movement. Serges and
tweeds are the best selling fabrics, and there are some
pretty models in black voiles shown touched up
with machine embroidery.

One-piece dresses are particularly suitable to the

needs of misses and the line of models in serges and
panamas is a large one. Bright, contrasting silks

used for pipings and yokes are the best-liked trim-

mings and here as in the separate skirts more pleats

are used than when the dress is intended for women's
wear.

Profit in Extra Corset Lines
Low Busts and More Defined Waist Point to

Continued Favor for Brassieres — More Varied

Lines Being Produced

There seems little doubt that the waist line is

coming down to a more natural position, and this

leads to the expectation that a more nipped-in waist

will be featured in the future. Some of the newer
models show a slight curving in at the back, and
Paris corsetmakers are said to be carrying the curve

round to the side. The more defined waist goes with
the wider skirt requiring more fabric and, therefore,

there are many interests that would welcome this

change.
Manufacturers state that this change can be

brought about without eliminating the low bust

models that are selling so well, and that, therefore,

the sale of brassieres would continue.

The successful sale of brassieres has led many mer-
chants to the exploiting of other lines, and to con-

sideration of the fact that extra attention makes for

extra profit. During the past two weeks a large Tor-
onto store has had a demonstrator to explain the

merits of a line of corset waists. Special attention

was paid to these lines for children and also their

merits for ladies' wear explained. One striking fea-

ture of this display was the number of different

models designed for various types of figures and vari-

ous uses. Some of the new models hook or button
in front and are made in both low and high bust
models, and have long, thin hip held down with
suspenders, or a brassiere extension with straps over
the shoulders. This is the time of the year when
most stores feature high-grade corsets, and some
really beautiful windows have been seen in this con-
nection. One store showed their leading models
against a background of rose pink, and particularly
when the window was lighted up, this window was a
great centre of attraction.

The home manufacturers have had a big season
so far and, with the extension of the market, are
devoting their energies to the production of a more
varied line of models. For example, hitherto no
particular attention has been paid to the production
of models for stout figures. One firm is taking up
this important branch and is planning to give it

the extra attention necessary to command success.

Early Spring Skirt Models
Some High-waisted Models Shown — Gored
Styes Well Thought Of — Manufacturers

1 Confident of White

Corduroy skirts would be good sellers if only the
material was easier to obtain. The models selling

are in panel effect with the closing at the side, front,

or in three-pieces buttoning at the side, and with
the high waistline and side pocket.

Travelers are out with models for the assorting

season and for January delivery, and a fairly good
business is being done. With few exceptions, the
making of separate skirts is in the hands of special-

ty houses and as skirts are always a staple article

there is always business to be done. Panamas, serges,

tweeds and worsteds are the skirt materials selling.

Plain tailored styles are in demand and lines of but-

tons form the chief trimming. Practically every
line features several high-waisted models and buyers
as a rule take a few models, although opinions are

divided as to its general acceptance, the idea being
that it will sell best to the city trade. It is certain

that it will be widely talked about, and if only for

this reason and for show purposes a few models
should be purchased.

Paneled effects with the back and front panel
swinging loose are shown, but the general trend is in

favor of the newer models. Skirts cut with the gores

wrapped over and leaving a slash or filled in in
various ways are well thought of. These slashes may
come at the back, the front or the sides, and models
are seen that are treated in this fashion at every
gore. Apron panels with tucks to mark the centre

are effective and there are many simulated tunic

models. In all these models, the straight line effect

is preserved, and all are plain and severely tailored.

There is a little easing from the very narrow
widths, 2 1

/4 to 2 1/2 yards being the average width
for the Spring skirt.

Early lines of outing skirts are ready to show to

the trade. The big majority of models are made
up in white rep or poplin, as there is every confi-

dence felt by manufacturers in the future of white
in the coming season. A few numbers in light tan

are shown and also in natural crash. White pique
is the high novelty in washing skirts.
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WhatMadameTellsHer

Friend About

"Blackeye"

Underskirt
"....I bought another Blackeye un-

derskirt too—the same make as that

green one that wore for such a long

time.

"These Blackeye skirts are certain-

ly stylish. Do you see how tight fitting

this one is? It will make my new suit

look fine.

"You get a Blackeye to go with your

new suit—be sure you see the label on

the waistband—it is a guarantee that

the skirt will neither crack nor split."

MADE AND GUARANTEED BY

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Special Order Work During Rush Season
Careless Measurements Cause Much Unpleasant Feeling Between Merchant

and Manufacturer — How to Handle This End of the Ready-to-wear Business

By Howard R. Wellington.

MANUFACTURERS of ready-to-wear gar-

ments would much prefer that no special

measurements were sent in, as it necessi-

tates a tremendous amount of detail work
in every branch of the factory, and such orders in-

variably come in the heart of a busy season, when
sorting orders in regular sizezs are large.

Most manufacturers provide their customers with

measurement forms, which are filled in by the mer-

chant ordering the goods. Careless measuring, or

errors in entering figures on sheets cause a great deal

of unpleasant feeling between merchant and manu-
facturer, and if every measurement were taken as

sent in by the merchant, there would be a good
many garments entirely useless for these special or-

ders on hand.

How to Take Measurements.

The measurements actually used by most manu-
facturers are as follows:

—

BUST MEASURE.—Stand at the back of the

figure and place the tape around the largest portion

of the bust, taking particular care that the tape is

even all around.
NECK TO WAIST.—Take this measure from

the point at the neck where the collar joins the coat

and measure to the waist line, which should be well

defined if the coat is to be semi-fitting or fitted.

ACROSS BACK.—This measurement should not

be taken too close. Allow the full width across the

back, as a narrow coat cannot be altered, but a coat

cut a little wide can easily be altered by opening up
the shoulder and trimming a little off the top of it.

SLEEVE MEASURE.—ALWAYS take measure
on inside seam of sleeve. Measurements are fre-

quently sent in taken on outside sleeve measure, but
the measurement is not as satisfactory to the cutter,

as if not taken very accurately, the sleeve will in-

variably be long or short, as the case may be.

ARMHOLE.—If the armhole or upper arm is

larger than normal, it should be mentioned on the

order.

ACROSS BUST.—While not absolutely neces-

sary to give this measurement, it is a guide to the

cutter and would indicate whether the customer is

flat-chested or of large bust.

SKIRT BAND.—Measure the waistline tight, as

the tape is usually placed over the skirtband, and
some allowance must be made.

HIPS.—Measure the hips at the widest point,

which is usually eight inches below the waistband.
Measure full, as the majority of skirts which do not
fit are too tight at the hips. It is almost impossible
to make a satisfactory alteration in the hip measure-
ment without affecting the waistline, as the skirt

will usually pucker, so that great care should be
taken to have this measurement plenty large, with-

out appearing too loose.

FRONT LENGTH.—This measure should be
taken from the point where the band joins the skirt

—similarly the side and back lengths. In measur-
ing skirt lengths, it is a wiser plan to figure distance

from the floor up to the required lengths, as the gar-

ment worn by the party whose measure is being tak-

en will usually be so uneven that it is not safe to

calculate the length of the skirt from it.

Standard Sizes.

All styles designed by a manufacturer in one size,

say 36, will not fit a regular figure in the same way.
For instance, a lady will try on a semi-fitting model,
fairly close-fitted, and it suits her figure perfectly,

fitting in at the waistline without a wrinkle. A mer-
chant will then show her other styles, either from
catalogue or from stock, and she decides on another
style for her special suit. The latter style is more of

a box back effect, cut on almost straight lines, is nat-

urally fuller on the figure and the customer, because
she has tried on a thirty-six of the same manufac-
ture, will expect every standard thirty-six to fit per-
fectly. Merchants should bear this in mind, and
if the customer wants the coat more fitted, this in-

formation must be mentioned on the order.

How He Lost The Sale
Little Oversight Spoiled a Salesman's Oppor-

tunity at the Crucial Moment.
The manager of a dress goods department re-

lates the following incident as illustrative of the in-

fluence which little things sometimes bring to bear
on matters more important.

"A lady called and asked to see our Fall suitings,

which had arrived the day previous, and which we
had announced in the daily press. She remarked
that she had only called to look, being down town
to pay a bill. She also said that she hardly ever ran
bills, but paid cash for everything, which, as I knew,
she was well able to do. She also said that she had
an utter repugnance to bills and that they worried
her. We chatted about the matter, as I was acquaint-
ed with her in a business way.

"Knowing her tastes in dress, I started showing
her what I thought would interest her. Shortly J
showed her a suiting that I saw pleased her so well
that I prevailed on her to take a suit length, 7 yards
at $1.75 per yard. She was so pleased with the fabric

that in a short time I had her consent to cut off a
suit length, evidently having forgotten that she was
out to pay a bill and had not taken any extra money.
Her handbag containing the money lay on the coun-
ter, a short distance from her, and ere unwinding the
goods I moved the handbag towards her. Seeing the
handbag, she at once thought of her mission down
town, and she said: 'Oh, no, no; do not cut that
off to day. I must pay my bill. No, I must pay my
bill.' There was no inducing her to reconsider the
matter—she went out saying she would call again.

Had I not touched the handbag, but taken the goods
to the next counter, where there was ample room, I
would have made the sale. I learned the lesson that
the very smallest things must be considered in good
salesmanship."
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irOGERs^
GARMENir

Canada Cloak Co., Limited

63-71 West Wellington St.

TORONTO CANADA

Our representatives are now on

their respective grounds with a

magnificent range of Rogers

Garments for SPRING, 1912.

WOMEN'S, MISSES' AND
CHILDREN'S COATS

FUR-COLLARED COATS
WOMEN'S AND MISSES' SUITS

WOMEN'S SKIRTS

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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With Their Own Weapons
That is How Chappies, Limited, Fort William,

are Fighting the Mail Order Proposition — This

Exclusive Ready-to-wear Store has Had
Steady Growth.

The accompanying photographs of the exclusive

ladies' wear store of Chappies, Limited, Fort Wil-
liam, Ont., will be of particular interest to merchants
who have made a study of advantageous location of

stocks.

One of the photographs shows a side of the
ground floor, while the other gives a view of the

cloak department. On the ground floor, on one
side at the front, is carried stock of neckwear and
the following departments in order named are allot-

ted the amount of shelving necessary: Ribbons,
Gloves, Hosiery and Underwear, the corset depart-
ment being at the rear. The other side of the

ground floor is devoted to Blouses, Whitewear,
Handbags and Jewelry, while the rear is occupied
by the children's lines of outer garments and knitted
goods.

There are four silent salesmen on either side

with tables between used for display, while a row
of tables runs the entire length of the store in the
centre. The view of the Cloak department shows
the wardrobes in which are hung dresses and coats,

the suits and skirts being hung on movable racks
in the centre of the floor (removed to one side in
this instance for photographic purposes.) The milli-

nery department is at the front or the extreme end
of the picture, while Furs are carried in the portion
not seen (behind the camera). This department is

splendidly lighted from both ends and also at the
side from a large well-lighted building.

When Chappies, Limited, first opened in June.
1909, they occupied the ground floor, only 27x105,
but it was only a few months before they realized

that more accommodation would be necessary and
they acquired a portion of the second floor. Only
in the Spring of the present year they secured the

whole of the second floor formerly occupied as of-

fices, which they thought would be ample for their
requirements for some time but it would seem as if

the more they get the more they still require, not-
withstanding that every available inch is utilized
to good. advantage. Reserve stock is carried in a por-
tion of the basement.

Reproduction from a folder issu-

ed in connection with a special

event by Chappies. Ltd.. iFort

William. Values described as

"blue ribbon winners" were
listed in the folder.

The new monthly shopping sensation

inaugurated this week by Chapples,
Limited "The Store of New

Merchandise"

The first of the series will be ol three

days' duration—Thursday, Friday and
Saturday of this week, to be followed

by a Blue Ribbon Day on the third

Friday of each successive month

This firm have never found mail order competi-
tion a very large factor in the curtailment of their

business, although there are a lot of mail order pat-

rons in that city.

Chappies have kept up an incessant advertising
campaign, with special bargain events, and the pub-

Ground Floor of

Chappies, Limited,

Fort William, in

which Z. departments

are arranged to^good

advantage See

article.
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No. 287

Lawn waist with the set-in sleeve.

This is made with bands of em-
broidery, edged with fine Val. in-

sertion. Narrow yoke effect in

front of the emb/oidery and lace

with side ruffle of embroidery to

match. Collar of Val. lace and
bands to match on sleeves.

A¥>

F 520. $12.00
Child's dress of very heavy nat-
ural linen. Dutch neck, cuffs,

pocket and skirt trimmed with
cadet, piped with red. Bul-
garian trimmings, and a pretty
blue »nd white cord finish this

attractive little style.

No. 302
Dainty voile waist with the new cap
sleeve and rever front. Bands
of tucking over shoulders. This
model is trimmed with fine inser-

tion and applique medallions

;

collar and cuffs of insertion and
lace to match. One of the newest
styles for the coming season.

f i

You Can't

Side-step the

"Rea" Line

or rather you can—but it is the
same as side-stepping a golden
opportunity. The "Rea' line is

not an experiment or a new craze ;

it is a line which has won its way
into popular favor, and which is

firmlv entrenched in the good
opinion of retailers and their cus-

tomers. Its reputation is built

upon the solid foundation of value
given, the satisfaction of our pat-

rons being our best guarantee of

increased popularity in the future.

The models here shown speak for

themselves as to the cut and style

of Rea garments. They are fair

samples of the class of goods we
offer this season.

Express Prepaid
We guarantee absolute satisfac-

tion with every sample order, and
prepay express charges. Sample
order returnable if not satisfactory

No. 18

A pretty dress for little folk

White and navy stripes, percale
collar, cuffs and belt of plain
navy with piping of red. Flat
ties of red held in place with
loops of braid.

A. E. REA & COMPANY
KING & SPADINA, - - TORONTO

Please mention The Review tn Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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lie know about the arrival and price of every parcel

of new goods the moment it comes into the store.

They try to maintain an efficient staff, have a win-
dow trimmer and card writer, and while the fight is

hard, they are making headway—not getting rich

quick, but always getting a little more and holding
what they have. This firm did not formerly charge
for alterations, but do so now, and have not experi-

enced any trouble of any account. They find that
it enables them to quote a little better price, nearer to

the mail order house, who have not the advantage of
being able to make their garments fit, even if their

customers were willing to pay for it.

"We feel," states Mr. Reid, the Sec.-Treas., "that
there is a big field for the development of ready-to-
wears, and with well assorted stocks and complete
size ranges at all times, there is little likelihood of
very much mail order business going out of town.
We are fighting them with their own weapons, and
while we cannot make any impression on the body
of the octopus, we keep the particular tenticle reach-
ing this way at arm's length."

Prepare for January Whitewear Sales

Retailers are making extra preparations for the
January whitewear sales, and highly satisfactory

orders have been placed. No matter what the price
is, the demand is for dainty garments, and even in
popular-priced lines this holds good. Sheerness of
material is another wanted quality, and the tendency
in this direction has about reached the possible

limit in better grades. Both embroideries and laces

are used as trimmings, the tendency being towards
the use of hand embroidered insets and medallions.
Real Cluny and Torchons are a much favored trim-
ming lace. Buyers have seen the attractive possibil-

ities of the Canadian-made hand embroidered white-
wear and orders have come in with such rapidity
that repeats on the embroidery has been the order of

the day. This line follows closely the effect of the ex-

pensive hand embroidered garments but eliminates
the faulty cut—that is, the cut that is not suited to

the development of the Canadian figure.

The big demand for princess slips continues. The
waist portion is trimmed so as to give the effect of a
corset cover, but the flounces are scanty and do not
interfere with the prevailing close lines about the
feet. Many flounces are decidedly narrow and these
are favored by up-to-date buyers.

Some handsome skirts are shown, and at very
moderate prices. As a rule embroidery flouncings

Lingerie waist of lawn, lacey embroidery and heary
lace. Shown by Canadian Converters Co..

Limited, Montreal.

are preferred to lace, the only exception being in

the case of skirts of the sheerest muslin designed for

wear under a party gown.

"

dD^tefe. —^^.

^8

7 j! Lj&jj ha M - > . s

Ready-to-wear de-
partment, Chappies',
Limited, Fort Wil-
liam Dresses are
kept in wardrobes and
suits and skirts on fix-

tures. The fur and
millinery departments
are also on this floor.
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WE CAN
INTEREST YOU

WRITE FOR
PARTICULARS

We don't borrow ideas from other makers. Instead
of waiting for others to give us a lead, we point the way

ourselves. Our designers are ever on the alert for new devel-
opments and they embody the latest decree of fashion, obtained from

the leaders of fashion themselves, in their designs for our famous

w
The originality of our designs is backed by smart tailoring and careful

attention to every detail in cutting and making. The result

is a garment which we place on the market not merely
with confidence but with pride.

Write us for particulars.

FasHion Waist and WHitewear Co.
DARLING BUILDING, TORONTO

H. A. HORNELL, Managing Director. A. D. HORNELL, Secretary-Treasurer.

No. 410. Made of fine all-wool
Storm Serge with sailor collar and cuffs
of same material, trimmed with mess-
aline, and bow to match. All shades
and sizes 13, 15, 17.

A dandy model at $5.50.

Our New Feature Dresses

For Junior Girls, 13, 15, 17.

For Misses and Small Women, 14, 16, 18,

UP-TO-THE-MINUTE STYLES

From $3.75 to $12.00

SEND US A SAMPLE ORDER

RIGHT
STYLES
PRICES
WORKMANSHIP
FIT
DELIVERIES

THE CLAYSON COMPANY
SKIRT SPECIALISTS

280 College Street • Toronto

No, 411. Made of tine all-wool Storm
Serg« with latest notched round oollar and
cuffs of plaid messaline (newest trimmings
for serges), with plaid messaline buttons
and pipings. Loose panel set on back in
latest fashion. A very big seller, in All

shades al $6.50 Sizes 13, 16, 17.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Full length Sealette coat

with new spade back col-

lar and large revers and

turn-back cuffs. The coat

is designed on full straight

lines. A handsome braid

motif forms the closing,

and smaller ones decorate

the cuffs and the corners

of the collar.

Courtesy of M. Pullau & Sons,
Toronto.
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SEALETTES
818 819

Shawl Collar Collar and Rever

Guaranteed Lining Guaranteed Lining

Extra Quality Extra Qualitv

Heavy Pile Heavy Pile

Sealette Sealette

$20.00 $21.50

SEND FOR SAMPLE COAT

SEALETTE IS SCARCE
ORDER AT ONCE

New Wide Collar with deepr Sailor Back
Collar—Guaranteed Lining

$2750

November 30 ends our fiscal year—To
clear a few odd lines, we offer the follow-

ing lines to the trade.

819
SEND FOR SAMPLE COAT s

Stock Taking Specials
SKIRTS

Made of Fine Worsteds,
Panamas, Serges, etc.

Well Tailored. Good
Styles—Assorted Shades,
Sizes and Styles.

Per Dozen

$35.00

COATS
Tweeds, Beavers. Chevi-
ots, Diagonals, all Semi-
fitting with College Collar,

Military, or Collar and
Lapel—Assorted Colors,
Sizes and Styles.

Per Half Dozen

$35.00

SUITS
Attractive New Styles in
Fancy Tweeds, Cheviots,
Diagonals, Serges, Vene-
tians

—

Assorted Colors,
Sizes and Styles.

Per Half Dozen

$45.00

M. PULLAN & SONS
Established 1902

AN EXCLUSIVE CLOAK, SUIT AND SKIRT HOUSE

PULLAN BLDG., Corner Bay and Wellington Streets, TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Variety and Profusion the Leading Note
In Paris Decision as to Styles and Fabrics Calls for Fine Discrimination
— Combinations of Fabrics an Outcome of Vogue for Double-faced

Materials — Some Unique Style Features.

Staff Correspondence.

Paris, France, Oct. 18.

IF
the general trade is to follow Paris as closely

as usual, buyers in the near future will have to

call into requisition extensively in their buying,

the qualities of judgment and discrimination,

for variety and profusion is the leading note this

Fall, not in styles alone, but in fabrics.

The vogue of double-faced materials has led to

the exploiting of combinations of fabrics and fully

three-fourths of the suits and gowns that are appear-

ing are made up from two or more fabrics. Suits and
trotter costumes show combinations of velvet and
plain and checked cloth and for visiting and "at

home" gowns, the combinations are still more elabor-

ate.

It would look as though Paris was bent upon ex-

ploiting to the utmost, novelties in fabrics, for few if

any previous seasons have seen such a long and var-

ied list of materials. There is much soft souple

Ottoman used and much rich velvet, and there is a

wealth of rich brocades and broches with tinsel

threads interwoven. Other novelties are in plush

and velour fabrics for evening wraps and dressy

mantles. Sealskin is one of these new fabrics, and is

really a thick silky plush which has no wrong side

and therefore requires no lining.

Double-faced satins, rich and thick, are in im-
mense vogue, each side in brilliant contrasting colors.

Paris dressmakers are showing great favor to the new
bright-finished, soft light-weight chiffon taffetas, and
to black and plain colors is now added the vogue of

changeables.

In the light, transparent fabrics for evening wear
there is a movement in favor of tulles and nets, but

mousseline de soie or chiffon cloth as it is called in

America is the principal veiling fabric of the season.

Soft crepes are very much in vogue, and soft satin-

surfaced crepes and crepe de Chine either plain,

printed or brocaded are coming into extensive use.

The Winter fabrics are thick, soft woolens, and
great use is made of reversibles. Among the novel-

ties in this class may be mentioned velour de laine

and montagnac. A new fabric much used by Paris

dressmakers has a texture suggestive of coarse crash

or Turkish toweling. At present, this fabric is most
used for borders, but one of the vagaries of the near
future is the use of this fabric for the whole dress or

suit.

The great charm of corduroy is fully recognized

and not only are cord velvets used, but woolen cord-

uroys are being introduced. This new fabric has a
velvety texture that certainly inspires belief in its

future.

Ratine is very much used, and the new ratines

are much finer in texture and lighter in weight than
those of last Fall. When used for suits and gowns
ratine is always combined with some other fabric.

Serge is the practical fabric and thick, soft serges,

coating serges and cheviots are very much worn.
Practically all the above-mentioned fabrics come

in reversible effects, and there is much variety shown

in the colorings. Some of the favored combinations
are dark blue and wood rose, nut brown and wood
rose, myrt.le green and

. peacock, midnight and cor-

onation blue, black and Empire green, moss green
and violet.

Stripes are more in evidence than ever. Pekins
are shown in shaded tones as well as in black and
white, and some of the stripes are so narrow as to be
almost invisible. A new cloth for Winter wraps is a

thick, long-haired serge with very wide stripes in

shaded tones. These are very good in iron greys and
also with green and fawn stripas and checks on a
grey ground in the same effect as horse blankets. The
reverse side is in plain color generally matching the

stripes and either side can be used for the coat.

The new colors are dark violet, apple green, tete

de negre—a very deep maroon—puce, plum, ruby,
ripe cherry, wood rose, a bright, brilliant pink, every
shade of antique blue, bronze, taupe, mustard, khaki,

violet and faded mauve.

One cannot leave the subject of fabrics without
a word about borders. Borders are increasing in

favor and are showing in both printed and in woven
patterns. They take the place of expensive band
trimmings, and the Parisian houses are inventing
many novel ways of using bordered fabrics. The use

of bordered trimming is no longer confined to the

bottom of the skirt or the tunic, but the patterned

part is now used on the upper part of the bodice, and
on the upper part of the tunic, the rest being left

plain.

Though many new features have been introduc-

ed, the fact that the fashion makers are sticking to

the slender figure, gives a certain appearance of

sameness to the new gowns. Women are willing to

welcome Victorian touches, but they hesitate at the

wide skirts, and at the mere suggestion of the crino-

line.

There's no denying that the crinoline robe has
been shown, but its favorable reception is quite an-

other matter.

It must be remembered that Paris shows a num-
ber of styles that do not take each Spring and Fall,

and that it is the successes not the failures that make
the fashions. One of these dresses is described here.

It had the appearance of a long narrow lamp shade,

defining the hips and widening below the knees,

the skirt being extended at the hem by means of a

single hoop concealed by puffings of soft twilled

ivory silk, from which falls a fringe of crystal and
gold beads, falling to the ankles. The upper part of

the skirt was carried out in ivory silk bordered cash-

mere, with a border design carried out in a design

of leaves and flowers in blue velvet, which gives a

double appearance to the skirt, and drapes one side

of the bodice. The bodice has a V-shaped decoletage

and, with the puffing, is of the plain fabric. A simi-

lar gown had the pattern of violet velvet leaves and
silver beads in the place of gold.
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We're Talking Spring 1912
We're talking because we are so enthusiastic over our new Spring line that we can't

help it—just bubbling over with the good news that we have for the merchants.
Get in line for the biggest business you have yet experienced.

44EM
Dresses, Waists and Skir

THE KIND THAT PLEASES THE WOMEN WHO KNOW
There's a distinctiveness about the "Emeness" line that appeals to the women of

refined taste.

"Emeness" styles are right from the very heart of the fashion centres. The values
are apparent at first sight. The cloths meet the requirements in texture, pattern
and color effect. Let us book you for your Christmas sorting orders.

See our travellers before placing your Spring order.

j
EMENESS CO., Limited, Darling Building,

100 SPADINA AVENUE
TORONTO

BRITISH AMERICAN DYEING CO.
The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS
In the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS
JOSEPH ALLEN, Manager

Dress Goods, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons and Velveteens, Hosiery

Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP

Also

FEATHERS. SILKS, VELVETS. RIBBONS, LACE, ETC

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
UNEQUALLED. MONTREAL TORONTO OTTAWA QUEBEC

Mackinnon's Ladies* Tailoring System
WE turn your slow selling dress goods into fast selling , Stylish, Up-to-date, Women's Suits, Coats and Skirts

—

"Made to Measure" or for Stock. We assist you with our Catalogue, Measurement Charts, etc., to

secure orders. Customers who cannot be fitted or satisfied in your Ready-to-Wear department are interested

at once. Take " Special Orders " from samples from Dress Goods Sections. Added Profits accrue that otherwise

are lost in Stock Reduction Sales. If you have not yet received our Catalogue, mail us a card for same to-day.

Take advantage of this proposition to maintain percentages and finish the season's Dress Goods selling successfully.

Managers know their buying mistakes now and we are ready to help them clean stocks and move materials,

which may not have enjoyed special distinction or have been eclipsed by some fashion favorite—not undesirable

fabrics, but neglected for unexplained reasons. Combine your selling force, '• Made to Measure " tailoring and

A.

our progressive advertising assistance to interest customers and support dress goods buyers in finishing the

season. Write for Information

L. MACKINNON 261 Queen W., TORONTO Established 1897

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Is Your Corset Profit 50°/?

One Merchant Contends That Domestic Lines

Only Pay 33 1-3 — What the Actual Figures

Show — Is the Manufacturer at Fault ?

FROM time to time merchants complain that

domestic makes in their corset departments

only pay 33 1-3 per cent, advance, while im-

port lines can be marked 50 per cent, on and

sell as well, if not better. The following letter deal-

ing with this matter has been received by The Re-

view and is discussed forthwith.

Editor, Dry Goods Review:—We have gone into

the question regarding cost price of import corsets.

We sent a memo, to makers asking them to fill in

their cost price per dozen to correspond with the re-

tail prices given for various lines, and enclose you
this memo. It will be seen we have marked import

prices laid down and, opposite them, what we pay

here. The corsets retail at the same prices. We
think this a very important matter, and would like to

have it thoroughly' discussed through The Dry Goods
Review.

The following comparison of selling and cost

prices is given :

—

Canadian

—

Per Cent,

Cost $ 9.00 doz., retail $1.00 pr., advance 33 1-3

" 11.50 " " 1.25

"

" 33 1-3

" 13.50 " " 1.50 " " 33 1-3

" 18.00 " " 2.00 " " 33 1-3

" 21.50 " " 2.50

"

" 33 1-3

24.00 27.00 " " 3.00" " 33 1-3 to 50
Profits—Average 33 1-3

Import

—

Per Cent,

Cost $ 8.50 doz., retail $1.00 pr., advance 41.1
" 9.00 " " 1.25" " 66.6
" 12.00 " " 1.50

" " 50
" 13.50 " " 1.75" " 55.5
" 15.00 " " 2.00" " 60
" 18.00 " " 2.50" " 66.6
" 21.00 " " 3.00" " 71.4

Profit—Average 58 .

7

Comparing these two lists, one is apt to say with

the merchandise man that "figures don't lie," but

managers, who handle Canadian lines to advantage

and keep in touch with values, qualities and market,

conditions, can make a profit far in advance of what
these figures show. On the face of it, merchants will

not, do not or are afraid to mark their domestic

lines with the same advance as import makes because

their competitors may have similar numbers at an

advance of 33 1-3 per cent. On that supposition

merchants are more to blame themselves than manu-
facturers, but under existing conditions it is argued

that Canadian makes are doing better and properly

merchandised, will show a straight profit of 51 per

cent.

Domestic Versus Import Lines.

Another point to mention is in regard to quali-

ties. Although some import lines at compared
prices bring the advances put on, customers do not

get as good value by $2 dozen on each line listed.

Getting down to the actual basis of manufacturer,

value for value, domestic corsets are admittedly bet-

ter by that amount. Up to $36 dozen, Canadian
manufacturers lead and except for better numbers,
say over $60 dozen, they are not willing to admit
that import makes are to be considered.

Much of the success of import lines is attributed

to demonstration and advertising or special models
for stout figures or those having so-called health-giv-

ing properties. In some departments they are claim-

ed to bu more stylish. This may be so in higher-

priced qualities, but each season Canadian manufac-
turers have brought their numbers as far in advance
to meet domestic demands as is profitable.

Can Make Better Percentage.

A resume of Canadian sales conditions is given
to show the actual comparison of the merits of both
lines. Merchants cannot afford to ignore their dom-
estic lines and it is not the intention to exclude im-
porting because, admittedly, in working departments
better lines and advertised numbers must be con-

sidered as they are asked for by customers. But it is

asserted that, adhering to domestic lines in a corset

department with an investment from $250 to $500,
merchants can make a much better percentage than
the one given for comparison.

First Consider Terms and Discounts.

The first question a buyer must consider are

terms and discounts. Most merchants are familiar

with domestic manufacturers' terms or should be. It

is sufficient to adhere to straight quotations, 5 per
cent., 30 days or 6 per cent,, 10 days or otherwise net

cash prices. If anything, 6 per cent., 10 days is the

most approved method of payment, for illustration,

in referring to a regular $9 line, which is quoted at

$8.50 net, or taking usual discounts, $8.46. Allow-
ing for this discount, therefore, department managers
have 5 per cent, or 6 per cent already made, whether
the office or departments claim it.

Import quotations are 2 per cent., 10 days, which
under existing conditions is net cash. First, the

duty is paid and as it is usually ten days before ship-

ments are received, the invoice is due, must be veri-

fied and paid by usual procedure. This 2 per cent, is

lost in packing charges, extra express or freight

differences owing to distance. Another disadvantage
claimed is in amount of stock carried and repeats,

although this is a minor matter and mentioned only

because it is a vital point to profit-making on invest-

ment outlay in corsets under existing conditions.

Repeats are part of a store system and of the duties

of department heads.

Free to Buy Where He Wishes.

The lists compared at the beginning start at $9
dozen qualities and it is inferred that competition

does not enter in cheaper lines. There are several

Canadian manufacturers with their own best models
and as there is no confining of lines, each merchant
in a town can carry stock provided he decides that

competition is not too keen. He is, therefore, free

to buy where he wishes and those numbers he con-

siders best. On this basis he buys the best styles and
values he knows of to meet his prices. Usually it is

found advisable to carry best lines at the following
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cost and retail prices and advances:

—

Per Cent.
Cost $ 4.00 doz., retail .50 pr., advance 50

" 4.50 " ' " .50"' " 33 1-3
" 6.00 " " .75" " 50
" 6.50 " " .75" " 38.4
" 5.75 " " .69" " 44
" 8.00 " " 1.00" " 50
" 9.00 " " 1.00

"

" 33 1-3
" 9.00 " " 1.25" " 66 2-3
" 11.50 " " 1.25" " 30.47
" 11.50 " " 1.50" " 56.5
" 12.00 " " 1.50" " 50
" 13.50 " " 1.75" " 55.5
" 13.50 " " 1.50" " 33 1-3
" 18.00 " " 2.00" " 33 1-3
" 18.00 " " 2.25" " 50
" 21.00 " " 2.50" " 42.7
" 24.00 " " 3.00" " 50

Profit—Average 45

In all, there are 17 different lines of corsets in
stock of Canadian manufacture and each style a
recognized seller. Even some of these prices can be
done without, but one or two extra styles in a live

department are not amiss. Starting, for 50c lines,

buyers can select style at $4, which sells, and, if they
insist, a great corset can be had at the price. Next
comes a regular $4.50 value and another line at the
same price with four hose supporters, as a leader
either at 49c or 59c. At 75c a regular $6.50 corset is

selling against a special advertised number costing
$6 dozen and for a leader window corset (on sale at

times only). Manufacturers will meet $5.75 with a

line to enthuse about at 69c. At $9 dozen, two lines

are carried to average with a special corset at $8,
which is sold in quantities.

Above that price people are not so apt to quest-
ion a difference of 25c pair. It is just as easy to get
$1.50 and $1.75 pair for $11.50 and $13.50 lines

respectively as it is for import goods, but to average
these values also, other makes are carried, marked
$11.50—$1.25 pr., $12—$1.50 pr., and $13.50—
$1.50 pr. A special corset which can be bought at

$12, and with tactful salesmanship and advertising,
it is this last number which is repeated.

At $18 doz., two lines are shown, one at $2, and
one at $2.25. Although it is possible to secure a $15
quality, there is not the opportunity for special sales

at a popular price and it is thereby eliminated as

unnecessary. One make sells without question at

$2pair. Corsets at $21 doz., are usually sold at $2.50
pair and $24 dozen lines are marked and sell at $3.

Above that price 50 per cent, advance is regular.

A Matter of Season.

All merchants now recognize that corset depart-
ment selling is a matter of six months' season, as in
other sections, although some styles are good year
after year. This, however, necessitates a turnover
twice a year. Taking ususal stock assortments ac-

cording to models and sizes bought, most merchants
could carry at least 18 lines of corsets, which with
duplicates of best selling sizes, means about 200 pairs.

Allowing 5 doz. pair each for specials at those prices
designated this makes a stock of 30 doz. pairs at the
most.

With a profit average of 45 per cent., plus the of-

fice discount of 6 per cent., merchants are making 51
per cent, straight turnover. Stock numbers sold out
are duplicated each week to be received Saturday

Best Silent Salesmen

ARE

SUPPLIED BY

THE

COLONIAL WEAVING CO.
Limited

Peterboro : : : Ontario

When a Customer Has His
L^llOlCe between an article which

the maker or merchant backs up with

his name or brand on a woven
label and the nondescript article

which nobody vouches for, he is not

going to choose the latter.

Interest Your Customers
in your Goods by putting

WOVEN LABELS
ON EVERY GARMENT

What will it cost? 1/10 of 1 cent up

according to style, size and quantity.

The Canada Label & Webbing Company
LIMITED

TORONTO - - - ONTARIO
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tt Makers to the Children
M

m

That is the title by which we are proud to be known.

We have earned it by devoting the entire brain-power, skill

and energy of our establishment to the making of children's

dresses of the highest grade at the lowest possible price.

Our designers are specialists in designing children's

dresses, our cutters are cutters of children's dresses only

and our operators are experts in making up children's

dresses.

Let us know your requirements. We will send

samples prepaid to any part of Canada.

Home & Watts, Limited
The only Exclusive Makers of Children's Dresses in Canada,

19 DUNCAN STREET - - - TORONTO
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FAIRSEX jm GARMENTS
a a

Our showing this season surpasses anything we have yet attempted. Our

facilities are such that it is possible to reach any goal we strive for. We
have striven to produce garments that appeal favorably to the fair sex of

discriminating taste. Our facilities along with our past experience and a

staff of expert operators show in a marked degree in our range of

FAIRSEX GARMENTS
Travellers now on the road with complete line of spring garments. Wait
for our travelers. It will be to your interest to do so.

It will pay you to see our new lines in FAIRSEX GARMENTS.

^LATEST STYLES PRICES RIGHT PROMPT DELIVERIES

THE HUTNER CLOAK COMPANY
52 SPADINA AVENUE, TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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morning. Very few sales are lost for that reason.

With an admitted turnover of twice a year, corset de-

partments should be fairly satisfactory^ But under

Canadian conditions and in small stores it is not such

a hard matter to sell 10 dozen pairs of corsets a

month. This means practically a turnover four

times a year. As corset business stands, merchants

have very little reason to complain. That this is not

altogether theory is verified by merchants' sales in

towns of 5,000 population and should be attained by
almost any department where corsets are merchan-

dised to advantage.

For all round business and up to $3 pr., there

does not seem to be much competition. From $2

and above that price merchants tone up stocks with

one or two import lines. In the comparison between

profit averages 58.7 and 51 per cent, there is just

that difference of everyday satisfaction and a know-

ledge of best values. If all merchants were agreed to

ask the same advances on lines which they handle,

both import and domestic, as they do on import

makes there does not seem to be the slightest reason

for this difference in percentage noted in actual pro-

fit averages. The trouble may lie here rather than

with the manufacturers.

Some Unique Sleeves

Below are sketches of the many interesting sleeve

styles recently seen on imported models in New York
displays. They serve to illustrate the great variety

in sleeves the fashion is now favoring. Descriptions

follow.

Sleeve 1 is taken from a suit of navy serge, the

straight coat of which is cut kimona fashion. The
turn-back cuffs on the short, straight sleeve is of

white corduroy and the undersleeve and wrinkled
cuff of fine figured net.

Sleeve 2 completes a trotting frock of marine
blue serge. The long shoulder seam and the kimona
cap at the top of the sleeve is piped with black satin,

and so is the cuff effect on the outer arm of the fit-

ting under-sleeve. Satin strappings simulate button-

holes and the buttons are coat buttons of smoked
pearl.

Sleeve 3—This finished a smart tailored frock of

deep purple duchesse satin. The long cuff has a
triangular motif of lace as its only trimming.

Sleeve 4—This sleeve is taken from a Martial

and Armand model of deep blue velvet striped gauze,

combined with satin of the same shade.

Sleeve 5—This finishes a trotting frock of thick

soft woolen fabric in rich mustard yellow. The skirt

is in three shaped volants, edged with black ball

fringe and the sleeves are the same in miniature.

Sleeve 6—This sleeve is from a Jeanne Hallee

model in coral satin, one of the new thick serge-like

weaves. This sleeve is perfectly plain save for the

dull silver and deep violet chenille fringe that fin-

ishes it.

Sleeve 7 is taken from a suit of deep plum-colored

serge trimmed with black military braid and the

net undersleeve belongs to the waist of plum-colored

chiffon that completes the suit.

Sleeve 8—This is a Martial and Armand sleeve,

and is used on a tailored suit of reversible heavy

Continued on Page 127.

8

-> /£

An interestine chapter in sleeve treatment wis revealed by some of the gowns recently exhibited in New York. Twelve

of them are reproduced here. See article.
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Corset unit — Improved models

used. These are almost life

size --corsets and drapery made
of pink broche silk. Each form

finished with ribbon bows, lace,

cord and tassels. Murray-Kay,

Ltd., demonstration—posed by
H. C. McDonald.

Fall corset demonstration of approved models for Pryce-Jones (Canada) Limited, Calgary, Alta.

arrangement and effective background.

Neat



To Boost Business After Thanksgiving
Buyers Will Find Items of Interest Anticipating Semi-annual Wholesale

Stock-taking — Best Numbers Now Available for Christmas Selling— Whole-

sale Offerings at a Glance — Some Price Concessions and Leading Values.

REAL leaders in wholesale markets are scarce

anticipating Christmas business, when prices

are not so much an advantage as novelty.

Stocks are clean in most departments and
buyers are carefully watching prices. In different

warehouses, dress goods, ready-to-wear, staples and

wash goods stock lots are reduced on account of

November inventory. Of course there are usual odd

lots to be picked up at that time but quantities are

such that there is not sufficient to quote and give a

stated price for the trade.

A trip through the market finds manufacturers

leady with many Christmas numbers and several new
lines which promise successful business. Those de-

partments where buying rushes are now expected are

ready with their seasonable samples. Neckwear,

handbags, belts and dress accessories, knitted goods

for gift purposes and fancy goods, dolls, toys, china

and jewellry are shown in excellent values.

However, buyers can always get lines to mer-

chandise early in December. In the following list

values embodied are in a great many instances less

than regular costs and in others are certainly as

cheap as any merchant or buyer can obtain them.

They stand for values found or offered through this

medium to interest buyers. Some of them are sub-

ject to Spring dating usual terms November 25th,

while others are 2 per cent, ten days and already in

stock. It will be foresight to select many on account

of their being manufactured and yet to be turned out

in sufficient quantity to meet the Christmas demand.

$1.25 LUSTROUS PAILLETTE 89c.

A repent shipment, beautiful and most serviceable lustro-.is

paillette in black only (will not cut or become glossy) for cos-

tumes or dresses, full 36 inches wide, a recognized value, a yard,

62y2 c.
$2.00 BLACK DUCHESS, $1.34.

Duchess Mousselaiue, black, an especially good silk for

dresses, millinery or trimming purposes, 36 inches wide, an all-

season favorite, special quotation in piece lengths only, a yard,

•S5c

$2 COLORED DUCHESS PAILLETTE, $1.39.

Colored Duchess Paillettes in beautiful evening shades, all

colors in stock and 36-inch width. A most effective and dressy
silk for delicate effects. Usual $1 value in full pieces, a yard,

92y2 c.
$1.25 CORD GIRDLES, 89c.

Crepe silk cord girdles with tasseled ends, 2 1-3 yards long,

a leader, nil wanted colors, 12 shades in stock for immediate
shipment and easilv value at $9 doz. wholesale, choice a doz.,

$6.50.

25c SIDE-PLEATED JABOTS, 19c.

One design only, side-pleated jabots, lawn and Irish lace in

fashionable effect, a limited quantity and regular $2 value in

5 doz. lots, dozen, $1.50.

35c SIDE JABOTS, 25c.

12 different designs manufactured expressly for Christmas,
cluny, plauen and guipure, lace and insertion trimmings, up to

1% inches wide, white or ecru in net or lawn, individually boxed,
unusual value, a doz, $2.12y2 .

$1.50 SIDE PLEATED JABOTS, $1.00.

6 designs, side pleated jabots with medallion or trimmed with
fine guipure, and Irish laces in new patterns, exact reproductions
from designs at two and three times the price, ready for the
gift season, a dozen, only $8.

$1.50 SUEDE LEATHER BAGS 98c.

200 dozen made for Christmas selling, black or tan, fine quality
suede handbags, regular size with gilt mountings and colored
poplin linings, long cord handle with tassels attached, regular
$12 values, a hit of the season, at $9.

$1.50 FRINGED VELVET BAGS $1.19.

New velvet bags trimmed with silk fringe, fine quality in

black only, poplin lining, gilt frames, cord and tassel handles,
rich and dressy, sold to the trade this season at $12 dozen, in

dozens only, $10.50.
25c HAIR ROLLS 19c.

Pull-size 24-inch hair rolls covered with net, light and dark
brown, or black, boxed in dozens, for a hair goods department
offering, a dozen, $1.25.

$1 CLUSTER CURLS 79c.

Special purchase of a quantity of rich cluster hair puffs in all
shades, mid-light and dark brown—not quoted before less than
$9 doz., extra large with 14 curls. To meet a mail order price, a
dozen, $7.20.

5c MERCERISED HANDKERCHIEFS, 3 FOR 10c.

Ladies' sizes, mercerized handkerchiefs, in white with colored
borders, wide or narrow hems, fast colors, highly finished, have
been sold at 45c doz., special, a doz., 30c.

20c EMBROIDERY HANDKERCHIEFS, 15c, 2 FOR 25c.

No. 123 women's white embroidered handkerchiefs with hem-
stitched edges, neat designs, assorted patterns to the dozen, $12
doz, for immediate delivery, usually quoted $1.25 doz., with Spring
dating, a doz., SI. 10.

25c HAND EMBROIDERED HANDKERCHIEFS, 19c, 3 FOR 50e.

250 dozen women's hand-embroidered handkerchiefs, linen,
with one fancy corner, hemstitched edges, import shipment just
received. Regular $2.25 line, one dozen assortments, $1.50.

35c HANDKERCHIEFS 25c EACH.
200 dozen Women's handkerchiefs, fancy guipure edges on

Swiss linen, effective patterns and sheer quality, a Christmas line
usually scarce. Reg. price $3 dozen in 5 doz. lots, $2.25.

FRENCH PEARL BUTTONS, A DOZ., 10c.

200 boxes, assorted French pearl buttons, beautiful, clear, super
quality, sizes 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, boxed in fancy counter case with
Christmas ribbon edged, medallion cover, 2 and 4 hole, 100 doz. to
a box, the latest cabinet, each $7.

35c and 50c LACES AND INSERTIONS 22y2 c.
3,000 pieces fancy laces and insertions. Oriental and guipure,

1% to 2% inches wide, new patterns, white and Paris, values
costing usually from 25c to 35c yard, an excellent range, a
yard, 15c.

$1.25 CORSETS, 89c Pr.

French coutil corsets, a new model just offered, low bust, long
hip and six supporters, white only, sizes 18 to 30; a net cash
price for 10 dozen, regular $9 corsets, in time for January white
sale, dozen, $8.

50c BOYS' WORSTED HOSE, A PR., 39c.

300 doz. imported heavy worsted hose for boys' school wear,
strong, clean wool yarns—is knit in narrow rib, making a neat
and serviceable stocking, sizes 8V2 , 9, 9'A. 10. regularly quoted
and sold at $4 dozen, a straight saving on this item at $3.60.

$1.50 PARASOLS, EACH $1.19.

23-inch parasols for ladies, silk and wool gloria tops, new and
attractive range of trimmed directoire handles, gold-plated and
sterling mounts, assorted in dozens, a manufacturer's overmakes,
worth $12 doz. for $10.50.

15 TO 20c INFANTS' VESTS, 2 FOR 23c.

Infants' vests in Winter weights, various qualities of cotton
aud wool mixtures and all wool, cream, white or natural sizes,
assorted in bundles in any quantity, a dozen, 90c.

25c and 35c WINTER UNDERWEAR, 21c.

200 doz. women's vests and drawers in white or gray, wool aud
cotton mixtures; vests, long sleeves, high-necked and button
fronts; drawers, ankle lengths, either closed or open, qualities to
cost usually up to $2.50 doz., to clear, a doz., $1.90.

35c WHITE UNDERVESTS, 22y2 c.
200 dozen women's vests (seconds) white only, In Winter

weight, long sleeves, open or closed fronts, closely knitted and
well finished garments, qualities worth up to $3 included, for
November underwear sale, $2.10.

50c WOMEN'S UNDERWEAR (SECONDS) 39c.

Women's underwear in wool mixtures or fleece lined, white or
natural vests, buttoned or closed fronts, drawers both styles,
ankle length, $4.50 grades (seconds) clearing in assorted sizes to
each bundle, a quantity of 100 doz. only, at $3.75.

60c WOMEN'S UNDERVESTS, 47c.

25 doz. only, each, white or natural, unshrinkable women's
vests, wool mixtures in good fitting and shapely garments, a line

sold regularly in first quality at $4.75 doz—seconds offered, a
doz., $4.

$2.50 and $3 WOMEN'S SWEATER COATS, $1.98.

50 dozen women's fancy stitch sweater coats in attractive pony
styles and all wanted colors, plain and contrasting shades, navy,
cardinal, gray, white with blue or cardinal; all sizes, including
O.S. A clearing lot of a well-known branded line, worth up to

$24 dozen, in stock at $18.

$1 BLEACHED LINEN, 89c.

LU 5, 72-inch, pure linen, bleached table damask, attractive
new designs for better trade, regular 75c line to meet a price, a
yard, 65c.

65c BLEACHED TABLE LINEN, 53c.

MT 4, absolutely pure linen, finely woven cloth, 60 inches wide,
five patterns to choose from, full bleached table damask, while it

lasts, a yard, 37y2 c.

50c TABLE DAMASK, 39c.

MT 7. Special stock lot of 58-inch, cream damask tabling, five

different designs and a serviceable cloth for ordinary wear, 20%
below regular value, choice of patterns, a yard, 30c.

50c HUCK TOWELLING, 36c.

Stock lot of figured huck towelling for guest towels, full

bleached, 24 inches wide, fleur de lis, clover, lovers' knot and rose,

regular 32%e, for a yard, 25c.
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10c TOWELLING, 8c.

100 pieces guaranteed pure linen towelling unbleached, two-
tone stripe in dk linen, full 17-18 inches wide, heavy coarse
finish for rollers, regular 7%c yard, and good value at that,
special, GV2 c.

121/ic TOWELLING, 9%c.
Five different qualities pure linen towellings, two-tone linen,

new stripe white and linen, plain dark linen with red border and
plain Russia crash, 17 and 18 inches wide, for every-day use.
Best values yet at IV^c.

12% c WASH CRASH, 10y2 e.
SR 3. Silver wash crash with plain white, woven border, 18

inches wide, extra heavy quality, regular 9%c yard, sold in 10-

piece lots at a yard, 8c.

12i/
2c PLAIN PINK SAXONY, 10%c.

Heavy Saxony flannelette in pink only, soft fleecy quality, GO
inches wide. A make that can be recommended to customers
as an English cloth, insuring satisfactory wear. Regular 10c
value, to clear an overstock of this shade, a yard, 8c.

11M.C FLANNELETTE, 9%C.
28 inches wide, quality instead of width, extra good weight,

neat patterns, stripes of blue and white, pink and white and
gray and white, 9c value for 8c.

12y2 e FLANNELETTES, 10%c.
32-iuch striped fine quality flannelettes, English designs in

great variety, light and dark colorings, mostly pinks, blues,
grays, etc., a staple 10c line. This item embodies the only quo-
tation at the price, a yard, 9Vic.

12y2c COLORED SATINES, 10%c.
Excellent quality, plain-colored satines, including black and

a full range of colors, highly mercerized finish, 27-28 inches wide
for underskirts, comforters, coverings or linings. Better than
usual stock line, a yard, 8c.

12y2 c 40-INCH FACTORY COTTON, 9%C.
Unbleached 40-inch gray cottons, broken pieces, 15 to 35 yards,

good weight in heavy round thread that will bleach easily. A
cloth worth 9y2c yard at the mill, in any quantity, a yard, IV^c.

12%c WRAPPERETTES FOR 9%c.
Canadian printed wrapperettes in reds, navys, grays or black

and white grounds, spots, florals and conventional designs,
lengths from 5 to 20 yards and hundreds of patterns—cashmere
finish. Values to cost regularly 10c yard. Choice, a yard, 7c.

10c and 12y2 c APRON LAWNS, 8y2 c.

45-inch white Victoria apron lawns in assorted qualities and
different lengths, 12-24 yards to a piece, good, fine cloth, without
filling, costs regularly up to 10c yard. Several case lots at, a
yard, 6%c.

25c TABLE OILCLOTHS (SECONDS) 19c.
Another shipment 5|4 table oilcloths in a wide range of newest

patterns, mosiac, stripe and florals (seconds) all colors, 12-yard
ends, each $1.80. White or marble, an eud, $1.90.

8|4, 9|4 TWILLED SHEETINGS, 22y2 c and 26%c YARD.
Unbleached heavy twill sheetings, several qualities in the lot

at an easier price than usual, strong thread free from sizing or
black spots, 8|4 widths, regular 25c lines for 22^c; 9|4 widths,
regular 28^0 lines for 26y>c.

30c GRAY FLANNEL, 22y2 c.
All-wool gray flannels for shirting or underwear, plains or

twills, light or dark colors, soft finish, 25-20 inches wide; today's
price 19^c, about 100 pieces, a yard, 18y> c -

$1.25 WHITE QUILTS (Seconds) 98c.
White bed spreads in double bed sizes, new designs in fine

honey-comb weaves, hemmed ends, slight imperfections only,
each, 75c.

$1 INLAID LINOLEUMS, 79c.
150 pieces 8|4 Nairn's C quality inlaid linoleum, florals, blocks

and wood patterns with several choice selling designs to select
from, good colorings and usual 72 1

/2 c squ. yard. First grade at
per square yard, 05c.

$1.00 MEN'S UMBRELLAS, 79c.
Men's Spring opener umbrellas with Austrian cloth covers, on

full size 25-inch frames, guaranteed blacks, finished with neat
handle effects in plain Congo crooks, splendid quality at a doz,
$8.75.

25c MEN'S WOOLEN SOCKS, 19 Pr.
300 dozen pairs men's socks, extra heavy ribbed with garter

top, contrasting heels and toes, clean yarns in heather mixtures,
extra large sizes. $2.25 value and suitable for Winter outdoor
wear, a dozen, $1.65.

25c MEN'S HALF-HOSE 19e Pr., 3 Prs. FOR 50c.
Men's all-wool half hose, good weight, ribbed and plain, grays

only, seconds, but splendid wearing Winter qualities, comprising
values up to $2.25 doz., any quantity, doz. $1.35.

$1 MEN'S UNDERWEAR, 69c.
Is a splendid line, unshrinkable, elastic-rib, shirts and drawers,

first quality, all wool, sizes 34-44, 800 dozen only of this extra-
ordinary value. Reg. $7.50 dozen, unusual garments, a doz., $6.50.

$1.25 to $2.00 SWEATERS, 98c.
100 dozen Roys' and Men's pull-over sweaters, assorted colors.

grey, cardinal, navy and athletic combinations, fancy racks and
weaves, roll collar or open necks. Reg. from $9 to $15 doz., all

qualities, a dozen, $9.

85c MEN'S OVERALLS, 69c.
500 dozen blue or black overalls with bib and clastic back,

heavy quality denim, assorted sizes, worth $7.50 doz., great value,
a doz., $6.50.

$2 MEN'S TWEED PANTS, $1.19.
Men's pants in good quality wool tweeds, well made, perfect-

fitting sizes, all good patterns, special, a pair, 95c.

Early buyers are interested in a timely Christina-

shipment of individual boxed, brilliant set of hat

pins, barrettes and shell back combs in beautiful de-

signs just opened up. Large brilliants are used iu

both flat and spike-shaped heads on a ID-inch hat-

pin. They are quoted ai $6, $9, $12, $15 and $18
doz. White barrettes in three designs are $15,

$16.50 and $24 doz. Shell back combs are shown at

$4, $6.50, $10, $12, $13.50, $15 and $18. Matched
sets, side combs and back combs are $36, $42 and
$48 doz. All brilliants are mounted in artiscally

wrought white metal and designs and qualities are

all that could be desired in these usually oversold and
fancy goods counter favorites. They brighten up a

display and are attractive gifts often selected by men
who want something good but at a loss to suggest

what might be suitable until an assortment is shown.
These novelties are by no means confined to jewelers,

and dry goods stores are finding satisfactory sales

each succeeding season on these distinctive gifts.

Another interesting feature noted in staple de-

partments is an advance on flannels of lc per yard

at the mills. This, however, will not affect buyers to

any extent this Fall season, but, if anything, will

tend to clean up wholesale stocks. Tendencies are to

meet selling prices with a stock number rather than

buy any more this season, as all popular prices are

already sold up. Values quoted now are cheaper than
they could be sold for, if necessary, to replace, and
flannels are good buying under existing conditions,

while stock lasts, as buyers would otherwise have to

consider the advance. Prices will be just that much
firmer in finishing the season's selling.

Some Unique Sleeves

(Concluded from page 124)

serge that is black and white on one side and plain

grey on the other. This suit is decidedly late Vic-

torian and has a tablier overskirt of the plain grey

over a skirt of the plaid, which is split up the back

to show the underskirt. The waist is of orange chif-

fon veiled with tucked black chiffon. The upper

part of the sleeve is of the chiffons and is cut in one

with the rest of the bodice and the rest is of the

plaid. The sleeve buttons over at the wrist with

small buttons of dull silver and there is a band of

black velvet at the waist under which falls two frills

of pleated chiffon, the outer one black and the inner

orange, over the hand. A kimono cape affair forms

the finish and when on, completely covers the chif-

fon waist. This cape is of the plaid.

Sleeve 9—This sleeve is a Lucile production and
shows a puff of green taffeta trimmed with tiny silk

flowers. Veiling the puff is a long sleeve of white

net finished with a narrow ruffled wristband and also

trimmed with tiny flowers.

Sleeve 10 is a Worth mode and is made of black

ninon gathered into a shoulder cap of gold and silver

embroidery and finished with a narrow cuff of the

same at the wrist. This sleeve veils a fitting under-

sleeve of heavy white lace.

Sleeve 11—This sleeve comes from a Paquin
gown of changeable taffeta and shows a quaint puff-

ed model with velvet bound pointed frills.

Sleeve 12—The last sleeve finishes a black velvet

gown made by Drecoll. It is a long mid-Victorian

model with the upper half gathered into the under
half so as to emphasize the elbow. The sleeve is

slashed up the outer arm for about 6 in. and the

corners rounded off. The opening is finished with a

double pleating of white tulle overlaid with black.

These are only a few of the many sleeve styles

seen, hut thyc serve to show the infinite variety that

fashion is now using. Many sleeves are edged with

a band of fur. a similar hand also being used to hem
the skirt.
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Dressmakers Using Fur
Street and Evening Coats Trimmed With It

—

Season of Novelty Furs — Novelty by

Reversing Skins

EXCLUSIVE dressmakers are making great

use of fur this Winter. Street and evening
coats are trimmed with it. Velvet suits have
throat bands of fur as a neck finish, and

bands of the same fur brim the sleeves and a

line of fur follows the closing line. Fur bands
take the place of pleatings and flounces around the
hem of evening gowns and edge the narrow trains.

The waist is often crossed with fur bands and drap-
ery of lace and lace festoons and flounces often

have a heading of fur.

The striking feature of the present season is the
fact, that no one class of furs stands out prominently
as the big seller. Some seasons it is just one fur,

others long haired furs have the call, and then
again the short haired furs lead. This year the use
governs largely the purchase.

This is a season of novelty furs, and within cer-

tain limits everything that looks good goes. This
featuring of novelty in cut and combination effects

leads to the showing of some extreme models, but,

as a rule, these only serve to draw attention and are

not the big sellers.

One of the strongest influences in the trade

to-day is the use of muskrat. Muskrat dyed and
dressed as seal is now substituted for the real fur,

the price of which has long soared out of the reach

of any but the very rich. This fur is durable and
is sufficiently low priced to give designers a fur

that can be worked up into handsome long gar-

ments that are not beyond the reach of the medium
priced trade. The fact that these coats are not ex-

tremely expensive enables the furrier to carry a

representative stock without making too great an
investment. Also, it means that more novelty can
be put into a coat and that the woman who has
money now selects a new coat instead of paying for

extensive alterations to bring her old garment up-
to-date.

Seal is combined with other skins and, as a rule,

the large collar and cuffs and in more elaborate gar-

ments there is a deep band of the fur trimming
used at the hem. Hudson seal is also much used for

fur sets. These, as a rule, take the form of long

wide scarfs perfectly soft and flexible. Some are

shaped around the neck but, as a rule, they are per-

fectly straight. The linings also are a feature. Satin

to match the fur is used and shirred ruffles decor-

ate the edge. High colors are also used dimmed with

a veiling of chiffon, but this idea is not so much
employed this year as last. Another improvement
is that the lining of the muff is so cut that there is

only space left for inserting the hand and the elas-

tic used in the shirring keeps the lining in place

and allows no breath of cold air to penetrate into

the inside of the muff.

AVhat is known as reversing skins, is much prac-

ticed in the making up of seal sets. This gives a

striped appearance that is most attractive. Dia-

monds of the fur arc also used giving a checked ap-

pearance, but this style hardly takes so well as the

stripes.

Mole is being taken up to a certain extent by
the high-class trade and is made up in similar styles

to Hudson seal.

A new way of wearing these long scarfs is to

drape them so as to form a bolero jacket. Silk

fringes, ball fringes and tassels are new trimmings
for these furs. Seal and ermine are also combined
in this striped fashion. Ermine is the evening and
dress fur, and lovely rich scarfs of this fur with

fringes of tails are used for evening wear. Fur is

also extensively used as a trimming for evening and
reception gowns. Lines of ermine and even ermine
bodies are used, the body going over the bare should-

er and the tiny jaws apparently holding folds of

drapery in place. Lines of ermine are also seen on
rich evening cloaks, and motifs worked out in the

tails are new. This idea is also used on ermine sets,

for a muff displayed by a leading furrier had the

half of the front covered with a graduated fringe of

these tails.

Shawl Shaped Neckpieces.

The shawl shape is the newest for the neck-

piece that forms one article of the fur sets. These
neckpieces fit closely around the neck and meet all

the way down to the waist line where the ends are

decorated with an ornament ending in tassels. The
back ends, in a shawl point or is rounded in what is

called the spade shape. Mink makes up delight-

fully in this manner as the stripes follow the out-

line in a most decorative way. Equally effective

are the long haired furs such as skunk, wolf, raccoon

and opossum.
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For this Season there is

great demandfor MuskraU

TRADE MARK IrfLadies' Jackets we are showing
RECiSTERED 1p

this fur in Natural and Black

(dropped skins when ordered) Hud-
son Seal and German Mink.

In Ladies' Neckwear (Muffs to

match) weshow Muskrat in Natural,

Black, and all the various dyes.

Caperines of Dropped Skins, pro-

ducing distinct Mink effects, are one
of our specialties for 1911-12.

A Fashion Note—Neckwear will be
along shoulder cape lines; stoles are

made wide also.

Let us send you our new Catalogue.

A card will do.

Boulter, Waugh & Co.
LIMITED

MUSK-OX BRAND FURS

Fur Manufacturers and Hat Importers

Montreal and Winnipeg.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Fur is much used for millinery purposes. The
shorter pelts are fashioned into stunning small
shapes while dress hats show lines of fur. Black
velvet hats are very smart with ermine used in this

way, and the tails are used as a fringe trimming
and also wired to form aigrette effects.

Fashion Influence in Furs
An Insistent Factor in Producing as Well as

Retailing— Advances in Certain Lines—
Prospects of Excellent Season

Montreal, Oct. 29.—Indications point to the
coming season as a record breaker in the fur busi-

ness. Cold weather will have the effect of stimulat-
ing trade and bringing it into the busy channels.
Fur dealers are confident that furs will sell in large
numbers in all prices, from the cheapest to the most
expensive lines.

Reports show that many of the most popular
lines are advancing in price. Next year the advance
will be shown to a very noticeable degree in the
manufactured articles.

This advance in price has been expected for some
time back. The demand for fur garments of all

kinds and descriptions is increasing by leaps and
bounds each year. A few years ago fur was held in
the minds of many people as a luxury rather than
an everyday material to be worn as common as the
better lines of cloths. To-day the use of furs of every
kind, color and style is as widespread as that of any
high class line of broadcloth, beaver and other ma-
terial.

The use of furs accomplishes to-day a two-fold
object. In former years the fur coat was generally
worn for comfort. It was considered only as a valu-
able non-conductor of heat and cold. To-day, furs
are worn for style as well as for comfort. It is a
fact that the wearing of the various garments shown
by the leading fur houses adds considerable style and
appearance to the wearer. It is also a fact that
people are watching the fur styles to-day as much as
they watch the styles of any other garment of ap-
parel.

The sale of the better lines of furs has been brisk
dining past seasons; and every prospect points to its

continuance all through the Fall and Winter of this
year. Such furs as Baltic seal, Persian lamb, er-

mine, black, white, grey, pointed and natural fox,

mink, Russian sable, and the blue and grey wolf
furs are at the top of the list.

®
The Approved Lengths

In the coats are seen many of the 50-inch
lengths. In fact, this is the length that is selling
better than any other. In this style of coat, Baltic
seal, mink and Persian lamb are used extensively.
Of course, there are many other varieties of fur used
in the body parts and in the trimmings of the coat.

Ermine is used in many designs, either as trim-
mings, or in the body parts of coats, muffs, and
throws. Some magnificent coats are shown that con-
sist wholly of ermine.

In all probabilities the models seen in Baltic seal

and Persian lamb show the more sensible and taking

effects. The sales of both these furs have been im-
mense during the past year ; and the sales during the
Winter months promise to be very gratifying to all

concerned in the fur business; both in the whole-
sale and in the retail departments.

®

Muffs and Throws
In the muffs and the throws the newest styles

show the natural body effect as much as possible.

That is, the whole body of such furs as fox, in the
white, black, grey and red varieties, are manufac-
tured in the natural shape. This utilizes much of

the fur that formerly had to be used in other ways.
In the throws the body of two animals are used

to form the complete article, and when completed
would show the two heads at the back of the wearer,
and the front view shows the body part and the tails

of the two animals. These tails show sufficient nov-
elty to complete the effect without further trim-

mings.
This style is shown in all the leading furs, and

is seen on the muffs as well. Generally the body of

an animal is sewn crosswise in front of the muff,
this producing an effect new and novel. Of course,

this style is seen in such furs as mink, fox and er-

mine, the larger skins not being suited to form
the natural effect. In looking over the samples of

a leading fur house many striking pieces were seen

in the various varieties of fox. Some that deserve

mentioning were pieces in the red, white and black

varieties.

®

Rich Neckpieces
Apart from the smaller pieces of fur just describ-

ed, there are many varieties of wide and long neck
throws. These pieces are about eight inches in

width and ninety inches long. This style of throw
comes in such furs as mink, Persian lamb, Hudson
seal, with and without ermine, and generally have
tails to match at each end. The lining is composed
of plain satin to match the fur. Brocaded patterns

are used in some cases; and a very pretty throw had
for a lining white satin shirred in pretty designs.

The muffs show as much style in regard to shape,

size and makeup as the throws do. The muff that

sells best is the large bolster shaped variety. This
shape is somewhat smaller than the flat pillow-shap-

ed line; and has a rounder appearance. Another
very noticeable feature about these muffs is the

length from end to end. They are known as the

"elbow" length muff, the size making it possible to

put the hand and arm in up as far as the elbow. In
these muffs are seen a large variety of furs used by
themselves or in combination with other varieties.

A novel muff consisted of strips of Persian lamb
alternating with fancy rows of designs in silk worked
upon black satin. Another muff was made of Baltic

seal and ermine in combination. The seal was
square-shaped and had a row of the ermine around
the sides and the bottom. On top of this was a piece

of the seal, shaped to a point at the bottom and run-

ning the whole length of the muff at the top. Out-

side of this, and running from the top of the muff
down to the pointed end, were bands of the ermine.
The effect produced was somewhat the same as that

produced by the pointed collar which is so much
used on the stylish coats. Apart from the large flat-
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shaped muffs there are many designs shown in the

smaller pieces. These are made from the high grade

furs, as well as the larger ones.

Foresight Saved the Day
Correct Estimate of the Customer Made This Sale

and Added to Store's Reputation.

In the incident here described a salesman shows
that foresight and the ability to immediately form
the correct estimate of the customer will often assist

in closing a sale where lack of it might result very

unsatisfactorily. He states:

—

"One day, the proprietor called me from the

dress goods department, of which I am manager, to

serve a lady and gentleman in the ready-to-wear de-

partment on the second floor. These people were
strangers in the town, having come from the neigh-

boring republic. The lady wished to purchase a
long cape, having found a change in the climate,

and having to travel out in the country to visit a
sick relative. I sized up my customers at a glance

and immediately saw that they would be content
with nothing but the best. Our town is small and it

is a very difficult problem to buy ready-to-wear gar-

ments that you can sell ere the style changes. We
had a good variety of long capes, which although
being in style, did not seem to sell. The day previ-

ous the manager had given instructions to the lady
in charge of the department that she might sell the
capes at certain reduced rates. She marked the

tickets heavily with pencil, in plain figures, say $30
for $21 or thereabouts. I found a long black cape,

which suited the lady to perfection, but before show-

ing it, removed the ticket. I felt sure that if the

lady knew that we would be willing to clear the

capes out at reduced rates or had she seen the ticket,

she would certainly have thought them not in style

and would not have purchased. The gentleman paid
for the cape, considering price a secondary consider-

ation, also remarking that he did not think he could
get such a stylish garment in our town. The cape
was good value at the first marked price and to

emote any reduction on the garment would surely

have spoiled the sale.

How Abuse of Help Lost an Account
Some proprietors, even in this enlightened age,

seem to think that the way to get results from em-
ployes is to abuse and humiliate them. Recently a
man who is at the head of a good sized business hap-
pened to walk down an aisle in his store, where a
girl was waiting upon three women. Apparently,
becoming displeased with the way she did her work,
he, proceeded to upbraid her most unmercifully be-

fore his customers. The customers might not have
been exactly pleased with the service they were get-

ting, but the proprietor's line of abuse startled them
to such an extent that they forgot their purchases.

The girl grew nervous and was unable to finish

the sale, and the three women walked out unsold.

All of them were angry, chagrined, and felt as

though they had been personally insulted. They
never went near the place again. This same man
kept up his practice time after time, and his help
soon became indifferent to the success of the house.

Every time, moreover, that he displayed his temper
before a customer he either drove that customer
away or disgusted her with the store so that she

gave him as little of her trade as she could.

High Grade Furs
for

Men, Women and Children

oose Head Brand Furs
secure satisfied customers

Try this Brand for your

Sorting Orders

Correspondence Solicited

Established 1852

L. Gnaedinger, Son & Company
90, 92, 94 St. Peter Street .... MONTREAL
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Bloomer Knickers Popular

Boys in Many Quarters Taking Strongly to

This Style— Buyers Have Found it Necessary

to Revise Their Schedules

That bloomer styles in boys' trousers have be-

come exceedingly popular is evident from reports

which The Review has received from many quart-

ters. It is a style which commends itself to older

boys in preference to the straight knickers, which, as

one buyer puts it, "appears to unman a boy of any
size, and certainly does not give him the same smart

but dignified appearance." G. D. Osgood, of the

Sussex Mercantile Co., Sussex, N. B., writes as fol-

lows to The Review on this subject: "I find that I

have to buy a different line of sizes now than I did

a few seasons ago, on account of the boys in our lo-

cality taking strongly to the bloomer pants. Before

I bought two-piece suits only to size 31 for a boy
of 13 years, and three-piece suits with a vest from
29 in. to 34 in. Now I find that we can sell two-

piece suits up as large as 35 in., with the bloomer

pants, and we have done away with the 29 three-

piece and buy a great deal less of the larger sizes

in three-piece than what we used to do.

"Undoubtedly a man's buying must depend
largely upon the trade which he is catering to, be-

cause if he cannot sell the bloomer pants, he will have

to buy different sizes, the same as I have indicated

we used to.

"However, I believe the trade, even in the very

small places is working gradually into the bloomer

pants, and where the bloomer becomes popular, the

merchant will find the larger boys buying two-piece

bloomers in place of the old style 3-piece suit or even

the 2-piece suit with the straight pants. I find the

best selling sizes are from 10 years to 15 years, and
1 always buy more of these sizes than the smaller

or larger ones. Perhaps the very best selling sizes

are 12, 13 and 14. For the small boys we buy Rus-

sian and sailor styles up to size 7 years, and we start

our two-piece Norfolk styles at 7 years and up to 12
years. We use the following schedule

:

"Boys' Age 3 4 5 6 7
Sailors and Russian 112 2 1

.7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Two-Piece Norfolk 1111 1 1

Double-Breasted
Two-Piece Bloomers 11222211
Three-Piece plain or

D.B. with bloomer knicks 1111
13, 14, 15, 16 either plain or bloomer knicks."

Clothing On Living Models
Montreal Office, Oct. 25, 1911.

Living models are the up-to-date form by which
various lines of merchandise are being advertised.

As yet, this method of showing goods is in its in-

fancy; and many are skeptical as to its practic-

ability. In a few instances firms throughout this

country have demonstrated various kinds of mer-
chandise; and they affirm the success of this method.

In Montreal, this plan has been adopted by
J. H. Blumenthal Sons. A living model is used to

demonstrate the quality points of their newest style

of overcoats for Fall and Winter. The demonstra-
tion takes place between the hours of six and eight

or nine in the evening.

A young man selects a number of the latest style

garments. Plainly written show cards explaining

the particular points of merit of these garments, are

set up in the window, against an easel-like frame;
and the card on the outside explains the garment to

be shown and demonstrated first. In all there are

about half a dozen of these cards describing the

various garments shown.
For example:—A garment with a new effect

about the shoulders is put on by the demonstrator;
and the feature is pointed out to the onlookers. The
card is then referred to, and gives a clear descrip-

tion of the garment's chief noticeable feature. After

this garment is shown to the passers-by, it is taken
off and another is put on. This one would probably
demonstrate a garment that could be used for a fine

day; and which would also make an ideal coat for

the cold stormy day in winter. The first card would
read:—"Raglan for a fine day," and would show
the garment with collar turned down, also the long
lapels. After this phrase was emphasized clearly,

this coat would be converted into "a coat for a
stormy day." The collar is turned up and the lapels

are brought up and one buttoned over the other.

Thus this garment is converted into an ideal storm-

proof article. These are a few points demonstrated;
and are given only as an example of the methods
employed by this firm in demonstrating their gar-

ments on living models.

This method does much toward making sales.

In the evening many people are passing the store;

and anything unusual going on in the windows
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SWORD'S MISTAKE
In the October mid-month's issue of

this paper we displayed the wrong cut

for our "Militaire" Full Dress Protector.

You will find the correct article on

this page.

The

ii

MILITAIRE
j)

As worn for full dress

IS

Made from

Black Poplin

Black Peau de Soie

Black Fancy Brocade

Black Peau de Crepe

Black Silk Grenadine

From $24.00 to $40.00

per dozen. Edges turned back, showing white facings

the "MILITAIRE 99

is so constructed that it cannot possibly fall off the

neck, or sag below the coat collar. Can be worn for

full dress or ordinary wear. The Military effect is

obtained by the use of wide braid trimming—on collar

and front.

The Sword Neckwear Co., Limited
TORONTO

NOTE.—Selling Agents for Corliss-Coon Collars

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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always attracts a crowd. When the people see the

garments shown as they would look when actually

in use by the user, a good impression is made, and
anyone thinking about purchasing such a garment
as is being shown, is pretty sure to go to the store

that keeps the garments used in these demonstra-
tions.

Advertising is very important; that is, everyday
advertising in the newspapers. But few advertise-

ments read in such a clear manner as to cause the

reader to see an exact picture of the garment before

him. Booklets may be sent to the people in the

vicinity of a certain store, but the effect of the pic-

tures seen in this booklet will not bear the impression
that a real demonstrator would carry. Pictures al-

ways seem to be more or less unreal, while the living

model shows something which would be clearly possi-

ble to copy by many of the people who see the

demonstration. They see the real picture of a man
wearing a coat kept by a certain store; and if the
style and color suit, the customer is pretty sure to

go to this store when needing anything along the
line kept in stock.

In the instance just described, after the demon-
stration of each coat as to style and fit, the price

was produced, and viewed by all the spectators.

J. H. Blumenthal Sons are always willing to show
the price of any garment displayed in their show-
window. The principle is that it is better to get

the customer used to the price of a garment than
to spring it on to him in a hurry when he is not
expecting to pay so much. If he sees a garment in
the window marked such and such a price he may
not be tempted to make a purchase at once. But if

the garment is about the style and color that suits

this particular person, a few dollars will not make
much difference after he has had a little time to

think the matter over.

®
The New Spring Straws

The past season was a record one in the straw
hat department. The warm weather continued so

long that for the most part the merchants are pretty

well sold out of this line.

Manufacturers and importers are showing sam-
ples for the Spring deliveries; and business in this

line appears to be satisfactory.

Splits are selling well, particularly in the West-
ern Provinces. The better lines range in price from
$22 to $40 per dozen wholesale. The trade in Pan-
ama hats is growing from year to year. There are

many people who prefer to pay a little more for an
article that will give longer wear and better satis-

faction. Panama hats that cost from $40 to $75
per dozen include the popular range of styles and
prices. Occasionally a better hat might be called

for; but in the great majority of the stores, the hat
that retails for $5 to $12, is the line that has the
strong call.

Sailor shapes with stiff crown and the soft flex-

ible brim are favorites with young and middle-aged
men. The brim can be adjusted to suit the taste of

each individual. Hats that sell for 75 cents up to

$2.50 are strong sellers in this particular line. Pen-
cil brims will be a feature of next season's style?-

®
Heavy Gloves May Advance

There is always more or less call for heavy gloves

for the working man. Gloves made from horsehide

are a staple line. The prices of these lines have been
steady for some time past, but there is a likelihood

of a rise in price later on in the season. The price

of horsehide has advanced, and while as yet there is

no advance in the manufactured article, this advance
is liable to come suddenly.

Manufacturers are always more or less careful

in regard to raising of prices on their goods. Some-
times they run on very narrow margins rather than
advance the price. This holds good in the glove de-

partments as well as others. According to the ad-

vance in the raw material, gloves should advance
fifty cents per dozen.

One reason that manufacturers do not advance
prices sooner than they do is that they incline to the

opinion that some other manufacturer in the same
line may have a quantity of old stock—purchased at

the old prices—on hand. So they keep the price

down as long as possible, then up it goes with a jump.

®
Braid and Buttons

The style of using braid on men's clothing is

returning to vogue. Worsted braids are the principal

material used. Buttons covered with braid to match
the braid used as a trimming are quite the proper
thing. Serge-covered, and bone buttons are also used

on the new models.

Buttons with centres of velvet and rims of serge

or other like material will constitute a portion of next
season's styles. Very large buttons will be used. The
48 and the 60 lines are going to be prominent. Of
course there will be the smaller lines to match for

trimming purposes. Pearl buttons are slow sellers at

the present. Apart from their use on sweater coats

and garments of a like nature, buttons with the

metallic effect are being featured on many of the

new models.

A new men's wear store has been opened by C.

A. Baker, in Welland.

R. S. Crawford & Co., Yarmouth, N.S., are about

to equip a knitting factory for the production of

underwear and hosiery.

Brass Brothers, men's wear merchants, Toronto,

have announced their intention to open a depart-

ment store at 185-187 Yonge St., that city.

S. C. Mathews, senior member of the firm of

Mathews, Towers & Company, Montreal, is on his

semi-annual trip through the West. This is the

thirty-fourth year that Mr. Mathews has been on the

road.

A unique overall display recently appeared in

the window of Gregory & Co., Fillmore, Sask. The
display included a complete threshing machine, all

arranged, showing men attired in overalls and other

threshing requisites.

Tommy Burns, former heavyweight champion
of the world, but now a clothing and real estate

dealer in Calgary, left recently for Australia. He
hinted on leaving that he intended, among other

things, to make a strenuous effort to introduce Can-

adian-made clothing in Australia and, in a general

way, hoped to bring about something like a sartorial

boom.
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notice to men's (Uear Advertisers

The Men's Wear Department of The Dry Goods Review is now spec-

ially featured in the mid-month issue, but we still have a regular depart-

ment devoted to men's furnishings in the first-of-the-month.

This change was made in order to give more space to this department.

THE MEN'S WEAR REVIEW is now issued in connection with the mid-

month issue. All advertisements appearing in the men's wear section of

the mid-month issue go in "THE MEN'S WEAR REVIEW" without

extra charge. You not only reach all the men's departments in the dry*

goods stores, but the exclusive men's wear stores as well.

Our subscription list includes more ACTUAL BUYERS of men's

goods than any other paper in this field. An examination of our sub-

scription list PROVES THIS STATEMENT and will settle all arguments

to the contrary.

GET IN YOUR COPY BY THE 10th OF NOVEMBER for the mid-

month number—the issue that sprang into favor with the merchants from

the start. Why ? Because it contained the information they desired and
they appreciate this extra service each month.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Lesson9--CompleteCourse inCardwriting
The Edwards Short-cut System— Showing Lower Case Letters of the Speedy
Slant Roman Alphabet— Simple Method of Illuminating —Mixing Colors

By J.lC. Edwards. Copyright.S.Canada, 1911,

THE use of capitals exclusively in a card is

very undesirable as they are not so easily

read as the lower case or small letters, with
a capital either beginning the sentence or be-

ginning each word. The capital and lower case let-

ters are more quickly made; in fact, a card-writer

can execute the small letters in less than half the
time that it takes to make capitals.

Note each letter and its various strokes in detail

and practice each many times, always being careful

to get the correct slant to every letter. The more

Zilways keep3* ^yourjbrushes

^f^fclean sthd
f ready for use.

Ornamented card, showing application of the speedy
slant Roman.

graceful and easy swing you get into this or any
style of letter the more successful you are in reach-
ing the goal every card-writer aims for.

The object in introducing this style of letter is

Co acquaint the student with the details which go to

create speed rather than retard it. Compare this

style with that taught in lessons No. 6 and 7

—

Brush Stroke Roman. Note the absence of spurs
wherever it is possible to do away with them. This
point alone is a recommendation for the slant Roman
lower case letter. For instance, note the first stroke

in letter "A." It is practically a cyma, lacking as

it does the spur that is used in the plain brush stroke

upright style. Note also the second stroke of the
same letter; the second stroke in "f", the second in
"j", the second and third in "s" and so on, and you
will see that one single stroke of the brush replaces

the rather difficult spur of the upright style as shown
previously. The "c" also demonstrates this point as

also does the first stroke of the "b," the third of

"d", second of "h", third of "m", second of "n",
etc.

Examine every letter and try them with your
brush flattened out nicely—rubbed out on your pal-

ette or card board used for that purpose.
Draw the lines as referred to in lesson 8 as guide

lines to get the right angle. You are sure to have
difficulty at first, but perseverance will master it.

Don't get discouraged if you fail first time ; even the
second or third time. Try again and you will suc-
ceed.

Always hold the brush at the same angle—square
with the top of the card ; don't change it or twist the
fingers but make the letter with clean brush strokes.

There are only two or three cases where the brush
is held at commencement at a different angle and
those are to form cymes, as stroke three in the second

form of "g", stroke one in the "s" and two in the
"z".

The strokes such as two in "j" and three in "g"
may be made either with the brush held straight or
at a slight angle (inclining to the left). This is

left to the discretion of the writer.

Another letter which can be made in two differ-

ent ways is the "p". It can be made as shown in
the plate with the curved stroke all in one or it may
be made as the "b" with two strokes. This also is

left to the judgment of the student.

The card illustrating the use of this style of let-

tering is quite a plain and decorated specimen, but
serves to demonstrate this lettering put in card form.

It also shows a very simple mode of illuminating
—a few strokes of the brush wet with a grey paint
or some mild shade or tint.

Do not allow your lettering to creep too far to

the one side or the other. Be careful also to get
your letters spaced evenly or rather to make them
look even. Two o's coming together will bear less

space between them; two capital "L's" coming to-

gether in the same word can be shortened so as to

not to make them look uneven, the same applies to

capital T's.

The scroll which is shown at the bottom of the
plate is very simply made with one stroke of the
brush. Try it. Note the arrows.

Tints are made from a foundation of white let-

terine with a slight bit of any color added; a little

at a time is added until the desired shade is acquired.

Get a little dry blue at the hardware store or an-
aline dye at the drug-store, and pour out a small
quantity of white on a piece of glass to which add a
very small portion of blue. Mix thoroughly and
work up until the right shade, which should be
mild, is arrived at.

Shade the letter as shown in this lesson or use
the left hand shade, as shown previously, which is

the most simple and most easily made. Note the

round cut showing outfit.

For particulars regarding brushes, outfits, etc.,

write to the author, J. C. Edwards, c\o MacLean
Publishing Co., 143 University Ave., Toronto, or to

this paper.

(See page 138 for descriptive chart).

-Flat Brushes-
FOR CARD-WRITING

RED SABLE IN ALBATA, approved and
used exclusively by the author of the ' 'Edwards
Short Cut System of Card-writing-," and other
prominent card writers of Canada. Best
French make, all sizes. We also handle

CARD-WRITERS' SUPPLIES
consisting of Thaddeus Davids' letterine,

Soenneken pens, T squares, cardboard, etc.

Write for prices.

F. HARRIS CO., LIMITED
73 King St. East, - - Toronto
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RYAN

Ryan Gloves
For Service

One of the different styles of our

genuine HORSE HIDE WORK-
ING GLOVES. They

will stand plenty of

good hard work Back-

ed up by our unquali-

fied guarantee.

Give your cus-

tomers the best.

(RYAN)

ijThe Stgn of the Guaran!

"l
his pair of Gloves is guaranteed to give enhi

it prove defective in material or shtchmg.we will repairor

same ifyou will return them to ue with this ticket

The Robert Run Co
Thacc Rivers. Que

1*^1 The Sign of the Guaranteed GlovepSF

The cutting and

stitching are scien-

tifically correct.

They Fit Well and

Feel Right. Made in

Yellow and Gun Metal

Shades.

Exact photographic reproduction

taken from sample.

Facts Worth Knowing
The leather used in these gloves is tanned by a new process of two

bath Chrome tannage. They are guaranteed to stand steam and hot

water and will dry out soft and pliable. By this process the leather is

made as waterproof as it is possible to make leather. Washing the

gloves made from this leather in soap and water or in gasoline or

naphtha does not injure them in the slightest but improves them in

appearance and touch.

You take no risk when you sell RYAN GLOVES. They are the cheap-

est consistent with quality. We never sacrifice quality for price.

ASK YOUR WHOLESALER

THE ROBERT RYAN CO.
THREE RIVERS, QUEBEC

E. H. Walsh & Co., Selling Agents, Teronto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.

Branch Offices—Montreal, Winnipeg and Vancouver

(RYAN)
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1
#Sp©@ ma.n

speed, though not
everything,counts

i

Lower case of a letter particularly adapted to speed. By constant practice the beginner should master it.
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Best Gloved Men Want

PERRIN GLOVES

You don't have to introduce

PERRIN GLOVES
They are known the world over.

When a man buys a pair of gloves he wants

them to fit properly—to look right — to wear

well — at a fair price.

Perrin's Gloves fulfill all these requirements.

They are made by experts who understand the

science of glove-making.

Perrin's Gloves are made known to your cus-

tomers through continuous advertising.

Splendid values in Men's Capes or Suedes,

Unlined, Silk, Wool or Fur-Lined. Ready for

immediate delivery.

Perrin's Gloves retail from $1 upwards and

yield A GOOD PROFIT.

Perrin Freres & Cie
28 Victoria Square, Montreal

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Canadian Window Trimmers Organize
Representative Decorators Attend First Meeting — Great Enthusiasm in

Prospect for a Successful Association — Arrangements for Prize Competitions
and Convention — Officers Elected

THE Canadian Window Trimmers' Association

was organized Thanksgiivng Day at a meet-

ing in the Convention Hall, Prince George
Hotel, Toronto.

During the convention in Chicago of the Nation-

al Association of Window Trimmers of America, a

resolution was passed in committee asking the Can-

adian trimmers present to obtain the opinion of their

fellow-trimmers in regard to forming a Canadian
branch of that organization. A committee composed
of H. C. McDonald, F. Robinson and F. L. Kickley
immediately advised a large number of decorators

to this effect, asking for suggestions, and when it

would be possible for them to attend an organization

meeting.
Thanksgiving Day beinu; suitable to many, it

was decided to call those trimmers who had signified

their ability to be present to meet the committee, dis-

cuss the matter and consider the formation of an
association. An enthusiastic gathering of representa-

H. C MACDONALD, Murray-

Kay Co., Toronto, President

Canadian Window Trimmers'

Association.

tive window men. connected with leading firms, at-

tended the meeting. Those present were : F. Robin-

son, R. McKay A Co.. Hamilton; fm, Moir, G. W.
Robinson Co., Hamilton; 11. Simons, Stanley Mills

& Co., Hamilton: V. .1. Thompson, W. E. Maxwell,

St. Thomas; E. (i. Meadow, McLaren & Co., St.

Catharines; H. G. Thorpe, Kxclusive Ladies' Store,

North Bay; F. L. Kickley. McDonald Bros. & Co.,

Guelph; J. McNabb, Richard Hall & Son, Peterbor-

ough; H. C. McDonald, Murray-Kay, Toronto:

George Sharpe, Arcade, Hamilton; Warren An-
drews, Anderson & Co., St. Thomas; Jas. McNicholl.

Cressman Co., Peterborough ; J. K. Dallimore, Hick-

ey's, Toronto ; S. S. Moore and J. L. Maude, Toronto,

representing Dry Goods Review.

F. Robinson was appointed chairman and a re-

port was presented outlining steps already taken.

Letters were read from prominent trimmers, the

majority of whom approved of the idea. It was
therefore decided to form an organization, to be

known as The Canadian Window Trimmers' Associ-

ation. A motion to this effect was made by Jas.

McNicholl, seconded by W. G. Moir, and carried

unanimously.
In proceeding with the organization, it was mov-

ed by H. G. Thorpe, and seconded by Jas. McNicboll

that the officers consist of Hon. President, President,

1st and 2nd Vice-Presidents, Secretary-Treasurer,
Executive Committee, Membership and Prize and
Reception Committees. The following officers and
committees were then elected:

Hon. President.—S. S. Moore.
1 "resident.—H. C. McDonald.
1st Vice-President.—F. Robinson.
2nd Vice-president.—F. L. Kickley.

Sec.-Treas.—J. L. Maude.
Executive Committee.—J. McNab, Jas. McNich-

oll, and Warren Andrews.
Reception and Prize Committee.—W. Moir, F.

Robinson, H. Simons, J. McNicholl, the President

and Sec.-Treasurer.

Membership Committee.—II. G. Thorpe, George
Sharp, .J. K. Dallimore, E. G. Meadows and F. J.

Thompson, combined with the efforts of each mem-
ber to interest window trimmers in their respective

localities to become members.
It was decided to fix the membership fee at $2.00

per year, and that no grading of members be made
as to professional or amateur ability.

As some means of communication or department
of interest was necessary to advise members, the

Dry Goods Review was chosen as the official organ.

All news pertaining to the association will be given
in the Art of Display Dept. of this paper.

The membership of the Association is open to

men in charge of window decorating and card writ-

er- tor Canadian retail mercantile establishments.

While many of the largest departmental stores in

Canada are represented and though trimmers al-

ready interested are more closely associated with dry

goods and kindred lines, it is the intention of the

Association to benefit every class of window and in-

terior advertising, whether dry goods, groceries,

drugs, hardware, as well as manufacturers of window
fixtures and properties.

Other objects aimed at are co-operation in plan-

ning and carrying out more effective schemes of

decoration, the distribution of information relative

to window work con.-i-.tent with merchants' demands,
and to raise the standard of the art in the interests

of successful merchandising. It is considered that

with united effort, many valuable ideas can be dem-
onstrated through association with the best profes-

sional men and a broader source of information
made available before commencing each business

season.

These following trimmers will shortly become
members, they having expressed themselves to that

effect

:

J. A. Perkins, Sussex Mercantile Co., Sussex,

N. B.; B. Wright, Rutledge & Jackson, Fort Wil-
liam; C. IT. G. McKerns, I'ryce-Jones (Canada);
Calgary, Alta; Fred Ashfield, Bryson-Graham, Ot-

tawa ; E. < r. Meadows, McLaren & Co., St. Catharines;

A. II. Schmidt, J. F. Cairns, Saskatoon, Sask.

;

J. A. Atcheson. Smallman & Ingram, London; F.

G. Lofft, A. H. Lofft, St, Mary's; Jack A. McNabb,
Richard Hall & Son, Peterboro; Wm. G. Moir, G.

W. Robinson Co., Hamilton; F. J. Thompson, W.
E. Maxwell, St. Thomas; Fred McDonald, R. A.
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"That was a two-dollar bill I gave you!

"You're mistaken, sir, but

—

" I am NOT—and I want my correct change.

*

99

Angry discussion follows. Everyone is familiar with scenes of this kind.

But did you ever notice that disputes of this kind always occur in stores that

haven't a National Cash Register?

It is because the National Cash Register protects customer, clerks and
merchant against mistakes and misunderstandings of all kinds, that it is con-

sidered so essential a part of the equipment of every well-conducted store.

Successful Merchants Put a Receipt in Every Parcel.

For Booklet and Price List, Write

THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO.
Head Office for Canada and Canadian Factory, TORONTO

F. E. MUTTON, Manager in Canada

We manufacture Cash Registers in various styles and piices to suit every pocket and every business from $13
to $870. We guarantee to supply a better Cash Register for less money than any other concern in the world.
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Briscoe, Gait; A. A. Daoust; Geo. G. Gales, Mont-
real; H. G. Thorpe, Exclusive Ladies' Store, North
Bay; E. 0. Whiteside, Youell & Wrong, Aylmer;
Jas. McNicholl, A. W. Cressman Co., Peterboro;

Chas. A. Newton. White & Co., Moosomin, Sask.

;

Wm. J. Ferguson, Sutcliffe & Sons, Lindsay ; W. A.
Andrews, Anderson & Co., St. Thomas; Carl R.

Pickard, Bartlett, McDonald & Gow, Windsor ; R. M.
Beauchamp, John Murphy Co.. Montreal; A. G.

Munroe, Burley-Currier, Portage la Prairie

;

A. D. Holt, Robinson & Co., Winnipeg; Wm. G. Ir-

ving, J. D. Creagan Co., Moncton, N. B. ; J. H. Roy.
Paquet Co., Quebec; T. W. Byam, Regina Trading
Co., Regina; Jas. S. Jones, David Spencer, Victoria,

B. C; J. M. Curie, Robinson & Co.. Calgary; E. Wil-

son, Glanvilles, Calgary ; H. Simons, Stanlev Mills,

Hamilton; C. W. Hansford, T. W. Robinson Co..

Moose Jaw; W. Surman, Chappies, Fort William;
Geo. Sharpe, Arcade, Hamilton ; J. K. Dallimore,

Hickeys', Toronto, R. Williams, Shea's. Hamilton

;

F. L.'Kickley. McDonald Bros. & Co., Guelph: F.

Robinson, R. McKay & Co., Hamilton; H. C. Mc-
Donald, Murray-Kay, Toronto; Manson Roach, Aus-
tin & Co., Chatham; (!. C. Taylor, J. C. Turnbull
Co., Peterboro; W. B. Calhoun, Madill Bros., Napa-
nee; Frank Graydon, A. Bristol & Son, Picton; B.

Ames, John White Co., Woodstock; Harold E.

Burns, R. Fair Co.. Peterboro; W. C. Greenhill, Ogil-

vie, Lochead & Co.. Brantford; T. M. Dickson, Dick-

son's, St. Man's; C. D. Black. The Robinson Co.,

Napanee; Arthur 11. Rowley, Merchant's, Brandon,
Man.; Jas. McMillen, II. S. Terris, Springhill, N.S.;

O. H. Mills, Mills Bros, Sarnia; Mark C. Gilchrist,

Vancouver; J. C. Edwards, Toronto.

Several other business matters were considered
and it was decided to hold a competition for window
trimmers to include window displays, original dress

goods, drapes, unit arrangements and ready-to-wear
exhibits. These trims are to be decided on the merit
of the setting from a merchandising viewpoint and
the prize committee were instructed to prepare an
announcement to this effect, provide for contests and
arrange valuable prizes open to all classes of trim-
mers. This committee were to make the offer of

interest to large stores and smaller decorators giving
all an equal chance to enter their work under differ-

ent classifications and donate prizes, which would be
valued by any proficient trimmer. Full particulars

will be made later as to prizes, classification and
terms of contest.

It was decided to hold a monster convention in

Toronto about the second week in August next year,

when a report from The National Association con-

vention will be ready and the terms under which
Canadians can be affiliated with that body will be
placed before the members.

The Executive Committee are to arrange a pro-

gramme of sufficient importance to make it worth
while for every window trimmer and card writer in

Canada to attend the Toronto convention.

Demonstrations by foremost window men and
card writers in America; as well as exhibits by lead-

ing manufacturers of their most up-to-date fixtures

aic lo I i provided. Prizes, according to competition

lor the best work in decorating during the year pre-

ceding, will be awarded.

The Glove Buyer Says:
'Yes, I've tried them all— every line of heavy service gloves

on the market, and it's the ' ASBESTOL' line for me hereafter."

;

' There's too much at stake to permit of any uncertainties.

And when I sell an 'ASBESTOL' glove or mitten, I know I'm

giving my customer full, honest value for his money. I don't have

to worry about ' come backs ' either, for the line makes good with

my customers in the way good, honest merchandise should.
"

Why not have your glove department on a sure basis

—

a basis of more certain results ? The well - known

"ASBESTOL" line will turn the trick for you. It is

complete, embracing every staple and popular idea in

glovedom. The line also has many features, the chief of

which is the fact that they resist the effects of steam, heat

or water.

Your jobber has the stock, and there's no other line he

would rather supply.

Write our advertising department to send

along the " Tom Thumb " trade coaxers.

Eisendrath Glove Co., Chicago

7~ '"'
"m

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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REGISTERED

How To Do Business

Without Carrying Stock

Get our sample outfit free

for your locality.

All you do is sell, we do
the rest.

Profits are larger than on
stock goods; also NO INVEST-
MENT.

Being one of us this season
places you upon our Spring, 1912,
list, which will be the biggest

and best range in Canada.

Write to-day for our Autumn
range and your first order will

prove that you are in right on
the Special Order Tailoring

business.

JOHN DAWSON, LIMITED
145 Church St. Toronto

British America Assurance Company
A.D. 1833

FIRE 6% MARINE
Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECT0R8

Hob. Geo A. Cox, President W. R. Brock, Vice-President

Robert Blokerdlke, M.P., W. B. Melkle, E. W Cox. Geo. A. Morrow
D. B. Henna, Auiuatue Myers, John Hoikln, K.C., LL.D.

Frederic Nlcholle, Alex. Ltlrd, Jimti Kerr Osborne, Z. A. Lash, K.C.

Sir Henry M. Pellitt, E. R. Wood.

•V. B. Mmlklm, General Manager/ P. H. Sims, Secretary

CAPITAL - .... $1,400,000.00

ASSETS 2, 162,753.85

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION 29.833,82".96

"3 in 1" Model "H" Air
Brush, especially designed fur all around
window trimming and card writing pur-
poses With its different attachments
it takes the place of several air IjruBhes.

As simple to operate as an electric push
button.

PAASCHE AIR BRUSH CO.. Manufacturers,

MERCHANTS, TRIMMERS

AND CARD WRITERS

PAASCHE AIR BRUSHES
are used with remarkable success

by thousands of trimmers and card

writers in all parts of Canada and
the United States for making signs,

show cards, price tickets, coloring

artificial flowers, foliage, draperies,

back-grounds, etc.

An Air Brush outfit will increase

your earning capacity many fold.

Write for Catalogue—
it tells all about them.

605-b Blue Island Ave •

CHIOACO, - ILL

"FIELD CLUB 99

THREE HEIGHTS
No. 1 - 2 in.

No. 2 - 2\ in.

No. 3 - 2\ in.

Corliss-Coon
Hand

CollarsMade
^•.a...-.

Retain their distinctive

style and accurate fit after

many trips to the laundry

Canadian Selling Agents

:

The Sword Neckwear Co., Ltd.

Toronto, Ont.

"FIELD CLUB" will help your sales.

$1. 10 per dozen.

Corliss, Coon & Co.
Makers of "Better Collars"

ST. LOUfS BOSTON
TROY, N. Y.

NEW YORK CHICAGO
BALTIMORE

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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ATTRACTIVE SILK RANGE.
In dollar values of double-width

paillettes, messalines and satin de

Chine in blacks and colors, the Silks

Co., Limited, Toronto, are showing

a good range and orders on these

lines for Spring are being very freely

booked in anticipation of a shortage

when the season opens. Manufactur-

ers have already contracted for all

they can possibly deliver for early

Spring and to ensure having the

goods on the counter at the proper

time, customers realize the necessity

of anticipating their wants by placing

their orders earlier and heavier than

usual.

A very attractive range of fancies

from European makers is also being

shown by The Silks Company,

and meeting with much favor.

This large range of l.a Sac

Jacquards and Alsacian fancies,

prove to be a tempting bait to the

shrewd buyer and the best patterns

are being rapidly picked up. In this

respect, the buyer is to be congratu-

lated as the mill's output will soon

be absorbed.

Owing to the trend of fashion

double-width silks are largely in de-

mand and promise to be a most im-

portant factor in the Spring trade

Merchants who have handled i he

broad lines for Fall report a decided

improvement in this department and

following the success of the present

season are booking much heavier than

usual for the coming Spring trade

Satin-finished silks, such as messa-

lines, paillettes, satin de Chine are

the favorities and in these the best

manufacturers have already contract-

ed for enough to keep the looms busy

well into the sorting season In view

of the anticipated shortage with the

opening of Spring, buyers are protect-

ing themselves against late or uncer-

tain deliveries by placing their ord-

ers well ahead.

FLAXON.

The manufacturing and distributing

trades in Canada are to-day, looking

much more closely into the finish,

and general appearance of their piece

goods, than they have ever done be-

fore.

It is not only necessary for goods

This space will cost you only

$25.00 a year, and your ad. will yo

to 5,000 merchants each month.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
Artificial Flowers, Plants and Vines, Window
Decorations. Japanese and Chinese Decora-
tions, Papier Mache Novelties. Electric Lighted
Flower Rushes. Write for our 104 page Cata-
logue. It's free for the asking.

The Botanical Decorating Company
( Incorporated.)

310 Fifth Avenue. Chicago. 111. (if)

Counter Check Books

F. N. BURT COMPANY, Limited

Toronto and Montreal
Write for samples. (Mjv 12)

L. BAUMAN & CO.
The largest Importers and Manufacturers of
Artificial Flowers. Vines. Sprays, Palms,
Bouquets, and Window and Interior Decora-
lions.

359 W. Chicago Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.
(April 12)

Write for Information.

about any line of goods you do not

see advertised in The Review. We
will gladly procure the information

and supply it free.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW.

lOCKfif̂ATERSON
LIMITED

The Wholesale Millinery and Fancy Dry Goods

House of the Maritime Provinces.

MAIL ORDERS OUR E8PECIAL HOBBY (tf)

Do You Want Agencies
for any line? If you do,

write to The Dry Goods
Review, Toronto :: ::

This space will cost you onL/

$25.00 a year, and your ad. will no

to 5,000 merchants each month.

to have a certain, count, weight and

construction, but the finish is now an

important factor. So much so that

our neighbors across the border, who
are more insistent on the finish of

their piece goods than we have been,

can successfully market their ready-

to-wear garments, in our country,

though their intrinsic value is no

greater than ours and their price is

higher.

The manufacturers of Klaxon, have

realized the importance of this mod-
ern requirement, and this particular

fabric is consequently supplanting to

a large extent, such goods as India

linens, Persian lawns, etc. Flaxon

has a permanent linen thread finish,

it has all the merits of a handkerchief

linen lawn, and double the tensile

strength of a staple sheer white

goods.

The yarns used in its construction,

are selected long staples both in warp
and filling, and these yarns by a pecu-

liar method of finishing have the ap-

pearance and qualities of linen thread.

Flaxon has been on the American

market for some years, and its char-

acteristics are well known on the

other side of the line. It is also sold

to some extent in Canada, hut the

manufacturers have been too busy in

their home market to push it much
outside. They know that a large

part of the ready to wear wash
dresses in sheer goods, whether print-

ed or plain, of American manufac-

ture sold in Canada, are made of this

fabric.

We see no reason why this should

continue as these goods can now be

obtained direct from our large Cana-

dian wholesalers.

The ;
manufacturers are Clarence

Whitman & Co., of. New York, with

offices at 112 Coristine Building,

Montreal.

A. H. Wheeler, representing Maison
Gaillot-Guinot, 26 Avenue De L'

Opera, Paris, has opened an office at

409-410 King's Hall Building, Mon-

treal. This firm carries high-class

lines of ribbons, silks, velvets, wool-

ens, embroideries, tulles, laces, gauz-

es, veilings and novelties. Mr.

Wheeler is in touch with the Paris

house twice every week.
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AGENTS WANTED.

AGENT WANTED by first-class Saxony lace

firm. Must be well connected. Apply to

"L.P., 6414," care Rudolf Mosse, Plauen,

7V, Germany.

AGENT WANTED for Eastern Canada, New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland, etc.,

to se.l the well-known Skeldon olaniuts and
Tweeds on commission. Apply SKELDON
MILLS, Ayrshire. 14)

AGENT— First class Calais lace firm want
Agent in Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg and
Quebec. Live connection and highest refer-

ences required. Commission only. Keply Box
54, DRY GOODS REVIEW, 88 Fleet Street,

London, England.

AGENT WANTED FOR CAN ADA on commis-
sion by an English firm ; actual manufactur-
ers of Hair Nets, Hair Switches, and all hair

goods; also preparers of all kinds of Hair for

high-class Hairdressers. Applicants must have
established connection with first-class wholesale
houses, and references must bear the strictest

inve<tigation. Write full particulars in first in-

stance to DRY GOODS REVIEW, Box 679, 92
Market St., Manchester.

AGENT WANTED FOR CANADA on liberal

commission, by a London lirm of Foreign
Fancy Goods (Ladies' Belts, Bags, Hatpins,

Neckwear, Haberdashery, Smallwares, etc.;; one
partly engaged with another firm, must have
first class connection amongst Drapery and Fancy
Houses in Montreal, Toronto and Quebec. Reply
Box 65, DRf GJODS REVIEW, 88 Fleet St.,

London, England.

AGENT WANTED far Western Canada, from
vVinnipeg (o Pacific, by well-known London
mjnufacturers of upholstery, trimmings and

smallwares. Apply, stating qualifications and
terms, to " Industria," care DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW, 88 Fleet Street, London, England. (1)

BRADFORD FIRM require well introduced
Agent for Montreal. Woollens, worsteds,
stuffs and linings. Reply, staling full par-

ticulars, to Box 213, DRY GOODS REVIEW,
701-702 clastern Townships Bank Bldg., Montreal

(2)

LONDON MANUFACTURER wishes to get in

communication with Agent calling on leading
Retailers in Canada to sell following lines:

Ladies' and Children's White Cotton Under-
clothing, White Underskirts, Flannel, Nuns'
Veiling and Flannelette Night Dresses, Baby
Linen and Infants' Frocks. Good and medium
class only. Liberal commission. Write eiving
London references. Box 63, DRY GOODS
REVIEW, 88 Fleet St., London, England.

LONDON MANUFACTURERS of Ties, Waist-
coats, Shirts, Pyjamas and Motor Scarves,
require energetic agent with good connection

amongst Gents' Outfitters in Canada (Montreal,
Toronto, Quebec, etc.) Apply with fullest partic-
ulars to H. T. GREENLAW & CO, 83 Golden
Lane, London, England. (1)

DEARL BUTTONS (Japanese). - First-class
* London firm require a smart Agent well in

with big buyers. Must be able to do a large
trade. Write fullest particulars and references
to Box 404 a' Horncastle, 61 Cheapside, London,
England.

REQUIRED young energetic agents residing
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver,
to sell Blankets, Gloves and Rugs for well-

known English firm, doing largely with Canadian
Wholesalers for nearly 20 years. Applicants
must have thorough knowledge of this trade and
active business connections with buyers of such
goods. State full particulars, references and terms
in strictest confidence to " Universt," c/o Streets,
30 Cornhill, London, England.

WANTED—Travellers calling on the dry goods
and gents' furnishings trade, to show our
line of 1912 Xmas boxes, also folding oloth-

ing and millinery boxes, on commission. The D.
F. BROWN PAPER BOX AND PAPER CO., St.
John, N.B (2)

PARTNER WANTED.

FOR JUNIOR PARTNER-Young man, Pro-
tes'ant with about $2,000, to e*t*nd
established departmental more business In

growi g suburb of Mon real Good chance to
ev-ntually own the business Address "Partner "

DRY GOODS REVIEW, Montreal.

MEN'S WEAR REVIEW

FOR SALE.

CASH REGISTER, stylish nickel-plated detail

adder. Registers one cent to twenty dollars.

5 year guarantee. For quick sale, $50. Par-
ticulars, R. O. Smith Company, Orillia, Ontario.

(2)

FOR SALE— Department store in good Alberta
town. Stock $25,000 ; yearly turnover $100,-
000. Address, Box 1226, Calgary.

AGENCIES WANTED.

AGENCIES WANTED — For Manitoba, Sas-
katchewan and Alberta. Specialty lines to
the retail dry goods irade. Address J. R.

GALBRAITH, P.O. Box 765, Winnipeg. (tf)

AGENCIES WANTED—Traveler with Wesiern
connection is opening a Manufacturers'
Agency In Winnipeg Jan. 1st, 1912, and

would like to handlea line of knit goods on com-
mission. Ail communications confidential. Ad-
dress "Knit Goods," DRY GOODS REVIEW,
Toronto. (2)

AN experienced, wide-awake firm of Nottingham
Agents is open to undertake the exclusive
buying of laces, embroidery, hosiery, Man-

chester and all dry goods for a first-class Cana-
dian concern. Address Box 1511, NEYROUD
& SONS, Advertising Offices, 14-18 Queen Vic-
toria Street, London, E.C., England.

FIRM OF AGENTS in England are open to

act as Buyers for Cotton, Worsted and
Wo-.llen Piece Goods. 8063, Williams's

Advertisement Offices, Bradford, England.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY.

GENERAL STORE-Stock reduced by January
first to about $5,000; fixtures $1,200; small-
est turnover in the last six years $40,251 ;

increase so far this year promises business of close
to $50,000 ; only one opposition in town of over
500; nearest adjoining town In any direction 17
miles ; one of the best mixed farming districts in
Saskatchewan. Reason for selling have made
sufficient money to warrant me going Into busi-
ness in a larger centre. Premises can be rented
reasonably. Apply Box 30, DRY GOODS RE-
VIEW, Toronto. (tf)

TO RENT—A brick store in the centre of the
business section of the town of St. Mary's,
Ont. Well equipped and fitted throughout.

Very suitable for retail dry goods or bt ots and
shoes. For full particulars address R. T. GILPIN,
St. Mary's, Ontario.

"PO RENT—A handsome new building in Brant-
* ford's business centre; two large modern

stores, well lighted, high ceilings, easy terms.
Apply UNION REALTY CO., Brantford. (3ch)

WAREHOUSE TO RENT

AT REGINA, SASK., a first class distributing
point. New wholesale warehouse flat, 40 x
100 feet, electric lighted, steam heated, elec-

tric elevator. Dry goods or gents' furnishings
preferred. Write Westman's Agency, Regina.

CALGARY
THE OWNER OF PROPERTY ON 8TH

Avenue, between 3rd and 4th Streets West,
is prepared to consider applications for

erecting buildings suitable for retail trade and
lease for term of years on easy net percentage
basis. Full particulars on app.ication.

TOOLE, PEET & CO.,
(3) Calgary, Canada.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ACCURATE cost keeping easy with a Dey Cost

f\ Keeper. Automatically and exactly records
time spent on each job. Several jobs record-

ed on one card For small firms Dey combines
employees' register and cost keeper. A m»chine
for every businrss Write for catalogue. Inter-

national Time Recording Company of Canada,
Ltd., 29 Alice Street, Toronto.

145

BUSINESS-GETTING typewritten letters and
real printing can be quickly and easily turn-
ed out by the Multigraph in your own otiice

—actual typewriting for letter forms, real printing
for stationery and advertising, saving 25 p.c. to

75 p.c. of average annual priming cost. AMERI-
CAN MULTIGRAPH SALES CO., Limited, 129
Bay Street, Toronto.

COUNTER CHECK BOOKS— Especially made
for the dry goods trade. Not made bv a trust.

Send us samples of what you are using—we'll

send you right prices. Our holder with patent
carbon attachment has no equal on the market.
Supplies for binders and monthly account sys-

tems. Business Systems, Limited, Manufacturing
Stationers, Toronto.

COUNTER CHECK BOOKS—Write us to-day
for samples. We are manufacturers of tbe
famous oURETY NON-SMUT duplicating

& Triplicating Counter Check Books, and Single
Carbon Pads in all varieties. Dominion Regis-
ter Co., Ltd., Toronto.

DOUBLE your floor space. An Otis-Fensom
hand-power elevator will double your floor

space, enable you to use that upper floor either as
stock room or as extra selling space, at the same
time increasing space on your ground floor. Costs
only $70. Write for catalogue "B." The Otis-
Fensom Elevator Co., Traders Bank Building,
Toronto. (tf)

COPELAND-CHATTERSON SYSTEMS— Short,
simple. Adapted to all classes of business.
Copeland-Chatterson-Co., Limited, Toronto

and Ottawa. (tf)

EGRY BUSINESS SYSTEMS are devised to

suit every department of every business.
They are labor and time savers. Produce re-

sults up to the requirements of merchants and
manufacturers. Inquire from our nearest office.

Egry Register Co., Dayton, Ohio; 123 Bay S(~
Toronto; 258'A Portage Ave., Winnipeg; 308
Richards St., Vancouver. (tf)

ELLIOTT-FISHER Standard Writing-Adding
Machines make toil easier. Elliott-Fisher
Limited, 513 No. 83 Craig St. W., Montreal,

and Room 314 Stair Building, Toronto.

FIRE BUCKET TANKS AND OILY WASTE
CANS cost little and soon pay for their cost

in reduced insurance rates. Large reduc-
tions result from the installation of Fireproof
Windows, Doors and Skylignts. We are tpeclal-
ists in these lines and can quote you a close price
consistent with really fireproof goods. A. B.
ORMSBY, Ltd., Toronto and Winnipeg.

FIRE INSURANCE. INSURE IN THE HART-
FORD. Agencies everywhere in Canada.

FROM NOW TILL THE END OF THE YEAR
we offer unusually good bargains in second-
hand Typewriters. They are carefully re

built, work and look like new, but the price is -

mere fraction of the original cost. Write for cataa
logue. THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO.,
Limited, 46 Adelaide St. West, Toronto, Ont.

HUNDREDS OF TYPEWRITERS of every
make and condition are being traded in as
part payment on the famous MONARCH.

Price and quality are the levers we use to prevent
overstock. We believe we can give the best bar-
gains in rebuilt typewriters In Canada. A postal
will bring our catalogue and full information. Tbe
Monarch Typewriter Co., Ltd., 46 Adelaide St.

West, Toronto.

KAY'S FURNITURE CATALOGUE No. 306
contains 160 pages of fine half-tone engrav-
ings of newest designs in carpets, rugs, fur-

niture, draperies, wall papers and pottery, with
cash prices. Write for a copy—it's free. John
Kay Co., Limited, 36 King St. West, Toronto.

MODERN FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTION.
Our system of reinforced concrete work, aa
successfully used in many of Canada's larg-

est buildings, give better results at lower cost.

"Astrong statement," you will say. Write us and
let us prove our claims. That's fair. Leach Con-
crete Co., Ltd., 100 King St. West, Toronto, (tf)

MOORE'S Non-Leakable Fountain Pens. If

you have Fountain Pen trouble* of your
own, the best remedy is to go to your

stationer and purchase from him a Moore's Non-
Non Leakable Foun ain Pen. This is the one pen
that gives universal satisfaction and It costs no
more than you pay for one not as good. Prlea
$2 50 and upwards. W.J.Gage & Co. Limited,
Toronto, Sole Agents for Canada.

THE "KALAMAZOO" LOOSE LEAF BINDER
Is the only binder that will hold lust as many
sheets as you actually require and no mora.

The back is flexible, writing surface flat, align-
ment perfect. No exposed metal parts or compli-
cated mechanism. Write for booklet. Warwick
Bros. & Rutter, Ltd., King and Spadina, Toronto.

WAREHOUSE AND FACTORY HEATING
Systems. Taylor-Forbes Company, Ltd.
Supplied by the trade throughout Canada.

YOU DON'T buy a National Cash Register— it

pays for itself. Saves money. Prevents mis-
takes. We can prove it. National Cash

Register Co., 285 Yonge Street, Toronto, (tf)
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CAMPBELLS
LINEN
THREADS

A-

IITHETHER for household or for

"» manufacturing purposes
CAMPBELL'S LINEN THREADS are

the most satisfactory to handle; our

steadily increasing sales are witnesses of

their popularity. They are uniform,

strong and smooth and are made solely

from the finest quality flax.

You will be pleased with the prompt

delivery.

ALL LEADING WHOLESALERS
STOCK CAMPBELL'S THREADS.

Agents for Canada

John Gordon & Son
Toronto Montreal Winnipeg
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TO THE TRADE November, 1911

A Clearing Sale of Surplus

Stock.

Again we are face to face with another

stock-taking season/;

November 30th ends our business year for

1911, when every department throughout the

warehouses has to give an account of its

stewardship.

To fully appreciate this clearing sale of

surplus stock, you will have to visit our ware-

houses and see what is really taking place.

Every department is anxious to have its

stock reduced before Nov. 30th, and to have a

greater increase in its sales for the year 1911.

John Macdonald £y Co., Limited

TORONTO
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WHERE KNOWLEDGE IS POWER
'TIS FOLLY TO BE IGNORANT

Particularly

if that knowledge can be

acquired at a very low cost.

Merchants, Salesmen. Ad-writers and Window Trimmers will find their efficiency

greatly increased by a careful perusal of the following books.

The Art of Decorating Show Windows and Interiors

The most complete work of the kind ever published, over 400

pages, 600 illustrations ; covers, to the smallest detail, the following

subjects : Window Trimming, Interior Decorating, Window Advertis-

ing. Mechanical and Electrical Effects, in fact everything of interest

to the modern, up-to-date merchant and decorator. Price, post

paid j $3.50

Window! rimming for the Men's Wear Trade

The fundamentals of Men's Wear Display, with 600 illus-

trations, showing every move in trims pictured. A complete

course in Ken's Wear Trimming. Handsomely bound in cloth.

Price, prepaid < $1.25

Sales Plans

A collection of 333 successful ways of getting

business, including a great variety of practical

plans that have been used by retail merchants to

advertise and sell goods. Sent prepaid to any ad-

dress. Cloth binding $2.50

Card Writers' Chart

A complete course in

the art of making dis-

play and price cards

and signs. Beautifully

printed in six colors

and bronze. Includes

specially ruled practice

paper. Some of the

subjects treated are :

First Practice. Punctua-

tion. Composition, Price

Cards. Directory Cards,

Spacing, Color Combi-
nations, Mixing Colors,

Ornamentations, Ma-
terials Needed, etc.

Price post paid ....$1.50

BUM
OPQRSTU

flrn.o pip&iiii

Retail Advertising

Complete

This book covers

every known method of

advertising a retail

business: and an lip-

plication of the ideas it

expounds cannot help

but result in increased

business for the mer-

chant who applies

them $1.00

50 Lessons on Show Card

Writing

The lesson plates are printed on cardboard

and fit into the book loose leaf. This system

has the advantage of enabling the student in

practice to work without a cumbersome book

at his elbow.

Besides the fifty lesson plates, this book

contains over seventy instructive illustrations

pertaining to this interesting subject and

over three hundred reproductions of show

cards executed by the leading show card ar-

tists of America. Bound in green cloth. Sent

postpaid for $2.50

Koester System of Draping

A complete self-instructor in the art of draping dress goods for commercial display. Replete

with drawings of original drapes with full instructions how to make them. Every detail of draping

is so plainly shown in illustrations and so fully described that even a novice can execute them artis-

tically. Price, prepaid $3.00

All books sent postpaid on receipt of price

MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO., Technical Book Dept.

143-149 University Ave. :: TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Comparison has Convinced him.

AS excellent judges of a straight, business propo-

sition. Canadian merchants cannot be out-

classed. This i- a fact that has been demon-
strated in a way particularly interesting to The Re-

view during the past year.

At no time in the history of this paper has the

information given in its columns been subject to so

wide and so keen comparison. It has been ranged
alongside of papers published in the heart of the

American fashion world, mediums of news which

have sources of information directly under their

hand, and the verdict has been unmistakable.
Its practical information, its conciseness, its re-

liability, the outstanding fact that it knows what it

is talking about, these and the efficiency of its ser-

vice, are characteristics which, by actual comparison
with any medium that can unblushingly make a
claim upon the appreciation of the Canadian mer-
chant as a man who must buy and sell to the best

advantage, places The Review in a decidedly unique
position.

It is a truism that "where comparison is forced,

there decision is most conclusive." This has been
the experience of The Review. So correct have been
its predictions, so timely its information, so helpful

its editorial policy, so sound have been the merchan-
dising policies which it emunciated for the year, that

it is not surprising to find their repetition and coun-
terpart in other so-called sources of information long
after the merchant had been advised and became fam-
iliar with fundamental facts.

One significant explanation of The Review's posi-

tion consists in the fact that its aim as a newspaper
is to tell the merchant, not what he already knows,
but to give him information that he can apply, that

he may refer to it for reference, that he may act

upon it with assurance, that he will find conditions
exactly as described.

One of the many convincing proofs of this effi-

ciency is a letter received from a progressive Ontario
merchant recently complaining that the postmaster
had, by mistake, ordered the cancellation of his

Review. The merchant immediately wrote in : '"'It

was the other paper I ordered cancelled ; T could not

do without The Review."

This is by no means a solitary instance. The
Review has many letters of similar trend, and among
them are not a few admissions from merchants who
say, that on careful comparison, they found this

pa|tor more suitable for their requirements than those

which, by reason of proximity to fashion fluctuation,

or other influence, failed to strike that conclusive
note so essential to the Canadian buyer.

Two instances will serve here to illustrate. Five
months ago, when the Coronation influence was at
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its 'height, The Review predicted that early Victorian

styles would serve as an inspiration for modistes dur-

ing the succeeding seasons. The Review was the first

paper in America to make this statement, and sub-

sequent developments show decided favor for early

Victorian tendencies.

Then, again, The Review predicted that white

piques, particularly in wide wales, will be a very

strong factor in the dress and suit business for

Summer. What is the condition? Manufac-
turers are preparing for an exceptional season in these

materials, and it is likely that poplins and panamas
will also have exceptional vogue.

In every department of the paper The Review
has led in information of first importance to the

merchant. Its writers are people who know. They
have their inspiration in the desire to make The
Review a necessity to the merchant. Just how far

this idea has succeeded, the merchant himself knows.

Comparisons have convinced him.

Aim of Window Trimmers' Association.

THROUGH their organization recently formed,

tbc Canadian window trimmers have taken the

most effective means of bringing their work up

to that standard of practical art so necessary in pres-

ent-day merchandising. The exchange of ideas, tlie

encouragment that will be given to initiative and

originality, the confidence that will be inspired in

individual effort where it may not now exist, the

creation of better understanding between the decor-

ator and the merchant—in short, the conversion of

the window into the most attractive medium of ad-

vertising, always up-to-date, always magnetic—these

are the great objects aimed at by the Canadian Win-

dow Trimmers' Association.

Such an organization, therefore, is entitled to the

sympathy and co-operation of Canadian merchants.

Seeking, as it does, to unify and make still more

efficient the fore - to which they must look in great

measure for each succeeding season's success, they

cannot afford to overlook the fact that here they have

a body, representing a considerable portion of their

selling force, formed to improve themselves and

through this channel, to strengthen the merchant's

enterprise.

It is an interesting fact that this is the first move-

ment on the part of any portion of the Canadian re-

tail selling forces to organize. The term "selling

forces" is used in an absolutely correct sense, for the

window trimmer to-day is just so much a salesman

that his displays demonstrate his knowledge of sal-

ability in the goods he handles: his windows repre-

sent an appeal to the public quite as direct as that

made by the salesman behind the counter. Witness

the effect of his work in business attributed to goods

effectively arranged.

It can be said without fear of contradiction that,

among Canadian window trimmers may be found
men whose work entitle them to first position with

those who are regarded as the best in the business

to-day. The specimens published by The Review
from time to time emphasize this fact, and the assort-

ment that will be submitted in connection with the

convention to be held next August, will go still fur-

ther to prove it. The association just formed will
not only aid development; it will bring about a dem-
onstration entitled to the fullest appreciation of those
who know the value of good advertising.

Already the enthusiasm of window trimmers and
card-writers from coast to coast, is such that the suc-
cess of the Association is assured. A neat member-
ship pin is being prepared, and the terms of the com-
petition will shortly be announced through The Re-
view. Every trimmer, large and small, will have an
opportunity, for the Association ignores no effort that
may contribute to higher standards in the art of dis-

play.

The Higher Merchandizing

IT is evident that the discount or premium plan of

doing business is still a factor in many localities.

There are propositions open to the merchant

which enable him, apparently, to give something for

nothing, and the unfortunate part of it is that his

opposition, thinking he must have a similar plan as

a counter irritant, proceeds to adopt the means avail-

able. Thus, in many cases begins a war which brings

little benefit to either of the participants.

It has been frequently demonstrated that, as a

fundamental habit, the give-you-something-for-noth-

ing idea is an antique, and not in accord with mod-
ern methods of merchandising. As a temporary ad-

vertising scheme, it may be found to work quite satis-

factorily, but if competition must be keen, why not

base it on the actual value of goods available for that

purpose, so-called leaders which enable merchants

to interest his people quite as successfully, and which,

properly manipulated, will help advertise regular

goods and may be used to promote excellent business

in different departments.

During the pa.- 1 year. The Review has given in-

formation sufficient to demonstrate that without go-

ing out of his way, without sacrificing any of his

independence, but rather by proving that he is well

able to handle his own business, the merchant can

secure goods at most advantageous seasons, that will

place him in an excellent position to command rapid

turnoveT and add to his reputation as a business man.

Do not let it be understood that The Review favors

under any circumstances, a persistent slashing,

throat-to-throat policy which enriches no person in

particular, and tends to demoralize the entire local

mercantile machine. Far from it. The merchant
who has his business well in hand at all times is the

one most envied by the other fellow, and he is the one
who must have the greatest degree of confidence

from the people of his locality. There is no town or

city that will not demonstrate this fact. After all, it

is a question of advertising. Where values are backed

up by meritorious goods, it is simpler, more satis-

factory, and at the same time represents a higher

standard in advertising/when the merchant employs
intelligent, emphatic, direct, newsy matter or dis-

play to interest his customers.



How Some Merchants Drive Away Trade
Instances in Which Short-sighted Methods Told Against the Store — Cus-
tomers Sometimes Unreasonable, but the Merchant Who is Not Open

to the Same Charge is Hardly a Curiosity.

IT
IS a fact that some merchants will use every

known method for attracting customers, and
when they have succeeded in bringing them
into the store will turn about and employ their

best efforts to drive them away, writes Wesley
A. Stanger, in Business. The big stores, of course,

are less liable to the evil of killing trade than the

small ones, and when they drive trade away it is

usually the fault of minor employes. But the irri-

table, narrow-minded merchant is by no means a

curiosity in the world of trade.

Sometimes a man gets the idea that because he
is doing a good business and his sales increase from
year to 3'ear, he does not need to give thought to his

relations with the public. He becomes cock-sure,

and figures that he can get along without the trade

of those customers whose methods are in the least

displeasing to him. He will not hesitate to show a

lack of interest in their accounts, and to offend

them without the slightest provocation. There are,

of customers, who are unreasonable, and whose trade

is not to be desired for other reasons, but when such
a person is met with it is the wiser part to get rid

of the account with tact and grace, retaining, if

possible, as an asset, the lost customer's good-will.

However disagreeable a person may be, he generally

has a circle of friends who are influenced by his

actions and statements, and although the individual

account, may not be worth keeping, the good-will of

his friends is worth while. No man can get along
in haziness if he makes a practice of making ene-

mies.

®

Lost More Than One Customer
In a department store located in a fair-sized

city, an occurrence took place recently which prob-
ably has not been paralleled anywhere else in the

country. The strange thing about it was that the

man at the head of the business has been trained

in a big city elsewhere, but even with this behind
him he killed a customer whose monthly bills ran
into three figures.

A customer having a charge account, bought in

the neighborhood of $125 worth of merchandise a
month. The day the bill was received invariably a
check was mailed, and a large circle of friends fol-

lowed her lead. She was really the centre of a line

of trade that ran into several hundred dollars a
month, if not more than a thousand. One day this

particular customer walked in to make some purch-
ases, which in the aggregate amounted to $40.

Owing to the heat she fainted and had to be cared
for by one of the women clerks. After a short while
she regained her strength and left the store. The
period of time consumed by the clerk in ministering

to her amounted altogether to a little over an hour.

The proprietor had seen the occurrence, and after it

was over inquired of the young woman as to how
long she had been with the customer. On being
told, lie made a note of it and instructed the cashier

to withhold seventy-five cents from her pay at the

end of the week.
The following week the customer called to make

some purchases and to pay her monthly bill. She

went to see the young woman who had taken care of
her, to thank her for the aid she had given her, and
was surprised beyond expression when the girl in-

formed her of her employer's action. Of course, the
customer reimbursed the clerk and went straight to

the proprietor for an explanation. Upon confront-
ing the proprietor she was more amazed than ever
when he nonchalantly informed her that the clerk
was correct in what she had said, and that he felt

that he was perfectly justified. The customer was
shocked. She handed her check to the proprietor
for the amount of her account. He calmly receipt-

ed it and gave her as well a receipt for the seventy-
five cents.

As the customer left the office she determined
never to patronize the place again, and being a
member of clubs and societies, and having a large
circle of friends, she made it a point to relate the in-

cident to others. The result was that it spread far

and wide and the store lost many customers and
hundreds of dollars in trade by the proprietor's

penurious methods and his apparent mis-treatment
of his employes.

®

Where Credit Information Was Faulty

Sometimes a customer who has always paid cash
will get to a point where he has to ask credit. Gen-
erally the cash sales have attracted no particular at-

tention, and the man really has no credit at the
store. With reluctance, the merchant accommo-
dates the customer, and if it happens that he gets a
little slow he is put down as poor pay. After a while
the account is all paid up, but the credit file of the

firm shows that it was a long time coming. Later
on the man begins to pay cash again, but no record
is made and he gets no credit for it. Hundreds of

receipts for cash purchases have no bearing on the
case as far as the merchant is concerned.

A recent case of this kind occurred with a man
who was well able to settle his bills, but who ran
into a slump in business, which was accompanied
by sickness and unusual expenses. As a result he
secured credit, and proved somewhat slow in pay-
ment. Later on he came through all right, and paid
cash again. One day his wife called up for some
material she wanted, asking that it be

%
charged to

her husband's account, and the store refused to de-

liver it, giving no reason. When the man came
home he investigated the matter. He asked to

have the goods sent C. O. D., and this was done,
proving to him that it was a case of getting the
money. He went to the store with a pocketful of

receipts, showing that he had spent a great deal of

money at the place, and that he had asked for

credit but once. The proprietor was confronted with
evidence of the most convincing nature, but he
merely expressed his regret and referred to the time
when the man was slow. As a result the customer
canvassed the other people in the trade, to see

whether his credit was good elsewhere, found that
it was, and transferred his account. The retailer

had no excuse for his action. He deliberately drove
a uoocl customer to a competitor.
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Antagonizing the Customer
Customers feel that they have the divine right

to criticise and compare values in one store with
values in another before the proprietor, his clerks or

other customers. The practice is not a generous
one, but so long as it continues retailers should
either make capital of it or leave it alone. In a
certain eastern town there is a man who never fails

to resent this attitude on the part of a customer. He
will go into a rage if anyone assumes to question

what he says about a piece of merchandise, and in-

variably expresses his displeasure if his goods are

compared to their disadvantage with those of other

stores. He is up in arms the minute his competitor,

his goods or his prices are mentioned. At the slight-

est provocation his anger is aroused. The result is

that the other stores in that town are doing most of

the business.

®

An Instance of Plain Deception
It very often happens that when a sale on certain

goods is advertised the numbers are exhausted early

in the day. This is especially true if it is an unusu-
ally good value that is offered. When this is the

case in stores that are well conducted, the clerks

frankly state to the customer the reason that they

are unable to deliver the goods. One storekeeper had
a habit of advertising sales on goods that he had no
intention of delivering, and when customers asked
for the advertised goods he tried to palm off some-
thing else. He deliberately planned the deception,

and while he sold large quantities of the goods he
offered in place of the advertised ones, he was driv-

ing away trade every time he did it. The decep-

tion that he practiced was suicidal, for his customers
soon began to suspect the facts and took their trade

elsewhere. The biggest asset that any merchant has
is confidence. If he loses that he is in a fair way
to lose his business. This merchant actually thought
he was right. He argued that the purpose of ad-

vertising was merely to get the people into the

store and once he had them there it was up to him
to sell them what he wanted them to buy, not what
they asked for. Ultimately he found out his mis-
take, but it is a fact that thousands of other retail-

ers are doing the same thing every week in the year.

When the Store and its Sales Force
are at Odds

Unless the spirit of harmony pervades the entire

organizaztion there can be little hope of a store ex-

periencing a healthy growth. Too many retailers

look upon those employed by them as "help" and
fail to co-operate with them or to secure co-opera-

tion among the employes themselves. In one store

the proprietor made it a point to disagree with his

employes on every point. If an employe was handl-
ing a customer and made a statement regarding the
goods that were under discussion, this proprietor in-

variably would take issue with the salesperson, con-
tradict the statement, and attempt an explanation
to the customer himself. He woidd deplore the
clerk's ignorance and bemoan the fact to the custo-

mer that a proprietor was so much at the mercy of

his help. As a result a spirit of criticism and ill-

nature pervaded the place. Clerks did not co-

operate with each other and none expected co-oper-

ation from the "boss." The store seemed to be at-

tacked by a sort of lethargy, while other stores in

the town moved rapidly ahead. Customers could
see that there was no team work, and most of the
sales were made only because customers believed
that a particular article could be bought more cheap-
ly there than elsewhere. There was no satisfaction

to be derived from trading at this store. Incident-
ally, it might be added, the proprietor succeeded so

well in driving away trade, that eventually the
sheriff got him.

®

Refusal to Sell Displayed Goods
It is not always convenient to sell people exactly

what they want, particularly when it involves dis-

arranging a counter or window display to suit the
whim of some customer, but the wise merchant will

not let the matter of a little inconvenience prevent
him from making a sale or cause him to lose a cus-

tomer. A man happened to look in the window of

his favorite clothing store, and saw a suit of clothes

that impressed him favorably. The price tag said

-$40. He went in and asked for it. The salesman
began showing him other suits, and when he insist-

ed, told him that they never disturbed a window
display. The customer had been buying clothes

there for a long time and felt that he was entitled

to that much service if he wanted it, quite aside

from the fact that he was ready to pay for the suit

as advertised. He appealed to the proprietor, who
answered him in the most suave manner, but refused

to meet his wishes. The man knew what he wanted,
and he also knew that he was going to get that suit

or make his purchase somewhere else. The result

was that he went to another store and made that

"his" store thereafter.

«

Practical Displays

(See page 43.)

Several examples of window and interior decora-

tion for Anderson & Co.. St. Thomas, are shown on

the accompanying page. Prominent at the top is a

full figure drape and grouping of accessories to

match—a beautiful arrangement of rich evening ma-
terials in millinery, laces and trimmings with furs.

In the centre is illustrated an effective horse show
window with scenic background and driveway. The
horse was made of massed chrysanthemums and
harness of ribbons. The posing and arrangement of

figures is remarkably lifelike. Note the doggie in the

foreground. In the lower corner is pictured the Fall

treatment of the ready-to-wear department. Two units

for an underwear grouping are suggested and a

stocky display by combining such units show how
to dress an underwear window. These are all prac-

tical business-bringing displays used during the past

season to give publicity to departments represented,

and abundant ideas to smaller trimmers are contained

in each picture. In all the settings it has not been
overlooked that goods must be foremost and that

merchants to-day to get results insist on merchandise

first. Throughout, each display fully warranted any
outlay involved. These windows are good examples

of work required by progressive stores and have

reached an advertising value which cannot be esti-

mated by comparison. They are more valuable to-

day than six months ago on account of consistent

handling. Each year they are more attractive, as

interest of customers is gained and held by tasty ar-

rangements. Warren Andrews is the decorator and
trimmer.



The Christmas Umbrella
As a Gift Line, this One Merits the Merchant's
Special Consideration— Features of New Types.

THE merchant who wishes to attract holiday

buyers can do no better than carry a good
stock of gift umbrellas. Lines suitable for

this purpose are not necessarily expensive.

The old, highly-gilded affair which used to be fash-

ionable is now completely dead, and its place is

taken by carved woods in natural finishes and silver

trimmings.
Twelve and fourteen-inch Directoire handles are

good, with emphasis on the first. The idea is to get

as tight a roll as possible. This has always been the

tendency with the American umbrella. Sheer ma-
terials are used, and many ribs avoided, with the re-

sult that a neat-looking, light-weight article is pro-

duced.

Having secured these desirable qualities, the mer-
chant may then look to the handles. The rank and
file of unbrellas nowadays are in mission wood. A
few of the more expensive are shown in silver, in

ivory, or in partridge wood, pimento or mahogany.

With misson wood, (ebony, green or black), trim-

mings are uniformly of silver. This may be etched

by acid, put on to embellish and carry out carvings,

smoked, filigree, satin-finish or bright. It is general-

ly used sparingly, except where expense may be
matched by artistic value in hand workmanship.
Some of the all-silver, especially in antique effects,

are very beautiful.

Loop Handle for Ladies

Another type of handle is offered for ladies' use.

This is alse in 12 or 14-inch length, but has a long
oval loop at the end. This is a particularly useful

design, as it makes an umbrella less easy to lose, and
is, all round, a graceful and practical number.

Loop handles have received many repeat orders

this Autumn, and are considered one of the most
"chic" and correct productions of the season. They
come both in plain styles and silver-trimmed.

Gents' umbrellas are much as above, except that

the Prince of Wales and sometimes the opera crook

are substituted for the straight stick. Trimmings of

silver, encrustations, carved wood, burnt ivory and
combinations of all or any of these are to be seen.

But nothing gaudy is to be tolerated, and very little

gold is used. A certain line of hand-made novelties,

combining the newest ideas in craftsmanship and
inlaying are having an excellent run. They are the

special production of an American artist who designs

for men only. Etched woods and curious colonial

carved designs were among these.

®
Fabric Covered Handles

Meriting a place by themselves come the fabric-

covered handles. In some of the choicest retail stocks

of a Canadian fashion centre they were given first

place. Moire and velvet were the fabrics most not-

able.

The idea is quite in keeping with the rage for

inconspicuous but rich effects. Table tops of very

medium size are the shapes used for this number.

Prices ran from $2.50 each retail upward.

Belts and the Waistline

Despite Hopes Raised by Early Style Exhibits, High

Waistlines Persist — Belts Which Sell Are on the

Staple Order — Elastics and Beaded Velvets Good

It was hoped that the gradual lowering of the

waistline towards the normal would have had some

effect on the sale of belts, but an unforeseen exigence

intervened. Instead of actually lowering the line, a

frilling, pleating, or ruche of two inches in width,

more or less, was used to trim. This gave a lower

effect, while the top edge remained high as ever.

This does not apply, be it noted,_ to the strictly

tailored two-piece suit, which now is seldom seen

with skirt having raised waistline. On the other

hand, where such suits were being worn there is now
a tendency to use a separate coat and a dress, which

may or may not match coat. This means that belts

must still continue in the staple list, and that they

have no chance of being considered high style at

present.

In spite of this, however, there is no doubt but

that belts are selling, and selling well. The vast ma-

jority of persons, especially those who do not closely

follow styles, must of necessity keep belts in their

wardrobe, so that a seeming discrepancy between the

authorities and the facts is accounted for.

Of the styles which are selling, the most notable

are the velvet with beaded motifs, and the elastics.

Both come in full range of colors and styles. Raised

effects in elastics, tinseled effects and dainty pompa-
dour patterns and designs are among the favorite

styles. These should be excellent selling numbers
for holiday trade. Velvets come in all shades.

Waistline finishes have been brought out by some
houses to take the place of belts. These are most
generally useful when done in black. Pleatings and
wide shirred ruche effects are the principal forms
which the finish takes. Staple colors are carried.
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Cordeliere girdles in beads and silk, with tassels

to match, are among the high style features of the

season, and are now selling better than any time since

they first appeared.

Selling Ideas in Toys
Some of the Late Arrivals— Display Methods
Which Draw the Ideas Which Have Re-

volutionized Toy-Making.

In a city which had a crowded foreign popula-
tion, a little Italian doll, true to life, proved a sure
seller. Character dolls of all kinds are now offered

at most reasonable prices, and are decidedly better

and more attractive fhan the old sorts. The child-

ren all ask for the "real baby."
Wooden dolls and unbreakable composition dolls

are offered in the new character types. These are a
little dearer, but the guarantee sells them, and for

small children they are unequalled.
Animal toys are far more lifelike and conscien-

tiously made than ever before. The dogs are really

wonderful, and the reproduction of expression, shape
and coat causes wonder. A fine selling idea is to

make a menagerie corner for the animals, as near
as possible like a zoo. This attracts the children
and brings sales.

A prominent retail house in Toronto is featuring
an Indian encampment, with background of stage

scenery, real tents, supplies and children in Indian
costume. Indian dolls are seen in the perspective,

in canoes, fishing and scouting. The effect is most
striking and attracts grown-ups as well as children to

the Indian doll sales clerk.

Have you stocked the new grocery store outfits?

They proved one of last season's best sellers. Boys'
tool chests were another. Electric toys and those run
by electricity, and mechanical toys were also good.

Aeroplanes have scored a great success.

Do not forget that all types of Teddy Bear will

sell well as usual, especially in popular numbers.
The Teddy Lion is also a favorite.

Clay-modelling is now a favorite kindergarten
pastime, and plastic mediums of various sorts, usual-

ly patented, are offered the merchant. Tins ma-
terial, when suitable models and directions are sup-

plied, appeals to parents as something exceptionally

useful and educative.

The last few years have seen a revolution in toy-

making. Whereas the old styles were clumsily de-

signed as mere playthings, the new include models
of the sculptors' art, machinery which reproduces
real industrial processes, and complete reproductions
of tools, furniture and the appurtenances of modern
life. The retailer should emphasize these improve-
ments when he advertises the new toys. Sales this

year should surpass all previous records if properly
handled.

Bright Hair Goods Outlook
Changes are Improving the Outlook, and While
Sales Will be on New Lines, They Will be
Excellent— Merchants Should Clear Out Old

Stock at Once.

There is no doubt but that the low coiffure with
Dutch coils or Psyche knot is the coiffure of the
moment. Leaders of fashion on and off the stage
are wearing it. It is odd enough to excite every one's

attention, and pretty enough to create a general de-

mand.
At the same time it is absolutely unsuitable to

faces which are no longer young or fairly good-
looking. It tends to increase the age where dubious.
This means that while it will sell and sell remarkably
well, other things will also sell, and even, possibly,

survive it. An example is the curl or puff cluster.

A triple pad, consisting of three sections, each
similar to a turban, but smaller, is used as a foun-
dation for the Dutch coil coiffure. There are also

double pads, where only two coils are desired. The
fact that, while turban hair dressing has passed, the
turban pad is still selling, is accountable for by its

use as a foundation for Psyche knots and similar

dressings.

The central part is now an acknowledged mode.
Where height is desired, the coils or puffs may be
arranged on the top of the head, or a curled fringe

banked up in English fashion. This is the net re-

sult of the fad for bangs which never really "took"
in America. Usually, however, a bandeau of hair,

or a fancy bandeau of ribbon and trimming, with
curls and puffs, gives sufficient height.

In France, and in fashionable circles everywhere,

a swathed effect with hair practically covering the

ears, is considered excellent style. With this type
of dressing, which, of course, completely eliminates

pads, a filet is worn with jewel on the forehead, or

an Egyptian band with drop ornaments behind each
ear.

C0IFFURETTAV
DOUBLE KNOTTED MESH
SHAPED SILKHAIRNETS

Each net in envelope

TORONTO DEPOT:

Dieckerhoff, Raffloer & Co., Ltd.
Corner Simcoe and Wellington Sts.

ROSENWALD BROS.

LONDON
Sole Manufacturers

(PARIS VIENNA

All human hair shades

MONTREAL DEPOT:
Dieckerhoff. Raffloer & Co., Ltd.

525 St Paul Street

MAKERS OF EVERY KIND OF

Hair Nets, Frames, Rolls, &c, &c.
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A POLICY
Justified by its Success

"A Harvest in Bagdom"

GOOD FALL BUSINESS was ex-

pected by this house—but results have
surpassed expectations.

As usual, the Lambert Lines have led.

The simple reason lies in the "cor-

rectness" of the goods, from the point
of view of fashion and good taste.

You may remember our forecasts as

to Velvets, Small Leather Bags,
Fabrics and Embroidered Creations.
All have made good.

The illustration shows an interesting

effect in Embroidery. Just one out of

an almost infinite variety of styles,

good to see and profitable to sell.

With the present social activities and
the holiday season ahead, it is well to

be forehanded. New samples ready.

Samples Sent on Request

Special Provision Made
For Open Orders.

P. W. Lambert & Co*
Makers of Fashionable Novelties in Leather

64-66 Lispenard St., NEW YORK

rr
The Shield That

Sells Itself

^.

UNSEEN—NAIAD PROTECTS

NAIAD
The Last Word In

Dress Shields

•fl
The Naiad stands every

test any shield was ever

put to—and a lot more.

It is light, durable, eco-

nomical, comfortable and
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ilized in boiling water

—

the only way to kill germs
and keep the shield clean

and sweet.

<fl
The Naiad is the easiest

seller the merchant can
have. It sells on sight and
repeat orders are sure.

Samples Sent Free

Wrinch, McLaren & Co.
77 Wellington St. W. Toronto
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Handling Christmas Rush
Trimmer will Help to Make the Store a Most Satis-

factory Shopping Place — Will Co-operate
With Admen up to Last Minute — Organ-

ized Merchandising.

TRIMMERS having completed interior decor-

ations for Christmas by Deo. 16th, are free

to devote the balance of their time to win-
dows and handling holiday stocks. By

starting Monday morning, every minute of time
will be necessary to change and interchange displays

so as to follow advertisers in drawing attention to

practically the whole stock in a week's time.
First, by having all windows cleaned, lighting

fixtures renewed and woodwork polished and dusted,

decorators have to hustle to place backgrounds, and
have trims arranged by Tuesday night. It may be
necessary to work overtime for a couple of nights,

as window space is more valuable perhaps this week
than any other time on account of numbers of cus-

tomers being on the street or shopping in fancy
goods stores which keep open until late.

There is a growing disposition to close dry goods
stores at the regular all-season time, as this arrange-
ment gives salespeople an opportunity to have their

stocks ready for next day and by having their even-
ings free are rested, and therefore able to give better

service. This is as strong an argument for Christ-

mas as it is for other seasons. If necessary, much
more aggressive merchandising can be done to easily

make record business, and if this scheme is adopted,
clerks will need their usual hours.

Buying Gift Goods Earlier.

Another noticeable feature about Christmas busi-

ness which makes this decision more important is

that customers are buying gift goods earlier. Later
buyers are quick buyers, and choose what appeals to

them hurriedly. Price is also more attractive to

them. It is true that customers are willing to buy,
and extra business is offering at this time. For these

reasons, therefore, merchants are more anxious to

attract buyers by publicity and advertising, recog-

nizing that customers can all be waited on, and by
means of extra staffs, more business done. In fact,

managers decide to make items attractive enough
to create sales, realizing that afterwards it is harder
to get customers interested.

For similar reasons and to clean up stocks so

that less necessity will be apparent for January re-

ductions, it is good merchandising to watch depart-

ments closely, so as to clear each section as fine as

possible. It is usually admitted that if articles of

any novelty pass Christmas demands, they are un-
likely to be sold without effort later. To sell them
during the rush if possible is advisable, therefore,

and much easier.

Help People Decide.

Again there are numbers of people who are just

looking, and do not know what to select. While
these customei-s are welcome to inspect, it is often

necessary to help them decide, and by using price

and time methods, they are under necessity of tak-

ing or leaving articles or goods offered.

Whereas it used to be considered a hardship to

handle the rush of Christmas shoppers, nowadays
advertisers and window decorators use their influ-

ences to direct customers to departments by means
of inducements for separate hours or days, and plan
to secure or make offerings attractive enough to

justify customers in visiting the store. Knowing
that facilities have been provided to handle all that

comes, merchants insist on going after business, and
in this way retailers to-day are more in favor of

making the last days before Christmas equal to a

sale and handling business in just the same wax-

to make a record turnover for the season,

Up to the Last Minute.

What does all this portend? That window men
have more work and must lay out their schedules, so

as to comprise showings from every department, and
include leaders, right up to closing time, Dec.
23rd. High class windows can be dressed and best

lines shown early in the week, but by the last of the

sale every window will be devoted to merchandising
goods listed in sale dodgers.

Price, and everything ticketed, is a rule which
works out best for all sections, and even used in win-
dows without cheapening effect, if carefully and
neatly lettered to match designs prepared and placed

in the store.

Now that preparations are made for this event,

the call is to shop every day up till the last Satur-

day rush and window trimmers display sale goods
meeting every special advertised number.

Buying More Serviceable Presents.

Remembering that people are looking for gift

articles and buying more serviceable presents, each
year, o. harvest is in sight, and dry goods merchants
have a splendid argument to present to the public.

Several illustrations can be cited to effect such re-

Concluded on page 12
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Taylor-Made Double and Single
Bar Clothing and Cloak Rack

No. 33IB, Combination Suit Hanger,
inserted trouser bar, $7.50 per 100

No. 33, Same without bar,

$6.50 per 100
No. 33IB, Boys', 15 in. wide

$7.50 per 100
No. 39B, Overcoat Hanger, with insert-

ed bar, for extra size suits

$8.50 per 100
No. 39, Same without bar

$7.50 per 100

This store equipped with the Taylor-

made Rack System.

Double Bar Rack
Made of Polished Steel Tubing.

6 feet long, 6 posts, - $10.50
8 " " 6 "

- $11.50
10 " " 6 " - - $12.50

Double Bar Rack
Made of Oxydized iteel Tubing. No. 64 Combination Suit Hanger
6 feet long, 6 posts, - $13.00 with wire attachment to pre-

" 6 " - - $14.008

10 $15.00

vent trousers from slipping

off, - $9.00 per 100

All Racks on Ball Socket Rollers shipped K.D. Crated, No tools or skill required to set them up

Single Bar Rack
Made of iy2-in. Polished Steel Tubing

Gilt Fittings

Ball Socket Rollers

6 feet long, 2 posts - - $8 00

8 feet long, 3 posts - - $9.00

10 feet long, 3 posts - - $10.00

Made of 1 Ji-in. Oxydized Tubing

6 feet long, 2 posts - - $10.00

8 feet long, 3 posts - - $11.00

10 feet long, 3 posts - - $12 00

The Taylor Manufacturing Co.
82 Queen St. North. HAMILTON, ONT. Phone 3550

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelei*.
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Season's Newest Forms and Drapes Used by
Canadian Trimmers

Pedestal blouse form, draped for

" Dry Goods Review " by F. L.

Kickley, McDonald Bros. & Co.,

Guelph, showing bodice arrange-

ment and suggested use of ac-

cessories and seasonable trim-

mings.

Simple and effective drape on latest Tannehill form Posed for "Dry Goods Review" by H. C. McDonald, Murray-Kay
Co., Limited. In arranging this drape the material is put on plain and the balance of the goods given a graceful sweep

across the front ; top is finished with velvet and shawl collar completed with right side jabot. Buttons and medallion to

match are used on the skirt.
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Early Victorian Drapes
Trimmers Will Find Inspiration for Spring in

Adaptations From the Crinoline Vogue
— Evolution in Draping.

In desiring to evolve or originate something new
each succeeding season, trimmers have been follow-

ing style trends more closely than ever. During

past seasons, new drapes have been brought out to

meet style outlines of prevailing garments and half

shell Princess forms, Brinkley drapes and full figure

forms have been found most effective. Canadian

decorators handled these properties with good re-

sults and brought their departments "up to the min-

ute" by combining, whatever was new as soon as it

appeared to those fixtures already in use.

Style a Great Factor.

Development has been gradual and can be traced

from season to season to show modifications that

meet requirements. In beginning it was sufficient

to own a number of wooden fixtures and whether

these wese adjustable or not did not make anv differ-

ence. Square stands were closely followed by con-

cave, cylinder and bolt drapes and displays balanced

by half figure forms cut off at the waist line and hav-

ing a wide skirt sweep. While the former are still

good, in comparison with stands used to-day the lat-

ter were unweildy and heavy.

Trimmers then cut their own cardboard to ex-

tend the outline to include a bust and manufactur-
ers brought out improved Princess forms later.

These have been modified each season until present

designs are long in outline, have adjustable arms
and can be handled easily. Close hip drapes allow-

ing also of sufficient sweep in drape folds are possible

on these forms in conformation with style dictates.

Course op Evolution.

Starting away back when trimmers attached
a corset form to a stand and base, experts have been
aiming at securing a shoulder form and bust drape.

From that time until the present, this simple ele-

mentary stand has been undergoing changes to meet
more nearly the line of the female figure. Closely
following, double half-shell forms or Brinkley drapes
were made and in order to suggest clinging gowns
and tight skirts, Grecian and Egyptian draperies,

mummy forms were introduced last season. This
form was made to simulate shoulder, bust and nar-
rowed hips, as nearly as possible and scarcely a
month pased before original trimmers added bead
and neck to conform, both in wax and in plaster cast.

Correct Outlines in New Drapes.

Still the development can be traced from the
simple drape of the beginning. During the last

part of this season, three new drape stands, which
embodied correct outlines for Fall styles were shown
by manufacturers. Pedestal blouse forms are slend-
er shoulder and bust shapes set on straight cylinder
bases in which hip lines are entirely eliminated.
Mermaid fixtures are practically the same except that
the shape tapers direct from the shoulders to the

base. Possibly the newest stand yet shown tapers
from the hips recognizing that present styles of
dress mean hip-retained models. The later form has
natural-shaped waist and instead of "set in" should-
ers the top is drawn closely together, front and back
to give shoulder effect without bust form thickness
and eliminating the neck.

Most trimmers follow or get inspiration from
Parisian fashion plates and have become proficient in

draping blouse forms and full figure models. Some
stores used living models this season, as an assist-

ance to their ready-to-wear and dressmaking de-

partments. Drapes have been natural and the
beauty of the folds preserved as much as possible.

With changes in styles and draping figures, has also

come the change from pleats to simple plain lines

to perfect this natural effect.

Trimmers criticize new figures or stands, as they
appeal to individual ideas or ability. While criti-

cism tends to greater efforts, decorators have not been
united in deciding whether or not draping stands

should show in completed drapes. It is a noticeable

feature that nearly all new forms introduced allow
for this and greater freedom, therefore, is given to

obtain more natural folds and sweeping drapes. Pins
are hardly necessary and the beauty and contour of

figure is accentuated by graceful schemes and loose

skirt draping on all later figures. Trimmers sug-

gest clearly completed gowns or garments and drapes
are more nearly perfect than ever.

Style Inspiration.

Window men are now looking for next season's

sensation and with last year's "Promenade of Fash-
ions" closely followed by "living models," must
carry their departments still further through origi-

nality to keep up their success and attract public
attention. In looking for inspiration to their style

displays and in perusing fashion's trend, an open-
ing is available in early Victorian styles. It would
seem that novelty lies in the "crinoline," and while
extreme models are now on view with this effect,

trimmers can originate something entirely new for

next Spring opening along these lines. It is these

extremes which tell in keeping departments to the
forefront. As with extreme styles such as "harem"
skirts, why not extreme "crinoline" models?

AVhile forms used will be just the same and
those later stands, such as pedestal, mermaid, half
and full form shells as suitable as ever, drapes must
necessarily be modified. There will be more display

on the skirt frills and laces used in profusion, as a
matter of novelty and applied to carry out the mode.

Natural effects will be used, and goods arranged
exactly as they are pictured in fashion plates. Decor-
ators will still adhere to folds and allow materials
to fall gracefully. To work out a crinoline on any
full figure or shell form should be easy, and from
present indications would seem to be an opportunity
for a Spring opening sensation and style education
of customers in the right direction anticipating com-
ing garments.

In illustrating the latest models and draping
forms it is intended to show how adaptable they are
for early Victorian drapes, and while tbere may be
later suggestions for next Spring, the development
of styles, stands and draping point to this as a logical

conclusion of interest to trimmers generally.
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HANDLING CHRISTMAS RUSH
Concluded from page 8.

suits, and there is more reason than ever for the dry
goods trade to expect, prepare for, educate and en-

joy this sentiment of patronage. Every department
is therefore interested, and has some suitable gift

offerings. Hundreds of things and items will be
quoted and shown that will ensure success for the un-
dertaking.

Good Combination Display.
Handkerchiefs arc associated with Christmas sell-

ing and decorators devote a, window to a novel dis-

play. Following the order of quick trims, tables,

glasses and stands are best and several combination
displays are possible. Perfumes and handkerchiefs
make a complete showing. Far better results are

attained if each handkerchief is given more detail

in-lcad df the practice of folding and pinning oil

tapes or cambric. Sometimes extra attention is gain-

ed if columns of one-price patterns are made and
ticketed. Other good display.- feature handkerchiefs
and novelties made from them such as satchels, hold-

ers, hair retainer.-, kimonas and fancy bags; entire

windows of fancy boxed lines sell well, as do fancy
books of handkerchiefs. Displays at 25c each are

always successful.

Xi\t comes Christmas boxed neckwear, jabots,

motor -carfs, handbags, hosiery, parasols and other
small things for Christmas gifts. This can be made
one of the most attractive windows of the Christmas
.-et. There are many people who always include
things of such nature on their list and trimmers
often make twin windows of novelties from this de-

partment and handkerchief-.
Everybody buys kid gloves at Christmas and a

window showing qualities, prices, glove certificates,

holly cards and seals along with suitable gift boxes, is

always remunerative. Every sale is a dollar or over,

which quickly helps to increase the day's total.

Novelties from the special Christmas department
usually carried by most dry goods stores at this time
can be made interesting to children and adult-.

Books, stationery and toilet goods also lit in witli

these novelties and help in making a good impression.

Santa in Toyland.
Different schemes are used in this connection. If

Santa Clans visits toyland he tells about those toys
on view in the window. Sometimes he is busy show-
ing passers-by the mechanical devices, animals and
hundreds of appreciable Christmas gifts sold in the
holiday section. To show these goods, pedestals,

tables and plate glass fixtures are generally used.

Large stores go to great expense preparing windows
to interest juveniles and each year some greater plan
is carried out. Trimmers often question the enor-
mous outlay and doubt if it pays, but it is certain

that if results did not warrant it they would hardly
repeat such expenditure.

That such an argument suggests unnecessary
spending of money for a background does not follow,

but if departmental stores find it pays, it will also

pay smaller businesses to make bright exhibits and
window men can just as surely show results consis-

tent with their appropriation and amount spent.

Display Linens.
Christmas time is linen time and a display of

snowy white linens has to be made, as no festive sea-

son would be complete without a showing of linens.

Trimmers mostly approve of a stocky arrangement
including table, set ready for the Christmas banquet
in which settings convey suggestions to housewives or
depict a family group in reunion at Christmas time.

This array is completed with vases of roses, table

decorations, electric lighting, strings of cranberries
or sprays of holly. Napkins and damask cloths in

boxes, beautiful centre-pieces, trays and runners, tea

covers, etc., can be made most effective and prove a

selling display on account of any of these articles

being suitable for the home or mother.

Peai>y-to-Wear Articles in Good Taste.

Offerings from ready-to-wear sections cannot be
beaten for serviceable gifts and are in good taste for

Christmas giving. Window displays from this de-

partment will include all higher-priced coats, season-

finishing suits, beautiful waists, underskirts and cosy

kimonas, children's and infant's coats and sleigh rugs
either as separate groupings or combined with furs

to represent the list of natty gifts for selection.

Gifts to the Home.
Carpet managers also have a good opening to

share in business offering and help customers decide

on homefurnishings to make their home look at its

best. Some rooms may be improved or parts may
need renewing and gifts to home are always appre-

ciated. These are good arguments which could be
turned to account in considering Christmas favors.

Windows mostly feature rugs, large or small carpets,

sweepers, hangings and curtains and other home
requisites. While this is usually considered a quiet

period in housefurnishings, good sales are often made
in holiday week.

Time Also to Push Slow Numbers.
Every business minute is thereby made valuable

and as each day passed brings it nearer to the last

Saturday, it becomes a matter of hours to make last

minute suggestions and complete the array of buying
inducements. As advertisers have only room to list

lines from all over the store, giving prominence only
to handkerchiefs, smallwares ami women's accessory

sections and little fads and fancies of the most use-

ful sort, managers are watching novelties and push-
ing slower selling numbers under window trimmers'
notice so that they can be used to interchange with
or fill space taken by a selling line sure to clean up
by Saturday night.

The Last Rush.
Then comes the final Saturday with its rush and

every department making the most of inducements,
well-informed sales staffs to aid in efficient service.

Small parcels should lie taken and delays in delivery

avoided. Last windows have been dressed so that

any duties window men may have will be devoted to

bringing last minute sale lines to immediate notice,

thus helping selection or in removing any line asked

for or sold out in departments out of the windows, as

a saving of other salespeople's time.

When it is all over, window men have helped to

make Christinas shopping more satisfactory and can

feel that, if their displays have resulted in selling-

goods, better service and better opportunities to se-

lect, they have been successful. Their next interest

is in January events, for which they must be ready to

prepare Tuesday morning, realizing that their efforts

will be more in demand than ever to keep business

going during the next two months.
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A Talk to Sales Managers
An address given before the Executive Club, Chicago.

By R. R. Shuman.

The problem of winning the individ-

ual and collective heart of a vast and

unseen multitude is very different from

the problem of persuading one man face

to face, eye to eye.

A clever salesman may sell a custo-

mer.

Advertising must make a thousand

customers want to buy.

When the salesman who, by force of

his stronger personality, persuades a

weaker man than he to buy what he

does not want or more than he needs,

or more than he can afford to buy, he is

illustrating the difference between sell-

ing a man and making the man want to

buy the goods for their value's sake

—their worth's sake to him.

The victim in that case is buying not

goods, but experience—and sometimes

dearly.

A sale of that kind has no permanent
value and is usually cancelled; or, if

not cancelled, is consummated under

protest.

It makes enemies, not friends.

Personality Versus Merit.

The other kind of selling—the selling

that creates the desire to buy, has a

deeper foundation than that of a tem-

porary surrender of will. It goes to the

very foundation of things and builds

business from the ground up.

The word-of-mouth salesman depends

on his own personality more than on the

quality or merit of his goods.

The printed salesman depends more on

the merit of the goods or proposition

advertised than on personality.

Yet there may be and indeed must be

personality in the printed or written

selling talk—for the composite buyer has

a human side—a heart—just as the in-

dividual has; and the man who can best

play on the soul side of the vast audi-

ence who reads his ads., his form letters

or his booklets, is the man who has

come the nearest to the secret of success

in the important matter of building bus-

iness friendship by wholesale.

The old-fashioned way to advertise had

for its keynote the thought "We want

your orders." It was the plea of the

beggar, supported sometimes with a beg-

gar's threat.

The new way to advertise is to reach

away down into the mainspring of self

interest—the self interest, not of your-
self, but of the other man.

In many lines of business it can go
no farther than the second Sheldon step

—creating a desire to buy—getting the

inquiry; and the salesman must do the

rest.

Attention, Interest, Desire, Resolve.

In other activities, as in mail order

advertising, it runs the whole scale of

the Sheldon formula.

But in either case the printed word, to

be effective, must be so attractive that

it first forces attention to itself; then

overcomes the inertia of the reader suf-

ficiently to make him do more than

glance at the headlines; then so con-

vincing that it overcomes all the powers
of personal persuasion of the eye-to-

eye salesman who is waiting his turn

to be heard, or who has just made his

personal appeal.

It is not an easy thing to do. Indeed,

it is so difficult that few succeed at it.

Yet it is so intensely important a busi-

ness force that the advertising manager
of most businesses should, at least, rank
with the sales manager.

The sales manager who handles 10

salesmen perhaps makes through them
100 calls a day, let us say on retail gro-

cers, at an expense to the house of $100

a day—a dollar a call.

The advertising manager at the same
time may easily call on 200,000 men in

the same day at a cost of one cent a

call—measureu by full-page ads in

trade journals that reach the same men
that the salesmen reach.

Yet you men—you who are sales man-
agers and proprietors, hire "kids" to

do this work and pay them kids' wages
plus the high-sounding title of "Adver-
tising Manager." You hire them, not

to manage advertising, but to grind out

copy—such as it is. You hire them, not

to buy advertising, but not to buy ad-

vertising—convenient buffers between

your august selves and the advertising

solicitors,—and they have to run to you
with every $10 item.

You trust them to handle the multi-

tude of prospects while you busy your-

selves with the few who happen to call

or write.

Poor Prospective.

I was in a store the other day when I

heard this conversation.

"Say Hanson, what are you doing?"

"Oh, I'm grinding away at that ad."

"Jerusalem! Man, can't you see

there are a couple of customers up
front? Go and wait on them instead of

wasting your time on that fool ad. I'm
sorry I ever listened to that solicitor."

I got acquainted with Hanson, under

some pretext, and from him learned that

he was trying to get up an ad. for the

Sunday Tribune, and that the Boss would

never let him alone 10 minutes at a time.

Think of it! Making a man neglect

his talk to 350,000 in order that he might

talk to one!

Think of trusting the speech to such

an audience to a cub salesman who
happened to be willing to undertake the

job!

I am now talking to 80 men. Though
I have nothing to sell you—no self in-

terest whatever—I am trying to make
my talk 80 times as worth while as if I

were talking to one man.

And this is my thought whenever I

write an ad.

Say I am writing a page soda foun-

tain ad. to go into a drug journal that

has 10,000 circulation; I see before me
10,000 druggists, seated in a vast audi-

torium, eyes turned toward the plat-

form where I stand—men who paid for

the privilege of hearing what I have to

say and what others have to say—paid

in the form of their annual subscription

to the paper.

What an opportunity ! Ten thousand

men, with an aggregate buying power of

30, 40, 50,000,000 of dollars. The value

of all advertising is measured by the

buying power of the audience that reads

it and that's why I am a champion of

trade journals. Of those 10,000 certain-

ly 1,000 must need soda fountains—and

that thousand will buy from somebody
—a thousand fountains at an average

cost of $1,000 apiece—$1,000,000 in real

prospective business in my line seated

before me

!

Ye gods ! for the power of a Pitt or

a Webster! It is a supreme moment!
What shall I say to win them 1

?

First I must get their undivided atten-

tion. They are tired. They are listless.

Some are talking. That is the problem

of the headline and the picture, and in

both I shout so that they must hear.
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Metaphorically, I single out a little

old fellow far back under the gallery,

and make him lean back comfortably

instead of straining forward with his

hand to his ear.

Metaphorically, I also single out as I

proceed with the text of the ad. one

after another of the audience who shows

interest, and talk to him as man to

man.

Do I say "We want your order?"

Not on your life. He knows that. I

tell him—and in doing so tell all the

great audience—how earnestly we strive

to make our fountains better than the

rest; point out mechanical features in

which they are better, and in every word

and thought try to put myself in his

place and show him what he has to gain

in dollars and cents, in increased busi-

ness, in the friendship of his own sat-

isfied customers.

A Vital Calling.

Nobody can talk slightingly about ad-

vertising in my presence. Nobody can

call me "Only an advertising man" in

my presence. My calling is vital. Its

possibilities are boundless. Its power

cannot be measured by the yard stick

with which you measure the individual

salesman. It is the new force in busi-

ness that lays foundations of future

greatness. Its work is permanent. Its

responsibilities, too, are multiplied by

the magnitude of its opportunities.

Every advertisement talks to an audi-

ence, and every audience has its own

personality—its composite heart and

soul, hopes and fears, likes and dislikes.

It is different from any other audience,

and it must be appealed to as a com-

posite personality, rather than an imper-

sonal thing.

That audience is a harp of myriad

strings and every clear true note I utter

sets corresponding harp strings and

heart strings to vibrating in harmony

with me.

I must be discreet, for the printed

word, with no trick of eye or voice to

interpret it, is so easily misunderstood.

I must be truthful: for there is no

unsaying or explaining away a thing

once said.

I must be earnest, for indifference on

my part is absolutely fatal.

And above all I must speak in simple

language.

Let me say that again; Advertising to

succeed must be expressed in simple lan-

guage. In short, it must be easy read-

ing, and it must be worth reading.

Lincoln said that the Lord must have

loved common people or he wouldn't

have made so many of them.

Plain Talk, to Common People.

When you advertise you are talking

to common people; or even if you are

talking to a special audience of the cul-

tured few, your best success lies in

sounding the homely notes that are

common to all.

No advertisement was ever great just

as no oration was ever great that did

not ring true.

No advertising man ever achieved per-

manent greatness who did not speak

from the heart—and honestly.

A clever salesman may deceive and de-

lude one man, but no man is shrewd
enough to deceive a multitude—not for

any length of time. Let him try it and a

thousand eyes will bore deep into his

insincerity and a thousand tongues will

expose his rascality.

Necessary Qualities.

For this reason personal honesty, no-

bility of character, sincere personal be-

lief in the thing advertised are neces-

sary first steps in the making of a man
who will make a talk that will win a

host of other men.

And a second step is the quality of

being in tune—in tune with his fellow

man, and particularly in tune with the

particular audience which he is ad-

dressing.

To be in tune with any audience, he

must know his audience—his composite

man just as a salesman should know his

individual man.

And the best investment a firm can

make in its advertising department is to

give the advertising man such capable

assistants that he himself has the time

and the strength to go out and get ac-

quainted with men and conditions on

the outside, so that when he writes his

printed message to those men, he can

see them clearly before him, in the com-
posite, and understand their problems,

their methods of thought, their attitude

toward the printed word.

Advertising has ceased to consist

merely of writing and printing some-

thing and sending it out.

Treating Advertising Slightingly.

Yet, how do you approach this op-

portunity ?

By treating advertising solicitors like

book agents.

By getting rid of them as long as

you Can; then finally silencing them by

signing their contract for as small a

space as you think will pacify them, and

tossing them a "card" for copy.

You don't believe me?

Go back to your office and look

through the "junk" in your advertis-

ing contract envelope—bought, not be-

cause you wanted it or even knew what
you were buying; bought from a mixed
sense of fear and duty, just as I buy
tickets to the switchman's ball when a

couple of ugly mugs shove them under

my nose.

And what do you get?—CARDS.
CARDS—public acknowledgement of

your own weakness—vertebrate and fin-

ancial; CARDS that automatically put

you—no matter how rich you are

—

down in the "Piker" class at the bot-

tom of an obscure back page.

CARDS that show little faith in your
own goods and actual contempt for the

audience that asks for bread and re-

ceives a stone.

What the "Card" Says.

Here's what a CARD in a trade paper
says to me.

I am Blind '. Blind to the opportuni-

ties of the business world about me.
Blind to the power of true advertising.

Blind to the fact that the countless eyes

of the composite customer are scanning
the printed page for something worth
reading about my goods. Blind to

everything but the dollar I own—and
the fear lest I lose it is wrenching even
that dollar from my very grasp.

Not blind only, but DEAF.
Deaf to the clang and roar of the

business world about me. Deaf to the

questions the world is asking about my
goods. Deaf to the clear call of duty
to my business, myself and my family.

Deaf to every sound save the clink of

the dollar I own, and I squeeze that

dollar so tightly that its ring is turned

to lead.

Not deaf only, but DUMB.
Standing here on the platform of a

great auditorium—a multi-million-dol-

lar audience of purchasers of my own
kind of goods before me, and, though
invited to tell that vast company of
buyers my business story, I stand mute
with only power to hold up my shrink-

ing little business "card" and run to

cover.

Gentlemen, you can't win the great
composite buyer with any such miser-
able makeshift as a "card." Cheap as

it is, it is money thrown away. No
cheap advertising is worth its cost—it

only cheapens and discredits you in the

eyes of the men you wish to reach.

The composite buyer is great and
broad and must be approached greatly
and broadly.
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How H. S. Terris, Springhill, N.S., Planned

His New Store

PRISM

H.S.TERRIS 8e CO*

PLATE

PLATE PLATE

H .S. TERRIS & COX

PRISM

PLATE

PRISM

PLATE

The building is two storeys,

large plate glass windows serv-

ing the second floor on which

are Re ady -to-W ear, dress-

maker, housefurnishings, crock-

ery, etc. Garments are dis-

played on the first floor near

the stairway. Note arrange-

ment of windows and entrances.

See plan of second floor on

opposite page.
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Plan of first floor showing departmental arrangement — dress goods and yard goods on right. These plans will be

studied with considerable interest by readers of the " Review," when they recall that Mr. Terris was the merchant who
was awarded $100 by this paper for his series of articles describing methods by which he was holding his home trade

against outside competition. The new building is evidence of his continued success.



fABRIQS
From the Buyers' Viewpoint
Becoming evident that white will play a promi-

nent part in Spring business.

Samples for Fall and winter, 1912-13, show the

double-face cloths in many new effects.

Some unique and very attractive features in

cotton fabrics for Spring.

White the Dominant Note
Will be the Strong Feature for Spring 1913— Wider

Color Range in Late Season's Woolens.

Staff Correspondence.

New York, Nov. 13.

THERE is a decided feeling for more color in

dress fabrics now that the mid-winter period
is approaching, and the woolens used for

smart tailor-mades are more attractive than
ever. Rich colors, blended with a deep, dull, dead
one leads, and the trimming touches are unsually
superb this winter. Two-toned materials are first

choice for street wear, and there is a wide variety
from which to choose. Scotch tweeds and cheviots

come in many color Mendings. Heather shades,
soft lavenders, deep purples, and mellow greens as

well as suggestions of dead leaf browns and silvery

greys, are combined and merged in the mixture
effects, and the materials are more or less shaggy as
to texture. Reversible zibelines, are among the more
desirable materials. Shaggy camel's hair, and
blanket cloths are noted among the more expensive
fabrics, and many of them have both border effects.

Some of these borders take the form of pronounced
plaids in block effects and such combinations as

purple and cream, purple and white, purple and
green, green and blue, violet and blue are often
seen. Almost all the smart mixture cloths show a
touch of violet this year. Every shade of this color,

from the dull greyish shades to deep royal purple,
is fashionable this year.

Notwithstanding the fact that blue serge is play-
ing such a tremendous part in Spring business, it is

becoming every day more clear that white will be
the dominate note for Spring, 1912. Serges are

particularly strong but in addition to serges, cream
worsteds and cream fabrics of all descriptions are
big sellers.

Even at the present time, the vogue of this class

of fabrics is gaining ground for white flannels,

serges, broadcloths and corduroys are now made into

most attractive afternoon suits. Very smart suits

are made of cream or white corduroy trimmed with
skunk or sable fur.

Many New Effects Shown
Delicate Shades in the Light Colored Ranges

— Position of Double-faced Materials.

Montreal, Nov. 14.—The double-faced cloths

have enjoyed a prominent place in the dry goods
trade of the past season, and during the winter the

.-ale of these materials will continue. The diagonal-

faced cloths with the inner side woven in checks,

plain colors, and in many other ways too numerous
to mention, will constitute the majority of the long
coats worn all through the coming Winter. For
the Spring, new lines of fancy serges, silks, satin=

and wools will show the double effect.

As much has been written concerning the styles

Ct O C K E P. T
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Plan of second floor in H. S. Terris' new store. Note large plate
glass windows in front.
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of the coming season, many of the merchants are, no
doubt, familiar with the styles, to the minutest de-

tail. But it might be of interest to know that many
of the newest samples for the Fall and Winter of

1912-13, show the double effect in many new and
fascinating effects. In addition to the new patterns,

there will be many cloths that will be similar to the

ranges shown this season. Samples of the new cloths

are now being shown to the wholesalers.

One line shows a striped face, the stripes being
about an inch in width, and consisting of white al-

ternating with various soft tints and shades. The
reverse side is in "shot" effect in a larger number of

different shade combinations. Other samples show
plain colored backs with white faces; while others

show just the reverse.

Cloths with the tweed face, and having a plain-

colored back are shown in another line of samples.

terials, such as ratines, eskimos and boucles. Many
buyers were a little afraid to try the materials that
show the warmth-without-weight effect this season,

but next year they will begin to realize the comfort
of this material, consequently the demand will ar-

rive.

As a rule, the rough-faced materials are shown
in plain color effects. The blues, browns, tans, cham-
pagne and other shades in soft tones, are well repre-

sented in this material.

The lines of goods described in this article are

for the most part popular-priced. They are not cheap
in price, nor are they so high that many people are

unable to think about having coats made from this

material. The price is such that it might be called

the happy medium grade of cloth.

Of course, there are high-grade materials being
shown that are for very high-class trade, but the

Samples of serge foulard and

flowered silk. Courtesy Lad-

ies' Novelty Mfg. Co., Tor-

outo.

One thing that attracts notice is the delicate shades

of many of the light-colored ranges. The blues,

pinks, tans, browns, greys, mauves and many of the

leading colors, are extremely delicate to look at.

Another range of the coating samples show ex-

tensive lines of the darker colorings. These have

plain-faced backs, the face of the goods showing-

stripes in self shades. These stripes are about one

and one-half inch in width, and are generally com-

posed of alternating stripes in two tones of the color

shown on the back of the material. Another line has

the plain back, and shows herringbone effects in self

shades on the outer side.

Other materials are in diagonal effects, combined

with backs of plain, checks or stripes in various de-

signs.

The foregoing lines include the more pronounced

ranges of stylish double-faced materials. There are

many other effects shown, that consist of the plainer

combinations. These are included for the most part

in several up-to-date designs in heavy tweeds, etc. It

looks as though the season 1912-13 was to be another

double-faced season.

In addition to the lines just mentioned, there

are many new designs seen in the nubby-faced ma-

majority of business is done in the materials that are

a little below the general prohibitory price limit.

Merchants in Legal Fight.

Montreal, Oct. 14.—Recently an appeal was en-

tered against Recorder Dupuis, of Montreal, against

a conviction of shopkeepers for soliciting business

from passers-by on the street. The appeal is made
on behalf of several merchants who were sentenced

to pay fifteen dollars each.

It is alleged by the petitioners that the by-law un-

der which they were convicted is illegal, because the

city has no power to restrain persons from conduct-

ing any lawful business in the City of Montreal. It

is also alleged that the law is not clear, as it might

prevent a shopkeeper from showing goods in his win-

dow ; and all avenues of securing trade by displaying

goods, advertising in front of the store premises, or

otherwise, are denied according to the civic by-law.

It is understood that this is only the first step

in a legal fight that will be carried before the high-

est tribunal, should the shopkeepers lose in the be-

ginning.
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Style Certainties-ALWAYS

STYLE influences sway the call for B.D.A. Mohairs in one

way only

—

the call for more. The fabric itself is a

tremendous reason for its perennial popularity ; lustrous

and supple ; adaptable for all kinds of coats, suits and skirts
;

unspoilable by dust or rain.

See the latest B.D.A. English Mohairs at your wholesaler's

see the stunning new patterns and the beautiful color effects.

Your dress goods department must show these goods if it

is to produce its utmost profit.

B.D.A. Mohairs are both staple and stylish merchandise.

In Demand Every

Day in the Year

msSSSamasmsm

* —jnJJWutii't.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers
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Montreal Fabric Market
Foulards Will be Much Sought After — Many
Beautiful Designs — Favoied Materials for Evening

and Debutante Frocks

Montreal, Nov. 14.—Cotton goods made from the

finer threads are the vogue in the fashion centres.

Foulards will be very much sought after. The
new samples show such an extensive range of colors

and pattern combinations, that it would be an im-
possibility to describe them in detail. One thing is

certain, there is enough diversity in the many
ranges to suit the most fastidious buyers.

One line of mercerized foulards that attracts the

attention, consists of a range of about six different

colors. The principal item about this range is the

number of different outlines that are marked in

black on the colored backgrounds. The figures shown
in the black outlines consist of pencil stripes, squares
in many patterns of outlines, circles of all sizes, ami
oilier designs in all imaginable shapes. This par-

ticular line may be described as consisting of various
geometrical designs in black, printed on various col-

ored backgrounds.

each are woven fancy stripes about three-quarters of
an inch apart, in colors of the same. Upon this ma-
terial arc stamped irregular-shaped squares in two
sizes.

Novel Application of Stripes.
Another new material resembles a fine gingham.

This material has a marked stripe effect. Alternat-
ing plain and corded stripes about one inch in width
run the long-ways of the goods. Across these stripes,

at intervals of about an inch, run narrow two-corded
stripes. Upon this ground arc stamped (dusters of

roses, in the centres of which are circular and dotted
designs.

Bordered. Figured and Plain Voiles.
Voiles are well represented in the samples of all

the manufacturers. Beside an extensive line of goods
in the plain, and in the figured designs, many border-
ed effects are shown. Bordered voiles in the 40-inch
widths arc showing in larger varieties than ever be-

fore. This material will be sold in large quantities
for one-piece dresses, as well as for many other uses.

Batiste, dimity and other staple lines will be well
represented in well-chosen designs and qualities.

Many of the materials described in this article are
popular-priced lines. In the majority of these lines

Samples of Spring wash goods, H. E. Twinning, Montreal, representing Clarence Whitman & Co.. New York. Reading from left
to right—Mousseline de Luxemburg, two samples of Foulard Japonais in centre and sample of Flaxon on right. This

material is shown in about 200 designs.

Woven and Printed Designs.

Another range of foulard, called the "Japonais"
designs, consists of a large number of woven and
printed designs on white backgrounds. The woven
figure consists of squares about, one inch in size.

These squares are woven in the white, and inside are

woven dots, and in the centre of each dot (duster is a

small square.

These square designs are distributed over the ma-
terial in a seemingly careless manner, this method
producing a striking effect. In addition to the woven
designs, Sowers in neat patterns are stamped over

the surface. These flowers are stamped in two-color

combinations. For example: Green stems are used
with flower colorings of mauve, blue, pink, etc. In

this range are shown the bordered as wT
ell as the un-

bordered design effects.

Another very pretty line of material has a soft

silky appearance, and shows a new combination of

stamped figures on the woven designs. The back-
ground comes in several prominent shades, and upon

the price will be about 25 cents per yard retail. This
i- a very popular price in many articles of merchan-
dise, ami these line- are not exceptions.

Materials for Dainty Evening Frocks.

For white evening dresses the sheer materials are

much used. They are of a little less imposing char-

acter, with perhaps small quantities of delicate em-
broidery in crystal, or a single line of brilliants added
here and there to produce a touch of brilliancy.

Swansdown is being used as trimming in many in-

stances. In the debutante frock some delightful ef-

fects are produced by the use of silver and white, or

white ami crystal, with soft lines of swansdown en-

tering into the trimming designs.

For a beautiful dress material, the white velvets

are used extensively by Parisian makers. White and
silver, or white and gold brocade velvet, forms one
of the most important materials for the most beau-
tiful evening coats.

In the white wool there are many delightful suits

and one-piece dresses. Broadcloth, serge, corduroy
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and many other materials of like nature are included

in I his style of dress. These materials make very at-

tractive garments, and every indication points to their

extensive use, especially by the younger people.

Black velvet is often combined with various white

wool materials, and the effect produced is delightful.

Black satin is also used in combination with the

o
.•

Bordered voile in black and

white, shown by H. E. Twin-

ning. Manufacturers' Agent,

Montreal.

wool goods, but the effect is less effective. With the

various bordered white materials, many effects are ob-

tained that arc very clever. Sometimes the border is

in black, but a bright band of color, with perhaps a

line of black between it and the white, is often seen.

Lack of System Here

"A customer whose account had been running
quite a long while came to the store to settle," says a

merchant who runs a general dry goods store.

"She claimed there was a charge of two dollars

on the bill that die did not owe. She said it had
been paid long before the account had been sent.

"She did not have any receipt to show that the

amount had been paid: so she said it' we insisted, she

would be obliged to pay the amount over again.

"We were well acquainted with the lady, and
felt sure she would not try to cheat us on purpose;

but, on the other hand, we did not feel like letting

the amount go unpaid. We were not sure it had not

been paid, so the problem was one of a delicate na-

ture in settle agreeably to all concerned.
/

'"We knew the customer would pay the two dol-

lars if we insisted upon her to do so. And on the

ether band, we were equally sure that we would
Lose her patronage if we insisted upon the payment
of this amount.

"After much consideration, we decided to split

the difference, and accept the amount of one dollar,

and mark off the account from the books. This was

satisfactory to the lady, who acknowledged that she

had been careless in the matter and would have to

pay any amount we wished to name. The dollar

was paid and the account called square.

"Since that time this lady has been a regular

customer. But I often think we would have lost

her if we should have insisted upon the payment of

the extra dollar. Or, if the amount should have been
a large one, we would have been obliged to demand
a good part of the disputed sum. Both the merchant
and the customer should be very particular to have
a proper receipt made out, giving a clear account of

each transaction, amount purchased, and the amount
paid. This applies particularly to the smaller places

throughout the country, where credit forms a large

part of the transactions. A moment's carelessness

may be the cause of losing a very valuable customer,

as well as said customer's friends, who are sure to

hear of the transaction, sooner or later."

In the cities the systems are as nearly perfect as

it is possible to make them. Even then, mistakes
are liable to occur. And when they do, it is only
through the proper settlement that customers are re-

tained. A customer once aroused in anger against a

certain merchant or store generally holds the grudge
for all his or her lifetime.

The commercial travelers of the United States

have started a campaign against tipping. Accord-
ing to II. E Dowe, president of the Commercial Tra-
velers' National League, fifty million dollars is dis-

tributed by salesmen annually among bellboys, wait-

ers and porters, in addition to three hundred and
twenty-five million dollars paid as regular hotel

charges. President. Howe has mailed to the various

associations of hotel proprietors what he calls the

"Final Call" of the traveling; salesman.

KINC'S
Established 1775

FAMOUS
Sold by leading jobbers

SCOTCH
Every piece per

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognized by the Trade

of the world as the most relia-

able and saleable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities,

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on

every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son,

are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

Canadian Representatives:

CAMPBELL SMIBERT & CO.,

210 St. James Street - - Montreal



Ready for Fall, 1912

Jobbers Start on the Road With Large Ranges

of Sweater Coats for Next Season --- Expecting

Increased Orders — A Resume of this Season's

Conditions and Influence on Placing for Next Year

JOBBERS who are usually first with their ranges

of sweater coats have started for Fall, 1912, on

new lines for June delivery. Sample num-
bers are somewhat late, and in some cases not

quite complete, but mills represented will forward

any new samples by the first of the year. Values

are right and orders expected to be better than ever.

After the Christmas rush it is evident buyers will

be free to consider new stocks, as present ranges will

be depleted by that time, and repeat business have

satisfactorily cleaned up the seasons assortments. Re-

tail stocks should be fairly clean by Mar. 1st, and
trade generally ready for next Fall.

Close Prices Quoted.

Values are right, as a whole, but prices quoted

on some leaders are questioned. Several of these are

offered to ensure quantity orders. There is not much
reason to expect closer prices, with yarns quoted

about the same figures, and mills are covered antici-

pating next Fall placing. Help is harder to get and
wages higher, but, in face of this, wholesalers are

offered values which in some instances are claimed to

be very near actual cost of production to induce buy-

ers to place entire ranges with one jobber. Mills are

adopting the practice of retailers, who offer cheaper

lines at a price, hoping to sell better grades.

A short resume of this season's experiences will

be timely. Wholesalers and merchants have been

a I lie to get plenty of sweater coats this year. For a

short while, a matter of two weeks' time, deliveries

were tardy and some numbers impossible to get. Fac-

tory clearances and job lines on the market gave an

opportunity to buyers to assort stocks ami provide

for sales on cheaper linos. The inability to get num-
bers referred to may be a boon.

Some mills have seen lit to place their seconds be-

fore -Ian. Lst, resulting in cheapening the market for

Christina-. Whether or not it will result in lowering

the standard of sweater coat business remains to be

seen. When merchants can procure coats at prices

less than they have paid for them, and in some in-

stances find opposition selling them for less than

first cost would allow, complaints are warranted. It

is difficult to maintain novelty showings for holi-

day selling on account of such clearances. Merchants

with reduced stock, owing to inability to procure

delivery of number- wanted, have a splendid excuse

for putting on a sale and taking advantage of clean-

up prices and holiday demand.
With mills busy turning out better priced goods

for customers wanting satisfactory garments, a trend

very prominent this season, naturally meaning bet-

ter qualities, it is claimed that prices could have been

maintained and clearing quantities sold to better

advantage. For the balance of this season, manu-
facturers are not affected to any great extent, but in

offering next season's lines for merchants' placing,

similar conditions will be found that were present

this year, and buyers may not take quantities or

order early for this very reason. There is a long

season still before retailers and if they are sure of

securing jobs and clean-up lots in sufficient quanti-

ties by Nov. lst, they would be foolish to buy sooner.

Co-operatiox Effective.

Merchants were supported tins season by cata-

logues, free advertising cuts of best numbers, and

stock demonstrations, enabling them to hold sales

and make an immense showing. Representatives

were a help as salesmen, and in short sweater coat

openings were held just as ready-to-wear openings

are conducted. In return for this, retailers devoted

their windows, advertising space and store publicity

in holding sales. This has resulted in extensive sell-

ing of sweater coats, and whether merchants are wise

Sweater coat novelty, showing trend for Fall, 1912. Silk and wool
fancy stitch with velour or fancy sill; trimming. Court*

Joseph Simpson Sons, Toronto.
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in placing the publicity of the manufacturers before
their own firm name is a matter of personal decision.

Co-operation has certainly sold many garments.
In looking back over this season's selling, mer-

chants complain that opposition have identical styles,

especially in womens garments, and that they are

handicapped by this condition. While it is hardly
expected that manufacturers will confine their range
to one account in a town and that the claim that
ranges of samples shown are sufficient to give each
merchant a liberal showing there is a feeling that
some improvement could be made. The staple na-

ture of sweater coat business, unlimited demand and
success of one or two lines, has been such that mer-
chants have been glad to get their shipments prompt-
ly. Now that they are assured in this respect owing
to the extra machinery, numbers of samples and
firms specializing on sweater garments, it is evident
that buying conditions will he much improved next
season and merchants can protect themselves from
undue price-cutting.

Large Sample Ranges.

Ranges being broader next year with several

numbers added lor novelty merchants should not
have any reason to complain. In some showings ful-

ly one thousand samples are included. Jobbers with

special lines of cheaper makes will show two hund-
red samples at least and are carrying two and three

trunks to place hefore wholesale buyers.

Using More Domestic Yarns.
Last season it was possible to tell what makes a

merchant carried by simply looking at the domin-
ating color effect in stock assortments. There seem-

ed to be a brilliancy of color not found in all ranges

and this no doubt helped greatly in adding to sales.

Better colors and dye- will be a feature of next
year's stock. Tones will he clearer, and this is true,

both of imported and domestic Lines. .Manufacturers

are installing their own dyeing plants and buying
Canadian yarns to a greater extent than ever. It is

asserted by several mills that they would rather pay
more for domestic yarns it' they were sure of deliv-

eries. It is the general finding that wool used must
necessarily be cleaner and Canadian yarns are freer

from adulteration. Spinners have not the same op-

portunities for filling, as they import standard tops.

Comments heard are to thi- effect, and except for

minor details, as to uniformity of color and methods
of shipment, which are rectified for individual buy-
ers—Canadian spinners have only to ensure deliv-

eries.

Sample Changes Likely.

Many improvements will be noted in next sea-

son's samples. During the past six months new
machinery for finishing buttonholes and putting on
trimming borders have been added. Yarns are bet-

ter and dyes clearer, as pointed out, and this means
better garments. By the introduction of fancy
stitches and yarn combinations, silk and wool mix-
tures, fancy silk collar and pocket facings to add nov-
elty, sample ranges will be attractive.

It is expected that plain shades will be in de-

mand. Solid staple colors, grays in both cheap
and better lines, navys and cardinals, strong and
fancy colors and athletic combinations as good as

ever. White is favorite with contrasting colors and
shade ranges will be about the same, champagne,
tan, khaki, slate, maroon and black, throughout the

assortment of higher priced garments.

o

THEY LOOK
FOR THE TAG

Burritt's tag, which guar-
antees perfect satisfac-

tion. When they see
it, they know they have
the hose they are look-
ing for.

DOMINION
Brand

HOSIERY
is to-day the popular
choice because it com-
bines fine warmth-giv-
ing materials with ac-

curate fit and splendid
wear.

Give "Dominion" brand
a trial. You will be
pleasantly surprised
when you see how quick-
ly it sells.

A. BURRITT
AND CO

DOMINION MILLS
Mitchell, - Ont.

THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262,005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST in the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI-
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends.

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN
FOOTWEAR

To be had from any of the Leading

Wholesale Dry Goods Houses
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UNDERWEAR
HERE IT IS

The only line made in Canada by Special

Patented Spring Needle Process—which

guarantees— splendid Elastic Fabric that

fits the body closely with every comfort,

thus making the outer clothing to fit more

snugly, which is the desire of all well

dressed people.

See our Patented Closed Crotch Union

Suits—the Garments for fit and comfort.

Guaranteed not to Shrink.

Worn by all up-to-date people. Stocked

by all first-class stores.

The Ellis Underwear Go.
HAMILTON, CANADA

SELLING AGENTS

:

Maritime Provinces— J. A. Murray, Sussex, N.B. ; Montreal

and Quebec Province— E. O. Barrette & Co., Montreal;
Ontario—The Edward Burns Co., Toronto ; Port Arthur to

Pacific Coast—Bryce & Co., Winnipeg, and J. J. Thompson,
Vancouver.

Please 'mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Better Coats to Sell.

Plain stitches will be foremost, and tailored ef-

fects wanted, women's man-style garments in better

qualities should lead and manufacturers are expect-

ing bigher-priced goods to be in demand, owing to

general satisfaction, utility, and prosperity of cus-

tomers. It is a significant point that one range has
included only one long coat in the set of samples
with their jobber. If better garments are wanted,
merchants can therefore take tailored coats in shorter

lengths to cost up to $7.50 each, and find them sat-

isfactory. Western trade have done well on high
grade, short length, man-tailored garments for wo-
men, and next season sales should show better re-

sults with improved stock and values. It is one of the

trends of buying bound to have a marked effect on
longer coals.

Wholesalers and manufacturers who go direct to

the trade in January and February will be ready to

show merchants ranges in which one conclusion

only can be reached. Buyers will stock the garments
and brighten up their showings with novelties. There
will be later novelties appear, as in previous seasons,

but merchants are safe in placing covering quantities

of staple numbers for midsummer business. Tailored

lines in ' better qualities will be necessary for later

and athletic wear. Shaker knit samples will have
to be considered, as several new garments will be

placed before buyers. Novelties may appear later,

but from present indications business is expected to

be good on early placing and conditions in this re-

gard about the same as last year.

Prompt Hosiery Delivery
Buyers Adhere to Staple Numbers on Blacks in

Cottons and Lisles — Silks to the Fore and Silk

and Lisle Combinations Well Received

Orders are still being booked for Spring hosiery

and shipments to the retailer will be made in Janu-
ary and February. It is expected that wholesale

deliveries will be prompt, and many numbers will

be in stock for Christmas selling if enquiries are

forthcoming from retailers who cater to this trade.

Silk hosiery and gauzy lisles in blacks and staple

numbers of lisles and cottons will be best sellers. For
early placing, buyers confined their orders to more
staple number- ami black as a, color has bad an un-

precedented run.

On account of narrow skirts, silk hosiery at lead-

ing costs have -old well. While style may have bad

its effect and helped to introduce silk hosiery to a

greater extent than ever, it wTas the offering of do-

mestic lines in correct qualities and prices that found
such a successful reception throughout the trade.

Silks in all qualities can now be had, and cheaper

numbers combining silk and lisle are most satisfac-

tory to departments, as meeting prices they promise

increased sales.

Thrifty Hosiery.

Reports from Montreal state with regard to one

of these numbers now familiar to buyers as the suc-

cess of the year's hosiery sales. A new silk and lisle

hose has been brought out and such a small amount
of silk has been introduced into the making that it

might be called "thrifty hosiery." Instead of having
merely a hem of cotton or lisle for the garter clasp,

this line has gauzy lisle or cotton extending down to

where visibility becomes probable. No doubt, de-

signers thought there was no need of having silk

where it was not required, and while the part of this

line that shows is made from silk, the unseen part

being made of cheaper materials, the cost is consid-

erably less.

Orders show that this line has met with approval
by many merchants throughout the country. An-
other advantage, which saves an amount of darning
and ladders, cannot result with these holes unless a
large hole is made first.

Wool-sole and balbriggan hosiery are demanded
by a large number of people throughout the country.

In hot weather, all or most of the perspiration is ab-

sorbed by the wool, or thus the wearer feels a certain

degree of comfort not experienced otherwise. These
hosiery are quoted at staple prices, $2.25 dozen being
usual.

Silks, Lisles, Mercerized Cottons.

Altogether, with the advent of silks and numbers
of gauze lisles and mercerized cottons, the price aver-

age of hosiery will be found to increase with this

season's sales. While 25 cents and 50 cents will al-

ways be best selling prices, sales will show that people
are buying the better grades on account of novelty

and the introduction of silks in $4 and $4.50 quota-
tions. Merchants are preparing now for more pub-
licity on better grades, especially silks.

When jobbers and manufacturers first approach-
ed the trade it was expected that tans would be al-

most equal in demand to black. Sales have been fair

and they have not had the run expected. It is claim-
ed that wholesales had larger stocks of tan shades
than usual and merely sorted their ranges with sold-

out sizes and colors. This, however, is no criterion

that tans are not going to be equally as good as last

year, ami merchants throughout the country have
placed liberally on tans. Repeat orders are expected
to show favorably at the mills. Darker shades are

likely to be wanted.

Neat Designs in Black and White.

Black and white hosiery are thought well of and
some neat designs are being used to assort ranges.

Some plain shades in colored hosiery are being sold

in localities, about five colors being taken, sky, pink,
helio, grey and some purples. So far white has not
been as successful as early predictions warranted, but
later orders are sure to come for Spring delivery and
June white sales.

Two Concerns Amalgamate

It is learned that Stanfields Limited, of which
John Stanfield, M.P., is president, and whose works
are at Truro, N.S., has absorbed the Hewson Woolen
Company, of Amherst, the terms of the merger being

that the Hewson shareholders shall receive par for

their stock, together with the current half-yearly

dividend.

It is proposed to push the knitting department at

Amherst, where labor for this purpose is more easily

obtained. II. I. Hewson, manager of the Hewson
Mills, wid remain at Amherst as local manager there.

The Hewson industry is one of the chief enterprises

of Amherst.
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Knitted Suit Popular

Montreal, Nov. 14.—The sweater coat business

in the ladies' department is very prosperous. Manu-
facturers and wholesalers are kept busy filling order*.

Some of these firms have more than they can attend

to properly. And in all cases, the makers of differ-

ent lines have all the business they can attend to

properly.

In the course of a conversation with a manufac-
turers' agent, the subject of the length of sweater
that is selling best was brought up. The best selling

length is about 30 inches. This length is shown in

all the plain as well as the fancy ranges. The low-
cut styles sell best. The garment with the double-
breasted effect is a favorite.

The "co-ed" sweater coat is one of the most popu-
lar lines at the present time. Body parts of white,
grey, red, green, tan, etc., are trimmed up the front,

around the bottom and have a band around the neck,
of a contrasting of blending shade. For the most
part this variety of sweater is plain knitted.

A suit consisting of sweater, skirt, and toque, is

one of the prominent features of this season's trade.
The bottom of the knitted skirt has a band around
the bottom to match the shade of the bands used on
the sweater. The toque also has a touch of color to

correspond with the skirt and sweater.

For skating, tobogganing and outdoor sport, this

costume is ideal. Large orders have been placed,
and the mills are busy filling repeats.

The suits, including the toque, sell for about
$10 retail.

Live Merchants
know that honesty is the

best policy, and that it

pays to give their custom-

ers the best goods. They
also know that there is

no better underwear than

TURNBULL'S
PURE WOOL UNSHRINKABLE

CEETEE
AND

RIBBED UNDERWEAR

Display it in your Windows

Manufactured by

The C. Turnbull Co., of Gait, Limited
Gait, Ontario

A "Beaver" Special
Most business places find one or two lines that

make a special hit with the public. This is so in

our business and especially in the case of our No.

4340 and 4355. We have found these very great

favorites and have prepared to meet the demand.

This is Knit Coat No. 4340, which is also

made with collar (No. 4355.) They come in

white, navy, champagne, myrtle, maroon,

silver grey, scarlet, royal and sky. Special

price per dozen, $36.00.

LET US SEND YOU SAMPLES

R. M. Ballantyoe, Limited

STRATFORD, ONTARIO

y
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The Buyers' Viewpoint

Fichus likely to be a favored vogue for Spring

and large flat collars will also undoubtedly have an

important place - - Very strong run in ribbons -

Roman stripes and other striking color effects in rib-

bons—Development from fichu to bertha,

Latest Word for Spring
Beautiful Patterns in Tweeds and Worsteds

— Strength of English Styles— Some
Novelties in Boys' Wear.

IT
is needless to tell the retailer that the side

jabot reigns supreme. He knows it already. He
has probably registered repeat orders till he
dreams of side jabots. As a matter of fact, their

use is practically universal. All ages and types of

women buy them at all prices. A dainty number
to retail at twenty-five cents is having immense suc-

cess. Again, numbers running as high as $1.25.
and lace ones up to $2.50 retail have sold surpris-

ingly well.

Combinations of lapel and jabot are good. This
is sometimes called the double jabot. Pretty for

dressy suits are the pleatings which have a little made
flower effect at the neck, giving a touch of color

which is needed on dark. Winter days.

Swiss flouncings are used in some cases to make
up the side effects. Tucks are found very useful to

simulate pleats where a washable type is desired.

Ohantilly lace forms one of the prettiest types when
knife-pleated. It comes in ivory and black. Guipure
edgings are especially pretty, and some of the finer

Maltese lace- are also used on side jabots. Still others

have an edge of washable ball fringe.

Vandyke points have been featured, especially

where the jabot was supplemented by a lapel.

Forecasts of Spring

As usual, leading houses contradict one another
regarding Spring probabilities. All agree that the
side jabot will last through. Time alone can tell. The
very fact that all are not agreed presages a season of

great variety, and this conclusion is one which has
again and again proved true.

It seems altogether likely that fichus will again
appear. The peasant waist is most certainly giving
place to a waist with set-in sleeve, but for dressy wear
the old seamed-up shoulder will inevitably appear
graceless at first, and will probably be covered with a
fichu or bertha. French designers bank on its con-

tinuance, and certainly nothing so pretty has been
evolved to take its place.

Large, flat collars are practically certain to occupy
an important place. This includes those with square,

rounded or pointed outline at the back. There is

but one of these types which can be worn with a

side jabot—that is, the collar in middy effect in

front—and anyone who cares to examine the fashion

journals will note that this collar is again and again

offered on costumes there depicted. It may be had
in the popular laces, including Macrame and Venise.

There is no doubt but that, as Spring opens, coat

sets will sell well. In the opinion of your informant,

Vandyke points will be seen where practicable.

Among stocks, one house declares that the stiff

stand up turn-down is giving place to the soft in

same style. Another house is strong on the Byron
and Frouville types, and is constantly registering or-

ders on these though the season is. by rights, com-

pletely over. It seems very probable that the "jeune

lille" will continue to favor this collar next Spring

and Summer. The type is said to have passed in

New York; but it must be remembered that the Cana-

dian trade will continue a favorite number for sea-

sons after it is dead on the other side.

Stock collars with side jabots have had consider-

able activity for Christmas trade.

*

Tapestry Ribbons Shown
Montreal Shows Fine Variety of Dressy Effects

— Roman Stripe a Wanted Novelty.

Ribbons of all imaginable shades, patterns and
combinations are on the market. The tapestry rib-

bons with threads of silver and gold, worked upon
rich backgrounds, are very much in vogue. Huge
'low eis made of velvet are woven upon solid back-

grounds of white or black satin. These ribbons come
in widths from five to eight inches.

In other samples we see satin ribbons which are

made upon braid forms. This range wears better

than the ordinary braid, and will be largely used

for tailored effects.

In the combination of satin ami velour, many
entirely new effects have been brought to light. Rib-

bons of this design show charming creations of heavy
^it in on half of the surface; while on the other half,

the long-napped velvet, or silk fringe, as it is some-

times called, shows off to good advantage. This rib-

bon will be used for bandings, and will take the place

of the heavier trimmings of fur. A very charming
combination is seen in the ribbon with scarlet trim-

mings on mole velour. In the new motif used as

an ornament, these velour bandings will be used in

all the various shades. They possess a softness of

outline and adaptability that is sure to make them
popular.
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Xmas Novelties

No. 566—Black Sea), $8.50 Doz. No. 569—Suede, $9.00 Doz.

Black, Tan, Navy, Green, Grey.

No. 505-Black Velvet, $27.00 Doz

1

No. 568—Black Velvet, $9.00 Doz. No. 553—Black Satin, $16.50 Doz. No. 579—Black Velvet, 12.00 Doz,

ORDER NOW FOR YOUR HOLIDAY TRADE.

MANUFACTURED BY

FLETT, LOWNDES & CO., Limited
142-144 West Front Street, - TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Velvet ribbons will hold their place in the realm
of fashion. In fact, a large business has been done
in velvet ribbons of all kinds and all widths. From
present indications, the demand for these ribbons, for

girdles and trimmings, will be greater during com-
ing seasons than it was for Fall. This season's show-

ings have satin backs of a contrasting color, glim-

merings of which may be seen through the intricate

knots or bows that are made from the ribbons.

The elaborate gowns for evening or afternoon

wear will surely be made with a wide girdle of satin,

metallic gauze, or of velvet ribbon. A favorite ap-

plication is in the form of the new wide girdles that

reach from the normal waist-line almost to the bust.

For these girdles, are used wide satin, gold and silver

gauze ribbons. Many of the new gowns are of black

or white chiffon, lace marine, or satin, or combina-
tions of these, and on a dress of this kind the girdle

provides the right note of color.

Perhaps never before have trimmings of this

kind been so magnificent : and to judge from the

early glimpses we have of them, they will greatly

enhance any garment on which they may be worn.

Striking Color Effect

The Roman stripe is one of the newest and most
striking effects now seen. It is much used on knock-
about hats and also for bows. Young girls favor it.

Colorings are rich, even to brilliant, and a single

piece shows almost every color in the rainbow, but

so combined as to appear daring, but not gaudy.
Half-inch satin stripes form the edge of many

of the newest ribbons, and are frequently carried out
in shades to contra-! with the "round color.

Scarves and Veilings
Shadow Effects Predominate in Face Veils

--- Christmas Activity in Scarves.

Face veilings show two types in the lead at the
present time. The first is the shadow, the second the
chenille dotted veiling. Fancy veils of shadow lace

sell very well, and no abatement in Chantillys has
been noticed. For practical purposes, however, the
two types above mentioned will be found most de-

sirable.

Scarves are experiencing the usual pre-Christmas
activity. Very beautiful effects in crepe are to the
fore, and floral borders are very rich in coloring.

Dew-spotted scarves and fringed scarves are excel-

lently taken. Colorings are either extra dark and
rich, or tend towards the delicate pompadour shades.

In tunics, as well as scarves, sombre effects are
featured. Sometimes a bi-color in exquisitely gradu-
ated shadings attracts special attention. Such was
a scarf designed for tunic effects, extra wide, shaded
from cerise to taupe, through all the gradations of

pink and grey.

Some novel effects were noted where cut velvet
designs were applied on ninon or crepe.

Durbar Affects Styles
The approaching Durbar to he held by the King

and Queen in India is having its due effect on styles.

East Idian tones are strongly featured in band-
ings. The shades are dull and soft in the new styles,

including rose, dull, soft green, near reseda, antique
gold and steel.

There is a striking contrast between these trim-
minus and the Pompadour type above mentioned.

4*5

III*

THIS ILLUSTRATES ONE OF THE NEWEST.

"KIMONO" FICHU

Christmas Novelties
We have just received shipment of the latest

creations in

CAPUCHONS
FICHUS
and SCARVES

each beautifully boxed ready for presentation.

Prices, designs and colors to suit any re-

quirements.

Telegraph or write for assortment.

Sent on approval with privilege of returning

within three days.

Canada Veiling Co.
84-86 WELLINGTON ST. WEST

TOR ONTO
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anberson's;

Cfje Christmas

#rber House
We cater to the Christmas novelty

needs of the large as well as the small

store. Our lines of Fancy Neckwear,

Handkerchiefs, Ruchings, Veiling, etc.,

are most complete— and will meet the

Christmas demand from the viewpoint

of style and quality.

Our motto is " Promptness." Every

merchant knows the great tendency of

the Christmas trade is to rush and that

everything must be in readiness or he

loses sales. Order your stock now and

be prepared. We make a point of al-

ways shipping promptly.

Wire, write or phone to-day. Your

order will be shipped immediately.

Try us

^anbersions! Htmtteb,
Q>Q-Q>$ Wellington M. WLt&t,

Toronto, Canaba
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Dainty Dress Trimmings
Two-tone Effects in Bands, All-overs and Em-

broideries Generally— Fringe the Leading
Feature.

In embroideries and bandings an up-to-date fea-

ture consists of two-tone effects in such combinations

as nattier with marine blues, reseda with mystle. tan

with brown and mauve with amethyst. In some
cases, contrasts are used, but the two-tone effects are

specially useful as harmonizing with more types of

costume.
One curious, heavy silk embroidery was noted.

It was shown in various widths, and color combin-
ations included old rose with reseda, purple with

grey, nattier with tan, Paris with tan. Old gold ami

steel gave weight to these designs.

In colored silk all-overs, the tendency is to keep

to small patterns which may readily be used for yokes

and sleeves.

Pretty Pompadour Effects

Dainty for evening wear are the small pompadour
flowers, embroidered with sparing touches of tinsel

on chiffon grounds. This type comes in hands,

points and all-overs.

Passementeries of pompadour flowers made of

tissues largely composed of metallic thread-, and hav-

ing leaves in natural shades, are excellent numbers.
These are worn as a bodice trimming and also to

decorate the edges of tunics or catch up draperies.

Nothing more attractive than their delicate, natural

shadings can be imagined.
Pearl bandings and motifs for bodices are in good

demand and will continue to be so for Spring, 1912.

Merchants will do well to carry a full stock as

this line continues in demand right up till July,

owing to Spring and Summer weddings and the Post-

Lenten season, now an established fact.

The Great Run on Fringes
It is a fact that everyone in the trade wants

fringe, and by no means everyone has got it.

Although fringes seem now to be at their zenith

of popularity, it is quite probable that Spring will

see even greater activities in this line. Straight and
knotted fringes are the types which sell.

When next season opens, white cotton fringes will

he in strong demand, as the latter end of the Paris

season calls for these in quantity.

Now collar of tucked nel with turnover, edged with colored.
chenille and fringe, and studded with beads. Jabot of

tucked net, edged with chenille and fringe, centre baud
and rever with beads. Courtesy A. E. Rea

& Co., Toronto.

White, washable ball fringe, pear drop, and cube

and hall types will he quite Leading features of the

dress trimmings. Greal variety of designs is shown.
In a small edging at popular price the ball effect

re-appears. Width is from one-half to one inch.

This fringe could be retailed from 15c to 30c a
yard.

FROM FICHU TO BERTHA.—Showing the gradual evolution from the Charlotte Corday shown for wear with Empire styles to
• ^ the Bertha of the more recent early Victorian costu s

Typical fichu in two pieces, One-piece flcnu proper more Transition to B* Note J^^^te how fradu-
surplice effect, a type that ap- recent date, note collar effect at ^}£™V^t

ck
outllne antl Cape

allv evolved from preceding
pen red last Spring. back. elrect ai DacK.

models.
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Neckwear

Novelties
for

Christmas

Selling

M 188. $12.00 Dozen
Fancy collar of net with folds of messaline

edged with chenille and two rows fancy

silk fringe. Jabot of fine ecru net,

revers trimmed with chenille and
fringe, side ruffle of net

held with jet beads.

M 106. $24.00 Gross

Fancy collar of white chiffon with row of

colored chiffon and insertion and lace.

Chiffon jabot edged with lace and
insertion, and held with col-

ored satin buttons.

PROMPT SHIPMENT GUARANTEED

A. E. Rea & Co., Limited
Cor. King and Spadina, TORONTO

M 196. $4.50 Dozen

Fancy collar of tucked chiffon with two folds of

silk, row of Val. insertion and fold of chiffon

with gold beads. Jabot of knife pleat-

ed chiffon edged with Val. lace,

centre band of insertion with

applique medallions.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



The Buyers' Viewpoint
Blocked sailors in hatter's plush, the latest style

developments.
Large flat shapes for both street and dressy wear

are a strong style feature.

Combination plush and velvet a favored vogue,
and decided feeling for velvet flowers.

Small models developed in Persian lamb, seal

and fur fabrics. Large models trimmed with lines

of fur.

Large Flat Shapes Stylish

They are Having Increasing Vogue for Street

Wear — Blocked Sailors of Hatter's Plush a Late

Season Novelty

BEFORE the present millinery season had ad-

vanced far the large shapes were given the

first position from a fashion standpoint, and
for dressy occasions they have held an un-

approachable position, but for street and utility wear

the small hat has more than held its own. With
the nearer approach of the Spring season, these large

shapes become more interesting for they unquestion-

ably are high style and their influence will be great

upon the new lines. The large flat hats never were
designed upon more graceful lines and for the com-
ing season promise to be in prominence, both for

dressy and street wear.

A late Summer fashion development was the

wearing of cowboy or sombrero shapes. Hats of this

type in light-weight fine felt were much seen at the

late Summer race meetings and smart seaside resorts,

and these shapes in Panamas and suitable materials

will prove of some interest in the coming season.

In smaller shapes nothing is newer than the

modernized poke bonnet shapes. These early Vic-

torian shapes are shown in big variety, some of which
by no means merit the title of small. While the

crowns are varied, height is, as a rule, a factor, and
even where the crown is low the arrangement of the

ostrich trimming lends this feature. The back of

the shape always turns up slightly and it goes with-

out saying that the sides droop more or less decidedly.

These bonnet shapes are decidely quaint and pretty

and are being extensively copied in straws for Spring
selling.

Tam Crowns Used.

Helmet and Tam o'Shanters are fairly conspicu-

ous at present, and tam crowns used on both lar^e

and medium-shaped hats, particularly for those de-

signed for misses' wear. The brims are varied in

many ways and may either droop or roll, but an al-

most invariable feature is the satin cord to match
the velvet that masks the joins.

For street wear, small and medium-sized soft

velour hats are very fashionable. These hats come in

black and dark colors and are trimmed with fancy
feather effects, metallic ornaments or cockades of

fluted ribbon.

Favored Fabrics.

Velvet and plush are the season's fabrics, and
though velvet has been given preference so far, more
will be heard of plush as the season advances. Plush
and velvet are often used on the one model. The
plush being used for drapery with a velvet brim, or

the velvet draping is used with a plush brim.

Smart Fur Models.

Furs are much in evidence, lines of fur being used
on the large hat, while the small hat is often all of

fur. Helmet and high-crowned models of Hudson
seal, Persian lamb and also in fur fabrics are very
©mart. Paradise and handsome osprey mounts are

the usual trimmings for this class of hat.

Many large flat hats are trimmed with fur metal
laces and rich colored velvet and satin flowers. Large
Branched mounts, or just one single rose is used, or

tight clusters of small rosebuds are the required flow-

ers, and they are in decidely short supply.

Ostrich is very much in evidence in dressy mil-

linery, both in curled and uncurled fibres. A very
favorite mount consists of clusters of Prince of Wales
tips. Huge clusters of short plumes are also much
used. Ostrich bands are used to envelope crowns with
cluster mounts at the back or side. Ostrich and
aigrette are much used together. Metal effects in the

shape of nets, laces and cords are much-used trim-

mings.

Blocked Sailors.

A late season novelty that might develop into

some prominence, if only a better supply could be

obtained, are the blocked sailors of hatter's plush.

These are shown in the mannish sailor, and in med-
ium and large flat sailor shapes with band and bound
brim of heavy corded ribbon. Velvet sailors are also

shown, but. are not so smart as those of hatter's plush

and are not meetinsf with the same success.
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MILLINERY COMMISSIONERS
LIMITED

When you think of high-class millinery, link "Millinery
Commissioners Limited " with the thought. We offer the

largest variety of high-class qualities and styles shown
in Canada.

When you think of lower prices on millinery, recall the

fact that we operate on a commission basis, with the

minimum expense and profit possible. Our orders are

filled and packed in France, to save expensive rehandling

on this side.

Our knowledge of every change of style in the millinery

world is established through our resident Paris buyer,

and connection with one of the oldest, strongest and best

firms in Paris, and by the fact that we make six full trips

a year in quest of the newest and best obtainable.

It will pay you to look at our range, and give our pro-

position a fair trial.

Millinery Commissioners Limited
Office* in

Toronto Paris

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



How to Make and Trim Modern Millinery
Four Dainty Fall Models Described — Materials Required and Details of

Construction — A High-crowned Turban — Hat of Plush and Satin —
Quaker Bonnet and Afternoon Model of Pale Blue Brocaded Shot Silk

No. 1.—High-crowned turban of green velvet

veiled with cream and black lace, and trimmed with

sable and feathers.

This model is made up on a pressed willow frame,

but a foundation may be made from the following

measurements: Head size, thirty inches; height, ten

No. 1.—High-crowned turban veiled with cream and black laee,
trimmed with sable and plumes.

inches; diameter of top, seven inches. The frame is

covered with green velvet slightly draped and veiled

with a coarse cream lace on black net foundation.

The straight edge of both lace and velvet is sewn
round the edge and draped over the crown, joined

at the left back.

The turban is faced with a bias piece of the vel-

vet stretched tight over the edge of the frame and
fitted up on the inside about three inches.

For the edge, cut a strip of sable two and one-half

inches wide, turn wrong side out and over-sew its

edge to the edge of the frame, turn back on to the

crown and finish with two willow plumes at the side

back, sewing the stems under the fur.

Materials required: Three-quarters of a yard of

velvet, three-quarters of a yard of lace and the sable.

* * *

No. 2.—Medium-sized hat of plush and satin in

two tones of mustard shade. Frame measurements:
Head size, twenty inches; brim width, seven inches;

•outside measurement, fifty-two inches; base of crown,

twenty-eight inches; dome wires, seventeen inches.

The brim is covered with a. bias strip of plush mea-
suring ten inches, stretching round the edge two
inches and one-half into the facing, the rest on the

top brim. Plain velvet, fitted in, finishes the facing;

the edge over the plush finished with a silk wire. One
yard of the plush is draped over the crown. For the

satin trimming, cut one yard and one-quarter of

satin, and near the middle of it run a group of five

shirriugs, three-quarters of an inch apart, drawing
the fullness in to about nine inches. This is draped
like a huge irregular bow across the back, higher at

the left side.

Plush required, one yard on the straight, five-

eighths on the bias.

* * *

No. 3.—Quaker bonnet of brown velvet, with rich

cream lace and pom-poms. The frame for this model
is made of rice net, wired with full strand ribbon
wire. Cut a straight piece of net twenty-two
inches long and eight inches wide, turn back
one edge and each end one-half inch. In this

hem stitch a full strand of ribbon wire, also about
middle way down the length of the net. For the

crown, cut a circle of net eighteen incres in diameter,

across this at right angles to the centre stitch three

pieces (if ribbon wire. Pleat the net circle in to fit

the unfinished edge of the net band and six inches
! ni ire a ll( i weil for the part across the back. Make the

pleating fuller at the back, and cutting out a little to

lit the shape of the neck. Cover the crown with

No. -Medium-sized hat of plush in two tones of mustard shade.
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velvet, pleating it in to fit snugly, bind across the

back with a bias piece of velvet, over which fit a piece

of the lace two inches wide.

Cover the straight piece with velvet, facing back
as you would a cuff; cover with lace on the top side,

leaving one and one-half inches of the velvet to show
at the edge. Sew the crown to this band, leaving the

facing at that edge loose, which is sewn in over the

seam. This is finished with a fitted cap lining of old

gold satin. A fancy mount and breast trims the left

side, and two silk pom-poms are sewn at each side of

the top band on the lace.

A chin band of velvet ribbon is fastened at each
side of the crown underneath to hold the bonnet on
the head.

It will require five-eighths of velvet on the bias

for the brim, one-half yard on the straight for the

crown.
* * *

No. 4.—Afternoon model of pale blue brocaded
shot silk and gold net, with flower trimmings.

The brim of this model is of old gold net shirred

on wires, for which is required a piece of net three

yards long and eleven inches wide. Join in a circle

and make a tuck one and one-half inches wide on one
edge, running a double shirring, making a casing

for a wire. Run two other tucks for wires, the first

two and one-half inches from the edge, the second
four and one-half inches from the edge. Have the

edge wire fifty inches in circumference when finished.

The other two will be drawn up to fit after the brim
is placed on the frame. Make a frame with a head-
size measuring twenty inches; the brim wires six

and one-half inches when finished over the edge wire.

Base of crown, twenty-eight inches; dome wires, sev-

enteen inches. The crown frame is first covered
with muslin. The silk tain is twenty-two inches in

diameter, cut in a circle and side-pleated to fit the
edge of the frame.

A band of wide velvet ribbon is drawn loosely

round the base of the crown under a wreath of made
satin roses and buds.

Materials required : Five-eighths of a yard of

silk, one and one-half yards of net, one yard of vel-

vet ribbon, and the wreath of flowers.

*

Variety in Laces
From Heaviest to Lightest Weights, all Lines

are Selling — A Greater Season Than Ever
Before Seems Certain.

Every type of lace is selling at this time. This
statement cannot be called an exaggeration, as laces

from the heavy Macrame to the novel lines of sha-

dow effects are equally wanted.
During the coming Spring laces of all kinds will

have a remarkable run. The merchant is safe in

No. 3—Quaker li mnet of In-own velvet with cream hoc and pom-
pons. (Paris Boulevard scene).

No. 4.- -Afternoon model of pale blue shot silk and gold net with
flower trimmings.

placing orders for all-overs, Venise, baby Irish, net.

and fine shadow effects. For Spring the Paris shade
is the predominatingnote. It is featured in all lines,

even including shadows. But the latter will be sold

principally in white and ivory.

Bands, edges and demi-flouncings will be in

strong demand. Six to ten-inch laces are used largely

for fichus and for draping effects on costumes to be

worn in the approaching season.

Shadow Val. is Featured
Shadow Valenciennes is one of the novelties fea-

tured for the approaching Spring. Merchants in

wholesale trade are already receiving advance num-
bers as samples of import lines. The patterns show
the adaptation of shadow lace designs, and much of

the delicacy which distinguishes the original.

There is no doubt but that the shadow effect is

the newest idea on the market, and bound to have
an exceptional run. Point de Venise remains a

steady favorite. Renaissance designs are being seen,
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and an example in cordillion was especially line.

Macrame sells well, and in many places the trade

is only beginning to exploit it, but some of the

novelty houses are already professing greater interest

in other lines.

Filet laces are now showing in some of the less

expensive lines and are again making a powerful

bid for wider popularity. In the filets also, Rennais-

sance patterns are noticeable, especially those of Ital-

ian origin. A craze net effect is featured in all-overs.

Yoking nets show patterns in imitation of rose point.

The merchant who stocks laces heavily will make
no mistake. Even the Battenbergs are re-appearing

in machine-made lines. This is always a sign of a

lace season. Deep effects are got by combining lace

and net. Practically every conceivable weight and
type appears, with emphasis on those named above.

No summary of laces in vogue at present would
be complete without mention of the Chantilly types

so much worn. Ivory and black are the wanted
numbers. In this style, bands, deep flouncings,

edges, insertions and all-overs are all good. For even-

ing wear Chantilly is distinctly "de rigueur."

Spanish lace is said to stand in line behind Chan-
tilly. AVholesalers and importers who still remem-
ber one rather bitter experience in this line are going
slowly, but the demand is surely coming, though to

what extent remains to be seen.

The Lace Demand in Montreal
During the past few years lace has been forgot-

ten to a great degree; in fact, it has been quite set

aside. But it is very encouraging to know that laces

of every sort are coming into favor very rapidly.

The real laces will be quite the proper trimming.
The genuine Irish laces, the Venises and the Ma-
crames have been excellent selling lines. Another
line that bids to be very much sought after consists

of the various shadow effects. There is no doubt
whatever as to the coming demand for this particu-

lar lace.

Wide bands have been much used in the heavier
laces, and present prospects are pointing to a con-

tinued demand for this class of trimming for the
Spring. Ecru, cream and white have been the shades
sought after by the users of high-class trimmings.

Indications show that the Spring demand for

shadow lace in the wider edges, also the malines and
net tops, will be larger than the demand this Fall.

Scarfs, fichus and flounces of point d'Alencon, or

point Bruxelles, mechlin, or Chantilly, Limerick,
Honiton or Carrickmacross will be quite the style.

With the return of the wider skirts, which is

sure to take place in the near future, the renewal of

the popularity of the use of lace a- a trimming will

surely follow as a matter of course.

Large quantities of lace of various qualities and
pattern effects will be used for the very much worn
fichus and large collars. From Paris comes the
news that the vogue for fichus as a dress trimming
is as strong as ever. Fichus are being made up
largely as a separate dress accessory.

In all the various grades, chemisettes and guimpes
of plain net, with lace trimmings, or of point
d'esprit, are in demand. Pleated frills for the neck
and short sleeves, made from maline, are one of the
numerous fashion touches.

And be sure you are buying the right

shapes at the right price.

We have received our Spring and
Summer Models from the Fashion Centres

and in addition have a number of our

own creations ready to offer.

We have already proved to the trade

that our hats meet the popular demand,
both in style and price.

Write to us at once for samples so

that we can duplicate your repeat orders

before the rush commences.

Consider these prices before ordering

elsewhere.

Milan Straw Hats $15.00 per doz.

Mohair Hats 12.00 " <<

Fancy Braids 9.00 " <«

Coarse raids in

Sailor Style 6.00 " <«

Wire Shapes 1.50 " ««

(/4 doz. lots only sold)

Cotton Wire, 32£ cents per gross

(Not less than 5 gross sold)

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Pay after receiving goods.

" From the Factory to you."

Tm ift

Wwmm® C®.
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Velvet Bags Selling
Fabrics of Various Kinds Seen in Bags —
Fringes Much Used as Trimming — Cordeliere

Effects Strong

Bags will have excellent sales this Christmas, as

the new sorts are decorative and especially commend
themselves for gift purposes.

Cordeliere handles remain strong, but strap han-
dles are seen. Small frame models are good, and
the flat effect predominates. Velvet is a much used
fabric. Satin in heavy weight is also used, both
plain and pleated. Leather bags are shown in pre-

cisely the same shapes and mounts as satins and vel-

vets. But tapestry bags are larger and usually have
the envelope closing. Smart looking calling bags
are also made in this style, but much smaller, and
materials are velvet, satin and fancy leather. Cor-
delieres are used with these also.

Novelties shown in New York are the Indian
pouch bag and the fancy embroidered numbers, East
Indian and Chinese.

Despite the passing of the warm weather, the
linen bag, to be embroidered, is selling excellently.

It was not expected that this number would outlast

the summer, but it is still much wanted. Evidently
it is being worked and put aside, or used as a gift

article.

Fringes trim the bottom of many bags, and where
the envelope closing is used, the flap also. This is

especially true of bags of velvet and satin. The
fringe used is the straight variety of silk.

In color almost all the new bags are black, with
the exception of embroidered and wash numbers
and tapestries. Leathers in dull shades are seen,

however, and there have been some inquiries for

white.

Little Attention Won a Customer
"At our last sale I won a customer by very small

means," states a salesman. "In the afternoon there

was quite a rush. We noticed a few went out without
being waited on, but we were doing our best to wait
on as many as possible. After we closed the store I

was going out the door, and one of the ladies that

had gone out without being waited on was standing
there waiting for a friend to come. I addressed her
and asked her if she wasn't one of the ones who
didn't get waited on? and she said she was, and said

she had wanted to look at some coats.

"I asked her is she wouldn't come back some time
again and see them? In a day or two she was back,

and I sold her the coat and several other things.

This customer was won by just noticing she had gone
out without being waited on and addressing her when
I met her."

"I clerked in a store for a merchant who had
bought out a business in a small town. He sent bills

all round the neighborhood, advertising his sale. In-

stead of lowering the prices of goods, as he had adver-

tised, he changed the regular price and marked them
higher, and sold most of the goods then at the regu-
lar price, thinking the customers wouldn't know but
what they were marked down.

"One lady was looking at some lace. He told

her that lace sold in the first place for 30 cents a
yard, and he was selling it now at 15 cents a yard.

The lady, thinking she was getting a bargain, took
all there was. After she went home she showed it to

her sister and told her what she had got it for, and
her sister said she had got the same lace last Summer
for 15 cents from the other man. The lady told me
she was so vexed she would never buy another cent's

worth in our store. It wasn't long before he lost

most of his customers and had to sell out."

Millinery Commissioners, Limited

Read our advertisement

page 35

MANU-

FACTURERS

OF

OSTRICH
PARADISE

OSPREYS
MARABOU

TRICH FEATHER COMPANY, Limited
r 6-100 SPADINA AVENUE. TORONTO

lowers, Foliage, Mohair and Ramie Braids and Trimmings,

Ribbons, Silks, Laces and Millinery Novelties

FOR SPRING 1912
Wait for our representative, who has a complete and unparalleled range of above lines which will

be of interest to all millinery and trimming buyers.
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO

Elliott, Sherring a Co.. Limited
MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS AND IMPORTERS OF MILLINERY

Ogilvie Building, 37 Wellington Street West TORONTO
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The Reason Why

IVith our two issues each month we

give the best service on this continent

OU get the news while it is news in The Review. Our large and experienced

editorial staff—the largest on any trade newspaper in Canada—besides orig-

inating and planning ideas for successful merchandising, secure for their

readers the most practical and reliable information possible upon market

conditions and fashion trend. Each number of the paper contains articles which

give to the merchant the closest view of the activities in wholesale and manufac-

turing centres. They present facts and figures which the merchant can adopt as

absolutely dependable. This has been proved time and again by retailers from

coast to coast.

THAT is the reason why The Review is looked upon as an authority and has

the confidence of the merchant.

THAT is the reason why we hold our subscribers from year to year.

THAT is the reason why 90 per cent, of the dry goods merchants of Canada

read The Review each issue.

THAT is the reason why we are able to give practical ideas and reliable fore-

casts for each department of the store.

THAT is the reason why 75 per cent, of the dry goods merchants of Canada

subscribe to no other paper but The Review, to get information about dry goods

and kindred lines.

THAT is the reason why over 75 manufacturers and wholesalers use The

Review only to reach these buyers.

THAT is the reason why over 300 merchants have written us for information

in the past few months.

THAT is the reason why the mid-month issue of The Review came so quickly

into favor with the buyers.

flease mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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The Reason Why

The Manufacturer

And IVholesaler Know

and the merchant knows, that The Review stands head and

shoulders over any other paper attempting to reach this field, and

for these reasons The Review will still continue in its rapid

progress and become each issue still brighter, newsier and always

more practical.

Buyers of

Advertising Space

should get these points firmly fixed in their minds and remember

it is not size or paper or ink that makes a trade newspaper valuable,

but the live and practical information it contains, which is obtained

at great expense, which assures readers for its advertisers. The

Review's readers are the men who have the final say about selec-

tion and the eventual purchase of goods for the different depart-

ments.

These are facts. Ask any good

Dry Goods merchant in Canada

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their 'Travelers.
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Are ready and anxious to make
your Fur Department a money-
maker for you. Redmond's

We cannot afford to sell you

Cub Bear Set.

Here is a fur that has
slipped into favour this

year, and this little set has
apparently just filled the

demand. This fur is re-

markably good value just

now, and prices are bound
to advance.

I 709

1709-Cub Bear, $20.00
678— " " 20.00

2111 —Chamois-Lined
Coat. Marmot Colla r, $2 1 .50

Ladies' low-priced Chamois

and Quilted-Lined Coats.

Don't you think a coat like

this should be a seller for you at

the pt ice? Interlined with cham-
ois, and showing a good quality

American Sable Collar, at

$21.00. Can be had in black

or blue. Our quilted-lined coats

with Dyed Skunk Collar at

$16.00, and Austrian Beaver
Collar at $13.25, have been

leaders with us this season.

Blue Wolf.

Undoubtedly the fashion-

able fur to-day—so much
so that we have twice this

fall sold out our skin stock

complete. However, we
are in good shape to

handle either special or

stock orders. Sort up on
this. You will have a

demand.

1530 Blue Wolf, $15.50
321 17.00

THE REDMOND CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL WINNIPEG

H'eate mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Furs
Combine ir :> virtues—they are

ds and good salesmen.

goods that you cannot

Ladies' Nat. Rat Milford

This is our pet. We
pride ourselves on this

coat because we have
spent a lot of time,

trouble and money to

make it what it is to-day.

Let us send you a coat on
approval— you'll like it.

2854

2854— Ladie*' Nat. Rat
Milford, $7 5.00.

2314—No. 1 Shell. Chamois-Ln
Mink Collar, $54.00 to $68.00.

Ladies' good quality

Chamois-Lined Garments.

Above cut represents one
of our many smart designs.
Cloth is the finest imported
Beaver, and the tailoring-

is the best that we have
seen. Can be had in all

colours and twenty-four
styles. See our catalogue
and price list for range of
collars and prices.

Ladies' Marmot Milford.

We recommend this gar-
ment for your customer who
wants a warm, durable
winter coat. It is strongly
made all through and of the

very best materials. The
graceful, well-fitting lines,

which are a feature of all

our garments, are to be
found here.

2848 Marmot Jacket

50 inches long $56.50

THE REDMOND CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL EG

/'lease mention The Review rtixens and Their Traveler?,.



CANADIAN
FURTRADE NEWS

Full Length Coats Sell

Combinations of Two Furs in 52 -in. Length

Have Sold Excellently — Flat Stoles and Pillow

Muffs Lead

THE full length coat of fur has been a leading
selling feature of the season. Combination
effects are featured to a great extent. Long-
haired furs are used for collar, cuffs and

deep band around the bottom of the coat, while the

body is of short hair. Hudson seal has been the

chief fur, with trimmings of fox in this style.

Muskrat coats have sold well in many places.

Combinations of Chinchilla, real or Adelaide, with
Persian paw, lamb or seal have had excellent sales.

Despite the price, mink coats have also sold very
well.

There is some talk of reviving bear fur as a

fashion, and white bear coats for infants are good
sellers.

Besides the full lengths, everything from 30
inches down sells well this season. Latitude on the

matter of length seems to be the rule. ,

Muff and stole sets are selling in skunk, fox,

lynx, wolf, Persian lamb, fisher and mole. The last

named has sold exceptionally well. Fisher has been
in abeyance for a number of seasons, but is now to

the fore with a strong bid for popularity. In sets

as well as coats there is talk of reviving bear.

Combinations in stoles and muffs sell excellently.

Seal and all the expensive short hairs are used in

this way with bordering bands of the more expen-
sive long hairs, such as Alaska sable, fox and chin-

chilla. The combination effect is specially good be-

cause of the long, flat shape of the stole and the

pillow muff.

Stoles are seventy inches or more in length, fair-

ly wide, quite flat, and straight or shaped slightly

at the neck. Ten inches is a good width, but very
wide effects are seen, especially where two furs are

combined in a set.

The pillow muff remains the leading feature, and
sizes show a fair range, from the practical, fairly

small ones belonging to paw sets with small cravats,

to the extremely large flat styles.

@
Stole and Muff in One

An extreme novelty consists of stole and muff in

one. The long, flat stole has a lower end which may

be doubled back and fastened in place, forming a
warm and handsome muff. Many of these sets are

surprisingly graceful and it cannot be denied that

the wide stole is essentially correct. But for this

fact, of course, the arrangement would be unfashion-
able and impossible.

For sporting wear the style above described ap-

peals strongly. It is convenient in the extreme.
When the muff is not wanted, the loop may be un-
fastened and the set becomes simply a stole.

A Good Season All Round

It was feared at the beginning of the season that

prices might fluctuate, and also that there would be

a run on a few lines of furs to the exclusion of

others. Fox was named as one of these.

As a matter of fact, Alaska sable and muskrat

have both been normal and firm and great variety

has marked every display up to date. It has also

marked the purchases which have been made, and,

all around, the season promises to be a good one.

The first snowfalls brought out furs in quantity

selling at retail, and by the time Christmas is here,

furriers will have little cause to complain of stock.

Marabout and Ostrich

In the Fall before the weather gets very cold, and

in the Spring after the cold weather is past, the use

of marabout and ostrich combined, made up in huge

muffs and draping shoulder scarves, give the neces-

sary warmth to the wearer. A touch of style and

originality is also added to the general appearance of

the costume.

In this style we often see two shades of ostrich

blended in the one set. This method gives charming

results. By using borders of brown or black tinted

ostrich flues, with centres of white marabout, the

muffs and the wide shoulder scarves are set off very

effectively. For evening wear, the soft marabout in

the very light colored shades makes a becoming

article of apparel. The soft fluffy appearance of the

marabout gives the required effects.
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Paid to Refund the Money

Following is the way in which one merchant
dealt with a customer who returned an article after

buying and paying for the same. This incident goes

to show that it generally pays to be obliging, al-

though by so doing the merchant is put to quite an

amount of inconvenience.

Last February a customer came to do some shop-

ping in a dry goods store in a small place of about

one thousand population. She was a stranger, and
.said she did not want to purchase anything that day,

but wanted to look at the furs. As the season was
far advanced, there was a marked^down sale in the

fur department.

After some time spent in looking at the various

pieces of fur, she decided to call again in a few days
and purchase a matched set.

In a few days she came back and got the set, pay-

ing the price agreed upon on the previous occasion.

She seemed very pleased with the transaction.

After about a week or ten days, this lady came
back and said she had decided she would not keep
the fur throw. She wanted to know if we would take

the article and refund the amount paid for it.

"We took the fur back," said the merchant, "and
refunded the money, although we thought we should
never get repaid for doing so, as the lady was a

stranger and in all probabilities would be leaving

the vicinity in a short time, for some distant part.

"But the inevitable did not happen. The day in

question came back from time to time, and on each
occasion she purchased quite an amount.

"This happened nearly a year ago; but we have
been well paid for doing the right thing. The lady
in question has paid us several times the amount that

we refunded when the fur was returned ; in additiou

to that, she is a firm adherent of our store.

Capturing Customers Near Danger Line

Many sales are lost daily through inattention on
the part of the sales force. Especially, is this notice-

able in the country and smaller-village stores.

"Some time ago," says a salesman, "I happened
to be in a store in a village of about 1,000 inhabi-

tants. A saleslady was busy attending to the wants
of a customer, when another woman came up to the

counter and said she would like to be waited on, as

she was in a hurry.

"Now it so happened that the first customer had
about decided to purchase a certain piece of material

for a suit. The saleslady asked to be excused for a
moment, that she might attend to the second cus-

tomer's wants. After a short time the first customer
decided she would not make the purchase that day,

but would call again. She went to another store

and made the purchase she had intended to make at

the first store.

"With a little management both customers could

have been attended to. In this instance a probable
customer was left for a possible one. While it is

desirable to serve as many customers as posible ; one
should bear in mind that it is impossible to serve

two customers at one time, especially when one of

them is undecided in regard to the selection of a

certain line of goods."

WHEN YOU BUY

Moose Head
BRAND

FURS
YOU GET THE BEST

Established 1852

FINE FURS
FOR

FINE TRADE
Quality never sacrificed for price.

Everything in Furs.

Correspondence Solicited.

L. Gnaedinger, Son
& Company

90, 92, 94 St. Peter Street, MONTREAL



Corduroy effects in wall paper are one of the lat-

est ideas in fabric wall papers. The camel shade is

the newest color on the market for interior decor-

ation. Tapestries having a tremendous vogue.

William and Mary Furniture
Splendid Specimens of This Period Now
Among Best Sellers — General Tendency to

Period Types

AMONG the handsomest types of furniture of

period origin to be seen in a large specialty

house recently were handsome reproductions
from the original of William and Mary

chairs, sofas and tables.

Walnut was the wood noted, and carvings of the

richest and heaviest description left no plain sur-

face anywhere. This period shows a peculiarity of

its own, and a distinctiveness from the Elizabethan
on one side or the Louis XIV on the other. This
has the solidity of one, with considerable added orna-

ment, while possessing much of the grace of the

other without its delicacy. The furniture seen was
copied directly from some of the world-famous
models preserved in collections and museums. This
style consorts admirably with the prevalent modes
in paneling, draperies and wall treatment generally.

Its rise into popularity is largely due to the vogue
of the kind of tapestry best liked during the same
period.

The Gobelins and the Louis tapestries, with their

English contemporaries, have been a decided rage

among the better class draperies.

Generally speaking, period effects both in drap-

eries and furniture sell excellently this year. It be-

gan with the Elizabethan and now includes a great

variety of types. The better class decorator, however,
insists on a strict keeping to one period to avoid
anachronisms.

Every large store should attempt to give its pat-

rons the benefit of the new ideas by showing at least

a few examples of period furniture, with draperies

to correspond.

Corduroy Wallpaper Effects
All Fabric and Tissue Finishes Are Good —
The Corduroy a Well-received Novelty of

the Season

Fabric effects in wallpaper are no new story to

the trade, but a well established success. The new-
est and, this season, the best received has proved to

be corduroy.

Aii effect in imitation of this fabric has a shaded
stripe and comes in full range of popular shades.

There are corduroy grounds with figured patterns,

as well as the plain effects.

Other fabric type which have sold well in au-

tumn sales have been the chintzes, cretonnes, Eng-
lish linens and brocades.

Drawing room, showing Louis

XIV.. but distinctly modernized.

Courtesy T. Eaton Co., Toronto.
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CANADIAN-MADE

LINOLEUMS
AND

OIL CLOTHS
SPRING 1912

NEW SAMPLES. Wehave
placed in the hands of the
WHOLESALE DRY GOODS TRADE
the most complete range of patterns we
have ever issued and are confident that

an inspection of same will result in a

large share of your orders being placed

for our lines.

We have been striving to produce a large variety of choice

colorings, adaptable to every need, and believe we have

succeeded in attaining our object in the 1912 collection.

The Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Limited

MONTREAL
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Vellum paper is shown as a novelty by high-

class houses. All imitations of leather in natural

shades or colors are excellent this season. There
has been a distinct revival in this direction, highly

to the advantage of the trade, as the papers are ex-

pensive and call for handsome combined effects.

In the rank and file of papers, the cut-out effects

on self-colored solid ground, the jaspe grounds, the

chambray grounds, and the tiny check, have been
excellent selling numbers. Straps, drop friezes,

separate motifs and pendants are among the favored

ornaments.

The Camel Shade
The newest color on the market for purposes of

interior decoration is the camel shade
There has been registered during the last few

months a general and widespread movement towards

brown. This was evinced last season in the popular-

ity of the pumpkin shades and of golden browns and
leather shades.

Now the camel appears as the latest novelty.

Many drawing-room papers and upholsteries are

shown in this shade. It resembles the color of apple

cider, is dull and yet rich in tone. It is distinctly

an old-looking color.

Pretty combinations consist of a camel ground
with old rose pattern or pattern of delft blue.

Blues are steadily coming to the front, where
artistic decoration is rightly understood. The color

is eminently suited for boudoir, morning room or

sun room.

O

Fabrics which are Selling

Tapestries are having a tremendous vogue at the

present time. This is true of all classes of trade, as

they are produced both in high-class and in popular

lines.

The Gobelin type and also the later Louis designs

are excellent sellers. There has been a run on the

former all season.

For practical purposes the verdure tapestries are

particularly good. They are used on chairs of

modern design and workmanship, and are also good
for dados and hangings. Those who would not ap-
preciate a Gobelin like verdure effects very well.

There is a general feeling in the direction of re-

producing the more ancient tapestries of the middle
ages. The faded colors, the murex blues and other
characteristics peculiar to these tapestries are con-
sidered the "ne plus ultra" of high-class decorating
up-to-date.

For hangings, upholsteries and for cushions and
hassocks, etc., these fabrics are "all to the good."
Many new homes of prominent Toronto people are

being hung with them.
Tissues are just coming in for Spring selling, and

The Review will have more information regarding
them for its next edition.

H. L. Smyth & Co., Montreal, agents for the

Wolsey Underwear, are sending their friends in

the trade very handsome show cards for window
decoration. The cards are cut in the shape of sheep,

illustrating the pure wool from which "Wolsey" is

made.

At the quarterly meeting of the Dominion Com-
mercial Travelers' Mutual Benefit Society, held at

Montreal under the presidency of J. Hamilton Ferns,

the reports presented were of a satisfactory nature.

The officers and trustees elected for the ensuing year

are as follows: F. S. Cote, president; John Patter-

son, vice-president; Chas. Guad, treasurer; Messrs.

D. Watson, Chas. Petrie, Brino Trudel, M. Murdock,
R. Booth, as trustees.

The Desk of Great Utility

combining the uses of a filing cabinet, a

typewriter desk and a writing table, and
suitable for any office where compactness
is desired. The table can be dropped
out of the way in half a second. The
whole article is solidly made in oak,

mounted on easy running casters, has

nickel holder for copy and pigeon holes

for documents and papers. When not in

use it occupies only about four square

feet of space.

Prion $15 00 delivered to any Railway
Station In Ontario. Wrlto tor deliver-

ed prlcos outmlde of Ontario.

DEPT. A.

The Ontario Desk & Supply Co.

Carpet in Adams' design, adapted but correct throughout. Shown
by Otto Veit, Manufacturers' Agent, Toronto. K

ELMIRA ONTARIO
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The inset sleeve is the style for Spring—from
three-quarters to seven-eighths. High class garments
will have the long sleeve.

High waist-line is gaining strength in separate

skirts. Wrap-over and tunic models are much in

evidence.

Tailored dresses in wash fabrics are strongly fea-

tured. Heavy embroideries for lingeries.

All whitewear sold for December and January
delivery. Travelers are off the road.

Decision on Sleeve Problem
One Buyer Completely Turns Down the

Kimono Style— Inset Sleeve to be Popular
for Coming Spring.

MATTERS have moved up pretty smartly in

the past two weeks, due chiefly to the stand

taken by one of the largest buyers in the

trade, who completely turns down the ki-

mono sleeve and will place no more garments in

stock of which this style of sleeve is a feature.

Therefore, it is a pretty well-settled fact that the

proper s!?eve for the coming Spring season will 1 e

the set-in style. That is, set in without any fullness

and clearly defining the outline of the shoulder. This
is the sleeve favored by buyers and manufacturers
and though there is a possibility of future develop-

ments the best authorities do not regard it as a prob-

ability.

Should such a contingency arise buyers know that

their interests arc properly protected. The Canadian
manufacturer always takes orders at this time of the

year with the proviso added that the merchant will

get the proper sleeve in the delivered garment. This
is a standing guarantee that has always been lived

up to no matter how quick the fashion change has

been.

There is quite a little clinging to the kimono
sleeve in many buyers' minds, and there is just a

possibility that, in spite of fashion's dictates, this

sleeve may sell better than the present outlook war-

rants.

The tendency also favors the long( r sleeve, and it

is quite settled that the full length sleeve will appear
in the extremely modish blouse, but at present the

advent of the full length sleeve is not looked for un-
til the Fall season opens. All sleeves for the coming
Spring will well cover the elbow and many will be
% or wrist length.

It is not improbable that there may be
within well-defined lines, considerable variety in

sleeve fashions. Indications point that way, and
some extremely pretty models can be expected.

Buyers are reminded that a decided change in

sleeve models provided that the new sleeve is pretty

and practical, leads to an increased sale. The blouse

is an indispensable garment, and the passe sleeve

conspicuously marks the fact that the garment is not

of this season's brand.

Cotton crepes are taking a high rank among the

novelty materials for Spring and Summer. The new
crepes are very sheer and of a delicate ivory white
tint, and the daintiness of coloring is further en-

hanced by the use of creamy linen, torchon and
cluny laces for the trimming. Some times a note of

color is added by the use of tinted pearl buttons. One
advantage of these crepe waists lies in the fact that

they need no ironing. Just a vigorous shake and tire

pulling out. and straightening of the lace is all that

is needed. To iron is to spoil and pull both blouse
and fabric out of shape. Cotton voile is also a lead-

ing fabric and some lovely models are being prepared
in this fabric. Allover embroideries and smart lin-

gerie models are being shown in big variety.

Another point of interest is the peplum effects

that are making their appearance, and taking this

feature in connection with the high waist separate
skirts these is a novelty effect produced that is worth
more than passing attention.

Laces are back again in favor and the allover lace

wai>l is to be a feature. Clunys and embroidered
nets in heavy patterns are leading for the production
of blouses for dressy wear. Ball and drop fringes and
pendant effects are to be extensively employed for
trimming purposes.

@
A Fashionable Style

Montreal, Nov. 14.—Among the many shift-

waist styles, the one made with the soft rolled-over

cuff and collar is extremely fashionable. In this

style two pleats are formed over each shoulder. Silk,

flannel and wash goods can be utilized for the mak
ing of tbi- style of garment. If one does not like the
collar, garments can be secured without the collar
and any preferred style of collar worn over the neck-
band.
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The waist is made with fronts and back. Each
sleeve is made in regulation style and consists of one
piece. The cuffs are wide and double, and are folded
back and held in position by means of links.

Juvenile Lines Selling Well
Travellers Have Done Good Business With
Misses' and Children's Dresses for Spring —
Both Colored and White Dresses Ready Sellers

Spring lines of children's and misses' dresses are

selling well, and notwithstanding the number of

firms now specializing on misses' and junior gar-

ments, factories will be taxed to their utmost capacity

to get out the orders and to make deliveries in proper
time. Merchants have taken up this line very rapid-

ly since it was demonstrated to them that, when the

proper materials were used and the proper attention

given to designing and making, sale possibilities were
so large.

Buyers are reported to be becoming more care-

ful and critical in making their selections. Materials

and workmanship must pass the test. Consequently,
manufacturers report the better grade garments to

be the big sellers. Not only has the garment to

satisfy mother, but if the girl is of any size she is

just as well posted as her elders on the merits of the

various style questions. Therefore, the garments
that sell have to make a definite appeal to both mo-
thers' and daughters' ideas of what is becoming and
fashionable.

So pronounced is this feature in misses' lines that

the tendency here is to further specialization, and
manufacturers are entering the field who do nothing
else but make some line of misses' wear such as

separate skirts and coats, suits and costumes. Buy-
ers are finding that they can get quite as high prices

proportionately for these garments as for those women
wear.

Separate skirts of good quality serge or fancy
worsteds and tweeds made on plain-tailored lines

only, with more fullness and more pleats than are
allowed to their elders for misses of 14, 16 and 18,
are ready sellers. Dresses of serge, corduroy and
velvet are also selling.

Misses' lingeries have been one of the most suc-
cessful lines for Spring selling. These dresses are of
sheer materials and are trimmed both elaborately and
simply with laces and embroideries. The sleeves are
both set-in and kimono, and collarless necks are fav-
ored. Sashes are an important and an attractive fea-

ture.

In colored dresses, ginghams in plaids, checks
and stripes are the big sellers. Very handsome plaids
are showing in beautiful color combinations that fol-

low the colorings and designs of the new French
plaids in ribbon and silks. These plaids are the
production of leading European manufacturers who
have a world-wide knowledge of advance fashion
conditions. A practical recommendation also is that

because of their well-covered design they do not show
soil and stain readily, quite a consideration in chil-

dren's wear.

The new season's models are made up on the

prevailing smart and simple lines and are very at-

tractive. The trimmings are Swiss embroideries,
washable braids and galoons, and pipings, cordings
and covered buttons in plain contrasting colors.

Many smart little dresses have the drop or shaped
yoke or belt, and this adds greatly to shapliness and
fit around the hips. Large collars and surplice ef-

fects, big revers and one-sided lapels are all good.

Sleeve changes are affecting children's garments,
and buyers are asking for set-in three-quarter sleeves

fitting closer to the arm.

Dainty white lawn dresses made of wide lace-

encrusted embroidery flounces and trimmed with
wide bands of the same, as well as lines of baby Irish,

Cluny and fine Valenciennes laces are selling read-

ily. In the higher-priced dresses the skirt is made
of lovely flouncings, but the cheaper numbers show
lines of tucks.

School supply window anticipating the re-opening of school after Christmas holidays. S. R. Weiss, Boston Store, Chicago, 111.
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Coats for Little Girls

Although there are many styles of coats on the

market for little girls, the double-breasted coat is al-

ways a becoming one, and now it is at the height of

the fashion. A good selling line has patch pockets

that are both smart and convenient, Fancy collars

and cuffs to match, or with a high neck, narrow col-

lar, and without cuffs are also seen. Consequently

this style is adapted to all occasions and to all varie-

ties of cloaking materials.

Coats of this kind are made from velvet, cordu-

roy and many of the wool materials. Velveteen,

with collar and cuffs of broadcloth, is a novel com-
bination, and one that is greatly in vogue this sea-

son. The sleeves are cut in two pieces, and are

slightly gathered at the upper edge. The neck is

finished with various shaped collars. The closing is

made with buttons and buttonholes.

Favor for Separate Skirts

Fashion Developments Likely to Create an

Excellent Opening — Spring Materials Higher

Priced and More Varied

Early lines of separate skirts, and the lines for the

travelers who go out to the coast, are about complete

and designers are beginning the consideration of their

novelty lines. Manufacturers are closely watching
fashion developments for they see in the increasing

sales of separate waists, a favorable opening for their

own line. The high-waisted separate skill and the

new blouse effects presents a combination that looks

good to them.
The cloths used in the production of the Spring

models are both higher-priced and more varied than
for many seasons back. Velvets and corduroys will

be extensively used, handsomely trimmed with ball

and other fringes. Cloth and satin, the satin used
for flounces and underskirt effects, are other new
ideas. Manufacturers are looking into the possibil-

ities of double-faced cloths and it is altogether likely

that models made up of reversibles will be a leading

feature in the later line. Tunic effects and wrap-
over models are also new features. Rough and semi-

finished tweeds in stripes and mixtures are decidedly
good. Voiles, serges and panamas are staple, and
though the trimmed models are called for to some
extent, the plain-tailored styles lead in staple as well

as in novelty garments. Wide slot and tuck seams
are an attractive new feature.

Considerable prominence is given to white in the
new lines. The high novelty here is the skirt of

white corduroy. These skirts are made in exagger-

ated tailored models and are very striking and smart,
The corduroy, it should be said, will wash perfectly.

White corduroy for skirts and for one-piece dresses

came into great prominence in Europe and in New
York during the late Summer and foreshadows the

reappearance of such fabrics as piques and coteles.

Plain cream serges and fancy woollens and white
with black or blue hair line stripe- are also included
in the Spring line.

Smart skirts of Scotch mixture cloths with mono-
tone plaid reverse used as the trimming are also

shown. A new feature with this class of skirt is a

bag made of the reverse -ide of the cloth.

Oversold in Whitewear
Leading Houses Withdrawing Travelers on

Goods for December Delivery — Importance

of Early Placing

Leading whitewear houses report an oversold

condition for December and January delivery, and
travelers are being taken off the road, as factories

will be taxed to their utmost capacity to fill the orders

already taken, and to make deliveries in time for the

January and early season sales.

It is a matter of placing proper orders in advance,

buyers know, if they would have the most attractive

On the left is a skirt of striped tweed in wrapped over-effect
showing rilled-in slash and lines of covered buttons. The
other skirt shows slashed tablier tunic and two new

wide tucked seams.

and best selling garments in a stock when wanted.

Moreover the early buyer has first choice of styles

and gets the best designs and patterns in laces and
trimmings.

In a season when orders come so freely the manu-
facturers' stock of trimmings soon becomes broken,

and as a matter of course the best patterns are out of

stock first, Therefore, it is the man who places

adequate early orders who lias a full selling line of

desirable garments at the height of the selling sea-

son. Nor is there any reason why whitewear buyers

should delay, for in no ready made line is the style

question such an easy one to solve. Whitewear has
in follow the line- of the outer garments, but if does

so, save in the case of a few freak garments that cut
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little figure with the regular trade at a moderate and
conservative distance. Nor is the question of 25c
or 50c either way of so much importance in the bet-

ter grade whitewear that is such a free seller to-day

to warrant the risk of not having the proper gar-

ments at the proper time. Provided the garment is

On the left, a high-waist model with tablier tunic. Skiits of
this type are often of two fabrics, generally cloth and satin.
The other skirt is of reversible cloth. Note the tailored
points that finish the tunic effect. This is a new

feature.

dainty and attractive, the trimming effective, and
the materials and cut right, the customer will easily

part with the few extra cents. The buying of bar-

gain whitewear is a separate proposition. This has
become a special business, and the firms interested

make its production their particular study and some-
how or other, under the most diverse conditions,

manage to deliver the goods.

Lingerie has to conform to the lines of the outer

garments, and owing to the vogue of the slender

figure effect, all possible fullness is dispensed with.

Therefore, the cut of the undergarment must be per-

fect, and the materials must be so sheer that not a

wrinkle must be visible to mar the fit of the thinnest

gown.

This has led to the combining of one or more
garments into one, and the doing away with all

bands and gathers around the waist, and the shap-

ing of the garments to follow the lines of the figure.

This is the underlying idea that led to the adoption

of the princess slip and the drawer and petticoat and
drawer and underskirt combinations.

Stylish Dresses for Spring

Heavy Embroidery and Eyelet the High
Novelty in Lingerie Lines

Stylish dresses made from the leading materials
will be a big line for Spring. Serge, fancy broad-
cloths, double-faced materials and silk will be used
extensively. Navy, grey, tan and other delicate
shades will lead.

The inset sleeve will be worn next Spring. Buy-
ers in the large city stores are placing the bulk of

their orders for the longer sleeve. This style applies

in the dress department. Probably the seven-eighth
length will be much in evidence; so will the three-

quarter sleeve. The kimona sleeve is a style of the
past in the new dress models.

Designers are busy touching up their advance
lines of lingerie and wash dresses with models em-
bodying the later ideas. Wonderfully pretty dresses

made of fine cotton voiles, trimmed with wide lace

bands are in high favor, particularly for the early

season. The developing tendency, however, is in

favor of heavy lace encrusted and eyelet embroid-
eries. Many dresses are made entirely from wide
flouncings, and allovers are extensively used. The
two and three tier skirts are seen, but so arranged
that the straight line from hip to hem is unbroken.
Simulated tunic effects are also a strong feature, and
there is much ball and drop fringe used to edge
these tunics.

The simple outline is preserved, and the waist

defines clearly the figure. Waists are much trim-

med, but the trimmings are applied flat and do not
break the lines. The novelty points are the sleeve,

the peplum, and the almost imperceptible addition

of more fullness to the skirt. All the new models
show the set-in sleeve, and are three-quarter or wrist

length.

Practically every material shown, goes into the

dress line and a list of fabrics and textures seen in

this department with the exception of heavy woolens

would about include all that is on the market.

Now that the season is well under way, it cannot

be said that there is any material change in style.

Though skirts are a trifle wider, they still remain
narrow. Many new models have ruchings, pleatings

or scant frills as a trimming that give an appearance

of more fullness. This applies to the drapery effects

that are also much used. These outer draperies are

either of transparent fabrics or of soft satin or satin-

finished crepe brocades. Many tunic effects are seen

but the latest are either in tablier effect or are open

in front and drape softly into the back panel. Som.^

are cross-draped in such a way as to give the effect

of a slashed skirt, Crystal fringes and band trim-

ming weight the edges of these draperies. Lines of

flowered trimmings in festoon effect are a new note.

Lace is freely used, but chiefly for flouncing effects.

Fishtail and Round Trains.

All skirts are decidedly longer, and many of the

more elaborate gowns have trains; as a rule, the

train is square and is merely the continuation of a

panel sash, but there is also a fishtail train that has

some prominence, and the round train that is part of

the dress is also beginning to be seen.



Buyers' Views on Important Problems
Questions Asked by the "Review" Bring Out Some Interesting Information

— Opinion That Both Retailer and Manufacturer Are to Blame for Early

Spring|Price Cutting— The Sleeve Question— Dresses and Suits for Next Season

1.—What is the general influence of the ready-to-

wear department upon the dress goods department
this season?

2. (a)—What can be done to eliminate the early

Spring price-cutting on ready-to-wear garments?

2.

3,

(/>)—Who, in your opinion is

manufacturers or the retailers?

to blame—the

4.

—What changes would you most approve of in the

novelty showing of ready-to-wear garments at

opening time, based on your knowledge of plac-

ing lines?

(a)—What in your opinion will be the relative

popularity of wash suits and dresses for Summer?

(b)—What fabrics do you consider will take the

run in this department? 1. Suits. 2. Dresses.

(c)—How are you deciding regarding kimono or

inset sleeves? How are you proportioning the

delivery of sleeve lengths?

5.—In your effort to get better prices and as a matter

of locality demand what do you find the high-
price retailing limit on : 1. Suits. 2. Coats. 3.

Dresses. 4. Blouses, (a) Wash. (6) Fancy.

®

THE above questions are important to the buyer
of ready-to-wear garments at the presenl

time. In their scope they reach those influ-

ences which must be taken into consideration

in planning the season's success, and they touch up-

on the relative position which the ready-to-wear de-

partment bears towards the fabric section. They are

questions upon which both buyer and manager must
form opinion sooner or later, and with the object of

helping decision, The Review has asked several of

the leading buyers of the country their views con-

cerning them.

Effect on Dress Goods.

That the ready-to-wear department has confined

business in the dress goods section largely to novelty

fabrics seems to be the general opinion, although one
buyer, in a progressive town of 4,000, states that

model garments in ready-to-wear have been closely

followed by buyers of piece goods from which to

copy made-to-measure garments. The position of

manager for the fabric section is one that calls for

close application, strong advertising, and attractive

merchandising.

Spring Price-Cutting.

The elimination of early Spring price-cutting is

evidently a problem that applies more seriously in

some localities than others. Tt is a point upon which
the manufacturer and retailer must have a better

understanding for the admission is quite candid that

both are to blame.

Style Influences

Buyers express the opinion that in the novelty
garments shown for opening time manufacturers
should still further accentuate those features which
promise marked favor—whether it 1 e something new
in color combination or in material treatment. It is

difficult to say at the present time just what form
novelty will take. There are indications that the
separate skirt and blouse may become a strong factor,

and another point on which to speculate concerns the

high-fitting skirt and peplum waist.

Relative Position of Dresses and Suits.

Buyers are of opinion that dresses first, and suits,

second, will be the order of popularity in these lines,

and that materials for the former will include the
sheer, soft clinging materials. Linens in natural,
grey and coarse weaves are chosen for suit favor. It

is now becoming apparent that reps, piques, cotton

cords and panamas will have excellent demand ui

one-piece dresses, suits and skirts, and it must be
borne in mind at the same time that white will have
preference, followed by naturals and tans.

Sleeve Problem.
The latest word on the sleeve question points to

favor for the inset styles, 34 and 7
s length, with the

long sleeve coming. The kimono style will, of
course, still be well thought of by many buyers.

Retailing Price Limit.

Some interesting figures are given in reply to the
question as to the high-price retailing limit on suits,

coats, dresses and blouses. This is governed almost
entirely by locality and the extent to which the de-
partment has been developed.

What Montreal Buyers Say

In several interviews with buyers of ready-to-
wear garments in Montreal, some very interesting
points were discussed.

Buyers of ready-to-wear seem to be of the same
opinion in regard to the influence of this depart-
ment upon the sale of dress ooods. There is no
doubt about the lessening of sales in the various
dress goods departments.

The reason for this is obvious. Manufacturers
of ready-made clothing of all kinds are turning out
garments of superior style and value. It is possible
to-day to obtain the cream of fashion in garments
of the latest cut. finish, and style effect, without hav-
ing to go to the trouble of purchasing the goods.

Apart from this, it is a recognized fact that a. per-
son can obtain in a ready-to-wear garment all the
requirements of the up-to-date tailor-made effects, at

less cost than if made to order. This is one of the
chief reasons why the ready-made trade is progress-

ing mi rapidly. Any method that reduces the cost
of an article is generally taken up readily by the
majority of people.
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Garments are made that will suit all kinds of

people, in regard to prices; and it is only a person
that is built very much out of proportion that has
good grounds for purchasing the goods for a suit.

This class of people have to have many of their

clothes made to order.

Dress Goods Sales Suffer.

"In the dress goods departments, the sales are

sure to suffer," says a prominent buyer. "The in-

crease of business in our garment department is

bound to take a certain amount of trade from the
piece-goods departments."

A question of vast importance, and one that

cannot be answered decisively, is: "What can be

done to eliminate the early Spring price-cutting on
the ready-to-wear garments?" This question may
be answered in many different ways.

Does Merchant Get Cold Feet.

In dealing with this problem, one buyer would
solve it in the following manner. He says: "I think
many garments arc sold at reductions, on account of

the merchant getting 'cold feet.' He is afraid to

advertise, and show the goods for a stated length of

time, at their full value. Instead of doing this, he
slashes the prices way down, and by so doing, he is

a pretty poor sort of merchant if he cannot get his

stock cleared out long before his fellow merchant.
"This method of merchandising can be improved

to a great extent by careful buying of the lines best

suited to the store's customers. Some stores cater to

the high-class only, while others sell all grades of

merchandise. By taking into consideration the

careful buying of the different lines in the ready-to-

wear department is the main point to be considered.

By careful buying, combined with modern methods
in selling, the stock of the majority of stores would
be sold nearly all out with any unnecessary 'mark
down sales.'

Another buyer of many years" experience gives

many important tips on this subject. He thinks the

buying of ready-to-wear garments is about as uncer-

tain as gambling. The following is what this buyer
thinks of the situation.

"In answer to the question : What can be done
to eliminate the early Spring price-cutting on ready-

to-wear garments? I would say it would be im-
possible to give any rule that would work in all or

even part of the many instances that might be

mentioned. This department is a very hard one to

gauge with anything like accuracy. It is a depart-

ment of much speculation.

"Suppose, for example, a traveler shows us a

range of coats composed of ten patterns, shades, etc.

Say. for instance, we select six of the patterns. Each
one of these are pun-based in sizes 34 to 42 bust. In

a store of any size that would be doing a good busi-

ness in this line, the buyer would have to order fifty

of the garments made from this one particular cloth

and style. Now after several lines of different priced,

and different patterned materials were purchased,

the number of garments would necessarily be quite

large. Suppose these garments are ordered to be

delivered early in March. The shipment arrives on
time, and everything looks prosperous. But the

month of April is dull and stormy. May is damp
and cold, and June comes on warm, all at once.

Can Only Mark Them Down.
"What is the merchant going to do with his

stock of garments? They did not sell in the damp

weather of the Spring months, and they will not
sell in the hot Summer weather. So the only thing
for the merchant to do, is to ' mark them down.

'

If they are kept over, they will not sell at any price;
and if the merchant is wise he will sell the garments
the same season as they came.

"Now this state of affairs was not caused by
over-buying, or any other cause that could be guided
by a wise buyer. The stock would have sold out at
the full price if the weather had been favorable.
This illustrates the situation of the ready-to-wear
trade. While careful buying goes a long way, and
careful merchandising goes still further, there is no
sure road to travel in this department."

Novelty Garments.
In showing the new garments, it is advisable to

exhibit the lines that show the marked style effect

of the season. Something that shows a novelty, or
a garment that will attract the attention of the
majority of the passers-by, should be exhibited in the
show-windows and other prominent places about the
store.

The Price Limit.

The prices which garments are made and sold

at, include a long list. In the general store, probably
the ten-dollar suit would find some admirers. The
suits that retail for fifteen to twenty dollars is, in
all probabilities the line that will meet with a good
demand. While in the average store, suits to sell for

twenty-five to thirty-five dollars would be required.
Tn some of the high-class stores the price would
climb up much higher. Fifty, seventy-five, and one-

hundred dollars would be paid readily for the better

lines of suits. The same applies to coats, dresses,

blouses, and suits in the wash and in the fancy de-

signs. There is no price limit which can be set. The
locality, merchant, and the times all bear on this

question to a remarkable extent. So to set a price

limit on any one of these garments, would be only
guess-work. What one merchant would consider as

a high-priced garment, another might consider

cheap, and there are so many cloths of different tex-

tures and make-up, that it is up to each merchant
to be his own judge in regard to the limit of price

on the various articles of apparel kept in stock.

A Locality Matter.

The length of time that a garment should be

kept in stock also depends to a great extent upon the

locality of the store ; and whether the style in any one
particular detail is liable to change in a short time.

Sometimes the style effect of a particular line of gar-

ments will run a year or longer without any very
noticeable change. In this case, a merchant could
keep his surplus stock over one season, if he wished
to do so, but the only safe rule is to make each seas-

on bears its own burden.

®
Says Both are to Blame

A merchant in an Ontario town of 4,000 sends

the following replies:

—

1. That the style model garments in ready-to-

wear department have been used more than ever

by piece goods buyers (customers) from which they
may copy for their own made-to-measure wear.

The heads of dress goods department are making
extra effort to keep up past sales records.

2. (a) Do not place too heavy—then one is

prepared for backward unseasonable weather. Manu-
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facturers should be bettter able to turn out repeats.

To tell a customer on the 4th of November that you
cannot get coat wanted in another size for 21 to 28
days places a damper on your chances of an order.

Such is trade experience of the day and not for want
of material either.

2. (b) Both. The retailer when he overbuys
and strikes a slow season and then has to meet the

dumping- of the manufacturer who unloads his wares
with opposition.

3. To bring out and emphasize the style ear

mark of the season, by producing striking color com-
binations. As for instance, this season's coat trade

has been stimulated by playing upon the popularity

of reverse cloths and large collars.

4. (a) About one in twenty in favor of

dresses.

4. (b) For suits, linens in the natural greys,

coarse weaves. For dresses, marquisettes, voiles,

ginghams, brown linens.

4. (c) Kimono sleeves three to one inset.

Long sleeves for tailored waists and black staples all

others % lengths.

5. 1. Suits, $38. 2. Coats, $35. 3. Dresses,

$42. 4. Blouses, $12,50. (a) Wash, $5.00. (b)

Fancv, $12.50.

Does Not Have Price Cutting

From a Maritime city the following replies are

sent:

—

2. (a) We do not have early Spring price cut-

ting to any extent. We get early delivery of our
Spring goods about 1st December, and get rid of

most of the stock early.

2. (6) I think that would not refer very much
to high-class manufacturers or retailers.

4. (a) I think dresses for Summer will have
the preference to suits. (Wash suits.)

4. (b) For dresses I think the sheer, soft,

clinging fabrics will be favored.

4. (c) Outside of the tailored waists we are

leaving the sleeve question to the manufacturers.
The travelers have promised to make the right kind
of sleeve when the sleeve question is settled.

5. We have found $35 as the high price limit

on suits; on coats, $28; wash blouses, $3.50; fancy,

$10; Dresses, $25.

®

Advises Co-operation

The buyer for a department in one the large

Ontario city stores replies as follows:

—

1. Each season it is becoming harder for dress

goods departments to show profits.

2. (a) Co-operation on part of local merchants.
2. (b) Both.

Wash dresses will lead.

1. Rep. 2. Ginghams, etc., for popu-
(If any). White embroidery for the

4. (a)

4.
. ()

lar prices;

better.

4. (c)_

feature. Kimono will still be good.

Inset sleeve should be the strong new

i

I

'

Wide wale white pique, one of the latest f

cutting-up trade in preparing later styles
following the vogue for ridge material

met with great success. Courtesy Me
Co., Toronto.

abrics Used li V the
for n M se.i^ in

s which have
•Elroy Mfg.

/[^NSaiHiph'S from

t^fjHur Sfvlcs

Albcrf-SK

Three artistic show '-aids used by The '1'. Eaton Co., Toronto. These were hand-executed in colors

appearance of rich displays. A similar effect is obtained by applying cut-oul illustrations to the
appropriately.

the



The Development of Canadian Corsets
Models of Early Days Compared With Present Samples — Changes in

Manufacture, Selling and Importance — Evolution in Spring Styles^

—

Changes Noted in Samples for 1912

DEVELOPMENT in Canadian corset manu-
facture has always been in the interests of

perfect fit, style, right price and correct de-

tails. Strictly speaking, it has been a change
from duplex models to single corsets and is a matter

of recent experience. Corsets have been manufac-
tured in Canada 35 years and many merchants can

remember their first departments and models shown.
Canadian corsets and their manufacture are not

ancient history, and while it is possible to follow de-

velopment back many years and point to casings of

steel or tight-waisted styles of Queen Elizabeth's

time, changes in the actual experience of Canadian
stores will not date back much before 1875.

French and United States manufacturers were

then foremost with their models, and a glance at the

dress of that time will call forth many expressions

(if wonder and surprise at the unweildly creations

worn. There have been many interesting changes in

the evolution of the Canadian corsets as it is to-day.

How Early Models Were Made.

At the time mentioned, models were made of

whalebone or hornbone and corsets were double

—

that is, strips of bono were encased between two lay-

ers of cloth. In preparing hornbone, it was cut in

Long strips and in wearing, it became brittle and bard

owing to perspiration and other influences. Some-
times it was impossible to avoid cutting strips across

or bias of the material, and for these reasons manu-
facturers were anxious to find another suitable mater-

ial for filling.

Closely following, came changes which made a

great difference to merchants' stocks and introduced

models, some of which are still preferred by older

ladies. Several more styles were added to the origin-

al two models which manufacturers first featured and

gradually stocks were increased to four and then to

six styles. Coraline and cord filling with sisal in

cheaper models, were a great success. Tailored

corsets, with an amount of fancy stitching and braid-

ing were considered superior. Double cording,

stitched between two layers of cloth, were quiekly

superseded by the introduction of coraline with a

corresponding development of corsets, a more im-

portant department as a result.

Perfecting the Fit.

In these models elastic gussets were first shown

and attempts at bias filling made in order to perfect

better fitting garments. Some attention was given to

improved lacing in which corsets were fastened at

the back and by short insets to remove fullness in

the bust and over hips, but these could not have prov-

ed satisfactory as other ideas quickly followed. As an

instance of this vogue, we have the well-known Ya-

tisa corsets which are .-till asked for by older ladies,

but passing with this generation.

Covered metal steels, front and back, were used

and metal clasps, but these also had to be improved

to secure rust-proofing. At this stage, japanned

steels were put on the market and single corsets, as

we have them to-day, were made possible. About

L885, merchants were shown models which revolu-

tionized corset manufacture, and although changes
came gradually, it was not until watch spring steels

were used and several new models added with the

result that the change was complete.

Evolution in Selling.

A resume of corset selling conditions and stocks

at this time, will also denote another evolution which
merchants slowly realized. Corset stocks consisted of

about 12 models on the advent of the single corset.

That the change came slowly is shown by recalling

the names of lines carried at that time. "Queen May"
and "Contour" were practically examples of both

periods and it will be seen that cheaper models were
still made of coraline, while at the same time
watch spring corsets with higher busts were
brought forward giving a first hint of corsets as manu-
factured now. Many salespeople can remember the

extra steels which were added in each box and how
they gave their first demonstrations of corset superi-

ority and improved guarantees, owing to better fitting

and watch spring filling.

Style, then, became of importance and influenced

corset sales more than ever. To sell corsets before this

time, two questions only were necessary—size and
price—in suiting a customer, and in this point also,

merchants must recognize another change compared
with corset-selling as it is.

Again, it was considered proper to use round
elastic laces, which now are not asked for to any
great extent. Such is, in brief, the development of

corset selling.

While, as stated, changes came gradually, it was
necessary at this time to eliminate many numbers
and with the coming of single corsets, merchants
did not have to clean up stock at once but did so at

comparatively small loss by reducing stocks as they

sold out and adding newer numbers. Under present

merchandising schemes, departments would have to

use price and get old styles out entirely before show-
ing anything new or adding later models. This is

another of the changes of advanced business methods.

Style Influence.

About 1900, all corsets at $9 and up were made
with inset steels, with copper coating, which ensured

against any possible rusting or breakage, and shortly

afterward, other models came forward in cheaper

lines, this filling being used throughout. From that

time, we have modern corset-making influenced only

by style and the improvements in detail which most

merchants are acquainted with. For actual compari-

son, however, some of these are cited. Eyelets were

metal and rusted quickly, whereas loops are used to a

great extent now and improved busk and loops are

non-rusting. More attention is given to trimmings

and stitching. Front steels are protected with en-

forced under steel. Finer* materials are used and in

present-day models, fabrics for every season of the

year are shown to meet requirements.
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Costume of bordered chiffon and satin,

showing new tunic bib and jumper ideas.

Dress of satin duchesse, trimmed with heavy

satin cord and fringe. The collar and sleeve

of bea\ y crochel lace.
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Corset Demonstration.

With the advent of .single corsets, came other

changes and one of the most important of these is

fitting. In early days, figures were made to fit corsei

models and while to some extent this is true, corsecs

must now be made to lit fashionable figures and fol-

low style trends closely.

With this change, professional demonstrations

came, and through experience this seems to be an-

other passing factor in corset selling, surely, but slow-

ly, being recognized. Manufacturers to-day are not

anxious to use this method of advertising and it can

hardly have been a financial success either from their

or the merchant's viewpoint. With closer methods
of publicity, well-educated and expert fitters within

the department d\\i\ information which customers

have relative to new .-Ivies or minor changes, it is be-

coming less necessary to hold public demonstrations

and also harder to interest customers who under-

corset-fitting better than ever before.

This may be claimed, is the result- of demonstra-

tion, but successful selling means expert titters al-

ways at customers' disposal and to lessen their effi-

ciency by placing others in preference to them is apt

to lie reflected in later sales, through consequent loss

of selling force or power to convey convincing in-

formation to customers. Enthusiasm in store staffs

results in -ale.- ami it is just as true of corset sales-

women, as of other departments. Confidence in

staffs paid to demonstrate corsets all day and every

day will gain more results than intermittent demon-
strations, In bringing out some style change or Later

improvement it may be found necessary to hold such

events. However, this is a question for merchants
themselves to handle, but looking forward, it is likely

io lie one change in corset department-.

Some other comparisons are made referring ro

improvements. It cannot be said that, corsets to-day

are as heavy as those of previous years, hut this has

possibly been one of the minor changes in corset

manufacture. With inset steels and new fabrics,

present models are more sanitary and, for that rea-

son, more healthful. Buyers prefer white, too, for

cleanliness and fewer gray and natural colored corsets

are now sold.

Supporter.- were first a pair of elastic straps with

a, metal loop until as many as three sets of fancy hi -

ribboned, supports with patented clasps are now add-

ed. Lacing lias also been improved and with model-
that 'dace in front" or are drawn together in the

bach. Hat lace are used and three shorter tapes pro-

vided on better models. Workmanship will be seen

to be greatly improved by comparison of models
shown in the illustration, and is the greatest change
of all.

The Price Question.

It is remarkable that with these improvements,
prices quoted for corsets are just the same as 25 years

ago. Merchants will appreciate by comparison the

value- they receive for just tlir same prices. Trend
of manufacture is. however, to higher-priced gar-

ments and up-to-date departments are taking advan-

tage of this change. Better models of Canadian
corsets are wauled and are selling, and with the

growth in output, new manufacturers and greater

turnover than ever, throughout the country, result-

point in this direction. People are wearing better

clothes and buying higher-priced corsets.

With higher retailing prices, merchants have a

held backed by many models, value in every one and

(Continued on page 62.)

\l dels of corsets representing different periods in the evolution of Canadian corset manufacture. 1. Narrow cord filled style oJ

1875 2.—Coraline filled corset with first side lacing. 3.—Duplex coraline filled model, i—Development of contour, bias

filliiiLT nnd extra lacing to meet style trends and fitting demands of the year ISSii and one of the last duplex lines.

5. Single model with medium high bust and rounded hips, sold in 1911. (i. Model hip retainer with lower
bust, short aluminized copper-plated steels, hip drapery and improved supporters, showing downward

trend of 1012 styles. Courtesy of The Crompton Corset Co.. Toronto.
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Separate Coat a Leader
Fashion is Increasing its Selling Possibilities

— Season's Models Caught Popular Fancy
— Increasing Vogue of White.

Staff Correspondence.

New York, October 14,

DRESS is decidedly luxurious this season, and
the tendency is towards the increase of tin

number of garments without which the pres-

ent-day woman cannot possibly get along.

This tendency is particularly noticeable in the mat-

ter of coats, and each style is so temptingly exploit-

ed and its use and indispensableness so artfully em-
phasized that women arc finding it a sacrifice to

make one garment answer for the separate occasions.

The stores are showing a multiplicity of coat- for

motor wear. First in the list arc the coats of double-

faced cloth that will answer also for street wear.

Graceful coats of handsome fabrics with rich fur

trimmings are shown for limousine coats for town

wear, and there are also long wrap coat,-- of the less

expensive furs that make for comfort on the coldest

days. To this list may be added the evening and
theatre wraps. This is truly a formidable list, an i

when it is contemplated the wonder ceases that the

ready-to-wear department grows apace.

With both cloth and style new and striking, there

is little wonder that this season's coat models in re-

versible (doth caught the popular fancy so quickly.

These coats have not only been taken up by motorists,

but are wonderfully smart for street wear, over the

little one-piece dresses of cloth or silk. During the

early days of the present Fall there was well nigh a

craze for these big coats of reversible cloth, and evi a

on bright, warm, sunny days women wore thei i

the streets, when a dress of foulard or a light-weight

tailored suit would have been much more comfort-

able. This craze has passed, and now the top-coat

has stepped back into its proper place, becoming the

standby of the popular garment trade.

With this class of trade double-faced blanket
fabrics are overwhelmingly popular, and manufac-
turers are finding it a difficult matter to keep up the

supply of the right materials. The contrasting back
is favored, either in solid color or plaid. Dark Ox-
ford grey is best liked, with purple, cadet or green.

Dark grey, with the reverse side in light grey, is grow-
ing in favor. Other good combinations are tan or

brown with the contrasting face in monotone or

fancy plaids.

These cloths are made up in straight cut, loose

shapes, with sleeves in some adaptation of the ki-

mono, either cut in one with the garment or set into

an enlarged arm-hole. Still another style has the

sleeve running straight over the shoulder and down
the top of the sleeve. No matter bow the sleeve is

.•ut. one poinl i present, and that is, all sleeves grow
vider from fchi elbow dow i and have deep cull's of

the n versi -i !e of the cloth.

Collars are quite as varied as the sleeves, but no

matter whal the shape, both it and the revers musl
be large. The low side fastening is the rule, but

some "l" the later models button across up to

throal. and unless the wide-lapped - am are to be

considered a trimming, large ornamental buttons are

all that is used for this purpose.

Growing Vogue of White

Some of the new fur coats have these shapeles.T

draped sleeves of velvet or satin, edged with heavy
lace, and the lace and fabric will be repeated again

on the big collars and wide revers. The growing
vogue of white is expressed in the many white wrap
seen. An extremely smart one of this class was ol

white broadcloth, with an embroidered trimming 01

simulated ermine tail,-, and with the great collar and
wide revers of the natural fur. Equally fashionable

was an exquisite coat of dull blue and sage gree.i

brocade.

The upper part ol' the garment was of this bro-

cade, with the lower part of the skirt of broadtail.

The Large cap, like collar was of green velvet, edged
with a, band of the fur, and the immense buttons on
the front were of velvet and fur. This is a season

of oddities in fancy wraps, and nothing produced is

more striking than the coats of zebra or leopard
skin. Many of these coats have the collar and cuffs

of natural raccoon, the two furs blending together

as if dyed for the purpose.

Another revival is that of the cape with dolman
sleeves, and a model of this class had long drooping
sleeves of lace caught in at the hips. This garment
was trimmed with a, silk cord and was in rich shades
of rose and old gold.

Coats of Seal Plush

Now that cold weather is due, handsome coats
of seal plush are selling. These are built upon the

prevailing lines and have the large collar and cuffs,

as well as deep trimming bands at the hem either

of fur fabric or of real fur.

Though the materials are so rich, the evening
coats are very much draped, and many of them have
exaggerated hoods and capes reaching down any-
where from the shoulders to the knees. Many coats

ire of two fabrics, often half of the coat being of lace

and the other half of chiffon velvet.

W.iist in fine grade of French
flannel, with the new crochet

embroidery. It comes in both

white and colored embroidery
on ere mi cloth. Courtesy Star

Whitcwear Co , Berlin.
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Development of Canadian Corsets
(Concluded from page 60.)

style, fit, finish and detail of the highest order

Again, this marks a change in corset development.
Merchants have much greater selection now and

while, in early days, stocks were confined to on 1

make, more for the reason that there were few others

practical, stocks have increased and many models

added to make corset sections departments in them-

selves. This is also a foremost change of merchan-
dising fully in accord with the development of corset

manufacture.

Corset Accessories.

Along with increased ranges, merchants have
many accessories to this department such as brassiere-.

separate steels, dozens of newer models of waists de-

signed for different figures in misses and children,

shields, patented clasps and supporters and numer-
ous other lines which, from a practical standpoint,

are but part of the development of every-day selling.

It is the recognized advance in manufacture
Merchants will have to select Spring, 1912, mod-

els for their departments within the next month <>..

so. With new models to be added, others are elim-

inated as every buyer recognizes that corset busine -

to-day is a six months' selling season. For this rea-

son, more models are tried each season and unsatis-

factory numhi rs cleaned out early. Aggressive

methods are used to eclipse sales of former years, but

with these necessities, changes in corsets go steadily

on and while di velopments come oftener now, each

one is attributed to style and is but an evolution go-

ing on since the beginning. To improve their manu-
facture and add new models, designers cannot stand

still in the interest of the trade.

The Downward Trend.

There will be nothing more this next Spring
than changes always expected. In comparing last

season's designs with new models to be ready directly,

the downward trend is clearly shown. Modern cor-

sets are developing into hip-retainers and instead of

the older model with curved hip, new styles reach
within a few inches of the knee in many instances.

Last season models featured an extremely low bust

in accord with Empire styles and prevailing modes
of wearing apparel. These were not considered do

appropriate for the simple, clinging draperies of next

season's styles and corsets are shown with slightly

higher bust for that reason. Still, the necessity of

brassieres is just as evident.

Many other features, such as shorter steels, more
hip drapery and fancy materials in broche or finer

coutils and the production of a more varied assort-

ment of models are combined in next season's line-.

Every type of figure is provided with suitable models.
So the evolution of Canadian corset manufacture
continues,

Demand ok Greater Freedom.

There is one change, and so it may be called,

which apparently has not taken place. With athletic

women and development from more freedom, out-

door oxercise and association in all the avenues of

business, average size ranges of corsets worn remain
I be same. Even unsuspectingly, changes are taking-

place which at first glance are not evident.

In looking forward to next year's business, it can

be confidently asserted that manufacturers will show
ranges fully up to the demand of the trade. In criti-

cizing their output and next season's samples, every

phase of corset merchandising lias been met, which
show that manufacturers are fully cognizant of the

growth and development of their departments. They
have met, the many attributes of style, fit, workman-
ship and value in up-to-date models appropriate for

the styles showing. They are fully alive to the fact

that the development in present-day corsets is more
incessant than in the past •">"> years and are aiming
at higher grades and standard.- tor L912.
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Features of This Number
Suggestions for window and interior trims especially adapt-

ed to the present season.

Salesmen tell how they would make small boy's decision
appeal to an indifferent parent.

Article by experienced Western clothing man on the buying
and selling of boys' garments.

Combination of three units which cannot fail to focus attention on garments displayed
There is no bunching, no confusion, but a straightforward appeal presenting the

merits of goods in a manner calculated to suggest^and quicken decision.

Some frequent causes of dissatisfaction Jin measurements for

special orders. By a practical tailor.

How two new Montreal stores have worked out the display

problem.

Good advertising suggestions for the winter season.

The Edwards Short-cut Course in Card-writing.

Gift articles that will appeal to the men's wear trade during
the holiday season.
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Your purchases for Xmas
selling are not complete if you

haven't this novelty. "It's

the hit of the season." All

Silk, with "Hobble" bars of

Roman colors.

Ground colors—Black and

Red, Black and White, Black

and Royal Blue, Black and

Myrtle, Black and Gold, Navy

and Red, Navy and Gold.

Price, $6.00 the dozen.

Don't figure you have

finished your buying. Increase

your sales by sending for an

assortment of this novelty.

Successful merchants are first

to take up " a good thing, not

last." "HOW MANY?" All

Silk, $6.00 per dozen.

Reid's Real Bengalene in

25 shades for Xmas selling.

Si. f. aiutjj (fo., |p&.
Toronto.
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Profit in These Ideas
Practical Information for Men's Wear Merchants

and Salesmen — Canadian Window Trimmers
Offer Prizes for Good Displays

Men's wear window trimmers will be interested

in the competition which is about to be arranged by
the Canadian Window Trimmers' Association for

1912. The details of this competition will shortly

be announced, but at the present moment it can be
said that prizes of a particularly attractive character

will be offered for men's wear windows and that

every trimmer, no matter how large or small the

establishment he represents, will have an opportun-
ity to carry away a trophy worth having. At a
convention, planned for August next, it is proposed
to devote part of the program to men's wear display
demonstration by some of the best men in America.

* * *

As a means of directing still greater attention

to their men's wear departments during Christmas
season, not a few merchants are issuing catalogues
containing illustrations of new neckwear, novelty
accessories, fancy vests, etc. These articles are care-

fully described and the booklet is sent to a selected

list of customers by whom the suggestions would be
greatly appreciated. It is now becoming more and
more apparent that merchants all over the country,

no matter how small the centre, are finding in special

lists and catalogues one of the most effective means
of holding the interest of their people in their fields.

It has been proved that not only does it attract busi-

ness through the usual channels, but it has also

brought orders through the mail. Particularly at

Christmas time do catalogues or suggestive lists pay
for themselves.

* * *

A practical novelty and efficient salesman are a

good combination. It is related that, recently, a visit-

or to Toronto dropped into a men's wear store to

purchase a certain neckwear accessory that had made
its appearance in the market and had been widely

advertised. He secured what he -wanted but the

salesman tactfully interested him in their made-to-

measure shirts and secured an order for $30 worth
of goods. Of course away back of it all was effective

advertising.
* * *

The replies brought out by The Review's sales-

manship problem this month tend to strengthen the

suggestion that the boys' and chilldren's section of

the men's wear store might be made a strong draw-

ing card. Mr. Tobey, of Hamilton, places his finger
on the right button when he states that the quickest
and surest method of appeal to parents is through
the children, and the success of his merchandising in

a general way may be measured by the effect of his

methods to hold the interest of the children. In his

discussion of the problem in another section of this

paper, he throws out some very helpful ideas.

* * *

The clothing houses of Paris use catalogues very
extensively in attracting customers. Some of these
books are veritable works of art and are designed in
such a way as to interest not only men, but women
who do a certain amount of purchasing for their

husbands and children. In fact the Parisian men's
wear dealer overlooks no form of advertising calcu-

lated to focus the attention of every member of the
family. Favors are frequently presented to the chil-

dren and it is safe to say that where a juvenile
section has been strongly developed the explanation
is found in advertising which not only appeals to

children, but which has found a warm place in the
hearts of parents for the store and its policy.

* * *

By establishing for his store a reputation that
would have made an information bureau green with
envy, a men's wear merchant in a large city to which
a considerable number of young men go yearly to

attend educational institutions, drew considerable
business. This merchant took the trouble to keep
a reliable list of good boarding houses and thus
brought an almost constant stream of enquiries from
the students. Some one of his sales force was always
prominent in athletic circles, could discuss intelli-

gently the record of almost every local organization
on the field of sport, and thus ensure the popularity
of his store with a large and profitable community.
There is a point to this. Hardly a town or city in

the country that does not contain some particular
class or section that the men's wear dealer can in-

terest specially. In a city containing a large number
of hard-working, thrifty foreigners a merchant made
an array of flags of ail nations on the walls above
his fixtures, This had an appealing power to the
strangers and he found it was the explanation of
more than one sale. Another merchant in an agri-

cultural town, gave a prize each year for the best
cereal exhibition—the samples to be displayed in
his windows. Instance after instance can be given
to prove the worth-whileness of giving special atten-
tion to different classes in the community and it can
be done in such a way that it will help rather than
retard general trade.



Making Son's Choice Appeal to Mother
Interesting Replies Received in "Review's" Salesmanship Competition —
Discussion Made More Interesting by Opinions From Two Clothing Men

of Long Experience — The Prize Winners

1. G. E. Sinclair, with H. T. Baker, Lumsden,
Sask.

4. J. F. Lunster, with A. McFarland, Brant-

ford, Ont.

3. A. Reginald Earner, Cornwall, Ont.

THE very large number of replies received to

The Review's salesmanship problem, pub-
lished in the last men's wear section, make
it evident that the mother and young son on

a buying tour, are a somewhat interesting proposi-

tion, more particularly when the son indicates his

preference for a suit which does not appeal to the

mother. The Review's cartoon depicted a salesman

wrestling with this proposition. A mother and her

boy had entered the store and in response to her

request, a salesman showed them a number of suits.

The boy liked one in particular, because it resembled

his dad's. The mother thought otherwise and want-

ed to wait, said she would like father to help them
decide. Often such an excuse means that the mother
would like to inspect the lines in other stores, and
the salesman has a hard proposition to overcome the

woman's indifference and land the sale.

The problem is of particular interest to young
salesmen, and in order to add greater interest to its

discussion, The Review has asked two experienced

clothing men to state their views on the matter

apart altogether from the competition. Before pub-
lishing the names of the prize winners and their

replies therefore, the views of L. R. Tobey, of Tru-
dell & Tobey, Hamilton, and Alex. Rodgers, man-
ager of the clothing department, G. B. Ryan & Co.,

Guelph.

What Tobey Would Say
Hamilton Men's Wear Dealer Tells How He
Would Meet the Customer Who Did Not

View Son's Selection With Approval.

"If 1 were serving that lady and her son," writes

Mr. Tobey, "it would all depend on who she was. If

she were a customer that I knew would buy from me
any way I certainly would have her bring the boy's

father in. I think it would please the boy, the

mother and the father. For every time you can get

a family in your store, you can get pretty close to

them and it would mean more business out of the

father.

"If I didn't know them I would commend the

judgment of the boy, appealing to the mother along
the lines that the boy should be encouraged in hav-
ing a mind of his own and the fact that he wanted
a suit like his father's showed that he was observant,

and away above the average boy. Then take the

suit, tell the circumstances to his father, and if the

father wasn't suited, why exchange it. But I rather

think that the father would side with the boy."

Put Him on the Card List.

"If that didn't land her I would ask her the age
of the boy, what book he was in at school. If he was
well up, I would compliment them both, if he was
backward 1 would say that I didn't believe in bring-
ing boys along too fast; that boys who mature later
are in many cases more successful than the fellow
who came along too fast when he was little. I would
also put him on my card list, as we have a list of
over 2,000 boys to whom we send cards. I would
tell bim about it, show him some of the cards that
we have been sending out, tell her how that at
Christmas we send an invitation to each boy on our
card list to come to the store, and how we made
him a nice Christmas present.

"If that didn't do the trick I would tell her how
that when I was a boy living in the little village of
Leamington, that a big firm in Detroit, Mabley &
Co., advertised to give a watch with every boy's
suit, how I cried and pleaded with my father 'to
go to Detroit and buy me a suit so that I might get
one of the watches, and how I made up my mind
that if I ever got into business I would give a watch
with every boy's suit at $5 and over and I think by
that time they would be landed. I know it has land-
ed many a customer that looked pretty doubtful.

Strong Advertising Point.

"I use that strong in our advertising that we
make our boys' suits out of the same cloth as the
men's and T have line after line of men's suits the
same cloth as is in the boys', to show our customers.
In serving a lady for boys' clothing, I generally
sound both the mother and the son, find out who is

to have the final word in the purchase, which doesn't
take long, and then bring all the pressure to bear

Boy (replying to mother's question)—"Yes, I think I would
like that suit very well. Something like dad's, isn't it ?"

Mother—"Yes, it's very nice, but I had thought of some-
thing else. We had better wait and bring your father in to
see it."
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on the one that decides, not forgetting the other
half, but of course where you can't tell who has the

final say, some of the above arguments ninety-nine
times out of a hundred, close the deal.

The Quickest Way.
"There is no way in the world to reach a mother

or a father quicker than through their children;

that's why I claim that the sending of post cards
addressed to the boy, keeps your name in the home
continually, and the enclosed letter will give you an
idea of how mothers appreciate those cards.

"Two years ago this Christmas, or the week fol-

lowing, a boy of about eight years called at our
office and cried over the fact that his mother and
father were moving to Toronto and that he would
never get another Christinas present. We asked him
why, and he said that our present in connection with
the post card he got was the only Christmas present

that he had received from anybody. AVe told him if

he would send us his address in Toronto that we
would send him the cards and send him his candy
the next Christmas, and along in February who
should walk in but the boy. That little fellow had
walked from Toronto here to give us his Toronto
address and his parents had considerable trouble

and worry before they got him back, and that boy's

father was a man that didn't object to paying a good
price for a suit either for himself or the little fellow,

but Christmas was a dead letter.

Asking One Price—Taking Another.
A thing happened here Saturday that is worth

telling to the fellow that believes in asking one price

and taking another. Three foreigners with a
knowledge of English that was limited selected a
suit that cost us $13.50 net and we were selling it at

$22.50. We fitted it on and everything was satis-

factory, the bill was made out and he handed out
$20. We asked him for the other 2.50 and all we
could get was that he would pay us $20. I told him
I would give him the two pieces for $20, the coat

and pants, and he gave me the money, when he
found the vest was to be left out he made a big
holler, I handed him the money back, telling him
we only had the one price, walked towards the door
with the three of them, one of them speaking a little

better English offered me $21, then $21.50, then
$21.75. It was hard to see $8.25 margin walk out
of your store, but we never cut a price. Right down
in my heart I felt that he would come back, and
when I came back from dinner I went back to the

tailor shop to see if the suit was there being pressed,

but it wasn't there. Along near seven o'clock he
drops in with two more foreigners, hands out his

$22.50, says, 'Your people square,' me bring my
friend to buy here all time.'

"You may publish the enclosed letter if you
wish."

®
Letter From a Customer

The letter referred to by Mr. Tobey is from a

customer, Mrs. Baldwin, in appreciation of the

store's policy by which her boy is the recipient of a

remembrance card each birthday. This letter will be

interesting reading to men's and boys' wear dealers,

since it suggests a mighty good advertising scheme.

The letter follows:

Mr. Tobey:
Just a word or two from a stranger to thank

you for sending cards to my boy for nearly four

years ; I believe it's four years this fall. I know he is

not the only boy you send them to, but he thinks
you are the nicest man in the whole town to boys.
What other storekeeper ever sends a boy anything?
Not one in the city—well I believe there is none.
He has everyone of those cards from the very first

one in an album and has shown them to all our
friends.

You are not even sure I buy at your store. Well,
he has had five suits; the last one was a $12.50 suit
and odd pants, caps, underclothes, braces, neckties
and all from there. He reads all your ads. in the
paper ; he has met you lots of times, but too bashful
to speak. He is a very quiet boy, 14 years old this
fall, and very tall for his age, he is so tall he had
an idea of going to work instead of going back to
school, but I know the first one that spoke cross he
would be all out. He would do anything for any-,
one that would not be cross and shout at him. He
said one day, "If I went after a job and the man
was cross looking I would do what Mr. Tobey did

—

ask for one pound of nails and then I would run.
'"'Gee," he says, "I don't wonder he asked for nails.

I hate cross people."

Thanking you ever so much for your kindness
and trouble.

Oct. 20th, 1911.

Enthuse Over Boys' Choice
Alex. Rodgers Would Impress Customer With

Style Importance of Her Son's Selection

—An Example.

Mr. Rodgers, of G. B. Ryan & Co., Guelph, sends
the following reply:

—"I would at once say to the
mother, after the boy said, T like this one and it

is just like father's.' "Have you been visiting in
New York or Chicago lately? This suit you see

is the new mannish boys' 3 button, S. B. suit, just

like the men's." I would at once get a man's three

button, S. B. coat, show it to her, and say that this

of course is the newest thing in boA^s' clothing. "The
manufacturer that we buy our boys' clothing from
is a specialist in boys' clothing. They are right up
to the minute in any design coming out from New
York or Chicago. They are one of the very first in

Canada to copy; and this is an exact copy from New
York or Chicago.

"Then I would bring out the Norfolk suit ex-

actly the same design as the boy is wearing, and say

that 'this is a nice little suit all right, but of course

styles change in boys' clothing, just like it does in

ladies' hats or anything else.'

"The boy will see at a glance that the Norfolk
suit is just like his old one and he will at once
warm up to the new mannish three button, S. B.

suit, and want it worse than ever.

"Then I would say, 'You can buy this suit and
if Mr. - - does not like it you can return it and I

will refund your money; but I feel sure he will like

it since his son has picked it out,' and turning to the

mother I would say, 'And I am sure, after you see

this suit on him a few times you will like it better

and better, as we naturally do any new style that

comes out.'

"I would not say to her, you cannot get this

style anywhere else. I would never mention my
competitor's name at all. I would get so enthused
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over that suit that if she did go elsewhere the other

fellow could not give her such an argument as I

had, and at the same time, look so serious about the

whole matter, that my impression would be such that

all she could think about in the other fellow's store

would be the three button, S. B. mannish boy's suit,

which she saw in Ryan's clothing store; exact copy
from New York, and if Mr. does not like it 'we

can get the money back.'
"

"I had an experience once with a mother and
boy. The boy liked one suit and the mother an-

other suit. I changed the subject in this way and
made the sale.

" 'Well, my boy, what are you going to be when
you are a man?" T don't know,' was the reply.

'How would you like to be an Old Country buyer,

and have a free passage across the Ocean.' 'Oh, I

think that would tie line,' replied the boy.

"Turning to the mother I said, 'Well, that is my
ambition, to be an Old Country buyer, but it takes

time.' Turning to the mother again I said, 'Well,

perhaps if you let the boy have his choice of suits it

might start that free ride to the Old Country. Buy-
ers are the highest salaried people I know of, and
he is a buyer to-day.' She said, 'I'll take the one he

likes.'
"

The Prize-Winning Replies

Western Salesman Presents His Case in a

Businesslike Way — Many Propose That Suit

be Taken Home as Means of Aiding Decision

The above replies to the problem were, as pre-

viously explained, especially requested by The Re-

view in order to add interest to consideration of the

question, and therefore are not entered among those

competing for the prize. In these two replies it

will be noted that the boy's preference is made the

subject of commendation by the salesmen, who are

quick to realize that this is the surest way to arouse

the mother's approval. In nearly all of the replies

submitted salesmen state they would have recourse

to the plan of allowing the customers to take the

garments away with them and if it did not suit, it

could be returned. This is a fair proposal, but the

reply that The Review most desired was that in

direct narration, which would give some idea as to

the salesman's address as well as his argument. Of
the large number of replies received only one-third

were in this form.

Western Salesman First.

The first award is made to G. E. Sinclair, with

H. T. Baker, Lumsden, Sask., not because he em-
phasizes the fact that two pairs of trousers would go

with the suit, but because he gives a good idea of the

language with which he would urge the merit of

his goods, and because he thus demonstrates, in busi-

nesslike way, his thorough knowledge of the suit

under discussion. His reply follows:

—

"Madam, you will notice that two pairs of

trousers go with this suit your son has just taken a

fancy to—a straight pair and a knicker. They are

specially made for strong wear, the knicker having

double seat and knees and the seams all taped so

that they will hold their shape. The straight pair

also has the double seat and knee. It saves a lot of

worry to know that your son has a good pair of

trousers to match his coat when he comes home from

his play or school to get cleaned up, and having the
two pairs they wear till the coat is worn out, too, so

that does away with having a lot of partly worn-
out coats around the house because the boy does

not like to wear them as his trousers do not match.

"Your son likes this pattern, and do you not think
it would be better to get him a suit he has selected

himself, as he will naturally take better care of it?

He says this suit is something like his dad's. That is

one of the strong points of our clothing. Besides
being a good heavy material, the workmanship on
this suit is first-class, being done by expert tailors.

"Notice the long, oval lapel, the padded should-
er, heavy satin lining, hair-cloth inter-lining, so the

coat will hold its shape and hang nicely. Note the
little details of sewing on the buttons and the work-
ing of the buttonholes which are done by hand. It

also has the patent pocket which keeps them from
sagging and going out of shape.

"This pattern is very fashionable this season

and, I am positive, it will give you every satisfaction

and we stand behind our goods.

"The price is six-fifty. Shall I send it to your
house or will the boy take it with him. Thank you,

it will go on the next delivery.

"I would not consider it a good policy to tell

the lady the boy was the better judge. I would tell

her no more about the boy's choice than I have in

my selling talk, as it might hurt her feelings even

to hint that the boy's judgment was superior to

hers."

Making Appearance Appeal.

The second prize is awarded J. F. Leinster, with

Andrew McFarland, Brantford. His reply follows:

"Which one do you like best, my boy? Well,

try it on and let your mother see how well it looks

on you.

"Now, madam, this garment is made by the best

tailor. See, how nicely it fits him. We guarantee

every suit we sell at that price. The pattern is the

very latest. You may get a suit cheaper, but taking

quality into consideration, there is nothing that can

equal'that suit, It is the style all the boys of his

age are wearing and if he is like most boys he will

want the niftiest suit he can get. You may not

just like it yourself, but if the boy likes it he will

wear it longer and he will take care of it, but if he

gets one he does not like he will wear it out soon

so he can get another one. We have to give in to

the boys once in a while. Here, my boy, is a pen-

knife we are giving away with every boy's suit, and

be careful not to cut yourself.

"Now, madam, if this does not suit his father,

we will change it and if you can not get one to suit

you we will cheerfully refund the money. No, I do

not think there is anything gained by looking

around as it is hard to compare quality when you

do not have the two garments together. We just

have one price to all and that the very lowest we

can possibly sell for. We believe that is the only

way to give satisfaction.

"Thank you, yes, I will put in a pair of braces.

Now will there be anything else? We have a nice

new line of overcoats, just in, I will show you.

Probably you may need one later on. Yes, I will

send it, and be sure to bring it back and change it

if his father does not like it. We shall be pleased to

show vou our goods at any time."
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THE ONE PERFECT TIE

ANY ordinary dealer has neckwear to sell,

but ordinary neckwear is not good enough
for you or for us when better can be had.

You want good quality, good combination of

colors, and above all the "MITCHELL SLIDE-
EASY" construction without wadding in the band.

Just compare an ordinary tie with wadding in

the band, and a " MITCHELL SLIDE-EASY."
You will at once realize why we bought the patent.

Our ranges of Autumn and Holiday silks are

magnificent.

By selling the "MITCHELL SLIDE-EASY"
Tie, you will be doing your customers a real

service.

Niagara Neckwear Co., Limited
NIAGARA FALLS, ONT.

Please "mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Backing Up Boy's Preference.
The third prize is taken by A. Reginald Earner,

Cornwall, Ont. His reply:

—

"Well, madam, the boy likes the suit. He says

it is also something like his dad's, which makes him
feel that he is going to be a man when he puts this

suit on. He also most likely has seen his playmates
with something of the same style of suit, and he
naturally cares for one like it. We have other pat-

terns and styles but he does not care for them as

well as this one.

"You may get the pattern that you have your
mind fixed on and it may not become him as well

as this one.

"This suit has both style and character which is

considered a very needful part in a boy's suit. It is

very durable cloth and a fine pattern.

"I would also go on to state how the suit is built,

and the quality of trimmings and inter-linings it

has. I also would tell her I would send it up and
let his father see it on him, and that I had no doubt
he would like it."

Arrange suits, caps, etc., neatly about the window,
and if prices are used, cut them from brown matt
board and letter in white.

Blackground for Fall Displays

We illustrate on this page a window background
for men's clothing or a special display of wearing

apparel for the hunter.

The framework for panels is cut from compo
noard, or some other thin lumber may be used. This

is covered with tan felt stretched tightly and tacked

on the back of frame.

In the panels are shown flying ducks. These are

painted on muslin or cut from felt, colored with pas-

tels and pasted on a light blue tarlatan, stretched on

the back of panels.

In the centre is placed a stuffed elk head and for

foliage use cattails or some other suitable Fall foliage.

Hang tan plush curtains in folds from panel to

floor and drape plush over pedestals and glass shelves

on which to show your merchandise.
If your window space permits, a small boat placed

on the floor will attract the eves of every hunt-man.

How to Hold a Customer
Salesman Narrates Three Experiences With the

Same Party Which Prove the Value of Courtesy

and Willingness to Oblige

That ready courtesy and constant willingness to

oblige may always be counted upon to interest and
hold a customer, is evidenced by the following ex-

perience narrated by a men's wear salesman in a
Maritime city:

—

It was one of our busy days when, after finishing

with a very amiable and friendly customer I ap-

proached a gentleman who was known to all the

clerks as a very queer sort of fellow, and I asked
what I could have the pleasure of doing for him.
He replied that he wanted a pair of leather gloves

the same size, same color, and exactly the same thick-

ness as the pair he was then wearing. After giving
them a minute examination on the above points, I

found they were English gloves, made by Dent, All-

croft & Co., classed as York tan. I thereupon put be-

fore him the glove carton containing the same class

of gloves, and after selecting the exact size, and as

more than often is, a thicker glove than others, I

asked if the glove would suit him.
"Yes," he replied, "it is alright as regards color

and size, but I only wear this glove all the winter

through, and would want it somewhat thicker. I

will call again. I am not a hurry for them."
Now, I remembered we had just reecived a new

shipment of the same number of gloves. I asked

if he would care to come upstairs to our reserve

stockroom, and no doubt I could suit him. "Cer-

tainly, young man," he said, "I have lots of spare

time"

Background suitable for a display of Fall clothing or bunting equipment. Urn-
Rapids, Iowa.—See article.
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CHALLENGE
COLLARS

(PATENTED)
Garanteed to be 25% better value, superior finish, weight,

strength and wearing service, than any other collar made, at

any price.

OUR RUBBER BRAND AT $1.80 PER DOZEN

OUR PYRALIA BRAND AT $1.50 PER DOZEN

are 25°, heavier and better than any other lines produced by

any other manufacturers.

OUR OUTDOOR BRAND AT $1.25 PER DOZEN

Are as good as any other goods offered by other makers
at $1.80 per dozen.

To ptove for >ourselves we can give you better goods by 23
years of experience, ihan y>u can possibly get elsewnere.
Send for sample Outdoor Rrand and cimpare it with any
ottier waterproof collar you can buy at the sam» price

The Arlington Company
of Canada, Limited

54-56 Fraser Avenue, Toronto

Eastern V?ent: Duncan Bell, 301 St. lam ;s St., Montreal
Ontario Agent: J. A. Ghantter & Co., 8-10 Wellington E., Toronto
Western Agent : R. J. Quigley, 212 Hammond Block, Winnipeg

»

You must

have

"Cravenette"

Shower-proofs

for wet

weather;

they are

waterproof

and hygienic

because

porous.

Rec ? Trade Mark

proofed by
The ~4ravaicttfQ? L

T?

THERE'S NOTHING
BETTER THAN

44

Facsimile of stamp on back
of Genuine Goods.

You can wear

them for

fine weather,

because

they are

smart and

fashionable.

Dust-proof

as well as

shower-proof

TO BE OBTAINED FROM THE PRINCIPAL IMPORTERS
IN CASE OF ANY DIFFICULTY, PLEASE WRITE TO

The CRAVENETTE CO., LTD., BRADFORD,YORKSHIRE
Showcards or Booklets if desired may be bad by applying through the Wholesale Importing Houses.

J
Please mention The Review t'< Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Arriving upstairs I took down about six boxes

containing 36 dozen gloves, same size and color as

required. I noticed the smile of satisfaction, and
after carefully going over quite a lot of gloves, I

found an extra heavy pair.

"That's the glove," he said. "Here is; your
money. Thank you for your time and trouble."

"All right, sir," I replied, "I have charged you for

both, and we are both pleased and satisfied."

Just three days afterwards in came the same
gentleman, but at a quiet hour of the day, lunch-
time, when we look after each other's department-.
He asked to see some black stiff hats. I inquired
the size, and also noticed the style of hat he was
wearing. After displaying eight different styles of
hats he tried on a few before the mirror, looking at

the front, back and sides, asking about the make,
the wearing qualities and price. He selected one
and paid cash.

Wishing me "good-day," he went as far as the
door, when he came back, saying, "Would you
please tell your hat man you sold me a hat—the first

1 ever bought here. You see, it takes time and atten-
tion, but you have given me both. I have been in
here for a hat a good many times, but failed."

Not two days elapsed before the same gentle-
man entered the store again, and made enquiries
for me. I was upstairs at the time writing window
showcards, and when he found that out, without ado
he came up and asked me to show him some
trunks, which 1 did, opening them up, giving him
the different sizes as regards length and depth, and
explaining the strong wearing qualities.

He replied that he would bring his wife along
later and let her decide. Sure enough, along they
came, and after a little talk again, asked me about a
certain trunk and also asked me the stock number.
"Oh," said the lady, "I was looking at some other
trunks, and the same number as yours is iust 25 cents
less."

_
Of course I had confidence in the goods and

prices. I asked the size of the trunk. She said it

was 34 inches, the largest in that make.
"Excuse me, lady," I replied, "this trunk is the

exact number, but the sizes go as high as 40 inches,
and this one is 36 inches."

"That will do," said the gentleman, "this man
knows his business, and is honest in his dealings.
We will take that. Send it along to this address, and
thank you for your attention. Good-day."

These are three experiences with the same party,
and if T had not taken perhaps a little pains, not
trouble at all, at the first, perhaps I should have sent
a customer to some other store. It pays to go a little

further than usual.

Plain Colors Preferred
Demand in Half Hose Will be in This Direction

— Greys, Navys, Tans and Novelty Combinations

Shown for Spring

Montreal, Nov. 14.—Samples of Spring half-

hose are shown in a broad range of different lines for

buyers' selection. They comprise assortments in

cotton, lisle, silk and combinations and are being

bought mostly in plain effects. Plain colors are pre-

ferred for the coming season's business. Greys,
blues, tans, greens, black and some of the other nov-
elty shades are taken by the trade in general. Elab-
orate and extreme fancy designs will not be a promi-
nent feature in stock carried by many merchants..

In cheaper qualities, cotton half-hose at 90c,

$1.10 and $1.20 doz. are taken in quantities as in

other seasons. A special line at $1.20 dozen sold

well—in fact, the demand was greater than supply
in several wholesale departments last year. For a
medium priced line and value this quality is ordered
in large quantities for Spring delivery. Plain cotton
and lisle sox at $2.00-$2.25 doz. are the popular
prices, 25c retailers being associated in the minds of

people who shop in local haberdashery shops. A
good range of colors is seen at these prices and there

arc also novel patterns in open-work designs. These
arc taking well for later season wear.

Silk hose at $4.50 include an extensive range of

plain colors, new designs in weave and fancies.

These are being liberally stocked anticipating non-
delivery, especially in plain shades, thread silk qual-

ities which are boxed 36 or 12 pairs as desired. The
bulk of the business in fancies and open work pat-

terns will be done in plain shades, greys, navys, tans

and some novelty colors. Black and white fancies

both in clocked and woven designs are a novelty

which will increase with season showings, and re-

peats are expected.

Another effective line of open-work design con-

sists of narrow stripes, drop stitch effect running par-

allel on the leg. These narrow stripes are about an
inch apart and, introduced in some high-class

goods, is meeting success, being booked for better

trade.

There are some very high-class material shown
in the silk goods at juices that range from $6.50 doz.

up to a price that will suit the most extravagant

buyer. There are some elegant effects in these high-

er-priced ranges, and merchants stock a few for

occasional customers demanding goods of exception-

al quality. In the larger towns and cities the high-

er-priced lines sell well to the "classy" trade. In the

smaller stores throughout the country, a few of the

better grades might be stocked to advantage if care

is exercised to keep the goods well before the public

eye.

R. M. Ballantyne, Limited, knitted goods manu-
facturers, Stratford, have extended their facilities by
removing the storage and shipping departments to

their former factory which accommodated the en-

tire business three years ago.

See Page 98

For Article on Show Card Writing

—The Edwards Short Cut Course

with full page illustration.
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GOOD COAT LININGS
ARE ESSENTIAL

IF YOU WISH TO PLEASE YOUR CUSTOMERS

m
(Copyright)

SlniVM!irils or BouKlets if de ired may be had by
applying through Wholesale Importing Houses.

PATTERNS SHOWING EITHER
FINISH can be had on application to

THE BRADFORD DYERS',
ASS0CIATION,LTD.

39, Well Street n BRADFORD

i

m

II

'

TO'

Pat, Feb. 20, li06
" May 5, 190
" Oct. 27, T"
" Oct. 27, 1908

SATISFACTION
to the customer, and consequently to the re-

tailer, fgoes everywhere with this trade

mark. TV KantKracK ' s the on 'v

collar combining: patent^ flexible lip (hat re-

ceives the strain in front and makes the fit

perfect ; patent slit in the back which pre-

vents the annoying pressure on the neck from

the back button, and a COated-Hnen
fabric, which gives the smart appearance

of an ordinary linen
1

collar without the

laundry expense^'

MADE IN CANADA BY *

THE
Parsons & Parsons

CANADIAN CO.
Hamilton :: Ontario

x& -'A

M
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Mf'

m
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NECKWEAR AND ACCESSORIES

s

It

Scarcity In Tie Fabrics
Manufacturers Report That the Fall Neckwear
Season has Been Exceptionally Good --Run
on Brocaded Silks, Tapestries and Persians.

Neckwear manufacturers report an exceptionally
good Fall business with increasing emphasis on bet-

ter grades. Chris turns novelties have met with an
enthusiastic reception and in some quarters a scarcity

of rich brocaded satins, tapestry and Persian effects,

indicates the trend of favor. There has been an ex-
cellent run on black and white, red and white, and

A
i p into the future bordered Is for lini: -Courtesy Niagara

Neckwear Co., Niagara Falls, Out.

stripes on the Roman order, and in knitted effect-,

dainty stripes, crossbars or "hobbles" have been a

feature. The shot styles have been offered with great

success in these lines.

So far as basic coloring and designs are concern-

ed, manufacturers predict that the Spring season will

be a repetition of preceding season with neat stripes

a feature.

From Montreal, the report comes that double-

faced silk tubular ties are being shown in a large

number of colors. One side of these ties show the

plain-colored effect, while on the opposite side is seen
stripes and dots in various patterns. The "cross-

stripe" is a noticeable feature in many of these ties.

Hair stripes, in groups of two or three are seen, and
between these groups are plain surfaces. On the
other hand, some of these ties show numbers of small
dots distributed on the plain surface between the
rows of stripes.

This lino of ties sell for about $4.2-") per dozen.
In the entire range are shown about fifteen colors and
patterns. Another line of silk-knitted ties are shown
in about twenty-five colors. This range sells in a
variety of prices, starting at $4.50 and going up as

high as $27.00 per dozen. These are made from
pure silk, and have grand wearing qualities. They
are made so as to be tied in a small knot for the close-

fitting collar.

The usual range of satin, silk and other varieties

of ties are on the market in great varieties of color

and stripe effects. Roman stripes in cross-bar and
diagonal effects are well represented in the Christ-

mas and Winter samples.
Among mufflers, those that are about 30 in. long,

and eight inches or less in width, are selling in large
quantities. A line of poplins that come in a number
of rich shades are selling well, especially during the
holiday season. This line ranges in price from $6.50
to three times that price per dozen. Mufflers made
specially for dress wear, and which serve as a wrap
and protection to the full dress front have been meet-
ing with good demand. One of these novelties was
in veiled effects, consisting of grenadine over white
silk. The same house is showing neckties of similar
construction.

,| L-f •you'reknown

i &, bgyoar
ty ,givin^,

whij not ^Ivo

well?*

?ard suggestions for Christmas Men's Wear Window. Holly
spray in grey, berries in black, lettering in black; white

applied in imitation of snow. By J. C Edwards.
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REGISTERED

Now is Your Chance
to get into

Special Order
TAILORING

Big Profits :: Easy Sales

OUR GUARANTEE SUPPORTS ALL TRANSACTIONS.
Agencies for Fall, 1911, have first call for Spring, 1912

Get in early with your request, and write

to-day, asking for exclusive agency

JOHN DAWSON, LIMITED
145 Church Street, - TORONTO

A Proposition That Is VC^orth Vvhi/e

One that will till your spare time with congenial work—bringing good
money. Are you interested ? You are. Well, here are the details.

Throughout Canada is scattered an army of men who
are everywhere booking subscriptions for MacLean's
Magazine. If you join them you can add very con-
siderably to your regular income. If you are a hustler

you will find it will pay you to give all your time to

the work.

Some of our most successful salesmen were " spare time men " first.

vvrite us for terms ana full particulars

MacLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY
143-149 University Avenue, :-: TORONTO, CANADA

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Many Good Selling Gift Articles for Men
Smokers' Supplies, Jewelry and Other Clothing Accessories — Engagement
Calendars, Score Tablets, Note Books, Purses, Dressing Cases and Many

Other Notions

The field to be covered in this line is so wide,

and types are so diverse, that no continuity is at-

tempted. Instead, a list of good selling numbers
has been compiled and condensed as far as pos-

sible. The items are new, and no merchant can

mistake in stocking them.

Smokers' Supplies

The new tobacco pouch has a stiff, cover which
unfolds, forming a tray. Into this the tobacco is

allowed to slide forward, and when a sufficiency is

cut, is slid back again and the pouch closed.

A curved cigarette case, nickel-plated, may be
retailed at 50c. It is good-looking, and very con-
venient, making it easy to get at the cigarettes, which
are presented on a convex surface.

Tobacco cutters in all types should be stocked
freely.

The little electric lamp for lighting the cigarette

retails as low as 50c. It is a suitable and thoughtful
gift. It should be advertised and displayed, so that

women realize what it is.- This is an important item

at holiday time.

Ash trays of hammered, antique copper with re-

volving dump, are quite the newest and most cor-

rect in this line. They do not show stains or fade

as gilt does.

Cigarette stands with complete appurtenances for

the making of the "coffin-nail" are handsome and
seasonable.

Smoking jackets are many of them made in

blazer style with English-looking stripes and bril-

liant colorings.

Leather cushions should be featured for smok-
ing-room or den, with suitable legends or decoration.

Up-to-date Jewelry

The most correct tie-pin is that of tiny pearls

set close. The pin itself is small. The cross, set

diagonally, is "de rigueur," and worn by the best

dressers. With evening dress, the small gold bar
pin with ornament as above at one side is considered
correct. It is, in fact, the pin for wear with all bow
ties. Besides the cross, star, fleur-de-lis and forget-

me-not designs are shown.
Cuff-links to match the above, in a rim of gold,

chain or stiff, are correct. A good many chain links

are sold for everyday wear.

Both for tie and cuffs, a single pearl in gold set-

ting is considered good form.
Mother-o-pearl links and pins are seen. Ame-

thyst, is a favored stone.

In popular numbers, scarabs and sarcophagus
shapes in enamel sell well.

Tie-clips are in excellent demand, and appear
in styles as above.

In college towns, merchants should freely stock

Frat. and school devices.

Wa tcli -guards of black silk with or without jew-

eled appanges sell well. Chains are coming in again

in many places.

<$

Articles of Clothing

Gloves for afternoon wear are of grey suede. For
races, snecial occasions, etc., white buckskin is worn
by good dressers. For Tuxedo, grey suede again.

For correct evening wear, white glace or combin-

Combination of three effective units for a Christmas trim of men's wear and accessories. Excellent use of tables, stands and
other fixtures.
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Satisfaction For Your

Customer—Profit For You
When you show and push "Waterhouse"
"Maple Leaf" Brand Underwear, a brand
that is not only backed by its great
reputation (in itself an important aid to
selling), but also reinforced by its great
and evident merits.

"Maple Leaf" is designed for comfort
and wear, only the best materials being
used, and only the most skilled workmen
being employed in its manufacture.

Look for the trade
mark that brings
more business.

Messrs. Watson,

Weldon & Co.,

Agents,

Montreal, Que.

THOS. WATERHOUSE & CO., LIMITED
INGERSOLL, ONT.

School Pants For The Winter

"The Jaxksoii Bloomer"

Pants that will give a

comfortable warmth and
withstand the hard usage
of spirited boys—that is

one of mother's problems
as the cold weather comes
on. You can help her out
if you are stocking the

"Jackson" Bloomer, which
are made from cloths that

give satisfaction and rang-

ing in price from $6 to

:?!« per dozen.

We also make boys' over-

alls in black, blue and
khaki, at prices ranging
from $4 to .$6 per dozen.

We make a special feature

of mail order business and
Jill all orders promptly.

THE JACKSON MFG. GO., CLINTON
FACTORIES

:

CLINTON GODERICH and EXETER

"KINGEDWARD"
SUSPENDERS
Retail 50 Price

Easily the best value in suspenders The comfort-

promoting construction and excellent finish of " King

Edward" Suspenders make them very rapid sellers.

Berlin Suspender Co., Ltd.

BERLIN ONTARIO

Wreyford & Co.
TORONTO

WHOLESALE
Men's Furnishers

Novelties for Christmas in Hose, Tie and

Handkerchief Sets.

Dressing Gowns and House Coats.

Our Travellers are now showing also complete range

for spring 1912.

Sole Agents for

"AERTEX" Cellular Underwear
and Shirts. Best known because best advertised

English Underwear.

YOUNG & ROCHESTER
Shirts, Neckwear, Vests, Steamer Rugs, Etc.

TRESS & CO., London, Eng.
High-Class Hats in Felt, Silk, and Straw.

Sole Makers of The "Mascot" Cap.

COHEN & WILKS, Manchester
Waterproof garments for Men and Ladies, in Rubber,
Yarnproof and Silk.

Our Specialty:—The Thoroughbred Unshrinkable Home-
spun Coat.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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ation of silk with glace. Tan sells best for morn-
ing wear.

Silk hose in ingrain effect is heavv enough for

Winter wear. Silk hose with lisle feet are also ex-

cellent wearing goods.

Both in ties and hosiery, purple is a popular
color.

Matched sets of tie, socks and handkerchief will

sell well at Christmas time.

Silk mufflers are suitable for dressy wear. Grey
in all shades is good, so are black, blue and purple.

Combination box for Christmas trade containing suspenders,
garter and armband. Courtesy Dominion Suspender

Co., Niagara Falls, Ont.

These come in diagonal weaves, in knitted silks and
in plain, soft silks. White silk neckerchiefs are

chiefly used for evening wear.

Notions and Sundries

A pocket flask is often a useful and never unap-
preciated gift article.

A run on folding drinking cups has been re-

corded, owing to the agitations regarding infection
from public cups. These have neat leather cases.

Notebooks of fine leather may be refilled like
the filing notebook. At the same time they are not
clumsy nor dear. A much better quality cover may
be used than when the book has to be thrown away
when filled.

Engagement calendars, leather-mounted, prove
very useful.

Score tablets, chips and all card supplies as well
as the deck itself in neat leather folder—all make ap-
peal to the Christmas shopper.

Purses of Paris tan leather come with special

compartment for bank book. The bills are secured
by a patent device which makes slipping impossible.

This line is a high class one.

Dressing cases of the roll or folding type include
stock of military and razor brushes, shaving stick,

razor, etc. In many cases a good shaving powder
is added. This is a needed innovation.

The narrow strap belt is correct for wear by men.
Good, strong types that will not curl or stretch may
be obtained to retail at reasonable prices.

Tie racks of all kinds, preferably in wood and
leather, appeal to the married woman shopper as a
first aid to tidiness. A new and very special rack
holds and keeps the tie straight.

Men's accessory group,
consisting of plain silk

Benaoline tie. with pin
to match, suitably boxed
for Christmas. Ties and
pins come in all lashion-
able colors. Courtesy A.
T. Reid Co.. Toronto.

Leather case containing
hat brushes- Courtesy
Julian Sale Liather
Goods Co.. Toronto.

The two ties are revers-
ible tubular crossbar
eflects in black and white
and purple and white,
plain on opposite side.
Courtesy S. Turf eon,
Manufacturers' Agent,
Montreal.
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CLOTHING FOR MEN AND BOYS
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Latest Word for Spring
Montreal, Nov. 14.—In men's clothing for the

new season, browns will be very popular in a good
range of shades that will start at the fawns, and end
at the dark browns. Probably the mid-tans will be

one of the best selling numbers in this range of

.shades. In the greys are seen many beautiful color

effects. The steel grey shades are quite prominent
in this lot. Apart from the colors mentioned, are

many other colors that are cither used by themselves

or in combination with various other colors.

Stripes will be seen much more than the checks.

Plain goods will be used extensively for the Spring
suitings. The plain greys, tans, browns, blues, etc.,

make very stylish garments.

The suit coat for every-day wear will have long,

wide revers. The vest will be cut rather high, allow-

ing a portion to show above the coat when buttoned.

English shoulders will be a feature in the new lines.

Trousers will be made on moderate lines. They
will not be too full, nor will they be too scant. The
happy medium will be the prevailing vogue.

Tweeds will constitute the bulk of the materials

that will be used in the manufacturing of the new
garments. Worsteds are also well represented ; and the

assortment shown will contain enough of both these

materials to allow liberal selection in all grades and
lines. In the tweeds are seen many browns, greys,

etc., in the plain as well as the Mripcs and broken
checks. The broken check is one of the prominent
features in the samples of cloth that is being shown
for the garments of next Spring. The worsteds also

contain many delicate, as well as many good every-

day patterns. The diagonal stripes will be very prom-
inent in all the varieties of cloths. This effect is

popular with m~ j people at the present time, and
for the Spring ana Summer garments, this weave in

the lighter goods will surely appeal to many.

The price of the various tweeds and worsteds keep
about the same. From some directions there comes
some indications of slightly lower prices.

For Norfolk suits, hunting coats and smoking
jackets, there are several very appropriate materials

showing. These are along the pepper-and-salt effect*.

From looking at the goods at first, a person would
take these cloths for suitable lines for overcoat mater-
ials. But they are of a different weave and texture.

from most of the cloths used for overcoats. Of
course, a coat made from these materials would ans-

wer the purpose; but the general appearance would
not be quite right.

In the materials for overcoats, plain materials,

diagonal stripes and straight stripes, as well as man)''

mixed effects, are included in the new range of sam-
ples. The same color schemes are shown in these

samples that are shown in the materials for suits.

The herringbone effect is a very attractive one when
shown in the right combination of colors. The
diagonal effect is probably the most popular design
that is shown. Some very tasty patterns are seen in

this range.

®

Clothing for the Boys

For boys from the age of about seven to the age
of fifteen, the styles that sell include double-breasted,

>ingle-breasted and Buster suits. For the most part
the Buster styles are not worn much by boys after

they reach the age ef seven.

The Norfolk style is taken in small quantities.

Many of the buyers for the large retail, and many of

the wholesale houses, are buying the Norfolk suits

in limited numbers. While this may be the case in

the larger places, probable in some of the smaller
stores in various parts of the country, the Norfolk
style will sell well. This style has been a favorite

one in past seasons, and it still has its admirers.
These people will no doubt still adhere to this style,

to a certain degree.

Both the double-breast, and the single-breast styles

are selling well to all the houses. This is particularly

true of the large retailers.

Hair-line stripes in various shades and combin-
ations are the proper things for next Spring. The
leading shades include browns, in the lighter tints;

greys, in a good range of tints ; fawns, navy and other
colors.

Small broken checks in black and white; tans
in various degrees of color, and other effects are well
represented. A remarkable well-taking range is

shown in the herringbone stripe effect. This pattern
in grey, fawn, etc., is one of the best in the entire

range of samples.

The single-breast models show7 very exquisite
taste in design of cut as well as finish. Many of the
models showT a slightly cut-away effect at the lower
part of the front of the coat, This effect, added to

the proper use of buttons and occasional trimming,
makes a very dressy lot of clothing.

The double-breasted styles are .shown in as large

a range of samples as in former years. This style is

a very popular one in all sizes. The patterns and
color effects that are used in the single-breasted style

are shown in the double-breasted style as well.
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TTTE want the collar buyers of all Canada

*" to know that the best collar Troy

produces is now being sold throughout the

Dominion for us by

The Sword Neckwear Co., Ltd.

of Toronto

All their salesmen have a complete line

of samples, including our new "AERO CLUB."

Be sure to see this line

Corliss, Coon & Company
Makers

New York Chicago

Boston Baltimore St. Louis

Factories and Laundries:

TROY AND COHOES. N.Y.

Your Opportunity!

Take Advantage Of IU

THE MacLean Publishing Company are continually

offering their local representatives better and more

substantial opportunities.

Have you ever stopped to consider these? They offer

:

i An excellent training- in Salesmanship.

2. To live men, one dollar per hour for every

hour of their spare time.

3. Promotion to the regular circulation staff of

the MacLean Publishing Company.

The MacLean circulation organization is the largest

organization of its kind in Canada. It is composed of the

highest priced circulation men in Canada—the best sales-

men of the country, many of whom got their first training

while acting as local representatives.

Persons acting in this capacity come in contact with

the best men in Canada. A greater experience could

not be wished for.

If you want to be a 100 point salesman, if you want

to train so as to be qualified for bigger positions later,

write us to-day !

MacLean Publishing Co., Ltd.

143-149 University Ave. Toronto

Notice !

It has come to out hearing, an unscrup-

ulous competitor has been advising

the trade that

Austrian Collars
are sold no more by us, thereby obtain-

ing orders for their line with a similar

trade mark. Any orders given them

on this misrepresentation of facts
should be cancelled in justice to your

and our interests. Any infringement

on our trade mark or names of collars

will be dealt with in the usual way.

We have the only

COLLAR known
15 years.

AUSTRIAN
in Canada for

We are now giving a special discount.
Write for particulars.

The Canadian Underwear Co.
MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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The "bloomer" knicker is the one that will be

quite proper for Spring and Summeir wear. The top

of the trousers, around the waist, is quite snug in

fit; but around the hips and downward, the full effect

is very marked. The knicker that is finished with

the English side pleat, is the one that will lead in

many of the best selling lines.

Many Styles for Small Boys

For the small boys, there are styles shown by

manufacturers that will mora than please. The Bus-

ter suit, for the child from about three years of age

to the child about five or six, will be shown in a large

number of styles, patterns of material, and the range

of prices will suit pocketbooks of all sizes.

Shepherds' plaid patterns in black and white will

be shown in very tasty styles. This pattern is al-

ways more or less popular with many of the people

through all parts of the country. In this line, are

shown double-breasted, single-breasted and the but-

toned up side effects. A coat with the body and
sleeves made of the shepherds' plaid, had a revere

of black silk. The garment had a narrow band for

the collar part, and on the band were small orna-

ments embroidered with black silk. With a belt

around the waist, this coat presents a very pretty and
appropriate garment for the small boy. Other very

striking models are made from cloths with the hair-

line stripe. Browns, in the moderate shades, are also

very popular in a large range of patterns. Steel greys,

light greys, fawns, navys and other up-to-date shades

are well represented in the coming; season's line-.

The suit or coat of navy serge is seen in many
taking lines. Several ranges show the V-shaped yoke
of white material, with embroidered designs. With
some of these come the second dicky made from cloth

to match the suit. Thus, while the finecr dicky is be-

ing washed and dried, there is another to wear with

the suit.

Another style that should take well, is the coat

or dress that buttons at the side of the garment.
Running up and down the front is a box plait, and
upon this plait are several rows of narrow white

braid sewn and running across in a diagonal effect.

This is only a few of the various effects that are be-

ing brought out for the Spring's trade. On several

of these models are seen buttons that are used as a

trimming. These buttons are smaller than the but-

tons that are used to fasten the coat, but they are of

the same pattern and shade. The buttons used on
these new samples are very appropriate in the ma-
jority of the various ranges. In fact, the buttons set

off the appearance to a marked degree.

In the "toppers" and the refers, there are about

the same patterns and qualities of cloth employed in

i lie manufacturing of these garments, as is used in

the suits. The collars on these garments are neat-

fitting, and some of the better lines have taking effects

in velvet or silk.

The coat that buttons over on one side, produces

a very "cla-sy" effect. Buster belts can be used on all

the various models of the class described in this

article. Patent leather in both dull and the glossy

finishes, will be made into various shapes and quali-

ties of belts. The belt with the "dip" in front is

seen on the high-class garments as well as the moder-
ate-priced ones.

Top row — Samples of suitings for Spring 1912. First three samples, reading from left at bottom, are Spring overcoatings,

and remaining two are samples of cloth for hunting and smoking coats, etc. Courtesy Semi-Ready Co., Montreal.



Essentials of Profit in Boys' Clothing
In the First Place Much Depends on the Impression Created by the

Salesman — Developing the Customer for Future Business — Size and
Quantity Basis — Ordering Lines for Placing

(For the " Review" by Arthur R. Lowe, T. W. Robinson Co.. Moose Jaw.)

PERSONALLY, I am impressed with the fact

that there is no article of general merchan-
dise so hard to sell as boys' clothing. A
boys' suit is the last consideration in the

average household, especially if there are more than
one or two boys to provide for.

In order to make this class of merchandise a
satisfactory and profitable line of goods, the mer-
chant should select his salesman to be courteous,

painstaking and energetic. A man should have
thorough knowledge of the class of goods he has to

sell in order to make a success of it. When a boy's

suit is wanted, the mother, who is generally the pur-

chaser of this article, has already made up her mind
before she enters the store that she is going to buy a
suit of clothes for the boy. This is the most critical

time of the sale and the salesman must be alive and
up-to-date, for it will be according to the impression
he creates whether he will be entrusted as an helper
and adviser, or whether he will degenerate into a slot

machine regarding this sale.

Usually the little fellow has already made up his

mind as to the style he wants. It must be like

Tommy Jackson's, Lion Brand, or must have pock-
ets like daddy's. Little suggestions like these go
a long way to making a sale and we must satisfy

the boy. It is a good thing to satisfy the boy; you
are developing a customer.

Personality and Salesmanship.

Whatever may be the case in selling other mer-
chandise, this line of goods g'ves one the opportunity
of developing one's own power of personality and
salesmanship. Moreover, one has the chance to

develop and shape the tastes and purchases of your
customers.

A profitable sale is the one made when the sales-

man sells the better article. The customer is always
willing to listen to an instructive argument, and it

should be the first principle of the clerk to point
out the advantages derived by buying the better

article. It is reasonable to suggest that good clothes

demand higher prices. The good suits appeal to

the average buyer, because they fit so much better

and look smarter and will wear better and longer.

Introduce Better Goods.

Does the average salesman ever point out to the
purchaser the cost of transportation, packing and
unpacking—that it costs as much to sell the good
one as the cheaper, and that, therefore, the former
must be of far greater value to the wearer?

The wideawake salesman is the man who has
a good look at the bust he has to fit, and will be wise

to take the measure before the selection is made.
This will -ave a good deal of annoyance both to

himself and the customer than to find out after the
selection is made that you haven't got the size want-
ed. The wideawake salesman will not cheat his de-

partment or his talent by introducing cheap goods.

This principle of introducing better goods has in-

numerable applications through each department of

the store. You create a want in the minds of the

people for good goods and you will find that the

policy will bear fruit and develop a demand and will-

ingness to pay for good things. Remember that a
nobby suit on a smart little chap is a walking, talk-
ing advertisement and a fast friend of the store.

Time is Money.
One finds it does not always follow that boys of

the same age will wear the same size clothes. To my
mind a mistake is made by the salesman who selects
the size by the age. This is a waste of time. All
children are not proportioned alike. It is often a
time-saver to try, say, a 28 size on a 10-year-old boy.
Give the boy a loose fit; it gives both the boy and the
clothes a better chance, and a well-made garment
will fit the shoulders and give the room and look
tin' size, even if it is a size too big.

Ordinary Sizes for Placing.
The salesman who earns his wages will, before

buying, sort up the stock he has on hand. If there
are any old numbers or stickers after the first season's
sales, he will throw them out on the bargain coun-
ter

;
put a price on them that should turn them into

ready cash. He will then sort up the good stock
he has on hand, taking both size and price into con-
sideration.

Sizes and Quantity Basis.

The buyer of this department will find, no mat-
ter how careful he is in buying sizes for placing, that
there will always be a large surplus of certain sizes

left at the close of the general selling season. This,
I should suggest, could be regulated at the time he
does his sorting. One will always find less demand
for the large and small sizes than for the medium,
hut Uncertainly does not follow that the same quan-
tity of sizes for assortment will work out to advantage
in every locality. This must be decided by the
wideawake buyer, who is careful to watch the selling
sizes in his town from one season to another.

Proportional sizing of children 1 1 19-2 1 20-11 21-

1 1 22-3 1 23-4 1 24-2 1 25-1 1 26. This assortment of sizes

only applies to Buster, military or blouse suits. It
is not wise to buy any size larger than 26, and then
I should have a youngster in sight for this 26 before
including it in the assortment of sizes.

The demand for these little fellows' ready-made
suits is becoming more popular every season." The
consumer realizes that the expense in making the
smaller sizes, such as 19, 20, 21, is equal to that of
the larger ones. The enquiries for these smaller
sizes give the merchant every encouragement to stock
the more nobby ones, and we would just like to
nudge the manufacturer of boys' clothing that the
trade demands these smaller sizes, made to look
smart.

Proportionate Sizes.

Norfolk Suits 13 14 2 1

25 26 27 28 29 30
D B Knicker 13 2422112

25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33
DB Bloomer 113 14221121

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34
Youths' Long Pants 2 5 3 2

32 33 34 35
(Concluded on page 85.)



Eye Measurement in Special Orders
Every Figure Does Not Conform to Standards and the Man With the
Tape Line Must Make Close Observation as to Peculiarities of Form —

Some Common Faults Explained
(For the "Review" by David Fraser.)

This is the second of a series of articles pre-

on certain phases of the special order business

pared for The Review by an experienced tailor

in clothing. Enquiries on any point, addressed

to The Review, will receive prompt attention.

THE other day we asked a reader of The Re-
view for his opinion upon our article in the

last issue. He replied, "That instruction in

the use of the tapeline is all very well, but
what we want is more talk on "eye measurement"
which will enable us to give a correct description of

the figure."

Now, who can tell me the proportionate leg

measurement for a figure say 5ft. 10 in.? Propor-

tions should never worry one. The man I guess

was right. His troubles came, and will continue to

come from incorrect measures.

Difference in Figures.

A simple, safe and reliable rule, such as that

given in the last issue, used as a check, is a sure

means of preventing errors. By that, I mean to be
understoon, every figure will not measure up to the

standard. Some men are ill-shapen, being stout and
short or angular and long. These are the very men
who are the best proposition for the "special order

man," being difficult to fit with an ordinary stock

size. This special-order business appeals to them.

They are easily handled by an ordinary salesman,
providing he can connect successfully. By check-
ing the measures taken with what the proportionate
rule calls for, simply acts as a "storm signal."

Should they not agree, the wise-guy proceeds to

confirm his first attempt by a re-measure, to make
"almost sure" that the length recorded is O.K.

Where Custom Tailor Excells.

What The Review reader called "eye measure-
ments"' is really more than a topical term just as a
well-known cure-all ointment claims that it "touches
the spot." This is the one and only art, we are

told, that the custom tailor particularly execels in.

There is a reason. It is not far to seek. Measures
no matter how faithfully given, provide little or
mi indication of the many little eccentricites that

develop in the human form divine. A serious acci-

dent in infancy or youth, in the trade, profession or

recreation a man follows, does much to determine
the form his figure may develop into.

A few concrete examples, culled from actual ex-

perience may possibly be the best means to show
what "eye-measurement," is, its effects, and how,
practiced, it would overcome some difficulties.

Close Observation Necessary.

An agent received an order for a fall Chesterfield

coat, for a figure abnormally full in the blades, with

a decidedly curved or rounded back-centre. The
right shouider also was % to an inch lower than the

left. This customer is a barber by trade, which

Window of hunting apparel by B. Wright for Rutledge & Jnekson, Fort William. Painted background represents sunset scene on
a Canadian lake; boughs fastened to framework of wood about two feet from background. Floor covered with about two

inches of leaves and vines from the woods, with an old moss-covered log at back. The moose is cut out of beaver
board and painted in natural colors. At side is jointer) figure with wax head. Partridge and owl are

mounted. Goods displayed—sweaters, hunting coats, heavy shoes shoepacks. etc.
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account for the development of such a figure. Un-
less such details had been measured by "eye-measure-
ment" and the coat had been made for a normal
figure the following defects would occur:—Collar

standing off at back of neck, not high enough, the
right side of collar would gape open wide enough
to allow of one's whole fist filling the gap. At the
sides, seams on the right would cling close to the
body, the left would stand off and flare away too

wide, giving the impression that something must
have been twisted, or in other words the coat would
not be balanced to offset the one-sidedness of the
figure.

Take another case. This order called for a Ches-
terfield, 38 breast, but when fitted was declared to be
far too small. Having been returned, it was replaced
by a full 40 breast coal, that did the trick. Here
Mr. Salesman did not observe that this man was
wearing a sacque coat several sizes too large, conse-

quently he required an overcoat, or, as the name
clearly indicates, a coat to go over his under coat.

This order should have had a remark to this effect,

"to fit over a sacque coat, two sizes larger than the

breast measure."
Another case of a different order fell to our ex-

perience a short time back. This coat the agent
remarks "is too full around the collar and does not

set down to the neck anywhere. It is also too tight

on the top of the shoulder bone which stands up
rather high." This is a class of figure often met with
and best described as "trying to hide his ears under
his shoulders." No normal coat will fit such a man,
he requires a garment that is cut with the shoulder
high or square, whichever term you may choose, and
consequently the arm's eye must be correspondingly
high to suit the figure. You may say, why I would
have measured him so and so? Yes, and then have
measured wrong most likely and have had to stand
by the consequences.

The best measure to take in such cases, if meas-
ure you must, is to take a yard-stick or any other

straight rule, standing at the back of the figure, place

the rule across the back on a line with the height

of the shoulders, seeing that your rule runs in a
parallel line with the floor, place a pin at the centre

of back, at the level thus found, then feel for what
anatomist call the "nape bone." This is the seventh

bone from the top in the vertrebrae or spinal

column and is easily found, near the collar stud, and
protrudes like a lump. Feel for it on your own
figure, for example. Place your tape on this and
measure to the pin previously placed as above de-

scribed and call off the measure. This gives wbat

tailors call "height of shoulder" and will indicate

to Mr. Designer the true position of the figure at

that section.

Questions Answered.

Following are answers to several enquiries we
reecived to our previous article on measuring for

special orders:

—

Topsleeve.—The coat you describe, has not suf-

ficient length or round over the blade-bones both in

length and width, which causes the fullness to occur

at the bottom of the back-sleeve and the bottom of

the back of coat to flute in an ugly manner. Possi-

bly one shoulder is depressed as described above.
* * *

Want-to-Know.—The trousers you describe as

having "lovely wrinkles" running diagonally from
the back of calf to about the bottom of the side

pocket, may be caused by two defects. Your man
may so stand that his stomach is well forward, the

balance of the figure eventually bringing up the
rear, with the calves of the legs back as far as the

law will allow. Your order should have observed
this "eye-measure," or he may be so flat, in that part

of his anatomy provided by nature as the ideal spot

for corporeal punishment, when young, that the

trousers when worn, having been cut for a normal
figure, must show the loose cloth somewhere, and not
being filled out as provided for, naturally falls down
in "elegant" folds around the back part of the knees.

* * *

Bob-L. Stitch.—We have no excuse to make for

the instructions for taking the trousers measures, for

side-seam and leg-seam evidently were overlooked in

the "press off."

For the side seam measure, locate the hip-bone at

side of waist, place the tape 1 inch above this bone
and measure the full side length. See that the trous-

ers are held up in place before taking the leg

measure. This ensures getting the tape high into

the fork ; then measure to the length required. This
varies, so individuals request a fvdl length ; others,

the opposite, a short length. Some require the

trousers to break well over the boot at instep, while

others again will not stand for that one minute. The
trousers must fit clean without any "concertina"

.wrinkles at instep, or, in other words, must be "hol-

lowed out" at this point. The width at the bot-

toms, should be in harmony with the size of shoe

worn.

Essentials of Profit in Boys 1

Clothing-

(Concluded from page 83.)

The argument arises does the youths' long pant

suit fill the want of a swell dresser, say. of a youth
between the ases of 14 to 18 years. I really believe

this line should be in a class of its own. The aver-

age smart youth of to-day, if he is at all particular

in his dress, demands a much smarter, better class

of clothing than what is termed "youths' suits."

For instance, the ready-made clothing of to-day has

become so popular with the masses that both boy

and youth demand fit and style equally with the

men.

Christmas combination bos containing cravat and hose to match.
These cpme i" 12 simlcs. Courtesy Niagara Neckwear

Co., Niagara Falls, Ont.



Montreal Store Embodies Excellent Ideas
John Allen Opens New Men's Wear Store in Which Windows and General
Display Equipment Have Been Very Carefully Planned — Two Floors:
First, for Furnishings and Hats; Second, for Men's and Boys' Clothing

A CLOTHING and general furnishings store
was opened by John Allen in September,
1887, at the corner of Craig and Bleury
streets, Montreal. This store is still doing

business, and is one of the most progressive establish-
ments in the downtown district.

Ten years after starting in business, a new branch
was opened on St. Catherine street West, where
Holt, Renfrew & Co., Ltd., now have their fur store.
From this the business was moved to a building near
Peel street. After some years of increasing business
Mr. Allen decided to move to more convenient quar-
ters. Consequently, a fine building was secured at

355 St. Catherine street West. After a thorough re-

modeling this up-to-date store was opened to the
public on Tuesday, November 7th.

The new building is a handsome four-storey
structure, concrete brick back and iron frame. It has
a frontage of 26 feet and depth of 120 feet.

At present, the ground floor, and the first floor
only are occupied. On the ground floor are men's
hats, caps, underwear and furnishings. The store
shows the effect of careful planning, and many
methods are installed that embody the latest idea.

Keeps Goods in Excellent Condition,

On either side of the ground floor are display
shelves. Many of these shelves are enclosed by
glass doors. This keeps the goods in perfect condi-
tion, and also exposes them to the full view of the
customer. On the left side near the front, is a long
row of these shelves, extending to the ceiling. Along
in front of this set of shelves are glass cases in which
are displayed a good assortment of hats and caps;
showing styles for which there is no room on the
shelves behind. Opposite, on the right side, are
shelves for collars, neckwear, etc.

Near the rear of the store underwear, sweaters,
shirts, sox, etc., are kept on shelves. On either side
of the store, just in front of the shelvings, are up-
to-date show cases. In these are displayed the vari-
ous garments carried in stock.

In the centre of the floor, near the
front. are two glass cases in which are
displayed shirts. gloves, and other attract-
ive lines. Several tabic- arc arranged along the
centre aisle. On the ground floor arc no less than
twelve silent salesmen. In the rear are several
places for unpacking goods, stowaway places, etc.

Midway back, on the lefthand side is a wide stair-

way, leading to the first floor up. An elevator service
is another convenience of this store.

The first floor is the same size as the ground floor.

On this flat are kept men's ready-to-wear clothing,
the suits being carried on revolving stands, and all

through this department goods are kept under glass.

The boys' department is in the rear. Tables are
used to display lines of goods not kept in the cases.
Many up-to-date unit trims are shown on the tables
throughout the entire store .

Balcony Around Ground Floor.

A feature that should bear special mention is the
balcony that extends around the wall on the ground
floor. This balcony is about seven feet above the

floor, and is wide enough to allow a person fully
enough room to move about. The front is enclosed
with a metal network on which is formed the letter
"A." From this balcony, up to the ceiling, are
shelves, upon which are kept the surplus goods that
cannot be kept on the lower shelves and tables. This
method gives a large amount of space to the stock
without crowding. A cash-carrier system is used
throughout the store.

A fact worth noting is that the entire wall on
either side of the ground floor is occupied by glass
cases and shelves. On the first floor up the wall is

also nearly all utilized for shelving, wardrobes and
clothing racks.
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Plan of entrance and windows, Allan Store. Montreal

Attractive Windows.

The windows are one of the bright features about
this new building. The sides and backs are cased
up two-thirds of the way with hard wood panels.
Each window is divided into several units, spaced by
small pane] designs, the principle of which is seen
in many of the clothing and furnishing stores

throughout the country.
One side of the entrance is devoted to the dis-

play of hats, clothing, vests, gloves, etc. The other
side is used for the display of shirts, neckwear, muf-
flers, and other goods. Above the hardwood finish

is a tinted wall. All around the sides, near the
top of the panel work are ledges on which are drap-
ed and displayed certain lines of the merchandise.
Under the floor of the window proper is situated

another ledge. This affords opportunity for display-
ing sweaters, underwear and other lines to good ad-
vantage. This style of display is becoming a general
point of consideration with many of the stores.

The ledge trim over the door is another com-
mendable section of this well designed window. In
this enclosure are draped or displayed various gar-

ments. Two large lights from this entrance, as well

as well lighted windows, give the store a very im-
pressive appearance, sure to catch the attention of the

passerby.
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Two Views of the New Allan Store, Showing Fine
Display Arrangement

Interior view of the new Allan store, Montreal. Reserve stocks are kept immediately above
departments and are accessible by means of a balcony.

Magnificent display front in John Allan's new men's wear store. Montreal. The deep vestibule is surioui ded by
windows and above the door is a case for unit displays. (See article and plan.)
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For Your Ad. and Window
Extracts that Contain Suggestions for Your
Appeal to Customers — Bright Paragraphs

About Seasonable Goods.

These clothes are different, distinctive, dignified.

You are entitled to perfect-fitting suit and you
get it here. No matter what you pay our clothing
must fit. Particular men are welcome here.

Fit isn't everything—neither is quality—neither
is perfect comfort—but these three are combined in
our underwear proposition. Ask us to show you.

Clothes for young men and men who stay young.

* * *

There can be as much style in the hose you wear
as in your clothes.

* * *

We can give you more comfort in underwear
than you have ever had.

* * *

Our hats are brimful of style. When you wear
one it is brimful of appreciation.

Do you seek comfort in underwear? We can
set your mind at rest on that score.

* * *

A neat looking suit is the usual sign of the gen-

tleman. We can help you with the suit.

* * *

It is cheaper to pay $4 for a pair of drawers and
underwear than to pay the doctor to cure your cold.

* * *

The brand new fabrics for the season—ready and
waiting for you here Hundreds of beautiful pat-

terns.

You see in our clothing what distinction in style

means; the all-wool quality and perfect tailoring are

there too.
* * *

We have every accessory in good-giving here.

Beautiful neckwear, hosiery, shirts, umbrellas, jewel-

rv—not an item lias been overlooked.

If these hats were not of the best style, the most
satisfactory quality, you would not be looking at

them. They would not find a place in our window.

This store is aglow with varied colored neck-
wear for Fall and Winter. Rich fabrics for the gift

season. Beautiful brocaded silks, tapestries and Per-

sians.
* * *

No reason why you should fear that your Christ-

mas gift will not l>e acceptable. He will probably
see at a glance that you bought it here, ami will be
well pleased.

* * *

Let us give you the praise and personality that

our garments bestow—the assured air of "fitting"

indoors, outdoors, anywhere as the accepted equal
of the best dressed men.

* * *

We know a man who was laid up six weeks
with pneumonia. It will only take you six minutes
to select one of our soft, smooth-fitting combination
or two-piece suits in underwear.

* * *

In our clothing you get the correct curve to the

lapels, the proper flare to the coat, the perfect set to

the collar, uniform buttonholes, even stitching,

smooth, flat edges.
* * *

Should you happen to pass this store when look-

ing for Christmas favors for your boy, your hus-

band, your brother or "him," you are missing your
best opportunity. Our stocks are rich in suggestion.
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Men's Cloves, S3o pair

!D. t MACDONALD & BROS

Show cards by F. L. Kickley for D. E. Macdonald & Bros.,
Guelph, in connection with their atl-men's week. These

cards were in black and white, with illustra-
tions applied.

A newsy advertisement. 9-in. x 11-in.,

used by D. E. Macdonald & Bros..
Guelph, in connection with their

men's week.
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How D. E. Macdonald 6& Bros., Guelph, Advertised

Men's Wear Week

TWO windows by F. L. Kickley

for D. E. Macdonald & Bros.,

Guelph, for their " Men's Wear

Week." In the coat window a

Madras-covered mirror is centred in

a floral-decked framework, suggest-

ing a pergola, and in front of this is

a platform about one foot high cov-

ered with linen burlap. This renders

it possible to arrange the goods to

much better advantage than when

they are all placed on the same plane.

The background gives a soft and

very novel effect. The mirror and

platform idea is also carried out in

the shirt window. Copies of the

"Men's Week " advertisement were

placed against t^e window so that

they could be read by the inspecting

public.



WhenYou Must Make Your Own Fixtures
Suggestions for the Man Who Cannot Afford to

Equipment — T Stand and Platform and a Picket
Wide Variety of Uses

(By Paul O'Neal.)

Invest in Display
Fence Adapted to

ONCE in a while The Review is asked: "Why
is it that papers prepared with the intention

of enlightening the men's wear merchant, do

not pay more attention to the requirements

of the little fellow—the man who cannot afford to

buy elaborate fixtures, and who must depend almost

entirely on his own ingenuity to produce anything

out of the ordinary by means of display?" To which

the reply might properly be made that there scarcely

is a display reproduced in this or any other paper

that does not contain a practical suggestion of some

N<7

\To. 1 shows the entire piece and needs little explan-

ation. Any ordinary packing box about 2 ft. by 18

in. by 9 by 12 inches deep, makes the foundation.
The "T" piece nailed to the back may be made of

any piece of packing box cover. It may be 2 to 3
inches wide and its roughness does not matter as it

does not show when displayed.

No. 2 drawing is a, suggestion for display. Over
the box may be thrown any appropriate piece of cov-

ering, care being taken to have it harmonize in color

and material with the window trimmings. On this

the coat should be thrown in a manner to show it

advantageously. Over the T hang the trousers and
vest. This completes the unit which may be used as

a centre piece for a small window and furnishings

may make up the balance of display. Where
there is room, more of these units may be used as

main features of the display.

A simple fixture and its application for the trimmer who has no

alternative other than to apply his own Ingenuity to the
production of display equipment.

kind. Surely, after studying the effect of a certain

simple unit, the merchant, however small he may be,

can make for himself fixtures that will serve a simi-

lar purpose, if he cannot afford to buy them already

made.
Although good fixtures may be obtained to-day

at very moderate prices, for the benefit of

those men's wear merchants who cannot buy,

The Review illustrates, this month, an un-

usually simple, yet very effective, bit of dis-

play apparatus specially suited for the window.

It is exceptionally simple of construction. Drawing

A<
r>

~ ' c c

tf*3.

A picket fence may he used to advantage in a men's wear window.

Drawing No. 3 is a suggestive outline for a piece

of window furniture that will suggest much to the

alert window trimmer because of its wide range of

utilization. It is a picket fence which may be used in

large or .-mall windows. Even a very small window
could use the gate if nothing more. This fence may
he made cheaply by any carpenter and the ingen-

ious trimmer with a little time at his disposal can

make one from packing boxes or a bundle of laths.

The picket- should lie alxiut 3 ft. high by l 1
/-.' inches

wide by '

-j to % inch thick. The posts may be

made of 7-8 in. stuff and should be about 3 inches

square. The fence should be painted dark green or

any dark color that does not detract from the color

<clieme of the window. We do not illustrate any

draping as it is open to so wide a range of use. We
merely suggest a few and the window trimmer may
embellish or add to the list.

This fence may be used every season of the year-
Spring, Summer, Autumn, "Winter. For a clothing

window, suits may be displayed hanging on or over

the top, while others may be shown on the floor.

If clothing is shown in conjunction with furnish-

ings, the latter may be hung on the top of the fence

while some pieces may be pinned to the face or front

of the pickets.
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Displays That Appeal in Window Advertising!

Window of pleaied shirts and

neckwear, by Mr. Shields, for

G. B. Ryan & Co., Guelph. A
table is employed in the centre

of this window and shelf in the

rear.

A unit trim by .T. K. Dallenione,

with J. M. Hickey, Toronto, in

which shirts and neckwear are

tastefully displaj ed.
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What Are You Going To
Do About It ?

Would You Oblige This Customer
and Make the Exchange ?

MORE exchanges are handled the week after Christmas than any other
time of the year. Salespeople dread this season

;
and because sales

are bad and their time involved in looking after returns, they are apt
to be impatient and irritable. Then there is stocktaking ahead. Where
customers are referred to the Exchange Office or, through return slips, wish
to purchase some other articles or goods, actual sales do not count very large
in a day's business. This is another reason for worry.

Many different excuses are offered why goods should be exchanged, and
each has to be considered in turn. Some gifts have been duplicated, others
do not fit. It is found after the holiday that a neighbor or friend has received
a gift "just like it," or maybe shades do not match with others worn.

Here Is A Case To Which The Review Requests
An Answer

A customer returns a pair of gloves to the men's furnishings department
with the explanation that he received them from a distant friend and they are
too small. It would be necessary to return them, making added expense,
trouble and delay. He does not wish the donor to know they were unsatis-
factory.

The recipient does not always approach the merchant with the request to

exchange them. He may send his little boy, his daughter, wife, sister, or
neighbor, at different times, and the firm has to be consistent.

How would you deal with this particular case, giving your own words ?

What is the best policy ? Tell your experiences. This problem is also of

interest to departments other than Men's Wear. The competition is open to all.

For the three best answers, the following prizes will be paid :

—

FIRST SECOND THIRD

$3 and Review for One Year $2 and Review for One Year $1 and Review for One Year

Other answers reserved for publication will be paid for at the regular
correspondence rates.

Prize replies will be published in December midmonth number of Dry
Goods Review. All must be in the hands of the Editor of Dry Goods
Review, 143 University Ave., Toronto, not later than December 9th.
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HATS AND CAPS
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Specialize in Hats and Caps
English Styles in Stiff Shapes and Plain or Rough
Felts in Telescopes, Alpines and Fedoras — Safe

Colors Selling and Novelty in Greens — Some
New Caps

Repeats on Fall hats and caps are much later

this year and manufacturers are kept busy fully a
month longer than usual. Orders have been general
from all localities and the volume of business on
domestic numbers will show exceptional increases.

Merchants are appreciating the advantages of
prompt delivery and being in a position to secure
repeats without undue delay. Travelers have been
on the road fully three months with Spring samples
and are planning to come in over the Christmas
recess.

Spring business is showing a wonderful increase.

Buyers are selecting lines which on necessity
meet their requirements and consider values on an
equal basis or should do so. There is no doubt, if

buyers would adopt the same principles as manu-
facturers and adhere to or choose styles and values
by direct comparison, that every style, price quota-
tion and quantity could be met and handled. Manu-
facturers by being enabled to introduce greater
system, specialize on departments for each opera-
tion and warranted in adding new machinery with
consequent cheaper output could show an excellent
range of samples.

However, this is not merely a matter of sentiment,
and domestic hatters are surely meeting Canadian
demands with greater success each season. They are
in direct touch with selling needs through practical

exeperience with market demands. Each year im-
provements and larger orders enable manufacturers
to bring their next year's output to further perfec-
tion. But there is this much sentiment, and travel-

ers are right in expecting orders on values which are
identical and should not be asked to undersell com-
petition in order to merit consideration. With a

liberal support on this understanding the sales would
.justify manufacturers in making still greater out-
lay in different departments. Virtually, merchants
are helping themselves .and Canadian industries.

In viewing the protection of import factories under
tariffs in their own countries, domestic hatters are
entitled to orders when showing equal styles, values
and prices.

Position of Derbies.

Orders taken so far show that -till' hats are good
in moderate blocks but there is a decided feeling
for more extreme styles to add novelty as the season
advances. Buyers were correct in adhering to safer

models but if necessary they can select "English"
and New York designs, whicb are shown. There are
two drawbacks this season. As merchants know
there are features for which low brimmed, flat

models are quite unsuitable although many men
can wear them with good effect.

Spring is to be a season of soft hats from present
indications. Soft hats for Fall especially rougher
makes, have had a run and judging by orders al-

ready placed, it is sure that this influence will be
felt in the sale of derbies, which result to some ex-
tent, was evident this Fall. Plain felts are likely to

be preferred, as the season advances, although at

present a number of rougher felts are being asked
for. It was notable this season, that some buyers
asked for blocks in which the felt were not dressed.

Good Sellers in Soft Styles.

Telescopes, stitched alpines and fedoras, styles

with moderate or snap brims are all expected to

sell well. Models shown include 3%x2%, 5% x 2V2
and 5% x 2% dimensions. Best colors are greys,
soft tans, browns and mixed shades on these tones
with black always safe. Green shades and mixtures
are coming to the front strong following the Fall
success, which follows also early forecasts, and it has
been found that buyers especially in large depart-
ments are banking very strong on greens. An un-
usual wave is expected for early Spring months and
until straw hats begin selling again.

(Concluded on page 95.)

New one-piece felt cap, made in all favored colors for
Spring. Chas. C. Punchard & Co., Toronto.
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SHIRTS, COLLARS AND CUFFS
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Wide Range of Fabrics

Shirt Department Will Have Some Very Effec-

tive Lines for Spring and Summer Business
^---Pushing Latest Styles and Patterns

In looking over the samples of the various shirt

manufacturers and wholesalers, one is impressed
with the extensive range of materials shown for

Spring.

The high-class lines of shirts show some new and
up-to-date features which should sell particularly

well for the warm weather season. A new line is

shown that is made from soiesette. This material

has the appearance of silk, and comes in such shades
as white, cream, grey and lemon. Shirts from this

fabric are made with soft collars and cuffs. For the
warm weather, this range should sell well for outing
wear. Soiesette is also made into pyjamas and under-
wear. In these lines are some very nobby garments.
This material has the good wearing qualities as well

as good appearance.

Poplin, in both the plain and in the cord, are

well represented in the season's showing. The colors

seen in this range are mostly in the plain grey,

cream, lemon, blue and white. Some very pretty

and extremely stylish garments are shown in the var-

ious lines comprised in this set of samples.

A line known as Bagdad, shows some very stylish

and rich shades. It has the appearance of Rajah
silk. The natural effect is a very strong feature in

most of these better lines. This line would retail

for about two dollars, and would be appropriate for

formal occasions. Mercerized Pongee, or what would
be better called silk gingham, is seen in another line

of shirts.

A line made of hand loom silk, is very beautiful.

It comes in a number of popular shades, and every
care was taken by the manufacturer to make it an ex-

tremely high-class garment for men who are particu-

lar as to their appearance on formal and other occa-

sions. A shirt made from materials with Jacquard
effects is another prominent line. The various pat-

terns show some very nice appropriate garments for

general use by buyers of medium and high-grade
clothing.

Another line of shirts is made from a mercerized

material which resembles the basket weave. This
material has the appearance of one that would give

satisfaction in wearing qualities as well as satisfac-

tion along stylish lines. Beautiful tones of grey,

ecru, blue and other shades are well represented in

this line.

Herringbone effects are represented in still an-

other range of the new shirts. This pattern comes

in different shades, and has the soft collar, tie and
cutis for the warm weather wear. This line, as well
as many of the foregoing, is a prominent one in the
various samples being shown for the coming season.
It is well adapted for wear on the golf field, or on
boating trips when the weather is fine and sunny in

the Spring, Summer and early Autumn seasons.

The brocaded silk gingham shirt is one thai
should sell well in the men's department. This ma-
terial is made in various designs that is sure to please
the majority of the most fastidious minds. The sale

of this line will begin as soon as the cool days of the
late Winter have left us; and the breath of the
warmer season comes along.

Flannel shirts in the natural greys, browns, corn
and other favored shades, will be shown, and the
average merchant will make sales the year round if

he keeps a small stock of these shirts in both the
light and the heavier weights.

Algerian and Mexicaine shirting materials make
an ideal range for general warm-weather wear.
These materials are made into garments with the
laundered cuff.

A noticeable feature that is seen in the general
lines of many of the higher class shirts; is the natural
weave effects that can be seen in the materials. These
for the most part have the appearance of Rajah silk.

In the cheaper lines too, is seen this effect in quite a
large numbers of ranges. Some ranges show this

effect throughout the entire lot of samples.

In the new samples, the pleated shirt is not seen
very much in the cheaper qualities, but in the medi-
um and better grade numbers, the pleated shirt is

receiving considerable attention. The all-white

shirt, with brocaded patterns, either in the plain or in
the pleated front, will take well in all parts of the
country. For tennis, boating, and many other uses
in the warm seasons, this shirt will top the sales in
many stores.

Should be Successful Season.

Whether the coming Summer season is a prosper-
ous one or not, remains with the merchant. If a
store does not stock the goods, it is sure that sales

cannot be made. The merchant who stocks the new
goods in the moderately-priced lines, and makes
efforts to sell them by proper advertising, and window
trimming, as well as using up-to-date salesmanship,
is sure to do more than he ever expected to do. In-

stead of ordering just what should sell, if the mer-
chant should buy a little more this season than he
did last, and should put that much more energy in
selling the goods, he would find they would sell

much easier than was at first expected. There are

merchants who figure this way: "Well, last year, I
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sold so many dozen of this priced shirt, and so many
of this, and this, and so on; so I must not buy be-
yond this quantity in the various qualities. This
has been a bad year, the people are sending a lot of
money away to the mail order houses. So if I buy
any more than I did last year, I shall surely have

Coat-shirt in Dlack and white

stripe effect, with soft collar, tie

and French cuffs. Rengent Shirt

Co., Montreal.

some left on my hands." No wonder these men are

doing the same amount of business to-day as they
did ten years ago.

It takes many hours of hard study and planning to

succeed in the men's wear store.

The Collar Situation

For Fall and Winter wear, the semi-regatta shirt

is the leader, by far. These shirts with the short

stiffened bosom are heavy enough for dressy appear-

ance, and they are also light enough for comfort.

For wearing at the present time, this shirt is much
dressii r than the soft-front shirt.

For informal evening wear, Tuxedo and many
other occasions, as well as for every-day use, this

style of shirt is at the height of the fashion. The
double bosom is not only stylish for the Winter wear,
but it is a great protection for the chest from the cold
winds and storms that come at this time of the year.

The semi-regatta shirt is made in a large range
of colors and patterns. It comes with the starched
cuff attached in many, in fact, in most of the differ-

ent ranges.

To wear with the semi-regatta shirts, single band
collars with small wings in round or square point
styles are meeting with favor and, at the same time,
ties of wider cut than usual are favored.

The double collar is selling in larger quantities
than ever. While Fall trade has shown some demand
for wider openings in front, the close-fitting styles
are still largely taken.

Hats and Caps
(Concluded from page 93.)

Novelties in caps are being prepared and al-

though it may be premature to state in detail each
pattern until it is ready for travelers some very sty-

lish designs are to be ready shortly. One-piece caps
in different shades and made of felt are foremost in
Spring orders having been booked in many localities.

They appeal to buyers because of fit and while auto-
mobiling has had its influence in bringing about the
popularity of soft hats for that same reason it is

just as true of caps.

For new effects in pattern cloths, tweeds or wor-
steds, designs are being worked out and one striking
style is made so that patterns form black stripes from
back over top, to the point of peak and across from
side to side.

Patented band-caps in Spring weights in all the
leading cloths and designs similar to Spring cloth-

ing materials are good at different prices. Check
both black and white and brown and white hold
their usual place. Cheaper lines in popular prices

show a fine assortment of patterns and merchants
sorting with liberality.

Christmas window by J. K. Dallimore, for Hickey's, Toronto. White frosted lattice supporting papier mache Santn Claus head.
Decorations in white holly and poinsettiu ; frosted effect secured Oy means of Alabaslinc and powdered glass or mica dust.
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Getting Best Light Effect

Plan Adopted by Trimmer for Picard & Picard
i

Montreal — Points to Observe in Working Out

Attractive Settings

Montreal, Nov. 14.—One of the important points

to be taken into consideration by the window trim-

mer or inside decorator, is the application of the

light and dark portions of the display. To obtain the

best results in exposing light materials, a dark back-
ground is required; and, on the other hand, a light

background is required to show oil' dark goods. De-
corators often overlook this point.

With this fact in view, Mr. Pike, with Picard &
Picard, arranges his window, and interior decora-

tions. The window trimmed for Thanksgiving trade

shows how the articles can be arranged so as to give

an attractive appearance.

The bust form at the left, shows a combination of

high-class formal dress. The vest and tie are accor-

dion pleated sillk. The shirt is pleated in front and
is of the latest style. The watch chain shown, is the

latest design, note the absence of the fob. The gold

studs in the front of the shirt, and the cuff links

match the chain. A cigarette case with a gold initial

is inserted in front of the shirt to form a contrast

with the large amount of white. This would show to

disadvantage if there was nothing to break the mon-
otony. The collar is a close-fitting double-band style.

The reader will notice that a handkerchief is placed

at the top of the form, and inside the collar. This
takes away the bare look that would show unless

something of this sort was used.

Near the dressed form is seen a dressed foot

model. The line of half-hose shown matches the

vest and tie just described in the foregoing. This
line of hosiery is shown off to good advantage by
being set on the white ground work. At the foot

will be noticed a set of gold cuff links and studs.

Between these two forms will be noticed a fancy

scarf, on which is another set of links and studs.

Above this is a Hallowe'en emblem; something en-

tirely new in window designs. Another of these de-

signs may be seen to the right of this unit trim.

Notice the manner in which the white encircles the

figure so as to bring out the outlines of the emblem.

Another dress form is introduced above the lower

trims at the right of the left trim. This shows a

white vest, with cane, scarf, etc.

Trimming Underwear Windows.

At the right of this picture are drapes of under-
wear, hosiery, and garters; and upon each cluster

of garments is a show card, giving the price of that

particular assortment. In the centre of this trim

may be seen a number of pairs of socks. The usual

method of displaying this line of goods, is to lay

them flat. In this instance, the ground-work was in-

clined so as to give a better effect.

It will also be noticed that not more than one

garment of the same variety is shown among the

underwear collection. Many trimmers pile several

garments together when making trims of this kind,

and by so doing much of the attractive effect is often

lost, A careful study of this whole trim will bring

out many little points that could be used to advan-

tage by many trimmers. One point that will bear

repeating, is the fact that most of the groups shown
in this window, are inclined just enough to show to

good advantage from the outside. This method is

one which should he adopted in many of the piece-

goods displays that are shown from time to time in

all dry goods stores.

The show cards are another point of interest.

While not large and conspicuous, they contain very

appropriate suggestions.

The ground is covered with purple plush which
goes a long way in making the attractive appearance.

Purple combined with black, gives an effect of

"Royalty."

Throughout the different portions of the trim can
be seen gloves display with scarves. Note the natural

appearance of these article-.

Two attractive men's wear units in divided window, by F. O. Pike, for Picard & Picard, Montreal.
Hallowe'en faces on one side. On the other is good arrangement of hosiery and underwear.

Note introduction of



Store Has Unique Window Arrangement
Fit-Rite Tailoring Limited, Montreal, Adopts a Plan Which Will Enable it to do

Some Effective Display Advertising — Clothing in Semi -Finished State

and Also Made-to-Measure Service

An exceptionally well-planned men's wear store

was opened recently at 485 St. Catherine Street, East,

Montreal, under the name of "Fit-Rite Tailoring,

Limited." J. W. Belanger, formerly in business at

308 Bleury Street, is the manager. This new store

occupies the premises previously occupied by Des-

jardins & Co., furriers.

The store has 35 feet frontage, ami a depth of

123 feet. The show windows are an important fea-

ture. On each side of the front part are large windows

which start quite narrow at the street, and widen as

they extend back towards the main opening. There

i.-> a good-sized vestibule between these windows ; and

in the centre of this, well to the front, is an eight-

sided display window. This window is an ideal spot

for displaying shirts, ties, hats, etc., the clothing, for

the most part, being shown in the two side windows.

The interior of the store is well lighted, and many
display cases and glass shelves show the stock to good

advantage.

The stock consists of a fine line of clothing, men's

furnishings and hats and caps. Later on, a stock of

furs will be kept upstairs. In the rear of the store

are wardrobes, on each side. In these are kept a

large stock of clothing in a semi-finished state, which
allows fitting of the garment before finishing. In

addition to this, there is a made-to-measure service.

On the left side, entering, there are glass shelves

with glass doors. In these apartments the hats are

carried. In the show cases near the bats are displays

of caps and ties. On the right side of the store are

shelves for shirts, ties, caps and other articles. On
this side, there are also cases in which is displayed

ties and other accessories. On the tables in the front

and in the back of the store are shown fancy vests,

clothing, and a few samples of the shirts kept in

stock. The office occupies a position in the centre

of the building.

Mr. Belanger has had eight years' experience in

this line of business. The cash principle is adhered

to. Most of the advertising of this firm will be con-

ducted by well-written booklets and letters, the use

of advertising space in the newspapers, and last, but

not least, well arranged window trims.

The advertising in the daily papers will be carried

on to a reasonable extent, but the management will

put a large part of the advertising in the form of

window and interior display. This method is being

adopted by many of the leading merchants through-

out the country. This is particularly true of the

new stores that have been opened in the last year or

two. Men are beginning to awaken to the importance

of having well-arranged windows. If the outside of

the store looks inviting, it generally follows that the

goods and the interior are in a corresponding con-

dition.

Mr. Belanger has sent out a well-written circular

letter along with a book of styles, and description of

the goods kept in stock, as well as the methods em-
ployed by his store. This form of advertising is be-

ing taken up by many of the clothing firms of to-day.

This interior new Fit i; te store, Montreal, suggests trchandisin system .-in

,-i rtiele.

dignity. S lescrlptive



Lesson 10— Complete Course in Cardwriting
The Last Lesson on Brush Stroke Numerals — Speedy Price Ticket Styles

Taught in the Edwards Short Cut System — Important Points to Observe

(By J. C. Edwards. — Copyright. Canada. 1911.)

THE call for the speedily-made price ticket

to-day, is an urgent one, and must be heed-
ed. Hundreds of stores all over the country
use price tickets when they feel that show

cards are too expensive a luxury.

The price ticket is a silent salesman and one
needs only to parade to the city stores, the town stores

and even the rural merchandising centres to find out

to what extent this is true.

The department card is most valuable and varies

in size from the % which is 7 inches by 11 inches

to the !/4 size (11 x 14 inches) . The favorite way
of writing the department card, whether it is used
with lettering or just a price, is the "landscape" or

in other words having the inscription running the

long way of the card. This is the reverse to the

card illustrated here, which is written in panel style,

and will be referred to in the future in this course

as such.

Price Tickets and How to Write Them.
We will deal exclusively in this lesson with de-

partment price tickets and will go into individual

ticketing in lessons on pen lettering. The quarter

size card is used to the best advantage in depart-

ments where large articles are displayed, such as

piles of underwear, dress goods, in fact, almost any
kind of goods except small articles where a great

number of cards are needed, and would hide the

display.

The inscription must always be written in the

centre of the card with the price the most prominent,
where the price is the main feature, but, where the

price is only secondary, the name of the goods or

whatever other phrasing be used, should be the most
pronounced.

The cent mark should follow the price when the

price is in cents only and the dollar sign should

always precede the price when it represents dollars

only. But where the price is in both dollars and
cents neither mark is absolutely necessary; though
it is advisable to use the dollar mark. Never use a

decimal in front of a price such as .35—write it

"35c."

In referring to the plate showing the two styles

of prices, the straight Roman and the speedy slant

Roman, we might draw attention to the slight dif-

ference in make-up of the two. You will notice, in

the first place, that in the straight style, the spurs

are pronounced, whereas in the slant style the ab-

sence of spurs is very noticeable. Spurs take time

and when they are omitted greater speed is acquired.

The figure one in either case is only different as

far as the angle of the stroke is concerned ;
"2" in

the slant Roman has only three strokes while, in the

straight, it practically represents four. Two strokes

are saved in the "3", three strokes are saved in the
"4"; there are three strokes less in "5" in the slant

Roman than in the straight. This is quite a sav-

ing and enables one to gather more speed, for "5" is

a very common figure in every day price tickets.

The "6", as in the "9," means a slight saving in

the slant as compared with the straight style of let-

tering, but the eight, in both cases, is practically

the same. The "0" too, has only two strokes in
both styles. However, it can readily be seen that

the latter style of numeral is planned with the idea

ot attaining greater speed. The slanting tendency

ThisCourse

Gives1975
PercentOn
\our Invest

ment
^JbiL I i/ou must
spend 2 3 °/o of
Lfour spstpG
jLime s^Ujciyind.

Show-card, showing application of brush stroke Roman.

of this lettering, as has been spoken of previously,

lends to create speed owing to the natural instinct

of the writer to follow the earlier teaching in hand-
writing.

(Concluded on page 103).

Flat Brushes
FOR CARD-WRITING

RED SABLE IN ALBATA, approved and
used exclusively by the author of the "Edwards
Short Cut System of Card-writing," and other
prominent card writers of Canada. Best
French make, all sizes. We also handle

CARD-WRITERS' SUPPLIES
consisting of Thaddeus Davids' letterine,

Soenneken pens, T squares, cardboard, etc.

Write for prices.

E. HARRIS CO., LIMITED
73 King St. East, Toronto
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Numbers of the speedy slant Roman type, valuable in making price tickets. See also page 105.



This department is open to the use of men's wear retailers,

wholesalers, and manufacturers for enquiry or discussion upon
matters of practical interest to the trade. The Review, however,
does not necessarily hold itself for personal opinions expressed
and reserves the right of condensation. The department is solely

for the purpose of facilitating helpful exchange of information,
ideas and views.

Thinks it a Hard Proposition
A men's wear dealer writes The Review as fol-

lows:
—

"I think this business is the hardest proposi-

tion a man can undertake with a small capital for

a number of reasons, and the foremost one is that

wholesale houses run their own business and at the

same time dictate to the retailer just what small

profit he shall have in this way.

"The tie manufacturers," he continues, "go out

with ranges of ties at $4.50 per dozen, knowing the

retailer has to sell them at 50c. Now, the manufac-
turer has been careful to see that he has made 50

per cent, profit and they have tied the retailer up to

25 per cent. Shirt manufacturers do the same.

They display shirts at $9 and expect them to be sold

at $1 each whereas they never cost the manufacturer

over $6.00 to produce.

"What there should be is a retail men's furnish-

ing convention where all these details could be dis-

cussed and agreements entered into to confine the

price of 50c neckwear and $1.00 shirts so the manu-
facturer would get off his perch and make ties to

sell at $3.75 and $4 and shirts at $8 per dozen to

retail at $1."

What Manufacturers Say.

A manufacturer with whom this question was

discussed, had this to say: "You refer to a mer-

chant who asks for neckwear at $3.75 and shirts at

$8.00. He cannot buy a high-class imported shirt

$8.00 or less than $12.50 negligee and $13.50 pleat-

ed. He cannot even buy a $9.00 or $10.50 line and
for the $13.50 shirt that he imports he is compelled

by the manufacturer to sell the same at $1.50; fur-

thermore he cannot put a sale on in these shirts,

only for two months in the year and then he is dic-

tated to by the manufacturers as to the price and the

basis on which such should be conducted. This also

applies to $16.50 shirts which have to be sold at $2.

Again they only deliver two-thirds of this order and

he is compelled to accept substitutes for the balance

of the order or have the same cancelled.

"We would advise the merchant to get away from

the idea that he is being imposed upon by Canadian

manufacturers and divert his energies and elevating

his trade to a point where they will buy $1.50 shirts

which will give him 50 per cent, margin."

®

Canadian vs. Imported Shirts.

A merchant asks for information as follows:

—

"Will you please give us, through your paper, some
facts with reference to cost of shirt manufacture in

Canada that will enable us to compare it with the

actual cost of shirts that are now being imported. Is

it a fact that the Canadian manufacturer spends
much less in laundry work than the outsider who is

catering for business in this country?"
A manufacturer to whose attention this question

had been brought replied that, although the report

that outside manufacturers were paying considerably
more per dozen for laundry had, he believed, ema-
nated from certain merchants, this did not prove the

case.

"If such is the case," he continues, "it would
naturally indicate that the difference in cost between
Canadian and import laundry work and the differ-

ence in the appearance or value attained, therefore,

should be equivalent, whereas we can say with all

confidence that they are high-class Canadian shirts

which compare in laundry work in every respect

with the imported shirt and therefore, the merchant
is not deriving the benefit of this apparent unneces-
sary cost. We might here state that the average cost

of high-class laundry work in Canada exceeds $1.00
per dozen."

The manufacturer points out that there were
lines of Canadian shirts, made to sell at $12.00 a
dozen which did not suffer in comparison with the

imported article costing from $12 to $18 per dozen,

and it was his conviction that the Canadian shirts

represented superior value in material, construction

and laundry work.

He held that it was unfair for merchants to com-
pare the $9 Canadian shirt with imported trade-

marked lines which, delivered in Canada, cost $17.16
and $18.49. The Canadian manufacturer, he stated,

was entitled to a greater loyalty from the Canadian
merchant. Manufacturers would then soon progress

to an extent that they would turn out merchandise
superior to the outside man, or the larger the pro-

duction, the less the cost and the greater the oppor-

tunity of improving the product.

®

Covers its Field Thoroughly

THE Review's subscription list might, with con-

fidence, be taken as a guide or a key to the

mercantile development of the West,—so far, at

least, as dry goods and general merchants are con-

cerned. Witb it< increasing numbers during the past

two years, as a. basis, the statement can be made that

the mercantile growth from Winnipeg to Vancouver
lias been wonderful. A manufacturer who has

been advertising steadily through The Review,
states that among those places from which he has r< -

ceived business are some that he never heard of until

lie used this paper. Another, a manufacturer of store

fixtures, states that while he has received business

from many of the larger centres through the West,

he regards it as a remarkable fact that merchants in

the smaller places are likewise keen on the question

of store equipment. This is his reason for advertising

in The Review—it reaches, and is appreciated by
merchants, large and small, throughout the West.
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C°RRECT DRgSS F°RJ4EN
DETAILS OF MALE ATTIRE FOR ALL OCCASIONS OBTAINED FROM AUTHORITATIVE SOURCES
AND CORRECTED FROM TIME TO TIME IN ACCORDANCE WITH CHANGE OF VOGUE

Evening Dress—Formal
Weddings, Dinners, Receptions

Theatre or Dante

Overcoat—Light-weight black Chesterfield,
opera cape or Inverness. Coat—Swallowtail
of vicuna or dress worsted, with lapels, silk-

faced to the edge. Waistcoat—White fancy
silk or white wash material. Trousers—Same
material as coat, with silk braid down out-
seam. Collar—Poke, wing or band, cuffs
with square or round corners. Shirt—Plain
linen or pique, stiff bosom, with one or two
studs. Cravat—White, of silk, pique, linen or
cambric. Gloves—White glace kid or white
silk. Jewelry—Pearl links and studs to
match. Hat—Black silk or opera hat. Foot-
wear—Patent leather pumps, with black silk
or lisle socks, plain or self-clocks.

Day Dress—Informal
Business Purposes
Travelling, etc.

Overcoat—For Fall, light-weight Chester-
field. For Winter, Chesterfield or double-
breasted overcoats; ulster for stormy wea-
ther. Coat—English walking coat, sacque and
morning coat. Waistcoat—Same material as
coat. Trousers—Same material as coat. Shirt
—Soft, plain or pleated bosom. Collar—Fold
or wing. Stiff cuffs, corners round or square.
Necktie — Four-in-hand, with open end.
Gloves—Cape walking gloves and natural
chamois. Jewelry—Links and studs of pearl
or grey, neat watch chain or fob. Hat

—

Derby or soft fedora style. Footwear—Black
or tan calf boots. Plain or fancy socks in

quiet shades.

Evening Dress—Informal
Informal and Home Dinners

Club or Stag

Overcoat— Light-weight evening coat of

Chesterfield of black. Coat—Dinner jacket in

plain or self-striped black; swallowtail if

worn with black waistcoat and tie. Waist-
coat—Same material as coat and bound with
braid if desired. Trousers—To match coat,

outseams plain or braided. Shirt—Plain
dress shirt or pleated bosom. Collar—Wing
and band; double styles are often worn.
Cuffs — Single or double. Cravat — Black.
Gloves — White buckskin or pale grey
suede. Jewelry — Pearl or gold cuff

links and studs to match. Hat—Derby or

soft, black tuxedo. Footwear—Pumps or pat-

ent low shoes, bluchers or bals. Black silk

or lisle half-hose, white shot or white clocks.

For Outing Wear
Nearly every form of sport or outdoor ex-

ercise has its adaptable outfit. Utility and
not style is often the governing point, and
it is difficult to tell very often just where
the serviceable business suit should be dis-
carded. In motoring, for example, the man
who is well protected by an ulster of a color
that will not easily become travel-soiled need
not worry if the distinctive motoring garb
ends there. These ulsters are made in loose,

double-breasted style, with belted back, giv-
ing a military effect, wide collar, wind cuffs,

etc. Sweater coats, knitted gloves, knitted
vests, Alpine, golf and driving caps, flannel
or Oxford shirts, tweed knickers, heavy tan
shoes, reefers or Norfelk jackets, are all ac-
cessories which mark departure from regular
garb for outing purposes.

Day Dress—Formal
Afternoon Weddioes, Receptions, House Calls, Malioees

Overcoat—Chesterfield in black or grey
cheviot or vicuna. Coat—Full frock of black,

or morning coat of black or dark grey
with bound edges. Waistcoat—Fancy white
pique, delicate shades of silk or same
material as morning coat. Trousers—Grey-
striped cheviot or worsted. Shirt—White,
stiff, plain bosom, with frock coat; with
morning coat, neat stripes or white pleats
are permissible. Collar — With frock coat,

t lie wing or straight collar to meet in

front and lap over. Cuffs— Stiff, single or

double. Cravat—Four-in-hand or once over
In neat black and white effects or grey.
Gloves—Grey suede or tan glace kid. Hat

—

Silk. Derby is sometimes worn with the
morning coat. Footwear—Dongola kid or
calfskin shoes. Hosiery of plain black or with
clocks.

Dress for Funerals

For funeral wear, the man who adheres
strictly to black is on the safe side. The
black frock coat, with trousers to match, or
dark, unobtrusive, striped pattern, white laun-
dry, black necktie, black silk hat, with mourn-
ing band, black gloves and shoes, constitute
the correct dress for mourners and pall-

bearers, but generally there are many de-
partures from the rule. The cutaway coat
often replaces the frock coat, the stiff hat is

seen where, to be correct, the tall silk hat
should be, and the black sacque suit is more
frequently seen than either the frock or the
cutaway. Strict style ethics in the matter
of funeral is often more closely adhered to
in the large centres of population than in

those sections where a funeral creates an
emergency for which wardrobes are by no
means properly equipped.
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A striking arrangement of

neckwear, shirts and fancy

vest, by Reg. Brown, for

the Cressman Co., Peter-

borough.

WARDROBES Shelves
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Floor plan, new Fit-Rite

store, Montreal, showing

strong window d i s p 1 a y

equipment.

Interior view, Semi-Ready

store, London, T. L. Hay-

garth, manager.
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Complete Course in Cardwriting
Concluded from page 98.

A very important point to be observed in writ-

ing cards with a price is this. Never write a card

with a slanting price when the lettering above
slants; always use the straight price and for any
card with lettering at all we advise the use of the

straight price only. The slanting style of numeral
is adapted more for use on price tickets. This is

not a hard and fast rule in cardwriting, but the out-

come of years of experience in actual card writing

and one that the author adhered to rigidly in later

years. There is strength in contrast, as you will

find by experimenting.
The accompanying show card, though rather

exaggerated in its statement, shows the use of the

capitals and lower case letters of the Roman and
the the speedy slant lower case letters along with the

straight and slant figures.

The form of decoration is simple and easily

executed; crude in fact, but effective. This i<

made more pronounced in the accompanying card

than it would be in an actual card. For the purpose
of illustrating, some delicate tint, such as grey,

mauve or blue should be used.

To Mix Mauve Shading Paint.
Take a small quantity of white paint, mix in a

slight quantity of blue (dry, or wet with mucilage),

add a touch of red and work up thoroughly. Blue
should predominate if purple is desired, but if a

pale mauve shade is required, soften with more white.

Don't forget that practice and experiment are the

great teachers in card writing as in every other line.

Don't be afraid to waste paint; it is cheap. Try
to improve on every letter, speed will come later.

For particulars regarding outfits; brushes, etc.,

write The Dry Goods Review, 143 University Ave.,

Toronto.

Good Sweater Coat Business.

Montreal, Nov. 15.—The demand for men's
knitted sweaters in the coat style, is booming along
the line. For the early Fall, the style of garment
with the low neck sells well. But as the colder
weather comes on, the garment with the high-neck
is the style that is asked for by the majority of the
buyers. This collar arrangement is now made in

such a manner that there is none of the bungling
surplus that characterized the old style sweater.

The form of collar that is most popular at the
present time, is the one that can be turned up high
about the neck, and buttoned so as to protect the
neck and throat in severe weather. When not need-
ed for protection it can be turned down in the form
of an ordinary coat collar. Manufacturers report

large sales in this particular sweater. Greys, greens,

tans, and other shades are selling well in both the

plain and in the two color combinations. In these

combinations, garments with the body part of grey,

tan, white, etc., are shown. These shades are trim-

med up the fronts, across the top of the pockets, and
around the neck, with contrasting shades of knitted

material.

The plainly woven garments sell best for rough
every-dav wear. For better garments, various pat-

terns of fancy knitted lines are meeting with large

demands.

Lines that cost about $24 per dozen are selling

freely. This price is popular with many of the

average merchants. Another line that always meets
with a ready demand is the range that come at about
$15 per dozen. This priced garment would retail

for $2, possibly $2.25, thus giving the merchant a

good profit as well as giving good value to the cus-

tomer.

Christmas background for men's wear display by Warren Andrews. Anderson Co.. St. Themas- Background, base and
floor, white felt: pillars, lattice and border at top gilded: holly, green and red; bells, white, with or without electric

bulbs: colors can be changed to suit trimmers' ideas. Scale 1-3 to % inch to the foot-
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HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied by sellers, but
for which the editors of the " Review" do
not necessarily hold themselves responsible

CLOTHES IN BETTER CON-
DITION.

The Hickey-Freeman Co., clothing

manufacturers, Rochester, recently

gave the Taylor Manufacturing Co.,

an order to equip their new factory,

which is to be a model of its kind,

with the Taylor system of racks and

hangers. The selection of this equip-

ment marks an epoch in the handling

of tailored goods by manufacturers,

since it is the beginning of a me i hod

that bids fair to be adopted by all

leading clothing houses. This factory

is to have racks and hangers for SO,-

000 suits and this means that no suit

will be kept or shown in any other

way ; that from the time the cutting

of a garment is completed until it is

finished it will be continually on a

hanger—and not piled. As the gar-

ments are cut they are hung upon the

arms of a truck-rack, and when the

cutting is completed, the truck is rol-

led on to the next set of tailors for

the second stage of the making and

so on until completed. The truck ran

be readily shoved into an elevator and

taken to another floor. When finished

the suits are carried on truck racks

to the stock-rooms, where they are

transferred to the stationary hang-

ers. But the Taylor service does not

end there. When the suits are to be

shipped to the retailer they are plac-

ed in Shipwell cases, and thus hang-

ing gracefully and neatly they are

carried to their destination where the.

retailer received them and probably

places them on Taylor exhibition

racks.

It is clearly to be seen that the

adoption of this system extending

from cutter to the ultimate consumer
means the inauguration of an era of

better clothes—clothing that will be

in excellent condition. Naturally the

installation of this equipment will be

watched with interest by other manu-
facturers who realize that some solu-

tion of the display and condition pro-

blem is imperative.

M00DIES BUY OUT PRINCESS
UNDERWEAR CO.

J. R. Moodie & Sons, Hamilton,
manufacturers of "Ilygeian" under-

wear, have purchased the entire

plant, stock and good will of the

Princess Underwear Co., of that

city. Announcement is made that

all orders on hand for goods at

present, will be filled in accordance

with their conformation, 'but all goods

will henceforth bear the "Hygeian"
label. In a letter to the trade, .1.

R. Moodie & Sons point out that

this latest step in their growth was
taken in order to meet increasing de-

mand for their underwear. It will

mean larger output and range of

samples, and will still further ensure

satisfactory deliveries.

Frank M. Barnard, who for twelve

years has represented ITygeian Under-

wear direct from the Eagle Knitting

Co.'s mill in Hamilton, has been ap-

pointed sole selling agent for this

product with head offices at 64 Wel-

lington St. W., Toronto.

' Reversible bevel elate mirror for showroom
use.fif New plain design, finished in any
wood effect to match interior fittings. Made

by Clatworthy & Son. Toronto.
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jf a letter particularly adapted to speed. By constant practice the beginner should master it.
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Tooke Goods for Christmas Trade
In Men's Furnishings we offer the best imported and domestic lines—Wolsey,, Penman's

and other makes of Underwear—a wide range of Hosiery, including beautiful shot effects in

silk and cashmere—over 200 lines of Coat Sweaters in all color combinations—the President

and other well-known brands of Suspenders Boston, Faris and Sun Garters—and Knitted

Outdoor Garments of all kinds for Men and Boys.

TOOKE Christmas Neckwear is more attractive this year than ever before. From the

conventional Dress Bow to the showiest open-end Derby, there are ties to suit every taste

and every occasion. "Tapestry Antique," Moorish designs. Roman Crossbars and the new
Degrade Silks are among the most popular. TOOKE Mufflers and Reefers are exception-

ally good value.

TOOKE Dressing Gowns and Smoking Jackets make most acceptable Christmas gifts.

Our range this year is particularly attractive, and the merchant who features them is sure to

be amply repaid.

To orders received now we can, of course, give more prompt attention than to those which

come in at the last minute.

Tooke Bros., Limite
MONTREAL

Complete Stocks, including Men's Furnishings, are carried ir

Winnipeg Warehouse: - 91 Albert St

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Qlv Breach
^Linens

Bleached

Nature's

Way
out iii the green fields

by the rays of the

kindly sun. without

the false whiteness

given by fabric-de-

stroying chemicals or

the sham lustre given

by starch.

Old Bleach

Linens

tire the favorites with

people who insist on

even-fibred, strongly

woven linen, bleached

to a snow-white pur-

ity. They are made in

a great variety of

beautiful patterns and

are warranted to give

entire satisfaction. To

see them is to be con-

vinced.

R. H. COSBIE
Irish Linen

Agency

TORONTO

'IE! msi

Rooster Brand

SPRING, 1912

*§§

CLOTHING
SPECIALTIES

White Duck Clothing
Khaki Clothing

Automobile Clothing
Prospectors' Clothing

Miners' Clothing
Cow Boys' Clothing

Outing Clothing
Flannel Clothing

Yachting Clothing

CUIDTC Stock Collars with Ties and Links
Oil in lO Motor, French Cuffs -Coat Style

Working Shirts

Outing Shins

Overalls Trousers Shop Dusters

Robert C. Wiikins Co., Ltd.
Head Office and Factory, Farnham, Que.

MONTREAL (Wiikins Building)

R. C. WILKINS Jr., Montreal Manager

Australian Trade
Are You Interested?

If so, The Draper of Jlustralasia (published

monthly) can provide you with much valuable

trade information. It is the organ of the drapery

and kindred trades of the Antipodes, and is

subscribed for by all the leading firms in Australia

and New Zealand.

Subscription 3)^.50 Mailed Free

Specimen Copy will be supplied on application.

Advertising rates may be obtained and space

secured by communicating with our New York

Office, 29 Broadway.

Publishing Offices :

Melbourne,

Sydney,

London,
New York,

Fink's Buildings

Post Office Chambers
71 Queen St., E.C.

29 Broadway

l"r,i.. r mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Use Our Stocks To Secure

A Record Holiday Trade

When you want things in a hurry this month
write us.

Send for our Catalogue of Christmas Novelties.

Particularly

Big Assortment of

Fancy Goods
For Spring 1912

Our travellers in every Province of Canada are

showing Spring Samples from all departments.

The range of Samples is the largest and most

varied in our history, and values will interest you.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Please mention The Review t<> Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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The Premier Notion Department

of Canada

A Smallwares Sale will help your

January Business

Among the special sales which are put on by Mer-
chants in January each year, a smallwares sale is

now regarded as most important.

For several years we have suggested such a sale

to our customers and each year there is a greater

response.

The special smallwares sale has invariably proved

a success.

We co-operate with you in every respect

We have prepared full partic-

ulars regarding suitable lines for

this sale adapted for every com-

munity. Complete list of mer-

chandise and cost and selling

Suggested advertisements with

illustrations are also furnished

you.

These advertisements have
proven to be pullers.

price are furnished.

These lines are exceptional,

resulting from the tGITlflC turn-

over of this department and many
exclusive lines handled.

Such a sale brings people in-

to your store.

The quality of each line is

dependable. The little things

count

Better send now for particulars so you may have
good deliveries and have everything ready for sale

early in the year.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

1

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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NEW RANGES OF THE

are now being shown by all the leading

wholesale Dry Goods Houses.

The orders booked are greatly in excess of

any previous season.

Take the earliest opportunity of placing

your order.

The makers of Wm. Anderson Zyphyr re-inforce the ex-

perience of years with a knowledge of to-day's conditions in the

dry goods trade. It is their business to watch every change of

fashion and provide for it. That is why they sell more goods
than their competitors. That is why they can sell you goods
that you can sell.

(Ml

Wm. Anderson & Co., Ltd.
Pacific Mills ®

Glasgow, Scotland

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelert.
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SEE THAT YOUR
Zephyr Shirts and Washing Suits

bear the

DURO
(REGISTERED TRADE MARK)

TAB
WHICH GUARANTEES THE DYE
AGAINST SUN, BOILING IN SODA,

OR ANY KIND OF WASHING.

oORODy^.

GUARANTEED FADELESS

Any Garment which Fades will

be Replaced Free of Charge

by ihe Proprietors

o°92~5v£-

<sniaiia. *

GUARANTEED FADELESS

Burgess, Ledward & Co.,
Limited

Manchester, England

A. B. COUCH, Fraser Buildings, St. Sacrament St., Montreal.

W. E. BIRRELL, 27 Wellington St. East, Toronto.

STUART CAMPBELL, Hammond Buildings, Winnipeg.
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"BLACK PRINCE"
A Workingman's Shirt of QUALITY

The Black Prince is offered as a standard garment GUARANTEED to be better value

for the money than any other line on the market.

The Black Prince is made to sell STEADILY on the QUALITY of the shirt. It is not

the bargain counter grade of garment.

The Black Prince is made of a fleece-back black serge of guaranteed quality—absolute-

ly fast color. This serge is manufactured especially for the "Black Prince," and we
buy in such quantities that the cloth is confined exclusively to us.

The Black Prince is cut on big lines, making a full-fashioned, comfortable shirt for the

workingman. The shirt is double stitched throughout.

The shirt sells at a fair profit, and is GENUINE value. There is a steady and increas-

ing demand for Black Prince. Are you handling this line? If not, write to your

wholesaler.

*HlcmMea£

Please mention The Review to A dvertuers and Their Travelers.
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John M. Garland, Son & Co.

WiBl) ZCf)civ flbanp Jfviend*

Compliments of wgeason

After the holidays we enter the large new

addition to our warehouse.

It nearly doubles our capacity for serving

you and will improve all our systems for

rapid and accurate handling of your business.

Do not miss seeing the many interesting

lines we are offering at exceptionally

low prices to save moving.

JOHN M. GARLAND,

SON & CO.

Ottawa Canada

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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B. D. A.

English
Mohairs
have developed from
being strictly Spring

ard Summer mer-
chandise intoall-the-

year fabrics. The
warmer months,
however, still exper-

ience the stronger

demand, and Spring

for 1912 bids fair to

be a "Mohair
Spring " in the truest

sense of the term.

B. D. A. Mohairs
retain an everlasting

sparkle of ' 'new-

ness;" they are not

to be crushed or
spoiled or spotted

by rain or dust.

Among the light-

weight lustrous ma-
terials B.D.A. En
lish Mohairs take
the lead for general

adaptability.

For the demi-tailored

suits that will be so

well to the front

next Spring—for the

stylish short coat

—

what material fills the

bill better than lus-

trous mohair in the

smart shades favored

by fashion ?

It has been truly

said that B. D. A
English Mohairs are

/

claim a constant place in your

fabric department— in your dress-

making salon—in your dress goods

advertising—by reason of their

matchless quality, all-around

adaptability, and their constant

selling strength.

)

See the latest colors

andpatterns at your

wholesalers

Bradford Dyers' Association
of

Bradford England

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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FLANNELETTE.
If purchasers of this useful material for

underwear all the year round would
buy the best English make they would
avoid the risks they undoubtedly run
with the inferior qualities of Flannelette.

HORROCKSES
Flannelettes

(made by the manufacturers of the celebrated

Longcloths, Twills, and Sheetings)

are the best.

QpP U If^XOnf\O l£C |7Q )J Stamped on the selvedge

iDHjIIi r"lVyiXlW-r VsAlOI-jO every 5 yards.

Horrockses*
Manchester and London.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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FITZGIBBON, Limited
MONTREAL

are offering an exceptionally fine assortment of

FLOUNCINGS
27 and 45 inches wide. All special patterns.

LOOM ENDS
for

January Sales
In stock ready for

immediate delivery.

WISHING YOU THE

COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON

FITZGIBBON, Limited
VICTORIA SQUARE, MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to idvertisers and Their Travelers.



Men From Missouri Visit the "Review"
They Inspect the Subscription List of this Paper — Incidentally Get an Eye-

Opener as to the Importance of the Canadian Field and the Remarkable Growth
in the West — All Seeking Thorough Representation in the Dry Goods Field

THE fact that The Review's subscription list is

always open to the closest inspection has not

been overlooked by those who wish to reach

the Canadian dry goods trade. Thorough repre-

sentation is the great object sought by manufacturing

and wholesale houses, for though these may have

large staffs of traveling salesmen, it is next to im-

possible for them to cover the different sections of

the country as carefully as would lie possible were

not time the chief consideration.

In a country of such magnificent distances, the

traveling man who would hit spots both high and

low has his work cut out for him. Hence it is that

other means must be depended upon to cover the

ground, and hence, also, the inquiry for a medium
that must do the work efficiently.

Market of Vast Proportions.

Now that the Western market is assuming such

vast proportions, the importance of reliable repre-

sentation is being doubly emphasized. The growth

of the departmental idea, the fact that the Western

merchant's business vision is far-flung, that he

realizes the wonderful future of that country, that

the number of his possible customers from year to

year is increasing by hundreds, and that steps have

been taken to develop this business for the stores of

the home district—all of these conditions size up

very significantly to the house having goods to dis-

tribute.

Any proposition, therefore, which claims the

ability to reach this field and to cover it effectively

must invite inspection, and the most thorough con-

sideration. This explains why The Review's sub-

scription lists have been carefully scanned by men
wishing to market their goods to best advantage, by

manufacturers and wholesalers who reckon out the

merits of a business proposition to the last analysis

and who make no errors in their deductions. There

i> no sentiment in a matter of this kind. It is a

question of, How can I best get the worth of the

money I have to spend in reaching this field?

Settled the Question.

A manufacturer recently walked into The Re-

view office, and with an air of You-have-to-show-me-

young-man, said: "We understand your subscrip-

tion lists are always open to inspection. You will

help decide a very serious question of distribution

if you allow me to look them over. I want to see

the West, particularly."

The lists were produced from the business office

and the manufacturer looked them over. His com-

ment was interesting.

"Gad," said he, adjusting his glasses to closer

scrutiny, "this is some list. Why, there are places on

that map out there that our men never touch, and
they all handle the stuff we want to sell. But, how
do you know that these men read your paper?"

"The best proof of that is the fact that they pay
the subscription price, and we have reason to know
that in many cases when a new store opens up, one of

the first things the merchant does is to send for The
Dry Goods Review. Look at these," and the visitor

was shown several letters from dry goods, men's

wear and general merchants proving this assertion.

"Young man," said the manufacturer, "I'm

going to ask a favor of you. Will you let me take

this list home with me. I want to work up a mail-

ing list. The Western proposition is a bigger thing

than I ever dreamed of. I have never been West
of Winnipeg, but you can bet I'm going to get on

the ground myself right away."

The manufacturer's request that he be allowed

to use The Review's list as a mailing list had to be

refused. It was pointed out to him how he could

easily secure the names he required, to which he

replied.

"Yes, I see your point. It wouldn't be fair, but

you have the whole thing in a nutshell there. You
may count on me to run my advt. in every issue

of your paper."

Statement Founded on Pact.

Another manufacturer recently asked permission

to inspect The Review's lists. He was surprised, and
immediately agreed that The Review's statement

that it covered fully 95 per cent, of the dry goods

and general stores west of Winnipeg was founded on

indisputable fact.

"But I see here," remarked the manufacturer,

"that you have not got the Co. in your

list."

He mentioned a large department store in one of

the thriving centres of the West. The actual name
of the firm did not appear on the list, but the name
of the company owning the store did, and on inves-

tigation, it was found later on that three of the buy-

ers in the store were also taking The Dry Goods

Review.

Concluded on page 15.
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FIVE
PROTECTIVE

POINTS
of theNational Cash Register

Department Store System

A Talk t° Department

Store Managers
You Needn't Change Your System

—Just Improve It!

If you already have a Carrier System, just have your salespeople put

Counter Checks through this Register before sending them to the

Cashier -and your Protection is Absolute!

their

IWe indelibly print three parts of the sales-slip.

The part tii.it goes to the customer, the part
that you audit and the s t n 1 > which is cut off and

locked up in the register.

2 When you audit the original printed slip, you
know without any additional sorting or audit-
ing, thai the other parts of the slip are just

the same as the one you are checking up. With
your system you could not get this information un-
less you checked all parts of the sales-slip. You
could not check all parts of the sales-slip if you
wished to. because you have given one part to the
customer. This may he entirely different from the
records in the store.

3 In checking up your cash with our system you
check from two sets of figures on the sales-slip:

1. Those written by the clerk.
L'. Those printed by the cashier.

With your present system you check from nothing
but the clerk's figures. Yours is single-entry. Ours
is double-entry.

4Bj reading and adding wheels on our registers
aiid placing the resull on a Control Sheet, you
know in advance how much money each station

should turn in. This puts you in the true position of
a business man where you can demand the proper
returns from any station in the house. At the pres-
ent time you take what each station gives you and
you are contented. This Control Sheet prevents
the possibility of collusion between the head cashier
and Auditing Department. The Control Sheet pro-
tects ,\"ii when tin- head cashier and auditor tire

vacation.

It will pay you to investigate

5 You would like to have another Auditing De-
partment to check up your present one. if you
could get it at no expense. One Auditing De-

partment would check the clerk's vouchers and the
other Auditing Department would check the cashier's
vouchers. The printed and written figures on the
sales-slip and the adding wheels on our register
give you a second Auditing Department in practical
results.

Your sys em is no ilun >t good as far as it goes.

If you depend ur on the sa es-slip for protection, we
want to tell you that we stren gthen the sales -slip.

We make it un< liangeable W e givt you absolute

protection.

Write for full information to

National Cash Register Go.

F. E. MUTTON, Manager for Canada

285 YONGE ST. - TORONTO
National Cash Register for Department Stores.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their 'Travelers-,.
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ABEL MORRALL'S

Celebrated

NFED
iES n'

TO BE OBTAINED FROM ALL

SMALL-
WARES

THE BEST JOBBING HOUSES

BATTING
NORTH STAR, CRESCENT

and PEARL
These brands represent the batting

that your customers want.

They're made from long staple cotton,

white as snow, lofty, soft and elastic.

They come in big batts that open out

into strong sheets of even thickness.

It pays you to sell these brands

Order of your Wholesaler.

ROBERT HENDERSON
Ar (^(~) Dry Goods Commission Merchant

181-183 McGill Street, MONTREAL
James Stanbury & Co., Toronto

M«
pip"W

y»

Get and Hold
A High -Class

Linen Trade

Don't be content to handle second-rate lin-

ens, giving you a second-rate turnover and
second-rate profits. The best are always the
best-selling and the best paying.

"Liddell's" Linens
are unequalled for fine design, quality of tex-

ture and snow-like whiteness, and are sure
trade-getters and trade-keepers. They give

you the best margin of profit and the least

trouble in selling because the demand for

them is continuous.

I OK PRICES AND PARTICULARS WRITE
TO

R. H. COSBIE
IRISH LINEN
AGENCY TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Traveler*.



Lesson 11— Complete Course in Cardwriting
Flat Stroke Fancy Lettering, an Easily Executed Condensation oi Old

English, as Taught by the Edwards Short Cut Course — How to Make
Illuminated Letters

(By J. C. Edwards — Copyright. Canada. 1911)

THERE are times when a fancy letter is desir-

able in show card writing, yet no fancy let-

ter should be used at any time which cannot

be easily read at a glance. The Old English letter

in its original or correct form is not only hard to

make, but is so decorative as to cause the average

person some trouble to make out what it is intended

for.

Absence of Frills.

The fiat stroke fancy lettering as illustrated in

the accompanying plate (No. 11) has the elements

of the Old English with the absence of the frills

or superfluous fine lines and ornamentation, which

are not only unnecessary, but impractical.

This alphabet consists of a series of cymas, half

cymas and crescents, with very few straight lines.

This greatly facilitates speed.

Where to Use This Letter.

Mat stroke fancy letters, like Old English, must

not oe used to any extent on any card, for it is not

readable enough. At no time must a word be spelled

in full in capitals. The capital letters are used only

at the beginning of the word or as a fancy capital

to be used at the beginning of a paragraph of Roman
lower case lettering as is illustrated in the accom-

panying card. The lower case letters, which will be

dealt witli in the next lesson, are very much more

legible and can be made with more or less speed.

An otherwise very plain card may be made at-

tractive by the use of an Old English capital letter

worked into a design at the upper left hand corner,

as shown in the above card.

How to Make Illuminated Capitals.

The attached series explains fairly well how the

design is carried out. In the first place, the letter

is male in outline, as shown in No. 1. The second

move is to fill in the lower portion of the letter in

solid color, in this case black. Then the upper part

is stippled or dotted with a pen or the end of a very

small, pointed brush. The design is then sketched in

in outline, being careful not to run over the face of

the letter.

The design is a holly spray, with the veining of

the leaves shown. It is very simple and quickly

done. The next operation is the rubbing in of a

dry color to give a shaded relief background. The

dry color may be secured at any hardware store or

paint shop. Either yellow, green or a mild shade

of blue may be used to advantage. Dip a piece of

cotton batting in the dry color and rub it out on an-

other piece of card or paper to get it well into the

batting before trying it on the show card. Then rub

gently until the desired depth of shade is arrived

at. Do not get too deep a shade, but a nice, even

tint.

After you have rubbed the tint in well apply a

stronger tint of green on the leaves by mixing the

dry green with a little mucilage and water. If a

different shade of green is desired, add a touch of

yellow. Practice will tell you more than a pen can

—

blue and yellow make green. Try different propor-

tions until you get the desired shade.

When you have the shade you think is most

natural to the holly, apply it evenly, letting the vein-

ings show through, then mix a little red for the ber-

ries in the same way. You will find that with prac-

tice you can get a very nice effect, which will illum-

inate a card and take off the plain appearance.

In some cases the first word may be made en-

tirely of this fancy letter, using the capital and lower

case.

The Brush to Use.

A No. 7 red sable flat brush in albata is the brush

used in lettering plate No. 11, which, of course, was

about twice the size of the reproduction here shown
or a little less. Very little explanation is needed, as

the arrows and numbers give a very correct idea how
to proceed.

i#
be tval,
though-

effective-
decorative

holly desion

shown aoove

is easily^
quickly—
made oy
usin^apei)
or smart-
brush looul-

line.

The illustration to the left shows the method employer] In

executing the Illuminated capital designs .-is used in the
accompanying card.
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PlateN?H- Flat Stroke Farxcu
_ ^Cct-pitctls ^

<ri

ei
> n

or 5

rr£E<G.Q»M

Srfeft^ttDPx
yY! **£

CT?

The flat stroke fancy lettering illustrated here has the elements of Old English, with the absence of

the frills. It is a speedy letter when carefully practised.
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Canada, and the growing necessity for closest pos-

sible study of its requirements.

We might suggest the advisability, however, of

practising the cymas and half cymas to quite an

extent, as this style of letter is made up almost en-

tirely of them. The cyma, as you know, is such a

stroke as No. 5 in A, No. 4 in D, No. 1 in E, No. 1

in H, I, J, K, L, M, N, P, R, S and Z, and No. 2

in T; the half cymas is such a stroke as 3 in A, 5

in B, 3 in F, 4 in G, 3 in C, and so on. Every stroke

is made with a flat stroke of the brush, except such

strokes as 1 in A, 2 in B, 6 in B, 2 in F, 3 in G,

etc. They are made with the edge of the brush, ter-

minating in most cases with a half cyma, as in C.

This is one of the simplest alphabets there is to make,

though it looks difficult.

A little practice in keeping the brush always

rubbed out flat, giving the stroke of the letter the full

width of the brush, and ending with a sharp, clear

cut point, will soon show itself in pen work.

For further information re brushes, outfits, etc.,

write to J. C. Edwards, c|o MacLean Pub. Co., 143

University Ave.. Toronto, or to this paper.

Attractions Which Told.

An immense success has been scored already this

season by a toy department which features booths

with special attractions, such as bubble-blowing with

improved materials, aeroplanes and a special top, the

latter introduced for the first time.

Any merchant who wants to push a novelty in

either toys, fancy goods or notions can take no better

way than such a booth to show his goods. In New
York when ear-rings leaped into sudden fashion,

booths were established next the jewelry or notions

-eetions, in conspicuous places in the aisles. The

great profit made on these little things make it well

worth while to push them, besides giving the store

an up-to-date reputation. No better advertising can

be achieved than by a reputation for showing novel-

ties conspicuously.

In the toy department above mentioned an In-

dian encampment was a special attraction. A scenic

background of a theatrical nature was supplied.

Sawdust in the foreground represented soil. There

were tents with life-size child figures in play suits

may represent a kitchen, parlor or dining-room, but

in this way was installed with a tiny rocking pony.

This corner is thronged every day.

An easier idea for the smaller store is the giving

of a space to a miniature interior of doll's furniture

and small household articles of all kinds. The room

ay represent a kitchen, parlor or dining-room, but

should be exact throughout, Doll figures may be

supplied in modern costume, or if the scene be fairly

large, a little girl may take charge.

Men From Missouri
Concluded from page 10.

Most Interesting Thing in Canada.

A rather amusing case presented itself a few days

ago when the representative of a large European
concern called at The Review office.

''What I want you to tell me," said he, "is this.

Is it worth my while taking a trip through the West
to the coast. If I cannot go at once, how can I cover

that field. I understand that you will allow inspec-

tion of your lists. I should be greatly obliged."

The list was again shown, and the importance of

the Western field, as well as that of the older pro-

vinces, as indicated by the showing, nonplussed the

visitor.

"Why," said he, "that is the most interesting

thing I have seen since I arrived in Canada. I

want to reach those people; every one of them. Now
I know how. But I'm going to take a run through

that country just the same."

A Remarkable Showing.

Another visitor, also interested in the Canadian

field, and particularly that of the West, made a most

searching examination of the list. It was shown him
that, apart from strong representation in the larger

centres, the smaller towns and villages also made re-

markable showing. It was pointed out that into

one place of 600 inhabitants, four copies of The
Review were going regularly, although there were

only two general stores in the place. In another

town of 1,200 people The Review had five subscrib-

ers, although the dry goods business was confined to

three large general stores, and in another town,

credited with 3,000 inhabitants and three general

and one exclusive ladies' store. The Review's list

showed that there were no less than seven people pay-

ing for the paper, and reading it.

The manufacturer was also shown that these facts

applied to other parts of Canada as well as to the

West.

"Yes, I'm satisfied," said the man, as he put on

his overcoat, "you have a great list there. You
see, I thought that with your standing invitation

to inspect your lists, I needn't take any man's word

for it, whether for or against. Now I'll know what

I'm doing. That's settled. There's practical value

in a paper that is taken like that,"

Must Study Western Market.

Apart altogether from the significance of these

cases as they apply to The Review, it is a remarkable

fact that there are still large concerns who have little

idea of the stupendous importance of the Western

market. Their inspection of The Review's subscrip-

tion list, if it is productive of nothing else, will have

done a great deal for these men, if it convinces

them of the increasing potentialities of that part of
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Holiday Trade Sorting
A few hints for buyers of Christmas Trade requisites.

Submit us your want list. Prompt despatch and careful

selection assured.

INFANTS' AND CHILDREN'S FURNISHINGS
Picture Handkerchiefs, Fancy
Knit Wool Goods, Caps, Mitts,

Jackets, Toques, Clouds, Sweater
Coats.

LADIES' AND MISSES' FURNISHINGS
Fancy Knit Shawls, Toques,
Sweater Coats, Ringwood Gloves.

Kid Gloves, Black, White, Colors.
(Dress and Evening Length)

Fancy Hosiery (Silk Embroidered)
Stylish Motor Scarfs, Dainty
White Lawn Waists, Silk Blouses,
Silk Petticoats.

MEN'S AND SOYS' FURNISHINGS
Fine Silk Neckwear (popular
priced goods), Fancy Braces, Pres-

ident Supenders in Fancy Boxes,
Fancy Silk Embroidered Sox,
Fancy Silk and Knit Mufflers,

Lounging Coats, Dressing Gowns,
Bath Gowns.

CHRISTMAS HANDKERCHIEFS
AN IMMENSE RANGE

LAWN LINEN SILKS
Hemstitched, Embroidered,

Initialed.

(Write for Special Handkerchief Circular)

Excelda Handkerchiefs, Mercer-
ized Handkerchiefs.

CHRISTMAS RIRSONS
In foilowing popular styles

Holly, Yuletide, Merry Xmas,
Happy New Year, Lucille, Viola
and American Beauty.

In widths 1, 1$, 2, 3.

TORONTO
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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This association encountered some difficulties at

first. There were certain jealousies to overcome, the

feeling on the part of older houses that they had

no particular desire to associate, for any purpose

whatever, with younger concerns, there was that

high-brow attitude, assumed by some, growing out

of the mistaken position of splendid superiority, and
there was also that absurd independence suggesting

that a manufacturer preferred to do business in his

own way, in spite of traditions, regulations or any-

thing else.

Now all these little peculiarities have been planed

down to a common sense, smooth-running level. Re-

presentatives of the industrial competitions, if you
will, recognize that the continued success of their

enterprise may be promoted by a certain amount of

teamwork; that the buyer becomes a more satis-

factory and far more intelligent factor when he

knows that certain style features are fixed, and that

his selections are safeguarded by a general under-

standing among manufacturers on those points.

Manufacturers at these conventions exchange

idea,-, many of which are represented in model gar-

ments submitted, bring the best of their knowledge

to bear upon style decisions, and discuss policies cal-

culated to benefit the trade in general.

Is Solving Many Problems

THE moral behind the success of the Western

Suit, Cloak and Skirt Association, which held

its second annual convention in Toledo, Ohio, re-

cently, is one that must appeal to Canadian manufac-

turer- with considerable force at the present time.

This association has been in existence, long-

enough to know that organization is a good thing,

that co-operation removes many problems that would

otherwise become complex if not discouraging, and

that concentration in working out most satisfactory

methods of doing business is productive of practical

benefil to retailer as well as manufacturer.

The results that are being achieved by this organ-

ization would not be impossible to a similar body in

Canada. In fact, at the present time, it is easy to

see where it might have forestalled a very serious

tendency in buying, the indifference to advance busi-

ness, and the prevalence of "last minute" selection,

with its uncertainties, both to producer and buyer.

Such an organization could investigate the cancel-

lation problem, could take up the question of terms

and credits, early price cutting and any other phase

of producing or merchandising which, being un-

seasonable, tells against best results.
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The Review has frequently pointed out that the

sympathetic attitude so necessary, can only be

brought about by organization, and this paper is now
willing to co-operate in carrying out the suggestion

of a manufacturer that the forthcoming window
trimmers' convention be held at a time next year

when it would also be convenient for buyers of ready-

to-wear garments from all over Canada to attend a

style show to be held in conjunction therewith.

Fixture firms state that they would be willing to

supply the properties necessary for display of the

garments, and it goes without saying that the win-

dow trimmers would welcome the opportunity to

demonstrate effective unit trims.

At this convention not only could advanced

models be shown, but arrangements made to discuss

problems of the trade and, it may be, an organization

formed that would have far-reaching benefit to re-

tailer and manufacturer'.

The heads of several large concerns have express-

ed their willingness to co-operate in this plan. The
Review would like to hear from others.

Safer and Saner Shopping

DURING the Christmas rush it will be necessary

for merchants both large and small to take

precaution against that free-handed individual

known as the shoplifter. The season with its gift

spirit seems to bring with it a desire for possession

which, with some people, is so unreasoning that they

cannot resist the temptation to have and to hold

without an equivalent in exchange.

Not only does the inveterate shoplifter make his

appearance at this time, but those who, probably

without means, discard their better judgment and, in

a treacherous moment, appropriate articles that do

not belong to them. There are also those who be-

ing well able to pay, are subject to that peculiar

mania which renders them forgetful of their position

and their act. Many of these cases are pitiable when
detected.

In dealing with the situation the merchant must

exercise extreme tact. The large city stores with

whom alternative is no consideration, do not hesitate

to instruct their secret-service force to hand those

who steal over to the authorities. But, in smaller

places, this is not always a wise plan. This problem

can be handled very effectively by the merchant

himself. The best plan is to assign one member of

the staff to the position of overseer during the busiest

weeks of the season. The duties of this man need

not be solely those of a private detective. He can do

a great deal to make the store's service an adjunct of

good advertising. He can direct people to proper de-

partments, can extend the store's greetings to cus-

tomers, and can assist in many ways to make shop-

ping easy—all the while keeping a careful eye upon
those whom he may have some reason to suspect. A
salesman who has been with the store long enough
to know those who might forget themselves in a

moment of weakness, or who have a record, is the

one for this position. Very often his presence on
the floor will discourage any attempt or forestall

a situation likely to lead to an unpleasant scene.

The merchant owes it to his customers as well

as to himself to make the Christmas shopping safe,

sane and satisfactory from every viewpoint.

Use of Information Bureau

RKADERS of The Dry Goods Review are appre-

ciating its special information service, the ob-

ject of which is to direct them in buying lines which
they require, but with which they are not always

familiar, and also to give them reliable advice on
other matters which present themselves in the course

of business. A few letters are here reproduced to

indicate the range of subjects with which The Re-

view is asked to deal from time to time:

—

From Hamilton, Bermuda.—"Kindly refer us to

first-class manufacturers of ladies' white lawn waists,

Canadian manufacture."

From Prince Edward Island.
—"Can you inform

us where we can purchase about 200 yards of a pat-

tern in plush for upholstering purposes?"

From St. Mary's, Ont.—"Kindly furnish us with

the names of any parties engaged in hiring men for

the lumber camps."

From Kamloops, B.C.
—"We require a quantity

of large pearl beads, and would be obliged if you
would hand this to a firm handling these goods."

From Orillia, Ont.—"We are anxious to get in

touch with a good manufacturer of house mantels."

From Nova Scotia,
—

"Please tell me where I

can buy about 200 dozen men's working shirts."

From Prince Edward Island
—"Where can I buy

black broadcloth in all grades, fancy cords and tas-

sels?"

A general merchant in a small town asks to be

placed in communication with firms in Toronto for

the sale of farmers' produce, such as dressed fowls,

turkeys, etc.

AVhen inquiries of this kind are received, the re-

ply is sent to the merchant as soon as information

can be obtained, and letters are sent to houses or

firms referred to, pointing out that the enquiry has

been made and asking them to send catalogue or

full information to the merchant in the case. This

facilitates matters, and does away with the necessity

of the merchant waiting for another exchange of

letters.
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Your

Customers

Want

These

Goods

Now

"THE best ot their kind—fresh, attrac-

tive goods (out up in individual

"Christmassy" boxes) that will show
you a profit—please your friends and
sell.

Fancy Handkerchiefs

Side Jabots at $7.60 doz.

Neck Frills at $2.25 doz
Belts at $2.25 and $4 50 doz.

Fancy Collars at $2.25 and $4.50.

Ladies' Umbrellas at $2.00 each.

Men's Ties at $2.25 and $4 50 doz.

Mufflers at $4.50 doz.

Suspenders at $4.50 doz.

Motor Scarves at $1.00 each.

You can use some of these Just

write—say what you want and you will

get it by return.

The W. R. Brock Company, (Limited)

MONTREAL

B
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



ArouseXmasEnthusiasmWell in Advance
Practical Ideas That Are Being Employed — Eaton's, Toronto, Hold Parade

With Santa in His Chimney as the Central Figure — Excellent Advertising

Scheme — Centering Attention in Various Departments

A CLEVER advertising idea reached its cul-

mination in a parade recently organized by

the T. Eaton Co., Toronto.

This firm has been accustomed for some years to

having a Santa Claus arrive just before Christmas in

the toy department. This has two excellent features.

It helps to draw trade to the department, and by

having the arrival early enough, it tends toward

anticipating the Christmas rush for toys.

By persistently advertising toys and by using

special- features of this kind, the busy time has been

lengthened to seven instead of two weeks prior to

Christmas. Seven years ago the idea was inaugur-

ated in a much simpler form. Since then, it has

gradually grown, until on Saturday, November 25th,

1911, it reached the proportions of an immense

parade.

For days beforehand, the advent of Santa Claus,

via Yonge street, beginning far north and ending at

the Eaton store, was heralded in the daily papers.

Naturally the children were filled with anticipation.

The interest was heightened by the telling of some

of the details, and witholding of others. Daily men-

tion in the store's advertisement helped along the

sale of lines of toys also advertised. Not only was

interest in the parade keen, but the toy department

already began to fill with people who had read the

ad., because of the parade story, but came because

they saw attractive items.

Finally the great day arrived. It had originally

been intended to have Santa come into the depart-

ment after all was over. However, it was decided

that his first appearance in the store should be re-

served for the following Monday.

It is claimed that along the line of march nearly

a hundred and fifty thousand people must have been

assembled. The crowd was immense, and streets

were blocked for miles. The parade commenced far

up Yonge street, and passed through the numerous

outlying villages and suburbs on the way. In gen-

eral appearance it was as gorgeous a pageant as had

been seen on Toronto streets.

Santa's Cabin.

A huge automobile dray bore a log cabin of strik

ing verisimilitude. The whole was actual size, and

weighed nearly two tons. The logs were the real

thing, and showed the bark still unstripped. Genu-

ine windows were draped inside with curtains. The
roof was covered to represent snow, cotton wool being

used. Icicles were cleverly imitated by glass run into

grooves which had been made for the purpose in the

logs. Cotton wool was again used for snow in cre-

vices. Nothing more realistic can well be imagined.

Santa Claus was perched in the chimney of the

house, half in, half out. Me had his bag bulging

with toys, and was in full costume, with the usual

accoutrements. It was a "real live" Santa Claus, not

a lay figure, of course.

The chauffeur was costumed entirely in fur, Es-

quimo fashion. There were also eight outriders,

stationed at even distances from the main piece.

These were costumed in green doublets, trimmed
with fur, and fur caps, and the saddle cloths were

of the same style. A red cockade in the cap added

a brilliant touch.

Children Enraptured.

The whole cavalcade was preceded by a herald

in correct costume of medieval type in colors as de-

scribed, also riding on horseback. Trimmings of

silver added to his magnificence. It may be imagin-

ed how impressive the whole effect was, and how the

children enjoyed it. When it was all over it was al-

most impossible to get into Eaton's store, where

the parade had finished up. Upstairs the toy depart-

ment was crowded to capacity.

The firm will now carry on the good work by ad-

vertisements urging the people to shop early. This

has been their policy from year to year, and has

met with increasing success.

Special display ideas are now being shown in the

arrangement of departments which particularly ap-

peal to the Christmas shopper.

It is advisable to have special features run along

with window displays in a smooth, "team play."

When the latter precede the former, there is always

severe disappointment to those who are drawn to

the department by what they have seen in the win-

dow; yet some merchants persist in letting their

window display get ahead of the department itself.

This is a "turning of the best side to London" in

a way which cannot possibly pay in the end.

Window of Fancy Goods

With their department finished and ready, a

large firm recently put out a truly magnificent win-

dow display of fancy goods.

The window is situated on one of the busiest

corners, and is extra deep. For photographic pur-

poses this is a drawback, but when amplitude and im-

pressiveness is desired, nothing could be better. Fac-

ing on both streets and of first size, it was surprising
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BUTTERICK
is

Because Butterick has the Experience-

experience in designing, experience in fitting,

grading and developing, experience in

manufacturing, experience in merchandising.

The supremacy of Butterick goods is the

inevitable result of fifty years' experience

in the fashion field.

BUTTERICK EXPERIENCE
enters your store with Butterick goods. To
thousands of women Butterick in your store is

THE SIGN OF QUALITY
For Everything in Your Store.

The Butterick Publishing Company
33 Richmond Street West, Toronto, Ont., Canada

Please mention The Review u> Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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how the window could present so few duplicates of

any one article, either in whole or part, and yet be

so crowded. Dresden colorings, now preferably term-

ed Pompadour, were those employed. Not many
darker tones appeared. Great daintiness was the re-

sult.

Every type of fancy article suitable for thp

Christmas trade was represented. There were boudoir

cabinets of cretonne, work bags, fancy opera bags,

slippers or mules of shirred ribbon, cushions, covers,

slips and every conceivable line of this department.

The same firm has made it a habit of arranging

a dainty workroom upstairs, where free lessons in

embroidery and fancy work are given. White en-

amel and wicker furniture made a charming back-

ground for the dainty articles last season. This sea-

son some changes are to be made, but the department

itself is bright with counter displays and ready for

business.

Suggestions for Hair Ornaments

In a season when hair goods have boomed as they

have this year, it is rather surprising that so few

merchants see their opportunity for special display.

Bandeaux, made flowers, and all kinds of fancy

ornaments of ribbon, gauze and silver and gold tis-

sues and laces will undoubtedly sell to advantage at

Yuletide.

Why not organize a booth of gift accessories

with emphasis on fancy hair ornaments? This

could be located centrally, and would prove a point

of great attraction to the Christmas shopper. Combs
and barrettes of a fancy type could be included, and

their sales would be thus augmented.

A few types of bandeaux or head-dress promise

to be specially good this season. They are mostly

of the simple sort, which can be turned out of any

ordinary workroom, or are carried by wholesale

dealers. There is the plain bandeau of black velvet

(also colors), beaded or set with rhinestones, or

otherwise jeweled. Then there is the bandeau of

gold or silver insertion with backing of satin rib-

bon, and ornament single or double. The double

ornament is usually seen on bandeaux which are

crescent-shaped and go but half way round, ending

in a garniture over either ear. They may be worn

across the back or front of the head, according to

the coiffure.

Made flowers form one of the prettiest garnitures

for the new bandeaux. Tassel ends are new and

pretty also. A narrow fringe of silk or metal is

decidedly the most novel finish for the bandeau.

A few well-chosen models can easily be imitated

"ad infinitum."

Matinee caps and evening caps of silk gauze and

gold and silver nets are again being worn in all

large centres. They are usually quite elaborately

wrought out with lace and ribbon trimmings. Here,

too, fringe is used.

MAN WANTED
We want a man in the Maritime Provinces to

look after the advertising for all the

MACLEAN NEWSPAPERS

This offers an exceptional opportunity to a young
man of energy and initiative.

APPLY, STATING FULL PARTICULARS

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING CO., Limited
MONTREAL



Embroideries onCrash Selling
Nothing Appears to Compete With Crash

for General Trade — Embroideries on Sheer

Linen are Good

IN the displays which Christmas sales are bring-

ing forward more prominently every day, the

wide vogue of German crash and natural colored

linens of all kinds is thrust upon the observer.

It will be remembered by readers of The Re-

view that this paper strongly featured German
crash last Winter, and again in a special number last

Spring. There is no sign of its waning, and certain-

ly as an article which tends to harmonize with a

wide variety of interior decorative schemes, it has

no equal. It stands out as a product of distinctly

modern art ideas. Its suitability as a background

for the brilliant colors of flowers in natural shades

or of conventional embroideries in rich tones cannot

be equalled by any other shade. It provides the

right note of contrast with high colors and satiny

flosses both in texture and in tint.

Sales of conventional, Egyptian and art nouveau

designs on crash, to be embroidered, or simply sten-

cilled, both in tops and covers, have been the piece

de resistance with the trade. Bags of all sorts, same

style, have also ranked high among the best sellers.

Collar bags, laundry bags and every size and kind

of bag for boudoir, bedroom, sitting-room have had

patronage. Novelty grounds which resemble crash,

consisted of a half invisible corduroy stripe, the nar-

row, Jaspe effect, and a lighter tint of crash nearer

the camel shade.

Cretonne has sold better than ever for fancy

work. Importations of English and French cre-

tonnes and tissues both for fancy goods and house

furnishings have greatly increased in the last year

or two. Future prospects along this line are excel-

lent,

®

Black a Strong Note

Whether or not we are drifting back to early

Victorian in interior decoration, certainly it is a

fact that black is featured among the newest chintzes

and cretonnes both for fancy work and for uphols-

teries and hangings.

For a long time a chintz showing a black back-

ground with brilliant flowers in natural shades

would have been tabooed as "frightfully old-fash-

ioned." Similarly, the black satin cushion-top

painted with roses was considered bad taste. But
times change, and now both of these are shown, and
the chintzes, at least, promise well here. At present,

the attitude of the smaller merchant must needs be

non-committal, to avoid losses, but everyone, large

or small, should show at least a few of these patterns

for the advertising value that is in them. Care

should be taken to select the new types, not old num-
bers

A typical boudoir set of black ground cretonne

with sprays of lilacs and roses was shown. The
goods were of French manufacture, and a new type

of aniline dye had been used, making them practi-

cally fadeless. This set consisted of bags, slips, cov-

ers, all dresser accessories and cabinet, and was fin-

ished with satin ribbons and silk linings where need-

ed. It was designed to give the color touch to a

French grey bedroom, with the silver ash furniture,

and a rug of grey with black border pattern.

High style features such as these are often use-

ful as indications of the trend of fashion rather than

as practical in themselves for general trade.

New lino of Imported bandies shown by Bailey, Dixon & Co., Ltd.
Toronto. Note in carved number how design is carried

out in both wood and metal.
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Dainty Linen Novelties

Some imported goods consist of English em-

broideries on sheer linen. These are very dainty

and fine, and appear with Pompadour satin ribbons

as a finish. Pincushions, slips and especially in-

fants' goods are seen in this line.

Stamped materials sell excellently over the coun-

ter. Stamped waist-lengths and underwaists of linen

are now in the staple class, and sell readily.

Fur Bags Prominent
Short-haired Furs Are Most Favored —
Japanese "Nikko" Bag an Embroidered

Novelty

Montreal, Dec. 1.—The large mousquetaire

bags, flat and either pointed or square at the bottom

and sides, so as to form a sort of broad triangular

shape, seem to be very popular here. No material

can be too handsome and gorgeous for the make-up
of these bags. Dull, rich tones of antique tapestry,

bound with tarnished gold braid hung with gold

or silk cords, and finished with heavy tassels, make
charming bags.

Bags made from <atins, velvets, suede of delicate

tints, moire and rep, are newer than the above. This

year the bags are of a variety of sizes, and fasten

either with dull silver or gold clasps, or by simply

threading the top with the cord from which they

hang.

Fur bags will be very popular as the weather

grows cold, and also "nikko" bags, made of unique

pieces of Japanese embroidery, or stuffs woven so

cunningly that the eye can scarce follow their intri-

cate pattern. These bags are both interesting and

artistic. This Fall furs are used for so many pur-

poses, and are so popular, that it is no surprise that

they should be used for the manufacturing of ladies'

hand bags. For many seasons the small satchels

in sealskin have been in favor. And every now and

again other sorts of fur bags have appeared. For

the most part these models were so whimsical in

shape and in decoration, that only the most fanciful

persons were appealed to by them. But this season,

the state of affairs is somewhat different. The furs

of which the new bags are being made are among
the popular list that are much prized for wraps,

muffs, trimmings, etc. There is a tendency to

match the bag carried to some part of the feminine

attire, not only in color, but also in material. Hence
the popularity of the fur bags.

For the present, the short-haired furs, such as

sealskin, ermine, moleskin, etc., are the materials

used for these bags; but later, the long-haired furs

will surely be utilized for the same purpose. There

is already some talk of chinchilla bags; but as yet

none have been seen on the market. The makers

were certainly well advised in making fur bags, for

it had been strongly suggested that the large muff

might be made to do double duty, if supplied with

practical pockets.

Many Novelties in the Field.

W 'itli the development of the bag business in the

various lines of materials, it was supposed that the

leather trade would not keep all in its own hands.

it is now evident that the fashion for bags made
with fabric, enhanced by various kinds of machine

work, was not a passing vogue. We are continually

bringing forth fresh combinations and styles of

work in the new lines.

The trade in leather goods lias suffered no dim-

inution, notwithstanding so many rivals in the field.

After all, the mainstay of the business consists of

leather goods, and these can be provided in good

qualities at lower prices than the fabric articles. We
have yet to learn to what extent the fur bag will

take with the buying public. It is not at all prob-

able, in any event, that the popularity of reindeer

and other soft leathers will be affected. The browns

and greys in which they are provided, render them

particularly well adapted for wearing with fur and

fur-trimmed garments.

The majority of the leather bags are quite plain.

The only decorations consisting in the snaps of the

leather-covered frames. These frames vary in de-

sign; some are made of hard stones instead of metal.

In the shape of the bag, variety is sought after.

There are long and narrow ones finished in deep

Extra fine type of filled pearls in light and dark (ream and pink.
Sliown by the Ideal Hair Goods Co., Toronto.
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THE CONNAUGHT TWIST
At present there is a lull in the demand for the Puff Curls. The Coiffure sell-

ing to-day is OUR CONNAUGHT TWIST as per the above illustration. Hair
Switches are always in demand and now is a good time to buy. We caution
the trade in general, however, to buy such goods only from Dependable Manu-
facturers as we know that there is a lot of cheap shoddy stuff being offered _ , _

LI —. ! > Ci..!i,«Lj>* throughout the country, which is worthless and unsaleable and consequently UAir QufltftnAC
H3ir OWItGllGS too bar at any price. 11311 OWHGflcS

24 in. fluffy, We Manufacture Hair—We Study It—We Know It. ig in. fluffy,

$15.00 per doz. Send for a sample assortment $7.25 per dozen

26 in. fluffy, 20 in. fluffy,

$19 20 per doz j Palmer & Son, Limited $8 -75 per dozen

28 in. fluffy,
"

$28.00 per doz. 5 & 7 DeBresoles Street, Montreal

22 in. fluffy,

$12.00 per dozen

PONT BE MISLED

SELL

DRESS SHIELDS
For Quick Returns

NO DEAD STOCK ON YOUR SHELVES, IF YOU SELL KLEINERTS

Please mention The Review to ldvertisers and Their Travelers.
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fringe. Others are five-sided, three of the sides be-

ing straight, the remaining two curving in at the

top.

Many of the seal and morocco bags are brought

forth in bright colors. And some of them have

large monograms in pierced, dull silver, decorated

in floral design.

New barrette, invention consisting of slides with ball-ended teeth,

shown by The C. H. Westwood Mfg. Co., Ltd., Toronto. Barrette
will be offered to trade after Christmas.

The "ombre" effect is the newest creation in vel-

vet bags. This rich, changeable finish adds another

touch to the elegance of the article. Green, blue,

mauve and brown are the principal colors in which
these bags come. Some have fancy frames, others

have the "Coronation" style, and all have cordelieres

of heavy cord.

Wools, Flosses, Chenille
Manufacturers and Wholesalers Completely Sold
Out of Wools Used for Aviation Caps — Many
Persons Bought Wool When Caps Ran Out.

Wools used for making aviation caps are now
completely sold out in many quarters. This was
anticipated early in the season, and the trade was
warned to order early. It was simply a footrace

and a question of who should "get the goods." Mer-
chants who secured at least a fair share may consider

themselves fortunate.

Fashionable coiffure with bandeau-barrette ornament, posed for

and shown by The Ideal Hair Goods Co., Toronto.

In the first place, it was the caps not the wools

which were emphasized. Then it was found that a
cap could be crocheted up in a matter of a few
hours. There followed a scarcity of caps, which
soon sold out, in the cheaper lines particularly,

and the trade took all the wool it could find.

Fancy goods dealers had, fortunately, foreseen

this in many cases, and secured the supply neces-

sary to meet the demands of customers before the

large stores resorted to buying wools. Still, there has

been a supply by no means equal to demand all

round, and wholesalers are cutting orders in two,

and even then retailers are thankful to get what they

can.

Finer wools may be used to advantage in the con-

struction of the caps. This fact should be brought
forward where the other wools cannot be supplied.

White is the color asked for, with red or blue

for trimming purposes only. A few colored caps,

or grey with colored trimming, are shown. These

are practical, but not so generally popular.

Mercerized flosses for embroideries are among
the season's best sellers. Artificial silk or wood silk

fibre also proves a splendid merchandising number.
Both these, which have recently appeared as novel-

ties, are now in continuous demand, and have come
to stay. Recent counter displays showed the use of

a mercerized floss, absolutely indistinguishable from
soft silk. Better methods of handling the fibre have

made it stand washing as well as silk.

The season opened with a fair demand for chen-

ille, but this has not increased to any extent, and
is unlikely to be a reliable index for the coming or

future seasons. Trimmings of chenille were very

attractive on aviation caps, but proved less prac-

tical than wool. The chenille embroideries were

never a truly popular article here. However, de-

mand persists off and on, in many sections, and no

loss or complaints about unsold lines have been

beard up to date.

AVorsteds have sold for embroidery purposes in

all sorts of brilliant shades, but this, too, has been

a limited vogue, and one which contains no author-

ity for the average retailer here in Canada. Large

sales were recorded across the line.

Belt Trade in Montreal

Montreal, Dec. 1.—Alofng with the vogue of

the beaded bags, an unusual display of belts has

been made. These belts have been in abeyance for

some time; but the advent of the serge blouse has

brought them back. In this way strips of tapestry

are utilized. Buckles of tarnished gold or silver

are correct; and patent leather and suede still hold

their own.

Belts of soft white suede with flat bows of the

same material are effective. Brown suede belts with

patent leather trimmings, look very smart. Gener-
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Every net is

Individually in-

spected three
times before
completion, and

all imperfect

nets thrown out.

THE COIFFURA
TIDY-WEAR

MEDIUM
LARGE

EX. LARGE
ALL OVER
SUPERFINE
Each net in

envelope.

ROSENWALD
BROS.

Sole Manufacturer!

and Paleotees

LONDON
PARIS and VIENNA

Sole Agente for Canada: DIECKERHUFF, RAFFLOER & CO.. Limited, Cor. Simeoe and Wellington Sta., Toronto, and 515 St. Paul St., Montreal.

Everything in Girdles, Cords, Tassels, Trimmings
Ladies' Dress Girdles (to match any color or material), Dress and Neck Cords, Chenille or Velvet

Cords, Cushion Girdles, Bathrobe and Costume Girdles, Curtain Loops and Drapery Cords and

Tassels, Window Shade Pulls and Tassels, Pom Poms and Parasol Cords, etc.

Special orders and designs made for Furnishing Trimmings to match any fabric or color scheme.

Bag Handles and Cords used by all leather goods manufacturers.

Silk and Cotton buttonhole gimps for use of tailors and garment makers.

Note: Cords for programmes and Booklets, etc., made and shipped immediately
on receipt of orders.

The Canada Cord and Weaving Company, Limited
ROYCE & EDWIN STS. (Late Canadian Cord & Tassel Co.) Established 1900 TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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ally speaking, suede and patent are prominent
among leathers, though calf also has sold. A belt

to retail at fifty cents proves a practical selling num-
ber with almost any trade.

Make a Santa Claus Cabin
A Feature Which Would Appeal Strongly to

Children --- Booths for Counter Decoration.

Just so sure as the Christmas tide rolls round
each year, just so sure does the decoration problem
roll round with it; that is to the live, progressive,

wideawake merchant. It is a perplexing matter each

year to get something new and. at the same time,

keep within the bounds of reasonable expense. Local

conditions will largely govern the expense problem

Suggestion for Santa Clans Cabin, to be used for sale of gift articles

and the space at the disposal of the decorator will

also be an important factor in determining the

amount of decorations to be put up. The small

stores cannot be decorated as the Large, spacious city

stores, therefore no set rule can be given applicable

to all conditions.

There is one feature, however, that is never out

of place and never grows old. Almost any store
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Booth arrangement for fancy goods articles.

may utilize the mythical personage to good advant-

age in some manner. We say "to good advantage"

advisedly, for after all these decorations and fixing-

up for Christmas is but one way of advertising.

Interest the Children.

Old Santa will always interest and please the

children and the children are the ones to cater to

as much as older people at this great buying season.

If you interest them you need not fear but that they

will interest the parents.

We offer two or three illustrated suggestions

which might be elaborated on according to condi-

tions and the ingenuity of the decorator. If there

is space at your disposal some sort of a Santa Claus

building or booth may be erected at trifling expense.

Drawing No. 1 gives an idea of a log cabin

which can be used as a booth for the sale of toys or

other small Christmas lines. It can be made of

2 inch x % inch strips. We show a drawing of the

skeleton frame work, also a detail drawing showing

how to make the joints so the other side will be flat.

This method of making the joints is easier than

half checking or dowelling. Make each side of the

roof the same way, allowing bottom to project over

the -ides to make the eaves. When done, cover the

framework with white cotton and paint it to repre-

sent the logs. The painting can be done with any

Joint po>? feAME n&*K.

t \ r y

Diagram showing detail of construction for Christinas booth.

make of kalsomine colors and the cotton may or

may not be glue sized.

Any cheap burlap or packing material may be

used to cover the roof, then over it lay batting to

represent snow. Naptha soap chips may be used to

produce frost effect. The round corners in the open-

ing of the cabin can be made from board and then

nailed in.

Santa in His Cabin.

Old Santa dressed up in this cabin would be a

great attraction for the children, and whatever the

children like they will talk about and that is good

advertising. This same booth could be made and

covered with red, white and blue bunting with snow

effect roof with less cost and trouble. Where there

is not the space for the cabin, Nos. 2 and 3 are illus-

trations giving an idea for counter decorations.

No. 2 may have square or round corner posts. The
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Prompt Shipment Means Much To You
At This Season Of The Year

Orders delayed means sales lost. We ship your order the day it is received. Do
you realize what this service means to you?

Our immense stock of Jewelry, Hair Goods and Novelties of every description
affords you a splendid opportunity to sort up quick-selling lines at short notice.

These lines should interest you :

—

BAGS. Velvet, Tapestry, Beaded and Leather
Bag's. Also a full line of Silver Mesh Bags.
Prices ranging from $2.25 per dozen to

$24 each.

BARRETTES. From $7.20 per gross to $4
each. A complete line ot Hair Ornaments,
unmatchable values, made in our own factory.

HAIR GOODS. "Veribest" Hair Clusters
and Curls from $6 per dozen to $36 per
dozen. Switches and Hair Rolls of every
description.

COMBS. From $12 per gross to $15 each.

FANCY JEWELRY. Brooches, Neck Chains,
Belt Buckles, Hat Pins, etc.

Samples upon request. Goods shipped subject to your approval.

J. ABELES, Limited
233 to 239 Bleury Street Montreal, Canada

I

How Big a Man Are You?
Your weekly envelope will answer this question.

The dollars per week you earn, proves your bigness or littleness—your
importance or unimportance—whether trained or untrained.

MacLean's Magazine
offers you a chance to become a trained man, to increase your salary
without interfering with your present work.

We have a position for you on our circulation staff. Circulation work on
a magazine like MacLean's affords a better training in salesmanship than
that afforded by any other commercial business.

You can fill a position with the MacLean Publishing Company which
will only require your spare hours.

Write for our terms and further particulars to

MacLean Publishing Company
143-149 UNIVERSITY AVENUE, ------ TORONTO

Please mention The Review (< Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Keep Stocked in|

Naiad Dress Shields

^.

UNSEEN-NAIAD PROTECTS

Your Best Customers Want

NAIAD
Dress Shields

<J Many reasons why they'll prefer

this shield to any other shield made
are:

— It's the most cleanly—easily

sterilized in boiling water.

—The purest Shield made—pos-

sessed of real hygienic properties.

—Contains no rubber, and is in

no way offensive to the wearer.

Perfect Fitting—Every Pair Warranted.

These are a few of the facts that

make it worth the dealer's while keep-

ing well stocked in "Naiad" at all

seasons of the year.

Sample Book Free

Wrinch, McLaren & Co.

SOLE CANADIAN MANUFACTURERS

77 Wellington St W. Toronto

^ ;

crossbars are 1 inch square. The inside of circular

piece may be filled with bunting. Electric lights

may be added. The woodwork may be painted with
white lead mixed with dryers and gasoline—no oil

or turpentine. It drys very quickly. Holly may be
woven through the lattice work and small articles

may be pinned in it and on the lower rail.

Hoi

J

Another booth arrangement suitable for the Christmas season.

No. 3 is a less expensive piece of counter decora-

ation. Square or round corner posts may be used

and 1 inch tape used for crossbars. Upper and
lower rails are 1 inch square. Smallwares, toys, etc.,

may be hung in this tape work. All woodwork may
be painted white as mentioned above.

No Bargain Days

"Are the same scenes enacted on bargain days

in German stores, as in those of America?" was the

question asked of Oscar Tietz, whose mammoth
store in Berlin has recently been opened:

—

"Bargain day!" he replied. "We have no such

tiling. I know what you mean. Those marked

down sales, where women fight and tussle to get

something for a few cents less than the regular price.

Thank goodness, we have no such innovations.

"I understand that much attention is given to

the comfort of the employes in your department

stores in America. We take the same interest in our

help. We have libraries equipped with books and

the latest newspapers and magazines, and take every

precaution for the preservation of health.

"And we have one thing that I don't think you

have in the United States. We have a compulsory

fire drill. Our employes are all trained to fight any

sudden conflagration. It is a police ordinance. Oh,

I think our police rules are far superior to yours.

They are enforced ! All of them !"

"Our scale of wages is about as follows: Girls,

100 to 300 marks (a mark is equal to about 24 1
/4

cents), a month; boys, 150 to 350 marks a month;

men, 300 to 1,000 marks a month, and managers,

18,000 to 50,000 marks a year. You will notice that

in Germany as in the United States the women are

paid less than the men.



Prepare for Stock-taking

The After -Christmas Programme — Pushing for

Business in January — Cleaning Stock and Depart-

ments Previous to Mid -winter Inventory

BUSINESS programs after Christmas are varied

and merchants are influenced by conditions

of stocks in their procedure for the balance

of the year and January. During the past

two seasons there has been a tendency to delay semi-

annual white sales until later, so as to take advantage

of clean-up prices on odd stock lots unsuitable for

Spring or large quantities left after holiday selling,

too great to move before March, without extra adver-

tising and merchandising.

There are other reasons to make it policy to post-

pone white sales. As soon as window men have

arranged and adjusted stocks after Christmas, stock-

taking commences and has to be completed at the

earliest possible moment.
This is a change of itself for, in previous years,

listing did not have to be finished before Jan. 15th

or perhaps Feb. 1st inst., whereas now a rush is

made at stock-taking to have it over. As usual, each

year, there is likely to be sufficient delay in checking

and rectifying mistakes, which somehow occur and

it is best to allow office staff plenty of time to extend

stock sheets and close the books at the end of the

fiscal year. After this is completed stocks and staffs

ore ready for January events.

Changes in January Program.

Many merchants think it advisable to hold their

white sales after larger departmental stores have is-

sued catalogues and through advertising arouse cus-

tomers' interest in January white goods buying.

This publicity is later turned to account for their

own announcements and departments.

Smallwares sales are also being held early in this

month and between one influence and another Jan-

uary business methods are undergoing marked

changes. Under present conditions with the policy

of reducing stocks to the lowest point and the neces-

sity of making room for Spring goods it is usually

imperative or wise that efforts be made by means of

a sale or special event to attain such results. For

these reasons, therefore, January clearance sales are

held either under that name or the caption, economy,

stock adjusting, stock-taking or inventory sale and
other suitable names.

Window trimmers have to remove interior and
overhead decorations, in as far as they pertain to

Christmas, plan window space for a matter of two
weeks to keep business moving and make trims

stocky. Reduced prices and clean-up lines with

lots of windows are necessary. Every department is

gone through by the merchandise man and heads of

departments and window leaders thrown out; in

fact, everything that must be sold before stock-

taking is laid to one side, as the exit of the goods

is the main point in view.

Cash is preferred to these probably unsaleable

lines later and stock must be clean for listing.

Values offered to effect this come but once a year

and windows can prove good arguments for business,

while values are closer to cost than at any other

time during the year. Less than cost is taken, if

necessary, but with good merchandising and careful

watching, this need not be resorted to until a week
before inventory, if at all. It is more good manage-
ment in profit-taking than in profit-loss which other-

wise it might be and perhaps appears so in marking
prices for the month of January.

Co-operation in Advertising.

By co-operation window trimmers and card-

writers can prepare a broad scheme of streamers.

tickets and follow-up advertising, which will all be

ready at once. Tickets with prices are put on every-

thing. Coupons are sometimes issued to move
higher-priced goods in sections such as rugs, furs,

or fur-lined coats or rugs, carpets, etc. Windows,
advertising and leaders should all be ready by Sat-

urday, Dec. 30. This includes the semi-annual

remnant sale and each department is handled in the

following way.
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Original Christmas background by P .1. Thompson, trimmer for W. E. .Maxwell. St. Thomas. Whole of framework painted inwhite alabastine panels in gold beading, the 3 oases being made 24 inches in widest part and 18 Inches sides pilh^s ingold, back of eases lined with green silk or satin: strong electric bulb in each. 1'illars finished with silver hollyand berries. Two large panels for sketches or paintings suitable for Xmas. Cases are suitable for glovesneckwear and belts as one window or fancy linens in another. Crushed mica and extia foliage is
used as fancied.

Window tor Tin Wedding—Bryson, Graham, Ltd., Ottawa. Linens of all kinds and towels are shown in this display. Table is set
with tin dishes to represent 10th wedding anniversary—on the table the centrepiece is a large tin dish filled with cranberries;

a large tin funnel and two smaller ones are arranged in tills and filled with carnations. Evergreens suspended from ceiling
have a yellow and white crysanthemum on each string and four red poppy plants give added color. The card on table is

lettered "Ten years since our honeymoon," and on the cupid picture, "My arrow is kept busy." This is an original
window and also homelike, having proved a great drawing card. Dolls are always attractive to children for a

child will always direct its mother over to a window io view more closely. Suggestions also suitable for
Christmas linen display, by Fred. Ashfield. window dresser and decorator.
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Expansion

of Trade is an

Impossibility Where

Service is

Remote.

This is the house that " Service'' built.

This is the firm whose thorough organization, up-to-date

equipment and efficient delivery service, have actually done
more to make successful merchants than any other kindred

manufacturer in Canada. This is the Trade-mark of the quality

that now offers to every Dry Goods store better advantages for

Permanent trade and Substantial Profit than offered elsewhere,

or will be offered elsewhere for some time to come.

Get a successful organization behind you, whose prompt de-

livery will enhance your reputation as a store of " Service."

Eagle Knitting Company
LIMITED

Controlled by J. R. Moodie & Sons, Limited.

HAMILTON CANADA
F. M. BARNARD, Sole Selling Agent,

Toronto, Montreal and St. John.

.iillllL .nun.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Taylor-Made Double and Single
Bar Clothing and Cloak Rack

No. 33IB, Combination Suit Hanger,
inserted trouser bar, $7.50 per 100

No. 33, Same without bar,

$6.50 per 100
No. 33IB, Boys', 15 in. wide

$7.50 per 100
No. 39B, Overcoat Hanger, with insert-

ed bar, for extra size suits

$8.50 per 100
No. 39, Same without bar

$7.50 per 100

This store equipped with the Taylor-

made Rack System.

Double Bar Rack
Made of Polished Steel Tubing.

6 feet long, 6 posts, - $10.50
" 6 " $11.508

10 6

8

$12.50 10

Double Bar Rack
Made of Oxydized Steel Tubing.

6 feet long, 6 posts, - $13.00
" 6 " - - $14.00
" 6 " - $15.00

No. 64 Combination Suit Hanger
with wire attachment to pre-
vent trousers from slipping

off, - $9.00 per 100

All Racks on Ball Socket Rollers shipped K.D. Crated, No tools or skill required to set them up.

m\, ,

-goKaaMSS^ssatia.itwiswa^a}

!l
:

i i

w\wXIII ii ' i

ill

Single Bar Rack
Made of 1 Va-in. Polished Steel Tubing

Gilt Fittings

Ball Socket Rollers

6 feet long, 2 posts - - $8.00

8 feet long, 3 posts - - $9.00

10 feet long, 3 posts - - $10.00

Made of 1^-in. Oxydized Tubing

6 feet long, 2 posts - - $10.00

8 feet long, 3 posts - - $11.00

10 feet long, 3 posts - - $12.00

The Taylor Manufacturing Co.
82 Queen St. North. HAMILTON, ONT. Phone 3550

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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It is natural that windows up till Jan. 15th or

during this sale, will be nothing more or less than

bargain displays made to look as well as goods to

be placed on view will allow. It is often claimed

that beautiful goods make beautiful windows and

therefore bargain goods mean bargain windows. In

January displays giving this effect are the aim, and

stocky trims of goods made to appear cheap or in-

viting business are more successful than at any

41
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Pull figure draping of rich Mack velvet reproducing exactly the
effect of Parisian cost nine shown in Style Book, arrangement

of trimmings., fringes and allovers suggesting completed
gown. Posed before scenic background during Pall

Openings for R. McKay & Co., Hamilton.
P. Robinson, trimmer.

time. As window dressers endeavor to give their

most beautiful effects in opening or holiday events,

so they try to dress fetching bargain displays for

the first weeks of the year.

Cull Stocks Carefully.

In preparing for January clearance sales, heads

of departments, managers and merchandise men

must be careful to discern in each section just what

price concessions and space in advertising will be

required. Each department must be considered

separately and any line which may be questionable

from style, value, color, and selling attributes must

be discussed.

It is usually decided to include anything about

which there is any doubt and while some lines may

later prove all right, merchants often throw them
out from principle, as it is best to be on the safe

side. It is always an unexplained fact that in tak-

ing stock, managers are surprised that they are car-

rying as much stock until inventory sheets show
such results.

Remnant Sales.

First of all, stocks are depleted of remnants. In

most departments this means cutting up all lengths

of 10 yards or under into shorter, best-selling

lengths. Often different lines are added by cutting

pieces to freshen ends of satins, linens, towellings,

bedding, flannelettes, wash goods and dress goods.

Carpet and drapery departments also clean up their

short ends at the same time. These are all collected

and made ready for the opening day, preferably a

Saturday.

How many window men know how to fold

remnants to make best looking windows. Different

methods, are followed and while each one may be

found all right, a very satisfactory way is to fold

goods first one yard and an eighth and again in

three, which makes uniform remnants three-eighths

of a yard wide. In other lines than dress goods and
silks, these remnants are again folded so as to leave

each 18 inches wide. Under outside edges are then

>titched to top fold edges. Tickets are put on sel-

vedge side and length, former price by the yard and

total price for the end are printed in plain figures.

This gives a uniform pile which will fit on bargain

tables or counters and also handle well besides ap-

pealing to customers as clean, 'neat and attractive.*

When all short ends in the store are collected

and placed on bargain tables trimmers can arrange

good windows by making a display ticketed half-

price or so much per yard. Remembering that a

store cannot do large business without accumulating

remnants and that the best way in January is to

get rid of them, if they bring a crowd it is worth

the effort to have the room.

MERCHANTS, TRIMMERS

AND CARD WRITERS

PAASCHE AIR BRUSHES
are used with remarkable succesi

by thousands of trimmers and card

writers in all parts of Canada and

the United States for making signs,

show cards, price tickets, coloring

artificial flowers, foliage, draperies,

back-grounds, etc.

3 in 1" Model "H" Air w An Air Brush outfit will increase
Brush, especially designed for all around .amino caDacitv manv fold
window trimming and card writing pur- your earning capaciiy many 101a.

poses With its different attachments
it takes the plaoe of several ail hrushes.

As simple to operate as an electric push
button.

Write for Catalogue—
it tells all about them.

PAASCHE AIR BRUSH CO., Manufacturers, glloSoo™" ILL.
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The Waste Paper Question
Effectually Solved

>>

The "Davenport"—Price «:i5.00.

The "Davenport" Paper Baler is very
simple, but exceedingly powerful and
durable. Its construction is mechanical-
ly perfect in every detail. Note the
simplicity of the ratchet mechanism as
shown in the cut. All power parts
are made of crucible steel and are
therefore practically unbreakable. The
wood parts are made of thoroughly sea-
soned hardwood. The chains used are
the celebrated BBB, tested to with-
stand a strain of 15.500 lbs.

PRICE need no longer stand in the way of your turning your waste paper to

profit, for in the ''Davenport" and "Parr" balers you have the most
desirable types of press at the lowest possible prices. They combine

all the advantages of machines costing twice as much or even more, and
will perform their work in the most
perfect manner. Our $24 "Parr"
Baler is the lowest priced wooden
baler manufactured.

The
"Davenport
Paper Balers

are ideal for baling paper, rags,

straw, excelsior and similar
waste accumulated in every store.

The baler occupies a floor space of
27x48 inches, stands 48 inches high and
weighs 250 lbs. It produces a bale
measuring 18x20x30 inches, weighing
from 100 to 175 lbs.

Press is easily operated, has a large,
convenient opening at the top, and re-
quires only three wires for tying. Bale
is firm and substantial, easy to handle
and can be removed without difficulty.
Over 5,000 merchants are using our
balers, and they are giving satisfaction
in every case. Price $35.00.

"Parrs"
Improved

Paper Baler

$2422

'Davenport"—Showing: Bale
Compressed and Wired.

Ratchet Mechanic of the "Davenport" I'aper Baler.

We make four dif-

ferent styles ami
three different size-;

in "Parr" Balers,

priced at $24. $28,

$30 and $38, 5% dis-

count cash in ten

days. The $24 Press
is the cheapest on
the market. Ill our
Improved "Parr"
Baler illustrated,

maximum density is

easily obtained by
means of the side
wheels, which per-
mit of greal lever

age even when opei
ated by a boy o f

fifteen. These
presses are strongly
built and will give
long service. Tint Improved Parr Baler.

Descriptive circular-, gladly mailed on request. Our Service Department helps you dispose of your waste at the best
prices. Take steps at once to save your waste and sell it at a good profit. Write us NOW.

Shipments K.O.B. Davenport, Iowa.

AGENTS WANTED

THE DAVENPORT MFG. COMPANY
DAVENPORT, IOWA, U.S.A.

Pleate mention The Review to A dvertisert and Their Travelers.
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Cleaning Garment Sections

Decided offerings are resorted to in ready-to-wear

departments and fur sections during this month to

reduce stocks to the lowest point. Women's and
children's coats, suits, skirts, dresses, waists are divid-

ed into lots at clearance prices and a time is set to ef-

fect a turnover to have stocks ready for the white

sale leaders. Furs are also sorted into price lots and
lines which are not to be packed away are pounded
on until they are sold, muffs, ruffs, stoles, all odd
furs, fur-lined and collar-coats, children's bearskin

coats, muffs and ties are included. By extra push
and window displays these sections will not require

any further attention before stock-taking.

Underwear departments require cheaper win-

dows and with reduced stocks and seconds this sec-

tion will be averaged at about four prices. Lines at

25c sell almost the year round and, therefore, dis-

plays will consist of assortments at 39c, values up to

75c for 49c, values up to 85c for 69c and values up
to $1.50 for 98c. Of course, this only includes odd
quantities and larger lots go in the window or

sometimes space is available, through changes to

show each line during the sale and then allow this

department to finish the season of itself, depending

on customers matching garments and early Spring

demand to clear up stock and finish a good season's

business.

Making Homefurnishing Business.

Carpet department business is quiet and results

do not always follow window offerings, which are

varied. At this season travelers' sample carpet and
lace curtain ends are received, mitre squares are

made-up and put on sale, while all carpet lengths

up to 20 yards, borders and short lengths of body
are worked out in off size rugs. Window shades and
lace curtain stocks are cleared out and oilcloth

remnants ticketed and sold from windows.

On Main Floors.

Main floor stocks will have their offerings ready

for representation by trimmers. Dress goods and
suitings are given a final clearing. Trimming
stocks, laces, embroideries, ribbons, are carefully

culled and all slow sellers thrown out at a price or

made up into remnants and put in sale boxes so

that customers can sort them over to make selec-

tions. Half-price will move them in a hurry.

Other lines enumerated in a careful culling of stock

will be belts, neckwear, gloves, pin-holed soiled

handkerchiefs left after Christmas, hosiery for

women and children, in fact everything that may
prove passe later or take up needed room for new
stock. These can be grouped into window displays

if necessary.

Staple depart ohm its do not have much to offer.

Blankets and comforters, print mill ends, wrapper-

Blouse form drapes suggesting style. In making these an ordinary waist form is used, on which 1ms been placed a lace yoke
for the necessary neck effect.

No. 1.—Commence by plaiting material into three folds, pinning lightly under back of shoulder and bringing goods across
bust. If folded with three two-inch plaits, there should be enough material to cover form to waist line. Now plait goods into
five folds, making centre box plait, bring them over shoulder to waist line; bring up material again and form sleeves, pin goods
straight across shoulders, draping it tightly to figure, fold material into six plaits to form belt, draw it around to form waist-line,
draw three plaits upwards tightly to centre of belt and pin same to keep in position. Similar movement applies to bust, thereby
giving both bust and waist a V-shaped bust and belt.

No. 2.—Commence by passing material across bust and pinning goods tightly to form at waist, next take other end of goods
and form rosette, passing goods over shoulder and down under waist line: bring goods down in plaits to waist line, then form
sleeves and finish by covering the back. In both of these drapes any quantity may be used from 7 yards, upward, extra material
being shirred on floor of window or interior ledge. By E. G. Meadows, McLaren & Co., Ltd., St. Catharines.
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A few

LAMSON
Wire Carrier

Installations.

Your Service

is the store's

best or worst

Advertisement!

$-Ten women can do you

a deal of harm or good by

knocking or praising the

Cash or Parcel SERVICE

you give them in your

store.

•0- There is nothing but

praise for the store prop-

erly equipped with an up-

to-date System of LAM-

SON CARRIERS.

^•Lamson Carriers close

the transaction in a direct

businesslike and system-

atic way AFTER the cus-

tomer selects her goods

and does it in the

SHORTEST POSSIBLE

TIME.

^ There are no waits—no

confusion—no mistakes

—

no arguments.

^Lamson Carriers cen-

tralize all "Cash,"

"Charge." "Take" or

"Send" sales, FIX RE-

SPONSIBILITY for

every deal and keep a

string on EVERY DOL-

LAR that belongs to you.

Rail- Whe-Cable-Pneumatlc

and Belt Carrier* of every

approved type.

Lamson Consolidated Store Service Company

V.

126 WELLINGTON ST. WEST
DISTRICT OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

WORKS : LOWELL, MASS. CHICAGO, ILL.

TORONTO, ONT.

TORONTO, ONT.

RVIC J
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«ttes and kimono cloths make good January win-

dows. Business bringing values are used to help
this section over an otherwise slack period previous

to white sales, which are being planned for in the

interval. This is also a good time for window
trimmers to sell any linings, sateens or materials,

which they have used or faded in cases, on ledges or

accumulated during the past season and have not
looked after before. Many women are glad to get
these ends for quilting or other purposes. Half-
price or 5c yard cleans out whatever quantity there
may be and also bring out a crowd which may be
interested in buying in other departments.

Spring prints and wash goods are in stock and
with a display of new patterns in prints or a window
of dress ginghams, staple section sales will be up
to those of a year ago, which should be satisfactory

for January.

®

Holding Smallware Sales

Smallware sales are becoming more important
each season and merchants are realizing the atten-

tion which is given to this department by large

stores. There are some excellent arguments in favor
of these events both from the managers' and custo-

mers' viewpoint.

During January surprising results follow pub-
licity given to small things for dressmakers and
home sewing. Things of everyday use, anticipating

Spring work, are quoted at remarkable prices from

a customer's comparison and sales being held for a

stated time, there is no apparent lessening of values

afterward.

Managers of smallware sections are likely inter-

ested in adding more lines to their semi-annual lists

and thereby making greater sales, while trimmers
are planning for better results in their window set-

tings. Counter facilities show smallwares to advant-
age, but when it comes to window display, there is

nothing in the store quite so tedious and trying to

handle properly than the numerous things from this

section. It is just as well understood, however, that

a smallwares sale is held in this month as that a

whitewear event is soon timely and plans must be
made accordingly.

The Smallwares Window.

So far as trimmers are concerned this should be
on a larger scheme than ever, although personally

most window men would rather dress any other- kind
of window than smallwares. Usually decorators

agree that smallwares are shown best in stocky ar-

rangement on shelves, glass plates or in pyramid
forms. Some trimmers work out intricate mechan-
ical devices, while others make an architectural plan
and show different lines on the framework. Light-

houses or bridges are quite easily made.
However, results follow some unique plan and

one of the best of these is to show a dressmaker
at her machine, busily working, and quantities of

supplies, both with regular and sale prices quoted,

Fall opening display for Playfair, Preston Co., Ltd., Midland. Furs, ready-to-wear, millinery, shoes and novelty accessories are
shown before an elaborate seasonable background. Pillars are covered with white felt and natural rushes, the background

proper having art craft panels done in white to match and finished at top with plate rail. Note arrangement of
beautiful pottery ware. Grouped by C. A. Griffiths, in charge of display department.
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9
Do You Have Lighting Troubles

in your store ? There are a great many more stores that are poorly

lighted in the daytime than there are that are perfectly illuminated.

Is yours one of the eight-hour-a-day ill-lighted business places or

have you learned the value of

LUXFER PRISMS
With them in your store front, you will have perfect lighting

every hour of daylight. They refract the light rays and shoot them
at the required angle to all parts of the interior, giving perfect day-

light and eliminating the expense of artificial light.

Write us for catalogue. We will give estimates upon request.

LUXFER PRISMS COMPANY
TORONTO, - - - MONTREAL

DRESS YOUR WINDOWS
FOR THE XMAS TRADE

You would never think of showing old-fash-

ioned goods. Then WHY use Out-of-date

FIXTURES?

Clatworthy

are very practical

and will enhance the

attracting power of

your windows. Get
our catalogue and pick out
a few New Designs for your
Christmas display.

Clatworthy & Son

Limited
"The Actual Manufacturers"

159-161 King Street West

TORONTO, ONT.

DISPLAY YOUR GOODS

FOR XMAS SHOPPERS
You know that the Xmas trade is very profit-

's, able. One way to secure a good

share of it is to display your

goods to advantage. This can

be done only by the use of good

No. 43.

Glass Top
Stand.

No. 209, Muff Hanger.

Display
Fixtures
We cater to your require"

ments in this line with a

full range of fixtures in

Brass, Nickel and Oxi-

dized Metal

Order the fixtures you require and we will de-

liver them promptly.

Toronto Brass Mfg. Co.. Limited

17-21 Temperance St., TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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placed in piles on the floor and pedestals or glass

tops elevated in perspective.

Careful study of smallwares and numerous busi-

ness chances to include different departments help

to make smallware sales what they have proved since

they were first pushed. To hold a broader sale is

the aim for each season, as it is assured that properly

handled notion sales are important and successful

events and becoming more so. Smallware displays

comprise fully one hundred leading items aud these

can be made to give incentive to that department not

only during January but at other periods. The
most pronounced result of these events has been

to show that smallwares were formerly neglected.

®

Careful Stock-taking

Meanwhile stock-taking has been progressing

favorably and usual criticisms heard regarding the

impossibility of accomplishing anything, and wait-

ing on customers have to be disregarded. With a

set date for finishing, listing and an understood

time for each department there is small excuse of

any section is not ready. It is very important that

tickets and labels are renewed whenever necessary

and any improvements in stock arrangement be

made now. All this tends to make stocks brighter.

fresher and more satisfactory to handle for Spring.

Departments are clean, new goods can be passed

into stock as fast as received and there is the satis-

faction of knowing that stock as taken is worth

one hundred cents. Profits will show on those

costs listed and inventories are also more satisfactory

from a department showing. Advertisers and win-

dow trimmers have shown that business, instead of

ending after Christmas, is just commencing for next

year. Everything is shaped away to handle coming
events right.

The Business Man's Creed

The true busines man believes in advertising in

tvery legitimate method of catching the eye and

reaching the ear of every possible customer.

He believes that the repetition of advertising

results in emphasis, that emphasis must in time at-

tract attention, that attention must create interest,

and that interest must yield orders.

He believes that the way to sell goods is to adver-

tise them, to tell the people about them continually,

to talk straight and to talk honest.

He believes that the market is as big as the

world, that a slice of it belongs to him, that his goods

are worthy of it, and that he is going to get it.

CASH o*

PARCEL CARRIERS
SAVE TIME & MONEY

OUR GUARANTEE
ANY type of i arrier we manufacture
can be returned at our expense after
ten days use if not as represented, or
if th y do not give Quicker, better, and
more satisfactory store service than
any other make of Carrier or Cssh
Registers.

CATALOG FREE
THE G I PE CARRIER COMPANY
99 ONTARIO STREET TORONTO: ONT

EUROPEAN OfFICE'. Ill HOLBORH UNDO* EC. IHC _

wESTERN
Incorporated

1851

ASSURANCE
COMPANY

FIRE

AND

MARINE

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT.

Assets over - -

Losses Paid Since Organization
of the Company, over - -

- $3,570,000

54,000,000.00

HON. GEO. A. COX, President

W. R. BROCK, Vice-President

W. E. ME1KLE, General Manager

C. C POSTER, Secretary

Do YOU
want to

learn how
to Drape a

Form like

this?

You can,

study

of Win-

dow
Trim-

minj* at

The
Koester

School.

Start with the classes on Tuesday Jan i.. 1*12.

All classes are revised and held right down to date, a possibility

in the Koester School only, where every pupil in every department
has personal instruction in all the courses. We will furnish a list

of names of students who have been here recently and you can
communicate with them. Then you willknow whatthis course will

mean to you and you may profit by their experience.

Write to-day for this list and a set of interesting literature, to

THE KOESTER SCHOOL
306 W. Jackton Blvd. CHICAGO

Faculty :

—

Koester, Cowan. Rutherford, Bates. Hutson. Bradford, Johnson.

Please mention The Review *o Advertiser* and Their Travelers.
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Features of this Department

The new laces and embroideries for Spring

—

Trend of neckwear vogue for next season—Latest

trimmings and ribbons illustrated and described

—

Authoritative statement on selling features of the

market.

Spring Laces Are In
The Coming Season is Now Certain to Prove
a Remarkable One in the Matter of Sales of

Lace — Irish Crochet and Bebe Notable.

THE coming season is now practically certain

to prove an unparalleled one in sales of

laces.

Lace of every description in white cream, Paris

and ecru is selling and will sell with increasing vel-

ocity from now on. The retailer will be interested

in a brief review of those points in the situation

which have developed in the last two weeks.

First, Irish lace has definitely stepped into the

arena, and will lay claim to a foremost place for

Spring and Summer dresses and accessories. Irish

crochet has been selling well for a considerable time

now. But this is no measure of the presumable

popularity waiting for the more popular lines, which
are now coming in every day. The new Irish tends

to be fine of mesh and in patterns which as nearly

as possible resemble the hand-made article. Crochet

designs are the best of these.

For evening wear, shadow lace remains a telling

asset to this department. It is just the lace which

the better class woman buyer wants and must have

for wear on dress occasions. It is made up into

tunics used for bandings, for flounces and also in

narrow widths as a trimming.

The merchant will find some of the prettiest pat-

terns of this type reproduced in washable laces, suit-

able for sale for wear with the wash goods which will

be popular next Spring.

The New Vals. and Wash Laces

Valenciennes in all-overs, bands, flounces, inser-

tions and edgings, reproduce many of the dantiest

shadow patterns. This new type of Val. is well

worthy of special consideration, particularly for

yokes and undersleeves. For trimmings too it sur-

passes the old lines to such an extent as practically

to be in a class bv itself. It will be used where Val.

is not ordinarily considered sufficiently rich to serve

as a trimming. For delicate fichus and neckwear it

will be unsurpassed.

The Renascence patterns in washable laces are

also worthy of attention. These are very durable

and decidedly new in design.

Generally speaking, both in wash and other

lines, the Renascence is an important type of lace this

season. Filet laces are also in excellent form, and a

heavy bid for popularity will again be made by

them.

Venise remains steady, with prospects of in-

creased sales next season. It is now firmly establish-

ed and will probably remain so for a year at least

and, for the matter of that, much longer as facts

now point. Sales have been excellent in those lines

designed particularly for evening wear.

Macrame is mentioned among lines which will

sell this Spring. It is a question now how long this

lace may last, but people in this country are slow

to accept and slow to drop a new line, so that it is

improbable that it will fall into abeyance for some

time. Retailers should stock it for Spring selling

chiefly in numbers which show a touch of novelty

and in patterns of a sort slightly modified from last

season's. In these effects it is making a special effort

to command popularity again next season, and will

probably succeed.

Purple in Trimmings

Late designs in embroidery, used on ottomans,

silk serges, satins, etc., are very handsome as well as

fashionable. In these designs, dark, rich dyes are

employed. Here and there small, pastel-shaped

beads dot the surface, and the results is very effec-

tive. A purplish violet is used a great deal for trim-

ming. This is very handsome when used on black.

In France this shade is known as "Bishop's Purple,''

—a shade that is seen very often in the vestments

of Roman Catholic bishops. This shade will not re-

main in the popular list any longer than this season,

as it is too violent to become universally popular. It

is so pronounced that its date of popularity is too

well marked and remembered.
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Wash Fringes and Trimmings
Knotted, Plain and Ball Fringes in Washable
Types are High Style for Spring — Increased

Demand for Beads.

A particularly handsome line of washable fringes

and trimmings is now being shown for Spring sell-

ing. Three types of fringe, plain, knotted and ball,

are featured. Colors are white and cream.
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Vandyke points and new shadow lace shown by Flett, Lowndes
& Co.

Large frogs and tassels designed for coats are

also shown in the washable materials. Sometimes,

these have' ball or pear-shaped pendants instead of

the conventional tassel. Fringes in ball effect have

globular and also pear-shaped drops. Excellent sales

of these goods are presaged, owing to the fact that

the coming season promises to be one for linen

suits and dresses, and fabrics with a linen finish.

Silk fringes and tassels continue to sell excel-

lently in colors and even better in white and black.

Metallic fringes have had such a sale that it is now
impossible to obtain them in two of the greatest

retail houses in Toronto. These lines were sold out

practically at the very opening of the season.

Fringes in metal and silk will continue to sell

for evening wear next Spring.

Eyelet and Openwork Designs

Montreal, Dec. 1.—Although it is a little early,

some of the samples for 1912-13 embroidery busi-

ness, are arriving. The wider widths of flouncing

are well represented in these arrivals. In the course

of two weeks, the agents' samples will be complete,

and a broader idea can then be obtained.

Craze net effect in allover shadow, shown bv Canada Veiling
Co.

It is certain that the 45-inch flouncing will be

good. During the past season, the sales of this

width have amounted to a big proportion of the

business done in this department. The 27-inch

width will also be included among the popular sell-

ing numbers. Large quantities of all-overs and
motifs have been taken by the manufacturers. "While

these are as yet shown in the old samples, it is cer-

tain the coming designs will be abundantly rein-

forced in the high-class as well as the more popular

grades.

The favorites will be the eyelet and openwork

designs. Venise effects will also be well taken in

the staple and fancy lines; and novelties in macrame
are included in these samples; although this line is

included in conservative quantities.

Embroidered Collars.

Collars in various sizes and shapes, are among
the newest embroidery samples. The small turn-

over collar is one of the numbers shown. This style

includes pretty designs embroidered on lawn, mus-

lin, etc. In the back, and on the sides, these collars

are about three inches in width. In front, the em-

broidered part of the collar comes down very nar-

row, until at the point of fastening, the band is left

quite free to be pinned to the dress.

Another stylish design in collars, is shown in

a large model. The back of this number has a

square, sailor effect, and two long, wide ends come
well down to the waist, in front. The entire collar

is embroidered in tasty design. This range should

take well for use with the various designs that are

being brought out in the dresses.

Embroideries have met with a ready sale during

the past month.
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Xmas Novelties
PROMPT DELIVERY

Nc. 556—Black Seal, $8.50 Doz. No. 569—Suede, $9.00 Doz.
Black, Tan, Navy. Green, Grey

No. 50a—Black Velvet, $27.00 Doz.

No. 568—Black Velvet, $9.00 Doz. No. 553—Black Satin, $16.50 Doz. No. 579—Black Velvet, $12.00 Doz

ORDER NOW FOR YOUR HOLIDAY TRADE.

MANUFACTURED BY

FLETT, LOWNDES & CO., Limited
142-144 West Front Street, - TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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The Demand for Beads

Montreal, Dec. 1.—An increased demand for

beads, is indicated in all the present fashions.

These are used wholly by themselves, or on various

braids and trimmings made up of silk, satin, wool,

or other materials. Beads, in every decorative

scheme are being put forth by the fashion author-

ities. Buyers should be alert to the opportunity

which is sure to result from the present popularity

of beads for dress and trimming purposess.

Bead trimmings, bead tassels, motifs, and orna-

ments of every description have a prominent place

in the present style scheme, in the bandings, the

g|plissi;2lii2p^|p^
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Fringed lace edgint shown by Ladies' Wear, Toronti

beaded varieties generally run to the wider widths.

The shades of the various creations in this range

show soft, subdued tones. Many of the bandings

are on black, blue, and green nets. The latest vari-

eties of headed embroideries and bands show a good

deal of variation from these seen in lines of goods

previously shown, The Oriental designs in the semi-

geometrical patterns, which suggest idea.- along the

rug patterns, which have been seen in the white em-

broideries, have been reproduced in bead trimmings.

New Color Combinations.

The trimmings for evening wear show light

colors. The prominent shades on the sample cards

show white, pink, pale blue, mauve, etc. Bugles, in

gold or silver, are one of the very prominent vari-

eties of trimming on the market to-day. Touches

of these are seen either by themselves or combined

with other up-to-date effects in gold or silver. For

afternoon gowns, the trimmings lean toward lace.

Bright green, orange, yellow, purple, red and

blue are all used in combination on a black, navy,

or white ground. However, there are a liberal num-
ber of creations being brought out in the pastel

shades. Beads of wood or composition, dyed in

plain and metallic colors, are much used. Fre-

quently, the composition beads are in cube form.

Nail Head Effects.

'"Nail head'' effects, in the soft shades that hid

fair to demand attention for the coming season,

are the very latest in dress trimming. Soft shades

of blue, purple, green, red, etc., as well as crystal,

are shown in the range of samples. This trimming

comes by the yard, so that a customer can buy just

the amount needed for a particular use.

At the beginning of the present season, the mer-

chants were a little careful about taking up this line

of goods; but later on, the demand increased so

rapidly that it kept the manufacturers busy filling

the orders. If the experiences of the past season

can be taken as any sign, the merchant who wishes

to be fully abreast of the times, should at least stock

a moderate amount of this variety of dress acces-

sories.

M. A. Wood, formerly of Cleveland, Ohio, is the

new advertising manager for W. H. Scroggie, Mont-
real. This firm is holding a series of bargain sales

prior to moving into their new building, which will

be completed early in the Spring. Mr. Wood's
work reflects much credit to his ability to write the

right material in the right form.
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New was li fringe and ball edging. Note crochet effect.

by Flett, Lowndes & Co., Toronto.
Shown
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LEUMANN BOESCH & CO.
KRONBUHL, ST. GALL.

MAKERS OF AND LEADERS OF FASHION IN

Leumann Boesch & Co., Sole Manufacturers
Agent for Canada:

A. B. FISHER, 4 Manchester Bldg., 33 Melinda Street, Toronto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Prospect For Fichus
Spring Neckwear Lines Will be Out in a Few
More Weeks— Interest Now Centres on Fancy

Accessories Such as Fichus and Berthas.

At the time of writing, the side jabot continues

to dominate the trade. Spring lines of neckwear

will be shown in a couple of weeks more. Meantime,

beside the side jabot, fichus are the most prominent

of the neckwear lines. •

It was not expected last Fall that these fichus

would continue to sell in cold weather as they have

done. Few afternoon or evening-dresses are now
made without the fichu in some form. This creates

a steady demand for the ready-made article, which

may be used to freshen up old gowns, and also for

wear with almost any type of dress having a low

neck or yoke.

Fancy Stock Mini jabot effects fur Christmas trade, shown by Tht'
F. C. Daniel Co., Toronto.

The fichu type shows a tendency, marked in our

last issue, to creep upwards on the bust, giving a

bertha effect in the newest numbers. The older

surplice front is, however, also very good.

Fichus will undoubtedly sell for Spring

trade. The present style trend is all towards the

low shoulder of the Early Victorian period. This

calls for draperies coming down over the arms and

often to the waist-line at the back, while somewhat
higher in front. Undoubtedly the present tendency

will culminate in the 1830 shoulder effect, so popu-

lar several years ago.

Fringes and shadow laces are among the newest

trin imings used on fichus of net or chiffon.

Collars and collar and cuff sets of Irish crochet

and its imitations are regarded as extra good for

Spring trade. At the present time both collars and

side jabots of Irish bebe and crochet are selling free-

ly, even where priced at a stiff rate. The fact is.

people who dress well and try to secure the most

exclusive novelties are now seeking out the hand-

somer lines of Irish crochet as the best which the

market has to offer.

Jabots and collars in this style run up to twenty-
five dollars. While the imitations may be had quite

cheaply.

Of extraordinary beauty and elaboration are the

samples of Swiss and other embroideries in bands
and flouncings now being shown for the season 1912-

1.3. Nothing quite so rich has ever appeared before

on the market in this country. Many of these will

sell up to five dollars a yard for the 45 inch width
of flouncing.

Designs are exceptionally well covered, and fre-

quently run up two or more feet, where one used
to be considered sufficiently rich and handsome. A
new touch consists of round or oval medallions dot-

ting the upper part of the flouncing, and thus giv-

ing an all-over effect, which adds to the richness.

Insets of lace in imitation of Venise, Irish crochet

and macrame are seen in the better numbers. The
lace and embroidery combined idea is the dominat-
ing one in the expensive lines.

Vandyke points are another notable feature of

the new embroideries. These may be used round the

bottom of flouncing instead of the scallops or hem,
or, more often, they are part of the pattern, and are

worked in in the form of lace motifs in points.

Deep points running up toward the waist are par-

ticularly good both in insets of lace or in the em-
broidery. Generally speaking, designs run toward

points of all degrees of elaboration* and size.

Nearly all the better flouncings, galoons and
bands may be had either with a very sheer Swiss or

a fine voile ground. These are almost indistinguish-

able but the first is said to wear and the latter to

drape a little the better.

New ribbon designs, one sample having the body part of silk

with stripes of satin in various colors and widths.
checked silk ribbon with satin stripes at either

end and a colored ribbon with fringed
ends. Courtesy R. G. McEwen,

Montreal.
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YOUR CUSTOMERS WANT
PERRIN GLOVES
GET READY FOR CHRISTMAS TRADE

Don't let your stock of

Kid Gloves get broken.

Your single pair "specials"

don't get "sidetracked" here.

LADIES' GLOVES
WOOL-LINED, SILK-LINED, FUR-LINED

The ideal Holiday Gift.

LONG GLOVES FOR EVENING
WEAR

No matter what your glove wants, our big stock, by

far the largest in the trade, is ready to help you out.

Get a Good Glove Reputation by Featuring.

PERRIN GLOVES
You get above mere You attract the real

competition in price. worth-while trade.

You add to the reputation of your store.

For years and years the name Perrin has traveled from one store to another, from

one woman to another, until to-day it's the best known name in the glove world.

Perrin Gloves are the standard in Canada and are made known to your customers

through continuous advertising.

PERRIN FRERES & CIE.
28 VICTORIA SQUARE MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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CASH'S "Sammer CiH
" AS SEEN AT THE
TORONTO EXHIBITION

1911
Dress, Hat and Parasol trimmed with CASH's WASH TRIMMINGS

Your Embroidery
Stock IS NOT Com-
plete without

Cash's

Wash Trimmings

The demand for these remark-
ably pretty trimmings is increas-

ing more and more each season,

they are seen in all the leading

Drapery Stores in London;
Paris and New York, and are

manufactured solely by

J. & J. CASH, Limited
COVENTRY, ENGLAND

To protect our customers from
cheap imitations we have regis-

tered in the United States all

our 1912 designs.

Place your orders early so as

CASH'S WASH TRIMMINGS can be appHed in the ^/osA(on -
to insure prompt and complete

able manner to all summer dresses; colors are guaranteed fast; can be obtained from delivery.
all leading Dry Goods Stores.

The complete line can be seen at our MONTREAL OFFICE, 301 St James
Street, MONTREAL, or at our Agents in VICTORIA and VANCOUVER, B.C.

(J. Howard A. Chapman). TORONTO, Wallace Mclntyre, 64 Wellington St. W.

Sample cards and prices will be sent from either

of the above addresses, or from

J. & J. CASH, Limited
South Norwalk, Conn. - U.S.A.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Moulding the Figure
is not distorting it with impractical, ill-fitting

corsets, but scientifically applying easy-fitting,

comfortable garments which give graceful lines

and svmmetry of form. The

"P.C." Corsets
have stood the test from every point and stand

to-day at the head of the list of high-class cor-

sets. The P. C. corset stands for perfect satis-

faction to the customer and substantial profit

for the merchant.

Write for Trial Stock To-day.

Parisian Corset Mfg. Co., Limited
Montreal Quebec Toronto

PARASOLS
AND

UMBRELLAS

Special Attention

to

Letter Orders

THE IRVING UMBRELLA CO.
LIMITED

79-83 Wellington St. West Toronto

PEWNT'S
KID GLOVES

Will Help Your
GLOVE DEPARTMENT

Write us for samples of our $9.00 and $11.50

Ladies' Fine Kid Gloves. These are positively

the best values shown by any house in Canada.

We have a clearing- line of Ladies' Kid Gloves

which we will sell at $4.00 per doz. in all colors,

and another special which we will sell at $6.50

per doz. in all colors, with blown fingers.

In Men's Fur Lined Cape and Fur Lined Mocha,
we have two special lines at $18.00 per doz.

Greenshields Limited
MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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From the Buyers' Viewpoint

Tawny .shades, tans and mixtures promise to be a feature in coat materials for

the later season.

High-class fabrics for Spring show rough finishes. Mixtures in which tan,

champagne or grey predominate are good. Scotch effects in heather colors are also

new.

Cutting-up trade is taking large quantities of seal plushes.

Strong interest being taken in white fancies for the Spring and Summer.

Champagnes and Tans Good
Cream and White Serges and Fancies

Strongly Indicated for Spring Wear

CONDITIONS in the dress goods market show

decided improvement, The Fall assorting

season has been an active one, and retail

stocks are in much better shape than they were a

year ago. Spring selling is progressing favorably

and good orders have been placed on the more

staple lines.

Big orders have been placed for serges and both

for the cutting-up and the counter trade, varied

weaves in serges will be specially prominent. Navy

and dark shades of blue lead, particularly for the.

early season, though champagne and tan serges

promise to dispute the prominence of the latter.

Every indication points to a big season in cream and

white serges. Both the rough and fine weaves are

selling and cream wool fancies, as well as cream

fabrics with narrow line stripes in black or color,

are also included in the coming vogue for cream

and white fabrics.

High-class fabrics for Spring show rough fin-

ishes. Mixtures in which cream, champagne, tan,

or grey predominate in loosely woven twTeed effects

and in homespun and crash weaves and showing

nubs and fleckings of pastel colorings are strong in

the novelty end. Scotch effects in heather colorings

are also new. Touches of mauve and dull purple

are present in many of the newest mixture effects,

and the tendency to use these colors is also a fea-

ture of the fall range that is now in course of prep-

aration.

Double-Faced Cloths.

Very decided interest is manifested in double-

faced cloths. Reversibles fcr Spring come in light-

weight twill effects, and when the leading surface

is in a dark color, such as navy or black, the reverse

side comes in narrow Pekin stripes in the color of

the face or in contrasting colors. Some of these

fabrics show the colored stripe worked up in silk

threads making a very handsome fabric. Double

faced cloths showing the two surfaces in contrast-

ing colors are also shown. Thus navy is backed with

tan, grey with delft or tan with vieux rose.

Smooth-finished vigoroux weaves in grey, or in

pale tan and cream mixtures, and with the reverse

side in soft pastel shades are included in the list of

novelties. Cord weaves and effects are becoming

somewhat prominent. This tendency began with

the cord silks and cord velvets worn so much this

winter. In cotton goods the idea is continued for

Spring by the piques and cord welts, and now
cotels and Bedford weaves are making their appear-

ances among the novelty lines. Broadcloth in fancy

shades is selling, but only as a trimming cloth, used

to give the double faced effect.

Tawny shades, tans and mixtures in which these

tones predominate are steadily gaining ground and

promise to be a feature of the later season.

Smooth-Finished Effects.

For popular selling and for the cutting-up trade

smooth-finished tweeds and worsted suitings in man-
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Priestleys' Line

For Spring, 1912

Syria Poplins

Viola Fabrics

Wool Rosetta
This is a

Serge Year

Concord Serges

Sandown Serges

Cream Serge Suitings

i

%

Sandown

Pencil Stripe Serges

Cream and Navy
Cream and Gold
Cream and Nile
Black and White
Navy and White

Sandown

Coating

Serges

are the

mu worlds best

Rolled on the "Varnished

Board"

Concord

-sA-3

Are you using Priestleys' electros for
your advertising ? If not,

send for them

Sole Agents

Pencil Stripe Panamas

Navy and White
Black and White
Cream and Navy
Cream and Black

for PRIESTLEYS' Dress Fabrics

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED

MONTREAL
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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nish effect are in big demand. These fabrics are

smart and Spring-like in appearance and the finish

of these cloths is one that is well suited to the Can-

adian climate as it sheds dust perfectly. Pekin

stripes, mixtures, with line stripes, in black of pastel

color, and in small fancy effects in silver and nickel

greys are the leading sellers.

Ordering Seal Plushes
These Are Being Taken by 'Cutting Up
Trade For Fall, 1912 —What Early Orders

Indicate

Velvets and corduroys always accompany a

strong vogue of furs, and for the present season

velvets, velveteens and corduroys have been in active

demand. Manchester practically controls the vel-

veteen and corduroy supply and manufacturers

there report that advance orders for the Fall and

Winter of 1912-13 are now being placed.

The Canadian cutting-up trade have handled

large quantities of seal plush this season, and orders

for garments made from this fabric are still coming

in. As this fabric is finishing the season in such

high favor there is every faith expressed in its sal-

ability for next Fall and Winter and they, there-

fore, are placing large orders for delivery next

Spring for coats for 1912-13.

This is strictly in line with present Paris ten-

dencies. So great has been the use made of furs by

milliners, bag makers and others that there is a turn-

ing to fur fabrics for many uses. Plain and fancy

Lyons velvets, velveteens and cords, especially of the

fancy ribbed sorts, are greatly used there. Worsted

velvets are new. This has a stiff short pile—ribbed

fabric which ranks as the present novelty for tailor-

mades and coats, and which also marks the tendency

now making itself manifest towards heavier weight

fabrics. Plush is another material that Paris is

taking up. The new plushes are beautifully rich

and soft, and muffs, stoles and scarfs are made from

it as well as cloaks and mantles.

Interest in White Fancies

Voiles and Crepe Novelties in White Wash
Fabrics— Big Gain Made by Heavier Fancies

With the certainty deepening that a big white

season is pending for the Spring and Summer of

1912, a strong interest is being taken in white fan-

cies. Voiles both plain and with cord and hairline

stripes are selling. These striped voiles are well

liked, and as stripes are in high favor at the present

time, they are expected to be good sellers. Crepes

are also included in the Spring novelty line, and
fine sheer imported crepes are showing both in plain

and in embroidered effects.

Manufacturers of both dresses and blouses have

placed large orders for the above fabrics and com-
bined with real laces such as torchon, cluny and
baby Irish, voiles and crepes will be of importance

in the making of high-class lingerie models. Cheap-

er crepes are coming into favor for making Summer
and outing underwear, the big advantage obtained

in using this fabric being the cutting out of the iron-

ing in hot weather. Novelty patterns made up of

cord stripes and embroideries on sheer grounds are

showing, and embroidered borders particularly in

eyelet patterns are good. Some of these embroider-

ed borders are to all intents and purposes wide

flouncings.

The big gain in the selling of white fabrics for

the coming Spring has been made in the heavier

goods. All cord weaves such as piques, Ottomans,

reps and poplins are greatly favored for the coming
season. Lawns, nainsooks, batistes and linens are

staple fabrics and the usual staple orders are being

placed on them.

In colored fancies silk and cotton effects in

voiles are receiving a good deal of attention. These

are in the nature of plain voiles with the silk used

in the form of neat figured stripes. The jobbing

houses are doing well with printed voiles, and also

with the new cotton foulards. Foulards come in

the same colorings and in the same class of patterns

as is used for the all silk fabric, and gives a remark -

ably good imitation of the same at a popular price.

Soft Satins Still Lead
Growing Interest in Chiffon Taffeta— Trend

Decidedly in Favor of Better Qualities

Montreal, Dec. 1.—For the Spring season, some

changes are noted in the silk department. During

the past season, and at the present time, Messalines

have been the foremost in the market. Paillette

and duchess satins, together with crepe meteors, and

other soft-finished lines are continuing to hold the

favor of the buyers.

Foulards are popular in all the samples for 1912.

It is an assured fact that this material, in many
designs and make-ups, will be chic for stylish cre-

ations.

During the past seasons there have been many
cheap grades of silks and foulards placed on the

markets. This is generally the case in any line. A
short time after a high-grade article is brought out,

many imitations in an inferior grade, find their

way on the market. This has a tendency to kill out

the better class trade, and to drive it to some new

creations.
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Belding Paul Corticelli Limited

SILK Manufacturers

MILLS: Montreal, P.Q.; St. Johns, P.O.; Coaticooke, P.Q.

Silks Silks Silks
Silk Fabrics Silk Threads
Silk Ribbbons Silk Scarfs

Silk Mitts Silk Braids
Silk Gloves Silk Cords

In different qualities, suitable for all trades.

We are the only manufacturers of Silk Ribbons in Canada.

Holly Ribbons, all widths, large stock, quick deliveries. Samples
on application.

CORTICELLI ROLLED TAPES, high standard of quality, hon-

estly put up, 5 yards each width. The newest and most convenient

form for handling. Sole manufacturers of Twilled Tapes in Canada.

Wishing you
tfye Compliments of

tfte Season

Give our travellers a hearing, and look at our samples before

purchasing. Extra good values.

Belding Paul Corticelli Limited

Sales Rooms:

MONTREAL, TORONTO,
WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER,

l<^dtt> and SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
SPOOL falLli.

Please mention The Review tn Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Materials of Better Grade.

It is a certainty that the materials brought out

for the future season's garments, will be of the bet-

ter grade. Foulards, silks, satins, and crepe de

chines, will all show the mark of superiority.

In Paris and in New York, chiffon taffetas seem

to be the new fabric. Buyers have placed orders

for chiffon taffeta for next Spring and Summer, and

this is the only especially new favorite at the present

time. In France and in America, makers-up recog-

nize the importance of having something new for

next year. Chiffon taffetas, in plain and glace ef-

fects, are being sampled liberally. No records on

chiffon taffeta for Fall and Winter use have been

placed. But it must be remembered that this mater-

ial is not very well suited for Winter wear, and the

attention of the public is now centred on the fine

qualitites of satin.

Montreal buyers are of the opinion that chiffon

taffetas will not be taken up to any great extent in

Canada, for early Spring selling. Satins and soft

silks in the shot effects, will constitute the bulk of

favorite lines. And as these will be high-grade, the

trade will be well suited.

The double-faced satins for coatings, etc., are

expected to meet with a good demand for Spring.

But, as was the case with the other high-class mate-

rials, many cheaper grades of goods are sure to ap-

pear that will imitate the double-faced varieties,

This will no doubt have the effect of killing out the

better class business, as soon as the inferior brands

are well on the market.

But for the present, the vogue of double-faced

satins is at the very height of supremacy for Spring-

models. Just what position these materials will have

for fashionable wear for the Fall and Winter seasons

of 1912-13, remains to be seen later on.

Chance for Dark Horse.

For draping purposes, sheer fabrics such as crepe

charmeuse and crepe meteor are named as the best

possibilities. "But buying for next Spring," says a

buyer, "has been so moderate that there is still a

chance for a dark horse to get well to the front.

"One thing is certain whether we have chiffon

taffeta, satins or crepe de chine, the quality will be

superior, and the materials will be on the thin, soft

order."

While it is early to give a definite forecast of the

situation for the coming seasons, the facts given in

this article are to a great measure applicable to the

situation. The deviation from this situation will

be very slight, if any.

Satin de chine, paillettes, and duchesse mousse-

lines are the attractive lines for 1912. The trade

demands a wide material for various purposes, and

in these lines just named, the popular widths are

obtainable.

Strong Position of Velvets

In both the expensive and in the moderate lines,

velvets and velours are making strong bids for the

place of the black satin coat. These garments are

being sold in large numbers. The higher priced

models in velvet, are very elaborate. The plain

velvet and the corded effects are evident in every

garment department. The cheaper velour models

are really very satisfactory garments. They will

stand hard wear, and some of the cheaper coats, es-

pecially the fur-trimmed ones, are quite effective.

There are many beautiful colorings in velvet

that are dark enough not to show the soil readily.

Although velvet is generally becoming, it must be

admitted that this material shows wear and abuse

more quickly than satin, broadcloth, etc., and is

less easily cleaned.

Velvets in combination with satin, brocades, and

chiffon, is liked by many of the French designers

for wraps and evening coats. The satins, crepes,

ninons, and chiffons, embossed with velvet designs,

make beautiful materials for coats. The plushes

which are among the more recent revivals, enter in-

to the make-up of some of the handsomest French

coats. This material is also used for the entire

coat; some of the models showing white and gold

brocade lining, and trimmed with heavy dull gold

lace and fringe. These metallic laces, usually in

the very heavy kinds, and the dull tones, are highly

favored for use as evening coat trimmings. It was a

very short time ago that these trimmings were first

launched into the market. But in this short time

these tarnished metal laces have become quite in-

dispensable for stylish effects.

Raw Cotton Situation
Business Awkward to Manage During

Past Two Years — Effect of Scarcity

The following article illustrates a condition of the

cotton industry, as seen by Sir Charles W. Macara,

president of the Federation of Master Cotton Spin-

ners' Association, England:

—

"The condition of the cotton industry is now
very interesting. As there is now a prospect of an

abundant supply of cotton, at a reasonable price, the

time is appropriate for glancing over the records of

the past two and a half years.

"During that time the cotton supply has been far

short of the world's requirements, with the result

that the prices have been extraordinary high. On
account of this, business has been exceedingly awk-

ward to manage. From time to time, mills have had

to lessen the number of working hours; and in this

policy they were supported by the operators. They

knew from their experience in 1904, another period
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Flaxon
Summer Fabrics

THE best paying White Goods department is the
one that is on a "Flaxon" basis. As the unques-

tioned leader of White Goods in quality, "Flaxon"
has also proved its premiership as a profit-coiner.

The "Flaxon" line for 1912

is complete. New weaves,
new fancies, new printed
patterns. To see them is to

realize why " Flaxon" will

be the most popular fabric

Clarence Whitman
& Company

New York Philadelphia

TMAOC

for next Spring and Summer,
and don't forget that "Flaxon"
advertising is going to help
every dealer who is prepared
to take advantage of this

great nation-wide selling force

MARK

112 Coristine Bldg.

Montreal

Boston Chicago St. Louis

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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of short supplies, that their best interests lay in

spreading out the time over as long a period as pos-

sible.

"It was obvious that eight months of full run-
ning, followed by four months of idleness, would
have been a very bad plan. It would have been the

cause of reducing a large number of the people em-
ployed in these mills to extreme poverty.

"During this year, although short time has not

been run on an organized basis, yet a considerable

reduction of the output was brought about as a

result of the extending of the holidays, as well as of

the strike of the transport workers. This had the

effect of stopping a great number of the mills. The
Federation certainly recommended the adoption of

short time; but the necessary majority was not ob-

tained.

Curtailed Production.

"The statistics, which are published periodically,

will show that there is scarcely a cotton manufactur-
ing country of any importance throughout the

world, which has not largely curtailed their produc-

tion during the past year or two. The United States

of America, which contains next to Great Britain

the largest number of spindles, shows, according to

the statistics, a great reduction in the consumption
of raw cotton. In perhaps no country, is the cotton

trade better organized, than in Austria; and there

they have worked more organized short time, than
anywhere else. Consequently, this country has
come through the trying times, much better than

most countries that are not so completely organized.

"Unless something unforeseen happens it is hoped
to have better conditions of trade which will enable

the cotton mills of the world to run full time. These
hopes are based upon the reduction of the raw
material, which it is hoped will lead to the full con-

sumption of cotton goods.

"It is obvious that an increase in the price of

raw material, of an average of 2%d per pound, or

100,000,000 pounds sterling on the average cotton

crop of the world, must have a very serious effect

npon the consumption of manufactured goods, and
the consequent employment of the mills, especially

as cotton goods form the chief clothing of the poor-

est people in the world.

England Suffers Severely.

'Although enhancements in the price of the raw
material seriously affect all cotton manufacturing
countries, yet England suffers more severely than

most others, on account of her great export trade to

the far East, where the purchasing power of the

700,000,000 of India and China is very limited.

The mills of India and Japan are naturally also af-

fected by the limitation. The other cotton manu-
facturing countries are engaged mostly in supply-

ing the requirements of their home consumers,

whose purchasing power is less restricted."

Germany's Great Stores
They Have Beautiful Windows --- Unique Ideas

in Decoratings— Tietz's Mammoth
Establishment.

The opening of Tietz's new store, which took
place recently in Berlin, Germany, is claimed to

give the public the largest up-to-date department
store in the world. Some of the colossal stores of

Berlin already form prominent features of the city's

architectural scheme. Such stores as Wertheim's,

Johndorf's, the Kaufhaus des Westens, and the Pas-

sage kaufhaus have been commented upon up to

this time; but not one of them can rank with the

new building for size, convenience and luxurious-

ness.

On one side the structure is over 800 feet long

—

a facade which, it is said, has no equal either in the

United States or in Europe.

The structure has been erected in the most costly

manner. Inlaid pillars of Siena marble, wrought
bronze, glass mosaic, gold-covered domes and wide
marl ile balustrades are part of the thousand and one
luxurious details of this famous edifice.

One of the principal things that this new estab-

lishment features is the adoption of American ar-

rangements and fittings. This is only another token

of the increased popularity of America's business

methods in the Kaiser's capital.

It is a fact that many of the German stores are

built along more elaborate designs than the stores

in America. The streets are one great asset that the

cities of Germany have. Berlin especially may be

called "the model city," so clean and well kept are its

streets. A Canadian who has been to Germany about

forty times, said: "The streets of Berlin are clean

enough to eat off of !" The writer is afraid this could

not be said of the cities of America. ,

The stores of Germany, that is, the best ones,

have beautiful large windows; and these are kept

trimmed with the most exquisite and up-to-date ma-
terials, garments, etc. In decorating the interior of

the buildings with various lines of merchandise, per-

haps the average American or Canadian would not

be forcibly struck with the method employed. In

talking to a buyer for a large Canadian department

store, it was learned that the Germans trimmed their

counters, showcases and other interior parts with

bunches of goods, instead of showing them in the

separate, graceful lines that are seen throughout

many of the recognized leading stores of America.

Shanghai Tientsin

A. W. THOMPSON & CO , LTD.
China Produce Importers. 40A Queen St., London, E.C.

CHINA SILKS
Tussah, Shantung, Honan, Ninghai. in all qualities at lowest

prices. Price list sent on application.
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An Exact Reproduction of

Hand Made Lace
possessing the same exceptional qualities for

appearance and durability

Jrisf) Zimn^iX01'

NOTTINGHAM, ENG.

SRanufactuved
of

BIRKIN & CO.
Manufacturers of B. B. Torchons, Finest Quality Valenciennes and Novelty Laces

Represented in Canada by A. B. FISHER, 4 Manchester Bldjj., 33 Melinda St., Toronto

KING'S
Established 1775

FAMOUS
Sold by leading jobbers

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, (or nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognized by the Trade

of the world as the most relia-

able and saleable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities,

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on

every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son,

are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
CLASC0W, SCOTLAND.

Canadian Representatives:

CAMPBELL SMIBERT & CO.,

210 St. James Street - - Montreal

ESTABLISHED 1849

BRADSTREETS
Office* Throughout the Civilized World

OFFICES IN CA.NADA:
Calgary, Alta. Ottawa, Ont. Montreal, Que.

Edmonton. Alta. St. John, N.B. Quebec, Que.

Halifax, N.S. Vancouver, B.C. Toronto, Ont.

London, Ont. Hamilton, Ont. Winnipeg, Man.

Reputation gained by ong years of vigorous,
conscientious and successfu work.

THOMAS C. IRVING, %%*»8£Z
TORONTO, CANADA

British America Assurance Company
A.D. 1833

FIRE & MARINE.

Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Hon. Geo A. Cox, President V. H. Brock, Vlcs-Prssldsnr

Rekert Blckerdlke, M.P., W. B. Melklc, E. W Cox. Geo. A. Morrow
D. B. Hsont, Augustus Myers, John Hoskln, K.C., LL.D.

Predsrlo NleholU, Alex. Ltlrd, Jsraes Kerr Osborne, Z. A. Lssh, K.C.
Sir Henry M. Psllsti, E. R. Wood.
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LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION 20.833.820.96
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Great Season for Stoles
Some of Larger Throws Are Made of

Contrasting Furs — Ninety-inch Lengths

Are Favored

Montreal, Dec. 1.—The long, broad stole is a

favorite with many. The models that are about 90

inches in length, and 8 inches or more in breadth,

are the favorites. Baltic seal, electric seal, ermine,

Persian lamb, and some of the other popular furs,

are made up in this style. As a rule this cut of

throw is quite plain ; in some cases, tails or heads

are used as a finish to the ends. Fringe is used ex-

tensively. Some of the large throws are made of

two contrasting furs. Ermine and seal are seen

more than other furs. Satin in various shades is

used in various ways, combined with the fur. Em-
broidered designs on satin are used in many ways,

on some of the most expensive pieces.

Apart from the serviceable articles there are many
pieces that are showing stylish effects rather than the

staple effect. The throws made of mink, in the nat-

ural effect, show many new fashionable effects. A
body and head are used to form a collar effect

around the neck ; and when the throw is closed,

this effect is very natural.

Apart from the two-piece effect seen on many
of the articles that show the heads at the back of

the wearer; there are various other combinations

that are introduced as a novel line. These consist

of throws made of two skins of a certain fur—fox is

seen in the great majority of cases. And instead of

having both heads meet in the back so as to form a

collar effect ; one of the heads show at the back, and
the othe piece shows the head in front. Thus in

front one sees a head and a tail, in the place of the

usual all-tail adornment.

Some of the fox sets are so large that they seem

as though the weight of the articles would be too

much for the wearer to carry. But, for the cold

days, this make-up would be very comfortable; in

fact, much more so than the smaller articles.

Muffs and Neckpieces.

The bolster muff is well represented in the seas-

on's up-to-date showings. All the favorite furs are

made up in this style, as well as in the larger models

with the long, flowing ends. This style of muff is

generally made up free from the numerous trim-

mings that are used on bottom of the more fancy

creations. The bolster muff is just as comfortable as

the more elaborate numbers, and for the people who
admire this particular style, probably more satisfac-

tion would be obtained from them, than would be

obtained from the muff that had lots of trimmings

that would be sure to get loose and be lost from

time to time.

Many small neckpieces are selling. These, for

the most part, are only large enough to go around

the neck and tie and or fold. Ermine, Persian

lamb, mink and seal are used in this manner;

though ermine and lamb are seen more than the

other varieties. Many pretty pieces are made of

Persian lamb with little touches of ermine to set off

the plain color.

Russian pony jackets, in the 50-inch length,

are very popular. The black and the brown shades

are seen in almost every set of samples as well as

in the show windows of many of the city stores.

These coats have moderate sized collars and lapels,

either made of the same line of fur as is the body

of the jacket, or of an altogether different fur.

Beaver is used on quite a number of the models.

Sets of beaver are coming to the front, in some

.ocalities. These, are quite free from trimming;

and for the most part, are not combined with other

varieties of fur.

Fur moccasins are displayed in the large fur

departments of the departmental, as well as the

exclusive fur stores.

Many of the fur handbags show a handle

made of the same variety of fur as is used in the

making of the bag proper. These handles are about

the size of the ordinary leather handle; and the

effect is one of warmth and richness. Mink, ermine
t
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Redmond's Coon Coats
Give Satisfaction

Values:

You can do your

customer no greater

service than selling

him a Coon Coat

NOW—Because we

are offering you

these goods at fully

30% less than to-day's

raw skin market, and

prices are advancing

every day.

A glance at the

market reports will

show you that the

above is a very con-

servative statement.

Our prices

remain unchanged

Styles:

For the man who
has handled our

coats we may say

that they retain those

virtues which have

made them popular,

and for the man who
has not used them

we would suggest

that we ship one

or two on approval,

that he may see for

himself the roomy

comfort, good ap-

pearance, and above

all else the strength

and workmanship
which are the charac-

teristics of our goods.

Notice the shoul-

ders—no flanks.

Prices,

from $45.00 up.

Don't Forget- We can ship by return

The Redmond Company, Limited
MONTREAL WINNIPEG

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Moose Head
Brand Furs

Established 1852

High Grade Furs
FOR

Christmas Trade

FIRST QUALITY

We have very fine furs in stock
for immediate delivery.

Correspondcnc e Solicited.

L. Gnaedinger,
90, 92, 94 St. Peter Street,

Son & Company,
MONTREAL

and seal in the higer grades of furs ; and opossum in

the cheaper grades, are the principal furs used in

this department.

Novelty in Fur Garments.

Moleskin is another popular high-priced fur.

Some novelties are seen in this make-up of fur, as

well as in the other varieties. In the novelty num-
bers the collar reaches down to the waistline, and

passing over the top of the arm are cut off in a long,

narrow point in front. Elastic bands, covered with

shirred satin, attached under the arms, hold the

fur snugly to the arm, and in this way simulate a

sleeve. Although these are very dressy, they appear

only in the high class merchandise.

As is generally the case, many of the cheaper

pieces of fur, in the imitation, are selling to that

part of the public that cannot afford to pay more

money for the genuine article. To a person not ex-

perienced in the fur department, many of these imi-

tations look quite dressy; and considering the small

amount paid for many of these articles, excellent

values are obtainable.

Fur in Millinery.

Fur is used extensively in the millinery depart-

ments. Some of the latest models show the entire

shape covered with fur; and to tone up the appear-

ance a spray of some bright color is introduced.

The sprays generally stand erect, and add consider-

ably to the height. Other shapes consist wholly of

fur, and the only trimming to break up the mon-

otony is a buckle effect with a little touch of color.

The Season's Popular Furs

On account of its rich lustre, the beauty of its

curl, the endless variety of its uses and the satisfac-

tion derived from its durability, Persian lamb is

specially favored for various garments, and articles

of apparel. Probably this fur is favored for long

coats, caps and muffs, as well as for throws, as much

as any other fur. Of course at certain seasons of the

year, and especially this season, other furs are in

greater demand than the Persian lamb. But for a

staple fur, the lamb is a variety that is always more

or less sought after. Coats and caps to match, made

from the finer grades of this fur, are about the most

serviceable and attractive looking on the market to-

day.

Russian ermine is a strong fur this season.

Many novelties are being brought from time to time.

And the newest effects show more or less of this

delicate but beautiful fur.

In the cut of fur garments there is only a few

slight changes. The fur coat continues to be long,

but the round collar of last year has given away to

the popular sailor or square collar.
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Do You Want to Buy Something

That You do Not Know

Where to Get ?

EVERY month The Review receives letters

from subscribers stating that they are
in the market for certain goods, but that

they do notknow where they can be procured.

They ask us if we can tell them from what
source they can procure the wanted articles.

This is a service we render cheerfully.

When you become a subscriber to The
Review this service is part of what you buy.

We have facilities for procuring informa-
tion about new goods, novelty lines, articles

not usually sold in dry good stores but occa-

sionally asked for, etc., and these facilities

are at the service of our readers.

We are glad to get these requests for

information and no service could be more
cheerfully rendered.

CUT OUT THE COUPON BELOW,
and use it when you would like us to give
you information.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 University Avenue, Toronto

1
THE DRY GOODS REVIEW For Subscribers

143 UNIVERSITY AVENUE ~"~~

TORONTO INFORMATION WANTED
DATE 191

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN BUY '_

NAME
ADDRESS



For the Christinas season, rugs, vacuum cleaners,

carpet sweepers and other housekeeping accessories

are being featured very successfully. They are suit-

able for gift purposes.

American Carpet Opening
Prices and Trend of Demand Brought Out

by Declaration of New Season's Styles —
Reduction on Velvets and Tapestries

THE carpet opening which has just been held

in the U. S. has brought out at least one im-

portant fact. Reductions were made on vel-

vets and tapestries, other lines remaining firm. As
a result, heavy buying of velvets and tapestries was

recorded. Many buyers had held off, and stocks

were depleted, so that the chance to re-stock at a

somewhat reduced price was eagerly taken up.

There is little doubt but that the attitude of

Congress on the tariff reduction question has been

an important factor in the above result. One repre-

sentative pointed to the probability of "an attack"

by Congress on the carpet industry, and discussed the

cost of production in America as compared to

Europe. His firm operates plants in both America

and England. Congress appeared to be confounding

trust conditions in the woolen industry with those

of the carpet trade, which accounted for the hostile

attitude toward the latter. Tapestries and velvets,

on a basis of competition proposed by Congress,

would yield little or no profit to the American pro-

ducer. At the present time, price reductions were

due to the producers disposing of accumulated stock

promptly in anticipation of a revised tariff.

Excellent Orders Taken

Despite conditions above outlined, no uncer-

tainty appears to have prevailed among buyers.

They were out of the goods and needed them. Thus

far during November, trading on floor coverings has

been beyond the brightest anticipations.

A feeling of optimism on the part of buyers

seems to be general. At first strength was with the

reduced tapestries and velvets, but buying soon

spread to include Wiltons, Brussels, Axminsters,

Scotch squares and other lines.

Both on orders placed at the openings and on

those placed with travelers immediately afterward,

an advance of 30 per cent, was recorded in many
places over and above business done during the same

period last year.

©
Interest in Carpets

A notable point is that while rugs remain the

chief centre of interest, an increase of trade in car-

pels is recorded. This is attributed to two cases. Car-

pets are found after fair comparison to be excellent

for use in homes owned by the residents, with little

prospect of removal, while for transients or those

who lease, rugs are better. Again, the vacuum
cleaner makes it easier to keep carpets in nice con-

dition. These considerations and also the fact that

all floors are not of hardwood help to establish a re-

vival of interest in carpets.

Of course, the bulk of trade remains with the

rug, but the above factg should be taken into careful

consideration as indicative of future tendencies.

Upholsteries and Hangings
New Tissues Have Arrived — Some Novel

Effects to be Seen in French Chintzes and
Cretonnes

It is impossible to exaggerate the trade possibil-

ities of the new tissues for 1912-13, just arrived this

week.

Of late years there has been an increasing ap-

preciation on the part of retailer and of the public

of the beauty and usefulness of wash goods in hand-

some, printed effects, for hangings and upholsteries.

These now come in two widths, narrow for the first

purpose, double for the second. The buyer should

consider this carefully in making selection, for the

double undoubtedly cuts up to the best advantage for

1 ipholstering purposes.
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Imitations of Tapestry

Possibly the most important innovation in the

line of tissues Consists of imitations of tapestry. The
immense popularity of tapestry in all lines is re-

flected in this. Beautiful verdure and fruit effects,

suitable for dining-rooms, are among the most prom-

inent of these. Gobelins and the soft, faded shades

of mediaeval tapestry are also reproduced. Greens,

dull browns, rich reds and the niurex, or ancient

shades of blue seen in historic tapestry, supply the

color scheme.

Surfaces are so reproduced as to make it almost

impossible to distinguish from a genuine tapestry.

Aniline dyes are used, and are guaranteed to

last and give thorough satisfaction in all the more

expensive numbers. The linen tapestries have the

other immense advantage in that, when used in the

form of wall covering, they do not attract moths or

hold dust.

Coming to the regulation designs of flowers or

fruit in the French style, it is found that large pat-

terns are prominent. Black backgrounds are much
featured in these new lines. Like it or not, there is

little doubt about the prominence of black as the

season's novel color note. It is freely used as a back-

ground in the French cretonnes. Brilliant rose reds

are among the leading shades also. This color has

been in abeyance for a number of years till recently

revived, but there is now a strong feeling for pat-

terns which show liberal dashes of brilliant rose

color, including shades which approximate the cerise

and flame.

Floral designs are very bold and large, and
many are almost too brilliant until placed at a little

distance from the eye. The mustard shade is greatly

in evidence as a background. Shades of brown tend

towards the odd, even to the point of freakishness.

Camel is a very good shade this year. Golden and
greenish browns are both freely used, and yellow is

more notable than for many seasons past.

From the above, the retailer may adduce the net

conclusion that Dresden and pompadour effects are

giving place to much more brilliant colorings in

chintzes and cretonnes. The former will, naturally,

continue to sell in many places, but the latter are

the note of style and novelty.

Linen taffeta has proved a splendid seller in a

wide variety of patterns, mostly dainty of color and
suited for bedroom hangings and upholsteries.

Stripe effects are good in this as in all tissues.

Purple is a color much used in all of the new
linens and cretonnes. This has steadily grown in

favor as the public comes .to understand its proper

application. As a toning color it has no superior,

but should be used in bright rooms and in combin-

ations which prevent the effect of coldness.
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Quilt Points

—«* iBe name—Dearden's

stands for leading quality in

quilts. It guarantees artistic designs,

fine workmanship and splendid

warmth in the finished article.

m The PLACE-Bolton

is in the heart of Britain's most famous

quilt manufacturing district, offering

unrivalled facilities for manufacturing

on a large scale.

—m T5e Agent-R.H.Cosbie
who has charge of the Canadian busi-

ness of this firm and who will be glad

to deal with your inquiry.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and 7"heir Travelers.
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Shadow-Cloth Linen

A new line worthy of especial mention consists

of a "shadow-cloth linen." Patterns are indistinct

and can only be described as in the name. Fre-

quently the haze is accentuated throughout by

double outlines. In many patterns the warp only is

printed, the woof being of white. The delicacy of

these effects cannot be surpassed in any fabric.

®
Clocks for Christmas Selling

Many prominent houses are displaying fancy,

gift clocks of all grades and prices in their house-

furnishing department.

This proves better than basement display, or dis-

play at the jewelry counter. It is more suitable in

the first place, and in the second more needed. The
first two departments can take care of themselves at

the holiday season, but housefurnishings should be

allowed their share of attractions.

A pretty display of gift clocks in all styles of

metal, china and wood mounting was recently seen.

The department was decorated in Christmas wreaths

and ribands. Booths were arranged and attention

called by advertising and by counter display to the

suitability of the clocks for gift purposes.

Popular Furniture Lines
Jacobean in Fumed Oak a New Line Offering for

1912-13--- Colonial Designs Very Good.

Jacobean designs in fumed oak are being put

forward as the newest thing for dining-room, den

and library furniture. Demand for these is greatly

increasing, and all indications point to a splendid

season.

The trend towards period designs is a very mark-

ed feature of the trade to-day. Besides the popular

Jacobean, William and Mary period is prominent.

Elizabethan furniture also sells excellently well.

For drawing-rooms, the different Louis designs con-

tinue in demand, but there is now no novelty to the

public in these. Latterly, in attempting to keep up
interest in the Louis types, there has been a revival

of the wicker models with enamel or gilt finishings.

These, however, will only appeal to a limited class

of persons, as they are rather flimsy and delicate as

well as expensive.

Mission furniture needs no comment. It is sell-

ing freely as ever, but in somewhat modified styles,

not so heavy and clumsy as formerly. Colonial

furniture proves better in style and is rapidly in-

creasing in popularity. It suits with cretonne or

linen hangings, and is durable while not crude in

outlines.

* * *

An admirable idea for holiday selling consists in

grouping a small table, chair and reading lamp, to

sell at fifteen or even ten dollars. This makes an

admirable gift, and will appeal to the man shopper.

Wicker chairs of the easy sort with handsome
tissue cushions are suggestive of Christmas-tide.

Easy chairs of all kinds if advertised and shown will

sell well during the next two weeks.

®
A Christmas Selling Scheme

Retailers are finding that a small rug of a few

feet each way proves an excellent seller in the Christ-

mas trade. Other articles of house furnishing de-

scription also prove popular as gifts. These include

vacuum cleaners, pneumatics, and even curtains

and draperies.

A store which grasped the idea of the profit to

be got from these lines in a season not usually ac-

tive used an excellent layout for their floor. A
special series of decorated booths containing Christ-

mas gifts are always established at holiday time on

this floor, other sections being condensed for the

occasion. Special decorations are usually confined

to the temporary display. A very attractive fancy

goods circle forms the centre of this.

This year the approaches from stairways are also

handsomely decorated, and filled with tastefully dis-

played rugs of a size suitable for gifts, the new clean-

ers, sweepers and fancy draperies. The effect is

pleasing to the eye and enforces on the customer'

mind the idea that these articles also are suitable

for presentation purposes. As a result, many are

sold which would otherwise be ignored at this season.

General benefit results, for a sensible gift of this

kind creates such lasting satisfaction as to induce

the customer to think of a similar one the following

season. On the other hand, much more profit is

realized than on the dainty trifles to which Christ-

mas buying so often tends almost exclusively.

The Linoleum Demand
This season there is a particularly strong feeling

for block and matting patterns in linoleums. While

country trade takes large designs, the small ones are

still the leaders with city trade, and grow more beau-

tiful every year. Cork carpets are being sold more

all the time. The splendid lasting qualities of this

line make it a favorite wherever durability and good-

ness is a chief object.

An important aspect of the linoleum trade which

salespeople should study carefully is the way in

which these goods may be used in conjunction with

rugs. There are imitations of wood flooring of the

best grade, so excellent as to be practically undetect-

able. When used on rough or unfinished floors,

with a few rugs thrown upon them, the effect com-

bines perfect sanitary conditions with a high degree
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of decorative value. The wood grain linoleums are

distinctly popular, and should he an especially valu-

able line to the retailer whose clientele is of the me-

dium class.

For offices and public places grained or wood-

finished linoleums are excellent.

* * *

It is interesting to note that the patterns of lino-

leums repeat at distances which are always a mul-

tiple of nine. Small patterns repeat at 2 x
/4 in. or

4 x
/2 in., larger at 9 in. or at 18 in. Frequently those

up to 9 in. are found too small, and the 18 in. block

is the established one. Florals in this block are

especially well sold.

Whole Front Displays
They Have Been Found by Jas. McNichol.

of the Cressman Co.. Peterboro, to be Good
Business Bringers

How many trimmers have devoted their entire

window space to one particular line? To those who
have—and they are very fewT—nothing need be

said; those who have not should give it a chance

and note the results.

Jas. McNichol, of the Cressman Co., Peterboro,

has made a feature of whole front displays, and

found the results most gratifying. Some trimmers

imagine that to do this other departments would be

sacrificed, but the windows being dressed Wednes-

A Wonderful Variety of

Artistic Rugs for the Home Beautiful
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Housefurntshing advertisement used bj Jas. McNicholl
In connection with a whole front display for the

Cressman Co., Peterboro.

day afternoon and taken out Friday morning allows

two days and two nights and does not sacrifice the

other departments.

The front of the Cressman Co. consists of one

large window, two smaller ones and two doorways

that are dressed after a quarter to six.

One particularly fine exhibit was of housefurn-

ishings. The centre window was dressed with wall

paper, rugs, draperies, etc., the small windows with

wall paper and draperies, and the interiors with

lace curtains shown over yellow sateen. The effect

was most striking, and apart from being produc-

tive of direct results, had its effect on the season's

trade.

Another display that brought exceptionally good

results was a whole front of novelty coats. These

were shown for the most part on forms, a few were

iish
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Show cards by Jas. McNicholl, with the Cressman Co..
Peterborough, used in connection with a full front

display of ready-to-wear garments.

shown on pedestals and stands. Accessories such as

blouses, umbrellas, gloves, handbags, etc., were also

introduced to good advantage.

This display put in during the first spell of cold

weather and showing the very latest novelty coats

proved to be—from a sales point of view—a record

breaker.

Concentration of the advertising forces being

absolutely necessary to success, it follows that the

best results are obtained only when the newspaper

advertising and the windows go hand in hand.

Mr. McNichol having charge of the publicity

end, frames the newspaper ads. to suit the window
displays.

The show cards being the mouthpiece of the

window, are really an important factor. The group

here shown gives an idea for very effective cards.

The illustrations are cut from trade newspapers.



'New Sweater Coat Samples
Extra Machinery Installed and New Mills

Starting on Fall 1912 Lines —Handsome
Stitches, Colorings and Styles— Novelties

for January.

Most sweater coat manufacturers are now pre-

paring samples for next Fall. There will be a larger

showing than in previous years by the different

mills who specialize on men's or women's sweaters

and by new mills which are installing improved

machinery. Both are working on exceptional

ranges in which many new features are being

brought put. Some very handsome new styles and

colorings as well as novel stitches are made on new
machines operating for the first time in Canada.

Jobbers start on their western placing trips early

and many are now showing comprehensive ranges.

Several designers have recently visited New York
and other fashion centres in search of novelty, where

the latest innovations have been secured. These are

now being worked out to suit Canadian trade, and

while it may be considered somewhat late by some,

those manufacturers who go direct ,to the trade are

hardly ever ready before Jan. 15th.

It is considered best to take advantage of newer

ideas even though it takes a week or two longer to

present them. It is these latter novelties, which al-

ways prove successful in Fall merchandising but,

as far as placing orders are concerned, buyers have

practically everything of a staple nature now before

them.

In looking ahead to next season's business, there

is a dominant note in regard to the popularity of

the sweater coat. Of course, there are some skepti-

cal criticisms and it is claimed that sooner or later

there will be a change or something newer especially

Samples of improved sweater coats indicating style tendencies for next sea-

son. On the right is a man's coat in soft gray, fancy stitch, with
pockets. The other is a novelty garment for women in new tan

with tailored cut in latest style, trimmings and finish.

Courtesy of Hewson Woolen Mills, Ltd., Amherst, N.s.
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THE

Trade Mark
THAT BACKS EVERY
SALE YOU MAKE

is the mark to have attached to

your men's underwear stock. It is

a talking point most convincing in

its strength, and when it backs up
a garment such as you find in

St. George
UNSHRINKABLE

Underwear
FOR MEN

you need not fear for the success

of your department. The St. George

trade mark is known to the most
careful dressers in the country, known
to the " cranks ''— if such you may
term them— as the label of genuine

satisfaction.

In laying plans for your spring

campaign you can do no better than

have our traveller show you the

St. George range. Have him explain

the points of superiority, and note

the value we offer. Get in line

for 1912.

THE

Schofield Woolen Co., Ltd.

OSHAWA ONTARIO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Figure Fitting

Underwear
the easy fitting, yet figure defin-

ing underwear that meets with

the approval of the well-dressed

woman is the kind for you to

handle.

OXFORD
underwear is the result of the

concentrated efforts of expert de-

signers, cutters and operators

along with factory facilities unex-

celled anywhere. Our Spring

line is now complete, including

Summer weight vests, drawers,

corset covers and combinations.

See our range of men's
"Gauzine" and Spring
Needle Underwear.

The Oxford Knitting Co., Ltd.

Woodstock, - Ontario

in women's wear, where fashions change more

quickly than with men. Style will demand some-

thing different and this assertion has been heard for

the past five years. Still, this season's sweater coat

sales surpassed all other years with style, fit, finish,

workmanship, novelty in color and weave as a

basis. There is also every indication of continued

success and no doubt the sweater coat is here to stay

as part of everybody's wardrobe. As often stated it

is specially adapted to Canadian climate as well as

to the sports and occupations of the people of this

country.

Sweater Coat in the Army.

There are still many fields for the use of this ser-

viceable garment and the United States Government
has introduced sweater coats into the army as part

of the regulation dress of the rank and file. This

means that sweater business for men is standardized

in the United States and this is an indication of a

very great future that lies before the sweater coat

trade in Canada.

There may be vagaries in style to effect the sale

of women's coats but at the present moment there is

no reason to anticipate that as part of their outing

and everyday dress women are going to discard

sweater coat for a long time, at present beyond the

horizon of possibility.

Insisting on Better Garments.

Starting, therefore, with the New Year, manufac-

turers' ranges will be practically complete. Better

lines for men and women is a tendency fully recog-

nized by different mills, as it has been found that

merchants are tired of cheaper makes and are insist-

ing on clean, well tailored garments, satisfactory in

every respect. Extra attention is being given to

improving each number in detail, workmanship and

finish, and it is claimed that garments presented will

be far in advance of any yet made in Canada. Man-

tailored effects ensuring accuracy of fit, viz., cut to

size and designed as a coat should be, combined with

new fancy stitch racks are features of numerous

ranges.

Novelty in Weave.

As for style differences, manufacturers are de-

pending on new weaves for novelty and expecting

orders on usual colors, plain shades rather than com-

binations. Gray mix, cardinal, navy, white, and a

decided feeling for tans, light browns, khaki and

champagne, several new shades of slate and novelty

resedas or greens. Some very attractive effects by

combining two shades of one color in the weave

promise to receive unusual attention. Novel coats

of military red are also to have another all season

popularity. Military red combined with black is

also good.

While shorter lengths are talked of for numerous

reasons, prominent of these being that people want
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The Hew Closed Crotch Combinations

Remove Every Objection Against

Union Suits or One-Piece Garments

The advantages of this garment were quickly realized

and the Patent Rights for Canada secured by PENMANS
LIMITED, of Paris, Ontario, the pioneers in the manu-
facture of Knit Underwear.

Closed Crotch Combina-

tions are Patented and

INFRINGEMENTS
WILL BE PROSECUTED

Only those who are licensed by Penmans Limited

can manufacture this style of garment in Underwear of

any make or material.

THE WATSON MFG. CO.

OF BRANTFORD AND
THE ELLIS UNDERWEAR
CO. OF HAMILTON
are the only concerns manufacturing knit goods

that are so licensed. This information is for the

benefit of the Trade, as other manufacturers can-

not supply these garments.
AT CANADA ^A

^// Trade Afar/f

PENMANS LIMITED, PARIS, CANADA
Underwear - Hosiery - Sweaters

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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"I Wear Burritt's because--

well, I don't know, only I like

them the best, but mother

likes Burritt's Dominion
Brand Hosiery because she

says they wear the longest

of any she ever bought and

that they always look well.''

DOMINION

BRAND
HOSIERY
This popular brand of

hosiery is a revelation to

mothers, and every merchant

who stocks "Dominion"
hosiery will increase h i s

hosiery trade materially.

Get In touch with our line

A. BURRITT & COMPANY
DOMINION MILLS

MITCHELL ONTARIO

Health Brand

Underwear

Our stock is now complete

in all lines of Fall weights for

Women and Children.

We have also a complete

stock of short and no sleeve

Women's Vests in medium
weights at all prices.

Greenshields Limited

MONTREAL

garments that do not show below the suit coat, it is

not by any means advisable to expect this to become
a dominating feature of next year's sales. Prevail-

ing lengths will be 28-29 inches and some 30-32

inch coats will lie taken. For inside wear, new cardi-

gan iil> jackets in shorter lengths and finer yarns

are shown and this is another opportunity of devel-

opment in a seasonable display.

There are no new collars so far but manufacturers

are repeating their individual models, comprising

roll, turnover fold and "triplex" styles, all of which

have been favorites on their different makes. Ad-

justable collars have been well received, sold well

and are practical in every respect and there is a

bright future for continued sales throughout the

many ranges.

Merchants are assured of interesting and profit-

able assortments and first orders are promised

prompt delivery. By the time travelers reach buyers

with their ranges there is no question but that satis-

factory selection can be made. It is generally ex-

pected there will not be the trouble of deliveries

even to the extent it was felt this season.

Knitted Gift Articles

Merchant has Good Opportunity in Aviation

and Other Caps— Mitts and Gauntlets Will

Also be in Demand.

Buyers are assured prompt delivery of machine-

made aviation caps for women and girls and boys'

knitted caps in sufficient time for Christmas if re-

peats are booked early. During the past fortnight

mills have been working day and night to overtake

orders. This move was made to protect merchants,

and manufacturers are now in a position to handle

late Christmas rush orders right up till the last

minute for these well-known lines.

Merchants, who have had trouble with deliveries

will appreciate this effort and there is hardly any

buyer at the present time but realized what condi-

tion- were and would be unless some extra attempt

was made to anticipate the extra business. This

machine-made caps both in $2.25 and $4.50 and up

tc $9 qualities have had an exceptional run. White,

cardinal and gray are best, in fact the list of colors

and combinations is endless.

A Suitable Christmas Gift.

Style, however, is not so varied and while many

have already been sold there is nothing this year

so salable as those fancy stitch numbers with large

pompon trimming or finished with plain fold and

tassel and pompon. In some of the larger cities close

to the mills one cannot but remark the vogue for

these .iviation caps among younger girls for busi-

ness wear, outing, or school. At Christmas time
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Men's Sweater Coat No. 4675
A "Cracker Jack"

For Quick Selling

Is made in plain or combination colors, and

has sold exceptionally well. It is one of

THE BEAVER
line—No. 4675, sizes 36-38 at $36 per doz.: 40-44

at $38; also made without collar (No. 4674), size

36-38 at $33, and 40-44 at $35 per doz.

We make a nice range of ladies'

and misses' sweater coats in natty

styles and correct 1912 colorings.

Prices right. Write for samples.

R. M. BALLANTYNE, Limited

STRATFORD, Ontario

S. LENNARD & SONS
DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of

:

Crescent \

JBramL

LADIES' AND MISSES' RIBBED UNDERWEAR
Wish to advise you that their range of production for

SPRING 1912
is now completed and in the hands of their selling Agents, who will call upon

you, and we solicit a continuance of your esteemed orders

Our range comprises a number of new designs and also complete range of Combinations.

No Retailer's Stock

is complete without

these well-known

brands.
)VESw^tfN^W^ CANADA

SOLE SELLING AGENTS

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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TIGER BRAND.

" TIGER BRAND "

UNDERWEAR
"Tiger Brand" Underwear is tiling to be the

leader for Fall in the Underwear Mart. It has
the three most important requisites of "good"
underwear — Superior Finish — Durability

—

Style.

If you have tried other brands and found
them wanting In "customers"—if you find

your underwear department slack when your
competitors about you are doing good busi-
ness—there's a hitch somewhere.
Ask yourself—have I a stock of the finest

Underwear obtainable?

No—not if you haven't Tiger Brand. It's

the one big customer-getter and a huge asset
to your shop. Send in your order now—see
the result for yourself.

Gait Knitting Co., Limited
Gait, - - Ontario

THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262.005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST in the Field and STILL LEADIN6.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI-
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends.

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN
FOOTWEAR

To be had from any of the Leading

Wholesale Dry Goods Houses

there is not that competition noted in early milli-

nery styles, which merchants were prone to use as

an excuse for making but a minor showing of avia-

tion caps. Millinery sales are over and theie is no

reason why any store could not successfully handle

large quantities.

This is not a matter of extra business for manu-

facturers, but one of the recognized opportunities of

the trade, of which merchants should take full ad-

vantage. Customers are buying them and someone

is going to supply them. As in the case of many
more fashion extremes, if people demand them it is

best to be in a position to sell all they want.

This season's rush may be over to an extent by

New Year's, and while it is assured that Christmas

sales will be marked it is not the intention to sug-

gest undue orders but stifficient to cover Christmas

selling which it is stated the mills can allot to the

satisfaction of different merchants throughout the

country.

In considering the effect which aviation caps

have had on millinery it must be admitted that some

towns arc bound to have felt it more or less. But

in the average town there is no reason why both de-

partment* should not work well together as wearers

of aviation caps are also customers for better milli-

nery and it is only instead of and in competition

with cheaper every-day ready-to-wear that caps are

even to be considered. Merchants who have taken

any other view have lost that much business.

Caps, Mitts and Gloves.

"Devil's Caps" for boys are also over-

sold and plain colors, white, gray, cardinal

and navy and over sixteen color combin-

ations have taken equally well. There is the

hockey season demand, Christmas gift selling

and real wintry weather still to come. These mini-

bers are all individually boxed in sightly boxes with

mid-winter favors and the quantity sold during the

next month will be enormous.

Mitts and gloves are being sampled for next

year and ranges include men's, women's and chil-

dren's even to the smallest sizes.

Red and white gaunlet mitts have been at a

standstill in as far as being able to get ahead of de-

liveries, and this might be also stated regarding pull-

overs and garters, but everything is being done to

help merchants make the most of the annual rush

for knit goods for gift presentation.

Underwear For White Sales
Shipments for January Events Start— Satis-

factory Season Just Closed.

Most of the mills are taking stock and are

through by the end of November. There is every

reason to expect that returns will show a fair divi-

dend all round and that business has been satis-

factory for the past year. Annual meetings of

Continued on page 85
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"The World's Witness
of Dye Perfection

"

has been awarded the FlVSt State PflZe
at the world-renowned

Dresden Hygienic Exhibition
(May to October, 1911)

For almost a quarter of a century " Hermsdorf Dyed Hosiery" has been

recognized as the world's fastest and purest black stockings. Hosiery buyers

everywhere regard Hermsdorf as "the name that sells the stocking."

Write for Free Booklet, Cuts, Showcards, Etc.

WORKS

;

Chemnitz, Saxony
AMERICAN BUREAU:

235 West 39th St., New York

All-wool Unshrinkable

Und

.Oa

erwear
thb i>e/i<DnsrG snglish uNDBuwmn

We mention below three features of JAY
Underwear which will appeal strongly to

your customers :

—

WRAP

LADIES' WEAR. The Jay combinations are fitted with

the patent " S Wrap," thus affording complete pro-

tection where this is most necessary.

MEN'S WEAR. Pants have the patent " Star Seat,"

whereby the garment adapts itself to every move-

ment of the body, without chafing.

GUARANTEE. Any Jay garments shrinking in [the

wash will be replaced free.

Wholesale Agents

:

I. & R. Morley. Geo. Brettle & Co.

London, England t'ATFNT STAR SEAT>>

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
Sleefs j4io. Sito.
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MUFFLERS
""\

For Men
and Women

Push
Mufflers

for

Xmas

"Monarch" Quality
EVERYTHING has a standard. Knit goods stand-

ard is invariably the " Monarch " Brand, and

it's by this standard that knit mufflers and sweater

coats are judged.

Quality is a strong selling feature which cannot

be overestimated. Instruct your salespeople to push

Monarch brand from the quality standpoint as much
as for its superior style. Push Mufflers for Christmas.

They are nicely boxed and make desirable gifts.

The Monarch Knitting
- ST. CATHARINES, ONT.DUNNVILLE, ONT.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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KNIT COATS
For Men, Women
and Younger People

That Embody

Style, Quality,

Workmanship

"Monarch" Styles
THOUGH we have years of experience behind us,

we do not claim that those years have much
bearing- on our goods from the style standpoint. We
give the credit to our alert designer, who is in constant

touch with the latest ideas, and improves every oppor-

tunity to make "Monarch" the leader in knit goods
for style.

Monarch Sweater Coats present the most sensible

Christmas gift suggestions. Show them in your
suggestion windows.

Company, Limited
ST. THOMAS, ONT. BUFFALO, N.Y.

Please mention The Review ,<> Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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OTTAWA

Pure Wool

Elastic Rib

Unshrinkable

VALLEY

TRADE MARK

Superior to

Other Pure Wool

Underwears

UNSHRINKABLE

WE INVITE COMPARISON
"The proof of the pudding—you know the old adage—is in the eating," and the proof of our

claims for O-V. Underwear is in comparison with other makes.

A trial order will convince you of the merits of O.V. Brand.

Try these: Lines 600, 601, 605, Men's Pure Wool, medium weights.

Lines 1 30 and 1 40, Men's Pure Wool, heavy and extra heavy weights.

Line 7 1 0, extra heavy Pure Wool.

Line 650, extra heavy Pure Worsted.

BATES & INNES, Limited
CARLETON PLACE, ONT.

Manufactured
By

Live Merchants
know that honesty is the

best policy, and that it

pays to give their custom-

ers the best goods. They
also know that there is

no better underwear than

TURNBULL'S
PURE WOOLJUNSHR1NKABLE

CEETEE
AND

RIBBED UNDERWEAB

Display it in your Windows

Manufactured by

The C. Turnbull Co., of Gait, Limited
Gait, Ontario

See Page 1 3

For Article on Show

Card Writing.

The Edwards Short-

Cut Course

I'lease mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Underwear for White Sales

Continued from page 76

shareholders are generally held between now and
the end of the year.

Shipping for Spring, 1912, starts Dec. 1st and

wholesalers will pass merchants their orders in time

for white sales. Placing orders have been fair and
the repeat business is expected to show an increase

over last season. It is on the sorting orders that the

great bulk of the business is done and after the dif-

ferent returns are received from many localities

manufacturers' agents are able to size up conditions

from their standpoint.

Manufacturers start for next year with no very

marked change in demand as far as separate vests

are concerned. Samples presented have pleased

wholesale orders, if list order and covering lots are

any criterion. Last season's numbers are often re-

ferred to placing so that detail of trimmings, finish

and bleaching are taken in these cases, as extra

values. Usual wholesale prices are adhered to and

merchants' orders so far are very similar to other

years.

There is some comment among whitewear men
that ribbed drawers and combinations are having an

effect on the sale of cotton drawers owing to pre-

vailing fashions and the desire of stylish dressers to

secure better fitting gowns. If so the average mer-

chant has not realized it but, from general observa-

tion, the result may mean a difference of 5,000

dozen in a year's sales, when it is figured up between

whitewear men and knitting mills.

Combinations In Favor
For Winter and Summer Wear These Gar-
ments are Receiving Increased Attention.

Montreal, Dec. 1.
—"Combination" suits claim

the attention of many of the underwear manufac-

turers and dealers. This class of garment is coming

to the front with leaps and bounds. For both winter

and summer wear, these garments are regarded

with decided favor.

For summer wear, combination suits come in the

short sleeves shirt, and short legged drawers. For

winter wear, as well as for summer, these combin-

ations come in full length sleeves and legs. For

winter, a good variety of weights are now on the

market. And each season, many new numbers are

being added to the numbers now in use.

The campaign in favor of "union suits" was

started a few seasons ago. The success has been

very marked. Already, many new features and im-

provements have been incorporated in the garment.

The inset belt is one of these improvements. By
the use of this belt, the weight of the trousers is not

brought directly on the shoulders.

Appointed Sole Agent
Frank M. Barnard, who for the past twelve years

has sold the celebrated brand of "Hygeian" Under-
wear, manufactured by the Eagle Knitting Co., Ltd.,

Hamilton, direct from the mill, has been appointed

sole selling agent for this well-known product, with

head offices at 64 Wellington street west, Toronto,

"Empire Building."

FRANK M. BARNARD.
bus been appointed sole selling agent for Hygeian underwear.

Mr. Barnard has a very enviable connection with

the entire wholesale trade all over Canada, and is

also opening offices in Montreal and Winnipeg,

where he will be pleased to meet all inquiries. His

many friends wish him all the success due him in

his undertaking.

AnjjImportantjExtension
J. R. Moodie & Sons, manufacturers of the cele-

brated brand of "Hygeian" Underwear, who have

lately made very extensive additions to their plants,

and who have also recently purchased the plant of

the Princess Underwear Co., of Hamilton, have de-

cided to cater still more closely to their customers'

requirements by placing their samples in the hands

of Frank M. Barnard, who has for the past twelve

years represented them direct from the mill.

This firm has been established since 1888 and
they attribute their success and constant expansion

to rigid adherence to quality, and having all their

product attractively packed, and boxed and branded

"Hygeian."

Mr. Barnard is to be congratulated on being con-

nected with such an important firm of manufactur-

ers. The change is well calculated to benefit the dry

goods trade.
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Spring Corset Features
Brassiere Indispensable With the New Low-
Cut Models — Long Sleeve Lines Adhered To

THE new corset models for the Spring of 1912

are now being passed upon. While there is

no definite change to be observed there are

little touches that mark the improvements that

manufacturers find from experience are needed to

improve the last season's models and which give

with more telling effect and with more comfort to

the wearer the fashionable long figure lines.

The low-bust straight line effect is the predomi-

nating idea and the high style note is expressed in

the low cut models. While all lines include these

models, and all the leading retailers carry some of

them, the best sellers are found in the more medium
numbers, with the bust placed just high enough to

catch the curve of the breast.

Though the bust is low the skirt is long—ex-
tremely so in the case of some of the expensive im-

ported models. Some of these models are so long

that they take in the thigh, the object being to con-

fine the flesh without break.

With the extremely long skirt in vogue, it be-

comes a problem to so cut them as to attain the ob-

ject they are worn for, and allow the wearer the

proper amount of comfort when in a sitting position.

This is done by means of careful cutting and also

by the use of elastic bands and gores. So far is this

feature carried in some lines that considerable re-

ducing effect is claimed to result from the regular

wearing of these particular models.

With long slender lines so strictly adhered to

the corseting of the stout figure must of necessity

Features of This Department

Reports of Manufacturers' Convention at Toledo
with illustrations of model garments shown.

Authoritative news with reference to Spring
season's corset styles.

Position of reversible s for the coming season.

Radical change is expected. What manufacturers
say.

Spring garments produced by Canadian manu-
facturers illustrated in this section.

receive special attention. The stout woman's corset

has to be made of firmer materials, and must be

more heavily boned. Therefore, designers have

many difficulties to overcome in giving the requis-

ite support and in attaining at the same time the

natural flexible figure effect. For most stout figures

the bust must not be pushed up in the slightest de-

gree if the proper outline is to be attained. This is

a most important point in fitting a stout figure, and

one that is very frequently ignored.

Comfort and Better Figure.

The proper medium for controlling the figure

above the waist line is the brassiere, and the wearing

of the combination of the two garments should al-

ways be impressed upon customers seeking to im-

prove this type of figure. The sales staff can find

excellent talking points in the fact that the corset

cut sufficiently low, that is about the height indi-

cated, and worn with a brassiere, gives not only an

improved figure line, but very much more personal

comfort to the wearer.

Manufacturers are experimenting extensively

with the skirt part of the corset designed for stout

figures. Hitherto a few firms have made a specialty

of this line, and encouraged by their success more

manufacturers are entering this field. Elastic web-

bing and banding is introduced into many of these

models, and not only are the points of extra comfort

and better fit claimed, but a reducing effect is also

aimed at.

Natural figure styles have had the effect of re-

newing the interest in corset waists for young girls

and for women of slight figure. Some excellent

models form a compromise between the corset and

the regular corset waist.
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Spring model payette silk, one-piece dress in all shades. Tunic
one side effect, with fringe and girdle to match. Courtesy

Standard Dress & Waist Mfg. Co., Toronto.
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Girls' Scotch gingham dress in stylish overplaids, trimmed wltl
plain linen and piping to match. Ages 8-10-12-1-1 years.

Courtesy Home & Watts, Toronto.

These models are kept perfectly soft and flexible,

but front steels and light boning is used in addition

to the cording that gives the requisite support and

firmness.

Buyers greatly favor these new corset waistlines,

as they find that they are easy to introduce, and are

quickly taken up by misses from 14 years up.

The Practical Brassiere.

In conducting an up-to-the-minute corset de-

partment hardly too much stress can be laid upon
the care and attention that should be given to the

tarrying of an up-to-date brassiere stock. With the

fashionable low cut corset the wearing of a brassiere

cannot possibly be dispensed with. No model yet

brought out is as perfectly practical as the crossed-

in-the-back brassiere, as this manner of fastening

fits the garment to the figure and exercises the need-

ed pull to make it effective and keeps it in the

proper place.

A new model brought out is cut square across

the back while retaining below the crossover fasten-

ing. This square model fastens over with two but-

tons at one side, and the crossover effect gives the

same service as the cross-over model. The advant-

age lies in the fact that a better line and a smoother
finish at the back is gained.

The New Spring Dresses
Straight Lines, Trimmings That Give Width
and a Lower Waist Line the Leading New
Features — Set-in Sleeves Generally Taken

Straight lines and the skirt perhaps a shade

wider, but certainly with the appearance of more
width given by the way the trimmings are applied,

and with the waist giving evidence of a tendency

towards dropping towards its normal position, are

the leading features of the new dresses now being

shown for Spring selling.

Flounces, puffings, pleatings and ruffling are be-

ginning to be used, and promise more prominence

as the season advances. Another feature that is

gaining ground is the left side and the centre fasten-

ings.

Centre fastenings aie accomplished under rows

(if buttons simulating a buttoning of the garment

down the front. These are new touches but other-

wise Spring models present very similar lines to

those now running.

A very varied line of fabrics goes into the pro-

duction of the new dress lines. Lingerie models are

produced in voiles, allover and heavy embroidered

deep flouncings and bandings, marquisettes, lawns

and mulls. Tub dresses are shown in ginghams,

(hambrays, printed lawns, batistes, cotton foulards

and in other cotton fabrics.

The novelty note in wash dresses lies in the

showing made of smart tailored styles in cotton

suitings, poplins, reps, piques and various cord

weaves, medium weight linens and near linen

fabrics. With a white season in prospect, white nat-

urally is in the lead, but champagnes, tans and colors

are also in evidence.

Satins lead in silk fabrics with the most interest

taken in pailottes, duchesse and messalines. Among
the novelties are soft effects in fancy satin-finished

silks and jacquards in taffetas, serge effects in foul-

ards, and striped tamolines and tub silks. Taffeta

is much talked of, but has as yet to make a serious

appearance in the ready-to-wear line. Serges and

panamas are again shown in wool fabric dresses.

The Sleeve Situation.

The new set-in sleeve is being universally taken.

Long lengths prevailing on tailored models and %,
% and even shorter showing on the dressier models.

There is a tendency also observable towards more

trimming used as a cuff finish, many models show-

ing a pleating of lace for this purpose.

Fringes, ball and drop fringes, buttons, and lace

form the best liked trimmings. Heavy laces, such
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The Last Word From Style Centres

Culture Garments

SPRING, 1912

If you want garments that appeal to the better trade, wait

for the "CULTURE" line of dresses, coats and suits, but, on
the other hand, if your trade demands cheap goods, that

look cheap and wear accordingly, don't wait.

"CULTURE" GARMENTS are the last word from the world's

fashion artists, and being such, may be a little later on the

market than lines that are rushed out at the first, and of

unsure style indication.

GUARD YOUR INTERESTS
by withholding your decision until you have seen "CULTURE"
samples. The Culture man is on his way and will see you
very soon with a most complete line of popular priced

garments.

MR. N. B. SIVERS, Western and Northern Ontario.

MR. V. F. BRADSHAW, Eastern Ontario and Maritime Provinces.

MESSRS. HOPWOOD and BRYANT, Montreal and Quebec Province.

MR. J. M. ROSS, Manitoba, Saskatchewan. Alberta and British Columbia.

The Ontario Cloak Co., Limited
Designers and Makers

Darling Building - - Toronto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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as macrame and Venise are used on the heavier

fabrics while lighter laces are seen on gowns

of more transparent materials. All models show

the use of wide band trimmings.

Many Trained Models.

Manufacturers are receiving many orders for

party dresses. New models show the combination of

brocaded satin with plain duchesse. Many trained

models are seen the train being as a rule of moder-

ate length and very narrow. Sometimes the train

is in the shape of a loose panel that can easily be

lifted and carried over the arm. Surplice and fichu

waists are finished in silver or crystal. Long tunics

of the satin are hung over a skirt of brocade and

ninon is used in the same manner over a slip of

satin. Monotones are taking the place of two-color

effects, both satin and brocade and satin and ninon

matching. Pastel shades in pink, coral, maize, and

mauve being best liked.

Double-Faced Fabrics Drop
Good Business Done by the Merchant Who
Bought Early Friezes, Duffles, Chinchillas or

Curl Cloths Now Being Considered.

What will be the position of reversible cloths

for another season? That is the question the trade

is asking since the sudden drop that the strongly

contrasting double-faced fabrics have taken this

month. Notwithstanding the fact that the pro-

nounced type of reversible fabrics are killed by the

weight of their own popularity, the idea is too new

and too good to be finished with in just one season.

Anything of a pronounced type next year will

.-ell and sell only in the remote centres that have

heard of the fashion and have had no chance to

gratify it.

What Will Succeed Reversibles.

For the larger centres the reversibles showing

will be largely in monotone effects, and even here it

is largely a question as to whether the reverse side

will be used as a trimming effect. The new rever-

sibles are in monotones showing just a shade or two

difference between the two sides. Just what will

come after reversibles is now being discussed. Rough

surfaced cloths are featured extensively and the cut-

ting up trade has every confidence in them. Scotch

mixtures, tweed effects, friezes, duffles and chin-

chillas or curl-cloths are all candidates.

In connection with the sudden dropping out of

large collared coats of strongly contrasted reversible

cloth, it should be pointed out that it is the man who

had a proper assortment in stock to satisfy customers

early in the season who has profited, while it is the

man who pursues the policy of the waiting game who

has lost business and who has coats in stock at pres-

ent.

No fault in the matter attaches either to the

manufacturer nor, as has been suggested by at least

one merchant, to the Review. This paper both by
means of illustrations and reading matter kept the

trade fully informed of the rise and the growth in

popularity of double faced fabrics and the styles in

which they were made up. The manufacturer showed
the models, but no persuasion on his part had any
effect.

The Manufacturer's Position.

The manufacturer, merchants are reminded, in-

curs a very large outlay in the procuring of reliable

advance fashion news, and in this as in many other

instances of a like nature, it would have paid if the

merchant would have only "taken a tip" from the

manufacturer. Intelligent co-operation between the

manufacturer and the merchant is mighty good busi-

ness. Delay after a certain point is just as disas-

trous as over-buying, and neither policy builds trade

or makes profit.

Orders for Sealette and Seal-Plush.

Steady orders are coming in for sealette or seal-

plush. Coats of this fabric have been steady sellers,

and cloak makers have their stocks of this fabric in

good shape. The seal-plush coat, it is pointed out,

i< not an imitation, but is sold as a fabric coat,

Nevertheless, coats of this fabric are taking the place

of the fur coat, as prices for the latter are becoming-

more than the average woman can afford to pay.

Spring models in coats show few new features.

The outline is practically the same but the big collar

is dropping in favor of the big rever. Another fea-

ture is the use of one-sided trimming effects, such as

lines of buttons. Because so many of these wrap

coats are used for auto wear, tweeds in grey and

white, black and white and tan and white mixtures

are much in evidence. Extremely smart models are

shown in navy serge, in tan and cream and in hair-

line stripes in white and black. Fancy silks are used

for the rever and color effects.

Men the Better Salesmen
Oscar Tietz, proprietor of Berlin's largest depart-

ment store was asked recently which made the bet-

ter salespeople—the women or the men?
"The men—always," he answered without hesi-

tation. "And our salesmen are trained in a special

school. They can work so much better with a little

instruction.

"There is one particularly good feature of the

law in Germany governing employes which you

have not got in this country. Now, suppose one of

my employes becomes sick. I am compelled to pay

that employe his full salary for thirteen weeks if he

is ill that long. During that time the government

pays his doctor's bills and for his medicine, etc. If

the employe dies the government takes care of his

widow and children."
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4383

Dainty lawn waist with set-in sleeve.

Yoke of tucking and fine Val. lace. Bands
of fine tucking edged with Val. inser-

tion. Cross bands of fine applique inser-

tion with edging of Val. each side. Tuck-
ing and bands on sleeve to match.

NO 4383—NO. 2— »«« &**•

Tailored dress for Misses. Grass lin-

en, prettily embroidered in Bulgarian

shades. Pipings of bright red on the

neck, cuffs and belt, make this model

very attractive.

NO. 509_ 18.00 doz.

A Quartette For
Immediate Delivery

The accompanying illustrations represent four

of our leaders which may be supplied on short

notice. Note the descriptions and price.

Dainty Waists

There is a big demand for fancy waists at this

season of the year, although stock taking may
be near. You cannot afford to lose sales. Sort

up your stock to-day and meet the require-

ments of a Christmas shopping public.

A. E. REA & COMPANY
KING & SPADINA, TORONTO

6664

Messaline tailored waist with pipings

of colored satin and trimmed with small

gold buttons. Kimono style with piping

down shoulder line and sleeve. Very
smart and exceptional value.

NO. 6664- 2.25 ea.

6671

The new peplum waist of extra black
taffeta or messaline. Flat set-in sleeve
and tucked voke, back and cuffs. Collar,
cuffs, and belt, of colored satin, as Emer-
ald, Royal, Red or any desired shade.
Kine lace yoke and dainty net jabot,
edged with ball applique. Colored satin
buttons to match. Somethinir out of the
ordinary in good style. 9 Kfl oo

NO. 6671— ******* c«"

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers
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Handsome and utility model dress made of striped shot silk In

Roman effect with new cut skirt and shirt sleeves,
trimmed with black satin, a moderate-priced

garment for Spring. Courtesy Ontario
Cloak Co., Toronto.
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Cotton Voile Waist

Hand Embroidered

Linen Cluny Insertion

Hemstitched Tuck

Crochet Buttons

French Lace Frill

Crochet Buttons in Black

Set-in Sleeve

The Waist
Beautiful

A Sample from our

Spring Showing

This is an attractive model taken

from the range of exclusive high-

grade waists we have prepared

for Spring. Our designers have

broken away from the common-

place, and produced many de-

cidedly superior ideas in cotton

voile and lawn waists. They

have produced garments with

individuality, appealing to the

higher tastes.

See our Samples with

Salesmen after Jan. 1st.

Ladies'Wear,Limited
TORONTO

F. P. Evans
President

W. F. Goforth
Vice-President

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Decision on Salient Spring Style Features
National Cloak, Skirt and Suit Association in Convention at Toledo.— Suit

Jackets on straight lines.— Skirts with few gores.—Full length Separate Coats

—

Sloping Shoulders, belted and collarless effects.

(Special Staff Correspondence)

See Illustrations on Pages 100, 110 and 116.

THE success that has followed the efforts of

the National Cloak, Suit and Skirt Associa-

tion, to standardize, to a workable extent,

the styles for the coming season has lifted

at least one obstacle from the path of the trade, by

making it possible to place orders, at a workable

date, and yet have garments which show the salient

style points for the season.

Only a few years back, the early part of the seas-

on each Spring and Fall right up to the time when
the retailer's selling season opened, ivas taken up
with disputes and controversy as to what were to be

the leading style features, the proper coat lengths,

the kind of sleeve, and style of skirt. EncJi designer

was working independently, and to a certain extent

in the dark as to what other houses in the trade in-

tended doing, with the result that such a confusion

of lengths, and contradictory styles were put on

the market, that each season both retailer and man-
ufacturer lost heavily from this cause alone.

This serious drawback to a profitable trade, and
In I he prosperous running of a ready-to-wear busi-

ness has been overcome, due in a large measure to

the work done by this Association, which did the

pioneer work, though there are now others working

with this object in view.

Each six months the National Cloak, Suit and

Skirt Association meets to transact business and dis-

cuss the many problems affecting the industry. The
principal business of the meeting in the eyes of the

greater number of its members is the style show,

and in settling, along certain broad lines, the cloak

and suit fashions for coming season.

For Greater Co-operation
Formation of a credit branch and appointment of

Business Doctor proposed.—Paris Gowns displayed.

The Semi-annual meeting of the National
Cloak, Suit and Skirt Association to settle the
Spring styles was held at Toledo, Ohio, Nov.
17th and 18th. At the opening session, Alex.
Printz, of the Printz, Biederman Co., Cleveland,
was re-elected president by acclamation.

The afternoon session opened with an address
upon the advantages of having a fixed policy in
business. Afterwards the advisability of forming a
credit bureau was taken up. In the course of the
rliscussion it was pointed out that, in the cloak trade,

thi' relationship between credit work and cancella-

tions was very close. Some firms would grossly
overbuy with the settled intention of cancelling
the larger proportion of the orders for such garments
they did not need. Over-buying, too, as a rule pre-
ceded a failure, and therefore the many advantages
of a reliable mutual interchange of information
along these lines was plainly obvious.

The Dry Goods Review was the only Canadian

trade newspaper represented at this important

convention by its own editorial authority on

ready-to-wear garments.

The suggestion was made that allied industries,

such as waist and skirt manufacturers could easily

be induced to co-operate, and an organization simi-

lar to that of the National Clothing Association was
advocated.

Trained Business Expert.

The proposal to appoint a business doctor, a
trained expert, but not a cloak expert, one who
could view the business from a totally different

standpoint, to visit the factories of the members and
to suggest improvements that would facilitate busi-

ness and save costs raised an animated discussion.

STYLE RECOMMENDATIONS
ADOPTED FOR SPRING.

SUITS—Suit jackets will be cut on straight

lines, slightly fitted, the predominating lengths

to be 26 inches and shorter, with a tendency

toward rounded front effects.

Skirts will be cut with few gores and on

straight lines, with some panel and tunic effects.

The slightly raised waist-line (with inside belt-

ing) to continue in favor; one-sided effects to be

strongly featured.

SKIRTS—Separate skirts to be cut on the

lines of suit skirts; trimmings to be so applied

as to give the appearances of more fullness.

COATS—Separate coats to be full length and

less fitted, with a tendency toward loose en-

veloping effects. Wide revers will continue good.

NOVELTY FEATURES—Novelty features in

suit and separate coats will consist of the slop-

ing shoulder, belted and collarless effects, long

rolling revers, side buttoning and large armhole

with set-in-straight sleeves and bell sleeves, cut

on straight lines, in three-quarter and seven-

eighth lengths.
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During this discussion it transpired that some of

the members who were advocating such an appoint-
ment had been experimenting along the lines recom-
mended and with satisfactory results. A proposal

to increase the membership fees was voted down, the

necessary funds for this expense to be met by an
assessment on all members.

Reports from members of the association as to

the progress made in carrying out the resolutions

passed at the meeting last May looking towards the

correction of such evils as the carrying of made-up
stock to anticipate the retailers' wants, the shipping
of goods on consignment, the concentration of sam-
ple lines, and the selling of sample, were then read.

Though these reforms had not been worked out in

their entirety, progress had been made along the

lines desired.

THE SPRING FABRICS.

Fancies lead over solid colors.

Loosely-woven tweeds and homespuns in mix-
tures, stripes and nub yarn effects.

Serges in various weaves in navy, cream and
tan. Diagonals good in two-tone effects and in

solid colors. Smoother finishes also in evidence.

Tweeds, worsteds, vigorouxs, whipcords and
twills. Broadcloths used to some extent for

£uit<; and coats.

Indications point to a coming revival of co-

tele and bayadere effects.

Another innovation was the display of a num-
ber of Paris gowns from such noted houses as

Paquin, Bernard, Martial & Armand. These were
imported for use in the production of their own
lines by various members of the Association. In
addition to the French models, over 125 garments
were shown, the whole forming by far the most
successful exhibit that the association has yet held.

Marked Favor for Fancies
Mixtures and Stripes predominate.—Reversibles
strong.—Heavy, loosely woven tweeds used
in several Paris Models.—Buttons leading

trimming feature.

Fashion tendencies are strongly in favor of the
rougher woollen cloths, and loosely woven tweeds,
homespuns and mixed fancies, flecked and with rub
yarn embellishments are high style. There is a de-

cidedly wintry appearance about even light weight
fabrics of this class, that renders them somewhat un-
suitable for Spring wear and, therefore, the manu-
facturer is providing a second choice in smoother
tweed effects and in such fabrics as vigorouxs, whip-
cords and twills.

Serges continue to be a leading fabric, and to

the ever-popular navy for Spring wear must now
be added cream and tan.

New Mixtures.

With the exception of navy, cream and tan serge,

and a few broadcloths, chiefly in navy and tan, all

the cloths used are fancies. Mixtures and stripes

predominate though diagonals in two-tone effect are
used. Quite new are cream and tan and cream and
champagne mixtures and from the number of gar-
ments shown in these colorings, there is evidently
every expectation of them scoring a success.

Reversible cloths are strongly in evidence in
smooth finishes and in Spring-like pastel shades and
colorings. Vigoroux effects with champagne, tan
or dove grey predominating, are the colors most in
evidence with the reverse of pumpkin, tawny
orange, delft, and yacht blue, or mauve or reseda
green. Cloths of this kind were extensively used
not only for coats but for suits as well.

Especially interesting, as pointing to the future,

were the fabrics employed for the development of
Parisian models shown, and which had been im-
ported by various members of the association for

use in the production of their Spring line.

Cords and Coteles.

Heavy, loosely-woven tweeds were the materials
used for several models and ratine was used as the
facing fabric. One model was of shaggy zibeline,

striped in shades of purple and brown, the reverse

side being mid-purple and smoothly and closely

sheared. The thing most noticeable about this

coat, was the way in which the stripes ran around
the figure in bayadere effect. That is, the stripes

ran across instead of lengthwise of the material.

Two-silk suits in two-tone heavy cord weave show-
ed this same feature, cords and coteles being decided-
ly indicated in the advance fabrics shown. An-
other new fabric was a very soft, smooth surface

serge, having all the softness of a woollen fabric,

and the smooth twill finish of a clay worsted. This
material appeared in a Paris model coat. The trim-

mings also were remarkable. There was a belt ef-

fect, and the tops of the sleeves as well as the revers

were trimmed with a wide fancy braid. The facings

being of Scotch tartan silk.

Decidedly new were the large galalith buttons,

exactly matching the plaid.

What to all appearance was a figured linen fabric

was used for the collar and facings on another Paris

coat.

Facings of White.

Pique, macrame lace and collars of allover em-
broidery, lace-edged, were used as a finish on some
of the suits shown. For some time now Paris has

been using facings of white cloth with navy and
this idea has been further amplified. A good ex-

ample of this style is shown in one of the models
shown. This suit is of navy and white serge. The

Approved Colors for Spring.

Champagnes, tans, cream and white, navy,

black and white, grey, nut brown.

Novelty and relief colors:—Delft and yacht

blue, mauve, purple, pumpkin, tan, tawny orange,

emerald, reseda, terra cotta.

Reversible cloths, stripes and mixtures have

the lead over solid colors.

(Concluded on page 102.)
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If the

Lauren-
tian" trade-mark

can build business

for others, why can't

it help yours ?

The Diamond Whitew
Three Rivers,

MANITOBA. B.C., SASK., ALTA.:
Geo. Strachan, E. L. Burden

These are our Representatives :

TORONTO:
W. H. Piton, Empire Building
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The
range of

Laurentian White-

wear for 1912 is the

finest and most complete
we have ever shown.

ear Company, Limited
Quebec

MONTREAL and OTTAWA
Z. P. Benoit, Mark Fisher Building

These are our Representatives :

QUEBEC PROVINCE:
J. A. Morin, 130 St. Joseph Street, Quebec

MARITIME PROVINCES ;

L. E. Joncas, St. John, N.B.
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REG ynK OS

BERLIN A> ONTARIO

A Tribute from Montreal
a tribute unsolicited, unlooked for, is here reproduced

as it came from one of the largest and most prominent
ready-to-wear buyers in Montreal to us.
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Such a reception as this has been accorded to

" Star " brand dresses in all the style centres. Our
Spring samples will, we feel sure, meet with your
approval as they are meeting with approval every-

where else.

LET US SHOW YOU OUR RANGE.

The Star Whitewear Mfg. Co., Limited
BERLIN, ONTARIO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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5TA*A£&ANb
REG Jfl^ OS

BERLIN r\ ONTARIO
TRADt MARK

This Dainty

French Flannel Blouse

Jp%5«
50

This beautiful waist is made of an exceptionally fine

grade of Cream French Flannel, embroidered in Ivory or colors,

the shades being decidedly new. It makes a very striking

appearance with the neck and short sleeves finished with bands
of fine tucked material edged with Guipure lace. Closed back
with crochet buttons.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

This range is now in stock and will be delivered upon
receipt of order. Wire for a sample order to-day.

The Star Whitewear Mfg. Co., Limited
BERLIN, ONTARIO

Please mention The Review t~< Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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On the left is a collarless coat of

tan serge. Large pearl. On the

right is a coat of white serge, with

large collar revers and cuffs of

Paddy green satin. Large crystal

glass buttons, with centres of

Paddy green.

Navy blue serge suit with black

satin collar and large smoked

pearl buttons. The back of the

coat and skirt is in pronounced

one-sided effects.
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Independent Cloak Co., Toronto

THE HOUSE OF QUALITY AND VALUES

SPRING 1912
NDEPENDENT Garments are first of all depend-

able. They are known from coast to coast for style,

fit, quality and workmanship.

We are always in touch with the best known
centres of style, and knowing the Canadian trade

and our patrons' wants as we do, we plan our bus-

iness accordingly, giving particular attention to de-

tails which will make quick turnover. We are

therefore in a position to give you at all times the

very latest styles, which is the surest, safest and best

way to insure satisfaction to you and your customers.

You must have the right styles and fit to get

your share of the business.

An unparalleled spring business is assured you

if you pin your faith to the line that has proved

itself worthy of the faith of every merchant in the

country—the Independent Cloak line.

Our expert designers, backed by experienced

and efficient tailors, have produced a range of samp-

les which we feel sure will interest you. Don't fail

to see our line before placing your orders.

Write us if our Travellers do not call.

The Independent Cloak Company
551-553 Queen Street West TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Decision on Style Features

(Concluded from page 95.)

coat is of the navy serge with collar revers and cuffs

of the white serge. The skirt is of the white, edged
with a deep band of blue. Many navy suits shown
had trimmings and facings of white cloth.

Button Novelties.

The trimming list is not a long one, buttons
being the leading trimming feature. The buttons
used are quite large and lines of buttons form de-

cidedly the best-liked trimming. Pearl buttons are

by far the most favored kind. They are generally
in two-tone effects with the white pearl as the centre.

Pearl is combined with galalith, the galalith form-
ing the rim and being colored to match the cloth.

Two button novelties were noticed. One was a

crystal glass button so arranged that a piece of

material could be inserted under the centre making
a button that would match any colored fabric. The
other button was of galalith in tartan plaid. The
larger lines are the ones used. Buttons are freely

used, lines of buttons forming the only trimming on
many suits.

Fringe, both silk fringe and the ball and drop
variety, are used upon the dressy suits and coats.

Satin, broche silk and brocades with tinsel threads
woven in, are the chief facing fabrics.

Champagnes and Tans
Manufacturers regard these as the coming colors
for Spring-- black and white, greys and blues are

prominent.

The most important color item brought out at

the convention is the evident favor with winch
champagne and tan is regarded, and it is quite

evident that ready-to-wear manufacturers on this

side of the line regard these shades as the coming
ones for next Spring. This is apparent even though
models developed in black and white, grey mixtures
and navy, stand first in point of numbers, but the
newest ideas and most striking models were certainly

presented in champagne and tan fabrics or in cream
and tan or cream and champagne mixtures.

Reversibles Favored.

Reversible cloths were another strong item and
mixtures in the above-named colors had the reverse

face in tawny orange shades, pumpkin yellow, or

soft yellowish tans. Mixture cloths with dove grey
as a base had the reverse side of soft delft or yacht
blue, reseda green or mauve. These shades were all

soft in tone and leaning decidedly towards the pastel

order. A little reseda green was used as a trimming
color but save for the trimming touches on a few
garments, green as a color was practically out of the
picture. Mauve and light purple were better repre-

sented, but there was an almost complete absence
of the strong color contrasts that have been so

prominent, and it would seem as though the ten-

dency is well set in towards softer color effects.

Black and white stripes particularly of that class

that produce the appearance, at first sight, of a
corded weave are leaders in effects of this class. Prac-
tically all black and white or grey and white fancies

are striped, though one of two models showed the
old chicken track or fancy check patern.

Many of the grey mixtures and the navy cloths

showed minute pencil stripings of contrasting color.
Navy, tan and cream serges were particularly promi-
nent.

Some Extreme Ideas.

Emerald and apple green were effectively used
as trimming colors with white and navy, several
white serge coats having the collars and facings of
these vivid greens. The extreme idea was expressed
by the use of terra-cotta ratine for revers and facings
on one of the French model coats. This color ap-
peared to some extent at the dressmakers' openings,
and its reappearance at this important style show
would seem to indicate that it is gaining ground.
Brick red and bright scarlet were other relief colors
used on the Parisian coats.

Straight Line Emphasized
No Tendency to Flare in Skirts—The Sloping
Shoulder a Coming Style in Suits and Coats-

Paris Models.

Straight line effects were emphasized, both for

coats and suits and the separate skirts, follow closely
nn the lines laid down for the suit skirt. There is

absolutely no tendency to any flare, quite the re-

verse in the fashionable skirt, the fashionable ten-

tency being towards a narrowing of the lines around
the feet. The new skirts are cut with as few gores
as possible and, though narrow, are of a comfortable
walking width. In both suits and coats the sloping
shoulder is a coming style, and belted and collarless

models are strongly indicated. Long, rolling revers

are also to be fashionable and side buttoning and
side trimming schemes are the most pronounced
feature of the advance styles. On both suits and
coats, these one-sided effects are prominent. They
are achieved in various ways and are emphasized by
lines of buttons, simulated button holes and often

a line of buttons will have three or four placed out of

line with simulated button-holes opposite as though
unbuttoned. This effect is seen where skirts wrap
over, and on one side of the back panel of coats and
at the sides of simulated tunics. The raised waist

line is a feature of practically all skirts, and the few
that have the normal line have a stitched belt of

the fabric. The appearance of more width is given

by the way trimmings are applied. These are prin-

cipally folds and bands to simulate tunics.

The separate coats shown were all full length,

the most practical being developed in navy, white

or tan serge or the tan and cream mixture cloths.

Many models were shown in light-colored reversible

cloths. Black satin was also featured as a coat fabric.

The new coats are cut on straight, enveloping lines

and the tendency is towards less shaping to define

the figure. Wide revers, and narrower or perfectly

collarless effects are emphasized. Side buttoning,

large armholes, with straight cut set-in bell sleeves

with stiffened cuffs are a new feature.

Though the straight line only slightly-shaped

coat was recommended, a model by Martial & Ar-

11 mi id shows also that a graceful effect can be given

with the prevailing mode of corseting. Besides this

model, two other suits, also from Paris, were shown
with the tight coat. The fabric of these suits was

also striking, being of a two-toned heavy ribbed silk,

the one blue and black the other black and white.

White facings and trimmings are often used with

navv blue.
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Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Dressy and Summery one-piece gown of crisp voile, embroidered
in black and white design and finished with linen lace

insertion trimmings. From range of Spring
samples. Courtesy Gale Mfg. Co., Toronto.
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1912 Fashions in Tub Dresses

^^ JL X J_/Ll/^ -will snow a very definite effec t of

^"^ present modes—with the important changes mostly

in details.

Our artist designers have put just tne right touches into these

details (such as the inset kimona sleeve), and the new

Lm
of Tub Dresses, Waists, Whitewear, Outing Skirts and

Children s \Vear, will have style distinction that measures

well up to the quality of materials and class of workmanship

and finish that mark these goods as superior on every count.

Your copy of a dainty booklet mailed free on request.

Write to-day.

q
The Popularity of Gale-made Garments

"with Trade and Public is as much due to

popular prices as to the visible superiority

of cut and quality and finish. Test this

claim with our Tub Dresses— $12 to

$27 per doz. « * « « « « «

GALE MANUFACTURING CO.
Established 1863. LIMITED Nearly Fifty Years.

Toronto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Good taste in the

(not extremest) modes makes a

The garments illus-

trated here are simply

suggestions from the

immense "Eclipse"

Range.

It is obviously im-

possible to show any-

thing like a complete

representation.

They demonstrate

the practical and

attractive features of

this season's line.

Be sure that you see

the samples.

"Its the something different that does it."
"

THE ECLIPSE WHITEWEAR
TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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•adoption of the latest

Ready-to-Wear business successful

The numbers illus-

trated here may be

ordered with every

confidence.

They will sell in

any store.

Electros of these

styles are f re e 1 y
given to our cus-

tomers.

Our efforts are not

confined to getting

our goods in your

stock—we help you
to sell them.
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No . 2932 $10.00 No. 3052 $19.50

"Its the something different that does it.

COMPANY, LIMITED
CANADA

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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EXCLUSVENES9 OP ATTIRE

MOURNING over lost opportunities will never

bring them back any more than worrying over

the business you might have done will improve

matters. Act, and act quickly, is the only way

to turn the tables. If you wish to assure yourself a good

Spring business, stock

" PRINCESS "

COATS AND SUITS
Quality is the password by which these garments enter the

best stores in the country. Style and finish are factors which

make them the popular choice of women of fine taste, who

know the correct vogue.

What May be Faddish to One

May be Exclusive to Others

When we say "Princess" coats are exclusive we do not

necessarily mean that they are faddish. Oui styles are in every

detail exclusive and no style is really staple and is liable to be

perfectly correct for only one season, yet they are not freakish.

Princess garments meet the popular trend of demand. They

are high class, well made, superior quality goods with that

style that appeals to discriminating women.

Our representative will call on you soon. Favor him with a

thorough inspection of our Spring 1912 samples.

The

Princess Manufacturing Co.
Limited

TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Waists In Fancy Silks

This Will be the Novelty Feature for the Com-
ing Season — Fine Cotton Voiles Trimmed with

Real Lace a Big Feature.

In semi-fancy waists for the coming Spring, a

very high place will be taken by the waist of white

sheer cotton voile. These voiles come in both plain

and in cord striped effects, then there is a hairline

cord stripe forming a pattern.

Voiles of this class are made into lace-trimmed

lingerie models and into semi-tailored and also into

tailored models and real lace is the favored trim-

ming. These laces are torchon, cluny, and baby
Irish of which baby Irish is the newest and the

latest, In this connection the prediction is made
that a bigger revival of baby Irish than ever is

pending. Plain-tailored and semi-tailored models

show side frills, and these, as a rule, are removable.

The blouse can be worn either with or without the

side frill, and when the frill is soiled it can be re-

placed with another if the wearer so desires.

Allover net and allover lace waists in cream and

ecru are extremely popular. In fact, it looks as

though waists of this class were supplanting chiffon.

One model seen was made of flowered cream net over

a net lining. The net was arranged surplice-fashion

and outlined with bands of black satin. A pleated

frill of net added much to the beauty of this blouse.

Another model of the same class was of ivory white

blonde net and having wide blonde lace draped in

fichu fashion falling deeply over the shoulders. A
triangular motif in green and black was placed on

the left side where the laces crossed. The % sleeves

were of shirred net and deep lace. New chiffon

models are embroidered in floss silk and chenille.

The big feature in waists for the coming Spring

promises to be the waist of fancy silk. Soft satin-

tinished silks in novelty weaves in black and white,

satin-striped serges and other soft bright makes are

showing. Light-weight striped and jacquard effects

and hairline striped and checked silks in black and
white, grey and white are included. The waist man-
ufacturers are buying bordered silks, the border be-

ing used as a trimming. A blouse of this type is

illustrated.

The Peplum Blouse.

Both the New York model blouses illustrated in

this department are made from fancy silks. They
also illustrate another idea that New York is taking

up. This is the peplum blouse made to wear with

the high-waisted skirt and as the cut shows, the

peplum effect comes over the skirt band of the

skirt and gives a costume effect that is very fetching.

Models of this class are very numerous in American
lines for Spring, but the attitude of the Canadian
manufacturer is one of waiting until the practical

value of this new note is tried out.

HO/nE&WAl

CHILDREN'S DRESSES—
UNLIKE many makes of

children's dresses,our lines

do not consist of miniature

women's dresses, but combine
the womanly styles, so attrac-

tive to children, with the dainty

girlish effect which the fond

mother likes to see in her child's

wardrobe.

Home and Watts' dresses for

children are the embodiment
of the best selling features.

They appeal to both mother
and child, which means quick,

satisfactory sales. Our styles

are correct and the materials

used are the best, consistent

with the price.

We make only children's

dresses, and shall be pleased to

show you our extensive range.

WAIT FOR OUR LINE

HOME & WATTS, Ltd.
MANUFACTURERS

19 DUNCAN ST., TORONTO
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Paquin model of pinkish champagne, loose weave nub yarn,

striped tweed, showing tbe new one-sided effect. The collar

is of terra cotta ratine embroidered in black and greenish

grey worsted. Large two-tone pearl buttons.

On the left is a misses' suit, Norfolk model developed in

black and white fancy check. The two-piece skirt is a wrap-

over model and the belt is of black patent leather. On the right

is a Pafiuin model in grey tweed, showing rounded front fitted

coat, new overskirt effect over a black velvet underskirt. One-

sided collar of fancy black and grey velvet.
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HELP CUSTOMERS TO FIND YOU
An attractive store and big space in the newspapers will attract the attention of new customers,
but for the old customer there is nothing more effective than

A LABEL WOVEN IN SILK
sewn into the garment he buys. It is a constant and pleasant reminder of where he got satisfac-

tion. When it is time to buy a new garment the label's message is clear and insistent. It seems
to say: "You can't do better than to give a re-order. Here is the address."

See samples of our woven labels, made in a great variety ofstyles, sizes and prices.

Canada Label and Webbing Company, Limited
9 MORROW AVENUE, TORONTO

WE SPECIALIZE DRESSES
Our line for spring samples consists of a full range of

silk and cloth tailored dresses at popular prices :

CLOTH, all popular materials $6 to $10

SILK, in the new shades ...... $8 to $15

Wait until you have seen our line, it will be full of interest

for you. Our garments are high-class, at popular prices.

Samples sent prepaid upon request. Our representative will call on you shortly

STANDARD DRESS £& WAIST MFG. COMPANY
39 LOMBARD ST. TORONTO

/ Let the Label Talk for You.
It will talk of the quality of your goods and of your own belief

in their quality.

WOVEN LABELS
that bear your name and address are continually reminding your
customer where he got satisfaction.

The Colonial Weaving Co., Limited\ine colonial weaving L,o., limited /
PETERBORO' ONTARIO. /

BRITISH AMERICAN DYEING CO.
The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS
In the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS
JOSEPH ALLEN, Manager

Dress Goods, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons and Velveteens, Hosiery

Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP
Abo

FEATHERS, SILKS. VELVETS. RIBBONS. LACE ETC

allx
un^u

g
a
u
lled

nteed MONTREAL TORONTO OTTAWA QUEBEC
/

Please mention The Review to Idvertisers and Their Travelers.
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The new waists are nearer fitting, and closely

define the figure, and no trimming scheme is allow-

ed to interfere with this outline. New models are

in cross-over and surplice effects, with narrow vests

let in and showing numerous one-sided trimming

schemes which serve to introduce contrasting color

effects. These touches of color, lines of pearl or

crochet buttons, ball and drop fringes. Tom Thumb
and cord fringes are the trimmings used. The yoke

effect, the high neck, and the sleeve finish are made
of fine transparent net and the new touch is narrow

turnback collar and cuff's. These are as a rule of

black net or chiffon.

The set-in straight sleeve is the one favored and
for dressy waists these are usually % or less fre-

quently % length, the long sleeve appearing only on

tailored models. Elaborate models often show
draped effects.

Orders for lingerie models are being taken with

the proviso that the proper sleeve will be used. Many
manufacturers are getting over the difficulty by de-

fining the arm-hole with a lace or embroidery in-

sertion and sleeves of this type will doubtless be

numerous for the early season.

Suits and Separate Skirts
Canadian [Manufacturers ' in f Accord {;With the

__ -Models'Shown at the Toledo Style Show.

Since beginning a few years back, the leading

manufacturers over the line decided that mutual
co-operation was better for the cloak and suit busi-

ness than ruinous competition and have got together

to settle the outlines of the style question, the vexed

question of opposing lengths for the suit coat has

ceased to be a disturbing feature. Such meetings as

that held by the National Cloak, Suit and Skirl As-

sociation go far to show that as far as popular priced

ready-to-wear merchandise is concerned that co-oper-

ation between the manufacturers can so settle style

points that the buyers can be sure that the garment

he orders in advance has the features that make
it salable when the retail season opens. Only the

outline, as it were, is thus settled, and ample scope

is left for the individual filling in that is the special

province of each designer.

Taken as a whole, the finding of the style com-

mittee at the Toledo meeting is quite in line with

the style features embodied in Spring lines now in

process of completion for the Canadian trade. The
coat lengths are practically the same though many
models are seen in the 24-inch lengths.

Suits are not so plainly-tailored and while not

ornate there are many little trimming touches that

lift the new models onto the plane of a fancy suit.

Fewer large collars are used, as fashion is favor-

ing the large revers and the so-called collarless

models. In working up these various neck finishes.

satin, fancy silks in striped and tinsel brocades and
other effects are freely used. Heavy lace is making
its appearance, and later eyelet and pique promise

to make their appearance.

The coats are cut on straight line effects with

perhaps a little more shaping than last year to de-

fine the figure. Many suits show some variation of

the belted idea, and some models are slightly shir-

red in at the waist line at the back and caught in by
a double belt effect.

Fewer models show the large collar but the long

revers are very much in evidence, and the extreme

side fastening is popular as ever. Rounded cutaway

effects are new, and often the tunic is rounded to

match. This rounding of corners and the appear-

ance of an underskirt is often produced by means
of double-faced cloths, or by the use of plain

broadcloth in contrasting color. The arranging of

stripe trimmings by means of fancy cutting effects

is one that should be noted.

Side trimmings in both coats and skirts are

very noticeable, and some of them consist of rows of

buttons and simulated biittonholes.

Skirts have few gores and are trimmed in tunic

effect to match the coat. Many coats have a panel

back produced by prolonging the centre of the back

a few inches.

There are no kimono models. Sleeves are set-in

and in the majority of models, are cut with a little

Hare at the cuff. The full length sleeve is the only

length favored by the Canadian trade.

Separate skirt models are practically the same as

suit skirts.

Extracts from Bright Ads.

"Let us invite you to bring the little folks in

to see our beautiful display of Toys, Games and

Mechanical Toys. There are thousands of interest-

ing features for the grown-ups, too."—Wilders Lim-

ited, Montreal.
* * *

" mere arrived this morning another shipment

of new Double-Faced Ulsterings. We've unpacked

the lot, and would suggest this afternoon as a good

time to look them over."—Jas. A. Ogilvy & Sons,

Montreal.

"Our exceptional buying facilities enable us to

give superior quality at the same price that others

ask for inferior values."—Chas. Desjardins & Co.,

Montreal.
* * *

"Let us fit you with a corset that will not only

be comfortable but will add grace and attractiveness

to your figure. We have four expert corsetieres to

fit you, and our stock embodies the most up-to-date

.styles from New York and Paris."—John Murphy

Company, Montreal.
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Stylish Spring suits designed from high-class New York model
—made in worsted stripe materials—prevailing shades with

self color trimming and new buttons—side cut in coat
and skirt and high waist skirt effect are style

features of this number. Courtesy of
Princess Mfg. Co., Toronto.



The Buyers' Viewpoint
The color card for Spring shows that red and rose

will be a prominent feature, with a decided feeling

in favor of drabs, ambers, sand and fawn shades.

Prospect of an excellent season in ribbons. The
ombre effect shown in many beautiful combinations.

Strong Individual Shades in Color Card
List Leads Off With Brilliant Series of Rose Shades — Rose and Red
Featured in Several Different Series — Primrose Heads Card — Trend

Towards Drabs, Ambers, Sand and Fawn Shades

(Staff Correspondence)

New York, Dec. 1.

Till'] appearance of the new color card is an

important event in millinery circles, and, on

the arrival of the Union des Syndicate's lat-

est, the attention of the trade at large is focused on

the fascinating subject of color.

It is not surprising that the colors for Spring

should lead off with a brilliant series of rose shades,

and that reds and rose should be featured in several

different series—five in all

It is quite generally conceded that the order of

their appearance has little or nothing to do with the

order of their popularity, but, nevertheless, in giving

a report of the card, the order the colors appear in

will be adhered to.

Six Shades of Prominence.

Primrose heads the card and here it may be men-

tioned that this name is quite different from prim-

rose, and in reality is very foreign in its meaning.

There are six shades, from a clear pink, through a

deepening range of brilliancy, to a medium shade

of ruby, far removed from wine, unless one likens it

to sparkling Burgundy.

The second column is headed by a delicate shade

of blue, not unlike a light Alice, and deepening to

a deep, dull blue, which is soft and lovely. These

six shades are to be known as the "Blue Bird" shades,

and appear on the card as Oiseau Bleu. Maeter-

link, in his beautiful play, "The Blue Bird," has

made that rare bird the symbol of happiness, and

through many beautiful scenes, follows its flight and

shows us how hard it is to capture and keep him.

Blue is a favorite color of mankind and of nature,

and while we have had it steadily for several seasons,

it is always, when slightly changed in tone, hailed

with delight. The "Blue Bird" shades are very likely

to be the shades of the season about to come.

The Spring Color Card

Primrose—Six shades, from clear pink to medium
shade of ruby.

Blue Bird—Six shades, from light Alice, deepen-

ing to deep dull blue.

Basilique—Six shades of clear, beautiful violet.

Champagne—Three shades, indicating trend to-

wards drabs, ambers and fawns.

Sauterelle—Grasshopper greens having pleasing

transparency of tone.

Normain—Three brilliant blues.

Ellebore—Six duller pinks on wallflower shade.

Boitelet—Three warm greys.

Orient—Six brilliant torquoise blues.

Blason—Three brilliant reds.

Biscotte—Six tawny browns.

Quinssia—Series of bright greens.

Orage—Six very soft greys.

Calceolaire—Three mellow yellows.

Muflier—Six brilliant reds, shaded from bright

to deep red, through beautiful blended medium
tones.

Gabier—Three dark grey blues.

Pomplemousse—Short series of citron greens.

Morecaud—Nigger browns.

Soldat—A series of reds, the lightest being al-

most a hunter's green.
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Basilique is the name under which the next six

-hades are bracketed. These are a clear, beautiful

violet, and in their deepest tones are not at all like

the purple with which the trade has been surfeited.

Tendency Towards Drabs, Ambers, etc.

Three shades of champagne follow, and for these

success is predicted, as a tendency toward drabs, am-

bers, sand and fawn shades is already noted.

Sauterelle or grasshopper greens follow a bril-

liant series of Paddy Greens, really having one point

in common with the majority of the shades offered

—

a pleasing clearness and transparency of tone. There

is nothing complex about the new shades, the general

effect being pleasing. Normain, three very brilliant

blues, follow. This term is all but meaningless at

the present time, it being an old time word meaning
nun.

Ellebore is the next name we meet, this applying

to six duller pinks, rather on the wallflower shades.

Boitelet is the name given three warm greys, and

these are followed by six brilliant turquoise blues,

called Orient, and apparently from the fact that in

southern climes the sky is often quite as deep and

wonderful a blue.

Next we find Blason, three brilliant reds, and
these are followed by six tawny browns, more or less

aptly designated as Biscotte. This is a delightful

series in all its variations.

Bright greens follow and are called Quinssia,

probably having some bearing on quince. Then fol-

lows more grey in very soft tones, six in all, brack-

eted as Orage, and following these are three mellow

yellows, christened Calceolaire.

Brilliant Reds.

Muflier is the name applied to six brilliant reds

which follow, shading from a bright to deep red,

through very beautifully blended medium tones.

For these reds, a great success is predicted, in flowers

particularly, but for wings and velvet facings as well.

Three dull blues follow, under the guise of

Gabier. These are very dark grey blues, quite un-

like navy.

Pamplemousse applies to a short series of citron

greens, not especially attractive for millinery, but

-tunning in cloth.

"Nigger" browns, more elegantly described as

Morecand, follow, and these are expected to be very

greatly favored, for they are, at the time of writing,

much in evidence. The latest series on the card as

well as the first is red, these last three shades being-

called Soldat, the brightest being almost a hunter's

pink.

Strong Individual Shades.

On the whole, the card is an attractive one, made
up not so much of tones which blend, as separate

-tries of more or less conflicting shades, which are

much better individually than in combinations.

Spring Ribbon Novelties
Montreal Houses Showing a Variety of Novel-
ties for Spring Trade — Stripes are Excellent

— Fringed Ribbons Good.

Staff Correspondence

Montreal, Dec. 1.—Ribbons for Spring, show the

"Ombre" effect in an extensive number of different

pattern combinations. This effect is shown in both

the shot white, and in the shot self-colors; stripes

and squares are also a prominent feature. Many
very striking samples are shown in the inch-check

design.

Black and white, and navy and white deserve

special mention. These combinations are evident

in many of the newest ribbons now being shown to

the wholesaler. There is every proof of the Spring

and Summer seasons being exceptionally good onc>

for these color make-ups in nearly all departments

of the store.

Roman stripes are very prominent, and are ue

signed in self-patterns as well as in combination de-

signs of hair-line, and pencil stripes.

Clusters of narrow stripes of varying widths are

prominent in some of the most promising ranges.

In some of these stripe-clusters about an inch wide,

may be seen as many as six different shades. One

sample contained white, gold, black, mauve, green,

and red.

Roman stripes with spotted effect of same color,

are near the front in the fancy ranges.

Embossed designs, although somewhat along the

staple order, are represented by many new and tak-

ing productions. Designs of flowers, and other cre-

ations, are on a ground color of the same.

Fringed and Broken Edges.

Apart from the popular fringed ribbons, the

broken edged effect is next in popularity. Scallops

of various widths and patterns are seen in this style.

Some of these ribbons are of one color throughout

the entire width; while others show the scallop part

in another color. In either case the effect is new

and taking.

Sashes will lie made of the wide ribbons that

are so prominent in the new lines. The heavy

double-faced satins are well adapted to this use, es-

pecially with the ends heavily fringed or tasseled.

The plain ribbons, and the grosgrained, will be

used for the bows, and the shirred effects in milli-

nery.

Brocaded velvet flowers, and stripes, on gold or

silver shot ribbons ; and lengthwise self stripes, gauze

and tinsel with raised velvet figures and dots, fancy

gold meshes, and very broad ribbons in all sorts of

floral and pompadour styles and also in the gorgeous

Last Indian effects, are beautiful to the point of

fascination, as well as very picturesque.
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The striking model on the left shows the combination of navy and white which

promises to be a big Spring feature. The coat is a belted model of navy serge

with revers, cuffs and a line edging the belt, of white serge. The belt is of

navy serge stitched and pressed flat. The skirt of white serge has a deep

band of navy. On the right is a suit of grey and white striped semi-rough

tweed. Cuffs and collar of Delft blue satin with revers of the cloth of the suit.

Tablier effect is given the skirt by inset panels with the stripe running in the

opposite direction of the cloth.



Specific Displays Pay
Exceptional Opportunity for the Men's

Wear Dealer to Get Business Through
His Windows

TILE men's wear store or department which

does not increase its business scope very

materially for the Christmas season has

something radically wrong with its system of adver-

tising. It is at this time of year that every member

of the household must be reached. There are gift

articles for men and boys which women must buy

in men's wear stores, and it will also be found that

a display of goods suggestive to young people for

their seniors will bring good business.

Any merchant can proceed along the same lines

season after season, content with a certain range of

activity, but he is a wise one who does everything in

his power to bring the whole family into his store

at Christmas time. It is good advertising even if

its best results are only noted during the weeks

preceding Christmas.

The men's wear dealer must also bear in mind

that the sporting fraternity of his town or city may

represent a very considerable number of people. A
window or an advertisement which emphasizes the

utility of certain goods for rough and ready outdoor

wear will pry loose the dollars, where a general dis-

play would not appeal.

The head of a large men's wear department re-

cently said to The Review: "Here is a line of sweater

coats that did not take particularly well until we

displayed them in our sporting goods section. They

are extra heavy and just the thing for the toboggan

or coasting slide, for snowshoeing, skating or other

sport. While we have sold a few, the record here is

very small compared with that reported from the

sporting section. You see, for certain lines, one

bas to obtain the correct atmosphere to suggest their

merit for any specific purpose."

Now, not every store has a sporting goods de-

partment, but it is an easy matter to arrange a win-

dow that will answer the purpose, by co-operation

with other merchants who carry goods suitable for

such a display. In a very small town a merchant

aroused great interest through a window of sport-

ing duds, for which he had borrowed rifles, snow-

shoes, toboggans, etc., from the hardware man. A
neat card explained that these articles had been

kindly loaned by Blank. The display was made
about the time that the deer hunting season opened,

and the merchant was surprised to know that some
of the people attracted thereby stated that they
didn't know he handled so fine a range of outing ap-

parel.

It was a case where a showing along special lines

caught a passing demand. So it is with the Christ-

mas season and the sporting period. They afford

opportunity for suggestive display.

Get People to Buy More
The merchandising system of to-day is not only

to sell a man what he asks for, but also .to sell several

articles in addition. A good example of this is

shown when a man goes into a store to purchase a
couple of collars and comes out with three shirts, two
neckties and several pairs of fancy socks. In coming
in contact with this principle one is meeting with

one of the biggest and most up-to-date methods em-
ployed in modern merchandising.

If one wishes to see how this is done, just watch
the methods employed by this salesman in waiting

upon a customer. The chances are the customer does

not realize until after he has made the purchase

that the salesman has sold him more than he ex-

pected to buy upon entering the store. This is the

principal point to take into consideration. For, if

the customer is approached in the wrong manner,

the sale is pretty sure to be lost.

This same principle applies in advertising. And
the effect is also the same.

One good example of this in advertising is the

method of the mail order houses offering to pay the

expenses on order for goods amounting to $25 or

over. This method is the direct means of putting

many dollars in the treasury that would otherwise

be lost.

Merchants through all parts of the country

should encourage the salespeople to make this "one

point of their business." It would be more success-

ful if the owners or heads of the stores would give

the staff short talks along this line on various oc-

casions. The good results would be shown in a very

short time. The clerk who has generally sold only

the article asked for would be trained to double or

treble the amount of sales.
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TUCK'S BEAUTIFUL PRODUC-
TIONS.

An exceptionally beautiful array of

Christmas and New Year's cards is

shown for 1912, by Raphael Tuck &
Sons Co., Montreal, fine art and

book publishers. Their calendars are

emblazoned with every description of

fine design, accompanied by carefully

selected letterpress from a wide range

of subjects. An exquisite production

is a series of colored photogravure

leaflet calendars,
[
and beautiful art

panels. The Dickens calendar is a

feature for 1912 in commemoration of

the Dickens Centenary.

Christmas and New Year cards and

post cards, and autograph Christmas

stationery, occupy a well deserved

vantage ground by virtue of last

year's growth. They are showing

upwards of a thousand entirely new

designs, inexpensive and wonderfully

varied, and appealing to every culti-

vated and popular taste.

The private greeting card is be-

coming more and more popular;, this

year they form a splendid and large

detachment, yielding neither in point

of beauty nor originality to any of

the cards heretofore published.

The remarkable educational value

of even thp most moderately priced

of their art and toy novelties, which

are so well fitted to develop the taste

of the young, has now become fully

recognized. This highly interesting

field, which belongs peculiarly to

Raphael Tuck & Sons, has had their

best efforts directed to it this year,

and the result has been signal suc-

cess.

Their acknowledged splendid past

has assuredly been outrivalled this

year by their superb assemblage of

illustrated books and toy books. Here

are a few: "Father Tuck's (new) An-

nual," "The Children's Shakespeare"

by E. Nesbit, with a foreword by Dr.

F. J. Furnivall; new "Children's

Stories from Dickens;" new "Mother

Goose Stories," etc.

J. & J. CASH AWARDED GRAND
PRIX.

J. & J. Cash, Ltd., South Nor-

walk, Conn., are entitled to hearty

congratulations on having been

awarded the "grand prix" at the

This space will cost you onbi

$25.00 a year, and your ad. will go

to 5,000 merchants each month.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
Artificial Flowers, Plants and Vines, Window
Decorations, Japanese and Chinese Decora-
tions, Papier Mache Novelties, Electric Lighted
Flower Rushes. Write for our 104 page Cata-
logue. It's free for the asking.

The Botanical Decorating Company
(Incorporated.)

310 Fifth Avenue. Chicago. 111.

Counter Check Books

F. N. BURT COMPANY, Limited

Toronto and Montreal
Write for samples.

L. BAUMAN & CO.
The largest Importers and Manufacturers of
Artificial Flowers, Vines, Sprays, Palms.
Bouquets, and Window and Interior Decora-
tions.

359 W. Chicago Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

Write for Information.

about any line of goods you do not

see advertised in The Review. We
will gladly procure the information

and supply it free.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW.

!0CK£? ATERSON
LIMITED

The Wholesale Millinery and Fancy Dry Goods

House of the Maritime Provinces.

MAIL ORDER8 OUR ESPECIAL HOBBY

Do You Want Agencies
for any line? If you do,

write to The Dry Goods
Review, Toronto :: ::

This space will cost you onl-i

$25.00 a year, and your ad. will no

to 5,000 merchants each month.

Turin Exhibition for their tubular

neckwear and colored wash trim-

mings. It will be remembered that

J. & J. Cash aroused considerable

interest at the Toronto exhibition by
the fine display of their goods. Their

trimmings have been sold in the

United States for quite a number of

years and were last year put on the

English market for the first time and

met with great success. The trade is

only beginning to realize the useful-

ness and effectiveness of these trim-

mings on wash dresses. At the Tor-

onto Exhibition, a costume was
shown finished with these trimmings

and created a great deal of attention.

A. S. KING CO.'S NEW WARE-
ROOMS.

A. S. King Co., Ltd., are now es-

tablished in their new warerooms,

84 Bay St., Toronto. In their im-

proved quarters more space is avail-

able and larger stock will be carried

than in the old location in the

Gray building. Everything is ready

for Spring business and samples are

all prepared anticipating placing

orders.

In fitting up the salesroom much
attention has been given to storing

stock and large sales tables have

been installed for showing "broad"
silks.

With more space, greater assort-

ments can be handled and buyers pro-

tected with larger house stocks, en-

suring prompt deliveries at all times.

Facilities for presenting all qualities

of silks featured by this firm are now
entirely up-to-date in regard to dis-

tribution of light, comparison of

qualities and matching of shades.

WILL MAKE WATERPROOF
CLOTHING.

Under the name of the Samit Rub-
ber Company, a new firm has recently

been started in Montreal, with fac-

tory and offices at 309 Notre Dame
Street West. Charles Samit, the man-
ager, who has been on a business trip

to the Old Country, has returned, and

will start at once to manufacture wa-

terproof clothing for men and women.

Mr. Samit was for several years con-

nected with the Scottish Rubber Co.,

of Montreal, and is well acquainted

with this line of business.
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Condensed Advertisements

AGENTS WANTED.

AGENT WANTED by first-class Saxony lace

firm. Must be well connected. Apply to

"L.P., 6414," care Rudolf Mosse, Plauen,

7V, Germany.

FOR SALE.

AGENT WANTED for Eastern Canada, New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland, etc.,

to se.l the well-known Skeldon Blankets and
Tweeds on commission. Apply SKELDON
MILLS, Ayrshire. (4)

BRADFORD FIRM require well introdueed

Agent for Montreal. Woollens, worsteds,

stuffs and linings. Reply, stating full par-

ticulars, to Box 213, DRY GOODS REVIEW,
701-702 eastern Townships Bank Bldg., Montreal

(2)

LONDON MANUFACTURER wishes to get in

communication with Agent calling on leading

Retailers in Canada to sell following lines:

Ladies' and Children's White Cotton Under-
clothing, White Underskirts, Flannel, Nuns -

Ve.ling and Flannelette Night Dresses, Baby
Linen and Infants' Frocks. Good and medium
class onlv. Liberal commission. Write eiving

London references. Box 63, DRY GOODS
REVIEW, 88 Fleet St., London, England.

PEARL BUTTONS (Japanese). — First-class

London firm require a smart Agent well in

with big buyers. Must be able to do a large

trade. Write fullest particulars and references

to Box 404 a' Horncastle, 61 Cheapside, London,
England.

REQUIRED young energetic agents residing
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver,
to sell Blankets, Gloves and Rugs for well-

known English firm, doing largely with Canadian
Wholesalers for nearly 20 years. Applicants
must have thorough knowledge of this trade and
active business connections with buyers of such
goods. State full particulars, references and terms
in strictest confidence to " Unlverst," c/o Streets,

30 Cornhill, London, England.

WANTED—Travellers calling on the dry goods
and gents' furnishings trade, to show our
lineofl9l2Xmas boxes, also folding olot h-

Ing and millinery boxes, on commission. The D.
F. BROWN PAPER BOX AND PAPER CO., St.

John, N.B (2)

PARTNER WANTED.

FOR JUNIOR PARTNER-Young man, Pro-
tes'ant with about $2,000, to extend
established departmental store business In

growiig suburb of Montreal. Good chance to

eventually own the business Address "Partner,"
DRY GOODS REVIEW, Montreal.

TRAVELING SALESMAN WANTED

A TRAVELING SALESMAN, acquainted with
tne wholesale and manufacturing trades in

the Mirltime Provinces, to represent the
MACLr'AN NEWSPAPERS, looking after our
advertising in this district. Good position for

progressive young man. Apply, stating full par-

ticular , THE MaClEAN PUBLISHING CO.,
LTD., 702 Eistern Townships Building Mont-
real. (1)

SITUATIONS WANTED.

EXPERIENCED Salesman, thoroughly acquain-
ted in the Maritime Prjvmces. is open for
•ngagemtnt between S ptember 15th and

June 1st yearlv. A commission arrangement
will be considered. Address "Maritime," DRY
GOODS REVIEW. Toronto.

EXPERIENCED TRAVELER, with good con-
nections in Maritime Provinces, calling on
dry goods houses, etc, Is open for specialty

line. Silarv or commission. Address — A. J. H.,
DRY GOODS REVIEW, Toronto. (1)

POSITION VACANT.

WANTED — Men's Furnishing Window Dresser
for new store. Best in West Apply to
HART BROS., The Boston Store, Edmon-

ton, Alta. (1)

I'OR SALE— Department store In good Alberta
town. Stock $25,000 ; yearly turnover $100,-
000. Address, Box 1 226, Calgary.

FOR SALE—Cash business in best town in

Alberta, carrying ladies' ready-to-wear staple

and fancy dry goods, ladies' and children's
shoes. Stock, $13,000; yearly business, $30,OU0.
Address - Box 32, DRY GOODS REVItW,
Toronto. (1)

GENERAL STORE. Smallest turnover in last

six years $40,251. Present year will go over
$45,000. Stock at present about $12,000,

reduced if purchaser wishes. Premises so id stone
store. Can be rented reasonably- $3,500 cash
will handle. GEO. WHYTE, Wapella, Sask. (tf)

AGENCIES WANTED.

A FIRM of Selling Agents, offices in Toronto
and Vancouver, are open to negotiate for

men's wear lines to sell to the la ge retail

trade, Ontario and Western Canada. 6. F.

ADAMS & CO., 64 Wellington West, Toronto.

AGENCIES WANTED — For Manitoba, Sas-
katchewan and Alberta. Specialty lines to
the retail drv goods rude. Address J. R.

GALBRAITH, P.O. Box 765, Winnipeg. (tf)

AGENCIES WANTED-Travelerwith Wesern
connection is opening a Manufacturers'
Agency in Winnipeg Jan. 1st. 1912, and

would like to handle a line of knit goods on com-
mission. Ail communications confidential. Ad-
dress "Knit Goods," DRY GOODS REVIEW,
Toronto. (2)

AN experienced, wide-awake firm of Nottingham
Agents is open to undertake the exclusive
buying of laces, embroidery, hosiery, Man-

chester and all dry goods for a first-class Cana-
dian concern. Address Box 1511, NEYROUD
& SONS, Advertising Offices, 14 18 Queen Vic-
toria Street, London, E.C., England.

FIRM OF AGENTS in England are open to
act as Buyers for Cotton, Worsted and
Woollen Piece Goods. 8063, Williams's

Advertisement Offices, Bradford, England.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY.

TO RENT—A brick store in the centre of the
business secion of the town of St. Mary's,
Ont. Well equipped and fitted throughout.

Very suitable for retail dry goods or b ots and
shoes For full particulars address R. T. GILPIN,
St. Mary's, Ontario.

WAREHOUSE TO RENT

AT REGINA, SASK., a first class distributing

i point. New wholesale warehouse flat, 40 x
100 feet, electric lighted, steam heated, elec-

..ic elevator. Dry goods or gents' furn shings
preferred. Write Westm»n's Agency. Regina.

CALGARY
THE OWNER OF PROPERTY ON 8TH

Avenue, between 3rd and 4th Streets West,
is prepared to consider applications for

erecting buildings suitable for retail trade and
lease for term of years on easy net percentage
basis. Full particulars on app icaiion.

TOOLE, PEET & CO.,
(3) Calgary, Canada.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ACCURATE cost keeping easy with a Dey Cost
t\ Keeper. Automatically and exactly records

time spent on each job. Several jobs rec rd-
ed on one card f-or small firms Dey combines
employees' regster and cost keeper. A machine
for every business Write for catalogue. Inter-
national Time Recording Company of Canada,
Ltd., 29 Alice Street, Toronto.

BUSINESS-GETTING typewritten leners and
real printing can be quickly and easily turn-
ed out by the Multigraph in your own oftice

—actual typewriting for letter forms, real printing
for stationery and advertising, saving 25 p.c. to

75 p.c. of average annual priming cost. AMERI-
CAN MULUGRAPH SALES CO., Limited, 129
Bay Street, Toronto.

pOUNTER CHECK BOOKS-Especially made
\_, for the dry goods trade. Not made bv a trust.

Send us samples of what you are using—we'll

send you right prices. Our holder with patent
carbon attachment has no equal on the market.
Supplies for binders and monthly account sys-

tems. Business Systems, Limited, Manufacturing
Stationers, Toronto.

COUNTER CHECK BOOKS-Write us to-day
for samples. We ate manufacturers of the
famous oURETY NON-SMUT duplicating

& Triplicating Counter Check Books, and Single
Carbon Pads in all varieties. Dominion Regis-
ter Co., Ltd., Toronto.

DOUBLE your floor space. An Otis-Fensom
hand-pojver elevator will double your floor

space, enabie you to use that upper floor either as
stock room or as extra selling space, at the same
time increasing space on your ground floor. Costs
only $70. Write for catalogue "B." The Otis-
Fensom Elevator Co., Traders Bank Building,
Toronto, (tf)

COPE LAND-CHATTERSON SYSTEMS- Short,
simple. Adapted to all classes of business.
Copeland-Chatterson-Co., Limited, Toronto

and Ottawa. (tf)

EGRY BUSINESS SYSTEMS are devised to

suit every department of every business.
They are labor and time savers. Produce re-

mits up to the requirements of merchants and
manufacturers. Inquire from our nearest office.

Egry Register Co., Dayton, Ohio; 123 Bay Su,
Toronto; 258^ Portage Ave., Winnipeg; 308
Richards St., Vancouver. (tf)

ELLIOTT-FISHER Standard Writing-Adding
Machines make toil easier. Elliott-Fisher
Limited, 513 No. 83 Craig St. W., Montreal,

and Room 314 Stair Building, Toronto.

FIRE BUCKET TANKS AND OILY WASTE
CANS cost little and soon pay lor their cost
in reduced insurance rates. Large reduc-

tions result from the installation of Fireproof
Windows, Doors and Skyliguts. We are special-
ists in these lines and can quote you a close price
consistent with really fireproof goods. A. B.
ORMSBY, Ltd., Toronto and Winnipeg.

FIRE INSURANCE. INSURE IN THE HART-
FORD. Agencies everywhere in Canada.

FROM NOW TILL THE END OF THE YEAR
we offer unusually good bargains in second-
hand Typewriters. They are carefully re-

built, work and look like new, but the price is a
mere fraction of theonginal cost. Write for cata,

logue. THE MONARCH TYPEWRITER CO.-
Limited, 46 Adelaide St. West, Toronto, Ont.

HUNDREDS OF TYPEWRITERS of every
make and condition are being traded in as
part payment on the famous MONARCH.

Price and quality are the levers we use to prevent
overstock. We believe we can give ihe best bar-
gains in rebuilt typewriters In Canada. A postal
will bring mi" catnlrgu- and full information. The
Monarch Typewriter Co., Ltd., 46 Adelaide St.
West. Toronto.

KAY'S FURNITURE CATALOGUE No. 306
contains 160 pages of fine half-tone engrav-
ings of newest designs in carpets, rugs, fur-

niture, draperies, wall papers and pottery, with
cash prices. Write for a copy— it's free. John
Kay Co., Limited, 36 King St. West, Toronto.

MODERN FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTION.
Our system of reinforced concrete work, as
successfully used in many of Canada's larg-

est buildings, give belter results at lower cost,
" Astrong statement," you will say. Write us and
let us prove our claims. That's fair. Leach Con-
crete Co., Ltd., 100 King St. West, Toronto. (tf)

MOORE'S Non-Leakable Fountain Pens. If

you have Fountain Pen troubles of your
own, tne best temedy is to go to your

stationer and purchase from him a Moore's Non-
Non Leikable Foun ain Pen. This is th • one pen
that gives universal satisfaction and it costs no
mce than yoi pay for one not as good. Price
$2 50 and upwards. W.J.Gage & Co. Limited,
Toronto, Sole Agents for Canada.

THE"KALAMAZOO" LOOSE LEAF BINDER
is the only binder that will hold just as many
sheets as you actually requir and no more

The back is flexible, writing surf»ce flat, align-
ment perfect. No exposed metal parts or compli-
ca ed mechanism. Write for booklet. Warwick
Bros. & Butter, Ltd., King and Spadina, Toronto.

THE MONEY you are now lo-ing through not
having a National Cash RegUter would pay
its cost in a short time. Wriie us for proof.

The National Cash Register Co., 285 Yonge St.,

Toronto.

TT7AREHOUSE AND FACTORY HEATING" Systems. Taylor-Forbes Company, Ltd.
Supplied by the trade throughout Canada.
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HELP THE CUSTOMER TO BUY.

A COMMON mistake in plan-

ning the advertising for a

year or season consists in

the failure to take the cus-

tomer's viewpoint as a basis. An
advt. or series of advts. may contain

much bright store news, but they do

not always help the customer buy.

The most successful advertisers are

those whose messages facilitate de-

cision and selection.

Here is an example which illustrat-

es the principle: During a gift sea-

son an advertising manager had to

prepare a newspaper page advertise-

ment of a lot of articles suitable for

gifts. Instead of attempting a clas-

sification by subjects, he
,
arranged

them in tabular form under headings

such as, "For Father, For Mother,

For Brother, For Sister, For Sweet-

heart, For Wife," and so on. Thus
the would-be gift buyer was not con-

fused by a mass of unrelated articles

—the classified headings focussed her

attention on a list of a dozen or so

articles and gave a positive sugges-

tion that the articles were suitable

for father or mother, as the case

might be. The classified headings ac-

tually "made up the customer's

mind"—gave the mental push that is

so often required between the im-

pulse to buy and the actual purchase.

During the gift season this form of

classification in advertisements was

varied with price classification. Hun-

dreds of articles suitable for gifts

were classified under price headings,

running from 50c to $100.

"As a direct result of thinking for

the customer in this way," said the

advertising manager, "we transacted

more than twice the amount of busi-

ness of previous gift seasons. And not

only this, but purchases were made
quicker—our aisles were not crowded

with persons in a state of indecis-

ion, and we kept customers on the

move—results that every store-keeper

aims for. People actually took the

trouble to write and thank us for our

thought in preparing the advertise-

ments that made buying easy."
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CAMPBELL'S
LINEN
THREADS

TTI7HETHER for household or for

** manufacturing purposes
CAMPBELL'S LINEN THREADS are

the most satisfactory to handle; our

steadily increasing sales are witnesses of

their popularity. They are uniform,

strong and smooth and are made solely

from the finest quality flax.

You will be pleased with the prompt

delivery.

ALL LEADING WHOLESALERS
STOCK CAMPBELL'S THREADS.

Agents for Canada

John Gordon & Son
Toronto Montreal Winnipeg

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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TO THE TRADE December 1st I

Wholesale Dry Goods
Men's Furnishings and House Furnishings

i Our business year for 1911 is finished. On the 1st of

December we commence a new business year. The race for

pre-eminence in every department of life is more rapid to-day

than it has been during any other period of the world's

history. ' There is always room at the top,
1

' and the diversity

of means used to get there are amazing-. This applies to the

Wholesale Dry Goods Trade as much as to any other trade

or calling. We find that the old policy of truth, honesty and

fair dealing between man and man are the best means to use

in getting to the top. These, with the assistance of cash and

experience constantly at our command, secure confidence

between us and our customers, and the best value in goods

that the markets of the world can produce. We number

amongst our thousands of customers many of the largest and

best between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. Our customers

are welcomed to our warehouses. If our warehouses can be

of any special service to you as a meeting point with friends,

or as a means to facilitate business in any way, we shall be

pleased to have you use them and give any information for

our mutual benefit that we possibly can.

John Macdonald £&> Co., Limited

TORONTO

m
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Next Issue

Special Spring Number

A Word to Manufacturers

and Wholesalers

For the past six weeks our Editorial Staff

have been planning big things for this

number. Special articles of a practical

nature, the kind the merchant will read two
or three times, and modern ideas that can be

worked out to advantage in any progressive

Dry Goods store, will predominate this

number.

This big issue, the finest and most useful

edition of any trade paper ever produced in

Canada, goes to the trade the first week in

January.

Your Customers and

Probable Customers

will read this issue with interest. It will

pay every manufacturer and wholesaler in

Canada to tell his story to the trade in this

number.

Our Ad. Writing Department will assist in

preparation of advertisement if you say so.

90 per cent, of the Dry Goods Merchants of Canada read this paper each

issue, the other 10 per cent, will receive a sample copy of this big number.
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The Year and the Outlook

THE year thai is now passing has been marked

by very few discouraging conditions, The

manufacturer, the whoelsaler, the retailer,

have conducted their activities along normal lines.

It was a year full of opportunity for the men who

worked steadily and with foresight. During the pasl

twelve months the country has probably seen a more

agjiTo.-'ive ineivh.'imli-i'ig than ever before, and as

the countrj was prosperous, these efforts have mel

with greal encouragement.

It has been a practical year. The element of

speculation was very largely eliminated and close

discrimination was applied—in some respects, too

carefully. In a normal year, when an optimistic

view of the outlook is fully warranted, it may
be safe to assume an over-independent attitude,

but the experiences of the year show many in-

stances in which, had a broader view been taken,

the year's turnover might have been much larger.

Where the prospect is so hopeful, there seems too

strong a tendency to anticipate, and be prepared for

something that is not likely to happen and to be able

to say, "I told you so."

* * *

This applies particularly to the buying end,

though by no means in a general way. There are

many who do not yet seem to realize that, in a coun-

try such as this, where the manufacturer cannot con-

line himself satisfactorily to one section of the mark-
et, but must cover the country from coast to coast,

reasonable consideration must he given a succeeding

season's requirements well in advance. This thought
is entitled to the most serious view of the men who
buy, particularly since it is now evident that very

little is finding its way into the market that is not

adaptable in every point, to the requirements of i he

country.
* * *

There is little complain! on this score with regard

to the staple articles, the lines that, are safe or those

thai aiv least affected by style changes. It is in

ready-to-wear garments where the tendency to free-

lance in buying from one end of the season to the

other has been mosl observed.

* * *

Some weight must he attached to the fact, that

where men have applied themsi Ives to the same, buy-

ing generally resolves itself into a satisfactory propo-

sition. The successful buyer is he who reinforces his

experience bj a close study, not only of the market
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but of the field which he must serve, and hence it is

that one of the most compensating tendencies noted

to-day is that of frequent buying in which there is

evident a most intelligent appreciation of market

conditions. Buy often and to the best possible ad-

vantage is a rule which, properly developed, will

come to mean not an unreasonable attitude, but one

rather indicative of sound business principles, indus-

try and all that it requires, ever since its recognition

as an industry and probably earlier than that, their

decision on matters which make for salability must

count with the buyer.
* * *

It is this element, as it is called, which has

enabled Canadian manufacturers to direct their

work along lines calculated to appeal to the prefer-

ences of the Canadian people. On the opposite side,

where judgment is backed up by the same "element,''

buying generally resolves itself into a satisfactory

proposition.

stringency, the element of uncertainty has been re-

moved. A notable feature of the year has been the

very strong revival of tweeds and rough mixtures.

This is explained quite as much by the desire for

change from the vogue of smooth-finished worsteds

as by price consideration.

The increasing demand in many sections for

goods of higher quality has been a notable feature of

the year. This is a trend which certainly points the

merchant to the prosperity of the country. When
times are without promise, the dry goods and cloth-

ing trade are the first to feel the backward effect.

Stability is the great object in every business, and
though at times he may be inclined to exercise more
caution than is warranted, the Canadian dry goods

merchant certainly has every reason for confidence

in the immediate outlook.

A better understanding, a more sympathetic con-

sideration of the problems confronting each section

of the trade is necessary and it is generally agreed

that, as the result of the year's experiences, an organ-

ization calculated to bring manufacturers and retail-

ers into closer touch in these matters, would be of

distinct benefit.

* * *

Probably the most disquieting event of the year

was the English dock strike which occurred at a time

when the trade required import goods ordered for

the Fall season. This trouble occasioned serious de-

lays which gave the excuse for a certain amount of

unreasonable cancelling. It was a circumstance en-

tirely beyond Canadian control, yet reports show that

recall of some orders was insisted upon where delay

made no material difference considering the demand
that developed for the goods.

* * *

The great event of the year, the Coronation, did

not pass without a marked influence on styles, such

as the introduction of a brighter color card, the re-

turn of early Victorian styles, an increasing prefer-

ence for English textiles, in which Queen Mary set a

glowing example, and a still more notable favor for

English styles in men's wear. The coronation season

also gave opportunity for profitable special merchan-

dising events.

* * *

While the price situation early in the year show-

ed marked upward tendencies influenced by scarcity

of cotton, and advances in wool, the year is finishing

with a somewhat easier tone. The cotton yield has

been such as to forestall all possibility of shortage,

and while manufacturers have been inclined to re-

coup themselves for low prices during the period of

The Loyalty of Old Customers

T<
) the merchant of long standing, one of the

most interesting and gratifying things to

think about is the fact that people who pur-

chased goods from him when he first opened the

doors of his then very small store, are still recognized

among those who now patronize his large modern
establishment.

Several remarkable instances have been noted

during the past year. Robert Wright & Co., Brock-

ville; G. B. Ryan & Co., Guelph; Dundas & Flavelle,

Lindsay, and others have celebrated anniversaries in

which memories of more than usual interest have

been recalled by the loyalty manifested by old cus-

tomers.

These may well be regarded as the men and

women who have contributed in large measure, to

the success of the country's mercantile effort.

With the merchant they cherish recollections of

pioneer days, when transportation facilities were bad,

when the farmers would have ridiculed the thought

of telephone and electric light on his premises, when
society was more sincerely sympathetic and inter-de-

pendent, when the necessity of co-operation insisted

upon long credits, when the merchant's personal

hand-shake was at the front door, not in the rather

exclusive office at the rear.

The merchant who has had these experiences has

reason for the pride that he takes in his business. He
has here the explanation of that instinct which makes

him a leader in modern merchandising, and which

goes far to ensure his stability while others come

and go.

At this time of year, it is always particularly

gratifying to entertain these memories. They ex-

plain in great measure the unmistakable sincerity of

the merchant's well wishers.
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Cbe Review's

Christmas Sliessage

USINESS and sentiment are probably more clearly

identified with each other at this season than at any
time during the year. •

It is a period when every factor and influence that
has contributed to the success of the past year is

viewed from a somewhat different angle than that
recognized in the whirl of the year's activities.

• •
Gratitude and good-will may find expression at any

time, but with the advent of Christmas they un-

doubtedly sense a deeper, fuller, more heartfelt sentiment. Even when the

year's circumstances have not been altogether favorable, it is impossible to

deny the season's cheering impulses.
•

The mutual greetings of the business man and his staff have behind

them the inspiration of the Christmastide. To it the store, the warehouse,

the factory, the office are subject. Manager and office boy alike participate

in the cordiality that marks the year's climax. !•

At this season it is impossible to disregard the retrospect. It has been

a year of great prosperity in the dry goods trade, and as a close observer

of the trend of things, the Dry Goods Review feels that the heartiest con- .•

gratulations are due Canadian merchants upon having converted their oppor-
tunities to good advantage. Not only that, but the Review wishes to express

its appreciation of the support and co-operation which it received during the

year from both advertisers and readers. Without a doubt, it has been the

Review's banner year.
••

The best possible service to the dry goods trade has been the object or

the year's effort. At the outset, an important step was taken whereby two
numbers monthly instead of one were issued. The appreciation which
marked this development was very encouraging. From the first it was
evident that the change was timely, and there are many evidences that the

fullest information thus made available to merchants, exclusive buyers and
• salesman has been well applied.

•• I

The Review feels that this change has brought it into closer touch, more
practical relationship with the field which it serves than any policy that

could have been adopted. There is excellent warrant for the statement that

this paper is sought to-day for its reliable market and style news, its practical,

instructive merchandising information, for the fact that in every number its

editorial columns prove its intimate knowledge of the trade and its require-

• • ments. •

# •

The year has been marked by that keen, mutual interest which is always
desirable in working out the essentials of satisfactory service. In extending
the greetings of the season, therefore, the Review feels that it is addressing,
not only its subscribers, but 12,000 or more readers, representing every unit

01 activity in Canadian dry goods selling, to whom it also conveys the assur- • .

-e ance that the coming year will see a continuance of that development in the
paper calculated to inspire their fullest confidence and appreciative interest.

To this large community—to proprietor, manager, buyer, salesman and *

.

that overworked personage, "the boy," the Review extends its heartiest

wishes for a right merry Christmas and a bright and prosperous New Year.



White Sale Program
Making a Broader Event of This Semi-Annual
Selling — Displays and Windows to Feature

— Suggestions for Backgrounds and Trims.

"S
KMI-A nimal Whitewear and White Goods

Sale" means exactly what it says and while

these events have become associated with

.January and are devoted a month's publicity at that

time by larger city stores, generally, it does not neces-

sarily mean that other merchants must do the same.

Most advertisers and window trimmers avoid

starling white goods selling until after stock-taking,

and all departments are practically clean, ready to

proceed with another year's business. There is some

advantage also that salespeople are able to go ahead

and enthuse over offerings, have time to introduce

new goods and are not hampered by other duties

such as listing and adjusting stocks.

Includes Every Department.

Whitewear solely, is far from the point and while

primarily it was white underwear that gave the basis

of these sales, it is now an event which includes every

department where white goods are prominent.

It requires a broad grasp of stocks to properly

handle a white goods campaign. Both trimmer and

advertiser must be posted on values, stocks carried

and the details of new merchandise, whitewear.

ready-to-wear, staples, linens, embroideries and

lace.-, being placed in stock every day.

Make it Broad as Possible.

Different methods are used in promoting a white

goods sale and it depends a lot on the time available

whether it is an event for a month's selling or for

ten days only. The same claim of an otherwise dull

month can he made in February, as well as in Janu-

ary and by following the publicity of departmental

stores, merchants reap any benefit to be had from-

this advertising.

Former events have been successful and it should

be made the aim to outclass records this year. If

the sale is carried on for one month there are many
other departments which will be clamoring for repre-

sentation, so it is better to limit window displays to

about two weeks inclusive of three Saturdays, so that

the white sale will not interfere with other sections

which have new goods to be shown before March 1.

Investment Must be Attractive.

Many advertisers and window men are apt to for-

get that customers must be convinced in buying at

•I an nary or February white sales, just as much as at

any other time. Apart from the freshness and new-

ness of beautiful, crisp and clean goods there must
be an added benefit or saving, which will make it

worth while, as an investment. Ready-to-wear un-

derclothing has reached such perfection and such

full stock assortments are carried the year round that

customer- are not going to spend their money in

January when they can purchase identical goods in

June, as cheap and perhaps cheaper owing to season-

able selling. There are departments where argu-

ments hold good that customers can get their Spring

and Summer sewing done early and this is one of the

main reasons for the continued success of white

goods sales.

Store a Bower oe White.

In preparing for this event, window decorators

and salesmen convert, the store into a veritable bower

of white. Ledges and interior counters and white

goods sections arc made stocky and trims arranged

over each department with good effect, where this

rule is followed. Many merchants still adhere to

this idea, as it shows the buying power of the firm

and gives an impression of values as well as perman-

Boost the Trimmers' Convention.

Window trimmers—see the Men's Wear sec-

tion of this paper for news of important develop-

ments in connection with the Canadian Window

Trimmers' Association. Bright prospects for the

August convention.
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Taylor-Made Double and Single

Bar Clothing and Cloak Rack

No. 33IB, Combination Suit Hanger,
inserted trouser bar, $7.50 per 100

No. 33, Same without bar,
- - - - $6.50 per 100

No. 33IB, Boys', 15 in. wide
$7.50 per 100

No. 39B, Overcoat Hanger, with insert-

ed bar, for extra size suits

$8.50 per 100
No. 39, Same without bar

$7.50 per 100

This store equipped with the Taylor-

made Rack System.

Double Bar Rack
Made of Polished Steel Tubing.

6 feet long, 6 posts, - $10.50
8 " "6 " $11.50

10 " " 6 " - - $12.50

Double Bar Rack
Made of Oxydized Steel Tubing.

6 feet long, 6 posts, - $13 00
8 " " 6 " - - $14.00
10 " " 6 " - $15.00

No. 64 Combination Suit Hanger
with wire attachment to pre-

vent trousers from slipping

off, - $9.00 per 100

All Racks on Ball Socket Rollers shipped K.D. Crated, No tools or skill required to set them up

Single Bar Rack
Made of iy2-in. Polished Stee Tubing

Gilt Fittings

Ball Socket Rollers

6 feet long, 2 posts - - $8.00

8 feet long, 3 posts $9.00

10 feet long, 3 posts - - $10.00

Made of 1 Ja-in. Oxydized T ubing

6 feet long, 2 posts - - $10.00

8 feet long, 3 posts - - $11.00

10 feet long, 3 posts - - $12.00

The Taylor Manufacturing Co.
82 Queen St. North. HAMILTON, ONT. Phone 3550

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their TravelerK.
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'Santa Claus" background by \V. (J. Molr, with G. W. Robinson Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Holly, red poinsettia and Christmas beds,

pillars covered with while felt, finished with bands and streamers. Figure in eentre a typical Santa.

ence to offerings and business. Without doubt, the

most approved way is to take each department by it-

self, giving each one ledge and window space, pub-

licity and advertising allotted to it.

The Ledge Trims.

Over the dress goods section, vestings or muslins

with new laces on cards, Victoria and Persian lawns,

nainsooks, organdies, ducks, piques and reps are

used to make a splendid array. Sometimes a similar

display is made over wash goods counters, but differ-

ent schemes used.

Over staple ledges, flannelette, cotton blankets or

quilts, large well-rounded and stocky piles of cottons,

sheetings and bedding are made effective, when tick-

eted with large cards and smaller price tickets. Lin-

ens also a stocky trim of towels, table and dress lin-

ens with some finer pieces, tea covers, trays or shams

are sometimes used over side or centre ledges.

A separate embroidery showing is a simple trim,

full pieces in original papers, being used combined

with one or two draped units. Corset cover embroid-

eries and headings or laces with contrasting back-

grounds of yellow, sky, pink or Nile (in fact, any

harmonizing color can be used to create effect) are

draped, heavy enough to make white stand out as

Stocky display of white cottons and sheetings, lonsdales and inadapolams with pillow cases and sheets for January or February
while sale's. With some trimmers, windows of this kind are considered old-fashioned, hut Canadian merchants appreciate

them for that verj reason and also because they convey power of buying connections, stability, assortments and
preparation for quantity sales. Dressed by S. U. Weiss, Boston Store, Chicago, ill.
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Heralding the Dawn of Christmas morning. Gifts (if handkerchiefs, gloves, hosiery, parasols and fancy novelty accessories. In
the background, dull black cambric with silver stars represented night disappearing. In the foreground, plain sky blue

sateen made a fitting setting for neatly folded and arranged handkerchiefs and groupings of suggestions. In the centre
of the archway stood a life-size doll upon a pedestal of handkerchiefs. Dressed by H. C. McDonald.

the feature and cause much attention and comment.

During stock-taking time or before this event, coun-

ter books have been resampled, both for laces and

embroideries and trimmers are free to use all new
patterns to bring out bright and selling results over

centre or smallware ledges or dress accessories' de-

partments.

Lingerie Prominent.

In the beginning it was whitewear and now white

Lingerie is most prominent throughout. All stock

has been carefully gone over, repriced or newly

labelled with fresh price tickets and departments are

ready for the opening morning. New lines are laid

out and table- dressed with ranges of prices in eorset

covers and drawers, another of gowns and under-

skirt.- and a separate showing of finer lingerie pieces

by themselveSj offset perhaps to an extent by an op-

position table of leaders and clean-up numbers al-

ways found at this time and used a- opening induce-

ments.

It is often a good plan to have whitewear cases

or tables near main doorways and within depart -

ments. In conjunction with these sections make dis-

plays which give the store an appearance of clean

and fresh stocks, outside of the merit of texture,

shapliness of cut. newness and neatness in design

and finish and the daintiness of it all.

HOUSEFURNISHINGS TOO.

In completing interiors there is much work
which can be done in lace curtain and drapery sec-

tions to consider next and a host of white goods in

house-furnishin.u departments such as muslin and

curtain nets, curtain poles and white metal beds,

coverlids, etc., to help broaden the scope of white-

wear sales. Tickets and streamers throughout are of

striking design and placed at intervals or before de-

partments, window displays or one-price table-.

There is no other time of the year in which trimmers

can gain such pleasing effects and this helps to create

enthusiasm for next events on the new year calendar.

The Window Setting.

Attention is now directed to windows and ar-

rangement for wThite sales. An inexpensive back-

ground is planned and most of the newest effects this

year use curtain hangings, panels and floral designs.

Trimmers are favoring cotton balls or similar decor-

$24 Baling Press
Does all the Work of a Press Costing Twice as Much
The press illustrated is the lowest priced baler made. It is

intended for the merchants whose waste accumulation is not great,

hut yet large enough to be worth saving.

The Parr Baler

is ideal for the

average store.

It comes in four

different styles

and three sizes,

priced at $24,

$28, $30 and
$38, 5%forcash
in 10 days.
The Improved
"Parr" Balei is

equipped with

side wheels by
means of which
enormous lev-

erageissecured,

making the

press easy to

operate and
producing a

firm, substan-

tial bale
T '"' In, l>roved Parr Baler.

All of our "Parr' ' presses are strongly built, simple of opera-
tion, require small floor space and will give supreme satisfaction.

The "Davenport" $35 Pros
is also made by us. It isan exceedingly powerful and durable machine Now used in

over 5000 stores. A magnificent press for those who wish to pay as high as SJ5.

Descriptive circular on request. Our Service Department helps you sell your waste
at best prices. Agents wanted,

SHIPMENTS F.O.B., DAVI-NPORT, IOWA

Davenport Mfg. Co.
DaveS: Iowa
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Series of Seasonable Backgrounds and Trims, Richard Hall & Son, Limited,

Peterborough. Timely Suggestions for Spring.

Opening Display—The color scheme of this large window was carried out in fawn, white and green. Curtain, fawn: framework
covered with white felt and floor with green, and the woodwork or mirrors done in white satin. The large panel painting
was a Fall wood scene. Note table, chair, opera cloak, hat ami accessories; also two hat boxes gilded and lined with rich
shade of fawn silk with large pink bow lied en lid. This gave a very Striking setting lo dainty and exclusive models

from the millinery department.

LJlJIL
Thanksgiving Trim.—The color scheme of these entrance windows was two shades of tan and green, the curtain being a little

darker than that of the 12 inch hoard running at top; 11 covered in green felt. One window was devoted to evening wear,
gownings node how of silk on new box drape), the other to ready-to-wear. In this window a novel unit grouping is

shown, waist form with auto veil draped from sin. aider and completed with accessories at base. An interesting- and
attractive entrance display.

UUU

^ * * * :

Grouping of Ready -to- wear- Curtain anil panel background with Autumn foliage. An effective arrange nl of holiday uecessitie

suits, dresses and coats with millinery and accessories. Some unique groupings and unit displays are seen here. Three band-
some windows, by J. A. McNabb.
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SEASON'S
GREETINGS
1911 -1912

ffviends and Customers

Wishing Bit

M
flhevvp Gfjvistmas

and

pvoBpevouB
Mew gear

The W. R. Brock Co., Limited
TORONTO
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itive ideas made of cotton batting and cut out leaves

stencilled or poster panels with air brush work-

er Miit lettering. Tbese are not bard to make. Black

contrasts »vith white and one of the most pleasing

settings is made with crayon or letterine on white

ized cotton with some unique interior home scenes

of maid and mistress in kitchen, dining room, bed-

;U daily household duties.

A Suggestive Idea.

Another idea is to cut out or paint large black

- " W II I T E S A L E " on white, :'.('-iach

on, interspersing between each letter cut-out trade

journal or newspapei style cuts and reproductions

printed in black. It h not necessary to cut these

close to outline but -imply tear bhem out and paste

• n the cotton. To give a more finished effect, shad-

ing is added quickly by mean.- of crayon or lead

pencil. Brownie or fairy pictures, nursery or sebool

rhymes, music bars of "Dixie Land" or "Down
Where the Cotton Blossom Grows," and other south-

ern airs are all possible by the same method and re-

sult in a timely setting.

Value the Strong Point.

When the background is in place it will be re-

membered that windows must mirror values that

will induce people to buy. All white goods must be

placed on sale during this time at the Lowest price

thai is possible, when people can be interested in do-

ing their Spring and Summer shopping.

Opening day will no doubt find awhiteweai front

divided among the following windows. First, a

grouping of bridle sets, princess slips, gowns, petti-

coats, corset covers or drawers in belter number- only,

on figures, pedestal stands and fixtures, one color if

convenient, having tissue paper so arranged, as to

show the beauty of embroideries on dainty garment-.

In advertising, these will be described in detail

and there will be two other windows also as part

of the advertising scheme. This will likely consist

of four leaders, gowns, corset covers, drawers and

petticoats. One window each is given to underwear

and white blouses. These are special purchases or

quantity lines in Spring shipments now complete

and represenl value, quality and immense variety.

Another way of handling, but not so resultful, is to

put in 19c, 25c, 39c, 50c, $1, $2 or $2.50 assortments

from all lines but having special price values should

be a means to selling other or everyday quotations

if not qualities and is therefore more approved.

I'.luuses offered will be Lingerie or tailored style and

a, line of white lighter weight underwear is preferred

for another display because it anticipates the change

between Winter weights and too-light Summer quali-

ties. A quantity of this underwear is always sold in

a white sale and is an opportunity to clean up the

balance of season's stock before putting away Winter

stock.

By illustrating these six numbers in the dodger

or newspaper sheet and then reproducing these cuts

and descriptive articles on show cards, people are

brought face to face with the benefit of January

White Sides. One sale leads to another and this is

success.

The Masterpiece Attraction.

Another window of whitewear will comprise

travelers' samples, odd or soiled whitewear ami some

lesser quantities of great values averaged so that a

display of price can he made to he remembered an-

Coinhinsition window of dress goods and re*dy-to-wear ^..\\n< and ir'llinery. Note unil drape in centre. The figures al tin- rear

represenl Spring time, supporting ;i vase of flowers and foliage; permanent background is mahogany. Trimmed by 11.

1
. _ fin- Goodv in's. Ltd., \i"iii rea I.
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other year. This is the masterpiece attraction so far

as buyers are concerned and about four prices will

give customers reason to come early for the values

embodied in each one.

White goods in staple departments are the next

consideration and staples are made leaders for the

second week. There is a great opportunity this year

for good windows and values as there is usually a

bountiful supply. A window of cottons—bleached

and grey, sheetings, pillow cottons, etc., a stocky

trim showing new pieces in original bands and rib-

bons, always pleases department heads. When rein-

forced by values and prices for webs of factory cot-

ton, mill-ends, the semi-annual offering of fine white

cottons or madapolams in 20, 30 or 40 yard pieces at

an odd price, steamlooms, pillow cases and sheets,

the idea is to sell pieces and dozens. Flannelette

and wool blankets, heavy white flannelettes and can-

tons are also given space.

Will Bring the Rush.

The position to offer the greatest apparent price

reductions will make a rush in staple departments

that will tax help to handle. This is the most satis-

factory part of white goods events. Tickets and

prices are the main feature always and convincing

customers of the fact that the store is ready to meet

season demands by having anticipated customers'

needs is best served by quantity and quality.

Embroideries and Laces.

In finishing, there are two other sections which

can bo made interesting, embroideries and laces. It

is not always customary, but quite in line to have

windows of these new goods. As for embroideries,

some trimmers put full pieces in their staple windows

to give more color. There are filmy laces and newest

designs in all widths of both laces and embroideries

for every use, direct import shipments to make it

easy to feature them in windows, but if trimmers are

Send in Christmas and Whitewear
Windows

Window trimmers are requested to send

photos of their Christmas and whitewear win-

dows to the Dry Goods Review.

This paper will pay for photos that will re-

produce satisfactorily, containing bright, original

display ideas. Bear in mind also that the

Review's window competition will be continued

in 1912.

Every trimmer should be interested in the

coming convention of the C. W. T. A. in August
next. See the Men's Wear section of this paper

for important news relative to the proposed

programme.

short of space these displays come in just as good

early in March.

For Spring Sewing.

In the meantime, smallwares are selling merrily

—materials on one hand, findings on the other, be-

cause they are necessities required for undergar-

ments. Spring sewing and household use. Customs

Display screen for Christinas

or whitewear setting. A beauti-

ful accessory in any window. An
interesting display fixture. Mer-

chandise can be shown on shelves

and scenes interchanged accord-

ing to season. Different finishes

are used, but white with touches

of gold would be most suitable

for Christmas novelties or white

goods. Curtain hangings can al-

so be tised in completing such a

background by means of sever-

al small screens and scenes. A
good-sized screen with trans-

parency scenic design complete,

5 ft. 6 in. by 8 ft. in.; costs

about .$2'5.00 and makes a large

enough background for the aver-

age window. By changing
scenes this is practically a semi-

permanent background.
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To each and every one

of our friends we wish

A Very Happy Christmas

And Prosperous New Year

THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY, LIMITED
MONTREAL

are changing with the advertising and window pub-

licity given white goods and now the average woman
gets her sewing done in February and March, when

weather is not so inviting as midsummer days.

People begin to look for white goods directly

after Christmas, but windows and interior decor-

ations making a claim for feminine interest after

stock-taking, when the sales staff is aroused, stocks

complete and price tickets prepared are most success-

ful. This covers whitewear and lingerie underwear,

blouses, tub garments and white party frocks, bed-

ding and linen for the linen chest, staples and all

that long list of white goods which makes white sales

an event of the year.

Offer exceptional values, bright displays and

well-ticketed demonstrations to show what great in-

ducements have been secured. Make customers come

and see for themselves that, prices and values talk.

Results will tell in increased sale--.

Good Crop Was Timely

It is very fortunate for the manufacturing in-

dustry of cotton goods that this year's crop is turn-

ing out well. The spinners, jobbers, wholesale mer-

chants and retailers the world over were practically

bare of goods at the beginning of this season. It is

said by good authority that the stocks of manufac-

tured goods in the world on the first day of Septem-

ber, 1911, were equivalent to three million bales of

cotton smaller than is usually held in normal times,

it is generally conceded that the annual increase

in the population of the civilized world is about

three per cent. On this basis, spinners should take

at least 14V2 million bales of American cotton.

Up to date the takings have amounted to about

400,000 bales more than were taken in the corres-

ponding time in the year 1908. If the takings of cot-

ton continue in the same proportion during the

balance of tbe season, it will figure out at about 14%
million bales.

This is the fourth big crop that we have had

since 1898. During the marketing seasons of the

last three big crops, cotton sold down to about the

cost of production. Following the low prices of each

of these seasons, big advances took place ; and it is

thought this year will not be an exception.

Final estimates on the crop for 1911, received

through reliable sources, estimate that the total of

14,835.000 bales, exclusive of linters, repacks and

similar additions.

In Louisiana and Mississippi the season was

fairly good, but the "boll weevil" did great damage
in these states. Arkansas was also damaged to some

extent by the weevil. Texas and Oklahoma suffered

from the drouth, and the outturn is not large when

the acreage is taken into consideration.
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Jewelry Selling Now
Ear-rings Having Excellent Demand — Semi-

Precious French Novelties — Pendants for

Holiday Trade — Lace Effects Strong

Till'", jewelry oJ this year both in semi-precioui

types and in frank imitations, promises to

be a, fine money-maker to the retailer who
knows how in handle it.

The outstanding feature is the use of colored

metals which do not tarnish and do not readily wear

off. and al.~o tin use of excellent quality imitation

stones as well as such Inn.- as real baroque pearls,

white amethysts and rhinestones.

Drop ami hoop ear-rings have had a surprising

popularity. Smart people here are wearing the

most extn me types. All of these conic in styles for

unpierced ears. Drop effects include pearls,

amethysts and rhinestones; these are made both

still' ami flexible and of varying size-, some <|iiile

Large. Fleur de lis. chain drops, waterfalls and such

pal terns are noted.

Even more extreme are the square or oval, filigree

medallion drop-', set with rhinstones, pearls, turquoise

or amethyst. Silver sel with emerald is also good.

Many Louis XIV. pattern- are used in these. Again,

extremest of all are the hoop ear-rings, resembling

those worn by the Gipsies. Crescent-shaped or cir-

cular, many different gems and combinations of

gems are seen. A few of the more elaborate are

farther embellished with drop effects.

From France come the besf of the turquoise

novelties in necklaces and also in ear-rings. Stud

effects were good in the latter form. Turquoise has

had an excellent run so far. and sales are reported

as constantly increasing, in combination with silver

this -tone is at its best..

Ball and Tassel Style

With the popularity of fringe in all forms has

come a fashion for fringe and tassel-like forms in

jewelry. In ear-rings this takes the shape of a novel

pendant effect. A central stone is used in stud ar-

rangement with dependant, chain-linked smaller

-tones in rows. The whole form.- a very complete

little tassel, and is pretty as it is new. its flexibility

causes the .-tone.- to sparkle brilliantly.

Pendants .-how fringe-like arrangements of drop

effects, in a variety and often a. mixture of colors.

Long Pendants Shown
Many of the new pendants are of the long, nar-

row shape, This tends to make, a full or stout neck

appear more graceful, and is thus adapted to the

woman of mature years.

Slim chains arc practically unornameuted, except

for an occasional setting of the single, tiny stone.

Then comes the, long oval or straight drop pendant.

Filigree is very popular, especially in silver with

rhinestone settings. Brightening touches of emerald

or ruby are used with these.

The drop effects in very narrow style often re-

produce exactly the pattern of the ear-ring. In these

cases, the sel is .-old complete, with or without

brooch, in a small velvet case. This proves an ex-

cellent article for holiday trade, and should also be

freely stocked for the ,-ocial season in lines to sell up
to $5.00.

Even newer are the lace effects in handsome
pendant-. Bow-knots to represent lace are selling

freely in large -tores in Toronto. Lacy, jabot effects

m pendants, representing the Cascade jabot usually,

are a striking novelty. A three-piece apron jabot of

Macrame was most admirably reproduced in a pen-

dant of filigree silver and rhinestones. Lacy medal-

lion pendant- are also extra good sellers where

novelty is an object. Incidentally, no better in-

stance oi the immense vogue of lace can be cited.

Prominence of Platinum
Both in precious, semi-precious and imitation

jewelry, platinum and its imitations are very popu-

lar for mounts. Platinum filigree is good in the form

of gents' pins and links, pendant- and ear-rings.

In many lines, platinum is crowding gold, and

as a setting for colored stones such as turquoise and

coral it is peculiarly suitable. It is also much used

for rhinestones.
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Turquoise in Montreal Mechanical and electrical toys have proved a

Montreal Dec 12 —Necklaces of various make- great drawing line. Many elder people are interns

ups arc. very prominent in the smallware depart- in these, and men may be induced to come

menits of many of the stores, especially in the citie

These consist of a narrow handing that goes around

the neck and from this, in front, hangs a row of

beads and ornaments. This line shows the combina-

tion of heads and larger ornaments. Silver or gold

bugles are introduced to advantage in many of the

most attractive of these articles.

Turquoise is very popular as a color for the vari-

ous formations that show the present fashion trend.

Although the long strings of heads will not meet

with a large demand during the Winter season,

there are very bright prospects of the Spring season

opening up with a brisk demand for this class of

merchandise.

Busy Month For Toys
Sewing Machine Toys Have Been Good
Sellers — Baskets of Toys Sell Well on

Group Principle

Sewing machines have been excellent sellers

among toys for girls. This is so well recognized that

large firms dealing in machines for adults are putting

on the market miniature machines for the young

folks. A window of a shop devoted to sewing ma-

chines contained the smaller reproductions, and a

child operator at work. Crowds stopped to gaze

throughout the day. This was on Yonge Street,

Toronto. It was shown that the small machines

would accomplish wonderfully even stitching and

uniform work even in small hands.

In the department stores early advertising has

resulted in dense crowds such as used only to be seen

Christmas week. Special decorations are in order,

and small, square booths prove very accessible and

convenient. White and red color schemes are

among the most attractive, as they form an excellent

background for Christmas greenery.

and

bring their boys by means of judicious advertising.

A toy department which specializes in this line was

thronged with men and boys.

The idea of placarding counters or circles in

large departments is a good one. It enables the

buyer to see at a glance where the wanted article is

amid a host of smallwares of all dimensions. This

departmentalizing of the toy section has been fol-

lowed out by most of the leading firms, saving

crowding in the aisles and inquiries of busy clerks.

Demonstrations of flying machines of all grades

are proving a great attraction again, this year, while

window displays are the best aids to selling dolls

and doll accessories. Furniture and clothing sell

well when displayed in this way. Several of the

largest firms have recently been devoting their most

prominent windows to these articles. To appeal to

older persons, a compromise is made, and a number

of fancy articles are introduced among the dolls and

accessories. This makes a pretty combination and a

suitable one.

Group Selling Idea
A good idea has been to group a number of toys

in a Christinas basket or extra large stocking. This

appeals to people who do not know what to buy, but

intend to spend a certain sum. Baskets of all prices

are offered.

These articles may readily be sold in parts of the

store not usually devoted to such goods. They leave

nothing to clear up afterwards, are compact, and will

appeal to the chance passer-by. Especially do they

lend themselves to booth sales. In advertising, the

retailer should call attention to the Christmas basket

for persons who wish to send toys to public charities

and hospitals. The "ready-made." idea is a boon to

them. At the same time, the retailer may "work off*'

lines not moving quickly enough, and at the same

time give no dissatisfaction to customers.

'COIFFURETTA's*
DOUBLE KNOTTED MESH
SHAPED SILKHAIR NETS

Each net in envelope

TORONTO DEPOT:

Dieckerhoff, Raffloer & Co., Ltd.

Corner Simcoe and Wellington Sts.

ROSENWALD BROS.
Sole Manufacturers

LONDON PARIS VIENNA

All human hair shades

MONTREAL DEPOT:
Dieckerhoff, Raffloer & Co., Ltd.

525 St. Paul Street

MAKERS OF EVERY KIND OF
Hair Nets, Frames, Rolls, &c. , &c.
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Frameless Bags Shown
Metal Mesh Purses Are Again in High Style

— Fabric Numbers Sell Excellently — Chain

Handles a Feature in All Lines

Many of the new bags are ''frameless," as it is

technically called. Soft suede and velvet are chief

among these in a full range of the darker shades.

Velvet with silver or gold embroidery, braiding or

other trimming is particularly good. Cord handles

still prevail in these lines, but late advices from

France indicate that delicate chain handles, plain or

jewelled, are to be prominent. Chain handles with

fabric bags will be conceded a considerable change.

Chain mesh and other metal types of bag have

been selling well this Christmas season. These bags

are now returning to something of their former grip

on the buying public. Some high style numbers

are jewelled or enameled.

Metal bags have long chains this season. All

sizes are shown. Many contain mirrors, while others

of small frame are merely Vanity boxes in disguise,

and come complete with puff and all. Gold, silver

and platinum are the metals simulated, while rhine-

stone, turquoise or jade settings are good.

Leather bags continue to sell very well in

medium sized numbers. Suede is still the leading

feature of this line.

Christmas Fancy Goods
Demand for Aviation Wools — Angora in

High Class Lines — Filet Scarfs Shown

Wools for knitting and crocheting the aviation

caps are in high demand now that the stock of caps

is low. A brisk business is being done over the

counter, and the buying public fairly rush the places

where the wools are to be had. There is every pros-

pect that next, season will be very good, so that it

behooves merchants to remember the lesson of this

season.

Baby's socks and caps in Angora are selling ex-

cellently, despite the fact that this line is the most

expensive of all. Angora is also being shown by a

few specialty houses in the form of caps and mitts

for adults. A cap, or rather hat, was priced as high

as $5.00.

For dressers and buffets, a scarf of linen with

filet lace is shown. This is deeply fringed as well.

Filet lace, especially in the more elaborate motifs, in-

cluding complete flower or human forms is now con-

sidered the most suitable for church linens, for

dining rooms and for all formal effects. This is one

of the most ancient types of lace, and presents a har-

monious appearance when used on furniture of the

earlier periods. These are practical talking points

for the salesman who has filet scarfs and la- be-

hind his counter.

There is talk of a return of Point de Paris, Point

de PAiguille and also of what is commonly called

point lace and Battenberg. This will mean a demand
for braids and threads. The retailer may well con-

sider the possibility of the return of these lines, and

carefully note the trend of demand at his counters.

It will be remembered what money-makers these

lines were not many years ago.

Pushing Sporting Goods

Boy Scouts' outfits, properly belonging to the

sporting department, are selling so well that many
merchants cannot keep them in stock, and no longer

advertise them, as demand exceeds supply. The
moral is to see that next season's supply is in in good

time, as this is an all-year-round line.

Inconvenient to Buy

Snowshoes should be sold in the same place

with the moccasins. There is no need for fitting the

latter, if customers state their correct size. Socks for

sportingi wear, sweaters and toboggan outfits should

all be sold together, as a person purchasing one

article, such as the toboggan or snowshoes, may
easily put off buying the rest, and eventually buy in

your competitor's store. This is just as true of

ladies' as of gents' outfits, particularly where the

store is not very large anyway. The following case

actually occurred last season, and two or three simi-

lar instances repeated it:

A lady went to purchase a pair of snowshoes.

These she found in the sporting goods department.

She then asked to see moccasins and stockings. She

found that only gents' goods and a limited number
nf them were carried in the department. She en-

quired for sweater and cap, but found here also only

gents' goods were kept. She tvould have four more

trips to make to complete her outfit, viz.: stocking

department, main floor; cap in men's wear section;

sweater, first floor, ladies' ready-to-wear; moccasins,

shoe department. As a matter of fact, this did not

happen. The lady ordered her snowshoes sent, and

marched out of the shop and across the way to a

sporting goods store, where she bought the rest in

ten minutes. Incidentally, she paid a good deal

more than she expected at the start, and more than

she would have paid at the first store. Naturally,

she laid the blame on the department store.

This is the abuse, not the right use, of the de-

partmental system. For instance, scarcely anyone

buys snoAvshoes without buying moccasins at the

same time. On the other hand, unless the special
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socks are pushed at the time of sale, they may be f
omitted altogether, though really needed. Again,

why should gents' outfits be suplied complete and

ladies' omitted? The same applies to toboggan outfits,

though in the latter case chiefly at Christmas time.

The merchant who will see to it that complete out-

fits are properly grouped and pushed to sell together

will reap a reward which will otherwise go to

specialty houses or be lost altogether. Even where

the group idea is not practical all year round, it will

be found to pay admirably at Christmas time, and

during the first weeks of the new year, when sports

are prominent.

Belt Reports Confusing
Staple Lines Continue to Sell — Probabilities Are

All for the Better — Canada Escaped Slump
Experienced in all Lines on the Other Side

All that can be said about belts at present is

that reports are coming in of the most confusing

kind. On the one hand, failures of belt manufac-

turers in New York have been proved only too true.

On the other hand, wholesalers here stoutly main-

tain that their regular lines of belts have continued

all season to sell steadily without any marked falling

off. Retailers, especially in the country and in

small towns have verified this by their own sales

records.

It must be observed that two facts account for

this state of affairs. Trade h re does not run so en-

tirely towards novelties as en the other side of the

line, and, second, it is on the houses which carry

belts only that the blow has fallen heaviest. They
make their money rather out of the high style num-
bers than the staples. This is true of specialty

houses. When high style numbers fall off, profits

go with them. Trade here is organized on a more
solid basis of a fair profit in staple lines. As a re-

sult, the dropping out of high style features means
only a small percentage of profit lost. It skims the

cream, but leaves the milk.

What conclusion is the retailer to form from
these conflicting opinions? Simply that staple lines

will continue to sell to the great mass of the people,

at prices from reasonable to cheap, while expensive
or novelty lines can only be watched in hope of

change. Dress originators in Paris seem to favor a

raised waist-line for Spring, but elsewhere there is

a feeling of the desirability of a change.

Beaded elastics have sold well this season both in

plain black and colored effects. Pompador flower

designs have been asked for and repeated in some
quarters. Tinselled elastics were good at the begin-
ning of the season.

There is a tendency to revive the patent leather.

How this may affect Spring trade is an interesting

issue and one well worth following up. V
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The Ladies' Favorite

UNSEED—NA.IAD PROTECTS

n It's pleasing your custom-

ers in the little things that

counts big.

The Naiad
Dress Shield

counts among the smaller

articles in Dry Goods stocks,

but it counts for a good deal

as an article that pleases

customers and makes for

trade in larger things.

#IT Possesses two im-
'I portant and exclusive

features. It does not de-

teriorate with age and
fall to powder in the
dress — can be easily and
quickly sterilized by
immersing in boiling

water for a few seconds
only.

Sample Book Free

Wrinch, McLaren & Co.
SOLE CANADIAN MANUFACTURERS

77 Wellington St. W. Toronto

^.
J
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Features of this Department

Victorian shoulder outlines featured in Spring

lines. Venise, macrame and Irish laces prominent.

Jeweled trimmings, one of the latest developments.

Exceptional prospect for embroideries. The Con-

naught sash makes its appearance.

Close Of a Good Season
Neckwear Has Been Remarkably Strong - Novelty

the Keynote of This Year's Immense Success

THE season that is passing has seen immense
.-ales of neckwear of the novelty order. The

side jabot took the country by storm, and is

expected to remain in at least some of the .Spring-

styles.

There has been excellent sale for the small

made-flower jabots; also for bodice and hair orna-

ments of the same nature. Incidentally, educating

the public to these dainty imported novelties resulted

in an extra large demand for ribbons to make them

this Christmas. The manufacturer ami wholesaler

owes much to our neckwear and novelty houses for

the increased prosperity of ribbon trade over this

time last year.

Such articles as panel girdle and sash effects have

bad excellent demand, and this is the more remark-

able because belts in general have been SO dead from

the novelty viewpoint.

A new sash now being exploited is called the

"Connaughi." This is a neat little touch of enter-

prise, and the royal fetes should be suggestive to the

retailer looking for catchy name.-.

Besides the lines mentioned, low collars ami

fichus have bad a fine demand. Undoubtedly tbe

popularity will remain with such tried lines as the

Byron, the Eton, and. in fichus, the Marie Antoinette

and the Oorday. But the trade is looking for

novelty, and it may be interesting to the retailer to

know that the Bertha style.-, predicted in these

columns, are now here.

Victorian Bertha Effects

All the fashion journals in their Spring numbers

will feature the Victorian .-boulder outlines to a

greater or less extent. The capes shown by many of

them are extreme. Merchants know their own trade,

and need no advice about whether or not to handle

them. But tin' new type (note new type) of Bertha

must be carried.

The Charlotte Cord'ay collar is somewhat modi-

fied to form a low, rounded back outline. This will

sell well, as also will the middy shapes, deep at back,

but shollow in front. These types appear to excel-

lent advantage in exclusive Irish crochet designs

shown by specialty houses. Cross-over fichus are

good sellers, but have no longer the '"chic" of novelty

belonging to the other types. A good percentage of

pointed effects at the back continue to sell.

The Bertha resembles a shoulder cape, but

should not be too shallow and high-necked, for the

public will not at once adopt so radical a change,

whatever the hall-mark of its designers. Extreme

types scarcely pass the shoulder line, and are either

high or Dutch-necked.

While Berthas of this marked type are still in

futurity, yokes of shoulder and deeper outline are

decidedly new and universally good. A Bertha effect

dropping from this yoke outline appears in many
designs. On the whole, however, the Bertha, which

is neither high nor low, and greatly resembles the

fichu in outline (sometimes mis-named a fichu),

will be the safe selling number.

Points are Very Strong

Vandyke points and deep, pointed scallops are

strongest of all among the new designs, both as bor-

der and in the pattern itself. Insets of lace of a wide

variety of sorts are very freely used in the more ex-

pensive line.-. Lace and embroidery combined effects

may be said to be the leaders.

Venise, macrame and fine Irish are the lace effects

most frequently seen as a part of the new flounces

and i rimming.- of embroidery.

The very deep flounce. 4o in. approximately,

will meet with the best and most of the demand. All-

overs are seen also, and SO art' narrow flouncing.-.

Galoons and band- will sell excellently along with

the 4") in. flouncings for trimming purposes.
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December, 1911

7f© out ffllanp ffviends

from Coast to Coast

We send ouv fbeavtp (Bveetings

and 3Best Wishes fov all tt)e

3ops of Cfjvistmas and tfye

Mew %}eav. * * * * *

Most Sincerely,

CANADA VEILING COMPANY
84 - 86 Wellington Street West

TORONTO

TORONTO
LAC E,
veilings,

IDressTrimminss
Embroideries

No Over-Stating Laces
Importance of This Line at Present Cannot be Ex-

aggerated — Point de Paris, Shadow, Venise and

Macrame Sell — Irish Gaining Steadily

It is impossible to over-state the lace demand at

the present time. It is just about as great as it could

be, in proportion to population and wealth, and will

be quite as great by Spring.

Shadow laces arc the newest comers, with, per-

haps, exception of Point de Paris. Macrame contin-

ues good. Laces consisting of old-fashioned floral

embroideries on fine net promise to be extremely

popular. Venise is a stand-by in the better class

lines and a leading favorite this Winter on all types

of dresses and coats. Irish is rapidly increasing in

sales, and dress accessories of Irish crochet are sell-

ing as the best of the high-class product. All-over

bebe will also sell excellently for yokes and under-

sleeves, and there will be a fine demand in the Spring

for bands and laces of Irish picot.

Many dresses show mixing of the very delicate

with the heaviest laces. This only indicates what a

rage they have become, it will be remembered thai

last setison was a trimming and colored embroidery

season. This year will see laces far surpass what

those other trimmings did at, their best in the way

of sales. White, cream (ivory), Paris and ecru are

the shades.

Chantilly laces deserve separate and special men-

tion. They are among the most beautiful of the new

products and have proved exceptional sellers for even-

ing wear. It is impossible to forbear to hint at their

beauty when combined with tulle. This last fabric

is fast re-appearing as a dress material.

Black Chantilly has been in good demand dur-

ing the past season. Ivory, the other alternative, is

a. soft and creamy shade, rather deeper in most cases

than the regular ivory tint,. Sonic dyed Chantilly

laces were also noted, principally a soft shade of tan.

Shadow Valenciennes is one of the very practical

and entirely new offerings to the inaking-up trade

and to the retailer. This lace should prove a fine,

profitable and popular line. Shadow Valencienne all-

overs were very handsome.

Filet laces are shown in delightful designs, in-

cluding some of the very fashionable old Italian and
Renaissence effects. Renaissence laces are very good

in themselves, and come in a variety of the newest

patterns.

Lace News From Montreal

Montreal, Dec. 12.— Indications point to the fact

that the demand for lace will increase rather than

decrease, as the season advance-;. It would seem tha:
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all kinds of lace are equally fashionable. The heav-

iest as well as the lightest lace- are meeting with a

good demand. Costumes of silk, velvet, plush and

cloth use lace, and it is quite often employed as part

of the costume, just as a fabric would be. In cases

of this sort, the lace is trimmed with flounces and

ruffles of lighter lace.

Macrame enjoys much popularity at the present.

This lace is shown in a large number of widths, styles

an'd prices. The laces of this line that are seen are

generally imitation macrame; for, the real, knotted

original is known to few, even by sight. On account

Pique and lawn, Quaker collar and cull set. Feathers are the
points front .iikI back. Courtesy, R. I». Fairbairn Co., Toronto.

of the beauty of pattern, and the fact that they are

different from anything else, this lace has won and

still holds favor of the masses, on its own merit.

In broad bands on furs and other heavy materia!.

Venise is used in large quantities. Irish and gui-

pure are used h>r the same purpose; and all-over

Irish in the "baby" style is as popular as ever.

How Laces Are Applied.

Iri-h lace form- some very beautiful motifs; and

the tiny headings are one of the most beautiful and

popular finishes of the season.

For ruffles, flounces and in combination with

heavy lace in the same designs, fine Chantilly, Mal-

tese, and point de Paris are much used. Tn the wider

widths, Chantilly is much used, put on without full-

ness in dressy gowns. A new design in Chantilly

shows a wide, double-edged banding put on flat

across the shoulders, brought forward, and crossed

under the bust. This is tied in the hack with long-

ends in fichu style, while at the neck and elbow are

ruffles that correspond, thus completing the charm-

ing effect. Black is used on white, or white is used

on itself, or on any other color. All-overs and nets

are much called for. Chemisettes and undersleeves

will continue in style. Gold net is another smart

material. Silver, in combination with white, is also

very pretty. In metal effects of all kinds, the shadow

Laces are very much shown. The latest importations

show filet, Chantilly, Irish, guipure and other high-

class laces. While many of these have been popular

during the past season, their day of usefulness is not

yet over.

Many beautiful designs are seen in the new sam-

ples of gold and silver laces. The dull finish is very

popular, and is almost exclusive. Raised figures are

shown in combinations. In both gold and silver,

there are some very effective creations.

The merchant will find a large variety of samples

to select from in allovers. The qualities, patterns and

designs are numerous. Fine nets will have gold,

silver and colored vines. The smaller patterns will

he the most popular: and as a, rule, will sell better

than the larger ones.

Embroideries Promise Well
Little Short of Laces in Popularity — Every

Outlook Shows Bright Prospects for Spring

and Summer 1912 — Voile Used as Ground

It is expected that the new Swiss embroideries

will fall little short of the vogue of laces in point of

popularity during the year to come.

Swisses are arriving every day in a bewildering

variety of patterns, the richness of which lias never

before been seen here. Grounds this season will pre-

sent two alternatives in the majority of cases, and

three in a few instances. Batiste or fine mull, or

else finest French voile, may be had in the same em-

broidery design exactly. A few lines offer the third

choice of a 'heavy linen ground fabric,

Montreal, Dec 12.—Reports from Switzerland

say that the price of embroideries have gone up fully

10 per cent, higher than they were in June. The

reason of this is obvious. During the slack season,

the employees are willing to work for a wage much
lower than the usual rate. During this season the

mills do not run on a profit-making basis. On the

contrary, they run on practically losing or unprofit-

able basis.

But as soon as trade begins to brighten the em-

ployees demand a higher rate of wages. Conse-

quently the price of the manufactured article is in-

creased. This is the cause of the present raise in

prices. The embroidery season is now on in earnest.

It is said that the stitching rate in Switzerland is now

higher than the rate in America.

Embroideries for children's dresses are to be in

good demand. The ready-made article of apparel

for children is becoming as popular as are the ladies'

garments. The coming Spring and Summer season-

will prove the truth of this statement,
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A Delightful

Cj hristmas

To All
1 he best of good cheer, the most joyous

and firosfierous times he yours this

Christmastide and in the coming year.

Vve wish to thank our patrons in

every town ana city of Canada for

their generous sufiftort in the year that

is now closing. vve have tried to do

our share to make 1911 a year of

firosf>erity to you and will do the same

in 1912.

Let us again wish all a JYlerry

Christmas and a Humf>er JXew I ear.

HH. B. faivbaivn Co.
Zimitco

Rhys D. Fairbairn

F. J. Knight

W. C. Cliff

C. N. Taylor

A. E. McGonegal

President

1st Vice-President

2nd Vice-President

Directors

Pteate mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Jewelled Trimmings Shown
Latest Development of Trimming Lines is a Suc-

cess— Jewelled Effects Sell Wherever Shown
and are Most Handsome of All

Jewelled trimmings are the latest development

in the line of dress accessories. When looking at

them, the merchant will wonder why they were not

offered sooner. They cannot be surpassed for show-

iness and at the same time, elegance.

A very pretty rhinestone effect consisted of single

stones set and linked with invisible chain arrange-

ment, selling up to five dollars a yard, depending on

quality. The flexibility of these trimmings makes

them very desirable. This particular line would

lend itself to use on head-dresses, bodices, fichus or

tunics.

In accordance with this mode, almost all the new

trimmings of beads and pearls, have jewels properly

set and separately fastened in place as their finishing

touch. These come in a variety of very beautiful

colors—emerald, ruby, topaz, etc. High quality

stones are used, rhinestones being favorites.

Jewelled passementeries and separate motifs are

selling excellently. Crystal and pearl trimmings will

again be a leading line next Spring, and for the June

wedding month no merchant can afford to be without

a good, selection. Orders placed early means the get-

ting best choices.

Fringes Selling as Before

Fringes continue to be a chief stay of the trim-

ming department. Metallic fringes are not to be had

in deeper styles in many places. All were sold out

in some cases by November 10.

Merchants will wisely put forward and push crys-

tal trimmings and fringes where the silver cannot

be obtained. They are dearer, but often people will

purchase them when silver is not to be had. Clerks

may also substitute gold fringe for silver, pointing

out its excellent effect with black, deep cream, pale

pink, pale blue and pale green. Many persons pre-

fer silver blindly, not having considered the matter.

and the merchant thus finds this line sold out in ad-

vance of the others. As a matter of fact, gold will

frequently give better satisfaction.

Chenille fringes are now used very extensively.

The generality of this vogue may be instanced by

the use of chenille fringe on parasols, evening gowns

and furs.

For Spring, wash fringes will be widely accepted.

Holiday Ribbons Selling

Montreal, Dec. 10.—For the novelties, a good de-

mand is reported in satin ribbons from which many

holiday articles are made. For the manufacture of

I lower pots, opera bags, cushions, coat racks and many
other fancy articles, yards and yards of ribbons have

been used.

Artificial flowers are one of the new uses that rib-

bons are being put to. Violets, roses, forget-me-nots

and pinks have been produced out of ribbons. These

are far superior to anything that has been thus far

made. Whole bouquets have been made of ribbons

and the color and make-up of the flowers are faith-

fully reproduced.

The general opinion is that a new field has been

opened up for the outlet of good quality ribbons.

Because of the use of ribbons, it is stated that the de-

mand for artificial flowers is becoming larger arid

larger.

Spring Glove Lengths
Considerable Difference of Opinion in Different

Places — Probability of Short Gloves Predomi-

nating Early in Season — Order Silks Early

From various places, different reports regarding

the .Spring length of gloves are circulated. Demand
for long styles is being felt both in New York and on

the Pacific Coast. Again, some of the coats of Spring

suits show a well-marked three-quarter sleeve.

Generally speaking, however, it seems Little likely

that long gloves will be wanted early next season in

any great quantity.

On the other hand, for mid-summer wear, black

and white long silks, especially the latter, will be ab-

solutely indispensable, and retailers will do well to

order early and freely to avoid last year's scarcity.

For Spring, there is no doubt about the shorter

lengths of kid gloves being the proper selling num-
ber. The style of glove worn is determined by the

-lyle of sleeve. For Spring, the long sleeve will be

worn in 85 per cent, of the garments. This means

that short gloves will be in ureal demand.

It is stated by a leading manufacturers' represen-

tative, that it would not be misleading to state that

long gloves will not be worn to a, greater extent than

1(1 per cent., while short gloves will be the style asked

lor in the remaining HO per cent, of sales. This, of

course, relates to the kid glove trade.

Black and white will be the leaders for the com-

ing season's business. It is going to be a great black

and white season. Colors are not being booked to

any noticeable extent, by the merchants throughout-

l be country. Generally, the few pairs in stock arc all

that are expected to be called for. Of course, there

are some long gloves ordered. Black will be the prin-

cipal line for street wear, in the earlier part of the

season. As the season advances, silk gloves will

gradually take the place of the kids, in these, as

well as in the kid lines, black and white will be the

oredominating shades.
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Order Plenty!
You need not stint your order for these

Ladies' Collars. They sure will SELL

—

there's style, class, quality in every de-

tail of them—there's the selling-power

that will win YOUR customers. Be sure

to order plenty of these

DRESSY COLLARS
For Wear With Tailored Suits

The patterns shown here are two inches

high, but the complete line includes every-

thing modish and popular in Fancy
Piques and Repp, heights l 5 8 inches, 1^
inches, 2 inches and 2 1

% inches. You
can't fail to make a sale every time you
show these goods. They are

Sure sellers for cool weather

No. 200 Pique. 3 patterns.
Same shape in Repp is No. 221

Two Dollars a Dozen

WO. 230 Repp. 1 eyelet

Two-ten a Dozen

The line is so complete

!

All the good shapes in

Plain and Fancy Collars

for Ladies, including

Eaton and Rugby styles—

a snappy line in every

particular.

ASK FOR
SAMPLES

ASK
NOW

Nn OOI Repp. 5 eyelets
U, 'JI Same shape in Pique is No. 213

Two-ten a dozen

NO. 232 Pique, 3 patterns

Two Dollars a Dozen

The Williams, Greene &
Rome Co., Limited

BERLIN, - - ONTARIO

Factories at BERLIN and HANOVER, ONT.
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The long gloves are expected to sell about as well

as the shorter styles for warm weather wear. The
suits will have long sleeves; this will make demand
for shorter length gloves. On the other hand, the

dress waists will show the shorter, set-in sleeve. The
long gloves will meet with a good demand for wear-

ing in conjunction with this style of garment when
the real heat of Summer sets in.

Prices in the various lines of gloves will be prac-

tically the same as in former seasons. In fact, many
of the lines of kid gloves are selling to-day for re-

markable small prices, when the workmanship and
quality of material used in the articles are taken into

consideration.

Confusion Of Names
Rapid Development of Machine Laces is Cause

— Departure From Historic Types.

Montreal, Dec, 1.—Nothing less than an an-

archy of names prevails in the lace and embroidery

trade. This state of affairs cannot have anything

hut a damaging effect. The rapid development of

machine laces is the cause, as these laces vary great-

ly in the design. As a rule, the names of machine

laees are based on certain historic products, such as

Irish, Venise, Chantilly, Malines, and macrame, but

the inspirations of the designs in the machine pro-

dust have so far departed from the historic types

that scarcely any relationship can be traced. The
motifs chosen, are entirely new. There are entirely

new l'orni> of background, and the product has

practicaly become a distinct creation.

In almost any store we are able to find laces

that are called Venise, but which bear little or no

trace of the old Venise motifs or method of con-

struction. It is quite possible these days to have one

salesman call a piece of lace Venise, and have his

judgment contradicted by another sale-man who is

equally expert in the same line.

The Macrame Vogi e.

In regard to macrames, it seems that, during the

past season, the laxity in regard to terminology has

been especially flagrant, Anyone who is familiar

with this kind of lace, knows that the genuine arti-

cle was made from rather heavy linen threads, knot-

ted into a design, and frequently fringe was used

as an edge. This season the market has been full of

machine laces which have been called macrame,

but which really bore no resemblance whatever to

the real macrame. This imitation lace shows little

evidence of any attempt being made to copy the

genuine article so as to imitate the knotted thread

effect. A few machine laces have been offered, how-

ever, that could lay some claim to being called imi-

tation macrame.

Adopt Individual Names.

In reality the machine lace is a new product,

and it is illogical to try to bring this product under
such names as are used for the historic article. In

cases where the historic designs are departed from,

and designs of geometrical or natural figures are

used, it would be far better to leave the historic

names out of the list and give the products fanciful

names. Probably, if this method was put into prac-

tice it would be found a more flexible and practical

device than it seems at first thought, It would
give the advantage of adding an individual variety

of lace to the present varieties, and this would give

it a stronger hold on the public.

ft must be noted that Irish crochet, especially

in the liner and closer patterns, is maintaining all

its past popularity. The liberal use of Irish lace is

apparent, although the French designers have not

taken to this lace for their new models. AVhile imi-

tations are on the increase, it is an interesting fact

that the demand for real Irish lace is also increas-

ing.

Novelty Lines in Hair Goods
Strength With the Bandeaux and Fancy Lines

at Present — Matinee Caps Offered — Made
Flowers and Gilt and Jewelled Effects

(ileal strength for holiday selling lies with novel

lines of hair goods. Every type of fancy sells well.

Silver, gold and satin ribbons are offered, with garni-

tures of made flowers, of gold and silver lace and also

of beads and jewels. Some of these are extremely

dainty and sell on sight and in quantities. The
metallic and light evening shades are the leaders.

Velvet bandeaux in black are excellent sellers. A

good number among these is one in inch or slightly

wider width with made flower and bud decoration

put on in garland effect. Delicate shades form a con-

trast to the black velvet.

Rhinestone runners, or a single large rhinestone

and silver mount, make an excellent selling line when

mounted on black velvet bandeaux. These are called

the barrette bandeaux.

Ornaments in rhinestone and silver in the form

of coronets and bars have been excellent sellers dur-

ing the present season. Other fancy hair ornaments

mounted in pins have also sold well.

Among the shell goods, the best sellers remain,

the barrettes.

Matinee and Juliet caps are selling excellently.

Fine net, trimmed with gold and silver lace and also

with flowers, forms the chief material used. Metallic

nets are also good.

Tiny curls, called •'chichi'' in Paris, are put wher-

ever there is a vacant spot on the head. To cover

the ears entirely, is now fashionable.
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fKr^ Delightful Christmas

^ and a Right Royal Snare

ox the Good Tnmgs or 1912 is

the ^W\sh We Extend to Our
Many Friends and Patrons.

\Vhen the old year passes into

time and the New Years tells peal

rortn their joyous welcome we nope

that you may be passing the milestone

which represents the beginning of a

most prosperous and happy year—one

that will be remembered with pleasure.

Again let us wish you the

compliments or the season.

Sanderson s Limited
66-68 Wellington Street West

1 oronto - Canada

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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JABRIQ)
Features of This Department

consideration of problems confronting this section.

with a review to revival of its importance.

Reports indicate that vogue of white will be very

strong feature next Spring. Growing feeling for

champagnes and tans.

Taffetas have been steadily returning to favor.

Subdued effects in stripes and black and white effects

are strongly indicated in silks.

Meet Changed Conditions

Department's Policy Must be Re-framed in Many
Instances if it Would Keep up its Record —

Prospect Not Without Opportunity

STOCK-TAKING is in progress in the whole-

sale bouses, and the end of the season is about

reached in the retail trade. Therefore, the

showing made by the dress goods department is be-

ginning to take prominence. Though conditions are

better than Last year, both the wholesale house and

the retail firms have found that it has been a matter

of sonic difficulty to keep up the record in this de-

partment.

Not only is the struggle to hold business against

the ready-to-wear department becoming more acute,

but the fashion conditions have been almost dead

against this department. When pleated skirts, and

40-inch suit coats were worn a few seasons or so

ago, seven and eight yards of double-fold was the

regular length for suit or dress. Now, narrow skirts

and short coats take only from four to five yards of

material, and the shrinkage due to this condition

alone is a serious one. This is a shortage which, of

course, passes on to both the wholesale and the manu-
facturer. Nor is this all, for the popular kimono
waist also is a fabric saver, and another unit in the

curtailment of cloth sales.

Fashion, however, is promising to do better. The
kimono waist is passing, and skirts are a little wider.

The most hopeful point is that they are more

pleatings, flounces and overskirts. This should mean
trimmed, and that there is a tendency to use folds,

some relief to the much-tried dress goods man.

For the immediate present, these changes can

have little effect, and the bead of the dress depart-

ment will have to use all his brains and his efforts

in the keeping of the returns up to the standard of

less trying years. He has to forget that his was once

the premier department, and the one that dominated

all others. The head of the dress department is down

to the level now and he is bound to "hustle."

If knowledge is the forerunner of improvement,

then there should be some progress made, for the

majority of retailers are beginning to have a clearer

view, and to realize better just where the new strength

and weakness of dress goods selling lies. Once these

new principles are definitely laid down, and with

the ground firm under their feet, the more progres-

sive spirits will be in to go after and develop new

business.

Merchants complain that it is impossible to hob!

takings up to the mark because of the short lengths

of cloth now sold. There is an opportunity to do

so that seems to have escaped the attention of many
buyers. Most women set a definite sum apart for

suit or gown, and it is not so much a matter of how
much a yard she will pay, but how much will the

finished garment cost that is the question with the

majority. Therefore, it is an easy matter to get your

customer to pay just as much for the four or five

yards of cloth wanted now as for the seven or eight

wanted a few years ago.
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As a rule, a woman can spend so much and she

wants to spend it. Therefore, if you show her a bet-

ter material than she, is in the habit of buying, and

show her that the dress will cost no more because it

will take less stuff, instances where no sale is made
from such representations will be infrequent, as the

finer, richer fabric will make an inresistible appeal.

This is an important point, and one worth jotting

down in your note book to be frequently referred to

when you come to market in January and February.

Remember that the garment manufacturer, because

of the nature of his business, is compelled to use only

the more staple cloths in the more staple colorings,

and that as a rule, the woman who buys the material

for suit or gown is after variety of cloth or color.

Therefore, the stock should be bought with an eye

on this condition. It is not meant that extreme and

outer effects should be chosen, but that the novelty

idea should be well catered for, and in some instances

allowed to predominate.

In stores where some such policy is not in-

augurated the dress goods department will dwindle

down to an apology. Where the policy is

framed up to meet the changed conditions there is

no reasons why, in a rich country like Canada i-

becoming, this department, should not revive much
of its old reputation and prestige.

Heavy Sale of White Serges
Trade Preparing for Great Season in These

Materials — Blues, Champagnes, Tans
and Browns Favored

ALL indications point to a heavy sale of white

serges in the coming Spring, and heavy

orders for the same have been placed by the

leading jobbing houses and those merchants that

buy direct, and also by the cutting-up trade.

White has made a great gain in all the fashion

centres, and promises to be high style for Spring

and Summer wear. Serge lines include plain serges,

fine French serges, storm serges and wide wale

weaves, and in (he novelties come whipcords, Bed-

ford cords and cream worsted fancies.

Serges lead the selling in colors. Navy comes

first, but there is a, growing feeling for champagnes

and tans. In line French serges the blue series lead

with champagne, tans and browns as the second

choice.

•Jobbing houses that cater to the popular-priced

trade are finding materials suitable for dresses to be

the big sellers. They have done well with poplins,

mixture voiles in silk and cotton, and also in mix-

ture fabrics in silk and cotton in champagne, and in

black and white Pekin and novelty stripes. This

class of trade has not as yet taken up rough-finished

cloths, and for Spring wear, are buying the smooth-

KING'S
Established 1775

FAMOUS
Sold by leading jobbers

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognized by the Trade

of the world as the most relia-

able and saleable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities,

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on

every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son,

are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND

Canadian Representatives:

CAMPBELL SMIBERT & CO.,

210 St. James Street - - Montreal

The Desk of Great Utility

combining the uses of a filing cabinet, a

typewriter desk and a writing table, and
suitable for any office where compactness
is desired. The table can be dropped
out of the way in half a second. The
whole article is solidly made in oak,
mounted on easy running casters, has
nickel holder for copy and pigeon holes
for documents and papers. When not in

use it occupies only about four square
feet of space.

Price $15.00 delivered to any Railway
Station In Ontario. Writ* for deliver-
ed prices outside of Ontario.

DEPT. A.

The Ontario Desk & Supply Co.

ELMIRA ONTARIO
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finished tweeds and worsteds in grey mixtures and

mannish effects.

There is a fair demand for fine black voiles or-

namented with silk stripes.

Plain and Glace Taffetas
These are the Chief Silk Novelties — Some Beauti-

ful Monotone effects— Foulards in Good Position

For some months now taffetas have been work-

ing back into favor, and Paris has been featuring

both plain and glace taffetas for some time. Though
taffetas are talked about, few orders have been placed

for them either by the dress trade or the manufac-

turers, and it now seems as though taffetas will ar-

rive by way of the millinery trade. At any rate,

taffetas promise to be one of the novelty millinery

fabrics and will be tried out in this branch of the

trade.

Canadian buyer-, are keeping bo satin fabrics and

satin finished soft silks. There is a distinct feeling

for fancies and subdued effects in stripes and black

and white effects are all strongly indicated.

In novelty silks, borders are strong, and some

lovely monotone effects are showing. I 'in stripes,

Pekins and hairline taffetas, either with or without

jacquard effects, and with neat borders are in high

favor.

Foulards are in excellent position and, with the

better trade, will sell freely. The foulards wanted

will be the product of the mills that- are property

equipped to produce this fabric and to print the

cloth properly.

Sheer and Heavy Cottons
Voiles, Cotton Foulards, Dimities, Tissues,

Zephyrs, Batistes and Ginghams — Borders

and Stripes Featured

The medium-priced trade is taking voiles freely

in white, in plain and striped self colors, and in

printed effects. Next to voiles come cotton foulards.

Borders in these fabrics have met with good accept-

ance, both in printed and striped patterns. Satin-

striped borders in graduated stripes, both in mono-
tone and in contrasting color effects, are very much
favored. There is a decided feeling for self-colored

effects and monotones, though, of course, many fancy

colored effects are selling.

Dimities, tissues, zephyrs, batistes and ginghams
are all selling, and stripes are particularly favored

in both woven and printed fabrics. In printed

fabrics bordered effects are also good, and borders

promise well for popular selling.

Suitings, piques, reps, poplins and the heavier

makes of cotton fabrics are in a much better position

than they were a year ago, and this applies to dress

linens also. Dress linens have sold well; exception-

ally so in the case of naturals and tans.

Both sheer and heavy weaves are selling in white

fabrics, and buyers are purchasing both voiles and
cord weaves. Fine sheer voiles are selling, and there

are many novelties showing in fancy striped effects

in this fabric. These run from cord stripes to hand-

some embroidered and open-work effects.

Crepes are gaining favor. The new crepes are

fine and sheer, and are being taken in both plain

and embroidered fancies. Crepes are being featured

by the high-class waist houses, and are very suitable

for this purpose. They are easily laundered, as they

need neither starching nor ironing.

In white goods, as in colors, the heavier fabrics

are coming rapidly to the front. All cord weaves

are favored, and piques, welts, Ottomans, reps and

poplins are increasing in favor with the leading buy-

ers. White dress linens are sharing the revival now
taking place in the heavier cotton fabrics.

Linen Demand For 1912
Large Orders in Dress Lines in White,
Natural and Tan — Heavy Call for Gift

Linens This Season

Of late years, household and fancy linens have

been in big demand for gift purposes, and Christinas

business this year has seen no diminution in this

respect. Tablecloths, and tablecloths and napkins to

match, attractively boxed, have enjoyed a big sale,

but the big rush has been on guest towels, and towels

with scalloped edges. Goods of this nature have sold

unusually well, and it has been a difficult matter bo

keep up the stock. Toweling by the yard and fancy

bucks have sold freely, as many women buy them
to make "show towels," fancy bags and other

articles for Christmas gifts. Handsome tea-cloths,

centerpieces, doileys, runners and other articles, em-

broidered and lace-inserted, sell with ureal freedom

at this time of the year. Cluny is the popular lace,

but Venetian point, and filet in mediaeval patterns

showing knights on horseback and strange animals

and birds, are also favored.

( hving to the high price of flax and yarns there

is a tendency towards advancing prices in linen

fabrics. So far, advances have been small and have

been confined to the cheaper lines of linen fabrics.

It is here that price changes are always more keenly

felt, as in the higher grade goods the cost of manu-
facture overshadows that of the cost of the raw ma-
terial. In better goods where slight advances are be-

ing made, it is in lines that kept prices down at the

old level when the last advances in price were made.

A feature of Spring buying is the orders placed

for medium weigh! dress linens in white, natural

and tan.
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rWHERE KNOWLEDGE IS POWER
'TIS FOLLY TO BE IGNORANT

Particularly

if that knowledge can be

acquired at a very low cost.

Merchants, Salesmen, Ad-writers and Window Trimmers will find their efficiency

greatly increased by a careful perusal of the following books.

The Art of Decorating Show Windows and Interiors

The most complete work of the kind ever published, over 400

pages, 600 illustrations : covers, to the smallest detail, the following

subjects : Window Trimming, Interior Decorating, Window Advertis-

ing, Mechanical and Electrical Effects, in fact everything of interest

to the modern, up-to-date merchant and decorator. Price, post

$3.50

WindowT rimming for the Men's Wear Trade
The fundamentals of Men's Wear Display, with 600 illus-

trations, showing every move in trims pictured. A complete

course in Men's Wear Trimming. Handsomely bound in cloth.

Price, prepaid i $1.25

Sales Plans

A collection of 333 successful ways of getting

business, including a great variety of practical

plans that have been used by retail merchants to

advertise and sell goods. Sent prepaid to any ad-

dress. Cloth binding $2.50

Card Writers' Chart

A complete course in

the art of making dis-

play and price cards

and signs. Beautifully

printed in six colors

and bronze. Includes

specially ruled practice

paper. Some of the

subjects treated are :

First Practice, Punctua-

tion, Composition, Price

Cards. Directory Cards,

Spacing, Color Combi-
nations, Mixing Colors,

Ornamentations, Ma-
terials Needed, etc
Price post paid ....$1.50

Koester System of Draping

A complete self-instructor in the art of draping dress goods for commercial display. Replete

with drawings of original drapes with full instructions how to make them. Every detail of draping

is so plainly shown in illustrations and so fully described that even a novice can execute them artis-

tically. Price, prepaid $3.00

All books sent postpaid on receipt of price

Retail Advertising

Complete

This book covers

every known method of

advertising a retail

business ; and an ap-

plication of the ideas it

expounds cannot help

but result in increased

business for the mer-

chant who applies

them $1.00

50 Lessons on Show Card

Writing

The lesson plates are printed on cardboard

and fit into the book loose leaf. This system

has the advantage of enabling the student in

practice to work without a cumbersome book

at his elbow.

Besides the fifty lesson plates, this book

contains over seventy instructive illustrations

uertaining to this interesting subject and

over three hundred reproductions of show

cards executed by the leading show card ar-

tists of America. Bound in green cloth. Sent

postpaid for $2.50

MacLEAN PUBLISHING CO., Technical Book Dept.
143-149 University Ave. :: TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Traveler*.
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BANK OF MONTREAL
Proceedings at the 94th Annual Meeting

of Shareholders.

The 94th annual general meeting of the Shareholders of the Bank of Montreal was held
Monday at noon in the Board Room, at the Bank's headquarters in Montreal.

Amongst those present were :— Mr. R. B. Angus, Sir Edward Clouston, Bart., Sir William
Macdonald, Sir Thomas G. Shaughuessy. Messrs. D. Morrice, H. V. Meredith, E. B. Green-
shields, Hon. Robert Mackay, James Ross, W. Molson Maepherson, C. J. Fleet, K.C., Dr.
H. B. Yates. G. P. C. Smith, Rev. G. H. Parker (Lennoxville), C. H. Cahan, K.C., William
H. Evans. Hugh Paton, George Hooper, Henry Joseph, M. S. Foley, W. R. Miller, John
Hamilton. George Durnford, C. S. Garland, W. Blackader, William Stanway, Mr. Archibald,
C. Meredith, Mr. Alexander, Bartlett McLennan, James Crathern, P. F. McCaffrey, John
Beatty, H. Meredith Smith. H. Dobell, J. B. Learmont, John Patterson, H. B. Scott, C. W.
Buchanan, and James Skeoch.

On motion of Mr. W. M. Maepherson, the President, Mr. R. B. Angus, was requested to
take the chair.

It was then moved by Mr. C. J. Fleet, K.C., seconded by Dr. H. B. Yates, that Messrs.
d. T. C. Smith and Bartlett H. McLennan be appointed to act as Scrutineers, and that Mr.
James Aird be the Secretary of the Meeting. This wag carried unanimously.

THE ANNUAL REPORT.
Sir Edward Clouston, Bart., the General Manager of the Bank, was then called upon to

read the annual report of the Directors to the Shareholders at their 94th annual general
meeting held 4th December, 1911:

The Directors have pleasure in presenting the Report showing the result of the Bank's
business for the year ended Slst October, 1911.
Balance of Profit and Loss Account, 31st October, 1910 $ 961,789.11
Profits for the year ended 31st October, 1911, after deducting charges of

management, and making full provision for all bad and doubtful debts... 2,270,518.75
Premiums on New Stock 366,077.50
Adjustment Bank Premises Account ., 3,400,000.0"

Dividend 2V..% paid 1st March, 1911
Dividend 2^% paid 1st June, 1911 ..

Dividend 2Mi% paid 1st Sept., 1911
Dividend iv.,% paid 1st Dec, 1911 .

$ 300.000.OOi
360.000,00
360.000.00
360.000 . 00

$7,003,985.30

$1,440,000.00
3,000,000.00
708,800.00 $5,148,800.00

Amount credited to Rest Account
Amount expended on new Premises during year

Balance of Profit and Loss carried forward $1,855,185.30
Since the last Annual Meeting, Branches have been opened at Grand Falls, Nfld., West

Snmmerland. B.C.. Suffield, Alta., Athalmer, B.C., Kamloops, B.C., and Port Haney, B.C.
At a Special Meeting of the Shareholders, held on 5th September, 1911, an issue of

$1,000,000 new Capital Stock was authorized, making the total Paid-up Capital of the Bank
$16,000,000, and at this date $1,013,000 of the New Stock has been subscribed for.

It has been decided to increase tile Bank Premises Account to an amount which, while
still thoroughly conservative, more closely approximates the value of our land and build-
ings as assets than did the former practice.

All the Offices of the Bank, including the Head Office, have been inspected during the
year.

(Signed) R. B. ANGUS,
Bank of Montreal. 4th December, 1911. President.

THE GENERAL STATEMENT.
Theu General Statement at 31st October, 1911, was read as follows:

—

LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock $14,887,570.00
Rest $15,000,000.00
Balance of Profits carried forward

Unclaimed Dividends
Quarterly Dividend, payable 1st December, 1911

1,855,185.30

$16,855,185.30
1.508.01

360,000.00

Notes of the Bank in circulation $15,914,054.00
Deposits not bearing interest 40,187.554.74
Deposits bearing interest 135,538,261.10
Balances due to other Banks In Canada 175,087.44

ASSETS.
Gold and Silver coin current
Government demand notes
Deposit with Dominion Government required by Act of

Parliament for security of general bank note circulation
Due by agencies of this bank and other banks

In Great Britain 14,500,291.85
Due by agencies of this bank and other banks

In Foreign countries 3.408,981.80
Call and short Loans in Great Britain and

United States 42,602,772.00

9,027,050.47
9,717,005.75

17,210,603.37

$32,104,203.37

197,810,157.28

$229,920,420.65

Dominion and Provincial Government Securities . .

Railway and other Bonds. Debentures and Stocks
Notes and Cheques of other Banks

700.000.00

60,578,045.74
075.479.94

16,134,307.80
7.013,395.71

Bank Premises at Montreal and Branches (Valued at
$9,088,000.00, Land. $1,735,000: Buildings, $4.353.000)

Current Loans and discounts in Canada and elsewhere (rebate
Interest reserved) and other assets

Debts secured by mortgage or otherwise
Overdue debts not specially secured (loss provided for)....

Bank of Montreal, Montreal, 31st October, 1911.

104,445,885.47

4.000.000. 0O

$121,053,005.71
188.204.43
233,205.04

121,474,535. IS

$220,920,420.05
E. S. CLOUSTON,

General Manager.

The President's Address
The president, Mr. R. B. Angus, then

moved the adoption of the Report, sec-

onded by the Vice-President, Sir Ed-
ward Clouston, Bart. The President
said:

I beg to move the adoption of the Re-
port; and in doing so I have to call at-

tention of the Shareholders to two im-
portant changes in the Annual State-
ment.
The one that was authorized by you

at the Special meeting of 5th Septem-
ber and subsequently approved by the

Treasury Board, provided for an in-

crease of the Capital Stock by $1,600,-

000—mainly with a view of extending to

that amount the right to increase the

issue of notes in circulation. This ap-

peared to be urgently demanded, as the

circulation of this Bank has reached the

legal limit, the amount of the paid up
capital; and as other banks were much
in the same position, it was feared that

a great scarcity of currency would soon

be experienced.
Another considerable change1

in the

Statement at this time will be seen in

the treatment of Bank premises account,
which for years had been represented by
the comparatively insignificant sum of

$600,000, notwithstanding the large ex-

penditure recently incurred for Bank
Buildings and for providing suitable ac-

commodation for the increasing business
throughout the country. Your Directors
have been frequently criticised for hav-
ing charged the full amount of the cost
under this head against the profits of

the year, and it has been suggested that
we should alter our system to conform
to that of other Banks in the published
statements. We have therefore had a
conservative valuation made of the pro-
perty, which results in the figures now
submitted, namelv, $9,088,000, land $4,-

735,000 and buildings. $4,353,000, and
have taken back less than half that
amount or $4,000,000—more adequately
to represent this item in the balance
sheet. To adjust bank premises conse-
quently the sum of $3,400,000 has been
applied and the balance carried forward.
The calls on New Stock extend over

a period of nine months and the pay-
ments being completed the capital will
stand at $16,000,000, and the rest at a
like amount.
On 15th September last we sustained

a loss of $271,721.00 by burglary at

New Westminster, one of our important
branches, where a considerable amount
of money had been provided for the pay-

ment of wages. A small portion so far

has been recovered in addition to the
insurance and the balance has been writ-

ten off.

The business of the bank has been
fairly prosperous during the year, al-

though the employment of spare funds,

in call and short loans, has been less

productive than usual, the prevailing
rates having been extremely low in New
York and London during the whole per-

iod The ordinary deposits show a
gratifying increase, while those of a
temporary character have to some ex-

tent fallen off, as we have been unwill-
ing to encourage them at a higher rate
of interest.

The money markets of Great Britain

and the Continent of Europe have taken
freely of Canadian bonds and stocks,

municipal, railway and industrial. There
was a brief interval of dullness but that
condition seems to have passed and well
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vouched for securities are again in good
demand. There is ample room for the
employment of foreign capital in this

rapidly developing country and it be-

comes the more imperative that no issue

having any taint of doubtful value

should be submitted to the foreign in-

vestor.
During the year under review Canada

has enjoyed a period of great prosperity

in almost every department of trade and

commerce and has undoubtedly added
largely to her permanent and productive
wealth; although this has been more
marked in the prairie provinces and
British Columbia, Ontario, Quebec and
the Maritime Provinces have not failed

to participate.
The mining industry of British Colum-

bia has taken on a new life, although
the prolonged coal strike has seriously

interfered with the operation of the

mines and lessened their product. The
mines in Ontario have been wonderfully
productive. The iron and coal of Nova
Scotia have had a large output and
promise to be more profitable when their
organization is more complete.
Manufacturers have been fully occupied

and new industries of every description
are springing up in all parts of the Do-
minion.

In immigration from Europe and the
United l States Canada has attracted
348,633 souls to her population, an in-

crease over the previous year of 56,369.
This item alone represents a very sub-
stantial gain, the value of each immi-
grant, in money and property brought in-

to the country has been variously esti-
mated, and in the aggregate we know
it must be very great; but still more to
be valued is the advantage of the advent
of so many additional hands, mostly
farm laborers, who repair at once to the
lands which lie open to their enter-
prise.

The increasing immigration, the conse-
quent development of new acreage and
the various climatic conditions make it

difficult to estimate the result of the
harvest. For instance the generally ac-
cepted figures for last year ranged from
80 to 95 millions of wheat, while the
final outrun showed actually 118 millions
in round figures. I have from a capable
and well informed source the following
estimate for this year: He says with re-
gard to the Western crops:

Early estimates made by competent
judges were in the neighborhood of 200
million bushels. However, since then,
these estimates have been reduced to
about 180 millions, owing to subsequent
unfavorable weather conditions. While
the quality this year, as a whole, is not
all that could be desired, the average
prices being paid for the lower grades
are even better than the prices obtain-
able in many previous years for the
higher grades, and consequently the net
cash returns will be the largest ever ob-
tained from our Northwest.
When considering the effect of the

wheat crop in relation to its influence
on the prosperity of our Dominion, the
value of the other cereals produced in
our Northwest must not be overlooked.
If we accept "the present estimates of
the various important grains, which are
as fellows:

Wheat 180,000,000 bushels
Oats , 200,000,000
Barlev 35,000,000
Flax 7,000,000

the cash value to the farmer, at the
average prices prevailing to-day, would
be approximately over $235,000,000, no
inconsiderable sum, considering that this
is exclusive of the farmers' receipts
from various other sources, such as live
stock, hay, root crops and dairy pro-
ducts.
Railway construction, especially in the

Northwest, continues to manifest great
activity; and while in its immediate ef-
fect it benefits the country by the expen-
diture of money and the employment of
labor, where the lines are judiciously
chosen, it prepares the way for settle-
ment and affords facilities for inter-
course and ready access to markets.
Most worthy of note are the extensive

irrigation works in the Northwest by
which' the arid lands are converted into
fruitful fields destined to become the
homes of a large farming population. As
to the ready made farms they cannot be
supplied fast enough to meet the wants
of would-be settlers. While the railway
took the initiative in this enterprise, it
is being followed by large landholders
and capitalists, of Great Britain, who,
from patriotic motives in some instanc-
es, are making such investments with
the view of supplying homes and giving
a fresh start in life to the surplus popu-
lation of the Mother Country. Experi-
mental farms for the instruction and
convenience of settlers are also of im-
mense advantage and are gradually be-
ing extended to every province of the
Dominion.
A review of the various branches of

trade and industry throughout the Dom-
inion is beyond my province, although
the Bank in its widespread operations is
vitally interested in the commercial life
of the country, and touches it at every
point. I, therefore, attempt but a brief
summary.
The dry goods trade of 1911 has been

somewhat unsatisfactory. In the spring
stocks were heavy and the demand light,
this being to some extent a legacy of
the previous year. But a decided im-
provement has set in with much better
prospects.

In Canadian cottons a largely increas-
ed trade has been experienced with firm
prices, and imports are gradually de-
creasing.

Early in the year also our woollen
and worsted manufacturers suffered from
the competition of foreign imports.
Goods intended for the United States,
where the markets were overstocked,
were, according to Bradford reports,
sold in Canada at a sacrifice, but that
condition of things has been overcome
and the mills are now well employed in
goods for next season.

Indeed, competent authorities report
the wholesale trade to be at present in
a comparatively flourishing condition
and increasing in volume.

The iron and hardware trade and gro-
ceries are said to be decidedly good, al-
though profits are somewhat curtailed
by excessive competition.

In boots and shoes a large and appar-
ently profitable business has been tran-
sacted, notwithstanding the high price
of leather. A most remarkable change
has taken place in the values of butter
and cheese, as compared with those of a
year ago. Farmers have been receiving
3c more per ft. for cheese, and 5c to 6c
more for butter. The advance has been
realized on a considerable portion of

the season's make—indicating that the
farmers have received at least $3,000,000
more for their exports of dairy pro-
ducts than for the corresponding period

of last year.

The hay crop of the Dominion for 1911
was less than the previous year, but the
farmers have realized from it a larger
return by $2 to $3 per ton, and a good
demand exists both in the United
States and Great Britain.

The export of cattle continues to
grow less each succeeding year, this be-
ing due in a great measure to the larg-
er consumption of the home market and
the increasing population both in the
East and West.

The fisheries on our Atlantic Coast
have been exceedingly prosperous and
last year everyone who handled fish
made money through the transaction.
The fishermen had the biggest catch and
obtained the highest prices recorded.
This is true generally both' in regard to
our Maritime Provinces and Newfound-
land.

With regard to the Pacific Coast, the
salmon pack is reported to have been
an average one. The market is active
and prices good. Other fishery condi-
tions are generally satisfactory.

Recent changes i in the tariff of the
United States and the comparative
failure of the water powers in that
country have brought the pulp and
paper making in Canada into promin-
ence. Several of our mills have been
successful in their operations; and with
oui extensive spruce forests and unsur-
passed hydraulic powers this industry is
sure to find a natural development in
this country.

The lumber trade has been poor
throughout the year especially in British
Columbia, which • has had to face the
keei competition of the Western States
whose lumber has been forced upon the
Canadian markets in consequence of the
almost complete paralysis of business in
theiv own neighborhood. In the East
and especially of late, there has been ex-
perienced a marked improvement both in
export and local account. In the latter
there has been an unprecedentedly brisk
and profitable demand in consequence of
the activity of building operations.

This leads me to remark upon the real
estate transactions which in some dis-
tricts savor too much of speculation. In
Montreal and other large Eastern cities
prices have long been in a measure dor-
mant, until recently when the public
suddenly realized the necessity of pro-
viding homes and commercial buildings
for the vastly increasing population
Hence the rise in values which is not
without justification.

The business of the port of Montreal
shows a healthy increase. The total
quantity of grain exported during the
season of navigation is about 29,388 359
as compared with ' 26,349,514 bushels
last season, while the exports of flour
have almost doubled.

With the high prices of agricultural
produce prevailing the farmers of Can-
ada have had a profitable year, which is
reflected in the satisfactory condition ofthe general business in all portions of
th« Dominion.

There can be no more certain indica-
tion of the business activity and general
prosperity of the country than the rail-
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way earnings, which are phenomenally
large.

I regret to announce the retirement of

Sir Edward S. Clouston, Baronet, from
the General Managership of the Bank.
After 47 years of service, 20 of which
have been passed in the Chief Executive
Office, it is natural that he should seek
some relief from the arduous duties of

that position. I am happy to say, how-
ever, that his mature judgment and great
experience will still be available 'to the
administration, when required, in the
less strenuous office of Vice-President.

He will be succeeded by Mr. H. V.
Meredith, an able and well qualified of-
ficer, who will surround himself with
such capable assistants as are always to
be found on the staff of the Bank.

Sir Edward Clouston.

In seconding the adoption of the Re-
port, Sir Edward Clouston said:—
As the President has dealt with the

general business of the country, I will
confine the few remarks I make to the
statement, a copy of which you have in
your hands.

To meet the wishes of the sharehold-
ers, expressed at several of our meet-
ings, and to conform to the custom of
the other banks in Canada, we have
shown the amount expended on new bank
premises during the year. We have also
obtained valuations of all our lands and
buildings, and 1 do not think we can be
accused of overvaluation when we place
the value in our statement at $4,000,-
000, somewhat less than the value of the
land alone. In fact, to the amount of
$9,000,000 should be added the cost of
uncompleted buildings, making it $700,-
000 more. The increase of $3,400,000
over former statements has been em-
ployed partly to increase our Rest to
an amount equal to our Paid-up Capital,
and the surplus has been carried to our
Profit & Loss Account. Speaking as an
indnidual, and in no way as a mouth-
piece of the Board, I would not ad-
vocate increasing, in future, our Rest
beyond the Paid-up Capital. I should
always like to keep the Profit & Loss
Account at its present amount, as a
Reserve, to be used when the Directors
might see fit to do so in the interests
of the Bank, and any surplus profits, af-

ter full appropriations have been made,

I would suggest distributing among the
Shareholders.
The shrinkage in deposits, as compar-

ed with last year, is accounted for by
the fact that at that time we had very
large special deposits, which were short-
ly after distributed. The regular de-

posit business of the Bank has been sat-
isfactory. The increase in our Loans
is an evidence that our Canadian busi-

ness is steadily increasing. I think you
will agree with me that the statement
is a strong and satisfactory statement.
The President has mentioned that I

have decided to retire from active Ex-
ecutive work. I have held the stage
for a long time, for I find my service in

the General Manager's position is more
than double that of any of my predeces-

sors. I have kept in mind, however,
that while Corporations may go on
forever, the men who manage them come
and go, and with that in view I have
always tried to arrange that the exit of

any one man should not in any way in-

terfere with the business of the Bank.
In passing over the reins of office to m r

successor, I feel I am doing a good
thing for the Bank and its Shareholders
Mr. Meredith has spent all his active
business life in the service of the Bank,
is familiar with its policy, is trained in

its traditions, and has been uniformly
successful in his previous appointments.
I have no doubt he will be equally suc-

cessful in the high office to which he is

called, and I am quite satisfied your
property will be handled conservatively.
The ballot for the election of Directors

was then proceeded with, and without
much delay the Scrutineers appointed
for that purpose reported the following
gentlemen duly elected, the old Board
being re-elected :

—

Messrs:—R. B. Angus, A. Baumgarten,
Sir Edward Clouston, Bart, E. B
Greenshields, C. R. Hosmer, Sir Wil-

liam C. Macdonald, Hon. Robert Mac-
kay, H. V. Meredith, D. Morrice, .lame?:

Ross, Sir Thomas Shaughnessy, K.C.
V.O., Rt. Hon. Lord Strathcona and
Mount Royal, G.C.M.G., G.C.V.O.

OFFICERS ELECTED.
At a meeting of the Directors held

later, the Right Honorable Lord Strath-

cona and Mount Royal, G.C.M.G., G.C.
V.O., was elected Honorary President

of the Bank, Mr. R. B. Angus, President,

and Sir Edward Clouston, Bart., Vice-

President

finish. They will wear better and look

better than the regulation batiste. The
Flaxons are made in an infinite variety

of weaves, both in whites
,
and colors.

They are made in voiles, lenos, jacqu-

ards and plain weaves. In printed

flowers, staples and border patterns, they

are also great sellers.

Bordered printed fabrics of all sorts

seem to have come to stay, and the

variety of styles shown is almost unlim-

ited.

Reps and polir.s, "we have always
with us," and there is no more service-

able cotton cloth made. This season,

however, they will not be as generally

worn, at least at the commencement of

the season, as the sheer cloths mention-

ed

"Crinkled" fabrics, imitating a seer-

sucker weave, are likely to be somewhat
popular again this Spring, but this is a

dangerous fabric to "go long" on as

they come in and go out almost over

night. Woven crepes, particularly in

fancy weaves, will certainly be much
won; for blouses, etc. These have the

advantage of looking well and requiring

no ironing; so that they can be done up

at home. The only person who does not

like them is the laundryman.

Among the foulards, the most effective

novelty that we
, have seen is a woven

jacquard design, "thrown" on a sheer

cloth with a dyed ground, on top of

which is printed a staple design in

black. This treatment of a plain cloth

has been very popular in many foreign

fabrics, this past season.

Marquisettes, in cotton, and silk and
cotton, are going to be in great demand.

There are some beautiful printed effects

produced on this cloth. Voiles, both

plain and printed, still hold their own.

Some of the finest plain voiles are Eng-

lish or foreign, but the fancy voiles, par-

ticularly in silk and cotton, are either

American or French. Printed dimities,

so dear to our English cousins, are passe.

On the other hand the printed satin

stripe muslins are good, particularly

the flower patterns on dyed grounds.

FABRIC NOTES FROM NEW YORK

The following notes from New York

on Spring fabrics are supplied by Clar-

ence Whitman & Co., through their

Montreal representative, H. E. Twin-

ing:—

The sheer fabrics, this year, are more
in vogue than ever; in fact nothing can

be too sheer. The extreme heat of last

summer, all the world over, seems to

have made such a lasting impression on

our large manufacturers of "ready to

wear" tub garments, and wholesale dis-

tributors of piece goods, that they are

determined their clientele shall have

suitable garments or cloths for such con-

ditions.

The cotton cloth manufacturers are

showing so many
|

attractive goods in

these light fabrics, and such an enor-

mous range of styles, that the process of

selection is difficult.

Light cotton or cotton and silk foul-

ards will probably be the most popular

and widely used cloths among these

sheer goods. Ginghams are always

good, but of late years, the really chic,

up-to-date girl, is not at all satisfied if

she does not have something showing a

little more originality and more artistic

variety. The "Flaxon" goods are very

much in evidence everywhere. These

goods are sheer and have a linen thread

Younger Men Take Charge

Stewart' Bros., Renfrew, after 50

years of mercantile life, forty of them
in that town, announce that they are

handing over the reins of active business

to a company of younger men. The new
firm is chartered as Stewarts, Limited,

with a capital of $400,000. The pro-

visional directors are : G. B. Ferguson,

J. McN. Austin, Jas. Martin, R. C.

Wilson and D. N. Stewart. Jas. Stew-

art also retains an interest in the busi-

ness. R. C. Wilson is the manager of

the new firm. An electric elevator is

being installed to connect the three flats,

all of which will be used for display

and merchandising purposes.
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Hintful Show Cards
Ornamentation and Lettering Described — Some

Suggestions for the Beginner.
By Paul O'Neal

The collection of window cards shown herewith,

are not only hintful in their character, but season-

able. The large card is half sheet size, and the

figure is drawn merely to attract attention. Instead

of being true to fashion it is more of an extravagant

poster type, catchy and effective. There is a quiet

modesty about the others that will direct the atten-

tion to the window display. You will note but one

of the cards is a price card. It is not always possible

for tbe average merchant to dress his window with

all one price garments. Where a uniform price is

not used the cards should be supplemented with

price tickets. While a few merchants! object to

pricing window displays, there is so much in its

favor we would suggest the use of small price ticket-

on each suit or garment. We do not advocate the

use of a variety of tickets in one display. We give a

collection in the illustration merely for choice of de-

sign.

Gilt Shading.

The treatment of the lettering of these cards is

black with gilt shading, which is very rich and effec-

tive.

For the benefit of beginners we offer a few help-

ful suggestions for the preparation of such work as

this. The figure in the half sheet is sketched in

merest outline with pencil. The colors are next

filled in with brush in flat, that is without shading.

After all the colors are laid in the outlines arc

drawn with brush in black. The flowers on the hat

are the merest daubs of bits of color in two or three

shades of blue, with a few ticks of yellow. The
absence of shading is abundantly provided for in

the strong outline work all over the figure, giving

shape and form to the figure as well as to the cloth-

ing. If one cannot originate designs of this char-

acter, often suitable figures may be had on fancy

post cards.

Working in Colors.

The script lettering is outlined with pen and

filled in with brush. The other lettering is done

free hand with brush without laying out. The gold

used for shading and line work is bronze powder

mixed as water color. It flows evenly and works

freely. Reduced colors in blue, green or grey may
he used with effective results for shading or other

embellishments. Do not use too many colors on

one card, and try and have the colors that will har-

monize with the surrounding.

The price tickets were cut from large card with

ordinary shears, but we advocate the use of a iharp

pocket knife for cutting concave lines or designs.

The figures may be done with brush but these were

all done with pen in outline and filled in with

brush. In the $12 card the circle is done with brush

in gold, and the darker lines are produced with a

blending of white and black, also worked with

brush. The ruling on the other cards is done in

gold.

SEE MENS WEAR DEPARTMENT
FOR LESSON 12
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The Buyers' Viewpoint

The newest styles in ostrich mounts are Prince

Wales plumes.

Large flat shapes with rolling brim promises to

he a favorite throughout the season. High-crowned

Derby models and Quaker bonnet shapes are features.

Aigrette, ostrich and other feather fantasies are

indicated.

Advance Spring Styles

Two Extremes Noted — Large, Roll-up Brim

Models and High-crowned Medium Shapes —
Taffeta Will be Much Used

T1IK first millinery hints for the coming

Spring are beginning to appear, and two ex-

tremes are to be noted. One is the large,

wide severely-shaped roll-up brim model and the

high-crowned medium-shaped hat.

Hats of the first type are trimmed with single,

„stitf, curly plumes, or little tufts of pinnies and os-

prey. The newest style in ostrich mountings is the

Prince of Wales plumes, and this mount is also used

for this purpose. These plume and feather effects

are placed at the most jaunty angles and are fre-

quently posed at the extreme edge of the roll-up

brim.

The medium-sized bats are not much more prom-

ising from the milliner's point of view tor their only

trimming consists of stiff feather mounts massed

quite high. The models themselves consist of severe

Derby and boat shapes, many of them with quite

high crowns, and among them are included straight

brimmed sailor shapes, but all have the daggerlike

feather and plume effects used for trimming.

Much more promising are the draped toques and

beret crowned hats, though these shapes also show

i he same class of feather trimming placed either at

the side, back or in front, and always with a still

quill-like effect.

Reboux showed these Beefeater or tarn shapes in

the early Fall, and some models appeared in the

Winter millinery models, but attracted little atten-

tion. They are gaining ground now and promise to

be among the leading models in the Spring lines.

Pliable straws, straw cloth and millinery fabrics will

be used for these full-gathered crowns while brims

are appearing covered entirely with small fine flow-

ers.

Evening and theatre caps are furnishing ideas

that will make their appearance in other materials,

and close cap-like models are also to be reckoned

with during the coming Spring.

The Paddy Hat.

Riviera fashions are always held to show the lat-

est new season tendencies, ami it is interesting to note

the prominence here of the white hat. White plush

hats are prominent, but it is the color and the shape

that is indicative rather than the fabric.

These hats are high-crowned, close-fitting tur-

bans, that are entirely .-oft and without wires of any

kind. The head size is large and they arc pulled

down low at the back and over the ears. A lovely

aigrette or fancy feather forms the only trimming,

and the hat can be folded at any angle or turned up
or down at the back or front in order to suit the taste

of the wearer. London has taken to a similar style

of bat. and it is known there as the "Paddy bat."

Taffetas for Spring
Milliners are all agreed that taffeta will be great-

ly used in the Spring both in plain colors and in

changeable effects. The taffeta hat is well worn in

Paris to-day in spite of the fact that it is mid-winter

and taffeta is always looked upon as a Spring fabric.

This is a parallel case to the velvet bat worn in mid-

summer and is held to point to a similar vogue.

Soft models without wires or stiffening are made

of taffeta in shirred bonnet shapes that are becoming

and demure. Draped cap-like models with narrow

rolling brims and trimmed with an aigrette or an

upstanding ostrich plume are made of taffeta.
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So far, there does not seem to be much scope for

the use of flowers. The models described are, of

course, all for the early season's trade, and when the

later models begin to appear, the position may be

totally different. Apart from the soft draped models

the severe line of the hat appears to be the feature,

and the trimming used is only for the purpose of

drawing attention to and emphasising its supreme

importance.

Fur Now In Evidence
Mid-winter Chapeaux of All Dimensions Show
Fur — Some All Fur Specimens Offered — White

Furs Are Popular

Fur is now at the height of its vogue as a mid-

winter millinery trimming. Some beautiful com-

binations of fur and velvet have been seen, and des-

pite former predictions, use is lavish. In some cases,

the whole hat is made of fur, but this is not the gen-

eral vogue which it was last season. In addition to

this, a different type of fur is worn.

Short hairs, such as mink, squirrel, ermine and

seal are the leading varieties. In the case of flat hats.,

the fur is put on to cover the crown and leave a gen-

erous flange on the bnim. Frequently this "drape"

or "over-crown" leaves visible only a couple of inches

of the brim of the hat itself. Facings are frequently

of vivid contrasting shades, with the slight break

supplied by lace or cord at edge of brim.

A very pretty bonnet effect worn by a Toronto

and Ottawa debutante showed the small hat at its

best. The materials were ermine, sans tails and vel-

vet. Whole skins of the fur had been used in cross

effects, along with black velvet, the latter puffed and

shirred. The toque thus made was most fascinating

and especially suitable for windy or cold weather.

White rabbit in combination with white velvet

was another excellent style seen this month. Trim-

mings of skunk on taupe velvet and sable with mid-

night blue were two effects recently seen worn by

social leaders.

Skunk merits special mention because of its suit-

ability for use with flowers. Many of the highest

class bats show no other trimming this year.

Whole hats of fur consist chiefly of the medium-

sized styles. A high novelty was a sailor of seal. It

was in the new stiff shape. It must be admitted that,

while novel, it had little claim to beauty. Far pret-

tier are the cap effects for motoring, resembling Vic-

torian bonnets and lined in bright contrasting shades

of shirred satin or ninon. A knot of tiny flowers and

long ties of silk or chiffon complete such a bonnet

to advantage.

In many cases these practical and pretty bonnet

effects are shown to match a set of furs.

From Factory to Your Millinery Department
We do not advertise—But deliver the goods.

PRICE—QUALITY- STYLE

TALKS
Can you beat this, 12 styles of the surest sellers in

:

Milan Straw,

Black Chip,

Black Mohair,

Fancy Braid,

$15.00 per doz.

12.00 per doz.

12.00 per doz.

9.00 per doz.

Coarse Braid,

Wire Shapes,
in quarter doz. lots.

Cotton Wire
in five gross lots.

$6.00 per doz.

1.50 per doz.

.32 l/2c.

Write for samples immediately so that we can dupli-
cate your repeat orders before the rush commences.

Satisfaction Guaranteed Terms: Spring Dating

Th<B M©mih?(Bml Huft Sk Firnonn® €>©mpmmj
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Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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A "chic" touch consisted of a bold and many-
colored stripe ribbon used with seal. One set off the

other to excellent advantage. Bonnets in general

are closer fitting than in other seasons, as the head-

dress is much smaller. This means less clumsiness,

while at the same time a certain fair degree of amp-
litude is observed to avoid the old-fashioned cap ap-

pearance.

Plush and Velvet Sailors

I Mush and velvet sailors, before mentioned in

these columns, are now to be seen on the streets of

Toronto, and, as expected, have been taken up by

smart dressers. With a tailored suit nothing \tx>k<

neater. The pile fabric lends a style and dressy

appearance which the ordinary sailor completely

lacks.

This is specially true of the hatters' plush num-
bers. All these types are shown so far in black

principally.

The shape most suited to general trade is the

medium one, and also a type with slightly drooping

brim. This is not in mushroom shape, but merely

as indicated witb very slightest possible curve.

Models Show Great Height

For the stylish 1 lei, a hand of silk of fur en-

circles the wearer's head. And sometimes a narrow

band of lace or silk fringe rests upon the hair. From
the top of the band there extends in an upward dir-

ection, and slanting backwards, a mass of folded vel-

vet, silk, feather, lace, or fur, to the extent of per-

haps eighteen inches. S climes, from the top of

this, there are feathers slanting upwards for six or

eight inches more. In this respect, there seems to be

no limit to the height. Formerly, the width was the

point of discussion. But now there is no need to

comment upon this extension. All the extremes are

in the upward direction.

As the season progresses, the popularity of velvet

for millinery becomes more and more marked. Black
velvet is everywhere in evidence. White velvet in

pressed shapes is spoken of as a novelty dress hat
superior in style to the beaver or the velour.

The Model Shapes Illustrated

The shapes illustrated in this department are

typical of the new models showing for the coming
Spring. These are all Paris models. The large, flat

shape, with the slightly rolling brim, has been a par-

ticularly good seller and indications are that this

model will be a prominent one throughout the season.

The severe high-crowned Derby model is very new,

so much so that it will possibly require more than one
season to launch shapes of this class. The small and
medium high-crowned models promise to be a feature

of the early season. The Quaker bonnet shape has

been included in nearly every order taken for the

coming Spring.

Novelties in flowers all incline to the mount and
aigrette effect, and some beautiful novelties of this

class are shown, but for the early season little inter-

est lias been taken in flowers, as aigrette, ostrich and
feather fantasies have the call. This does not mean
that flowers are out for they may come on later with

added strength because of the fact that they were not

so prominent in the early days of the season.

An exception should be made in the case of white

flowers. Beautiful plume, aigrette and wheel mounts
in dead white flower and leaf effects are decidedly

new and that the trade views them with favor is in-

dicated by the way they have sold.

New shapes which indicate the style trend in Spring millinery.
Courtesy of Millinery Commissioneries, Ltd., Toronto.



Many New Hosiery Numbers
Fall Samples Being Prepared — Return to

Colors in High-Priced Lines — Shot

Effects Good.

Spring hosiery shipments are going forward to

retail merchants and travelers are preparing their

Fall samples for 1913. Ontario and Canadian

hosiery styles are following and getting closer to

New York, as far as fashion influences are felt, and

hosiery specialists are noting this tendency more

each season. They are planning to include finer

plain lisles, gauzy and mercerized lisles, combination

lisle and silk and pure silk numbers in Fall ranges.

These qualities are becoming practically staple the

year round, owing to prevailing fashions and gar-

ments worn by women. With improved underwear,

combinations and heavier outer wraps and close-fit-

ting lines desired in both street and function gowns,

it is found that warmer hosiery is not necessary.

There is also the claim of dressiness and fitting of

dainty shoes and ankles, which are more prominent

with closer fitting skirts.

It is expected for 1st November. 1913, delivery,

that fully 100 per cent, more of these lines than

were sold this season will be taken for these reasons,

and in larger cities buyers will devote particular at-

tention to this development. Lines at $2.75, $2.90

and $3 to retail at three pairs for $1. and qualities

.ii $4, $4.25 and $4.50 for 50 cents, retailers and bet-

ter grades at $6.50 up to $15 for particular after-

noon and evening wear are included. These makes

will follow closely the later demand this season for

colors, weaves and qualities.

New Talking Points.

Qualities of fine cashmeres, woollen and worsted

hosiery for women's and hoys' wear are expected to

be about the same from an average retailer's view-

point. There i> one criticism only, which buyers

make in these line-, ami if they include quality.

weight and appearance at a satisfactory price, it is

enough. About minor detail- they are not so parti

cular. In next season's ranges are a number of im-

portant points, which add materially to talking

arguments, advertising value and sales. They must

be appreciated and are the result of newer machinery

installed at the mills during the last six months.

Domestic samples of fine cashmere measure up

fully to the demands of any buyer, and while well-

known numbers are up to standard, some new grades

in extra fine lambs' wool, both plain and 1-1 rib

have been added. In the former, attention is called

to elasticity, especially in garter tops, O. S. sizes and

to seamless makes, on which domestic manufacturers

are strong. Samples shown for Fall include im-

proved draw thread tops or, as they are called, draw

thread welted, now made for the first time in Canada.

Formerly all hosiery had cut tops, but on improved

machines, hosiery is knitted continuously, and a

draw thread automatically inserted, which, when
withdrawn, leaves a perfectly even top with no loose

threads to ravel. Instead of over-stitching or hem-

ming, tops are finished with three raised welts, wh'-ch

combines neatness with elasticity, and assures satis-

fection in wearing.

Educative Campaign Needed.

It is generally conceded that ranges for Fall will

include all qualities approved of by buyers with

thsse extra improvements added without extra costs.

It is rather an educative campaign, which is required

to show merchants the superiority of many domestic

qualities, especially of cashmeres and heavier worsted

numbers for next Fall. There is no cause whatever

for slow delivery, as with extra machines hosiery

mills are better able to handle quantities.

Hosiery houses are interested at the same time

in the meeting of the United States tariffs commis:

-inn. who generally are called together after the new
year. Ft is surmised by hosiery houses that protec-

tive tariffs will be changed in regard to the Chemintz

Mills, as presenl indications show, and working con-

ditions warrant, some modifications of existing tariffs.

Will There be an Advance?

This year's import placing has been very favor-

able to Canadian importers, as the withdrawal of
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many United States buyers on account of increased

tariff has meant that Chemintz Mills have been forced

to give close quotations to keep their mills running.

As was stated previously, manufacturers' agents

quoted lines at cost to lay down, plus the jobbers'

percentage, in order to ensure enough business and

keep mills running. It is expected that changes will

be made in existing tariffs; in fact, it is asserted in'

some quarters to be a certainty, and in such event

hosiery prices are sure to advance on whatever ad-

vantage or reopening may be thereby secured by

German hosiery mills and dyers, and the consequent

demand following.

Some buyers are ready now to place their Spring

orders on that supposition, if they were sure of style

conditions and actual success of this coming season's

numbers. There is nothing really to guide in fore-

casting possible buying proportions or style, except

latter samples shown in higher priced numbers at

the present time.

For this season, there have been quantities of

blacks token : in fact, where buyers assorted a 12-

dozen lot over, perhaps as many as six shades previ-

ously this year, they have bought exactly the same

amounts, principally blacks with tans, and a fair

quantity of white for June and Mid-summer wear.

Buyers are agreed that white in those finer lisles,

gauzy and open work effects and plain or fancy silks

with similar self designs and weights are going to

come in for that popularity already predicted. En-

suring repeats will be more a contending matter.

Return of High Colors.

While nobody can tell precisely after such a pro-

nounced plain black season, there is a decided feeling

that high colors will return. As colors, however, this

must lie understood as an entirely different proposi-

tion than the former vogue.

Shot Hose for Women.

In better numbers of high priced hosiery buyers

are now trying out and are favorably disposed to

shot effects. While line-shot goods have been -old in

men's half hose with increasing success, samples now
shown for women for the first time include a variety

of high-class weaves and designs. True, only higher

priced line- are seen:, but later mini', ers always fea-

ture lesser-priced qualities in similar effects for the

year later.

Silks in Demand.

For Christmas and next Spring there are 3 for

$1 silk stockings closely following all silk and silk

and lisle combinations at 50 cents pair retail. While

it is admitted that the former of these is too thin

and cannot be serviceable, they have taken fairly

well. It goes to show what the demand for gauzy

qualities has led to, and portends 25 cent retail silk

gauze hose for Spring, 1913. This is not the field

domestic manufacturers are willing to cater to, for

ihe above named reasons, and it is not advisable for

any except larger departments to take up cheaper
lines. United States stores have had a, serious lesson

in this respect, and Canadian buyers will not care to

repeat their experience.

Looking Forward to Spring.

A\s pointed out, domestic and import orders have
been almost 12 to 1 on blacks, which, while safe

enough on silks, lisles, mercerised and plain cotton,

means that there is practically a staple market with

the possibility of advanced prices for next year.

Hosiery houses are, therefore, looking forward with

confidence to Spring samples for 1913, and many of

them are prepared to buy. With such quantity or-

ders on black, it is not expected that demands will

not be as great, and buyers intend anticipating colors

along the lines now making their appearance with a

view of adding novelty.

Canadian Mills Active.

In looking forward to these samples, domestic

mills recognize the trend and are preparing better

qualities and finer goods in plain cotton, mercerised

[Egyptian yarns and gauze lisle, with improved dye-

ing facilities. They are also handling high-class

pure silk and silk and lisle combinations satisfac-

torily. One of the important lines being featured

is a new tuck stitch hose or 1-1 rib 2 ply 40 count

cotton, an improved needle stitch of exceptional

elasticity, resulting in a. splendid stocking feel, finish,

color and shape. Canadian mills are particularly

strong on black and tans, and those staple colors of

which there is a sprinkling always wanted for after-

noon or evening wear.

Distributors are now preparing to handle repeats

on coming season numbers, and it is expected that

white will figure largely. As the season advances,

buyers will he prepared to consider Fall qualities now
being sampled, recognize the trend for lighter weights

the year round, and be ready to meet the possible

demand for shot effects on medium-priced numbers,

There will be many new numbers of interest to the

trade both domestic and import.

New Patented Muffler
Ready for Knit Goods Buyers — All Shades

and Combinations in New Styles — Made in

Wool, Mercerised Cotton and Wood Silk

There is nothing really different in muffler styles

for 1912 as far as United States manufacturers are

concerned and very little inspiration has been re-

ceived from that source so far. It has always been

the aim of designers to evolve something on the

order of a stock collar, as suitable for a newT muffler

style but up to this present season there has been

nothing that appealed to buyer's ueneraily.

(Concluded on page 43)
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To " JAEGER.' agents everywhere

Greeting.
jfor tfje l^ear tfjat te passing

We desire to express our thanks for loyal support

and courteous consideration when the demand
has outrun the supply.

Jfor tfje Coming gear

we are preparing for greater things.

We wish you a Happy Christmas

and a Prosperous New Year

Dr. JAEGER'S& SYSTEM £°w
.imited

52 Victoria Square, MONTREAL

A LEADING MERCHANT IN ONE OF OUR
LARGE CITIES RECENTLY REMARKED,
"I DON'T NEED MR. TURNBULL OK
ANY ONE ELSE TO TELL ME THAT
CEETEE UNDERWEAR CONTAINS THE
FINEST YARNS PROCURABLE, I CAN
SEE IT AND FEEL IT FOR MYSELF."

You and every dealer who knows anythingabout
woollens will endoise this statement. That
is why

CEETEE UNDERWEAR
is such an easy seller.

It is so soft to handle and attractive to look upon.

It is made to fit the form.

Every join is knitted, not sewn. It is

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

and made from the finest Australian Merino Wool.

Comparison will always prove the superiority
of CEETEE UNDERWEAR.

The C. Turnbull Go. of Gait, Ltd.

V..
GALT

MANUFACTURERS
ONT. J

THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262,005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST in the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI-
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends.

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP A ND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN
FOOTWEAR

To be had from any of the Leading
Wholesale Dry Goods Houses r

Please mention The Review tn Advertisers and Their Travelers.



The merchant should take advantage of this sea-

son of the year to clear out to advantage those lines

which have moved slowly during preceding months.

The gift idea helps in many cases.

Demand for Gift Lines
Types Resembling Fancy Goods Lines Are
Feasible for Gift Purposes — Quick Selling

Numbers This Season

AT this time of year the merchant is particu-

larly interested in the lines of decorative

articles easily handled and selling readily I'm

gift purposes.

Large houses are featuring these in their adver-

tising and also showing them prominently in booths

and decorated counters specially to catch Christmas

trade.

Firms which carry pianos devise many selling

schemes which are especially appropriate tor the holi-

day season. These ideas deserve attention on the part

of the retailer whose lines have not been moving as

quickly as he could desire. The piano as a gift arti-

cle may be advertised or featured in other ways to

best advantage right now.

Many houses are showing special selling booth-

heaped high with handsome cushions in the house-

furnishing department. Rugs of small size Hung
over the counters add richness to the scene. Cush-

ions made up may be shown to advantage side be-

side with the materials by the piece or yard and the

down-filled cushion forms.

Cushions which have sold well in this way have

been the fancy fabric sort rather than the embroid-

ered numbers, which properly belong to the fancy

goods department. Cretonnes, in all the new shad-

ings, English linens, linenes and mercerized fabrics

and also chintzes have been good sellers by the yard.

More expensive lines include handsome brocade

squares, gilt and silver brocades on silk and figured

silk fancies. Tapestries are even better this year as

there is a tendency all round in favor of the Gobe-

lins,, verdures and Louis types, with their light,

dainty colorings.

Excellent and durable cushions may be construct-

ed from the new tissues printed in imitation of tapes-

tries, ancient and modern. These will wash without

losing their delicate colorings. Handsome, bold Mor-

al patterns are always well taken. Some high novel-

lies shown only by an exclusive import house had

shadow linens in tapestry effects and most excellent

imitations of ancient tapestries in their faded colors.

These were designed, however, chiefly for wall hang-

i 1 1 us

.

Portieres and Hangings

Christmas sales of portieres and curtains may
easily be achieved by the right methods. This ap-

plies to a great extent to popular lines. The newT

, soft

net curtains are shown to advantage and a pair con-

stitute a handsome and inviting present.

Very fine, dainty patterns are to be had in the

new sets. They resemble shirt-waist nets in their

delicacy of mesh. Among coarser lines, fish nets

look very well and are good sellers. There is con-

siderable demand for this novelty, which is handsome

and durable.

For portieres, tapestry designs are the most styl-

ish. However, the velours and the popular brocaded,

self-color portieres continue to sell in greatest num-
bers. While wove tapestries are "par excellence" the

leaders in that line, linen and cretonne shadow cloths

and imitation tapestries come at from very high

prices to popular, and these are being taken more and

more every day. No merchant need hesitate to push

this line as lasting satisfaction is now obtainable ow-

ing to dyes which sunlight does not affect nor wash-

ing fade. Moreover, the linens are not subject to

moths or other insects.

A pretty pair of shadow linen curtains had lining

of self-color and edge of ecru lace and fringe. The

effect was exceedingly rich. These curtains could

well be featured as a gift article.

Brocaded silks remain the chief sellers for draw-

ing-room use. Handsome made-up pairs in these

make a useful and elegant present.
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Oriental and Roman stripe couch throws are ex-

cellent this time of year. Some firms make a special-

ty of displaying these with cushions of leather or

fabric to match. In college or university towns the

cushions should be of college colors and crests. This

calls attention to the suitability of the article as a gift

to the student. This is a time of year when the clear-

ing out of these lines is advantageous to the mer-

chant and this opportunity should be taken.

Shirt Waist Boxes

Sales of shirt-waist boxes have surpassed former

3 ears. The public is now educated to the usefulness

of these modest articles, and as a result, the retailer

reaps a good harvest.

Boxes 'mounted with fabric such as cretonne, lin-

en or chintz prove good sellers, as also do the matting

mounted boxes. Many of these types are specially

constructed to be useful as hat boxes as well as for

shirt-waists. The former sort should be deeper and

square rather than oblong in shape. Sometimes a

double tray is used.

Large boxes of ornamental wood, chests, in fact,

have followed on the vogue of the shirt-waist box.

These chests may be cedar-lined, thus being made
moth-proof. This is an excellent method of preserv-

ing suits and dresses, many of which become

"stringy"' when constantly hung. Women have

waked up to this fact, and are buying the large boxes

freely. Clerks should, however, emphasize the point

and push the more expensive numbers wherever pos-

sible. From five to fifteen dollars proved practical

prices.

The Elizabethan Chair
Single Pieces of Furniture Which Have Led
in ^Holiday Trade — Devote Attention to Articles

for Juniors

Small desks suitable for boudoir or den recom-

mend themselves as holiday selling lines. Fumed
oak is particularly good this year in these handsome
and artistic small pieces usually designed specially

as presentation articles.

In the same way, portable and folding card tables

of wood, studio tables of Spanish leather with "camp"
stools to match, and a host of the small pieces are

excellent numbers to push during Christmas week.

Junior furniture lines will move well. It is the

best plan to show them prominently in the toy de-

partment, that is, in the case of the strictly popular

lines. Where the furniture department is accessible

and fairly prominent, articles of a higher class may
be shown, preferably grouped together with cards and

decorations suggesting their suitability as Christmas

gifts.

New Patented Muffier

(Concluded from page 41)

Those particular styles of neck muffler now
shown, except for one or two numbers of artificial,

all-silks or imported scarfs, have been featured for

some time. From straight mufflers and shaped

styles, individually boxed, assortments cover every-

thing that was considered possible up to beautiful

fancy stitch silk mufflers, retailing as high as $10
each. It is not because there is any lack of styles at

the present time or that customers are not perfectly

satisfied with those makes shown but the demand for

something different is always an incentive for de-

signers.

A new model muffler is being brought out and

will be placed on the market in January. It is

patented and includes all necessary attributes of fit,

style, novelty, and element of change. It is made
in wool, mercerized cotton and wood silk in all

colors, sixteen different shades and combinations in-

numerable. This new protector promises to effect

a radical difference in muffler sales for next season

as it is practical, neat and exactly what the trade

has been looking for.

First samples shown combine all the advantages

in warmth of a fold over muffler and the necessary

style of a proper fitting stock collar. They are the

embodiment of both, which like a great many other

practical innovations are the result of accident. In

tins case that is exactly what happened. The de-

signer in working out an entirely different style for-

tunately hit on a fold and combination which was

so good that when it reaches buyers they will im-

mediately appreciate it.

Essentially it is a double muffler, knitted in two

weaves and in one piece both ends being fancy

stitch, while the centre is needle stitch to produce

neckband. It is folded back, graduated around the

throat to fit the collar neatly and fastened with two

domes at the back. Necessarily it is made in sizes

and also fastened with a dome where the folds inter-

sect in front, thus ensuring fit, as well as chest pro-

tection. When adjusted, the plain graduated band

shows just like the inside fold of a stock collar.

There is no trouble whatever in wearing it, putting

it on or taking it off, as the two back domes are the

only fastening to be made. From present indica-

tions this new muffler is one of the successes of Fall,

1912, knit goods selling, as it is suitable for both

men's furnishing and women's wear departments.

The new mufflers will be individually boxed,

each box being decorated in water color-effect, with

sketches of people wearing the new design of neck

wrap.

Sample- will be shown the trade ai the New Year.
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From the Buyers' Viewpoint

Voile and line crepes are featured in the Spring

waist lines. Set-in sleeves are used exclusively in

higher priced models.

It will pay the department to pay considerable

attention to children's lines during January. The

new garments have many attractive features.

Future vogue indicated in latest fashion reports

from Paris.

\^-;uwryj

Adopting Set-in Sleeve
Trade is Now More Willing to Place Advance

Orders on Waists — Lingerie Waists in

Greater Prominence

SINCE the Fall season opened, waists have

made a particularly good showing. Travelers

who have been on the road with the advance

lines of Spring have fpund the trade interested in

waists, and willing to place advance order-, the only

drawback being the uncertainty as to the sleeve styles.

This is now being settled by the very general adop-

tion of the set-in sleeve by the manufacturers and

by the guarantee given thai the sleeve shall be the

Length that fashion orders, which promises to he the

three-quarters sleeve, though very dressy waists

show the full length sleeve, and the full length

sleeve also appears on all tailored waists.

With a white season promised, lingerie waists

are coining into greater prominence. Lingeries have

sold well all through the Fall season, and fine lingerie

waists are now being featured for holiday selling.

Voile and fine crepes are to the fore in novelty

Spring lines, and waists of this class show trimmings

of hand embroidery and real laces such as Gluny,

Torchon and Irish crochet. The lawn and batiste

waists are very sheer, and are trimmed with heavy

embroideries, eyelet. Cluny and fine Valenciennes

and shadow laces. The all-over embroidery waist is

in high favor.

Though the set-in sleeve is used exclusively in

the higher-priced models, because of the question

of price, and because it is still new in some sections

in popular-priced waists, the kimono will be retained

or the set-in effect given by the placing of a piece of

trimming to outline the arm size.

Cotton Voiles Featured
Favored Material for Lingerie Models — Ball

and Drop Fringes and Crochet Buttons

Extensively Used

Practically all makers of lingerie dresses are

featuring dresses of fine cotton voile for Spring wear.

These dresses are made with straight line tunics deep-

ly hemmed with the voile and trimmed with wide

bands of lace or embroidery, while narrower bands

of matching trimming is used on the waist and

sleeves. Cotton fringes, ball and drop fringes and

crochet buttons are freely used. Many waists are in

the surplice style and peplums are also used with

the joining of the waist and skirt hidden under a

cord girdle. Alloyer embroidery is another favored

fabric for lingerie models, and many dresses are

fashioned from deep embroidery flouneings, and the

tendency here is decidedly in favor of heavy effects.

Heavy laces are much used, Cluny and Irish being

in great favor. Valenciennes is always a lingerie

lace, and the new shadow effects have been received

with high favor.

Simple tailored models in linens are trimmed

with Cluny, and tailored models developed in piques,

cords, reps and heavy cotton suitings are greatly

favored. White leads, but there will be much cham-

pagne and tan, hut colors are not so prominent this

season.
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4383

Dainty lawn waist with set-in sleeve.

Yoke of tucking and fine Val.lace. Bands
of fine lucking edged with Val. inser-

tion. Cross bands of fine applique inser-

tion with edging of Val. each side. Tuck-

ing and bands on sleeve to match.

NO. 4383-NO. 2- «"'0 63*

Tailored dress for Misses. Grass lin-

en, prettily embroidered in Bulgarian

shades. Pipings of bright red on the

neck, cuffs and belt, make this model

very attractive.

18.00 doz.
NO. 509—

A Quartette For
Immediate Delivery

The accompanying illustrations represent four

of our leaders which may be supplied on short

notice. Note the descriptions and price.

Dainty Waists
There is a big demand for fancy waists at this

season of the year, although stock taking may
be near. You cannot afford to lose sales. Sort

up your stock to-day and meet the require-

ments of a Christmas shopping public.

A. E. REA & COMPANY
L

KING & SPADINA TORONTO

6664

Messaline tailored waist with pipings

of colored satin and trimmed with small

gold buttons. Kimono style with piping

down shoulder line and sleeve. Very
smart and exceptional value.

NO. 6664
2,25 ea.

6671

The new peplum waist of extra black
taffeta or messaline. Plat set-in sleeve
and tucked yoke, back and cuffs. Collar,
cuffs and belt, of colored satin, as Emer-
ald, Royal. Red or any desired shade.
Fine lace yoke and dainty net jabot,
edged with ball applique. Colored satin
buttons to match. Something out of the
ordinary in good style. O CO —

NO. 6671- ^*'U »«

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travele
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,nv« York Model—Peplu m waist of white taffeta with revers and
facings of dark blue satin. The undersleeve and vest are of
eyelet with touches of striped sills to bring it in line with

the skirt. This garment may be worn as a coatee
over ;i one-piece dress.

Lace Extensively Used

Montreal. Dec. 12.—This season there has been

many short evening gowns worn by theatre-going

people, but for the most pari these have been worn

by the debutantes. Generally, the older women have

gone back to trains, and these seem to be giving

good prospects that in the future, the frock of the

vouthful sort will lie left entirely to the young

people.

Flowing transparent draperies falling from the

sleeves or shoulders form some of the most charm-

ing developments of the season. A narrow train, de-

tached, yet blending with tunic folds low on the

skirt, is a continuation of some soft tunic drapery

of net or lace. Frequently, a train of gold or silver

embroidery or lace is used for this train.

Great quantities of lace enter into the make-up

of the gowns. Laces, rare and lovely, in the old de-

signs; and new laces almost as charming are used

to soften the bodices of velvet and satin gowns.

etc., are quite prominent. These are suitable to be

worn at the theatre. For morning wear there are

caps made from line muslin and materials along that

line. By wearing these caps in the morning, the hair

can be coiled loosely around the head, which adds

comfort and saving of time as well. When made in

the better grades, these caps are very handsome for

wear at the theatre and similar places. They are

charming, and their shape is such that they do not

interfere with other people's rights.

The plain cap comes with a round crown, and
this is gathered to a band which is finished with a

deep frill. There are fancy models made with a

crown, puff and frills that are arranged over the

foundation brim.

<$>

Re-Orders on Seal Plushes
One Result of High Fur Prices — Smart Collars

and Cuffs on Good Style Models— Spring Lines

During the past month seal plush coats have

come very prominently to the front, and the manu-
facturers who have this fabric are highly pleased

with the orders they are receiving. Furs are now
becoming so high-priced that something that will

take their place, and yet is not an imitation, is

looked upon with favor, and this is leading to a very

staple business in good style models of this cloth.

Though braid and fur trimmings are used on

some models, the best selling coats are the ones with

smart collars and cuffs of the same fabric. For the

rest, the garment wanted is cut upon straight loose

figu re-enveloping lines, the only trimming used be-

ing in the form of handsome braid frogs or large

buttons.

Manufacturers are busy putting the finishing

touches to the Spring lines. As practically the same
conditions rule for Spring, a good coat season is ex-

pected.

Fancy worsteds and smooth-finished tweeds in

stripes and mixtures and serges are the materials

used. Double-faced cloths are the novelty, but this

effect is often simulated by the use of pastel shades

of broadcloth as a trimming. The combinations are

managed in quiet effects, and there is a total absence

of the strong color note used this Fall. Striped

taffetas, fancy silks, fringes, a little braid and quan-

tities of buttons are the indicated trimmings.

Morning and Theatre Caps

Montreal, Dec. 6.—Pretty caps in fancy models

from such materials as gold or silver gauze, lace,

From Detwiller & Ballantyne, North Battleford,

Sask: "Kindly forward The Dry Goods Review to

above address for one year. We would not begin

without it, as I find it indispensable in keeping in

touch with the trade in general."
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The Compliments of the Season

We wish our patrons the Compliments of the Season

and to thank them for their favors of the past year.

We sincerely hope that their prosperity and happi-

ness during the coming year will be phenomenal.

DARLING BUILDING TORONTO

We've Outgrown

Our Premises
Thanks to our unparalleled business of 1911, resulting from the

continued patronage of our old customers and the new business
that came our way, we are forced to look for larger premises.

To the Trade: Kindly note that we will vacate our present
place of business on 1st of January, 1912, and will conduct our
new business at 182 SPADINA AVENUE, half block north
of Queen after that date.

We hope, as in the past, to be permitted to serve our numerous
connection to our mutual satisfaction, and to give even better

service with our new and improved facilities.

Thanking one and all for past favors, we wish you the com-
pliments of the season and prosperity and happiness in 1912.

We are now nearer the heart of the City and would appreciate
a call from all buyers while in the City. Our new show room is

always at your disposal.

McKay Bros., Limited
Makers of High Grade Petticoats. Dresses, etc.

182 Spadina Avenue (After January 1st, 1912) Toronto

Please mention The Review V) Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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New York Model — Peplum

waist of bordered taffeta. The

stripedjborder is used to form

the trimming.

New York Model — Another

form of the new peplum

waist developed in soft-finished

fancy striped silk. These waists

are designed for wear with the

new skirts having the high

waist line.
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No
Dead
Stock

this

Stock-

taking

9
The Dry Goods Merchant who knows these

works keeps his stock clean and in good

shape the year round, and when stock-tak-

ing comes at the end of the year he has

no losses in bad stock.

With our large and modern equipment,

and skilled help, we re-dye and finish off-

color fabrics to make them as new.

If you have not received a copy of our

new booklet for the trade, drop a post card

for a copy.

R. PARKER & CO.
Dyers and Finishers

Toronto, Canada

J

Prosperity Be Yours in 1912
May the New Year hold greater and

better success and prosperity for you

than the one we are just leaving behind.

May health and happiness be yours.

A. WEYERSTALL (& CO., b itton Mfrs.

145 Wellington St. West> TORONTO

The Review is now s iving a service

===== ===== with its two issues each

month that is impossible with a monthly paper.

You will always find the news first in
u The

Review." The paper that does things.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Brilliant Fashion Affair

Sumptuous Gowns of Fur and Velvet With
Glittering Laces and Embroideries Worn at Last

Horse Show in Madison Square Gardens

Smart society thronged the Madison Square

Gardens on the occasion of the New York Horse

Show, evidently determined that the last time it

was to be held there should be one of exceptional

brilliance. The gowns of the women were unusually

smart and showed to perfection the sumptuousness

that characterizes the modes of the moment. Furs

in profusion were used for wraps and trimmings in

combination with gold and silver effects and rich

laces, while satins and velvets were the leading

fabrics.

Much of the sumptuous character of the dress was

due to the wonderful laces, nets and embroideries in

antique and tarnished silver and gold, and when

crystal and pearl embroideries are combined as was

the case on many of the evening gowns, the effect

was indescribably rich.

Beautiful Color Combinations.

The evening wraps worn added to the richnos

of the growning. Evening wraps are made of rich bro-

cades and velvets, and are loose and all enveloping,

and draped over at the sides with the folds caught in

with the low fastenings. Huge collars and wide

bands of long-haired fur, such as fox or skunk, were

used as trimmings.

Often the wrap was evidently designed for wear

with the gown, as the two made up such beautiful

color combinations. Of this class was a rich wrap

of moonlight blue brocaded velvet banded with smoke

grey fox and worn over a gown of pale rose brocade

and satin embroidered with silver and trimmed with

gold lace embroidered with crystal and pearl-

mounted over white satin. Willi this gown was

worn an evening cap or bonnet of gold and pearl

lace trimmed with a black paradise.

Colors were rich, soft, dull and elusive, and, par-

ticularly for day wear, were very dark. Blue is de-

cidedly the leading color. Navy comes first, but a

soft, dull Persian shade similar to the rich color 31 en

in an Oriental carpet was much in evidence. Tans

and champagne shades were very prominent, but the

new color with the ultra smart set is mole or taupe

grey.

Red also is coming on as a fashionable color. The

vogue of touches of this color is becoming passe, but

soft shades of ruby and maroon are becoming fash-

ionable.

Toilettes in Monotones.

Monotone effects are succeeding color contrasts,

and some of the smartest toilettes at the Horse Show

were carried out in several shades of the one color.

That is, hat, gown, trimmings and other accessories

were all in different tones of the one color. In com-
bination effects, black and white had by far the

largest representation. One of the most admired
gowns at the Horse Show was a princess dress of

white brocaded satin that was open up the front to

show a limp white satin skirt edged with a flounce of

silver thread lace, over which was a drapery of black
net edged with a line of skunk fur. The brocaded
princess robe was draped up below the knees suffi-

ciently high to allow the band of fur to appear be-

low, and at the back there was a pointed train. The
waist was of the brocade with a drapery below of the
black net, above which was a tucker of soft white
satin and shadow lace, the round finish of the de-

collete being edged with a line of the dark fur. The
sleeves were of white brocade, black net and silver

lace.

Pearl and Metal Buttons.

Many smart suits were of velveteen and corduroy
with the coats cut away in front and having a side

fastening low down under one or perhaps two large

pearl and metal buttons. Long-haired fox furs or

skunk sets consisting of scarf and large flat muff
were worn with these suits, or the coat had a large fur
collar and the muff carried was to match.

Some of the coats were straight-hung, loose Nor-
folk models with a wide belt of patent leather. As
for the skirts, they were plain tailored and just a

little Avider. This point, however, only applies to

tailored styles, evening gowns still retaining the

clinging skimpy effect around the feet.

Elaborate Furs.

The fur exhibit was really the big feature of the

show. Elaborate enveloping wraps of ermine
;
seal,

sable, mink and mole were worn. Two furs com-
bined was the rule, some of the most beautiful being
of seal or mole cominbed with ermine. Mole, in

particular, is made up into fancy designs and
chenille and silk cord and tassel ornaments are com-
bined with ermine and sable tails as a finish to the

low left side closing.

One beautiful long coat of moleskin was edged
with ermine, so as to give the effect of a lining of
that snowy fur. The collar was an enormous cape
affair, giving the new sloping shoulder line, White
fox fur was noted several times as the collar fur on
coats of moire lamb. This is a new use for white
fox. This fur was also extensively worn with suits

of black or dark colored velvet.

The long stray scarf of fur made as soft and as

limp as possible is the height of style, as the scarf

effect in sets. These scarfs are beautifully lined with

satin and chiffon and finished with heavy cord and
chenille fringes. Notwithstanding the rumored com-
ing of the smaller muff, all muffs seen were large and
flat.
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DOMINION TEXTILE CO., LIMITED,

Steelclad Galatea

Best Wash Fabric.

Color Guaranteed.

Ask your jobber to show you samples.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Cord AVeaves for Suits.

Whipcord is the newest fabric for developing

into tailored suits. Other fabrics noted were also in

cord weave, and there was as well a sprinkling of

velour de laine and ratine. The colors were very

dark and the range limited. Navy was the leader,

and brown and black was also fairly well worn, while

the novelty color list was confined to deep purple,

taupe, ruby and maroon. Satin-finished crepes are

taking the place of the lighter chiffons and voiles.

Tailored dresses had long-fitting sleeves with ruffles

of net or lace falling over the hand. Evening and

elaborate models showed three-quarters or elbow

sleeves and draped effects in short sleeves.

Picture Hats and Silk Plushes.

Hat styles were many and varied, but first place

must be given to the picture models, and in stating

this, it must be premised that there are both large

and small picture models worn. The black velvet

hat completed by lovely plumes and feather effects

is universally worn. Up to date the covered velvet

shape has held first place, but many draped models

are making their appearance.

Very many silk plush hate are worn, and the

majority have white for the top of the hat with the

underbrim of black. Many Horse Show hats of

white plush were trimmed with bands of fur and

gold or silver lace. A large flat model had the black

underbrim overlaid with silver lace, while a band

of skunk edged with a pleated edge of lace encircled

the crown, and was finished by a large wheel rosette,

in which was caught a. lovely white paradise plume.

Many hats are of fur and seal, mole, ermine, Persian

lamb and skunk arc all used.

"Madame X" on Fashions
Alice Dunlap as Character Actress States That

She Doesn't Wear Real Clothes — Prefers to

Talk of Bass Fishing

With the object of discussing the fashion influ-

ence of the stage, as viewed by a "leading lady" a

Review representative called upon Alice Dunlap.

who recently appeared as "Madame X" in the play

(if that name in Toronto. The actress, however, pre-

ferred obviously, to talk of bass fishing in Canada's

highlands. She pointed out that not she, but the

"ingenue" had purchased one of the gowns illus-

trated in this paper as a model produced by one of

the large Toronto garment houses.

"Clothes!" she exclaimed, "why, I'm a character

actress. I don't wear real clothes!" Just the same,

it turned out that Miss Dunlap has herself written

fashion article-. Originally, she came from Denver.

Like so many ministers' daughters, she took first to

journalism and then to the stage.

Miss Dunlap is a monoehromist when it comes to

colors. Hanging up in her dressing-room was a

variety of raiment, coats, dresses, etc., but practically

every garment was self-colored and sad-colored, and

most were black or brown.

As "Madame X," Miss Dunlap wears brown all

through the play. The first act shows her before

her complete moral relapse, pleading with her hus-

band for admission to their sick child. A gown of

soft, ruddy, brown is her robe. This is made in

French style, trained and with draped Princesse

bodice. It is sheath-like in its close fit. The hat is

also of brown, with circular, willow drop mount.

Miss Dunlap played in "The College Widow" pre-

vious bo her engagement as "Madame X," but as she

remarked, "the clotlres of last season are another

story.''

"Madame X," in the last scene, has her head and

shoulders draped with a dark brown veil. Miss Dun-

lap's manipulation of this veil during the emotional

act in the court-room was something to fill the

"mannequin" with envy. It was grace in itself,

touched thy the tragedy which the act portrayed.

It is the opinion of Miss Dunlap that many styles

emanate originally from the stage. "Of course,

there are the undeniable things, like the Peter Pan
collar, the Madame Sherry head-dress; and, now, the

Dutch coils taken from "The Spring Maid." Prac-

tically every single bead-dress that has taken in

America was exploited by some popular actress to

begin with. Ethel Barrymore set the fashion of the

collarless neck, and the soft, low collar for street

wear. Maude Adams is responsible for a variety of

low collars, latterly, in "What Every Woman
Knows," for the new type of Byron. Billie Burke

has kept curls in vogue long after their passing as

high style.

"I haven't a doubt that it is most important to

that type of actress to be a fashion-setter for other

women. It is a. great factor in her popularity with

women. But you see I'm not a clothes-horse, but a

character woman in this play, and so I'm not person-

ally interested in the Fashion aspect just now."

Thus, Miss Dunlap wound up, with an air of

finality.

She made it plain that she had had enough of

clothes for once. During the next act, in which she

did not appear, we talked about bass-fishing.

EXCHANGING GIFT GLOVES.

A problem of considerable interest to the

dove department following the Christmas season

is discussed in the salesmanship contest in the

Men's Wear Section of this paper.
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Paris model, showing new style points. The gown is of cord velvet, hemmed
with fox fur, and the tunic of satin-finished crepe, edged with fringe, and

showing a new arrangement in waist drapery The sleeve is long and fitting

and is set in under a narrow fringe. The cuff is buttoned over to fit the

wrist and is edged with a narrow pleating of tulle.



Paris Still Features Straight Line Figure
Though Belted Models are Appearing, There is no Attempt Made to

Decrease the Size of the Waist Line — Latest Models Have Waist Line in

Normal Position — Fur Used in Profusion — Velvet, Ratine, Zibeline,

Velour de Line and Cord and Moira Silk the Leading Fabrics

(St»ff Correspondence)

Paris, France, Dec. 7.

PRESENT styles are a jumble, with just one

fairly clear line running through, and that

is the evident intention to adhere to the pre-

sent uncorseted figure outline. This mode of corset-

ing gives long slender lines that are both youthful

and becoming. Moreover, the figure is loose and free

above the waist, and gives a greater degree of com-

fort than any other mode of corseting that has gone

before. Possibly there may he some modifications

made with the advent of Spring styles, and if more

fitted fashions and a dropped waist line form a fea-

ture, a slight nipping in, both at the sides and back,

will assuredly lake place. This change, however,

will in no wise affect the vogue of the low bust,

long-skirted corset now worn, and the brassiere will

still be of the first importance.

With so many diverse tendencies displayed, worn

and advocated, any new idea advanced becomes of

first importance. Therefore there was an extra

gathering of fashion writers, and extra interest was

taken in what was worn at the Autumn Grand Prix.

Fur of Great Importance.

Fur, ratine, plush and velvet were the leading

fabrics. Fur this year is of great importance. It

has been freely used in the past, but never so lavish-

ly as it is to-day. Columns could be written in de-

scribing the number of ways in which the leading

furs are employed. It is used for cuffs and sleeve

trimmings, and to hem skirts. It is also used in

profusion on hats, muffs, and hand-bags. One dress

that created a sensation was not only bordered with

fur. but the skirt was cut only ankle-length to show

the line of fur that finished the tops of the boots.

One Reason for High Prices.

It is no wonder that genuine furs are so expens-

ive this season, as such quantities of fine skins have

been cut up by milliners and dressmakers, in addi-

tion to the pelts that have been used by the furriers.

No wonder either that the beautiful imitation fur

fabrics are being so well taken up, and that they are

put to so many uses other than the making of com-

plete coats and for coat linings.

Another new rival to fur is plush. The new
plushes are soft and supple as chiffon velvet, and

this fabric is being used for cloaks, scarfs and stoles.

Not only are plushes of one color seen, but there

are all kinds of fancy shadings. Brown in par-

ticular is much employed, as it has much the ap-

pearance of seal.

The Fashionable Furs.

Ermine is the most fashionable fur, followed by
sealskin and grey and silver fox. Unspotted ermine
is very fashionable, though border and trimming
effects may be made with the spots. Ermine and
seal are made up into great broad scarfs, fully three

yards long, that are wrapped around the body in

various fashions. There is a big muff to complete

the set. These furs are cut up into striped or

diamond patterns, which give a very rich look and
do away with the necessity of the use of any further

trimming.

Fox furs are made up in animal styles, and the

fashionable effects are back to the smaller styles.

The new fox scarf is now made of just one skin for

the neckpiece and one for the muff. The latest

fox muff is long and narrow, and the scarf matches
it in this respect.

The most elegant costumes are of velvet, ratine

and velour de laine or wool velvet. Violet is per-

haps the most popular color, though the bright

bishop shade is not so much seen as a rich, deep,

ruddy tint or dull shades in perce and amethyst
tones. Some of the very smartest costumes worn are

developed in black wool de laine with even stripes

of dark green. Sevres blue, golden brown or violet

at regular intervals. These costumes are trimmed
with black satin and fur.

Charming Fabric C\>m taxations.

Black and white is as smartly worn as ever. One
of the most observed gowns of the day was of white

ratine with both skirt and short, straight tunic

edged with a heavy wool fringe. The short, loose

coat was of black velvet with flaring ISfiO sleeves

and large shawl collar of the ratine, edged with the

same heavy white fringe.

Another charming black and white gown, worn
a noted singer, was of white cloth and black Chantilly

lace. The skirt was quite plain and buttoned over

in the centre of the front, and there was an over-

skirt of black Chantilly lace, curved up in front and
dropping into points on either side. The cloth coat

was absolutely collarless and cut in V-shnpe in front,

fastening with three buttons over the bust. It was
short enough to expose the black satin belt, but

spread out into long paneled tails at the back. The
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sleeves were %, but were lengthened out by wide

trills of black tulle over white.

Stunning black velvet costumes were worn with

ermine or white fox furs, and straight hanging

nlack velvet coals had shawl or fichu collars of spot-

less ermine, often with a border of skunk.

Not so Weighty as Indicated.

Navy blue is another standard color that has

lust none of its smart vogue, only instead of navy

serges, broadcloths and cheviots, coarse friezes and

zibeline cloths, with long fibres are now seen in this

30ior. In order that these rough fabrics shall not

increase the size of the figure, the garments fit as

close as possible around the hips. Another feature

is the fact that many of these heavy appearing fab-

rics are by no means so weighty as their appearance

would indicate. Materials of this class are smartly

worn in two-tone effects, and are good in such rich

combinations as red and blue, violet and green,

violet and nut brown, and orange and heliotrope.

Scotch plaids are becoming very much the mode in

these heavy fabrics, and are much used for facings

and trimmings, and for banding the bottom skirts.

Plaids are also appearing as the lining for jackets.

The Advent of Taffeta.

The dressy afternoon gowns worn when the

weather was warm enough to allow the wearer to

appear without a coat, and with only a fur set as a

wrap, were developed in velvet, velvet brocade,

broche and brocaded satins or rich cord silks. Many
taffeta gowns were worn, and the future popular suc-

cess of this fabric seems assured. With the advent of

taffeta comes the appearance of wider skirts, as many
dresses of this class are smartly trimmed with scal-

loped flounces bound either with velvet or edged

with a fancy galoon or braid.

Paris is certainly featuring the dressy suit, as

well as the costume that makes a separate coat a

necessity. Very plainly-tailored suits are worn, but

only for the early morning walk and for country

wear. The tailored suit being, as far as fashionable

Paris is concerned, quite out of the picture.

The New Separate Coats.

This naturally brings the separate coal into im-

mense prominence. The new >eparate coats are long

and half long and are of the richest materials. Re-

versible satin.-, corded and moire .-ills, brocades and

velvets are used, and the invariable trimming at pre-

sent is fur. Some models are close and sheathlike,

while the greater number are enveloping and have

ample loose sleeves of considerable fullness. Very
practical and. at the same time, very hands •

coats for afternoon wear are made of ratine. Two
favorite color- at the presenl time for this purpose

are "brown bread," and a deep -bade of old rose.

The waistline is certainly being lowered, in

many cases normal in this respect, and finished with

a belt or girdle. No attempt, it should be noted, is

being made to decrease the present large waist. In-

deed, where the girdle is added, the waist is made
that much larger, and so pronounced is this idea

that a line of fur, often skunk, is made to do duty

for a belt.

New Hat Styles.

Because of the near advent of the opening of the

new millinery season, the featuring of a new hat

fashion is of special interest. Beefeater or Tudor

cap models are being shown by all the leading mil-

liners, and many well-known Parisians were wear-

ing them at the Longchamps meeting. This is a

fashion that may be traced directly to the coro-

nation, as it is taken from the headgear of the

King's bodyguard, the beefeaters. So far, this model

has only appeared in black velvet or very dark

shades. The hat is large, and the headsize is suffi-

ciently so to allow of the hat coming well over the

forehead and covering the back of the neck. Both

crown and brim are draped, and the trimming con-

sists of just one upstanding ostrich feather or aig-

rette, placed well to the front.

For the rest black and white combinations still

lead in millinery combinations, aigrettes, plumes

and spotless ermine being the smart trimmings. Not

only is the black and white hat worn with the black

and white costume, but it also is the rule with that

of color. ?IH

Oluny laces for Sprint,'' blouses. — Courtesy Ladies'
Wear Limited, Toronto.



Retailers Livingon Manufacturers' Errors
Assertion.LMade at Convention of Manufacturers — Expert Chosen to Mod-
ernize Methods — What the National Association of Cloak, Suit and Skirt

Manufacturers Has Done — Eliminating Over-Production.

WHAT is the National Association of Cloak,

Suit and Skirt Manufacturers? What is the

nature of the work the Association is do-

ing? What is the object of the organization, and

the reasons behind its growth and influence?

To answer these questions intelligently one must

go somewhat into the history of the garment indus-

try. This industry, though now so large and im-

portant, is a very modern development. From the

point of view of the time that it has been in being,

it is only a lusty infant as yet, and for this reason it

has not settled into definite economic lines. More-

over, the workings of the business are decidedly com-

plex and complicated, and call for a high degree of

technical skill, as well as large powers of organization

along certain peculiar lines.

Owing to the quick rise of the industry, and its

rapid development, there are many partly solved,

and wholly untouched problems, both from the mer-

chandising, the manufacturing, and the style point

of view that stand in the path of healthy, wholesome

development. It is the solution of these problems by

means of mutual co-operation that furnishes the rea-

son for the existence of the National Association.

Standardizing Style Features.

By means of their semi-annual style show, and

by presenting publicity through the medium of the

trade papers and the daily press, in a concrete form,

a synopsis of the salient style points for manufactur-

ers to work to, months in advance of the opening of

the retail seasons, the association has clearly shown

the way towards effecting an improvement that is

of notable benefit not only to the manufacturer, but

the retail trade. For it is not too much to claim that

the certainty as to the lengths of the suit, coat and

the separate coat enjoyed in the past two seasons are

largely due to the work of the National Association.

Not so many years ago, when the first ready-to-

wear garments were put upon the market, they sold

only to the cheaper trade. Compared with those

turned out by the factories at the present day they

were crude, ill-shaped and ill-fitting. Gradually,

faults have been eliminated, and without losing the

hold on the cheaper trade, the product of the gar-

ment factories has been so improved that the fasti-

dious woman has been reached. To-day, the woman
of means, who will not question any price within

reason, goes into the ready-to-wear department for

practically every inner and outer garment she wears,

and not only the simple cotton house dress and the

street suit, but the handsome reception gown, and the

elegant party dress, can be bought to advantage in

the ready-to-wear department.

Gettinu at Original Sources.

This reaching out for higher-priced and better

grade business has made the question of style an

acute one. Original style ideas take their rise in the

Parisian model houses, and it is to this source that we

owe the constant procession of new style features.

Each Spring and Fall the model houses show the

styles about March 15th for Spring, and August loth

for Fall. Needless to say that these dates are entire-

ly too late for the purposes of the manufacturer, who
has to have his cloths bought and his sample gar-

ments out on the road long before these dates arrive.

Therefore, it is up to the manufacturer to put out

garments that .-hall, to an appreciable extent, em-

body style features that shall be in line with the

Parisian models when they appear. Even to the

large manufacturer who sends representatives over

to Paris, and who is in more or less close touch with

what Paris is doing, this is a pretty large order, but

to the small man with only limited sources of in-

formation at his command, it was almost an impos-

sibility. Hence the confusion of styles, of lengths of

sleeves and other features that always marked the

opening up of the sample line for a new season.

Broad-Minded Work.

The solving of this problem by the standardizing

of the salient points of the style features each season,

was the chief object which led to the formation of

the National Association. It certainly takes one

familiar with the trade, and who knows how jealous-

ly manufacturers guard their new models, and the

keen rivalry that almost invariably exists between

competing firms to appreciate the amount of broad-

minded work that must have been done by the men
at the head of this organization before the style show

and its attendant features were placed upon their

present basis.

Other problems being taken up are looking to-

wards the elimination of over-production, and the

doing away with what may be termed illegitimate

price-cutting, over-production in this industry

comes from sample lines, cancellations and returns

from the retailer, and also from stock cut ahead to

anticipate the retailer's needs. In reporting progress

along these lines, Morris Black, of the H. P. Black

Co., Cleveland, voiced his convictions along these

lines.

"In taking up the question of where the burden

belongs," he said, "logically, I believe in the finished
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garments with the retailer, the piece goods with the

manufacturer, and the raw wool, yarns and machin-

ery with the mills.

"If each bore his own burden in the long run all

would benetit. Certain syndicates of retailers live on-

makers' mistakes, because they bank on our present

methods and at the beginning of the season they

buy little and lose money the first four weeks; but

they buy at their own prices and make it up and

more during the last eight weeks of each season.

Some of these retailers keep a book of manufacturers'

mistakes which they use as points for the use of buy-

ers. This is scientific retailing maybe, but do we

want to support it? For is ibis not inimical to the

great majority of retailers who cannot all do this."

To Modernize Methods.

At the November convention a Welfare Commit-

tee was appointed to bring about reforms in the in-

dustry generally. The committee was empowered

to hire an expert to visit the factories of the members

of the association with the view of modernizing and

systematizing the methods and operations now used

in the garment manufacturing business.

Important January Line
Children's Garments Include Popular Panel, Sur-

plice and Crossover Waists, Large Revers and
Fancy Collars — Dainty Party Frocks

January sales will mark the opening of the sea-

son for cotton dresses for misses' and children's

wear. Sensible mothers dress their children in cotton

fabrics for as many months of the year as it is

possible, for a cotton dress is always neat and sani-

tary, as a visit to the tub not only cleanses, but re-

stores its freshness. Manufacturers have made extra

efforts to produce a handsome line. They have-

searched the market for suitable patterns and cloths,

and the designers have set themselves the task of

producing smart little garments that shall be prac-

tical, neat, and at the same time be built on the lines

most becoming to childish figures. With these limi-

tations, all the new fashion touches go into chil-

dren's wear and the popular panel effects, surplice

and cross-over waists, large revers and fancy collars

are all repeated for children's wear.

The small girls are becoming critical as to style

points, and the up-to-date designer takes care that

she is fully satisfied. At the same time mother is

appealed to by the use of materials that will stand

for washing and hard wear, and that has many little

points that facilitate the laundering process.

No fabric can take the place of gingham for chil-

dren's wear, and plaids are always favored, as they

make up better for the small people than any other

class of patterns. Not only are plaid dresses made

up with the collar and the other trimmings of plaid,

but the plain fabric is trimmed with plaid.

Thus, a smart little dress of plain blue gingham

was trimmed with a Scotch plaid in tartan colors.

The waist was in surplice effect, crossing in front,

and had a collar simulated by a set-on band of plaid

below which in front was placed a group of four

plaid-covered bottons outlining the V. The long

waist bloused slightly over a belt of the plaid under

which the skirt and waist was joined. The feature of

the dress, however, was a loose panel both back and

front bordered with a bias fold of the plaid. The
sleeves were the new set-in kimono, and were elbow

length and ornamented with the plaid and buttons.

The V at the neck was filled with a yoke of allover

embroidery with a high collar attached. This cross-

over or surplice effect is carried out on the majority

of the later models, and one-sided effects and fanci-

ful cutting is often used.

Party gowns of girlish simplicity are shown in

the leading stores. Chiffon is hung over silk muslin,

and is trimmed with bands of messaline and finished

with fringe, while the round neck as a finish of a

line of crystal trimming. Lace-trimmed voiles and

lingeries developed from fine mull and muslin em-

broideries with wide girdle sashes of pale pink or

blue duchesse ribbons are also selling for party wear.

$

Advertising Value of Improvements.
Few merchants seem to realize that intended

improvements to their store may be made the basis

of some very good advertising. This idea was appre-

ciated recently by a large men's wear house. On
starting to build their new store, they made an an-

nouncement that $1,000 in prizes would be awarded

for suggestions for their new building. It is often

worth a good deal of money to a merchant to know
the mind of customers with reference to possible

improvement to his store. Such a plan as that

adopted by the firm in question would certainly

bring out this expression of opinion and focus pub-

lic attention on the building during the course of

erection. The announcement was as follows:—

"$1,000 in Prizes to be awarded for suggestions for the new
Blank Building. In order that the new Blank Building, in every
detail, may be the ideal store, it is our aim to include every im-
provement that American and European experience has found to
be worth while. It is expected that the new Blank store will be
the first to introduce recent inventions, together with original
Blank innovations, and for some time to come be the permanent
exposition in this country of modern retail methods and equip-
ment.

"Conditions: This competition is open freely to all who may
desire to compete.

"The contest will close November 1st.

"Where two or more suggestions are received for the same idea,
other things being equal, the first received will be awarded the
prize, unless, in the opinion of the judges, the prize should be
divided.

"Prizes will be awarded and announced on or about October
isr.

"All suggestion shall be the property of Blank ,V; Company.
"It is considered unnecessary to submit suggestions under

an assumed name. Each suggestion should be signed by the
sender, and the address should be written carefully. Experience
shows many people forget to give the address.

"Doubtless many suggestions will be received for ideas which
the architects or we have already planned, .-such suggestions
obviously will not be considered for a prize. Contestants in this
respect must depend upon our good faith."



CANADIAN
FURTRADE NEWS

Variety in Season's Demand
Fashion's Approval Extends Over Large

Range — Fifty-inch Jackets are Leaders

WHOLESALERS and manufacturers of fur

garments and accessories are very busy fill-

ing orders that are piling up from all parts

of the country. Some of the factories are working

night and day in order to keep up to the demand.

While some of the furs are very high, the demand is

by no means abated. It is just the opposite.

Long jackets in the 50-inch length are the lead-

ing models. Arctic seal, Persian lamb and mink are

the prominent furs from which these jackets are

made. The styles of make-up, and the various com-

binations of furs, are too numerous to mention.

Large collars and long revers, quite chic in appear-

ance, are very prominent on many of the higher-

priced garments.

Ermine is used to quite an extent on the seal

and lamb garments. A few touches of this fur goes

a long ways in making an attractive appearance.

Seal coats are also trimmed with Persian lamb.

Black fox is used as a trimming on seal, lamb and

other similar furs. In the long jackets the frog-

clusters with large buttons to match form the mode
of fastening in the majority of cases.

A few 36-inch jackets are being asked for. This

length is made in about the same lines of furs as are

the 50-inch styles. Alaska sable is used to quite an

extent for collars, revers and various trimmings.

This fur is very high, but its appearance as well as

its excellent wearing qualities make it one of the

much sought after varieties.

POPULAEITY OF PRICES.

Caperines are popular as an article for the neck.

The shawl effect is evident as one of the popular new

style departures. In some cases this effect reaches

down to the waistline. It is seen in the pointed,

round and the square cuts. Tails are used sparingly

on many if the pieces; although in some instances

quite a number are seen on a single piece. Fur

heads are used sparingly in the majority of cases,

although, as in the case of the tails, some of the muffs

show a large number of the tails and heads either

separately or in combination.

The "natural" animal effect is very prominent
in tin' Latest models. This is particularly notice-

able in the case of the mink, ermine, fox, wolf, rac-

coon and many of the other smaller-skinned animals.

This effect is very attractive as well as economical.

The whole-body effect looks richer and more real

than when all the skins of one article are sewn so

as to give the effect of one skin. In the muffs, as

well as the throws, the "natural" effect is well em-

phasized. The dividing lines betwen the skins are

( asily seen.

Body Effect in New Throws.

The "whole body" effect is used to good advan-

tage in the making of many of the new throws. Two
skins are all that is required to form the entire piece.

The heads are used for the pointed back effect, or

they may be so placed as to form the square or the

round effects that are so stylish for the Fall and

Winter seasons. This effect is seen in the various

grades of foxes principally. The pointed fox is very

popular, as are the red, black and white species.

Blue wolf is another very popular fur. This is

either separately or in combination. For the most

part the muffs are large "Empire" shaped. They
are trimmed with heads and tails of the animal,

either separately or in combination. For the most

part these wolf sets are worn by the "younger set."

The hair of the wolf is quite long and comfortable

looking. It is very appropriate for the use it is being-

put to by the manufacturers.

Lynx is another fur that is meeting with large

demands. This fur is somewhat on the order of

the wolf varieties, therefore its uses would be similar.

In the cheaper grades Australian opossum is

used extensively. Although this fur is very prom-

inent, gives excellent wearing service and answers

the purpose of many of the more expensive furs, its

price is very reasonable. Apart from its use for

muffs and throws opossum is used as a trimming fur

on quite a large number of the long jackets made of
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E beg to thank you all for patronage during the now ending

season, which has been the busiest during our existence.

We appreciated the kindly feeling shown while we were delayed

in filling special orders and are very grateful for your patience.

5^OPING that your season has been a profitable one, we
wish you all

a Jfflerrp Cfjristfmas;

and

$ro*perou£ J^eto gear

L. GNAEDINGER, SON & CO.
MONTREAL

cither furs. It forms a pleasing contrast when used

on black.

Striking Muff Models.

The "Empire" muff is still the leader. Muffs

made of seal, Persian lamb (by itself or in combina-

tion with seal or braid on a satin ground) and mink
are popular lines in the higher-priced articles. The
"natural" effect is well brought out in the large

muffs of mink especially. In this style it is very

easy to count the number of skins in a particular

article. Generally, each separate skin has a head or

a tail attached to the lower part of the muff. Ermine
is made up in this style in many of the most striking

models that are showing this season.

Cub bear is receiving some attention, and num-
bers of very attractive as well as serviceable creations

are showing.

Chinchilla is more in favor than ever before.

It may be on account of its high price, but if a cus-

tomer cannot gel the high grade many will content

themselves with any quality obtainable, as long as

it is chinchilla.

Russian -able, which formerly sold to the middle

class, has risen in price so high that it is almost im-

possible to pay for it Large pieces of this fur goes

into the thousands of dollars, and. naturally, large

numbers of them cannot he sold.

Demand for Coon Coats.

Raccoon coats are popular for men's wear. Al-

though this fur is higher, large numbers of garments

made from it, are selling. The automobile is one

principal cause for this demand. In purchasing a

coat of this fur, one knows that good service and

comfort is assured. And although a garment of this

kind may cost a little more at the start, the superior

wearing qualities, as well as the extra comfort ob-

tained, will more than compensate for the extra

cost.

Tightening up Credits

An announcement made by R. 0. Bird, Tofield,

Alberta, gives an insight into conditions which con-

front many of the merchants in smaller places

throughout the West. They say: "We will sell for

cash until Spring opens. We will sell for "><) days

to approved customers. If any approved customer

is unable to pay in 30 days, we wish a note in accord-

ance with usual banking conditions. We have ex-

tended thousands of credit beyond proper limits on

account of crop conditions, without using customers'

paper, and this has thrown us open to attack by any

linn to whom we owe money: their accounts if cor-

rect must be paid on demand."



// is a waste oj money and

effort to advertise staple

merchandise at regular

prices. Make your ads.

newsy — tell the people

something that they do

not already fcnoto to inter-

est them.

Some Striking Examples
First Catalogue Issued by R. H. Williams &
Sons, Regina — Two-page Spread by Richard

Hall & Son — A Red Tag Sale

R. H. Williams & Sons, Ltd., Regina, have issued

their first catalogue using the name, "The Mail-

Order House of Saskatchewan." It is a creditable

advertisement for any firm to issue, containing :'>o'

pages of well illustrated store new-.

The catalogue proper is 7 x 10 inches with a uray

cover, the front being done in two colors, showing a

cut of their establishment, "The Glasgow House"

and scenes of western harvest.

This is a forward step in western merchandising

and compares favorably with any similar publica-

tion noted. Customers receiving the booklet cannot

but be impressed with the ability of this firm to

look after and fill all wants.

Departmental representation is alloted as follows:

men's wear, 23 pages; drugs, 9 pages; dress goods,

linings, wash goods, staples, hosiery, gloves, um-

brellas, fancy goods and accessories, 17 pages; car-

pets, 4 pages; groceries, 6 -pages; trunks, 2 pages;

ladies', misses' and children's ready-to-wear and mil-

linery. H pages; underwear, corsets and knitted

goods, 5 pages; shoes, 12 pages; men's fur coats ami

hats and caps, 1 pages; ladies' furs and fur or fur-

lined coats, 9 pages; furniture, 33 pages, ami index,

3 pages. Fine quality paper is used and each page

is illustrated with suggestive cuts.

Every department is well handled from the

opening announcement, and instructions on 2ml

page "how to order goods' to the arrangement of the

index. While some comment as to order of reading

matter is possible, such as men's furs and hats and

caps being in the front with men's furnishings and

ladies' fur- preceding and part of women's ready-to-

wear department, there is perhaps more prominence

given by their present arrangement.

It would also have been an easy matter to open

each important department with an announcement

page as is done preceding furs, giving more attention

In duality, service standing and style news. A sep-

arate pas;e designating the beginning of each de-

partment would not have added materially to the

expense. However, this would not have improved
the selling merits of the publication.

For smaller merchants, there are many ideas to

help in preparing mail order catalogues, to fit their

business, as well as numerous suggestions to aid in

securing co-operation of manufacturers in getting

up a much larger booklet and list than stock carried

might at first warrant.

While every merchant cannot afford to give un-

limited privileges in exchanges, R, IT. Williams &
Sons have made liberal provision for this contin-

gency in as far as it is businesslike and fair that

t^oods should be accepted in return. No customer

could reasonably complain at the following few ex-

ceptions which are in the buyer's, as well as mer-
chant's interest :

—

Thej
roods

:

positively cannot exchange or take back the following

Articles that have been worn
or used.

Sick room utensils.
Certain rubber goods.
Toilet articles.
Hair goods.
Drugs in bulk.
Patent medicines, when the

wrapper has been broken.
Mattresses.

RHWI11IAMS&S0NS
LIMITED

IIHAVE. & HAMILTON ST REGINA.SASK.

FALLcvWINHK 191M2

rrHimrn-ijjg

r~^=^//asyow^yrouse

Cover design, R. II Williams & Sons, Ltd., Regina, mail order
catalogue—an interesting publication well-arranged, illus-

trated and printed. 136 pages of news which shows a

broad grasp of dry goods merchandising.
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Bed springs.
Pillows.
Veils and veiling.
Goods made to order accord-

ing to measurement.
Cut goods sent according to

sample.
Goods which we have pro-

cured for you.

'When part of a dress or suit is unsatisfactory, the complete
suit or dress must be returned. We cannot exchange single
garments from suits.

In nearly every item manufacturers or whole-

salers have supplied up-to-date cuts of their leading-

lines' or garments.

Some advertisers would hint that publicity is

thus diverted to manufacturers that should other-

wise be gained by the firm issuing the catalogue.

For most merchants, this system of co-operation

means larger selling on staple lines when goods could

often be procured if necessary. In any other case,

cost would be beyond consideration if cuts were all

prepared by individual advertisers. This ambition

may be realized in time by catalogue men.

Prices in different departments are a very im-

. portant feature of this catalogue and the claim that

western conditions, demand, and quotations are dif-

ferent from eastern stores is dispelled. In values of-

fered, odd prices quoted, range of stock, item for

item and leaders for directing trade, every section

competes favorably with much larger opposition

catalogues.

In each list, R. H. Williams & Sons, Ltd., have

taken full advantage of public education regarding

values and offered their goods at typical mail order

prices. They have an interesting publication

which is a criterion that they are building up a nice

mail order business.

A Two-Page Spread

"Great mid-season sale—good news, unexpected

news, interesting news of substantial savings on

wanted seasonable merchandise." Such a heading

should surely make customers expect some unusual

event in local dry goods circles. This, followed by

saving chances and distinct reductions was featured

by Richard Hall & Son, Ltd., Peterborough, in a

two-page layout, size 20 x 33 inches, and appeared

for 3 insertions in the daily and once in the weekly

Examiner.

This is an example of the largest single advertis-

ing contract placed in that city and stated to be a

model of typographical effect. It is, indeed, an ad-

mirable advertisement from many standpoints.

From a printer's view it is a good ad., superior

to many and equal to most two-page layouts pre-

pared by larger stores with whom two-page spreads

have been fashionable of late. Some minor criti-

cisms are made regarding the possible use of 3-line

instead of two-line price quotations in upper corner

panels to secure better balance, but altogether it is

a splendid sheet and justifies fully every claim made

for it. It is clearly printed, not too set in appearance

and a practical model of printers' handicraft.

But, from a dry goods man's viewpoint, does a

2-page advertisement pay? Do the results in a town

of 20,000 people justify such a demonstration and

expenditure? While it is admitted that there are

reasons for meeting competition, it is questioned if

actual business return- arc sufficiently greater than

from a one-page layout and surely not as effective

These Values Best Tell Their Own Story

'

"-'- LVt:.~:,x"i-

Great Mid-Season Sale
Good News, Unexpected News, Intensely Interesting News

of Substantial Savings onWemted Seasonable Merchandise

,,M, ,

Sale Begins Promptly at 8:30 O'clock Saturday Morning, November the 18th

Here are listed Values Most Extraordinary

fvl^y

$6.90
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89c "^^l $1.98
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Great Mid-season Sale. — 2-page layout for Richard Hall & Son, Ltd., Peterborough. 4 insertions, :, dailies and 1 weekly
a record advertising stunt. This sheet is a model of typographical effects and a good example of printers'

handicraft. From a dry goods standpoint the reading matter and leaders might be more aggressive.
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as two separate pages at different times or for an
equal amount of space as contained in this contract
alloted at different periods. Publicity may remain
from such a layout, but although actual results are
hard to trace, it is doubtful if interest can be main-
tained after the first sale rush on the opening day.
Generally, the trend is to avoid creating unusual
records to be met another year and depending too

much on advertising. Many customers would not
take time to peruse such an array of items, which
in this case is over 100, unless they were more con-
densed. From a business standpoint and with de-

partment representation in view it might be possi-

ble to give more seasonable news at different times
instead of combining the whole thing.
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Sinclair & Stewart, Ltd., Summerside, P.E.I., one page a good
ad. wifli plenty of descriptive mutter, well-arranged cuts

and panels. Could have been made an exclusive fur
announcement with good results.

With such values as the heading talks of and
customers are lead to expect, it is also doubtful if

item values arc made aggressive enough. There are

leader-, and several of them, but having them in

occasional black panels or on sale for a stated time
would not tend to cheapen the standing of the firm

or class of trade catered to. The same crowd will be

on band anyway and extra enthusiasm might help
to close sales.

A sale is a sale and while each item may con-
tain essentially style news or correct information,
price is really the fundamental attraction and it is

for the advertiser to pass along his enthusiasm.

Even with these criticisms, this advertisement is

2 long way ahead of towns much larger than Peter-

borough, and in a class far in advance of average
methods of publicity used by dry goods merchants.

Good Fall Sheet

Sinclair & Stewart, Ltd., Summerside, P. E. I.,

submit an advertisement reproduced from The
Charlottetown Guardian. It is a good example and
should bring results, as values quoted are unusually
attractive. These are run frequently. This particu-
lar advertisement is devoted mostly to furs.

There is not much to say in criticizing this

sheet, as it is a good everyday announcement that
wears well. It deals with merchandise at the time
customers are looking for it and there is nothing to

detract in the manner in which it is told. Every
item is given sufficient white space, neatly outlined
or underlined in panels. Illustrations are up-to-date
and well arranged, headlines clean cut and typo-
graphical effects generally effective. It is a striking
Pall sheet.

With such prominence given to furs, any adver-
tiser could have made a decided hit for that depart-
ment by making an exclusive fur ad. In that way
there is an excuse for large amounts all through.
Barrettes at 5c are in great contrast with muskrat-
lined coats at $00. Stylish mink furs and excellent
selection do not coincide with the immediately fol-

lowing clearing of neckpieces at half price. It also

seems early in the season to warrant such extremes,
although odd furs might clean up better early than
later, and then they would be out of the way.

How Newman Does It

"Newman's Red Tag Sale" is a full-page layout,
size 17 x 24 inches, in 2 colors, red and black, which
ran as a newspaper announcement and house-to-
la iuse dodger.

W. S. Newman, of Perth, is a comparatively
new advertiser, who believes in putting on a sale and
doing it right. In preparing for this event, he closed
the store Friday to be ready for the Saturday rush.
This advertising is unique, when it is considered
that several business places have been successfully
handled which were bankrupt shops in the begin-
ning and have developed into stores serving these
different communities with well bought and assorted
stocks. Combined, these would make a departmental
store better than many in the larger cities. Mr.
Newman does not mind buying an occasional bank-
nipt, stock, and after holding a clearing sale divides
the balance up among his circle of stores, where, by
such aggressive efforts, it is passed along to his cus-
tomers. This is really one way to handle dry goods
profitably.

Naturally, the advertising sometimes savors a
little of the bankrupt sale idea and is handicapped
somewhat by local conditions, although when it

comes to values those quoted are attractive enough
to bring an enthusiastic response. In the first place
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there are pitfalls which possibly do not make so

much differencee in an actual clearing sale, but in a

growing established business extreme statements are

considered detrimental unless they can be lived up

to. One or two of these are noted, and it cannot be

claimed that any more customers are interested

through these statements than they would be without

them.

The opening date of the sale is given, but it is

not made emphatic enough that it is only for 10

days and closes on a stated date. Panels are well

arranged, and except for the Newman guarantee

and those two in the upper corners, could be used

to better advantage. They would be first class for

those value items which are considerably better than

usual as inducements to interest customers, one or

two of which are placed on view in the windows and

in prominent places within the store.

The relative arrangement of important depart-

ments could not be improved, but outside of this

the body items carried resolve themselves too much
into a list. For a sale and to interest customers, it

is 1 letter to adhere to single items, combining values

;i i one price, as for instance, "two big lots of laces

and insertions worth up to 15c, at 3c and 5c yard"

does not convey the attractiveness which this offer-

ing no doubt contained, and customers' curiosity

was not sufficiently aroused. While groceries are

listed and customers know prices better, the list is all

L
THE JOHN WHITE COMPANY LIMITED

Christmas advertising by The John White Co., Ltd., W Istoek,
our., in i iuiKiii.ii with completion of holiday decorations

;m.i denoting readiness to handle the Christmas rush.
A splendid example of seasonable publicity.

ihat i- uecessary, so long as prices are contrasted, but

for dry goods more descriptive matter would In- ;i

decided improvement.

It is suggested, therefore, that in after black

headlines a short descriptive or opening news about

departments should follow by items. These items

are prefaced with smaller black heading showing
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'Red Tag Sale"—two-color dodger and page in local newspapers,
to enthuse business after Thanksgiving. A good list of

leaders which could be improved with more descriptive
items and brightened with manufacturers' cuts.
A progressive sheet by W. S. Newman, Perth.

the gist of the offering, and then the article or gar-

ment, lot or assortment is concisely described in

either hand-set or machine-set news type.

If possible it is always better to have price quo-

tation in 2 or 3-line or even larger black type. Plain

figures are best. The main object is to create a de-

sire on the customer's part to inspect the goods and

the battle is won. Anybody can wrap up the goods,

and in case a skeptical customer needs convincing,

salesmen can rely on their own ability.

Campbell Bros., Woodstock, Retiring

Campbell Bros., dry goods merchants, Wood-

stock, are retiring, and their business is being taken

over by T. W. Gray & Son and ( hunt Anderson. The
firm name of Campbell Bros, came into existence

eleven years ago, when the Messrs. Campbell took

over the business of George Colbeck, in which they

had an interest. The subsequent success of this con-

cern is a tribute to progre.-.-ivc nut hods applied. The

firm established an excellent trade. Largely by reason

of the absolute reliability of their goods and a service

calculated to inspire the fullest confidence of their

customers—a confidence which was further enhanc-

ed by the personality of the members. Their succes-

sors, T. W. Gray it Son. are aggressive, enterprising,

capable, and will undoubtedly make the most of

their enlarged1 opportunities. A. local paper states:
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Mr. Gray and his son have taken possession after

one of the biggest monej deals that has transpired

in Woodstock."

The Increased Cotton Yield

Latest reports from the Census Bureau, gives the

total amount of cotton ginned up to December 1 at

12,814,832 bales, against 10, 139,712 last year, 8,-

876,886 two years ago, and 11,008,661 three years

ago. It has strengthened many in the opinion thai

the total output of at least 15,500,000 is to be looked

for.

The returns from Georgia were somewhat di-ap-

pointing, but this can be accounted for by a period

of unfavorable weather. Europe has not generally

believed in the 15,000,000 bale crop, but has strictly

adherred to the 14,500,000. "As Europe has bought
cotton at 2 to 4 cents higher than the present figures,

it is to their interest to maintain present quotations,"

says a close observer.

The situation at the present time is that the South
is very bearish, the Northern speculators are follow-

ing the lead of the South, the spinners are buying

slowly (less than last year), and the European mer-

chants and spinners are buying cotton every day at

higher prices than America sells it. The situation

is the reverse of what it was last year, when America

was long of cotton at loUc and 16c, and Europe was

short of it. Now America is selling short at 8%c, and

Europe is buying it in large quantities.

HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied by sellers, but
for which the editors of the " Review" do
not necessarily hold themselves responsible

INEXPENSIVE PAPER BALERS
Increased profits result from sav-

ings on minor things and by remov-

ing small leaks within a store, pro-

vided cost of doing so is not prohibi-

tive and expenditure is justified by

results.

Paper balers make an asset of the

accumulations of waste paper and en-

sure cleanliness, besides removing a

source of danger from fires. The cost

of a paper baler is soon offset by the

proceeds resulting from the sale of

otherwise lost, unsightly and neglect-

ed piles of salable waste paper and
the attendant neatness resulting by

having an understood method of hand^

ling this usually overlooked source of

n venue.

Merchants are ' recognizing that

waste paper is an asset, an every day

saving, and are becoming more inter-

ested in the assistance of paper bal-

ers.

The most approved makes of

presses concentrate force to produce

maximum density to the contents of

the baler with the least amount of

applied energy. A saving of space is

also to be considered and weight is

important but strength and service

must not be overlooked.

The Davenport Mfg. Co., Davenport,

Iowa, manufacture waste paper bal-

ers combining these attributes with

the added advantages that prices do

not prohibit turning waste paper to

profit account. To operate this ma-
chine requires the services of one

person, who can be held directly re-

sponsible for the work. With proper

facilities there is no excuse for ne-

glect. When bales of waste paper are

disposed at best prices the revenue

does not take long to offset the first

costs and time involved. Paper
presses are then a daily source of pro-

fit.

SITUATION VACANT

Dry goods salesman wanted for a
growing Western town. Must be a window
trimmer and card writer. Neat stock-keeper

and pushing salesman. Young, energetic man
preferred. Applicants will give references ot
present or last employer. State experience and
salary enpecied. Address Box 33, DRY GOQDS
REVIEW, Toronto. (1)

SITUATION WANTED
EXPERIENCED Salesman, thoroughly acquain-

ted in the Maritime Provinces, i» open for
engagement between September loth and

June 1st yearly. A commission arrangement
will be considered. Address "Maritime, - ' DRY
GOODS REVIEW. Toronto.
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His Year-End Message

'0U ask me what is my year-end message to

men's clothiers and furnishers?" said the

head of a nourishing business. "1 would urge upon

every man and boy of them the importance of taking

stock. I do not refer particularly to material goods.

but to opportunities. 1 can tell you of many hard-

working, conscientious men who are plodding along

within reach of larger, more satisfactory business.

which they never attain merely because they do not

loot about them. Hard work will force results, but

hard work that is not well directed is one of the most

disheartening things that a man can think of. When
,i merchant has reached a certain age, and looking

back finds that it has been plod, plod, plod, always

along the same level, there is no great honor in it

for him if he has not by "taking stock" benefited

by the advantages which always accrue from active

experience. Every man should ask himself if he

has in stock sufficient of that foresight, that initi-

ative, that business tact, which, when properly ap-

plied, keep- the customers coming. That is my year-

end message, and f am going to take it seriously

to myself."

Didn't Use His Staff

A MERCHANT who had made it his policy to

mingle freely with his employes, and had, by
his attitude, encouraged an unusual degree of

familiarity, has recently had reason to ask himself
whether it had not paid him better to be more re-

served, more dignified, though always approachable.
Due to the worry resulting from close application

to detail- which should have been assigned to re-

sponsible members of the staff, this merchant has had
to spend several week- under the doctor'- care—

a

case of nervous prostration. This did him little

good, as be was in constant anxiety about his busi-

ness.

Returning to the office, he found that one mem-
ber of the staff had had sufficient executive ability

to so reorganize things that there was none of the

old time indifference, and not the same tendency

to hang around and be sociable, which he admits he

had previously encouraged, though unconsciously.

The merchant was delighted, but was somewhat
chagrined when, on passing an employee of long-

standing, the latter held out his hand and said,

"Hello. George, old sport, glad to see you on your

pins again." The employer ignored the salutation,

and that evening held a conference of his staff at

which he expressed approval of the changes made
and emphasized the fact that henceforth matters

would be run differently.

At the present time the merchant says he is feel-

ing better and that business is running smoothly.

Moral.—It requires nothing short of a doctor to

show some men where thev fall down and to give

others their chance to make good.

How They Do It in England

IN explanation of the preference which a certain

class of Americans show for the British tailor, a

citizen of the United States confesses that he goes

to Loudon once in a while to indulge himself in the

luxury of imagining that he is somebody. He is

received by that dignified personage, the British

tailor, not as a mere applicant for a suit of clothes,

but as the "patron" of an institution maintained to

support the dignity of a gentleman in the sartorial

style which a proud nation is accustomed to expect

of members of his privileged class. The cutter looks

like a college professor at the least, and wearing a

gentle dignity hardly less scholarly. He endeavors

to create the illusion that his attention to the case

in hand is his privilege and almost his sob- concern

in life. The customer takes his departure with an

agreeable elation. In the matter of payment, the cus-

tomer is served, not with a cold-blooded C.O.D., ac-

companying the garment, but with a bill in proper

season, marked "discount for cash," to -bow thai

customers are not expected to pay within the next

year or so, except by way of satisfying a disposition

to save odd shillings.



Exchanging GiftGlovesBoughtElsewhere
Salesmen Express Interesting Views in Symposium on an After Christmas
Problem — Majority Would Oblige Customers on Reasonable Conditions
— Instances That Show Wisdom of This Course — The Prize Winners

WINNERS OF SALESMANSHIP COMPETT
TION.

1—F. J. Wilson, London.

2—Peter Duff, Bracebridge.

3—A. E. Edgar, Windsor

THE salesmanship problem submitted in the

last number of the Men's Wear Review is

one that conies into prominence following

the Christinas season. Although largely a matter

of policy, a great deal depends upon the manner in

which the salesman handles the proposition in the

presence of the customer. An attitude suggestive of

displeasure or resentment would certainly be unwise,

whether the article was exchanged or not. On the

other hand, an impression that exchanges under these

circumstances were of frequent or general occurrence,

rather than merely a personal obligation, would seem

to be ill-advised. The merchant has to consider, that

in taking a course calculated to retain a customer i;

might be injudicious on his part to encourage un-

reasonable use of the privilege either by this customer

or by those people to whom she may report the mat-

ter. There are many circumstances sure to confront

the merchant, all likely to affect his judgment in

the matter, and. hence, it would seem difficult to

adhere to hard and fast rules.

The majority of replies received express the wil-

lingness to exchange the gloves, maintaining that a

pleased customer is more desirable than one offended

by refusal of his request. In some cases reasonable

conditions are attached to the accommodation, and

in others different methods are suggested whereby

the problem might be satisfactorily dealt with.

Several practical instances are cited. Mr. Tobey,

of Trudell & Tobey, Hamilton, who presented in-

teresting and enlightening views on the last problem,

contributes also to the present symposium. In the

cases he presents, it certainly appears that it has paid

him well to oblige the customer-.

Different Methods Adopted
F. I. Wilson, London, to whom first prize is

awarded, replies as follows:

—

The problem of exchanging other makers' gloves

is certainly a difficult one, now that nearly all gloves

are sold with some kind of guarantee, or have to be

fitted, and yon so often find in gloves a tight thumb
or an imperfection in lit or sewing, and if a line of

gloves you do not handle, you cannot return to the

maker. One always wishes to be obliging, as you,

get more customers in that way than any other. Will

give some ways we have managed this same question

with satisfaction to the customer, and also without

loss to the department. The first answer I would

make would be:

"Certainly, we will exchange the gloves with

pleasure, if they are a line we handle, as it does not

matter whether bought in New York or Toronto, if

we handle the same line, as the guarantee goes with

all our gloves."

On looking I find we have in .-lock the same

gloves, so willingly exchange them.

But. if on looking I find we have not this make
of gloves in stuck, but find inside the glove the name
of the house where purchased, suggest to the custo-

mer to "mail them back to the house where they

were purchased, state the size wanted, and you will

have them by the next mail, without troubling your

friend."

The customer has never thought of this, is much
obliged and quite satisfied.

Another way. If we cannot find out where pur-

chased on looking at the hand and the glove to be

exchanged, find that- the glove looks large, for the

size marked, we suggest stretching the glove and fit-

ting it. We have several times found this to work

all right, and the customer delighted.

There is one way we have sometimes obliged a

customer, providing you know them well, when you

could not do any of the other things, and you really

wanted them to know that you were most willing to

do anything to oblige them. This plan is to suggest

leaving the gloves and we would sell and fit them,

and if we found them all right would credit the

amount to them. In these ways the department will

not suffer by any of the above methods, and the cus-

tomers aiv pleased.

Obligation and Suggestion

Peter Duff, Bracebridge, to whom the second

prize is awarded, would address the customer thus:—

"Yes, I will be glad to change them for you, as you

will then get the use of your present as intended.

You cannot very well send them back with good grace

and ask for another size, so I'll be pleased to accom-

modate you. It gives us an odd pair, but still we are

selling cloves every day. and we can easily sell them,
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and you know it's a pleasure to us to see you wearing

a pair of 'our gloves.'
'

I would tihen ask if there was nothing else in. sax-

underwear or some other line, in the department, and

I feel sure I would gain a new customer, or if an

old one, make him feel more attached to the store.

The gloves, though not properly a line we carried,

could be sold without loss, and the customer would

not forget the accommodation.

Not long ago I exchanged a pair of shoes for a,

i ustomer that she had bought in one of the big de-

partment stores. Mobile making the exchange 1

diplomatically showed her that our values were quite

as good, that she would have saved express and that

she would have been perfectly fitted. She has been

a 2,-ood customer ever since. Other sales will in most

cases be made either by introduction, or the customer

will try and think of something after being thus

accommodated.

Three Alternatives

The third prize is awarded to A. E. Edgar,

Windsor, whose reply follows:

—

When approached by any person who desims to

exchange an article that has not been purchased

from the store, the merchant can do either one of

three things.

1—Refuse point plank to exchange anything not

purchased at his store. To do this a merchant must

sometimes offend persons who are regular customer's.

2—Refuse all cases, except those of well-known

customers. In this way he offends those he does not

favor.

3—Exchange freely all goods brought to the store

in good salable condition—provided (a) the store

carries the line to be exchanged, and (b) the store

has the size desired.

In every case it is the best policy to send every

one away from the store well pleased with the treat-

ment they have received.

In these, days of freedom of speech a person who
is inclined may do any merchant considerable harm
by talking adversely about his or her treatment there.

On the other hand, there is a wdiole lot of truth in

the old saying, "a satisfied customer is the store's best.

advertisement."

The buyer who never comes back, the patron who
has a grudge, and the dissatisfied buyer are a mer-

chant's worst enemies. The fewer these are the better

chance a merchant has for reaping final success.

After all, it is a small thing. The number of

persons who will ask for an exchange of goods pur-

chased elsewhere are few. Taken in comparison with

the store's business the exchanges of this character

will become insignificant. But considered as an op-

portunity to please a patron the opportunity is great.

Montreal Merchants' Views
They Favor Exchanging the Gloves if Still

in Good Condition— Instances Which Prove

the Wisdom of This Course.

Montreal, Dec. 12.—While the merchant is al-

ways more or less meeting customers who wish to ex-

change some article purchased elsewhere, probably

the most marked instances of this kind is apparent

after the Christmas holidays. Many persons are in

receipt of presents of gloves, ties, etc., from a distant

.friend; and the size or color is not right. In many
instances the merchant is approached by this person,

and requested to change the article.

The question is, "Should the merchant exchange

articles obtained in this manner?" Many different

excuses are offered why the goods should be exchang-

ed, ami each has to be considered in turn.

hi view of this problem, several men's wear mer-

chants in Montreal were interviewed. Their opin-

ions differ somewhat; but the majority favor making
the exchange.

One dealer said: "I would certainly make the ex-

change, if it was within reason. Our policy is to

please the public. Many firms spend dollars and
dollars advertising goods and methods; invite the

public to come to the store that keeps the right goods,

etc. ; and after the customer comes, he is treated with

indifference if some request is made that does not

accord with the rules of the establishment. So as

far as this customer is concerned, all future adver-

tising would go for naught.

"It is our policy to spend less for newspaper ad-

vertising, and allow more for expenses accrued

through depreciation of goods returned, etc. A cer-

tain sum of money expended in this way will bring

more and more lasting results, than money spent in

any other way. A satisfied customer needs no special

looking after—he is one.

"Some of the merchants may not think this is

good merchandising. I will illustrate the manner
in which this system works, by a few instances that

have occurred in our store. These instances prove

to a great degree the fruitfulness of exchanging

goods.

"Not long ago a gentleman came in our store with

several collars that had been purchased in another

city. They did not fit as well as he thought they

would when making the purchase. He asked me
if I would exchange them for another style of collar.

As we keep the same brand asthe gentleman wished

to exchange, we cheerfully did so. A few day- after

this incident occurred, the gentleman returned with

a friend who purchased a large amount of goods from

inc.

"In another instance we exchanged a vest that

had been worn to a formal gathering. It did not fit

as -well as the customer would like to have it fit. Al-
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though 'the vest was soiled .-lightly, I made the ex-

change: had the garment relaundered, and sold it at

cost. The customer who returned the vest, made a

purchase of over $10 worth of articles before leaving.

"In all these cases 1 sold an additional order

when the goods were exchanged. And although a

little time and trouble were expended, we were fully

paid when everything was taken into consideration.

Beside this, we have a valuable asset in the people

that received satisfactory treatment in these trans-

actions.

'"In case a sale is made from our own stock, that

does not suit or is found unsatisfactory, we exchange

ihe articles, or refund the amount paid, if the cus-

tomer wishes us to do so. While there are mer-

chants who do not make any refunds, and whose

business -bows the effect of the system adhered to, \\v

plan to continue our present policy, which we are

sure is the cause of our regular increase in amount
of business done from month to month.''

Another experienced men's and boys' merchant

gives a few important fact- along the line of exchang-

ing goods bought at other places, or sent as presents.

He says:

"We are in the habit of exchanging goods in cer-

tain cases. If a customer of ours requests us to

oblige him, we certainly try to do so. If goods are

purchased at our store, and are found to be unsatis-

factory, or otherwise, we endeavor 'to satisfy each

and every customer: But we draw a line at the

border or extreme cases that seem to be just a case of

imposition on the part of the person who wishes to

make the exchange.

"While there are some merchants that we know

of, who will not even exchange an article for a cus-

tomer who made the purchase in their store, we do

not think this policy is a good one. By drawing the

dividing line too tight, there are sure to be a cer-

tain amount of people who will get offended and

stay away from the offending establishment. These

people not only stay away themselves, but influence

their friends to do likewise. It is becoming more

generally recognized that the right policy to follow

at the present time, is, 'to try to please.' The mer-

chant who makes this point the chief 'plank' in the

store's rules, will see the day that he will be reward-

ed by having a long list of patriotic customers who
do their own shopping at this store, and advise friends

to follow their example."

"Tins is a problem in the ladies' department a-

well as in the men'-: and in some localities, it is

generally the women that have articles to exchange.

Quite often a man will not take the trouble to ex-

change an article after it is bought and paid for.

But there are few women that will let the matter

drop so easily. They demand satisfaction. This is

apparent after the Christmas gift- have been re-

ceived, and it is found that some are not just the

righl size or shade. Tt is then the merchant is given

a chance to exercise the policy of the store. Many
policies are in vogue by merchants in different part.s

of the country. Probably the policy of "changing

articles in certain cases," is the one mostly used. If

a, customer requests the merchant to exchange an

article that was received from a friend as a Christ-

mas gift, the request should be granted, if the article

is in first-class condition."

The foregoing is the opinion of a buyer for a large

glove department. lie thinks the merchant should

take the trouble to exchange an article, if the same
can be resold without, loss. Of course, this method
should be carried out with care, so as not to allow

people to take advantage of this liberal policy.

Good Will Is Preferable
Tobey, of Hamilton, Cites Some Instances

That Prove It— Took Back Gloves and Made
Customer Solid — His Card System.

Discussing this problem as one of importance to

the men's wear dealer, Mr. Tobey, of Trudell &
Tobey, was asked how he would deal with it. He
replied as follows:

"How would 1 handle this exchange problem ac

Christmas time? I can just tell you an instance

that happened here. When a man opens up in a

new city he .uets all the tightwads and cranks the

first six months. We had one man and his brother,

who conduct a large business here, but are tighter

than bark to a. tree, wander in the store about twice

a week for three months, and never buy a dollar's

worth, and just take up our elegant time. They had
l Ken here in the city so long they had a regular

place to trade, but we never sold them a copper's

worth. I began to feel like firing them the next

time either one of them came in.

"The week following Christmas, the first year we

were here—that is the holiday week—the hardest

nut. of the two came in with a pair of gloves that his

father had sent him from Collingwood or some-

where up there, and gave me the very song that you

have in your article. I didn't have the glove, at

Leasi the same make, and I just felt like giving him
a good swift upper cut, and a roasting into the bar-

gain, to have the nerve to ask me to change those

gloves. I concluded he was worrying about the cost

of the postage on sending them up north again.

Won Ovee Those Brothers.

"However. I thought I would feel him and see

why he came to me. I almost threw a fit when I

wormed out of him that the store where he had been

trading for years had refused to make the exchange.

Something told me to change those gloves. I did.

and gave him another pair better than the ones he
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Mr. Merchant:

I would like at this season of

the year to meet you face-to-

face, clasp your hand, and

thank you for your co-opera-

tion during the past year.

This is not possible, however,

so we'll just

Shake Here

5(9* fc?* (^*

ZBlap pouv Gftvistmas

be a flllevvp one

Bnd tfye coming peav

bring pon abundant

pvospevitp.

^* it?* ^?*

The
Robert Ryan Co.

Three Rivers, P.Q. The man behind the "Ryan Guarantee"
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had. He went out. That will be four years ago the

last week of December. Since then he and his

brother and friends have been splendid customers,

buying the best goods we have without any trouble,

and only last Fall his father was down on a visit.

and he bought him a line overcoat and a suit of

clothes.

"I would just ask the question here, did it pay?

I generally make it a point to take the worst of it

a good many times, as a man's good-will, no matter

who he is, is better than his ill-will.

Roasted and Lost Him.

"Some twenty years agP' 1 worked for Ridley &
Co., of Chatham, in the days when merchants asked

one price and took another for a suit of clothes. Mr.

Ridley wouldn't do business that way. A wealthy

old farmer offered me less than the price of a suit.

Instead of letting him go out and take a chance on

his return, I roasted him. Last Fall some time

there was a meeting of one of the lodges of Ontario

here in Hamilton. That same old man was a dele-

gate, and he knew one of the heads of the Hamilton

street railway system, who was an old ex-Kent Coun-

ty boy. He had hard work getting the old man to

come in to see me. This little quarrel had passed

out of my mind twenty years ago.

'The first words that old man said to me were:

'Mr. Tobey, I guess our quarrel has stood long

enough.' It Hashed over me in a second, the row

we had twenty years ago. I lost that man's trade

for the man 1 worked for, and also his trade and

his son's trade in our own store after we got into

business for sixteen years, which would have been a

big item. It just shows you how careful a man has

to be, and his clerks as well.

"You know when a clerk is from about eighteen

to twenty-five, he is pretty fresh, and drives many a

man away from the store, especially if he is stuck

on himself at all. That old man bought some goods

from me here, and I'll bet he is trading with our

Chatham store right now, since we made up. With

me it was only a passing incident of the day twenty

years ago, and I forgot it, but the customer hung on

to it for twenty years, and forgot to spend any money
with your humble servant, Tobey, either with his

I H iss or in his own store.

Suiting-s, overcoatings and trouserings from the Spring- line of the Fit-Rite Clothing Co., Montreal. In these, grey

and brown shades, with neat patterns, predominate. Top row, three samples reading from left in second row
and two middle patterns in bottom row, are suitings. First sample on left at bottom is one of the new
trouserings, and those at right of second and third rows are overcoatings. The only sample in which

blue appears is the third in top row. showing delicate white stripe.
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They Hold

the Boys
and when you can
furnish pants that a

boy can't get through
in a short lime, you
get the trade for not
only the boys' pants,

suits, etc., but you
get fathers' as well;

and if you sell wo-
men's wearables, mo-
ther will fall in tine

when she replenishes
her wardrobe. The

"Jackson"
Bloomers

will hold the boys in-

definitely. Theystand
the wear where others
fail. Prices. $6.00 to

$18.00 per dozen.

Boys' Overalls in black, blue and khaki,

$4.00 to $6.00 per dozen.

ORDER BY MAIL. ASK FOR SAMPLES.

THE JACKSON MFG CO., CLINTON

"The Jaxkson Bloomer"

CLINTON
FACTORIES

:

GODERICH and EXETER

"KINGEDWARD"
SUSPENDERS
Retail QQ Price

Easily the best value in suspenders The comfort-

promoting construction and excellent finish of " King

Edward" Suspenders make them very rapid sellers

Berlin Suspender Co., Ltd.

BERLIN ONTARIO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.



Trimmers , Enthusing for Convention
Competitions to be Announced in January — Decorator's Views — Several

Leading Features Assured for Program — Much Interest Manifested

THE Convention of Canadian window trimmers

and card-writers to be held in Toronto dur-

tlie second week of August, 191*2, is an

assured success. There is enthusiasm on every hand.

An immediate response from trimmers representing

both large and small establishments and liberal co-

operation promised by manufacturers, gives every

reason for the gratifying outcome, both of the com-

petition to be announced in January and the Con-

Count On Harry Hollinsworth

Harry Hollinsworth, the Robert Simpson Co .

Toronto
— "I think the Canadian association a

good thing, and you can count on me in doing

anything I can to promote its welfare. The

members will always find my room at Simpson's

open to them at any time they wish to come in.

Any information I can give or anything I can

do for them I will do it with pleasure—wishing

the association every success."

vention itself. Letters received from the foremost

men. both in Canada and United States, warrant the

statement that the best talent is available. This in

itself is sufficient to convey to both card-writers and

trimmers some idea of benefits to be had in attending

the meetings.

Assistance of Experts Assured.

Several inquiries fur membership have been re-

ceived from trimmers since the organization meeting.

Most prominent Canadian decorators have joined

and several have been approached with the object of

having them take leading parts in the Convention

programme. Although nothing definite has been

decided upon, there are experts willing to give what-

ever assistance may be required.

Congratulatory letter- expressing the goodwill of

The National Window Trimmers' Association from

the President, many of its officers and leading mem-
bers have been received. Merchants in different lo-

calities are assisting and advising their window men
and card-writers to join, fully realizing that better

results will be shown in merchandising and store

decoration, through co-operation and increased aven-

ues of information.

During the first week of this month over 250

letters were sent out to window decorators and card-

writers throughout Canada. In each of these was en-

closed a membership blank and an invitation to join.

Each member will be sent an Association pin of neat

resign to be worn in the coat lapel. These will be

forwarded directly after the Christmas holidays as a

receipt of membership. Notwithstanding the Christ-

mas rush, many trimmers found time to return their

membership blanks and also to interest other pros-

pective members in their vicinity. The necessity for

immediate reply is urged upon each trimmer so that

complete arrangements for the various competitions

can he made at once. Most of all, plan for holidays

to coincide with Convention dates.

Man i 1 a< turers Interested.

At the same time several letters were written to

prominent fixture, store decorating and equipment

manufacturers, informing them of the competition

announcement in January and soliciting their co-

operation. They were also notified of the Convention

in August and asked to assist. The opportunity for

meeting ami placing themselves in touch with these

trimmers was pointed out, as well as the fact that

they could materially add to the success and enthu-

siasm of the Convention. It was also felt in writing

them, that, having received such intimation, there

con Id be no reason for claiming that advantage was

being taken by several manufacturers who are al-

ready donating special prizes and whose names will

appear in conjunction therewith in the allotment of

prizes. However, it is practically certain that all

manufacturers aiming at better window dressing and

display methods will lie pleased to assist in every way.

and will be on hand either for the competition or at

the Convention, or both.

Minor matters in this respect will be arranged be-

fore the end of the year and suggestions received

from different manufacturers acted upon.

Lecture on Window Display

Geo. J. Cowan, Chicago
—"Was very much

interested in the newly formed association of

Canadian window trimmers, and want to let you

know that I think this association a very good

idea. Personally, I will be glad to be of any

help to you all at any time.

"Will be pleased to deliver my lecture on

window display, using about 200 lantern slides, at

any of your conventions. Here is good luck to

the Canadian Association.

The Association is to be congratulated on its re-

ception by manufacturers, growth in membership,

coming competition and arrangement of the Con-

vention programme.
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Unit on left of the window illustrated.
Fixtures used cost $7.60.

Central unit in window of evening- wear.
Fixtures used cost a trifle over $1'-'.

fixtures for the unit on the right of
the window. Cost $H 10.

This interesting array of fixtures is submitted in reply to

a letter of inquiry from a window trimmer, who states that
the boss has handed him $30 for fixtures to begin the year
with. He wishes to spend the money to good advantage.

A -triking evening wear window of three units, the lixtures for which cost a trifle more than $25.
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Ryan
of Glove Fame

the name that in itself is a guarantee of

perfection and good value in gloves. Years

of experience and steady improvement in the

manufacture of gloves have placed the

"RYAN" Brand head and shoulders above
its competitors.

It's the New Process
of tanning the leather that gives our gloves

that pliable yet firm feel and waterproof

quality which enables us to attach our
unqualified guarantee to every pair we
turn out.

And not the least consideration in stocking

the "RYAN" gloves is the fact that they

are scientifically correct in cut (the cut

means the fit) correctly sewn (meaning no
ripping) and perfectly finished. Don't let

these facts be overlooked, but get in touch

with the "RYAN" Brand to-day.

ASK YOUR WHOLESALER.

The Robert
E. H. Walsh & Co., Selling Agents, Toronto
Branch Offices : Montreal, Winnipeg, Vancouver

Please 'mention The Review in Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Gloves
—the Quality Kind

Quality of leather, quality of workmanship,
quality of fittings. Every detail of the
" RYAN " made glove is the acme of perfec-

tion. The two samples here shown are

among our leaders and in every sense

of the phrase

Wear Like a Hog's Nose
for every kind of use they can be put to.

Our washable "Horse-Hide" and "Peccary
Hogskin" gloves meet the most stringent

requirements. They are made with welted

fingers, "wristfit" fasteners, sewn with

waxed thread, and are soft and pleasant to

the touch.

In buying :'RYAN" gloves you buy the

lowest priced handwear consistent with

good quality.

ASK YOUR WHOLESALER.

Ryan Company
Three Rivers, Que.

(RYAN)

Exact
Reproduction
Photographed
from Sample

(RYAN)

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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Good Material for Programme.

In reporting progress for the programme, it seems

to be the general opinion that, as far as possible,

Canadian talent should be employed and there are

Would Impart Valuable
Information

Jerome K. Koerber, Straubridge and Clothier,

Philadelphia
—"In reference to your proposal to

have me address the Canadian Decorators' As-

sociation at their annual convention, would say

that I see no reason why I could not comply with

your request.

"In addressing this body of trimmers, I

would be pleased to impart information, which
would be of value both to beginners and more
experienced men."

plenty of experienced men with sufficient scope, in

touch frequently w>'h New York and Chicago, to

take charge and ensure a profitable entertainment.

They feel they could impart this valuable informa-

tion to members of the Association through their

actual experiences with requirements underlying dry

goods condition-.

These trimmers are fortunate in being connected

with large concerns, have large spending power and

lumbers of windows. They fully understand the

difficulties by which average trimmers are handi-

capped, and are therefore better able to handle im-

portant matters intelligently.

All these claims are being carefully considered

by the executive, who are anxious to make the first

Convention an event to be remembered, realizing

that the future success of the Association depends on

the attractions of its first Convention.

Will Eelp the Boys Along.

Several hading program numbers are being con-

sidered, which can be carried out and these are now
placed before members for their consideration.

H. Hollinsworth, Robt. Simpson Co., Toronto, is

willing to do all in his power to help the boys along

and it is planned to have him deliver a lecture on

one of the many subjects of importance now before

window trimmers. This, he is qualified to do and

his addie-.- on whatever subject he may present will

be enough in itself to warrant trimmer.- attending

the Convention.

A Stereopticon Lecture.

A stereopticon lecture by Geo. J. Cowan, Chicago,

member of the executive of the N. A. W. T. and one

of the best informed men on the art of window dis-

play in America, will be a feature This illustrated

lecture comprises over 200 beautiful views from Con-

tinental, United States and Canadian stores. It was

delivered before the N.A.W.T. Convention last year,

as one of the most entertaining parts of their pro-

gram. It takes about two hours to deliver and covers

the best window work of several years. It will be

improved with this year's windows, showing new
backgrounds, unit arrangements and drapes, beauti-

ful settings and examples in which there is a host of

ideas to be worked out by smaller trimmers to suit

their display space Many details as to cost, where

each display is strong or weak, the development

gradually unfolded of the window art of the past ten

years are presented in a way that cannot fail to be

appreciated by fellow window trimmers.

Drape Living Models.

It is proposed that E. R. Burns, of The Robt.

Simpson Co., also give demonstrations on living

models, showing the latest Fall season drapes for

1912. All the very newest fixtures, including ap-

proved methods of draping them, combinations of

colors and trimmings and personal instructions how
to complete will be given during the Convention.

Units and Completed Trims.

A novel scheme planned is to show a window

setting and a half dozen stands draped in different

effects and their relative positions to each other in

the completed trim. It is also being arranged that

any trimmer requesting information will be indi-

vidually instructed how to perfect whatever drape he

wishes to learn and be helped until he has mastered

its outlines. The idea is to give a suggestive, as well

as practical demonstration to fit with the experiences

the many trimmers present. It will be a class of

different views, and drapes shown will be fully up to

the minute, but diversified so as to appeal to numer-

ous tastes

Koerbeh Willing to Lecture.

Jerome A. Koerber, with Strawbridge & Clothier,

Philadelphia, has one of the largest and best arrang-

ed decorating departments in United States, with

seventeen men with him all the year round. He is

constantly answering queries from trimmers and is

considered an authority on advance style drapes and

period windows. He is heing asked to address the

Ottawa Man Enthusiastic

Fred Ashfield, Bryson-Graham, Ltd., Ottawa

—

"Your letter of recent date to hand. In reply

would say that I take great pleasure in enclosing

membership fee, and will do all I can to help

the good work along. Hoping that I will be able

to join the bunch in August."

N.A.W.T. Convention and it is hoped will be able to

arrange a visit to Toronto directly afterward in the

interests of Canadian trimmers. It is his intention

to carry out an educative campaign with photo-.
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GOOD GOAT LIKINGS
ARE ESSENTIAL

IF YOU WISH TO PLEASE YOUR CUSTOMERS

He
(Copyright)

Showcardsor BooKlets if de-ired may be had by
applying through Wholesale Importing Houses.

PA TTERNS SHO WING EITHER
FINISH can be had on application to

THE BRADFORD DYERS'
ASSOCIATION, Ltd.

39, Well street :i Bradford

w
H
v
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Why Pay Laundry
for linen collars when the Kant KracK gives
the same dressed appearance without the ex
peuse, and in addition, is more easily put on
and more comfortable to wear?

Special features are the Patented flexihle
lip that receives the strain in front and makes
Hie tit perfect and the patent slit in the back
which prevents the annoying pressure I r

the back button. The

Coated-Linen Fabric
halves laundry bills and gives a clean. dress\
collar all the time. Look to the name
Kant KracK for big collar business.

MADE IN CANADA BY

THE
Parsons & Parsons

CANADIAN CO.
Hamilton :: Ontario

II

m
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sketches and timely talk on high-grade and sales

windows to give both beginners and experienced

trimmers comprehensive ideas of general schemes

and the importance of style influences. It will be

presented in a broad way, as the result of thorough

and diligent study and actual experiences.

There are very few trimmers who are not famil-

iar with the qualifications of Jerome A. Keorber to

discuss display methods from a fashion standpoint

and give advance style news with its proper influence

on the window trimmers 7

work. These comparisons

of style periods ami -ingestions for carrying out sali-

ent style notes through simple changes in drapes is

recognized by trimmers as a great help in portraying

all-important Paris influences. It is in anticipating

these effects that spells success at the season openings

and in placing newest styles intelligently before cus-

tomers. Anything on these subjects, especially by

such a clever window expert will be listened to with

interest, by Canadian trimmers.

For the Card-Writers.

The attractions for card-writers are being pre-

pared and will be fully mentioned later. It is sufti-

ent at this time to state that next year's work will be

Congratulations From the Other
Side

M. Hoffstadt, Knoxville, Tenn., President N.

A. W. T. of A.
— " Noted article regarding the

organization of Canadian trimmers. Wish to

congratulate all on the way meeting was con-

ducted. I also wish to say if there is anything

I can do for you do not hesitate to write me."

much improved and the interest of card-writers main-

tained from Jan. 1st, when the competition is first

announced. There will be incentive enough and the

Executive are arranging with practical men to take

charge. It will be decided shortly, what subject or

scope the Convention will have and who will handle

this important branch. Card-writers will be fully

looked after, but negotiations have not advanced

sufficiently to make any further statement at the

moment
The Competition.

Now for the competition ! It will be announced

in January 1st Special Spring Number of Dry Good-^

Review and from present indications, even the com-

mittees themselves will be surprised. A careful study

of locality conditions is being made by the Prize and

Reception Committees, and awards will follow their

decisions with this largely in view. Everybody will

have a chance. Trimmers are informed that as the

competition commences with the New Year, they

should be interested from the beginning and it will

be necessary to include all classes of windows for the

aggregate for which a very valuable prize is to be

offered. Watch for the announcement in next num-
ber.

Enthusiasm and Good Fellowship.

The best of good fellowship and enthusiasm ha-;

marked the promotion of the Association so far and
it has been entirely free from that display of aloof-

ness resulting from any feeling of superiority. As
one trimmer expresses it, "I have yet to see the man
that knows it all and generally find him out of a job."

Plaited Fancy Half Hose
Montreal, Dec. 1.—The latest in hosiery is an

artificial silk half hose plaited with mercerized cotton

in fancy effects. Cue manufacturer who has been

experimenting with artificial silk for some time, has

produced a plaited halt-hose in fancy effects. A
leading number of this line is in a two-tone, which,

aided by the lustre of the brilliant fabric, is very

attractive. In fact, the same can be said of all arti-

ficial silk hosiery. It looks fine. If appearances were

all that were necessary in hosiery to satisfy the ul-

timate consumer, there would be a bright future for

artificial goods.

In justice to artificial silk-plaited hosiery, it must
l>e said that it is infinitely superior to the pure arti-

ficial silk thread. Being reinforced by a weave of

mercerized cotton, there is some backbone to it. It

is a question, however, whether after being washed
there will be anything left of the artificial silk-plait-

ed hosiery besides the plaiting—that is, the mercer-

ized cotton. Hut this is a matter of more interest to

the buyer.

There is one thing that is significant in the de-

velopment of artificial silk-plaited hosiery, and that

is the outgrowth of the popularity of plaited silk

hosiery as a 25 cent article. Plaited silks were the

first to be put on the market at 25 cents a pair. They
were closely followed by spun silk, labelled as pure

silk, and later on a genuine article was produced

that sold for 25 cents. Between plaited, spun and
pure silk thread at 25 cent-, there has been a keen

struggle; and the opinion of manufacturers and buy-

ers is that plaited goods have come off victorious.

And there is one reason for the survival of plaited

hosiery, and that is, that it has a reasonable amount
of durability.

Because of the need of a specially constructed

machine to produce it, the output of the plaited-

hosiery has been comparatively small. Recently, it

has been learned that several mills have installed

these special knitting machines, and that thej are

anticipating a very good demand for silk-plaited

goods next Summer.

—

Journal of Commerce
;
New

York.
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COLLARS
Here we show one of the biggest sellers in 2 for 25c.

collars in Canada— the Success "Angus."

This is a good double collar— not extreme, perfectly

made and perfectly uniform. This is the biggest seller in the

Success range. Ask your..Wholesaler— specify "SUCCESS."

*ill<mfcea£

Please 'mention The Review to Advertisers and Their I rnveler*.
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CLOTHING FOR MEN AND BOYS

m
Boys' Wash Lines Ready
Shown to Trade in January — Style Notes
— Splendid Materials for Mid-summer Sell-

ing—Some Sightly Garments.

MANUFACTURERS are busily preparing

novelty samples of boys' college suits, Bus-

ter suits, overalls, rompers, and bloomer

knickers for January delivery. Designers have re-

turned from New York during the past, two weeks

and are adding new styles or different cloths to tone

up their placing ranges. There is the assurance of

the last word in boys' styles included in later num-

bers. Better garments are being shown than usual

and as far as buyers' orders justify and sales war-

rant, it is claimed that sufficient attention has been

devoted to higher-priced numbers.

For larger boys, college suits with knicker bloom-

ers are offered to cost up to $10 each and the asort-

ment of fabrics covers rough or smooth finish cloths,

tweeds mostly, in neat and inconspicuous patterns,

browns in soft shades and natty grays, up-to-date

patterns on the smaller order. Line stripes and fine

cheeks cover the assortment of cloth swatches. Navy

blues are as good as ever and have been toned up with

several pencil stripes, white on blue or contrasting

blue and blue. Norfolk suits on decidedly English

lines are made of similar cloths and in both college

and Norfolk suits there is expected to be increased

sales.

For The Smaller Boys.

For smaller hoys, velveteens and cord velvets in

finer qualities are made in Norfolk and Buster

styles. These are always good in these cloths, and

sample ranges include a pleasing showing of these

different numbers. Quality and finish of these pile

fabrics are especially good, and best makes only have

been considered. Cords are shown in medium ridge

effects in white, navy, brown, myrtle and crimson.

Plain black velvets for separate bloomer knickers,

worn with white shirt or shirtwaist, linen collar,

sailor or stock with cravat to match are extremely

stylish.

King George Styles.

Soft or hard finish white wool serge for bloomer

knickers is growing more favored for summer wear,

and navy or white serge sailor suits are often asked

for by mothers. These are especially good in King
George styles with monograms, epaulettes and offi-

cial braid trimmings of gold or white. This is a

real novelty style, and must be considered as such,

but they are always suitable as bright window pieces

for display, thereby creating an amount of publicity

and comment.

It is in designing and completing satisfactory

wash goods suits, Busters, rompers and overalls, that

the greatest improvement in boys' clothing has taken

place during the past two years. Merchants have

equal opportunities to make their departments grow

and are doing so.

Rompers for little fellows are made in fancy

ginghamSj domestic and import, qualities in checks,

overplaids and plain chambrays with fancy con-

trasted pipings or trimmings. Colors include navy

and white, sky and white, red and white, black and

white and those plain shades of blue, navy, new or

Dutch blue and white made up in different styles.

Tans Predominating.

Bib overalls in all sizes and creased bloomers for

larger boys are hugely made in duck, domestic

qualities in navy with white patterns, new blue and

white, or ordinary blue, khaki or black denim or

ducks in different, weights. The same range of

colors is shown as la-l year, but for Spring there is

a predominance of tans, plain and khaki with a

number of new stripe and neat check effects.

In lines to retail at 50c, attention is called to

a range of new patterns in fancy galateas. These

are decidedly different from the ordinary run of spot,

anchor, stripe or plain satin finished cloths, and are

guaranteed fast colors.

It is expected the "sailor" styles will be just as

popular as ever in cotton ducks or white drills or

serges with sky or navy trimmings and in all blue

navy combined with white. Some of the newer pat-

terns mentioned lend themselves with pleasing-

effect to this style, of which is it always safe to carry

a few.

Trend for Better Goods.

Another fabric called knicker chambray, mostly

in blues, plain shades are brought out for this sea-

( Concluded on page 87)
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STOCK JHESE

Modish yyiNGs NOW
Be the first in your neighborhood to show

these two classy, latest model, wing collars.

1 I in. at back.

2 in. at front.CARLETON
(CHAUCER is slightly higher

Either one is a sure seller

for Fall and Winter to

any man who wants to

keep up with the styles.

That's the kind of man

your store caters to, isn't

it ? Stock both Carleton

and Chaucer.

Quarter

Sizes

FROM 13 TO 18

2 in. at back.

2 J in. at front.CLIFFORD
(COLTON is slightly higher)

$1.10
These snappy, smart new styles

are just about the best even W.
G. & R. ever put out. Send——^— for samples, if you want to—but

order quickly, for the demand
_ will be big. Advertising them

ft ClOZen to the Public ? Well, indeed
wp arp !we are \

Y\ sizes

Immediate Delivery
You put in the collars—our ads

will bring you the demand.

TRADE

MARK

The Williams, Greene & Rome Co., Limited
FACTORIES AT BERLIN AND HANOVER, ONT.

MAIN OFFICE:

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers



WhereClothingSalesmenOften FallDown
Concentration Will Give That Point of View so Necessary in Appealing

Effectively to the Customer — Opportunity Frequently Neglected — The
"Looker-round" May Often be Interested — Cheerfulness a Great Asset

By Herb A. Irvine " Kashion-Craft," Toronto.

THERE are two classes of successful salesmen.

One plods along conservative lines, using the

old time-worn arguments of our forefathers

which no doubt served its purpose in their time. The

other judiciously accepts the modern method of win-

ning their customer's confidence by lines of argu-

ment which appeal to that little trait of human char-

acter called vanity.

Concentration and Cheerfulness.

It is nut, necessary to flatter or jolly a customer in

order to accomplish this end. A little questioning or

drawing out will usually Wring the confession from

your prospective buyer, of certain ideas which to his

mind, suit bis particular style.

Concentration of one's whole mind and heart in

the work has a wonderful influence in bringing grati-

fying results. The slightest slip in this respect will

often prove disastrous, and good customers leave with

that ever-ready excuse, "I'll take a look around,'' or

"I am not prepared to buy to-day."

Cheerfulness is one of the greatest assets in the

retail trade. Cultivate this quality. Let your cus-

tomer feel that the surroundinus are agreeable. Have

a pleasant word of welcome. Ninety-nine men in a

hundred like to know that you appreciate their busi-

iirss. Experience has demonstrated that when a man
nines into your store to spend his good, hard-earned

money, it cannot he impressed too earnestly upon

him that you intend to see that he is treated with

every possible attention. It is wonderful what little

acts of courtesy will accomplish. An instance in our

own ease will illustrate the point.

Courtesy Effective.

One day recently, a gentleman stepped into our

department to use the phone. One of our salesmen

noticed that the hanger on his coat had become loos-

ened. After he had delivered his message he was

approached, and after a few general remarks it was

suggested that our tailoring department would re-

place the hanger with a new one. The man was

greatly pleased and when waiting the return of the

garment, the salesman succeeded in interesting him
in one of our Winter overcoats. It was the first time

that he had ever tried on a ready-to-wear garment.

It was a perfect-fitting model and in fifteen minutes

he bought the coat. He was satisfied with the pur-

chase and left the store with his mind made up to

buy nothing but the new and modern ready-to-

wear clothing in future. This was a simple but prac-

tical way of winning the man's sympathy, which,

once acquired, paves the way for good results.

Self-Satisfaction Dangerous.

The salesman who sits back and is satisfied to wait

for business is only preparing to lose it. A man is

measured up to his earning power. The minute he

relaxes his vigilance and fails to keep pace with his

fellow salesmen, who, with unlimited energy and en-

thusiasm, outmanoeuver him in all directions. The
result is, he is forced to withdraw from his field of

operation, having failed to take advantage of his

opportunity.

Nail the Opportunity.

There are so many ways of interpreting that word

opportunity in one's every-day business. To the man
who is late in arriving at the shop, opportunity prob-

ably was waiting for him. When he fails to size up
a prospective buyer, comes to the conclusion that he

is only a looker, loses interest, becomes indifferent to

his presence, the customer feels at once the spirit

which is so painfully evident and makes a hasty de-

parture. Lost opportunity.

It would certainly be interesting to know just

how much business is lost to the average merchant

through this same spirit or impression which comes

in so many salesmen, that, because a customer uses

that good old excuse, "just looking around," he

would he wasting his time in any effort to interest his

customer in the goods he intends to buy, if not at the

time, in the very near future.

Buyers Not so Skeptical.

Our experience has been that fully fifty per cent.

of these same skeptical buyers are open, ready and

willing to purchase providing they are convinced of

the genuiness of your goods and the treatment you

bestow upon them.

A. little thought on this question, followed by

putting it to the test, will be a revelation to many
salesmen.

It pleases a, customer to know that you are anxi-

ous to do business with him. He knows the value of

money and certainly will not give it to the one who
indicates indifference. He knows the value of money
and certainly will not give it over to one who plainly

indicates indifference about receiving it. Let him
understand that you desire his trade and let cheerful-

ness be always the predominating attitude.

We have learned through experience that a cus-
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)) THERE'S ^NOTHING
BETTER THAN

You must

have

"Cravenette"

Shower-proofs

for wet

weather

;

they are

waterproof

and hygienic

because

porous.

REG ? TRADErlAr.K

PROOFED BY
THE"#W/tf&rC? L

TD

U

You can wear

them for

fine weather,

because

they are

smart and

fashionable.

Dust-proof

as well as

shower-proof

TO BE

Facsimile of stamp on back
of Genuine Goods.

OBTAINED FROM THE PRINCIPAL IMPORTERS
IN CASE OF ANY DIFFICULTY, PLEASE WRITE TO

The CRAVENETTE CO., LTD., BRADFORD,YORKSHIRE
Showcards or Booklets if desired may be bad by applying through the Wholesale Importing Houses.
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Your Opportunity!

Take Advantage Of It[

THE Maclean Publishing Company are continually

offering their local representatives better and more

substantial opportunities.

Have you ever stopped to consider these? They offer :

i An excellent training in Salesmanship.

2. To live men, one dollar per hour for every

hour of their spare time.

3. Promotion to the regular circulation staff of

the MacLean Publishing Company.

The MacLean circulation organization is the largest

organization of its kind in Canada. It is composed of the

highest priced circulation men in Canada—the best sales-

men of the country, many of whom got their first training

while acting as local representatives.

Persons acting in this capacity come in contact with

the best men in Canada. A greater experience could

not be wished for.

If you want to be a 100 point salesman, if you want

to train so as to be qualified for bigger positions later,

write us to-day !

MacLean Publishing Co., Ltd.

143-149 University Ave. Toronto

.
'. Cjhnstmas Specialties .

'.

Wreyford & Co., Toronto

Special English Neckwear
$2.25, $3.75. $4.50, $6.00, $8.50

Silk Knit Motor Scarves
$18, $24, $30, $42, $65 per doz.

Mercerised Motor Scarves
$7.50 to $12

Accordion Knit Ties, with "Hobble"

With Persian or Black Bars

$6 per doz.

Best Knit Accordion
$14 and $16.50

Suspenders de Luxe—" Meldoise "

$7.50 per doz.

Box Sets—Half Hose and
Ties to Match

$5.50, $7 50, $9, $10.50, $22.50, $30 per doz.

Dressing Gowns for JVlen ana Hoys

Linen Handkerchiefs in Boxes

ana Leather vvallets

WIRE ORDERS WILL HA VEMMEDIA TE A TTENTION

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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tomer dissatisfied can do a store more harm than five

pleased ones can undo.

Fair, Businesslike Argument.

There are occasions when we meet customers who

are unfair and unjust in their comparisons. Put

your argument in a fair, businesslike way, not by

depreciating your opposition, but rather to point to

some superiority in your own merchandise. Good

sales talk requires time and patience as well as ex-

pression to acquire. Our language and address must

be such as to elevate the whole tone of the store in

which we are employed and thus instantly command

the respect of your purchaser.

The Employer's Asset.

Now, then, we as salesmen, are assets of our em-

ployers. Let us study the needs of our particular

line, not only for the sake of the employer but also

for our own. Some day, by perseverence and earnest,

careful attention to duty, we will have created a fol-

lowing which will enable us to hang up our own

illuminated sign over a. successful shop.

Plain Knits Popular

Montreal, Dec. 6, 1911.

For the Fall and Winter seasons 1912-13,

sweaters and sweater coats have been liberally or-

dered by wholesalers. In men's and boys' lines,

many different qualities, patterns and make-ups are

shown by the manufacturer.

In the better lines that have been purchased, the

coat sweater comprises the bulk of the business.

These garments will be just as popular as ever next

year. Large ranges of colors are shown in a two-

color combination. Grey, tan, green and white ap-

pear to be the favorites.

The collar arrangements are about the same as

are seen on the markets this season. Quite a num-

ber show the low open front style. Others show the

convertible collar. These collars can be turned up

as a protection for the throat, or rolled down when

not needed for this purpose.

In the men's lines many substantial ranges are

being taken. One line is knitted in the honey-

comb stitch. Others are in the two-and-one stitch.

These lines are composed of pure wool, and look the

quality of the yarn that is put in the garments.

There are large ranges of prices; and indications are

promising a record year in this department.

In the cheaper lines of nun's knitted goods, the

pull-over garment is taken in fairly large numbers.

Sweater coats are also popular in these lines. In the

sweaters that pull over the head, there are some very

substantial as well as good appearing lines. Comfort

and substantiality are apparent to a pronounced de-

gree. The yarns used in all the. samples seen were

pure wool, strong, and of a good size.

Boys' lines show new samples in both coat and

sweater styles. Sweater coats are as popular with the

younger boys as they are with the grown-ups. Manu-

facturers are wide awake to this fact, therefore, well

selected ranges are produced, and may be seen in

the samples shown by leading houses. Color, stitch,

A window by H. Gagnon for Goodwin's, Limited. Montreal, in which the trimmer lias sought to concentrate particular attention

upon style and quality of clothing by effective posing.
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design and yarns used are closely following those

adopted by the manufacturers of men's garments.

One thing noticeable in the new samples for

next year is, that the plain knitted garments are very

prominent, the fancy knitted numbers having

dropped back to a certain degree. In fact, the stitch

that is mostly seen closely resembles the stitch used

in the original cardigan, the garment from which

the sweater was first copied.

Boys' Wash Lines Ready
(Concluded from nage 82)

son's selling. In wash clothes blues have always pre-

dominated, but this season it is expected that sales

will result in about equal quantities of tans and blues

if the patterns noted are any criterion. There is

clearness of tone and diversity of patterns to suit any

buyer. As the trend is for better goods and mer-

chants are asking for more detail in style, it is con-

sidered that this season's samples will fully meet

requirements in most localities and for boys of all

ages..

Easter Neckwear Opportunity

As Easter comes on April 6th, there should be

an excellent chance for the merchant to stock up

for ;i long season's business. Easter novelties should

sell well.

Knitted and crocheted four-in-hands are seen in

bias and cross stripes of all shades. For the most

part the colors are bright and very prominent. In

the array of colors there can hardly be said that one

color is ahead of another. The accordion stripe effect

is taking well. Antique tapestry designs are one of

the attractive high-class productions.

An effective unit grouping from Allan's windows. Montreal. Note Lhe use of the
ledge for evening wear. A feature is the photo of the Duke of Connaught

witli coats-of-arnis and flags.



Advertising Value of Good Window Trims
Direct Results From Good Displays Eliminate the Doubtful Quantity

-Taking Articles From Windows to Show Customers — Unit Trims
Valuable — Pays to Have Plenty of Light.

By E. E. Bell. Manager Thornton &. Douglas, Guelph.

Tl I E purpose of a good window trim is to

bring business, otherwise it fails in its mis-

sion. Considered as advertising, its value

can be easily estimated by the direct results, whereas

newspaper space is by many considered a "doubtful

quantity" and not everybody can write business-

bringing copy.

Taking Articles From Window.

A g 1 salesman should never hesitate to take an

article out of the window, even if it be a 42 man ad-

miring a 36 garment—the only one in stock possibly.

The sale-man who quickly remarks, "oh! that would-

n't be any use to you; it's only a 36,'' defeats the ob-

ject of a good window. To bring your customer in

and hold his attention, take the 36 out even if it

spoils your trim for the time being. Your customer

is at once under obligation to give attention to your

story, you get the chance of showing him a 42 and

he's in the proper frame of mind to look at it with

the result, in at least five cases out of ten, a good sale

and pleased customer. He feels you are interested

in getting him what he wants, which may in no way

resemble the aforementioned 36, but it has served

its purpose by giving you an opening.

Every Article Easily Reached.

A well-trimmed window is one in which any

article called for can be gotten at with little trouble,

and, in almost all instances, ii pays to give your cus-

tomer the article out of the window if he wants it,

even in such goods as neckwear, hose or the lighter

furnishings of which you have a stock inside.

It is human nature to be skeptical, and electric

lighting and the window trimmer's ail is responsible

for many an article appearing liner than it really is.

The impression the customer gets of the article as

seen through the plate-glass is associated with his

purchase if he gets it from the window, otherwise

after he gets home he isn't quite sure it's the same

and begins to look for Haws and may become dis-

satisfied with his purchase and in future may remem-

ber to avoid your store.

Best Advertising Medium.

A live window is your best advertising medium.

Unit trims are particularly valuable in the beginning

or during any season, for such goods as underwear,

shirts, neckwear, hats, sweater-coats, blue serges,

hosiery, etc.. but the holiday trim should be as differ-

ent and as attractive as possible, showing mostly the

goods suitable for the gift season with a neat, plain

price ticket on even the smallest article.

Snow Card Should Harmonize.

The color-scheme should be well considered, an

attractive show-card being the finishing touch. A
tight grey card lettered in white with some touches

of bright red, blends will with a holiday trim. A
good trimmer should be able to put in a full window

without crowding any part of it, and this kind of

display gives the impression that there's a well-

assorted stock to select from inside.

Facilities for Mailing.

It pays to box such goods as neckwear, gloves,

fancy hose, mufflers, etc., and if put up in an attrac-

tive box suitable for mailing many a quick sale re-

sults at good prices. Your salesmen vshould know
the mailing rates, and a convenient desk or table with

paper and string will be considered a boon by man\

a hurried shopper. With a little re-arranging of

-pace even the small >tore can offer many of the con-

veniences that make the big store so attractive. Look

over your lighting system and if possible make your

front >n bright that it will first attract the passer-by

with its brilliancy. It pays to have lots of light.

Cheesecloth Days Are Past.

The day of the "Christmas tree," "Santa Claus"

and "Cheese-cloth" effects, are gone by for the up-to-

date men's store. The merchandise of to-day in the

bands of a good trimmer can make attractive holiday

windows that bring good business and this is the

main point.

In conclusion, would say that your window

should be the index of your well kept stock within.

THE greatest possible amount of co-operation or

teamwork should be the ideal of every men's

wear-dealer and of his staff for the coming year.

THE sales force that recognizes responsibility and

measures up to it, will make a smooth-running

efficient organization. Much depends upon the

year's start.
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Two windows for Thornton

& Douglas, Guelph, that

helped do a big holiday

business. Size of windows

6 ft. x 7^ ft. Color scheme,

green and gold, and shades

of brown, carried out in

window cards, price tickets,

chrysanthemums, shades of

brown in clothing, gloves,

hats, etc. An artistic effect,

showing a lot of seasonable

goods without over-crowd-

ing. - By Edwin E. Bell,

manager Thornton & Doug-

las, Limited, Guelph.



What Members of Parliament Wear
Sartorial Measure of the People's Representatives — Sir Wilfrid Laurier,

Best Dressed Man of the House — Premier Borden Not so Particular —
Many Peculiarities Indicative of Personality

For the " Review " by Fred James.

F ROM almost every conceivable viewpoint, the

members of the Dominion Government Cab-

inet have been considered by newspaper anil

magazine writers. The age, religion, birthplace,

habits and other incidentals to the personality of each

by the press of three countries. But little has been

member of the august body have been touched upon

said of how the Cabinet Ministers and the members

of the present Parliament measure up sartorially.

Of course, in an assemblage of 221 men from all

parts of the Dominion, where each province has some

distinctive feature in the matter of dress, there are

bound tn be a few men whose personalities are shown

by the clothes they wear.

Generally speaking members of the pre-

sent Parliament are not over particular about

their sartorial appearance. There are, how-

ever, a few exceptions. Nothing tells of the

democracy of Canada more than the clothes

of her representatives. Every style type can

be seen from the conventional frock coat and striped

pants, to the less conventional tweed suit; in fact, 95

per cent, of the members wear the latter garb in the

House, on the street and at formal and informal

junctions.

Sin Wilfrid Immaculate.

The best dressed man of the 221 is unquestion-

ably, Sir Wilfrid Laurier. There may be others who
appear at first sight to equal him, but a closer obser-

vance will prove the "Old Chief" is entitled to this

distinction. He never looks to be overdressed, yet

one can see that his every garment lias been selected

with care. When the house is in session, Sir Wil-

frid always appears in a dark suit, of a perfect fit.

He wears a morning coat, an upright collar and a

red Ascot tie. For years, the former Premier has

worn a red tie everywhere except at a dinner party or

state occasion. On the street he is sometimes seen

wearing a derby hat, sometimes a dark grey fedora,

and not infrequently, a high silk hat. On very cold

days he dons a round mink cap, while on an excep-

tionally hot day in the Summer time he appears in

a high grey skypiece.

The Premier's Attire.

Premier Borden differs at times in his appear-

ance. You may meet him on the streets in Ottawa

wearing a Derby hat that suggests long and faithful

service, and clothes that give him the ap-

pearance of a rather careless dresser, or

you may meet him attired very particular-

ly. In Parliament he is always very immacu-
lately dressed in a dark grey morning suit, with a

straight, upright collar and a four-in-hand tie. When
the present session was opened, Mr. Borden stood on

the right of the throne, garbed in a frock coat ami

grey trousers, thus ignoring the invariable custom

of former Prime Ministers of wearing a brilliant uni-

form on such an occasion. Lately he has taken to

a heavy tweed coat with a dark grey soft hat to

match the coat.

Toronto Members Well Dressed.

With the exception of Hon. George E. Foster,

Minister of Trade and Commerce, and W. F. McLean,

the members who claim Toronto as their home are

among the best dressed on both sides of the Speaker's

chair. Hon. T. W. White, Minister of Finance, is

very smart and careful in his dress, though he never

appears in anything but a jacket suit of tweeds ex-

cept, of course, at some function where etiquette re-

quires the laying aside of the jacket suit. Hon. A. E.

Kemp, Minister without portfolio, is a model dresser

and the same can be said of Mr. Claude Macdonnell.

from Toronto South. The Cabinet Ministers are all

careful about their dress, with the exception of Hon.

Mr. Roche, Secretary of State, and Mr. Foster, who,

though presentable, plainly show that they give little

attention to their personal appearance.

Hon. Robert Rogers, Minister of the Interior, is

never seen wearing anything else but a frock coat.

His appearance must gladden the heart of an obser-

vant tailor. Hon. R. Lemieux, former Postmaster-

General, attires himself immaculately in a braided

morning coat of dark grey or black. After his return

from Japan last Summer he looked very distinguished

on the Liberal front benches with his hair brushed

and trimmed in the correct Japanese style. Recentlv

he has reverted to the less ostentatious Canadian cus-

tom of brushing his locks.

Fedora for Doherty.

Hon. Mr. Doherty, Minister of Justice, is the only

member of the cabinet who strictly adheres to a fe-

dora hat for wear at all and sundry occasions. How-
ever, he dresses very smartly, but since he came to

Ottawa he has not yet been seen in anything else but

a tweed suit of grey and the aforesaid hat. Hon.

George Perley, Minister without portfolio, inclines to

black clothes with a black derby hat and from Fall

to Spring, he wears a light-weight short coat. He
says he only wears a fur-lined, or heavy overcoat when

(Concluded on page 92.)
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A study in black and white

By Reg. Drown, Crossman Co.,

Petei borough.

In this group of cards, rover-

paper was used, with hack of

stiff cardboard in a darker

shade. Greys and browns

make the most effective cards

lettered in white with black

lines underneath. The ends

as seen can easily be "curl-

ed" by heating a small round

iron and twisting around

same. This style of card al-

ways harmonizes with a well

trimmed window, is inexpen-

sive, effective and lasts much

longer than the much-used

white cards.

My Edwin E. Bell, manager Thornton

& Douglas, Limited, Guelph.
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Run On Rough Hats
Buyers Returning From New York — Some

Novelties that are Likely to Feature

Spring Season.

Wholesale hatters are now stocking Spring ship-

ments and preparing for delivery to men's furnish-

ers in January, February and March. Travelers are

home for Christmas holidays and report that business

is completed on their respective grounds until start-

ing on sorting trips in January.

Most of the larger buyers have just returned from
New York, and state that there is very little novelty,

but they are more convinced in the correctness of

first assortments. Early forecasts were practically

correct, except that in minor instances, some colors

did not take as well as predicted.

As usual, popular lines at Sfl"> to $24 dozen on both
soft and stiff hats with a sprinkling of better quali-

ties of the latter are being forwarded. It is an as-

sured demand with most merchants and they are

freely taking prevailing blocks in stiff hats, wide
brim and low crown, not too extreme, and in dimen-
sions mosl adapted to younger men. Naturally, for

elderly men more conservative styles have been
taken.

In comparing the effect of increased sales of soft,

rough felts on stiff blocks, there is no material fall-

ing off. as stiff hats are necessary for more dressy
wear than soft shapes chosen for secondary occasions.

It is noted that over the counter, in larger stores.

there has been a falling off in sales, and while in

many localities this effect will not be felt, shrewd
merchants will foresee any evidence in tin's respect
in time to protect the selling of stocks proportion-
ately.

Blacks are first, with a few browns, in stiff hats.

Rough soft felts and extremes on this finish have
sold in staple colors, slate, steel grey and brown.
with fair quantities of olive. The pronounced vogue
of olives for this Fall season, which was expected to

have marked effect on the selling of this shade, has
not followed, unless it becomes a feature of sorting.

Among the novelties to be shown, then, and this is a
forerunnner for Fall, are stiff hats with rough or
wool finish. So far, the response for these in larger

cities has not been as liberal as designers anticipated,

and this is general throughout the trade so far as

it is considered as a freak, but whether it is another

feature which will succeed by ultimate tryout re-

mains to be seen.

Corduroy .-oft hat- in novelty shades, grays and
browns, are the most promising of cloth hats. Some
natty velours are seen for early Spring wear. Many
styles of English stitched tweeds in striking patterns.

combinations of grays or fawns and browns, are

taken, and sold mostly to a discriminating class of

buyers.

What M.P/s Wear
(Concluded from page 90.)

driving. Hon. T. Crothers, Minister of Labor, and
Hon. Mr. Pelletier, Po<tina<ter-General and Hon.
Frank Cochrane, Minister of Railways and Canals, all

dress like prosperous business men in well-fitting

jacket suits of a dark color.

Hon. Mr. Hazen, Minister of Marine and Fisher-

ies is always handsomely dressed in frock coat suit,

and is a striking figure.

There are smarter-appearing men than Hon.
Sam. Hughes, Minister of Militia, in civilian clothes,

hut he is considered as handsome as any man in

Canada when arrayed in military uniform.

The Western Members.
The mosl immaculately attired member from the

West is lb B. Bennet, of Calgary. His clothes stamp
him as a smart, shrewd, clever man, which he is.

Perhaps the most striking figure in the House is Rob-
ert Cruise, the member for Dauphin. Man., who de-

feated the famous Glen Campbell. Mr. Cruise is the

only member who comes to Ottawa in a big sombrero
or cowboy's hat. His clothes also savor of the West.
And a, singular thing is that (den Campbell also wore
a sombrero hat and clothes cut in a typical western

style. When the weather is particularly cold, Mr.
McKay, M.P.. for Prince Albert. Sask., enters the

chamber and make- hi- bow to Dr. Sproule, wrapped
in a wolfskin coat.

The majority of the backbenchers on both sides

of the speaker dress like the majority of ordinary

business men. A few are shamefully careless about

their appearance, but. this fact is a good sign, per-

haps, because it speaks well for Canadian democracy.



Aggressive Work Required of Admen
Approach of Spring Season Demands Effective Clearance of Old Stock —
Some Suggestions in Recent Ads. — John Boyes Holds Nine-day Clearing

Event — Familiarizing Customers With Improvements — Testing Advertising

ANNUAL stock-taking sales should make Jan-

uary and February busy months for the

men's wear dealer. He must make room for

the incoming Spring goods and upon his advertising

he must depend for greatest results. Many different

plans are adopted in order to reduce the previous

season's stocks to the desired level. Competitions of

various kinds, schemes that interest the children, and

which never fail to draw the crowd are used to ad-

vantage.

One merchant grades his reductions in such a

way that, extended over a certain number of weeks,

the last day sees the wardrobes practically bare of

the preceding season's goods and Spring lines well

forward. He calls it his "Extinguishment Sale."

For the first week's attraction, the high-grade cloth-

ing, regular, say at $30 or thereabouts, are priced at

$18. This brings a rush and first comers get the best

selections. The succeeding week sees a reduction to

$15 and the third, to $12. Other lines are also

marked down and the advertising value of this event

is wonderful. Live salesmen use the opportunity to

9 Day "Room Making" Sale

Men's, Boys', and Children's Suits. Overcoats. Odd Trousers, Shirts, Underwear,

Sweaters and Sweater Coats, Mitts, Etc., Etc.

Sale Commences Saturday Nov. 18th. Closes Thursday, Nov. 28th

J. L. BOYES,

NAPANEE.

We carry about

$20,000 worth ol

Men's and Boys'

Wearables.

Come and see us.

THIS BOOK WILL. INTEREST

Mr

READ IT CAREFULLY

QUR STORE Is literally " packed " with Men's and Boys' Wearables Valu-
able space is being; occupied by broken lines, odd sizes, and surplus stock.

I o clear out these odd lines and make room for better display and arrangement
ol stock we are holding this Big o Day Sale.

Truthful Advertising, Upright Methods,

and Fair Prices

have brought this business to its present high standard. You will find every

article on sale

Truthfully Advertised.

Front page of .1 folder that brought good l-i-sniis.

create advance inteiv.M in Spring <m>o<1.- ami mil ;.

lew orders are taken in anticipation of the new sea-

sou's wardrobe needs.

A Nine-Day Event

It very often pays to issite a circular or price list,

at this time describing values and also imparting

style information about the Spring lines. Some-

ill D ^
Wm. Currie

CLOTHIER
4 ,Lj.f r_ Genuine

'f Scotch Tweed
for Young Men,

$18, $20. $22.50. $25

These Suits are designed

(o take the place of, and

ate onlv second In our

Fine Custom Made Gar-

OvercooU for Men,

Made from ihe most cele-

brated Irish Frieze.

$15.00, $20.00. $25.00.

Real Irish Frieze really is

—We will be pleased lo

hive tour inspection ot

the genuine !

Commercial Pants,

$2.00. $2 50. $3.00. $4
IV: Fail

Dress Pants,

$3.00, $5 00, $7.00

Wm. Currie
,23 Noire Dame Street Weil

90S St Catherine Street East

a rp

Good use is made of limited space in this advertisement.

tiling of this kind was recently issued by J. L. Boyes,

Napanee. He called the event a nine-day "room-

making" sale of men's, boys' and children's suits and

details were given in a six-page circular, and in it,

special and sale goods were about equally proportion-

ed. The front page of the circular is reproduced.

The sheet was 9% x 12 inches, and could be folded

in such a way as to carry the address and a statement

under the merchant's name in a specially ruled panel.

The language of the circular throughout is notable

for its candor. Short work is made of the reason for

the sale and there is a refreshing absence of unneces-

sary elaboration. The folder suggests the store's

motto
—"Truthful advertising, upright methods,

fair prices." In order to avoid misunderstanding

and to make inspection all the more interesting, the

statement is made that "original (sewn on) price

tickets are marked in ink on all goods. Pin tickets

with sale prices pinned on all goods
"

Every page is devoted to description of values

which would appeal to the large farming commun-
ity of which Napanee is the centre, and Mr. Boyes

Mates (hat his nine-day event was a great success.
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Good Use of Small Space

The 4% x 7 1
/-2 inches advertisement of Win.

Cnrrie, Montreal, is reproduced as an illustration of

the effect that can generally be obtained by proper

use of small space. Here a distinctive cut is used in

connection with statements which suggest knowledge

of and confidence in the goods offered for sale, a note

that is not always evident in men's wear advertising.

The example here presented contains a good sugges-

tion for an announcement at school opening or one

calculated to interest school or college trade.

Giving New Store Identity

Allan's, Montreal, have in the advertisement here

submitted, incorporated an idea calculated to famili-

arize people at once with the appearance of their new
store, if--, unusual window arrangement, and the

splendid displays tbereby rendered possible. Mer-

chants too often ignore the advertisino; value nm

Announcement of now store opening by Vancouver dealer.

tained in some improvement to their premises, tak-

ing it as a matter of course that people will discover

these things in time and appreciate them. There is

only one criticism that might be made of the state-

ment accompanying the Allan advertisement. It i^

not sufficiently direct or personal. In fact it is al-

together too modest in proportion to the many inter-

esting features about the store that might appeal to

customers. A statement over Mr. Allan's name
would have introduced that personal element which
is much more effective than a cut and dried state-

ment in indirect narrative.

Testing the Ad.

Newton & Freele, Strajhroy, adopt a plan whereby
they expect to test the value of newspaper advertis-

ing. Incidentally, it looks like a pretty fair sale

idea. While such an advertisement may give the

merchants little idea of the number of people who
actually read their advertisement, it should be in-

Men, "We Are Going to Pay You for

Heading tnis "Advt."

Every man who reads this advt. and then

cuts it out and brings it to our store can have

any Suit in the store a* 10 per cent, discount.

If you get a $10.00 Suit, you

Save $1.00.

If you get a $15.00 Suit, vuu

Save $1.50.

If you get a $20.00 Suit, you

Save $2.00.

We make this unusual offer in order to test

1 In value of newspaper advertising. We know
that an opportunity to save from JSi.uo to $2.50

will look good to any man who reads this advt.

and we are willing to pay out the necessary

amount to learn the value of newspaper adve^r-

NEWTON & FREELE
FRANK STREET, STRATHROY.

tr Marriage Licenses tsr.ued.

~J

Testing an advt. by means of special inducement.

struimental in giving some statistics as to tangible

i (suits. The idea is one that works well in special

instances where customers have unusual induce-

ments offered them. A plan that will test advertis-

ing, special price or no special price, is what most

merchants are looking for. The House of Tlobber

value as iht- borne of high giadc Haif. Caps. Furnish-

ings and Clothing

A lar^e, new and v»wtt< eJcwnri, and Mi
-"'"' person*] w-.-.',!

, of men's requirements, ,hould i

bme m ifforijmc vou a most convenient and latisfaetory plat* to

Th * C" ' - '
' isively 10 men > HfttS, Cap*

and .Furnishings The first rtoor to Boys' And Young Men's
Clothing. Hats. Cap. and Furnishings, and the front part of tills

floor to Men's Clcthing

Mr Allan wants all to feel that they are at liberty to visit the

and look jbout at any time, without feeling any obligation

1 purchase

355 ST. CATHERINE STREET WEST.

An advt. calculated to familiarize customers with appearance of
new store.

lira, Toronto, for some years now, have adopted a

return post card system by which they ascertain

whether customers were influenced in their purchases
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by the newspaper, by window, or by good reports.

Cards with blanks are sent out and customers are

asked to nil in the questions. Some very interesting

and useful information has been obtained in this

way.

Opening New Store

The Review acknowledges receipt of an an-

nouncement from E. Chapman, Vancouver, refer-

ring to the opening of their new store. The an-

nouncement is neatly printed in green on grey linen

paper, with initial letter, signature and ornamenta-

tion in red. A feature of this little sheet is a detailed

statement of special lines that are always found in

the well-ordered men's store. Chapman began busi-

ness in 1888 and is to be congratulated upon his

growth.

Woman On Men's Clothes
Feminine Critic Says Man Must be Bigger

Than His Clothes — Well-Groomed Appear-

ance is an Important Asset.

An interesting discussion on men's clothing from

a woman's viewpoint recently appeared in the Chi

cago Daily News. The author, Anna Woodward,

sums up her conclusions as follows:
—"In regard to

men's clothes, one might make comparison with the

covers of books. It is for the contents that we value

a volume : but the books that we appreciate we would

have nicely printed on good paper in a fine and ser-

viceable binding." This is sufficient to warrant the

assumption that women prefer men to be dressed in

fine, but serviceable clothes, and without foppish-

ness.

Feminine appreciation of the dandy is shown in

these words: "It is with a note of contempt that wo

speak of a dandy. It is detestable that a man should

wear his clothes with an air of display, and nothing

disposes us" (meaning women) "more against a man
than the thought that he makes a study of his ap-

pearance."

The critic does not mean that a man should not

be careful of his dress, as witness her next words. "A
man must be bigger than his clothes. To dress well

is to dress appropriately." There is a world of sense

in those few word-, also in the next paragraph:

"Speaking of business men, there is no doubt that

a well-groomed appearance is an important asset. It

is not merely that it suggests prosperity; it is an in-

dication of a proper personal pride—a thing as differ

ent from personal vanity as a confident manner is

different from idle boasting in matters of business."

It is an excellent distinction which Miss Wood-
ward draws between vanity and pride, and helps to

explain the feminine contempt for a dandy. "Great

men," she adds, "have sometimes been fops, but that

was no more a sign of greatness than the slovenly

appearance which is sometimes spoken of as an in-

dication of genius. It is not an indication-—it is

merely an idiosyncrasy."

Miss Woodward recognizes the important part

played by the tailor: "As regards a decent appear-

ance, much depends on the tailor, but a man's linen,

his footwear, and even his ties are as important as

the cut of his coat. * * * There was a time

when in order to be well dressed a man had to be

rich or extravagant. The good tailor was the expen-

sive tailor. But so little of this is true at the present

time that there is very little excuse for any man's

not appearing in clothes that have about them a cer-

tain air of distinction."

l!ui, with womanly perception, she recognizes the

limitations of the tailor's art, and that not the most

experienced sartorialist in the world can make a

gentleman of a boor. Under this head she says:

"Much depends on the tailor, on the style and cut

of the clothes; but the real distinction must come
from the wearer. The clothes of a really well-dressed

man you notice as an afterthought. The only good

clothes are those which seem as natural to a man as

his good maimers."

She also calls attention to the sanitary advantages

to be found in gooel clothes, and in frequent changes

of clothes, and says that it was doubtless an innate

demand for utter cleanliness that induced Walt
Whitman and Mark Twain to dress in white.

"There is a certain comfort in old clothes," she

admits, "so some men go to their tailors as seldom as

possible. But I cannot help thinking how advan-

tageous it is that a new coat is no ruinous thing to

buy. * * * If a white coat can be worn only for

a day, what must be the state of a black coat after

a month of constant wear!"

Again adverting to feminine contempt for dandy-

ism, she quotes Cobbett: "Take this as a secret worth

half a fortune to you—that women, however person-

ally vain they may be themselves, despise personal

vanity in men."

New Belt Features

Montreal, Dec. 9, 1911.

Wholesalers are looking forward to a strong de-

mand in the belt department.

In addition to staple lines that have always been

more or less asked for, there will lie some new fea-

tures. The prongless side trouser buckle and prong-

less belt buckle are along new departures. In these

productions, no holes or eyelets are needed, and they

are suitable for either cloth or leather. Belts with

this new buckle will in all probabilities take well

with the men and boys.
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SHIRTS, COLLARS AND CUFFS

XJ

Will Order in Hurry
Many Merchants Delaying Their Purchases
— Many Plain Materials Feature New Lines

In the higher-class Lines of men's shirts there are

some fine flannels, pongees, silks and poplins that

are taking' well with the trade for Spring delivery.

A light cream flannel made with detachable soft col-

lar, and soft French cuffs is an attractive number.

This is offered at $21 per dozen and makes an ideal

outing shirt. En looking over the samples of leading

houses one is impressed with the number of line-

that, are shown in plain materials. These are in-

cluded in many of the leading fabrics. The poplins

in several shades and qualities, are plain. Cham-
pagne, delicate grey, white, tan, blue and other shades

are well represented in the majority of numbers.

Although the hu.-ine>- done has been very satis-

factory, there is no doubt that many orders will come
in after the first of the new year. There are many
merchants who will not place an order until the

goods are wanted in a. hurry. This is not always a

safe plan.

Montreal Men's Wear Market
Soft Collar Booked for Strong Run Next
Season— Sensible Shirt Styles—Wing

Collars Taking Well.

Montreal, Dec. 12.—Travelers who have returned

from recent trips report soft collars to be more popu-

lar for the coming season's business than last season.

This style of collar, combined with the soft French
cuffs, will appear on many Spring lines.

Ties to match the collar and shirt proper are

another saving feature. These ties can be laundried

as often as necessary.

The Spring shirt will specialize along the sen-

sible rather than the freak lines. This will mean
more business for the average merchant. Fancy
articles that faded with the first washing did not do

much towards obtaining the confidence of the cus-

tomer. He generally purchased one shirt at a time,

so as to test the color before making further invest-

ments. If, by producing shirts in patterns that con-

tain fast, color designs, the customer can be assured

of the quality, the sales should include twice the

amount of former individual sales.

It does not mean that the men have thrown away
their pleated or soft bosom shirts, when we say the

regatta shirt has come back. It is a certainty that

the new semi-regatta shirt is generally confined to

the higher class trade. The negligee is too comfort-

able to be easily deserted—they have come to stay

—

as the sales for Spring confirm.

For better class wear, the new modish wing col-

lars are selling in fairly large quantities. Of course,

they are suited to all occasions, hut it is for wearing

with the stiff-bosom shirt that has been brought out

along improved lines during the past season, that

these collars are particularly fitted. This brand of

collar in both the round and the square pointed styles

have .-old well, considering the short time they have
I ecu on the market.

In the double band collar, there is no noticeable

change. The close-fitting styles still hold the atten-

tion of the people at large. There is a tendency to

make the opening a little wider, so as to permit the

use of wider and more elaborate line of tines. The
narrow ties that have been necessary to be worn with

the very close-fitting numbers, were not wide enough
i<> -how oil' style of design and richness of material

to the best advantage. With the advent of a wider

opening collar, the manufacturers and dealers would

he able to increase the season's sales by producing

and selling higher-class goods.

Novelties in Neckwear
Montreal, Dec 12.—For the Easter and Spring-

neckwear there will be shown many novelties. These

will be for the most part shown in broad end styles,

in both straight Derby and in the form of the

handkerchief scarf. Crepe de Chine and Foulards

will he two very popular materials. In fact, crepe de

Chine articles, and the English foulard squares, look

strong for Spring trade.

The bordered ends will be mjich in evidence in

the wide styles, and by stocking up with these novel-

ties, the merchant will have something special to

attract Easter trade.
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WHICH IS BETTER BUSINESS ?

What is the Policy for Next Year ?

BUSINESS is completed for

another year ; stock sheets
extended and correct bal-

ances placed before the man-
agement by the financial man.

Results show all wanted
information, which makes stock-

taking necessary ; amount of

stock, expenses, cost of doing
business, profits or loss, mar-
gins, and whether stock is

increased or decreased in each
department.

There are many compari-
sons which can be made between
this year's result and that of a
year ago.

This year's sales show that

business has been good, and
through aggressive merchandising, exceeded that of the previous year.

This is a result of hour sales, half day sales and persistent [offerings of

leaders. The advertising policy has depended on price as an attraction, and
the management have adhered to quantity and quick turnover with close
margins. There is a most satisfactory 10% increase and every reason
to expect an extra profit.

I IBut the statement shows that profits a year ago were equal to this year's
gain, and, although more business has been done, actual results are
practically the same.

I What plans will be adopted for next year ?

Will the management curtail or extend business along similar lines ?

What changes will be made, if any, and in what direction ? Must there
be a larger percentage on sale goods ? Will customers be obliged to wait for

special sales ? How will business be increased between these events ?

What will induce customers to respond to smaller or between advertisements?
Will the volume and contract for advertising be lessened ? Where will the
line be drawn in holding sales ?

For the three best answers, by Dry Goods or Men's Wear Merchants, to

all or any one of these questions, the following prizes will be paid :

—

FIRST

$3 and Review for One Year

SECOND

$2 and Review for One Year

THIRD

$1 and Review for One Year

Other answers reserved for publication will be paid for at the regular
correspondence rates.

Prize replies will be published in January midmonth number of Dry
Goods Review. All must be in the hands of the Editor of Dry Goods
Review, 143 University Ave., Toronto, not later than January 10th.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and Their Travelers.
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PlateN?l2~Fla£ Stroke Fancy
^^&£ow<?r Case —

a b\>\ c b

qcai\re\s:shlt.\

Ufc
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Practice Those

Flat stroke fancy lettering, which has its move practical value in the various decorative
purposes to which it is applicable. See Inside Back Cover



Lesson 12— Complete Course in Cardwriting
A Style of Alphabet Suitable for Use as Headlines or for Special Fancy

Cards, But Not Appropriate for Sale Cards — Decorative Features

(By J- C. Edwards. Copyright. Canada, 1911.)

NO reasonable argument can be used to uphold

the use of fancy letters as practical for sale

cards. The plainer a letter is the more read-

able and therefore, the more productive of results.

Though this course has been compiled with the

express purpose of presenting the reader with only

practical alphabets for use in modern show-cards

writing, there are times when the less practical letter-

ing is advisable even in every-day work. There are

times when a fancy trim is called for, and while a

plainly lettered card is proper, yet, a fancy touch is

more in harmony. Now this fancy touch does not

need to be so fancy as to detract from the legibility

of the card—it must be quickly made as well. Old

English lettering, in its original set style is nut prac-

tical and is less readable than almost any style used

in lettering to-day. Yet it is a handsome letter and

when nicely written makes a fine effect. This is the

reason why we present here a corrupt version of the

Old English, taking away the fussy parts and trans-

forming the letters into an easily and quickly writ-

ten style which can be read without trouble.

Where one word or so requires to be brought out

more prominently in the inscription this letter may
be used effectively. This is demonstrated in the card

reading "Fancy Letters should never be used on any

kind of sale card, etc." The words "fancy" and

letters, '" being the subject, and the most important

parts of the card are made prominent by the use of

this alphabet. The small letters in the reader of the

inscription are made with a small soennecken pen

i No 2V2 ). This lettering will he taught in later les-

soli.J.

The decorative feature of this card is the grey

panel scheme used at both ends of the card—the one

on the left being used as a relief for the capital F.

The other card illustrates the use of fiat stroke fancy

lettering for the whole inscription. Note how much
harder it is to read this card than the one previously

described. Compare the two ami you will readily see

the reason for not advocating this or any fancy letter

for sale or quickly read cards.

A very simple form of decoration is used in this

card, hut which adds just enough life to relieve the

plain black and white appearance.

At the bottom of plate 12, there are a number of

strokes given which, if practiced, will give the ele-

ments of this letter and be of great aid in helping

you to master it.

Persistent practice will accomplish a great deal in

card-writing, in fact, it is the secret of success. You
may ask where this style of letter would be used to

advantage.

The most important functions of any dry goods

store in the year are its openings. Your opening
cards may bear the formal opening inscriptions let-

tered with "Flat Stroke Fancy" and illuminated in

whatever way you may desire, or they may have an
informal inscription with the main words in "Fan-

cy." Your Easter cards, your Christmas cards and
such important cards may be made with this style of

lettering. In fact, new goods cards where quality

and style—not price—is the main feature, may be

lettered to a more or less degree with this "Flat Stroke

Fancy" lettering. You must use your better judg-

ment in deciding what you use.

Capitals of this style of letter do not blend well

together. They are even less readable than the lower

case and should never be used only at the beginning

of a sentence or when only two or so words are used

as the headline they may all begin with a capital.

There are only about two letters in the lower case
i * •

r

which are like the capitals and these are S and X and
Z and even these are slightly different inasmuch as

the S in the capitals has the lower or last stroke con-

tinued right up and across the face of the letter. The
Z is practically the same but the X is finished slight-

ly different. The rest of the letters are decidedly

unlike each other.

B eJovc cowvncttcivVu, lettering,

practice tW strokes llioi

arc shoun> altUc bolloi»

&f \\\o \>lalo .

^% aix:\j<£etters
should never be used on auij

Kind of sale cards as tKey

aro U'ss easily road I K a i \

plain Block op Roman sly les.

Cards showing application of flat stroke fancy lettering and
decorative effect.

The lower case is more simple to execute. A

number 7 red sable flat brush was used to make this

plate.



Celebrated Their Forty-third Anniversary
Blumenthals", Montreal, Have Increased Their Store Three Times Since

Their Start in 1868 — Methods That Have Won Success — The Cash
Principle — Pay by Bonus and Salary — An Attractive Anniversary Sale

Montreal, Dec. L2.

THL 43rd Anniversary Sale of J. II. Blumen-

thal's Sons, Limited, Montreal, started on

Friday morning, December 8th. The two-

page advertisement thai appeared to announce this

great event in (lie history of the firm, pictured the

buildings occupied from the time they started in

business, up to the present establishment,

Enlarged Three Times.

In 1868 this linn opened a small .-land on St.

Lawrence Sired. The line "I' goods included cloth-

ing for men and boys of ah1

ages. To-day the stuck

i- many times larger than that kept in the -tart. By

attending to business and following the right path,

ihe firm outgrew the quarters mi Si. Lawrence Streetj

and in 1891 moved to more convenient quarters on

St. Catherine Streel East. Here the business eon-

tinned to grow; and in 1900, another move was made

to a still larger and more central stand at the corner

of Bleury and Craig Streets. Business continued to

flourish at this stand. The business of Montreal

having continued to move to the up-town district,

it was decided to build a large block on St. ( latherine

Street, ai the corner of Bleury. This imposing build-

ing was finished early in the year 191 I. It i- .

dit lo the cilv. ami is one of the besl on this flourish-

ing street. In the twenty-line competition held re-

cently for boys under 17 years of ago, many of the

best letters made special mention of the addition to

the appearance of Montreal, made by this building.

The development of this business was not the re-

sult of luck, or chance, but of energy and effort ex-

pended in the right direction.

The 43rd anniversary sale will take some of the

Montreal people hack to the time when J. H. Blu-

menthal's Sons firm started in their little one-storey

store at 'I'l'l St. Lawrence Street. Then, (his firm had
two clerks. Now their employes number over one

hundred.

The method of paying help is a burning ques-

tion with many of the merchants of to-day. This

was dealt with by J. II. Blumenthal's Sons, from the

first. The paying of salary and bonus was adopted.

This they consider tin besl all-round method for ob-

taining results, and keeping the help interested in

their work. A clerk gets so much salary, and one

pei- cent, bonus. This method stimulates him to

make all the sales possible— it also increases the gross

sales of (he store winch installs such a system. If

the sale-man gets a salary only, he is liable to be in-

different as to ihe necessity of exerting eVjry effort

along the right direction. Me is likely to think that

it makes little difference whether he eixerls himself or

Two-page advertisement by which J. H. Blumenthal's .Suns advertised their 43rd anniversary. Growth was indicated by cuts of
the different stores occupied since they started business. The advt. contains some attractive features, both for men and hoys.
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not. When pay-day conies lie will get the same

amount of pay. On the other hand, the salesman

who gets paid wholly on a commission basis, is liable

to be too intent upon making sales, and in this way

neglect the work that should be attended to in re-

gard to the appearance and condition in which the

stock is kept.

In dealing with this problem, this company

adopted the right method; and to-day, they are very

thankful that such a plan was adopted from the first.

Their salesmen generally make from live to ten dol-

lar-; per week, on the bonuses. 'This amount added

to a generous salary. gives a man something to look

forward to from week to week. It infused new life

and energy into what might otherwise be a second

rank man.

Pleastng Every Customer.

The method of "pleasing every customer or re-

funding the money"' was another telling advantage.

If the customer takes a suit of clothes or an over-

coat, or something else; pays for the same, and after

getting them home, finds the color or style is not

satisfactory—in each and every instance the garments

are exchanged or the money refunded, if there is

nothing in the .-lock to suit. In cases of this sort,

after the money ha- been refunded, it often comes

back before the customer leave- the building. Even

after leaving the store, the customer will bear away a

kindly feeling towards a firm acting in this business-

like manner; and he may return in a day or two

with a friend, or with his wife who wishes to help

make the selection. This method of dealing with

each customer has added many friends to lids store's

shopping list.

Advertising in the daily paper's and using liberal

space has been the policy i ver since the start. J. II.

Blumenthal's Sons are the first people in Canada, in

the men's and boys' clothing business, to use a

double-page advertisement in the newspapers. It

reflects somewhat, the spirit of the firm, the spirit of

enterprise that is in a great measure responsible for

the success of former years.

The foregoing are the principal methods that

are responsible for the growth of any business.

Adopts Birthday Present Plan.

In addition to special prices for the anniversary

sale, several novel methods of winning the boys are

being adopted. During this sale, every boy who
makes a, purchase of clothing amounting to $5.00

and over, will have his name and address, with date

of birth, registered. And on each succeeding birth-

day, until lie is 20 years of age, each boy whose name
is registered, will receive a valuable present. Even,

if the birthday came the next day after registering';

a present would be given. The object of this is to

gain the friendship of the younger generation who
will some day be the fathers of the city.

Pea-Guessing Contest.

A guessing contest is also being carried on at the

same time. Any boy making a purchase has a

Interior view of J. II. Blumenthal's Smis' store, Montreal, showing rear sind

stock arrangement.
iffice at. right, id givii neat
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chance to guess the number of peas there are in a

glass jar that is on show in the window. At the con-

clusion of the contest, the boy making the nearest

guess will receive a reward. A double-runner coaster

will be given.

Gifts For the Boys.

In addition to these gifts, every boy making a

purchase of $5.00 and over will be given a strong-

pointed sled, with spring runners. Watches and

other presents are on show in the windows. These

will be given to each boy making the required pur-

chases.

Systematic Stock Arrangement.

Extensive lines of clothing for boys are kept in

the basement. Sizes are in systematic arrangement
On one table are kept all sizes of a certain line of

boys knickers. Starting at the smallest size, the piles

are arranged, each size separate, up to the largest

garments. In the arrangement of suits, the same
method is followed. This system means the saving

of much valuable time, as a certain garment or suit

is produced without having to look over half the

stock before the required garment is found.

-Flat Brushes-
FOR CARD-WRITING

RED SABLE IN ALBATA, approved and
used exclusively by the author of the ' 'Edwards
Short Cut System of Card-writing," and other
prominent card writers of Canada. Best
French make, all sizes. We also handle

CARD-WRITERS' SUPPLIES
consisting of Thaddeus Davids' letterine,

Soenneken pens, T squares, cardboard, etc.

Write for prices.

F. HARRIS CO.
73 King St. East,

LIMITED
Toronto

Men's clothing, including overcoats, suits, fancy

vests, etc., are kept on the ground floor. A wide

centre aisle runs from the entrance to the rear of the

building. On either side, next the walls, are spacious

wardrobes. Between these and the main aisles are

cases with glass sides and top, in which are kept the

suits.

Sizes are kept well together. For example: in

one case would be found navy serge suits in the 38
inch size; in another, the 40 inch garments, and so

on throughout the entire department. In this ar-

rangement, the largest number of garments can be

shown to a customer in the shortest time.

Designs in tic pins and pearl links and studs for dress
wear. Couriesy U. A. Phillips, Toronto.
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Samples of the present series of TOOKE Advertisements, 9" x 3 col.

TOOKE Advertising
Pays YOU

The strong advertising campaign which we are running throughout Canada
for TOOKE Collars helps YOU to make more money— if you co-operate by
pushing TOOKE goods.

First, by increasing your sales. As our volume of business is rapidly mount-
ing up, we know TOOKE dealers must be selling more goods as the result of

our advertising.

Second, by cutting down your selling expense. It takes far less of your own
or your clerks' time to sell TOOKE goods than other lines, because your
customers are already convinced by our advertising that TOOKE goods are
right in every particular.

Third, by building up your prestige. Nothing does more to establish the high

reputation of a store than the featuring of nationally advertised goods of

recognized superiority, like Tooke Collars.

WRITE US FOR STORE CARDS AND ADVERTISING ELECTROS

TOOKE BROS., LIMITED, Montreal
COMPLETE STOCKS, INCLUDING MEN'S FURNISHINGS, ARE CARRIED IN OUR

WINNIPEG WAREHOUSE, 91 ALBERT STREET

I'lp.nae mention The Review A ilvertisers and Their Traveler?.
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Do You Want to Buy Something

That You do Not Know

Where to Get ?

EVERY month Th e Review receives letters

from subscribers stating that they are
in the market for certain goods, but that

they do notknow where they can be procured.

They ask us if we can tell them from what
source they can procure the wanted articles.

This is a service we render cheerfully.

When you become a subscriber to The
Review this service is part of what you buy.

We have facilities for procuring informa-
tion about new goods, novelty lines, articles

not usually sold in dry goods stores but occa-
sionally asked for, etc., and these facilities

are at the service of our readers.

We are glad to get these requests for

information and no service could be more
cheerfully rendered.

CUT OUT THE COUPON BELOW,
and use it when you would like us to give
you information.

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
143 University Avenue, Toronto

I
THE DRY GOODS REVIEW

143 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

For Subscribers

TORONTO INFORMATION WANTED
DATE 191

PLEASE TELL ME WHERE I CAN BUY

NAME
ADDRESS
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